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Preface
In answering the request that I write the Preface for this book I shall
tell you how we began and how, through pictures and stories, that I feel I
have lived with our pioneers.
Today in our elegant homes and distinctive automobiles, our
marvelous tractors and machinery we give little thought to the hardships
of our dauntless pioneers.
The decision to preserve some of the historical facts of our municipality was made in 1978. Our municipal council selected a committee
and asked us to assemble a book to show how ideas, dress and material
things have changed from the start of our municipality to the present.
The reponse was a tremendous amount of family histories and
pictures. Our book contains pictures of some of our pioneers who have
been with' us well over 90 years. Many hours of research, countless
telephone calls, and people volunteering their time, made, what looked
like a hopeless task into a rewarding accomplishment.
In trying to find a fitting tribute to our pioneers I quote the words of
a modem paschal ballad, "The Rose".
Its the heart afraid of breaking that never learns to dance;
Its the dream afraid of walking that never takes a chance;
Its the soul afraid of dying that never learns to live.
Although nothing is ever so good it cannot be improved upon we
apologize for mistakes and errors. I had an excellent committee and a
host of volunteers. I must thank the R.M. of Pipestone Council for the
great honor you have given me in writing this preface.
I hope that glancing through the pages of our book that it will
refresh your memory of bygone years and that it will become a treasured
remembrance of years gone by.
Russell Mazur
President
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THE PREMIER OF MANITOBA
WINt-:IPEG
R3C OV8

The history of our country is a rich one in which we
can all take great pride.

It is through contributions

such as the Rural Municipality of Pipestone History Project
that we enrich and preserve the heritage and culture of our
country.
An understanding and knowledge of local history is the
first step in building an understanding and knowledge of
the development and greatness of Canada.

I congratulate

the members of the historical committee and those involved
in producing this history for their contribution in preserving our past and recording for all time these vital

//J

aspects of our heritage.

! JJ

/'

/17/

Ji;~ Ivtv:;·

Ster~~ng

R. Lyon
Premier of Manitoba
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WINNIPEG

R3C 154

MESSAGE OF HIS HONOUR, F. L. JOBIN, LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR OF MANITOBA
IT IS A GREAT HONOUR TO HAVE MY MESSAGE IN THIS HISTORY
BOOK OF THE RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF PIPESTONE. IT GIVES ME AN
OPPORTUNITY TO OFFER THANKS ANV PRAYERS TO THE MEMORY OF THE PIONEERS
WHO FIRST SETTLEV IN THE AREA OVER 100 YEARS AGO.
THE PEOPLE OF PIPESTONE HAVE MAVE A GREAT CONTRIBUTION TO THE
PROVINCE OF MANITOBA ANV I EXPRESS GRATITUVE TO ALL OF THOSE WHO HAVE
PLAYEV THEIR PART.
MAY THE MUNICIPALITY HAVE A GREAT CENTENNIAL OF ITS
INCORPORATION IN 1883.

F. L. JOBIN
U . eutenant-GoVeJl.non
vii

on

Ma.rzi;toba.

MANITOBA

MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE
WINNIPEG

R3C OV8

I am very pleased to have this opportunity to
contribute a message to the Rural Municipality of
Pipestone History Project.
In having undertaken to document the history of the
people and events of the area since the first settlers
arrived in 1881, you are to be congratulated. This
recognition of the pioneers who settled and developed
the district will preserve the memories of the ancestors of
many of the present day residents.
May I again offer my congratulations and best wishes
to the Rural Municipality of Pipestone History Project.

)t7d_/I

James E. Downey
Minister of Agriculture
M.L.A. for Arthur
viii

The Committee Members of the History Project. Back Row: Alvin Lazenby, J. A. Donald, Burt Pierce. Front Row: Roy Campbell,
Christena Chester (Sec.-Treas.), Grace Bulloch (typist), Emma St. Pierre, Rogene White, Russell Mazur (President).

The 1981 A.M. of Pipestone Council. Back Row: Gordon Forsyth, Alvin Lazenby, Ron Wilkinson, Elmer Shoemaker. Middle Row:
Jack Guthrie (Reeve), Murray Hogg, Wilson Skelton. Front Row: Assistant Secretary Treasurer, June Ross and Secretary Treasurer
Bill Busby.
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R.M. of Pipestone building looking north, 1981.
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Over the Years
The Rural MunicipaUiy of Pipestone
This history of the Rural Municipality of
Pipestone is compiled from the minutes and by-laws
which are not complete. Minutes missing cover the
period from organization until 1897 and from 1909 to
1913. The by-laws start at No. 40 appointing officers
for the year 1886, also missing are the by-laws from
the years 1903 to 1919.
From records in the Department of Municipal
Affairs it has been determined that the letters of
incorporation were issued on July 7, 1883. The book
"Pioneers of the Pipestone" by Mrs. T. A. Bulloch
states the first nominations were on December 26,
1883 and the first meeting of the council was held at
the home of William Croft on January 8th, 1884 with
John McKinnon as reeve and James Lothian and
Edward Ball as councillors for wards 5 and 6. No
other councillors are mentioned.
Arthur Parry Powers was the first clerk and continued in that capacity until 1890 when he was appointed as secretary-treasurer and he continued in
that capacity until 1919 . III health prevented him from
assuming his duties in 1919 and he died in March of
that year. His starting salary was $125.00 a year and
in 1919 the sum was $1,000.00.
During the period in which Mr. Powers was clerk,
there were a number of treasurers of the municipality.
The first minutes available cover the council
meeting on January 5th, 1897 which was held at the
home of Thomas Croft in the Mayville district. (Mrs.

Thos. I. Croft home 1882. Where first council meeting of R.M.
of Pipestone was held.

Thos. I. Croft, founding member of first council of R.M. of
Pipestone.

Bulloch's book lists the William Croft home as the
place of the first meeting). It is assumed that all the
meetings from organization until 1898 were held at
the Croft home. In 1898 the council met in Reston for
the first time. From 1898 until 1909 meetings were
held at various places throughout the municipality,
including Pipestone, Sinclair, the Croft home and
Reston. After that year all meetings were held in
Reston.
In 1917 the site for the present municipal office in
Reston was purchased for the sum of $100.00. A. H.
Bushby, a Reston contractor was awarded the construction contract. The cost of the building was $6,713.60. The first meeting in the new structure was on
March 6th, 1918.
The Municipality is one of the few, and may be
the only one, which has pictures of all the reeves and
secretary-treasurers on display in the office. This was
due to a motion passed at the November 1925 meeting which instructed the secretary-treasurer to obtain

A problem of the early days was to provide flour
for the settlers. The council decided in 1888 to assist
with the operation of a grist mill and a levy of o/ioth of
a mill was imposed for this purpose. The levy was
continued each year up to the tum of the century.
Where the mill was located cannot be ascertained
from the minutes or by-laws.

which loaned money to farmers on easy terms and the
municipality took an active part in their formation.
There were three in Pipestone Municipality:
Prairie Rose, North Pipestone, and Pipestone.
In 1918 the R.M. purchased capital stock in the
Prairie Rose Society in the amount of $2,700.00 and
in the North Pipestone Society in the amount of
$2,500.00. In 1920 it invested $2,500.00 for 50
shares of the Pipestone Society.
The participation included the appointment of
directors to look after the interests of the municipality. Appointed to the Prairie Rose Rural Credit
Society were: William E. Wilkins, James Forbes, and
Stewart Campbell; to the North Pipestone Rural
Credit Society, Charles Lowe, David Smith and W.
T. Hayhurst and to the Pipestone Rural Credit Society, 1. W. Crawford, Hugh MacIntyre and W. A.
Davis.
The Societies have disappeared without a trace.
After 1920 the only other mention of them was in
1933 when a motion was passed to proceed with the
sale of animals under seizure as the municipal claim
on them is superior to that of the Rural Credit Society.

Dennis County

Court Actions

When formed, the R. M. of Pipestone was one of
four municipalities in Dennis County, the others
being Wallace, Sifton and Woodworth. The county
system of government was only in effect in Manitoba
for a short time and was not in effect by 1884. The
County remained however for "judicial and registration and for all other purposes whatsoever" and a
levy was imposed each year through 1919. In 1920
the municipal commissioner's levy replaced the
county levy and is still a part of the tax structure.

Over the years the Municipality was involved in a
number of court actions, losing some and winning
others.
A tragic case involved the drowning death of the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Hansell in the Reston town

pictures of past reeves and secretary-treasurers to be
hung in the office.

Statutory Labor
The by-laws indicate that in the early days it was
the duty of every farmer to provide statutory labor on
the roads (trails?) abutting their lands . Up until 1888 ,
three days of labor a year with team, plough or
scraper was required. This was increased to four days
in 1889.
To see that this work was carried out in a satisfactory manner was the task of "Pathmasters". The
number appointed each year varied, in 1886 the number appointed was 31.
The statutory labor requirement was abolished in
1901 to be replaced by taxation.

Grist Mill

Education
The records indicate that three school districts
were in existence in 1887. They were Mayville,
Sanderson and Reston, but by the year 1915 there
were 22 in the municipality. The number has been
reduced to one with Fort La Bosse S.D. No. 41 being
responsible for both elementary and secondary education.
To form a school district in the early years it was
necessary that 10 Protestant children of school age
reside within the district. Some school districts were
stillborn, i.e. Stanley School District (later West
Siding) formed in 1893 with 20 Protestant children
resident. The school was to be built on the west side
of what is now Reston U. V. D., where a school was
already in existance. It never came about.

Rural Credit Societies
The need for credit for farmers in the late teens
resulted in the formation of Rural Credit Societies

Going, going, gone.
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well in 1907. Action for damages was started and in
1908 the Hansells were awarded $550.00. The Municipality requested that the cost be shared by the
Reston Board of Trade, but there is no record of
whether they did indeed pay any of the costs.
The town well, at that time was located about 500
feet north of the railway track on the west street.
Evidently it was improperly covered and the boy fell
into it.
The municipality also lost in another case involving the expropriation of land on the N .W. 4-8-28 for a
road. The municipality had to pay $175.00 into court
on September 7th, 1915. Mrs. Ellen Turnbull of
Cromer was the owner of the land.
A more recent case was in 1954 when action was
instituted by the municipality against Fowler Trucking Co. of Virden. A truck loaded with oil drilling
equipment completely destroyed the bridge over the
Pipestone Creek on the Reston-Woodnorth road. At
the February meeting in 1956 council accepted the
offer of $6,250.00 in settlement of the claim.

Paul Gray was paid $36.32 for feeding and caring for
the animal.
In 1969 the 'powers that be' decided to place
markers on the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border and
sent out crews to set the same. It happens that a mile
of road between the R.M. of Pipestone and the R.M.
of Antler (Sask.) is on the border. The crew setting up
the markers proceeded to place same in the centre of
this road. It was only after a vigorous protest that the
same were removed.
Return Tickets
The council handled the problem of indigent English personnel by providing them with a ticket to
England and this policy, first started in 1913, lasted
for a number of years and ended in 1932, although
there was a lapse between 1916 and the latter date.
In 1913 council provided a return ticket to England for a couple at a cost of $185.30, also for a male
who was given a ticket plus $100.00 for expenses. In
1916 another indigent was provided with a ticket for
the old land.
The question of collecting taxes on the C.P.R. rail
line and buildings was raised by the council as early
as 1902, but it was not until 1954 that the council were
able to collect taxes. At the December meeting,
1954, council accepted $19,750.00 as payment in full
of taxes owing by the C.P.R. In 1955 $4,919.50 was
accepted; this represented 70% of the tax bill.
During those years the matter of whether the
C.P.R. should pay taxes was before the courts and the
company lost the case and since then have paid the
full tax assessment.

FUnny Events
One can visualize the council members solemnly
debating what action to take to rid the Reston Rest
Room of the large number of cats. In the years when
the Rest Room was owned by the municipality free
accomodation was provided in a suite in the building
for the caretaker. In the case in question the caretaker
had a soft spot for animals and there were many cats
in the building. At the July 1969 meeting council
passed a motion: "that only one cat be allowed in the
Rest Room". It is not recorded when the order was
enforced.
In 1971 the council had to deal with the problem
of a pig found at large in the L. I. D. of Reston. Noone
stepped forward to claim the razor-backed animal
despite advertising for the owner. After the necessary
legalities were taken care of, the animal was sold and
the funds remaining placed in general revenue, after

Good Roads
The need for good roads became more apparent
as motor cars became more common and in 1913
council at the January meeting passed a motion to
submit to the ratepayers the question of participating
in the Good Roads Plan of the provincial govern-

Road construction crew early 1900's.
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ment. Not all council members were in favor of
having the ratepayers vote on the matter and it was by
a 3 to 2 majority that the question was submitted.
The question was whether the ratepayers were in
favor of spending $100,000.00 of taxpayers' money
to build roads with the provincial government giving
substantial assistance. The ratepayers approved.
As the years went by, more and more money was
put into the good roads program, the peak being
reached in 1916 when a by-law was passed authorizing the building of 120 miles of road at an estimated
cost of $300,000.00.

Financing
Borrowing money to carryon municipal business
was a problem in the early days. In 1906 and 1907 the
Northern Bank and the Bank of British North America refused to loan money and it was necessary to
borrow from individuals. Jas. Stinson was the first
individual mentioned in the minutes and in 1908 he
loaned $5,000.00 to the municipality.
In later years the policy of borrowing from individuals was continued and among those who loaned
money were John Clegg and William Bulloch of
Reston and D. L. Mellish of Pipestone. The banks,
too, became more accomodating and in 1908 the
Union Bank loaned the municipality $10,000.00.
During the "dirty 30's" obtaining money was again a
problem and by 1935 the banks would advance
money only when the loan was guaranteed by the
province. The Bank of Montreal loaned the municipality $25,000.00 that year under conditions mentioned. This policy continued through 1936, 1937
and 1938. With better crops the bank again loaned
money in 1939 without the guarantee of the province.

The R.M. of Pipestone telephone truck, 1930. Troubleman Les
Parker.

the 1950's it was losing money and only monies from
a tax levy kept it operating. At the September meeting in 1952 a motion was passed asking that the
Manitoba Telephone System take over and they did
so in April of 1954.
W. 1. Reeves was the first troubleman being hired
in 1917 at a salary of $125.00 a month and $145.00
after he purchased a car and provided his own transportation. He served until 1920.
A. G. Rutherford was the next person to receive
the appointment. He met a tragic death when unloading a carload of telephone poles in 1926. Somehow
the supports holding the poles gave way and he was
trapped by the falling poles. He was assisted by
Foster McDougall, who managed to escape.
Les Parker was the third and last troubleman to
serve the municipal system taking over after the
death of Mr. Rutherford. He served faithfully, in fact,
he never took a holiday until the system was taken
over by the Manitoba Telephone System. He worked
with the latter until retirement.
Over the years there were many operators at the
exchange at Reston, Pipestone and Sinclair. Mention
should be made of Miss Edith McDonald who served
at the Reston exchange for 37 years, including many
years as chief operator. She finished out her career
with the Manitoba Telephone System.

Telephones
The first mention oftelephones was at the January
1905 meeting when a letter from the Bell Telephone
Co. was presented and held over for further information. The council, however, went on record as favoring government ownership of telephones.
In 1906 the council decided to ask the ratepayers
to approve the formation of a municipal owned telephone system and a favorable vote was recorded.
It was not until 1908 that council decided to
proceed with the construction of the system and
$30,000.00 in debentures were issued to cover construction costs. John Reid was awarded the contract
for construction at a cost of $9,890.00 and also for
work in the townsites of Pipestone and Reston at a
cost of $1,250.00.
Mr. Reid continued construction in 1909 but there
is no record of when his work was completed.
The municipal telephone system provided a good
service and paid its way for many years. However by

Fire Protection
Fire protection in the early days was a bucket
brigade organized on a casual basis.
It was not until 1926 that a volunteer brigade
received a fire engine. It was an Ever-ready purchased at a cost of $708.75.
This machine had a small water tank mounted on
a steel rimmed, two wheel cart. Pressure was
provided by tanks of CO 2 (carbon dioxide). Unless
the machine was properly operated, the release ofthe
CO2 would cause the machine to freeze and be use4

in the records available and he served until 1965.
Ross Benzie, the present chief, joined the brigade in
1960 and has been chief since 1966.
The Votes
Only two tie-votes have been recorded in the
history of the municipality. In the election for reeve
in the fall of 1918, the late W. H. Donald ended in a
tie. The casting vote was by the late W. E. Wilkins
who tossed a coin and Donald was the winner.
The second occasion was in 1980 when incumbent Gordon Forsyth and Don Heiser each received
35 votes. In a second attempt in December Forsyth
received a majority of three votes.
R.M. of Pipestone Fire Equipment, 1981.

The Thirties
The 30's brought immense problems for the
council. Poor crops, grasshoppers and low prices for
grain and cattle forced many farmers into bankruptcy
and also many business men dependent on agriculture.
As a result tax collections were poor and the
municipality was faced with the necessity of taking
over many farms and other properties for arrears of
taxes. And with poor tax collections, the municipality at the same time had to provide the necessities
of life for many residents who were without means.
The extent of the takeover is illustrated by the
following figures: in 1932 there were 185 parcels in
the tax sale and the succeeding years didn't show
much improvement. By 1937 conditions had improved to a degree, yet there were 148 sold and in
1939 the number sold was 102. The net result was that
the municipality ended up owning a great deal of
farm land as well as properties in the villages. And
these properties no longer paid taxes, thus making
the task of financing that much more difficult.
Another headache for the council was the providing of seed and feed for those farmers who hung on
hoping for a return to good crops. In 1932 the municipality borrowed $40,000.00 to provide seed and
feed, taking promissory notes from the farmers.
Seed wheat was provided only to farmers who would
plant it on summerfallow. Victory No.1 seed oats
were purchased from A. E. McKenzie of Brandon at
45V2¢ per bushel FO.B. the municipality. Feed oats,
provided to give horses enough strength to pull implements was purchased at a cost of 33¢ a bushel
delivered at Reston.
In 1933 at the January meeting a motion was
passed that under no circumstances would seed and
feed be supplied. At the April meeting the question
of grasshopper control was discussed and the reeve
and sec-treas. were authorized to look into obtaining
pOlson.
At the September 1933 meeting council passed a

less. The small amount of water also limited its
usefulness.
Needless to say, this type of equipment was useful only if it arrived on the scene when the blaze was
very small and this didn't happen very often as the
method of moving the machine from the fire hall to
the fire was by manpower.
In 1956 fire chief, Jack Cuthill, reported at the
annual meeting of the Reston L.1. D. that the present
fire fighting equipment was worthless in the event of
a major fire. The meeting authorized the fire committee to investigate the purchase of a fire truck at a cost
of $12,000.00.
At the 1957 meeting it was reported that a pump,
tank and rubber tired trailer had been purchased. The
cost is not listed, but it must have been much less than
$12,000.00. The trailer had a hitch so that it could be
moved to a fire by a motor vehicle.
This home manufactured equipment was not considered as completely satisfactory so the possibility
of purchasing a fire tender from War Surplus was
explored and at the L.I.D. Meeting in 1959 Reeve
Jim Donald stated that the municipality would
provide funds for the purchase.
A six wheel drive Ford tender which had been
used at Stevenson Field in Winnipeg was purchased
in 1959 with municipal funds. the L.I.D. accepted
the responsibility of providing housing for the tender
and a volunteer brigade.
This arrangement prevailed until 1966 when the
present fire truck, a Dodge with a 700 gallon tank
and a front mounted pump was purchased. The fire
brigade then became a municipal responsibility with
the volunteers from Reston L.I.D.
Previous to the municipal brigade the costs were
borne by Reston L.I.D. Records available date from
1952 and show an appropriation of $300.00 for fire
fighting. The last L.I.D. appropriaton was in 1966
and the figure was $1,000.00.
The late Jack Cuthill is the first chief mentioned
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the council. In March, 1932 school boards were
notified that certain sums had been allotted and this
was all that was forthcoming until at least the fall.
At the November, 1955 meeting it was agreed that
the school boards would have to operate on what
taxes were collected and any further funding would
have to come from the Dept. of Education.
A means of financing the operation of consolidated school districts was to allow van drivers to
apply their earnings against taxes.
In 1933 only enough money was allowed to
school boards to pay the teachers miserable salaries,
as little as $20.00 a month and board in some cases.
The cost of direct relief to indigent families was
another concern of the councillors and in some cases
the solution was to provide transportation to England
for an indigent lady and her two children from Woodnorth at a cost of $257.50. The notable part is that
$100.00 of the cost was recovered from two male
Wood north residents.
Even in 1939 when conditions had improved
somewhat council found it necessary to pass this
resolution "As certain Saskatchewan farmers now
living in this municipality were considered to be men
who would not be able to make a living for themselves and their families, the sec.-treas. is instructed
to write the Department of Agriculture to make ar.rangements to have these men returned to Saskatchewan". No mention is made of the final outcome of
the request.
During these trying times council hired collectors
in an attempt to collect taxes and seed and feed notes.
A. A. McKenzie, E. H. Edwards, C. E. Woodcock
and E. 1. Langestaff were among those hired, usually
on a commission basis. In 1933 the collectors were
instructed not to use any severe measures in collectmg.
The provincial government decided to cancel the
amounts owing by the municipality for seed and feed
for the years 1934 and 1935. This, however, presented a dilemma for the municipality as some farmers had paid these notes. The solution was to cancel
outstanding notes and to allow those had paid a credit
of 50% of the amount on taxes. More than 400
farmers had paid their notes and received the 50%
benefit, while those who had not paid escaped without paying anything.
Despite the wretched conditions that existed,
some good came out of those years. One notable
example was the commencement of a program to
construct dug-outs for farmers on their farms. The
first step in this came at the November, 1933 meeting
when Councillor Hugh Macintyre was authorized to
see about securing a dredge to do the work.
The equipment arrived at Woodnorth in July,

resolution "that due to crop failure the Provincial
government be requested to include the R.M. of
Pipestone in the dried-out area as the needs for seed,
feed and fuel and in many cases the necessities of life
are greater than the municipality can cope with" .
In 1934, at the February meeting, the council
took the first step for control of grasshoppers by
ordering a carload of sawdust to be delivered to
Reston for the bait mixing station and consideration
was also given to establishing stations at other points
in the municipality.
The grasshopper poison consisted of a mixture of
sawdust, bran and Paris Green. It proved rather ineffective against the 'hoppers. They thrived in countless thousands and not only destroyed crops but also
the gardens and even clothes hanging on lines to dry
were damaged. In 1934 they completely destroyed
. the crops.
The heavy rains of July, 1935 spelled the end to
the grasshopper threat, but unfortunately, the crops
suffered severe damage from rust and once again a
poor crop was harvested. One of the new wheat
varieties grown in 1933 was Ceres and more than one
farm grimly remarked that the grain was "serious"
indeed as he put a torch to a beautiful looking stand,
but one which would yield only bran.
The municipality continued to supply seed and
feed through 1938, but in that year only $12,000.00
was needed. The amount borrowed for seed and feed
in 1937 was $40,000.00.
The distribution of the necessities of life was also
a burden for the council. One method of providing
funds to those in need was "relief work" usually road
building with hand labor being the rule. In 1931
$10,000.00 was provided for this work, 50% from
the federal government, 30% from the provincial
government and 20% from municipal coffers. The
houri y rates: man 25 ¢, man and team 40¢, man and 4
horse team 55¢. Maximum sum to be earned, single
man $25.00, married man with family $50.00.
Drought conditions were such that many farmers
had to sell their livestock and received a pittance in
return, in some cases the animals didn't bring
enough to cover the cost of shipping them to market
and the railways sent a bill for the balance!
Circumstances in 1934 were such that the municipality didn't have the resources to provide feed for
more than a basic herd and at the July meeting the
following motion was passed: "that the municipality
will be responsible for providing fodder for five
horses per farm and three milk cows per family of
two and an additional cow for each other member of
the family".
Financing of schools was another problem and
resulted in meeting between the school boards and
6
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Electric Power

1955 and the work commenced. Farmers were required to make a deposit of $25.00 before work
would commence on their farm. This sum was the
minimum and council instructed the secretary to
collect $50.00 or more if possible.

One of the most forward steps in bringing
amenities to the rural area was the electrification of
farms and the R.M. of Pipestone Council was active
in promoting this advance. By early 1950 most farms
in the municipality were receiving this service. The
municipality co-operated with the Manitoba Hydro
by signing up farmers for the service and by using
their influence to have the lines built with expedience.
The use of electricity was first brought forward in
1915 when the council received a petition from the
residence of Reston L. I. D. in September asking that
a power plant be built. Council approved and councillor A. E. Smith was appointed to purchase land,
erect a building and install a plant at a cost not to
exceed $10,000.00. Later in the year 1. K. Robertson
was hired to operate the plant at a salary of $55.00 a
month. Mr. Robertson operated the plant until 1929
when Hydro reached Reston.
In 1916 the plant began operating with Councillor
Smith and a committee of three, C. C. Campbell, A.
1. Manning and H. R. Manders in charge. The plant
cost $14,000.00, for a debenture was issued in this
amount. Power was expensive, the rates in 1928
being 25¢ per kilowatt.
Hydro power reached the municipality in 1929
when Reston ratepayers approved the sale of the plant
for $11,000.00 and also approved the construction,
installation and maintainig of a power line and substation in Reston.
Pipestone L.I.D. ratepayers approved the installation of power lines the same year, the vote being
30 for and 4 against.
Rates in 1930 were: household 20¢ per KWH,
minimum $2.25 per month, power was 8¢ per KWH
with a minimum of $1.75 per H.P. per month.

Prosperity from Adversity
The 30's laid the foundation for the prosperity of
the municipality in the 40's and 50's, although at the
expense of farmers who lost their land through tax
sales. The exact number of quarters owned by the
municipality is difficult to determine, but in 1932,
185 parcels were sold and titles obtained. It is estimated that by 1938 title to one-quarter of the farm
land was in the hands of the municipality.
By 1939 when crop conditions had improved and
farmers again had cash, the municipality began selling their farm lands and getting them back on the tax
roll. In the early 40's there were many sales and by
1950 very few parcels were in the hands of the municipality.
Some lands were sold as cheap as $800.00 for
three-quarter section. This was the amount paid for
the NY2 and SEY414-9-26 and the terms were $150.00
down, a further $150.00 in April 1942, $100.00 in
October and the balance to be arranged.
In 1943 the SY2 10-7-29 was sold for $1,600.00
with $1,000.00 down and terms on the balance to be
arranged.
Many of the lands obtained through tax sale carried mineral rights, but it was not until 1949 that the
council recognized the value of these rights. That
year the Brandon Exploration Co. leased oil rights on
18 quarters for 25¢ an acre. Since then the 49 quarters
on which the municipality owns minerals have been
leased several times, some for as much as $15.00 an
acre. No drilling has been done on any municipal
land up to January, 1981.
Because the municipality obtained title to so
much farm land in the 30's, the sale of these lands
resulted in a large cash surplus which was mainly
invested in Victory Bonds and at one time the investment reached $175,000.00.
This large surplus enabled council to finance
operations for many years without the necessity of
borrowing funds. It also enabled the municipality to
finance many projects such as hospitals, halls, rinks,
waterworks, etc., by purchasing the debentures issued for the projects.
Records of the municipality indicate that no
monies were borrowed for municipal purposes from
March 30, 1938 until June 19, 1970. In March, 1938
the sum of $12,000.00 was borrowed for seed grain
and in 1970 the sum of $100,000.00 was borrowed
for operating expenses. Since then borrowing has
been made every year.

Local Improvement Districts
Reston was the first village to be formed into a
Local Improvement District and this was formalized
on Sept. 11th, 1915 prompted by the desire of the
ratepayers to install electricity. This form of local
control continued throughout the years until 1971
when Reston became an Unincorporated Village District.
The L.I.D. form of government consisted of an
annual meeting of ratepayers when committees were
appointed with various responsibilities, water supply, the park, fire brigade, etc., etc. The budget for
each committee was also set, however, the municipal
council had to approve the committees and the budget.
Under the U.Y.D. form of local control a committee of three members are elected and charged with
the responsibility of operating the town. The com7

mittee sets the budget but the municipality collects
the taxes.
An interesting note of the Reston L.I.D. is that
they hired Richard Gibbs to ring a curfew at 9:00
p.m. each night when all children under the age of 18
were required to be off the streets; this continued
until 1930. Mr. Gibbs was paid $50.00 a year for his
services.
Pipestone L.I.D. was formed on May 10th, 1926
and continues until this day. Sinclair L.I.D. was
formed on January 24, 1978 and Cromer L.I.D. on
April 13, 1978. Both the latter were formed to
provide water systems for the villages.

The purchase of Victory Bonds was another
means of helping the war effort. In 1943 the investment was $5,000.00 in one issue and $10,000.00 in
another. In 1944, $30,000.00 was invested in the 6th
Victory Bond issue and $28,000.00 in the 7th. The
1945 investments were $70,000.00 in the 8th issue
and $20,000.00 in the 9th.
In 1946 council decided to present scrolls to all
citizens who had served in the armed forces and this
was done at a "welcome home" event.
Bridges
The construction and maintenance of bridges
have been and continue to be a concern of the council
and no doubt this concern will continue forever.
Pipestone Creek winds through the municipality
from the northwest corner to near the northeast corner and at its southern most point is only about three
miles from the south border. This is the stream that
requires the most bridges, but in addition there are
smaller creeks such as Stoney, Jackson and Gopher
that require bridges.
The first mention of bridges was at the July 6th,
1898 meeting when the decision was made to bridge
the Pipestone at section 5, township 8, range 27. In
1900 a contract was let to Royal Grafton for a bridge
over the Pipestone between 27/8-7-26 at a cost of
$844.00.
These bridges were the first of many and pnictic ally every year thereafter bridges were being built
or repaired, some with financial aid from the
province and others paid by municipal tax payers. In
1901 aid from the province was one-third of the cost
of five bridges to be built at a total cost of $5,600.00

The War Years 1914-1918
It would appear as if it was "business as usual"
during this great conflict. Road construction was
active during these years and the new municipal
office was built in 1917.
The only reference in the minutes pertaining to
war conditions were: 1917 the council went on record
as opposing the exhorbitant demands of aliens working on farms and suggested that $3.00 per day or
$25.00 per month be the highest wages paid during
harvest; at a special meeting on April 23, 1918 a
motion was passed asking the government to reconsider "the wisdom of denuding the farmers of all
necessary and capable hands" (conscription was in
effect then).
1939-1945
Urging all citizens to vote "Yes" in the plebescite
on conscription was the first direct action of the
council in this conflict.

Super washout seven years later. Replaced by a bridge costing over $40,000.00.
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In 1905 the municipality had to pay E. Harper
$25.00 for damages sustained to a separator when a
bridge collapsed. In 1907 a by-law was passed requiring tractor engines to lay planks when crossing
culverts and bridges.
Flooding of the Pipestone Creek over the years
contributed to the high cost of maintaining bridges
and roads. Flooding was particularly bad from 1952
to 1954 and in 1976.
In 1969 council experimented with a large culvert
to replace a bridge over a Pipestone on the WallacePipestone boundary road, the cost was $15,300,00. It
went out in the 1976 flood and has since been replaced by a bridge.

Installation of first steel culvert in Manitoba. 27' wide 19' high,
cost $15,330.00 in 1969.

The finished product.
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The 1976 flood in April was the most devastating
on record. Practically every bridge over the
Pipestone Creek was destroyed or damaged and
bridges over the smaller creeks suffered a similar
fate. Damage to roads and bridges were estimated at
over $300,000. at the May meeting of council. Contracts to replace two bridges over the Pipestone were
let at the July meeting at a cost of $102,000.

In 1950 the formation of the Virden Hospital
District (now District 10). resulted in the decision to
build a 6 to 8 bed unit in Reston. This came under
heavy fire and in the vote the Reston poll voted
against the idea, but over the entire hospital district,
the vote was in favor.
The opposition to building a hospital in Reston
continued and a committee was appointed to oppose
it. In 1951 a delegation from the committee appeared
at a council meeting and urged the council not to
approve the building of a hospital in Reston, claiming it would bankrupt the municipality.
The unit was built and opened in Reston in 1952
despite the strong opposition.
In 1957 because of dissatisfaction with the central
board of the Virden Hospital District a move was
made to break away and form a Reston district.
However, a settlement was reached and no further
action was taken.
In 1958 it was decided that an addition to the
Reston Hospital was needed and the ratepayers, by a
large majority, voted for the addition, with the capital
cost to be paid by municipal taxpayers. The increase
was seven beds, plus an emergency operating room,
laboratory and other rooms at a cost of $72,500.00.

Dyking
In 1952 council asked the provincial government
to make a survey of the Pipestone Creek to see if there
were obstructions hindering the flow. At the November meeting in 1954 a resolution was passed asking
P.F.R.A. to proceed with a flood control program for
the Pipestone Valley and the outcome was the construction of dykes to prevent flooding. The dykes
start at Mayberry farm . . . and continue to Oak
Lake. A new channel for the Pipestone was dug from
a point west of the lake.
In 1956 council asked the P.F.R.A. to survey the
Pipestone Creek from Reston to Cromer and to undertake clearing of the creek bed, construct cut-offs
and dyking where necessary. The program was undertaken during the winter of 1957-1958 and the cost
was $1,875.00 a mile with 50% being paid by the
P.F.R.A. and the balance shared equally by the
province, municipality and ratepayers affected.

Senior Citizens' Residence
The question of building a senior citizens' residence was first raised in 1960 by Mr. Lome Watt, a
member of the council of the R.M. of Albert. The
matter was not dealt with again until February, 1966
when a delegation from the Reston Lions Club approached the council and received assurance of support. At the October meeting a grant of $18,000.00
was authorized for the building.
Alstone Lodge was chosen as the name for the
residence as it was a joint venture of the R.M.'s of
Albert and Pipestone. It was opened in 1969 with 14
suites. In 1973 an addition of 6 suites was added.

Hospitals
Health was a concern of the council from the
early days.
At the January, 1898 meeting council received an
order from the medical health officer to pay A. V.
Parker $115.00 for compensation for clothes destroyed because of diphtheria.
The first municipal health officer was appointed
in 1901, being Dr. B. Baird of Pipestone at a stipend
of $150.00. Over the years there were many officers,
Dr. Large, Sinclair in 1903; Dr. A. B. Chapman,
Reston. Others include Dr. Cumberland of Sinclair;
Dr. Banting, Pipestone; Dr. Young; Dr. 0. S. Ross,
Pipestone; Dr. Geo. Clingan, Virden; Dr. Fryer, Virden; Dr. McLeod, Pipestone.
The first move toward the construction of a hospital was in 1919 when Messrs. C. C. Campbell, Isaac
Hayward and D. L. Mellish were appointed to a
hospital board. Nothing came of their efforts.
In 1930 council appropriated $1,500.00 to be
spent for immunization of school children against
diphtheria.
In 1939 council agreed to guarantee hospital costs
for patients from the municipality at a rate of $1.50 a
day. The question of engaging a municipal doctor
was raised at the May meeting in 1939, but nothing
came of it.

Road Building Machinery
The first mention of road maintenance was at the
April 8, 1917 meeting when a motion was passed to

Road construction, 1920.
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purchase six road drags. No mention was made of the
cost.
The first motor powered road grader was purchased at the March 12th, 1942 meeting of the council from Rosseau Equipment Co. at a cost of
$2,480.00.
The first road building equipment was ordered at
the November, 1945 meeting, it being an Allis-Chalmers H.D. 10 diesel tractor with a cable operated
scraper. Piggott Truck and Tractor Co., Winnipeg
received the order.
Rates for the use of this machine were set at $4.00
an hour for ward work and $8.00 for custom work.
Paul Beltz was hired to operate the machine at a salary
of $2,000.00 a year.
Since then many different road building machines and road patrols have been purchased.
In 1951 an American No.8 patrol was purchased
and Mr. Ivan Smith was engaged to operate it. He
continued in that capacity until 1980 when he retired.
His contribution to the municipality was recognized
at the municipal Christmas party when he was presented with a gold watch. Clarence Swayze, road
foreman made the presentation.
Recent machinery purchases by the municipality:

R.M. of Pipestone road patrols, 1981, Clarence Swayze, Earl
Barkley, Garnet Williamson, Bill Hume, Jack Berry, Les McCune.

March, 1976 - a Komatsu tractor at a cost of
$72,000.00; December 1978 - a 140G Caterpillar
grader with a Craig snow plow and wing at a cost of
$130,500.00
The 1980 road building and road maintenance
equipment consists of: four road patrols - 2 140G
caterpillars, 1 No. 12E caterpillar, and 1 No. IV
caterpillar; 1 D85A Komatsu with bulldozer; No. 70

R.M. of Pipestone machinery yard, 1981.
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$565,807.00 for real property, $875.00 for personal
property.
1902 tax levy in five figures for first time $10,604.75.
1915 tax levey $40,920; assessment
$2,350,945.00; stock in trade $45,920, total
$2,396,565.00.
1920 tax levy $100,839.60, six figures for first
time.
1931 tax levey $87,743.83, assessment property $3,838,255.00; business, $45,235.00.
1935 tax levy $67,004.95, assessment
$3,743,235.00.
1939 expenditures $75,636.42, assessment
$3,236,000.00
1948 expenditures $141,425.32.
1954 expenditures $208,986.43.
1969 expenditures $565,993.56.
1973 expenditures $506,692.24.
1977 expenditures $1,009,700.57 (first time over
$1,000,000.00).

R.M. of Pipestone's first snowplow, 1947.

caterpillar scraper; D7F Caterpillar tractor and 415
scraper; John Deere 860A elevating scraper; International 884 tractor with front end loader and side
mount rotary mower.

Indemnities
1897 reeve $60.00 for year.
1903 reeve $80.00 for year.
1904 reeve $75.00 for year.
1905 took membership in Union of Manitoba
Municipalities, fee $10.00. Councillors - $2.00 per
day plus 1O¢ a mile.
1906 reeve given $10.00 for expenses for trip to
Winnipeg. $125.00 indemnity.
1907 reeve $75.00.
1908 all council members authorized to attend
Union of Manitoba Municipalities meeting for first
time - previously reeve and sec-treas.
1913 reeve $100.00.
1916 reeve $125.00.
1916 councillors raised to $3.00 a day.
1917 reeve $200.00 per year.
1922 reeve $300.00 ($100.00 included for looking after roads).
1926 reeve $200.00.
1935 reeve $175.00.
1940 reeve $200.00.
1952 council members allowed $55.00 each for
convention.
1953 reeve $300.00.
1954 reeve $400.00.
1957 reeve $600.00.
1958 reeve $700.00.
1962 councillor or indemnity set at $50.00 a
month, less $10.00 for every meeting missed.
1965 reeve $1,200.00.
1969 council members to receive $100.00 to attend convention.

Oil Fields
The discovery of oil in 1952 in the northwest part
of the municipality added greatly to the prosperity of
the municipality. The assessment on the wells is
considerable and in addition the leasing of oil rights
has resulted in monies for both the municipality and
for farmers owning rights.
Large Assessment
The assessment of the municipality has been
greatly increased by the construction of pipelines
through the municipality, the main one being the
Interprovincial line, others being gathering lines
from oil wells and the Westspur Pipeline Co. line
from oil fields in southeast Saskatchewan.
These lines are a result of the Cromer Pumping
Station of the Interprovincial Pipeline Co. This station has also added greatly to the assessment of the
municipality.
The pipelines and the station resulted in the
northern wards having big assessments and as a result
the councillors appropriations were large. To correct
this imbalance in 1957 ward appropriations were set
at: Wards 1, 2, 3,4 and 5 - $4,900.00; Ward 6 $6,200.00; Reston L.I.D. - $2,500.00; Pipestone
L.I.D. - $1,000.00.
Highlights
1886 - expenditures for year estimated at
$4,236.00; tax levy 7Y2 mills, assessment
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1972 Union of Man. Mun. fees $350.00. Councillors to receive $120.00 to attend convention.
1974 council members to receive $200.00 to attend convention.
Reeves of the municipality were: John McKinnon
1884-1889; Don McLean 1885-1886; Wm.
McDonald 1887-1888; W. R. Guthrie 1896-1898;
Robert Forke 1890-1895, 1905-1914; Wm. Lothian
1899-1901; Col. 1. G. Rattray 1902-1904; Wm. H.
Donald 1915-1917,1919-1923; A. E. Smith 1918; D.
L. Mellish 1924-1932; Wm. Watt 1933-1948; G. A.
Mooney 1949-1951; 1. A. Donald 1952-1959; C. F.
Wedow 1960-1977; 1. R. Guthrie 1978-.
Secretaries of the municipality were: A. P.
Powers 1884-1918; G. F. Birnie 1920-1932; W. E.
Wilkins 1933-1945; F. C. McMurchy 1946-1963,
Wm. W. Busby 1963-.

it was sown on land that was broken but not backset.
His first crop was grown in 1883".
Some people may not be familiar with the term
"backsetting". Good practice in preparing a seed
bed was usually to break the prairie about four or five
inches deep and let it rot for two or three months and
then to "backset", plow it deeper, turning up soil
under the grass roots which was easier to make a seed
bed with a disc and harrows.
Wheat, was then and has been thru the years the
mainstay of our agriculture. Red Fife wheat, a variety
developed in Ontario, was the first grown. It was a
good milling wheat and a fair yielder and was the
wheat which gave the prairie provinces first place in
the world market for the best bread wheat. However,
it was late maturing, 110 days from planting to cutting, with the result that many crops in the early years
suffered from early frost. Red Fife was also subject to
damage from rust and would shell easily if allowed to
stand when ripe.
Marquis wheat was the next variety popular for
many years. Threshermen who had cut their eye teeth
on Red Fife blamed the Marquis for being hard to
thresh. As millions of acres of it were grown on the
western plains, strains of rust developed which
caused researchers to look for more rust resistant
varieties.
In the Twenties, many farmers grew Durum
wheat, a variety used in making macaroni. It was a
weak-strawed grain that presented many harvesting
problems in the days of the binder and threshing
machine.
Researchers came up with varieties as; Preston,
Ceres, Renown and Reward. None of these gained
wide-spread popularity. After 1935, one of the worst
rusty crops, came Thatcher, a good milling and yielding wheat, followed by Selkirk, Neepawa and Sinton.

Agriculture
The Pioneers of the Pipestone
by Ellen Guthrie Bulloch
"The Lothian brothers, William and James, landed here on May 30th, 1881. On June 1st, the first sod
was turned by William Lothian, working for Mr. Dan
McKinnon and a little later Mr. Lothian sowed by
hand, seven acres of barley - the initial cultivated
field and crop in the district. "
There is no record of how the barley was harvested, but it can be taken for granted that it was cut
with a scythe and threshed with a flail.
Quoting further- "Mr. Baldwin walked to Wm.
Lothians leading one of his oxen. He bought two
bushels of wheat, put it in a sack and placed it on the
back of his ox and walking along holding the sack in
place returned home. With this wheat he seeded one
acre and reaped thirty-four bushels, a good return as

Peters Brothers' threshing outfit, 1909.
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A passing plague was wheat stem saw fly. It laid
its eggs where the leaves branched and the worm
worked its way down inside the straw, boring through
the joints and leaving saw dust behind it. It then made
its exit at or near ground level which weakened the
straw so that many broke off where the binder could
not get them. It was said that a farmer raked his
stubble and gleaned enough wheat for seed. This pest
only lasted a few years in the late 1950's.
As mentioned, the first crop in the district was
barley. It was usually grown as pig feed. Oats were
grown for horse feed, a real necessity after the day of
oxen. Flax and rye were crops which gained promise
from probably 1910 and on.
Flax was often sown on breaking and usually did
very well with the added advantage, that it was something to sell. In recent years flax straw is often baled
and sold, we were told to make fine paper. This takes
the straw off the land, as is necessary before another
crop can be sown. The straw is very wiry and winds
on the wheels of machinery.
Varieties of rye, popular today, are more resistant
to ergot than formerly. It could be a problem. It was
recommended that year old seed be used as the
fungus responsible only lived a comparatively short
time. Ergot can also be found occasionally in wheat
and quite often in foxtail or wild barley.
All the wheat varieties up until Neepawa were
affected more or less by smut and the first treatment I
remember was to dissolvle blue stone in water and
spray that with a watering can on grain spread on the
granary floor, tum it thoroughly with a shovel, pile it
up and cover with grain bags. This was done the
evening before seeding it. Formalin was the next
treatment after blue stone. Various types of picklers
were used as time went on. The first were turned by
hand. Then types of gravity gained popularity. Mercurial dusts were next in the developing treatments.
When used inside, it was certainly advisable to wear
a mask. There is a dispenser in use now that can be
set over an auger hopper and let the auger do the
mixing. Wheat today is more smut resistant.
The majority of the pioneers made their start with
oxen for power. They were slow and some cases
stubborn, but they broke a lot of prairie sod, eating
very little beside hay and grass in the summertime.
They were powerful. It is said that Thos. Huston was
crossing the creek with a load that was bogged down
to where his horses could not pull it. A farmer offered
to hitch his oxen on the load. The horses couldn't,
but the oxen took the load through.
A lot of the first horses on the prairie were from
Indian pony stock, tough, wiry animals which were
the product of "the survival of the fittest." Mares
with the vitality to paw in the winter for a living and

bear a foal in the spring produced something hard to
kill. When crossed with horses shipped in from Ontario and later with stallions from Britain, they were
the pride and joy of many a farm. Some farmers took
great pride in his team or an outfit of horses. A man
complimented on the load his team were hauling,
shrugged it off with "Oh a good fair jag, 2Y2 or 3
tons! !" A few episodes have passed on over the
years. A wedding took place southeast of Pipestone
at the bride's home. After the ceremoney the happy
couple left in the face of a blinding blizzard with a
team and cutter. The roads were not as we know them
now, no telephone poles and very few fences to guide
them. This couple were headed for Virden. The
homing instinct of those prairie bred horses must
have saved many people who knew enough to trust
them to be taken to their own bam yard. After another wedding on New Year's morning in bitter cold,
one man asked the team to take a really hard trip.
With his parents, brothers and sisters in the sleigh
box he had them trot most of a four mile trip home.
It's a wonder they did not freeze their lungs. More
interesting, stories were told from time to time. Pioneer James Flannery whose land description was
N.W. 16-7-26 drove to Rownthwaite with a team on
the front bunk of a sleigh in early February, probably
about 88 miles. On that fashionable conveyance he
picked up the woman who had promised to marry
him, drove part way, Brandon Hills, were married
and went back west again. It is very likely that part of
the way, at least, the road would be not much more
than a track. I'm sure the horses kicked considerable
snow in their faces. When they arrived home their
shanty and stable were almost buried in the snow.
They must surely have "had their love to keep them
warm".
From the book "Pioneers of the Pipestone," we
read: "on the night of August 8th, 1888 a very heavy
frost came and the wheat was badly frozen. The crop
was a most promising one so that it was a great
disappointment to see it damaged so badly," and
"The summer of 1889 was one of the driest on record, the crop was almost a complete failure. Much
grain was too short to make sheaves of. Some farmers
fixed boxes on their binders to catch the heads as they
were cut. When the box was full the binder was
stopped and the grain shoveled off in a pile". This
sounds like two bad years together. The first threshing machine was owned by the McKinnons and was
moved from place to place by horses. An expert
"feeder" was an important member of the early
threshing gang. This man with a "band-cutter" on
each side to cut the twine on the sheaf, fed the
sheaves as evenly as possible into the separator or
thresher".
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The above mentioned machines, were primitive
and cumbersome comparison to those of today. As
mentioned, they were fed by hand and straw carriers
poured the straw out on the ground where a man with
a team and bucking pole could drag it away and cover
an acre with piles at each set. Straw wanted for feed
or bedding would have to be stacked by hand. Three
or four men were needed to do this. Early machines
did not have baggers for grain. It came down at
ground level and was measured in bushel measures
and the bushel count was tabulated. Usually the
threshers bill was so much per bushel.
When traction engines came into use there were,
of course, self feeders, wind stackers, high baggers
with tallys to count out the bushels.
But the bigger outfits still needed 16 to 20 men to
operate them and men to handle the grain or haul it to
town if the distance was not too great and if there was
room in the elevator. The women of the district would
often change off to help at the home which had the
threshers. Those men worked long hours. They
could put away enormous meals and always lunch in
the afternoon. Some outfits expected lunch in the
forenoon.
In the later years excursions were run from the
east to bring men for harvest. After the first world
war men were never as plentiful and asked higher
wages. Many older men look back with nostalgia on
the days they hauled stooks. They prided themseles
in hauling a good load of sheaves and having it to the
machine so that no wait occurred.
About 1920, some farmers who tired of waiting
for the custom machine bought combination outfit, a
thresher and 8 h.p. gas engine mounted on the same
platform. "No trouble lining up", the first did not
have either feeders or blowers. Two makes were
Stanley Jones and Cushman.
Following these when smaller gas tractors were
for sale, smaller threshers were built for them; 20,24
and 28 inch cylinders which could be handled efficiently with for four to six stook teams. These did a
lot of the harvest before the days of the combine.
A lot of the grain which was stored on the farm,
was hauled in winter with team and sleigh. Sometimes neighbors would band together and load grain
over the platform with the idea of saving the elevator
charges and sometimes with the hope that they would
get sure weight.
In "the days gone by," an item of February, 80
years ago, states of a farmer using five or eight teams
every day hauling grain. He must surely have been a
big operator and have had a good crop.
When the winter roads were packed by heavy
loads, the tracks would be as much as 18 inches wide
and solid. Those roads also cut across fields as direct

and short as possible. The same applied for those
hauling hay from the marsh. Some dragged a chain
behind from comer to comer of their racks or would
drag a timber to level and pack their road.
The bulk of grain in early years was in bags. Two
and a quarter bushels of wheat meant 150 pounds,
which was a fair load to shoulder. As more farmers
acquired good wagon boxes, the grain was naturally
hauled loosely, which was quicker, providing a load
wasn't upset on a bad road. There has been mentioned of a man hauling grain with a wagon and
leading an ox which was pulling bags of grain on at
stone boat, an early trailer. A stone boat was made of
two runners with planks nailed across them. It also
could be an ox hide spread out after butchering,
allowed to freeze, then had a whiffletree fastened to
the head part.
Further to handling grain - threshing machines
employed augers to move grain to one side, so it was
known it could be moved that way, but almost all the
grain was scooped by hand.
Newspapers recently said that box cars were never intended for hauling grain. Anyway it was some
time before we saw the hopper cars.
The McKinnons, among the first settlers here had
been for some years at Austin and brought with them
quite a sizable herd of cattle and horses. The late
Louise Barre Sr. told of working for them in his first
winter here. With another man they hauled two loads
of hay from the marsh, Sunday and Saturday, rain or
shine, and the cattle would meet them sometimes
over a mile, bawling for feed. Those cattle must have
been wintered along the creek. There must have been
some shelter built for calves.
The 15th of March, 1920 blizzard caused the
death of quite a number of cattle. The storm came up
so suddenly that cattle out at straw stacks, had snow
crusted and frozen over their nostrils. Horses had
sense to paw the ice from their noses. John Gonty lost
several cattle who drifted in front of the storm, into
the creek and smothered.
Over the years cattle were afflicted were ringworm, blackleg, septicemia, contagious abortion,
footrot and pinkeye. Heel flies laid eggs on cattle's
legs that completed their life cycle as warble flies on
the cattle's backs. They were one of the worst curses
that stockmen had to contend with. In more recent
years, toward spring, it was a regular chore to rub
warble fly powder on the cattles backs to kill those
larvae. Now the treatment is to put roulene on their
backs in early winter, killing the parasites before they
mature. It also acts as a lice preventative.
In the early 1920's, boys and girls clubs were
started by the extension service. Calves competing
were taken on the train to Brandon Winter Fair. Other
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Wild millet is a weed which can thrive on very
little moisture and quite cheerfully choke the intended crop. Ragweed which cropped up here in thirties
was a thing that caused a serious itch on some who
were allergic to it. Also the pollen from it could be
troublesome.
And the thistles. Canada thistle, first, last and
still a problem for some. Sow thistles were getting a
serious toe-hold until the worst grasshopper years
arrived. That plague went after them and almost
killed them in crop land and in the hay marsh.
The first leafy spurge is reported to have come
from across the line in hay that was brought to feed
the team on the trip. It is a very persistant weed. For
some years Atlacide was used on patches. It would
sterilize the soil for two or three years and it often
seemed that a root or two on the outside of the patch
got away.
For some years now spraying crop for control of
weeds has been the regular method adopted to supplement the old practice of cultivation.
While prairie soil that had lain fallow many,
many years, the occasional prairie fires no doubt
destroyed a lot of the humus and left much of the soil
far thinner than it should have been. Fires, whether
prairie or forest, have been started by carelessness;
but many were started by lightning.
Soil formation which can differ greatly in a few
hundred yards is hard to understand. It is believed
that creeks and rivers overflowed and spread silt
which settled and didn't take fire. Consequently valley soil was richer than most on the higher ground.
The late Louis Barre Sr. told of helping to thresh the
21st continuous crop of wheat on land northeast of
Belleview. "And it was a good crop. "
The main idea of summerfallow was to store
additional moisture for the following crop, and to kill
or help control weeds. Really heavy crops of volunteer grain and weeds plowed in must have provided
green manure.
In the early years, manure, in many cases was
considered to be a nusiance. Winter and summer it
was piled to rot, heat and go to waste. More people
now realize the value of it. Custom operators clean
feedlots and spread it where wanted. There is never
enough to nearly supply the crop land. Commercial
fertilizer has come to be big business. Many types
are used and many methods of application. Fertilizers and weed sprays were something the pioneer
never considered necessary, but now are widely used
to increase crop yield.
Fifty years passed after the first settlers landed
here. During this half century people experienced
frost, drought, wind, hail, heat in summer and blizzards in winter. They lived through one ofthe famous

clubs spread and held local fairs. From these evolved
the 4-H Club which have done so much to encourage
our young people. Many local people gave their time
as leaders.
Most walking plows had 16 inch cut and two good
horses or a team of oxen would pull them. Sulky or
one furrow riding plows (Cockshutt was a popular
make) of the same width used three or four horses.
Breaking was heavy work. Gang plows (two furrow
- 14 inch) were next in line. Cockshutt also made
one. John Deere, Emerson and others retailed at
around $100.00, mostly for plowing stubble, and
most using five horses.
Around 1917, as smaller gas tractors were for
sale, three furrow plows were made for them. Some
of the first were IHC and Case, John Deere, etc.
The first seeder Dave Forsyth's father had was a
Kentucky, probably an 18-run shoe drill. Following
Van Brunt, single or double disc drills were popular
for years. It seems natural then, that 24 and 28 would
follow.
Disc harrows were an in-throw six foot model,
eight foot out-throw and later up to 21 foot out-throw.
These were used first to cut up the breaking and
prepare the seed bed, then were used to kill weeds on
summer fallow. When used too often on sandy land
they were to blame for much soil drifting and in some
cases the ruination of the land.
These machines were followed by one-way discs
six, eight and ten feet, some equipped with seed
boxes, for use with tractors.
Also over the years, cultivators have replaced the
work which discs did formerly, and even work done
by plows. With stronger built machines and powerful
tractors to pull them, they will cover a quarter section
in much shorter time. A good five horse team on a
gang plow was expected to plow five acres on a nine
hour day.
Tumbling mustard seed was possibly in the
prairie sod when it was first broken. Pig weed or
lambs quarter was a trouble-some weed, especially in
dry years. Later a dry-year weed, still with us, is
Russian thistle. It is said by hear-say that European
immigrants brought the seed in the bed ticks. Former
farmers have seen sheaves on light land which were
just bunches of thistle with a few heads of wheat.
It seemed that contractors who were building the
railroad were not particular about grain that was
suppplied for horse or mule feed. Wild oats and wild
millet or green foxtail were spread without realizing
what a plague they were to be subsequently. Couch
grass seed was imported with grass seed which came
from the east or south. Couch, of course, was often
cut for hay and sometimes baled and shipped to cause
trouble elsewhere.
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good crops in 1915, and two or three serious windy
years centering about 1918 when some of the first
serious soil drifting occurred. They lived through the
first world war when so many of the choicest young
men gave their lives. Then came the depression years
and the drought, the wind and the grasshoppers of the
"thirties. "
Evidently there was real truth in the old song
which said "Misfortune will never come single tis
plain". After the good 20's there seemed to be a
craze to speculate prevalent all over. So many bought
options and mining shares, etc. that the spirit of
speculation raised prices to where there was no real
value. "What goes up must come down". And come
down it did. A good crop of barley was cut and
delivered to the elevator for a man renting land. His
two-third share of the crop sold at 12¢ per bushel did
not pay for the harvest.
Wheat went down, to 32¢ per bushel. One local
farmer shipped 16 head of cattle, two years old and
received $85.00. When the like of that was multiplied a 1000 times, over a tremendous area, it was
difficult to accept.
When prices were low wages were hard to pay.
One winter the Dominion government paid $5.00 a
month to a man and $5.00 towards his board. It was
not unknown for farmers sons to do chores for a
neighbor under this scheme and the neighbor's son to
go to another place for the sake of $5.00 a month.
Somewhere in the early 1920's the late Robert
Forke was the Hon. Minister of Immigration in the
Dominion government. There was a lot of un employment in the old country and one fall British miners
were brought out for harvest. To justify his position
he had a few directed to Pipestone, and two to his
own farm. One worked on Davis Bros. outfit, unloading sheaves into the feeder of the thresher. He
would keep pulling sheaves out from under his feet.
Advised to take the one from the top, he replied,
"Oh, thems easy to get, these are the 'ard buggers."
One funny story concerns a man who lived on the
bank of the Belle Creek who was maybe inclined to
stretch the truth just a little talking about his driving
mare he said "Boy, can that mare go. I start across
Oak Lake on the ice with that mare in the cutter.
Before I had gone half a mile, the runners were so hot
they were cutting a track in the ice."
During the late thirties and early forties World
War II saw many of our young men in the armed
forces and this of course resulted in a great shortage
of man power. A prison camp had been set up in the
Reston Fairgrounds and a large number of German
prisoners were held there. A farmer could go there
and get some of these men to work in the harvest
fields for a very small sum. Some of these men had to

be returned every evening but some were allowed to
be kept in the farmers houses. These men had to wear
khaki colored uniforms with a bright red patch on
their backs.
Changes began to appear in almost all phases of
farming. Perhaps the most noteable was the method
of harvesting. First to appear was the stook sweep
which was sort of a hay sweep mounted on wheels
and pushed by a tractor. One man operated this machine and he could haul enough stooks into the machine to keep it running, two or three men looked
after the whole threshing operation.
The first rubber-tired tractors also appeared and
made the ride quite a bit more enjoyable. Other
changes were also taking place in getting the crop
sown. Can you imagine the change from harrowing
with horses and walking behind the harrows to the
more liberal-minded farmer who provided a harrow
cart to ride on? This was merely two steel wheels on
an axle; on this axle was mounted a steel seat and two
long arms attached the cart to the harrow draw bar.
This was considered a deluxe outfit compared to
walking. My, those stones were as hard then as now.
Better things were yet to come.
Ploughing seemed too slow and so a new innovation, the one-way appeared; a full six foot width,
complete with seeder attachment. Up until this time
not too much change had occurred with the seed drill
but this new machine revolutionized farming, but we
were not done yet. The twelve foot discer appeared,
then 15 foot, then 18 foot, up to 21 feet. The most
popular seems to have been about 15 feet, complete
with seed box. As with any new idea, the seed drill
seemed to disappear for a few years, but when it
reappeared, it too had changed to low rubber tires, a
large seed box complete with fertilizer attachment
and press wheels attached. This type of seeder with a
few modifications remains in use today.
The harrows which were called diamond harrows
had replaced the old wood harrows but with the
tractor speed, the harrows were found to be prone to
tooth breakage and so the eight or ten or twelve
sections of harrows gave way to the tyne harrows.
Again larger and faster tractors came and with it a
change in harrows. A width of 50 feet is very common with widths to 80 feet not uncommon. Along
with the harrow is a complete spraying outfit being
mounted on the harrow bar with a 500 or 1000 gallon
tank mounted on the hitch.
The cultivator too had its ups and downs with the
coming of the oneway, but suddenly it regained
prominence. Some on steel wheels and some on
rubber tires as the trend toward speed and larger
acreage was the vogue. Hydraulic systems were put
on tractor power take-offs and this changed the hand17

pull type machines have become commonplace. The
conventional combine has already taken a new look
as some machine companies have produced the rotothresh machine. Using rotors that run the length of
the machine instead of the conventional cylinder and
concave, the machine is being produced in great
quantities.
Our area should not be considered just purely a
grain area as cattle have long played an important
part in the farmer's livelihood. From the first settlers
who used oxen for power and transportation the cow
has proved her worth. The dairy breeds too have
come into prominence with high-producing cows,
but like the grain farmer, the dairy man also has
quotas on his production. The beef cattle have undergone vast changes from the early day longhorn to the
beautiful pure bred herds.
Some of the beef men were not satisfied though
and importation of cattle from overseas began.
Charolais, Chianina, Romagnola, Maine-Anjou and
Simmental, Blonde and Limousin were some of the
names that began to be heard. Some of them became
very popular not only as crossbreds but also as purebred herds. They have adapted to our climate very
well.
Fuel for tractors and cars could see a drastic cut
back in farming operations and travel. As tractors
went from burning kerosene, then to distillate and
gas and then diesel fuel, prices too seemed to advance, although, until recently, gasoline prices did
not advance as fast as other commodities. Gasoline at
16¢ per gallon compared to $1.23 for purple gas for
farm use, car gasoline from 3 gallons for $1.00 up to
$1.37 per gallon and higher makes one wonder where
did the horse go. Diesel fuel from 9¢ per gallon up to
$1.13 per gallon and still rising at the time of this
writing dictates that prices of grain will have to be
adjusted upwards or one could very well see the
return of the debt adjustment boards of the late
1930's.
Other changes within our municipality saw the
employing of a full time weed inspector. Many new
weeds appeared on the scene, one of the worst being
leafy spurge. The weed supervisor not only does a
job of looking after the field weeds, but in many
cases he helps farmers calibrate their sprayers,
checks flowers and shelter belts and in general tries to
keep abreast of the newest sprays and keeps in touch
with all residents as to any new problems.
The farmer has faced many challenges in the
past: frost, drought, grasshoppers, rust, and at times,
too much rain, but perhaps the greatest challenge lies
ahead as interest rates hit a record 22%. Whether he
sinks or swims, he still casts his eyes skyward and
hopes Mother Nature will be co-operative.

ling from lifting the machine out of the ground with a
lever to a power lift operated by pulling a rope and
now merely moving a lever.
Harvesting had now advanced and first to appear
on the market was the six foot combine. This machine could cut the full six foot width of grain and
thresh it. Gone were the three or four men needed to
thresh as one man could now handle his crop. Grain
production was not yet of sufficient quantity to warrant any great change in handling a day's combining.
Rubber-tired trailers had replaced steel wheels and
two or three wagon boxes were all that were needed
for a whole day's threshing.
The housewife breathed a sigh of relief. Only one
man to feed, one lunch to take out, but hang on, her
turn is yet to come. The change from feeding 20 to 25
men plus her own family, doing the chores and taking
a forenoon and afternoon lunch out must have been a
welcome relief.
To all good things there always appears some bad
and producing grain was no different than anything
else the farmer tried. One of the worst was the many
diseases that came along. Of these, rust was the one
that hit the farmer the hardest on the old varieties of
grain. New grains had been introduced and strains of
all varieties had been improved to not only fight off
the disease, but also to yield better.
Swathers replaced the binders as the combine
proved it was here to stay. Some of the first small
combine owners used their binders with some modifications but found that the swath was laid the wrong
way and they had to start combining from the centre
of the field and work outward. Regular swathers soon
were on the market and in some areas 30 foot
swathers with a double swath attachment are used.
Latest on the market are the self propelled swather
complete with air conditioned cab and they have
become quite popular.
The handling of grain also came in for some
changes. From the early scoop shovel and a wagon
holding about 60 bushels of wheat to the large grain
augers driven by the tractor power take-off. A new
invention, the air suction machine which will load
grain into trucks without shovelling, has been used
with success.
The late sixties saw the introduction of many new
machines. Farms became larger and today are becoming very large as our rural population decreases.
The four wheel drive tractors pull 41 foot cultivators on which are mounted air driven seeders. The
seed box contains grain and another contains fertilizer. Seeding up to 200 to 225 acres per day is quite
possible.
The combine too underwent some changes and
huge combines with air conditioned cabs or large
18

Farming in the Eighties Farmer

Thoughts of a

Besides, haven't been feeling so good lately, seems
every time I take the sprayer out I get a fuzzy feeling
and such a headache - wonder if the doc's right
when he suggested wearing a mask.
You hear a lot these days about sprays and what
they do to you. Sure be glad when sonny gets old
enough to do the spraying. Although getting harder
to interest the kids in the farm these days. Come
summer, they want jobs that pay. Trouble on the farm
is you need the extra help but there doesn't seem to be
enough money to pay wages. There's even talk that
farmers should be paid for their cost of production.
Imagine getting enough for a bushel of wheat to
cover expenses like depreciation and capital cost, let
alone the cost of labor. Doubt that any government
that wants a cheap food policy would think about
bringing in those kind of policies.
Could be home loading that semi with grain.
Wonder where I should take it? No sense trying the
local elevators any more. Maybe should take it to
Weyburn. Farmers got to make a buck wherever he
can. After all, that's his groceries. Sure handy these
days being able to keep your permit book on the dash
of the truck. Means you can haul grain wherever you
get the best deal. You know, I even can remember
people talking about Sinclair having three elevators
- an Olgilvies, a U.G.G. and a Pool.
In fact Brian Hayward told me his Granddad
helped collect signatures to build the Sinclair Pool
Elevator in 1928. Sure makes you wonder when you
remember that not so long ago there was an elevator
at Ewart which they moved to Linklater in 1966. That
same elevator has now become part of a Pioneer
Elevator that opened in Antler in 1980. They sold the
Linklater Elevator right after they built a brand new
Pool elevator at Reston. Guess they figured there
wasn't enough grain to service all those elevators, so
got rid of the one in the middle. What about the extra
hauling costs for farmers? Farmers got to make up the
difference - that's "Being Efficient".
Guess it's happening all over what with the abandonment of rail lines. Look what happened to that
line going thru Tilston. Farmers didn't have any say
about that. But then what can you expect with farms
getting bigger. It's just like the schools. Can't expect
there to be schools on every township like there once
was. Sure did have a lot of fun in those country
schools with Christmas Concerts and picnics, even if
we had to walk to school sometimes. Boy, kids riding
those school buses these days got it pretty easy. So
they complain about being on a bus for an hour,
morning and night; but look at those fancy gyms they
have. Consolidated sure has made school more fun
for kids. Seemed to be a lot of commotion with the
Fort la Bosse Division this past winter. Sounds like

People tend to forget what the income from agriculture means to a country like Canada and especially to this municipality. I must say things here
have sure changed, in the last forty years.
Bet farmers never thought 40 years ago about me
heading to the field in my air conditioned four-wheeldrive. And look at this field, no more pesky potholes.
Mind you, that wind this spring sure had me pretty
worried, I had that summerfallow worked right up to
snuff and look at it now, blown right to the hardpan.
Maybe taking out the trees hasn't been such a good
idea after all, sure speeds up the work though, and it
surely seems like we need to speed things up, what
with fertilizing and using Avadex and Treflan to fix
the wild oats. Can remember my dad talking about
waiting for the wild oats in the spring. Guess that was
all right when you only had one quarter or a half
section. Nowadays when the average farm is at least
1Y2 sections a farmer just doesn't have the time to fool
around. Once I've got this Avadex harrowed in this
field I've got to start fertilizing that quarter over there
on the Smith place ... eager to tryout that new
anhydrous ammonia applicator ... with that new air
seeder should be able to drill 50 Ibs. of phosphate
down the tube. Surely is handy being to do so many
operations at once. Surprising though, sure don't
seem to have any more time than years ago when we
did it the old way. Like I said, then we even waited for
the wild oats to grow. Maybe we should have got
someone to aerial seed this year. . . could still do the
spraying that way . . .
Better call back home on the CB and find out
whether the missus is back with that part for the air
seeder. Shame she had to go so far ... doesn't seem
that long ago that there were three pretty healthy
machinery dealerships in Reston. Usually have to
order parts in on the bus now . . . even if there is a
dealership in town. Gas seems to be going up pretty
fast, but we know there'll always be enough for the
farmers. After all, didn't our Federal government put
farm fuel on the priority list??
Too bad the small towns are disappearing . . .
Got to be efficient, got to produce more cause we are
really getting less considering inflation and all . . .
that's the motto these days - "Be Efficient".
Mighty hard to do though with the cost of everything
going up. Who would ever have thought that fertilizer
could be $245 a tonne for 46-0-0, or Avadex at $123 a
pail, let alone gas being up to $1.56 a gallon. Must be
that dang metric that's making things go up.
Maybe should be looking for some land to rent.
By golly, I'd likely be smarter to rent my own land
for $50.00 an acre and let someone else do the work.
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some people want to change the division back to
smaller units - one for Sinclair and Reston, and then
one at Elkhorn and Kola. Looks like regionalism has
hit even the school system.
A lot of things have really changed. Seems to me
farmers used to work together more than they do
now. Used to help each other out if they had a building to go up or a crop to finish. Not much of that
anymore. Like it or not, farmers generally are trying
to outdo each other - even to the point where one
fellow will just wait until his neighbour is forced into
financial difficulty so he can rush in and take advantage of the bargain price the neighbor will be forced
to sell at. What with Bank of Canada interest rates up
to 21W7o looks to me like we need a little help from
each other. Funny, isn't it, that farmers have never
caught on to that idea very well. Back in the days
when the grain handling co-ops became popular and
with the CWB's idea of equal delivery opportunity
and pooling of returns and costs among producers
you would have thought that it would have had more
effect on farmers.
Farmers seem to think they're a pretty individual
bunch, that they can get along without each other.
Guess that's the way they've been trained to think.
Makes it easier to keep the prices of products low if
you don't have all the farmers thinking alike. Otherwise why wouldn't the idea of unions have caught on
for farmers same as for people working on the railways or out there at the West Coast in those grain
terminals. Those workers seem to know how to work
together to get the best deal. Wonder when that idea
will become popular among farmers? It only looks
like things change a lot, even though they really stay
the same. Same problems, just a lot fewer of us.
Wonder who will be farming the land around here
forty years from now?
Well, guess I'd better get back to the yard, see
whether the missus is back and has dinner ready.

Bennett Buggy, 1934.

"pegged" price. Following that, farm groups,
boards of trade, and other organizations begged the
government for a 70¢ floor price.
By that time in Saskatchewan, feed, seed and
straw was already being hauled in to the dust bowl,
and southwest Manitoba was as dryas any area in the
west. Bennett promised "orderly marketing" of
wheat but did not mention the price.
The working man barely existed from day to day,
and by the fall of 1930 these families were destitute.
There was, at that time, no government plan for relief
aid. It was a bad winter, with much hunger and
distress from the cold.
While a high of 72 degrees above in May should
have been a hint of heat waves to come, winter of
1930-1931 was open but cold. Roads were good all
winter, but one by one farmers had to quit using the
car as there was no money for gas.
Prices had already dropped, but even prunes at
four pounds for 45¢ were out of reach for some.
Mixed apple and strawberry jam (the poor man's
treat) sold for 39¢ a tin, cheese for 25¢ a pound,
apples for $1. 75 a crate for 20¢ a pound.
Theatre prices dropped to 35¢ and 25¢, but
crowds were thin, and most picture shows closed
from Christmas to spring.
The railways, all through the "Twenties" had
hired many extra men for the fall rush, taking them
on as soon as the grain began to move. But in 1930
the railway was laying off help.

Depression Years
The Great Depression, according to most historians, started with the famous market crash of 1929.
There was trouble in the entire world and wheat sales
dropped dramatically. The Central SeIling Agency of
the Pools had to close overseas offices, and turn again
to the "private" grain trade for off-shore sales. The
fall of the market had the Pools in trouble in just no
time at all, and they were to be saved only by the
guarantee of prairie governments.
To save something from the disaster the farmers
begged for "dollar wheat". For a time there was a
solid farm front for that price, but some private grain
interests got to some Manitoba groups, and these
shocked their fellow producers by voting against any

Depression Years ... 1931
It might be said that 1931 was the year the West,
and the world, realized that things were not going to
be better overnight. The hard facts of shocking drops
in farm income, and in the working man's pay envelope, made the outlook gloomy indeed. Feed and seed
would be needed in an ever-widening area, as dust
bowl conditions came about in vast areas of western
farm lands. The R.M. councils were stunned by the
drop in revenues, as low as 20% of total.
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The heat came early, again. A vicious dust storm
in mid-April was alarming, but no one knew it but the
forerunner of many more, some even worse.
Council had to face up to the issuing of relief,
even though they had to borrow from the higher
governments. At first the powers decided relief
would be purely local. But when the demand literally
snowed under the dust-grimed rural council offices,
Ottawa had to step in. There seemed to be a feeling
among some that the unemployed were sort of criminals, and they were beset from every side. If there
were New Canadians on relief, every excuse was
used to deport them back to their home country.
Stories of cruelty were told, and should have been
recorded. Going on relief meant handing in the keys
to the car, and shunning for the duration, any beer
parlor or place of amusement. Farmers were reported
for playing pool, even if the other man was paying the
1O¢.

from Ottawa to the farmer for giving the man room
and board. No mention was made of how many hours
the man should work for his $5.00. At one time, in
the depth of the bad years, nearly thirty thousand
men were out on this scheme. One item many of
those hired men bought with one of their monthly
"cheques" was the good old "Dollar Ben", a fine
pocket watch that would last for years.
In 1930 and 1931 relief recipients received only
food and fuel. In 1932 the first "clothing" allowances were made to relief families.
There was humor in the bad years, a special
humor. When the black clouds rolled in, and no rain,
they said, "Just the empties going back".
A current joke went as follows: "Under Meighen
we lived on Faith, under King we lived on Hope,
under Bennett we lived on Charity".
Depression Years ... 1933
February of 1933 brought a blizzard at 52 degrees
below, a bitter day never to be forgotten. Three
hundred perished in that bitter cold.
When spring came in 1933 the bounty on gophers
was cut to 1¢ but the boys and girls went after the
pests as usual and turned in tails by the thousands.
There was plenty of rain in the spring of 1933,
even the Pipestone creek was in flood. Pastures were
green, and things looked good. But the heat came in
waves and brought on a fierce infestation of cutworms and caterpillars, millions of them. These
things sent wheat soaring to 82¢. In the last week of
July, it was 104° F.

Depression Years . . . 1932
In 1932 the government planned to employ single
men in work camps, and on farms at $5.00 a month.
In the work camps at Kenosee Lake, Clear Lake, and
other resorts, men had cleared out a new townsite,
the resorts so popular today. They were given room
and board, working clothes and $5.00 a month.
Business in many local stores had dwindled to a
trickle and even larger stores carried only $15.00 to
$20.00 for making change. When men in the work
camp near Clear Lake were given their monthly pay,
they were taken out to Minnedosa or Brandon. They
had to be paid in small change, otherwise the first
half dozen men presenting a $5.00 bill would have
taken all the change in the store. So each envelope
contained two $1.00 bills, a dollar in quarters, a
dollar in dimes and a dollar in nickels. This way they
could play pool, buy stamps, smokes, coffee and
cream pie, or send money home.
That year a third of the population of Saskatchewan was on relief, the Manitoba figure only slightly
better.
Horses came back. Any vehicle that would run
was pressed in to service again. That year the "Bennett Buggy" was named, in honor of Prime Minister
Richard Bedford Bennett. Cars were converted with
tongue or shafts to be pulled by horses. Some of the
swankier closed-in models at least were warmer than
the old spring wagon. Grain prices dropped below
50¢. For $1.00 the butcher would sell six pounds of
roast beef, two pounds sausage, and six pounds of
boiling beef. A good young steer would sell for less
than $8.00. Eggs dropped to 4¢ per dozen.
The scheme for placing men on farII1s included
$5.00 a month for the man from Ottawa, and $5.00

The Depression Years ... 1934
It was a tough cold winter. Even before the February thaw the call went out for everyone to save every
handful of sawdust. It would be needed for the major
assault set for spring against the growing hordes of
grasshoppers. The bait mixing station in Reston was
the busiest place in town.
Those who could sell out headed for the coast.
One man sold everything, including his four cats. At
the auction they brought 35¢ each.
The people knew it was to be just another year of
hazards, when peering through the gloom of yet
another major dust storm on April 21st. Day was
turned into night by 4 p.m.
Cutworms, dust, caterpillars, all took a back seat
to the curse of the grasshoppers. Prayers were being
said daily in Regina and other places for freedom
from the plague of locusts. The fight against them
raged harder and hotter. Crops in the south were
picked bare, while those in the north suffered less
damage. The grasshoppers were in countless millions in the southwest areas of Manitoba.
In the fall of 1934 the dollar bill shrank to its
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Depression Years ... 1936
January 1936 brought a continuance of the autumn cold. On February 3rd the relentless cold got
worse, with 40 below. It rose to 30 below for a few
days, then dropped to 50 below. On the l7th it was 45
below but a gale force wind was blowing. Day after
day the reading was 40 below in the night hours and
no better that 20 below all day. A small chinook in
March ended twelve weeks of intense cold, the coldest winter ever known. After a thaw in April came
another cold spell, 18 below, freezing birds right on
the branches.
May 20th brought another of the worst dust
storms. On June 5th it was 105 degrees in the West.
Hoppers hatched in untold millions, and they
licked up every crop in sight, darkening the sun as
tbey sought new fields. More readings of 105 were
reported in July. July and August set new records for
heat, one reading being up to 112 degrees. Yields in
the south did well to get two bushels to the acre. Seed
and feed would be needed again, in vast quantities.
There were 1,296,429 people on relief in Canada, and the events of 1936 increased that number.
Over eighty thousand men were in work camps, and
on farms, or riding the rods.
When Premier John Bracken called an election in
July of 1936 he had 34 Liberals and Progressives on
his side, with three independent Liberals, nine Tories
and one Farmer-Labor. After the vote Bracken had
twenty-one Liberal-Progressives. But on the other
side were sixteen Conservatives, five CCF, five Social Credit and three Independents. The first Communist ever to be elected in Canada won a seat in
1936.
While yields in the north were fairly good, the
price of wheat rose to nearly a dollar.
When the Quebec election drove the Liberals
from power, the Union Nationale took all but fourteen seats, John Bracken became the only Premier to
survive a depression election. And he had only a
minority government.
It was estimated that Manitoba produced only 32
million bushels of wheat in 1936. The Western crop
was estimated at 227 million bushels.
In that disaster year the government issued loud
cries for the conservation of fodder, anywhere and
everywhere. Later the government would buy 15,000
head of cattle, at distress prices, one cent a pound.
Then they shot the animals.
In the stress of the times the rural people turned to
something new to keep their medical services. They
tried "Municipal Doctors" and "Municipal
Nurses". The R.M. of Archie was first to try the
Municipal Doctor scheme in Manitoba in 1936.

present size, and the paper 25¢ was also a souvenir.
Both were hard to get.
That fall thousands of cattle had to be removed
from the dust bowl. Farmers, according to family,
were allowed two or four cows, and feed for only that
many. Any other animal kept was on the outs, and
had to be fed separately.
From prosperity in 1929 to poverty in 1934 had
been the fate of southwest Manitoba. The desert
areas of Saskatchewan or Oklahoma were no more
grim that the Elva-Lyleton area.
Depression Years ... 1935
Dirt and grasshoppers were temporarily forgotten
when the rains came in the spring of 1935. Through
May and June the rains were good. Pastures were
green, and the oats and barley were lush. The R.M.
Councils had dropped wages to 20¢ an hour labor,
and it took some time for a farmer to work off even
part of his taxes.
Friends in the East had come with aid in the
winter. Sixty-five tons of clothing came West,
through the efforts of the United Church and other
groups. Over three hundred cars of fruits, vegetables
and food were distributed all across the West.
Then came July, and the heat, and the RUST.
Conditions were such that spores from far, far south
were carried in to Canada to wipe out a promising
wheat crop across half of the West. The wheat was no
use. The oats and barley crops were saved, and were a
Godsend that winter. Some farmers had seed for the
next spring, the first time in three or four years.
Winter came early in 1935. January and February
were months of bitter cold. By late April, the rainfall
was the most recorded for those years. Even so April
brought two bad dust storms, followed by more rain.
The cold, tired, hungry unemployed organized a
"March on Ottawa" to ask for better treatment. Bennett and the Government in Ottawa watched nervously as these men, joined with others on the way,
made progress in their freight-car run to the Capital.
Then the Prime Minister stepped in and ordered the
R.C.M.P. to stop the March in Regina. The Regina
Riot provided a black page in Canadian history. One
Policeman was killed and several injured. But the
March was broken. The men could go on being cold,
tired and hungry, but not in Ottawa, not in Regina.
They were hustled from the city, some without even a
meal.
It was election year in Canada, and the depression had given people a lot to worry and complain
about. They took out their feelings on the Bennett
Government, and whisked him out of power. King
regained his post as Prime Minister with 170 seats, to
48 for the Tories, and four CCF. Every riding in
Alberta returned a Social Credit Member.
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Depression Years ... 1937

ricane winds cost ranchers and farmers thousands of
calves and cows.
But 1937 did provide the turning point. The rains
came and the dust storms were gone. But not forgotten.

The story of the Thirties is the story of blow after
blow after blow. What more could happen? After the
disaster of 1936 the general feeling was that things
could not get worse. Some of them were wrong.
January of 1937 was even colder than in 1936. An
epidemic of flu made things much worse. Many
schools closed. Churches and meetings simply shut
down.
A three piece man's suit sold for $15.98, with two
pairs of pants $18.95. Overcoats were $13.00, and
work shirts $l.39. Flannelette was 45¢ a yard. Knitting wool was 1O¢ a ball.
All winter the rural councils worked on the tremendous job of getting seed and feed for thousands
of farms all over the west.
There had been no dust storms for some time, and
words cannot express the feelings of the survivors
when a sneak dust storm hit on May 10th, 1937. That
fine red silt sifted in to every nook and cranny from
cellar to attic.
But things were looking up. Car sales improved,
and the number of phones in use went up, not down.
Two thousand more farm trucks were in use. Coronation Day came in 1937, and every city, town and
village had a celebration on the 29th of May. Many of
these were held in cold wet rinks, or in the open, and
more people had "Coronation Colds" than ever had
hay fever.
The grain crops burned away yet again in the
heat, and another year of providing seed and feed lay
ahead. Oats and barley were fair in some areas, and
good crops were reported in the north.
But then 1937 brought a miracle, too. The rains
came back to the southwest corner of Manitoba.
Torrents of rain fell in Manitoba, and the desert
turned green. The green was the green of Russian
Thistle, which grew like magic. The cows thrived on
the green in the fields, and farmers worked overtime
to save the thistle for winter. The rain and the Russian
Thistle saved the West that year. But it did not save
the cattle. There was just no feed for them. The
government men did a fine job. In the hills of Carberry a vast holding area was fenced off, and the cattle
came in by the train loads. But by using the Carberry
corrals, the animals were delivered to the markets
without jamming them, or the packing houses. Of
course, the farmer got only one and three quarters
cents a pound for his animals and had to pay the
transport.
Thousands of tons of hay were rushed to save the
cattle left on the farms in the bowl, at least half a
million tons being shared.
In the spring of 1938 a winter storm with hur-

Depression Years ... 1938
Rural councils were busy through the winter,
arranging for feed and seed to be advanced to farmers, after the wipe-out of 1937. Farmers were advised
to enquire at the municipal office as to the acreage
allotted to them. The government would provide
seed for only half the land, less any seed reported on
hand.
Applications for relief rose again, after the tough
sledding of 1937, and councils had to set certain
hours for relief applications, with no calling on councillors at their homes.
The Saskatchewan government made it plain that
any farmer who raised enough grain in 1937 to
provide for his family and seed as well, could expect
no assistance from the government.
The horse disease epidemic was still raging
across the West up to as late as August in 1938.
Thousands of horses died in the sweep of the disease.
(Sleeping Sickness, Ensephalitis)
Rains came in many places, after ten years, and
crop conditions were amazingly better for at least
some districts. The price of wheat was pegged that
year at 80¢ for No.1 at the Lakehead, so even those
with fair crops saw very little cash income.
Flour had risen to $3.75 for a hundred pounds,
coffee was 27¢, soup 3 for 25¢, icing sugar 9¢ a
pound, varnish was 97¢ a quart, and wall paper was
12¢ or 20¢ a roll.
While the late rains of 1937 brought relief, and
Russian Thistle, the back of the dry spell was also
cracked by two snow storms in 1938, bringing three
feet of snow to cover the dust bowl. On February 14th
a massive storm tied up the entire West, with a foot of
snow in Winnipeg and more farther West. Regina set
a new record, 14.51 inches of snow in February.
"Water, water everywhere", in the spring of 1938.

Depression Years ... 1939
The last year of the so-called Dirty Thirties,
1939, started off in a manner fit to scare any survivor
of the previous years. It was 89 above on the first day
of May, hottest on record. High winds on May 10th
blew out seeded crops, and brought fears of another
1934.
In January the United Farmers of Albert folded.
They had formed the government for some years
before being wiped from the political map by Premier Aberhart and his Social Credit government.
However, the United Farmers of Canada were busy
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circulating petitions asking for a better price for
wheat.
"Purple" gas came on the scene in 1939, and the
first of the Community Pastures were completed. The
one in St. Lazare held 60,000 acres, with the cost
being $76,000.00.
The poison bait stations, of course, never
slackened for a week. One station, not in the worst
area, used eight freight car loads of sawdust. And
sawdust was getting very hard to find.

Again in July the heat came back, another scare.
In Winnipeg early in July it was 99.9 degrees. Some
said it was the worst day of the entire decade, but it
brought some welcome rains.
War came in September of 1939, and it might be
said that the Depression ended in one minute.
One good thing could be said for the years of the
Dirty Thirties ... there were only ten of them.
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Bardal
Bardal School District #1088

The school wasn't sitting on a foundation, enabling wildlife to get under it. It is recalled that skunks
were caught in traps and then led away from the
school yard before killng them, so the smell was
avoided at school.
There was a slough in one corner of the yard. One
day a teacher was about to reprimand a pupil; the lad
went straight out the open window and ran into the
slough to safety! !
With the building of a schoolhouse, it became the
meeting place for most community entertainment
and at intervals, church and Sunday School.
December 1,1919, Bardal became a consolidated
school district comprising of SY2 30-8-28 and all

Some residents petitioned the Council to form a
school district to be called Bardal School District
comprising of Section 1 to 4, 9 to 16, 21 to 28, all
inclusive, in Township 8 and Range 29. There were
thirteen children of school age and a school site was
obtainable. Council passed the by-law on August 4,
1900.
In 1901, on the N.W. corner of the S.W.Y4
14-8-29, the school with a porch was ready for the
eighteen children attending that first year. Outhouses
and a barn were built and the yard fenced. The first
few years, school was held from May through October. Lilac bushes are still growing at the site.

First Bardal school, 1913. Valia Josephson, Christine and Inga Johnson, Helga and Jake Josephson, Robert Colquhoun, Cyril
Archer, Wm. Colquhoun, Gunnar Josephson.
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section 1 to 30 inclusive with the exception of S .E. Y4
12, all in 8-29. From then on a time-consuming job of
the School Board was arranging the conveying of the
children to and from school. A fairly large van was
purchased for year-round use on one route.
School was closed from October 21, 1918, until
January 27, 1919 due to the Spanish influenza epidemic. Again in 1920, the health officers closed the
school for two weeks in mid-March due to Spanish
influenza. School was closed all April 1920, possibly
for the same reason.
A student, Bardal proudly claims as theirs,
known throughout North America, is Canada's
giant, Erwin Johnson. Born here, he took Grades I
through IX from 1914 to 1923.
In 1927, on a site of approximately five acres on
S.W.Y4 15-8-28, a new one-room school with cloakrooms and hallway was built on a full-size basement,
with indoor toilets and a furnace. A small porch with
a door in the West provided the entrance. The flagpole was built on the school. Chas. G. Webster was
the contractor. Material and labour cost $3,635.90.
Cost of the site was $125.00. In December, W. A.
Reid moved the fence, closets and barn to the new
site, receiving the old school in payment. He later
sold the building and it was moved one-half mile
South and one and one-third miles West. Some years
later and for about ten years, Mr. and Mrs. Stewart
Zelmer made this their home, where four of their
children were born. The building is now used as a
granary.
The new school yard provided ample room for
the annual picnic which had previously been held in

various yards. The picnic was popular, not only with
neighbouring school ball teams but ladies' and men's
teams for miles around. Various jumps and races
were also part of the day. The men had the refreshment booth with all its goodies, among them, the
whole bundle of bananas, which they'd hang from
the roof and for a time the Elkhorn cream truck
delivered the ice cream, mmmm. The ladies sold
sandwiches, pie or cake, a cold plate meal, hotdogs,
tea and coffee at suppertime. The dance in the school
at night wound up the day's activities just right ...
Time changes everything and fewer people took part
until there were only school ball teams and a pickup
game of the adults. The last picnic dance was about
1956. The last picnic was attended only by the families of the district.
It's unknown when or who bought the piano for
the school but it arrived in the winter. F. A. Josephson
and 1. C. Wood stayed at the school all night keeping
the fire going and wiping down the piano as the frost
came out of it.
In 1932 the Board was concerned whether it
could continue to finance driver vans. However, most
taxpayers took turns driving and for one and a half
years they weren't paid in cash, but their earnings
credited on their taxes. In 1934, the rate for each
route was $1.85 per day - they received 10%, then
20% in cash; 1935: $1.95 per day - $.50 per day
cash; 1936: half and half, then $1.00 on taxes and
$1.20 cash; 1937: half and half; 1938: $1.00 cash,
$1.50 on taxes. From 1932 to 1938 earnings of the
secretary-treasurer, caretaking, supplying wood,
hauling coal, lighting fires all went toward their taxes.
In 1939, a door was placed on the south side of the
porch. In 1952, a fire escape was installed in the east
end of the classroom. A new flagpole was later
mounted in a cement base. The hydro came in 1952
and an oil heating unit was installed ~n the school by
Howard Piggott.

Bardal school, 1921. Back Row: Erwin Johnson, Bill Lowe,
Harry Bower, Ralph Peloquin, Jim Colquhoun, Art Reid, Helga
Josephson, Jessie Colquhoun, Evelyn Bower. Middle Row:
Dorothy Peloquin, Annie Wood, Oddney Johnson, Alice Peloquin, Edna Colquhoun. Front Row: Evelyn Lowe, Harold
Bower.

Bardal school class, 1938. Ada Thompson, Irene Wood, Amelia Keen, Lois Wood, Irene Gray, Ada Reid, Ross Reid, Bill
Reid, Irene Rhodes, Dan Gray, Doris Johnson, Lloyd Rhodes,
Edmund Hohn, Marj Zelmer, Margarite Reid, Hartley Hohn,
Irene Keen, Eileen Zelmer, Helen Josephson, Jim Piggott.
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wooden apple boxes around that contained the big
white cups ready for the steaming hot coffee that had
been made in the boiler. Sandwiches and cakes in
abundance were brought by the ladies of the district.
The orchestra would soon be tuning their instruments, the men swept up the floor, probably pumped
some air into the gas lamps again and the dance was
underway. The decorated tree was alway so huge and
so beautiful, especially so, in the days when very few
families, if any, had a tree in their own home. For
several of the last years, there was only a programme
attended by very few other than the district.
For over thirty years "Field day" was another
event looked forward to. In the forenoon, the parade,
with each school carrying its banner and in their
choice of dress, was an impressive sight. It was most
important as all pupils participated and had marched
miles practising for the parade. Various sports competitions were keenly contested in the afternoon. It
appears twelve Bardal pupils attended the first Field
Day of this area, held June 6,1919, in Virden, Manitoba. Inaugurated by the Virden Community Board
of Trade, following the suggestion of Inspector Beveridge, it was held in that town until the late 1920's
when Reston, then Elkhorn hosted the event, each for
a number of years. Later it was held at one of the three
places. In the late 1950's, the area was divided into

Bardal school late 1950's.

In 1955, ready for the fall term, a teacherage with
two bedrooms, bathroom, living room and kitchen
was built on a basement with two cisterns. It was
heated with an oil floor furnace. Walter Braun, of
Bardal, was the carpenter. Total cost was $5216.54.
In 1964, a new forced-air, oil furnace was installed.
In 1962, the school building was renovated to two
classrooms with windows along the east and west
ends and an addition built on the south side for an
entrance, cloakrooms and washrooms with flush toilets. A cistern and holding tank for the washrooms
was also built. Art Newfeld, of Kola, Manitoba, was
the contractor. Total cost was $7,895.00. The school
bam was sold to Ross Reid who moved it to his farm
one and one-half miles north.
In 1964, the retiring teacher had her own furniture so the Board bought for the teacherage, a range,
refrigerator, washer, kitchen suite, two dressers, two
beds, chesterfield, chair and some curtains for about
$1,000.00.
The "Christmas Tree" concert and dance would
have to be rated as the highlight of the year for most
pupils, when all pariticipated and played to a packed
house. Practising the various items and then the excitement the last couple of days when the platform
was up, and the rehearsal!! Then there was the decorating, too, folding strips of red and green crepe
paper to make streamers. We had a huge red and
green bell, quite heavy. Opened up, it must have been
eighteen inches wide with several small bells attached to the lower edge of it. (I doubt this would
have been in use later than 1940.) It was hung in the
centre of the ceiling and the streamers went in all
directions from it; the streamers would be strung
high, but by the end of the dance sometimes they
would have stretched to head height, then someone
would put a knot in them to raise them up. Santa
Claus always made his appearance at the end of the
programme. As soon as possible after the gifts had
been opened, the seats would be shifted around to
enable lunch to be served. Men would first carry the

Bardal school class at Field Day, 1941.

Bardal school class at Reston Field Day, 1948.
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June 21, 1965 an award of arbitrators merged
school districts of Sinclair, Diana, Clover Hill and
Consolidated District of Bardal to form Consolidated
School District of Sinclair No. 1051, effective January 1, 1966. The Bardal pupils continued classes in
the school until the end of June 1967.
In December, 1967, the site, school and teacherage were sold to Daniel Isaac of Clover Hill district. Mr. and Mrs. Herb Isaac and family now reside
in the teacherage. The school is used for storage.
Teachers of Bardal School #1088 were: Margaret
E. Arsenault - 1901; unknown - 1902-1904; Anna
S. Peturson -1905; Nellie Miner -1906; Robert 1.
Yeo, Flora Knight - 1907; Irene Leeson - 1908;
Alfred W. Muldrew - 1909; Jessie P. McIvor 1911; Royal E. Dicks - 1912; Mary Hamilton 1912-1913; Florence A. Maddocks, Margaret Johnson - 1913-1914; Margaret Johnson, Lulu E.
McRobert-1914-1915; Lulu E. McRobert, LylaA.
Fortune - 1915-1916; Josephine Dumphy 1916-1918; Eva C. McAdam-1918; Mary M. Taylor
- 1919; Jennie Flannery - 1920-1921; Mrs. W. A.
Reid - 1921-1923; Kathleen Adcock, Winona
Howell-1923-1924; B. E. Douglas, Marjorie Edith
Brady - 1924-1925; Jeannette M. wall, Marguerite
Spence -1925-1926; Mary Ashworth, Irene Potvin
- 1927-1928: Irene Potvin - 1928-1929; George
Sadler - 1929-1937; Ada Thompson - 1937-1939;
Ruth Simpson -1939-1941; Isabella M. Dryden1941-1942; Gladys C. McLean - 1942-1944;
Madeline Pachet - 1944-1946; M. Joyce Berry 1946-1947; Kathleen Thompson - 1947-1948;
Shirley 1. Abbey -1948-1949; Elizabeth M. Forbes,
Rea Josephson, Roy Kitchen - 1949-1950; Mrs.
Kathleen Reid - 1950-1952; Helen Kathleen
Szoradi - 1952-1953; Martha P. Kristgaard 1953-1954; Mrs. Irene Graham - 1954-1955; Mrs.
E. Pearl Stevens -1955-1962. The following taught
Grades I to IV: Mrs. E. Pearl Stevens -1962-1964',
Arlene Hurley, Della I. Cameron -1964-1965; Della I. Cameron - 1965-1966; Ada Josephson 1966-1967. The following taught Grades V to VIII:
Rosemary E. Smith - 1962-1963; Mrs. R. Shackel
-1963-1964; Frances Griffiths-1964-1966; Violet
Iverson - 1966-1967.

Bardal school boys, 1938.

small regions and although it may still have been
referred to as 'Feild Day' by some, there was no
parade. Though all pupils attended, only the best
athletes from each school competed. In 1961, Sinclair, Bardal and Clover Hill began a Tabloid meet at
Sinclair, where all pupils from those schools took
part.
The daily cleaning of the school was done by the
pupils, where the teacher would arrange a worksheet, assigning jobs best suited to each age group
and everyone did their share.
At least as early as 1914 through 1938 when there
were students wanting to take Grade IX and X by
Department of Education Correspondence Course,
they attended school and received assistance from the
teacher. Fort La Bosse took over secondary education
in 1959. Bardal's students went to Sinclair until June
1963 when the high school closed; thence, student~
have attended Reston Collegiate Institute.
The highest enrollment taught by one teacher was
thirty-six in 1961-1962, Grades I through VIII. The
highest enrollment ever was forty-two in 1965-1966
with two classrooms.
Three generations of two families attended
school at Bardal: Jake Josephson attended from 1906
to 1914 (at least); his son, Rea from 1937 to 1946;
Rea's children, Wendy and Kathie, for the years 1959
to 1962 and 1961 to 1962 respectively. Ben Gray
attended in 1906 then returned in 1912 until 1914'
Irene's children, Louanne and Lane Reid for th~
years 1959 to 1967 and 1961 to 1967, respectively,
when the school was closed.

Bardal Post Office
George R. Lusk was postmaster for Bardal post
office established April 1, 1894, 'on the S.E.Y4
22-8-29. He resigned September 9, 1903, and
George E. Proctor took over the appointment May 1,
1904, on the N. W. Y4 22-8-29. He resigned March 16,
1918 and the office closed April 30, 1918.
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The United Farm Women of Manitoba

tion Army; cookies were forwarded to female patients at Selkirk Mental Hospital and Christmas gifts
were sent to the Brandon Mental Hospital.
The local district wasn't forgotten, as social
gatherings were regularly sponsored by the W.I.
(Whist drives, concerts, dances, showers, etc.).
Needed items for social functions in the district were
placed in the school - the ill and bereaved were
remembered in various ways.
In December 1962 Bardal W.1. dissolved due to
small membership.

It isn't known when the Bardal group was
organized; it was in operation in 1926. Earliest
known records are dated October, 1932. District
ladies met monthly - weather permittng. They
raised money by making cushions, quilts, etc.,
which they raffled, held bazaars, concerts, dances,
etc.
In 1935, they bought a hand cranked ice-cream
freezer and after that, whenever there was any social
function at the school, the ladies took turns making
ice cream to be sold at lunch time. Ice cream never
tasted so good! Sometimes there'd be pie too, at 5¢ a
piece.
They bought a carding machine in 1937, to prepare the wool for the quilts they were always making.
Previous to that, they used a hand carder, which was a
slow process.
The ill, bereaved and the needy were remembered with various gifts of fruit, flowers, new
clothing or quilts.
In December 1939, the organization was dissolved and funds and members transferred to the
Women's Institute.
On February 7, 1940 the Bardal Women's Institute was organized. There were eighteen members
that first year. All hands were needed, for the Red
Cross work was the main project during the war
years. During the winters of 1941, 1942, 1943 and
1944, they made a total of forty quilts, an endless
amount of sewing and knitting, as well as cash donations, made from selling lunch at farm auction sales,
rallies, pie socials and bingo games. Other war-relief
work was collecting waste paper and rubber for salvage corps; collecting clothing for 'Bundles for Britain' and good magazines for army camps; canvassing the district for the Russian Fund; cash donations
to Queen Elizabeth Fund; Milk for Britain Fund; V
for Victory kits; buying four small War Savings Certificates and at Christmas time, parcels were sent to
Bardal's servicemen overseas.
In June 1946, a "Welcome Home" was arranged
for Bardal's service personnel, when each was presented with a gift and to each mother who lost her
sons, a bouquet of flowers. A cold supper was served
to about one hundred people.
In 1947, cash donations were sent to two needy
British families.
In 1948, a British family was adopted and sent a
food parcel and a clothing parcel.
In 1949, two "Care" parcels, a clothing parcel
and a Christmas "Care" parcel were sent.
A booth at the Fun Fair, home canning, cash
donations and children's pyjamas were donated to the
Reston Hospital. Used clothing was sent to the Salva-

Benoit, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
On February 22nd, 1927, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Benoit left Walpole, Saskatchewan and moved into
the Bardal district and rented a section of land No.
N.E. 3-8-29.
They had with them Joe Deschamp and Frank
Dyck. They brought all the 18 horses, cattle and
furniture, and were with them for two years. They
stopped at W. A. Reids where Jennie gave us lunch.
Benoits stayed and farmed here for four years.
Mr. and Mrs. Law and family lived on the farm
before. They moved to Reston. The farm was sold to
Mangelsons. Lome started school at Bardal where
his teacher's name was Miss Pence. From here they
moved to the Craig farm south of Sinclair N .E.
12-7-29 and Lome went to the Sinclair school. After
finishing school Lome helped his dad with farming.
They had Bill Hooper to do the chores in winter.
Lome, David Brownlee, Oliver Chester, and
John Graham left to harvest in the west after our
crops were harvested. The war came and they enlisted. Lome came back in 1955. By that time they
had sold the farm to Mr. and Mrs. Kabbeke and
moved into the old Milton house, and were there for
two years.
Bob and Illa Colquhoun came to work for W. A.
Reid and lived in the rink for a while. They bought a
house in Sinclair, sold it to Bob and Illa Colquhoun
and bought the Woods house, then bought one half
section south of Sinclair, once the Hugh McCune
farm. In the fall of 1970 they sold out and moved to
Brandon. Paul died in 1973. Mrs. Benoit has made
her home in Brandon since then. Lome makes his
home in Victoria.
Mrs. Benoit says she enjoyed herself very much
while living in both Bardal and Sinclair and likes to
go back and visit with all.

Eisler, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Eisler were married in Lagan,
Ontario on February 16, 1892. A short time afterwards they moved to Bardal, Manitoba. Their sons
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Ellen Williamson. They have four children: Trevelyn
Lee, Garnet Craig, Blaire Lynn and Ina Mae.
Beverly Alexander was born in Virden hospital
July 24, 1933. He received his education at Bardal
and Sinclair schools. He started farming with his
father in 1948. In 1959 he purchased the farm owned
by Wilfred Bulloch southwest 35-7-29. Bev married
Sydney Ann Craig, daughter of Tom and Phyllis
Craig of Sinclair and later Headingley, on November
10, 1956. They have five children: Rodger Kevin,
Louise Arlene, Darwin Keith, Claudia Fern and Holly Dawn.
Donna Jean Gray was born February 23, 1939 in
Souris hospital. She received her education at Bardal
and Sinclair schools. She took a business course at
Brandon College and after completing it was employed by the Bank of Montreal, Reston, telephone
office at Virden, and Region Oil Consultants. On
October 13, 1962 Donna married George Wilbert
Jago, son of James and Rose Jago of Reston. They
have four sons: Clayton George, Elgin Dean, Rodney
Dale and Clare Lynn.
Wilma Louise was born July 13, 1940 in Virden
Hospital. She received all her education at Sinclair.
After completing high school she obtained a position
in the Virden Telephone Office. On October 24,1959
she married Murray Glen Williamson second son of
John and Ellen Williamson of Sinclair. They have
three of a family: Lindsay Scott, Alana Fay and Trent
Murray.
Elgin passed away at the farm home February 15,
1964. In December of 1964 his wife Ella moved to
Reston where she still resides.

were born in Manitoba; William in 1894; John Frederick, 1897 and Henry in 1900.
In 1900 they moved to Manor, Saskatchewan
where Henry passed away a few months later. In 1905
a daughter was born, now living in St. Thomas,
Ontario, Mrs. Robert Osborne.
Mr. and Mrs. William Eisler reside in Carlyle,
Saskatchewan, John Frederick passed away in Ontario in November, 1974.
In 1902 the Sam Eisler's moved to a farm north of
Manor, where William's son George now lives with
his wife and sons Richard, Donald and Norma and
daughters Joan and Kim.
In 1916 Mr. and Mrs. Eisler moved to another
farm near by, where their son John farmed until he
passed away. John had three sons; Charles lives in
Texas and Robert and Alex farm the home-farm. (I
live with them). Freda, their sister lives in Regina.
They have three children. William Eisler has a
daughter who lives in Bow Island, Alberta, is married and they have five children.
Mr. and Mrs. Eisler built the first house in Manor.
Mrs. Eisler died in April, 1933 and Sam Eisler in
March, 1954. Mrs. Eisler is buried in the Anglican
Cemetery at Old Cannington Church and Mr. Eisler
is buried in Ontario at St. Thomas.
While Sam was in Manor, he owned the livery
barn and drove the mail to Moosomin.

Gray, Elgin and Ella (Dodds)
Elgin Gray was born in Minnedosa, Manitoba
July 21st, 1906, the youngest son of Daniel and
Eleanor Gray. His parents had moved to the Ewart
district from Moore Park in 1904, building a home on
the southeast quarter of 12-8-29. Elgin attended
school at Bardal driving with a horse and buggy. He
spent some time working on farms in Wiseton, Vanguard and Heward, Saskatchewan.
He started farming in the Ewart district on
24-8-29 in 1926. In 1929 when his father passed away
he moved home with his mother to work the farm.
In 1931 Elgin married Ella May Dodds, daughter
of Robert and Jennie Dodds of the Ebor district. They
lived on the Gray family farm until 1946 when they
purchased the Stewart Bulloch farm in the Sinclair
district southwest 36-7-29.
They had four children: Shirley Margurite was
born January 11, 1932 in Virden district hospital. She
attended elementary school at Bardal and high school
at Sinclair. In 1949 after completing a six weeks
course at Winnipeg summer school, she taught
school at Arawana, nine miles south of Elkhorn. On
November 12, 1952 Shirley married Melvin James
Williamson of Sinclair, the eldest son of John and

Gray, Bev and Sydney (Craig)
Beverly Alexander Gray was born on July 24,
1933, the son of Elgin and Ella Gray. He married
Sydney Ann Craig, a daughter of Thomas and Phyllis
Craig.
Bev and Syd have five children: Roger Kevin,
born August 20, 1957, married Elaine Vandenburge
in 1980; Arlene, born August 22, 1958, married
Larry Donald on July 17, 1976; Darwin Keith, born
February 20, 1962; Claudia Fern, born May 2,1963;
Holly Dawn born October 11, 1975.

Gray, Benjamin and Eliza (Sproule)
Benjamin Gilman Gray, son of Daniel and Eleanor Gray, born June 3, 1899 near Justice, Manitoba,
came to southeast quarter 12-8-29, four and a half
miles North of Sinclair with his parents in 1904.
The children never went to Crowell and Bardal
Schools in the winter and only during warm weather
if there wasn't work to be done at home. In spite of
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Brandon, in February 1931. It was quite heavy, but on
Christmas and New Year's Days which were spent at
Elgin Grays or Roy Nolans, it would be loaded into
the sleigh box, covered over with quilts and taken
along. As soon as the frost was out of it, Wilf Carter,
Hank Snow and others entertained for hours.
Over a period of years Eliza had lost use of her
legs. In December 1938, after a month of examinations in Winnipeg General Hospital, she underwent
surgery to remove a tumor, five vertebrae long, from
her spinal cord. It was the fifth operation of its kind
performed in Winnipeg General. Three out of the
five were successful. She passed away in May 1939.
Ben took a great interest and pride in the Registered Yorkshire hogs and Registered Brown Swiss
cattle which he began raising in the late thirties. He
sold several bull calves and some females to Manitoba and Saskatchewan buyers from the early forties
until his death. Many of the pigs and calves were
shipped in small crates he built. Each crate had a jam
or tobacco tin nailed in one corner. A five pound
syrup can of milk went with 3. pig, a ten pound pail of
milk with a calf.
The trainmen would feed them at intervals along
the way. On one occasion upon arriving at its
Saskatchewan destination, the trainmen asked the
new owner "What make is that calf?" The Brown
Swiss were a rare breed in Canada at that time.
In 1945 he bought and cropped the east half and
northwest quarter of 24-7-29, moving to the building
a half mile north of Sinclair in December. He later
bought the northeast quarter of 13-7-29 for pasture.
No.2 Highway went along the pasture and through
Sinclair at that time and motorists would often stop in
town to inquire what breed of cattle were in that
pasture. Certainly not a large herd by today's standards, but the Registered stock along with those
crossed with the grade Shorthorn and Hereford were
pleasing to look upon.
Always a heavy smoker, he passed away, following the removal of a cancerous lung, in June 1952.
The children: Irene attended Bardal school, continuing to work at home until her marriage to Cecil
(Pat) Reid, il1 April 1950.
Dan's resume is in another part of this book.
Ben attended Bardal School for three and a half
years, attending Sinclair until completing Grade Ten
in 1952. On February 4, 1953 he joined the R.C.A.F.
and took basic training at St. Jean, Quebec, Camp
Borden, Ontario, Trenton, Ontario and Rivers, Manitoba. He married Eileen Williamson, April, 1955.
Wane died at birth March 1956. Delwyn Brad was
born April 1957. In August 1957, Ben was stationed
#4 Fighter Wing, Germany. Pamela Eileen was born
July 1958. In August 1960 he returned to Canada to

that, Ben could do arithmetic faster mentally, than
many with pencil and paper.
When he was thirteen years old he drove a stook
team for twenty-nine days (possibly G. S. Munro
outfit).
He batched at Ewart on a quarter section belonging to a Mrs. Light.
On February 17, 1926, he and Eliza Sproule were
married. Born December 2, 1907, she was a daughter
of James and Mary Sproule of Ebor. The little education she received was at Sproule and Ebor Schools.
Previous to her marriage she worked in Reston at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Colin C. Campbell. She recalled enjoying the orange they always had with their
breakfast.
The newlyweds lived a few months on southwest
quarter 3-8-28, moving to "Doolittles" northeast
quarter of 18-8-28 in the spring of 1926. They were
farming there when their only daughter Irene was
born April 3, 1927 at Minnedosa Hospital.
.
In the spring of 1929 they moved to "Clarksons"
southwest quarter of 34-7-28. OnJuly 1, 1930 Daniel
Clifton was born in the farm home. Doctor Cairns
and Mrs. Harry Affleck were in attendance.
A great convenience in sawing stove wood was
the circular saw powered by a stationary engine.
Depending on the length of the trees, two, three or
four men were needed to hold the logs on the movable table and bring them up against the whirling
blade, with one fellow to throw the sawn pieces away
in a heap. On one such occasion when Ben was
"throwing blocks" and reaching across the blade, the
top of his forearm was cut, a hasty trip to Doctor
Cairns followed. Fortunately his long-sleeved heavy
woolen underwear had worked up his arm; had the
blade caught in it his arm may have been drawn into
the blade and the injury far more serious.
In 1932 they moved to "Langstaffs" southwest
quarter of 30-8-28 .. (Before the dugouts came into
use, if you didn't have a good well, hauling water for
the stock, winter and summer, was continuous hard
work. Ben hauled from the pond in "Reids" pasture
in a wooden tank. It was filled by standing at the
lower edge of the tank, holding the top edge with one
hand and bailing by pail with the other, becoming
adept at changing hands.)
On a rainy morning, July 1,1935, Doctor Cairns
was called to the farm home. He came via Sinclair to
pick up Lena McCoy, R. N. (the Doctor informed her
she'd just have to postpone her wedding). They got
stuck in the mud near George Page's, needing a team
to pull them out. Soon after their arrival at their
destination, Benjamin Franklin, was born.
A source of enjoyment for many years was the
gramophone purchased from P. A. Kennedy's of
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Roberts, B. c., where they bought ten acres of land
and built a nice home. Guthrie did carpenter work
and also some fishing. He died in January, 1954 after
a long illness. Solveig died in January 1973, almost
ninty-seven years old. She had broken a hip and
never recovered though hospitalized for over one
year.
They had four children. Johann was born in 1910
in Winnipeg and died in July 1972. Maria was born in
1912 in Winnipeg and died in 1939. Karolina was
born in Vancouver in March 1914 and later married
Wm. Ladner. They had two children, William and
Lynda, both married and reside in Seattle, Washington, where Bill and Lena lived. Karolina (Lina)
died shortly after her mother. Her husband lives
alone in their home at Ladner, B.C. The fourth, a
boy, died in infancy.
Karolina and Johann also had two daughters,
Sigurbjorg (Bertha), who married Karl Borreson of
Antler, Saskatchewan. She died in July of 1910.
Bergros, at eleven years of age in 1904, died of a
ruptured appendix.
They also raised their granddaughter, Laura Gottred's daughter, born in 1902.
In the spring of 1918 they sold their farm to John
Melsted of Ames, Manitoba and with Laura moved
to Point Roberts, Washington where they bought a
lovely home near their sons. There Johann died in
1928. Karolina went to live with her son where she
died at age ninty-eight in 1946.
Laura (a graduate nurse) married 1. H. Samuelson. She is an accomplished vocalist and violin player. She taught both for many years in Bellingham
where the family lived. Laura did private nursing for
many years. They had two daughters Lola (Mrs.
Reverend Ernest Loreen) now resides at Point
Roberts. They have six children, four daughters, one
adopted daughter and one son. Lynda is married and
lives in Seattle with one son and one daughter.
Laura's husband Jule died about three years ago
after many years of poor health. Laura lives alone in
her lovely home in Point Roberts. On retirement,
they moved from Bellingham back to Point Roberts
where Jule's family home was all renovated inside
and out. There is a veranda on the front and on one
side. In the summertime numerous hanging baskets
with beautiful trailing flowers greet the visitors. The
Loreens, Laura's daughter and son-in-law, built a
large new home nearby.

Edmonton, Alberta. In 1961, Ben spent from September to December in the Congo, Africa. Cindy
Cheryl, born September 1963. July 1964, he was
stationed #4 Field Training, Trenton, Ontario as
iilstructor and in July 1966 he returned to Edmonton.
In 1969 he spent a month in Nigeria, during the
Biafran conflict. He retired from the Air Force in
1971 and has been working for Ferguson Supply Ltd.
in Edmonton since. Ben and Eileen were divorced in
1977. They have both since remarried.

Irwin, Melvin and Margaret (McDonald)
Melvin Irwin was born on September 6, 1938 in
Antler, Saskatchewan, the third child of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Irwin.
Mel has lived all his life in the Bardal district. He
received his education in the Bardal school and then
farmed with his father.
On November 20, 1965, he married the form~r
Margaret McDonald of Gladstone. Margie nursed in
the Reston Community Hospital for a while.
In 1969 they moved onto the family farm where
his parents and grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wood
had lived.
Mel and Margie have five children: Mark, born
April 1967; Jamie, in May 1969; Ryan, March 1976;
and twin daughters Jill and Judy in September 1977.
Mark and Jamie attend Sinclair Elementary
School.

Johannson, Johann and Karolina
Johann and Karolina Johannson were among the
earliest pioneers on the very edge of the Bardal
district, coming in the early 1890's. They had come
from Iceland to the Argyle area first where they
farmed for a short time, so had some stock and
equipment when they came to the Pipestone municipality.
Karolina was a trained midwife from Iceland.
She was a very fine woman who delivered babies far
and near and it may be said was like a Doctor in her
district in those early days.
Johann and Karolina had one son Gottfred, who
married Solveig Gudmund's daughter in about 1908.
Solveig had gone to Denmark from Iceland, then
Anna Samundson lost her husband and she came to
Canada to be with her sister in 1904. Gottfred and
Solveig resided for a short time in Reston, then
moved to Winnipeg where Guthrie did carpenter
work.
In the fall of 1913 they came to Ebor where
Guthrie built a large hip-roof barn for his father,
Johann. In February, 1914 they took a train from
Sinclair for Vancouver, B. c., where they spent the
rest of the winter. In the spring they moved to Point

Johnson, Henrik and Oddney (Asigiersdotter)
Henrik Johnson came to Canada as an immigrant
in 1885. He came to Canada in search of work and a
home for his bride-to-be.
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one of ten children raised on the farm herself. Margaret met Gwilym Edwards in Edmonton. He was a
Field supervisor for the Federal Government. They
later married and have lived in Calgary, Alberta for
years. Mr. Edwards passed away a few years ago,
Margaret is still living in her home in Calgary. They
had three daughters, Irene, Laura and Enid.
Laura was born on September 9, 1895. She taught
school for a few years then went in for training as a
nurse at the Winnipeg General Hospital. She graduated in 1926. Laura worked as a Public Health nurse
for many years in Northern Manitoba. Later she was
a public health supervisor for many years with headquarters in Winnipeg. After retirement in 1959, she
moved to Calgary. In 1975 she moved to the Wheatland Lodge. She passed away at the Wheatland
Lodge on June 1, 1977 at the age of eighty-one.
Gus was born on October 4, 1898. He worked on
the farm with his dad and family and also along with
Asgier, he did road construction. He moved away
from there, and in search for the future went up North
and worked in mines. He worked there for some
time, then sent for his bride-to-be, Gerty Swainson
(Icelandic) from Baldur, Manitoba. They were married at Sherritt Gordon and lived there for a few
years. The dampness was too much for Gus so they
left and went to Vancouver, B.C., where he worked
at construction work. Now living in Nanaimo, B.C.,
Gus has been retired for some time. They have four
children Pauline, Gladys, Helga and Thor.
Inga was born on January 21, 1901. She worked
on the farm, got her education, then went to the
General Hospital in Winnipeg, took her nurse's training, R.N. and held an administrative position for
many years. She married James Cross and lived in
Winnipeg for some time on Queenston Street; then
moved to Vancouver where they are now residing.
Florence was born on May 10, 1903, stayed on
the farm, got her education at the Bardal school, then
went to Winnipeg and attended the St. Mary's Academy for her High School. Later she went to the Brandon Health Science for nurse's training. She married
Sam Sipley of Elkhorn, born October 27, 1904. Mr.
Sipley joined the city police force April 9, 1930. He
served thirty-two years on the police force and retired
as an officer in 1961. They are now living in
Charleswood, Manitoba. They have three children,
James (Jim), Joyce and Melvin.
Jim Sipley lived in Ottawa, Ontario and is with
the Imperial Oil Co. Jim married a girl (Icelandic)
from Winnipeg, June Paulson. They have two children, Paul and Sydney.
Joyce was born June 29, and married George
Nelson of Winnipeg in 1955. Mr. Nelson works for

Mr. Johnson first settled in Lundar, Manitoba and
sent for his bride-to-be. Her name was Oddney Asigiersdotter and she came from her Lundum, in
Strafholts, Tungram district in Iceland in 1898 to be
the bride of Mr. Johnson, who had proceeded her to
Canada by three years.
They were married and started farming in a New
Icelandic settlement, seventy miles east of Lake
Manitoba. Their adventuresome spirit soon led them
to other fields. They left their mark on the place
which was to be their first home, for Mr. Johnson
became the first postmaster there. They named it
Lundar, in commemoration of their childhood home
in Iceland.
After three years in Lundar, they moved to
Melita, Manitoba and a few months later to the
Bardal district, where they farmed on a large scale
for forty years, living on the northeast of 28-8-29.
Mr. and Mrs. Henrik Johnson, for the first few
years started out with oxen doing field work and
chores together. Henrik had the misfortune to lose his
left arm at the young age of twenty-one, but was able
to keep up with most men at work.
Oddney and Henrik had ten children. They retired from the farm at Ebor, in 1937, moving to the
town of Virden, Manitoba and later to Winnipeg.
After Mr. Johnson's death in 1946 at the age of
ninety-two years, Oddney lived happily with her two
un-married daughters, Laura and Inger who held
administrative positions in the nursing profession.
In 1947 at the age of eighty-three, Oddney,
blithely decided to fly to Iceland with her daughter
Laura, to visit her daughter (Kristine) Mrs. Tagnar
Olaffson. This was for sure the most memborable
event in Oddney's life. Mrs. Johnson passed away at
the age of eighty-seven.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson brought up their ten children Ragna, Asgier, Margaret, Laura, Gus, Inga,
Florence, Kirstine, Karl and Pauline. Ragna married
Harry Easy from England. She was a war bride.
Asgier, born January 6, 1892, worked the farm
with his parents and did road construction as well.
after his parents' retirement, he went to Ontario and
attended Guelph University. Later he moved to Vancouver, B. c., where he was a construction worker.
He never did marry and passed away at the age of
sixty-six.
Margaret, Mrs. Edwards was born on October
13, 1893 and was a school teacher in Manitoba for
some years. On request from the government, she
left her position in Manitoba to work with the Home
Branch of the soldier settlement board in Edmonton,
Alberta because she had taken special training in
educating New Canadians. She was able to help with
many new problems they encountered, as she was
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the government, living in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
They have two children, Lori and Jim.
Mel Sipley was born February 17, 1937 in Winnipeg, and is self-employed in a business of his own.
He married Joan Oxenforth of Winnipeg. They have
one daughter, Brenda, living in Charleswood.
Kristine Johnson was born at Bardal, Manitoba
on January 31, 1905. She married a prominent lawyer
in Iceland. They have resided in Reykjavik, Iceland
since then. Mr. and Mrs. Olafson have two sets of
twins, a boy and a girl each time. The first set were
named Oddney and Olie. The younger set is Kristine
and Karl. They are all married and living in Iceland.
Karl Johnson stayed on the farm with his parents
and helped with the farm work and also with road
construction. He left the farm, went north and
worked in the mines for a few years, then he went to
Claresholm, Aiberta and worked for the Federal
Grain until his death in 1978. He was married but had
no family.
Pauline Johnson, the youngest of the Johnson
family stayed on the farm with her parents. When
they retired to Virden, Pauline lived with them for a
few years there, until she married John Richards of
New Jersey, U.S.A. Mr. Richards is an architect.
They are now retired and live in Allantown, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. and have two children, Newton and
Kristine.

ground, and the horse just walked out of its traces.
Someone went to get a rescue squad for them, Ford
Ross of Antler being the rescuer with the stoneboat
(he was working for Mr. Irwin at the time). The one
thing Mr. Irwin hated most was broken harness and
many times it was repaired without his knowledge.
Corinne remembers Bert Snape when he was the
caretaker and responsible for the school heat. The
kids loved Mr; Snape and always thought and felt he
loved them also.
In 1952 Corinne went to the Wheat City Business
College. On May 20, 1952 she started a happy association with the Manitoba Power Commission in
Brandon (now Manitoba Hydro), worked in Brandon
until 1958 when she transferred into Winnipeg and
worked for them till June, 1960.
On September 27, 1958 she married Leslie Ross
Jones of Winnipeg at St. John's Anglican Church,
Reston.
Their family consists of Craig Leslie, born July
3, 1960, Heather Ann, born June 28, 1963, Nada
Marie, born March 5, 1965 and Trent Irwin, born
June 28, 1966.
In 1960 Corinne began a thirteen-year part-time
job with Safety Supply Company leaving in 1972.
She went back to the Hydro on a part-time basis for
two years. She has worked for the Winnipeg School
Division since 1974 as a Library Clark on a half-time
basis. Ross works for Air Canada as an Audit Clerk.

Jones, Leslie and Corinne (Irwin)

Josephson, Gunnar and Ada (Thompson)

Corinne Julie Irwin, eldest daughter of James
Irwin and Annie Winona Wood was born on the Irwin
homestead in the Coulson S. D., December 15, 1933.
Dr. H. Mather M.D. of Antler attended.
In 1935 the family moved to 19-8-29 and there
Corinne grew up in the house Annie Irwin lives in
today. She attended Bardal School # 1088 for all her
formal education - and recei ved a Grade X standing
by taking nine and ten by correspondence from the
Department of Education and attending school on a
daily basis completing same in June, 1949.
For many years Melvin, Grace and Corinne
drove themselves to school, summer and winter behind a horse. In the summer they used a buggy and
one or two horses depending on what animals were
available. In the winter they used a cutter. Both
vehicles were open so extremes of weather had to be
contended with. Many tales can be told from this part
of their lives, wild animals frightening the horse and
one of them falling out and being run over. On entering the newly-plowed main road with its deep high
banks, the cutter turned over, everyone and every last
thing dumped out and the horse running off to school
without them. When the road was built high in the
spring, suddenly the cutter dropped through to the

Gunnar spent almost all his life at Sinclair. His
parents, Thorsteinn and Holfridur Josephson came
from Iceland and homesteaded the southwest quarter
of 10-8-29. He was one of a family of eight. He
attended Bardal school. Later he took over the home
farm. On the northwest quarter of 10-8-29 he built a
house and a barn about 1924 which is still standing.
He resided there until his death in May, 1954.
Gunnar took a great interest in the affairs of the
community and a special interest in sports. Through
the years, from time to time, he was on the school
board as trustee and secretary-treasurer, superintendent of the Sunday school and a member of the Pool
Elevator Association at Ewart. One of his rewarding
experiences was playing the violin with Finni Johnson, with Louise Milton (Mrs. Jake Josephson) at the
piano, to provide music for the local dances.
In October, 1939 he married the Bardal School
teacher, Ada Thompson from Waskada. They had
two sons. John, with his wife Diane (Andries) and
three children, Kevin, Shawna and David live at
Chilliwack, B.C. George is in Calgary (1979).
Bardal was a great community in which to live.
The people were very co-operative and all pitched in
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to help carry out any project they undertook. The
school was a popular place for socials and dances. At
the end of June was the annual picnic, including a
baseball tournament and a dance in the evening.
During the forties the ladies of the district
organized and joined the W.I. They worked hard for
the war effort, making quilts and sewing for the Red
Cross and packing boxes for the soldiers overseas.
They also sent clothing to needy families in England.
Of course there were the fund-raising projects to
work for. The meetings which were held in the homes
were always lively and something to look forward to.
In the summer of 1954 Gunnar's wife and the
boys moved to Melita. Mrs. Josephson went back to
teaching. The boys finished high school in Melita.
They both took an active part in sports and still do.
The first year John was in B. c., he played second
base for the Vernon Luckies baseball team. Then his
work caused him to move elsewhere.
John works as a lineman for B .C. Hydro. June 3,
1975 is a day he won't forget. That day he saved the
life of a workmate who was rendered unconscious
from an electric shock in a pole-top accident at Fernie. As a result, John was presented with a Canadian
Electrical Association Resuscitation Medal and Certificate in a special ceremony at B.C. Hydro's head
office in Vancouver.
After High School, George attended Brandon
and Manitoba Universities where he obtained a
Bachelor of Science degree, a Bachelor of Commerce degree and a teaching certificate. He taught
Science and Mathematics in High Schools for six
years at Reston, Baldur and Deloraine. He left the
teaching profession to work as an accountant.
When leaving the farm, Gunnar's brothers Bjossi
and Jake rented the farm. When they retired and
moved to Sinclair, Ken Reid rented it and lived there
until the fall of 1967 when he and his wife Gladys
moved to Salman Arm, B.C. That same fall Russell
Zelmer bought the farm and still lives there.

doing anything he could get to do and seldom got
more than fifty cents a day. He did odd jobs and his
wife spun wool and knit to keep the wolf from the
door. By this time there were three boys and a girl
born to them. In time he'managed to acquire a cow
and later a team of horses.
This kind of life did not suit him, so he decided to
go farther west and look for a homestead. He and his
brother-in-law drove by team and got to Sinclair
which was over one hundred miles west. He was able
to file a homestead eight miles north of Sinclair
where the Josephsons lived from 1902 until 1963.
He built a frame house and got his family from
Souris as it was the end of the rail line then. He put up
a shed for his stock and cultivated the land little by
little with a walking plow. As he cleared the land, he
seeded it and had a fair-sized plot. He was a strong
man and able to work a lot at threshing and carpentering. He had three boys, Bjossi, Jacob and Gunnar, as
eager to work as their father. The three youngest were
girls. Mr. Josephson's one regret was that he was
unable to educate his family. As time went on, the
children grew. The two older boys were able to help
but had to take turns at going to school. The two
oldest girls worked out but the youngest boy and the
three girls were able to go to school. Two of the girls
Helga and Valla both became teachers but the third
one Stephanie died young. As times went on and
grew better, Mr. Josephson was able to buy another
quarter of land.
Bjossi, the oldest, went overseas in 1918 and
came back in 1919. While waiting his turn to get
home, he did not waste his time but took a course in
Commercial Law which in later years helped him a
lot.
After Mr. Josephson's death in 1928 (Mrs.
Josephson passed away in 1921) the brothers continued to farm. Jacob married Louise Milton of Sinclair and Gunnar married Ada Thompson, a teacher
from Waskada. Bjossi never married. Jake had two
children: Helen, married to James Isaac of Roblin
and Ray married Lil Rosinowski of Gainsborough.
They live in Winnipeg where Ray is professor of
Agriculture Economics at the University of Manitoba. Ada and Gunnar had two boys. Gunnar died in
1954. Their older son John works for B.C. Electric
and George works at accounting in Calgary.
The Josephsons were all musical. The brothers
played instruments and played for dances and other
entertainments. Gunnar and his friend Finni Johnson
played for dances locally and many other places.
There are no more Josephsons left at Sinclair. Bjossi
passed away in 1977 and Jake in 1964. There are only
two sisters left, Valla Marion (now a widow) at
Churchbridge, Saskatchewan where she has lived for

Josephson, Thorsteinn and Freda
Mr. Thorsteinn Josephson and his wife Freda and
a one and a half year old daughter left Iceland in 1893
to make a new home in Canada as times were hard in
Iceland. They were able to bring their household
effects and a few sheep. It took them two weeks
coming across by ship and his wife was sick all the
way.
In due time they arrived in Glenboro, where they
were warmly welcomed by relatives who had left
Iceland earlier. Mr. Josephson's intention was to file
on a homestead there but none was to be had in that
area.
He worked for eight years in the Glenboro area
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eight years and Helga, Mrs. Roy Reedmand of Sioux
Falls, South Dakota. They have three boys and one
girl, all married.
It was mentioned before that Mr. Josephson was a
strong man. In 1928 one of his nephews came to
Canada and had been a champion wrestler. The night
before he left for Canada a friend said to him, "I want
to show you something." He took him up in the
mountains where there were two large rocks one on
top of the other. "Can you believe that any man
single-handed lifted the upper stone on the first?"
The nephew who was strong himself said, "No, I
don't think he could." "Well, your Uncle did and it
has been quite a landmark for many travellers."
The Josephsons were great community workers.
In anything to be done to better the community they
were there. They were on the school board in all
capacities, chairman, trustees and treasurers. They
were among the first to help get the Wheat Pool
going, the United Farmers and the Co-op.
It is to be hoped that what they did for the Bardal
community will never be forgotten and that it will
show the younger generation what can be done with
the co-operation and determination the Josephsons
had.

railroad. They left there in March and went to Grandfather Halldorson's to stay until Fred phoned that the
furniture had arrived (Dauphin). On March 20 came
such a storm that a man was frozen to death at Antler,
one half mile from home. They all lived in Dauphin
where each one was married. Mr. and Mrs. Lusk
passed away and are buried in the Dauphin cemetery.
May married Ocean Johnson, lived for a couple
of years on· a farm near Dauphin, seven years in
Chicago, and now lives in Brandon. George married
Jean, lived in the Minnesdosa district, then moved to
B.C., where he passed away. Irene married Wm.
Shobrooke in Dauphin, where they lived for several
years and then moved to Brandon where Irene passed
away. John married Gladys Edwards at Dauphin and
they lived there for some time where John worked for
the creamery. He moved to Winnipeg where he
passed away. Lillian married a French Canadian,
Dona Quenville and lives at Comber, Ontario. Konnie married Gladys Mcintosh at Dauphin, served in
the Army, finally moved to B.C., where he died and
is buried out there. Fred married Jean, while they
were both in the Army in England and they now live
in Winnipeg.
May's memories of Sinclair are of 1920. One
memorable event was the train coming every afternoon at about 4:10 or 4:15 and they would run from
the schoolhouse to the station. They had to be there
before the train came in. Another event was the
Icelandic picnic which was held at the Halldorson
farm. There was running, jumping, pole jumping;
always lots and lots to eat and a strong smell of
coffee, which was in every Icelandic home. Another
memory she has was of their family going to Virden
Fair. At that time they lived near Ewart and they
attended Elm Valley School. May would be about
eight years old. They went in a buggy with a pony or
driver. Fred, Kristyana sat on the seat, Irene sat at
their feet, Dud sat at the back and John the baby on
moth~r's knee. May remembers going, but never
going home. Picnics or Fair, May enjoyed going to
because they always had a banana. She has no memory of ever seeing a banana anywhere except at a Fair,
or picnics until they went to Dauphin, and she enjoyed them so very much.

Lusk, George and Rebecca (Thompson)
George Richard Lusk was born in Ontario. His
father was French, born in France; his mother was
Dutch from Holland. He married Rebecca Thompson who was born near Belfast, Ireland.
They came to Manitoba in the early 1890's and
settled at Bardal and had the Post Office there. They
had five children: Maggie, who married Tom Smith;
Harry who married Nell, they lived in the west; Fred,
who married Kristyana Halldorson at Bardal in 1901,
November 10th; Fannie, who married Will Clark and
they moved to Northern B.C. Fred Lusk and Kristyana had seven children: May, George (or Dud),
Irene, John, Lillian, Konnie, Fred. They moved from
Sinclair in 1920 to Dauphin.
When May was quite small she remembers living
in a small house on the southeast side of Sinclair and
they had a horse, cow and chickens, and her father
drove to work for George Milliken north of town,
where Pete Halldorson lived. Then he bought a farm
half a mile south of Clover Hill School where they
lived for two or three years and the children attended
Clover Hill School. They lived at least two winters in
the town of Sinclair, one winter in the Brown house
near the lumberyard, then moved south of Crescent
School and Fred farmed for McLanders who had the
general store in Sinclair. When they moved back to
Sinclair it was the winter of 1920, and they lived in
what was the old pool hall on the street that faced the

Nixon, Fred and Norma (Williams)
Fred Nixon was born north of Antler and as his
grandparents lived over the border into Manitoba he
has been aware and associated with Pipestone Municipality all his life.
Fred's Mother was born in CoIn, Lancashire,
England, in 1893 .She migrated to Canada in 1900, in
the month of July, with her parents Joseph Wood and
her mother An'ne Wood (Ann Longsdale), also two
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brothers Harold who was five years old and Franb
who was three years old. Fred's mother was seven
years old. They migrated to Griswold, Manitoba
where they spent three and one-half years and during
that time on April 1st, of 1903 another brother was
born, Joseph Wood the younger.
In the spring of 1904, they moved to the Bardal
District. They were real pioneers and had many hardships. There were no roads, telephone, hydro, cars
and there were only shacks of houses. There were
sections and sections of virgin prairie. Fred's grandfather passed away in 1944, but during this time he
built three farmsteads. He served as a councillor for a
number of years in Reston. He was also one of the
first organizers of the Reston Co-op and served on
that board for a number of years.
A son, Fred, married a Saskatchewan girl and
they also had a son Fred. Fred lived in Saskatchewan
unti11942 and then served in the forces until 1945 and
at that time he married a Miss Norma Williams of
Virden and bought some of his Grandfather's property. They built a farm and farmed until 1976, before
selling to Curtis Isaac. He drove a school bus for
fourteen years, for Fort La Bosse School Division.
He also taught High School Drivers Training for six
years for the Safety Division of Manitoba. Fred and
Norma raised two sons and two daughters: Donna,
Mrs. Drake of Brandon; Brian, who married Verna
Burston of Winnipeg (now living at Nanaimo, B.C.);
Garth who at the present moment is apprenticing in
carpentry with Art Nuefeld at Kola, Manitoba; Karen
is attending school in Brandon this year. After selling
the farm Fred and Norma moved to Sinclair, Manitoba where they now live.

horse racing. He married Shirley Pringle, in 1949.
They farmed in the Bardal District, after Edward
served four years in the armed forces.
Mr. George Page farmed up until his death, in
April 1941. Sophia made her home in Saskatoon,
until her death, in May 1964.

Page, Robert and Alma (Tocher)
Robert Page was born at Grenfell, Saskatchewan
in September, 1905 and came with his parents to the
Bardal District, in 1926.
He met and married Alma Tocher in 1927. Alma
was born in March 1903. They farmed at Beausejour,
Manitoba for a few years, returning to take over the
home farm when his dad, George, passed away.
Robert served on the school board and helped in
any and every way, with anything going on in their
district. Alma was a member of the W. I. and today is
a member of the Sinclair Ladies Auxilary. They are
still on their farm north of Sinclair.
They raised five children, Doreen, born July 26,
1927, who now farms with her husband Mike Thordarson, in the Sinclair district. They also had five
children: Dennis born in November 1949; Sandra
(Mrs. Jackson), born September 1950; Wayne, born
December 1952; Diane, born September 1955 and
Shannon, born 1959 in June.
Douglas George their first son, born November
1929, lives in Calgary, married Aveline TraiII. They
had two children, Gregg and Rhonda. William
Robert their second son, born in October 1931, also
lives in Calgary. He married Greta Bender and had
two children, Sherry and Brad. Marlene, their second daughter, born September 1936, married Victor
Revet. They farm at Cromer, Manitoba and have two
daughters, Brenda and Vicki.
Garry their youngest son, born in April 1943
lives at Didsbury, Alberta. He married Joan Campbell and they have one son Robert Hugh.
Robert and Alma have twelve grandchildren, and
fifteen great-grandchildren and still enjoy seeing
them all come home for a visit.

Page, George and Sophia (Bender)
Mr. George Page was born in October, 1874 at
Seaforth, Ontario. He had three sisters.
He married Sophia Bender in 1904. She was born
in Europe, on September 8, 1882 and came to Canada when she was five years old. She had two brothers
and five sisters. George and Sophia lived very happily at Wolseley and Summerberry, Saskatchewan.
Then with their family, they came to the Bardal
District, on March 6, 1926, to make their home and
raise their family.
Robert, a son who is still on the home farm
married Alma Tocher, in 1927. He was born in 1905.
In 1907, Marjorie was born and now is Mrs. Gordon
Tocher, of Winnipeg. Then Annie was born in 1909
and now lives in Ontario. Grace was born in 1913,
and is now Mrs. Archie Knudson of Saskatoon.
Helen was born in 1917 (deceased), formerly Mrs.
Art Reid of B.C. Edward, born 1924, lives at
Hargrave, formerly a store keeper, now works with

Peloquin, George and Margaret (Reid)
Geroge Peloquin came from Montreal to Reston
in 1903 and worked for Jim Guthrie. H~ homesteaded
at Bardal, on the northeast quarter of 16-8-29, a
farmer.
He married Margaret Elva Reid, from Lanark,
Ontario in 1906 or 1907. Their children were: Ralph
born 1910; Dorothy, in 1913 and Alice in 1916. They
went to school at Bardal.
Mrs. Maggie Peloquin died in 1920. George Peloquin married Caroline Reynolds from England, in
1922. He died on January 16, 1930.
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Mrs. Peloquin and Alice moved to Elkhorn. Dorothy trained for a nurse in St. Boniface hospital. Mrs.
Caroline Peloquin died in August, 1945.
Ralph married Kathleen Hean from Antler, Saskatchewan in October, 1938, and moved to Hargrave
in 1944.
Dorothy married Alexander Sinclair in June 1942
and lives in Winnipeg. Sandy worked in the post
office.
Alice married Bert Hartley from Elkhorn, in
April, 1940. They lived in Elkhorn, then moved to
Neepawa in 1952. Bert was a mechanic, now sharpens saws, scissors and skates, lawn mower blades,
etc.

bringing his bride to his little house on the Prairie at
Bardal, Manitoba, quite a change for a young lady
who was used to working in a Ladies' Hat Shop
(Hatties' Hat Shop) in Lanark.
In 1913, Robert and Ed Langstaff owned one of
the few steam threshing outfits in the area and
threshed for a number of neighbors around them. In
1914 Robert and Minnie bought their first new car, a
McLaughlin; a new McCormick Deering tractor in
1925; a new Atwater Kent Radio in 1925 and new
Chevy truck in 1927.
Robert was one of the farmers who were instrumental in forming the Pool Elevator Association at
Ewart, Manitoba, and the Square Deal Co-op at
Ewart. Also he was a member of the School Board
who were responsible for the formation of the Bardal
Consolidated School District No. 1088. He was a
member of the Uni ted Farmers of Manitoba (U .F. M.)
at Ebor; served on the Bardal School Board as Chairman and trustee for twenty-five years and after Bardal was consilidated, he became the first van driver,
driving the only van the School District owned.
In the early days there was the shortage of undertakers, so it seems Robert was often called to help
take care of these duties.
Besides being busy with a large family, Minnie
belonged to the United Farm Women of Manitoba. In
1940, the women of Bardal district met at her home
and formed the Bardal Women's Institute, with the
help of Mrs. W. 1. Hitchcock, who was president of
the Ebor group. Minnie along with the other ladies in
the district, did Red Cross work during the war.
Knitting and sewing. Quilting bees were numerous.
Many boxes were packed for the boys overseas.
The family lives in a small house, built by George
Lusk, until 1920 when a new two-storied house was
built by contractor, Hazen Bigney of Reston. This
house was large to suit a growing family and had the
modern conveniences of the day. There were two

Reid, Robert, and Minnie (Barr)
In 1903, Robert Reid came west from Lavant
Station, Lanark County, Ontario. The reason he
came was the lure of the west and his urge for adventure. He took up a homestead on the northwest quarterof24-8-30, which is now in the R.M. of Antler. At
that time neighbors were not too plentiful. A good
friend, James Reynolds, who lived a mile away,
bought Robert's homestead. Robert bought the
southeast quarter of 22-8-29 from George Lusk in
1905. The Bardal Post Office was in the George Lusk
residence up to this time when it was relocated to the
northwest quarter of 22-8-29, the George Proctor
farm. Later he bought the northeast quarter of
22-8-29 from Mr. Cassidy, and the southwest quarter
of 22-8-29 from George Proctor, then the northeast
quarter of 15-8-29 and all of section 23-8-29 and the
northwest quarter of 24-8-29.
In the next few years, four of his sisters came west
and lived with him,. namely: Margaret (Peloquin),
Jessie (Hitchcock), Agnes (Cochrane), and Mary
(Harrison).
Robert returned to Lanark, Ontario where he
married Minnie Jane Barr on Febuary 19, 1913,

Bardal picnic, 1909. Held on section 22-8-29 the home of Robert Reid.
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cisterns, one for the soft and one for the hard water.
There was a double sink in the washroom at the back
entrance with the water piped away in the summer,
and a tub under the sink to be carried out in the
winter. There were two pumps, one for each cistern.
The drinking water was hauled from W. A. Reid's
well, a mile away, and the soft water cistern depended
on the rain in summer and ice blocks in the winter.
There was a wood and coal furnace in the basement.
The house was wired for a thirty-two volt lighting
system but was never used as such.
Their home was always a meeting place for family and friends from near and far. It was a center of
much activity. Robert and Minnie retired to Virden in
1944.
Robert Reid was born May 1, 1879, the second
son of a family of ten, to Robert and Jessie (Robertson) Reid, farmers at Lavant Sta., Lanark County,
Ontario. She passed away March 25, 1950 and is
buried in the Sinclair Cemetery.
Their family of eleven were all born at home in
the Bardal Distric. Family Doctors were Young,
Chapman, and Clark assisted by Bob's two sisters
Emma Colquhoun and Margaret Peloquin. Laura
Johnson R.N. of Ebor assisted at William's birth.
James Arthur Russell was born March 22, 1914.
He received his education at Bardal School, farmed
with his Dad up until his marriage to a local girl,
Helen Florence Page, April 6, 1939, in the United
Church Manse at Reston. They have three sons: Murray Arthur, Robert Page, and Floyd Brent, six grandsons, four granddaughters, one great-granddaughter
and one great-grandson. Art and Helen farmed in the
Ebor, Bardal and Sinclair Districts. Art worked at the
Air Force Training Station at Virden during World
War II. They had, along with Ed and Shirley Page,
the grocery store at Hargrave, Manitoba. From there
they moved to Elkhorn, where they managed the
Esso Bulk Service. They moved to Vernon, B.C., in
1968 where Art is now employed at the Okanagan
Lumber Company. Helen passed away in Kelowna,
B.C., October 3,1978. Her ashes are buried in the
Sinclair Cemetery.
Kenneth Lawrence was born September 18, 1915
and was educated at Bardal. He farmed with his Dad
until marriage in Souris to Gladys Katherine Gibson
of Waskada, on November 2, 1940. They have one
son, Lindsay Lee and one grandson and one granddaughter. Ken and Gladys farmed at Ebor and took
over the family farm in 1944. They left the farm in
1967 when they went to Salmon Arm, B.C., where
Ken is employed with Salmon Arm Sheet Metal
where Howard Piggott is co-owner.
Lloyd was born December 23, 1916. He passed

away January 5, 1917 and is buried in the Sinclair
Cemetery.
Cecil Robertson was born December 10, 1917.
He was educated at Bardal and Ebor schools. He
farmed with his Dad until they retired in 1944. Cecil
then rented W. A. Reid's farm until 1948 when he
purchased it. He married a local girl, Irene Gray,
April 12, 1950, at the United Church Manse, Reston.
They have one daughter, Jane Ellel Louanne, and one
son, Lane Patrick Gray. They built their home on the
farm and other buildings, and also their home in
Virden. Pat and Irene farmed until 1972 when they
sold out and went to Virden to live. He is now in the
Painting Business.
Margaret Iva was born September 16, 1919, and
went to school at Bardal. She helped at home until
her marriage to Claude Lewis Duncan of the Dublin
District, R.M. Albert, on March 22, 1943 in the
United Church Manse, Reston. They have three sons
and one daughter: Delbert Reid, Duane Lewis, Glenn
Robert, Laura Leslie (Osterbeck), and three grandsons and one granddaughter. They farmed on the
Duncan family farm until retirement when they
moved into their new home in Reston, February,
1978. Claude passed away October 1, 1978 and is
buried in the Reston Cemetery.
Jessie Edna was born June 13, 1921, received her
education at Bardal and Sinclair, and then in Winnipeg, training as a stenographer. She worked at
home, Brandon and Winnipeg, until her marriage to
William Percival Hitchcock, of the Huron District
near Maryfield, Saskatchewan. Percy spent five
years helping his Uncle, W. 1. Hitchcock on the farm
and then served in the Army overseas four years.
Percy and Edna were married October 9, 1946 at her
parents' home in Virden. They have three daughters:
Donna Jean (Davison), Janice Ann (Skulmoske), and
Nancy Heather (Scott), five grandsons and three
granddaughters. They bought the Bert Snape farm in
the Bardal District there they farmed until 1959 when
they moved to Maryfield where they farmed until
1976. They reside in Maryfield.
Bessie Marion was born April 6, 1923 and was
educated at Bardal school. She helped at home until
1944. She was with the Canadian Women's Army
Corps for two years as a tailor. She was stationed at
Winnipeg, Kitchener and Ottawa. Coming back to
Virden in 1946 where she worked as clerk and seamstress at Virden Dry Cleaners. She married Albert
John Armstrong of Harvgrave in the St. Paul's United
Church, Virden, Febuary 7, 1948. They have two
daughters: Elizabeth Joan and Joyce Ruth (Taylor)
and one son, Robert Thomas Reid, and one grandson. Bert and Bess farmed in the Hargrave district
until 1969 when they moved to Vernon, B.C. Bess
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was a time of 'make do' and make do we did, both in
the homes and in the school. It was a big day each
year when our twenty dollar order of library books
arrived.
Since leaving Bardal George has spent time furthering his education, over four years in the Air
Force, two years teaching in Virden, eight years as
teacher and principal at Pine Falls and seventeen
years as a school inspector in the Interlake and in
Eastern Manitoba.
He married Gwen Matthews (deceased 1973) of
Ebor, Manitoba. They had four children: Mrs. Margaret Hegion of Regina, a nurse; Jean (deceased
1969) a nurse; Allan of Winnipeg, President of Bison
Mortgage Corporation; Doug of Edmonton, technician with Edmonton Telephones.

works as cook for the Department of National Defense at Vernon Army Camp and Bert is a clerk in the
Vernon Post Office.
John Robert was born January 5, 1925. He passed
away May 31, 1928 and is buried in the Sinclair
Cemetery.
Ross Allan was born May 18, 1926. He attended
school at Bardal. He joined the Canadian Army in
1944, training at Vernon, B.C. and Winnipeg. He
w·as ready to go overseas when, fortunately, the war
ended. He worked as a painter at Virden and Camp
Shilo. Ross and Kathleen Thompson of Wapella,
Saskatchewan were married in the Anglican Church
at Wapella, October 28, 1950. They have two sons:
Allan Thompson and Paul Barr, and one daughter,
Carol Lea. Ross and Kay farmed in the Bardal District. They bought the west half of 22-8-29 and built
their home and farmed until 1967 when they moved
to Vernon, B. C., where Ross works as painter for the
Vernon School Unit.
Aida Minnie was born November 6, 1927. She
attended Bardal School and moved to Virden with
her parents October 31, 1944. She was telephone
operator for two years and worked as a clerk at the
Virden Dry Cleaners. She married Keith Alexander
Kinnaird, of Hargrave, Manitoba in United Church
Manse, Virden, July 25, 1950. They have three sons
and one daughter: Barry Keith, Rea Kevin, Lyle
Kelvin and Judy Karol (Seafoot). Aida and Keith are
farming in the Hargrave District.
Willaim Barr was born April 11, 1930 and attended school at Bardal and Virden. He moved to
Virden with his parents in 1944. After his schooling
he was a member of the Manitoba Dragoons. He
worked at Sexsmith Dairy, Virden for the winter
months and with his brothers at Bardal during the
summers. in 1952 he began working for Acme Sheet.
Metal, Winnipeg, one of the owners being Howard
Piggott. Bill and Verlie Anne Hutchison, of the Parkland District, were married in St. Paul's United
Church, Virden, on June 28, 1952. They have two
daughters, Sandra Dianne, Gloria Dawn (Iverson),
one son, Darren William Robert and one granddaughter and one grandson. Bill and Verlie live in
Winnipeg where Bill has been a bus driver for the
Winnipeg transit since 1958.

Snape, Herbert and Elsie (Allen)
Herbert Snape (known as Bert) came to Canada
from England in the early nineteen hundreds. He
joined the Canadian Armed Forces and served overseas in World War I. While in England he married the
former Elsie Grace Allen in March 1919, and returned to Canada with her in September of that year.
They settled on a farm in the Bardal district where
they lived till 1948 when they retired to Virden. They
adopted a daughter Mary (McLauchlan) in December 1927.
Mary married James Henry Hay on December 16,
1941. He was then in the Armed Forces serving
World War II. After the war they farmed in the
Broomhill district until 1952 when they moved to
Virden, where they now reside. They have five sons.
Elsie Shape died in October 1952 and Bert in
April 1978.

Strutt, Jim and Margaret (Irwin)
Margaret Strutt is the fourth child of James Irwin
and Annie Wood. Born in Virden, Manitoba in 1946
and raised in the Bardal District, Marg attended
school up to Grade VIII at. the Bardal School. From
there she went to Sinclair High School.
In 1963, Marg married William James Strutt of
Tilston, Manitoba. Jim was born in Brandon, Manitoba in 1944, where at the time his father Alfred John
Strutt, was an officer in the R.C.A.F. Jim received
his education at Tilston where his father and grandmother still reside.
Jim and Marg moved to Good1ands, Manitoba
where Jim was employed as a helper in the Manitoba
Pool Elevator. Here their first child was born just
before Christmas, in Deloraine, a son named Calvin.
In March, 1964 they moved to Killarney where Jim
again was a helper in a Manitoba Pool Elevator. He
became manager of the M.P.E. at Purves, in August,

Sadler, George and Gwen (Matthews)
George Sadler of Stonewall, Manitoba was in the
Pipestone Municipality from 1929 to 1937 as the
teacher at Bardal school. That was the time of the
stock market crash, the drought, the sandstorms and
the barbed wire telephones. The school was relatively new at that time and it served the community
for dances, concerts, games, church and meetings. It
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1964 and the family remained there for two years.
Here Brenda was born in 1965.
Jim took. correspondence courses in computers
and in August, 1966 the family moved to the Ft.
Rouge area in Winnipeg so Jim could get his certificate for the computer course. (One of the requirements was actual work done on a computer.) Soon
after completion of the course, Jim was hired by the
head office of Manitoba Pool Elevators to work in the
computer department. In 1968, another son Kelly
was born and later that year Jim and Marg bought
their first home in Transcona. In the seven years
spent there, Marg worked in Department stores and
later sold Real Estate for four years. In June, 1975
they sold the house in Transcona and bought a home
in South Fort Garry in Winnipeg.
Jim is presently employed by Manitoba Pool Elevators as Senior Systems Analyst. Jim and Marg
formed their own company and have opened a fabric
shop in Winnipeg. Marg operates this at present. The
two older children, Calvin and Brenda are students at
A. A. Leach Junior High School. The youngest boy
Kelly is attending Chancellor Elementary school.

Brandon. The company bought the north half of
Sharratt's section 33 to go through and made a station
in the middle called Butler, Reekie and Olsen built a
store and a blacksmith shop was operated by R.
Russell. Thomas Naylen bought the store later. W.
Wainwright bought the shop. The British America
Grain Co. soon built an elevator.
In 1909 B. W. Sharratt had a new home built by
W. Manser of Virden, Manitoba. It was made large as
there was a family of nine, a hired man and a school
teacher. The home was thirty feet by thirty feet and
three storys high. It was brick veneered. The home is
good and solid at this date, 1978.
In the first world war years people in the district
felt the school should be in Butler, so meeting was
held and by taking in some sections of land on the
north of Ormo district, they built a new school in
Butler. It was called Butler Union.
The Sharratt children all received their public
schooling at the two schools and went on to other
high schools.
Orrin started farming with his father in 1922 as
his two older brothers had left home on their own.
Agnes McKenzie (nee Sharratt) lost her husband
in 1922. They farmed on section 28 and lived about a
quarter of a mile away. She rented the farm and went
to the city for a business course. She had two boys,
Laurence, five years and Elmer three years old. They
came to live with the Sharratt's and were part of the
family for fifteen years. Elmer received all his eight
years of schooling with one teacher, Theresa Naylen.
Elmer is and has been manager of a stevedoring
company in Vancouver for some years. He is married
and has three children. Laurence is a retired finishing
carpenter in Los Angeles, U.S.A.
Gladys married Ernest Bolam in 1929 and they
came to live in the Sharratt home for ten years. They
had two children, Maynard and Arvella.
Mrs. Dora Sharratt passed away August 7,1933.
Gladys kept house for her father and Orrin, and her
own family till 1939.
Orrin married Eleanor Scott of Dominion City,
Manitoba who had taught at Butler for two years to
June 1940. They took over the farm and his father
lived with them for years. They have three children,
Kenneth Orrin, Dean Franklin and Valarie Jane.
They went to the Butler school and graduated from
the Maryfield High School. They all went on to and
graduated from universities. They ~ll married university graduates. Kenneth graduated from the University of Manitoba with a Bachelor of Science Degree
in Education. He taught at the Morton High School in
Gladstone, Manitoba for three years. He then went to
University of Manitoba and received the degree of
Bachelor of Arts. He then went to McMaster Univer-

Sharratt, Byron and Dora (Reichert)
Byron William Sharrett, his wife Dora Jane Reichert and three children came from Green Valley,
Minnesota. U.S.A. in the fall of 1900. He came with
two box car loads of livestock, household goods and
farming equipment. His wife and children Agnes,
Douglas and Lysle came on a passenger train. They
settled in the Municipality of Pipestone in the Boss
Hill District. Nettie and Orrin were born there. In the
summer of 1904 Dora Sharratt went on a trip west
across the Pipestone Creek. The country reminded
her so much of that they had left in Minnesota she
wanted to live there. At that time most of the country
was prairie. They were successful in getting section
33-9-29 which was on the creek bank and from which
a good view of the hills and valley was to be seen.
At this time the three oldest children went to
school south of where Ebor was later to be. The
C.P.R. railroad was made from Reston to Wolsley,
Saskatchewan in 1906. A station called Ebor came
into being about four miles from the Sharratt home.
A fair sized village soon was developed, with a
butcher shop, general store, lumber yard, grain elevator, post office, livery stable and other shops.
In 1906 the Sharratts and neighbors held a meeting and formed a school district. It was called Omro
after a place B. W. Sharratt had lived near as a boy in
Wisconsin, U.S.A. The school was built by a Mr.
Radke on an acre ofland sold by R. B. Sharratt on the
southwest comer of the southwest of section 33-9-29.
In 1907 the C.N.R. railroad came west from
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sity in Hamilton, Ontario where he received Master
of Arts. On the basis of his performance there he was
one of a chosen number to receive a very large grant
from the government to go on for a doctorate. He
went to the University of Western Ontario and graduated with Doctor of Philosphy, (Political Science).
He now is Dr. Sharratt and works for the Government
of Ontario. He is married to Dr. Kejna, who received
her Doctorate at the University of Toronto. They have
a daughter Anna Marie who is four years old.
Dean graduated from the University of Manitoba
in Civil Engineering. He also won the prize for the
best thesis in his class. He received his Masters in
Civil Engineering at Carlton University in Ottawa,
Ontario. He married Lorraine Le Brun who had
graduated in Arts at the University of Manitoba in
Winnipeg. They have two daughters, Nicole and
Elisa, five years and three years old. They live in
Calgary, Alberta.
Jane graduated in Arts at the Brandon University.
She is married to Robert Sanders, who graduated
from the University of Lethbridge, Alberta. Jane is
employed by the city of Vancouver and Robert is a
relations man for the government in the post office
department.
Below are the dates of births, marriages and
deaths in the Sharratt family.
Byron William Sharratt, born January 11, 1868,
died March 18, 1958. His wife Dora Jane Reichert,
was born April 9, 1872 and died August 7, 1933.
Their family as follows: Agnes Comfort Sharratt,
born August 3, 1894 in Green Valley Minnesota,
U.S.A. She now lives in Vancouver, B.C. Douglas
Irwin Sharratt born May 3, 1897 in Green Valley,
Minnesota, U.S.A. He died May 31, 1975 in Vancouver. Lys1e Silvester Sharratt born February 26,
1899 in Green Valley, Minnesota, U.S.A. Nettie Joy
Sharratt born in the Boss Hill district, Manitoba,
November 19, 1905. Gladys Hope Sharratt born on
the Sharratt farm near Butler, Manitoba November
25, 1907. Orrin Elsworth Sharratt born in the Boss
Hill district, Manitoba November 19, 1905. Ina Pearl
Sharratt born at the Sharratt farm near Butler, Manitoba.
Their marriages were as follows: Agnes to
William John McKenzie, November 6, 1912. He died
in 1922.
Douglas to Lora Bolam November 30, 1927. He
died May 31, 1975. Lora lives in Vancouver, B.C.
Lysle to Gladys Gugler in 1922. They live in
Maryfield, Saskatchewan.
Nettie to Charles Merrells in 1924. They both
died in Weyburn, Saskatchewan. Nettie died in June
1976. Charles died in December 1970.

Orrin to Eleanor Scott on October 2, 1940. Now
living in Virden, Manitoba.
Gladys to Ernest Bolam, October 2, 1940. They
had three children, a son Maynard now deceased and
two daughters Arvella and Gloria. Gladys lives in
Calgary.
Ina to Kenneth Ordway. They have a daughter,
Marcia. They all live in Vancouver, B.C.
Orrin and Eleanor lived on the old Sharratt farm
till 1970 when they sold it to Elvin Penner.
Mrs. B. W. Sharratt was always interested in
community affairs in which she always did her share.
She went to many meetings and travelled many miles
by horse and buggy visiting women folks, when
women were trying to get the right to vote. They were
successful. She was not a graduate nurse, but in the
early days if anyone around got sick she was always
called. If a death occurred she would go and help.
She passed away in her old home August 7,1933.
B. W. Sharratt lived nearly fifty-eight years in the
Butler district on section 33. He helped in bringing
up four different families in the old home. He was
very fond of his grandchildren. The last number of
years he went by train to Vancouver, B. C. every
summer to visit with Douglas, Agnes, Ina and grandson Elmer. He liked curling and was a member of an
old times team invited to curl in the Maryfield,
Saskatchewan annual bonspiel. They curled up to
their eighties and nineties. He had good health all his
life till a few days before his passing away due to
heart failure in hIS ninety-first year. He passed away
in his old home on section 33.

Tocher, Wniiam and Pamelia (Mervyn)
William Tocher was born in Scotland, July 4,
1860. He came to Canada as a young boy. He had
three sisters and four brothers.
As a young man he married Pamelia Mervyn in
1882, who was born in Ontario July 8,1861. She had
two brothers and three sisters. They lived in Saskatchewan for a number of years, moving to the
Bardal District in 1926. They lived on 14-8-29.
William and Pamelia raised a large family: Fred
was born January 1884; Mayme, born 1888; Audreay,
born March 1894; Marvyn, born February 1896;
Scott, born February 1898; Hazel, born July 1900;
Alma, born March 1903 and Gordon born July, 1905.
They later moved to Mather, Manitoba to run a hotel.
Their youngest daughter Alma married Robert Page,
who are stiIl in the district. William and Pamelia both
passed away at Collingwood, Ontario; William on
September 23, 1937 and Pamelia on December 6,
1945. They are both buried in Ontario.

Wood, Frank and Lizzie (Hocknell)
Frank came to Canada in 1900 with his parents,
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also his sister Evelyn and brother Harold. His mother's maiden name was Ann Lonsdale. His father was
Mr. Joseph Wood. They came to Griswold, Manitoba, and were there for a few years. Brother Joe was
born there.
All Frank can remember is falling in a well which
was open and full of water to the top. Harold and
Evelyn had to hold him up by his hair and yell until
help came.
Later they moved to the Bardal district. They
went by train to Antler with all their belongings in a
box car. Their Dad had a little comer of the box car all
made for the children and their belongings so they
could hide if the conductor came around.
They went by wagon from Antler, across prairie
to their homestead in the Bardal district. One horse
died on the way, after crossing a creek, as this was
spring and there was water everywhere. They stayed
with a neighbor, Jack Campbell until their house was
built.
Annie was born there. On Xmas day in 1917
Frank joined the army. He came home in 1919 and

took up farming in Bardal near his parents' home, the
south half of 19-8-29. He married Lizzie Hocknell in
1921. They farmed for twelve years there. Then the
dry years came.
Frank and Lizzie had four children. Joyce passed
away at a young age. Keith and Veda were born in
Bardal. Norma was born in Victoria. They left the
farm in 1934 and went to Victoria, B.C. as they just
had no crops and were not able to pay taxes. Frank
did some farming in B.C. then got work on James
Island at C.LL. plant where they made dynamite or
blasting powder. He was there seven years, after
which he worked at Yarrow Ship Yard for two years
and then the Navy Yard for seven months. He retired
in 1966 and they still live in Victoria.
Their son Keith married Laura Allen. Veda married Maurice Michell. Norma married Robert Hunter. All live in B.C.

Taken on Woods homestead, 1907. Jim Kidd, Jack Campbell,
Joe Wood, Mrs. Harris (nee Margaret Holden), Ann Wood,
Mrs. Kidd, Mrs. John Callan, Evelyn Wood, Polly MacEvoy,
Joe Wood, Frank Wood, Harold Wood.

Going courting?

Wood, Joseph and Ann (Lonsdale)
Joseph was born in England, March 4th, 1871.
Ann was born in England, on February 19th, 1870.
They were married in England, on September 6th,
1892.
Ann was a weaver, Joseph was a shop assistant
and also a racing cyclist. They came to Canada in
July 1900, with three small children: Evelyn, Harold
and Frank. They first came to Griswold, Manitoba.
Another son was born there, Joseph Cecil.
In the spring of 1904 they came to Bardal District,
Pipestone Municipality. Joseph homesteaded on the
northeast comer of 18-8-29 and built a one story three
roomed house and a bam. In 1912 a new two story
part was built on to the former house.

Frank Woods plowing.
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the parents' home. Margaret Callan of Ewart and
Edward Nixon were the attendents. They lived in the
Heron District and later Coulson District north of
Antler. There were seven children William, Clara,
Joseph, Fred Jr., Edith, Sylvia, and Alan all born in
Saskatchewan.
Joseph lived for a time on the southeast quarter of
18-8-29 Pipestone Municipality. He married Eva
Hall from Cromer in 1949. A daughter Shirley was
born here in 1950. They later moved to Estevan. Four
more children born later. Joe died June 15th, 1978 at
Estevan.
Fred Jr. lived in Bardal District until 1976 when
he moved to Sinclair. He married Norma Williams of
Springvale District on October 27th, 1945. They had
four children, all attended Bardal school and later
Sinclair and Reston. Donna married Terry Drake and
lives in Brandon. Brian married Verna and lives at
Nanaimo, B. C. Garth works away from home and
Daren attends school in Brandon.
Harold was born in England, May 26th, 1895 and
received some schooling at Bardal. He lived at home
until he joined the Armed Forces in World War I. He
married Eleanor Brown in England on July 23rd,
1919, came home to Bardal and lived on the northeast
quarter of 18-8-29. He farmed there until 1946, sold
out and moved to Vancouver Island. Six children
were born here at home at Bardal, Marjorie, Lois,
Eunice Eleanor, Irene, Vernon Harold, and
Josephine. Harold was night watchman at Patricia
Bay Airport until retirement.
Marjorie (daughter) got her education at Bardal
school. She married Ernie Hales and lives in Virden.
They have two daughters. Susan married Ken Ivey of
Virden. Judy is teaching.
Lois (daughter) got her education at Bardal,
joined the Air Force during Second World War. She
married Ronald Ross of Winnipeg and lived there.
They had a family of four: Donald, Kerry, Dianne
and Kathy. Kerry died in 1965 July 16. The family
now live in Richmond, B.C.
Eunice Eleanor, (daughter) was born in 1926 and
died March, 1927.
Irene (daughter) got her education at Bardal,
went to Vancouver with her parents. She married
Jack Dey, who died in 1965. There is a family of two
girls Carol and Denise.
Vernon (son) received education at Bardal, then
went with his parents to Vancouver Island in 1946.
He is married and has two daughters Valerie and
Eileen. Vernon is a carpenter.
Josephine (daughter) went with her parents to
Vancouver Island, married Kent Jacobson and have
four children. They now live in Vancouver, B.C.
Frank was born in England May 10th, 1897.

Winter scene, Mr. and Mrs. J. Wood.

In the early years Joseph took in cattle to graze on
the open prairie and the children herded them during
the day.
At first Joseph drove oxen to farm and then
horses. He cut his crop with a binder and stacked the
sheaves to be threshed later by a neighbor from
Ewart. Sometimes it would be as late as November
when these were threshed.
Later he purchased a small tractor, where a man
had to stand and cut the bands on the sheaves by hand
and feed them into the separator. He got a bigger
separator and steam engine, but never had a combine.
Joseph did many things outside the farm. He
shipped cattle to market for people, at one time
butchered for three beef-rings each week, served on
many boards, such as school, elevator, co-op and was
on Council of Pipestone Municipality for eighteen
years.
In 1910 December 25, another daughter was
born, Annie W. In 1920 or 21 they sold the farm to
Harold, and moved to the south half of 19-8-29. They
farmed there until 1924 then moved to the southeast
quarter of 18-8-29.
Joseph quit farming in fall of 1943 and moved to
Virden, leaving Joe Jr. t.O farm for himself.
Joseph Wood died on October 24th, 1944 in his
seventy-fourth year after a short illness. Ann Wood
died on May 11th, 1956 at age eighty-six years. There
were twenty-two grandchildren and twenty-four
great-grandchildren at this time.
Joseph and Ann only returned to England once.
This was in December 1919 and they came home in
March, 1920.
Evelyn (eldest daughter) was born in England,
July 8th, 1893 and died December 9th, 1977, at
Virden in her eighty-fifth year. She lived at home, got
some schooling in England, some at Runneymede
school, near Griswold and some at Bardal. She
herded cattle besides other household chores. On
December 10th, 1914 she married Fred Nixon from
Heron District, Saskatchewan. They were married at
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quarter of 18-8-29 and the southwest quarter of
17-8-29 from Joseph Cecil Wood and moved there
that fall. They lived there till selling to their son
Melvin and his wife in the fall ofl969. They moved
the house from 19-8-29 to the southeast corner of
18-8-29 and lived there. Jim died March 6th, 1974 in
his seventy-fifth year. Annie still lives there.
Jim was born in Ireland March 28th, 1899. He
served on the school board, drove a school van with
horses, served on the elevator board at Ebor, was
secretary of Seed Club at Ebor, on Co-op board at
Reston. He farmed with horses for a good number of
years.
Corinne (daughter) after taking a commercial
course in Brandon worked for the Hydro in Brandon
and Winnipeg for nine years. She married Ross Jones
of Winnipeg on September 27th, 1958 at Reston.
They live in Winnipeg. Ross works for Air Canada.
Corinne works part time for the School Library.
There are four children, all born in Winnipeg, Craig
Leslie, Heather Anne, Nada Marie, Trent Irwin, all
in school.
Grace (daughter) after school, took a commercial
course in Brandon, then worked for Donavon and
Stone Chartered Accountants in Brandon. On August 17th, 1957, Grace and William Wisrrter of Brandon were married at Reston. They lived in Brandon,
Esquimalt, B.C. and Souris. They have four children: Lance William working from home; Shawnna
Carolanne working in Calgary; Jeffrey Douglas Irwin, working on the farm and Stacey Verna still in
school. Grace works at Personal Care Home in
Souris. Bill works for the Souris School board.
Melvin lived at home and farmed with his dad. He
purchased some land from Eleanor Wood and later
purchased the northeast quarter of 18-8-29 from
Doug Piggott, who had purchased this land from
Harold Wood in 1946 . Melvin and Margaret
McDonald, from Gladstone, were married on
November 20th, 1965. They lived on 19-8-29 until
1959 then moved to the farm on the southeast quarter
of 18-8-29 which they bought from his parents, also
the southwest quarter of 17-8-29 and still farm there.
There are five children in the family, Mark Kelly,
Jamie Joel, Ryan Shawn, and twin girls Judy Dawn
and Jill Ann. Margaret nursed at Reston Hospital
before they were married. Mark and Jamie attend
Sinclair School.
Margaret Anne Isabel lived at home until she
finished school. She married W. James Strutt of
Tilston on August 10th, 1963. Jim worked in Elevators at Goodlands, Killarney and Purvis. They moved
to Winnipeg and Jim has worked for some years in
Pool's Head Office. Margaret worked in Real Estate
for a number of years and now has a fabric shop in a

Preparing for winter, 1946, Jim Irwin in centre.

Joseph Cecil was born at Griswold, Manitoba
April 1st, 1903, took some education at Bardal, lived
at home and worked with his father until they moved
to Virden. He farmed until 1946 when he sold out and
went to live in Virden with his Mother. He did cement
work and carpentering. He married Dorothy Ward of
Virden. They have two children. Larry John married
Virginia Anderson of Winnipeg in April, 1978 and
Carol Anne married Dale McEwen on August 31st,
1974 of Virden.
Annie was born at home on the northeast quarter
of 18-8-29 in Bardal District. She took all her education at the old and new Bardal schools. She married
James Irwin from Coulson District north of Antler, on
November 16th, 1932. They lived for three years on
the Irwin farm, north of Antler. Here one daughter
Corinne Julia was born. In October 1935 they moved
to Bardal District in the Pipestone Municipality to
the south half of 19-8-29 and farmed there. Four
children were born there Grace Verna, Melvin James,
Margaret Anne Isabel and Lynn Robert. Corinne,
Grace and Melvin took all their education at Bardal.
Margaret took hers at Bardal and high school at
Sinclair. Lynn took his at Bardal and high school at
Reston.
In 1958 they bought the farm on the southeast
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homestead on the northeast of 6-8-29 in the Bardal
district. They farmed all their lives and are both
buried at Roblin, Manitoba.
Stanley died on August 22,1946. Stewart died on
May 1, 1976. Irene is buried in Andres Church
Cemetery in Selkirk. Ben living in Roblin, Manitoba. Odelgonda died in Poland. Klomon is buried
at Antler. He was run over by a team of horses and a
load of grain. Ferdinand is buried in Brandon. Adam
is living in Portage la Prairie. Alexander died on
November 19, 1971 and is buried in Winnipeg, in
East Kildonan. Evelyn is living in Nanaimo, B.C.
Oscar died on June 14, 1976 and is buried at Roblin,
Manitoba.

new mall on Grant Avenue in Winnipeg. They have
three children Calvin Lee, Brenda Anne, Kelly
James, all in school.
Lynn lived at home until he finished school, then
took an automotive mechanics course in Brandon.
When finished he worked in garages at Medora, and
Winnipeg. He took his four year apprenticeship at
Pembina Dodge in Winnipeg and now has a garage in
Sinclair, Manitoba. He and Gail Jones from Reston
were married on August 24th, 1974. They live in
Sinclair. They have two daughters, Monica Lynn and
Deanna Gail.
Bardal School was opened in 1900. A new school
was built one mile west of the old one in 1927 and was
opened for classes in the fall of 1927. The school bam
was moved to the new site. The old school was sold to
Zelmers and the bam was sold later when horses were
not used anymore by the children to get to school.
There were lots of memorable concerts (all local
talent) dances, whist drives, etc. in those schools
where everyone in the district and from nearby districts, met for enjoyable evenings.
Many, many pupils got all their schooling at
Bardal.
Erwin Johnson or "Hi" as he is now called went
to Bardal school. Annie went to school at the same
time. This school was closed in 1966.

Zelmer, Stewart and Matilda (Mayert)
Stewart was born on November 24, 1897 in Russia, and came to Canada in 1908. Matilda (Tilly) was
born on December 29, 1909 in Russia. She arrived in
Philadelphia on the boat "Bahnhofstrasse 30" in the
fall of 1910.
Stewart and Matilda were married on November
27, 1928 in Brandon, Manitoba. They lived south of
Reston on the northeast of 17-6-28 for two years,
then in March 1931 moved to the northwest of
16-7-29 in the Clover Hill district. In July 1934 they
moved to the northeast of9-8-29 in the Bardal district
and converted the former Bardal school into a home
living there for eight years. This building is still
standing. In July 1942, Stewart and Tilly moved to
the Kidd farm southeast 14-8-29. From 1968-1969
they lived on the northwest of 10-8-29, farming all
those years until their retirement to Reston in 1970.
Stewart passed away on May 1, 1976 at the age of
seventy-nine years. He is buried in the Reston Cemetery.
They had nine chidlren: Russell Lawrence; Marjorie Winnifred who married Lorus Thordarson;
Eileen Elsie, (passed away July 23, 1974) who married John Thordarson; Edna Jean, who married Stan
Zanchyskyn; Edwin Kenneth who married Carole
Williamson; Gordon Edward who married Dale
Campbell; Helen Marlene who married Ken Zam;
Shirley Gladys who married Vern Anderson and Betty Ruth who married Eugene Bender.

ZeImer, Frank and Paulina (Braitkreitz)
Ferdinand (Frank) Zelmer was born in 1867 in
Russia. He died on November 25, 1943. Frank married Paulina Braitkreitz who was born in 1875 in
Poland. She died October 14, 1946.
Frank and Paulina Zelmer had thirteen children.
Eight of them were born in Volynia (or Wolienia),
Russia, (now a part of Poland). Frank came to Canada in 1906 by cattle boat. Paulina, Stanley, Stewart,
RAchel, Irene, Klomon and Ferdinand arrived in
New York on November 23, 1908, on the boat "Pannonia." Their destination was Brandon. Benjamin
and Albert came later in 1911. One daughter,
Odelgonda died in Poland before Paulina came to
Canada.
William, Adam, Alexander, Evelyn and Ossau
were born in Canada. Frank and Paulina claimed
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Butler

Omra school, 1910. Alex Muir, Viola Reichert, Douglas Sharratt, Martha Muir, Blanche Goddard, Maud Bailey, Jessie Muir, Lysle
Sharratt, Miss Hettie Grant (Mrs. Walter Norsworthy).

Butler Union School #1401

village existed approximately one mile to the north,
it was decided that Butler would be the location. Also
it was closer for the pupils from the north in the
Wallace Municipality for whom it was designed to
serve. Thus the name Butler Union School was decided upon.

Since Omro school was slated to close in 1916 or
1917, partly due to over-crowding and partly for the
need of a better location, it was decided that a new
and larger school should be built. Since the railway,
post office and store, along with the nucleus of a new
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In 1917 Peter McDougall, a local farmer and his
son, Gordon, contracted to dig the basement. Chas.
Goldsmith of Maryfield, Saskatchewan was the contractor who built the school. The price for the job was
reporte~ to ?e. $2,100.00: It was a frame building
wIth bnck sIdmg. The bncks were supplied by the
operating Virden Brick Co.
A large wood and coal furnace was installed in
the full size basement, but on very cold winter days
failed to keep the school warm enough for comfort:
The writer can remember several occasions when
desks were placed near the large neat registers and an
attempt was made to carryon the business at hand.
The new school yard was of considerable size and
consisted of a horse stable and two separate "out
houses". In 1927 a rather rowdy annual school meeting was held at which the question of indoor toilets
was introduced. The school trustees were very much
against spending the required money but were confronted by some very hostile mothers who pointed
out that the cold north wind was in.no wayan attribute
to good schooling. Their point eventually got across,
and the toilets were installed for the August opening
date. I can't remember if my marks improved or not.
I have checked out all available records and submit the following summary of Butler school operation during its period of operation from 1918 to 1966.
Butler School, being closed permanently in the
fall of 1966, stood as a reminder of the past for a
number of years. Finally the building was sold to a
retired car and truck dealer from Virden in 1966, after
which the brick siding was removed and the remaining frame building was moved one mile to the east. It
was there remodeled and became the new home of Ed
and Iona Stendell on the banks of the Pipestone
Creek.
.
Teachers at Butler School were: Dorothy Wilkins
- 1918-1919; Elsie Manota Kenderdine 1919-1920; Alice Fulta - 1920-1922; Records unavailable - 1922-1923; M. E. Mathews 1923-1924; Teresa V. Naylen-1924-1925; Teresa V.
Naylen - 1925-1926; Dorothy Warren 1926-1927; Hilda Sheridan - 1927-1928; Teresa
Naylen - 1928-1935; Grace Roach - 1936-1946·
Doris Ireland - 1936-1937; Records unavailable-'
1937-1940; Nadia Pylypink - 1940-1941; Carrie
Hatch - 1942-1943; Records unavailable 1943-1947; Donna Wedow - 1947-1948; George
Oystreck - 1948-1949; Jean A. Howes and Mrs.
DoraOsterbeck-1948-1949; RobertaE. Hewitt1949-1950; Beth Watson - 1950-1951; Phyllis
Skoglund - 1951-1952; Records unavailable 1952-1953; Ethel Northcut - 1953-1955; Mrs. Bernice Baker - 1955-1956; Violet H. Switzer1956-1958; Mrs. Josie C. Graham - 1958-1960·,

Kenneth Zamzou -1960-1962; Records unavailable
-1962-1964; Elizabeth Coulter -1964-1965; Margaret Lamb and Mrs. Joy Chambers - 1965-1966.

History of Butler from 1907-1966
Butler was situated on the C.N. railway three
miles east of the Saskatchewan border, on the
Pipestone side of the line between that municipality
and the R.M. of Wallace.
Only eight or nine families resided in the town
but it served area people living five or six miles in ali
directions. The hamlet, as I remember it, consisted
of a general store, stockyards, the U. G. G. elevator, a
small C.N. railway station, a blacksmith shop, a rink
for curling and skating and a brick one-room school
with a bam in a large school yard.
With the advent of better roads, bigger farms,
more money and the need to give young people a
higher education, Butler went the way of many tiny
hamlets. The section crew was removed, leaving
only a few familes. A cylone in 1963 severely
damaged or destroyed many buildings and in the
following year the elevator was taken away. The store
and post office closed in 1966, and due to reduced
enrollment, the school soon did the same.
For a time it was like a ghost town with buildings
but no people. Finally the store was tom down. E.
Stendal bought the school, moved it, and remodelled
it into a home in which he and Iona still live.
Now a new farm home, belonging to Morley and
Brenda McDougall, stands on the site of the old store
and grain grows over the old school yard. Shrubs and
trees along the road and some old foundations are all
that remain of what were once well-cared-for yards
and homes.

Going up! 1965.
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The store was a social centre. The women visited
when they happened to meet while buying the weekly
groceries. The men-folk sat around on bags and nail
kegs talking of crops and horses, world events and
politics. A little girl could get a "whole big bag full"
of jawbreakers for only 5¢ and a bunch of kids could
take turns licking the salt blocks when no one was
looking. Those by-gone stores were not '9 to 5'
stores. They opened before 8:00 a.m. and often remained open long after midnight on a busy day.
The men and women who operated those stores
were very special, too. They received phone messages for district people, having no telephone, and
often drove out to isolated farms to deliver urgent
news. Sometimes they would be awakened in the
middle of the night by a stranded motorist who
needed gas. They knew which farmers required hired
hands and whose "missus" sold the best chickens in
the fall.
For some the mail train had to be met in the
middle of the night and they had the mail sorted by
opening time. In times of need, credit was extended
to many an unfortunate family. As this was quite
customary, people felt that they could receive help in
this way without losing their self-respect.
The store at Butler was constructed in 1908 by
Jack Wright and soon after it was traded to David
Rickie for a quarter section of land. Dave Rickie
operated it for five years. It was then bought by Tom
Maylen, who built living quarters above the business
area. The Naylen family lived there, running the
store until 1920 when they sold it to H. S. Bradley.
After six years, Bradley sold out to Robert E. Saddler. Around 1928 the business was again sold, this
time to H. Havey. Harry and Ella lived there and
operated the store through the depression and the war
years. In 1946 John and Pat Cruickshank bought the
building and took up residence there. In 1964 Vema
Atkenson and her family moved in and she operated
the business until it closed in 1966.

Butler elevator on its way to Cromer, 1965.

The Grain Elevator
As a child, I remember seeing the elevator in the
distance and in my mind that building was "Butler" .
I believe that the prairie elevators have always been
synonymous with the town in which they were located.
The first elevator in Butler was built by the British American Grain Company shortly after the C.N.
rails were laid in 1907. A Mr. York was the first grain
buyer, followed by Alex Caskie, who stayed until the
dismantling of the building around 1924.
In 1927, the United Grain Growers constructed a
new terminal which stood there for thirty-seven
years. When the elevator was moved by the company
to Cromer in 1964, Mr. McLeod went with it as grain
buyer. This building is still standing at Cromer but in
1979 it was purchased by the Manitoba Pool.

The General Store
At the heart of every small hamlet was the general
store. The variety of produce one could purchase in
these by-gone supermarkets was infinite. Shelves
were stocked with men's clothing such as boots,
overalls and long-johns. Hardware like fork handles,
nails, lamps and the coal oil for them was supplied
there. Rogers com syrup, cheese and flour were big
sellers in the grocery department. Drugs, such as
Dodd's kidney pills, liniment and castor oil were for
sale. Women's and children's clothing, harness, salt
blocks for the stock and butter in crocks could all be
found there. It would be difficult to think of articles
that could not be bought in some form.
As not many people in those early days could
afford telephones, a common village phone was located in the store. So was the post office and in front
of the store was the only gasoline bowser in the area.

The Post Office
The earliest post office in the area was named
Kola and it was located in the home of whoever was
the current postmaster. In 1886, the very first appointment was awarded to C. W. Wainwright, who
kept the post office for three years. Upon his resignation, 1. P. Madge assumed the duties for the next ten
years. In 1899 John Wright became postmaster, followed by his brother, Sam. Sam Wright held the
office until 1910, at which time it was moved into the
newly built store and owner, David Rickie took over
the job.
From this date until 1948, the post office remained in the rear portion of the general store and
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over into the capable hands of the local cattle buyer
who marketed them in the Union Stockyards in Winnipeg for a commission. Sometimes as many as five
carloads of cattle a week were shipped from Butler as
animals were drawn from at least a ten mile radius.
Cattle buyers from there were Frank Snyder, Bill
Phillips and Tom Maylen to name a few.

was operated by the various storekeepers who succeeded D. Rickie. Tom Naylen from 1913 to 1920,
was followed by H. S. Bradley until 1926. R. E.
Saddler had it for two years until the store was
purchased by Harry Havey. In 1946, John
Cruickshank became the new postmaster.
In 1948 the post office was moved out of the
store, to the residence of Gordon Scott, who assumed
the duties for sixteen years. In 1964 it was again
moved back into the store and was operated by Verna
Atkenson. Upon the closing of the store and post
office, the Butler area people had to go to points such
as Cromer, Virden, Maryfield, or Ebor for their mail.

The Section
Every village had its section crew. The section
foreman and three or four men kept the railway in
good repair and were responsible for the condition of
the track for several miles on either side of the town.
These workmen and their families were an important
part of our Butler community. Some of the section
men who lived and worked there were: Luke Lysem,
Dalton Aikens, Jim Downey, Pete Warbeck, Archie
Gould, Howard Wright, Jim Boyce, Albert Woods,
Jack McDonald, Nick Shilot, Gordon McDougall,
Jack Wright, Jim Flecknor, Walter Brown, Dick
Brown, Harry Bolem, Stan Preston, Ernie Bolem,
Nels Nielson, Tom Nielson, Bill Spraul and Harold
Slater. The company also employed local men for
occasional work and many local boys got their start in
the work force by being hired on the track for the
summer.

The Rink
In Butler, as in every prairie community, the rink
was the major recreation centre. Ours was very small
in comparison to the modern recreation complexes.
It consisted of an open-air skating ice, enclosed on
the sides with boards, and a building housing one
sheet of curling ice with a board walk running down
one side. On the end was a waiting room and kitchen
facilities.
Instrumental in raising funds for this project were
Jim and John Maylen, Sr., the Haveys, and W. B.
"Pa" Sharratt. The building was erected, under the
able direction of Mr. Sharratt, with volunteer labour
from the surrounding district in 1944. The first rock
was thrown by "Pa" Sharratt in January, 1945.
Butler, in those days, hosted wonderful
bonspiels. Meals, second to none, were served under
quite primitive conditions by local women. I believe
I had the best pie and soup that I have ever eaten at
that little rink. Because of the large number of entries, with but one sheet of ice, it was necessary to
start the draws by 8:00 a.m. and to run them through
until well after midnight. The 'spiels lasted two
weeks or more.
Many colorful carnivals and exciting hockey
games were held on the open skating area. From this
humble beginning, some very fine skaters and
curlers have emerged.
In June of 1963 our old rink was one of the
buildings demolished by a cyclone.

The Blacksmith Shop
A very masculine retreat in the village was the
blacksmith shop. Rarely did a woman venture into its
dirty, smoky, smelly interior, from which male
laughter and loud profanity were often audible. It was
here the plowshares were sharpened, the horses were
shod, and many a necessary item was manufactured.
The housewives were suspicious that a certain
amount of "boozing" was on occasions allowed in
the establishment. Some people even went so far as
to claim that moonshine was made there! Butler too,
had one of these very important repair centres. The
blacksmith shop was built to serve the hamlet about
1910 by Jack Wright and it was operated by Bob
Russel for three years. Around 1914, Bill Wainwright
took over the job and ran the shop until he left the
district. At this time, Jack Wright assumed the duties
of blacksmith. Gordon Scott also ran the shop for a
number of years until it was purchased by Bob Guglar. After Mr. Guglar retired, it was sold to the Burdeniuk Brothers of Virden, who removed the
equipment. The building was destroyed by the
cyclone which swept through the hamlet in 1963.

The Stockyards
Close by the elevators, next to the track, in most
hamlets and towns could be found an elaborate system of cattle corrals, known as the stockyards. It was
from there that livestock was shipped to the slaughter
yards in St. Boniface or points further on.
On occasions stock was driven in herds to the
yards by the farm family and sorted there. More often
cattle and pigs were drawn in by wagon or sleigh box.
Many people loaded their own animals and shipped
them themselves, but more often they were given

Omro School District #1401
Omro School was built by Charlie Radke's father
in 1907 on an acre of land that was bought from B. W.
Sharratt for $25.00 on S. W. Y4 of 33-9-29. Mr. Sharratt served as secretary-treasurer for seven years fol50

lowing. The frame school was valued at $1500.00. It
contained such items listed as: one globe map, four
sheet maps, forty square feet of blackboard and later
up to one hundred and twenty-one square feet. Omro
school district took in Sections 19, 20, 21, 22-27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34.
June, 1916 ended the Omro school era. During
that time, seventy pupils were registered. School
services were then moved to Butler, a distance of
approximately one mile, where a new school was
built and became known as Butler Union School
#1401 (same number) which combined with part of
Wallace Municipality to take in children from that
area.
A note worth recording is that Omro school was
named after B. W. Sharratt's home in Wisconsin,
U.S.A. On the opening year, ten debentures were
issued for $100.00 each, one payable each consecutive year at 6% interest, ending 1917. Yearly
receipts for operating expenses ran from $1558.74 in
1907 to $1139.65 in November 1916 (last record
available ).
Browsing through records of those early years,
one gets the impression that high value was placed on
reading, spelling, arithmetic and writing compositions. Verifying these comments are such notations
in the school records as: errors in speech and corrections, expressions in speech, kinds of sentences,
letters written, spelling words taken from all lessons,
and memory verses. One particularly noteworthy
comment was entered by Teacher C. A. Naylen on
every page in the register under the language column, - "Every lesson is a language lesson".
Some other itmes consisted of: heavy emphasis
on all phases of arithmetic, some Bible stories, bird,
insect, animal and flowers for nature studies. During
the First War, news stories were read twice a week
from 3:30 to 4:00 p.m.
Omro School, following its closure, was sold to
Billie Philips for $200.00 and was moved to a loca-

tion approximately three-quarters of a mile west of
Butler and one-eighth of a mile south of the C.N.
Railway. The Fred Downer family were the last to
live there. The building can still be seen at this
location.
The teachers at Omro School and their salaries
were: Mamie Grundy - 1907-1908 - $500., L.
Winona Lindsay - 1908-1909 - $500., George B.
Patterson, Norma E. Clark, Leslie McIntyre, Hettie
Grant - 1909-1910 - $600., Hettie Grant 1910-1911- $600., Hettie Grant - 1912 - $720.,
Hettie Grant -1912-1913 - $720., Charles Vanderpart, L. M. Vodden, Mildren Clifford - 1913-1914
- $720., Catherine (Kathryn) Naylen -1914-1915
- $720., Edith Moore - 1915-1916 - $720.

Chapman, Joe and Hannah (Dodds)
Joe Chapman came to Canada in 1912, from
Nottingham, England. He worked at various jobs and
made enough money to get his wife Hanna (Dodds)
and two children here. Both Mr. and Mrs. Chapman
were born in Lincolnshire in England.
The family arrived in Virden on April 4, 1913.
Here they had a democrat hired to drive them to
Scarth from whence Mr. Chapman hailed a train and
they were taken to Butler. He had been there one year,
working at various jobs and for R. A. Knight. Mrs.
Chapman thought it was a terrible trip over snow
banks and water, having never seen much roads.
They settled on the farm half mile west of Butler
station, later farmed by the Naylens. The farm at that
time was owned by R. A. Knight of Hargrave. After
six weeks at Butler Mr. Knight moved them to his
farm at Virden, four miles south and one mile west.
After loading the few belongings and a crate of white
ducks and milk cow tied behind they left Butler for
their new destination, still in Pipestone Municipality.
This was their first taste of mosquitoes. They must
have liked English blood for they sure went for my
sister and me. This was section 32-9-26.
Section 32-9-26, had a beautiful farm yard besde
the creek. There was a lovely white brick house and
four hundred sheep, three hired men, three outfits of
horses and a herd of cattle. As Joe was a farm laborer
in England he knew livestock. Hannah thought this
was a very good improvement from Butler.
I can remember her saying she had water work's,
electricity and gas in her house in England. Here she
dipped water from a slough for wash water, quite a let
down.
One daughter started school at Laggan in 1914 but
was moved to Hillside as there was a scarcity of room
at Laggan. Another daughter started school, 1916, at
Hillside for a short time. They walked the mile and
three quarters there and back. The Fontana family

Early Class Omro school.
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used to walk with them but it never seemed so far
when they were all in a bunch. In 19l7, the family
moved into Wallace Muncipality and went to Virden
school.
Although very young I remember so many stories
from my parents. Horses were sold to go to the first
World War. We still have pictures of the horses. So
many of the hired men joined the army and left and
we still have pictures of them.
In later years there was the threshing in Pipestone
municipality and loading the grain at Maples after I
grew up. It was all work and no play at that game.
There was a great saying about the neighbors.
They were always the best and they helped so much.
Get used to the ways here in Canada.
Joe Chapman died in 1952. His wife Hannah
(Dodds), died in 1950. Daughter Minnie Chapman,
died in 1970.

on August 16, 1941, in Bissett, Manitoba. Their
daughter Myrla was born in Virden June 22, 1943.
They all came to Woodnorth and lived in the house
on the comer west of the store. They enjoyed their
stay there and made many good friends. In May,
1946, they moved to Butler, Manitoba. They had
purchased the General Store and Post Office from
Mr. Harry Hovey. Their son Garry, was born July 21,
1948. On May 4, 1961 his wife Patricia, passed away
very suddenly. They enjoyed their many years of
association with the fine people in the Butler District.
In the summer of 1961 a small tornado ripped
through the town and district. It came in from the
northwest through the farm yard of Bill Naylen,
demolishing a large hip roof bam being used as a
granary. Many of his implements were lifted from
where they sat and dropped again, some many feet
from where they were picked up. Some missing
sheets of plywood were found in the Pipestone Valley
three to four miles away. The tornado came right
through the town, demolishing the curling rink; then
it lifted Cruickshank's garage up and dropped it in
their garden completely wrecking it. The contents
including car, barrels, five gallon pails, storm windows, sheets of plywood etc, etc. were left untouched and unharmed. Anything leaning against the
walls merely fell down. The Blacksmith shop was
completely shattered as was the driveway of the
U. G .G. elevator. Many other buildings belonging to
the Scott and Sproule families were damaged. No
one's house was moved or severely damaged. No one
could ever understand why.
Myrla and Garry received their primary education in Butler Union School. Myrla received her
High Schooling in Maryfield. Garry received grades
nine and ten in Maryfield, taking grades eleven and
twelve in Virden. Myrla took a Lab and X-ray Technician Course in Winnipeg, graduating in 1963. She
married Joe Smedervac of Selkirk, on May 1, 1965.
They live in Selkirk and Myrla continues to work in
the Selkirk General Hospital. She is a senior Lab
Technician and helps out in the X-ray unit. They do
not have a family.
After completing High School, Garry attended
the University of Manitoba. In 1969 he received a
degree in Bachelor of Science, then enrolled in the
school of Pharmacy, graduating in 1972. In August
28, 1971, Garry married Francess Keith of St. Vital,
Manitoba. She graduated from Pharmacy in 1971.
After Garry graduated, he and Fran took a Post
Graduate Course in Pharmacy in London, Ontario.
Garry is now supervisor of Pharmacy at the University Hospital in London. He has a staff of seventeen.
Recently he completed a course in Computer operation. At time of writing they had installed a computer

Cruickshank, John A. and Patricia (Nelson)
John A. Cruickshank was born on his parents
farm December 12,1916, five miles north of Cromer.
Charlie and Helen Cruickshank were his parents.
Charlie was born in Huntley, Aberdenshire, Scotland
and Helen was born in Melrose, Roxbury, Scotland.
Charlie immigrated to Canada in 1906 and made his
home for a few years with his Aunt and Uncle Jim
and Agnes Cruickshank of Woodnorth. In 1910 he
purchased what was to be his life long home the west
half of 4-10-28, five miles north of Cromer.
Helen Grieve immigrated to Canada with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter Grieve, in 1910. They all
worked in the Virden area on different farms. In 1912
they bought a farm in the Arawana District, nine
miles north of Cromer.
Helen and Charlie were married on February 18,
1916. John has two brothers and two sisters, Tom,
Allan, Ella and Ina. All received their education in
Sanderson School #442, located on section 29-9-28.
Charlie was a trustee of Sanderson School for
many years. He and John planted and looked after the
windbreak around the school. The school has been
moved away but the trees are still there.
Charlie had a good deal to do with getting the
Cromer Pool organized and getting the elevator built.
He spent many days and hours away from home
getting the necessary members signed up. As home
was in Wallace Municipality, and Cromer was their
town so that's where they did their business.
John first came to live in Pipestone Municipality
in October 1945. He had been discharged from the
armed services and had accepted a position with the
Woodnorth Cons, Co-op. He was to manage and
operate the Hardware Department and Butcher shop.
His wife (Patricia Nelson) and he were married
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Another childhood memory is of our barn. Actually it was just a stable, built as a lean-to by Walter
Norsworthy. A hip roofed barn was to have been
added but due to doctor bills and the depression the
barn was never built. The small loft of the stable
always contained cuddly kittens, swallows nests, and
sparrows. One could look down the hay holes and
spy on the adults attending to the feeding and milking. The stable was full of friends; pigs in this stall
and the bull in that one. The horses, the animals
highest on my fathers scale of preferrance had the
best stalls while the calves were herded together in
one of the poorer ones.
As my brother, Grant, reached young manhood,
he longed for electricity for lights. My parents and I,
after visiting relatives for a few days, returned home
one afternoon to find, to our amazement, a wind mjll
erected high above our barn on a tower of poplar
poles. From that day on, electric lights took the place
of the coal-oil lantern at chore time.
Other memories, long past, are those of the sawing bees and of threshing. Dad and his brother-inlaw, Dick Gould, had purchased a threshing machine
between them. Our gangs were small compared to
some, but what a fun filled time. What a lot of food
the men ate, as they laughed and joked around my
mother's dining room table.
The nicest memories of all for me are the times
we spent at the "Crick". The Pipestone was about a
mile from home and we owned pasture land there. In
the summer we went picking. Sometimes it was
Saskatoons and raspberries, on occasions with
friends or relatives, and sometimes just flowers.
Often they would indulge me by letting me wade in
the creek. Once I remember going with my parents to
. drown out gophers. (I think we needed the bounty
money for a car licence or some other necessity).
There were hundreds of the little rodents in the flats
and we filled barrels on a stoneboat with water from
the creek. Down each gopher hole we poured pails of
water, waited a moment and up would pop the poor
drenched animal gasping for air only to be snatched
up and instantly killed by our little Pomeranian dog.
How eagerly I stripped off the tails and popped them
into a jar which eventually was taken to the store.
There it's contents was counted and exchanged for
from two to five cents each, depending on the generosity of the municipality.
My brother Grant and I both attended school at
Butler. We both rode the three and a half miles on a
horse and tethered our animals in the school yard
during the summer. In winter we housed them in the
school barn and fed them at noon with a gallon or so
of grain carried to school daily in a sack. Grant took
his high school at Ebor, a five mile ride across coun-

in the Pharmacy and Garry is helping to set up the
programing. He and Fran had a son, John Cameron,
born June 26, 1978.
OnJuly 8th, 1964, John married the former Greta
Palmer of Virden (nee Greta Dryden of Lenore, Manitoba). He moved to Virden at that time and continues
to live there. He operates a grain farm in the Butler
District and hauls grain to Cromer Pool Elevator
which his father helped found when John was still a
boy.
John has always enjoyed curling and continues to
do so. After he moved to Virden he worked at the
curling rink, assisting the icemakers, and the past
few years he was Manager and ice maker.

Decorte, Robert and Gwen (Norsworthy)
B. Anna Gwen was born at home (36-9-29) in
1931 and attended Butler school for elementary as
weB as Grade nine and ten, taken by correspondence.
Grade XI was taken at home by correspondence and
XII was taken at Brandon College. Upon graduating,
Gwen taught at Elm Valley for a year on "permit",
due to shortage of teachers in the rural and remote
areas. A system was used that permitted Grade XI
and XII graduates to teach for one year in schools not
able to hire qualified teachers. The next year she
attended Normal school and subsequently taught
four years in the Minnedosa area. While there she
married Tony Clarke in 1955.
After Tony's death in 1957 she went to teach
school at Minto. In 1958 she married Robert Decorte
and they farmed in the Minto area until 1968 when
they moved to the Butler District and bought three
quarters of 35-9-29, known as the Gould farm and
operated the west half of 36-9-29 (the Norsworthy
farm).
Gwen and Robert have two children. Bryon was
born in 1959. After attending Minto, Ebor and Virden schools, he graduated from Virden Collegiate
and is at present farming with his parents. Leigh,
born 1961, attended Minto, Ebor and Virden schools
and is at present attending school in Brandon.
Bob and Gwen enjoy community activities and
farm life. Bob takes an active interest in 4H Beef.
Gwen belongs to the Cromer U. C. W., Recreation
Centre and Virden and Elkhorn Art Clubs.

Childhood Memories:
Walter and Hettie Norsworthy, although both
were members of the Woodville United Church,
often attended the more local "Kola Anglican" , the
church where Walter's parents, John and Margaret,
had been laid to rest. For this reason it is the first
church that I, Gwen, remembered and when the word
church is mentioned, it is this rustic building which
comes before my mind's eye.
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garet Norsworthy) in 1900 on December 1st, at the
farm three miles east of Butler. Bert emigrated from
England just prior to the turn of the century and took
up homesteading on the prairies, in the vicinity of
what is now (or was) Ebor, Manitoba, a village on the
then, Reston-Wolseley branch, of the C.P.R.
For a period of time they lived in the Pipestone
Valley northeast quarter of 26-9-29. (The excavation
site of the cabin is still visible). Later he acquired a
second quarter in the Pipestone Valley, the northeast
of section 26 township 9 Range 29 W., where he
settled and raised a family. He continued farming
until 1907 when he sold out and moved his family to
Winnipeg where Bert operated a motion picture Theatre. Lillie died in Winnipeg in 1943 and Bert in
1952. They had two children:
Harold was born 1901 at Butler. He lived and
worked in Winnipeg as a printer. Harold married
Ruby Green in 1940. They have one son Wayne born
1944, living in England. Harold (now retired) and
Ruby both take an active part in their community.
Jessie, born 1903, at Butler married Mark Chambers at Vancouver. Jessie, now a widow, still resides
, there.

try. I took two years of mine by correspondence at
Butler, one year at home and for Grade XII I boarded
at Brandon College. Compared to those times, how
easy it is to get higher education now.
Life, then, was much simpler and less sophisticated than what it is today. But there was a stability of
family life, a closeness with nature, and ajoy in small
things which many ofus have lost in our busy modern
world.

Gould, Dick and Ida (Norsworthy)
Richard "Dick" Gould (born in 1868
Pullborough, Sussex, England) came to Canada in
1888 and purchased land. He married Ida Maud
Norsworthy (born 1881 Stratford, Ontario) in 1903,
at Butler and resided and raised their children on this
farm until the late 1920's. Their land was northeast
35-9-29, three miles east of Butler.
Their children: Edith Marion, born 1904, married Les Weldon in 1921 and had one son Lome. They
later divorced and she married Charles Dickson and
resides now with her husband in B.C. Edith at age
seven attended Sanderson school. She rode horseback and had to be helped on by the teacher.
Charles Lawrence, born 1904, married Marie
Deloume in 1928 and they had four children: Laurette, John, Richard and Nona. Charlie, after retiring
from the police force in Regina, moved to Sidney,
B.C., where they now live. In 1943 Charlie sold the
farm to G. and D. Kurtz. Charlie started to Omro
school as the school district had changed. When
Charles started to school his teacher was his dear
Aunt Hettie.
John Taylor, born 1906, died in Regina in 1928.
Ida Madoline, born 1914, married Kenneth
Rawswell in 1933 and lived in Winnipeg. Ken passed
away in 1978. Their children were: Malcom Dwight
"Bud" now of Calgary and Graham Todd of Winnipeg. John and Madoline attended school at Butler
with Edith and Charles, as Butler school took the
place of Omro.
Dick and Ida moved to Regina in 1927. Ida died
in 1932 followed by Dick later in the same year.
What might be of interest to mention would be the
old C.N.R. train nicknamed the Blue Flea which is
believed ran from Kipling to Brandon and was often
used for people to set their clocks with. It picked up
cream cans and egg crates and took them to Brandon.
A few days later it would return them and shove them
off the train without stopping at the station and sometimes they were found down the track.

Jorgensen, Olee and Evelyn (Gibbs)
Olee Jorgensen was born on November 24, 1935
in Pipestone Municipality, the son of Kristan and
Petrea Jorgensen.
On October 3, 1964, he married Evelyn Gibbs,
daughter of Robert and Mildred (Ferguson) Gibbs.
They were married at Young United Church in Winnipeg. Evelyn was born on October 28, 1941 at the
R.M. of South Cypress.
Olee took his schooling at Ebor. Evelyn took her
schooling at Fairvalley, R. M. of South Cypress. They
first settled on the southwest quarter of 31-9-29 in the
Butler district.
Olee and Evelyn had two children, Jeffrey and
Carlyle. Jeffrey took his schooling at Reston and
Cromer as did Carlyle.

Kinsey, Bryan and Minna (Jones)
In March, 1927, the Kinsey family arrived in
Butler, Manitoba from Montgomeryshire, Wales.
This family included: Bryan (age thirty-one), Minna
(nee Jones) age thirty-two, Martha Kinsey age fiftyfive. The children of Bryan and Minna Kinsey included: Pryce (thirteen), Glynn (ten), Alan (six),
Keith (five), Noel (three) and Sheila (nine months).
Sylvia was born three years later at Butler July 19,
1930.
Two brothers of Mrs. 'Kinsey, Jack and Frank
Jones came to Virden at the same time.
Bryan Kinsey, being a veteran of the First World

Hunt, Bert and Lillie (Norsworthy)
Herbert (Bert) Hunt married Lillie Belle Jane
Norsworthy in Kola (second child of John and Mar54

War, came out on what was called then the Soldier
Settlement Scheme and settled on a quarter section
one-half mile west of Butler, purchased from Jack
Wright. In retrospect, one realizes that it was probably the most inopportune time to start a new life in a
new country, knowing little about the conditions and
methods of farming in Manitoba. In Wales, Bryan
Kinsey had been a railroad man, so the first summer
1927 he worked for a neighbor, Wynass, in order to
learn about farming. But the next year disaster struck
for it was the beginning of the drought, the poor
crops, and then of course the great Depression. To
anyone who lived through that following ten years or
who has read about them there is no need to describe
the struggle for mere survival.
There was no water on the farm and it had to be
hauled from the Pipestone Creek about four miles
away. This was done in forty below weather in three
or four steel barrels on a stone boat. One could go on
forever talking of the hardships, the setbacks, couch
grass, sow thistle, Russian thistle, hail storms, dust
storms and the terrible, terrible drought. How many
people remember how to make coffee from roasted
wheat, greens from pigweed, dandelion leaves for
lettuce, or Bennett wagons. One could go on endlessly about those times, but through it all are beautiful memories too; the Kola church picnic at Sam
Wrights, the field days in Elkhorn and Virden and
above all else the wonderful kindness and generosity
of friends and neighbors, without whom life would
have been impossible.
Pryce attended elementary school at Butler for
one year and then upon reaching the age of fourteen
went to work as a hired man on local farms.
Glynn also went to Butler School to grade eight
and then attended Ebor for one year in Grade nine,
1931 and then also went to work on farms in the area.
Alan attended Butler school from 1927 until
1935.
In January, 1937, Mrs. Kinsey answered an ad in
the Free Press Prairie Farmer, by a Mr. Joseph Partitt,
in Golden, offering one hundred and sixty acres of
land for sale. She kept up the correspondence until
the spring of 1937 when a decision was made to leave
the farm at Butler. Gathering whatever meagre possessions they had into an old half-ton pickup, the
whole family of nine began the journey to Golden,
B.C.
Only those adventurous souls who have attempted such a trek can imagine what a hazardous
journey that was; but they finally arrived at Calgary
where the old car had to be abandoned - the transmision gave out. The journey was continued
however, by C.P.R. and they settled on the farm north
of Golden. Bryan and the boys built a log house in

which Bryan Kinsey, now eighty-three, still lives
today. Minna Kinsey passed away on February 27,
1976, and is buried in the Legion Cemetery in Golden, beside Pryce who was drowned at the age of
twenty-three in 1938. Glynn was an apprentice at the
Columbia Power Company in Golden and after in
Vancouver, taking up the trade of Stationary Engineer, and still lives in Vancouver.
Alan married and raised three boys and one girl,
all now married. He attended school at Butler, then
went to work in the Maryfield area for McNeils,
O'Clares, etc., then Sandy Todds, Jimmie Wiliiams,
prior to moving to B. C. Hotel and Service station at
Golden Lodge. He joined the army in July, 1940,
served overseas with the Canadian Scottish Regt.,
Rank of Corporal, was wounded in the Normandy
invasion and returned home, receiving his discharge
the 8th of February, 1945. He worked at places such
as Radium Hot Springs, Vancouver and finally got
back to Golden; and after working for the B.C.
Highways as grader operator, then foreman, and
foreman for the last eight years at Invermere, B.C.
He received twenty-five year Continuous Service
Award taking an early retirement. He retired May 1st,
1979, now fifty-seven years old, living at Windermere, B.C. He expects to move to Golden in the near
future to take on position of Senior Citizens Home
manager.
Keith attended school at Butler and also served
overseas with the Seaforths in Sicily and Italy., He
purchased a quarter section at Golden where he still
lives. He has been in a wheelchair some fourteen
years after suffering an attack of MUltiple Sclerosis.
He is married and has seven children.
Noel was a Butler student and served in the navy
in W. W. II. He is divorced with one boy. He served
many years with the Department of Highways as
Grader-man and foreman. Since then he has worked
up north and at several other occupations and is now
living at home with his father taking care of things
there.
Sheila attended Butler and Golden schools. She
married after the war and has six children and is
living at Salmon Arm, B.C.
Sylvia attended Golden school, was married in a
double wedding ceremony with her sister Sheila.
Sylvia has four children. Sylvia and her husband,
who is Road Foreman for the Highways Department,
live north of Golden three miles, alongside her father.

Kurtz, George and Dorothy
George and Dorothy Kurtz bought the Gould
place from Dick's son, Charlie for $10 per acre in
1943 and moved to it that spring. George was on the
school board and chairman for a term. He was the
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Son, Harold Dale born January 1, 1943, lives in
Shiio. He was born in a nursing home in Maryfield,
Saskatchewan as were five other babies that New
Year's morning. The other five babies consisted of
twin boys, twin girls and one other boy. Dale attended Normal School in Brandon from 1963 to 1964
and taught at Kenton and Shilo schools. He married
Marilynn Platford of Winnipeg in Winnipeg, August
1969. Marilynn is also a teacher. They both received
their Bachelor of Arts Degrees from Brandon University in 1973. Dale is still teaching Grade VI at Shilo
and is taking subjects to obtain his Bachelor of Education Degree. Their family consists of Aaron Derrick born April, 1974 and Ryan Zane born September
1978. Dale is interested in sports of all kinds.

president of the local Farmer's Union, and also
helped to get the curling rink going at Butler.
Sharon was born in 1941, so was two years old
when they moved. Dennis was born in 1940 so started
school at Butler. The family was forced to move to
Virden as they wouldn't allow Sharon to go to High
School unless they owned property. Possibly it was
Dorothy's saddest moment leaving their lovely farm,
house and garden.
The Kurtz family lived in Virden for several
years and later moved to B. C., and worked in a green
house flower shop business which son Dennis now
has. Sharon is married with two children.
George and Dorothy reside at Sidney, B.C.

Lund, Harold and Jean (McDonald)
McDougall, Mr. and Mrs. Peter

Harold and Eretta Jean Lund (nee McDonald)
moved from the Kola District to the Butler District in
May 1934. They located on the east half, section
10-10-29. They retired from the farm the fall of 1954
moving to Virden, Manitoba. Harold and Jean had
their 53rd Wedding Anniversary January 1979. Many
a time Harold tells of driving the car from Cromer to
Virden where they were married.
Their family consisted of Eretta Ilene born March
1927, attended Tuxedo Normal school 1948 and
1949, and taught at Archie, Arawana, Ewart and
Manson schools. She is now Postmistress at Manson.
She married Archie Lamont from Manson at the farm
home in December 1952. Their family: Wendy
Lynne born November 1954. She is working in the
. General Office at Eaton's in Brandon as office clerk.
Allan Roy born, September 1956, received his certificate as journeyman industrial welder in 1978. He
is working at a welding shop in Brandon. Ronald
Archibald, born April 1960, completed Grade XII.
He went with his Grade XII class last year on a trip to
Amsterdam, Paris and London. He also had a trip to
Manchester, Iowa to live with a host family for a
week as an exchange 4-Her. He is now working in KMart in Brandon. Valerie Ann, born May 1964 is
going to school at Elkhorn in Grade IX. The whole
family have been active in the 4-H movement.
Second daughter Doris Ruth was born May 1932
and attended Tuxedo Normal school from 1952 and
1953. She taught school at Bunclody, Hillside, and
Brandon, and married Don Stephen from Maryfield,
Saskatchewan, in Virden July 1956. They now reside
in Sherwood Park, Alberta. Their family are Brenda
Jean, born May 1957 and twins William Brent and
Harold Bradford born February 1959. Bonnie Colleen was born January 1962. Brenda is an interior
designer who works in Safeways. Brad is a welder
and Bonnie is taking her Grade XII this year. Their
interests have been music, sports Cubs and Scouts.

The late Mr. and Mrs. Peter McDougall came to
Butler, Manitoba from Lucknow, Ontario in 1911.
They had seven children when they came and three,
Ethel, Blanche and Ross were born at Butler. They
came to Manitoba after losing two barns to fire in
1910; the first in May by lightning, and its new
replacement in October. They were discouraged and
thought there might be more opportunity for a family
with four small boys if they came to a farm in Manitoba and made a fresh start. Mr. McDougall came
ahead with a carload of settlers' effects and was
followed a few weeks later by his wife and family.
Mrs. McDougall's Mother, Mrs. Gollan, who
was sixty-nine at the time, accompanied her on her
trip out. She was anxious to see Manitoba as others of
her family were already here. She didn't care too
much for it since there was little or no wood for fuel
or lumber. She also saw her first Northern Lights
while here and apparently it was an exceptionally
brilliant display. She was sure it was the end of the
world. She returned to Ontario later that summer and
sixty-eight years later the world is still here and we
still see the Northern Lights. Seeing them for the first
time could be frightening.
Mr. and Mrs. McDougall moved on to their farm,
the west half of 28-9-29 on June 13, 1911. This they
bought from the late Jake Reichert. The family attended Omro School until a school was built in
Butler. Omro then closed and disappeared from the
scene. Mr. McDougall was killed in a train accident
at Dryden, Ontario, in 1926 and Mrs. McDougall
and the family carried on alone.
Ada McDougall married Charles Blackmore on
April 10, 1918 and they farmed in the Butler district
for eighteen years before moving to Reston, Manitoba where she still resides. She has two daughters
and two grandchildren.
Catherine (Kate) McDougall married William
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had known in England. Mr. Chrisp lived at Prenderick farm on 9-10-29. They worked there till Mr.
Chrisp's death, when they started farming on
10-10-29. They had four sons and four daughters:
Tom, Hannah, Mary, Will, Kate, Edward (Chap),
John and Teresa.
The Naylens and McFaddens in the old country
had all been musical and had played for dances in the
Old Country. Their children inherited a love of music
and Tom and Hannah played for dances when they
grew up. Later Ed (Chap), Teresa and Johnie formed
an orchestra which became quite well-known.
In 1935, John married Ruth Naylen. They bought
the northeast quarter of 3-9-29 and lived there until
their house burned down in 1940. They then moved
to Butler. John bought grain for the U. G. G. at Butler
for thirty-two years, though he continued to farm all
his life. In 1964 they moved to Maryfield, Saskatchewan.
They had five sons and two daughters. The children all attended Butler School, driving to Maryfield
each day for High School.
Their children: Shirley Ellen an R. N. who trained
at Moose Jaw, married Roy Semian a farmer in the
Boharm area.
John Patrick who farms, lives on the northwest of
5-10-29 where Naylens have lived since 1909. He
married Elizabeth Dixon in 1964.
Gerald Edward received his law degree from the
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon and his Masters degree in law at the London School of Economics in London, England. He practices law in Regina
as a partner in the firm of Hleck, Kanuka, Goetz,
Thurringer and Naylen. He married Marilyn
Schubel.
Thomas William lives on the southeast of 5-10-29
farming the land originally farmed by his Uncle Tom
Naylen and later farmed by his son Jack. He married
Beverly Metz.
Norah Anne received her B.A. and B.Ed. from
the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon. She
married Gerald Schiebel who is principal at Notre
Dame College at Wilcox, Saskatchewan.
Patrick Leo has his B.A. from University of Saskatchewan, Regina, is a scholarship Advisor for the
Canadian Scholarship Trust Foundation in Regina.
He married Lynda Sabin.
Peter Michael received his B.A. and Admin.
Degree from the University of Saskatchewan, Regina
Campus. He is the marketing representative for "The
Alfalfa Group" in Regina, Saskatchewan.
John Naylen married Ruth Joyce Younge, who
received her R.N. at the Royal Jubilee Hospital in
Victoria, B.C. They were married in 1935. She was

Blackmore on February 19, 1919 and they farmed in
the Hillcrest district near Maryfield, Saskatchewan
and later at Moosomin, Saskatchewan. She passed
away January 31, 1977 and is buried at Moosomin,
Saskatchewan. She had three sons, three daughters
and nine grandchildren.
Gordon McDougall went to work for the C.N.R.
and he was section foreman at Butler, Indian Springs
and Fairfax, Manitoba until ill health forced him to
retire in 1938. He passed away November 27,1947,
at forty-seven years of age. He is buried at Virden.
Tom McDougall and Lome McDougall farmed
the home farm and added five extra quarters over the
years, the north half of 27 -9-29 and three quarters on
26-9-29. Oil was discovered on all three quarters on
26-9-29. They sold out and retired to Virden in
November, 1971.
Agnes McDougall married Jim Smith of the Ebor
district and they farmed there until they retired to
Virden in November, 1971. They have one daughter,
one son and two grandchildren.
Earl McDougall married Annie Dennis of Ebor.
He was an elevator agent for awhile and then went
into the general store business, first in Ebor and later
at Lenore, Manitoba. They are retired in Virden.
They have one son, one daughter and three grandchildren.
Ethel McDougall was born at Butler in 1913 and
passed away on October 29, 1928 at fifteen years of
age. She is buried at Virden.
Blanche McDougall married Nicol Jopling of
Maryfie1d, Saskatchewan. They farmed for awhile
and then went into the grocery store business in
Maryfield and later at Hartney, Manitoba until they
retired to Virden in 1973. They have three sons and
two grandsons.
Ross McDougall is the youngest of a family of ten
and is the only one still residing in the home district.
He married Verna Tufts of .fairfax, Manitoba. They
have one daughter, two sons and four grandchildren.
Ross and his two sons continue to farm there, in what
was once the Butler district. Butler, like a lot of other
small places, has disappeared from the map but for a
family who were born there or grew up there you
still, and always will refer to it as Butler.
Mrs. Peter McDougall lived with her two sons on
the home farm until she passed away on March 18,
1955 at seventy-eight years of age. She is buried in
the family plot at Virden also.

Naylen, Edward and Bridgett (McFadden)
Edward Naylen married Bridgett McFadden in
Northumberland, England. They both were of Irish
parentage but both were born in England. In 1885
they came out to Canada, to Mr. Chrisp; whom they
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the youngest daughter of Joseph William Younge and
his wife Laura Matilda Tarhbone.
Joseph Younge came to Canada in 1881. His wife
came from Wolfeville, N.S. in 1890. He came out to
W. J. Gyles who was a boyhood friend. He homesteaded on 14-10-28 and that farm is still in the
family.

farm until retirement in 1975. He now is retired and
living in Virden.
Henry, born 1909 at Butler is now retired and
lives in Brandon.
Thomas, born 1912 at Butler, married Evelyn
Lake in 1943. Tom served in the R.C.A.F during
World War II and later farmed north of Butler, living
on the southwest quarter of 22-10-29. They have one
daughter Glynis, born 1947, and now married to
Herbert Whittle of the Springvale District. Glynnis
has five children.
Robin, born in 1915 at Butler, married Reta Cotton in 1943 and lives at Roblin, Manitoba where they
still farm. They have two sons, Brian and Terrance,
both married.
John, boni 1916, married Margaret La Pache in
1940 in Wawa, Ontario. They had two children
Wayne and Kathleen. Margaret died in 1975. John is
retired and still living in Wawa.
Isabel, born 1924 married Bill Cotton in 1949 and
have lived in Brandon since. Their daughter Collan is
married to R. Drysdale of Neepawa.

Scott, Gordon and Lois (Baldwin)
Gordon Scott was born in Ontario in 1898, the
son of Robert and Rose Scott. He married the former
Lois Baldwin in March 1927. They farmed north of
Butler until 1929 when they moved to Butler town
and took up residence in the Uncle John Wright
house. They then moved to the house just beside that
and Gordon carried on a blacksmith business, threshing outfit, and general trucking. In 1949 he took over
the post office at Butler. Gordon suffered with arthritis most of his life and one day had to have two men
(Tom Naylen and Harry Hovey) bring him from the
store in a wheelbarrow.
Lois passed away in May 1961. In 1964 their
daughter Vema came to Butler and took over the post
office and cared for her father. Gordon passed away
in October, 1968. There were eight children from this
marnage.
Leona, born April, 1930 married Jack Robson in
1952. They have four of a family and now reside in
Alberta.
Velma, born August 1931, married Otto Slater in
1950. They have four of a family and now reside in
Virden.
Verna, born March, 1933, married Murray
Atkinson in 1953. They have a family of two and now
reside in Ontario.
Georgina, born May, 1935, married Walter
Mackowosky in 1955. They now live in Ontario.
Robert (Bob), born November 1936, now resides
in Alberta.
Harry, born April" 1938, married in 1960. They
had two sons and resided for a short time around
Butler. Harry passed away in 1974.
Darryl, born February 1943 spent all his life at
Butler. He passed away in 1963.
Gordon, born October 1945, is married and they
have two sons. They now live in Ontario.

Wright, Adam and Mary (Burgess)
Adam Wright and his wife, the former Mary
Burgess, came from their home in Snow Road, Ontario to Manitoba in 1892.
They homesteaded one quarter, northwest of
28-9-29 which was later part of the Peter and Mary
McDougall home farm.
Later Adam and Mary moved to the northeast
quarter 36-9-29 and later sold to Walter Norsworthy.
They then moved to the northeast quarter of
32-9-29. Adam and Mary had eleven of a family,
seven daughters and four sons, nine of them moving
to Manitoba. Two daughters, Sarah, (Mrs. John
Hitchcock) and eleven year old Alix had passed away
in Ontario. The two sons of Sarah and John Hitchcock, Adam and William John, made their home with
their Wright grandparents for some years.
The four sons of Adam and Mary Wright took up
homesteads in the district.
Stewart the youngest son lost his life at the age of
twenty-seven in a Hargrave elevator fire on December 14, 1901. He had gone with horses and sleigh to
deliver grain to the Hargrave elevator, from his farm
in the Butler district.
Adam passed away in 1913 and Mary in 1915.

Watson, Thomas and Ella (Norsworthy)

Wright, John and Margaret (Hitchcock)

Thomas C. Watson married Ella Pearl, the third
daughter of John and Margaret Norsworthy, at Butler
(southwest quarter of36-9-29) in 1903 and resided on
the southwest quarter of 20-10-29, raising six children.
Harold, born 1906 at Butler, farmed the family

John Wright the eldest of the family of Adam and
Mary Wright, came to Kola accompanied by his wife
the former Margaret Jane Hitchcock, to homestead
on the northeast of 28-9-29 in 1892. They had a
daughter Sophia Jane, born September 4, 1893.
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Sophia married Alick Caskey on November 8,
1916. The Caskeys had two children. Russell is a
prominent lawyer at Eston, Saskatchewan. He married a Scottish girl and they had a family of two girls
and one boy.
Doris married Richard Pfefferle of Saskatoon,
employed by C.P.R. Their family of three sons all
work for C. P. R.
Later John and his family moved to 34-9-29 as a
farmer and he had the local Post Office called Kola
and also had a blacksmith shop on the farm. He later
had a blacksmith shop in Butler.
John moved to farm 32-9-29 where he served as·
councillor of R. M. of Pipestone and also secretary of
the Butler School.
Margaret Jane passed away March 5, 1921 at the
age of fifty-three years. John passed away January
13, 1943 at the age of eighty years.

1939 flood at Wrights.

and Ed Jr. successfully operated a garage and automobile agency in Virden. They sold it in 1965.
Ed Sr. purchased the southeast quarater of
3-10-29 from William Jr. He bought Butler school
house and moved it to the farm, which is now their
home. Ed did most of the remodelling on their home.
They live in semi-retirement.

Wright, William and Margaret (McDonald)

Wyness, Alexander and Jessie (Ross)

William Wright, second son of Adam and Mary
Wright, homesteaded in 1892 on the southeast quarter of 32-9-29 in the municipality of Pipestone. Later
he sold to Mr. 01 Olson. He purchased the southwest
quarter of 2-10-29 in the Municipality of Wallace and
later he purchased two more quarters.
William married Margaret (Magie) McDonald.
They had one son Stewart. Maggie passed away in
1907. Maggie and Dan McDonald were sister and
brother.
In 1910 William married Mrs. Eliza Baldwin of
Brockville, Ontario. Eliza had one daughter Lois
whose father was a brother of Mrs. Jacob Reichert. In
1911 Ruth Kain, mother of Eliza, joined the family.
On a trip which she and Lois took to England, a
grand nephew came back with them. His name was
Jack Crossley. Jack did not stay very long, as World
War One broke out and he joined the Canadian Army
and went overseas. Ruth was known fondly as
Grandma Kain. William was a trustee at Butler
school, for a number of years. Ruth passed away in
1930, Eliza in 1937 and William in 1953.
William and Eliza had two children, Iona and
William Jr. (Billie). Billie, a bachelor, is still on the
home farm.
Iona married Ed Stendall of Virden, Manitoba.
They had two children, Velma and Ed Jr. Velma
married Murray Wolfe of Dawson Creek, B.C. They
had three children two boys and one girl.
Velma passed away on June 6, 1978 at the age of
forty-six years.
Ed Jr. married Audrey Bailey of Virden, where
they make their home. They have three children, two
boys and one girl. Ed Jr. is a garage mechanic. Ed Sr.

In 1908 Alexander Wyness, married Jessie Ross,
at Longside, Aberdeenshire, Scotland. The following year on February 12, 1909 twins, Alexander and
Janet, were born.
When the twins were four months old the Wyness
family immigrated to Canada and settled in the
Hargrave area of-Manitoba where Mr. Wyness's sister
and family, Edwin and Elsie Gordon lived. Alexander farmed in the area for several years and during
this time the family expanded with the additions of
James in 1911, Mary in 1914. Thomas in 1917 and
William in 1919.
In the early 20's the family moved to Butler,
Manitoba and settled near town on the Reg. Knight
farm. It was here that Thomas started school and
remembers it well. Mrs. Wyness took Thomas to
school the first day and left him in the charge of the
teacher, Theresa Nalen. As soon as his mother had
gone Thomas decided to leave too. His mother took
the road home but Thomas ran through the bush and
was waiting for her when she reached her door, only
to be returned at lunch time. This time he stayed!
A daughter Margaret was born in Butler in 1926.
During their time in Butler their house was struck by
lightning, knocking part of the living room wall out
and sending plaster flying. Luckily the family was in
the kitchen at the time and no one was injured.
In 1928 the Wyness family left Manitoba for the
Peace River Country in Alberta. Lyle was born there
in 1930.
In 1958 Alexander and Jessie celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary. They retired from farming
in 1962 and settled in the town of Fairview, Alberta
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All the family stayed in Alberta. At present, the
descendants of Alexander and Jessie Wyness include
seven children, twenty-six grandchildren, thirtyeight great-grandchildren and a lifetime of memories.

where they celebrated their 60th anniversary in 1968
with all their family in attendance. Mr. Wyness
passed away in 1973 at the age of eighty-nine and ten
days later his wife Jessie passed away at the age of
eighty-four.
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Belleview
(Hartney-Virden) was built through the Belleview
area, the Western Milling Company built an elevator
at the Village site, which further solved the handling
of grain for the farmers. In the 1950's, excitement
was high, as well as hopes, when oil-drilling rigs
moved on to the Gonty land and in 1956 a rig dug on
Max Gilliard's land. Both were reported as "dry
holes" .
The Belleview Post Office was first operated in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Campion. Mail
was hauled from Virden by Mr, Mooney of the Woodnorth area, by horse and buggy or cutter. This arrangement lasted for eight years, before the Belleview folk received their mail at Pipestone. Belleview
Post Office was established in the Marcq store
in Belleview. Mr. Marcq remained Post Master until
1929, when Mr. and Mrs. George Chrisp took over
these duties and had the Office in their home. There it
remained until Mr. Chrisp retired as Post Master and
Mail Carrier in 1947. By 1958 the train no longer
hauled the mail, as trucks had taken over this duty.
The Post Office was established in the general store
by Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brausse. Mrs. Brausse remained Postmistress until 1964, then these duties
were transferred to the Gay Brothers who had bought
the store in 1963 and has remained in their store since
that time. In 1970, the Government closed many of
the smaller Post Offices in the Province, Belleview
being listed as one to be closed. A petition was
circulated in the district, presented to the Sifton
Council and was endorsed by that body, to retain the
Belleview Post Office. Letters were also written to
the Hon. Walter Dinsdale, M.P. for the Brandon
Constituency, and to the Post Master General, resulting in the retention of the Post Office.
In 1897, meetings were held and action was taken
to establish a school for the education of the pioneer
children of the district. Following the necessary procedures, by 1898, the Belleview School District
#598 became a reality. The school house was located
on the S.E.Y4 of Section 36-8-26 - then the most
central location. In 1919 the ratepayers held a special

Belleview school, 1925.

Belleview District
A general idea of the location of the Belleview
district includes Sections 19 and 20, 27 to 34 in
Township 7, and Sections 1-20 in Township 8, Range
25 in the Municipality of Sifton and Sections 11 and
12,23 to 26,31,32,35, and 36 in Township 8, Range
26 in the adjoining Pipestone Municipality. Some
listed here adjoin Oak Lake west side, and too, there
were additions and subtractions during the years.
This area was surveyed and opened for homesteading as early as 1881-1882. Some who came as
homesteaders were: Taylor, Bell, Barre Burgess, Leverington, Wm. McKenzie, Hatch, Casson, Ray,
Loiselle, Daybreak, Savoury, Gabrielle, Roberts, G.
R. Campion (one of the surveyors) and brother
Richard Campion and others. Names appearing in
the early years were: Gray, Oneal, Emerson Hunter,
Dillabough, Streach, Gonty, Howat, Cheaters, Casson, Gilliard, Deremiens, Hutton, Chacun, F.
Henuset, Hofferlin.
The district has a varied assortment of soils, from
light, sandy to black gumbo; some grow excellent
crops of grains, sunflowers or com, some excellent
hayland, so that the district is one of diversified
farming, cattle and pigs. In the first years of grain
growing, the nearest outlet was Oak Lake or Virden,
until the C.P.R. arrived in Pipestone and elevators
were built there. After the branch line of the C.N .R.
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meeting, with the outcome being the decision to have
the school building removed from the original site to
the Village of Belleview on the N . E. Y4 30-7 -25. This
was done in 1920. The building was updated several
times, kept painted, clean and modernized, and according to the Department of Education standards,
the center for all community activity including Sunday School and Church Services for several periods
of time in its history. The school, as such, was closed
in 1969. Some fifty-six teachers served in the Belleview School throughout its span of 71 years. An
interested and dedicated Board of Trustees kept the
affairs of the school running smoothly. The larger
school division sold the building to the community
for a nominal sum and it remained for community
use. The school bam was sold by tender in 1965.
Bruce Campion became the owner, and had it removed to his farm yard.
With the building of a branch line (Hartney to
Virden) of the C.N. Railway in 1904-1905, the Belleview District became more closely knit and developed its own lifestyle. The Railway Company
built a station house, freight shed and also a loading
platform along the siding where many tons of hay"
were loaded and shipped out, before the days of the
trucks and good roads. A station agent was supplied
for a few years, two of which were Messrs. Williams,
Hammond and others. When the agents were discontinued, the Section Foreman and his family occupied
the Station House and looked after freight that was
put off at the station. Some of the Foremen were
Messrs. 1. Cullen who left in 1921, Ted Perrin who
served for 26 years, Rouard, Hank Whittingham,
Leopky, Rumark, and the last recorded was Tarr.
This house was sold to Mr. and Mrs. Allan Marsh in
1968 and removed to their farm southeast of

Belleview station, 1924.

Pipestone. The station house stood empty for several
years and was sold in 1974, dismantled and removed
from the site. With the Company'~ decision to abandon many branch lines during the 80's the HartneyVirden Branch met this fate and was taken up during
the summer of 1979.
The Western Milling Company (Purity Flour)
built an elevator at Belleview in 1915, which ended
the long grain hauls for the farmers. This elevator
was later purchased by the Manitoba Pool Elevator
Co., in"1940. In 1970, the building and equipment
was needing extensive repairs and the bulk of grain
handled by the elevator had declined considerably.
At this time too, the Pipestone Pool Elevator was
undergoing extensive updating repairs, so the decision was made that the Belleview elevator would be
open two days a week for the 1970-1971 crop year and
that the agent give assistance at the Pipestone elevator the other three days. Before the next crop year, the
Belleview elevator was permanently closed.
By December 1971 the building had been dismantled and most of the material removed. The elevatorhouse built for the agent was sold to Greg
Senkbeil and moved to his farm southwest of
Pipestone. Some of the agents who operated the
elevator were: Messrs. Ingram, Harry Diamond,
Chuck Lindsay, Bill Pierson, B. Giesbrecht, Warren
Shewfelt, Martel, Dave Derksen, Jerry Mason, Langan, Bob Klippenstein - 1968-71.
Mr. Lambert Marcq of the Deleau area established the first store in the district. He had a granary
moved to a site on the north side of the railroad, and
when the village site was established he moved to a
permanent site on the Main street. He had the building enlarged, where he and his sister managed the
store and Post Office for many years. They adopted
and brought up several "daughters" who helped in
the store as years went by. One of them, Blanche,
took all her schooling in the Belleview School. She
was very musical and gave lessons to several pupils
on piano.
He had opposition for a few years, when Mr. Joe
Dupont operated a store also on Main Street.

Family names represented in the school class of 1903. Miss
Mabel Spurr, teacher, Phillips, Campion, Barre, Savery,
Loiselle, Leverington, Dillabough, Charles, Burgess, Gavoie.
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ing for all ages. He also became a self-taught painter,
and did several fine local scenes. He decided to retire
in 1968, at which time Mr. Les Chrisp bought the
building, and Mr. Norton moved to reside in Winnipeg. The building from then on was used for storage. It is one of the buildings remaining in Belleview
(1980).
George Deleau, who had worked in the Cancade
garage, decided to go into business for himself, and
erected a building on a slab of cement about a block
west of the Chrisp Garage, possibly in the early
1940's. He also built a house across the tracks from
the Village for his family, which was later occupied
by several different families, the last owner being
Mr. Joe Perreaux, a long time resident of the Belleview district. When the Deleau garage closed the
building was moved to the W. Van Loo farm to serve
as a barn.
In 1929 Mr. Clovis Renard built a store on the
corner lot east of the Deleau garage, where he, his
wife and family operated a Red and White store until
the fall of 1931 when P. Cancade bought the building
and had it moved over the road and closer to the
garage and his dwelling. In 1945, Mr. and Mrs. Marc
Bertholet bought this business, and lived with their
family in rooms built on the back end of the store. In
1950 the Bertholets sold to Mr. and Mrs. Bev. Conroy
of Virden. The Conroys returned to Virden in 1954
and their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Pierson looked after the business, until 1957 when
Mr. Les Chrisp bought. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Chrisp were the operators and by this time the
Post Office was established in the store, too, so they
looked after both. In 1958 Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brausse
returned from Brandon and bought the Belleview
store. Mrs. Brausse became Postmistress. In 1963 the
Brausses sold the store to brothers Tony and Frank
Gay. Mrs. Brausse remained in the Post Office until
1964, when the Brausse home and family moved to
Reston. The Gays then became Postmasters. In 1968,
the Gay brothers decided to build, and relocate at the
junction of Highway #2 and the Belleview road about two miles south of the Village. They had a
large steel building erected, moved their stock to the
new location in January 1969, and held the official
opening June 2nd, of that year. The old store building
was sold and moved to Oak Lake to become a Legion
Hall in December 1969.
Clement Chacun came to Belleview in 1950,
bought the L. Marcq property, tore down the old
store and erected a large two-storey dwelling over a
full size basement on the site. Here he and his family
lived for several years. For a while he carried a line of
hardware, sold lumber and acquired equipment for
moving buildings. In the late 1950's he moved the

In 1914 Mr. Joe Turcotte bought this building and
had a pool room, a picture show and various activities, until1921 when Mr. Pete Cancade bought the
building. He put in a line of hardware, sold lumber,
had the International Harvester Machine agency, sold
Imperial gas and oil, built an addition the length of
the hardware on the west side and operated a garage
business. He also had the Ford agency. His brother,
Henry, worked with him in the garage, as did Leslie
Chrisp and George Deleau. Mr. Cancade also bought
hay and trucked it out or had it loaded on the train for
shipment. In the mid 1920's his brother, Joe, came to
work with him and Henry left for other employment.
In 1942 Cancades built a wood factory on their
property behind the garage, where trucks boxes, hay
sweeps and stackers, troughs etc. were made and
where six or more men were employed.
These were the boom days for Belleview . . .
enticing offers were made to have the factory moved
to Brandon, the Cancades finally accepted, and in
1946 the factory, the two Cancade families and several others who had been employed in the factory left
Belleview for Brandon. At this time, Mr. Les Chrisp
became owner of the Cancade garage, Ford agency,
John Deere and other makes of machinery, oil and
gas. His son Terry worked with him in the garage and
by 1969 took over the business. In 1978 Terry and his
brother Shane opened the Shell Service Station at
Pipestone which had been closed for some time.
Shane looked after business in Pipestone, while Terry operated the Belleview garage. Terry's trailer
home was located in Pipestone too in later1979 and
the family took up residence in November of that
year.
Ken Brownlie operated the Belleview Hardware
for several years and his father, Mr. Jim Brownlie was
Bookkeeper. In 1950, Mr. Neil Norton of Winnipeg
bought this business, and the Brownlies left Belle
view. Mr. Norton lived in rooms above the store. For
years he took charge of the Manitoba University
Extension Dept. Library, which provided good read-

Belleview football team, 1910.
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during the late 1930's. These families have, for the
most part, attended church services in Pipestone.
An organization that was of great benefit to the
district was the Beef Ring, which was operated every
summer for twenty-five years. The shareholders
bought whole or half shares, each supplied a cattle
beast which was to dress around 500 lbs. If it dressed
more, the shareholder was paid for the excess, if it
dressed less, he paid the organization. A slaughter
house was built at the west entrance to the village,
beside the road and railroad, and near a water run.
Here the beast was delivered during the day, killed in
the cool of the evening, skinned and hung overnight.
Early in the morning (Saturday) the butcher cut it into
the whole and half shares, put in a clean bag supplied
by the shareholder, and hung it on the named hooks.
Thus was fresh meat available every week for sixteen
weeks. The Belleview Ring was made up of sixteen
shares. When the Hydro became available in the
district in the late 1940's, deep freezes became popular in the homes, and so, due to lack of interest and
shareholders, the Beef Ring was no longer needed.
The slaughter house stood idle for some years, and
finally burned.
A Seed Club was organized through the Pool
Elevator Co. and was active in 1957 with G. A.
Hutton as president. In March of that year, Danny
Gilliard spent a week in Winnipeg, sponsored by the
Club. In April 1959, Jack Nicholson was presented
with a plaque for third standing for his seed plot in
District #4. In 1960 the feeding and marketing of
cattle was a subject discussed by the Club. And in
1960 F. Henuset won first place and Gordon Howat
second place on their seed plots. In 1967 the Seed
Club was discontinued and the money in their treasury was turned over to the Community Club.
A Community Committee was organized some
years ago with a President, Secretary-treasurer and
six members elected for three, two and one year
terms. All through the years, this has been an alert
and hard-working organization, who held moneyraising ventures, thus supporting financially the Red
Cross, March of Dimes, the Reston Hospital, the
Reston Ambulance Fund, sponsored a benefit for a
bereaved widow and small family, and fitted a kitchen area in the renovated school house. Also this
committee planned showers for Brides-to-be, stag
parties for Grooms-to-be, wedding receptions and
gift for the newly-weds, a social and gift for families
leaving the district, sent Get-Well cards to the sick,
Sympathy cards to the bereaved, and also sprays of
flowers. By 1961 the committee felt they could earn
larger crowds to some of their money raising efforts,
such as dances, if they took them to the larger Hall in
Pipestone. When the school closed in 1969, Fort la
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large house to a lot in the Municipality adjoining the
town of Virden on the south and continued in the
moving business for many years. The basement in
Belleview was filled in with all sorts of articles of
machinery, etc., topped with a good layer of earth,
and it was to this location the rink was moved in 1961.
Two other businesses that were operated in Belleview prior to the mechanical age, were a livery bam
owned by Mr. Eugene Barre, and located on the
north side of the tracks, and a Blacksmith Shop
operated by Mr. Freeman, for a time.
A number of families of the Roman Catholic faith
lived in the Bellleview district, their nearest church
being at Grande Clairiere, some ten miles or more to
drive with horses. In 1911 a church was built in
Belleview and is known as the Immaculate Conception R.C. Church. It was served for years by
priests from Grande Clairiere and in later years, from
Virden. Here weddings, confirmations and a few
funeral masses were celebrated, beside the regular
services. In its belfry hung a bell that during the
Marcq's years in Belleview was tolled at the same
time morning, noon and evening by Mr. Marcq or a
member of his family, and could be heard more than a
mile away. By 1976 The Mass had to be discontinued
on a regular basis, due to the scarcity of priests and
the large territories they had to cover, but the church
was still used for special occasions. By 1978 it was no
longer used. The church was nicely decorated inside
and of later laters, kept painted outside. One of the
members of this church, and a farmer in the district,
W. A. Barre, studied for several years, and was
ordained as a Reverend in the Diaconate by Cardinal
Flahiff, Archbishop of Winnipeg, August 19,1977 in
Virden.
The Protestant families of the district held Sunday School and Church services in the school house
with the minister from Pipestone serving this group.
Sunday school classes were revived for a short time
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Belleview, 1924.

Bosse gave the building to the Community and activities were continued there for a time. All community gatherings since 1976, have been held in
Pipestone. In June 1980, a meeting was held at the
school when it was decided to give the building to the
Pipestone Recreation Club for their use.
A 4-H Home Ec. Club was organized in the
district in 1960 with Mesdames 1. Nicholson and F.
Henuset as leaders. The name chosen for the Club
was Belleview Crafy Hands Sewing Club. Some of
the children in the district already belonged to the
Pipstone 4-H Calf Club and many of the young
people brought honor to the district. In 1972 the
leaders were Mesdames W. Barre, F. Henuset, M.
Gonty, and Junior leader Colette Barre. There were
six members. While there has not been a Home Ec.
Club now for possibly nine years, interest in the
Pipestone Calf Club has continued, six members this
(1980) year from Belleview. The last Junior Sewing
class recorded was in 1970 with Mrs. H. Chalmers
and Mrs. Suzanne Campion as leaders.
Red Cross sewing and knitting was done by the
Belleview ladies for many years. Mrs. George
Chrisp and Mrs. E. T. Campion saw to the distribution of the work, and when it was turned in to Mrs.
Chrisp at the Post Office, they packed and sent the
finished articles to Headquarters. When Mrs. Chrisp
retired from this service, Mrs. Les Chrisp accepted
the job, and fulfilled it faithfully for many more
years. The last recorded shipment was sent in 1968.
In 1969 and for the following years a special effort
has been made such as a pancake supper, card party
and collections by the Community, also a bonspiel,
with all proceeds going to the Red Cross.
Recreation was a part of life in the Belleview
district, too. In 1910 and for several years, folk of
Scottish origin farmed and were hired in the district,
and a football club was formed, and named the
"Belleview Thistles". Some of the players were:
Matt and Dick Bradshaw, Cliff Oneal, Craig Phillips,
Tom Gerrier, Mac Boyd, Johnnie, Bill and Charlie
Stewart, Tom Howat and Leslie Ray. They travelled

1924 fall term class. Back Row: Murran Cheaters, Blanche
Gonty, Blanche Marcq, Leah Hofferlin. Middle Row: Coila
Howat, Marguerite Gonty. Front Row: Charlie Perrin, Jack
Perrin, Billie Cheaters. Teacher: Miss Bessie Hawe.

as far as Oak Lake by horse and buggy on the 1st of
July sports day to play the Griswald Indians, and to
other districts as Findlay and Pipestone had football
teams and the game was one of the main attractions at
Sports days. During the mid 1950's Belleview had a
uniformed Baseball team made up of the following
personnel: Bill Pierson; Marcel, Albert and Romeo
Barre; Bruce and Garth Campion; Ron Loiselle,
Maurice VanLoo and Maurice Deremiens. In the
early 1950's the Belleview Bantam Hockey team
enjoyed a fair share of victories in games placed with
neighboring aggregations. Belleview players were;
Brian Hutton, Doug Campion, Billie Conroy, Marcel
Chacun, T. Meadows, Andy Bertholet, Henry Riendeau, E. VanLoo, Danny Gilliard, Harvey Chalmers,
Bruce Campion. Their coach was Bill Pierson.
In 1948, a one-sheet curling rink was built at the
southwest end of the village, in Campion's pasture
field, with an open air skating rink adjoining the east
side, There were ten rinks to curl in the 1949 season the rink opening in January. This area was not too
satisfactory, so it was decided to get a better location.
In 1961, the building was separated into three lengths
for moving to the new site. A skating rink was built
on the east side. In 1964 the building was straightened and sided and lined up inside which provided
for more comfort while curling. Much enthusiastic
curling was enjoyed, from children through teeners
to adults. An open bonspiel, with a full quota of rinks
(16) taking part was organized every February; food
was available at a booth in the waiting area. A school
bonspiel was held many of the winters, with rinks
invited from other schools, and of course the Belleview children were invited back. 4-H members held
a bonspiel too, Henry Riendeau, who began his
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curling career in Belleview, skipped a Virden High
School rink to Victory in the Manitoba High School
Championships in Winnipeg in 1956. But, by 1969,
the enthusiasm for curling had waned. At the annual
rink meeting in 1963 the decision was made to dispose of the rink. The building was dismantled and
removed.
The district was severe"ly shocked at tragedies
that came their way. A little son of Mr. and Mrs. U.
Gilliard drowned in a slough on their farm. In 1930
Mr. Julian Hofferlin, while duck shooting along the
Bell Creek, ventured on thin ice to retrieve a duck
and was drowned; 1955, Eric Snider drowned while
swimming in the gravel pit on the G. A. Hutton farm;
1956, Jeanne Hofferlin was killed by an enraged bull
while checking the herd in the pasture; 1959, Gerard
(Jerry) Nevraumont was killed when road building
. equipment overturned; 1963, Brian Leonard Davis,
17 month old son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Davis lost
his life in a car accident; 1965, Mr. Price Atchison
took a terminal heart .attack while curling in the
Belleview rink; and 1967, Maurice Deremiens lost
his life in a highway accident.
The Final Chapter: Resume: The economy of
the Belleview district is still maintained by diversified farming. Some of its young people have
chosen and succeeded in other careers such as: nursing, school teaching, doctoring, secretarial, hair
dressing, naval career, printing office, air stewardess, mechanics.
In this year of 1980 residents of the Belleview
district bear the same names and reside on the original homesteads and farms of their ancestors, i.e.
Maurice GONTY and family - 2nd generation; F.
GILLIARD and family - 3rd generation; R.
HENUSET and family - 2nd and 3rd gen.; Douglas
CAMPION and family - 2nd gen.; Mr. and Mrs. E.
T. CAMPION and Garth and family - 2nd gen.; Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene CAMPION, Bruce and family-·
2nd and 3rd gen.; Mr. and Mrs. Cyrille DEREMIENS and family; Mr. and Mrs. C. KAASGAARD
and family; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin JACKSON; Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie RAY - 2nd gen. ; Mrs. Leslie RAY and
Raymond; Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Weib; Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie CHRISP (retired mechanic); Geo,
HOFFERLIN; Gordon HOWAT - 2nd gen.;
Maurice VANLOO and family - 2nd gen.; Wilfred
VANLOO; Mr. and Mrs. W. A. BARRE and family
- 2nd gen.; Mr. and Mrs. Albert BARRE and family; Mr. and Mrs. Romeo BARRE and family; Mr.
and Mrs. Marcel BARRE and family - the latter
two brothers being 3rd generation.
Along with the duties of farming, some held
positions in the Sifton Municipal Council- Mr. M.
H. Ray was Reeve for man y years, G. W. Howat also

Belleview school closed 1970 .

filled that position for a few years, following years of
councillor duties. Mr. G. R. Campion was among the
first councillors. The school Trustees should also be
mentioned for years of service, all doing their bit to
make the Belleview District a desirable place to live.

Belleview School District #5981898-1969
In a "Manitoba Scribbling Book", the following
is recorded - "Minutes of a Public meeting of the
ratepayers of the Belleview School District #598,
held October 23rd, 1907 at the G. R. Campion home:
Motion- E. Leverington and John Leverington,
that G. R. Campion be Secretary, and 1. H. Burgess
be Chairman of the meeting. Carried.
Motion - Wm. McKenzie and 1. Leverington,
that 1. H. Burgess be appointed a Trustee. Carried.
Motion - 1. Savery and Wm. McKenzie that L.
Barre be appointed a Trustee. Carried.
Motion - E. Leverington and L. Barre, that
Wm. McKenzie be appointed a Trustee. Carried. G.
R. Campion, Secretary."
"Minutes of a Public meeting of the ratepayers of
Belleview School District #598 held on the 15th day
of November, 1897, in pursuance of a notice given as
requested by the Public School Act, and called for
the purpose of considering and advising the school
Trustees of said school district in respect to the question of raising or borrowing a sum of money for the
purpose of purchasing a school site, erecting a school
house, and furnishing same.
"The same meeting having been organized by
the appointment of Mr. 1. H. Burgess as Chairman
and Mr. G. R. Campion as Secretary, the following
proceedings were had:
"That the Trustees have power to borrow the sum
of $700.00 for purchasing a school site, erecting a
School House, and furnishing the same."
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Unanimously voting in the affirmative followed.
BY-LAW NO.1 was formulated, containing five
sections, borrowing $700.00, and of issuing Debentures therefor" - this loan to be raised on the credit
of the said School District - Belleview #598. At a
meeting held November 15th." The Department of
Education on the 20th day of January, 1898 did assent. There were to be ten debentures sold, each for
the sum of $70.00 of lawful money. "Provisions shall
be made out of the annual School taxes for the payment of said Debentures.
The said School Trustees of the School District of
Belleview #598, assembled at the G. R. Campion
house in the Municipality of Sifton the fourth day of
February A.D. 1898".
Specifications of the school building - 20 x 30
feet were drawn, plus porch. The school room was to
be wainscotted with 4" V-joint except below the
blackboard where it will be only 2Y2 feet high, with a
ledge 3" wide for chalk, the rest of the wainscotting to
be 3". Walls to be plastered, wainscotting varnished,
chimney of brick, building to be set on a stone
foundation. Blackboard to be made of plaster as
follows: white finish - 4 pecks fine sharp sand, 4
pecks plaster of Paris, 4 pecks lamp black, 41bs (well
rubbed in alcohol), alcohol or good whiskey 4 gallons. This amount covers 20 square yards. Surface to
be rubbed smooth and painted two coats" .
The site chosen for the school building was: "at
or within two hundred yards of the centre mound of
Section 36, Township 7, Range 26, the property of
H. 1. Phillip. "
So the Belleview School House became a reality
in 1898, built by Henry Evans at a total cost of
material, labor and furnishings of $705.55 which
also included painting. Following is an example of
the expenses re the school - one granite pail $1.00, one cup - 25¢, two #4 double school desks
@ $4.20 each, two #5 double school desks @ $4.00
each. May 1898 - Henry Evans on account building
school house - $555.00. Aug. 1st, 1898 - Henry
Evans on account building and painting $60.00 plus
$15.00.
Receipts came from the Legislative Grant, and
tax money from the Rural Municipalities of
Pipestone and Sifton.
The 1898 annual school meeting was held in the
new school house. An item of business at the annual
meeting held December 3rd, 1906 - ''A motion that
whereas the action of the Department of Education in
making Belleview a bilingual school is not, in our
opinion in the best interest of the school, and that the
Trustees be empowered to use every means in their
power to have Belleview School taken off the bi-

lingual list and have it made Union as previous to the
change. Carried."
Belleview remained a UNION school.
In 1917 the school stable received attention,
being sided with shiplap lumber, for added winter
warmth for the school ponies.
On October 20th, 1919 a special meeting of the
ratepayers was held in the schoolhouse for the purpose of taking a vote on the question of having the
school removed from the present site to a site in the
Village of Belleview. The vote resulted in an unanimous decision in the affirmative.
The sum of $1 ,000.00 was borrowed and Debentures issued therefor for the purpose of buying a new
site, fencing same and remodelling school. Five debentures to be issued for the sum of $200.00 each,
dating from September 1st, 1920, and payable to the
bearer at the Village of Belleview, with interest at 7%
per annum, done and passed by the School Trustees
of the School District of Belleview.
The new site for the school was decided May 5th,
1920 at a meeting held in Belleview.
At the annual meeting in August 1920 an additional $800.00 was borrowed on suitable terms for
additional improvements to the school building. The
school building was moved in the late fall of 1920, by
the Atchison Brothers, Bert and Lawrence, of Findlay, using horses for power and locomotion. Renovations at this time included an addition across the end
of the building which included a coal bin, a girls
cloak room and a boys cloak room, also indoor toilet
facilities for both girls and boys. Also, since it was
almost impossible to keep paint on the metal clad
walls, it was decided at the annual meeting in 1922 to
cover the walls with Beaver Board. At this time the
heating system for the school was the "Waterbury"
type - a metal jacketed large heater or furnace that
burned wood and coal.
July 1st, 1929 - a meeting was held at the
school, when the trustees agreed to raise the school
building and move it on to a 7' high walled basement
14' x 20' with cement floor, the price was $450.00.
Also in 1929 Mr. L. Marcq's tender of $167.00
for an all steel (pipe less type) furnace was accepted.
This replaced the Waterbury.
During the 1960's the building received another
complete renovation. Walls were covered with panel
board (wood-grained), ceiling tiled, new windows
installed, floor linoleum - tiled, perimeter heating
installed with oil-fired furnace (purchased previously), a fire-escape door replaced one window,
with platform and stairs on outside, the entrance area
enlarged at ground level, with inside steps to floor
level, the entrance area also accommodated the base~
ment stairway, the boys coat hooks and wash room (at
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floor level). The girls cloak room was enlarged to
accommodate a small kitchen area and a wash room,
a complete plumbing system was installed, resulting
in a clean, warm building.
Many hours of manual labor were given toward
by the Trustees, without remuneration, for which
they are highly commended. The school grounds
were also beautified by trees planted around the entire perimeter of the grounds, and which were carefully tended and flourished for a number of years.
Only a few survive today.
By 1907 additional family names were added and
as many as 40 children attended the school during a
term (September until June) and in all grades, 1 to 8,
and as few pupils as nine. In January 1907 there were
28 names on the register.
For a goodly number of years, pupils wishing to
continue their education beyond Grade 8 paid to
attend High School classes in Pipestone, and
provided their own transportation, or boarded in
town. Then, in the 40's and for a few years they were
transported by car, the driver being paid by the parents. Later again a van route was established. The
late Mr. Russell Dodds was one of the early drivers.
In 1959 Mr. Bill Brausse who was the store owner in
Belleview, provided transportation for his daughter,
Evelyn, Betty Ann Davis, Earl Campion and Carolyn Henuset, who were attending high school at
Pipestone. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stevens were the van
route drivers also.
During the 1950's centralization of schools was
taking place and many rural schools were closed.
Belleview School came within the Fort la Bosse #41
larger school area, with its headquarters at Virden,
and which became organized in 1959. Belleview
School continued operating under its own Board of
Trustees for ten more years; after negotiations with
Fort la Bosse officials, it was decided in 1969 to
operate the Belleview School as a "closed school"
for the 1969-1970 term. The children were accepted
and attended the Pipestone Consolidated School
#737. This arrangement lasted for two school terms.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Chalmers of Belleview
provided transportation.
At the end of the second such school term, a wellattended ratepayers meeting was held in the Belleview School house to determine the future of its
pupils, since under the jurisdiction of Fort la Bosse,
the Belleview School, as such, had come to the end
of its life span. When the vote, by ballot, had been
taken the majority ruled that the pupils should attend
classes at Reston Elementary and Reston Collegiate
Schools. By this period of time Grades 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
and 12 had already been transferred from the

Pipestone School to the Reston Schools, and also,
Kindergarten classes had begun in Reston.
Through negotiations with Fort la Bosse the
Belleview Community was allowed to keep the Belleview School building for Community use. The
school bam was sold to Bruce Campion and removed
from the property.
In 1937, on May 12th, the Coronation ot Kmg
George VI and Queen Elizabeth, suitable ceremonies
for the whole district were held at the school. Coronation Medals were presented to each child in the
district five years and over, and each school pupil was
presented with a mug, on which was inscribed the
date and year of the event in history, as well as a color
picture of Their Majesties. Following the ceremonies, the school provided a treat of ice-cream and
candy for all; the parents brought lunch and a program of races and sports for young and old was
enjoyed for the rest of the afternoon.
The school house was always the centre of community life. Here Church and Sunday School services were held for a number of years - all social
events such as card parties, dances, bridal showers,
farewells, meetings of concern to the people of the
community, used as a Polling Station at election
times, etc. At the Christmas Season a well prepared
Concert was presented by pupils and teacher to an
appreciative audience of parents, grandparents and
visitors from other districts. The room was gaily
decorated, also the Christmas tree, and of course,
Santa appeared at just the right moment - an event
looked forward to and enjoyed by the whole community. A charge was made at the door, and the
proceeds were used for new games and other equipment which the pupils used and enjoyed. There was a
pump organ in the school during the 20's or earlier.
This was replaced with a "Bell'.' piano which is still
in the building.
From the time school Field Days were organized
until they were discontinued in 1960, the Belleview
pupils took part in the marching, sports and all competitions, along with 20 or more other rural schools
and made a creditable showing, bringing back various colored ribbons for their efforts. These Field
Days were held in Virden, Hartney and many years at
Reston, usually about the last Friday in Mayor early
June. (And also, usually, either a very windy or a real
cold day - or both.) Each school was dressed in
suitable and practical attire, and when all were assembled on the parade grounds for the marchirig
competition, it was a real impressive sight to see smart costumes, a banner at the head of each school
group, with the name of the school in bold lettering
and the district number. This no doubt engendered a
feeling in each pupil of pride in and loyalty to their
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school, which the present system does not create.
Maybe, at this point, other sport activities of the
community should be mentioned. From the time the
curling rink was built in the village in 1948, the boys
and girls, along with their parents took a keen interest
in the roarin' game. One of the Belleview pupils, i.e.
Henry Riendeau, who began his curling career in the
Belleview rink, won, with his rink of High School
students from Virden, top honors in the Manitoba
High School Curling Competition in Winnipeg.
Another sport also was Football. Around 1912,
there being several families of Scottish origin in the
district a football team was organized and known as
the "Belleview Thistles". At that time too, there
were football teams at Findlay, Oak Lake and
Pipestone. One July 1st, the Belleview aggregation
drove by horse and buggy to Oak Lake sports and
played against the Griswold Indians. In fact, at all
sports days in the area football was the main attraction. The Belleview team was made up of the following men: Mat. Bradshaw, Dick Bradshaw, Cliff
Oneil, Grover Phillips, Tom Gerrier, MacBoyd,
Johnnie, Bill and Charlie Stewart and Tom Howat.
The school term usually ended in June with a
community picnic held in the school grounds, when
all the families gathered and enjoyed a program of
various sports, as well as the sociability of the gettogether. Always, the afternoon ended with a bountifullunch.
"The old order changeth, yielding place to
new" . But - with the closing of the school that good
loyal fellowship enjoyed by the folk of the district
was not only disrupted, but practically lost completely, as the same type of loyalty has not been
transferred to the larger school area. The life span of
the Belleview School district #598 was from 1898,
when the first classes were held in the new school
building, to 1969, when the last classes were dismissed in June 1969.
Following is a list of teachers who served the
Belleview School District #598: Miss Newcombe1898; Miss Cameron - 1898-1899; Miss M. E.
Brown -1900; James W. Arsenault-1901; Miss 0.
M. McLean - 1902 (first picnic mentioned); Miss
Mabel W. Spurr, Miss Jennie Down - 1903; Miss
Annie M. Laycock - 1904 (Salary $470.00, Wood
and coal $56.60); Mr. Stanley Dolijies - 1905; Mr.
Donald A. McNiven -1906-1907 (Salary $584.53);
Miss May McPherson - 1907-1908; Mr. Lester
Mcintyre, Miss Lena M. McCharles - 1908; Miss
H. L. Cameron - 1909; Miss V. C. Ball 1909-1910; Miss Mabel Spurr - 1910-1912; Miss
Clara Hayward - 1912; Miss Luella Lang - 1913;
Misses Alma Umphrey, C. Lambert and E. Dear1914; Misses Norah Pigg, Gladys Clarke - 1915;

Miss Polly McDougall - 1916; Misses Dorothy
Wilkins, Ila Sproule-1916-1917; Miss Myrtle Kane
-1917-1918; Miss Mary Scharff-1918-1919; Miss
Gladys Ray - 1919-1920; Miss Edith Cook 1920-1921; Misses Gladys Ray, Gladys White 1921-1922; Miss Gladys White - 1922-1924; Miss
Bessie Hawe - 1924-1926; Miss Beatrice McCall1926-1929; Miss Jessie Wiechman - 1929-1930;
Miss Ruth Muirhead - 1930-1931; Miss Gladys
McIntyre - 1931-1932; Mr. Otto Perlett 1932-1933; Miss Dora Lytle -1933-1935; Miss Pat.
Glover - 1935-1936; Miss Phyllis Patmore 1936-1937; Miss Margaret Rowan - 1937-1938;
Miss Thelma Schreiner - 1938-1940; Miss Della
Shoemaker-1940-1941; Mr. Steve Symbolistry1941-1942; Miss Rose Armstrong, Mr. Ronald Bean
-1942-1943; Miss Vera White - 1943-1944; Miss
Georgina Bray - 1944-1945; Miss Elaine Smith1945-1946; Mr. Bill Olson, Mr. Allan McCulloch1946-1947; Miss Jean Atchison - 1947-1948; Miss
Blanche Lott, Mr. (L.) Mary Chalmers 1948-1949; Mrs. Mary Chalmers -1949-1952; Mrs.
A. 1. Duffy 1952-1953; Miss Mary
Zayachkowski, Mrs. M. Moffat -1953-1954; Mrs.
M. Moffatt, Mrs. Beatrice M. Hutton -1954-1955;
Mrs. Beatrice Hutton, Mrs. Nancy Rodd 1955-1956; Mrs. Ruth Curtis, Mrs. B. M. Hutton1956-1959; Mrs. Beatrice Hutton, Miss Claire Perras
-1959-1961; Miss Claire Perras -1961-1963; Mrs.
Joan Dufily - 1963-1965; Miss Donna Gibson 1965-1966; Miss Laurel Ann Morris - 1966-1969.
Specific dates, and quite likely interesting items
in the life of the Belleview school are not now available, as the Secretary's Minute Book, which was
delivered in person by the Secretary of the Belleview
School District to the Secretary of the Fort la Bosse
#41 office in Virden, cannot now be located in the
office.
A further footnote - the Belleview School house
has been turned over to the Pipestone Recreation
Club - the decision was made by the residents of the
Belleview district at a meeting held at the school in
June 1980. On June 25th an auction sale of books,
desks and other removable articles was held, a new
Belleview Community Club elected and the evening
ended with a wiener roast. The building will be
moved to Pipestone.

Chrisp, George and Eva
George and Eva Chrisp came to the Belleview
district from Northcumberland, England, in 1929,
bringing with them their three children: Jim born in
1921, Leslie born in 1923, Camilla born in 1926 and
Iona was born in Belleview in 1931.
George was a carpenter and French polisher by
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Larry was also with his father, trucking, before
forming Wright Brothers trucking and is now operating on his own in Virden. He married Patti Davis of
Pipestone and they have one son and two daughters.
Blair and Douglas are at home.
lona the youngest of the George Chrisp family
married R. L. (Bob) Smith of Wood north, son of Mr.
and Mrs. 1. 1. Smith. lona and Bob lived in Brandon
for several years where Bob was employed as a body
shop man. They are now residing in Virden and Bob
is employed by Virden Body Shop. They have two
sons Ricki and Darcy who are both at home.
George Chrisp died December 25th, 1968 after a
lengthy illness.
Eva moved to Virden shortly after her husband's
death to be near her daughters after a brief illness she
passed away September 27, 1977.

trade, when he came to Canada. He worked as a farm
laborer and did carpentering for various farmers in
the district and surrounding areas.
He was employed by Cancade Brothers for a
number of years, was also Postmaster in Belleview
for twenty-eight years and also mail carrier until that
service on the train was discontinued.
lim followed his father's footsteps as a carpenter
and married Gladys Clarke of Virden, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Clarke. They lived at Belleview,
Virden and for a short time at Sudbury, Ontario. lim
became ill there and returned to Virden with his
family to live. He died in 1950. lim and Gladys had
three of a family. Dennis married Carol Cook of
Virden and resides in Virden. They had three of a
famiy. Bernard married Linda Findlay of the Lenore
district and are presently living at Dauphin, having
two of a family. Carolyn married Alan Greig of
Virden. They live in Virden and have three children.
Leslie worked for Cancade Brothers before joining the Air Force in 1942. He served overseas, returning home in 1946, resuming work with Cancades. He
bought their garage business that year and continued
operating it until 1974 when ill health forced him to
retire. He married Bonnie Kenderdine of Scarth and
they had four children: Barry, Terry, Shane and Lee.
Barry took a course in accounting and lives in
Brandon. Terry worked with his Dad in the garage,
purchasing it in 1974. He married Gail Hamilton of
Glenboro and they have two children Darren and
Mamie. The family moved to Pipestone in the fall of
1979 where they are operating the garage business
along with brother Shane, who married Clarice
Barre of Belleview. Shane and Clarice have one child
Nathan, and live in Pipestone. Lee worked at various
jobs before taking a metals fabrication course and is
presently employed in Brandon.
Camilla (Millie) worked in Virden for a time
before her marriage to F. H. (lim) Wright of the
Lenore district, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wright. lim
and Millie farmed at Scarth for many years and also
had a trucking business. They sold the farm and
moved to Virden a few years ago, continuing on with
the trucking business with two of his sons. They had
five children Linda, Murray, Larry, Douglas and
Blair.
Linda was employed in Virden as a stenographer
before her marriage to Darwin White of the Ebor
district. They now reside on a farm near Virden and
Darwin also works for an oil company. They have
one girl.
Murray worked with his father in the trucking
business for a time before finally branching out on
his own. He married Sandra Heaman of the Elkhorn
area. They reside in Virden and have three sons.

Francis, Montague and Garnons (Williams)
Mrs. Francis' maiden name was Garnons
Williams. Her father was Lt. Col. R. D. Garnons
Williams from Abercamlais, Bnecon, South Wales.
He was killed in 1915 at the battle of Loos. He was
with the 12th Battalion Royal Fusiliers, London Regiment. Her mother was Alice A. Bircham from Surrey, England.
Charles Philip Montague Francis was the eldest
son of D.D.P. Francis of Bnecon, South Wales. His
brother was Florence Towle. Montie Francis had
fought in the Boer War (1899-1902) and in the First
World War (1914-18). He was in Civil Defence in
Virden in the Second World War and was a life
member of the Canadian Legion, No. eight, Virden.
They have three children. Katherine Elizabeth
who married Mr. R.1. Newton and now lives in Kenora, Ontario. Ruth Mary Boleyn lives with her mother half a mile east of Virden. Garnons Philip, who
married Anna Watt of Barrington, Nova Scotia lives
at the Two-Bar Ranch.
All three were born while they were on the Ranch
and went to Rowledge school in the Rural Municipality of Sifton.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis came to Canada in 1923
because they wished to farm and raise cattle and
horses and thought there was a good opening in
Canada. They found it very hard work and at times
very daunting, but they persevered and managed to
buy the Ranch and make a living out of cattle, horses,
pigs, poultry, wood and hay. They enjoyed it all in
spite of hard and continuous work.
They came to Canada on board the Melilta in
August, 1923 and worked at Dand and Elkhorn. They
farmed "The Lufaut-Iveus Farm on the Maryfield
Road six miles from Virden from February, 1924 to
about March, 1925, when they moved on to the Gold
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Henuset, Ferdinand and Josephine

Tooth Gardiner farm in the Rural Municipality of
Pipestone, northwest quarter of 25-9-26. This farm
was south of the Hudson Bay quarter on a road one
mile west of the present Belleview Road. The house
was very small, two rooms downstairs and two bedrooms upstairs. The basement was usually halffull of
water and apparently had been used for a latrine by
the smell. The bam was small, but well-built and the
hen house was a shack. The water-well was hopeless,
usually just enough for the poultry. The cattle and
horses had to water at sloughs and Mr. Francis had to
drive to Pitchards farm about one mile south for their
drinking water.

Ferdinand and Josephine Henuset left Humbois,
Provence du Luxembourg, Belgium February 1902.
Arriving in Montreal with their family of five
children, they travelled to Lauder, Manitoba where
Alex Henuset had a farm along the Souris River. Two
years later 1904, in the early spring, they moved to
Belleview. Late in 1905 they moved to the Creek
Farm north of Pipestone.
In January 1920, Ferdinand Henuset returned to
Belgium to visit members of his family but unfortunately developed influenza from which he did not
recover. His death occurred in April 1920. His wife
Josephine with her two daughters Simone and Bertha
remained on the farm until the fall of 1932.

The first time they went out plowing on the land
south of the house, two of the horses went staggering
into a quick-sand. Luckily the other two pulled them
out. They kept well away from that part of the land in
future.

Hogg, John and Elizabeth (Gibson)
John Murray Hogg came from Carlisle, England
to Canada when he was seventeen years old, date
unknown. He bought a ticket to Vancouver but sold
the ticket to someone in Winnipeg and landed up at
Oak Lake, Manitoba. He worked as a farm hand for
sometime, then he went to Lenore. He married Elizabeth Gibson in 1900.
Elizabeth was born in Scotland. She was an orphan and it is believed she got out to Canada with a
church group, when she was between six and eight
years old. She was raised by a foster mother, a Mrs.
Goodwin. They lived for a time at Lenore. An older
brother Jim and older sister Mary were born there,
when they moved to Pipestone.
Mr. Hogg's brother worked for him until his wife
came to Canada. Both worked for Mr. Miles for a
summer.
Mr. Hogg's farm had poor buildings on it, especially the bam. All the work was done by horses in
those days. His brother David and a Scotch friend
came over to Canada. They were both carpenters so
Mr. Hogg had them build a big new barn. It was a
grand barn, stalls and passage way in front of the
stalls to feed the animals, a sling track to put hay in
the loft. That was something in those days.
They had a lot of cattle and horses. In summer
Mr. Hogg put all the cattle but the milkers in Mr.
Pigg's pasture up around Oak Lake. A standing joke
was that Mr. Hogg has his cattle in Mr. Pigg's pasture.
What's in a name is right.
Mr. and Mrs. Hogg worked hard, taking holidays
only by the day to visit. Horses were the only way of
going anywhere, Mr. Hogg did buy a Dodge touring
car in 1917. He tried to drive it but it wouldn't stop
when he pulled on the wheel and yelled "whoa".
In 1915 they had a bumper crop but they only got
seven hours of threshing. The snow came early and
stayed. The grain was all stooked in those days about

Across the road was the farm where a nurse was
living. This place has ceased to exist. It had belonged
to Gilliards and later to VanLoo. Mrs. Francis remembers one day riding over to Pitchards as they had
asked her to go with them to pick berries. They took a
buggy and team and she rode her mare 'Lady', and
they went up the Cromer road to Schuettz's farm.
There they put their horses in the barm and were
shown where to pick saskatoons. Later they went
home and Mrs. Francis took a pail of berries which
Montie and she enjoyed very much. It was a novelty
to them for they had never tasted them before.
While at the Gardiner Farm, they put up a lot of
hay and old man Jimmie Lamboume came and asked
to help. He had a hair lip and cleft-palate and was
very difficult to understand. He helped put up the hay
in stacks. They had no hay-sweep so it was all done
with forks off the hay rack. Jimmie came from about
one and a half miles east, near the sand hills.
Mrs. Francis was about fed-up with living on this
very poor farm and she asked Jimmie if he knew of a
better place for rent. He said he did, a place called
'The Ranch' near him. Mrs. Francis thought this
sounded too big for them. However they rode over to
Jimmie's place on Sunday and he took them to see the
'Two-Bar Ranch' . She fell in love with it and the next
week Montie saw the lawyers and signed a lease for
three years. They moved in with Jimmie's help the
next Sunday, which was in September, 1925. That
was the end of their life in the Rural Municipality of
Pipestone.
The Gardiner Farm was not used after they left
and some years later the bam was burnt down in a
prairie fire and the following year the house was also
burnt. None of the buildings are now left.
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Laing, James and Jean (Corbet)

six sheaves to a stook. It snowed so much that all the
stooks were covered with snow and the wind blew
drifts so high in places that you could step over the
telephone wires. The kids sure had fun in the drifts
with their hand sleighs. And they had a big hound
that they would harness up and hitch to this sleigh.
He could easily pull two children. Sometimes he'd
see ajack rabbit and away he'd go sleigh and kidsno one remembers him catching the rabbit.
In the spring of 1916, having so much snow that
winter, the Pipestone river over flowed and flooded
the country for miles. There was over two feet of
water on the field. One could see the sheaves floating
down the ravine with nests of mice on them
All the children went to Belleview school. They
mostly walked unless it was storming in the winter,
then their dad would come for them. The pupils were
half English and half Belgian. The big boys only
went to school in the winter. There were the Barre's,
Huttons, Campions, Gabriels, Gontys, Hewitts and
Fehrs, the O'Neils. The Campion boys rode Shetland
ponies to school. The boys were so tall they had to
hold their feet up to keep them from dragging the
ground in some places. There was ·a lovely Xmas
concert every year and they had to practice their
pieces and drills for weeks. Always there was the
most beautiful Christmas tree and the pupils never
did know where each was purchased. Christmas at
our place was different to now. The floors were all
scrubbed and the stoves nicely polished. The table
was set with just plates with names on them. In the
morning on the plates were candies, an orange, some
peanuts and a present.
In 1919 Mr. Hogg sold and moved to Swan River.
He loaded his horses and cattle at Belleview in two
box cars. Belleview was four miles by the road, so
instead of loading the two pigs, he told Jack and his
brother to bring them, and don't ride them since they
were going to have some little ones. But the boys
rode them until they thought their dad might see
them. It took them quite a long time. They had little
sticks and when they went off the road they'd tap
them on the ears and they'd go along again.
In the following years at Swan River Mr. Hogg
worked harder than ever. The land had to be cleared.
Mrs. Hogg worked hard too. The house was too
small for all which made the work harder for her. She
took sick and had to have an operation. She went
back to Virden to Dr. Clingham. She died in May of
1927. Her bill at the hospital was $1. 75' per day.
Mr. Hogg carried on. There weren't too many left
at home, He died in the 1950's. Murray is the only
one that is around Pipestone. He lives at Cromer. The
other eleven of the family are here and there, scattered around the country.

James McCleland Laing was born in Virden,
Manitoba, on July 18th, 1913, of Scottish parents
who emigrated from Scotland in the early 1900's.
They were from Aberdeen, Scotland. His father was
a stone mason who worked in and around the Virden
area, working on such buildings as the Mooney farm
as well as many others.
James married Jean Corbet who had immigrated
in 1911 and was working for such men as William
Pineo and Billy Bridget of Virden. They were married in 1912 in Reston. The church still stands in
Reston where they held their wedding. Later they
worked together on a farm of Mr. Pineo near Bellview, Manitoba and for Dick Wright south of Scarth,
Manitoba.
Mr. Laing joined up in the late 1917-18 and was
killed overseas, leaving his wife, son G.H. and a
daughter, Jessie. Mrs. Laing then worked for Dave
Ball, west of Scarth. Dave was remembered for his
"Olds" with leather seats and large lamps on either
sides, which were lit by kerosene.
Mrs. Laing met Percy Starmore who had come to
Canada from England and who also worked for Dave
Ball. The children were faced with school problems
since they had already started to school in Virden and
now there were no roads to Hillside School district.
Jack Nicol was one of their closest neighbors, and
were good neighbors for helping out and lending
horses and equipment. Also good neighbors were
David Mulldrews who lived on the NE 26-9-26.
David was a school teacher and taught at Hillside and
other schools in the late 1800's and early 1900's.
Walter was noted for his fiddle playing and many
times would be seen in the comer with his fiddle,
entertaining at a house party.
Another neighbor was Henry Lobel. They moved
to the Sanderson farm and their two children went to
the Hillside school.
In 1926 they moved to what was called the Bill
Burrge farm, NY1 22-9-26 where G.H. and Jessie
finished school. By this time they had two half sisters
Julia and Ethel. They also received their schooling in
the Hillside School.
Julia is now married to Joe Prouten and lives in
Couquitlam, B.C. and they have two children,
Gerald and Julia.
Ethel married Wes Greenlay of Pipestone and
settled on Sec. 2 in the Wallace Municipality. They
have a family of two, David and Donna. Ethel lives in
Virden.

Lennon, Samuel and Charlotte (McAlister)
Samuel Lennon came to Manitoba from Frulton,
Ontario in 1889 at the age of twenty-five. He worked
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out for some time. He first came to Mr. Gibson's
place where Jim Wright now lives. Later he came to
the Dickie farm where Jim Steele now lives.
In March, 1892, he returned to Ontario and married Charlotte McAlister. Coming back to Manitoba,
they settled on the homestead, the southeast quarter
24-8-24.
Jack Watt, a very close friend of Mr. Lennon's,
came out a short time and worked in partnership until
1913 the time of his death. Later Aunt Mary McAlister came to help her sister with the small children.
There were six in the family. Archie and Walter
have passed on. Stewart, Norman, Clarence and
Elsie survive. Clarence lives on the old homestead.
The others belong in Virden.
Many hardships were endured in the early days.
Farming was the main occupation. Money was
scarce. People learned to do with what they had.
Winters were long and severe. People made their own
amusements. House parties were enjoyed by old and
young. Yearly Christmas concerts held in the little
old schoolhouses were looked upon with great anticipation. Church services werealso held in the schools
and sometimes in the homes.
These old pioneers were the backbone of our
country. We are grateful to them for what we have today.

rocky. Some very limited quantities of wheat and
barley were raised, and a very few cattle. The family
diet was supplemented by wild fowl, deer, and fish,
but cash was very scarce. The boys helped the finances as best they could by working as lumberjacks,
as deck hands on the Great Lakes boats, and by
laboring on their own primitive and meagerly productive gold mine. All these things, together with the
completion of the transcontinental railway, and the
advertising of vast stretches of arable and rock free
land, almost free to homesteaders in the young
province of Manitoba, led to a mass migration of the
entire family to Manitoba in 1891. John Ray and all
the boys who were old enough, exercised their homestead options, on land in the vicinity of what is now
Belleview, and approximately six miles from
Pipestone. After proving up their options, each took
advantage of the further option of buying another
quarter section of land at a very low price, one dollar
an acre.
Early life in Manitoba was far from easy. The first
house was a sod shanty, and the prairie sod was
broken by a single furrow walking plow. The sod
shanty was replaced by a small frame house but the
sod shanty was kept in practical use as a henhouse.
The eggs were sold at six cents a dozen.
Through the yard ran two deep parallel ruts, the
visual remains of an old Red River trail, worn into the
priarie by the passage of Red River carts. Roads, as
such, were practically nonexistent. John Ray was a
member of the municipal council, and regularly
walked the twenty odd miles to Oak Lake to attend
council meetings.
The fourth generation Canadian Rays, the greatgrandchildren of Joseph Ray, (affectionately referred
to in diaries of that time as Old Mr. Ray) will now be
recorded with special attention only to the male
members, who, of course, still carry the Ray surname.
The children of Mervyn Ray were:
Gladys M. Ray, who was born on July 17, 1898,
received her early education at Belleview school and
at St. Norbert Academy, taught school for several
years, and then trained for and received her R.N.
degree at the Royal Jubilee Hospital, Victoria, B. C.
After a distinguished nursing career she married John
McD0nald, well-known in the Tilston and Pipestone
areas, and later resumed her teaching career, until
retirement. She now lives in Brandon. Sad to relate
John suffered a severe stroke seven years ago, and is
still in the Fairview Nursing Home at Brandon, but is
paralyzed in one side and unable to speak.
Herbert C. Ray, the present narrator, born January 3, 1902, received his elementary education in
Belleview School and his secondary education in

Ray, Joseph and Ann
The first authentic record is that Joseph Ray was
born in England, in the town of Dutton in 1798. He
married Ann and, together, they immigrated to Canada in 1885, landing in Montreal and staying there till
1860 at which time they moved on to Hastings County, Ontario. There they remained till his death in
1880. The names of his children are not all known,
but the important one as far as this record is concerned was John Ray, 1837-1906.
The children of John Ray and his wife Sarah
Gould were as follows: William Asa Ray, 1865-1889.
He was accidentally killed while felling a lodged
pine. Mervyn H. Ray 1867-1949, married Margaret
H. Spurr (1873-1969) at Madoc, Hastings County on
January 26, 1896. Emma Elizabeth Ray 1879-1952,
married Tom Bell. Annie Arabella Ray 1872-1933,
married Andrew Gray. Arthur Victor Ray,
1875-1940, married Gertrude Turon, at Cannington,
Saskatchewan on March 25, 1906. Leslie Marcus
Ray 1879-1959, married Jean Shields, in Winnipeg
on October 6,1919. He met Jean while on leave from
wartime duties in Scotland. Herbert Alfred Ray,
1885-1886. James Gould Ray, 1889-1946, Jim as he
was generally known, never married.
Life was hard in Hastings County, and not very
rewarding financially. The soil was shallow and very
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Pipestone School, riding horseback to school in summer, and in winter, boarding with the Morrisons of
whom he has many fond memories. After completing school he worked on the home farm for four years
and then took Teacher's Training Course at Brandon
and later at Winnipeg and taught school for forty-five
years, retiring in 1967. He and his wife, the former
Rita Dodds, now live in Brandon. Rita Dodds and
Herbert were married on July 8, 1927 at her parents'
home southwest of Pipestone. Their children will be
recorded later.
Gertude E. Ray was born June 1, 1909. She too
taught school for several years. She married I vor
Thurston, and now lives in Victoria.
The children of Leslie M. Ray: Marcus K. Ray
born 1921. Marcus served his country during the
Second World War. While in Europe he met his
future wife, Adri. Marcus and Adri were married in
Tedderkerk, South Holland County, the Netherlands,
on January 8, 1946. They are now farming near
Belleview, and operating an extensive dairy herd.
Their children will be recorded later. Alexander H.
Ray 1923-1933. Norman 1. Ray 1925. Norman also
served in the army during the Second World War. He
married Isabella Allison in Brantford, Ontario, July

30, 1949. Norman and his family are still living in
Brantford where Norman has been employed with
the Massey Harris Co. for many years. They have
one daughter and two grandchildren. Raymond 1.
Ray born 1930. Raymond is liv.ing with his mother
and is farming the land originally homsteaded by his
grandfather, John Ray. He is unmarried.
The children of Herbert and Rita Ray are: Margaret A. Ray born 1929. Margaret followed the nursing profession. She is married and living in
Winnipeg. Shirley 1. Ray born 1931, followed the
teaching profession. She is married and living in
Winnipeg. Mervyn G. Ray born 1932, has made a
career for himself in Banking and Management. He
is unmarried and living in The Pas, Manitoba. John
D. Ray, had devoted himself to Electric Engineering.
He is unmarried and living in Moose Jaw.
The children of Marcus and Adri Ray are: Jean
M. Ray born 1946; Margaret B. Ray born 1947; Ria
Ray born 1949 and Ben L. Ray born 1952. Ben and
his wife are living close to Marcus' home, and are
farming.
Since all the children of Arthur and Gertrude Ray
were born in Saskatchewan they are not recorded
here.
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Belses School

Belses school, 1906. L to R: Willie Mills, Russell Mills, Howard Dempsey, Sam Hopkins, Eva Hopkins, Ida Hornick, Janie Hornick,
Irvine Dempsey, Pearl Hornick, Edna Mills, Jenny Dempsey, Osler Hornick, Harold Mills, Miss Robinson.

Belses School District #501

- 960 acres, The Hudson's Bay Company -1,120
acres, The Manitoba Government order in Council
- 3,160.
William and James Lothian were the first settlers
to break sod in the Pipestone District in 1881. They
settled in the Valley on seeton 20, Township 7, Range
26. The Forkes and others soon followed and the
School District of Lanark was formed.

The theme of this history is the opening of Township 6, Range 26, west of First Meridian and the
formation of the Belses School District, No. 501.
The survey of this area covering 2,394,501 acres
was completed in October 1880. The following
grants of land were givn to: the Canadian Pacific
Railway -7,200 acres, the University of Manitoba
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In 1886 more families, including the Dodds and
Elliots arrived via Virden in ox-drawn carts and wagons.
They found that the crops in the valley had been
hit by frost so they decided to move farther south and
took up homesteads in Township 6. Many settlers
continued to arrive in this township and took homesteads.
After establishing their homes, which were often
small buildings made of sods, the homesteaders and
homemakers began to realize the need to organize a
school district as the Lanark and Gould (Bernice)
schools were too distant to be attended.
In 1887 a number of men met and drew up a
petition to the Reeve and Council of the Municipality
of Brenda desiring: 1. The following lands - Township 6, Range 26 W.lst to be included in a Protestant
school dictrict. 2. The school site to be on the S. W.
corner of Section 22. 3. The name given to the
proposed district be Hartley School District and that
the first meeting be called at Robert McTavish's
home on Sec. 20-6-26.
The signatures on the petition were: Robert
McTavish, R. T. Evans, Johnston Smith, Alexander
McTavish, Robert Dodds, Peter A. Montgomery,
Henry Elliot, William Crothers, Duncan McTavish.
On April 6, 1887, a By-law #31 enacted the
forming of the School District of Harley #501 to
consist of Sections 1 to 36 in Twp. 6, Range 26 W.l.
The boundaries of the district have been readjusted from time to time. The boundaries confirmed
by By-law No. 697, Municipality of Albert, dated
September 11, 1950 were as follows; Sections 1 to 5,
8 to 17, 20 to 29, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 in Twp. 6,
Range 26 W.
Boundaries altered by By-law No. 884 of the
Rural Municipality of Albert dissolved the School
District of Huston No. 770 and transferred section 6
and 7, in Twp. 6, Range 26 W. and 12 in Twp. 6,
Range 27, W. to the School District of Belses No.
501.
The school was constructed in 1887, on the proposed site on the homestead of Richard Evans. The
school opened in the fall of 1887, with nine pupils in
attendance and Jeannie Brown as teacher. The government grant was $50. There were seventeen pupils
in 1888. The teacher, Bella Bulloch, received a salary
of $35. a month. By 1909 when Peter McDonald
taught, there were 21 children. The wages improved
and in 1911 the teacher was offered $650. annually.
The names of teachers who taught here from 1887
to 1967 are as follows: Jeannie Brown -1887; Bella
Bulloch - 1888; Jennie Rattray - 1889; Walter
Drew -1890; Jas. Beath, Agnes Mott -1891; Bella
Bulloch, Allan Lang - 1892; Kathleen House -

1893-1895; D. Muldrew - 1896; Agnes Grant 1897; Emily Rattray - 1898; Hilda Johnston,
Mildred Shore - 1899; Peter McDonald, Miss
Mitchell, Mabel Speirr, Miss Robinson, Miss Chemions, Miss Maloney - 1900; Miss. L. C. Graham,
Lillian Reddel - 1911; Gladys Hamilton - 1912;
Gertrude MacDougall- 1914-1919; Miss Ayers 1919; Miss Sloan-I921; Miss Martin-I922; Miss
Pollock - 1923; Jean Ledingham - 1925; 1. V.
Busby, Myrtle De Will-1927; Sara Ledingham1928; Myrtle Crossman -1931-1933; Marjorie Fairlie - 1933-1935; Mildred Tufts - 1935-1938; Ina
Beattie, Mrs. Jean Scott-1938; Miss G. Duncan1940-1943; Marie Cancade -1943; Jean Gilmer1944; Catherine Henuset - 1945; Margaret Dodds
- 1946; Dorothy Steeke - 1947; Stene Lupick 1949; Mylo Beatty - 1950; Marion Elliot 1951-1953; Florence Armstrong; Winnifred Pierce,
Mildred Dodds; Donna Cook; Georgina Fraser;
Jessie Rowan; Fae Traill; Mrs. Gertrude Perkins; Roy
Duthie - 1959; Phyllis Millions - 1960; Mrs.
Gladys Patmore - 1961-1965; Wendy Borreson 1965-1967.
A post office named Hartley was located at the
home of Wm. Norris on 15-6-26. The mail was
brought from Lothians where Lanark or Pipestone
was then located. The homesteaders in the south
district were pleased when in 1892, the railway line
was built and Pipestone was moved to its present site.
Much of the mail addressed to Hartley P.o. was
misdirected to Hartney, so in 1899 to save the confusion, the Hartley District was renamed Belses, the
name originating from the Dodds' home district in
the Lowlands of Scotland.
In 1912, the school was repaired, painted inside
and out, and the labourers received 25¢ an hour for
their time.

8elses school, 1927.
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furnace door. Later the Ladies' Aid range was called
into service. The kettle was boiled and cocoa made,
potatoes were baked in the oven or the sandwiches
toasted over the open flame.
The school was wired for electricity in 1950 and a
new floor laid in 1952, so the new buildings were
always kept in fine repair.
As well as being the source of learning, the
school was also the centre of communty life, spiritually and socially. Protestant church services and
Sunday School, with the Pipestone minister in attendance, were held from 1887 to 1949. The minister
and his wife visited at the school on Friday afternoons, held classes and helped with the craft projects. Mrs. T. Robertson was the church organist for
many years.
The highlight of the children's school year was
the Annual Christmas Concert which took many
weeks of preparation. It was enjoyed by all who
participated and enjoyed especially by the proud
parents and friends.
The climax was the arrival of Santa Claus with
some small gift for each child and a bag of candy for
each. A cup of tea and lunch was enjoyed before the
families began the long sleigh rides back to the scattered farmsteads and quite possibly to a very cold
house.
A Ladies' Aid group was organized in the district
and meetings were held in the school basement and
the supper was followed by a concert, the entertainment by local talent was much appreciated. The
building would be filled to capacity. Each family
brought chairs, dishes, cutlery and mountains of
food, practically everything but the kitchen sink,
which could have been put to use also.
A Beef Ring was organized in the district. Each
week after June 1st, an animal was provided by one of

During these years the School Inspector was Mr.
Rice and he travelled from school to school on his
bicycle. Inspector Geo. Hunter of Brandon succeeded him in 1914 and continued until 1939, at
which time Mr. Jack George of Deloraine took over
his duties, followed by Mr. Thorkelson of Virden.
In Janury 1914, the school was destroyed by fire
and all the contents, including records, were lost in
the blaze.
A meeting was held on February 13, 1914 to lay
plans for building a new school. After numerous
meetings the plans were completed and a large
school with full basement, furnace, etc., was erected
in 1914 by Dan Campbell at a cost of $2,400.00. S.
K. Foard received $140. for hauling the gravel. Miss
MacDougall was hired as teacher at a salary of $700.
annually, and remained for"five years.
During the summer of 1914, Dan Campbell received $8.00 for erecting the thirty-foot flag pole.
The teacher's large desk was purchased for $17. and
remained in use until 1967. In 1915, $10.00 was set
aside by the trustees to begin a library.
In 1916, trees were bought from Patmore's Nursery at Brandon and set out on the north and east
sides of the grounds. Caraganas and spruce were
added in 1937.
In 1917 the old barn was dismantled and a fine
new one erected. During that time and for many
years it was well filled with the school ponies, and
also the farmers' teams when they were driven to the
numerous entertainments taking place at the school.
The pupils enrollment rose to an all time high of
38 about 1926 when two families from Hungary
moved into the district.
During the 1930's, remembered as the Depression Years or Dirty Thirties, the teachers received
$30. per month and the $15. board money was deducted from the land taxes of her boarding place.
Sometimes a man or boy travelled as far as three
miles to kindle the furnace fire and received 15¢ to
25¢ a morning for doing it. If possible, someone
adjacent to the school was hired. The classes were not
called until 9:30 a.m. during the colder part of the
winter. The noon hour might be shortened to give the
harried teacher more time to complete her class lessons.
At times the frozen ink bottles and quart jars of
tea which had been brought from home were placed
on the hot air register of the furnace to thaw. Such
excitement and commotion when a bottle might explode, spraying the ceiling with blue ink, or a tea
bottle cracked letting the sweetened tea drip down on
the hot furnace, causing a sickening aroma. Some
children brought potatoes to be baked for noon
lunch. They were set on the ledge inside of the

Belses school, 1938. Back Row: Phyllis Dodds, Ada Elliott,
Edna Mills, Enid Harris, Olabel Mills, Walter Smithson, Harold
Gager, Wesley Chrisp. Front Row: Dorothy Mills, Marion
Elliott, Ross Smithson,Charlie Elliott, Jack Smithson.
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the shareholders. The animal was butchered in the
cool of the evening and divided as evenly as possible.
Early the following morning the farmer or quite
possibly the homemaker called for their share of the
meat which had been hung in a clean white flour
sack. T. Corbett was the butcher for many years and
the slaughter house was located on the Corbett farmstead.
A Community Club was also organized. The
meetings were held in the school during the winter
months. The entertainments consisted of concerts,
card parties, crokinole tournaments, box and pie
socials, debates, fiddlers' contests, bridal showers,
farewell parties, etc. The building was used as the
poll for the federal voting. The teacher and children
enjoyed that school holiday.
June was an especially happy month, the end of
the school year and the time for the annual community picnic. For many years the large picnic was held at
the Forke Ranch; then at Robert Dodd's farmstead
and later at Robert Smithson's and Wm. Mills'
homes. As time passed, interest waned, the attendance dropped and the site was moved to the school

grounds. The original picnic was known as the "Buttermilk Picnic" as that was the beverage of the day.
The Belses school was in operation until June,
1967. A meeting was held to discuss the matter of
consolidating with the Pipestone S.D. and a document aggreeing to consolidation was drawn up and
signed. Appearing on the document were the names
of Charlie Elliot, great-grandson on Henry Elliot,
and George Dodds, grandson of Andrew and Robert
Dodds, whose names had been signed on the original
petition when the district was organized in 1887.
Wendy Borreson, the final teacher, conducted the
closing exercises of this school which had been in
operation for 80 years ..
After consolidation the pupils were transported
to the Pipestone and Reston schools by bus. The
Belses school building was retained as a Community
Centre.
Now the old school stands silent. The population
of the district decreased due to larger land holdings.
But always, one picnic day in June, the school comes
alive again as residents, former residents and friends
congregate in large numbers to enjoy the potluck
supper, children's races and ball games, and to reminisce and enjoy the good fellowship which always
prevailed at Old Belses.
Where the far horizon shimmered,
Greener than the hills of home,
There the questing pioneer
Broke the Prairies' virgin loam.

Dodds, Andrew and Janet (Landels)
Andrew Dodds was born in Scotland.
As an adult, he became a blacksmith by trade and
plied his art at the small village of Belses, Roxburgshire, which was located in the border lowlands
of Scotland. It was the custom to have the blacksmith
shop attached to the stone dwelling and the Dodd's
home, built in 1876, stands in fine condition in 1980,
but the former blacksmith shop is now used as a
machine shop.
Andrew married Janet Landels and nine children
were born but two died in infancy.
In 1886 the parents decided to emigrate to Canada, bringing their five sons and two daughters namely: Robert, George, James, John, Ninnian, Margaret
and Jessie. Robert, the eldest, was nineteen years of
age, but the three youngest were still of school age.
The family crossed the Atlantic Ocean by ship
and travelled from the coast to Virden by train. From
Virden they came by oxen and wagon to the Forke
home at Lanark. The two families had been friends in
Scotland. They found that the valley crops had been
destroyed by hail so they decided to move on to the
south to 6-26 which had been surveyed in 1880.

Belses school, 1967. Top to Bottom: Ken Dodds, Eva Motz,
Beverly Dodds, Howard Penno. Middle: Brent Reid, Audrey
Motz, Joyce Motz. Lower: Ivan Reid, Glen Elliott, Dean Reid.
Teacher: Wendy Borreson.
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Andrew received a homestead grant of one hundred and sixty acres on the southeast of 28-6-26, and
the sons took homesteads also. The family went
about the business of establishing a home on Robert's
quarter on the northeast of 28-6-26. A sod house as
shelter for the family and a stable for the few animals,
were built. Their furniture was crude and scanty,
homemade, with, perhaps a few items having been
brought from the old country. A few years later they
built a frame house which resembled a granary. This
dwelling had a small attic where the sons slept on the
floor.
As Andrew scanned the prairie landscape, the
only sign of habitation he could see was a small shack
on section 15-6-26, the home of William Morrice.
The prairie had been burned over several times by
fires, perhaps caused by Indian campfires or fires set
out to keep back other tribes and later often set by a
spark from a railway locomotive.
The Indians held their Pow-Wows in the Sand
Hills to the east. The homesteaders sometimes
. watched but the children were afraid of the war paint.
The homesteaders broke the virgin pr<1.irie with a
one furrow walking plough, drawn by a yoke of
oxen. During the winter the men would haul the grain
by oxen or horses to Virden, Oak Lake or Lauder.
The grain was bagged for the trip. It was a three day
journey to and from Virden and during much of the
way the men would walk behind the sleigh to keep
warm. On the first day they drove into Virden, sold
their grain and bought salt, tea, tobacco and a few
necessary items, (coal oil was a must). They returned
to the half way house for the second night and home
by the third evening.
The firewood was cut and hauled from the Sandhills until the 1940 's. Many a frozen dinner was eaten
in the bush.
The Dodds' first Canadian Christmas was spent at
the Forke home. The main foods were salt pork and
rice but all had a marvelous time.
In a few years the Dodds acquired some good
riding horses and Jessie (Mrs. 1. Forke) was well
known as an excellent rider.
Andrew and son Robert were two of the pioneers
who helped to organize the school district of Hartley,
the name later being changed to Belses.
The following marriages took place: Robert, to
Annie McCraig of Medora in 1901; George to Margaret Miller of Winnipeg; James, to Stella Edmondson of Ontario; John to Mary Calder, a teacher, at
Pipestone; Ninnian, to Sarah Speight, a widow with
two sons; Margaret, to Alexander Reid of Virden;
Jessie, to John Forke of Pipestone. Ninnian remained
with his parents. Andrew and Janet resided on the
homestead until their deaths. Andrew died in 1906

and Janet in 1917. Their bodies were interred in the
Pipestone Cemetery.

Dodds, George and Mildred (Tufts)
George Ninnian Dodds, fourth child of Robert
and Annie Dodds, was born on the home farm in
February 1910, on a night when the awe inspiring
heavenly sight of Halley's Comet was plainly visible
in the sky. It is not to appear again until 1985.
George received his education at the Belses
school and after leaving school at an early age
worked with his father and brother Will on the home
farm and his own southwest quarter 33-6-26.
In 1942, he married Mildred Tufts, a teacherfrom
Napinka. The couple bought the George Patterson
farm east half of 10-6-26. They planted a large shelter
belt and improved the buildings. George served on
the church and school boards and both were interested in community activities.
They raised a family of two, a son Kenneth and a
daughter Beverly. The children received their education at the Belses, Reston and Virden Schools. Ken
found employment at nursing homes in Winnipeg.
Beverly obtained her Licensed Practical Nurse's Certificate and worked at her chosen career.
After residing on their farm for thirty-two years,
George and Mildred sold the farm in 1974 and retired
in Melita, Manitoba.

Dodds, James and Stella (Edmondson)
James Dodds, a native of Scotland and Miss
Stella Edmondson of Orilla, Ontario, were married
January 1st, 1903 in an old house, on the Nean Dodds
farm, south of Pipestone. There were five in the
family, three boys and two girls.
They were raised on the farm four miles south of
Pipestone on No. 83 highway now owned by Taylor
and Cook of Reston.
The family is; Flora, Russell, Clifford, Jessie,
and Tom. Flora and Russell attended Paramount
School for a number of years and then to Belses
School. The rest all went, the transportation being a
horse and buggy, horse back or whatever, but they
never had to walk the three and a half miles. This they
know, in winter the wind was in the south and when
they came home at night it had switched to the North.
The ones who were fortunate, received their high
school in Pipestone. Many boarded in town.
There were many good times had in the Belses
School house as it was a very sociable and active
community. Besides church every Sunday, they had
social evenings, card parties etc. but never any
dances. An uncle didn't think it was right to dance
where church was held, so each family would have a
dance in their home and invite their friends. Some of
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They had their school Christmas concerts, and
school picnics. At one of the school closing summer
picnics, Tom McLaren played the bagpipes with a
nephew Tom Forsyth marching behind him in a stoic
fashion.
1. R. McLean was about the only owner of a car in
that district. He gave everyone a car ride as a treat,
going out to the half mile corner.
Following public school, I went to High School
in Pipestone and then helped at home. In 1926, I went
to Redvers to help out there and from then on I went
out working helping in homes for a year and a half. I
worked as a clerk in the dry goods department in
Munroe's Store and following the drought in the dirty
30's, I was layed off. Foll~wing this, I worked in the
different homes and went out to Hillview following
the death of Mrs. A. M. Campbell. It was while here
I met my future life mate, Ernest Scott.

the local talent would play. That was in hard times in
the 30's and it could be said that they had much more
fun for a lot less than people have today, even though
they went to parties in winter by sleigh. Keeping the
roads open was unheard of.
The oldest Flora, was married to Ernest Scott of
Hillview district in December, 1933. Into this union
were born three boys and three girls; twins Jim and
Bill, Walter, Audrey, Rose and Marjorie. Ernest
passed away in 1969.
Jessie was married in October, 1935 to V. 1. Gloor
from Bornhom, Ontario, whom she met when she
was fourteen years old. They had two boys and two
girls; Jim, Ron, Norma, and Elaine. Jim spent four
years overseas, 1941-1945.
Clifford married Mabel Deeton, January 7, 1936.
They have two girls and one boy; Doreen, Bob and
Joyce.
Russell was married to Donna Wood of Winnipeg, September, 1963. They were very happy but
not for very long, as he passed away quite suddenly,
December, 1969.
Tom remained single and lives quite an interesting and active life and resides with the Cliff Dodds.
They spend their winters at the West Coast.
This is a happy family circle and enjoy each
others company and have frequent get togethers. We
might add that living on the farm by the side of the
. road was very rewarding, as many people stopped for
to stay all night in winter when travelling by team and
sleigh, to get a bite to eat, if they ran out of gasoline
or just to get a good drink of water, of which we
always had lots. Also many families who were travelling north in the hard years, stopped to feed and water
their cattle and horses. No one was ever turned away
from our door.
Father's homestead had an abundance of good
water and in one corner of the pasture was a spring
which never went dry. The farm was known as Prospect Farm. Prairie fires were not uncommon. They
were to be dreaded. The homestead, 30-6-26, was
three and one half miles southwest of Pipestone, now
on 83 Highway.
Russell and Flora started school at Paramount,
two and a half miles west. Their first teacher was a
Miss Binkly. Other teachers were; Misses Sadie
Forbes, Eileen McFarlane, Alice Willet, Hattie
Douglas and Mabel Spur.
In 1912, the bam burnt down and with it six
horses and a calf. As they had no way to go to schQol,
Mrs. Peter Ready asked them to stay there, and go to
school with their family. Cecil, Norris and Ella were
going at that time.
Mr. Alex Cowie lit the school fires. There was a
Waterbury Furnace and it wasn't the warmest either.

Elliott, John and Esther (Crothers)
Henry Elliott was born in Brant, Ontario in 1834
and died September 13, 1906. He married Elizabeth
Laurie ,who was born 1840. She died March 8,1895.
They homesteaded with their family on southwest 16-6-26 in the Belses district, Pipestone, Manitoba.
They had two sons William Charles and John
Henry and four daughters, May, Bella, Grace and
Elizabeth.
John Henry was born in the Township of Brant, in
Bruce County, Ontario on November 9, 1871. He
came west with his parents in 1885 to southwest
16-6-26 at age thirteen. In 1896 he married Esther
Crothers who was born May 28,1871 and came west
with her family to Brandon in 1882 and to Virden in
1884.
They first homesteaded the northeast quarter of
18, then moved to the northeast of 17-6-26 and
farmed until 1933, retiring to Pipestone, Manitoba.
Mr. Elliott served as an elder of the Presbyterian
church and later the United Church, was a member of
the council and reeve of Albert Municipality, Secretary Treasurer of Belses school board in 1909 and a
member of the Pool Elevator. He died October 16,
1958. Mrs. Elliott was a member of Pipestone United
Church, also the W.A. and W.M.S. She died December 26, 1954.
Mr. and Mrs. John Elliott had three sons, William
Henry Merrill, Hugh Arthur and Frank.
Merrill Elliott, born in Belses district on September 26, 1899, went to school at Belses. On December
10, 1925 he married Dora Cope of Carlyle,
Saskatchewan who was born on April 14, 1900. Mr.
Elliott operated a farm equipment business in Antler,
Saskatchewan until 1942. He moved to Winnipeg and
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Reston Collegiate. Sharon Jean, born May 17, 1972
is in grade III at Reston Elementary School.
Marian Alice, born October 27, 1931 went to
Belses and Pipestone schools, took teachers training
in Winnipeg and taught school at Belses and Melita.
On November 10, 1956 she married Cecil Greig.
They live on their farm, three miles east of Melita.
They have two sons and two daughters. Donald
James was born September 2, 1959, was a grade XII
graduate from Melita Collegiate in 1977. Brian Cecil
was born August 19, 1971 and is in grade IV at Melita
Elementary. Barbara Louise, born August 14, 1963,
is in grade XII at Melita Collegiate. Marilyn
Jeanette, born February 16, 1973 is in grade II at
Melita Elementary.
Frank Elliott, born August 12, 1909 in the Belses
district went to school at Belses, then farmed on
northeast 17-6-26. On July 5, 1933, he married
Helen Cook, who was born November 12, 1910. Mr.
and Mrs. Elliott moved to Winnipeg in 1944 where he
worked, prior to moving to Beresford and Terrance
in 1948 and farmed until retiring to Souris in 1973.
They have one son and one daughter. Willard Elliott,
born March 5, 1935 in Belses district, works with
electronics in Winnipeg. Eleanor Elliott, born August 24, 1937 was a school teacher at Hillview and
Winnipeg. She married Keith Middleton of Souris in
1959. They live in Halifax, N.S. They have three
daughters; Heather, born June 16,1961, Joanne, born
April 10, 1964 and Leslie, born May 10, 1965.
The family recalls their grandfather, Johnnie
Elliott singing the 'Cobbler's Son'. He would sing
and act out a cobbler mending his shoes, nails in his
mouth and hammer and boot in his hand. He would
also walk along the haystack so many paces, then
look up and would say, "that would be ten tons."

then until 1967 he was employed by Inland Steel,
retiring to Brandon in 1968. On December 14, 1974
he died and Mrs. Merrill Elliott died July 28, 1969.
They have two sons, Alvin and Jim and one daughter
Dorothy.
Alvin Elliott was born at Antler, Saskatchewan
September 16, 1926. In 1950 he graduated in medicine from the University of Manitoba and is now a
physician in the General Hospital, Brandon, Manitoba. On September 8, 1951 he married Phyllis Sellick. She was a 1948 graduate from St. Boniface
Hospital School of Nursing. They have four daughters and one son, Judy, born July 8, 1952, Maureen,
born July 22, 1955, Beverly, born October 20, 1956,
Corrine, born August 31, 1965 and Laurence, born
October 6, 1960.
Jim Elliott, born on June 22, 1928 at Antler,
Saskatchewan is an insurance manager. In 1950 he
married Mary Lou Cottenie. They have two sons and
one daughter, Roderick, born February 21, 1953,
Richard was born March 2, 1961 and Patricia was
born April 21, 1955.
In .1972 Jim Elliott was remarried. He married
Jennie Patrick.
Dorothy Elliott, born on June 30, 1930 at Antler,
Saskatchewan, is a teacher and social service worker.
In 1959 she married Bob Jokanovich and they live at
Burnaby, B.C. and have one son and one daughter.
Paul was born October 4, 1961 and Carol was born
March 25, 1965.
Hugh Elliott went to school at Belses. He was
born December 30, 1901 in the Belses district. He
bought the southeast of 16-6-26 from his uncle in
1925 on January 12, and in 1928 married Jean Isobel
Ledingham of Brandon. She was born February 26,
1905. She was a school teacher and taught at Belses
and Kinloss schools. Mr. Elliott was a trustee on
Belses School board for a number of years and an
active member of the Pipestone United Church. He
died July 13, 1950. They have one son, William John
Charles and one daughter Marian Alice.
Charles Elliott was born on February 12, 1930 in
the Belses district, went to school at Belses, then
worked with his dad on the farm, southeast of
16-6-26. On October 25,1958 he married Jean Mabel
Boulton of Reston. He bought the farm of southeast
16-6-26 in 1959 from his mother. Charlie is presently
a member of the Session of the Pipestone United
Church and a 4H leader. They have three sons and
one daughter. Glenn Hugh, born October 23, 1960,
graduated from Grade XII at Reston Collegiate and in
1979 is presently taking Diploma Agriculture at University of Manitoba. Ronald William, born October
10, 1963 is in grade XII at Reston Collegiate. Garth
Charles, born January 10, 1966 is in grade IX at

Elliott, Will and Olive (Shilson)
William Charles Elliott came west from Brant
township in Bruce County, Ontario at the age of nine
with his parents, one brother and four sisters in 1885.
They spent the winter in Brandon, then came to the
Belses district in the spring of 1886. They took up a
homestead on the farm presently owned by Charles
Elliott of Pipestone (southeast quarter of 16-6-26).
"Will" Elliott, as he was known, married Olive
Edna Shilson of Bede in June 1904, and they farmed
in the Belses district on the farm presently owned by
Verne Edwards (southwest 5-6-26). They retired to
Pipestone in 1948.
There are six surviving family members: Douglas Leslie, a retired farmer now lives in Virden;
William Albert, a retired farmer who lives in Reston;
Russel Charles, a farmer is at Pipestone (northeast
20-7-26); John Walter, a machinery dealer is at
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Melita; Laurie Alma Dodds is retired, living at Regina; Ada Olive Renno is living at Melita.
William Charles Elliott died January 27, 1958 at
eighty-one years of age. Olive Edna Elliott died
January 27, 1970 at eighty-seven years of age. Note;
both deaths occurred on January 27.

Their son Bob lives at home and assists with the farm
operation.

Greenlay, David and Olabel (Mills)
Dave Greenlay came from the Bernice district.
He was raised there on a farm with his parents,
Benjamin and Jane Greenlay, two brothers and two
sisters. Dave served in W.W. II.
He married Olabel Mills in 1946 and farmed in
the Belses district. They moved to Pipestone in 1952,
where Dave worked in Cyril Hopkin's Garage. In
1959 Dave was appointed Postmaster and worked
there until his retirement in 1979. He takes great
pride in his gardens and spends many hours in caring
for them. Olabel worked in Bob's Lucky Dollar
Store.
From this union came three children: Murray
lives and works in Regina, Saskatchewan; Beverly
married Dwayne Barness of Pierson, Manitoba.
They have three daughters, Cynthia, Cheryl and Victoria; Glen lives and works at Melita.

Forder, William and Beatrice (Kenner)
Mr. and Mrs. William James Forder and family, a
daughter Rhea Pearl and son William Gordon left
Ontario March, 1903 to make a new home in Manitoba.
They settled in the Belses district (southeast of
10-6-26) where they made many lasting friends. In
the spring of 1906 they moved to Pipestone (17 -7 -26),
the former home of the James Tarray family. On June
24th of that year they mourned the loss of Gordon,
aged six years who died of scarlet fever.
On March 19, 1908, a son Harold Grenville was
born who still lives on the home farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Forder took a deep interest in community life. Mrs. Forder, the former Beatrice Kenner
was a devoted member of the Methodist Church, later
the United Church. She was a talented musician and
a former church organist and choir leader.
Mr. Forder was an elder of the United Church for
many years. In addition to his farming operation, he
was a strong supporter of the Reston Agricultural Fair
being one of the first directors and a frequent exhibitor of his high grade Shorthorn cattle. In the thirties
his farm was selected as an Illustration Station and
the annual Field Day was of interest to many people.
Mrs. Forder died at the family home October 15,
1940, in her sixtieth year following a brief illness.
Mr. Forder had been in poor health for sometime and
passed away at his home December 3rd, 1944, in his
seventy-seventh year.
Rhea Forder taught school for several years but,
with her love of music she became a piano teacher
and taught for over forty years. In 1978 she retired
and now lives' in Virden, Manitoba.
Harold continued the management of the farm.
During his school days he was keenly interested in
the Annual School Fair, winning many awards and
trips to Winnipeg. Later he became a leader of the
Pipestone Calf Club. He served in the R.M. of
Pipestone Council for twenty-two years induding a
time as deputy reeve, retiring in 1977.
In 1949 Harold Forder married the former Ellen
Wilson of Birtle. They have two of a family, Gail
Elaine and Robert Gordon. In 1978 Gail married
Raymond Joseph Paul Froquet of Saskatoon and they
now live at Shilo, Manitoba.
Harold and Ellen still reside on the home farm.

Hopkins, Samuel and Harriette (Petty)
George James Hopkins was born in Stratford,
Ontario on November 29, 1880. He came with his
parents Samuel and Harriette Hopkins to the Two
Creeks area near Virden at the age of four years. His
mother, whose maiden name was Harriette Petty, was
born in Dublin, Ireland on June 17th, 1857. After her
father passed away she and her mother came to Stratford, Ontario where her brother George was living.
There she met and married Samuel Hopkins in February, 1878. He had one son John from a former
marrIage.
While living in the Two Creeks area Mrs.
Hopkins' mother, who had come from Ontario with
them, passed away and was buried in Virden. The
family moved to what is now the Belses district and
took up a homestead on either the North West or
South West quarter of 12-6-26. Later they purchased
the east half of 11-6-26 where they built their home.
The father passed away in 1893 and was buried in
Melita. He left a family of six young children.
John, the son from his former marriage, quit his
job with the Canadian Pacific Railway and came
home to help raise the family. He farmed there until
his death in January 1918 at the age of fifty-four
years. During those years he served for several terms
on the Municipal Council of Albert. The family
attended the local school, with Carruthers and others
of the pioneer families.
George the eldest son, settled on the north half of
23-6-26 and later purchased the southwest quarter of
the same section from Sam Creighton and farmed
there until he sold out in the fall of 1928 and moved to
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then moving to Penticton where George worked until
retiring in 1970.
Others of the old Hopkins family were Hayward,
who married Ida Baker of the Bernice district;
Gertrude who married Sam Gould of the Bernice
district and Eva who married Allan Gould a brother
of Sam's. He passed away in 1920 and she moved to
Napinka where she married Raymond Webb. Samuel
the youngest son married Bernice Baker.
As one thinks back over the years since our
grandparents and others settled on the prairies one is
thankful for their endurance that made it possible for
us to have the privileges we enjoy today.

Reston. On December 27th, 1906 he married Margaret Jane Kelly who had come from Bruce County,
Ontario to visit her sister Mrs. Henry McLachlan;
who had earlier moved from Ontario with her husband and family and were farming north of Pipestone
in the valley on the farm later owned by Walter Davis.
Margaret Kelly decided to stay and operate a Dressmaking shop which she did until she made another
choice and decided to marry George and become a
farmer's wife. After selling the farm and moving to
Reston, they first rented a house on First Street and
George worked for Jack McMurchy, setting up machinery. In 1930 they bought the old Stonehouse
property and remodelled and enlarged the house
where they made their home. When the first rural
mail route was started in 1931 to the south of Reston,
he obtained the job and delivered the mail to the
Kinloss, Stonehill and Dublin districts twice a week
until his death on October 18th, 1940, after a fall
from a dray he was operating for Wm. Lockart. He
was buried in the Pipestone cemetery.
George and Margaret had two sons. Gerald who
was born October 1908 and passed away in May 1911.
Earl was born in November 1916, attended school in
Belses and later in Reston. He left Reston in the early
thirties and went to Ontario where, except for a time
spent overseas during World War II, he has continued
to make his home. In September 1939, he married
Marion Turner of Wiarton, Ontario. They had a son
Gary, now with the Canadian Armed Forces in
Dartsmouth, Nova Scotia; and a daughter Sheila
Flaxman of St. Catherines, Ontario. His wife Marion
passed away in Windsor, Ontario in August 1972.
George and Margaret's only daughter Iva was
born on June 24, 1910, and attended school at Belses
and Pipestone until graduating in 1928. High school
years were spent driving back and forth with Jennie
Forke by horse and cart in the spring and fall and
boarding with Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morrison in
Pipestone during the winter months. Also boarding
there were Kay Dempsey, Dorothy Phillips from
Findlay, and Gertrude Nicholson. Many good times
were had, doing homework together around the dining room table by the light of a coal-oil lamp. In the
fall of 1928 Iva left for New Westminster, B.C. and
stayed with her Aunt Mrs. Sam Gould while attending Business College, returning to Reston in 1929.
After working for the lawyer, A. K. Cates for a short
while, when his stenographer Miss Mabel Sallows
took a well earned holiday, Iva worked for Mr. Alfred
Archer until her marriage to George Sutcliffe of the
Kinloss district on March 31, 1931. After farming
there through the hungry thirties they moved to Ontario, for a few years before moving to British Columbia in October 1945, living first at Agassiz and

Mills, Harold and Elizabeth (Mitchell)
Harold Mills was born at Griswold in 1901. In
1904 he and his family moved to the Belses district.
He took over the farm and married Elizabeth
Mitchell in 1920. In 1946, they moved to Pipestone
where he took the job as drayman. In 1953, he started
working for the Anglo Canadian Oil Company and
worked there for thirteen years. Mrs. Mills passed
away in 1959 and Mr. Mills moved to Brandon. After
retiring he moved to Virden until the time of his
passing in 1972.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mills were blessed with
three children: Olabel married Dave Greenlay and
lives at Pipestone; Dorothy married Paul Bachewick
and lives at Lampman, Saskatchewan. They have
five children, Bryan, Colleen, Debbie and Brent who
all work in Saskatoon, and Wayne who is at home.
Garry married Shirley Hildebrandt and lives at Regina, Saskatchewan. They have two boys, Donald
and Andrew, at home.

Pringle, Adam and Nellie (Allan)
Mr. Adam Pringle son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Pringle of Hawick, Roxburghshire, Scotland, came
to Canada in 1907, to the Robert Dodd's farm at
Pipestone, Belses District. He worked there until the
fall of 1909 when he returned to Scotland. On March
25th, 1910, he married Nellie Cavers Allan and they
returned to Canada. The boat trip took three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Miller with family and a
parrot were on the same boat coming to Pipestone
too.
The Pringles came to the Robert Dodd's farm
working there and at Jock Forbes.
In 1911 they moved to the farm of Mr. John
Crawford the northwest of section 20-6-26,
Pipestone. Mr. Pringle managed the farm for Mr.
Crawford, who lived in Pipestone operating a lumber
yard and the Post Office. Mr. Crawford owned a herd
of registered Hereford cattle which he showed at fairs
around.
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While there one winter, a cow kicked Mr. Pringle
breaking his leg. As it was stormy, the doctor could
not come and when he did manage to come the leg
was so swollen it could not be set. He had to lie with it
in a wooden box until it healed. Three children were
born to Mr. and Mrs. Pringle while on the Crawford
farm: Katie, Mrs. Wm. Callan of Virden; Nellie,
Mrs. Stan Taylor of Reston and Margaret, Mrs. Jim
Forsyth of Pipestone.
In 1917, Pringles moved to Pipestone Village
where Mr. Pringle worked as a drayman for Mr.
Crawford. Betty, Mrs. Evan Ellis of Reston was born
there.
In the spring of 1917 Mr. Pringle and family
moved to the farm now owned by A. O. Henuset
9-7-26. It was then owned by the C.P.R.
While there, there was a bad fire in Pipestone
which burned several of the business places, including the livery barn and the drug store.
There was also a three day blizzard when the
trains could not get through. The men had to go and
help dig snow to help the snow plow get through. The
children went over to the track when the first train
came through, looking down onto the train from the
top of the snowbanks.
Mr. Pringle used to haul wood from the sand hills
during the winter months.
In 1916 he bought his first car, a model T Ford
from Messr's Skelding and Davis. He had it until
1936.
In 1921, Pringles moved three miles north of
Pipestone to the Wm. Lothian farm where Homer
Davis now farms.
George, Edna (Mrs. Charlie Cook of Reston),

Edward and Shirley, (Mrs. Ed Page of Hargrave)
were born there.
During these years, all except Ted and Shirley
attended school and Sunday school at Pipestone.
Times were hard and the children used to have to
pick saskatoons to help eke out the fruit and also
gather kindling wood from the bush. Many times
Margaret walked to town with a few dozen eggs at
five cents a dozen to get a bit of sugar.
The family made their own amusement. They
would walk half-way down the road to Henusets and
Henusets would come the other half, where they
played ball and games.
In 1933 Pringles moved again to the Hillview
district north of Reston, purchasing the Eisler farm,
now the home of Jim Pringle (grandson) family, the
northeast of 7-8-27 .
George, Edna, Ted and Shirley attended school at
Hillview, Mr. Delbert Duncan being their first teacher there.
Nellie taught at Hillview from 1933-1935.
Edna finished her High School at Fairfax when
Nellie was teaching there and then she worked in the
store and Post Office there. She also worked. in the
Post Office 'at Reston.
'"
Margaret worked in the Blackstone Cafe in Winnipeg, did some permit teaching at Lambton and
Pierson and worked in the Co-op store at Pipestone.
Mr. and Mrs. Pringle retired to Virden on May
14, 1964 where Mr. Pringle passed away in 1968.
Mrs. Pringle went to the Westman Home, Virden, in 1976 and passed away in the Virden Hospital,
February 5th, 1977.
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Clover Hill
porch and coal shed and flue (chimney) for the sum of
$170.00 was accepted. The tender, although let only
in July, saw the school ready for use on the 29th day
of August. The cost of the material for building was
$650.00.
In August the secretary ordered furnishings for
the school and hired their first teacher, Miss Irene
McKenzie for the sum of $50.00 per month. Pupils in
attendance for the opening were: Vera Moulton,
Edith Eisler, Laura Eisler, Edward Eisler, Alice
Bann, Annie Bann and Jean Bann.
In November 1910, the following accounts were
presented: A. E. Steele - lumber account $650.00; K. Eisler - draying coal and cleaning
school- $7.50; P. Witney account - $71.50. The
secretary received $14.35 and W. R. Merrill $56.50
for hardware, teacher was to receive $150.00 on
salary and V. Reed received 60¢.
In June 1913, it was decided to get someone to
break some ground for the planting of shade trees. At
the next meeting a motion was made by K. Eisler,
seconded by H. Opper that Dan Mazur be paid
$10.00 for breaking land and repairing gate. These
were the days when the people in the district did the
work to keep their school operating and for a number
of years Mrs. K. Eisler (Ed Eisler's mother) washed
the school for the sum of $5.00. Fires were put on for
25¢ a morning.
The years from 1913 to 1926 were routine and in
1926, the first repairs were being made: such as, a
new door for the school porch, repairing and cleaning outhouses and a new roof on the barn. Coal and
wood seemed to be the main items. The school was
also used for dances and one could rent the school for
$10.00 and put on a dance.
On January 1, 1930 a motion was made that a
charge of 50¢ a day be made for the use of the school
for Divine Services for six months, money to be paid
in advance. In 1930 Mr. T. Smith of Sinclair was
hired as foreman to build a new barn, with salary 35¢
per hour. In 1931 the board recommended that the
teacher receive a $50.00 reduction in salary and the

New home site in Sinclair.

Clover-Hill
The name' Clover-Hill' was dedided upon as just
a short distance east of the school was quite a large
hill covered with clover plants. The hill has since
disappeared as number 2 highway has been improved
several times over the years.
The school lives on although no longer as an
institution of learning. It now sits in Sinclair as a
storage building.
The first ratepayers' meeting was held on
March 24, 1910 at the Kon Eisler residence. The first
trustees were: H. Crawford, K. Eisler, 1. Moulton,
and G. Radford was appointed secretary, and received $10.00 per year for his service.
The next meeting was held on May 9 at the Eisler
home. Mr. Radford resigned his position and Mr.
Crawford took his place. It was decided to put the
school on the S. W. of Section 21-7-29. Money was to
be raised by debentures to be sold on a ten-year term.
In June the tenders for construction of the foundation
were opened, and the tender of P. H. Witney to build
the foundation, fence the yard, and do two days of
stoning for the sum of $71.50 was accepted. On July
9, the tender of Mr. Teeple to build the schoolhouse,
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new rate be $800.00. (she accepted). By 1937 teachers' salaries had fallen to $400.00 per annum.
Christmas concerts were held yearly with trustees
paying an average of $4.00 for Christmas treats for
the children. In the forties things began looking up
and teachers received a livable salary, but our district
population began to fall in the 1960's and in July,
1967 our school was moved into Sinclair where it was
used as a classroom for Grades 3 and 4.
A few of the activities that took place in our
school were the yearly Christmas concerts in which
all the children took part, and for ever so many years
the music was supplied by an organ that was loaned
by the Mazurs and was usually played by Mrs.
Lidington who was a music teacher. Money was not
plentiful and the teachers made use of any ready
material. In 1927 our teacher, Miss A. Medlicott had
the children bring in a poplar tree and decorate it as
their Christmas tree. How tall and proud that tree
looked with its homemade decorations!
Dances and box socials were the order of the time
and this is where everyone learned to dance as children and adults mixed together to form couples.
Perhaps I should explain what a box social is. Ladies
pack a lunch box with enough lunch for two people
and then proceed to decorate it with fancy paper and
ribbons. The trick was to get the box into the school
without anyone seeing what it was like. At lunch time
the boxes were auctioned off to the highest bidder.
Sometimes a lady would tell her beau what her box
looked like so he would be sure to get her box, but
unknown to the ladies, some young guy would have
gone back stage and changed the ribbons around.
Imagine some young swain bidding all his 50¢ on a
box that his young lady said was decorated with a red
paper bow, only to have it switched with some married lady with three or four children in town and he
ends up with her. Many old-time dances were performed such as: the seven-step, the bellfield, strip the
willow, the waltz-country and good old circle twostep. Toward the end of the dance a couple of ladies
would step out the "charleston" while a few of the
more agile men would do a "step dance". Then it
was away to the barn for the men to get the team
hitched up, a cheery good night no matter how cold it
was, and everyone headed for home.
In the summer it was picnic time which was held
mostly on the last day of school. Ball playing, racing
and contests were enjoyed by young and old.
During the school days a variety of games were
played. Some to our memory were: 'anti-I-over',
'pump-pump-pull-away', and one in particular was
called 'zulu'. In this game all the pupils were tagged
up at home base, usually the doorstep, and one person was named "it". This person carried a small

Clover-Hill Christmas concert, 1965.
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piece of firewood and if you felt brave you were to
run around the school while he hid around one of the
corners. Now, if he hit you with the stick, you were
"it" and the trick was to circle the school and get
back home. The teacher ended this game when one of
the runners was knocked out when hit on the head by
one of the larger pieces of wood.
Preparing for field days was another event really
looked forward to, as we not only got a day away
from school, but spent considerable time preparing
for it. Then it was off to Virden, later to Elkhorn and
then to Reston to display our talents in marching and
field and track.
Showers for newlyweds were also held in our
school and it was with deep regret that we saw our
school close and moved to Sinclair. But progress
waits for no one and times as well as people change,
whether for better or worse, who are we to be the
judge?
Clover-Hill teacher were: Miss Irene McKenzie
-1910 - $50 a month; Miss Christina Campbell1911-1912 - $50.00 a month; Miss H. Paisley 1913 - $638 a year; Mrs. Minnie Park - 1914 $667; Miss E. A. McFadden -1915 - $600; Miss
Dell Park-1916-$65 a month; Miss Nora Pigg1916 - $65 a month; Miss Marian Hurst - 1918$750 a year; Miss Mae Lamb - 1919 - $80 a
month; Miss Lorena A. Brown - $900 a year; Miss
Clara Tait - 1919 - $900; 1. S. Milton - 1920$1000; Miss Ethel Sinclair - 1921; Miss Elizabeth
Dougall-1922; Miss Watson; Miss Doreen Guthrie
- 1923; Miss Winton - 1924; Miss Adelaide

Students in Clover-Hill school, 1925. On gate L to R: Bill
Mayert, Allan Mazur, Oscar Zelmer, Russell Mazur, Alex
Zelmer, Vincent Gemmill, Oscar Mangelson. Standing behind
Adam Zelmer, Lew Mayert.

Clover-Hill school class, 1928. Back Row: August Dittmer, Bill
Mayert, Louise Mangelson, Evelyn Zelmer, Louise Mangelson, Allan Mazur, Bill Duncan. Centre Row: Elsie Mayert,
Oscar Zelmer, Sara Mayert, Russell Mazur, Dan Dittmer, Anna
Mazur, Mike Mazur. Front Row: Rachel Mayert and Lydia
Mayert.

Last class at Clover-Hill school, 1966. Back Row: Rick Bender,
Wayne Mayert, Allan Ross, Jim Ross, Murray Dittmer, David
Dittmer, Dale Mayert. Middle Row: Blake Dittmer, Miles Mayert, Doug Ross, Bonnie Mayert, Larry Mazur, Randy Dittmer,
Mrs. D. Henderson. Front Row: Sandra Dixon, Darlene Dixon,
Terry Mayert, Brenda Dittmer, Garnet Dixon, Leanne Dittmer,
June Ross.

Clover-Hill at Virden Field Day, 1928.
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Dittmer, Walter and Augusta (Leist)

Ready to

Walter John Dittmer was born at Stratford, Ontario in October 1891. He came west about 1908,
coming to Sinclair. He worked for his sister's husband Kon Eisler for two years, one year for Ed Dyon
at Antler and then got work on the railroad.
In 1912, he married Augusta Leist, daughter of
Chris Leist of Antler, Saskatchewan. Augusta was
born in the Ukraine in November, 1895 . She came to
Canada with her parents in 1910 and came to Antler,
Saskatchewan.
The Dittmers moved to Wauchope, Saskatchewan where Walter worked on the railroad for two
years before they moved to Antler and farmed a
quarter section out of town. In 1916 he moved onehalf south of the Clover Hill district, onto the southeast quarter of 17-7-29 where they lived until 1950.
They moved northeast of Sinclair on the southwest of
34-7-29 and stayed there until 1955 when they moved
to Pipestone, Manitoba.
Walter John passed away in 1973 and Mrs. Dittmer resides in the Fairview Home in Brandon.
The couple had seven children, four living, two
who predeceased their father and one who passed
away in later life. Christ Leist froze to death in a
blizzard on March 20, 1920 while going from Antler
to see his daughter Mrs. Rom Kennedy. The day
started very mild and by noon the day had become a
raging blizzard. Mr. Leist was found the next day.
The horse was seen from the Kennedy house.
The children are: August who married Helen
Opper. They have seven children and farm at Sinclair,
Manitoba.
Dan, served in the armed forces, married Wilhelmeina Ball. Dan passed away in 1973 in Brandon.
His wife and son, Ward reside in Brandon.
Henry, married Beverly Opper and they have
three children and live in Brandon.
Bertha married Robert Bulloch of Reston. They
lived in Brandon and had two children. Robert and
daughter Wendy perished in an automobile accident.
Bertha lives in Victoria and son Jack lives in Brandon.
Minta married Albert Tinant. They have four
children and live at Antler, Saskatchewan.

move.

Johnston - 1925; Miss Alice Medlicott 1926-1927; Miss Mary McDonald - 1928; Miss
Flora Davidson - 1929; Miss Mary Stewart 1930-1932; Miss Florence McArthur - 1933-1935;
Miss Lyla Martin -1935-1937; Miss Lillian Smeltz
- 1939; Miss Duncan - 1940; Miss Madeline Demasson - 1941; Miss Dorothy Reid - 1942; Miss
Dufault - 1944; closed - 1944-1945; Miss M. I.
Moffatt - 1946; Brian Allen - 1947; Mr. A. E.
Bathgate and Miss Blanch Lott - 1948; Miss Irene
Persons, Miss Evelyn Mayert and Miss Margaret
Chambers - 1949; closed - 1950-1954; Miss Norma Lautmus - 1954; Mrs. Irene Graham 1955-1957-$2,400; Mrs. A. Moffatt-1958-1959;
Mr. Henry Toews - 1960-1961; Mrs. Reimer 1962; Miss Tenzer, Ernet Eistler and Mrs. Forke 1963; Mrs. Havey - 1964; Mrs. Henderson 1965-1966.
In 1967 Clover-Hill school was moved to Sinclair.

Dittmer, August and Helen (Opper)
August Dittmer, son of Walter and Augusta Dittmer, was born in Wauchope, Saskatchewan, on
November 11, 1914.
They moved to the Sinclair district in 1916. August attended the Clover Hill School.
In 1953 he married Helen Anna Opper, the
daughter of William and Annabelle (Martin) Opper.
Helen was born in Antler, Saskatchewan in 1936.
August and Helen live on the southeast quarter of
34-7-29. They have seven children. David married
Charlene Willis on February 1st, 1980 and live in
Swan Lake, Manitoba. Brenda lives in Calgary.
Leanne lives in Brandon and is a Registered Nurse in
Phychiatry. Alvin resides in Brandon. Blake, Sherri
and Victoria all live at home.
August and Helen have three grandchildren.

Dixon, Mervin and Leota (Opper)
Mervin is the oldest son of Richard Haden Dixon,
then of Maryfield, Saskatchewan and Ella Margaret
(Martin) then of Fairlight, Saskatchewan. He was
born on his parent's farm section 32-8-30 on December 26, 1927 in the Antler area near Coulson school.
Now Dick and Ella are retired and live in Powell
River, B.C.
Merv's first years of school were at Coulson,
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John Duncan was school trustee and chairman of
Cloverhill School for many years, also Councillor or
Pipestone Municipality, Sunday school Superintendent and Church elder of Antler United Church.
In 1944 he bought Tom McKay's farm north of
Sinclair and lived there till his death in October of
1969.
Bernice Jane (Duncan) Kay, born on farm east of
Antler July 31, 1920, was the only daughter of John
Peter Duncan and Anna Johnson. She went to public
school at Clover Hill, high school at Antler,
Saskatchewan, and Normal school at Regina. She is
still teaching grade six at Maryfield. She married
Wm. Claude Kay of Maryfield, Saskatchewan on
July 21, 1943. Claude is an Imperial Oil Agent.
Bernice and Claude's children: Larry William
Kay was born at Virden Hospital November 14,1945,
Claudia Ann and Wendy Lou. Their children: Ward
William Kay, May 25, 1967; Tracy Lynne Kay, May
17, 1968; Warren Larry Kay, July 8, 1969. Wife
Gerry presently is teaching grade five at Redvers.
Claudia Ann Kay has B. Sc. Nursing at Saskatoon (taught nursing) and lives at North Battleford,
Saskatchewan. Children born at North Battleford,
Union Hospital were: Paul Reginald Cawood, October 28, 1972; Bradley George Cawood, August II,
1974; Stephanie Dawn Cawood, October 11, 1975;
Michael William Cawood, December 20, 1977.
Wendy Lou Kay is a registered nurse, trained at
Saskatoon. She married David Marshall Renwick of
Maryfield (Principal of Elementary school at Jansen,
Saskatchewan) at Maryfield on August 14, 1971.
They live at Jansen, Saskatchewan. Their children:
Aron Wilson Renwick, born May I, 1975 at St. Paul's
Hospital in Saskatoon; Janelle Rae Renwick, born
December 6, 1976 at Humbolt Hospital, Humbolt,
Saskatchewan; Kyle David Renwick, born September 24, 1979 at Humbolt Hospital.

leaving the district at an early age with his parents
and brother.
Years later Merv was employed with Nesbitt Labine Uranium Mine, Uranium City, Saskatchewan on
the north side of Lake Athabasca.
May 23, 1955 Mervin and Leota (Opper), the
only child of Albert and Myra Opper, were married in
Antler United Church, then off to Edmonton, Alberta, by motor car, where the car was stored and the last
of the trip to Uranium City was made by plane. The
reason, no road and cars had to be taken in by barge
on Lake Athabasca. However many folks had taken a
car in, but it would remain there. So often some one
going on holidays would fly to Edmonton, pick up
the Chevy or some other car of a friend's and off they
would go on holidays. There was always a car on
camp for the Dixon's when they needed one.
The first home was a little cottage on the solid
rock beside Eagle Lake, with crystal clear water and
mouth watering fish at all times, due to the cold
water.
August 3, 1956 we were blessed with our first
born, a son, Garnet Hartley Dixon, the third white
baby to be born in the newly constructed hospital in
Uranium City.
Then came the closing of the Uranium Mines, so
families left to seek work elsewhere, so off to Manitoba we came and on September 10, 1957 our first
daughter Darlene Leota Dixon was born in the Reston
Hospital, Reston, Manitoba. On September 25, 1958
our second daughter Sandra Lee Dixon was also born
in Reston Hospital, Reston, Manitoba. All three children started school at Clover Hill.
After several moves including ten years of farming in the Clover Hill district, again we returned to
Saskatchewan and finally to Esterhazy,
Saskatchewan where Merv is employed with the
LM.C. Potash Mine, at Esterhazy, Saskatchewan.
On June 30, 1978 our first grandchild, Ella Daun
Dixon was born in General Hospital at Yorkton,
Saskatchewan.

Eisler, Edward and Alice (Medlicott)
Ed Eisler was born on December 10, 1904 in the
Pipestone Municipality on 16-7-29. He attended
Clover Hill school.
He married Sarah Alice Medlicott of Altamonte,
who was born on December 4, 1900. He met Alice
when she taught school at Clover Hill. Alice was the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William A. Medlicott and
Ed, the son of Konrad and Emma Eisler, who homesteaded on 16-7-29. Ed had two sisters, Laura and
Norma.
Edward and Alice's children were; Verna May,
Vernon Edward, Wilma Eleanor, Ernest Konrad and
William George.
Verna, born October 24, 1933 at Sinclair, married

Duncan, John and Anna (Johnson)
John Peter Duncan was born at Lanark, Ontario
July 15, 1891, the oldest son of William Duncan and
Jane Dobbie.
In 1907 or 1908 he came west from Lanark,
Ontario, to farm land his father and grandfather had
bought.
On October 21, 1914, he married Anna Johnson
of Winnipeg, a school teacher. Their children were
born on the farm east of Antler. William Finnur
Duncan was born August 10, 1916; Bernice Jane
Duncan. born July 31, 1920; John Douglas, born
February 25,1923; Hugh Murray, born May 9,1925.
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He took with him at least three loads of horses,
cattle and grain. He still had his purebred cattle and
stallion. Water was a great problem he later learned.
Up to this move they had never known the want of
water. Here they stayed for about ten years.
A son-in-law in the Gull Lake, Cabri District
urged Grandma and Grandpa to leave and go to the
land of "milk and honey". They went, but things
were not in their favor. The "Dirty Thirties" were
upon them. Wind, dust and grasshoppers were the
order of the day. They and so many more waited
around too long. The lean years had eaten any fat
ones. So again they said their good-byes to many
dear neighbours and friends, and brought one carload with him to Tisdale, Saskatchewan where he
sold what was left.
He died at Tisdale on Sunday, May 4, 1941 at
seventy-nine years of age. His wife died Friday
November 28, 1952 at ninety-two years and five
months and sixteen days. Interment is at Tisdale,
Cemetery.

Peter French of Pipestone and has three children,
Calvin, Kenneth and Debbie.
Vernon, born October 24, 1933 at Sinclair,
farmed until his death in 1974.
Wilma, born November 3, 1930 at Sinclair,
taught school before marrying William Kruk of
Souris. They have five children, Shirley Ann, Billy
Joseph, Jean Elizabeth and John H.
Ernest Konrad was born on section 33-4-8 June
9, 1935. He taught school for over seven years. He
became an accountant in B.C., U.S.A., Manitoba
and Quebec for an oil company; then for the Alberta
school board. He married Colleen Lynn in June, 1971
and they have two children, Cheryl Ann and
Charlene Sara.
William George was born in Sinclair on July 7,
1939. He took schooling later at Musker Engineering
and was a welder with Cancade Bros.; then engineer
with Burns Meat. He married Ruth Funk of Brandon
and they have two children, Derrick Shawn and Angela.
All the children took their early schooling at
Clover Hill and Sinclair. Wilma attended Antler and
Tuxedo T. T. Ernest attended Brandon College Teacher Training.

Harvey, Nelson and Evelyn (Opper)
Evelyn was born in the Clover Hill district January 10, 1915, daughter of the late Henry John (Harry)
and Elizabeth Opper (nee Newhouse).
She received her education at Clover Hill and
Ramsay school, Antler, Saskatchewan.
Evelyn and Nelson Harvey were married on
November 20, 1940 at Antler.
Nelson is the son of the late Mr. Roy Harvey and
Mary (nee Stuart) Harvey.
Nelson and Evelyn have two children: Myrna
Elizabeth Mary and Grant Laverne.
Myrna was born at Reston, Manitoba in the
Pipestone municipality. She was a premature baby
and weighed three pounds at birth. Dr. Clark of
Reston and Mrs. Holton were at the bedside when
Myrna was born. She was his first premature delivery
after many years of medical practise. Florence
Holton crocheted a bonnet for the baby using a tea
cup for a model for size. Myrna's incubator was a
wool blanket and two hot water bottles in a basket.
She was fed with an eye dropper the first while, until
she was able to nurse from a nipple. She was bathed
with a face cloth in olive oil for the first two months.
She received her education at Fertile and at I.D.S. in
from Regina. She nursed 1962-1965.
Grant received his education at Fertile until the
school discontinued the high grades and then went on
to Storhoaks and Gainsborough.
Grant and Myrna were both active in 4H and won
awards for their endeavors.
Nelson and Evelyn are semi-retired after many

Griffith, Richard and Jennie (Armstrong)
Mr. Richard Griffith (Grandpa) came from Ireland. He worked on the farm for Mr. and Mrs.
Armstrong at Almont, Ontario and was married to
Miss Jennie Armstrong. Their daughter was born on
December 20, 1882 at Perth, Ontario.
The above couple came with their five children
Peter, John, George, Bella and Richard.
Mrs. Griffith, Bella, George and Richard travelled by train to Winnipeg. Mr. Griffith came by
stock car with the horses and machinery.
Mr. Griffith rented a house west of Mr. 1. A.
Clare's on Emma Street. The children went to school
where now stands the Safeway Store and Fenwick's
store.
He drew cord wood that winter from the mountains to keep the table supplied. At this residence
William 1. Griffith was born.
Mr. Griffith specialized in Shorthorn purebred
cattle. He bought more land and went to the Manitoba border very near Antler, Saskatchewan.
George had bought 6-13-15 in 1914 and sold it to
Mr. E. Evans in 1920. He bought the northeast quarter of 13-13-15 and the southwest quarter of 24-13-16
from his dad.
In 1915 Mr. Griffith had bought a gasoline portable threshing outfit. This engine had not enough
power to run any more than one man feeding it slowly
so he traded it for a steamer.
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clair; daughter Irene and husband Bill Wiebe; Calgary, Alberta; sons and daughter-in-Iaws, Jim and
wife Helen (nee Josephson) at Roblin; Robert and
wife Marika (nee Perchaluk) at Neepawa; Herb and
wife Naomi (nee Read) at Sinclair; Lome and wife
Lynn (nee Davis); Alvin and wife Faye (nee Jago).
There are thirteen grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren.
Dan's work is still being carried on by his sons:
Herb, Lome and Alvin.

years of community and church work. They both
enjoyed curling and dancing.

Isaac, Daniel and Kathleen (Bartel)
Dan was the grandson of Abraham and Margaretha (nee Loewen) Isaac, who immigrated from
Russia to Canada in 1874; and the first of seven
children born to Abram L. and Katherine (nee
Friesen) Isaac.
Dan was born November 9, 1905 in Aberdeen,
Saskatchewan. In the years to follow, the Abram
Isaac's and family made their homes in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, Hochstadt, Manitoba and finally
Kleefeld, Manitoba.
On July 22,1928, Dan married Katherine Bartel.
Their first home was in Hochstadt. In 1938 they and
their two children; Irene and Jim moved to Kleefeld,
Manitoba. The next fifteen years saw an addition of
four more children; Robert, Herb, Lome and Alvin.
Dan's work during this time varied, butcher, dynamite blaster and an egg grader. In 1944 he discovered his true calling, a beekeeper.
Dan commenced beekeeping in the Kleefeld
area, and as his business grew he and his family
ventured west, first to Oak Lake and finally to the
Clover Hill District in 1953. Here he bought a half
section of land 32-7-29, from Doug Duncan, hence
the beginning of the Clover Hill Honey Farm.
The first honey house was a remodelled bam. In
1957 Dan and his sons built one of the most modern
and up-to-date honey houses in the province of Manitoba. A few years later, they decided to rent the land,
sell the livestock and go into honey production on a
bigger scale.
In 1959, the eldest son Jim and his wife moved to
Roblin where they started the "Lake Side Honey
Farm".
In 1968 Dan and sons, Herb and Lome formed a
company, the beginning of a new era, West-Man
Honey Producers Ltd. 1968 also saw the addition of a
new honey house and machinery line.
At this time Dan turned to the bookkeeping duties, straining and packing of honey, travelling with
his wife Kath or friend Roy.
Dan's youngest son, Alvin joined West-Man
Honey Producers Ltd. in 1970.
During Dan's twenty-three years in the Clover
Hill District he was trustee of the Clover Hill School
Board, chairman ofthe Reston Community Hospital,
President and Director of the Manitoba Honey Producer's Co-op and Director of the Canadian Bee
Keepers Council.
Dan enjoyed fairly good health but passed away
suddenly June 5, 1976.
Dan is survived by his loving wife, Kath of Sin-

Mayert, Edward (Ted) and Eleanor (Kube)
Edward (Ted) Mayert was born 1921, the son of
Julius and Holdena Mayert Yankee. His parents were
both born in Poland. Ted had eight sisters and five
brothers. One brother Louis died in 1977. Ted took
his schooling at Clover Hill school. He helped on
farms around Sinclair, then served in the Armed
forces at Victoria, B.C. from 1942 until 1944. He
then bought the north half of 22-7-29 prairie land,
from the University of Manitoba and broke it.
In 1952 he married Eleanor Kube daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Kube (nee Matilda Titchkosky) of
Morden. They built a house on the southwest of
22-7-29 and farmed there until 1961 and then rented
the land, as Ted was stricken with Multiple Sclerosis.
They lived there until December 1976 when they sold
the farm to their son. They moved into a Mobile
Home in Sinclair and still live there. Ted and Eleanor
had a family of five.
Wayne, born in 1954, took his schooling in
Clover Hill, Sinclair and Reston. He then took oneyear course in Chemical Technology at Red River
College, farmed for five years on the Ed. Eisler farm,
and is now working in Winnipeg.
Dale, born in 1955, took his schooling in Clover
Hill, Sinclair and Reston. He worked for Nelson
River Construction and is still at Gulf in Reston. He
married Cheri (nee) Anderson in 1977, daughter of
Vilas and Vivian Anderson from Reston. They have a
girl and a boy, Melissa and Ryan.
Miles, born in 1956, took his schooling in Clover
Hill and Sinclair. He worked for Nelson River Construction, drove a truck in Redvers, Winnipeg and for
Shur Gain at Kola and is now farming the Ed Eisler
farm.
Timothy, born in 1959, took his schooling in
Sinclair and Reston. He worked for U.G.G. in Elgin
and is now working in the mill of Shur Gain at Kola,
Manitoba.
Colleen, born 1961, took her schooling in Sinclair and Reston where she is now completing her
Grade 12, this year 1979.
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Mayert Laurence, (Chuck) and Eileen
(Bender)

blessed with two sons; Douglas Allan, born on October 14, 1943, and Daniel Lee, born on August 21,
1948. Douglas married Harriet Van Dyke and they
have two sons; Douglas Lee, born in 1965 and Dale
Andrew, born in 1968. Daniel married Donna L.
Cameron and they have a daughter, Andrea Nicole.
The L. B. Taylor family came to Virden first after
leaving Newfondland. They farmed the Manser farm
near Virden, and Grace was born in the Ed McGuffin
home in Virden while the family was farming the
Cemetery farm there. They moved to the Andy Caldwell farm, north of Reston, then to the "Fairplace",
the house and farm owned by Sandy Bulloch, two
miles west of town, before moving into town. Besides Grace, the Taylors had four other children;
Harold who died in 1957; Roy who died in 1941;
Hope (Mrs. L. R. Porter) who lives in Alberni, B.C.
and Millie (Mrs. W. Henderson). Roy was killed in a
traffic accident in Vancouver. Hope, (Mrs. Porter)
was the recipient in 1977 of the Canada Medal in
honor of the Queen's Jubilee. She received her education in Reston and was an outstanding student. She
is well known in Alberni for her work in the field of
Special Education and Community Services.
L. B. as he was known, was the Wiley Law
elevator operator for some time at Linklater,
Napinka, and Melita, before poor crops and depression caused their closure; after which, the family
moved to Vancouver where Lemuel died on February
II, 1955 and his wife Beatrice died on November 29,
1972.
An uncle of Allan Mazur's, Konrad Mazur, lived
at Sinclair for a while and then moved to White Rock,
B.C.

Oliver Laurence Mayert (Chuck) was born at
Sinclair in 1923, son of Julius and Holdina Mayert.
He attended school at Clover Hill and like most farm
boys of this era he dropped out of school at an early
age to help his father and brothers with the work.
As a young man he was fond of wild-life, hockey,
swimming and baseball. He also worked at a logging
camp at Port Arthur, Ontario and a sawmill at Victoria, B.C.
In 1955 he married Eileen Bender who had
moved to Sinclair in 1953 with her parents from
Neudorf, Saskatchewan. They made their home on
16-7-29.
Their only son Terry was born in 1957. He attended school at Clover Hill, Sinclair and Reston.
Chuck and Eileen were interested in changes and
yard improvements. Many trees were planted, a new
barn and house built and more land was bought from
Chuck's brothers, Henry and Lou.
Their activities besides farming were many.
There were Sunday School classes, curling, their
great family reunions and they cheered their hearts
out at baseball and hockey games in which Terry
participated, at this time he plays with the Reston
Rockets.
In 1977 Chuck and Eileen settled in Reston, at
which time Terry married Robyn Craig of Headingly,
Manitoba and moved to the home farm. They have
two daughters and a son: Trinity was born in 1977,
Darcie in 1978 and Buddy Craig, born in 1980.
Terry's dream as a youngster was to farm and be a
cattleman. This now has come true. He has established a Simmental herd. The good father-and-son
relationship has kept Chuck commuting to the farm
during the busy seasons.

Mazur, Dan and Jessie (Boreski)
Dan Mazur was born in Skallat, Poland, on May
4, 1889. At the age of fourteen he decided to go and
see the land of America that everyone was talking
about. Getting on a cattle boat he worked his way to
the United States where he went to work in a brick
factory in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Two years later he
again went wandering and ended up in Belleville,
Ontario, where he worked at various jobs until he was
eighteen.
Deciding that the west held more promise, he
came to Reston to work on the railroad with what was
known as the "Extra Gang". He was working in
Medicine Hat, Alberta when a large number of men
decided to quit, due to an argument over food; and he
found that in order to get back to Swift Current they
had to walk. After three years of railroad work Dan
decided to try farm work. In Antler, Saskatchewan in
the spring of 1910, he was asked by a Mr. A. E. Steele
about going to work on a farm for a Mike Tiede who

Mazur, Allan and Grace (Taylor)
Allan Mazur, the eldest son of Dan and Jessie
(Boreski) Mazur, was born on June 5th, 1912 on the
family farm west of Clover Hill School. He received
his education at Clover Hill school, which was west
of Sinclair, Manitoba. In 1941 Allan moved to Vancouver, B.C. and on October 3rd, 1942, in Vancouver, he married Grace Taylor of Reston, who had
also moved to B.C. in 1942.
Grace was born on December 10, 1918 at Virden,
Manitoba, and attended school in Reston. She was
the daughter of Lemuel B. Taylor, born December 13,
1879 on Change Islands, Newfoundland and Beatrice
(Jeans) Taylor, born June 21, 1884, in St. Johns,
Newfoundland. The Taylors came to the Reston area
in 1917 and moved to Vancouver, B.C. in 1942.
Allan and Grace who still live in Vancouver were
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was living with his family on the southwest quarter of
28-7 -29. That spring his employer became desperately ill and passed away in the Brandon hospital with
a ruptured appendix. Dan continued working on the
farm until the fall of 19I1 when he married the widow
Tiede. Jessie Tiede was the former Jessie Boreski
born in Galieu, Poland on March 12, 1887. Her story
is elsewhere in this book. Dan was a fine blacksmith
and in the era known as the Hungry Thirties his shop
was often the gathering place of three or four neighbors. Often as late as midnight you could hear the
ring of his hammer as he pounded out a set of plow
shares for neighbors who would find some way of
repaying the favor, as the thought of charging money
never entered anyone's mind; anyway who had
money? Jessie found time to raise a family of seven,
tend the garden, milk cows and do all the housework,
and still take a cup of tea out to the men in the shop
waiting for their work to get done. She took part in
quilting bees, acted as a midwife and was the family
doctor for most cuts and bruises. She boarded the
school teacher and helped with the Christmas concerts held in the school. Two weeks before concert
time the team and sleigh was backed up to their door
and their organ was loaded up and taken to the school
to supply the music. This was done for many years.
Jessie and Dan took their turns in helping at "killing" when neighbors worked together butchering
animals for their beef and pork supply.
After the killing all the meat had to be stored
away, some of it was made into sausages which were
then pan fried and put into large crocks and covered
with lard. If kept in a reasonably cool basement this
meat would last until all used up. Lard enough for a
year would be rendered, usually this would be well
after midnight when a feed of fresh sausage, home

made bread and coffee would end an evening of work
and visiting. Dan took his turn on the local school
board serving a total of seventeen years as a trustee,
eight of them as chairman.
In January of 1923, in the early morning, smoke
was seen coming out of the roof of the house by men
doing the chores. Help was summoned but as neigbors had to come by team and sleigh nothing much
could be done. Even in disaster, funny things happen, and Jessie often told of how they thought they
could save the kitchen cabinet; and it was shoved
towards the door. As it started through a mighty
shove jammed it in the doorway, and it would neither
go forwards nor back. The house was quickly enveloped in flames and everyone had to get out. Very
little was saved and most of them had only the
clothing they were wearing. Two granaries and a
garage were pulled together and the family lived in
these until a house was built.
A somewhat happier event occurred in 1961 when
our parents celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. Jessie and Dan were living at the west coast and
had come to visit at the home of their son Russell and
wife Azilda. They were surprised with an anniversary celebration complete with telegrams from the
Prime Minister, Manitoba's premier and other notable officials. Their many friends and neighbors of
former years made the day a most enjoyable one.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mazur retired to Brandon in
1948, and in 1958 they moved to North Surrey, B.C.
where they passed away, Jessie in 1970 and Dan in
1975.
Their family of four are as follows:
Allan born 1912, married Grace Taylor of Reston
and now lives in Vancouver. They have two children.
Mike born 1914, married Jessie Kay of Reston
and lives in Vancouver. They have two children.
Anna born 1917, married Leif Jeppesen and lives
in Vancouver. They have no family.
Russell born 1919, married Azilda Belisle of Fertile, Saskatchewan and lives on the farrm on the
southwest quarter of 28-7-29. They have two sons.

Mazur, Russell and Azilda (Belisle)
Russell Mazur, son of Dan and Jessie Mazur was
born on July 17, 1919 at Sinclair, Manitoba. He
received his education at the Clover-Hill School.
In 1945, on November 20th, Russell married
Azilda Belisle, daughter of Matt and Agnes Belisle of
Fertile, Saskatchewan. They moved to Antler, Saskatchewan where he operated a service station and
handled bulk gasoline sales for Anglo Canadian Oil
Co. of Brandon. After three years they returned to
the farm on the southwest quarter of 28-7-29. Russ
served as Secretary-Treasurer on the local school

Dan Mazur's threshing outfit, 1918.
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to be home to show off their young ones, immediately taking over the farm yard by being boss over
other fowl. Before they could clip their wings in the
fall they had migrated south with a flock of wild
geese that were going overhead. By March 17th the
following spring they were delighted one morning
when a pair of the adults landed in the yard. This pair
made their nest on a dugout bank south of #2 highway in Alvin Irwin's farm. They hatched three goslings. One afternoon while they were eating close by
the highway, an unsportsman-like tourist carrying a
high powered rifle in his little red sports car took a
shot from inside his car at the flock, killing the
gander instantly. The geese weren't afraid of anyone
as many cars stopped to take pictures of them and
feed them. The goose was heartbroken and frightened so that evening the Mazurs went out and walked
them home as the goslings were too small to fly and
she was alone to protect them. Again they went south
for the winter and the lone mother goose returned in
the spring. She tried to keep a wild gander here with
her but he finally followed the wild ones north. She
settled down with the tame ones and mated with the
tame gander and again nested on Alvin Irwin's dugout and hatched six goslings which she immediately

Feeding time.

board for a number of years until it closed and was
consolidated with Sinclair. Here again Russ served
on the Sinclair board until joining the Fort La Bosse
division. He also served as a member of the board of
directors of the local Manitoba Pool Elevator and
served five years as assistant leader of the Reston 4H
Beef Club.
To Russ and Azilda were born two sons; Gregory
was born on February 26, 1951, and lives in
Neepawa. Larry, born April 2, 1956 farms and lives
at home.
Notes of interest: An interesting project the
Mazurs undertook was in 1965 when the Wild Life
Branch of the R.C.M.P. checked out the surroundings and wanted them to raise wild geese on the farm.
In June they arrived with two pair of goslings. They
were easy to domesticate as they just set them out
with the tame geese. In the fall when they were fully
grown they had their wings clipped and they were in
the bam for the winter. In the spring they had to clip
their wings again to keep them from flying away. It
took two years before they mated and started looking
for nesting grounds. By this time they were on their
own, flying away for a day or two but always coming
home and landing in the yard for a feed of grain. They
were real bossy and always chased the tame geese
away from the house as they wanted more attention.
They had them three years when one pair took off in
the spring and found a nesting place on top of a
dugout bank on Eric Zelmer's farm three miles west
of here. They hatched four goslings and the most
remarkable incident about them was that they walked
the goslings home the next day. They were really glad

Wild geese at the Mazur's, 1965.

The modern way, Larry Mazur.
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walked home during the night and raised them with
the tame ones. They were never afraid of people and
many people came to take pictures of them, some
from as far as New Brunswick. The neighbors enjoyed them also, as they landed in any yard especially
at harvest time with grain around the bins, they
would walk around, have a feed, then fly home
again. They didn't worry about them when goose
hunting season was on as these birds were so much
bigger, lighter in color and didn't fly very high and
all the neighbors watched out for them. But again one
evening some unsportsman like hunter got them all,
and that ended the efforts at trying to raise wild geese
in this area.
Another incident worth mentioning happened a
few years ago, when someone vented their anger
(possibly at us, since the animal was bothering no
one, it being locked up in their own field) when they
took a shot with the shot gun at the rear end of the .
herd bull. The animal was plastered with pellets at
close range; there were at least a hundred holes in the
skin. On the advice of the vertinarian the animal was
immediately shipped to the packers. The R.C.M.P.
on investigating the case were baffled and reported
they had never heard of such a cruel senseless act; as
two other animals also had shots in their necks.

Newhouse, George and Pauline (Leist)
George Newhouse, came from Hungary with his
parents, brothers and sister and settled in Pipestone
Municipality on the southwest of 18-7-29, Manitoba,
around 1906. He passed away on January 29,1922, at
Antler, Saskatchewan.

Newhouse and Opper threshing outfit, 1912.
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Pauline Leist came from Russia with her parents,
brothers and sisters, to settle in Antler, Saskatchewan, about 1908. She married George Newhouse
about 1910, in Antler, Saskatchewan. She now lives
in Brandon, Manitoba. They had six children.
Frank, born August 1911, now lives in Brandon,
Manitoba. He married Beatrice Barrett of Rapid
City, in Reston, Manitoba in 1931. They had three
children: Robert, Brandon; Nora Roberts, Edmonton, Alberta; Kenneth, Calgary, Alberta.
John, born June 3, 1913, lives in Germantown,
Wisconsin. He married Christine Schwartz, Milwaukee, Wisconsin in 1941. They have two children:
Patricia Ann, Slinger, Wisconsin, born Port Washington, Wisconsin, September 1953; John Allen born
October 30, 1957, Germantown, Wisconsin.
Emil, born March 1915, now lives in Port Washington, Wisconsin. He married Sophie Papich of
Bessmer, Michigan 1944.
Emma, born May, 1917 lives in Alberni, B.C.,
and married George McDonald. They have one son,
Kenneth.
Margaret, born January 10, 1919 lives in
Parksville, B.C. She married Andy Dunbar of Maryfield, Saskatchewan and they have one son, Ian.
George, born July 1, 1922 lives in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin and married Audrey Schlegel of Milwaukee, in 1951. They have three children: Karen,
Robert and David.
Frank, John and Emil attended Clover Hill
school, moved to Antler in 1923, then went to Antler
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Newhouse came to Canada for

was the youngest of six children. He received his
education at Floraldale school. This school is still
open. He attended the Methodist church.
Mr. Opper came west in 1900 to Griswold, Manitoba, where he worked as a hired hand at the farm of
Mr. and Mrs. James Ruller.
In the fall of that year Mr. Opper and several
others, namely Mr. Andrew Ruller, George Othen,
Tom Dickison, Albert Martin, Jim Rutherford Sr.,
Carl Jacobs, Bob Ross, Rom and Sinclair McMillan
and Jim Bell, all filed homesteads north of Antler.
1900 was a very dry year. Some didn't move up to
stay that year. In 1901 the Provens, Archie and James,
and John Machan also came. Some built shacks.
In order to get a homestead the requirements
were: You had to sleep three months for three years
on a parcel of land and break ten acres each year.
In 1902 most of them came to stay. It was a very
wet year and moving across the Assiniboine was very
difficult.
Mr. Opper decided to go back to Ontario, but Mr.
and Mrs. John Milton of Sinclair persuaded him to
stay out west. Mr. and Mrs. Milton were very good to
him and he spent many hours visiting them.
He bought a few household effects, a horse and
an oxen from another young man, who was going
back home to Ontario. He filed for a homestead at
Sinclair and started breaking the land with a walking
plow the horse and oxen. He mentioned of being so
hard up he had to borrow a stamp to mail a letter. Mr.
Opper received the title for his homestead on April
11th, 1903, southeast of 22-7-29.
Mr. Opper helped lay the railroad from Souris
Manitoba to Frys, Saskatchewan. Mr. George Pick~
ard of Fertile was foreman of the crew. Mr. Opper and
Mr. Pickard hadn't heard from each other for quite a
few years, until one day they met at the Pool elevator
at Antler. They were reminiscing old times, they
spoke of the time the snow was so deep after a
blizzard the train left the track and ran into the corner
of the Reston railway station.
On January 15th, 1904, Harry Opper and Elizabeth Newhouse were married. Elizabeth was born
August 6, 1883 at Ellemere, Hungary. She came to
Canada with her parents and three brothers in 1897.
They farmed at Souris, Manitoba. The farm was
located on the north side of Highway 2, just over the
bridge east of Souris. The old house was just dismantled a few years ago and new buildings are erected there now. The old hog barn was just over the
creek bank.
The early settlers withstood many hardships.
Trees were very scarce in those years. Mr. Opper
often spoke of the times he drove with a team of
horses to Canington Manor for wood. It took one day

better opportunities. John and Emil left Canada during the height of the depression as wages were better
on dairy farms in Wisconsin.
When World War II started they left dairy farms
to work in defence plants. George served in W.W. II
for Canada, as a gunner.
Memorable events: Things got bad when Mr.
Newhouse passed away in 1922. His wife was left
with six small children. They got no help, such as a
pension or child support. When Frank and John were
only ten and twelve years old, they had to leave home
and work on farms for uncles.

Opper, William and Annabelle (Martin)
William Opper known to his many friends as
Bill, was born September 5, 1906, on his father's
homestead, the southeast of 22-7-29, son of Henry
John and Elizabeth (Newhouse) Opper. He received
his education at Clover Hill school.
Bill farmed with his father until his marriage
November 25, 1931 to Annabelle Martin. They
moved to their farm on the southwest of 18-7-29,just
across the railway track (C.PR.) from his folks.
Annabelle known as Bell, born June4, 1907, was
the daughter of Albert Edward and Mary Richmond
(Stark) Martin. Her parents were early settlers, both
from Wingham, Ontario. Bell received her education
at Braeside School, north of Antler, Saskatchewan,
the district where the Martin farm was located. A
brother of Bell's, Wes and wife Agnes Martin reside
and farm the family farm.
Bill and Bell had seven children: Beverly (Mrs.
Henry Dittmer) of Brandon; Clara Jean wife of the
late (Francis Duncan) of Sinclair, Manitoba, now
Mrs. Frank Nash of Sinclair; Hartley and Eleanor
(Nolan) of Virden, Manitoba; Helen, (Mrs. August
Dittmer) of Sinclair, Manitoba; Robert and Rose
(Pickett) of Redvers, Saskatchewan; Dennis also of
Redvers, Saskatchewan. An infant son deceased
March 1950.
Bill enjoyed curling, and was a good sport win or
lose. He was a well-known square dance caller, and
enjoyed playing cards with his many friends.
Bell was a lifetime member of the Antler Ladies'
Aid and later the organization called the United
Church Women. She always was ready to help where
needed, cheerfully, until ill health and passing March
1959.
Bill remained farming until 1965, when he sold
and retired in Reston, Manitoba, where he lived until
his death July 16, 1976.
Their resting place is in Antler Cemetery.

Opper, Harry and Elizabeth (Newhouse)
Mr. Opper was born at Listowel, Ontario, on
February 10th, 1880 in the county of Waterloo. He
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to drive there, one day to cut a big load of wood, and
one day to drive back. Quite often this was done in
stormy weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Opper had three children while they
lived at Sinclair: Clara Christina born October 23,
1904; William Henry born September 5th, 1906 and
Albert John born May 22nd, 1909.
Mr. Opper and his brother-in-law George Newhouse bought a steam threshing outfit in 1904 and did
much of the threshing in the surrounding districts.
In the fall of 1911 Mr. Opper purchased the farm
near the Saskatchewan border in the Clover Hill
district from his brother-in-law Adam Newhouse, the
northwest of 18-7-29.
Three more children were born: an infant son
born November 24, 1912 (deceased); Evelyn
Melvina, born January 10, 1915 and Edwin Gordon,
born May 13, 1924.
In the winter of 1918 the whole family was down
with the flu. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Taylor and Mr. Stuart
Milton looked after the family and did the chores.
In 1924 the first car was bought, a model T. Ford.
The first tractor was a Titan engine.
Many hours were spent in the winter playing
cards and games, five hundred, Euchre, King Pedro,
Please and Thank you, and others. On Saturday
nights many of the neighbors called to listen to the
Atwater Kent radio with a large horn and three dials
with numbers. Each station had three numbers.
There were many good stations from the U.S.A.,
with old-time music, and advertised Alfalfa Hay
from Des Moines, Iowa, Salt Lake City, etc.
Another excitement for the children was when the
apples arrived from Ontario. The store keeper from
Sinclair, probably Mr. Milliken, had a carload of
apples shipped in by train in large wooden barrels.
Oppers usually ordered three barrels. These contained, russet, spy, snow, banana, macintosh. Some
barrels had two kinds and others had three kinds
divided in each barrel. Eventually the freight got too
expensive to have them shipped from Ontario.
Mr. and Mrs. Opper were good neighbours and
enjoyed visitors. They farmed in the Clover Hill
district, until they retired in Brandon in the fall of
1946.
Mr. Opper in his younger years enjoyed curling,
music, and was an ardent reader. He suffered a stroke
in January 1953 and remained in the Brandon General Hospital until the time of his death on July 1st.
Mrs. Opper enjoyed quilting, knitting and did
lovely crochet work up until she entered Brandon
General Hospital for surgery. She passed away on
July 6th, 1960.
They both rest at Rosedale Gardens west of Brandon.

Ross, Claude and Delma (Clement)
Claude Samuel Ross, son of Clarence and Bessie
Ross of Antler, Saskatchewan was born on October
5th, 1921 at Antler, Saskatchewan. Claude received
his education at Braeside school.
In 1942 Claude entered the Armed Forces and
was based in Montreal where he met Delma Clement. Delma was the daughter of Donat amd Yvonne
Clement and was born on October 10th, 1927 in
Alfred, Ontario. Claude and Delma were married on
November 14, 1945 and came to live north of Antler,
Saskatchewan, later moving to their present home
located on the northeast of section 31-7-29.
They have seven children: Norma married Grant
Whitehead and lives in Red Deer, Alberta. They have
one child. Claudette married Frank Jzowski and live
in Lloydminster, Saskatchewan. They have two children. Jim married Linda Haldorson and live in Redvers, Saskatchewan. They have two children. Allan
married Carroll Dickson and lives in Brandon. Doug
married Michelle Cop and lives in Pincher Creek.
They have two children. June lives in Reston where
she is employed as Assistant Secretary at the Municipal Office. Jeffery lives at home and is employed at
Kots Sales in Redvers.

Opper, Albert and Myra (Irwin)
Albert John Opper was born on May 22, 1909, on
his father's homestead southeast of 22-7 -29, son of
Henry John and Elizabeth (Newhouse) Opper. He
received his education at Clover Hill school. He
farmed with his father until his marriage to Myra
Irwin, July 6, 1932, first farming on the southwest of
19-7-29. Here one child, a daughter Leota Myra, was
born on June IS, 1933.

Three generations attended the Clover-Hill school. Albert Opper, daughter Leota and her three children: Darlene, Garnet
and Sandra.
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Farming over the Years

In 1944 Albert and Myra moved one-half mile to
the southeast of 19-7-29, to the farm known as the Joe
McComb farm, which he never lived on, always had
renters. They bought this farm and still reside on it.
Myra is the daughter of William John Irwin and
Julia (McFadden), born April 25, 1912, on her parents' homestead 20-8-30, midway between Antler,
Saskatchewan and Maryfield, Saskatchewan.
Albert was Secretary-Treasurer for the Clover
Hill School for fifteen years and at present is in his
seventeenth year as Treasurer for the Antler United
Church.
Their daughter Leota also attended Clover Hill
School and St. Michael's Academy, Brandon, Manitoba. On May 23, 1955 she married Mervin Verne
Dixon, then of Uranium City, Saskatchewan now of
Esterhazy, Saskatchewan.
Now semi-retired the Oppers keep busy with
their garden flowers, shrubs and have a few fruit
trees.

Gone are the horses.

Opper, Edwin and Connie (Hoogerburg)
Ed, as he was known, is the youngest child of
Henry and Elizabeth (Newhouse) Opper, born May
13th, 1924 on his parents' farm the northwest of
18-7-29. He attended Clover Hill, Manitoba and
Antler School.
At eighteen he took a welder's course in Winnipeg, but consequently went to Central Patricia,
Ontario and was employed at the Central Patricia
Store, later to be made assistant storekeeper. He
returned to Manitoba enlisting in the R.C.A.F., but
due to his father's ill health he received an honorable
discharge to return home to be with his mother in
Brandon, Manitoba.
He graduated, as a psychiatric nurse in 1956
winning the Silver Medal. On August 29th, 1954, he
married Connie Hoogerburg, daughter of Reyu
Hoogerburg who came to Canada from The Hague,
Holland and Catherine Conell who came from
Paisley, Scotland (married in Canada).
Connie is a 1953 R.N. graduate from Grace hospital Winnipeg, and a 1954 psychiatric graduate from
Brandon hospital for mental diseases. Connie and Ed
have two sons: David Brian, born July 31, 1955 and
Donald Keith born November 27, 1956, both born in
Brandon, Manitoba.
Ed passed away January 7, 1972 and had served
twenty years as a psychiatric nurse at the Brandon
hospital for mental diseases. Connie is still employed
at the Brandon hospital for mental diseases, and also
very busy with church work and many other community projects. Ed's resting place is Rosedale Gardens west of Brandon.

Stook threshing.

Stacking hay the old-fashioned way.

Bringing in the sheaves.
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Plowing bee for Bill Mayert, 1947. L to R: Stewart Adams, Dan
Dittmer, Ted Mayert, Lew Mayert, Ed Eisler, Wi If Bulloch, Russ
Mazur.
Threshing at Bill Mayerts, 1941.

Russ Mazur going to rake hay, 1946.

Haysweep, 1942.

Driving the tractor from the binder.

Up she goes.
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Crescent School
Crescent School

Albert digging and filling basement - $80.00; Norman White balance on wages - $206.80; Virden
Sheet Metal for furnace and installation - $275.00;
Frank White wages - $100.00; Wm. Morris for
three trips trucking to Virden - $30.00; H. A.
Whiting lumber- $14.31; T. 1. Bulloch hardware$26.32; Gordon Pickett for parts made for school$7.25; W. R. Merril for material for school $32.90; Frank White wages - $312.75; William
Elliott wages - $150.00. Total- $3,845.68.
$5,000.00 of debentures were sold to finance the
building of the new school. There was quite a lot of
volunteer labor and new seats and furniture were
purchased for the new school and are not included in
the above figures.
The last year, 1965, the enrollment was seven
pupils: Karen Klusendorf, Mel Klusendorf, Bob
McLaren, Janice Gilchrist, Carol Williamson, Keith
Williamson and Gloria Nash.
March 16, 1965 a meeting decided to consolidate
with Sinclair and Reston. The lands involved in
Crescent were also divided at that meeting.
The new school was sold to the Reston Lions
Club. They bought it for the Reston Golf Club to be
used as a Club House. The price paid was $340.00
for school and some fixtures. The fixures were sold
for $40.00, leaving a net price to the Lions Club of
$300.00.
The first entries in the school ledger are dated
June 30, 1913 and the last entry in the second school
ledger was in 1966.

Early homesteaders in the Crescent area were:
John Milton, 1. F. McLaren, Archie McLaren, 1. R.
McLaren, Dave Armstrong Sr., Robert Adams,
Switzer family, Tom Gilchrist Sr. and mother.
John Milton probably moved to Sinclair before
he had children school age.
Archie McLaren went back to Ontario after proving up on his homestead.
Dave Armstrong homesteaded where John Jr. and
Dave live now.
Tom Gilchrist Sr. homesteaded one quarter and
his mother homesteaded the other on EY2 24-6-29.
It is thought that the school was built in 1898. The
first school building was located on the NE corner of
14-6-29, probably built by McLarens, Munroes, and
Gilchrists.
The first records available are for the year 1901.
There were nine pupils: Norman Munroe, age 13;
Rube Munroe, age 11; Isobel Munroe, age 10; May
Munroe, age 8; Charlie Miller, age 14; Sydney England, age 12; Ethel England, age 11; Bertha England,
age 7; Earnest England, age 14. The teacher in 1901
was Clara Smith (Mrs. Millians); salary was $35.00 a
month. Trustees were 1. F. McLaren, T. Munroe and
Thomas Gilchrist.
The new school was built in 1950 across the road
from the old school north on SE 23-6-29. Head
carpenter was Frank White of Antler, Saskatchewan.
School was opened January 1,1951. The 1950 Christmas Concert and official opening was held with Jack
Pitt, provincial member of Parliament present.
The old school was sold to George Sterling at
Tilston, July 16th, 1951 for $350.00. He used it for a
workshop.
Cost of material and labor for new school were:
Norman White wages - $40.00; Charles Saunders,
cement work - $25.20; Taylor Lumber for material
- $1,897.20; W. A. Reid Trucking three trips from
Virden - $52.00; Norman White wages - $25.00;
Frank White wages - $100.00; Wm. Elliott wages
- $75.00; Taylor Lumber - $495.95; R.M. of

Adams, Robert and Elizabeth (Bulloch)
Robert Adams was born in Ayr, Scotland on
November 9th, 1878. His parents died leaving three
sons, William, Robert and James. One daughter Margaret, died of scarlet fever with the Mother. The boys
were put into an orphanage for a short time, then sent
to Canada in 1892, to Perth, Ontario.
In 1897, Robert came west with harvesters to
Qu' Appelle and Pense, Saskatchewan, where he
helped load sheaves of No. I Wheat into box cars. He
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death August 15th, 1966. His wife Margaret, resides
in Reston.
Agnes Wilda Ann Adams married Joseph Deschamps, August 9th, 1927. They were married at
Reston, Manitoba. Joe worked for Wm. Mennie in
the dray business for a while and then was a farm
laborer in the Sinclair area. Their sons, D'arcy, was
born at Reston, Manitoba, in 1928 now lives at
Thunder Bay, Ontario, Delbert was born in 1931, at
S.W. 24-7-29, Sinclair and now lives at Russell,
Manitoba, David was born in 1934 at S.W. 24-7-29,
Sinclair and is now living in Winnipeg.
In 1934 conditions of the dirty thirties forced
them to move to Russell, Manitoba. There they operated the Sunnyside Dairy until 1948 when they
. moved to Winnipeg where they still reside. Two more
children were born at Russell; Doreen Ann born,
1935, now Mrs. Jack Warnock of Winnipeg; Daryl
born 1939 now living in Winnipeg. There are fourteen grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Jessie Doreen Adams married Laurence Smith,
Sinclair, Manitoba, son of Thomas and Margaret
Smith (nee Lusk), in September of 1938. They had
three sons and four daughters: Barrie, in Sinclair,
Manitoba; Robert, in Minnedosa, Manitoba; Joan
(Mrs. Richard Sanheim), in Manson, Manitoba;
Donna (Mrs. Mel Klusendorf), Reston, Manitoba;
Pat (Mrs. Ross Taylor), of Reston, Manitoba; Randy
of Brandon, Manitoba and Tammy of Reston, Manitoba. There are fourteen grandchildren. Doreen deceased on October 11, 1968. Laurence deceased on
November 12, 1972. Both interred in Sinclair cemetery.
Marion Margaret Elizabeth Adams married
William Mayert, son of Mr. and Mrs. Juluis Mayert
(nee Holdena Yanke) of Sinclair, on September 15th,
1942. They were married at the bride's home S.E.
34-7-29 and later took up farming on S.E. 28-7-29.
There are two daughters and a son. Janice Elaine
Mayert, born March 18, 1950, graduated as a Registered Nurse in 1970. She married Andrew Glenn
Caldwell, a farmer of Reston, on July 3rd, 1971.
They live on N.W. 19-7-27 and have two children;
Allan Corey, born September 1st, 1974 and Marianne
Louise, born December 8th, 1977. Bonnie Lois Mayert, was born on August 22nd, 1952 and graduated as
a Registered Nurse in 1972. She married Grant Delano Fotheringham, July 22nd, 1971, a farmer of
Reston and resides on S.E. 5-6-27. They have a
daughter Mandi Leigh, born September 28, 1977.
Janice and Bonnie received their education at
Clover Hill and Reston. Robert William Mayert,
born September 25th, 1963 was educated at Sinclair
and Reston.

returned to Ontario and in 1898 came out to the
Crescent district to the home of Archie McLaren. He
set up his homestead on N.W. 2-6-29 in 1899. He
returned to Ontario twice, bringing back carloads of
horses for Archie McLaren to sell. Robert was poll
clerk for the first election held in the Crescent district, in 1898, at the Archie McLaren home. Politics
interested him greatly and he remained active at all
election polls and took the census for many years,
driving from farm to farm with the horse and buggy-.
The winter of 1900-1909, he spent in a logging
camp at Roblin, Manitoba. He turned the first sods
with oxen, but soon had horses of his own and helped
many neighbors break their land. The grain had to be
hauled to Reston or Virden and groceries, flour or
any other needs were brought home in return.
On July 25th, 1906, he married Elizabeth Jane
Bulloch, born January 8th, 1886, the only daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Bulloch. They were married
at the bride's home S.W. 36-7-29, at Sinclair and
continued farming on the homestead N.W. 2-6-29.
A son and two daughters were born; Robert Stewart born on May 23rd 1907, Agnes Wilda Ann on
April 1st, 1909, Jessie Doreen born on February 2nd,
1915. They attended Tilston school and the Adams
had the school van route for a number of years.
In 1923 they were working land north of Sinclair
on Sec. 35-7-29 and it was in October, 1923 that Mr.
and Mrs. Adams were bringing supplies from the
home at Tilston to the harvesters, that their car stalled
on the crossing at Sinclair and was completely demolished when struck by a west bound train. They
were both thrown clear but lost all their supplies.
In March, 1924 they moved to Sinclair S.W.
35-7-29 to live and on June 3rd, 1924, Marion Margaret Elizabeth was born. They bought the N. W.
quarter 26-7-29 from the Hudson's Bay Company
and in March, 1928 bought the S.E. quarter 34-7-29
from Mrs. Frank Peters and moved, making their
home there until 1949 when they retired and moved to
Sinclair.
On July 25th, 1956 they celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary with their original attendants,
Mr. James Adams, brother of the groom, and Mrs.
Mary Ann Craig, cousin of the bride.
Robert passed away on November 15th, 1957 at
the Redvers Union Hospital. His wife moved out
with her family and is presently living in the Westman Nursing Home, Virden, Manitoba, in her 94th
year. There are fifteen grandchildren, thirty-one
great-grandchildren and two great-great-grandchildren. Robert Stewart Adams married Margaret
Jane Anderson of Tilston, Manitoba, on June 25th,
1949. They farmed on S.E. 34-7-29 until Stewart's
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Armstrong

Oak Lake. She married Richard Moore of Elgin in
1943. He was a teacher and later school inspector at
Carman, Steinbach and St. James and retired in 1975.
They have two children R. Neil, who lives in Edmonton and Lois (Rlaponski), married and lives in Winnipeg. Both graduated from the University of
Manitoba.
Jean Armstrong, born April 21, 1915, attended
school at Crescent and Sinclair, took Grade XII at
Brandon College and took teachers training in Winnipeg. She taught at Crescent Tilston, Roseneath and
Rossendale, then went to work for Canada Manpower in 1944 at Winnipeg. She expects to retire in
1979.
David Pitt Armstrong, born January 11, 1920,
attended school at Crescent and Sinclair. He served in
the army in Canada and overseas from May 1941 to
February 1946. In January 1947 he entered into partnership with John Jr. and they bought the farm machinery and six quarters of their father's seven
quarters.
Norman William Armstrong, born June 15,1923,
attended school at Crescent and Reston, attended
Brandon College and graduated in Arts in 1942, took
Bachelor of Commerce at Queen's University,
Kingston, Ontario 1942-1944 and was later drafted to
work for the War Finance board in Ottawa
1944-1946. He started work with the Pioneer Grain
Co. in their Winnipeg Office late in 1946, at present
is a vice-president and comptroller of the company
and also secretary of Eastern Terminals Ltd. He married Harlie Boyd of Foxwarren and Brandon, a graduate of Brandon College, in June of 1955 and they
have three children: Hugh John, taking law at University of Manitoba; Elaine, attending Lakehead University at Thunder Bay, Ontario and David taking
Grade VII at Kelvin High School in Winnipeg.
The year 1915 saw the building of a hip roof barn
that is still in use on the Armstrong farm. Lumber at
the mill in B. C. cost dimension and boards $23, a
thousand clear siding in fir, $25 per thousand. The
second part of the home was built in 1920. He sold the
homestead N. W. 6-6-29 to Donald Ludlam, a soldier
settler in 1920. For a short time John Armstrong and
his Ontario schoolmate James F. McLaren operated a
steam threshing outfit. In 1924 John Armstrong became councillor for Ward IV in Albert Municipality
and sec.-treas. of Crescent School District. He became Reeve of the Municipality in 1933 and held that
office until his death at age 74, in a farm accident on
September 27, 1947.
His wife Janet continued to live on the farm and
kept house for John Jr. and David until her sudden
illness and death in Reston hospital on May 17, 1972
in her 9lst year.

David and John Armstrong came west from
Drummond Centre, near Perth, Ontario, in 1899.
They were sons of Adam Armstrong, whose father,
John Armstrong, came from County Armagh,
Northern Ireland, in 1835. He bought, for the sum of
25 pounds, the land grant given by the king to a
British soldier after the war of 1912-14.
David Armstrong came to Reston, which was the
end of the railroad, and filed on a homestead N. W.
22-6-29 WI. This was in what was known as the
Crescent district, and many of the early settlers came
from around Drummond Centre. A school, Crescent, had been built in 1896 and a Post Office opened
at the home of James F. McLaren. He was postmaster
until he and his wife retired to Reston about 1924. For
the first years, John Morden drew the mail from
Hartney, via Grande Clairiere, Crescent and on to
Bellegarde, Saskatchewan. Later the mail came from
Sinclair Station.
David Armstrong returned to Drummond Centre
that fall. John Armstrong went to relatives at Pense,
Saskatchewan, in 1899 and returned to Drummond
Centre that same fall.
That winter they cut logs on the family farm and
had them sawn into lumber. In the early spring of
1900, a car of settlers' effects was shipped west,
accompanied by David Armstrong. The car was unloaded at Sinclair Station and was the first car spotted
on the newly extended railroad. Part of the carload
were three horses and the lumber. Incidentally the
lumber was burnt by a prairie fire.
John Armstrong came to Crescent in July of 1900
and filed a homestead claim on N.W. 6-6-29. The
brothers lived together and broke land on their homesteads using horses and rented ox teams. They also
purchased more land. David worked with his team in
the bush some winters. He died of T. B. in the summer of 1910. This was the year that the first part of the
present Armstrong home was built.
John Armstrong continued farming and soon
married (November 1911) Janet Pitt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Pitt.
To this union were born five children:
John R. (Junior) on August 3, 1912, who still
resides on and farms David Armstrong homestead
and attended school at Crescent and Sinclair. He was
sec.-treas. of Diana S.D. from 1947-1963 and is
presently sec.-treas. of Sinclair United Church.
Grace Elizabeth, born February 24, 1914. She
attended Crescent and Sinclair schools, stayed in
residence in Brandon College, Clark Hall and graduated in Arts in 1932. She took Education at the
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon 1932-1933,
taught school at Pierson, Roseneath, Oak River and
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John R. Jr. and David continue to live on the
original homestead, N.W. 22-6-29.

Gilchrist, Tom and Edith (Shaw)
In 1893 Mr. and Mrs. Nel Gilchrist came to
Manitoba from Ontario and took up a homestead on
the northeast quarter of 24-6-29 in the Albert Municipality, which was later called the Crescent District.
They had three daughters, who later married farmers
in the Crescent and Reston district. One son, Thomas
also took up a homestead on the southeast quarter
24-6-29. In 1905 he married a school teacher, Edith
Shaw, who had originally come from Ontario with
her parents at the age of three years. They settled in
Oak Lake area and later moved to farm in the Nanton
district, Alberta. Tom and Edith Gilchrist farmed
until 1937, when they retired and moved to Reston.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gilchrist had three children. A daughter Margaret took up teaching, and
married Dan Braakna, a farmer in the Lyleton district. In 1964 they sold out and moved to Virden
where Dan started building houses and Margaret
taught until she retired.
Their son William (Bill) also took up teaching.
He married Anna Brownlee of the Sinclair district
and they had three children. They moved to Winnipeg where Bill taught high school Mathematics
until he retired.

A son Thomas (Tom) finished high school and
stayed home to help farm. In 1937 he married Edith
Morrice and took over the home farm. They farmed
until 1975 when they sold the farm and retired in
Brandon. Tom and Edith had two children. Their son
Allan took electrical engineering. He married Eileen
Bright of Sinclair and they now live in Ajax (suburb
of Toronto). A daughter Janis studied practical physiotherapy and went to London, Ontario to work in the
St. Joseph hospital, where she is still working. She
married Dave Norley, who has a distributing office
for Wainlee Ltd.

Gilchrist, William Neil and Anna
(Brownlee)
Although William was not born in Pipestone Municipality he went to Sinclair School for Grade IX
and X and Reston for Grade XI.
The first six years of his forty-six years teaching
experiences was received in Pipestone Municipality.
He taught Prairie Rose School for four years from
1926 to 1930 and Ewart School for two years from
1931 to 1933.
Although those were the years he worked in the
area, all years since have been very closely associated with a product of the municipality, namely, his
wife the former Anna Mabel Brownlee.

Cromer

Main Street, Elm Valley, 1900 (Cromer).

Cromer

agent Mr. H. Lewis. Mr. Fred Hayhurst, one of the
first members, hauled the first load of grain to the
elevator.
When the trains came to the Cromer Station,
which was built in 1911, along with the station house,
they stopped for coal and water with the other stops;
to the west - Kipling and to the east - Brandon.
There were two churches in Cromer. The Anglican
Church was a pretty little church called" St. Peter's" ,
located just outside of Cromer to the south, across
from the present location of the Seed Cleaning Plant.
This church was erected in 1915. The Anglican
Church manse was located in town. The church
closed around 1936 and the building itself was moved
to Reston in the early 1960's. The United Church was
built in 1911, with the manse and church both located
in town. They used to have United Church in the

Cromer was known as "Elm Valley" in the early
days. In 1892, it was a small village situated in a very
picturesque setting along the Pipestone Creek. The
town was named "Cromer" after a Lord Cromer in
England, as most of our pioneers came from England, Scotland or Ireland. The name became oficial
when the C. N. Railroad came through in 1907.
There were three elevators in Cromer. There was
the British American, the United Grain Growers and
the Pool Elevator. The B. A. elevator was built around
1908 with a Mr. Corbett as its first agent. John Douglas was the last B.A. elevator agent. The elevator was
demolished in 1930. The U.G.G. was built around
1917 with its first agent, a Mr. Herrick and Mr. Stan
Lewarne, the last agent in 1980. The Pool Elevator
began in 1926 with Carl Dahl as agent, the present
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Cromer Main Street, 1931.

The stores in Cromer changed both locations and
owners throughout the years. The first store was
owned and operated by Mr. Williams. At first it was
located on the east side of the Pipestone creek, south
of where the railway is presently located, in the year
1909. In 1911 Mr. Williams' store moved into the
town across the street from Mr. Walker's implement
shed. Mr. Williams was also the Postmaster from
1910-1913. The store owned and operated by Mr.
Ferguson and Mr. Herbert was located across the
street from the boarding house. They sold it to Mr.
Gilroy, who owned the lumberyard and in 1916 Lawrence and Lou Berry bought the store. They formed a
partnership called the "Berry Bros". In September,
1924, the store and all its contents were destroyed by
fire. They rebuilt the store in the same location and
ran it successfully for twenty years. In June, 1944,
fire again destroyed the building. Lou's son, Holly,

First Anglican Church in Cromer moved to Reston in 1958 and
still used as the Parish Hall.

morning and the English Church in the evening.
They would hold Sunday School in the basement and
church for the grownups upstairs.
At one time Cromer had two ice cream parlors.
Mrs. Thody sold ice cream from the boarding house.
The other parlor was owned by Lawrence and Lou
Berry. Their business began in 1925 and the building
was situated on the east side of Main Street. Later the
same building was used for a store, then as a High
School in 1935. The Pool Room was also in this
building at one time. It is now the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Horn. The Lumber Yard in Cromer was
run by a Mr. Gilroy. Many homes in Cromer were
built from lumber purchased from Mr. Gilroy. The
business was taken over by the Berry Brothers in
1916.
Mr. Ted Walker was one of the first pioneers of
Cromer. He came to Cromer in December of 1910.
His wife and two children remained in Virden as
there was no place to them to live at the time. He
boarded with Mr. and Mrs. James Ritchie upon the
completion of the boarding house, which was built
by Mr. Mark Kellington in Cromer in May, 1911. The
lower portion was a boarding house, while the upstairs was used for the Loyal Orange Lodge for their
meetings as well as a community centre. Mrs. Walker and children moved out to Cromer into their own
home which was still standing until the summer of
1979. Mr. Walker started a Blacksmith shop. Thus he
began a business where he remained until 1963.
The telephone was brought into the community
in 1907. Hydro was brought in in 1950, radio came in
in 1919 and television in 1956. The records were long
and cylinder-shaped. You put it in a hole in the
gramophone and then cranked it. Sewing machines
had to be turned by hand.

Former boarding house presently store, 1946.
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bought the business and moved its location to the icecream parlor across the street.
Norman Barkley started a store in the old boarding house and in 1936, a Mr. McRae operated the
store. In 1956 Holly Berry bought McRae out. Holly
Berry sold the store to Albert Berry, Lawrence Berry's son. Albert ran the 'Berry & Berry' store.
There have been a number of garages in Cromer.
The first garage was operated by Murray Gray and
Charlie Radke. Mr. Gray was originally from
Pipestone. He moved to Ebor and then to Cromer in
1918. He started an implement dealership and a
garage. Mr. Gray injured his leg while trying to save
his son Billy who was in a wagon when the team ran
away. His other son, Gordon, took over the garage in
1944-1945. In 1945 the garage, shop and house were
all destroyed by fire. Another garage was started by
Emery Nylin in the forties. In 1960 he sold out to Abe
Isaac. Abe used this garage until 1966 when he built a
new garage. He sold the old garage to Clifford
Giesbrecht who had it moved to his farm. Abe also
bought the old Mennonite Church and used it for an
office. Ths building presently was purchased by Russell Manning and is the recorder office in Reston.
After the death of Abe Isaac in 1970, his sons operated the business for two years. In 1972 they sold it to
Heritage Equipment, managed by Don Heritage. In
1976 the building was moved to Virden. We now
have another garage in Cromer, owned and operated
by Grant Lewarne.
Cromer has had a cafe for many years. Doug
Piggott started one where the implement garage,
owned by the Grays, was located. Keith Pengelly
now lives on this lot. Doug Piggott sold the cafe to Pat
Wooldridge. Pat Wooldridge sold the building to Bob
Smith and he used it for a house for his first years of
marriage on his farmstead. George and Regina Lawrence along with Dick and Alice Wooldridge started
another cafe next to the old Post Office. They ran it
for two or three years and sold it to Tom and Anne
Smailes and Albert and Betty Hall. When Albert and
Betty Hall moved to Oak Lake, Tom and Anne
Smailes bought their share and operated the cafe until
1976, the year of the Cromer flood. Stan amd Harriet
Lewarne purchased the cafe from the Smailes and are
presently running it.
Cromer station and station house were built in
1911.
In 1912 the outdoor rink was on the Main Street
next to Gilroy's Lumber Yard. The first indoor rink
was built in 1919. This was a large building with the
curling ice along one side of the skating rink. The
new curling rink was built in 1963, separate from the
skating rink. The new skating rink began construction in 1964.

Cromer station, 1948.

Cromer rink, 1981.

The Cromer Post office began in 1910, with a Mr.
W. T. Williams as postmaster until 1913, G. A.
Lazenby - 1913-1915, then Kate H. Lazenby took
over until 1919 . A Mr. Walter Gahn operated the post
office from 1919-1925. Robert Earl Scott held the
post for the longest period of time from 1925-1967. In
January of 1967 Mrs. Jessie Scott, Earl's wife, took
over for one year. Then the post office moved from
Scott's home over to A. A. Berry's store. Albert
operated the post office and the rural route delivery
until 1977, when he sold the store to Mr. Henry
Toews, who is now the postmaster for Cromer and
area. Before the post office was opened in Cromer
forty years ago, the railroad would take the mail to
Wrights at Butler and the people of Cromer would
have to go there to get their mail.
Mr. James Ritchie was a long-time resident of
Cromer and district from 1909 until September 1976
when he and his daughter, Ella, moved to Virden. He
moved to Cromer in 1909, doing considerable breakup of the prairie land. he also built many roads with
his team and scraper. After, he did carpenter work
until his retirement. He loved to sing and compose
poetry until his death January 4, 1980 in his 100th
year.
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In 1909 the first baby of Cromer was born to Mr.
and Mrs. James Ritchie. They moved to Cromer from
Ebor that year. Mr. Ritchie conducted a dragging
business. He also was a ontractor for the first gravel
roads in the district and was the first Imperial Oil
dealer.
In 1918 there was a flu epidemic in Cromer that
killed many people. Doctor Clington went over the
bank of the creek in his car in 1941. Before that, if one
wanted a doctor they would have to phone Virden or
Elkhorn for one. He would come out in a car or a
horse and buggy.
The dam was built just past the C.N.R. station.
The water tank was east of the C. N. R. station. It was
tom down and the stockyards were built.
A team of horses and a sleigh used to be the
transportation in the winter, while in the summer it
was horse and buggy. Donkeys, mules and horses
were also used. The eariest car, which was bought by
Thomas Turnbull in 1910, was a Reo. Cars then had a
cloth top. There would be a coal oil lamp on the back
in the night, and a match would have to be lit to a
powder and water mixture. Pressure built up and
would produce a spark, which was the light of the car
during darkness.
Before the tractors came in, in 1942, farmers
either used a five or six horse team on a plough.
Before that they planted the seed by hand.
For food in the summer, people used to kill a pig
and put it in a salt brine and pack it in a barrel. For the
winter they'd kill a beef and put it outside in an old
shack or a granary to freeze.
There used to be house dances every Friday
night. People would exchange turns with their neighbours at holding them. They would serve tea and
cake, and would get home at four or five o'clock in
the morning. People would play for a dance for nine
or ten hours and each member of the band wold get
$1.00. The band might consist of a fiddle, guitar,
piano, drums, banjo or saxophone.

Cromer Pumping Station, 1981.

In 1950, the pumping station at Interprovincial
Pipe-Line Company, conveying crude oil from Alberta to Eastern Canada, was built on the N.E. V4
17-9-28, purchased from W. T. Cann. Five houses
and a staff house for the personnel of the pumping
station were erected. In December 1950 oil flowed
through the line for the first time and the following
year an addition was built to the station. In 1955 more
building was done; the station was further enlarged
and eight modem houses were erected. The station
then had eight huge diesel-powered pumping units
with a capacity of 200,000 barrels of oil a day. By
1961, thirteen large storage tanks had been erected to
store oil from Virden and district fields, and the
Estevan and Midale fields in Saskatchewan.
In 1967, 1.p.L. staff at Cromer was increased
when the maintenance crew from Glenboro was
transferred to Cromer. Their office and workshop
was moved to the pumping station grounds. The
pumping stution was automated and the diesel units
replaced by nine electric units with a total pumping
capacity of just over one million barrels daily. By
1970, there were twelve homes occupied with other
personnel living in Reston, Virden or Cromer village. By 1980, only six homes are now occupied.

Steam locomotive at Cromer water tank.

Cromer Main Street, 1981, looking north.
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Anglican church in Cromer. Church visit by Archbishop S. P. Matheson, 1900.

St. Peter's Anglican Church - Cromer

Kate Lazenby was the first organist followed by
Mrs. Dorothy Kool. The church was closed for many
years and finally moved to its present site in Reston in
1960-6l.

St. Peter's Anglican Church was opened in 1915.
The first minister was a Mr. Kimber, followed by a
Mr. Gibson, Mr. Bert Vines, Mr. McKinney, Mr.
Whittington, Mr. Cowley and Mr. Goldring. Mr.
Calvert was also a minister at St. Peter's. He later
became a bishop and had a large radio ministry from
St. Mathews in Winnipeg before moving west. The
church closed around 1936.
The first church services were held in the Elm
Valley School and later at Ewart. A Rev. O. H. May
came from Reston to Ewart to conduct the services.
'St. Peter's' at Cromer was lit up with gasoline
lights set up with mantles with a large tank outside.
Later electricity was put in from Gray's garage.
As a young lad in the congregation, Albert
Cullen made a hymn rack for St. Peter's. At present
the hymn rack is now in St. John's in Reston, along
with other old photos of St. Peter's.
Familiar families attending St. Peter's were: Turners, Rayners, Coates, Olivers, Walkers, Solly,
Ritchies, Suttons, Canns, Gahns, Sutherlands,
Hogels, Cullens, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Turnbull and
Lazenbys.

Cromer United Church
At the tum of the 20th century, Methodist services were held in Elm Valley School and later at the
home of Hanson Chandler in Cromer.
In 1911 a group of dedicated men decided to build
a church here. The sum of $1300.00 was borrowed
from the North of Scotland Canadian Mortgage Co.
The mortgage was signed by Albert Grose, Norman
Grose, Hanson Chandler, Alex Rowe and D. E.
McGill. The remainder of the amount required was
raised by the comunity.
The church was officially opened on December
5, 1911. The speaker was Dr. Chown, head of Home
Missions. In 1917 the circuit of Cromer, Woodnorth
and Lambton was formed. A manse was built at
Woodnorth. In 1925 church union became a reality.
Since that time our church has been known as
Cromer United Church. In 1930 Lambton was
dropped from our circuit and Ebor district came in.
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In 1962 the Woodville circuit comprised of Elkhorn,
Hargrave, Woodnorth and Cromer (including Ebor)
was changed to the present "Elkhorn United Church
Congregational Charge".
The first organist was Lola Grose, followed by
Mrs. W. 1. Turner, Mrs. A. Gillies, Mrs. F. Sutherland, Mrs. E. Turley, Mrs. G. Gray, Mrs. 1. Norrie,
Mrs. E. Peers, L. C. Berry, Ruby Berry, Mrs. G.
Hom, Mrs. R. Berry, Mrs. G. Southward, Colleen
M. Lumb, Loraine Stonehouse, Lee M. Lumb,
Sharon Jorgenson, and Mrs. Hardie Lewis.
In 1961, to celebrate their 50th anniversary, a new
oil furnace was installed.
In 1963 the basement became the present remodelled Lower Hall with a freshly poured cement
floor. In 1966 a new piano dedicated to the memory of
Mr. A. Mather was added to the church. That same
year, 1966, was the beginning of the annual Christmas and Easter worship services with special music
provided by the Cromer choir. In 1972 we undertook
to renovate the Upper Hall of our church. The
Cromer United Church Memorial Fund was established in 1972 as well. In 1976 we replaced our first
electric (Thomas) organ, (dedicated to the memory
of Mr. G. Schmeltz in 1958) with a Hammond "J"
organ.
The Sunday School flourishes on, despite its
record low enrollment. We continue to look ahead
with optimism.
The present Church Board (1980) consists of:
Mrs. A. Cruickshank, Mrs. K. Pengelly, Mr. Ellis
Elliott, Mr. G. Hayhyrst, Mrs. T. Smailes, Mrs. G.
Hom, Mr. H. Hayhurst, Mr. R. Berry, Mr. H. Hogg,
and Mrs. W. M. Lumb. We are proud of our seventyyear-old church. We, of the Church Board, are confident that its good work will continue to bear fruit

for years to come. Our church today stands as a
monument to its builders.
Ministers from 1911-1980 were: Mr. Taylor 1911-1912; Mr. 1. E. Ambler - 1912-1913; Mr. G.
Dyson-1913-1914; Mr. Horace Smith-1914-1915;
Mr. E. S. Dixon - 1915-1916; Rev. H. Ferrier1916-1917; Rev. 1. Wilkins - 1917-1919; Rev. 1.
Cooper - 1919-1921; Rev. E. S. Dixon 1921-1922; Rev. H. R. James -1922-1923; Rev. M.
E. Graham - 1923-1925; Rev. A. E. Cooke 1925-1927; Rev. R. G. Martin-I927-1930; Rev. G.
Wishart - 1930-1931; Rev. R. A. Hanley 1931-1936; Rev. Harry Dodd - 1936-1937; Rev. 1.
D. McNair - 1937-1938; A. Higginbotham 1938-1940; Mr. Jerry Olde - 1940-1941; Rev.
Moorehouse - 1941-1943; Rev. 1. Wilkinson 1943-1944; Rev. Miss Cormer-1944-1945; Rev. D.
Gardiner-1946-1948; Miss Webster-1949; Rev.
R. S. Harper - 1950; Mr. Don Hilton - 1951; Mr.
W. D. Waddell- 1952; Miss Lawson - 1953; Mr.
B. Cunningham -1954; Mr. W. Duff-1955; Mr.
R. Goodchild -1956; Mr. 1. Cammon -1957; Mr.
Ross Bailey - 1958-1959; Rev. R. D. Johnstone1960-1961; Mr. 1. Watson-1961-1962; Rev. Gordon
Taylor - 1962-1966; Rev. Paul Campbell 1966-1970; Rev. Chesley Boutilier - 1970-1974;
Rev. Dexter Dafoe -1974-1975; Rev. Gale Blue1975-.
The history of the Cromer United Church would
not be complete without the mention of its Women's
group, the Cromer United Church Women. It had its
beginning in September of 1911 when a group of
ladies met at the home of Mrs. Chandler to discuss
the formation of their new church. At this meeting
they decided to call themselves the Cromer Ladies'
Aid. The Officers elected at this first meeting were:
President, Mrs. Chandler; Vice-president, Mrs. 1.
Blackmore; Secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Norman
Grose. As their first means of raising funds, they held
a Gold and Silver Tree. With this and other smaller
projects they were able to present their new church
with pews, pulpit and chairs. And so our organization carried on through the years under the able
guidance of the presidents and willing workers.
The presidents of the last eighty years: Mrs. H.
Chandler, Mrs. Gilroy, Mrs. Milton Grose, Mrs. A.
Rowe, Mrs. G. Barkley, Mrs. L. D. Berry, Mrs. H.
Mckenzie, Mrs. R. Pengelly, Mrs. A. Gilles, Mrs. F.
Hayhurst, Mrs. 1. Turner, Mrs. A. M. Gray, Mrs.
Cullen, Mrs. W. W. Gray, Mrs. D. Wardman, Mrs.
W. Ritchie, Mrs. V. Turner, Mrs. C. Cruickshank,
Mrs. A. Berry, Mrs. A. Cruickshank, Mrs. S.
Lewarne, Mrs. R. Decorte, and Mrs. W. M. Lumb.
During the years many ways and means of making money have been undertaken. Many memories

Cromer United Church, 1981.
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date back to the lawn parties and strawberry socials,
spring teas and bazaars, local talent takin? part in
concerts, plays and many forms of entertamments,
our hobo teas and friendship teas, catering to weddings, a community activity church calendar and
last, but not least, each year our annual fowl supper.
These years have been marked by changes in
population and the passin~ of many ~amiliar faces
from our midst. We would lIke to pay trIbute to all the
past and present members who have given of their
time to serve in Christ's Church through the years.

Cromer School #1521
The School District of Cromer was formed on
August 2,1910. The first supplies ordered from E. L.
Christie were: three seats, three books, two dozen
pen holders, one gross pen. nibs, on~ pint of ink and
one # 1 heater, with the freIght costmg $4.15.
The trustees at this time were Norman Grose,
Thomas Turnbull and 1. Grills. Mr. Thomas Turnbull
was the secretary. The Canadian Northern Railway
Co. received its first payment on the school lot
amounting to $33.35 including the exchange.
The Inspector of Schools at this time was a Mr.
Hatcher. The first teacher was Mr. Newell, whose
first cheque was $63.50.
The board at this time took on some very heavy
issues such as: renting the schoolhouse to the Church
of England Wardens from 3:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on
Sundays, at the rate of $15.00 per year. Late~ a
motion was made to rent the school at the same prIce
to any other denomination. Another small problem
arose when the board had two teachers hired for the
same job. The problem was solved by shuffling. out a
few trustees and eventually calling on the VIllage
constable (Mr. E. Walker at the time) and requesting
him to remove the said teacher from the school.
Trustees were: John Campbell, H. Grose, E.
Gilroy, Guy Dakin, Jim Ritchie, E. Walker, Henry

A way to school, 1948.

Redmond, W. Merrick, Mr. McCurdy, 1. Burnell, A.
Mather, F. Berry, Earl Scott, W. T. Cann, 1. Turner
and L. S. Berry.
The minutes and treasurer's books are missing
from 1946-1961. Other trustees in later years were: V.
Turner, Barrington Berry, Pete Barclay, Raymond
Pengelly, R. Barkley, Dick Wooldridge, Bob Berry,
Howard Hayhurst, George Janzen and George
Thiessen.
A new school was built, where the seed cleaning
plant is now, in 1955. It proved to be too small and
was eventually moved to the Bosse Hill District to
become the Bosse Hill School. Another School was
built at Cromer in 1958. It had two classrooms and
was situated across the tracks. At that time the enrollment was very high as there were many children
attending the school from 1.p.L.
In the fall of 1967, Ebor School and Cromer
agreed to operate as a four-room school, with the
lower grades of I to IV at Ebor and V to VIII at
Cromer. A driver, Bob Thompson, drove the bus
until March, 1969. Lawrence Reimer was hired after
the resignation of Mr. Thompson. In June 1972, Ebor
school closed and Cromer divided one of the classrooms and operated as a three-room school with
grades I to VI and the grade VII and VIII students
going to either Reston or Virden.
In 1972 Cromer School became part of the Unitary Division of Fort La Bosse. The schools were
operated by an elected board of trustees with one
trustee from each ward. Howard HayhurstJJas represented this area, Ward 3, since that time. As the
enrollment decreased, the school was changed to a
two-room school again in 1974. It remained this way
until the closing in 1978.
The official closing of Cromer School took place
on June 24, 1978. The lowering and folding of the
flag while the crowd sang "Old Lang Syne" marked
the closing. Taking part in the ceremony were the last

Cromer school.
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cream parlor. She had ten to twelve students enrolled
in grades IX, X and XI. After four Miss Moody
taught some grade XII subjects to two girls who
wanted to obtain credits. She earned $50.00 a month
for teaching the high school and boarded with the late
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Berry. She paid $16.00 a month
and $14.00 if she went home on the weekends.
As a momento of the occasion, the pupils attending the school were presented with medallions, on
which was inscribed, "Cromer School 1919-1978" .
W. T. Cann, a trustee of the Cromer School
District, for 32 years, spoke briefly giving an outline
of some of the history. Twelve former teachers were
presented with a scroll.
Teachers at Cromer School #1521 were: Mr.
Newell- 1910-1911; Mr. Newell, Ferguson, Simpson - 1911-1912; Miss Sokowsksi, Miss Mckenzie,
R. P. Morrison, Miss D. Rutherford - 1912-1913'
Miss E. Gilroy - 1913-1914; Miss E. Gilroy, 1. K:
Downes, Miss Stevenson-1914-1915; Miss Jenkins
- 1915-1916; Miss Weaver, A. Todd - 1916-1917;
A. Todd - 1917-1919; A. Todd, C. Bowman 1919-1920; Miss L. B. Hicks -1920-1921; Mrs. W.
Gray - 1921-1922; A. landell - 1922-1923; Irma
Gilpen, Phyllis Holt - 1923-1924; Phyllis Holt,
Myrtle Lane - 1924-1925; Myrtle Lane 1925-1926; Myrtle Lane, Diamond Jubilee Cel. 1926-1927; Myrtle Lane, R. Fulford - 1927-1928;
A. M. Segall - 1928-1929; W. B. Adams 1929-1931; .R. McMunn - 1931-1933; Ada Moffat
- 1933-1935; Ada Moffat, Miss Edith Moody 1935-1937; Miss Hatch-1937-1938; M. Badaker1938-1939; 0. Perlette-1939-1942; M. Smithers1942-1944; Evelyn C. Lane-1944-1945; Miss Eleanor Cann - 1945-1946; Mr. George Feher 1946-1947; Margaret Clubb - 1947-1948; Mary Abbey, Gladys McLean - 1938-1949; M. Smithers1949-1950; M. Smithers, RenaMiffen-1950-1951;
Ruth E. Boulton, Norma Ficek - 1951-1952; Mrs.
Doreen Sharratt, Mrs. Jean Watson - 1952-1953'
Susan McKee, Miss Lydia Perik - 1953-54; Ott~
Perlette - 1954-1956; George W. Fellowes 1956-1957; Mrs. Irene Nelson, Mrs. Louise Downing -1957-1958; Mrs. Louise Downing, Mrs. Jean
Gleddon - 1958-59; Mrs. Stella 1. Hennan, Mrs.
Louise Downing -1959-1960; Miss Margaret Anne
Hutton, Mrs. Louise Downing - 1960-1962; Mrs.
Margaret A. Hayhurst, Mrs. Louise Downing 1962-1964; Mr. Eldon S. Robinson, Murray Sangster
- 1964-1965; Mr. Eldon Robinson, Murray Sangster, Margaret Bowles - 1965-1966; Robert
Cochrane, Margaret Thelma Hunkin - 1966-1967;
Helen M. 1. Couch, William Ernest Walker 1968-1969; Monina Soldervilla, Caroline Shrupalo
- 1970-1972; Mrs. Linda Gray, Albert Bashutski,

Cromer hall, 1981.

teachers, Mrs. Mildred Harkness and Mrs. Mary
Ritchie and former teachers Miss Myrtle Lane and
Miss Edith Moody.
The Cromer band, under their leader Mr. Bob
Schonberger, accompanied the singing. Bill Ritchie,
the first child to be born in Cromer was the Master of
Ceremonies for the event. His father, Jim Ritchie, 97
years young, cut the cake which was marked with the
years 1910-1978. Myrtle Lane, who earned $428.45
as substitute teacher for the month of July, 1925 was
one of the speakers. She taught for three years at
Cromer school before taking a position in Virden.
While at Cromer, she earned $800.00 a year and
received a raise to $900.00 for her last year. She
taught 36 pupils from Grade I to VIII.
Miss Edith Moody taught the high school when it
was opened in 1935, in what was the former ice-

Mr. James Ritchie's 99th birthday, 1980.
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a modem seed plant in conjunction with the elevator.
The present Cromer Seed Plant was built in 1967 and
officially opened on Febuary 29, 1968.
Also over these years the Cromer Association
amalgamated with the Ebor Pool Assoc., and grew
when the Butler and Ewart elevators were closed. In
1962 the name was changed to the Cromer and District Elevator Association. Over the past 55 years this
elevator has handled 13,773,400 bushels of grain and
returned to its members $697,435.00
Following are a list of names of the Presidents and
Managers from 1926 to 1981: Presidents: Bill
Mitchell - 1926-1929; Edward Walker 1929-1933; John Burnell 1933-1934; AlfRemnant1934-1935; Andrew Grieve - 1935-1940; Charlie
Cruickshank - 1940-1943; Gordon Smeltz 1950-1956; Allan Cruickshank - 1956-1967; Gordon Smeltz - 1967-1969; Allan Cruickshank 1969-1981. Managers: Charles Merrell 1926-1927; Carl Dahl-1927-1929; Jack Douglas1929-1930; Felix Lussier - 1930-1932; Harry Ballance - 1932-1940; Seth Reid - 1940-1945; Ray
Rodgers - 1945-1949; George Thompson 1949-1959; Malcolm McDonald - 1959-1969;
Hardie Lewis - 1969-

Miss O. Pidlypny - 1972-1973; Mrs. Linda Gray,
Mary Ritchie, Mildred Harkness - 1973-1974;
Mary Ritchie, Mildred Harkness - 1974-1976;
Geraldine Kay, Mary Ritchie, Mildred Harkness1976-1977; Mary Ritchie, Mildred Harkness 1977-1978.

Cromer and District Elevator Association
1926-1981 - 55 years
In April of 1926 a general meeting was called at
Cromer to discuss the grain marketing problems in
the area. As a result of this meeting, a provisional
board was set up to investigate establishing an elevator at Cromer. The first provisional board members
were: Charlie Cruickshank, Angus Gillies, Bill
Mitchell, Hugh McKenzie, Rueben Roach and John
Baines.
One week later on April 27, 1926, a second
general meeting was called. The above named board
advised this meeting that Cromer Elevator Association had been incorporated. At this meeting the first
official board was elected and was as follows: Angus
Gillies, John Burnell, B ill Mitchell, Hugh
McKenzie, Charlie Cruickshank, Edward Walker,
John G. Grieve. W. H. (Bill) Mitchell was president,
and Hugh McKenzie, secretary.
In late June of 1926 the elevator construction was
started and the first grain delivered by Bob and
Walter Grieves the first week of August, 1926. The
elevator was built in less than one month at a cost of
$20,510.32. In the year of 1927, 247,252 bushels of
grain were handled.
A number of tough years followed as some will
remember. One example of this was of the manager,
Harry Ballance. Mr. Ballance was originally hired at
a salary of $125.00 per month, and later saw his
wages cut to $90.00 per month, and still later to
$65.00 a month.
Improvements to the original elevator have been
made over the years. Some of these were: 1948 purchase of the U. G. G. elevator and dwelling - cost
$7,000; 1953 - electricfication of the elevator; 1953
- annex moved beside original- $5,000; 1953dust collectors installed - $1,500; 1960 - new
office built - $5,000; 1962 - agent's dwelling built
- $9,000; 1963 - steel tanks (storage) erected$17,000; 1963 - high speed leg installed - $1,943;
1965 - new dust bins; 1971 - new driveway and
scale; 1967 - seed plant built - $32,000; 1979U.G.G. elevator at Cromer taken over by Cromer
Association as a result of a trade.
One of the more recent additions or improvements was the construction of the Seed Plant. Because of the need for good seed and lack of any
nearby cleaning facilities, the Board decided to build

Cromer Elevator Association 1926-1966 40 years
I am going to try to give you the history and
achievements of our Cromer Co-operative Elevator
Association for the past forty years.
After reading minutes, talking to older people of
this Association and looking up information back
forty years ago, I found that the farmers at that time
were very unhappy with the way their grain was
handled. In 1926 they decided it was time they owned
and controlled their own grain handling facilities. So
they looked into the possibilities of forming a pool
elevator association here at Cromer. They found it
was necessary to sell a thousand shares with a value
of 1. 00 per share.
They also learned that it was necessary to have a
sign-up of not less than 7,000 acres to build an
elevator with a capacity of 40,000 bushels; this was
from farmers who would deliver their grain to the
Pool elevator.
We find that on April 10th, 1926, a general meeting was called and a provisional board was set up.
The personnel of that board was Charlie
Cruickshank, Angus Gillies, Bill Mitchell, Hugh
McKenzie, Rueben Roach and John Bains.
One week later on April 27, 1926, a second
general meeting was called. This board advised the
meeting that the Cromer Elevator Association had
been incorporated; that the memorandum of the As113

soclatlOn and General By-laws which had been
signed by the applicants for incorporation and forwarded to the Registrar of Co-operative Associations
had been accepted and approved, and that a certificate of incorporation had been issued by said Registrar. It was then decided to complete the organization
of the Association by electing an official seven-man
board of directors. Before any nominations were
received the by-laws were read. I would like to read
you the first two.
1. Integrity, faithfulness and efficiency in the
performance of their duties shall be demanded by the
members of this Association from all who hereafter
accept the Office of Director.
2. No Director shall use his Office for his personal profit or advantage.
I am sure these by-laws are still in effect.
Nominations were then received and the personnel of that first Official Board were as follows: Angus
Walker, W. H. Mitchell, John G. Grieve, Hugh
McKenzie, W. H. Mitchell was elected President and
H. E. McKenzie secretary. This board must have
been very efficient because they were all re-elected
the following year at the annual meeting.
I am not sure whether it was necessary to have a
sign-up of 7,000 acres or 10,000 acres, but Charlie
Cruickshank and one other member signed up 10,000
acres in less then ten days, driving with horse and
buggy. I would read to you the names of the farmers
who signed up and promised to deliver their grain to
this Co-operative Pool Elevator: George H.
Armstrong, Fred T. Hayhurst, A. P. Roach, W. F.
Burmingham, Robert Hasket, Alf A. Roach, John S.
Bains, 1. B. Harford, R. Roach, Edward Boker, Ed
Hayward, John Radjick, George Barclay, W. E.
Hulme, W. G. Simpson, Berry Bros. (Leo and Lawrence), AlfB. Johnson, 1. G. Schmelz; John Burnell,
Joseph Jopko, H. R. Senkiew, T. S. Campbell. T. H.
Jackson, James Solley, Charlie Cruickshank, W. Jas
Johnston, Lewis Shoemaker, Andrew Campbell,
James 1. Lyons, W. 1. Turner, 1. A. Chappell, E. R.
Mathews, E. G. Weldon, C. Drain, W. H. Mitchell,
Ed Williams, Andrew Grieve, James Mathieson, 0.
W. Williams, Robert Grieve, H. E. McKenzie, R.
Williams, John G. Grieve, Donald McDonald, E. B.
Weldon, Mrs. M. Grabouski, R. O. Powell, F. Wilson, Alex Podgurski (Alex Good), Richard Pengelly,
N. R. Williams, Walter Grieve, Walter S. Rayner,
James H, Williams, Angus Gillies, Joe Pollard, R.
D. Waterbury, James Hoskins, Alex Rawe, Edward
Walker, 1. W. Younge.
This first official board had a mighty big job on
their hands the first few years. But they lost no time
getting things moving because during the last week in
June of 1926 our present elevator was under con-

struction. They must have been real good men because they tell me this elevator was built in just a little
over a month. By the time the elevator was built the
board had bought a dwelling for the agent, known at
that time as the Oliver house. The cost price of the
elevator, plus the necessary operating machinery, and
the dwelling was $20,510.32.
By the time the elevator was ready for operation,
the board had acquired an agent, namely Charlie
Merrill.
In those years they never had such a thing as an
official opening or a ribbon cutting ceremony, but
Bob Grieve and his father, Walter Grieve, brought
down the first two loads of grain to this new elevator
the first part of August, 1926. It was the previous
year's oats and I suppose they just wanted to tryout
the elevator to see if everything was going to work all
right. I am told they had trouble controlling this new
air lift and when they lifted the front end of the wagon
box they almost lifted the horses off their feet. Mr.
Walker had to come to the rescue, I am told, and cut
the breast straps. When Mr. Grieve brought in the
next load he said: "I'm not taking chances on that
damn thing," and unhitched his horses before they
lifted the second load. It would appear as though
everthing was okay after a little practice, and the
elevator was all ready for the crop in the fall of 1926. I
am told that Albert Cullen now buying grain for
M.P.E. at Harvgrave, was working for Fred Hayhurst
at that time and he delivered the first grain from the
new crop. Charlie Merrill bought grain the remainder
of 1926 and part of 1927. In 1927 Carl Dahl was hired
and he was here the remainder of 1927 to 1929.
In 1927, the second year this association operated, they met their payments to head office and paid
back on a per bushel basis $3,800.00 in dividends.
During that crop year they handled 247,252 bushels
of grain; with the Grain Growers Elevator and the
British American Elevator operating as opposition.
In June, 1929, Mr. Jack Douglas was hired. He was
here until October, 1930. In October, 1930 the cottage
that Dick Wooldridge now owns was built by this
association at a cost of $1,290.00 plus $50.00 for
basement which was excavated by George Grieve.
in 1931 Head Office of Manitoba Pool Elevators
were having financial difficulties. They were carrying a very large debt because the first local elevator
association was formed at Roblin in 1926, and from
then until 1930 some 153 associations were formed
and almost that many elevators were built, the average cost of these elevators was in the neighborhood of
$20,000.00. Head Office had this money borrowed
and just as soon as the local elevator associations
were unable to meet their commitments, Head Office
was in trouble, and any of you who remember the
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thirties know there was very little crop in most districts. Consequently, on August 1st, 1931, an agreement known as the Four Party Agreement was
signed. This Agreement involved all the elevator
associations, Manitoba Pool elevators Ltd., the Manitoba Wheat Pool and the Province of Manitoba
under the Premiership of John Bracken. Our associa~
tion being involved, the Agreement was signed by
Edward Walker, President at that time, and Mr. John
G. Grieve, Secretary.
Under this Agreement, the Manitoba government
lent the Manitoba Pool Elevators $2,100,000.00.
Since that time Manitoba Pool Elevators and our
association have never looked back. Our accomplishments since then have been astonishing.
When reaading the minutes of June 1932, I saw
where this association asked Head office to send out a
real good man, and I am sure they did because in
June, 1932 Harry Ballance came to Cromer. He was
here for eight years and let me tell you those were
eight pretty tough years. During that time the eleva~or board had to have two carloads of oats shipped
mto Cromer for feed. There was also a carload of
apples shipped to Cromer from the Fruit Growers of
B. C., out of the goodness of their hearts, and were
distributed off the car to people of the district, I might
add they were shipped freight free.
When Harry Ballance came here, he was hired at
$125.00 a month. Later on, his wages were cut to
$90.00 a month and before he left he was getting
$65.00 a month with a bonus of $25.00. I wonder
how he and Bill Gray managed to get around and play
as much baseball as they did on those wages.
In 1940 our President at Head Office, Mr. Brett,
passed away and W. 1. Parker became President.
The smallest amount of grain this association
ever handled was in 1936-1937 when we just handled
20,350 bushels. Some of our larger farmers grow
almost that much grain in one year now.
At a board meeting in October of 1940, Mr. A. F.
Remnant was made an honorary member of this
association. On the 29th day of October, 1940, a bylaw was passed by Head Office of this association
cancelling all share capital and began operating on a
membership basis.
In 1940 Seth Reid was hired; he was here until
194.5. In 1945 ~ay Rodgers took over and he bought
gram here untIl 1949. In 1948 this association purchased the Grain Growers Elevator, coal sheds, flour
shed and dwelling at a cost of $7,000.00
. George Thompson was the next buyer; he came
m 1949 and was here ten years.
The board had the elevator electrified in 1953 and
moved the Grain Growers elevator over beside our
original elevator as an annex, at a cost to the associa-

Cromer elevators, 1981.

tion of around $5,000.00. We also installed a dust
collector at a cost of $1,500.00 the same year.
In 1959 Mac McDonald came to Cromer. Since
Mac has been here we have made several improvements.
In 1960 we had an office built at a cost of $5,000.00. In 1962 we built the present agent's dwelling
at a cost of close to $9,000.00. In 1963 we built two
steel tanks at a cost of $17,000.00 and put in a high
speed leg at a cost of $1,943.00 In 1965 we replaced
the old flat bottom dust bin with a hopper bottom
steel dust bin.
In 1962 with the abandonment of the Ebor railway line, we amalgamated with Ebor Association
and formed The Cromer and District Association.
In 1962-1963 this association had a record handle
of 563,106 bushels.
During the past forty years this association has
signed up a total of 423 members.
The total bushels this association has purchased
to date is 8,711,000 (November 1966) bushels. The
surplus allocated as patronage dividends to date is
$226,835.00 By our financial statement of 1966, our
buildings and equipment are now valued at $101 657.51.
'
. ~his association saw some lean crops during the
thIrtIes, but the last twenty-five years have been
with~ut a doubt good years and that is why during the
last fIfteen years this association has improved its
facilities to the extent of some $48,000.00 to $50 000.
'

Cromer-Ebor Beef Club
The Cromer-Ebor Beef Club was organized on
October 28, 1965 in the Ebor School. Mr. Ron
McLaren, Ag. Rep. from Virden, helped get the club
organized. Morris Senkiw of Cromer was the leader
assisted by Floyd Clark. Barry Foote was the first
president with John Thiessen the secretary and
Douglas Kool as treasurer. The club had ten members
in the first year. Their only project was the beef calf.
The club got started financially with a donation
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from the U.G.G. and Manitoba Pool Elevators. The
members also sold tickets on a radio to make money
for their club's needs.
The first achievement was held at Elkhorn in
conjunction with the Elkhorn Fair in July, 1966.
Their first uniforms were red shirts and black
pants. The calves were taken from Elkhorn to Virden
and shown and sold at the Virden Fat Stock Show and
Sale. The club still continues to show and sell their
market calves at Virden. As all the members in this
club's first year were boys, no tears were shed with
the parting of the calves. The following year girls
were part of the club and this is when tears were seen
being wiped from their faces.
In 1969 mothers of the members made a banner in
red and white and to date (1981) the club still has the
same banner. Since the start of the club the uniforms
have changed.
The club has expanded into the heifer project, the
heifer continuation, and the Pee Wee Club.
Over the years the club participated in public
speaking, demonstrations, jamborees, rallys, curling, workshops, skating parties, 4-H dances, whist
drives, concerts and many more activities.
In the fifteen years of the club, many champions
have been had in the various categories and competitions.
Sixty-three leaders, junior leaders and assistant
leaders from Cromer, Ebor and district have devoted
many hours in teaching and guiding some 284 members to become better citizens of the community.
The 4-H motto of "Learn to do by doing" is very
visible in the progress the members make from year
to year.
In all walks of life our 4-H members are showing
up, be it farming or other phases of agriculture,
nursing, homemaking, secretaries, bakers,
R.C.M.P., clerks and many more.

This newly formed club held its first achievement
day on May 28th, 1963. The members looked charming in their first uniform of green and white checked
skirts.
The first banner was white with a green border
and black lettering. After the original green and
white skirts and white blouses, the year 1964 saw the
uniforms changed to red shift jumpers and white
blouses. The banner also changed to red and white
and is still being used by the club today.
Through the years the Cromer pipers have always
looked outstanding on Rally Day and achievement
days in their smart uniforms. 1979 saw the Pipers win
the overall trophy at the Virden Rally.
Through the years the following projects have
been taught: clothing, crafts, foods, home design,
photography, woodworking, conservation, home
nursing, sewing with knits, junior leader, home away
from home.
A total of forty-three leaders have volunteered
their services in the past twenty years teaching a total
of ninety-three different 4-H members.
Some members have been awarded 4-H national
trips, as well as having received top awards in public
speaking and demonstrations.
The year 1980 finds the club with a total of
seventeen members, the youngest age being nine
years old. The 4-H motto "Learn to do by doing"
still gives incentive for the club's work. The development of the 4-H member in 1980 is the most important objective of the 4-H program.

Allen, Fred and Florence (Naylor)
Allen was born in Mosa Twp. Middlesex County,
Ontario in 1905, and came west the fall of 1922 when
he was 16 years old, on the farm help excursion, for
the sum of $10, landed at Antler, Saskatchewan
where he worked till 1925.
He started to farm by renting one half section for
three years, and then bought one half of prairie at
Cromer in 1928. In the month of June of 1929, he
broke some of it and 1930 had his first crop in
Manitoba.
He bought an I.H.C. thresher from Howard
Milton of Sinclair, Manitoba, and threshed his first
crop which was small and also neighbor's crops for
19 years: Patrick Bros.; Harry Senkiw, Alf Mather,
John Foote, Charlie Cruickshank, Dan Grieve, Mrs.
M. Mathieson. He farmed a section and quarter of
land and in 1931 he married Florence Naylor. They
had two children Keith and Doreen, who went to
school at Woodnorth.
Doreen married Larry Koeckeritz and lived at
Cromer for a while working on I.P.L., then moved to
Sherwood Park, Alberta still working for I.P.L. Then

Cromer Pipers 4-9 Club
Cromer Pipers 4-H Club was formed in 1962.
The first local leader was Mrs. Hilda Southward and
assistant leaders were Mrs. Rita Hosie and Mrs.
Mary Guthrie. Mrs. Maxine Heritage, the first Home
Economist in Virden, helped get the club organized.
The name Cromer Pipers was derived from the
town of Cromer and Interprovincial Pipelines from
which the club took its 4-H members. A donation of
$50.00 from Interprovincial Pipeline gave the club
its financial start.
The year 1962 had a total enrollment of eleven
members and one project, clothing.
Some of the activities of the first year were parties, bonspiels, concerts, candy sales, raffles, public
speaking, church parade and rally day.
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they moved to Kerrobert, where they still reside.
They have two boys, Trent and Blair and two girls
Lois and Wanda.
A son Keith, married Shirley Slater of Ebor. He
worked at I. P. L. in Cromer and then at Moosomin for
Trans Canada Gas. They moved to Princess, Alberta
and worked for Alberta Trunk Gas, until being
moved to Hussar, Alberta, as station chief for sometime, and later moved to Calgary to Head Office,
then left Alberta Trunk Gas and worked for Husky
Oil and at present is with Pacific Petroleum. They
have three girls Laurie, Holly and Shelly.
Allen sold the farm to Reg. Kelsey in year of
1974. He lived on the farm for one year before
building a new house in Virden, moved in to the new
home July, 1975.

men doing the bidding while trying to identify his
best girl friend's box lunch. Everybody danced at the
dances, whether is was a waltz, fox trot, two step,
schottische, bellfield or waltz country, with Herman
Roach playing the violin and sometimes fiddling for
a step dance, or Charlie Cruickshank playing the
button accordian.
John was a school trustee at Sanderson School
and a church warden at Kola Anglican Church. He
was the butcher for a so-called beef-ring in the district and kept bees as a hobby. He had something like
a dozen horses on the farm, cattle and chickens
which were Florence's responsibility. There was a
Titan tractor and a threshing machine. Around 1927
John bought an Overland Ninety car. The "ninety"
so far as anyone could determine was because it had
ninety wheels.
Bains lived on the farm at the time of the first
radios, with hom speakers and earphones, also the
first crank-up gramaphones with the cylinder-type
records. Alphie Roach used to come to the house and
would teach Jack how to play the fiddle.
John, who had been a healthy man all his life,
suddenly took ill from blood poisoning in the fall of
1930 and died at Virden hospital. He was buried in
the Kola Church Cementery. In the spring of 1931
Florence sold all the farm possessions and we moved
into Virden, where the children continued at school
and finished growing up.
In 1936 they moved to Winnipeg where I attended
University and Elsie took teacher training. Elsie
taught school for two years at a school in the Oak
Lake district near Virden. I flew with the R. C. A. F. in
Canada and overseas during the war, married Evelyn
Burden from London England in 1949, have a son
Gary 23 in business in Winnipeg and a daughter 21
attending University. Since the war I have been employed as a social worker, dealing with child and
family welfare matters, in private agencies and the
provincial government.
All the girls are married and have families. With
the exception of one living in Toronto, all the families, and Mrs. Bains, live within a short distance of
each other in the St. James area of Winnipeg. Florence Bain is 92 years of age and takes care of herself
in her own home.
Evelyn and Jack frequently visit the Virden,
Cromer and Kola areas. The Kola churchyard, which
is original prairie still produces flowers he knew
while going to Sanderson School, such as crocuses,
lilies, ladyslippers, buttercups, bluebells, wild
roses. They have planted trees and shrubs and some
plants in the church yard, and are glad to renew
acquaintances and friendships developed and cherished with people of the district over the years.

Bains, John and Florence
John, and his brother Will, came to the Cromer
district from England in 1913. Florence, came from
England in late October 1915, arriving when threshing was still in progress on the farms. They were
married in the Kola Anglican Church where subsequently all five children were baptized. Elsie was
born February 1917; Jack November 1918; Frances,
March 1920; Janet, March 1924 and Louie, April
1928.
John and Will had lived on a farm in England and
came to Canada because they liked farming and saw
the chance to buy land. They farmed for four years <;m
land about eight miles north of Cromer, where the
house was referred to as the old stoney castle. In 1917
they moved to a three - quarter section 5-10-28, just
inside the Wallace municipality north of the
Pipestone - Wallace boundary. Florence gave birth
to all her children in the farm house, usually as she
recalls on one of the coldest or stormiest nights of the
year.
Jack and his three sisters attended Sanderson
School in Pipestone Muncipality, one mile south of
the farm. Their school companions were the
Cruickshanks, the Grays, the Mathiesons, Mary
Grieve, Grant Norsworthy. The school was tin covered usually painted white, and until ten o'clock on
winter mornings was not the warmest of buildings.
They had a good time there with the four lady teachers who tried to instil some education into them.
They learned how to drown out gophers on the school
grounds, to play ball, to march at Sanderson School
District No. 442 on field days, and to take part in
Christmas concerts.
The school house was also the meeting place for
much of the social life of the community. There were
box socials with Charlie Cruickshank, frequently the
master of ceremonies, telling stories, and the young
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Barkley, Russell and Mary (Torry)

joined the Canadian Army serving in Canada and
overseas. He was discharged in 1946.
In 1946, William married Rosa Bush, from
Guernsey Channel Islands. They took up farming in
Cromer in 1947 on N. E. 22-9-28 West 1, and had
three daughters. Jean Rosa is now Mrs. Howard
Hammond, living in Ottawa. Mary Elizabeth is now
Mrs. James Shiells, living in Winnipeg. Patricia Ann
is living in Brandon.
Two of the girls attended Sanderson School. Mr.
and Mrs. Bentley left the farm in 1957 and since then
have lived in Virden. William passed away in 1973
and Mrs. Bentley is still living in Virden.

Russell Anthony Barkley born in 1900, son of
Alfred and Elizabeth Barkley, married Mary Eleanor
Torry, born in 1909, daughter of David and Sophia
Torry.
The couple came to the Hargrave area in 1943 to
the Northeast quarter of 6-9-28. They had a family of
ten, five boys and five girls. Earl, Leslie and Ethel
went to the Hargrave school for three years and then a
move to Cromer and finishing school there. Shirley,
John, Billy and George went to school in Cromer.
Margaret finished high school in Reston. Elizabeth
and Maxine finished high school in Virden.
Mr. Barkely passed away on March the sixth of
1963. The farm was sold in 1965 and Mrs. Barkley
moved to Virden where she still resides.
Mr. and Mrs. Barkley's family:
Earl Douglas Barkley born 1934, married Mary
Alice Smith, on October 12, 1957 at Cromer. They
live at Woodnorth, Manitoba as a farmer and patrol
operator.
Leslie Alfred Barkley, born 1935, lives at
Cromer, Manitoba and works on the C.N.R.
Ethel Lillian Karwandy, born 1937, married
Claude Peter Marcel Karwandy on December 28,
1957 at Cromer, and are living in Virden, Manitoba.
Shirley Ann Cuthill, born 1939, married Stanley
Wilfred Cuthill on November 29, 1957 in Cromer,
and are living in Virden, Manitoba.
John Henry Barkely, born 1941, deceased March
20, 1969. He worked on drilling rigs in Alberta.
William Alexander Barkley, born 1942, married
Lila May Simpson, on July 18, 1970 in Brandon,
Manitoba. They live in Virden where he works as a
mechanic.
George Barkley born 1943, married Minnie Joy
Chapman, on October 15,1966 in Virden, Manitoba.
They live at Virden, Manitoba where he farms and is
a patrol operator.
Margaret Rose MacPherson, born 1947, married
Doug MacPherson, on June 17, 1977 in Brandon,
Manitoba. They live in Shoal Lake, Manitoba where
she is working as a waitress.
Elizabeth May Clear born 1949, married Alfred
Clear, on February 22, 1970 in Calgary, Alberta
where they are living.
Maxine Linda Hayward, born 1950, married
William Barry Hayward, on October 10, 1970 in
Virden, Manitoba. They are farming in the Blair
district.

Berry, Fred and Margaret (Langtry)
Fred Berry eldest son of Anson Berry married
Margaret Ruby Langtry at North Augusta. They
moved west in 1909, taking up farming at Woodnorth. In 1922 they moved to Cromer where they
remained until their deaths, Fred in 1943 and his wife
in 1956.
They had four children:
Freda who became a nurse and moved to the
States where she met and married Paul Yeumans.
They had one child. Freda died at Streator, Illinois in
1944, age 30.
Laurence married Doris Skinner of Cromer and
farmed until he contacted polio in 1949. They had
four children.
Alpha married Em Matthews and moved to
Campbell River, B.C. They had two children. Alpha
passed away in 1956 at the age of 46.
Clarence married June Tait of Virden and worked
in the oil fields, then moved to Edmonton where he is
employed with Walter Woods Co. They had six children.

Berry, Lawrence S. and Fanny (English)
Lawrence was born 1883. He moved to Woodnorth in 1910 and worked for his brother Ed until
1916. He and his brother Lew then bought the store at
Cromer from Mr. Gilway, which they operated under
the name of Berry Brothers. They also operated an
Ice Cream Parlor, Pool Room, and Lumber Yard, as
well as a farm at Cromer.
Lawrence's parents lived with him and his wife,
Fanny, above the store in Cromer for a few years until
the store was destroyed by fire in September of 1924.
They were forced to flee the building onto a porch in
the front and descend by a ladder, as the fire, which
started in an oil cook stove in the kitchen, had cut off
the entrance at the rear of the building.
They then moved into a house and rebuilt the
store as a single story building, which they operated
for the next twenty years. In June of 1944, this store

Bentley, William and Rosa (Bush)
William Herbert Bentley came to Canada in 1927
from London, England. He worked on farms around
the Cromer area until the second world war when he
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Lewis's trees behind the church, alive and thriving
today.

was also destroyed by fire. Shortly thereafter the
partnership of Lawrence and Lew was dissolved,
with Lawrence taking over the farm and Lew's son
Holly taking over the store, which he operated in the
old Ice Cream Parlor which was situated across the
street. Holly sold the store to Lawrence's son Albert
Berry in 1956 and he operated it until 1976. The store
had been in the Berry name for sixty years.
Lawrence's parents remained with Lawrence and
his family until their deaths, his mother passing away
in 1924 and his father in 1930.
Lawrence married Fanny English, daughter of
Robert English, in 1922, at Victoria, B.C. Seven
children were born to them.
Albert married Eileen Cheaters and is living in
Virden. Barrington is farming at Cromer. Joyce married Stuart Fitzpatrick and is living in Denver, Colorado. Leane married Bill Lane and is living in
Brandon. Robert married Roberta Shouldice and
they are farming at Cromer. Ruby married Kris Kaasgaard and they are farming at Belleview. Louise
married Albert Croft and is living at Edmonton.
Lawrence continued to farm until the 1950's. He
passed away in 1960. His wife is still living at
Cromer.

CaHan, Lloyd and Hilda (Lansing)
My grandparents John and Mary Crump (nee
Minard) came from England in 1882 and settled on a
homestead a few miles northeast of Scarth. They had
four boys and three girls living, Charles, Aaron,
James and Fred, Carrie, Harriet and Lizzie. Harriet
Crump married Freeman Lansing in 1893, Harriet
was born in England in 1875 and Freeman was born
in 1870 at Scugog, Ontario. They first lived about
eight miles east of Scarth; then bought a section of
land 24-9-27 in the Daybreak district in 1903. They
had eleven children, five boys and six girls. Eight are
still living and they went to Daybreak school until it
burned down about 1916. They then went to Laggan
school. Freeman died in March 1931 and Harriet died
in February 1944. The Lansing family: Melville,
deceased; Effie, is in'Regina; Saskatchewan; Amy is
in Fillmore, Saskatchewan; Alice, in High Prairie
Alberta; Walter, deceased; George deceased; Mary,
in Virden, Manitoba. Clifford in Powell River, B.C.
Their daughter Hilda Lansing was born in August
1903 and married Lloyd Callan of Ewart in July 1928
and farmed in the Cromer-Ebor district. Lloyd was
born in February 12, 1901. They had three children,
Winnie, Clifford and Dennis. Winnie married Ken
Stonehouse of Ebor, in February 1951. Clifford married Lynne Cook of Pipestone, in July 1962 and
Dennis married Kathy Rosin of Hanna, Alberta in
November 1963, and live at Taber, Alberta. Ken and
Winnie farmed at Ebor until 1975 and then moved to
Virden, Manitoba. They had two children a girl,
Lorraine, and a boy, Wayne. Clifford and Lynne had
two children Phillip and Sherri and now live at
Lloydminster, Saskatchewan where Cliff works in a
garage. Dennis and Kathy have two girls, Pamela and
Deirdre. He has a dry cleaning plant and laundromat
at Taber. Lloyd Callan died in November 25, 1953
and Hilda and the boys moved to Virden then, where
Hilda still resides.

Berry, Lewis D. and Philipena (Brill)
Lewis D. Berry was born in 1888 and came to
Reston in 1910. He bought the Barber shop and pool
room which he operated for a few years until his
health failed.
He then sold this business and went into the
grocery business which he operated for a short time.
In 1916 he went into partnership with his brother,
Lawrence, and they purchased the store at Cromer,
which they operated jointly along with their farm and
other businesses, until the mid 1940's.
Lew was married in 1911 in Winnipeg to Philipena (Bena) Brill, daughter of Jacob Brill of Bruce
County, Ontario. They had three children: Rosalie,
Holly, and Llewellyn. Rosalie was married to Doug
Grey who is now deceased. Rosalie lives in Virden.
Holly married Mary Renwick and they are now living in Brandon, although for many years they lived in
Cromer, while Holly was a partner in the Berry
Store. Llewellyn was killed in action in Germany in
World War II.

Coates, John and Florence (Rayner)
John Coates came from Huron County, Ontario
from the town of Seaforth, in 1882 and took up a
homestead quarter northeast 28-8-28 in the same
year. The first year he lived in a sod hut before
building the small cottage on the property which still
stands, He took up his pre-emption on the southeast
quarter 28-8-28 and later purchased the following
land; the northwest quarter 27-8-28, northeast quarter 21-8-28, northeast quarter 33-8-28, northwest
quarter 35-8-28 and north half 34-8-28.
John Coates first received his mail in Virden.

Lew passed away in 1947 and Bena in 1971. Lew
left a lasting memorial of his life when in the 1920's
he planted a band of trees on the west side of the town
of Cromer which has proven to be a great shelter for
the little Village. There were about 9000 trees of
numerous varieties planted in five or six rows.
Should you ever visit the village, you will notice
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Denyse married Leo Hygard of Yorkton,
Saskatchewan. They have three sons and one daughter; Miles, Shane, Kelly Anne and Rhonda. They
reside in Estevan, Saskatcehwan.
Barbara married Larry Minster, Winslow, Washington. They have two sons and one daughter; Brent,
Blake and Heather. They reside in Winslow, Washington, U.S.A.
Lynne married Lyle Rookes of Manson, Manitoba. They have two sons, Barry and Aaron. They
reside in Estevan, Saskatchewan.

Later it was brought by Dan Grumett from Reston to
Elm Valley Post Office.
He was treasurer for a number of years of the
school before it was moved to the village of Ewart.
His first grain was hauled to Virden and later to
Reston, Ewart and Cromer.
John Coates married Florence Rayner in 1908,
and four children were born. The family moved to
Virden in 1921, and John died in 1924. Mrs. Coates
resided in the Sherwood in Virden.
John Coates was a kindly man with a big heart for
the less fortunate. At the time of his death a large
package of promissory notes was discovered and
signed by all manner of persons and from whom he
had never collected.
Leslie Coates still resides on the homestead quarter. Robert Coates, a retired school teacher, lives in
Brandon. Colonel Kenneth Coates has retired from a
medical practice in Toronto. Margaret Coates married Henry Gatin of Pipestone and lives in Regina.
John and Florence had four children, Robert,
Leslie, Kenneth and Margaret. Robert married Grace
Cullen in 1936; Leslie married Dorothy Coulter in
1933; Kenneth married Wilma Morrison in 1939 and
Margaret married Henry Gatin in 1942.
Robert and Grace's children are: John Winston
Coates, veterinarian at Glenboro, Manitoba, who
married Marlene Johnston; Karen Frances Coates
trained as Nurse at Brandon General and married
Bruce Barteaux.
Leslie and Dorothy Coates children area: Shirley
Coates who married George Rogers of Virden; Denyse Coates married Leo Hygard, Estevan,
Saskatchewan; Barbara Coates married L. Minster,
Washington, U.S.A.; Lynne Coates married Lyle
Rookes, Estevan, Saskatchewan.
Margaret and Henry's children: Marilyn Gatin,
married Doug Conway, Regina, Saskatchewan, and
Albert Gatin.
Kenneth and Wilma Coates' children: Linda
Coates married to George McDonald, Toronto, Ontario; Carol Coates married to Robert McInnis,
Toronto, Ontario.
There are a number of great-grandchildren. John
Coates died at Virden September 1924 and Florence
Coates lives at the Sherwood in Virden. She will be
ninety-one years of age in June 1979.

Coates, Margaret Anne
Margaret Anne was born November 2nd, 1911,
on her Dad's farm in the Elm Valley district. She had
three brothers, Robert John Coates, Leslie Walter
Coates and Kenneth James Coates.
In the early twenties the family moved into Virden, Manitoba, where her dad died on September
5th, 1924.
She completed her educaton in the Virden
schools, going on to the Manitoba University where
she graduated in Bachelor of Science in Home Economics 1939. After attending a post-graduate course
in dietetics at the Winnipeg Children's Hospital she
accepted the position of Dietican in June 1940, at the
Brandon General Hospital.
It was here that she met her husband Henry Peter
Gatin, while in training in the army. They were
married June 25th, 1942. On April 2nd, 1943 they
had twins born to them, daughter Marilyn Anne and a
son Albert Charles.
They moved several tiines across Canada until
the end of the war 1945, settling on the University of
Manitoba campus where her husband graduated in
Electrical Engineering in 1950. This was the spring
of the great Winnipeg flood. Leaving their cottage
under water they joined the Saskatchewan Power
Corporation in Regina.
They spent three years in Montreal with the Engineering Institute of Canada, returning to Regina in
1969. At the end of November of this year 1978, they
have retired.
Their daughter Marilyn is an Art Consultant with
the Regina Board of Education. She married Douglas
James Conway, a teacher, on October 11th, 1975.
They have a son Christopher James, born January
26th, 1978.
Their son Albert is handicapped and lives at
home. He belongs to the Saskatchewan Federation of
Artists.

Coates, Leslie and Dorothy (Colter)
Leslie W. Coates married Dorothy Colter. They
have four daughters. Shirley, Denyse, Barbara and
Lynne. All the children attended Elm Valley school.
Shirley married George Rodgers, Virden. They
have four daughters; Donna, Leslie, Susan and Valerie. They reside in Virden, Manitoba.

Drysdale, Lloyd and Audrey (Scott)
Lloyd Drysdale came to Cromer, from Regina,
on August 28, 1951.
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On June 2, 1956 he married Audrey May Scott,
daughter of Earnest and Flora Scott of Reston.
Audrey and Lloyd lived at LP.L. at Cromer until
November 1963.
Their three boys were born while they lived at
Cromer: Dana Howard, April 9, 1959; Aaron Scott,
December 25, 1960; Clayton Grant, September 7,
1963.
Their reason for leaving Cromer was that they
had bought their own house in Virden. (To get away
from LP.L.)

in Rossland. They returned to Manitoba in 1944 and
bought the farm, south half of 27-9-28 Pipestone,
farmed until 1949 when ill health made it necessary
to leave the farm and return to Flin Flon, where he
established his own plumbing and heating trade until
1956.
The eldest daughter Jo, graduated from nurses'
training at Brandon General Hospital in 1957. Judy
finished her high schooling at Virden. She married
Gerald McDole in 1959, has two children and is
presently living in Mississauga, Ontario. Joe married
Stephen Harvey in 1959, has two children and lives in
Calgary, Alberta.
In 1960 Murray and Hazel moved into their present home which they built on the farm. Murray
worked for Trans Prairie Pipeline for thirteen years
from 1957 to 1970. He was elected to council for
ward six in the R.M. of Pipestone.
Murray's parents were John Murray Hogg who
married in 1900 to Elizabeth Hogg (Gibson). John
deceased in 1955. Elizabeth deceased in 1927. Their
family: James Murray, born in Swan River, Manitoba
April 17; Mary (Mrs. Jack Alderson) Swan River,
September 6, 1903; William Gibson, Hefley Creek,
B.C. 1904 September 8; Jenny (Mrs, Stewart
Holmes) Swan River, Manitoba, November 21; Jack,
Leswood, Manitoba born 1907, November 3; Murray, 1908, November 30; Elsie (Mrs. Tom Barrow)
Burnaby, B.C. August 28; Ethel (Mrs. Jim Brown),
Swan River, November 18; Annie (Mrs. Jack Barrow) Burnaby, B.C. August 28; Elizabeth (Mrs. Watson Gilmore) Flin Flon, December 3; Archie, Swan
River, Manitoba 1918, January 9, Edith (Mrs. Cliff
Hanson), Swan River, May 16.

Hayhurst, Howard and Margaret (Hutton)
Howard Thornton Hayhurst and Margaret Anne
Hutton of Winnipeg were married at Robertson Memorial United Church in Winnipeg on August 4th,
1962. Since that time they have resided on the family
farm 10-9-28 along the Pipestone Creek. The farm is
now named 'Bridge Bend' after the old bridge was
washed away in the 1976 flood.
Howard and Margaret have four children. They
are Trevor Thornton born on January 12, 1966;
Christopher Bruce born May 4, 1969; Shaelan Louise
born February 13, 1974; and Morgan Christine born
June 3, 1977.
Howard has been a Trustee with Ft. La Bosse
School Division for eleven years. Previously he was
a trustee with the Cromer School District #152 for
six years. Margaret taught at Cromer for four years
and found the country way of life a lot different from
the city.

Hogg, Murray and Hazel (Haskett)
Murray Hogg was born in Pipestone, Manitoba,
November 30, 1908, the sixth child of John Murray
Hogg and Elizabeth Hogg (Gibson).
His first school was Belleview and first teacher
was Paula McDougall of Reston.
The family moved to Swan River in 1919, the
reason for leaving was because they received a good
price and bought another farm. Murray lived in Swan
River until 1928; then left for Island Falls and worked
there until the spring of 1929; when he went to Flin
FIon and cooked at Monday Mine. The mine closed
down in June 1929 so he returned to Swan River. In
1932 he went to Flin Flon and worked in the zinc
plants.
He married Hazel Haskett in May 1935 in FIin
FIon. Their family: Josephine Marie, born Good
Friday, 1936; Judith Ann, born April 23, 1941. Murray went to Winnipeg in 1942 and took a machinist
course through the armed services and joined home
services.
In 1943 he moved the family to Trail, B.C. where
he worked for C.M.&S.Co., and subsequently lived

Horn, Glenn and Laura (Wardle)
In February 1958, Glenn Gordon Horn and wife
Laura (nee Wardle) purchased a small house in
Cromer from William (Pat) Wooldridge (lots 23 and
24). Ih 1961 they moved to a larger house on Main
Street formerly owned by H. R. (Holly) Berry (lots 3
-7). This structure had at various times served as a
school, store, pool room and barber shop, before
being used as a home. In 1964 the large lot adjoining
the small house (lots 23 and 24), was sold to the
United Grain Growers. The agent's house formerly at
Butler was moved onto this site. In 1975 the small
house and remaining lot were purchased by Stan and
Harriet Lewarne.
Glenn G. Hom began working for Interprovincial Pipeline Co. Ltd. at Cromer on a seasonal basis
soon after the pumping station was established at
Cromer; and became a full-time employee in November 1954. 1979 makes twenty-five years service.
Glenn, born February 28, 1934 at Virden, spent
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wife of Herbert R. Grose; Thomas Howard, who
lived on the home farm until his retirement to Virden;
Lily Pauline who became the wife of John G. Grieve;
and Willie who was killed overseas in the first great
war.
The family attended Sanderson School.
Mrs. Jackson died when the family was very
young.
Mr. Jackson was remarried to Elisa Jane Spence
of Omemee in 1889. She died at the family home in
1924 at the age of seventy years. Mr. Jackson and son
Howard remained on the farm for a number of years.
Mr. Jackson died in 1942.
Howard Jackson was genuinely interested in people, a good neighbor and friend to all. He loved
horses and took pride in showing them at the local
country fairs.

his younger years in the Swan River Valley. Then his
family returned to farm at Woodnorth. He is the
eldest son of Gordon and Edythe Horn.
Laura (nee Wardle) was born at Salmon Arm,
B.C., October 16, 1938, younger daughter of
Howard and Mary Wardle. The family returned to
Virden in 1939, where Laura grew up. Laura and
Glenn were married in Virden, October 26, 1957.
They had three children: Douglas Gordon, born June
9, 1959 at Virden; Kathleen Faye, born August 2,
1961 at Virden; Colleen Marie, born July 31, 1963, at
Virden, and deceased September 14, 1963 (aged six
weeks) a victim of "Crib Death" or Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome.
An interesting feature of the history of landholders of the south half of 15-9-27 is that it has
belonged, at various times, to three of the four ancestors of Glenn and Laura Horn.
Approximately 1886, James and Elizabeth Wardle came from Barrie, Ontario to homestead this
section of land. Their eldest son Wilmot, who had
come west to Gainsborough, N.W.T. in 1882, moved
to the Springvale district and while living there,
broke the first sod on this section of land. Wilmot
Wardle was the paternal grandfather of Laura Horn.
In 1909 this land was purchased by Peter Jordan
and farmed by bachelor sons, Thomas and William.
Peter Jordan was Glenn's maternal grandfather. In
1945 the south half of this section was purchased by
Kitchingman Horn, Glenn's paternal grandfather and
in 1947 Glenn's father, Gordon Edward bought this
half section. Glenn, in turn, bought the east quarter
in 1972.

Kellington, Mark and Harriet (Mighton)
Mark Kellington was born in Walkerton, Ontario
on October 4, 1867 and died on March 4, 1912 at
Virden, Manitoba.
Harriet Elizabeth was born at Hanover, Ontario,
on June 24, 1877 and died on August II, 1966 in
Brandon, Manitoba.
They came to Manitoba because the climate was
better for his asthmatic condition. They came to Oak
Lake around 1895 and took up homesteading on
August 31, 1899 at Elm Valley (known now as
Cromer) on the north east quarter of 10-9-28 No.
77960 Patent June 27, 1903. Cromer boarding house
and dance hall was built by Mark Kellington around
1908.
This couple had three children. Mary Emily Glen
Kellington was born on March 19, 1896 at Hanover,
Ontario and died March II, 1949 in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Thomas Milton Kellington born June I, 1900
in Hanover, Ontario, died July 9, 1961 at Cromer.
Harriet Ruby Kellington was born March 21, 1904 at
Elm Valley in a sod shack on the homestead. Ruby
was the first little girl to have a ride on the engine of
the first C. N . R. train through Cromer.
Due to Mark's poor health the family moved to
Virden in 1911. Mark Kellington purchased the west
half of 20-9-28 in April 1912. This property is still
owned by Ruby Forsyth, Nina Ball, and Vera Campbell. When Mark passed away Mrs. Kellington
moved back to Cromer to the boarding house.
The children attended Cromer school. Mrs. Kellington married John E. Thody May 2, 1916 and
moved to London, Ontario, but came back to Cromer
in 1919, some time in April and resided there until
October, 1927. They had one daughter Vera Winnifred Thody, born January 7, 1919.
Mary Emily Kellington married Clarence Evans

Hosie, Lew and Rita
Rita and Lew Hosie moved to Cromer from Regina, in the fall of 1953, to work at Interprovincial
Pipeline Limited Pumping Station.
Heather 1. Hosie was born August 23, 1956, is
now married in Regina, is Mrs. Heather Steiner.
Arthur 1. Hosie born January 19, 1960 is attending
University of Saskatchewan in Regina.
During their time on Interprovincial Pipleline
Limited Station, Lew owned and operated a farm at
northeast 22-9-28 WI.
Rita and Lew were active in Cromer United
Church, 4H groups and Cromer curling rink. They
moved back to Regina in the spring of 1965.

Jackson, James and Elisa (Spence)
James Jackson came to Manitoba from Omemee,
Ontario in 1882, settling on land in the Cromer district, 28-9-28. He married Mary Johnson and together they farmed on the homestead. They had a
family of four, Mary Aleta, who later became the
\22

Kirkpatrick, Robert and Jessie (Mitchell)

in 1915 and farmed around Cromer for a while. He
worked for Grengell Crushed Rock Co. in the power
house. They had one daughter Harriet Nina Evans,
born at Cromer in the boarding house on September
13,1916. Nina married James Milton Ball on July 15,
1940. She has two children, Alexander Ball born
June 3, 1941 and now resides in Edmonton, Alberta.
He had three children. Nina Mary Lou Ball born
January 16, 1944 now resides in Florida. She has two
children. James Ball, switchman for C.P.R. is now
retired. Nina Ball, a secretary, is now retired from G.'"
H. Woods Co.
Thomas Milton Kellington married Mary Willis
in 1921. He worked as a salesman for Singer Sewing
Machine Co. in Brandon and also salesman for
Rawleighs. He farmed and was employed for a short
period in construction of the pumping station at
Cromer in the early fifties. Five children were born in
the first marriage and all attended Cromer school:
Morris Melvin Kellington, born February 12, 1922;
Arleen May Kellington, born October 1923; Ruth
Kellington, born July 6, 1925; Mary Kellington,
born July 8, 1927; and Thomas Kellington 1929.
Children born to Margaret Bar Telfer Kellington
and Thomas Milton Kellington were Ronald Milton
Kellington, born august 7, 1942; Margaret Lynn Kellington, born March 21, 1944 and Lome Albert KelIington born February 24, 1949. Ronald and
Margaret were born in Virden, Manitoba. Lome was
born in Winnipeg, Manitoba. They attended Sanderson School until 1959. Margaret went to Woodnorth High School. Lome attended Cromer school
from 1960 until 1961.
Morris M. Kellington came to Winnipeg in 1930
and has been employed with the C.P.R. over thirty
years. He married June A. Hobson on August 26,
1950. There were no children. Arleen May Kellington married Jack Nixon and resides in Sudbury,
Ontario. Their children are Franklin, Susan and
John.
Ruth Kellington married Jack Matthews and now
resides in Campbell River, B.C. Her occupation is
hairdressing. She had two children, Wayne and
Brenda.
Mark Kellington married Eileen B. and had four
children: Beverly, Barbara, Cheryl and Randy. Mark
is a mechanic and also farms south of Brandon.
Ronald Milton Kellington is a scrap iron dealer
who resides in Calgary, Alberta.
Margaret Lynn Kellington, a licensed practical
nurse, resides in Winnipeg.
Lome Albert Kellington, a farmer, married Elaine Dupley in 1965. They have two boys, Earl and
Dale.

Robert Kirkpatrick, and his wife Jessie Ann
(Mitchell) came from Scotland in 1920, and settled in
Cromer as a C.N.R. laborer.
They had one daughter, Ruth Margaret (Cameron) now married at Woodnorth. Robert was deceased June, 1954 and Jessie resides in Sherwood
Home, Virden, Manitoba.

Kool, Walter and Helen (Dracek)
Helen moved to Virden in 1949 (from Cantuar,
Saskatchewan near Swift Current) with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Dracek. Mr. Dracek died in 1960 and
Mrs. Dracek still lives a mile out of Virden.
Walter and Helen were married in Virden on June
6, 1953 and moved into a brick house located on the
northwest of 1-9-28. This house had been the home of
Liz and George Sproule. The Kools lived in this
house for ten years before building a new one in
1963.
They had a family of two boys and two girls.
Douglas Walter was born March 26, 1954. Patricia
Deanne was born November 20,1955. Rodney Craig
was born March 2, 1957 and Valerie Marie, born
November 6, 1964.
Doug attended Cromer school for two years and
Pat attended Cromer school for one year. When
Rodney started school, they all went to school in
Woodnorth until Woodnorth closed in 1967; then
they all went to school in Virden including Valerie
when she started.
In 1973 Doug graduated from Virden Collegiate
and worked at Prince Rupert, B.C. There he serviced
airplanes owned by a private firm. He worked there
for over a year. He got work in Winnipeg working as
parts man for North West Cycle in Winnipeg. He
worked at this until the spring of 1977. On April 30,
1977 he married Louise Simard of Winnipeg. He
moved out to Cromer and has been working on the
farm with his father (Walter) since.

Cutting wheat at Kool farm, 1927.
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Lyons, John and Mary (Mealift)

Pat also graduated from Virden Collegiate in
1973. Pat worked at the West-Man nursing home as a
Nurses Aide for one year. After a year of working she
decided to get married on September 7, 1974. She
married Stan Rampton, son of Mr. and Mrs. L.
Rampton of Oak Lake. Stan and Pat have two lovely
boys, Cameron and Robin and farm north of Oak
Lake.
Rodney graduated from Virden Collegiate in
June of 1976. Rodney was quite athletic especially in
hockey (refereeing and playing). After five years of
sickness he passed away on September 19, 1977.
Valerie has taken all her education in Virden and
is at present taking Grade IX at Virden Collegiate.
Walter was born at Virden January 28, 1929 and
has lived all his life on the home farm of his parents
Mr. and Mrs. A. Kool and also of his late grandparents Mr. and Mrs. W. Rayner. Walter was educated in Elm Valley School until Grade VIII,
graduating from Virden Collegiate in 1946. In 1948
he graduated from the University of Saskatchewan
with a Diploma of Agriculture. He took up farming
with his father Arie Kool.
Walter was married to Helen Dracek in June 1953
and settled in his farm home on 1-9-28, from an old
brick house to a modern yard with modern farm
buildings. They developed their home grounds as the
years went by and in 1971 won the Provincial Home
Grounds Competition sponsored by the Manitoba
Good Roads Association. In 1974 they won the
Provincial Horticultural Home Grounds Competition. After these achievements they did not compete
anymore but kept the grounds up. Walter and Helen
grew quite a variety of fruit trees in their little orchards.
All the family members have been and are quite
active in all community activities in the district
around.

James Henry Lyons was born in 1862 in Belfast,
Ireland. He came to Ontario, and later to Manitoba
with his brother-in-law and sister Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Turner. He worked as a farm labourer, then bought
and homesteaded on the southwest of 12-9-28.
He married Mary Mealiff of Dublin, Ireland, in
Winnipeg in 1907. Of this union eight children were
born.
Marie died in her third year from spinal meningitis.
Kathleen worked as a seamstress in Reston, Virden and Oak Lake. She married Robert Todd of Oak
Lake and moved to Sudbury, Ontario where he
worked for Inco. They have three sons all married
and living in Ontario.
Harriet spent her teen years working out. She
became a hairdresser working in Brandon, Minnedosa and Hamiota, where she married Clifford
Curll who worked in groceries. They lived in Rapid
City, Brandon and now in Virden. They have two
sons both married and living in Vancouver.
Donning remained on the farm with his father
and continued farming after his father's death in
March 1933. He married Emily Crump of Scarth in
1942. They have three children. Donna attended
school at Elm Valley, Woodnorth and Virden. She
graduated as a Registered Nurse from St. Boniface
hospital and is presently nursing in Winnipeg.
John attended school at Elm Valley and Woodnorth and then worked in the oil fields in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta. He married Dorothea
Phielix of Dordrecht, Holland at Red Deer, Alberta in
1970. They have a daughter Carol yn and a son Shawn
and are living in Brandon, Manitoba.
Linda attended school at Elm Valley, Woodnorth
and Virden. She graduated from the University of
Manitoba in Winnipeg with a degree in Physical
Eucation and took Education a'. Brandon University.
She taught school at Neepava and Flin Flon. She
married Gaylyn (Tom) Guthrie of Reston in 1975.
They live in Flin Flon and have a daughter Jennifer.
Harold spent his early years lumbering in B.C.
He joined a Scottish Regiment in World War II.
Following that he returned to farming. He married
Marion Katchen of Cromer. They left the farm and
moved to B. C. They came back to Manitoba and
settled in Virden where he did construction work.
They have two sons in Manitoba and a daughter in
Chicago, Illinois.
William spent his life working on farms and in
construction. He served overseas in World War II for
five years. On rett1rning he farmed the southwest of
14-9-28, later moving to Dauphin. He never married.
Marion was in the Civil Service in Ottawa during

Six-horse team, Arie Kool farm, 1928.
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World War II. She married Manson Curll of Hamiota
living in Halifax, Brandon and now in Saskatoon.
They have two sons, one married and living in Vancouver and the other in Saskatoon.
George did farm work until he enlisted in World
War II and served overseas for six years. On returning he farmed on the northwest of 11-9-28 for several
years. He now lives in Vancouver. He never married.
Mrs. Lyons worked for a number of years helping
all who needed her. She spent her remaining years as
a resident of The Sherwood in Virden. She died in
June 1972.

Mrs. George Roach (nee Evelyn Mather) at bridge north of
Cromer, 1930.

Mather, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred

8, 1919 in Virden hospital. A daughter Evelyn was
born in 1921.
Mrs. Mather found a great delight in gardening
and raising of poultry.
The three children attended Cromer school.
Evelyn and Wilfed later attended high school in
Cromer. Before the opening of the high school in
Cromer, Wilfred attended Sanderson school for one
year. With the opening of high school in Cromer
(highly through the efforts of W. T. Cann) there was
an enrollment of ten pupils, the first teacher being
Miss Edith Moody. It should be mentioned that
Wilfred's first primary teacher was Miss Myrtle
Lane. He loved playing football and curling.
Mr. Mather purchased a Case threshing machine
and a portable engine (pulled by horses) to move a
Liton I.H.C. one cylinder, in 1909, and did considerable custom threshing in the community. He also
received his twenty-year certificate from Registered
Seed Growers' Association in 1965. Wilfred recalls
seeing the first combine in operation in this community in either 1928 or 1929, operated by Fred
Hayhurst and his father.
The daughter married George Rooks on May 6,
1947 and lives on the former Thos. Tawly farm. They
had one daughter, Brenda.
Mr. Mather was a former Trustee for Cromer
school and also served on the Board of Stewards for
Cromer United Church, of which he was a devout
member.
Mrs. Mather passed away in 1962 at the age of
eighty-seven. Mr. Mather passed away in 1967.
Wilfred took over the farm from his father.
Wilfred married Ella Maw of Elkhorn, September 27, 1969. She had three daughters by her previous marriage: Carrol, Margaret and Diane. The
couple continued to live on the family farm until 1976
when he sold a section of it to Garry and Sandy
Ritchie. They started up a smaller farm on 27-9-28
but decided to purchase the Lenard Leslie farm three
miles south of Elkhorn where they still reside.

Alfred Stewart Mather was born in a small town
in Scotland, Dumfries, 1884. He attended Wallace
Hall Academy from which he graduated July I, 1901.
He started to serve his apprenticeship as a pharmacist
in Edinburgh, but being troubled with headaches his
doctor advised him to take outside employment.
Mrs. Mather was born in Dickelborough, a short
distance from Cromer by the Sea in England. Her
father was a blacksmith by trade.
He decided to emigrate to Canada at the age of
nineteen. He came over on a ship of some five thousand tons. He landed in Halifax. There he boarded
what was called the Colonist trains, for his trip to the
west. The coaches were just plank seats, somewhat
rough on the posterior for the length of the journey to
Virden, in June, 1904. He had his first meal at the
cafe of Eugene Daily, who became his lifelong
friend.
His first employment was for a farmer, Alex Roe,
on a farm occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Murray Hogg
today. He purchased his first farm, the north half of
27-9-28 from Rily Isay, on which he farmed until he
purchased 16-9-28 from Mrs. Sarhara Anderson,
upon the death of her husband. He attended church,
in the earlier years, in Elm Valley School, prior to the
church being built in Cromer around 1911. Prior to
the coming of the railroad, he hauled his grain to
Virden by team. Alfred had the privilege of knowing
the people who helped to build it. A Duncan McGinnis later became driver of the road maintainer in
Wallace. The first store was located on the east side of
the railway bridge.
Prior to the railroad coming through Cromer in
1906 the residents used to take turns going to pick the
mail up at Kola. Alfred Stewart's mother visited him
from Scotland in 1907.
Mrs. Mather worked for Mr. Mather as a housekeeper prior to their marriage in August, 1917. Dorothy was born of the previous marriage. Later to Mary
Russel Smith of Cromer, Wilfred was born February
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Mathieson, James and Maud (Drain)

She now runs a mail order and dry cleaning business
for Sears in Reston. Marjorie's youngest son, Peter,
died at age fourteen.
Alice, the youngest McDonald, married Horace
Edwards of Butler. She died at age fifty-three on
December 8th, 1958. They had one girl Barbara who
is in Winnipeg. Barbara had one boy who is in B.C.
The McDonald farm was near the Pipestone
Creek. The water was much higher in those days so
the family swam in summer and skated in winter.
There were three near-fatal accidents. Eretta Jean at
the age of three went with Hector to watch the men
build the McDonald's bridge which has since washed
away. E. Jean waded out on the ice and went through.
Her father Dan, saved her. Years later coming home
from school, she tried to cross on the ice and went
through near the middle of the river. After breaking
ice to the other side, she got out. Alice's accident
occurred when she fell into the water hole. Hector
grabbed her bonnet and saved her. There are only two
of Dan McDonald's family left: Jean in Virden, and
Marjorie in Reston.
Sophia McDonald was a wonderful midwife. In
her day she helped bring over one hundred babies
into the world. Some without a doctor. She was also
called for in any sickness. Two railroads were built
while Dan and Sophia were on the farm, the C.N.R.
through Cromer and the C.P.R. through Ebor. Their
farm was just three miles from each.
Dan died in 1943 and Sophia in 1953.

James and Maud (Drain) Mathieson were married
February 1912, having purchased 3-10-28 in the Wallace Municipality bordering Pipestone Municipality.
Three children were born: Kathleen, Jean (deceased 1931) and Ronald on the home farm. All
attended Sanderson School and Cromer was their
shopping centre.
W. Frank Jones came from Wales, on the Sam
Wright and Walter Norsworthy farms, married Kathleen, farming for awhile on 33-9-28 east half. They
moved in 1935 back into Wallace Municipality. Two
children were born, Arnold who attended Sanderson
School, until parents moved to 8-10-27 in the Wallace Municipality. He married Marjorie Etsell, has
four chidlren, is living at Devon, Alberta, employed
with an oil company.
Carole married Kenneth Corbett in R.C.A.F.,
two children born, and is living at Belleville, Ontario.

l\1cDonald, Dan and Sophia (Wright)
Donald McDonald, known as Dan, came west
from Parkhill, Ontario in the 1800's and after batching some time with Bart Foote, he married Sophia
Wright from Snow Road, Ontario, on January 19,
1898. They were the first couple married in the
Pipestone Church. They bought 24-9-29 from Mr.
Hogg. At that time Johnsons, their nearest neighbors, were living in a sod shack. They were some of
the old-time pupils of Sanderson school. A. C.
McKenzie of the Seed Company was also a pupil at
that time. Sanderson is one of the pioneer schools on
the prairies.
Hector was born when they had been married one
and a half years. He farmed first at Ebor then Woodnorth then retired to Virden. He married Hazel Roach
and had Arelene and Eldon. Arelene married Paul
Podobni and lived at Woodnorth. Hector and family
are all gone now. Eldon was shot when he and another boy were shooting rats in a granary. He died at
fourteen years of age.
Hector had three sisters: Eretta Jean married
Harold Lund and they had two girls and one boy, all
teachers. Dale is still teaching at Shilo. Eretta is
postmistress at Manson. Doris married Don Stephen
and lives in Sherwood Park. Marjorie McDonald
married Pete Munro at Reston. They had four children. Norma was a teacher; Billie came back from
the war and became an auctioneer. He had been
wounded twice and his plane was cut in half. The
back half with men went down, while the men in the
front part managed to get out to a boat. So Billie
floated three days on the Bay of Bengal before being
picked up. Sheila the third one married Frank Nash.

Morgan, William and Annie (Stevenson)
William Morgan was born in Aberdeen, Scotland
in the year 1886. He came to Canada in 1910. He
worked for the C.N .R. in Cromer. In 1912 he married
Annie Stevenson of Scotland. Annie passed away in
1916, Bill in 1920. They had three children.
Isabel Morgan, born in 1913 married James
McGee of Deloraine in 1934. They had three sons
and three daughters. James passed away in 1971.
Isabel still resides on the farm in Deloraine.
Marion (Mae) Morgan was born in 1915 and
married Gordon Coates of Goodlands in 1942. They
had two sons. Mae passed away in 1970.
Walter Morgan born in 1916 in Davin, Saskatchewan, received his education in Cromer and Winnipeg. He worked for the C.N.R. and became
foreman at Ralston, Manitoba in 1956; moving back
to Cromer in 1960 and to Virden in 1964.
Walter married Rose Buternowski of Horod,
Manitoba, on December 2nd, 1942. They had five
children, four boys and a girl.
Mervyn, born September 7th, 1943, married
Dixie Mitchell of Woodnorth in 1964. Mervyn is
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employed in Brandon as a phychiatric nurse. They
have a son and a daughter.
Kenneth, born January 29th, 1945, died March
1945.
Barry, born June 1st, 1947, married Nancy
Johnston of Winnipeg in 1970. He is employed in the
Research Department of the Grain Commission.
They have a son and a daughter.
Maxine, born February 10th, 1950, married
Allan Taylor of Virden, March 1969. They have two
sons.
Richard (Ricky) born July 8th, 1951, married
Debbie Merkley of Elkhorn in 1976 and is employed
with Behlen-Wicks Company of Brandon. He has
two sons.
Walter passed away in May of 1977. Rose still
resides in Virden.

munity College and graduated a course in Cosmotolgy in June of 1978. She is presently employed
as a hairdresser in Brandon. Leanna was active in
figure skating and curling.
Murray Keith was born May 4, 1963. He took his
schooling at Cromer, Ebor and Virden, He enjoys,
curling, fishing skidooing and reading.
Glennis Elaine was born November 26, 1968.
She has taken her schooling at Cromer and Virden.
She enjoys figure skating.

Piggott, Jim and Lily (Reynolds)
Jim Piggott emigrated from England in 1906. He
first worked in the Ewart district, then on the C.P.R.
as far west as the Connaught tunnel. On returning to
this area, he worked for Eisler and Callan. While
working at Jim Callan's, four horses he was driving,
were struck and killed by lightning. For the rest of his
life he was plagued with astraphobia. He married
Lily Reynolds in November, 1914, and moved onto
the north half of 20-8-29. He farmed there until his
death in 1957.
Lily Reynolds came from England in 1912 to keep
house for her brother Jim, who had homesteaded on
the southwest quarter of 30-8-29, several years before. He was a well known sportsman and athlete.
Another relative of these two, was George Proctor
who farmed the northwest quarter of 22-8-29, and
was also the Bardal postmaster. Over the years he had
several young men stay and work with him. Among
them were Cyril Archer, who was decorated overseas, Alf Modeigh, and Stanley Jackson who
drowned in Jackson creek north of Jim Reynolds.
George died in 1926.
Jim and Lily had two sons, Howard, born March,
1916 and Doug, born October, 1917. Lily died in
March, 1920, directly after her brother Jim and her
close friend Margaret Peloquin had died. The young
boys were then partly looked after by Bert and Elsie
Snape, their aunt Minnie McAdoo, and for a period
by their seventeen year old cousin Lily, who had been
brought from England for this purpose. After this
they batched six or seven years with their Dad.
October of 1929, Jim married Ivy Ostlere and
another son was born, Jim Jr., in November, 1930.
Bill and Fanny Ostlere and family arrived at
Woodnorth from England in 1913, moving to Cromer
in 1920, to Bardal district in 1927, and finally to
Sinclair where William died in 1944. Ellen married
Charles Steele and lives in Virden. Gordon lives in
Winnipeg.
Howard served with the 1st Division through the
Italian campaign. After the war he worked at sheet
metal and heating in Winnipeg. In 1949 he married
Violet Becker (nee Duncan). They moved to Salmon

Pengelly, Keith and Shirley (Shank)
Keith Clinton Pengelly was born November 23,
1926, the fifth in the family of Richard and Hazel
Pengelly who lived on section 7-9-28. He took all his
elementary schooling in Cromer. Due to war years,
he quit school after grade eight to help on the farm.
They farmed there till 1946, when his brothers returned from the war, then moved to section 31-8-28.
His father died August, 1951.
About that time oil was found in the area, so
Keith worked around the oil patch in winter months
and farmed in the summer. In 1954 Keith and his
mother moved to the half section northeast quarter of
4-9-28 and the southwest quarter of 4-9-28 which
Keith had bought from Charlie and Frank Lowe.
Keith enjoyed playing hockey and curling. He is still
active in curling.
On December 13, 1958, Keith was married to
Shirley Jane Shank at Maryfield, Saskatchewan by
Reverend Doreen Smith.
Shirley was the daughter of Joseph and Rachel
Shank (Nee McAdoo), and was born at Maple Creek,
Saskatchewan on August 2, 1937. In December
1945, the family moved to the Maryfield district.
Shirley took her elementry schooling in country
schools, plus two years high school by correspondence. She served as a Fighter Control Operator in
the R.C.A.F. from 1955 to 1958, being stationed in
Ontario and Quebec. After Keith and Shirley were
married they lived on his farm until November, 1968,
when they bought a house in Cromer from Lany
Koeckeritz, lots fourteen and fifteen.
Shirley also enjoys curling.
Keith and Shirley have three children: Leanna
Kim, born December 20, 1959, took her schooling at
Cromer, Ebor and Virden, graudating Grade twelve
in 1977. She then spent a year at Assiniboine Com127

Virden in 1977. Bill still farms the east half of section
33.
On July 3rd, 1946 he married Eleanor Blackmore
at her parents' home at Ebor. Eleanor was born on
October 25th, 1918, second daughter of James and
Bessie Blackmore (Pengelly). She received her education at Ebor and attended Brandon Normal School
in 1938-1939. In this municipality she taught at Sanderson, Ewart and Ebor.
Eleanor and Bill had four of a family: Ron, born
June 4, 1947, now on home farm; Glenn, born August 7, 1950, married Kathy Young, of Virden in
1970. They have a son and a daughter. Glenn is Public
Health Inspector at Morden; Sandra, born May 17,
1953. She died as a result of an accident in 1971;
Daryl, born August 9, 1956 attended the University
of Manitoba and now articling in a C.A. office in
Brandon.
Eleanor and Bill are now living in Virden, Manitoba.
Ron Ritchie was born June 4, 1947 eldest son of
Wm. and Eleanor Ritchie (Blackmore) of Cromer,
Manitoba. He received his education at Sanderson
and his high school at Virden. He started to work for
Manitoba Telephones in July, 1966. On September
17th, 1966 he married Lynda Guthrie.
Lynda was born November 17, 1948 in Edmonton, Alberta, eldest daughter of Mervin and Mary
Guthrie. She came to Cromer with her parents in
1955 where her father was employed with Interprovincial Pipelines. She received her education at
Cromer and high school at Reston and Virden.
Ron and Lynda lived in Virden until 1977 and
moved to Cromer to take over the west half of his
father's farm 33-9-28. He still works for M.T.S. Ron
and Lynda have three of a family: Sherri, born February 17th, 1967; Scott, born September 19th, 1971 and
Christal, born March 6, 1976.

Arm, B.C., and established a sheet metal shop which
he still operates. Violet died August, 1977, and
Howard married Marion McKnight, December,
1978.
Doug served with the 4th Division, through
France to Germany. In 1946 he purchased three quarters of section 18-8-29 through the V.L.A. November
of that year he married Dorothy, second daughter of
Bill and Jessie Wooldridge of Ebor. They farmed for
several years and operated a cage in Cromer. After
buying a rooming house in Salmon Arm, they, with
their progeny of five, moved there in September,
1964. Daughter, Gale, married Terry Wright of
Butler in 1966. After he died in 1970, she moved
back home, and is now married to Rob LeDuc, Clio
is at home. Charm, married Ron Pitura of Kennedy,
Saskatchewan, June, is touring Australia. Darla,
married Doug McKay, Grinrod, B.C.
Jim, Jr. married Patsy Castle in 1948. They
farmed until 1964 when they moved with their four
children to Salmon Arm. Jim worked at Sheet metal
and operated construction machinery. Howard is at
home. Bill, Wes and Ann are married and all live
near Salmon Arm.

Reimer, Lawrence and Norma (Toews)
In April 1966, Lawrence H. Reimer (born at
Greenland, Manitoba, Febuary 17, 1930) and Norma, the former Norma Toews, born September 22,
1933, at Wales, North Dakota and daughter Katherine Joyce, born June 23, 1964 at Calgary, moved
here from Calgary, Alberta.
Lawrence had .been employed by the Alberta
Government telephones. Having bought the quarter
setion 32-8-28 from Fred Partner, originally known
as the Burnell place, and a half section 31-8-28 from
Raymond Pengally, they decided to try their hand at
farming.
On September 7, 1967, Lyle Lawrence came to
join the family and June 13, 1971, Leslie Keith arrived. Tho' they have experienced both blessings and
misfortunes such as hail, windstorm and the loss of
their barns by fire, the good has far outweighed the
bad and through it all they are thankful to God for his
goodness to them. They are thankful to their neighbors who helped them in so many ways.

Roach, Alfred and Annie (Haskett)
Alfred Roach was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Roach of Cromer. In 1930 he married Annie Haskett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Haskett (Reichart).
At the time of their marriage they resided on the
east half of 12-9-29, later moving to the Woodnorth
and Springvale district.
In 1940 they moved to the west half of 28-9-28
and still reside there. Their son Jack now farms the
land.
They had three of a family. Dorothy married
Earle Heaman of Hargrave. They have four children:
Lyn and Cheryl of their own and two adopted Metis
girls, Kerril and Colette.
Gwen married Kris Jorgenson of Ebor. They have
two girls, Debra and Dale.

Ritchie, Bill and Eleanor (Blackmore)
Bill Ritchie, first baby born in the village of
Cromer was born December 30, 1909, son of Mr. and
Mrs. 1. Ritchie. He received his education in Cromer
and spent his entire life there. In 1940 he bought the
farm 33-9-28, where he resided until his son Ron
took over the west half of the farm and Bill moved to
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and Darnell; Donna married Bert Page and they have
two children Candace and Cameron and Dean is not
married.
Jim Thomson farmed the southwest of 6-10-28
across the road from Charlie Cruickshank. They
lived about a mile south of the Cruickshanks on the
same side of the road the northwest of 33-9-28 till
after Jim's death when they had to move. They went
to Hargrave district. Allan started school at Sanderson; but the children got most of their schooling at
Hargrave.
The two boys farm, Allan at Woodville and Bob
at Hargrave. Jean lives at Esterhazy, Saskatchewan.
Her family all live at Whitewood, Saskatchewan.

Jack married Dorothy Cullen. They have one girl,
Sheri-Lee, and one boy, David.

Roach, Reuben and Susan (Sproule)
Reuben Roach was born in Cornwall, England in
1861, the first member of the Roach family to come to
Canada in 1885. He settled in Manitoba and worked
in the Brandon Hills for some time. He drew the first
load of lumber into Brandon.
Reuben homesteaded in 1885 on section 36-9-29
for ten years, in the Cromer district, then to 30-9-28
where he farmed until 1942. His first house was made
of logs. He retired in 1942 and passed away in September 25, 1948.
Mr. Roach and Susan Sproule of St. Mary's,
Ontario, formerly of Ireland, were married on December 28th, 1898 at Oak Lake. They had two children; Arlene, Mrs. Paul Podobni who died in 1972,
and Eldon who died in 1946. Hector died in 1961.
Hazel then married Lloyd Stendal of Winnipeg in
1963. Hazel died in 1964.
Myrtle married R. E. Jones, formerly of Wales,
England in 1934. They farmed near Cromer 30-9-28
from 1934 to 1974 with the exception of farming at
Dunrae, 1949 to 1952. The retired to Virden in 1974.
There were four children: Joyce married Tony Harder
in 1960; Kenneth deceased in 1944; Doreen at home;
Clifford of Regina married Bernice Kipper.
Celia married R. Cosker, formerly of Yorkshire,
England in 1936. They farmed on 30-9-28, Cromer
from 1936 to 1960 when they retired to live in Virden.
There was no family.

Sitter, Peter and Adeline (Beitel)
Peter Sitter, son of Pete and Mary (Fahlam), married Adeline, daughter of Zack and Theresa
(Klepsch) Beitel. They have three children, Cindy,
Leslie and Darren, born in 1961, 1962 and 1965.
They moved to Cromer from Kerrobert, Saskatchewan to Pipeline House No.1 on March, 1970 at
the northeast of 17-9-28, stayed one year and then
moved to Virden in March 1971. In 1974 they purchased a farm from Harvey McDonald the northeast
of 25-9-27, Pipestone Rural Municipality; moved on
June 15, 1974 and still reside there. In 1970-1971 the
children attended Ebor school.
Pete is an electrician and instrument mechanic.
Cindy enrolled in school of nursing September 1979.
Leslie and Darren have no plans at present.
A memorable event was the flood in the spring of
1976. They were isolated for a few days due to
washouts etc.
Pete and family were transferred to Cromer from
Saskatchewan. They enjoy living in the area, and
turned down a transfer to leave in 1975.

Simpson, William and Jessie (Carson)
William George Simpson was born in Winnipeg
on January 21st, 1885 and passed away in March
1951. He married Jessie Carson who was born in
Edinborough, Scotland on February 14th, 1884.
Their family consisted of Florence, William,
Frances, and Lyonal who passed away in May 1923.
William was killed overseas in France in August
1944. Florence married James 1. Thomson who
passed away in November 1935; and years later in
November 1952, she married Wendel Seraras.
Frances married John Magowan. She died in November 1971.
James and Florence had three children: Allan,
Jean and Robert. Allan, married Kathaleen Paull,
and have two children Billie and Judith still going to
school. Jean married Glen Armstrong and they have
four children. Robert married Shirley Bianco; and
their children Perry and Kelvin are still going to
school.
Jean's family: Douglas married Sharon McIntyre
and have children Marcy and Andrea; Darrell married Sharon Olenick and have children Christopher

Skinner, Harry and Edith (Salt)
Harry Skinner immigrated to Virden from England around 1910. Edith Salt came shortly after. They
were married at Virden in 1912. Harry Skinner joined
the Canadian Army in 1915 returning from overseas
in 1919 and worked forC.N.R. at Scarth. He became
section foreman in 1928 and moved to Cromer in
1936, where he remained until his retirement in 1951,
when he moved to Virden and lived there until his
death in 1955. He was predeceased by his wife in
1949.
They had four children. Gladys was married to
Ewart Lupton at Vandura, Saskatchewan where they
farmed until they retired to Victoria, B. C.
Doris married Laurence Berry at Cromer. They
moved to Elkhorn in 1951 where she is presently
employed at the Elkhorn post office.
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Albert married Catherine Turner and worked in
the oil fields. They are now living at Medicine Hat,
Alberta. They had four children.
Sidney joined the Air Force. He married Ilene
Keyes of Barra, Ontario and is presently employed
by Ward air Air Lines. They have two boys.

married Kathleen Smith of Portland in 1968 and they
have three daughters, Candice, Cheryl and Carin.

Thody, John and Harriet (Kellington)
John E. Thody, who was born January 7, 1892,
come to Manitoba in 1913. Harriet Elizabeth Mighton Kellington, born on June 24, 1877, came in 1898
or 1899. They were married on May 2nd, 1916 in
Toronto, Ontario; and had one child Vera Winnifred,
born on January 7th, 1919.
The family lived in Cromer where John worked
for the C.N.R. for a few years; and then for the
Manitoba Pool Elevator until they left the Cromer
area in 1927. From there they moved to Newton
Siding where John became elevator agent for United
Grain Growers, and worked for this company until he
retired in 1957. He died on August 4th, 1959; and his
wife, Harriet died on August 11, 1966.
Their daughter, Vera married James Bartle Campbell of Oakville, Manitoba on November 5, 1937.
They had two children. The eldest, Bartlett John
Stewart Campbell was born on April 11; 1942; and
married Sheila Leslie O'Neill on February 23rd,
1963. He died on December 7, 1964 at the age of
twenty-two. The other boy, Jeffrey Mayne Campbell
was born on July 1, 1945; and married Lynda Diane
Dyen on September 13, 1963. They have two children Jeffrey Paul Scott and Randon Layne.

Smeltz, Keith and Marilee (Milliken)
Keith Grant Smeltz is the son of Harvey and May
(Churcher) Smeltz. He was born in the Cromer Ewart area and took his schooling there.
He married Marilee Ellen Milliken, daughter of
Jim and Gwen Milliken and they live on the home
farm of Harvey and May the southwest of section
35-8-28.
Keith and Marilee have two daughters Kimberly
Erin, born in 1974 and Marcie Lee, born in 1976.

Solly Brothers
The Solly brothers occupied 25-9-29 in
Pipestone Municipality, Cromer, from 1880's till
1934.
H. A. Solly came from Kent, England in 1880's,
homesteaded, then graduated from St. John's College, Winnipeg in 1902, and was ordained as an
Anglican Minister. He moved to B.C. and in 1907 he
married Dorothy A. Thompson of England. He later
became Archdeacon of Anglican Diocese of
Kootenay, B. C. They had four children. He died in
1941.
E. G. Solly and Arthur F. Solly came from Kent,
England in 1892. Their first house was made of sods.
They farmed with oxen, hand ploughs, etc. E. G.
Solly farmed at Cromer from 1892 to 1934 and at
Ochre River, Manitoba from 1934 to 1944 when he
retired to live in Ochre River. In 1903 he married
Janet Bannerman of Portage La Prairie, who was then
teaching at Sanderson School. They had no children
but raised Arthur Solly's daughter Marion from the
age of one year. Mr. Solly died in 1958 at age eightytwo and Mrs. Solly in 1965 at age eighty-five.
Arthur F. Solly came from Kent, England in 1892
and farmed at Cromer for a few years; then joined the
North West Mounted Police and moved to B.C. He
married Ada Rae Fleming of Kansas, U.S. who died
in 1907. Later he married Annie Turstall, who died in
1969. They had one son John of Courtenay, B. C. Mr.
Solly died in 1953 at age seventy-five.
Marion Gordon, nee Solly, attended Sanderson
School and Ebor School; and taught school at Kola
and some Virden area schools. She married George
Gordon of Hargrave in 1938. George died in 1976.
They have twin sons; Garry G. Gordon, who is with
Imperial Oil in Winnipeg, and Garth E. Gordon,
Arco Station owner in Portland, Oregon, U.S. He

The Thomsons
The Thomsons were both born in Scotland.
Grandma, February 2nd, 1873 and Grandad, March
1880. They came out in the early twenties. They
farmed south of Dan Grieve, the southwest and
northeast of section 32-9-28. They moved to Virden
in 1954.

Thompson, James and Florence (Simpson)
James 1. Thompson married Florence Simpson.
Florence was the daughter of William George and
Jessie (Carson) Simpson. William was born in Winnipeg on January 21,1885 and passed away in March,
1951. Jessie was born in Edinborough, Scotland in
February 1884.
James' parents were both born in Scotland; Mr.
Thompson in March, 1880 and Mrs. Thompson on
February 2, 1873. They came to the Cromer area in
the early twenties and farmed south of Dan Grieve,
the southwest and northeast of 32-9-28. In 1954 they
moved to Virden.
The senior Thompsons farmed the southwest of
6-10-28 across the road from Charlie Cruickshanks
and James and Florence were about a mile south on
the same side of the road the northwest of 33-9-28.
They stayed there until after Jim's death, then Florence had to move to the Hargrave district.
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Arthur Crook of Letellier, Manitoba on June 11,
1955. Russ's family were also farmers who lived on
river lots along the Red River. Gwen and Russ subsequently had four children: Natalie Charlene, born
Jun 7, 1957; Arthur Burton, born August 30, 1958;
and twins Roderick John and Lisa Mae born April 15 ,
1961. Gwen's husband a clergyman in the United
Church of Canada, died at the age of thirty-three on
August 16, 1964.
John and Iva and Vern and Ellen continued to
farm at Cromer until the fall of 1964 when they sold
out and John retired and Vern and Ellen went into
business at Rivers and later at Salmon Arm, B.C.
where Vern died.
John attended school at Elm Valley, starting at
age five, 1899 to have enough students to open the
school. He later attended Agricultural College but
severe poor health ended this. He later attended Success Business College in Winnipeg.
Iva started school in Starmount County, Ontario,
then attended school in Hargrave, Manitoba for one
year, then Cromer school as of 1913, until she
finished Grade IX. She then attended Virden Collegiate for a year but returned to farm at Cromer to help
because of her father's poor health. She was later able
to continue to study piano in Virden during the winter
months; after which she taught music and played the
organ at the United Church at Cromer.
Vernon attended Elm Valley, Cromer Elementary
school, Virden Collegiate and United College. Gwen
is now a social worker in Brandon.
Vernon's boys attended Cromer school until the
family moved to Rivers.

Florence and Jim had three children.
Allan married Kathleen Paull. Their two children
Judith and Billie are going to school. They farm.
Jean married Glen Armstrong, are at Esterhazy,
Saskatchewan, are grandparents of six and there are
forty-seven family members.
Robert has two sons still in school.
Florence and James' children took their schooling
at Sanderson, and Hargrave. In 1952, Florence married Wendel Sararas.

Turner, John and I va (Barkley)
William John Turner was born April 3rd, 1894
and Esbyll Iva Mae Turner on September 29, 1899.
John's parents William and Margaret (nee Lyons)
Turner came from Mount Forrest, Ontario and homesteaded in the R.M. of Pipestone in 1892 on the
northwest of 36-6-28. Margaret Turner was born in
Belfast, Ireland and Wm. Turner in Ontario.
Iva's parents were Annie and George Barkley
who came to the R.M. of Pipestone in March, 1913
after having spent one year in the R.M. of Wallace,
coming originally from Chesterville, Ontario, where
they also farmed. At Cromer the Barkleys bought, in
1913, the farm on which the Arnold Lazenbys had
previously lived. The Barkleys came out west on
doctor's recommendation and also because Mr. Barkley saw an opportunity to get land for his three sons.
The Turners came to Manitoba partly because
Mrs. Turner's parents had moved to Brandon and on
her mothers death Margaret came to spend time with
her father, William joined her and was touched by the
opening of the west and decided to remain and look
for a homestead. Wm. Turner died August 29, 1923
at the age of sixty-eight. Margaret Turner died March
13, 1949 at the age of seventy-nine.
Annie and George Barkly, Iva's parents both
lived in the R.M. of Pipestone until they retired to the
town of Minnedosa. George died January 16, 1953 at
age eighty-eight and Annie died in Brandon June 12,
1967 at the age of ninety-two. They had six children.
John and Iva were married on February 11, 1925
at Cromer United Church and went to live on the
northwest of 36-8-28 moving to the northeast of
5-9-28 in about 1940. They had two children, George
William Vernon Turner born July 2, 1927 and Gwendolyn Mae born July 26, 1933.
On January 5, 1948 Vernon was married to Mary
Ellen Wardle of the Springvale district where her
parents also farmed. They subsequently had three
children, Brian Vernon born April 6, 1950; Melvin
Blaine born November 14, 1952; and Donoven Brent
born December 25, 1953. Vernon passed away on
January 31, 1977 at the age of forty-nine.
John and Iva's daughter Gwen married Russell

Turner, Vernon and Ellen (Wardle)
Vernon Turner married Ellen Wardle January 5,
1948, lived on same farm as his parents.
In 1965 they sold the farm and W. 1. Turner retired
to Virden and Vern moved to Rivers and managed the
Macleod Store two years. Then Vern worked with
Co-op Store (Hardware Department) in Brandon.
In 1969 they moved to Salmon Arm, B.C. where
Vern was Assistant Manager for the Co-op.
They had three sons: Brian joined the R.C.M.P.
in 1969 after completing Grade XII and is with Surrey Detachment. He is married and has two children.
Blaine completed Grade XII in Salmon Arm, then
joined Shoppers Drugmart at Lethbridge as Advertising Manager. He is married and has one child. Brent
completed Grade XI at Salmon Arm and now is in
Parts Department with White Trucks in Kamloops.
He is married and has one child.
Ellen is employed with Hospital as Assistant Dietician. Vern passed away January 31, 1977.
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Vandenberghe, Stanley and Betty (Brown)

purebred Hereford cattle which they showed at local
fairs and in Brandon.
Lou married Fred Stutter of Winnipeg. Their
wedding was the first held in the Cromer Anglican
Church. Fred was employed with the C.N.R. and
they lived in various places in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. They had two children, a daughter Maybelle, who is now married and living in New
Zealand. A son Clifford is married and resides in
B.C. Fred retired while living in Emerson, later
moving to Winnipeg. Lou died on February 9,1970.
Thomas Edward (Ted) married Dorothy May
Callan of Ewart, Manitoba in Virden on December
16, 1931. They lived a few months on a farm south of
Cromer, then moved to Oak Bluff, Manitoba to farm
until the spring of 1943. Three children were born to
this marriage. Eldest daughter Helen married Bill
Munro of Reston, June 4, 1951 in Brandon. They
made their home in Readlyn, Saskatchewan for a
year, then in North Battleford, returning to Brandon,
December 1953; where they resided until July, 1963;
when they moved to Reston, where they still reside.
Three sons and a daughter were born - Blaine lives
at Assiniboia, Saskatchewan. He married Barbara
Chanen of Pittsfield, Massachusetts, U.S .A. on August 7, 1976 and they are now living in Brandon.
Grant, born in Brandon, resides in Calgary, Alberta.
Peter, also born in Brandon and Lisa born in Reston
Community Hospital both live at home.
James Edward Walker, born June 16, 1934 married Donna May Ames of Brookdale, Manitoba,
November 5,1955 in Brandon. They lived in Reston,
Manitou, Medora, Manitoba and Redvers, Saskatchewan returning to farm at Reston, January 1, 1962
after the death of Ted Walker in December, 1961. Two
children were born: a son Douglas Edward, was born
October 25, 1958 in Reston and residing at home; and
Deborah Eileen was born June 5, 1964 in Redvers,
Saskatchewan and resides at home also.
Doris married Bill Buck of Bromptonville,
Quebec on July 15,1958 in Eganville, Ontario, while
both were serving in the Royal Canadian Air Force.
They were stationed at various points in Eastern
Canada, now residing in Lower Sackville, Nova
Scotia with their three children: - David born October 9, 1961; Sandra, February 5, 1969; and Tracy,
January 25, 1971.
In April of 1943, Ted, May and family moved
from Oak Bluff to a farm two miles east of Reston, on
#2 highway (NEY41O-7-27). They built a new house,
moving in, in October of 1952. The registered herd of
Herefords that Edward Walker started in 1929 at
Cromer, was continued for 45 years by both son Ted
and grandson Jim. Ted passed away suddenly on
December 21, 1961 and son Jim took over the farm,

Stan was born in Deloraine on July 18, 1933,
seventh child of Acbille and Ethel Vanenberghe. He
received his schooling at Grove and Brock schools.
He served in the Royal Canadian Air Force from 1955
to 1958 during which time he spent seven months in
Italy involved with the United Nations Emergency
Peace-Keeping Force.
Betty was born in Deloraine on July 2, 1942, one
of twins, ninth child of William and Elizabeth Brown
of Medora. She attended school there and then
worked as a clerk in Killarney from 1958 to 1961.
On July 8, 1960 Betty and Stan were married St.
Agnes Catholic Church in Boissevain.
They operated a bake shop in Deloraine with Stan
as the baker until 1966. During 1956 they rented a
farm in the Turtle Mountains, farming was a dream
come true for Stan. In 1969 they bought a half section
in the Grove district and went into dairy farming.
They sold out and moved to Cromer in 1974 and
bought the Williamson Brothers farm where they still
reside.
From this union there are eight children: Elaine
born March 8, 1961, is a Licenced Practical Nurse.
On July 26, 1980 she married Kevin Gray of Sinclair
and now resides in Thompson.
Stephen born March 7, 1962 is working at Leduc,
Alberta.
Kerri born July 18,1963; Lori born on December
25, 1965; Julie born November 23, 1966; Derek born
on January 12,1969; Shawna born on August 5,1970;
and Michael born March 11, 1972 all reside at home.

Walker, Edward and Agnes (Sargeant)
Edward Walker was born on September 9, 1881,
at Greenfoot Old Hutton, Wesmoriand, England; and
on September 6, 1881 Mary Agnes Sargent was born
in Wolverton Station, Buckingham, England. They
were married on January 7, 1903.
Mr. Walker was a blacksmith or farrier by trade
and continued this line of work when they immigrated to Canada.
On June 12, 1903, Louisa (Lou) was born; and on
January 28,1908, ason Thomas Edward was born. In
the spring of 1910 the family immigrated to Canada,
making their first home in Virden, Manitoba in what
is known as the Terrace Building. This building is
still being used today. Edward started a blacksmith
and machinery business in Cromer, travelling back
and forth to Virden until that fall when the family
moved to Cromer. The house still stands in Cromer
but it has been unoccupied for many years. On April
11, 1914, a daughter Anne was born. The family
acquired their education in Cromer.
Edward and son Ted farmed at Cromer and had
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man, 'Saskatachewan for one year; Yarbo, for one
year; and then moved to Rivers, Manitoba in 1973,
where they presently reside. He is employed by
Canadian National Railways as Roadmaster.
They have two daughters, Carolyne Lee, born
November 28, 1957 and Heather Ann, born August
18, 1960. Both girls are presently employed in Brandon, Manitoba.

which he sold the fall of 1976. May Walker built a
house in Reston, moving there in the fall of 1962. Jim
and family built a house in Reston, moving to it in
June 23, 1977.
Edward and Agnes's youngest daughter Anne
was born April 11, 1914 in Cromer, and married John
Jopling of Fairlight, Saskatchewan in October 1937
where they farmed until 1941. They then moved to
Manitou, where they operated a hardware store until
1976, when they retired. They have three childrenSylvia, married and living in Winnipeg; Gary, married and residing in Calgary, Joy, married and living
in Winnipeg.
Edward and Agnes (Granny as everyone called
her) Walker were faithful supporters of the Cromer
Anglican Church. They worked for progress in everything: Church, school, sport, picnics, war or
peace. They were very much a part of Cromer their town where he served as IP. for several years.
Edward held the oldest Massey-Harris agency in
Canada at the time of his retirement in 1963. His shop
was a bee-hive of activity in not only work but information. If you were waiting for your horse to be shod
or a repair to be fixed and it was mealtime you were
always welcome at their table. In later years, Saturday was the day to go to Reston, after dinner, for their
weekly outing and supply of meat and out to Ted's
farm for tea and later supper. Edward always liked to
go out to the pasture to check on the cattle.
They celebrated 60 years together on January 7,
1963. Agnes passed away on March 15, 1963 at
Reston after a short illness. Edward went to live with
daughter Anne and family at Manitou, where he
passed away January 15, 1974.
A brother of Edward's, Harry, arrived from England in 1919. He had served with the British Army
for four years in India, six years in the Boer War in
South Africa, with the Royal Lancaster Regiment.
From 1914-1919 he was with the 226th Battalion,
27th Canadian Infantry, and from 1939-'45 at Virden
Air Field as a security guard. He lived with Edward
and Agnes at Cromer until the last year or two, when
he moved to Elkhorn living in the hotel there. He
died there in 1965.

Wooldridge, Richard and Alice (Gardiner)
Richard and Alice Wooldridge were married February 27, 1954 and settled in Cromer the same year
on section 9-9-28.
Richard Clarence Wooldride was born September 2, 1932 and died November 2, 1975. He was the
son of William Henry and Jessie (Gray) Wooldridge.
Alice Elizabeth (Gardiner) Wooldridge of Virden
was born on January 12, 1935. Her mother was Anne
Irene (Braybrook) Gardiner, born on October 22,
1898 and died October 31, 1965. Alice's father was
Charles Russell Gardiner, born October 12, 1891 and
died December 12, 1968.
They had three children: Bernie Richard Wooldridge, born September 11,1954; Debra Anne Wooldridge, born April 3, 1956 and Robert Gary
Wooldridge, born March 14, 1962.
Richard Wooldridge took his schooling in Ebor
school district. Alice took hers in Springvale School
District.
Richard worked for Interprovincial Pipeline from
1952 until his death in 1975. They moved once in
1967 to Loreburn, Saskatchewan, returning to
Cromer in December, 1967.
Bernie Wooldridge took his schooling in Cromer
school, at Virden Collegiate, and Reston Collegiate.
He graduated in 1974 and started work for Manitoba
Hydro and is presently working for them. He lives in
Virden and remains single.
Debra took schooling in Cromer and Virden Collegiate and graduated. Debra belonged to both
Cromer and Virden Figure Skating clubs throughout
her school years. On February 10th, 1973, Debra and
Terri McSorley of Virden won the ladies pairs event
at the West Central Inter-club competition in Minnedosa. On February 23rd, and 24th, 1973, they won
the Ladies Pairs event at the Manitoba Free Skating
Championships in Killarney. On February 16, 1974
they were defending champions by winning the
Ladies Pairs event at the Manitoba Free Skate held in
Dauphin. In July, 1974, Debra moved back to
Cromer, worked as secretary for Chevron Standard
Oil company of Virden, and taught figure skating in
several clubs. She is presently taking a cosmetology
course in Brandon Assiniboine College.
Robert won several awards in track and field and

Wooldridge, James Glen and Myrtle (Horn)
James Glen, born to William Henry Wooldride
and Jessie Burnett Gray on October 2, 1931 at Virden. He attended school at Ebor, Manitoba.
He married in Virden United Church Manse on
October 16, 1954, Myrtle E. Elizabeth Horn, daughter of Gordon Horn and Edythe Mae Jordan, born
January 21, 1936. She attended school at Bowsman,
Craigsford and Woodnorth, Manitoba.
They lived at Cromer until 1970, moved to Lamp133

hockey. In 1975 he won an award for Pee Wee All Star
Centre at a Knights of Columbus Hockey Tournament at Oak River. In 1976 he won two awards for top
Athlete in track and field. In 1976, February won an
award as all star Centre, Hockey Tournament, Devil's
Lake, North Dakota. In 1978, March, he was one of
the six all star players chosen from a twelve team
Hockey Tournament in Tournament of Champions at
Deloraine. Robert has taken schooling at Ebor and
Cromer and Virden Junior High. He is presently
taking his grade eleven at Virden Collegiate.
Threshing scene, 1948.

Boys' and Girls' Club Fair at Cromer, 1920.

Hauling sheaves. Dorothy Smith and June Currie.

Cromer baseball team. Pipestone-Albert league champions,
1956. Back Row: Don Mitchell, Dick Woolridge, Ken Jenner,
Earl Scott, Glen Pengelly, Keith Fraser, Bill Grey. Front Row: J.
Wood, Raymond Pengelly, Frank Pennycook, Jim Coughlan,
George Pengelly, E. J. Guthrie.

At the water trough, 1930.
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Diana
ers after that but I am not sure in what year they
taught.
The first pupils were: Byron, Claire, Tait, Einar,
Eric, Suani Thordarson and Dagga Johnson.
The school was sold, moved and forgotten by all
except a few of the older people, who remember their
school with nostalgia. There were many happy and
hilarious times and a few sad regretted incidents.
We had very good teachers that we loved very much
and who left indelible marks on the young minds of
their pupils.
Diana School District #1355 was closed from
about 1944 to September, 1947. During this period
there were very few children in the district. There
was not a proper board of trustees and no annual
meetings were held. In the fall of 1946, Chas. Smith
moved on to the Abrahamson farm and his children
went to Sinclair. There was some transportation payment made to Mr. Smith through the municipal office.
In the summer of 1947 a meeting was held at John
T. Mare's home and a board of trustees was elected
with John R. Armstrong Jr. appointed Sec.-Treas.
There were now a sufficient number of children to
warrant opening the school. The school building was
in poor shape, but a work bee was held and the floor
and walls washed and the latter painted.
The first teacher was Miss Joyce Floyd, now Mrs.
Robert Cooper, a grade 12 student. Some of the
teachers who taught more than one or two terms
were: Jonasina Stephansson, Thorstina Jackson,
Johan G. Johannson, Kristin Arman, Elin Gudmundson, Thura Johnson, Kristin Skulason, Kristjan B.
Sigurdson, Gudron Rafnkelson, Margaret Oliver,
and Betty Einarson. The first nine years only permit
teachers were available: Miss Gwen Nash - 1948;
Marian Henderson - 1949; Aline Bonneteau 1950; Mrs. Roby-1951; June Forsyth-1951; Enid
Staneford - 1952; Hazel Adams - 1953; Donald
Nakonesky - 1953; Joan Sandoen - 1954; Shirley
Taylor - 1955.
In 1955 a qualified teacher was hired and thereaf-

Diana school early 1900's.

Diana School #1355
Diana School was situated on two acres of
N. W. Y4 of Section 20-6-29. The land was donated by
Gudmundur Davidson in 1905. The Icelandic people
were very literate people and wanted their children
educated in their new country. Wherever they settled
in any numbers, a school was a first priority for their
children.
The school, built in 1905, was the usual oneroom building with a row of double desks down both
sides and single desks down the centre. There was a
raised platform at one end facing the desks, with a
table and a swivel chair for the teacher. Also, there
were two or three blackboards and a cupboard for
books, chalk, erasers, and of course, a bell. You can
imagine the fun we had in that swivel chair at noon.
Later a cloakroom was built and then a big shed for
wood and coal for the furnace. After the furnace gave
out, a new oil heater was installed - a big improvement.
The first teacher was Jonasina Stefansson from
Gimli, a girl about 16 or 17 years old. She left to
finish her education and normal school, then in two
or three years came back to teach and stayed for
several years. The second teacher was Thorstina
Jackson from North Dakota. There were many teach135

mented the possible loss of a communal landmark.
He recommended at least a record be produced of the
site, if not actual protection for it against the advances of agriculture.
Although a matter of considerable interest and
deserving study, it was not till October, 1968, that any
investigation began. The cemetery in the R.M. of
Albert, is in the S.E.Y4 of section 20-6-29, on land
now owned by Rodney Godenir. From Highway No.
265, at a point five and a half miles along it south of
P.T.H. No.2, the cemetery is reached two miles west,
one mile south and one-third of a mile west. One
hundred yards north of the track, the white headstone
may be observed.
A more careful study was made, measurements
taken, and the site photographed. Within the eastwest aligned rectangle measuring 30' x 24', graves
ride the knoll on which snow berry bushes and weeds
almost hide a disappearing page wire fence. Three
slightly curving stone slabs lacking any mark occupy
part of the east half of the cemetery. Only the one
remaining stone, the glaring-white Swede granite
headstone, carries letters.
IN LOVING MEMORY OF
GESTUR
INFANT SON OF
1. G. AND F. DAVIDSON
DIED MAY 8,1919
AGED 7 DAYS
Research would show that the Davidson baby was
a later member if the early colony, to be buried in this
almost forgotten, unkept plot.
W. Kristjanson, in "Icelandic People in Manitoba", tells that in 1876 a group of some 1200
Icelanders arrived in Manitoba, direct from Iceland.
S. 1. Sommerville, in "Early Icelandic Settlement in
Canada" , said ". . . Some swelled the population of
early Winnipeg and smaller towns: others pushed
westward into unsettled country to carve out homes
and found new colonies." One of these was "the
Laufas (Leafy Ridge) settlement (says Kristjanson),
formed in the Pipestone district in 1892." "The heart
of the settlement was about twenty miles from
Melita, but the somewhat dispersed community is
also associated with Pipestone and Sinclair. " In July,
1893 fourteen had built homes and many more had
made homestead entries. " ... " In 1896, a total of
627 acres had been broken."
Eric Jonasson, President of the Manitoba Genealogical Society, wrote: "The Pipestone Settlement
seems to have largely been populated from the Argyle settlement (around GIenboro), sometime around
1892, although some settlers later came from some of
the other Icelandic settlements in Manitoba." Mr.
Jonasson suggests overpopulation of the Argyle set-

ter all teachers were qualified: Roberta Allan 1956; Carol Sundmark - 1957; Theodore Swaluke
-1958; Mrs. Marjory Penny -1959; Mrs. Thelma
Hunkin - 1960; Mrs. Grace Renwick -1961; Otto
PerIette - 1962.
The school was closed at the end of June and for
the next two or three years transportation was paid,
also tuition, and the children attended Sinclair and
Bellegarde.
Consolidation of Sinclair and some rural schools
came about in 1966. An auction sale wwas conducted
by R. Baldwin and the furnishings were sold and
Alex Campbell bought the building for removal.

Sinclair Icelandic Settlement
It's a lonely grave. Its small, white headstone
stares unwinkingly out of the weeds on an isolated
knoll in the cultivated field. What tragedy led to the
burial where mostly woods used to be? Were there
maybe others buried there? And if so, what community suffered these deaths, and from where did its
members come?
This IVystery came to our attention on December
5, 1967, when Johnny Williamson reported the existence of a crumbling cemetery in the bush, and la-

Headstone of Gestur Davidson aged seven days in Icelandic
cemetery.
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Thus, thirty-five families, husband and wife
named whenever possible, are representives of at
least two generations of Icelandic people who carved
out homes around Sinclair, Manitoba, around the
tum of the century. Three sources show that many of
these families came directly from Iceland, because of
hard times in that country. Similarly, many are said to
have left the settlement in 1930 or soon after, because
of the Great Depression and the dry years.
There are a few more names such as Sigurdur and
Thora Finbogason, who settled west of Sinclair and
then moved on to Langruth. They had three children:
Larus Gudmunson and Sigfrus and Margret Benidictson, who lived a short time north of Sinclair.
There were also John and Gudron Halldorson who
later moved to Langruth in 1921.
It seems that people by the name of Joe Johnson
had gone to live north of Sinclair and apparently
there were other people of the same name. Therefore,
the one family took the home of Bardal and that was
where the name of the Bardal school originated.
The Icelanders built their own hall. It was about
one and one-half miles west of Sinclair and was used
for dances, entertainment and also for church services. The building still stands and is located on the
Gerald Martin farm where it is used for a shop.
The Johanneson congregation, located in the
Pipestone area, was formed in 1899.
Apparently the settlement was called "The
Pipestone Icelandic Settlement. "

tlement was one reason for westward movement of
Icelanders from there or from other points.
The grouping of the families formed roughly
three geographic subdvisions around Sinclair. To the
south lay the largest division; to the north lay the next
in size; and to the east, the smallest. Mrs. T. G.
(Stina) Burke of Carberry, granddaughter of Thorsteinn Einarson, states that she remembers 19 households occurring in the south-division alone. Occupants of the old cemetery in the bush seem to have
been chiefly from this division.
The mystery of the old cemetery is not yet unravelled. In Tilston, burial records for the Rural
Municipality of Albert do not include that of Gestur
Davidson, and refer only of Einar Johanneson, Marguerite Halldorson and Thorsteinn Einarson. Mrs.
Gudrun Einarson of Langruth, daughter of John
Thordarson, wrote that six, maybe seven, persons lie
in the old cemetery, but no Halldorson. Further research will be necessary before a clear, true record
may be shown of those who rest in the old cemetery.
Suffice it to say that Gestur Davidson lies not alone,
even though his marker is a sole, glowing banner of
Icelandic pioneer company.
The families of the settlement offer some puzzlement too. A basic list, however incomplete as it may
be, of the Sinclair Icelandic community, is herewith
shown ... Abrahamson, Johann and Sigurlaug;
Abrahamson, and Anna; Abrahamson, Frederick
and Sigridur; Abrahamson, Kristjan and daughter
Johanna; Bjamason, Julius and Helga; Davidson,
George and Solveig; Davidson, Johann and Fredrikka, parents of Gestur buried in the old cemetery;
Einarson, Thorsteinn (buried in the old cemetery);
Finnbogason, Sigurdur and Thora; Frederickson, Illugi and Gudbjorg; Frederickson, Sam and Godrun;
Gotfred, Jahannes (buried in the old cemetery);
Gotfred, Sigurborg; Gudmundson, Albert and Olina;
Gudmundson, Larus; Halldorson, Jon and Gudrun;
Halldorson, Pete and Violet; Jahanneson, Einar and
Gudrun (E. is buried in the old cemetery); Johannson, Johann (Joe) ,and Carolina Johnson, Alex Johnson, Asmundur and Sigriddur (second wife, Sveina);
Johnson, Bergvin (Beki) and Kristjana; Johnson,
Christian and Ragnhildur (Hilda) Einarson; Johnson,
Ed and Anna; Johnson, Henrik (Henry) and Oddny;
Josephson, Thorstein and Holmfridur; Kristjanson,
Thorstein and AlIa (twin infant girls, buried in the
old cemetery); Olafson Thorgrimur and Rosa;
Olson, Gunlaugur and Halldora; Peterson (?); Simonson (?) (died 1903 in a blizzard); Tait, Magnus
and Thorun; Taitson, Testur (father of Magnus, buried in the old cemetery); Thordarson, Einar and
Jonina, eldest son of John, had five son~, one daughter.

Johannesson, Einer and Gudrun (Abrahamsdottir)
We are gripped by a sense of mystic excitement
when we tum the key in,a wooden chest, one which
we locked long ago. In it we have stored mementos,
the only visible reminders of people we have loved
and lost through the years.
Our minds tend to develop a nimbus around personalities and events of the past. Disappointment and
even deep sorrows recede into distance and the tender moments, brushed by the touch of time, acquire
the lustre of precious old stones.
Einer and Gudrun were settlers of one of the hard
frontiers of this New World. Almost a hundred years
ago they had left their comfortable home on the
island of Iceland on whose volcanic terrain the sun
never sets in summer, while for weeks on end in
winter times those rays never warm this north land
where it huddles solitarily high up within the Arctic
Circle.
They did in fact come to seek the sun, for they
had a daughter of nine years who suffered from
osteomyelitis and the attending physician advised
that she be taken away to America, "where the sun
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of four, developed this deadly disease but, though
critically ill, recovered and today lives in the city of
Miami, Florida. After working in banks in small
towns in Canada, he moved to Winnipeg from which
city he moved to Florida, this smiling semi-tropical
land which he has always liked. He studied accounting, later formed a company of his own as a certified
public accountant. This is now quite a big firm which
enjoys a fine reputation.
Claire Valentine, the third child of Magnus and
Thorunn, had a happy, protected childhood, attended
the small one-roomed school where all learned to
read and write and acquired a deep love for books.
Later, she studied nursing at the Winnipeg General
Hospital from which she graduated as a registered
nurse. Later still she studied Public Health Nursing
for a year and became a public health nurse earning
her living as school nurse, as one of several nurses in
clinics, as well a worker in the field, which means
home visiting. She acquired a B.S. degree from the
University of Miami in 1957.
Reginald was the fourth child and second son. He
stayed with the land until the depression and the
drought drove people away - somewhere - anywhere. Like the tumbling weed blown over this desolate land many people travelled west. Reginald found
a home in Vancouver, later on in Miami, Florida
where he bought into a restaurant business.
Thelma, named after the first daughter, left home
early and travelled far. She studied for a nursing
career and graduated from a hospital in Chicago.
During World War II she married Desmond Sullivan.
Thelma died in San Francisco in lune, 1946.
Leonard was born on the prairie like the rest. He
too stayed with the land but like Reginald was forced
off the farm. He moved to the Pacific Coast where he
and his family lived for about seven years, before
moving to Miami.
Lawrence was the fourth son. With his other
brothers he worked the land until it lay desolate and
dead under the lash of the ceaseless furious winds.
During a childhood illness, infection invaded his
tricuspid valve and impaired the function of his heart.
Christian was the youngest son. He too lived on
the farm until the family moved from this land which
was blowing away. Earlier his father developed encephalitis and through the years faded to a shadow of
his former vigorous self. All his high hopes of financial independence had also faded and his wife's many
dreams drifted away like the dust of the land.
Many years before this, Einar died. He rests
beside the little girl who was his first granddaughter.
A lonely place, long since covered over by the coarse
grass of the prairie. His words, impressing his grand-

shines at least most of the time. Here, she will not
improve. "
They left in 1883, then the familiar world for an
alien one. It was with fascination Gudrun told of their
sailing to America. "We came in a catte boat," she
said, "one tied together here and there with heavy
ropes." For six weeks this ship floundered through
the gales and furious seas. The ship shivered and
creaked in every timber and many a time we thought
we would never see land again but simply vanish into
the depths of the angry Atlantic."
But they did step upon the shores of the New
World. They settled at Gimli in the Canadian
province of Manitoba, on the edge of Lake Winnipeg
where fish abounded and their sponsors felt this food
would enable them to at least survive.
But there was the promise of a homestead farther
west that tempted them to move again. To claim these
offered acres this family moved and settled on a
frowning stretch of the Manitoba prairie. Here the
first years were ones of hardship and endles toil.
They built a house of the earth itself, lined the walls
with white cloth and lived here in warm, if primitive
comfort.
A large window with a wide seat held pots of
vivid red geraniums which bloomed even while the
winter winds swept over the unprotected face of the
land.
Mr. lohannesson was a leader in his community
and outstanding in many ways. He was secretarytreasurer for the Diana School district from its inception in 1805 until his sickenss in 1920. He was for
some time the reeve in the Municipality of Albert. He
kept records of articles bought and sold, and would
have been a splendid accountant.
It was to this land that Magnus Tait came one day
to take up his homestead rights and here he met and
married the daughter of Einer and Gudrun lohannesson. She carried the Nordic name of Thorunn.
Thorunn, all fire and drive, possessed a temperament completely opposite to that of Magnus, who
was as gentle as a May day and though a hard worker
on the land, he was a quiet man.
With the enormous perseverance of pioneers, infused with enthusiasm, faces turned to the bright
promise of the future, they tilled the stubborn prairie
soil, gathered its harvests if weather permitted while
they raised their family of eight children.
The eldest, Thelma, died from diphtheria at the
age of six. At times when Thorunn bent over a small
box and lifted to her face a thick lock of fair hair she
wept over it with shuddering sobs. Once in a while
she walked to the isolated grave where she dropped
wild prairie flowers on the blowing grass.
The next child was Edward Byron who at the age
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children's youthful minds on the values of integrity
and loyalty, remain forever fresh and fine.
Einer's wife, Gudrun moved with another daughter to the Pacific coast where she died in 193 I. She
sleeps in Blaine, Washington near other dear ones in
a quiet place.
Magnus and Thorunn left with their four sons to
seek a new home in Vancouver, Canada. Conditions
were by no means easy but time brought improvements and there this family lived for seven years.
During this time Magnus died and he rests in a green
and tranquil place where cypress trees stand as silent
sentinels. A quiet resting place for a quiet man.
Several years later Thorunn died and she sleeps in
the southern part of this country in which we now
live.
To return to the children of Magnus and Thorunn,
Byron married Kristin Laxdal who died April 30,
1971. Her ashes are in California where the elder
daughter, Vema May lives and where she is a court
reporter.
Claire Corbitt lives with her father in Miami. Her
three sons, Charles, Carter and Steven all live in
California.
Claire, second daughter of Magnus and Thorunn,
a registered nurse, has never married. As a public
health nurse who entered many homes, she sometimes found conditions appalling. Too often she saw
homes that were poor, children who lacked care and
women who struggled against terrible odds.
Reginald married Vera Guest. They had one
daughter, Shirley, who married Sidney Coogler, a
pilot. Reginald operated a restaurant in Miami and
was doing quite well when he became ill with diagnosis of carcinoma. He died on February 12, 1946.
Thelma Sullivan, as previously mentioned, died
in June 1946. She and Desmond had no children.
Leonard married Betty Einarson who taught
small children in the same old schoolhouse that all of
us attended. They had two sons, Stanley who married
Marilyn Palmer and Lawrence. Stanley and Marilyn
have four children David, Larry, Lisa and Linda.
Lawrence never married. He worked the southeastern states as a sales representative for magazine
companies. He died April 3, 1956.
Christian went with the family when they moved
to Vancouver. Later he moved to Miami. He married
Margaret Tinsley. They had one son, Gregory, who is
now a CPA with this same firm. Chris died December
22, 1953 from Bulbar polio.
Two wonders fill the mind. To begin with one is
entranced by the courage and the fortitude of those
people who broke the trail for us, built sodhouses
against the bitter cold of the north winds that swept
the land; then, built the school house where these

children were educated and taught to walk in the way
of learning. Tom from a small island where contacts
were close, they must have looked at the wide horizon and felt it had no end. Lifted out of their culture
into one isolated and foreign and their own language,
foreign and useless in the new land, how lonely they
must have been! How alien must have been their
environment, how lonely their days many times!
The other wonder is the rapid changes. From
those days when we remember plowing the soil with
a yoke of oxen to today's sight of the jumbo jets that
fly through the air carrying four hundred passengers.
The wagon drawn by a team of horses long gone
replaced by powerful cars that now dominate our
lives. Nuclear warheads, flights to the moon and
exploration of space are fact of science which one
would expect to require a thousand years instead of
seventy-five.
The family give thanks for all the good things left
us, dear grandparents and dear parents. You taught
integrity and human values. You taught us the true
qualities and with time, recognition of these qualities
in the people we meet in life.
There is less knowledge of Magnus Tail's parents. It is known that this Mrs. Tait Sr. died long ago
while still quite young. The father Teitur Gudmundson, born in Skykisholmi, Iceland, immigrated to
Canada about the end of the nineteenth century. It
was told that this old man was totally blind. He often
chanted poems about ancient heroes and their battles
in their search for the glory of Valhalla. Or he quoted
scriptures and long passages for the Bible. A granddaughter read him long and profound lectures by a
renowned theologian who lived in Iceland in the
nineteenth century. She tried to skip the sometimes
lengthy and complex passages but he always detected
it and she had to tum back to them again. Tietur died
in the home of a daughter when he was close to one
hundred years of age.

Olafson, Thorgrimur and Rosa (Thorsteinsson)
Thorgrimur Olafson was born on a farm at
Borgarnes, Iceland, on October 3,1877. He came to
Canada in 1900 and settled in the Sinclair district. He
took a homestead at southeast of 18-6-29.
In 1910 he married Gudrun Rosa Thorsteinsson,
born in Iceland on September 29, 1874. She came to
Canada in 1900 and lived in Winnipeg and Seattle
until she was married.
They farmed on the same section of land on the
border of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, for over fiftyseven years, retiring at the age of eighty and eightythree years of age. Thorgrimur was a school trustee
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and school Auditor of the Diana School District No.
1355 for many years.
Rosa's father, Thorsteinn Einarsson, was born in
Iceland, September 9, 1834. He came to Canada in
1901 and lived in Winnipeg with his daughter and
later joined her at the farm. He lived there until his
death on May 15,1921, at the age of eighty-seven. He
was buried in a small graveyard in the community.
Like most people of Icelandic origin, they could
trace their ancestry to the Vikings that settled in
Iceland in 874. They passed on to their children an
abiding love for literature and poetry, teaching them
to read and write the Icelandic language before they
entered public school.
They retired to Melbourne, where they built a
house near their daughter Stina and lived there till
Rosa died in 1965 and Thorgrimur in 1970.
Their children are: Stina, Olafur and Lauga.
Olafur K. Olafson, born July 22, 1911, attended
Diana school. He moved to San Diego, California in
1928 and attended Pacific Technical University. After
school he entered the Building Construction field
and became a building contractor for three years
prior to World War II.
He married, November 1933, to Helen Dowell in
San Diego. Children born to this union were: David
T., Lance, Marnelle and Douglas.
Thorstina Gudjorg (Stina) was born on the farm
November 30, 1912 and was educated at Diana
School and Daniel McIntyre Collegiate Institute,
Winnipeg.
She took up hairdressing in early 30's in Winnipeg. In September 1933 she entered Psychiatric
nursing at Manitoba Mental Hospital, Selkirk, Manitoba and graduated June 1936 as a psychiatric nurse.
She did nursing until 1939 when she entered T.B.
Sanatorium in Winnipeg (1939) and later the T.B.
Sanatorium, Ninette, Manitoba from 1946 until 1951.
She married John (Jack) Henry Burke in Novem-

ber 1948. They had one son, John, born March 8,
1953.
Stina continued to operate the store and post
office after her husband's death with John's help until
retirement in 1978.
Gudlaug Adalheidur (Lauga) Olafson was born
October, 15, 1914. She was educated at Diana
School, Jon Bjarnason Academy in Winnipeg and
the Success Business College. It was at the Jon Bjarnason Academy that she met her husband, Agnar R.
Magnusson, teacher of Mathematics, and former
Winnipeg and Manitoba Chess champion. They were
married in 1940 and have their home in Winnipeg.
They have four daughters: Maria June born June 29,
1942, teaches piano in Selkirk; Anna Rae, born February 13, 1945 operates her own dance studio in
Winnipeg; Augusta Lynne, born March 5, 1953, is
teaching at Trinity College at the University of Toronto; Janis Olaf, born January 24, 1955, is director of
research for the Saskatchewan Land Bank Commission in Regina.

Team and stook wagon, 1920. Einar Thordarson, T. H. Olafson, Steve Abrahamson, Barney Knudson, Waldy Davidson,
Dori Einarson, Steeni Thordarson, John Johnson. Sitting: Joe
Davidson, Reginald Tait. T. H. Olafson's team, 1920.

Threshing scene, 1920. John Johnson, Einar Thordarson,
Reginald Tait, Waldy Davidson, Dori Einarson.
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Horse and buggy. Reginald Tait on left and Dori Einarson on
right.

Note: tank pump. Unknown, Einar Thordarson, John Palmason, Bryon Tait and Henry Stanley.

Tom Pitts threshing outfit, 1920.

Horse and cart, 1935, Eric Thordarson.
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Dublin
Dublin School District #1095

games, races and visiting with one's neighbors, with
a booth on the grounds and a cold plate being sold at
suppertime. This event proved to be quite popular for
a number of years. However, as one by one the rural
schools consolidated with Reston School, this picnic
was discontinued.
On February 4, 1964 a meeting was held at Dublin School to discuss and vote re: consolidating with
Reston School. The vote was unanimous in favor of
this, so, in August 1964, tenders were called for sale
of the school and outbuildings. So farewell to Dublin
School - it served our district well.

Dublin School District # 1095 was built on the
N.W. corner of S.W. 22-6-28 which was homestead
land of the Kendrick family.
The earliest school register available at this time
is 1905-1906; Eva E. Currie as teacher, with
thirteen pupils registered. Their names were: Julia
Treleaven, Fred Chester, Elizabeth Treleaven, Ernest
Treleaven, Ethel Chester, George Chester, George
Kendrick, Raymond Kendrick, Flora Treleaven and
Royal Kendrick.
Summer holidays were the first two weeks in
August, with classes being held the last two weeks in
July and starting again on Monday, August 20th. The
teacher's salary was $295.50. Nelson Kendrick was
secretary-treasurer from 1905 to 1950.
Dublin school had a reputation of the pupils being
very difficult to discipline and three or four teachers
per year was not uncommon. However, this situation
came to a halt very suddenly with the arrival of a
young English veteran of World War I who ruled with
an iron hand. However, no teacher was ever more
respected and Mr. Wright taught at Dublin for nine
years. The teacher's salary at this time was $900. per
year. However, during the depression years, the salary was reduced to $450. per year, hardly a profitable
wage after room and board was paid.
The school was used as a gathering place for
school meetings, socials, dances and occasionally
church services were held. Who could forget the
annual Christmas concerts when each student
dressed in their Sunday best, performed to the best of
their ability to an audience of very proud parents,
aunts, uncles and grandparents. Then with the arrival
of Santa, even the tinest tot was remembered with a
gaily wrapped surprise parcel.
For a few years the Dublin W.I. held an annual
picnic in June, inviting the surrounding districts to
enter a ball team. Since the school yard was too small
to accommodate such a large crowd, this picnic was
held in Nels Kendrick's pasture adjacent to the school
yard. The afternoon and evening were spent in ball

Curtis, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis were both born in Wisconsin
near St. Paul. They were married in 1904 and in 1912
they homesteaded at Chaplin, Saskatchewan.
In 1927 they moved to Reston and farmed in the
Dublin District until 1946 when they moved to the
Kinloss district. They lived there until 1949 when
they moved into Reston and their youngest son Donald took over the farm.
Mr. Curtis worked as parts man in the Massey
Harris farm supply (owned by son Leo) until he was
eighty-two.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis were quiet home-loving people but loved baseball and never missed a game
played by the Reston Clubs. Mr. Curtis was an honorary president of the Reston Baseball Club. Mr. Curtis
also loved to dance and never missed a New Year's
dance until he was well over eighty. He passed away
September 4, 1968 and Mrs. Curtis passed away May
5, 1971.
They had seven children who grew up in the
Reston District.
The oldest was Frank who married Annie Morrice. They farmed in the Dublin District until 1977
when they moved to Brandon and retired. They had
three children, Glen who lived in Estevan, Eileen in
Calgary and Betty in Winnipeg.
Harold was the second child and he stayed at
home until 1931 when he went to Billings, Montana
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Curtis, Frank and Annie (Morrice)

to work in his uncle's Meat Packing plant. He married
Gwen Gerdes of Elgin, who taught school in the
Stonehill district. They had two girls, Corliss and
Sandra. Harold is now retired and still lives in Billings, Montana.
Helen was the third child and she married Lew
Traill of Sinclair. They moved to B. C. in 1934 when
the grasshoppers were so bad, and stayed there
twelve years before they came back to Reston. They
farmed five years and in 1951 bought the Snack Bar,
owned by Elmer McMurchy. It burned down in 1956
and Lew built the one that is now owned by Alvin
Birnie. The Traill's ran the Snack Bar for eleven
years, then sold it to George Walker, who sold to the
present owner Alvin Birnie. Lew and Helen also had
the Store and Post Office in Sinclair for six years,
sold out for health reasons and retired in Reston.
They had four children, Ivan who is now in
Neepawa, twins Ferne and Fae who live in Medora
and Weyburn respectively and Gene in Brandon.
The fourth Curtis was Lawrence who lived with
his parents until he died at the age of fifty-seven.
Leo was the fifth Curtis and he married Lucille
Paul. They had five children; Vivian of Reston, Linda
of Rossburn, Cheryl of Regina, Gary and Lori of
Brandon. Leo farmed south of Reston and he also
had the Massey Harris farm supply for eleven years.
They moved to Winnipeg for a few years and later
settled in Brandon. Leo bought land again at Reston
and farmed in the summer and lived in Brandon in the
winter until 1977 when he retired. Now he spends his
summers in Brandon and winters in Phoenix, Arizona.
Ross was the sixth Curtis and he chose to be a
station agent for the C.P.R. He lived many places in
southern Manitoba and Eastern Saskatchewan. He
started his training in Pipestone with the late Mr.
Hewitt. He married Ethel Ball who taught school in
the Redvers district. They had three girls, Bonnie
who lives in Alida, Glen in Winnipeg, and Lana in
Edmonton. Ross is now a Mobile supervisor for the
C.P.R. in Neepawa.
Donald was the youngest Curtis and he married
Jeanetta Ball (sister of Ethel). They farmed in the
Kinloss district and in 1960 they moved to Winnipeg
where he worked for the Department of Transport for
seven years. They returned to farming in 1967. They
farmed in the summer and lived in Winnipeg in the
winter until 1973 when they moved back to the farm
permanently. Jeanetta taught Kindergarten while in
Winnipeg and when they came back to Reston she
continued her profession in the Reston Elementary
school. They have two children. Morley is at home
and Beth is in Brandon.

Frank Curtis the eldest son of the late Dennis and
Katie Curtis, was born on September the 14th, 1905,
at Elmwood, Wisconsin, U.S.A. Frank came to Canada with his parents, living at Chaplin, Saskatchewan
before moving to the Reston area in 1927.
Frank worked on several farms hauling water,
working as a farm hand and in the winter working in
the bush. In 1932 he married Annie Morrice. In 1935
they bought the Albert Kendrick farm which they
farmed and lived on until their retirement in 1971.
Frank and Annie had three children, Eileen married John Watson and have three children Sandra,
Leigh and James. Eileen lives in Calgary. Glen married Margo Smith and had two boys, Trevor and Troy.
Betty married Ralph Morrice of Tilston, and now
lives in Winnipeg.
Frank and Annie sold their farm and live in Brandon, at 38 Christie Bay.
Frank served as councillor in Albert Municipality
for twenty-two years and was on the Dublin School
board for many years and also boarded the Dublin
teacher.

Curtis, Ross and Ethel (Ball)
Ross, the second youngest son of D. F. Curtis,
was born at Chaplin, Saskatchewan and came to
Reston as a small child with his parents. Ross received his education at Dublin School and Reston
High School.
He farmed with his father until the fall of 1944
and then joined the C.P.R. as a station agent, training
under the late Scott Hewitt at Pipestone.
In 1946, he married Ethel Ball, a school teacher
from Alida, Saskatchewan. He spent two years as
relief station agent on the Brandon division; then
took a permanent position as operator at Bredenbury,
Saskatchewan; later to Souris, Manitoba. In 1953 he£.
moved to Fairlight, Saskatchewan, as station agent,
later working as station agent at Tantallon, Carievale
and Maryfield, Saskatchewan, until the RestonWolesley line closed in 1961, when he moved to
Holland, Manitoba, later to Whitewood,
Saskatchewan. In 1971 he was promoted to Mobile
Supervisor for c.P. Rail with headquarters in
Neepawa, Manitoba, where he is presently employed.
Ross and Ethel have three daughters, Bonnie,
Glenda and Lana. Bonnie received her degree in
Home Economics and Education from the University
of Manitoba, teaching at Ashern, Grandview and
Russell. In 1975 she married Roy Farr of Carnduff,
Saskatchewan. Bonnie and Roy have one son Greg
Sheldon.
Glenda, graduated from the University of Man144

itoba with her BHSc majoring in Computer Science.
She is presently employed as program analyst with
Merchants Consolidated in Winnipeg.
Lana, the youngest daughter, graduated from the
Manitoba Society of Radiological and Laboratory
Technologist. She is presently employed at the Royal
Alexander Hospital in Edmonton. In 1978 Lana married Robert Dyck of Holland, Manitoba and they now
reside at Edmonton, Alberta.

They left Saskatchewan in December, to drive
eight miles with team and cutter in 44° below zero
weather. This wasn't the only problem Donald's early
arrival made. They had already passports for the
other children that had been born in Canada but no
passport for the new baby, so mother took care of
that. She got a berth on the train and when they
entered the United States and the conductor came to
get passports, mother wrapped new baby up and
piled coats over him and just prayed he would't cry.
All went over well; they arrived at destination safe
and happy, and found out that, a passport was not
necessary for a child under one year old.
Donald's family did not stay in the United States
long. They returned to Canada a year and half later to
a farm at Meadows, Manitoba, and in 1927 came to
Reston, and settled in the Dublin school district.
Donald took ten years of his schooling in Dublin
School and finished his high school in Reston.
In 1946 he married Jennetta Ball of Alida,
Saskatchewan, a former teacher and a sister of Mrs.
Ross Curtis. They lived on their farm four miles
south of Reston, had two children, Morley Donald
and Beth Arlene. Donald sold out in 1960, rented his
farm, and moved to Winnipeg.

Curtis, Donald and Jennetta (Ball)
Donald Curtis, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Curtis, was born on the farm at Chaplin,
Saskatchewan. This was not the plans of his mother
and father, as father and the two older brothers had
gone ahead to Spring Valley, Wisconsin, U.S.A.
where he was going to work with his father in a store,
and mother and the four younger children were to
follow in a couple of days. A new baby was expected
in two months, after they got settled down in their
new home; but things did not work out as planned as
Baby came along two months early, and messed up
all plans. Mother, new baby and the rest of the family
had to stay behind long enough for Mother and baby
to be strong enough to travel.

Work Bee for Don Curtis, 1953.
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Donald worked for the Department of Transport
until 1967 when he came back to his farm in the
summer and lived in Winnipeg in winter, where Beth
and Morley took their schooling. Jennetta taught
kindergarten in Winnipeg for thirteen years.
In 1973 he sold his house in Winnipeg, built a
new house on the farm and he and his family moved
to Reston. Jennetta continued teaching, being the
first kindergarten teacher in Reston Elementary
where she is still employed.
Morley is at home and Beth married Brian Duncan of Sinclaic Beth and Brian live in Brandon where
Brian is employed and Beth is attending Brandon
University finishing her fourth year to complete her
Bachelor of Education degree.

Keith Arthur was born in 1944. In 1968, he married Linda Darlene Bateman, daughter of Jean Bateman and the late Ernest Bateman of Tilston. They
reside in Melita where Keith is employed by Antler
River Equipment. He took four years training in
Brandon and has his heavy duty Mechanic Licence as
well as farming a quarter section in the Tilston area.
They have two daughters, Kimberley Rose Anne, age
eight and Stacy Dale, age five.
William Lyle was born in 1945. He married
Catherine Diane Goodbun the daughter of Jack and
Kay Goodbun of Roblin in 1970. Following a course
in Brandon Vocational School Lyle is an electrician
in Brandon. They have two children, William John
age seven and Catherine Anne age six.
George Jeffrey was born in 1946. He married
Verna Ethel Dobbyn, daughter of Sid and Dorothy
Dobbyn of Melita in 1969. He works for the City of
Brandon at the Water Treatment Plant. He has an
operator engineer Licence, Level III. They have
three sons; Robert George, age ten, James Sidney,
age seven and Lawrence Thomas Charles, age one
year.
Douglas Allan, born in 1950 married Judy
Darlene Kirpatrick, daughter of Howard and Frances
Kirpatrick of Oak River in 1972. Doug is employed
by the Royal Bank of Canada and is now the manager
of the Royal City branch. They have two children,
Douglas Mark, born in 1975 and Lisa Dawn, born in
1978.
Faye Margaret Rose, born in 1953, married Alvin
Bartel Isaac, son of the late Dan and Katherine Isaac
of Sinclair in 1973. They reside on southeast of
17-7-29 and along with brothers operate the Westman
Honey Producers Ltd., west of Sinclair. They have
two daughters, Carrie Lee born in 1978, and Aleta
Candace born in 1981.
Patricia Gale, born in 1964 is still at home, and
attends Reston Collegiate taking Grade eleven.

Jago, Ernest and Bessie (Oberlin)
Ernest 1. Jago, the eldest son of James and Rosina
Jago was born at Sinclair in 1914. He attended Sinclair school and later Stonehill school.
He worked on his parents' farm until his marriage
in 1941 to Elizabeth (Bessie) 1. 1. Oberlin, daughter of
the late Thomas and Jean Oberlin of the Broomhill
area. At that time he started farming on his own on
section 9-6-28 in the Dublin district. Ernie and Bessie lived on this farm until their retirement in 1977,
when they moved into Reston, residing in the former
Jim King house on Second Street.
They have a family of five boys and two girls, all
born while the family lived in the Dublin district, and
all (except Gale) attended Dublin School. After the
closing of Dublin, they attended High School in
Reston.
The oldest, John Kenneth, was born in 1943. He
married Ada Eleanor Leech, daughter of Arnold and
Eva Leech of Reston in 1973. They farm section
14-6-28, as well as his parents former farm. They
have two children; Caroline Eleanor, age four, and
Darren John, age three.
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Ebor

Ebor Main Street, 1910. L to R: Craig Building, Implement
Shop, Livery Barn, Store, Ritchie Barn.

takers and track men until it was moved to the Antler
district in 1962. The section house was occupied by
many section foremen. It burned down in May, 1916
and was rebuilt. The last tenants were Bill Morris and
family. The railroad closed down in 1961, so the
building was moved to Reston, across from the hospital.
On the Right-of-way, along with the elevators,
the coal shed and the stockyards, was a bunk car,
used by many C.P.R. track men. The stockyards
were sold to John Hitchcock in 1958. Keith Blackmore moved the coal shed away. Pennycocks moved
the bunk car.
In 1907 a house, known as the boarding house,
was built by W. Evans on lot 13, block 4. Mr. Evans
planted trees around it and also a community centre
which he built on lot 14. This Orange Hall was the
centre of many social events as well as being used as a
church, school, and for Co-op poultry sales. Its caretakers were Mr. Evans, J. Wright and B. Sproule.
After the new school was built, it was torn down. The
Sproules held the longest tenure in the boarding
house. It was moved away and burned in 1944.
On lot 11 a cottage was built in 1908 by J. Hilton.
It was used at first as a residence to go with the livery
barn. It had many families to call it home, including
Haywards (1927-1937) and Mrs. Duncan and Ella

Ebor school, 1970.

Ebor
When the C.P.R. (Peanut) line reached 15-9-29, a
town began. The S.E.Y4 was surveyed by J. Doupe in
1906 and Plan 192 was registered in the Brandon
Land Titles Office on December 3rd. The plan included four blocks of twenty-four lots each, facing
N.E. on Railway Avenue and the C.P.R. right-ofway.
Isaac Heywood built the store on lots 1, 2 and 3 in
Block 4 in 1906. This building still stands in 1980.
Isaac operated the store until 1925. He also ran the
coal business for a while. The scales were on the
outside of the north wall and the beams were on the
inside. He sold to Harry and Bert Dennis, who in
turn sold to Earl McDougall in 1945, who sold to Jim
McGill in 1950. Otto Slater bought it in 1959 and sold
to Jac Thiessen in 1966. The building was a residence
to the owners and also the Post Office from 1960 to
September, 1970. Jac closed the store in 1972 and the
building has been empty most of the time since.
Also in 1906, the section house and the station
were built. The station had four agents in its time.
George Gunning for one year, Gabriel Berney in
1916, Len Walker from 1927-1932 and Andy Anderson until 1936. After them, it was occupied by care147

(1940-1953). It was empty until it was moved to the
Scarth district in 1964.
The Livery barn was built on lots 4 and 5 in 1906
by Archie Carr. Murray Grey operated it from
1912-1920. The Post Office was kept there from
1913-1916. Mr. Grey was the first Eborite to have a
car. He purchased it secondhand at Reston. When
Mr. Grey moved to Cromer, the barn was torn down
and rebuilt into a garage there.
The building on lot 7 was listed as a billiard room
in 1908. C. 1. Craig bought it in 1910 and added onto
the back for storing machinery. In 1912, he sold to the
McKay brothers. Business was poor, so in 1916 they
moved to Reston and Mr. Grey added the post office
behind the parts department. In 1920, he sold to Fred
Slater. Mr. Slater rebuilt the place into a house in 1926
and moved in. He stayed until 1952. He kept the post
office there until 1938. Other families who lived
there were Walter Slaters. Otto Slaters and since
1959, the 1. Heslips.
C. 1. Craig built a large two-story building on lots
8, 9 and 10. The first story was for a store and the
upstairs for residence. In 1911 a store was opened by
Calder & Co. of Reston but he only stayed two
months. Craig sold to Colin McKay in December,
1912 and the building burned down in January. It was
a heavy blow to the McKays. They were living in the
upstairs. After the fire, the lots remained empty and
went with lot 7.
A house was built on lot 16 in 1909 by R. Knight
as a residence for the lumberyard manager. It had a
long list of tenants. In 1930 it became the "Pool"
house for the elevator agents. After the railroad went,
it was moved to the Kotylak farm near Woodnorth.
Lot 17 contained a machinery shed built in 1911
by Gahn of Cromer. He sold it in 1916 to Murray
Grey. When he left in 1920, the shed was moved to
section 20.
The house on lots 18 and 19 became known as the
Ford house. Harry Ford lived there from 1911 to
1937. Mr. Ford planted a lot of trees around, was a
great gardener, witched for water, was caretaker for
the school and took part in all the entertainments.
Families who lived there were Nygaard, Dick, Foote,
White, Lynn Sharratt (1951-1966) and E. Penner
until 1970. It has been sitting neglected since then.
In 1908 on lot 24, a busy comunity centre was
erected by Fergus Heywood. It was a poolroom,
bowling alley and his home. He and Ellen lived there
until his death in 1928 and Ellen's in 1937. In 1946
Ernest Salter moved the house to lot D and rebuilt the
pool hall into a garage. Harold Slater and family
lived in the house from 1946-1950, when Russell
Newton bought the garage and ran it until 1954. Mrs.
Wm. Lumb lived there from 1954 to 1972, then L.

Mr. Reg Knight's team of horses sold for transport horses in
first World War, 1914. Held by Joe Chapman.

Heslip until 1978. Both buildings are still there in
1980.
Most of Block 2 was bought by C. Wooldridge in
1928. A small house was moved on and it was lived in
by Evan Wooldridge until his death in 1979.
A butcher shop was operated on lot 9, block three
for four years, by Wilcox and Myers.
On Block 3, lots 4, 5 and 6 a house was built in
1950 for the agents of the Searle Grain Co. It was
moved to Browning, Saskatchewan in 1961.
In 1909 the land south of the road was surveyed
into lots by R. 1. Jephson, M.L.S. It was called the
Sproule or Wilson Plan and numbered Plan 240.
Most of it was never displayed.
Block 1, lot 11 was bought by Tom Stickland in
1907. He built a house and lived there until he moved
it out to his farm on Sec. 5 in 1919.
Lot 12 is where W. D. Wilson built a brick house
in 1907. People who lived there were: Wilson
(1908-1912), McKays (1912-1916), Craig
(1916-1918), Sproules (1919-1920), Sabiston
(1920-1927), Carefoot (1927-1934) and Slick Slater
(1939-1961). The house served as a post office and a
boarding house for many teachers. It burned down in
April, 1962. F. Pennycook bough Block 1, Lot A and
the triangle from council in 1974.
Block 2, lots 7 and 8 started with a small house,
built by Wilson, to hold the post office in 1907. He
also opened an implement business. Reg Knight ran
a coal and lumber business from there. The house
was changed into a store for 1917-1918. Lot 9 had a
blacksmith shop, first run by Stickland, then C.
Radke (1917-1920), Guglar (1921-1925) and Foster
Carefoot (1925-1934). It was torn down later by E.
Slater who was the blacksmith for several years before.
Block 2, Lots 14 and 15 was where the school was
situated after it was moved into Ebor in 1912 from
S.E.Y4 of 10-9-29.
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Reg Knight bought a 142 foot square, w~st of
Christina Street in 1910 and set up a lumber busmess.
It had several managers. It faded away about 1920
and the site became an open air rink. A building was
erected in 1926 to hold one curling ice, a hockey and
skating ice and two waiting rooms. It was the centre
of winter social life for many years. It was tom down
in 1976.

Welsh - 1952-1955; Mr. Howard Flinn 1955-1958; Mr. Doug Moar - 1958-1961.

The Ebor Searle Elevator
The Searle Elevator, known as the "Liberty" at
first, was built during the summer of 1927. Mr. C.
Hayward moved to Ebor and was the first agent. He
remained with the Searle until 1937 , when he went to
the Pool.
Mr. Earl McDougall took over from 1937-1940,
when he moved to Benson. Mr. 1. McGill was agent
until he joined the Air Force.
During the summer of 1941 Mr. Marshall Reilly
took over. They were the first to live in the house built
beside the elevator, until 1943.
In 1943 Mr. Adolph Rennard came and remained
until 1945, when Mr. 1. M. McGill took over as agent
until 1950, when he bought the store from Mr. Earl
McDougall.
Jack Matthews came to the elevator in 1950. It
was while Jack was in the elevator that the new house
was built in 1951. They were the first to live in it.
In the spring of 1952, Gordon Swallow took over
as agent and remained until the summer of 1961,
when the elevator closed.
The year of 1965, the elevator was sold to Mr.
Clarence Boone of Virden. He had it moved by the
Champagne Elevator mover of St. Vital in December
of 1965 to where it now stands, three miles west of
Virden.

History of the Ebor Mail Service
The earliest settlers had to go to Virden for their
mail. Elm Valley and Kola were closer, after they
opened in 1884 and 1886.
Bardal was closer yet, after 1894. Sproule
opened in 1904 on N.E. 10-9-29 in the farm home of
W. D. Wilson. These three were serviced from
Elkhorn. About the time of the name change to Ebor
Station in 1907, Wilson moved the office to Ebor
(half a mile). C. Craig was postmaster (1910-1912),
Murray Grey (1912-1920), Fred Slater (1920-1039),
James (Slick) Slater (1939-1960) in the brick house,
Velma (Mrs. Otto) Slater (1960-1966) in the store,
and Jacob Thiessen until the post office closed in
September, 1970. Since then we have been on Rural
Route 1, from Cromer.

Ebor Pool Elevator
The first meeting of the Ebor district to form a
Pool Elevator Association was held in the Orange
Hall in April of 1929. At this meeting it was agreed to
acquire or build an elevator. The following officers
were elected: President, Mr. G. McIver; Mr. B. B.
Foote as vice-president and Mr. W. 1. Hitchcock as
secretary. The officers, with the following, formed
the Board of Directors: Mr. George Fair, Mr. G.
Peloquin and Mr. John Smith.
The Ebor Co-operative Elevator Association began its operation in 1929-1930 with an initial handle
of more than 61,000 bushels. Since that date, over
two million bushels of grain have been handled
through the elevator. Over $46,000.00 has been paid
back to members in dividends. In 1953 a large annex
was built.
In the last year of operation - 1960-1961 at the
time of joining the Cromer Association, officers
were: Doug Williamson - President; Jack Enions Jr.
- Vice-president and George Stonehouse - Secretary. Directors: Ollee Jorgenson, R. Reid, G. Foote,
and S. Hitchcock. The elevator was built by Pearson
and Burleigh of Winnipeg and in January, 1968, it
was tom down by Toews Bros. of Sinclair. Agents
were: Mr. Angus McDonald - 1930-31; Mr. John
Gordon - 1931-1933; Mr. Howard Dunbar 1933-1934; Mr. G. Henderson -1934-1937; Mr. C.
Hayward - 1937-1946; Mr. E. Downey 1946-1949; Mr. B. Lodwick-1949-1952; Mr. Grant

Searle elevator on its way to Virden, 1965.
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The Ebor McCulloch and Son Elevator

Ebor United Church -1908-1959

The McCulloch elevator was built in 1906, with
Mr. Archie Carr, the first agent. Mr. Clyde Craig took
over in 1910 and from 1911-1912 the agent was Mr.
Tom Leith. He was followed by Mr. George Kempthorne who was agent from 1913-1920, except for a
while during the war, when Mr. Murray Gray took his
place after Mr. Kempthorne left. Mr. Bob Sabiston
came until 1927. Then Mr. Frank Snyder was agent
for only a short time owing to his sudden death due to
a heart attack at work in the elevator in October, 1928.
Mr. Charlie Bramble took over and was the last agent
when the elevator closed about 1929. In 1937 the
elevator was tom down and Mr. Lyle Sharratt moved
the office out to his farm.

As early as 1908, Ebor, known then as Sproule
Mission, had church with the ministers coming from
Braeside and Heron, holding the services in the Orange Hall. In 1910, the first Secretary-Treasurer was
Mr. F. Sanderson, along with a management committee of Mr. Robert Dodds, chairman, and James Miller
and F. Sanderson with Miss Danby as organist.
From 1913-1923 church continued with ministers
coming from Sinclair, with Mr. G. McIver, Mr. T.
Stickland and Mr. Danby being managers. The treasurer was Mr. G. McIver and Gladys Stickland was
the organist.
Then in 1930 church started again with Ebor
going in with Woodnorth and Cromer, having a regular minister living in the manse at Woodnorth. During those years church was held either in the School
Hall or the school rooms. Also in the 1930's, there
was a very active Sunday School with Mr. L. Walker
as superintendent. After Mr. Walker left, Mr. K. D.
Bruce took over. Also a C.G.I.T. was organized with
the leaders being Miss Reeves, Miss Beryl Duncan,
Mrs. L. Walker, and Mrs. Ola Duncan. The Young
People's Society was organized by Mr. Len Walker.
Mr. G. McIver acted as Secretary of the Church
for many years. On his retirement Mr. G. Stonehouse
took over the duties followed by Mrs. N. McGill, Mr.
1. E. McGill and Mrs. Lloyd White.
In 1932 the first Elders were: Mr. G. McIver and
Mr. L. Walker. The Board of Stewards were: Mr. R.
Dodds, Mr. G. McIver, Mr. W. Duncan, with Mrs. L.
Walker organist and Miss Edna Dodds, assistant.
In 1942 Mr. G. McIver was honored by being
given a life membership with Mr. C. Williamson and
Mr. 1. Duncan acting Elders. Miss Ella Duncan was
appointed organist and Mrs. C. Wooldridge assistant. Miss Duncan was organist until 1954 when Mrs.
Bruce White took over the duty.
Starting in 1949, there were only services during
the summer with student ministers. Sunday School
continued sometimes in the school in the afternoon,
with the ladies taking turns teaching.
It was on November 22nd, 1959, that Ebor had
their last church service.
Ministers for Sproule Mission were: Rev. L.
Smith - 1908; Rev. Peter Strange - 1909-1913;
Rev. G. McCarthur-1913.
Student Ministers were: Blaine Richardson 1909; 1. M. Reevie -1910; Mr. Stewart -1911; Mr.
Stewart - 1912; Mr. Slater - 1913; Mr. Harrover;
Mr. Lacelles; Mr. Penny - 1914; Mr. Marttie 1915; Rev. Leggett -1917; Rev. R. H. Williams1920; Rev. Brockenshire - 1921; Mr. Innis 1922-1923.
Ministers from Woodnorth charge were: Rev. R.

Ebor Poultry Pool
In 1923, the first year, the Poultry Pool at Reston
collected for shipment to Winnipeg from as far as
Ebor, Cromer, and Woodnorth. The prices in 1924
were: turkey-special- 3IY2¢; No. 1-29Y2¢; No.
2-25¢. Chickens were 25¢ and 23¢. Geese brought
16¢. In 1926 Pipestone had their own association
where turkeys were 38¢.
In Ebor the producers brought their dressed poultry to the Orange Hall one day each fall to be shipped
out.

The Ebor Anglican Church
Ebor started having Anglican church after the
Cromer Anglican Church was built and opened about
1915.
Mr. Kimber was the first Minister. Others were
Mr. Gibson, Mr. Harry Vines, Mr. Calvert, Mr.
McKinney, Mr. Whittington and Mr. Cowley. Organists during church were Miss Annie Hackness, Miss
Edythe Duncan, and Miss Annie Dennis.
Active members we know of were: W. 1. Hitchcocks, T. Hacknells, 1. Sproules, 1. Woods, H. Dennis and H. Ford.

A view of Ebor, 1958.
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thirty-seven members. From there on the organization has carried on for fifty-three years. Two of the
past-presidents and Chartered Members were made
Life Members: Mrs. D. E. McGill and Mrs. 1. R.
Blackmore.
The W. I. 's first community project was to help
pay for the rink, which was built in 1926. These
ladies worked under many hardships. During these
years they paid for the lighting plant and also helped
payoff the remainder of the debt on the rink. In 1952
they helped by serving lunches in the rink.
They raised other money by oyster and fowl suppers, bazaars, concerts and dances which through the
years they donated to charitable causes. In the war
years, they had farewell parties, remembered senior
citizens, the ill and bereaved, also attended conventions and rallies.
In August, 1967, they celebrated their 40th Anniversary by inviting all former W.I. members and
their families. Over three hundred attended. Again in
1977, they celebrated their 50th Anniversary, entertaining former W.I. members and district ladies with
a program supper.
During the fifty-three years they have had many
tours, talks and demonstrations, papers and travelogues as well as many courses. They won first
place in the 'Lady Tweedsmuir' Grandmother's Quilt
Block Competition in the southwest district.
They are now a small group of ten members,
working for the improvement of themselves, their
homes, their community and their country. Their
motto is "For Home and Country". A nation cannot
rise above the level of its homes.
First Presidents of Ebor W.I. were: Mrs. W. 1.
Hitchcock - 1927-1929; Mrs. D. E. McGill 1929-1930; Mrs. W.1. Hitchcock -1930-1932; Mrs.
1. R. Blackmore-1932-1935; Mrs. N. A. McGill1935-1937; Mrs. 1. R. Blackmore - 1937-1938;
Mrs. D. E. McGill- 1938-1939; Mrs. W.1. Hitchcock - 1939-1942; Mrs. W. H. Duncan 1942-1943; Mrs. W. 1. Hitchcock-1943-1944; Mrs.
W. 1. Duncan - 1944-1945; Mrs. H. Koeckeritz1945-1946; Mrs. W. 1. Duncan - 1946-1947; Mrs.
N. A. McGill- 1947-1951.

G. Martin - 1930; Rev. G. Wishart - 1930-1931;
Rev. R. A. Hanley -1931-1936; Rev. Harry Dodds
- 1936-1937; Rev. 1. C. McNair -1937-1938; Mr.
A Higginbotham - 1938-1940; Mr. Jerry Olde 1940-1941; Rev. Moorehouse - 1941-1943; Rev. 1.
Wilkinson - 1943-1944; Rev. Miss Cormer 1944-1945; Rev. D. Gardiner - 1946-1948; Miss
Webster - 1949; Rev. R. S. Harper - 1950; Mr.
Don Hilton - 1951; Mr. W. C. Waddell - 1952;
Miss Lawson-1953; Mr. B. Cunningham-1954;
Mr. W. Duff-1955; Mr. R. Goodchild-1956; Mr.
1. Cammon - 1957; Mr. Ross Bailey - 1958-1959;
Rev. R. D. Johnstone - 1959.
The Ebor Church was closed November 22,
1959.

Ebor Women's Auxiliary
At the first recorded meeting of the Ebor
Women's Auxiliary on October 22, 1941 there were
eleven ladies present. As time went on, the roll call
included as many as eighteen members.
During their years as an Auxiliary, they raised
money by suppers, teas, bazaars, concerts and many
other ways. With these funds they helped with the
Minister's salary, charitable donations, as well as
buying the first pulpit, hymnaries, communion linen
and much more. The Ebor Women's Auxiliary was
instrumental in the installation of the Honor Roll for
the Veterans of World War II. Recorded in the minutes is the following memo: 'A fowl supper which
was held in October, 1941- Admission: 'Adults 40¢,
Children 12 and under 20¢' .
In the year 1960 the Ebor United Church was
absorbed into the Cromer United Church, thereby
causing the Ebor Auxiliary to disband. At this time
the W. A. funds were used to purchase stacking chairs
for the Ebor school basement.
The first president of the Ebor Women's Auxiliary was Mrs. G. Stonehouse (1941). Other presidents
were: Mrs. S. Williamson, Mrs. F. Slater, Mrs. 1.
Blackmore, Mrs. G. Foote, Mrs. N. A. McGill and
Mrs. K. Stonehouse.
The first secretary was Miss Mary McIver (1941).

Ebor Women's Institute
On January 15,1927 a group of women met at the
home of Mrs. Williams, in the village of Ebor, to
discuss the formation of some kind of organization.
At this meeting, they decided they wanted to work
along with women of districts and get their ideas. At
this meeting it was moved by Mrs. D. E. McGill that
the organization be called The Ebor Women's Institute, with the president Mrs. W. 1. Hitchcock and
Mrs. G. McIver, Vice-President and Edythe Duncan
as Secretary-treasurer.
During the first year they had an organization of

Ebor Rink
In 1921 an outdoor sheet of ice was flooded on the
property of Red Knight by volunteers of the district.
The office of the former lumberyard was used for a
waiting room.
In 1926 it was decided that there were enough
interested Ebor residents to consider the possibility
of erecting a rink building in the district.
The first meeting took place in Heywood's Pool
Hall, on March 2, 1926 for the purpose of discussing
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the building of a rink. Mr. H. Williams was appointed
chairman and Mr. H. McKenzie was secretary. It was
decided to erect a curling and skating rink. To finance
the project, a motion was made that shares be sold at
$10.00 per share. Mr. Reg Knight donated the ground
where the former lumberyard had been and the district bought the remainder of the lumber and office
building.
On April 12, 1926, with Mr. B. Foote in the chair
and Mr. Williams as secretary, a building committee
of five was appointed, and a board of five provisional
trustees was appointed: Mr. G. McIvor, W. H. Duncan, W. H. Dennis, B. B. Foote and F. Carefoot. A
tender from Farmers' Mutual Lumber Co. of
$1528.84 was accepted. The first lumber purchased
was unloaded October 20, 1926.
The rink was built by the residents of the district
under the supervision of a carpenter, Mr. Balkwill, of
Elkhorn. The shingling of the rink was not completed
until 1929. The ice was flooded by volunteer help
with the water hauled for a distance of several miles.
The rink committee operated until 1930. For a
few years they rented it to the curling club, and
skating ice to the hockey club. In later years the
curling club took over the operating of the entire rink.
At this time the district was thickly populated and the
rink attracted large crowds.
As the years went on, the debt was paid off, and
credit should be given to many who spent their time
raising money by dances, entertainment, plays and
contributing food.
The Women's Institute raised funds to pay for the
lighting plant, rewiring the rink and numerous other
expenses. Soon the district grew smaller, with families leaving the district. The rink was finally closed
in 1965. In 1976 it was sold to Mr. Frank Thiessen
and he tore it down.

The old Ebor school originally Sproule school.

Ebor School
The first school, called the Sproule school, was
built in 1906 on the 1. Sproule homestead S.E. Y4 of
10-9-29, a mile south of Ebor, with the first teacher
being a Miss McIver. The first trustees were: Barewell Foote, Fred Slater and W. D. Wilson. The carpenter was James McGill.
In 1912 the Sproule school was moved to the
grounds where the school sits now, at that time the
Village of Ebor, and became the Ebor School No.
1332.
In the year 1919, the district became consolidated
and they purchased four vans and four van routes in
the early years, often driven for from $1.00 to $3.00
per day.
Before the present school was built, the senior

Ebor High School class, 1933. Back Row: Grant Norsworthy,
Reg Hay, Mildred Edwards, Elsa Johnson. Centre: Mr. K. D.
Bruce. Centre Row: Annie Livesley, Ellenor Blackmore, Stella
Ritchardson, Rogene Blackmore. Front Row: Margaret Johnson and Olwen Mathews.
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grades were taught in Mr. F. Heywood's Poolroom
and later in the Orange Hall.
The year 1928 the new school was built of brick
and tile. This was a two-room school with a full-size
basement to be used as a hall for entertainments and
recreation room for the children. The new school
was heated with a coal furnace, then a stoker, and in
1956 changed to oil.
The trustees at the time of the new school were
Mr. D. E. McGill, Mr. W. H. Duncan, Mrs. S.
Williamson, Mr. B. Foote, and Mr. R. Dodds with
Mr. Harry Ford as Secretary-treasurer and caretaker.
In the year 1952 the hydro was put in and the
Searle house was moved to the grounds for a teacherage.
During the 1950 's, the senior room closed and the
pupils were taken to Woodnorth by car. In 1961 Fort
La Bosse was formed with the senior room going to
Reston. Starting again in 1962, the 2nd room opened
teaching in the junior room grades I-IV and the senior
room grades to Grade VIII. The year of 1967 brought
more changes. Cromer and Ebor worked together
with Ebor teaching grades I to IV and III and IV
taught in the senior room, and grades V to VIII all
taught in Cromer. In June 1972, the Ebor school
closed, the junior grades going to Cromer and the
senior grades to Reston. By the year 1978, all the
grades went to Reston school.
Teachers at Ebor School were: Miss McIver 1906; Miss Cummings, Miss Violet Bradley -1907·
Miss R. Smith 1909; Mr. Jack Bradley - 1910-1911:
M~ss L~uise Brown, Mr. Rogers, Miss McFetridge;
MISS Ahce Acres-1912-1913; Miss E. A. Tesley1913-1914; Miss Hay, Miss Irene Deacon 1914-1915; Miss Florie Jacobs - 1915-1916; Mr.
Dietrich - 1916-1917; Miss Fultz -1917-1919.
Teachers after consolidation in 1919 were:
JUNIOR ROOM: Miss Marjorie Brady 1919-1920; Miss Barr - 1920-1921; Miss Morrison
- 1921-1922; Miss E. Duncan - 1922-1928; Miss
A. R. Mitchell - 1928-1930; Miss Reeves 1930-1931; Miss Ola Hom - 1931-1933; Miss 1.
Patterson - 1933-1936; Miss Irene Duncan 1936-1938; Miss Young - 1938-1939; Miss Lillian
Smeltz - 1939-1941; Miss Kerr - 1941-1942; Mrs.
Irene Wadham-1944-1946; Miss Doreen Panghorn
- 1946-1947; Miss Annie I. Duffy, Miss M. Edwards, Miss U. M. Misouri-1948-1949; Mr. Allan
McKnight - 1949-1950; Mrs. Drewary, Miss Barnard -1950-1951; Mr. 0. A. Perlette -1951-1952·
Miss Lois Sturtervant - 1952-1954; Mr. Charli~
Buck-1954-1955; Mrs. 1. E. McGill-· 1955-1958·
Miss Ida Wasacase-1958-1959; Miss Gwen Hart-'
1959-1961; Mrs. Gordon - 1961-1962; Miss P. F.
Lestage - 1962-1963; Miss Anne Hayward -

Ebor school built in 1928.

1963-1965; Mrs. Anne Anderson-1965-1967; Miss
L. Meda - 1967-1968; Mrs. Beryl Jackson 1968-1969; Mrs. Bickford - 1969-1971.
SENIOR ROOM: Mr. Dietrich - 1919-1921·
Miss McLellan - 1921-1922; Mr. Popp, Mr. Whit~
tfield, Mr. Perlette, Mr. Williams -1922-1928; Miss
M. Conway-I928-1930; Mr. Martin-1930-1931·
Mr. K. D. Bruce -1931-1933; Mr. Schellenberg-'
1933-1935; Mr. Joyce - 1935-1937; Mr. Campbell
-1937-1938; Mr. K. D. Bruce - 1938-1940; Mrs.
C. McLean, Mr. Hatter-1940-1941; Mr. Diamond
- 1941-1942; Miss M. Smith - 1942-1943; Mr.
Frank Dyck-1943-1945; Miss Jones -1945-1947·
Miss Josey Oakpiece - 1947-1949; Mrs. 1. McGill
-1949-1950; Senior room closed -1950-1959; Mr.
Jim Coughlan - 1959-1962; Mr. Wm. Shackel 1962-1965; Mr. Floyd Clark - 1965-1967; Mrs.
Beryl Jackson -1967-1968; Mrs. Gwen Decorte1968-1970; Miss L. Lowe -1970-1971.

Ebor 4-H Club
The Ebor Home Economics 4-H Club was
formed October 3, 1962 under the sponsorship of the
Ebor Women's Institute.
The first leaders were: Mrs. Lynn Sharratt, Mrs.
Kenneth Stonehouse, and Mrs. Wm. Lumb. That
year there were twelve members, Sharon, Colleen,
and Lee Lumb, Janie and Linda Sharratt, Lorraine
Stonehouse, Darline, Marilyn and Donna Thornhill
Janice White, and Kathy and Terry Thiessen.
'
The 4-H club carried on successfully until the
year 1972-1973 when they had their last achievement
in the Ebor School Hall.

Ebor, Manitoba Boys' and Girls' Garden
Club
The first Garden Club was sponsored by the Ebor
Women's Insititute in Ebor and was active from 1948
until 1953. Mrs. N. McGill, assisted by Mrs. M.
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Kotyk were local leaders during the six years of the
club's activities.
The first president of the club was Peggy McGill,
followed by Shirley Slater, Blake Koeckeritz, Olee
Jorgensen and Cliff Callan.
Secretary-treasurers were Mary Kotyk, Dawn
Koeckeritz and Norma Jorgenson.
A potato club was organized and operated
through the Garden Club and awards were won by the
club at the potato exhibit in Winnipeg.
Several successful achievements were held with
prizes being awarded for vegetables, potatoes and
canning of vegetables. The last achievement day was
held September 14, 1953.

Sports Association had donated a cup for the best
football team.
The year of 1908 that the Ebor Tigers as they were
called, won the cup which is seen in the front of the
picture. This picture was taken in Mr. Bob Reid's
pasture in the Bardal district, in 1909. They were
wearing black sweaters with yellow stripes. The
games were usually played on the Ebor Sports
ground, close to the town SEY4 15-9-29.
In the early 1930's Ebor also was very active in
tennis, along with fast- and softball.
There were also many social events in our era
which included oyster and fowl suppers, box socials,
fiddlers' contests and dances. Also there was a Dramatic Society putting on many plays and having
debates. In the early years Mr. Fergus Haywood had
a Poolroom where they could play pool and a bowling alley.
In the year 1926 the Ebor rink was erected during

Ebor Sports
The district of Ebor was noted for its football
team as early as 1908, when the Ebor Athletic Club
was formed. It was the year 1908 the Maryfield

Ebor Tigers, 1909. Back Row: Bill Church, Fred Hopkins, Bill Bulbrook, Jack Robertson, Jim Wilcox, Bill Wooldridge, Charlie
Granfield. Middle Row: Joe Cocksage, John Rice, Bert Snape, Jim Burns. Front Row: George Ritchie, George Collins, Joe King,
Tom Bellevue, Claud Meyrs.
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Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Alexander Bailey (dates unknown) were raised in Kingston, Ontario. The three
eldest of their children were born there namely:
William, Elizabeth and Florence. They then moved
to Superior, Wisconsin, where Mr. Bailey worked in
the ship yards. Due to a rheumatic condition he had
to quit work. While in U.S.A. more family were
born: Maude, Beatrice, Fred and Frank. Frank
passed away when an infant.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey came to Ebor which at that
time was known as Sproule district. Mrs. Bailey had
one married sister in Butler district, Mrs. John
Wright and one brother Mr. Jack Hitchcock at Ebor.
The family settled on a farm S. W. quarter of 34-8-29
and lived there for some time. At Ebor two more
children were born: Jack, who died as a young man of
twenty years and Jenny the youngest of the family.
William married Ivy and they had one child and
one adopted son. He worked for the C.N.R. and
retired and moved to the coast where they both
passed away some years ago.
Elizabeth married Sam Wright of Butler and lived
there until they both died. They had three children:
Edna, Mrs. E. Duncan (deceased in 1977) who had
one son now married and lives in B. c.; Bessie, now
Mrs. Ken Wilcox, lives in Edmonton and has one
boy and one girl both married; Lloyd married Margaret Knutson of Maryfield, Saskatchewan and
farmed at Butler. They had three children, Beverly of
. Calgary, Terry now deceased lived on the farm at

Ebor softball team, 1933. Back Row: Earl McGill, Lloyd Edwards, Reg Hay, Grant Norsworthy, Douglas Williamson. Centre Row: John Sproule. Front Row: Arnold Wooldridge, Jack
Mathews, Douglas Lumb, Bill Wooldridge.

that year. Ebor had a hockey club and curling club
organized for the men, and the ladies was organized
in 1928 with men the skips.
A great deal of competition was between Ebor
and Cromer curlers about who was going to hold the
Cromer Curling Cup at the end of the year. It is now
on display in the Cromer rink. In 1930 your fee to
curl at the Bonspiel was 50¢ for regular curlers and
$2.00 for non-members and outsiders.
In 1968 Jim Duncan, Clarence Williamson, Noble McGill were in the curling foursome that won the
Manitoba playoffs in the Senior curling and came
second in the Dominion Curling.
The rink closed in 1965 with it being their last
bonspiel.

Ebor school at Virden Field Day, 1928.
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couver. He is married to Cecile Kirk of Saskatchewan
with three children; Douglas, David and Debra.
Roma worked along with her mother until 1950,
then took a position in a doctor's office.
In October 1953 she married Edward Mikula also
of the CN Railway. He passed away in October of
1969, leaving two daughters, Bonnie and Janice.
Bonnie is a hairdresser and Janice is in the employ of the Hudson's Bay Company Northern Stores
Dept. in Winnipeg.
Millicent passed away in December of 1958. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Bastin are resting in the Virden Cemetery.

Butler, Larry lives in Winnipeg. Lloyd and Margaret
are both deceased.
Florence, who married Barwell Foote passed
away November 1957.
Maude married Orville Grant and lived in the
Woodville district for a number of years, then moved
to Kirkella. Later they moved to Vanderhoof, B. C.,
then to Trail where Maude now resides. They had one
son and four daughters.
Beatrice married John Rice, who lived at Ebor.
John worked on the C.P.R. for some time. They have
two sons and three daughters all living in Toronto.
Fred married Jenny Armstrong of Ebor. They
lived on a farm in the Ebor district, then he worked
on the C.P.R., finally moving to Maryfield, Saskatchewan. They had five sons and one daughter.
Fred worked as a caretaker for the auditorium for
some years until he died. Jenny is still living at
Maryfield with her two sons, Ralph and Gordon.
Jenny attended school at Ebor, left soon after and
worked in Winnipeg. She went on to the States, then
came back to Brighton, Ontario, where she married
Frank Chatterson. He died a few years ago. She had
two stepsons and one stepdaughter living in Kitchener. Jenny is now deceased.
Mr. Alex Bailey passed away in March 1927. The
funeral was held in the Orange Hall at Ebor. He was
interred in the Ebor Cemetery. The Orange men
conducted the grave side service. Mrs. Bailey had
predeceased him.

Dennis, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis bought a farm in the Maryfield District, from Mr. James Fair in the spring of
1919. In 1925, they sold the farm and bought the store
in Ebor, from Isaac Haywood. After a number of
years, Mr. Dennis became interested in raising mink.
In 1945 he sold the store to Earl and Annie
McDougall and retired to the town of Virden. Mrs.
Dennis (formerly Mrs. Wadham) came from Cowes,
Isle of Wight, England in 1898 and lived for awhile
on a farm in the Rivers, Manitoba
, district.
Mr. Harry Dennis and brother Bert (who lived
with them) both came from Leeds, Yorkshire, England. Harry Dennis passed away in Virden hospital,
in 1960. Brother Bert passed away in Deer Lodge
Hospital in 1961. The children are as follows: Frank
Wadham, retired farmer and living in Moosomin,
Saskatchewan, married Jennie Page in 1922. There
are eight children living, five girls and three boys,
two are predeceased.
Daisy Wadham was married in 1926 to George
Martin in Transcona. George passed away in November, 1971. There are four children living, two girls
and two boys. One son was killed in an air crash in
June 1959.
Jack Wadham married Irene Duncan of Ebor in
1942. They lived at Fort Churchill for fifteen years
and then retired to Victoria, B. C. Jack passed away in
1970. There are two children, Alan and Elaine.
Annie Dennis married Earl McDougall in 1940.
There are two children. A son Gordon, born in Estevan, Saskatchewan married to Carol Miles, of Canoe, B.C. in 1967. They have two children, a son
Brent and daughter Shawna. They live in Kelowna,
B.C. A daughter Phyllis was born in Virden Manitoba and married Lorrie Baker in 1972. Lorrie was
born in Minnedosa, Manitoba. They have one son
Damon and live in Edmonton, Alberta.
Just a short history of the Dennis family.
~

Bastin, William and Millicent
Mr. and Mrs. Bastin came from Devonshire,
England in 1928 settling first east of Virden in the
Red River Valley. A few years later they were in the
Butler district, then in 1932 in the Ebor district.
Millicent and William, with daughter Roma
(Peggy) and son William, lived for a number of years
on farm 22-9-29, then moved to farm N.W. 8-9-29,
which is west of Ebor. Mr. Bastin served on the
school board as School Trustee.
Roma and William attended school in Ebor.
Roma completed elementary and high school there.
She moved to Winnipeg in 1939 where she worked at
Eatons for a number of years.
In January 1944, William Sr. passed away and
later that year Millicent and son William moved to
Winnipeg.
There Millicent started and operated a fairly successful nursing home, and William continued his
education at St. John's College.
In 1945 he became employed with the Sleeping
and Dining Car Dept. of the CN Railway, where he
has remained, now in an Executive position in Van156

Dodds, Samuel and Martha (Bumstead)

quarter of 33-10-25. His father and step-mother retired to the outskirts of Virden, where he could keep a
horse, a few head of livestock and a garden. Samuel
Dodds died on November 16th, 1909.
In the fall of 1907, Robert bought and moved his
family to the southwest quarter of 2-10-26 in the
Bardal District, some thirty-five miles southwest of
Virden and five miles south of the Village of Ebor, in
the Municipality of Pipestone. The following spring
another quarter section was added. In 1909 he sold
this farm to a George Proctor and purchased the
Livery Bam and a cottage dwelling in Ebor, a prosperous town situated on the Reston-Wolsely Branch
of the C.P.R. Two buildings were added, one housing
a custom grain crushing outfit, the other one a harness shop. The services of a competent harness
maker was obtained. In 1910 he bought the north half
of section 11-9-29. In the fall of 1911 he sold the livery
bam business. The family spent the remainder of the
winter at the west coast. In the spring of 1912 a
carpenter was employed and a new house was erected
on the northwest quarter of 11-9-29, named Clover
Bar Farm.
The Dodds family lived on this farm for twentyseven years. They took an active part in the affairs of
the Community. Mr. Dodds served as trustee and
hauled all the stone and water to the contractor for the
erection of the new Ebor school in 1928. He belonged
to the Order of Foresters was a member of the United
Grain Growers, the Pool Elevators and reporter to the
Virden Empire Advance. They belonged to the United Church. Mrs. Dodds was a long time member of
the Ebor Women's Institute. The Dodds family contributed their musical talent to many social functions.
The family were raised here and received all their
education in this district.
Lila Margaret was born February 1st, 1906 and on
May 5th, 1911 she died.
Robert Leslie Drummond, was born July 2nd,
1907 and married Elizabeth Anne McFarlane of Oak
Lake. They have two sons, Myron Leslie and Cameron Lee.
Myron was a District Engineer with Manitoba
Department of Highways and Transportation, at Flin
Flon, Manitoba.
Cameron, with his father, operates the Drummond home farm, Section 10-11-23 in the Woodnorth
district.
Ella Mae, born May 21st, 1909, married Elgin
Gray, a farmer of Sinclair, deceased 1964. They have
four children.
Shirley married Melville Williamson of Reston
and is employed by Gulf Oil. Shirley is at the Bank of
Montreal. They have four children Trevelyn, Blair,
Gamet and Ina.

Samuel Dodds married Sarah Briggs of Orangeville, Ontario in 1860. On May 21st, 1877
Robert Samuel was born in Collingwood Township,
in the Village of Thornbury near Owen Sound, Ontario.
He was the second youngest child of a family of
nine. His mother died when he was two years of age.
A few years later, Samuel married Martha Ann
Bumstead a young widow with three small daughters. In 1888 the father came West to file a claim on a
homestead southwest quarter of 33-10-25, approximately seven miles east of Virden and eight miles
south of Lenore. In March, 1889, he and his wife
with their daughters Margaret and Victoria and three
sons John, William and Robert of the first marriage,
arrived at Virden, by Immigrant train.
A sod shanty was hurriedly built for temporary
shelter. Then a nearby quarter section was rented and
here the family lived for one year and ten months.
Seventy-five acres of wheat and fifty acres of oats and
barley were seeded. A two storey stone house was
built the first summer on southwest quarter of
33-10-25. Robert, a boy of twelve years mixed the
mortar, used by his father and brother John, to build
their new home.
The homestead proved an unfortunate choice.
Although fairly well wooded with good pasture land,
it was very stony, leaving only a small acreage for
crops. It was named Oak-Bank Farm. 1889 was the
driest year on record until 1961, nothing but gophers,
buffalo bones and stones. The seventy-five acres of
wheat and the fifty acres of oats and barley yielded
three bags of wheat and the same of oats and barley.
In the spring and fall, prairie fires raged furiously.
Plowing of fire guards and fighting fires were necessary to save the buildings. Three times they were
hailed out completely. Once a high wind lifted the
roof from the house. Lightning, one summer morning, killed three head of fine cattle and two horses.
Three times they saw the Assiniboine overflow its
banks and fill the mile wide valley. Later on, Robert
and his brother John built and operated a lime kiln
near the home farm.
On March 15th, 1905, Robert married Jennie
Matilda Drummond, who was born in Ramsay Township near Carleton Place, Ontario on January 31st,
1879. Her parents, Mathew and Margaret Drummond came to Manitoba in 1881, homesteading in the
Harding District. Jennie taught at River Valley Stone
School, which still stands as a land mark on the east
bank of the Assiniboine Valley.
Robert and Jennie began farming on the southeast quarter of 28-10-25 in the Woodnorth Municipality and rented the home farm the southwest
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Following this he was employed as a male attendant
in the Deer Lodge Hospital, Winnipeg. Finally he
moved to Kernous, B.C. where he bought and operated a small Cafe until the time of his death.
Dorothy Jean was born April 22nd, 1919 and
married Alvin Hill of the Harding District who
served in the Merchant Marines during World War II
as radio dispatcher and later with the British Overseas Transport Command as radio officer. They delivered war planes to the far East. They lived in
Nassau, U.S.A., Montreal and Toronto. After the
war they returned to Winnipeg where Alvin attended
University. He taught in Brandon and Margaret and
is now on the teaching staff of the Killarney High
School. They have two of a family, Betty Jean and
James.
Betty Jean who has just completed four years
university, specializing in teacher training, is at present working with Retarded Children in Ninette.
James completed a Mechanical Course at Assiniboine College in Brandon and is now employed in
Killarney.
Lawrence was born on July 13th, 1920 and passed
away November 10th, 1974. He married Margaret
Burr of Lenore. After serving in the Armed Services
from 1940 to 1945 they took up farming in the
Hargrave District. They sold the farm in July, 1965
and bought a Filling Station and Motel business at
Rock Creek, B.C. There are four children Larry,
Linda-Marie, Robert and Nora.
Larry is an RCMP Officer at Swan River, and is
married with two children. Linda Marie is married,
with two children, in Calgary, Alberta. Robert is
married in Vancouver, B.C. Nora is married in
Greenwood, B.C. Mrs. Lawrence Dodds now resides in Rutland, B.C.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Dodds bought several adjoining lots in Virden on their retirement in 1939, had
plenty of room for gardens, and often sold potatoes
and vegetables. They built a comfortable cottage in
the southwest part of town near Gopher Creek and
had many family gatherings. On March 15th, 1955
they celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary at
the former Drummond home where they were married in 1905. Five years later they celebrated their
fifty-fifth Anniversary at the home of their son-inlaw and daughter Mr. and Mrs. Jack Madge, Virden,
Manitoba.
They have many happy memories of the years
spent on Clover Bar Farm despite the difficult times,
the dirty thirties, drifting soil, and russian thistle. Yet
they took time for sports at school, played football in
the winter and baseball in the summers. Sunday
School picnics, Sports Days and School Field Days

Beverly married Sydney Craig of Sinclair. They
have five children; Kevin, Louise, Darwin, Claudia
and Holly. Bev and Sydney have the home farm
36-7-29.
Donna married George Jago, Reston, a farmer
and Weed Inspector. They have four sons; Clayton,
Dean, Dale and Clare.
Wilma married Murray Williamson of Reston.
They have three children Alana, Lindsey, and Trent.
After the death of her husband Elgin, Ella built a
new home in Reston where she still resides.
Gertrude Grace was born September 23rd, 1911
and died September, 1925.
Edna Pearl, born January 9th, 1913, married
Melville Nolan of Ewart. They farmed in the Ewart
and Harding districts and they now reside at Harding.
They have a family of three.
Lyn married Karyn Kent of Kenton and farm in
the Bradwardine District. They have four of a family;
Kenny, Cory, Jason and Christa.
Garth married Marion Henderson of Crandall
and have two sons Jamie and Jarred. Garth is with the
Imperial Bank of Commerce, Winnipeg as manager
in 1978.
Gerald a farmer, married Linda Sunley of Decker
and have three children Carma, Scott and Callie Joy.
They live in the St. Davids District, north of Oak
Lake.
Wilbert Woodrow and Annie Louise (twins) were
born on February 21st, 1914. Wilbert married
Thelma Weves of Lenore. They have three children,
Janet, Judy and Barry. After Wilbert's death (1950)
Thelma remarried to Elmyer Leland of Arrow River
and moved to Keewatin, Ontario. Annie married Jack
Madge of Virden, a farmer. They have a family of
four, Marjorie Ann, Glen, Robert and Joy.
Marjorie Anne married Lester Dornbush of Winnipeg, now live in Calgary, Alberta, and have two
children, Susan Lynn and Alayna Ray.
Lester is a shift supervisor with Mobile Oil Canada Limited, in computer operation.
Glen, married, lives in Victoria, B.C. Glen is a
Blue Print Designer and works in Photography.
Joy married Richard Sunislawske of Winnipeg.
They have three children, Jo-Anne, Todd and Tara.
Dick works with Air Canada freight ways. They live
in Victoria, B.C.
Jack Madge died in 1975 and Anne Madge in
1976.
Clifford Earl McArthur was born December 21st,
1916 and lived until July 20th, 1976. He served in the
R.C.A.F. as a wireless operator in the 400 Squadron
Overseas, in World War II. After the war he was
employed by Burns Meat Packers, Vancouver, B.C.
as a hog carcass scale weigh man for fifteen years.
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were highlights. After the rink was built 1927-28 the
winter sports were curling, skating and hockey.

Gray), then Miss Morrison, Edythe Duncan, Mr.
Williams, Miss Conway, Mr. Cameron Martin and
lastly Mr. K. D. Bruce.
After her mother's death in 1953, she went to Fort
Churchill to visit Irene, got work and stayed there
most of the time till the Wadhams moved to Victoria
in 1967. Since then she has lived with Edythe, in
Winnipeg.

Downer, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Fred came to Canada in 1908 from England. He
was born at Stuckton, England in 1889.
He landed in Elkhorn on May the 6th, 1908 and
worked in that district for a few years.
Then in 1914 he moved to Ebor and worked on the
Tom Stickland land with a friend Ob. Snyder. He
broke a half section of land with four horses and a one
furrow plow.
In 1918, Fred joined the army, wanting to get back
to England. But unfortunately Fred came down with
Quinsy so did not go overseas.
In 1919, Fred bought section 18 west of Ebor
where he had a small shack. It needed shingling, but
he used the shingles for a table and a chair.
In 1922, he helped Joe King with his crop. Fred
then thought it was time he got married and settled
down. He was married on February 16th, 1923. They
lived two miles east and one mile south of Ebor on the
Heywood farm. Their first little daughter was born
January 1924 in Mrs. Downer's parents' home at
Ebor. (Mr. Jim Sproule's). Then in 1926 they moved
to the Sturdy farm one mile east and half mile north
of Ebor. While living there, son Jim was born October 1927. Neither of the houses were very good as
money was not very plentiful and the land lord did
not want to fix them for the renter. They then moved
into Ebor in 1928 and lived with Joe King.
In the fall of 1929, they moved to Saskatchewan
on the Dennis farm. The Downer's were there until
the fall of 1933 and in the spring of 1934 young son
Leonard arrived. They then moved to the farm at
Butler in the spring of 1935. The Downer's stayed
there until the fall of 1962 when they moved into the
village of Butler where Mrs. Downer was the caretaker of the school. When it closed they moved their
house to Maryfield, in 1967. The Downer's had their
50th anniversary in February, 1973. In May of that
year, they took a trip back to Fred's home in England.
It was a lovely trip. He got his wish as he did not have
enough money before. It was sixty-five years from
the time he left England until he went back.
All the children are married and have families of
their own. Fred has very good health.

Duncan, James and Ola (Horn)
William James Duncan was born at Reston, on
the family farm on October 26, 1909. His father,
William Duncan bought a farm at Ebor in 1907.
Jim attended school in Reston until about grade
three. For two years, the family spent summers at
Ebor and winters in Reston. Then they moved to
Ebor to live.
Jim took the rest of his schooling at Ebor, completing his grade ten, then farmed with his father,
later buying his own farm in 1933.
In 1935, he married Ola May Horn, from Lenore,
Manitoba, who came to teach in Ebor, in 1930. The
school, then two years old, had two teachers. In 1932
there were forty-two pupils in the Junior room, with
grades one through eight.
After their marriage they lived on 9- 10-29, in a
house one quarter mile south of the school. During
this time three of their four children were born:
William James Larry Duncan, born February 28,
1937; Robert Lloyd Duncan, born December 5 , 1938;
and Judith Irene Duncan, born January 17, 1940.
After the death of Jim's father, in April, 1939, Jim
worked the family farm from his home, until they
moved to 4-9-29 in the fall of 1940. Two years later
Donald Murray Duncan arrived August 3, 1942. Jim
bought the farm in 1944. Many things were in short
supply during the war years: help, machinery, cars,
even teachers.
Farming in summers and curling in winters took
up Jim's time. In 1953 he was named Barley King for
Manitoba and also won second prize in the InterProvincial Competition for his contribution to improving the quality of malting barley grown in Canada.
In curling, Jim won many trophies and honors,
including: Life Member of Virden Curling Club;
Honorable Life Member of Manitoba Curling Association; and in 1968 represented Manitoba Senior
curlers in Edmonton, where he won second for the
Dominion.
In 1948, the family bought a house in Virden, and
from then on the children could have the advantage of
graded schools, from October to Easter, and Jim
could curl without hitching up the horses to drive to
the rink.

Duncan, Ella
Ella was the youngest child of William H. Duncan and Margaret Brownlee, being born on September 1st, 1913.
Since they moved from Reston in 1920, to live
permanently at Ebor, she received all her schooling at
Ebor. Her first teacher was Nellie Barr (Mrs. Wm.
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School Days
Larry's first year in Virden school was Grade
VIII, where he won the scholarship for the highest
marks, which he continued to do every year, including grade XII, when he also won the GovernorGeneral's Medal and was valedictorian for his class.
He then went on to get his degree in Engineering
from University of Manitoba, and his degree in Business Administration from Western University in
London, Ontario. With his wife and two sons, he
now lives in Willowdale a suburb of Toronto and
works with Data Crown Processing.
Bob didn't win any scholarships, but only one
student at the Collegiate has ever equalled his record
of winning the Collegiate Bonspiel three years in a
row. He was runner-up for the Governor General's
Medal and valedictorian for his class. He then went
to the University of Manitoba to take Commerce, but
after one year married Beverly Finch of Virden, and
started farming.
Judith attended Ebor school till grade III, then
after that spent the winter months in Virden, where
she also won the Governor-General's Medal, then
took a Business Course in Brandon, and after working for a short time married John Alexander Forrest
of Oak Lake, an oil man. They now live in Drayton
Valley, Alberta, with two boys and a girl. Another
daughter is married to Lawson Ashcroft and lives at
Birtle.
Murray took his schooling at Ebor and Virden.
His favorite sports were curling and football. After
grade XII, he joined the labor force for a while then
went for a term to the University of North Dakota at
Grande Forks, U. S. A. and now farms at Ebor.

half of 12-9-29 and continued to farm all of section 13
until 1946 when the east-half and northwest quarter
were sold. The southwest quarter of 13-9-29 was
purchased by George Edwards in 1942 and was transferred to Max and Russell Edwards after his death on
January 5th, 1972. Mrs. George Edwards passed
away March 31st, 1960.
Arthur Edwards attended school at Waskada,
Metz School (near Trossachs) and Elkhorn. He
helped his father with the farming at Elkhorn, Maryfield and for a short time at Ebor. After working for
a brief period on the railroad at Ebor, he worked for
several farmers in the surrounding area. Later he
worked for Hercules Woods and Grant Overand,
south of Elkhorn for about eighteen years until his
retirement to Brandon in 1972.
Max and Russel Edwards attended Metz School,
Elkhorn, Hillcrest (southeast of Maryfield) and Ebor.
They started farming together during the depression
of the thirties and continued to farm during the summer. During the fall of 1953 they built a home in
Brandon with their parents, started spending the winter months there and have continued to do so since
the passing of their parents. Russell Edwards married
Mildred Leadbeater of the Bunclody district (southeast of Souris) on June 24th, 1961 and they live on the
west-half of 12-9-29 along with Max during the summer and in Brandon during the winter. Mr. Edwards
also lived with them until his death. In addition to the
southwest quarter of 13-9-29 and the west-half of
12-9-29 which they still farm, they also farmed the
northwest quarter of 18-9-28, from 1950 to 1954; the
west half of 7-9-28, 1955 to 1973 and the east-half of
12-9-29, from 1962 to 1977.
Mildred Edwards attended school at Elkhorn,
Hillcrest, Ebor and Virden and later worked for several years as a hairdresser for Scory's in Brandon.
She married Ralph Bell on November 29th, 1948 and
they lived on his farm southwest of Alexander until
the spring of 1973 when they sold the farm and
equipment. Later that year they built a home in Brandon and Ralph now works for Co-op Implements in
Brandon. They had one daughter Shannon, born July
5th, 1955. She attended school in Alexander and
Brandon and was married in 1975 to David Dranchuck. They toured Europe and Africa after the wedding and now live in Winnipeg.
Lloyd Edwards attended school at Hillcrest and
Ebor and helped with the farming until he enlisted in
the army in 1942. After being discharged from the
army because of illness, he worked as a mechanic at
the Virden Elementary Flying Training School for
several years. From 1947 to 1955 he operated the
Imperial Oil bulk agency at Cromer and from 1956 to
1971 he was employed by Trans-Prairie Pipeslines

Edwards, George and Kate (Gibson)
George Edwards was born in England May 19th,
1876 and came to Canada in the spring of 1892 to the
Waskada district. After working several years in the
area, he homesteaded there and on December 9th,
1903 married Kate Inglis Gibson, who had come
with her parents from Ontario in 1883 to a homestead
in the same district. Their family of four sons,
Arthur, Max, Russell, and Lloyd and daughter
Mildred were all born at Waskada, although Lloyd
was born after they moved to Trossachs,
Saskatchewan to farm there from 1915 to 1919. The
family then moved to a farm south of Elkhorn until
1924 and from there to a farm southeast of Maryfield,
Saskatchewan until the spring of 1926 when they
came to Ebor to farm Section 13-9-29. The farm
buildings they occupied on the southwest quarter
were built by 1. R. Robinson and have all since been
removed.
In the spring of 1929 the family moved to the west
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Ltd. as tank guager and later worked in their Virden
office. Lloyd married Mae Stibbon of Brandon on
January 28th, 1950 and they lived at Cromer until
April 11th, 1967, when they moved to their present
home south of Virden on the former site of Maples
Siding. Mae Stibbon started school at Ebor when her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stibbon came in 1926
to farm the west half of 12-9-29 until 1929. Shortly
after their arrival, a prairie fire destroyed the barn, a
granary and some equipment. The house which remained was built in 1920 by a former owner, Russell
Miller and is still being used.

Mr. Flood for a couple of seasons. In the meantime
he made claim for a homestead which was southwest
2-9-29 of the Sproule district at that time. Some years
later he bought the northwest quarter of 2-9-29 from
the Knott family.
In 1906, he married Florence Mary Bailey in
Virden at the United Church Manse. Reverend
Wilkinson officiated.
Mr. and Mrs. Foote's family are Edward Barwell,
Samuel Albert, Florence Mary, George William,
John Wesley and Melville Daryl. One daughter,
Sarah Elizabeth died at the age of four months. All
the family received their education at Ebor except
Melville who took his last two years of high school at
Virden.
Edward Barwell married Eva Snyder in 1931 and
farmed in the Ebor district until 1934. Then they
moved to Swan River and Kenville for awhile. One
son Daryl was born at Ebor in March 1933. Edward
served in the European Theatre of War for four and
one half years.
Eva took up practical nursing at The Pas and was
able to help in this way many times in the areas in
which she lived. When Edward returned from overseas, he assisted in the pool elevator at Kenville and
in 1948 he moved to Pipestone where he managed the
Pool until his retirement. One daughter, Glenis Eva
was born in Swan River Hospital in July, 1947. The
same day her grandfather passed away.
Daryl served in the army in Korea for one year,
then he operated his own T. V. repair shop at Winnipeg. He married Ann Wall in 1957. Later they
moved out to Vancouver where Daryl is still repairing T. V. 'so
Glenis took up practical nursing and nursed in
Brandon and Melita. She married Verne Edwards of
Pipestone and they farm south of Pipestone. They
also have three daughters Tabetha, Charlotte and
Pamela.
Edward's wife Eva passed away suddenly in the
Virden Hospital October 27, 1969.
Samuel Albert spent his early life at Ebor working on the farm and also used to fur-trap. He went to
Meyronne, Saskatchewan and worked on the farm.
He married Rose Mulhorn of Myronne in 1941. He
farmed south of Ebor and his home was completely
destroyed by fire in March, 1944. He worked on the
railroad at Ebor, Solsgirth, Frys and Oak River where
he is now and has retired. He enjoys bottle collecting
and belongs to a bottle club.
Florence Mary trained for a nurse in Victoria
Hospital, Winnipeg. She went to the States in 1936
and worked at the Minnesota State Sanitoriam near
Walker, Minnesota, at Rochester, Minnesota for a
short time and then to Gillett State Hospital for crip-

EHeby, Teddy
Teddy Elleby came from England in the late
1880's to Virden, Manitoba. He clerked in a store
owned by McClelland and English, and settled in the
district, later to be known as Ebor, Manitoba. He
lived on the banks of the Pipestone creek on the
northeast quarter of 26-9-29. The C.N.R. railroad
cut through his land later on. He also owned the
southeasrquarter of 4-10-29.
Teddy was a bachelor and in the early days,
before the phones came into being, Teddy did a lot of
visiting around and was always welcomed as he was a
news carrier. People were kept up to date on the
'goings on'. He played cards, got a lot of good meals
and lodgings. One of his fondest interests was politics and on voting days he would sit outside the voting
places all day keeping a count of his own. He was
never very far out when the ballots were counted. He
used to walk up the track to Butler for groceries,
about two miles. He walked fast and stepped on
every tie, so we all knew it was Teddy. He had a good
Saskatoon berry-farm and he made a bit of money out
of people from far and near.
Teddy moved into Virden, Manitoba about 1935
to live. He was a good friend of a baker. The baker
baked all night and Teddy would sit near by and keep
him company. The baker sold out and moved to
southern Manitoba. He took Teddy with him and he
stayed there for some years.
When his health failed him, he went to the Assiniboine Hospital in Brandon where he passed away
in 1963 at the age of ninety-seven years. He was
buried in the Brandon Cemetery.
Teddy had two sisters who lived in Virden and
operated a millinery shop for years. He had a brother,
Frank who was a large farm owner, north of
Pipestone, Manitoba.

Foote, Barwell and Florence (Bailey)
Mr. Barwell Bennett Foote was born in Zypher
County, Ontario, in 1870 on August 31. He came to
the Virden area of Manitoba in 1891 and worked for a
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General school tax two and one-half
mills on the dollar .................... 1.60
Total tax for 1893 .................... $2.56
This is quite a comparison to the tax notices of 1978.

pled children until 1944. She returned home and
nursed her father at home until his death in July of
1947. Florence married Frank Coach in 1954. He
passed away at Reston in October, 1966. Florence
nursed at Reston until her retirement. Now she is
residing in the Alstone Lodge at Reston.
George William and Wesley John (twins) were
born November 11, 1915. George lives on the home
farm and married Katherine Hall in November, 1943.
They have three children; Linda, born October 1969;
Brian, born December 1971 and David, in June 1973.
They reside at Miniota on the farm.
Barry has been employed at the Brandon Research Station since he completed school. He is also
a partner in a horse centre on their farm, south of
Brandon. They train and board horses the whole year
and also have sleigh rides. This is known as Thunderbird Western. They are at present completing a rodeo
ground on their farm.
Ron has been at various jobs, his latest venture is
on a pipeline in Alberta. He married Heather Welsh,
April, 1973, of Roland, Manitoba. They have two
children Chris, born in May 1975 and Rhonda, born
November 1967. They live at Bienfait,
Saskatchewan.
John Wesley is living on the home farm. He
served two and half years in the European theatre of
war.
Melville Daryl of Edmonton joined the air force
in 1947. He took his basic training partly in Winnipeg, Trenton and Clinton, Ontario. He married
Margaret Neilson of Butler in 1948. Melville was
stationed at McDonald and Portage Air Base and
finally at Cold Lake, Alberta where he finished his
Air-Force work. He is at present employed by
N.A.E.T. They have three children. Florence married Eric Harrison who is at present also in the Air
Force. They now live in Nova Scotia. They have two
children.
Richard is living in Edmonton. He married Debbie Tronson and have two children.
Gary is married at Edmonton and they have two
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Foote were both very interested in
gardening, both flowers and vegetables.
Enclosed is the first tax notice received by Barwell B. Foote in the year 1893.
Received from Arthur P. Power of Virden southwest quarter of 2-9-29.
Municipal rate one-half
mill on the dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ .32
County and District tax
7-10 mills on the dollar ...............
.45
Grist Mill debenture
.19
3-10 mills on the dollar ...............

Gugler, Robert and Nell
Robert Lewis Gugler was born September 29,
1874 in Wisconsin, U.S.A. As he was the oldest son,
far fields looked greener.
(For the first year he went to North Dakota to help
thresh. It took many hands in those days to thresh as
they needed band cutters and a man feeding the
machine as the grain was tied tight with twine. The
next year he went to Montana, started a life of his
own by homesteading and ranching and did so for
over twenty years. He left Montana in 1917 as the
ranching business was out. When the war was over,
he came to Winnipeg with the idea of going to the
Peace River country. He and his wife and daughter
lived there until Robert was hired as manager of the
farms of the Zeither Brothers at Maryfield, Saskatchewan. He arrived there February 1919 to farm or
ranch as they operated many sections of farmland and
one hundred head of work horses. He had many jobs
such as shoeing, trimming hoofs, clipping and preparing for spring work.
Robert worked there until fall and then he rented
Jule Barness's farm for two years, then moved to
Ebor in the winter of 1921 to be a blacksmith. He
bought the shop from Mr. Charles Radke and was the
village smithy until 1925. He sold out to think about
ranching again and moved several times to farms
with good pastures as he had accumulated numerous
cattle and horses and also a small herd of sheep.
He retired in Butler, Manitoba where he built a
cottage and bought a small shop for a pastime, living
here until his wife passed on. He moved his cottage to
his daughter and son-in-Iaw's on section 6-9-29 at
Ebor, Manitoba.
In the fall of 1963 Rob spent some time in Reston
Hospital where in November, 1963 he passed on. His
interment was in the Maryfield, Saskatchewan
Cemetery beside his wife (Nell) or Ellen.

Hall, Gilbert and Annie (Livesley)
Gilbert Hall was born May 6th, 1918 at Ewart, the
son of Gilbert Alan Hall and Mary Helen Hall (nee
Bremner). He received his education at Ewart and
Cromer schools. After leaving school, Gilbert
worked as a farm labourer for a few years; then
rented the northwest of 32-8-28 for a year. He enlisted with the Canadian Artillery (3rd Division) on
January 27th, 1941. He was in active service and
served in Canada, United Kingdom and continental
Europe and returned to civilian life on demobiliza162

Heslip, Mr. and Mrs. Sam

tion on December 12th, 1945. On December 27th,
1945 he married Annie Livesley who resided with her
parents Annie and Sam Livesley in the Ebor district.
The couple rented the west half of 25-8-29 from Mrs.
McArthur of Reston. The land is now owned by
Eugene Bender. In 1947 they rented a quarter section
of land known as the Sadler quarter from Harold
Wood in the Bardal district. In the spring of 1949 they
returned to the Ebor district and bought the south half
of 36-8-29 from the Municipality. They lived on this
land until December 9th, 1978, when they bought a
house and moved into Virden.
Annie and Gilbert have six children. Glen was
born in 1947 (April 22nd) at Virden. He married Miss
Sharon Bartlett of Carman in 1968. They have three
children, Lynne, Candice and Ryan and they live in
Fleming, Saskatchewan. Glen is a mechanic and
works for Bradley and Sons at Moosomin,
Saskatchewan. Glen received his education at Ebor
Elementary and Reston Collegiate.

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Heslip moved from the Huron
District in Saskatchewan, in June 1963, to the farm
owned by Sam Livesley Jr. (1929). With them came
their two youngest sons, Ira and Nelson as well as a
small grandson, Donald Livesley. Donald is the only
son of Sam Livesley and the late Violet Livesley (nee
Heslip).
Since then the farm has been operated by Ira and
Nelson while Mr. and Mrs. Heslip and Donald make
it their home also. Donald attends Reston Collegiate,
having completed his primary education in the Ebor
and Cromer public schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Heslip celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary on April 8th, 1978. They both enjoy
reasonably good health. The Heslips have, surviving, four sons and four daughters living throughout
Manitoba; Jim, Laurence, Ira, Nelson, Muriel,
Nellie, Florence and Bernice.
After a number of years working on the pipeline
for Henuset Brothers, Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Heslip
bought the house and property formerly owned by
Mrs. Elsie Lumb (Block D) in Ebor in the fall of
1973. Mr. Heslip began working at Cromer Pool
Elevator the following spring, a position he still
occupies.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Heslip moved with their two
small sons Lorne and Stanley from Elkhorn, Manitoba in November 1957 to live in the teacherage in
Ebor. Mr. Heslip was employed as section man with
the C.P.R. In August, 1958, they moved into the
buildings on the farm owned by Evan Wooldridge
(8-9-29). In September 1959 they purchased the Slater Estate house, formerly occupied by the Otto Slater family (Block 4, Lots 7-10). Mr. Heslip worked
for the C.P.R. until the close of its branch through
Ebor, in November, 1961. The following year he
became employed by Interprovincial Pipeline Maintenence. Lorne and Stanley both received their primary and secondary education in Ebor and Cromer
schools. They then attended Reston Collegiate.
On May 15, 1974 the Heslip household was
blessed by the arrival of a son Brian.

Ray was born March 21st, 1949 at Virden district
hospital. He received his education at Ebor school
and Reston Collegiate. He farmed the west half of
25-8-29 in the Bardal district. He rented this land for
a couple of years from his uncle E. Livesley. Ray
married Miss Debby Bartlett on November 3rd,
1973. Debby was working in Winnipeg. They have
one daughter Lorry born April 23rd, 1975. They now
live in Elkhorn and Ray works for David Marshall.
Gary was born April 15th, 1953, in Virden hospital. He received his elementary education at Ebor
school and secondary education at Reston Collegiate. He worked for James Irwin in the Bardal district
for one season; then went to work for Springer Tire
Service. He is now with the Virden Tire Service. He
married Miss Marlene Harvey of Virden (Springvale
district) June 24th, 1972. They have three children:
Connie, Darren and Mark.
Valerie was born February 21st, 1956, at Virden.
She received her education at Ebor and Cromer elementary schools and graduated from Reston Collegiate. She worked for a year at Jorgensen's Flower
Shop in Moosomin and then went to Regina where
she has been employed for the last three years at
Queen City Credit Bureau.

Heywood, Fergus and Jane (Jackson)·
Fergus Heywood was born at Hartshead, Stalybridge, Lancaster, England, on December 25th,
1847. He worked as a rover, that is, in the manufacturing of rope and hawsers for the big sailing and
steam ships. He also worked at a foundry, perhaps at
Manchester or Liverpool. He was at the initial opening of the foundry where, pouring of the first cast
included trophies of horses in harness. These I understand were given out to all the employees at the time.
Two of these trophies were brought to Canada and are

Donna was born April 25th, 1957, at Virden
district hospital. She received her elementary education at Ebor and Cromer schools and graduated from
Reston Collegiate.
Judy was born on June 23rd, 1961 at Virden
hospital. She received her elementary education at
Ebor, Cromer and Reston schools and is at present
going to Reston Collegiate.
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rocks". These were very large boulders (perhaps
meteorites that had fallen) around which the animals
would paw the earth away while rubbing their shaggy
necks and shoulders against the rock. After years a
trench would be pawed out as much as three feet deep
around the rock. Such a rock was on the southwest
quarter of section 10-9-29, very close to where the
first Sproule school used to be. The large rock may
well still be found there.
In those days cold Manitoba blizzards swept the
sparsely populated prairie. Many persons lost their
lives in such blizzards, losing all sense of direction
and freezing to death. In the late summer and autumn
prairie fires were a' potential hazard to settlers, crops
and homes. The dry grass lands would burn
furiously; and the fire travel at great speed. Still, the
freshness of the new country held a strange beauty
and a challenge. Jane, (their stepmother) lived
through these adverse and unfamiliar surroundings
until her death, February 3rd, 1908. She was buried
in Kola cemetery.
Fergus later married Helen, who was related to
the Hocknell family. Helen was his third wife and
companion until his death. (Helen was "aunty" to
the HockneB's but was "grandma" to us.)
John was a younger brother of Fergus; but they
came from England much later around the time of the
first World War. The family lived in or near Reston
and used to visit the Slater family at Ebor occasionally. They called Mrs. Slater Cousin Martha. There
were four children: John, Ralph, Edith, and Lillian,
the youngest.
Edith stayed at Benjamin's house for a few weeks
at one time. She would read and tell stories and
Fergus, as a small boy, became quite fond of her. The
family later moved to Calgary where Lillian at the
age of seventeen met and married Alfred Guay. They
were happily married until Alfred passed away in
May 1978. Lillian still lives in their beautiful home in
Los Angeles, California. She has a nephew and niece
in Vancouver, B. C.
Benjamin, Fergus' eldest son, and Margaret
raised their family of four on the old homestead at
Ebor, the southeast quarter of 4-9-29. Ben and Margaret (he used to call her Maggie) had a rather disappointing start in married life, Margaret was raised in
Leeds, England. There were four girls and three
brothers in her family. She went to London for awhile
in her late teens, where she attended a ladies' school.
She was interested in drama, dancing and singing.
She also learned a trade as seamstress at which she
worked in a garment factory.
Margaret left her home in Leeds to come to
Canada to marry Ben. She used to relate how her
father had come to see her off on the train and the

still with the family. In December 1877 his wife
Lavena Timpson, mother of his four children, died.
He married again to Jane Jackson in the year 1879.
She proved to be an excellent mother to his four
children and came to Canada with them.
Fergus and his younger son Isaac came to Canada
first. Such immigrants chose their homesteads from a
map "sight unseen" at the land registry when they
got off the train. They came, located their place of
land, and built a sod house. This was to be their first
home for themselves and the rest of the family, who
were to arrive shortly.
The following are the four children who came to
Manitoba with their parents: Isaac; Martha Heywood
was born July 5th, 1869; Benjamin Heywood was
born December 23rd, 1872; Polly Heywood was born
December 4th, 1877.
Martha married Fred Slater who was also from
England. They raised their family of five sons and
two daughters. Benjamin married Margaret James
from England, and they raised their family of two
sons and two daughters. Isaac married Emily Warwick of England and they raised one son (George).
Polly also married.
George worked with Richarson and Sons Securites Ltd. for many years and was one of their
prominent sales managers.
He married Olive Leech on December 26th,
1938, who was born at Gilbert Plains. They raised
their family of three daughters: Donna (Mrs. R.
Broad) 350 McKercher Dr. Saskatoon, Saskatchewan; Maureen (Mrs. D. McDonald) Vancouver,
B.C.; and Barbara (Mrs. H. Jones). They raised and
educated their family in Edmonton and Winnipeg,
where their mother Olive and their grandmother Emily passed away.
George later married Margaret Copeland, who
was widowed with one son. George retired in 1970,
to Victoria, B. c., where he passed away at the age of
sixty-six on November 20th, 1975.
The Manitoba prairie was a strange new land for
them with scattered bands of Indians, still native in
their ways. Many buffalo skeletons were to be found
in the buffalo wallows and at sites of killings by white
hunters, which occurred many years previous. The
buffalo wallows were in low areas of the land where
ground water or underground streams were close to
the surface. The animals would follow each other,
making deep paths while grazing and soaking their
dried hoofs in the mud at the bottom of the trenches.
Some of the animals would get bogged down and die,
consequently skeletons were to be found there and
many black, shiny buffalo horns, seemed to last even
after the rest of the bones had degenerated into earth.
On the high ground were to be found "buffalo
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very sad feeling she had in her memory of him
standing alone on the platform as the train moved
away out of sight, never to see him again. It was
March 16th, 1905 when she boarded the steamship
Parisian, at Liverpool. She and a friend landed in
Halifax, Canada on March 25th, where the ship sank
at the wharf, having been rammed, by accident, by a
German "U-boat" about three miles out from
Halifax. She arrived at Sinclair, Manitoba on March
30th, 1905 and married Ben on April 5th.
They were quite happy in their new home. One
day they had been visiting neighbours in the forenoon and were on their way home when a disaster
struck! About half a mile from home they saw smoke
coming from the roof of their house. There had been
a small summer shower and lightning had struck the
house and it burned to the ground. All their personal
possessions were lost in the fire. Kind neighbours
and friends came to the rescue. They stayed at a
neighbour's house (Mr. Frazers') while Fred Slater,
Mr. Wilson, Ed McGill, Peter Higgins and Ben built
a new house. They moved in on July 31st. The
following year their crop and garden were completely hailed out.
Fergus Timpson Heywood was their first child,
born September 30, 1907. They worked hard and
things seemed to go a little better. Three more children followed: Alice Gertrude, born January 15,
1910; Albert Benjamin, born October 13th, 1912; and
Bertha Leah, born April 21st, 1916.
Ben and Maggie always participated in the social
activity of the district: dances, parties, weddings and
Church, etc. In later years they held what became
known as the annual Heywood's picnic. Many people
will still remember them; Ice Cream (real!), games,
races and prizes. Neighbours would help with sandwiches, cakes and pies.
The four children were raised and went to school
in Ebor taking in sports, fairs, the school competitions, parades and games, usually held at the town of
Virden annually.
One winter Benjamin was badly trampled by his
horses in the bam. There was a blizzard blowing at
the time and the animals were confined in the bam
and were restless. His health was never good afterward and he later sought a warmer climate, so went to
British Columbia and took up another homestead in
Clearwater, B. C., a beautiful location on the south
side of a mountain. His younger son Albert went with
him and was company for him but never had time to
enjoy the new location. He took ill with the complication of old health problems and worry. He was
eventually taken to a hospital in Vancouver where he
died April 29th, 1929.
Alice married Fred Milburn of Woodnorth. The

mother of his three children had passed away and
Alice, being very fond of children went to look after
them and eventually married their father. Fred experienced many misfortunes as he tried to operate the
old family farm. With sadness he decided to leave.
He farmed at Ebor and Ewart for some years, eventually moving to Clearwater, B.C. and then later to
Sicamous where the family were all together. Lorraine their fourth child, was born and raised there.
The Milburn children were, Irene, Lilly, George
and Lorraine. Irene married Malcom Abbott. They
still reside at Sicamous and have three children,
Robert, Diane and George. Lilly married Bill
Rhodes and raised their family of five at Sicamous.
Lois, Gloria, and Fred are married, Gordon and Glen
are still single. George Miburn is married with one
son, Brian. Both Alice and Fred (from Ebor, Woodnorth and Ewart) have since passed away and are
buried in the Sicamous cemetery.
Albert Benjamin Heywood married Edith Haller.
They still reside on the old homestead at Clearwater,
B. C. Albert followed the timber business, getting
timber limits and forming logging camps. He later
operated a school bus for awhile, then settled down to
just running the little farm on which he has a small
sawmill. They raised their family in Clearwater, three
children from Edith's previous marriage and one
daughter of their own. The eldest is Rose who married Edward Traub. They raised five children: Allan,
now twenty-two, Marlene twenty-one, Debbie nineteen, Jeanie sixteen, and Shelly eight. Marlene and
Debbie are both married with children. Floyd Haller,
their only son, married Jean Warren of Victoria.
Floyd is with the fire department and resides in
Surrey, B.C. with their three children, Tanya fifteen,
Sherri, thirteen, and son Barry ten.
Mary married Lome Stewart and they have one
son, Ronnie Albert, seventeen. Lome is a freelance
driver for heavy transport and they have their home in
Coquitiam, B.C.
Margaret, their youngest, married Charles
(Chuck) Emery. They have two children, Brenda
eight, and Wendy five. Chuck is a sales representative for a Vancouver lumber distributor. Their home
is also in Coquitlam.
Bertha Heywood married John Lehman of Clearwater where their two children were born. The Lehman family came to Clearwater about the same time
as the Heywoods and settled across the Clearwater
river. John was an ingenious craftsman who took
great pride in his work. They moved to Salmon Arm
where he worked for many years as a millright,
before moving to Chilliwack, B.C. where they retired.
Bertha always kept track of all her old friends,
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neighbours, and relatives. their daughter Rosena
married Alex Gruber who is now retired from the
armed forces. They have two daughters, Susan and
Linda, all residing in Chilliwack. Their son, John
Lehman, married Jennifer Heusen. John studied construction and is a supervisor for a building firm. They
have two children, Kathy and Amanda and their
home is in Port Coquitlam, B.C.
Fergus Timpson Heywood, moved to Clearwater
with his widowed mother and sister Bertha to his
father's second homestead, where brother Albert was
already living. They left Ebor early in April 1933
with a large trailer loaded to the roof with household
effects, hauled by a 'super six' Nash car. It was soon
found to be too much for the car, so the trailer was
sold and the cargo shipped ahead to Clearwater by
freight. To cut a long story short, after camping,
sightseeing, a broken axel and a number of flat tires,
they arrived in Clearwater after a month on the road.
The mountain highways had to be traversed with
extreme caution in those days.
They were expected and welcomed at the Clearwater general store, operated by Irene and Bill Long.
After a short visit they were directed up the mountain
road toward the homestead four miles further on.
They stopped at a settlers home on the way to ask if
they were headed in the right direction. A big burly
man came out, his name was Arnold Phillips "So
you're Ben Heywood's boy?" - - yes, "Well I'll
have to go with you because there is half a mile of
corduroy road that's flooded in the Beaver Flats. I'll
just ride here." as he stepped on the running board.
The road was pretty good, then all of a sudden
nothing but water lay ahead, "Stop, now I'll walk
ahead in the centre of the corduroy and you follow" .
Once again on dry road he said "You're just about
there, I'II walk home now. "
They landed at the log house, Albert had everything ready for the home coming. They enjoyed a
delicious stew and vegetables, then Albert informed
them it was bear meat stew. "Oh! Bear?", as Bertha
ran out of the door of the house. The meal was so
enjoyed that the surprise was soon overcome. In a
few days they were settled in and fascinated by the
change from the prairie: plenty of wood for heat and
cooking, also for building; plenty of game for meat;
fish in the rivers close by; wild fruit for the picking
and a bubbling spring by the door of the log house.
There were good neighbours about half a mile away.
It was the Great Depression and money was scarce
for the necessary staples available at the village four
miles away in the valley.
Their Mother was able to get fitted with glasses
and would stand in the doorway and gaze across the
Clearwater River valley and down into the tall cedars,

flowers and lush growth close by and remark "It's
just like a fairy land".
In 1936 Fergus took a notion to travel to a prearranged destination; where he would have employment, a place near Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. He
reached Victoria, B.C. enroute and was so impressed
by the friendly people he met and the surroundings
that he stayed.
The mother passed away the following year, February 1937, with pneumonia after surgery for an old
rupture, in Kamloops Royal Inland Hospital.
By 1938 Fergus had acquired the piece of property on which they presently reside. In 1939 he became
acquainted with Rosalie Mollison from Winnipeg
and got married in the fall. He took up the trade of
boilermaker at which he worked for twenty-eight
years, the last eighteen of which was for the Federal
Government.
Fergus and Rosalie raised their family of one
daughter and two sons. Marilyn was born December
31, 1940. She is married to Peter DeHaan and has one
son, Victor Wayne nineteen and two daughters, Kelly
Sue seventeen, and Robyn Rosalie thirteen, all from
a previous marriage. Peter also had three children
from a previous marriage; two daughters Marion and
Linda, both married with children and their younger
brother, Peter, now deceased, as a result of a car
accident.
Their eldest son Fergus Gary, who was born
October 1944, married Geraldine Shipley of Red
Deer, Alberta. They have one son Fergus Anthony
ten, and two daughters, Erin Geraldine five, and
Elizabeth Kerry Anne three. They reside in Victoria
and Fergus is employed at the Federal Forestry Research Centre in this city.
Kerry Richard, Fergus's youngest son was born
in June 1952, and married Marilyn Boes, formerly of
Winnipeg. They have one son, Brian, by Marilyn's
previous marriage. Kerry teaches school in Quesnel,
B.C. and Marilyn is employed with the schoolboard
there.
Old acquaintances and neighbours are invited to
call on us should they ever visit Victoria.
The Heywood families send their greetings to all
old friends, neighbours, and acquaintances at Ebor,
Cromer and the surrounding districts of the Pipestone
municipality or wherever they may be at the time of
this writing.

Heywood, Isaac ad Emily (Warwick)
Isaac Heywood came from England in 1889 with
his parents and in 1897 took up homesteading in the
Ebor district. In 1905 he and his father combined
their farming operation and built a cement house.
Isaac was born July 7th, 1875 to Fergus and
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Lavina Heywood at Ashton Underhyne, in the county of Chester, England. In 1906 he returned to England and married Emily Warwick daughter of George
and Mary Ann Warwick; then returned to Canada and
went into business by opening a general store at Ebor.
He built it before the railway went through. They left
Ebor in 1925, selling the store to Mr. Harry and Bert
Dennis.
Mr. Heywood passed away in 1952 in Edmonton,
Alberta, and Mrs. Heywood in 1964 in Winnipeg.
They had one son George, born October 1st,
1910. He married Miss Olive Leech of Winnipeg in
1938, at which time he was employed with James
Richardson and Sons of Saskatoon. They had three
daughters who are now all married. Mrs. Heywood
passed away in 1964 and in 1965 George married
Mrs. Margaret Copland. Since his second marriage
George has passed away.

were married and lived in Manchester for eight
years.
Mr. T. Hocknell came to Reston in 1906 because
his brother had come to Reston earlier. In 1907 Mrs.
Hocknell and her two daughters and an aunt came out
to Reston and moved onto a farm owned by Tom
Wilkins, and then from W. Duncan's farm at Ebor,
they bought the west quarter of 9-9-29. They farmed
at Ebor until 1934 when they sold out and moved to
Victoria, B. C.
Mr. Hocknell passed away in 1952 and Mrs.
Hocknell in 1963. They had four daughters, all residing in Victoria.
Annie married W. H. Campbell November 19,
1919. They have two daughters, both married. Mr.
Campbell passed away in 1960.
Elizabeth married Grant Woods on December 14,
1921. They have one boy and two girls who are both
married.
Ethel, born at Reston, married A. E. Ballantyne
in 1934. They had four children who all are married.
Ivy, born at Ebor, 1911 resided with her parents
until 1934 when she went to live with her aunt at Ebor
until 1937, when she went to Victoria.

Hicks, Harry and Christina (Meyer)
Harry Hicks and Christina Meyer were married
in Saltcoats, Saskatchewan January 31, 1906.
They resided at Churchbridge, Saskatchewan and
later moved to Kandahar, Saskatchewan where two
children were born. They then moved to Bredenbury
where Mr. Hicks was employed with the C.P.R. He
was transferred to Ebor, Manitoba in April, 1937,
and transferred to Windthorst, Saskatchewan in
1938, and back to Bredenbury in 1939. In 1942 they
moved to Vancouver where he worked for Marconi
Radio factory.
He retired in 1954 and passed away February 17,
1973.
Mrs. Hicks resides at Deer Lake Private Hospital,
Burnaby, B.C. She is ninety-five, born April 12,
1883.
There were two children. Vera Gladys, married
Edward Harrison White, October 6, 1937. There
were two children from that marriage: Ronald Elroy,
born August 22, 1938 and Norine Estelle born August 16, 1941. They all reside in Vancouver. The son,
Ralph Harold, married Helen Marie Daum, March 3,
1940. They had three daughters: Joan Audrey, Donna
Lenore and Carol Lynn. Joan married Gordon Gunn
and they reside in Delta, B.C. Donna married Brian
Goring and they reside in Richmond, B.C. Carol
married John Reid and they reside in Unionville,
Ontario.

Hodgings, Wils and Matilda (Sproule)
One of the families who lived in Ebor during its
early days was that of Wils Hodgins. His wife was
Matilda Sproule, the daughter of Robert Sproule, and
sister to James Sproule. She was also a sister to Sarah
Sproule, Mrs. Will Evans.
Both Wils Hodgins and Will Evans were railroad
men. The Hodgins had one daughter Lillian and a son
Verne. The family left Ebor around 1915 and·returned
to Ontario. Lillian resides in London, Ontario. Verne
is married and has two children.

Jorgensen, Earl and Marie (Palmer)
Earl Jorgensen was born on November 24, 1929,
son of Kristan and Petreau Jorgensen. He married
Marie Muriel Palmer, daughter of Donna and Sid
Palmer. (Mr. Palmer died on October 17, 1977.)
In 1949 Earl bought the farm, one-half of 22-9-29
and in 1954 built a new house and settled there.
They had three children, one son and two daughters.
Sharon-Lynn was born on November 1, 1955.
She married Barry Henderson on June 17, 1978 and
they live in the Reston area. Sharon took a business
course at Success College in Winnipeg and worked in
the city for four years.
Murray Earl was born on September 2, 1959 and
is attending Assiniboine College in Brandon.
Donna Marie, was born on January 22,1964. The

Hocknell, Mr. and Mrs. T.
Mr. Hocknell was born in Holmes Chapel in
England in 1877, son of William and Jane Hocknell.
Mrs. Hocknell was born in Middlewich, Englnd in
1885, the daughter of George and Jane Barrow. They
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three children attended school at Ebor, Cromer and
Reston.

ness. Norma is a teacher. They reside at their home in
Brandon and have one son Perry George, born April
10th, 1962. He is attending Crocus Plains school and
likes to spend his spare time with friends at the Air
Cadet Corps.
Rich memories of times will always remain of
Ebor and community. Mrs. Jorgensen was a member
of Ebor Women's Institute for thirty-three years and
took her tum as president in the years 1954 to 1957
and was an active member in W.1. They regret seeing
small towns disappearing as a result of rail-line abandonment. The residents in the community and economy of the rural areas have been severely affected, a
picture not called progress. Happy events in the family circle took place at certain times in different
locations; graduations, showers, weddings and silver
wedding. The Jorgensens celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary on November 5th, 1978 with all
their family and friends at a come-and-go tea at the
New Horizon Centre, Virden. They retired from
farming in November, 1973 and now have their home
in Virden.
For years it has been told but these are the words,
"the road to farming is hard work and ups and
downs. The farmer needs health and strength for his
long working days."

Jorgensen, Kris and Petrea (Starup)
Kris Jorgensen left Denmark to come to Canada
in the year 1920. Petrea Kirstine Starup left Denmark
and came to Canada in April, 1926. Both were born
in Hoisted, Jutland, Denmark and received theireducation in the schools in Hoisted. Both their parents
were farmers and neighbours.
The couple were married November 5th, 1927 in
Redvers Church. On Sunday, November 7th, they
arrived in Ebor to start their young life in farming at
their home located on the east half of 17-9-29. Seven
years later they moved to their new home on the
Prairies, having bought three-quarters of 19-9-29
from the Northwest Land Company. Kris patiently
broke the first furrow of the rocky soil with the aid of
horses and plow. In 1943, they built a new house and
barn and in 1945 bought the west half of 14-9-29 from
W. 1. Hitchcock. The following year they moved
there and have enjoyed farming and the family all
their days in Ebor.
Their family consisted of three boys and one
daughter. The oldest son Earl Howard Jorgensen was
born the 24th of November, 1929. He received his
education in Ebor school and in the winter of 1950 he
attended the Agricultural and Homemaking School
in Brandon. He married Marie Palmer of Somme,
Saskatchewan on the 23rd of October, 1953, and the
family is farming in Ebor and Cromer. Their home is
located on the east half of 22-9-29.
The second oldest son Kris Theodore Jorgensen
was born the 8th of August, 1933 and took his schooling in Ebor, a boy interested in farming from a child's
age. He was next to leave home in the summer. On
the 27th of July, 1954 he chose for his bride, Gwen
Roach from Cromer. They are farming in the Ebor
and Cromer area and have their home on the east half
of 19-9-29.
Their youngest son Olee Mauius Jorgensen was
born the 24th of November, 1935, received his education in Ebor and took the lecture for a welding course
one winter in Winnipeg and has been a taxi driver in
Winnipeg. On October 3,1964, Olee married Evelyn
Gibbs at Young United Church in Winnipeg. They
have made their farm home on the southwest of
31-9-29 in the Butler district.
Daughter, Norma Kristine Jorgensen, the youngest in the family took her schooling in Ebor, her high
school in Virden and her teacher's training at the
University in Brandon. Norma became the bride of
William George, on August 12th, 1960, in the United
Church, Virden. William George was with the police
in the city, now employed with the Autopac Busi-

Jorgensen, Kristian and Gwen (Roach)
Kristian T. Jorgensen Jr., son of Kris and Petrea
Jorgensen of Ebor and Gwen Roach, daughter of
Alfred and Annie Roach of Cromer were married on
July 27, 1954 at Cromer. They have farmed in the
Ebor district and have lived on the northeast quarter
of 19-9-29 since that time.
They have two daughters, Debra Anne and Dale
Lynn.
Debra Anne enrolled at the University of Manitoba in 1974. On August 13,1977 Debra and Donald
Ross Finlay, son of Ross and Emily Finlay of Virden
were married in Virden. In May of 1978, Debra
received her Bachelor of Science in Agriculture degree from the University of Manitoba and Donald
received his Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degree
from the Western College of Veterinary Medicine at
Saskatoon.
Dale Lynn enrolled at Grace General Hospital
School of Nursing in Winnipeg in August of 1978 in
the Registered Nursing Course and graduated in June
of 1980. On July 12, 1980 Dale and Robbie Milliken,
youngest son of Bev and Mary Milliken of Reston
were married in Reston. Robbie is presently employed with Interprovincial Pipe Line at Cromer and
farms the north half of 4-7-28 where they have built a
. new home.
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Koeckeritz, Herb and Eva (McFadden)

firm; and Gary is studying for his Ph.D. at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Herb and Eva Koeckeritz (nee McFadden) moved
to Ebor (32-8-29) in Septmber, 1938, from Antler,
Saskatchewan (Braeside S.D.). They had nine children, five boys and four girls.
After farming there for twenty years they sold
their farm to Edwin Bartel in 1958, and resided a
short time in Elkhorn, Manitoba before taking up
permanent residence in Virden, Manitoba. In March,
1969, they celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. On May 17, 1974, Herb passed away at the age of
eighty-three and in April of 1978 Eva moved to
Midget Mansions, where she now resides.
Family members and their families:
Vema Jean Marie, born March 21, 1920, attended
school at Braeside and later took up employment at
the Manitoba Hotel and Elkhorn Indian School at
Elkhorn, Manitoba. On May 16, 1943, she married
Michael Szoradi, a farmer, of Elkhorn and raised
three children: Michael Jr. (Mickey), Allan and Carol. Mickey married Starr Bernard of Willen, Manitoba on May 6, 1967, lives at Lockport, Manitoba
and is employed by Parks ide Motors, Winnipeg, in
the parts department. They have three children, Robbie, Kimberly and Karin. Allan married Bernie
Hainsworthy of Deloraine, Manitoba, on December
19, 1964. They make their home in Deloraine and
operate A & B Grocery. Allan continues to work for
Manitoba Hydro. They have three boys: Dean, Terry
and Warren. Carol married Allen Smith of Welwyn,
Saskatchewan on January 8, 1966. She took a hairdressing course in Brandon, Manitoba, where she
now resides. They have one son, Troy.
Bertha Ella, born February 12, 1921, finished her
high school education at Ebor Consolidated School
and entered Brandon School of Nursing in 1942,
graduating with her R.N. Degree in 1945. She nursed
at the General Hospital in Brandon, Manitoba and
Victoria Hospital in Winnipeg. On July 23, 1947, she
married Wallace Wright of Justice, Manitoba and
went to live in Toronto where Wally was employed as
mechanical engineer with Avro Aircraft Co. at Malton Airport. Avro at this time was designing and
building the Avro Jet Liner. In 1955 they moved to
Wichita, Kansas, where Wally worked for Cessna
Aircraft Co. Several years later found them again on
the move, this time to San Diego, California, where
they now live. Wally is now employed by Rohr Corporation and has worked on such projects as the
Space Lab and more recently the Bart Transit System
of San Francisco, which is a rapid underground
trans-city transportation system. Bertha still nursed
at Scripps Clinic and Research Centre. They have
two children, Doreen and Gary. Doreen works out of
Los An.geles for "Zoo" Publications, a magazine

Morris McFadden, born November 12, 1922,
took his high school in Ebor and was later employed
as grain buyer for Pool and Searle Elevators at Justice, Manitoba, Roche Percee and Waterville, in
Saskatchewan. He married Mary Matyachuk of
Waiteville on August 3, 1951, and several years later
left the elevators and went to work for Saskatchewan
Government, Traffic Department. He was posted at
Estevan, Moose Jaw, North Battleford and now in
Saskatoon. They have three girls, Beverly, Pamela
and Shawn. Beverly is a radio news correspondent in
Calgary; Pamela is in Saskatoon with the Royal
Bank; and Shawn just recently employed in Calgary.
Lois Winona, born May 14, 1924, attended
school in Ebor and in February, 1951 moved to Virden, Manitoba, where she was employed as switchboard operator for Manitoba Telephone System. She
continued her employment, permanent and parttime, until the spring of 1970 when the Virden office
converted to dial. On May 23, 1957, she married
Ellsworth Kenderdine of Virden, where she now
resides and where Ellsworh is employed as a Postal
Clerk. They have three children: Rick, Janine and
Mona. Rick works for K. D. Oilwell Servicing in
Virden; Janine is secretary receptionist for Comtrac
Industries of Calgary, a typewriter ribbon manufacturing company; and Mona is at home and still in
school.
Larry Brian, born May 23,1929, attended school
in Ebor and later farmed at home and on his own on
the southwest quarter of 31-8-29. On Nov~mber 7,
1953, he married Doreen Allen of Cromer and continued to farm until 1958 when he went to work for
Inter Provincial Pipelines Ltd. at Cromer. In 1968
they transferred with I.P.L. to Edmonton, Alberta,
and made their home in Sherwood Park until 1972
when they again trensferred to Kerrobert,
Saskatchewan, where they now reside. They have
four children: Lois, Wanda, Trent and Blair. Lois has
lived and worked in Edmonton and Calgary and is
presently on a tour of Asian countries. Wanda is a
letter carrier for the Postal Department in Calgary.
Trent works for "Fiberglass" in Edmonton and Blair
is still at home and in school.
Clark Mansfield, born July 28, 1930, attended
school in Ebor, following which he went to work for
Manitoba Hydro and later transferred to Saskatchewan Power and Gas. He now works out of Medicine
Hat, Alberta for Many Islands Pipelines. On July 20,
1957 he married Louise McKen of Lemberg, Saskatchewan, a school teacher who still teaches in
Medicine Hat. They have no children.
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Regina. Saskoil is presently supervlSlng the first
Geothermal Well in Canada, being drilled on campus
of the University of Regina. They have two children,
Deanna and Brian. Both are at home and still in
school.
Eva Alma Koeckeritz passed away on May 10,
1979 in Virden District Hospital at the age of eightyfour years. Burial was May 12 in Virden Cemetery.

Cordell Field, born July 17, 1933, remained at
home until his death in 1954.
Dawn Eva, born February 1, 1935, attended
school in Ebor and Virden and in 1952 began work in
Virden for Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce.
On September 25, 1954 she married Edward Grant,
of Vermillion, Alberta, a Virden oil worker. Living in
trailers and following the oil, their first move was to
Pierson, Manitoba, New Year's Eve, 1955. A wheel,
on which someone had forgotten to tighten the nuts,
fell off the trailer five miles out of Virden. On their
arrival in Pierson, Ed had to work "graveyards"
which was midnight to eight a.m., so Dawn and six
month old baby, Lance, spent their first night in
Pierson parked on main street on a borrowed trailer
wheel. After a short stay in Pierson they moved to
Frobisher, Saskatchewan, for five or six months and
then to Oxbow. Their second son, Shane, was born
there in 1956. October, 1958 they moved to Carnduff
and later to Estevan and then to Midale in March,
1959. In September, 1959, they left for Judy Creek,
Alberta (Swan Hills area) remaining there until 1964.
Their third child, a girl, was born there at Barrhead in
1960. Thus, each of their three children were born in
different provinces. After leaving Judy Creek they
moved to Warburg, Alberta where they now reside.
Ed is toolpush for Regent Drilling Rig #25. Of their
three children, Lance is toolpush for Regent Rig #1
at Fort St. John; Shane is a hair stylist in Edmonton;
and Dallas works for Smith International, Edmonton.
Blake Herbert, born March 28, 1936, attended
school in Ebor, and in 1954 came to Virden to begin
work for Regent Drilling. During the next several
years he moved with the drilling rig throughout the
southwestern part of Manitoba and southern
Saskatchewan. He took in such towns as Pierson,
Estevan, Oxbow and Alameda. In January, 1957 he
moved to Wembley, Alberta to Regent Rig #26
(Grande Prairie, Dawson Creek Area). In 1958 he
went to Northwest Territories and in 1959 to Swan
Hills, Whitecourt, Valleyview, Alberta areas. On
July 2, 1960, he married Myrna Ironside at her home
town of Midale, Saskatchewan and returned to Valleyview and Peace River country where they lived for
two years before moving to Edson, Alberta. In 1965,
Blake moved a rig from Valleyview to Frobisher,
Saskatchewan and continued to work with Regent
throughout Saskatchewan, in oil and potash until
1973. In the spring of 1974 he took a rig from Estevan
to Quebec City and then to Anticosti Island. He
returned to Saskatchewan in July of the same year
and left Regent Drilling after twenty-one years of
service, to manage drilling operations for Saskoil.
He makes his home in Midale, but has his office in

Koeckeritz, Larry and Doreen (Allen)
Larry was born at Antler, Saskatchewan in May
1929. He moved with his family to 32-8-29 at Ebor,
in 1938. He took his schooling at Ebor, then farmed
until 1958.
Doreen was the daughter of Fred and Florence
Allen, who lived four and one half miles from
Cromer. Doreen took her schooling at Woodnorth
and taught one year at Hills Green School, near
McAuley.
Larry and Doreen were married in November,
1953 and lived on the farm near Ebor until 1958 when
they moved to the Fred Allen farm where Larry
gained employment with Interprovincial Pipe lines.
In 1966 they moved their house into Cromer,
buying lots 14 and 15 Blk II, from Jessie Wooldridge
and Doug Piggott who had operated the Cromer Cafe
on the site.
In 1968 the family moved to Sherwood Park,
Alberta, and in July 1972 they again moved to Kerrobert, Saskatchewan where they reside today.
They have four children, Lois and Wanda of
Calgary, Trent of Edmonton, and Blair at home.

Kotyk, Metro and Annie (Baryluk)
Metro was born in Oxymyna, West Ukraine,
October7, 1904. (Oxymynameanswintercrops). He
was the eldest son of Katherine and William Kotyk.
Metro died on November 8, 1977, at Shoal Lake,
Manitoba.
Annie was born Anna Baryluk, in Portage La
Prairie, Manitoba, on February 19, 1915. She is the
eldest daughter of Sophia and Stephen Baryluk.
Metro and Annie were married May 28, 1932, in
Estevan, Saskatchewan.
Four children were all born in Bienfait,
Saskatchewan. Mary was born March 29, 1933 and
married Stanley W. Fiel on July 28, 1955 in
Rossburn, Manitoba. Prior to this, she took her
Teacher's Training at the Provincial Normal School
from 1953 to 1954. Mary and Stan reside at Shoal
Lake, Manitoba.
Rosy born, January 16, 1935, married Metro
Swereda on May 9, 1964 in Olha, Manitoba. Prior to
this, she took her Stenographers' Course at Angus
School of Commerce (1952-1953) Winnipeg, Man170

(train) every week day. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday the train came in the A.M. from the East;
Thursday and Saturday the train came from the west.
Mrs. Kotyk was caretaker of the station and had
to look after the shipping bills for such items as crates
of eggs, cans of cream, hides, etc. She also remembers hosting W.l. meetings and W.I. quilting bees in
the large waiting room. She remembers the happy
times working at the sink in the kitchen. There
seemed to be a closer community spirit in those days.
People visited more and meetings were held in private homes. Their stay in Ebor was a short five years,
but happy memories of the good people there will
always remain in their hearts.

itoba. Up to 1979, the Sweredas have had twentyfour foster children in their home at Esterhazy,
Saskatchewan.
Stella was born on March 25, 1938 and married
Gordon A. Harvey on October 15, 1960 in Strathclair,
Manitoba. Prior to this, she taught school on permit
at Tenby, Manitoba from 1955 to 1956, then took her
Nurses' Training at the Winnipeg General Hospital
from 1956 to 1959.
Edward William was born December 7, 1943. He
married E. Elaine Ford on May 2, 1970. He worked
as Partsman in Shoal Lake and Hamiota. In 1978 he
began as a manager in Canadian Tire in Winnipeg.
There are seven grandchildren: Jody Roxane
Fiel, born at Shoal Lake, Manitoba June 6, 1960;
Stanley Guye Fiel, born at Shoal Lake, Manitoba,
October 10,1963; Vimy Helen Fiel, born at Hamiota,
Manitoba, March 15, 1972; James Gordon Harvey,
born at Hamiota, Manitoba, April 16, 1962; Peter
Douglas Harvey, born at Hamiota, Manitoba, April
3, 1965; Paula Deonne Kotyk, born at Shoal Lake,
Manitoba, December 29, 1971; Kathleen Leanne
Kotyk, born at Shoal Lake, Manitoba April 3, 1975.
They all came to Ebor, Manitoba September 27,
1945. (Metro and Annie and four children). This was
Metro's first permanent job as First man for the
C.P.R. Prior to the family's arrival, Metro lived in the
C.P.R. bunkhouse in Ebor that summer. His foreman
was Mike Pidleberg. Other sectionmen were Walter
Slater and Sam Richardson.
The members of their family came to Ebor from
Bienfait, Saskatchewan. They lived in the C.P.R.
station until the fall of 1950, when they moved to
Walpole, Saskatchewan. The reason for the move
was because Metro received his first permanent posting as Section Foreman. They stayed there for three
months and then moved to Strathclair, Manitoba, on
January 11, 1951. They moved because they could all
be together again. Up until then, Mary and Rosy
were taking their High School education in Virden.
Both stayed with Mrs. Butler. Mary took grade 11 and
half of her Grade 12 and Rosy took half of her grade
10 in Virden. Both finished their high school in
Strathclair. In 1963, Metro and Annie moved to the
next town of Shoal Lake, Manitoba, because the
C.P.R. closed every second section. Mrs. Kotyk still
resides there.
In August 1950, Metro suffered from a perforated
ulcer and had emergency surgery done by Dr. Harris
in Virden. This was Dr. Harris' first such case.
At the time they lived in Ebor, the means of
communication centred around the railway, and thus
in the Kotyk home in the C.P.R. Station. The mailman, "Slick" Slater and the grocer, "Bud"
McDougall regularly came to meet the "Peanut"

Livesley, Samuel and Annie (Hamilton)
Samuel Edge Livesley came from County Wicklow, Ireland, in 1898 as a lad of eighteen. He worked
for a year or so for Harvey and Lafayette Hayes at
Glenboro, Manitoba. He then joined the 73rd Constabulary Canada Regiment and went to the Boer War
in South Africa. Here he lost his right lung in action.
After a visit to his homeland he then returned to
Canada. He took out homestead rights at Ebor on the
northwest of 36-8-29. He also received a script of
land up at Peace River in return for war services. He
traded this parcel of land for the northwest of
36-8-29. Mr. 1. McGill built the house that still stands
on the Livesley farm.
Sam batched on this land until his marriage to
Miss Annie Edith Hamilton of Shelbourne, Ontario,
on August 30th, 1911. They were married in Winnipeg. They had three sons and one daughter. Samuel
E. married Violet Heslip in February 1957.
Edward H. married Robina Neely of County
Antrim, Ireland January 9th, 1945.
Fred W. lived at Ebor and received his high
school education. He took over his father's farm in
1950 when his father died. He moved to Calgary,
Alberta in 1961. He is at Edmonton now where he is
employed.
Annie E. married Gilbert Hall, December 27th,
1945. Mr. Livesley passed away at his home on
November 30th, 1950 and Mrs. Livesley passed away
at her home November 15th, 1955.
Sam Livesley Jr. was born at the farm Section
36-8-29 on July 19th, 1914. He bought the west half
of 1-9-29 and worked this land for a few years and
moved a house onto the southwest quarter. He married Violet Heslip in February 1957. They had one
son Donald who still lives on the farm with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. S. Heslip. Don was born
August 18, 1961 and is attending high school at Reston Collegiate. Violet Livesley passed away in 1962.
Sam left the district and is now residing in Virden.
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Fred Livesley was born January 2nd, 1936 at the
farm home on 36-8-29 in the Municipality of
Pipestone. He received his education at Ebor public
and high school and worked on the farm for a few
years after his father's death. He left the district in
1961 and moved to Calgary, Alberta, and is now
residing in Edmonton.

Lumb the youngest member of the W. H. Lumb
family is still living in the Ebor district. After serving
in World War II, in 1948, Bill bought a section
(35-8-29) of virgin prairie from the R.M. of
Pipestone thus embarking on his farming career. On
Boxing Day, 1950 he married Ursula M. Misouri of
Dana, Saskatchewan who had come to teach in the
Junior room of the Ebor school. Ursula has continued
to substitute ever since, first at Ebor, Cromer and
now at Kola. Their two daughters Colleen Maureen
Lumb and Lee Mona Lumb received their education
at the Ebor Consolidated school and at Reston Collegiate. They both earned degrees in Bachelor of
Social Work from the University of Manitoba in
1975. Colleen married Darcy A. Normand of Winnipeg on April 25, 1972. They have a daughter Tara
Lee Normand. Lee married 'Smokey' Nash formerly
of Sinclair, Manitoba on April 21, 1973.

Lumb, William Henry and Elsie (Croker)
William Henry Lumb emigrated to Canada from
Yorkshire County in England in the year 1910. His
wife, Elsie Winnifred Croker, born on January 15,
1892 in the County of Hertford, England, emigrated
at the age of five with her family, to Fleming,
Saskatchewan. Mr. and Mrs. Lumb were married at
Moosomin, Saskatchewan in 1912, farming in the
Mair district.
In the fall of 1927, with their family of six children, they moved to the Ebor district to live in the old
stone house on the farm which is now the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Bartel. In 1936, Mr. Lumb
purchased the north half of 34-8-29 in the Ebor
district. In 1949, Clifford, the second youngest son
returned from overseas active duty to take over the
farm. Mr. and Mrs. Lumb Sr. retired to live in the
hamlet of Ebor where William Henry Lumb passed
away on January 16, 1961 at the age of eighty-one
years. Mrs. Elsie Lumb then moved to Maryfield,
Saskatchewan. She died at the age of eighty-four on
May 25, 1975. Both are interred in the Maryfield
cemetery.
The oldest member of the W. H. Lumb family,
Florence Nightingale Lumb, married Calvin (Mac)
McIntosh. After raising their family of Delores,
Gloria and Duncan in Winnipeg, they chose to retire
in the village of Reston, Manitoba in 1976. Mac
passed away that same year.
George Douglas Lumb died on October 21, 1969
at Melita, Manitoba. Surviving him are his wife
Trudie, a son Norman and two daughters Barbara and
Annette.
Margaret Lumb, married to Wallace Watt, lives
in Edmonton, Alberta. They have a family of five:
Ken, Winnie, Margie, Doug and Linda.
Douglas Charles Lumb and his wife Mary, a
Scottish war bride, reside at Carlyle, Saskatchewan.
Doug is the Farm Credit Supervisor for that area.
They have one son Stewart.
Clifford John Lumb and his wife Irene (from
Winnipeg) lived on the Lumb farm, 34-8-29 in the
Ebor district from 1949 to 1968 at which time they
retired to Chilliwack, B.C. Their two sons, Lorey
and Allan and their daughter Sharon were all raised in
the Ebor district.
William Morris Lumb commonly known as Bill

Matthews, Gordon and Margaret (Prentice)
Gordon was the son of John Matthews, who immigrated to Manitoba from Ontario in the 1800's.
The family farmed in the Lampton School District,
where Gordon was born in 1890. Later the family
moved to Reston, where Gordon met and married
Margaret Jessamine Prentice about 1910. Jessamine
was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Prentice,
who also immigrated in approximately 1904 from
Lanark, Ontario, where she was born in 1892. After
their marriage Gordon and Jessamine moved to
Wolseley, Saskatchewan where he worked as a barber
for a period of time. They then returned to Reston,
where he worked as a butcher in his father's store.
In 1918 they purchased a farm at Ebor, Manitoba,
which was the west half of section 21-9-29 and in
1918 they moved there from Reston. Here they lived
until 1947 when Mr. and Mrs. Matthews and some of
the younger children moved to Winnipeg. John took
over the farm for a few years. He later became a grain
buyer and left Ebor about 1950.
Mr. Matthews passed away in Winnipeg in June
1966 at the age of seventy-six. Mrs. Matthews then
resided with her daughter Arlene Lovie for awhile
but due to ill health was placed in a nursing home.
She passed away in April 1976 at the age of eightythree.
The following is a list of the Matthews children:
Elmer (Em) born 1912, married July, 1945, to
Alpha Berry of Cromer, who passed away in 1965.
Some years later he married Reta Dawe of Campbell
River, B.C. He is now retired from McMillan
Bloedel and they live in Campbell River, B.C. Em
has two daughters; Carol (Mrs. Merv. Cronk) of New
Westminster, B. c., who has one daughter Andrea
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the Napanee area. In the year 1858, oil was discovered at Oil Springs, Ontario, so they moved there
and were in the oil business.
James married Mary Huffman and had a family
of two girls and seven sons. In 1888 the oil business
slackened so James came to Manitoba and took up a
homestead on the northwest quarter of 12-9-29, now
farmed by the Edwards family in the Ebor district.
James worked as a carpenter and bridge builder,
building several bridges, including the original
bridge over the Pipestone creek at Hayhursts. He also
built the town of Virden's first water tank, as well as
several houses, including the brick house on his son's
farm in 1910, and also the one on the George Roach
farm. Another of the buildings erected by him was
the Springvale school. Mr. James McGill passed
away in 1911, at Fort William, Ontario.
Edward McGill, the son of James McGill, was
born in 1868 at Petrolia, Ontario. He grew up in the
oil district and became a steam engineer, when oil
was pumped by steam engines. Ed, as he was called,
homesteaded the northwest quarter of 24-9-29. He
married Agnes McGaffin, formerly of Walkerton,
Ontario on December 4, 1901 and they raised a family of two daughters and four sons: May, Noble,
Raymond, Gertrude, James and Earl.
Edward served on the Pipestone council in 1908
and 1909 and again from 1922 to 1937. He was also a
Justice of the Peace in the earlier days. The McGills
contributed much to the Ebor district, Ed serving on
both the Sanderson and Ebor school boards, the
Cromer Church Board and Ebor rink committee.
Agnes, his wife, was active in church work,
Women's Institute and was a kindly person giving a
helping hand to all. Ed passed away at his home
February 2nd, 1957, in his eighty-ninth year.
Agnes McGill and her son Earl moved to Virden
in 1961. She passed away at the West Man Nursing
Home in Virden May 28, 1973 in her ninety-fifth
year.
May, the oldest daughter of the Ed McGill family,
was born in 1902 and stayed at her home until her
marriage to Charles Williams of Deleau in 1937.
They farmed in the Deleau district until their retirement to Souris, Manitoba. The Williams' have three
of a family: Gary, Dale and Betty. Gary is married,
with three girls, and reside on the farm in the Souris
district. Dale is married and has two daughters. They
live in Brandon. Betty is married to Russ McLeod of
Brandon and has one son. Russ is employed by the
telephone company and at present they reside in
Arabia.
Earl, the youngest son of the late Ed McGill, was
born in 1918. He resides in Virden and farms his dad's

Waldref; and Gail (Mrs. Wayne Christianson), who
has two sons, Nelson and Curtis. They all live in
Campbell River.
Arnold (Peach) born 1913, married in June 1946
to Joyce Howe of Yorkton, Saskatchewan. He is now
retired from the Department of National Defence and
they reside in Burnaby, B.C. They have a son, Gary,
and a daughter, Wendy, both of Burnaby.
Gwenneth born 1916, became a school teacher
and in July, 1943 married George Sadler formerly of
Elgin, Manitoba. She passed away in January, 1973.
Their children are: Margaret, (Mrs. Richard Hegion)
of Regina, who has three children, Heather, Brent
and Shelley; two sons Allan of Winnipeg and Douglas of Edmonton. Another daughter Jean passed away
in June 1969. George is now retired from his job as
Superintendent of Schools and lives at Stonewall,
Manitoba.
Olwen born 1918, became a registered nurse and
later a buyer for the Grace Hospital in Winnipeg,
until her death on June 12, 1962.
John (Jack) born 1921, married Ruth Kellington
of Cromer in July 1946. They reside in Campbell
River, B.C. where he is employed by The School
District. They have a daughter Brenda (Mrs. Ernest
Smith), who has a son Ernest IV. They reside in
Vancouver. One son, Wayne, who passed away in
August, 1978 married Brenda Haden of Vancouver.
Their children are Wendy, Douglas and John.
Howard (Howie) born 1924 was single. He lived
at Maryfield, Saskatchewan for many years until his
death on May 12, 1978.
Erwin, born 1926, married Rosemary Millier of
Vancouver in June, 1972. He is a faller for MacDonald Cedar Products in northern B. C. Their home
is in Coquitlam, B.C.
Kenneth born 1928, married Kathleen Ayres of
Vancouver in July 1957. He is employed by 1. K.
Smit & Sons Diamond Products in Vancouver, where
they reside. They have one son, Kenneth, and one
daughter, Kelly, both at home.
Rae, born 1932, married Patricia Neis of
Kylemore, Saskatchewan in November 1963. Until
his death on October 4, 1978, he was employed by
Quality Saw and Knife Ltd., Vancouver. They have
two daughters, Lorinda and Jackie, at home at Port
Moody, B.C.
Arlene, born 1934, married Lloyd Lovie formerly of Holland, Manitoba in June, 1957. He is
employed by C.N .R. in Winnipeg, where they reside
with their three sons: Ray, Glen and Dennis.

McGill, James and Mary (Huffman)
James McGill came from Ireland in 1834, with
his parents, at the age of two years. They settled in
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He was born January 7th, 1906 on the farm at Ebor
24-9-29.
After he left school he took work on several
farms in the Mair, Saskatchewan district until 1935
when he married Mildred Swenson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Swenson. They had settled in the
Mair district in 1907, then known as Rose Plain, from
Varna, Illinois, U.S.A.
During the winter of 1937 Raymond :an the ri~k
at Ebor. The next spring he took up farmIng at MaIr,
Saskatchewan until 1941 when he left the farm and
started in the lumberyard at Fairlight. He also did a
bit of barbering, played violin, saxophone and clarinet in the local orchestra and ran the shows on
weekends.
In 1945 he became a Searle Grain Elevator
Agent, at Mair. In 1947 he was moved to Ryerso?,
Saskatchewan and in 1951 was moved back to Fairlight where he remained in the elevator unti~ his
retirement in 1969. They then moved to Maryfleld,
Saskatchewan where they still are.
They had four children: Duane, born on the farm
in 1936, at seventeen joined the Air Force and remained in service for six years. He married Margaret
Teguse of Birmingham, Saskatchewan in 1958. They
have six children: Bellena, Parris, Raymond, Gordon, Susan and Robin. He drives a truck for Shell Oil
of Alberta and they live in Calgary.
June born on the farm in 1939, became a nurse
and in 1964 married lawyer David Pratt of Birtle.
They are now living in Vancouver, B.C. They have
three children: Paula, Geoffrey and Julianne.
Rae (one of twins) was born in the nursing home
in Maryfield in December 1943. She married pilot
Gary Bolam of Virden in 1965 and they are living in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. They have two daughters,
Shelley and Debbie.
Gae (the other twin) also born in the nursing
home in December 1943, was married in 1970 to
Murray Melon of Claresholm, Alberta. They are
living at the Forest Ranger Station at Bragg Creek,
Alberta. They have one son, Raymond James.

land from town. He is quite active in the Virden
Curling rink.

McGill, Noble and Beryle (Duncan)
Noble McGill is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
D. E. McGill and was born in 1904 at his home in the
Ebor district. He spent his entire life in that district,
until his retirement to Virden in 1972. He married
Beryl Duncan, daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Duncan who resided at Reston and Ebor. Beryl
was born in 1905 at their farm residence and got most
of her education at Reston although the Duncan family went to Ebor for the summer months and back to
Reston for the wintel~ where her dad took a keen
interest in curling.
Noble attended the Sanderson School before it
was moved to a different site and when Ebor consolidated, their land was included in that school district.
Noble and Beryl were married in 1930 and purchased the north half of 23-9-29 from T. A. Bulloch
of Reston. In 1942 they moved to the northeast of
10-9-29 and farmed the section. Their former home
was later moved to Cromer and is being used as a
restaurant.
They had three of a family: Barry, born in 1931 at
Virden hospital, took his schooling at Ebor, joined
the R.C.M.P. in 1949. He stayed with it for four
years, then was employed by the General Motors
Acceptance and has been with that company for the
past twenty-five years. He is now man~ger at the
Regina, Saskatchewan branch. He marrIed Esther
Steffer of LIoydminster in 1953. They have two sons,
Brian and Rod, who reside at the coast.
Their second child Margaret Agnes (Peggy) was
born at her home in 1932. She also got her education
at Ebor school and took up the teaching profession
until she married Larry Watts of Nettingham, Saskatchewan in 1954. They are now residing at Transcona, Manitoba. Larry is employed by the Manitoba
Pool seed division. They have a family of three,
Cynthia born in 1958 now employed as an X-r~y
technician at Red Lake, Ontario; Neil was born In
1959 and Dean in 1964; both are still in school.
Youngest daughter, Carol Anne, was born in 1941
at Virden hospital. She became a teacher and in 1962
married Keith Lawless a farmer in the Heron district.
They have three of a family. Heather born in 1965,
Brian in 1967 and Robert in 1970. They are all
attending Maryfield school.
Since the McGills retired to Virden they have
enjoyed good health and are active in community
affairs.

Mel ver, George and Elizabeth
George A. McIver and his wife, Elizabeth Ann,
and family of five came from Lucknow in Bruce
County, Ontario, to Ebor, Manitoba in April, 1910
having purchased the east half of section 3-9-29.
They carried on farming until sons Tom and Bill grew
up and took over the farm.
. . .
Mr. McIver died in November 1949 In hiS nInetyfourth year. Mrs. McIver died at her home in May
1955 in her ninety-third year.
Sons Tom and Bill McIver were born at Lucknow, Ontario, took their schooling at Lucknow and

McGHl, Raymond and Mildred (Swenson)
Raymond Alexander McGill is the third child of
the union of Edward McGill and Agnes McGaffin.
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Ebor, carried on farming operations and successfully
raised pure-bred Shorthorn cattle.
Tom served on the R.M. of Pipestone Council
from 1953 to 1971. He sold the farm in 1975 and
moved to Virden, Manitoba.
Daughter, Mary was born at Lucknow, Ontario on
January 23rd, 1900. She attended school at Ebor and
went to Winnipeg in December 1917 and took a
business course. She worked as a legal secretary until
1970, when she retired, and now lives in Winnipeg.

years, before they moved on November 5, 1921 to
Cromer on to the old Tom Turnbull farm one half
mile south of Cromer. They left Cromer in the spring
of 1923 to go to Scarth. They left Scarth in 1925 to
retire in Virden. Mr. Andrew Myles passed away,
July 1956 and Mrs. Myles, August 1957. They are
buried in Virden cemetery. Mr. and Mrs. George
Muir stayed on the farm at Ebor until 1940 when
George joined the Veterans Guards. They had a sale
in October 1940 and Mrs. Muir and family moved to
Virden. They lived there until 1948 when George got
ajob at Rivers Air base. Then they moved to Wheatland. They have three children Alex, Stella and Marilyn. Alex and Stella had their first few years of
schooling at Ebor.
Alex married Genora Nobles and they have three
children Andy, John and Melinda Ann. They all live
in Belleville, Ontario. Alex is one of the main men at
Maislins Transport business.
Stella married Steve Novak and has two children,
Dawn and Michael. Dawn married Ian McLaren on
August 17,1974 and they have one son, Jamie, born
October 17, 1977. Michael married Monika Everch
on August 27,1976. They all live in Calgary, Alberta. Stella owns her own computor business in Calgary.
Marilyn married Glenn Hague and has two boys,
Robert and Timothy. Glenn was killed in a car accident in 1964. Marilyn works for the government and
they live in Winnipeg.
Mr. George Muir passed away July 18, 1978 and
is buried at Rivers. Mrs. Muir is staying on the home
place at Wheatland and is still able to look after the
flowers and the lawn as well as enjoying her numerous other handicrafts.

Miller, Mr. and Mrs. James
James Miller with wife and daughters Elsie and
Bella came to Canada from Dumfrieshire, Scotland,
about 1903, and settled on a farm in the Elkhorn
district, where son, Jack, was born. They had relatives in Canada who had persuaded them to come
out.
After a couple or more years the family moved to
Ebor and rented the Wilson farm to the south of Ebor.
They remained there until about 1915 when they
moved to Transcona, where Mr. Miller worked for
the C.N .R., until he retired and moved to Winnipeg.
The children attended school at Ebor, and later in
Transcona. Elsie and Bella attended Normal School
and then taught school in various places in Manitoba.
Bella married John Bastard and lived at Harding until
her death some years ago. Jack married Blanche
Bastard and farmed at Harding until his death a few
years ago. Elsie taught school in Winnipeg for many
years until her retirement. She is now eighty-one and
is living in Winnipeg. Both Mr. and Mrs. James
Miller died years ago.

Muir, George and Annie (Myles)
Mr. and Mrs. George Muir were married May
10th, 1927 and lived on a farm one and one half miles
north of Cromer wi th George's parents, Me and Mrs.
Robert Muir Sr. The Muir family originally came
from Scotland in the spring of 1905 and lived in
Virden. After a few years they moved to a farm in the
Butler area, then to the farm at Cromer for awhile
before the first World War, George enlisted and his
brother Alex was killed in action.
In the spring of 1929, the Muir family moved to a
farm in the Ewart area. In the spring of 1932 they all
moved to a farm in the Ebor area, the east quarter of
12-9-29. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Muir left the farm in
October of 1936 and went to Virden for health reasons. Mr. Muir passed away December 15, 1936 and
Mrs. Muir, November 1940. Both are buried at Virden.
Mrs. George Muir was the former Annie August
Myles whose parents originally came from Ontario
and who had lived in the Melita area for a number of

Norsworthy, Grant and Sadie (McKinnon)
Grant Norsworthy went to Sanderson, Butler and
Ebor schools and helped on the family farm until
1939, when at the age of twenty-two he went afield to
seek fame and fortune.
After a few weeks in Chicago on a motor course
he took a job at Wawa, Ontario in the iron mines as a
machine operator. While there he met and married
Sadie McKinnon of Thessalon, Ontario. After discharge from the army in 1946 Grant went to work at
Marathon Paper Mill. In 1955 they moved to Virden.
Grant and Sadie retired from the shop in 1979 and
now are enjoying retirement.
Grant and Sadie have five children: Nan, born
1941, married Peter Mione. They have two children,
Anna and Pete and they live in Langley, B.C.
Kay, born 1943, married Peter Morris in 1965.
They have two children Drew and Jennifer.
Garret, born 1946, married Louise Whitford of
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Virden. They have two children, Stephen and Darin,
and they live in St. Vital.
Kenneth, born 1953, married Valerie Bond of
Kenton. They live in Lethbridge where he works as a
laboratory technican and she in the bank. They have
one son Kale.
Kim, born 1955, lives in Edmonton and works
for an architectural consulting and drafting firm,
Brian Edwards Inc.

Richard was always interested in Community
affairs and in his younger years served on school,
church and rink boards. He enjoyed curling. During
the mid-thirties he quite often curled in bonspiels at
Ebor with George Muir, Earl Scott, and Abby
Cullen.
In 1949, Pengellys moved to a farm two miles
south (section 31-8-28). Richard died on August I,
1951, following a three month illness. Hazel continued to live in Cromer District following her husband's death. She was an interested worker in the
Ladies' Aid and in 1967 was made a Life Member of
the United Church Women. She passed away on
September 25, 1971 at Estevan, Saskatchewan, while
visiting there with some of her family. At the time of
her death she was blessed with twenty grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren.
Inez Elizabeth Pengelly attended elementary
school in Cromer and High school at Ebor. The three
teachers remembered most who taught at Cromer in
the thirties are: Miss Ada Moffatt, Miss Rossie
McMunn and Miss Charlotte Hatch. Following the
completion of Grade XI Inez attended the Dominion
Business College in Winnipeg, taking a Stenographer's Course and worked in the City for three years
during W. W. II.
On November 10th, 1945 she was married to Jack
Enion of Maryfield, Saskatchewan in the Cromer
United Church. They farm in the Heron District and
their two oldest children: Elaine Karen born February 29, 1948 and Kenneth Murray born May 29,
1951, attended public school at Heron, which was
their country school.

Pengelly, Richard and Hazel (Barkley)
Richard Pengelly, son of John and Sarah Pengelly, was born October 4, 1883, in the Township of
Mulmur, Lot 29, Concession 6, Simcoe County,
Ontario. He was the seventh child of eleven. He came
west to Manitoba in 1908 and worked in the Virden
and Elm Valley area for Elmer English and Norman
Brose. He decided to start farming on his own three
miles west of Ebor (section 7-9-29) in 1909. In August, 1911, Bessie Pengelly came west to visit her
brother. Fascinated by the west, she remained and
kept house for Richard until the fall of 1912, when
they moved to a farm west of Cromer (southeast
7-9-28) where he lived with his family until 1949.
Richard married Hazel Annie Barkley, December 19, 1917. Hazel was eldest child of Alfred and
Elizabeth Barkley of Hargrave, Manitoba. She came
west with her parents, two sisters and five brothers
from Chesterville, Ontario to Virden in March 1910,
and they settled on a farm two miles east of Hargrave.
Previous to this, Mr. Barkley's sister Cass, who was
married to Robert Hepburn, had come west and were
living near Virden, so Alfred chose this area to bring
his family to be near them.
Richard and Hazel Pengelly raised a family of
ten, nine sons and one daughter. Six of them still live
in Pipestone Municipality or in the surrounding area.
They all received their public school education at
Cromer. The family: Raymond, born November 25,
1918, married Elaine Kotylak, family of four; Orland, born February 1, 1921, married Edith Waugh,
family of three, live at Estevan; Irvin, born June 10,
1922, married Mary Bannerman, family of four in
B.C.; Inez, born May 1, 1924, married Jack Enion,
family of three, live at Maryfield, Saskatchewan;
Keith, born November 23, 1926, married Shirley
Shank, family of three; Lewis, born July 26, 1929,
family of two, lives at Edmonton, Alberta; George,.
born February 7, 1931, married Shirley McIntosh,
family of two; John born February 28,1934, married
Verna Truman, family of two, lives at Coronation,
Alberta; Glen, born May 23,1937; Elmer, born October 25, 1938.
Raymond, Orland and Irvin all served overseas in
W.W. II.

Pennycook, Frank and Verna (Vane)
Verna and Frank Pennycook came from Decker,
to farm the east half of 15-9-29 at Ebor, in 1955.
Verna was a teacher and Frank a mechanic. Her
parents were Ruth (Clark) and Rupert Vane of the
Treesbank and Stockton areas. Frank's parents were
Sigurjona (Jennie Oliver) and Robert (Bert) Pennycook of Glenboro. All four parents were from homesteading families.
Verna R. and Frank M. were marrried at Stockton, July 13, 1948. They have two sons: Steven R.
born at Reston, July 15,1957 and Paul R. born April
23, 1960. Both went through the schools at Ebor,
Cromer and Reston. Steven is studying Agriculture.

Ritchie, James and Sophia (Morgan)
Mr. James Ritchie, born February 20, 1881 in
Tarvas, Aberdeen, Scotland, came to Canada in
1903, arriving in Pipestone where he worked on
farms. In 1906 he went to Ebor and worked with a Mr.
Billie Wilson.
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That fall he returned to Scotland and on March
14th, 1907 he married Sophie Morgan, born November 30, 1879 in Aberdeen, Scotland. They left for
Canada the same month, returning to Ebor.
Mr. Ritchie graded on the Reston- Wolseley
Branch line of the C.P.R. as well as building many
grades with his team and scraper. He also did considerable breaking of prairie in that area.
In 1909 they moved to Cromer, where they made
their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ritchie had three of a family: Ella,
born March 31, 1908 in Ebor; she was first child born
there. Ella makes her home with her father.
Bill, born December 30, 1909 was the first child
born in Cromer.
An infant son passed away at age of ten months in
1912.
Mrs. Ritchie passed away in September of 1961.
Mr. Ritchie and Ella moved to Virden in 1976. Mr.
Ritchie still enjoys good health.
Goerge Ritchie, brother of James Ritchie, was
born in Scotland. He came to Canada in 1907, living
around Ebor about five years. He then went to Calgary and enlisted in World War I from there. He was
killed in action.

Dietrick, Miss McLelland, Otto Perlette and Mr.
Whitfield.
One of the first experiences they had in school
was that most of them got prairie itch, and they can
still remember the smell of sulphur and lard!
During the three years they lived at Ebor there
were bad blizzards with deep snow. The school vans
were just summer vans with the curtains rolled down
for winter. each van had two robes and two foot
warmers. The children would watch out of the school
windows when there was a bad blizzard, and would
be wishing it would get bad enough that they would
have to sleep in the school all night.
In one fierce blizzard the van could get only as far
as the Robinson place, and the children stayed there
and at Millers. In the morning snow had almost
buried the house, covering all but the south windows
and door. 1. R. took the storm window out of the
combination door and they stepped onto a chair and
out onto the snow. The next day Hugh and Eldon led
their Club calves across the roof of the house to look
down over the south side.
The children in the van used to hope the van
would upset and one morning on the way to school
they got their wish twice. I'm sure the driver didn't
share the enthusiasm.
In the winter of 1921 Levada and Edna had to get
glasses changed and dental work done. While the
men were batching at home Eldon took pleurisy.
When his Mother got home it had a real start. Dr.
Johnston of Elkhorn confined him to bed for about
two weeks with mustard plaster one hour and linseed
poultice the next. He was not allowed to go to school
until the next fall. Mrs. Miller, a lovely lady of about
twenty-one years of age, used to drive a very lively
team to do errands for Russell. To make a break for
Eldon she used to take him with her. One day they
went to Cromer for a pair of weanling pigs. On the
way home one got its nose through the ventilation
hole and was almost out of the bag. This was too
much for the horses, Farney and Tupper (who got
their names from a young couple in Reston). They
got a wild ride home, with Mrs. Miller pulling on the
lines for dear life while Eldon leaned over the buggy
seat and held the pig.
He enjoyed these trips, but Mrs. Miller couldn't
understand why he stopped wanting to go with her.
They laughed when they found the reason; Eldon was
afraid they were going around together too much and
Mr. Miller would be getting jealous. She assured him
she was old enough to be his mother, he was all of
eleven years old.
The prairie near the buildings was covered with
wild flowers, lady slippers by the thousand; and

Robinson, J. R. and Levada (Elliott)
1. R. (Russell) Robinson was born in Carleton
County near North Gower, Ontario, in 1875: At the
age of twenty years he came west. He bought the east
half of section 23-7-4, and broke it with oxen and
broncos. He also homesteaded at Stoughton on
22-8-9. In 1905 he married Levada (Elliott) Lowes of
Carberry. While at Arcola, Saskatchewan, they had
three children: Edna in 1907, Eldon in 1910 and Hugh
in 1913.
In 1920 1. R. bought section 13-9-29 at Ebor.
During the summer he broke some more land and
built a house across the road from where Russell
Miller was building a house for his bride-to-be, Ena
Pigg of Reston.
In the fall they moved by train to Ebor with all
their settlers' effects and livestock, arriving in the
late afternoon. They were taken to W. Hitchcocks for
supper and to spend their first night. This was their
introduction to the wonderful people of Ebor, such
neighbors as the Russell Millers, Ed McGills, D.
Pengellys, Shirley Williamsons, Matthews, Dodds,
Hocknells, Mel vors, Footes, Wooldridges, Duncans, Blackmores and others.
Teachers during the time they went to school at
Ebor were: Nellie Barr, Jessie Morrison, and Edith
Duncan, in the little old school; and in the Orange
Hall and later in the Pool Room there were: Harry
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McGills and McDonalds invited them to share the
wild fruit along the Pipestone Creek.
In summer they attended church at Ebor where
there was either an Anglica or Presbyterian Student
Minister. In winter they attended the Methodist
Church in Cromer. Eldon never thought that over
forty years later his father and himself would be
living in Cromer and seeing the sunlight come
through the windows in coloured streaks as it did
when a child.
Eldon remembers a very successful school fair
held at Cromer where school work and Club calves
were shows.
The Field Days then were something to see, so
many students lining up and screaming their school
yells. The first year the Field Day was at Oak Lake.
The next year it was held at Virden, and the last year
it was at Elkhorn. There, the weather was a disaster.
A chilling drizzle turned into a rain after the parade.
The nice picnic lunch was eaten in the kitchen at
home.
On December 13th, 1922, Harold was born. It
had been a long, difficult birth. Mrs. Hocknell and
Dr. Johnston were with Mother about twenty hours.
The doctor said the baby's head had been weakened
so that when he got pneumonia he couldn't fight it
off. He died March 6th, 1923, and was buried in Ebor
Cemetery.
In the fall of 1923 they moved to a farm at the west
side of Virden to enable them to get a high school
education. They moved everything on wheels. There
were no rubber-tired wagons then. It was exciting for
Hugh and Eldon and they enjoyed it. Until near the
end of their moving the weather was nice. It was
lovely to see the stubbled fields, ploughed lands, and
the horses and cattle around the straw stacks.
On the last trip a heavy wet snow fell all day.
Along with 1. R., Hugh and Eldon, some neighbors
had teams. They were Raymond and Noble McGill,
Shirley Williamson and Dick Pengelly.
Years passed. Edna taught school ten years, then
married Bill Sangster. They farmed south of Kenton
and raised four children. Murray taught at Cromer
from September 1964 to December 1965, then he
went to the Research Station where he still works. He
married Carole Peam of Virden, and they have two
boys and a girl.
Carol Sangster died of tetanus at eight years of
age. Albert Sangster has a boy and a girl; he is a Real
Estate Agent in Brandon. Harvey Sangster farms at
Kenton.
In the depression years Eldon taught school; then
helped his father on the farm at Kenton until he died
in February 1953. Meanwhile he had bought a farm
in the Breadalbane district near Lenore in 1948. His

mother and he moved there in October 1952. By 1963
she was getting quite crippled with arthritis. Eldon
decided to teach again so that he would be free to take
better care of her. At the end of the year, Breadalbane
School closed and they moved to Cromer where he
was Principal from 1964-1966. Once again his Mother and he were residents of the R.M. of Pipestone.
This time it was the Cromer people who showered
them with kindness. The children made regular little
visits, and so many people brought baking to his
Mother. They loved living at Cromer.
While they were there, Hugh (who had farmed,
served in the R.C.A.F. and then was a painter in
Brandon) died August 7th, 1965.
After they left Cromer Eldon taught at Bradwardine until the school closed, and then in Rivers Elementary until he retired. Eldon's Mother died on
December 12th, 1969.
When living at Ebor there were no tractors on the
fields, no trucks, balers or combines, no radios or
T. V. But children enjoyed life in their own way just as
children enjoy life today. It is wondered what it will
be like fifty years from now.

Richardson, Sam and Borghildur
(Johnson)
Samuel William Richardson born in Birmingham, England, April 2nd, 1878, came to
Canada, after his parents died, when he was sixteen
years old. He worked around the Elkhorn, Butler
area. It was known then as Lippentott. He worked,
on the Penrick farm at Butler and for Stewarts and
Prouds, hauling grain in bags to Elkhorn or Virden,
also hay and feed. Team and sleigh trips were very
hard on winter trails, with many upsets. He spent
many years around Sam Wrights also. They were
hauling feed to the livery barn in Virden with two
teams tandem.
He worked around Ebor district and it was said
Ebor was quite a town in early days. Sam went back
to England when he was twenty-one years old, then
came back to Canada and settled in Ebor district,
homesteading on the northwest quarter section
10-9-29 in 1904-1907. Later he bought the east half of
17 -9-19 from Colin C. Campbell. He married
Borghildur Karolina Johnson of Sinclair, in Reston
Church of England on December 23rd, 1907.·
Borghildur Karolina was born at Argyle, Manitoba,
May 1st, 1886 and moved with her parents, the former Christian Bardal and Anna Johnson to their
homestead near Sinclair, Manitoba in 1893.
After they were married they lived on their homestead for one year, the buildings on the east half of 17
were one-half mile north of the present site. When
the barn burned they built a new bam and dug a real
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good well on the southeast quarter. The well and bam
are still in use, right on the Pipestone Creek.
The homesteaders all worked hard, building their
country. S am worked on the C. P. R. railroad
alongside of Joe King and Jim Bums and many
others. He hauled lumber and machinery to build
elevators in Ebor, also worked on the gang building
roads and driving the school vans for quite a number
of years.
While on this farm they were hailed out several
years in succession, losing the farm. They then
moved to Mr. Alton's farm in 1925, the east half of
section 18-9-29 known as Harvey Simpson's land.
The house was remodelled and they lived there until
October 12, 1960 when the house burned.
But there were lots of good memories, especially
house parties and Mrs. Richardson playing violin
(still would love to be able to play). Some sadness,
but enjoyed themselves during depression years.
There were five children: William Emerald, born
January 1910, passed away 1911 and is buried in Ebor
cemetery.
Christian William Emerald, born February 26,
1912 at Ebor farm, attended school at Ebor, helped on
farm, then farmed in Antler, Saskatchewan, area for a
few years, moving to Maryfield where he worked as
water man and moved to Moosomin, still living
there.
Viola Elizabeth, born December 10, 1914 at Ebor
farm, attended Ebor school. She helped out on the
farm, then married Joseph Gazely, December 12,
1944, at Reston. They farmed at Ebor, the east half of
section 18-9-29, moved to Maryfield after they sold
the farm, and now reside in Moosomin.
Stella Adeline, born May 15th, 1917, at Ebor
farm, attended Ebor school. She married A. Harry
Gazely, of Antler moved to Maryfield, to farm April
7th, 1939; sold the farm in November, 1965, spent
one year in Virden, then took up residence at Kenosee Lake. They had two daughters: June and
Frances.
June Carolynn born June 23rd, 1942, Maryfield,
attended Hillcrest and Maryfield High School. She
married Gerald Martin, Sinclair, on June 24th, 1963.
They farmed in the Woodnorth area and now at
Sinclair. They have four children Rhonda Colleen,
fourteen, attending High School, Reston; Wendy
Lori, twelve, attending Sinclair School; Gregory
Grant, seven, attending Sinclair School and Lisa
Nicole age three.
France Isabelle, born June 10, 1944 at Maryfield,
attended Hillcrest and Maryfield High School. She
married Ken Burrows, October 8th, 1966 at Maryfield, lived around Carlyle and Kenosee Lake, now
residing in Weybum. They have two children: Tam-

my Correna, age eleven, attending school in
Weybum and Shane Ivan age eight, attending school
in Weybum.
Pearl Karoline, born December 18, 1922 at Ebor,
attended school at Ebor, then trained as nurse in
Brandon and Winnipeg, moving to Fort William to
nurse. She married Theodore Kurlick, August 30,
1952, lives at Thunder Bay. Gayle is nursing in
McKellar Hospital, Thunder Bay.
Nancy Louise, born October 6th, 1957, after
high school, worked at different places in Thunder
Bay. Now is working and living in Saulte Ste. Marie,
Ontario.
Mr. Richardson worked on many a threshing
crew in the 40's and 50's. They moved to Maryfield
in 1960, enjoyed retirement, but still liked to work
some. Mr. Richardson passed away December 11,
1964 at Maryfield.
Mrs. Richardson, Bill, Viola and Joe moved to
Moosomin in 1967. She still lives with her family.
She is ninety-two years old and is looking forward to
her birthday May 1st wishing she could still play the
violin, still in fairly good health although in a wheelchair.

Schuetz, Louie and John
Louie and Joan came to Ebor in 1968, buying the
farm on the northwest quarter of 34-8-29 and the
northeast and southwest quarters which was previously owned by C. 1. Lumb.
Joan came from St. Boswells, Saskatchewan and
Louie was born, raised and farmed at Neidpath,
about thirty miles southeast of Swift Current, Saskatchewan.
They were married in June, 1944 and had two
daughters Nadine and Leona. Now they have two
grandchildren. Wendy and Jerald.
Louie and Joan are straight grain farmers.

Sharratt, Lyle and Gladys (Gugler)
Lyle S. Sharratt, born at Marshall, Minnesota,
U.S.A. 1899, came to Virden, Manitoba, Canada in
1900. He spent all his life in this vicinity, moving to
Butler and Ebor area in 1906.
Lyle went to Sproule and Ormo schools, then
worked at home until he married Gladys Gugler in
1922 and moved to their farm in Ebor district on
January 13th, 1923, section 6-9-29, where they lived
and raised four boys, for nearly fifty years. They
built a new home in 1948. The farm is now owned by
the youngest son C. B. Sharratt and his two sons
Rodney and Carey.
Donald Trevelyn Sharratt, born September 19,
1924 went to school to grade eleven in Ebor. He
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worked at home, until he joined the army in 1942 and
served in Canada only. He married Doreen Baldwin
who was born March 9, 1924 and died November 5,
1975. Trev worked in the oil field of Virden. They
had two children. Delphie Carla, born September 13,
1953, received her education in Reston, Manitoba,
trained for a nurse in Winnipeg, later nursing in
Brandon. She married Walter Bartel. They now live
in Calgary, Alberta and have one son Billy Bartel
born September 14, 1977. Terrance Lyle Sharratt,
born December 1, 1954 at Virden, married Kary
Colleen Filgas on July 19, 1975 in the United
Church, Reston, Manitoba. They have a girl born
September 12, 1977 in Calgary, Alberta. He is a
carpenter by profession.
Second Sharratt son, Glenn Mervin was born on
January 23, 1926. He went to school in Ebor until
grade eleven. Then he took up railroad Telegraph
operation for a number of years, until railroads started to change their system. Glenn decided to take his
holidays and study work of Texas Oil, was successful
and stayed with R.R.C. He is manager for several
provinces of Canada now. On August 7, 1949, he
married Doreen Pangborn of Virden. Of their marriage they have three girls and one boy.
Eldest girl Glenna Margarie was born June 12,
1954. Glenna figure skated for a number of years
after she finished grade twelve in Brandon and turned
pro. Then she decided she wanted to be a pilot, so off
she went to Winnipeg and started studying flying. In
a short time she was in the air behind the wheel of a
plane and is now instructing. She got married August
17,1977 and on July 21,1978 had a baby girl,
Melissa Bree Henderson.
Only son Murray Robert Sharratt, born October
26, 1956, finished high school in Brandon. He is a
talented artist and has done considerable travel.
Laureen Alice Sharratt, born April 15, 1959, is
very talented. She finished high school, advanced in
piano and teaches skating and is in second year
University.
Third girl Lei Anne Sharratt, born May 3, 1966 is
at home and going to school, skis and plays basketball.
Glenn is very dedicated manager for Texas Refinery.
Third son Lynn Lyle Sharratt, born August 29,
1927, went to school in Ebor and was a dedicated
farmer. He married Marion Jezzard in September 24,
1949 and had three children.
Lynda Diane Sharratt McDougall married Rob
McDougall January 22,1971, in Brandon, Manitoba.
They moved to Victoria the next year where they have
made their home. They have one son, born September 23, 1971, Robert Shawn McDougall. Lynda is a

very good scholar, who went to school in Ebor,
finished Grade twelve in Brandon, worked in a phone
office in Brandon and then took a steno course and is
still doing work.
Second Kimberly Brent Sharratt, only son of
Lynn Sharratts, was born April 17, 1954, and is
working in Brandon, Manitoba.
Third child a girl Nancy Marion Sharratt, born
July 4, 1956, finished grade twelve in Brandon,
Manitoba and two years college in Winnipeg. She is
now working in Brandon, a very good athlete who
swims and plays basketball.
Lynn Sharratt moved to Brandon from Ebor in
1963.
Lyle and Gladys' youngest son Clinton Burdett
Sharratt, born July 21, 1931, went to school in Ebor
and finished his education in Vancouver, B.C. where
his dad and mother spent the winter before they built
a new house on the farm. He worked with his father
on the farm of 6-9-29 Pipestone Municipality until
the time he married Frances Elaine (Arseneau) Nolan
on October 18, 1952. She was born on October 12,
1932. They lived in Virden, where Clint held down
two jobs. He worked as service man in oil field of
Virden, also farmed. They had two boys, Rodney
Mark, born November 24, 1953 and Carey Grant,
born September 28, 1957. Rodney worked in hospital in Winnipeg, was a very good student, and has
now taken over part of the grandfather's farm the
south half of 6-9-29 and intends to farm. He was
married to Lisa Dawn Payne, November 5, 1977 of
Winnipeg.
Carey has al ways worked on the farm after finishing school and has bought his grandad's, which is
Lyle S. Sharratt's quarter 6-9-29 owned by C. B.
Sharratt. C. B. Sharratt divorced his first wife and
married Deana Unruh on February 2, 1974. They
have two sons, Robert Lowell Sharratt born December 4, 1974 and David Lee Sharratt born August 24,
1977. He owns L. S. Sharratt's home farm and his
own section 29-9-29. He has many acres rented, and
also works for T.R.C. through his brother Glenn.
In 1970 Lyle Sharratt's eye sight was a factor in
selling the farm. His wife Gladys wanted it in the
family as they had worked so hard all through the
years to make it what it is today.
Clinton decided to buy, so in 1971 he took over
and Lyle and Gladys Sharratt retired to Maryfield,
Saskatchewan, where they now live, but have spent
eight winters in Arizona.

Slater, Fred and Martha (Heywood)
Fred Slater and Martha Heywood came to Canada in 1892 on the same boat. They were married in
Virden in 1895. In 1904 they homesteaded near Ebor,
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Slater) came to the Ebor district section 17-9-29 in
1926. Rudolf was killed at Ebor in 1927.

34-8-29 which is now the Louis Schuetz farm. In
1913 the homestead was sold to Joe Gibson and the
Slaters moved to the Wilson farm. In 1920 Fred
became Post Master at Ebor, taking over from Murray Gray. In 1926 the farm was sold to Wm. Duncan
~nd the Slaters moved to Ebor dwelling in the old
Impleme.nt shop..This same building is now occupied
by the JIm Heshps. Fred carried on as Postmaster
until h~s son Arthur took it over in 1939. Fred passed
away. m 1950 and Martha in 1952. Their family
consIsted of two daughters and five sons, as follows:
Lavina, born 1896, died 1918 (Mrs. Sid Fulcher);
Arthur, born 1898, died 1963; Joseph born 1900, died
1970; Ernest born 1902, now in Calgary; Leslie, born
1904, died 1957; Eleanor born 1905, now resides in
Winnipeg (Mrs. Charles Allpress); and Harold, born
1910, died 1976.
Arthur Slater was born at Elkhorn in 1898 the son
of Fred and Martha Slater. He served in the armed
forces overseas in the First World War from
1916-1918, then worked his father's farm until it was
sold in 1926. He then homesteaded 8-9-29. In 1927
he married the former Alvina Stebner. They had two
sons, Walter (Mrs. Stebner's son from her former
marriage) born in October 1927 and Otto born in
August 1930. In 1939 the homestead was sold to
William Boston and the Arthur Slaters moved to
Ebor to occupy the brick house on the hills. Arthur
took over as postmaster from his father. He also
carried on a British American bulk sale agency as
well as a general trucking business. A disastrous fire
in April, 1961 put an end to their Ebor era as well as
their home, and they moved to Virden in June 1961
where Alvina still resides. Arthur passed away in
July, 1963.
Otto Slater was born in Ebor in August 1930 the
son of Arthur and Alvina Slater. He married the
former Velma Scott of Butler in 1950. They built a
house on his farm, 15-9-29; where they resided until
1954, when the farm was sold to F. Pennycook. They
then moved to the Fred Slater house and carried on a
general trucking and dairy business, while working
for the C.P.R. In 1959 they bought the Ebor store
from 1. McGill. In 1961 the post office was also
moved into the store. Otto also drove the high school
students to Woodnorth and Reston. In 1966 the store
was sold to 1. Thiessen and the "Ottsies" moved to
Virden where they now reside. They have four children, all born in Virden, while they lived in Ebor.
R~chard (Rick) born June 1951; Randy, July, 1956;
Cmdy, September, 1961; Darren, June, 1966.
Rick married the former Judith Demman and
they live just south of Virden. Randy and Darren and
Cindy are still at home.
Rudolf Stebner and his wife (the present Alvina

Slater, Harold. and Helen (Barkley)
Harold Slater, the youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Slater married Helen Barkley, the youngest
?aughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Barkley of Virden,
m 1935. They resided in Ebor and Harold worked for
the C.P.R. and later in the garage. In 1950 they
moved to the Joe King farm, 22-9-29, and remained
there until 1960, when they moved to Waldersee
Manitoba. In 1964 they moved to Calgary, Albert~
where Harold worked for C.C.I.L. He passed away
in 1977.
Ha::-~ld and Helen have ten children, twenty-six
grandchIldren, and one great-grandchild.
The children and their families are here recorded.
Shirley, born in 1935, married Keith Allen and
are now living in Calgary, Alberta. They have three
girls, Laurie, Holly and Shelly.
Joyce, born in 1936, married Allen Cooper and
are now living in Calgary, Alberta. They have six
children, Kimberly, Debbie (gave Harold and Helen
their first great-grandson in 1975) Brent, Vickey,
Penny and Pamela.
Beverly, born in 1938, married Eleanor Martin
and are living at Glenella, Manitoba. They have two
children, Susan and James.
Marlene, born in 1939, married Donald Northcut
an? are living in Calgary, Alberta. They have four
chIldren, Colleen, Bradly, Jody and Michelle.
Margaret, born in 1941, married Garnet Parker
an? farm at Antler, Saskatchewan. They have two
chIldren, Cory and Micheal.
Diane, born in 1944, married Vernon Parker and
ar~ farming at Antler, Saskatchewan. They have three
chIldren, Todd, Bernice and Gerry.
Garry, born in 1945 married Ruth Frys and live in
Calgary. They have two girls, Cindy and Jennifer.
Gail, born in 1949, married Micheal Hussain
and they live in Fort McMurray, Alberta. They hav~
two children, Jasmine and Jerome.
Linda, born in 1950, married Noel Bruneau.
They li.ve in Calgary. They have two children, Tracy
and Bnan.
Elwin, born in 1954, is engaged to be married.
He lives in Calgary, Alberta.
The grandchildren that have married are: Debra
(Joyce's daughter) married Dennis Kluk in 1975 and
they hav~ on~ son Ian. Laurie (Shirley's daughter)
.
was marned ll1 1978.

Smith, Fred and lVlargaret (Brady)
Fred Smith, son of Bill and Alma (Scott) Smith of
Maryfield, married Margaret, daughter of Joe and
Margaret Brady of Maryfield.
lSI

Sproule, James and Mary (Thody)

They have four children; Freda, born February
21, 1955, married Robert Hill on February 2, 1974.
They have three children, Keith, Duane and
Michelle.
Donna Dale, born June 30, 1956, works in Regina. Sharon, born May 22, 1958 works in Regina.
Lucille, born October 6, 1959, married Allen Bailey
on August 13, 1977. They have one daughter Carmen. Allen died on December 15, 1978.
Fred and Margaret moved to Ebor district in
April, 1954, to the northwest quarter of 8-9-29 and
left the district in November, 1956. They farmed land
on the northwest quarter of 8-9-29.
They left to take over the home farm in the
Maryfield district.

James Sproule arrived in Manitoba around the
same time as his father Robert Sproule and also took
up a homestead near what is now known as Ebor. In
1904 he returned to Ontario, and married Mary Ellen
Thody. They came to the Virden area and then to
Cromer, where they farmed until moving to Ebor,
Manitoba. Their family consisted of ten children.
Allen James Alfred, born 1905, married Emma
Marlack. They live at Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Emma Belle, born 1906, married Fred Downer.
They live at Maryfield, Saskatchewan.
Eliza Ellen, born 1907, married Ben Gray. Eliza
passed away in 1939. Ben passed away in 1952.
William Robert, born 1909, married Isobel Jacklin and now lives at Virden, Manitoba.
Lillian Pearl, born 1910 married Jack Burton and
widowed in 1968. She is married to Joe Palethorpe
and lives in North Surrey, B.C.
Marion Stella, born 1911, married John MacLean, and made their home at Whycocomaugh, Nova
Scotia.
Hattie Matilda, born 1913, married Cecil Wooldridge and live at Lethbridge, Alberta. Agnes Adeline, born 1915, married Jack Jensen. Agnes was
widowed in 1969 and makes her home at Maryfield,
Saskatchewan.
Thomas George, born 1918, married Lizzie
Roach. They live at Virden, Manitoba.
John Clarence, born 1920, married Nadine Philips. John lived at Edmonton and was Superintendent
of the Seed Plant of United Grain Growers. He lost
his life in a boating accident on August 10, 1975.
James and Mary Sproule left Ebor in 1939 and
moved to Brandon, where James passed away in
1942. His wife lived in Virden until her death in 1960.
They are laid to rest in Brandon cemetery.
On August 4, 1979 the family of James and Mary
Sproule formerly of Ebor, Manitoba, met in the
Legion Hall, Maryfield, Saskatchewan for a reunion
supper. The family had not been together for over
forty years.
Present were: Allen and Emma Sproule, Thunder
Bay, Ontario. Emma and Fred Downer and Agnes
Jensen of Maryfield. Lillian and Joe Palethorpe,
North Surrey, B.C.; Marion and John MacLean,
Whycocomaugh, N.S.; Hattie and Cecil Wooldridge, Lethbridge, Alberta; Bill and Bella Sproule
and George and Lizzie Sproule all of Virden.
Following the supper and on behalf of their son
Cal, Bill and Sproule presented each of the eight
brothers and sisters with engraved plaques.
During the evening the family was joined by the
younger members of the family and friends and relatives from the surrounding area. Traveling the great-

Smith, Jim and Agnes (McDougall)
Jim Smith came to the Ebor district from
Arbroath, Scotland in July of 1920. He was accompanied by his father, Charles Smith, and brothers
Bob, Dave and Charlie, and their Aunt Betty who
had cared for them since their mother's death. They
lived with John and Annie Smith until the fall of 1920
when Charles with the three boys and their Aunt
moved to Kennedy, Saskatchewan where they purchased a farm. Jim stayed to work for his Uncle John
on the south half of 27-9-29 and in spring of 1938
purchased the farm from his uncle.
In June of 1938 Jim married Agnes McDougall of
the Butler district and moved into a new home built
by Charles Webster of Elkhorn. Their daughter, Ethel, was born in 1940 and married Terry McLean of
Virden in 1961. Ethel and Terry have a son, Lance,
born in 1964. Their son, Delwyn, born in 1945 married Jane Monilaws of Calgary in 1966. Delwyn and
Jane reside in Calgary and have a son, Derek, born in
1978.
Jim and Agnes Smith retired to Virden in November of 1971.

Smith, John and Annie
John Smith came to Canada from Arbroath, Scotland in the early 1900's. He worked as a hired hand
for Willie Guthrie of Reston for seven years. In the
spring of 1912 John came to the Ebor district, settling
on the south half of 27 -9-29. He bought the land and
buildings from T. A. Bulloch for twenty-five dollars
an acre.
In the spring of 1914 his sister Annie came out
from Scotland to keep house for him. They remained
on the farm after their nephew Jim purchased it in
1938.
Annie passed away in 1957 at the age of ninetyfour and John passed away in 1970 at the age of
ninety-seven years.
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accounting for Virden Auction Mart. He is now a
Real Estate salesman and Income Tax Consultant for
P. 1. Morris Agencies, Virden. Jim married Juanita
Gunn from Maryfield in 1970. Juanita is employed at
Virden Credit Union where she is Assistant Office
Supervisor. Son Calvin (Cal) was a car salesman with
Stewart Chrysler in Virden and Brandon Chrysler
Dodge and is now Loans Officer with Virden Credit
Union.
Walter Jacklin, his wife Janet, Mother Emily
(Granny) and nephew Charles Stevens came from
England in 1911. They settled at Maryfield, Saskatchewan. Their family were: Gwendoline, born
1913, married Thos. McAdoo in 1930, lived at Flin
Flon and later Penticton. They raised a family of five
sons and nine daughters; Herbert William, born
1915, served overseas in World War II; Isabel, born
1918, married William Sproule in 1939, settled in the
Butler district.
Granny Jacklin lived with the Robert White family at Ebor, Manitoba for a number of years before
returning to England in 1927. Walter's wife Janet
passed away in 1934. In 1945 Walter and nephew
Charles, moved to the Butler district. He enjoyed
curling at the local rink. Walter passed away in 1953
and his eldest daughter Gwendoline passed away in
1977 at Penticton, B.C.
Charles Stevens was born in 1894, he was the
eldest of three brothers and four sisters. He was
raised by his uncle Walter Jacklin, and Granny Jacklin, and came to Canada with them in 1911. He and
his Uncle farmed together and moved to the Butler
district in 1945. Charles continued farming after his
Uncle's death in 1953. He made two trips back to
England, and after selling his farm in 1963 he made
another trip to England. On his return, he made his
home in Maryfield, Saskatchewan until ill health
took him to the Nursing Home at Moosomin, Saskatchewan, where he passed away on July 22, 1978 at
the age of eighty-four.

est distance were Mr. and Mrs. Stewart McMillan of
Calgary, and Charlie Evans and Dorothy Griffiths of
Norquary, Saskatchewan.
Entertainment during the evening and music for
dancing was provided by the Downer family orchestra. The evening closed with the singing of Auld
Land Syne.

Sproule, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Robert Sproule and his family of three sons and
five daughters came from Ireland and settled at Snow
Road, Ontario in 1888. He came to Manitoba, and
filed on a homestead. He was thought to be Ebor's
first homesteader and the first school which was
called Sproule School was built on this land. His son
James also took up a homestead in this area. In later
years a son Robert farmed at Cromer. William remained in Ontario on the home farm.
There were five daughters also. Sarah married
Will Evans and lived at Ebor, Manitoba. Susan, Mrs.
Rueben Roach came to Cromer, Manitoba. Mary,
Mrs. Allen Graham remained in Ontario. Eliza, Mrs.
Adam Shire lived in Wisconsin, U.S.A. Matilda,
Mrs. Wils Hodgins lived at Ebor but returned to
Ontario.
Robert Sproule returned to Ontario to live in the
earl y part of the century, and came back several times
to visit.

Sproule, William and Isabel (Jacklin)
William Robert Sproule was born at Cromer,
Manitoba on January 25, 1909. His parents James
and Mary Sproule moved to Ebor where he received
his Education.
In 1927 he began farming on the land which had
been his father's homestead but was owned then by
George Fraser. In 1930 he moved to a farm in Saskatchewan, adjoining the Manitoba border.
In 1939 he married Isabel Jacklin of Maryfield.
They made their home in the Butler district where
their two sons were born: James Herbert William, in
1942 and William Calvin in 1952.
During his years at Butler, William farmed and
worked on the railroad and served his community
well. He and his wife Isobel (Bella) were Trustee and
Secretary Treasurer from 1949 to 1961 at Butler
School. William enjoyed curling and was SecretaryTreasurer of the curling club for several seasons as
well as being caretaker of the rink. Isabel held various offices in the Red Cross, Women's Institute and
Ladies Curling Club, and was custodian ofthe school
for twelve years.
In 1962 they sold their farm and purchased the
White Owl Cafe and service station at Virden, which
they operated until their retirement in 1972. Son
James (Jim) worked in several banks and took up

Stonehouse, Ken and Winnie (CaHan)
Ken Stonehouse was born six miles southwest of
Reston, Manitoba, the only son of George and
Catherine (Fraser) Stonehouse. He moved with his
parents in April, 1936 to Pipestone Municipality,
living on the south half of 10-9-29 at Ebor and received his education at Ebor school. In February,
1951 he married Winnie Callan of Cromer. Winnie
was born near Woodnorth, daughter of Lloyd and
Hilda (Lansing) Callan. They lived on the east half of
21-9-29 which Ken purchased in November, 1948
from his grandfather George Fraser. In 1961 he purchased the southwest quarter of 22-9-29 from Harold
Slater (the former Joe King homestead) and when his
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parents retired to Virden in 1965 he bought the south
half of 10-9-29 and the south half of 16-9-29 from
them. They lived on their farm until they sold out and
moved to Virden in April, 1975.
A daughter Lorraine and son Wayne received
their education at Ebor school and Reston Collegiate.
Lorraine married Richard Pengelly in September,
1972 and they live at Medicine Hat, Alberta. Lorraine was employed for a number of years with the
Credit Union, but is now operating a craft shop in
partnership with a friend. Richard is an auto body
repairman. Wayne lived in Winnipeg and is an Electronic Technologist at Burrough's Business Machines Co. Winnie is employed at the Dr. R. S. Harris
Rehabilitation Centre and Ken is partsman at Morris
Sales and Service.

the Company decided to close down that one, he was
transferred to Hamiota in November, 1976.
Their family includes two girls and two boys;
Rosemarie Jane and Daniel John, both born in Abbotsford, B.C., June 12, 1963, and July 31, 1965
respectively; Elaine Joyce, born in Reston, January
14, 1968, and Ronald Peter, born in Virden, September 19, 1971.

Thornhill, Alfred and Dorothy (Nordal)
Alfred Thornhill was born at Wauchope, Saskatchewan and moved to Mair, Saskatchewan when
he was four years old. At the age of seventeen he took
over the farm, and looked after his mother and one
brother, Edward. He met Dorothy Nordal of Ituna,
Saskatchewan and on December 8, 1942, they were
married.
In the fall of 1943 they moved to Parkman, Saskatchewan. They lived there for one year. On February 5, 1944, their son Larry Alfred was born in
Maryfield Nursing Home. That fall they moved to
Ebor where Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dennis and Carillived
with them for the winter months on the Bastin farm.
In the spring of 1945 they moved to the farm
17-9-29. Mr. and Mrs. Thornhill reside there now.
They raised four lovely daughters, Darline, Marilyn,
Donna, Marsha and two wonderful sons, Larry and
Wilfred. They are all married but Wilfred. They now
have twelve lovely grandchildren.
Alfred and Dorothy were both active in curling
and playing ball in their younger days. Alfred was a
trustee for eighteen years, and was caretaker of the
Ebor school for two years. All their children took
their schooling and 4-H at Ebor.

Sturdy, Alfred and Charlotte (Livesley)
Alfred Sturdy came over from Ireland about
1900. He enlisted and went to the Boer War in Africa.
Some time after the war he and his wife (nee
Charlotte Livesley) and their five daughters namely,
Gladys, Irene, Evelyne, Florence and Frances came
back to Canada and lived in the Ewart district for a
short while, then moved to the Ebor district about
1915. Some of the girls attended Ebor school. About
1918 they left the Prairies and moved out to Vancouver, B.C.
Mrs. Sturdy's sister, Elizabeth Livesley lived
with her for a short time.

Thiessen, Jacob and Ruby (Braun)
Jacob Duane Thiessen was born June 1, 1933, to
Henry B. and Katherine (Hiebert) Thiessen at Swalwell, Alberta. The family came to Manitoba in 1936
and lived at various locations until they moved to the
Fraser Valley in B.C. in 1952.
On July 29, 1962, Jake was married to Ruby
Braun at Mt. Lehman, B.C. Ruby was born September 29, 1932 at GrunthaI, Manitoba to Peter and Lena
(Friessen) Braun. Her parents lived briefly in the
Bardal district before moving to Mt. Lehman, B.C.
in 1955.
Jake, Ruby and two small children came to Ebor
in 1966 and bought the General Store from Otto
Slater. The store also housed the post office. They
thoroughly enjoyed their friendly neighbors and customers. However, business dropped sharply after the
post office was taken out in 1971 and the school
closed in 1972, so they were forced to sell out.
Providentially, lake found employment with Revelstoke Companies in September 1972, first as a
yardman, then as a salesman. He moved the family to
Brandon in November. In July, 1974 he was transfen'ed to the Baldur branch store as manager. When

Wadham, Jack and Irene (Duncan)
Irene Wadham (nee Duncan) was born at Reston.
Her father William H. Duncan and mother Margaret
McNee Duncan (Nee Brownlee) came to Reston in
1901 from Ontario. The family moved to Ebor permanently in about 1920.
There were three other girls and one boy in the
family. Irene married Jack Wadham in 1941 and they
resided in Virden after he returned from overseas,
then in Fort Churchill for seventeen years, moving to
Victoria in 1967 where Jack died in 1970.
Irene and Jack have two children, Alan who presently lives in Zambia, is married and has three children; and Elaine who lives in Quesnel, is married to
Ron Wolfenden and has one son.

White, Bruce and Doreen (Wolfe)
Bruce White youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert White was born at Maryfield, Saskatchewan
in 1915. They moved to the Ebor district in 1927.
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ents' home. Rogene was born August 29th, 1915 at
her parent's home at Butler, Manitoba. They moved
to Ebor the year of 1916 where she received all her
education.
On August 12th, 1942 they moved to their first
farm the northeast half of 14-9-29 and are still living
on the same farm.

He married Doreen Wolfe eldest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Wolfe who was born in Virden,
Manitoba in 1924. They lived with Bruce's parents
on the George Fraser farm for two years and in 1945
moved to the Wolfe farm.
Bruce farmed and worked on the railroad. They
are now living in Virden. Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
Thiessen bought the farm in 1978 and are living
there.
They have two children, Darwin White, was born
in 1945 in Virden. He went to public school in Ebor
and graduated from the Collegiate in Reston. He
worked for Kola builders and in 1968 was employed
by Chevron Oil in Virden where he is still working.
He married Linda Wright only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. F. H. Wright of Virden in 1970. They have one
daughter Lisa, born in 1977.
Janice White was born in 1949 in Virden. She
went to public school in Ebor and the Collegiate in
Reston. She was employed with the Royal Bank. In
1973 she married Jerry Irwin only son of Mr. and
Mrs. F. Irwin of Langley, B.C. He is employed with
the Royal Bank at Viscount, Saskatchewan. They
have two children, Stacey born in 1975 and Shawn
born in 1977.

White, Robert and Mary Jane (Young)
Robert Richard White was born December 28th,
1875 at London, Ontario the youngest son of Mr. and
Mrs. George White. His Mother's name was Susan
Dan. As a young lad he came to Forest, Manitoba
with his Mother and family.
The year of 1890 he came to a farm east of
Maryfield, batching with his brother Joe, and later
his Mother kept house until December 23rd, 1908
when he married Mary Jane Young in Virden, Manitoba. She was born December 2nd, 1882 at Goderich, Ontario to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Young. Mary
Treble was her mother's maiden name. In 1906 she
came west and lived with friends until her marriage.
They lived on a farm at Maryfield, Saskatchewan
until 1927 , when they moved to a farm south of Ebor,
the north half of 34-8-29 and in 1929 they moved to
the east half of 21-9-29 northwest of Ebor. They lived
a short time on the north half of 8-9-29 and in 1947
they retired and lived in the village of Ebor until Mrs.
White's death April 14th, 1951. Mr. White passed
away August 16th, 1954. They are both buried in
Virden Cemetery. They had three boys in their family
all married: Edward, Vancouver, B.C.; LloydofEbor
and Bruce of Virden.

White, Edward and Vera (Hicks)
Edward was born at Maryfield, Saskatchewan.
His parents were Robert Richard White and Mary
Jane Young, who was married at Virden, Manitoba,
December 23, 1908. He received his education at
Hillcrest.
He and Vera Gladys Hicks were married October
6, 1937 at Woodnorth. During the first years of
married life they lived at Ebor on a farm. He was
employed by C.P.R. They then moved to Virden
where Edward was employed at the Airport. In 1944
they moved to Vancouver and there was employed by
the B.C. Electric later known as B.C. Hydro as a bus
operator for twenty-eight years. He retired in May,
1971. They have two children, Ronald Elroy who was
born August 22, 1938 at Windthorst, Saskatchewan
and Norine Estelle who was born August 16, 1941 at
Virden, Manitoba.

Wolfe, George and Mary Olive (Barkley)
George Mills Wolfe was born in Albron, Ontario
in 1893. He moved with his parents to Hargrave when
the war ended. In 1923 he married Mary Olive Barkley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Barkley of
Pacific and moved to a farm at Butler. Mary Olive
Barkley was born at Chesterville, Ontario in 1898.
She came to Virden with her parents when she was
twelve and settled in the Pacific district.
In 1927 Mr. and Mrs. George Wolfe bought a
homestead in the Ebor district the southwest quarter
of 8-9-29. Mr. Wolfe farmed until he became ill. He
passed away in 1935 and is buried in Virden.
Mrs. Wolfe remained on the farm and in 1935 her
father, Mr. Alfred Barkley and brother Roy moved
from the Pacific district to live with her.
They retired and moved to Virden in 1945. Mr.
Barkley passed away in 1947 and is buried in Virden.
Mrs. Wolfe and Roy still reside in Virden.
Mr. and Mrs. Wolfe had three daughters, Doreen,
Georgina and Lois. Doreen married Bruce White and

White, Lloyd and Rogene (Blackmore)
Arnold Lloyd White, the second son of Robert R.
White and Mary Jane White (Mary Jane Young) was
born at Maryfield, Saskatchewan July 9, 1913. He
started school at Hillcrest, Saskatchewan and in 1927
he moved with his parents to Ebor, where he completed his education.
On August 5th, 1942 he married Rogene Blackmore, the eldest daughter of James R. Blackmore and
Elizabeth Blackmore (Elizabeth Pengelly) at her par185

moved on to the farm at Ebor. They have two children. Georgina trained for a nurse in Brandon. She
married Bruce McKinnon of Oak Lake and they live
on the farm there. They have three children. Lois
took Normal in Winnipeg. She married James
Griffith of Rounthwaite. They still farm at Rounthwaite but live in Brandon. They have three children.

Mary Rhoda (Molly) was born in 1886. She married Richard John in England in 1908. They came to
Canada in 1913. They farmed in the Maryfield, Saskatchewan district.
Margery married Earl Henderson in Chilliwack,
B. C. Earl worked for the Federal Government but is
now retired; Margery teaches school. They had two
sons.
John Evan was born in 1893. He came to Canada
in 1911, and farmed in the Butler and Ebor district.
He never married and still lives in the old home in
Ebor, Manitoba.
Frederick Cecil came to Canada with his parents
in 1913 and resided in the Ebor and Butler districts
farming until the depression came in 1929. He married Hattie Sproule in 1930, lived in Ebor, Manitoba
until 1943 when they moved to Lethbridge, Alberta
where he was stationed with R.C.E. He then worked
for the Government of Canada before getting a job
with the Provincial Government at the Lethbridge
Gaol as a carpenter. He retired in 1963. They have
five daughters.
Doreen married Richard Harley of Calgary, Alberta. They now live in Ottawa where Richard is
Chief of Airport Emergency Services for Canada.
They have one girl and two boys.
Kathleen married Frank Bathgate of Lethbridge,
Alberta. They live in Lethbridge where Frank is an
Inspector for Lethbridge City Police. They have one
boy and one girl.
Loreen married Gary Kirk of Lethbridge. They
live in Lethbridge where Gary operates his own business, Kirks Tire Sales. They have three boys.
Faye married Stuart McMillan of Lethbridge.
They now reside in Calgary, Alberta where Stuart
teaches school and Faye nurses in the Holy Cross
Hospital. They have one boy and one girl.
Gaye married David McVean of Lethbridge.
They now reside in Calgary where Gaye teaches
school and David is an Architect. They have one boy.

Wooldridge, Henry and Clara (Mounce)
Henry Wooldridge married Clara Mounce in
about 1881; they lived in Cornwall, England. They
had four sons and one daughter. They lost one daughter in infancy. They came to Canada in 1913 to be
with some of the sons who were already in Canada.
They lived in a home their sons built for them on
the same farm as Wm. Henry (Bill) until 1928 when
they moved the house into the Village of Ebor where
they lived until they passed away. Henry passed away
in 1929 and Clara in 1940.
Charles Thomas was born in 1883 and came to
Canada to Maryfield.
William Henry (Bill) was born in 1884. He came
to Canada as a very young boy and lived with an
uncle in St. Thomas, Ontario before coming west to
Manitoba. He homesteaded on the southwest of
20-9-29 west of Ebor, Manitoba. He married Jessie
Gray in 1920. They had seven children. They farmed
on the same farm until they moved to Cromer. Bill
passed away in 1967. Jessie passed away in October
1977.
William (Pat) married Lammy in Holland during
the Second World War. Pat and Lammy had four
boys. They now reside at Deloraine, Manitoba where
Pat works for the Government on the Good Roads.
Arnold married Margery Franklin of Maryfield,
Saskatchewan. They had one boy and one girl. Arnold passed away in August 1966.
Irene married Jim Scott of Winnipeg. They resided in Toronto, Ontario. Jim works for the Federal
Government. They have two boys and two girls.
Dorothy married Douglas Piggott of the Bardal
district. They farmed in that district before moving to
Cromer where they operated a cafe for some years.
They are now living in Salmon Arm, B.C. They had
five girls.
Don married Kaye. They live in Enderby, B.C.
Donny works in a sawmill. They have no family.
Glen married Myrtle Horn of Woodnorth, Manitoba. They live in Rivers, Manitoba. Glen is roadmaster on the C.N.R. They have two girls.
Richard (Dick) married Alice of Virden, Manitoba. Dick was working for the Inter Provincial Pipe
Line at the time of his passing in November, 1976.
They have two boys and one girl. Alice still lives in
Cromer, Manitoba.

Wooldridge, William and Jessie (Gray)
William H. Wooldridge was born November 3,
1884 in Lifton, Devonshire, England. At age of eleven years he came to Canada with his Uncle Thomas
Wooldridge who lived at Dulton, Ontario, and was a
farmer. As a harvest hand he went west at eighteen
years of age. He returned to Ontario that fall. In 1904
he went west again, worked at Redvers and finally
took up a homestead three and one half miles north
west of Ebor, the southwest quarter of 20-9-29. He
built a shack which was destroyed by lightning and he
lost all his belongings. A Mr. F. Smith gave him his
old house as he had built a new one.
His brother, Chas. T. Wooldridge came from
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England about 1908, lived with Bill, went to Cabri,
Saskatchewan and homesteaded. Later he sold and
moved to Paddockwood, Saskatchewan where he
died in 1969 at age eighty-five years, a bachelor.
Another brother Evan, arrived at Ebor in 1911 and
farmed at Ebor and Maryfield and is living at prersent
at Ebor, a bachelor.
A sister, Mr. and Mrs. Richard John arrived in
1913 at Ebor from England with one daughter Doreen, farmed in Maryfield, and Cabri, for a few years,
later moving to Chilliwack, B.C. Molly (the sister)
still resides there. Bill's parents Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Wooldridge, who were born and married in Devonshire, England, came to Canada in 1913 as well as
Cecil, youngest brother of Bill. They settled in Ebor
with Bill, later moving to Maryfield and lived with
Evan and Cecil, returning to Ebor in 1922 where they
lived until their passing. Mr. Wooldridge died February 12, 1930 at the age of eighty-eight. Clara, his
wife, died 1939 at age seventy-nine years and is
buried in Virden Cemetery. A daughter Phyllis died
as an infant in England.
William H. Wooldridge, married Jessie Gray on

November4, 1919, at Ebor. They had seven children:
William (Pat), born 1921, married Lammey Smit in
Holland in 1945 and has four sons and lives in Deloraine. Arnold, born in 1922, married Marjorie Franklin in 1948 and has one son and one daughter. Irene,
born 1925, married James Scott in Winnipeg in 1945.
They have four children, two boys and two girls
living in Don Mills, Ontario. Dorothy, born in 1927,
married Douglas Piggot in 1946, had five girls and
now lives in Salmon Arm, B.C. Donald, born in
1929, married Kay Lamon and lives in Enderby,
B.C. Glen, born 1931, married Myrtle Hom, has two
daughters and lives in Rivers, Manitoba. Richard,
born in 1932, married Alice Gardiner. They had two
sons and one daughter and live in Cromer, Manitoba.
All Wooldridge children received their education
at Ebor.
W. Wooldridge moved from Ebor to Cromer in
1947. William Wooldridge died on February 8,1966.
Jessie died October 29, 1977. Both are buried in
Virden Cemetery. Arnold and Dick are also buried
there.

Radke & Blackmore's outfit, 1913.
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Sheep and cattle on the Knight farm, 1914.

Farm scene near Ebor, 1914.
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Bachelor's shack, 1910. Joe King, Claud Myers, Sam Livesley.
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Elm Valley
was no school to send them to. Hence, Elm Valley
school was built.
1912 was the last Register we can find until 1921.
There are nine years where no account of the students
or teachers is available.
In 1928, the trustees decided to build a new stable
18 by 14 and new outside toilets.
There was a total of thirteen pupils attending
school in 1935.
In 1938, at an annual meeting of the ratepayers,
Mr. W. S. Rayner resigned as Trustee and Secretarytreasurer after serving in that capacity for a total of
thirty-eight consecutive years. He resigned for health
reasons and he passed away the following year in
December of 1939. The Elm Valley school was
closed that day in his honor. At the annual meeting of
the ratepayers held in July of 1939, the minutes
record that Mr. 1. G. Smeltz moved that a life membership be given Mr. Rayner for the many years he
served the School District as Trustee and Secretarytreasurer, seconded by Mr. Angus Gillies and carried
unanimously.
In 1955-1956 the teacher was Mr. Ralph Sinclair
and the salary was $2,600.00. Grade 9 was taught by
correspondence. Three students took Grade 9: Lynne
Coates, Elwin Smeltz and Karen Smeltz.
In 1957-1958 Miss Janet Sararas was the teacher
at a salary of $2,800.00. Morris Smeltz and Lyle
Potter were in grade 9. This was the last year school
was taught at the Elm Valley School. The fall of 1958
until June 17th, the Elm Valley school operated as a
closed school.
The students attended school either at Cromer or
Woodnorth Schools and their parents were paid
transportation of $4.50 per day to Cromer and $3.50
per day to Woodnorth. These rates were changed
from time to time during the next three years.
On June 17th, 1963 a meeting of the resident
electors of the Elm Valley school district was held for
the purpose of consolidating with the Woodnorth
Consolidated School district. A motion to this effect

il

Elm Valley school, 1908.

Elm VaHey School
The Elm Valley School was built in 1895. School
was opened May 27th, 1896.
The first children to attend school were: Bessie
May Sutton, Peter G. Sutton, Herbert R. Grose, John
Sutton, Milton L. Grose, Jeanette Sutton, Florina A.
Rayner, John G. Rayner, Edith M. Knight, Flora I.
Knight and Norman A. Grose.
Elm Valley was the Post Office for the residents a
few years before the school was built in 1895. Mr.
Dan Grimett had the Post Office in his home and
brought the mail from Reston by horse and buggy in
the summer or horse and cutter in the winter.
I have in the school records the Deed of Land
donated by Mr. W. S. Rayner to the Elm Valley
School District for the price of $1. 99 from a lawyer in
Virden and the letter is addressed to Mr. W. S.
Rayner Esq., Manitoba.
In 1897 there were thirteen pupils attending
school.
It is interesting to notice when looking at these
old registers that quite a few of these children were
quite old and the highest grade was grade 3. The
parents of these children must have been quite concerned that their children were growing up and there
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1937-1939; Dorothy Wherrett - 1939-1940; Myrtle
Ardon - 1940-1942; Gwendolyn Armstrong 1942; Gladys Gardiner - 1942-1944; PhyIlis Tolton
- 1944-1945; Gwennith Reeves - 1945-1946; M.
Adams - 1946-1947; M. E. Wardle - 1947-1948;
Ivan Traill - 1948-1949; Gwen Norsworthy 1950-1951; Josephine Demchuk -1951-1952; Vema
Mae Van Iderstine - 1952-1953; Vincent Lawrence
- 1953-1954; Norma Nichol - 1954-1955; Mrs.
Ralph Sinclair - 1955-1956; Roy 1. Little 1956-1957; Janet Sararas -1957-1958.

was presented by Mr. Roy Stewart, seconded by
Elwin Smeltz and carried unanimously.
Mr. BoIlman, inspector of schools, was present at
this meeting. Gordon Smeltz was chairman and
Helen Kool was secretary.
At a trustee meeting held May 6th, 1963 a motion
was made by Gordon Hayhurst, seconded by Walter
Kool, "that tenders be let for the Elm VaIley School
and equipment". This was done and soon after the
Woodnorth United Church bought the school and
moved it beside the Woodnorth Church where it is
stiIl being used as a Sunday School.
The last trustees for the Elm VaIley school were
Gordon Hayhurst, Walter Kool and Donning Lyons.
Donning Lyons was also the secretary-treasurer.
Teachers of Elm Valley school were: Ellen
Graham -1896-1897 - $35.00 a month; Jean Waldie - 1897-1898; Mary Povak - 1898-1899;
Henrietta S. Messer-190I-1902; Mary Hodson1902-1903; A. F. MacDonald - 1903-1904; Mabel
Spurr - 1904-1905 - $40.00 a month; Lena C.
MacKay - 1905-1906 - $450.00 a year; Olive
Linline - 1907-1910; Ethel G. Scott - 1910
(spring); Lottie Gibson - 1910 (fall); Mildred
McKenize - 1912 - $60.00 a month; Mae
McFarline; Cassie Mellish; Miss Einerson; Delena
Campbell; Miss Colthart; Nellie Barr; Dorothy
Rayner - 1921-1922 - $1.200.00 a year; Myrtle
Smeltz - 1923; Edith Good - 1923-1925; Wilda
Manson - 1925-1928; Beatrice Rei - 1928; 1. M.
Paterson - 1928-1937; Charlotte Hatch -

Burnell, John and Sarah Ann (Jones)
John and Sarah Ann (Jones) BumeIl came to the
Elm VaIley district some time after the tum of the
century, from Bristal, England, due to shortage of
work there.
They moved from their homestead to the N.E.
32-8-28. There were two sons, George Edward and
Herbert George, both going to Cromer public
school.
Mrs. B umeIl died on March 4, 1922. Mr. Burnell
married again in 1926, and in 1934 the family left the
district to farm at Griswold, Manitoba, due to the
drought.
George Edward left the district in 1933 to live in
Winnipeg, where he worked in the trucking industry.
Herbert George BumeIllives in Wrexham, North
Wales. He has a daughter Sheila, married to John
Michael Svaboda.

Grose, Albert and Mary Ann (Millsap)
Mr. Albert Grose was born in 1858, at Bond
Head, Ontario. In 1881, while living at Creemore,
Ontario he decided to come West, settling on a farm
in the Daybreak District near Virden. In March,
1882, he married Mary Ann MiIlsap at Avening,
Ontario. Shortly afterwards they moved to the Elm
VaIley District, where he continued to farm until
moving to Virden in 1912. This farm was where
Gordon Hayhurst lives today (3-9-28). The family
attended Elm VaIley School, mostly in the wintertime.
Albert Grose was one of the first to ship cars of
wheat over the railway in 1906 even before a loading
platform was instaIled.
Norman, when first married, farmed on the north
east of 10-9-28. He married Hortence Matilda MiIlsap on August 12, 1883. They had three children,
Anna Hortence, Noreen and Norman Elwood. Anna
married Arthur Peterson and Norman married Viola
May Swindler.
Herbert Grose erected the first building on
18-9-28, farming there until the spring of 1919, when
he moved to the Boss Hill Farm (27-10-26) for a year.

Elm Valley school class, 1948. Top Row: Denise Coats. Middle
Row: Elwyn Smeltz, Barbara Coats, Lynn Coats, Karen
Smeltz, sixteen-year-old teacher Ivan Trail teaching on permit.
Front Row: Dale Smeltz, June and Rose Kool (twins), Bill
Naughton and Lyle Potter.
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ter at Virden Collegiate. Teresa is now working in
Brandon.
Katrina attended public school at Ebor and
Cromer with grade seven and eight at Virden Junior
High. Grades nine to twelve was taken at Virden
Collegiate and Katrina is now working in Brandon.
Shauna took grade one to six at Cromer and grade
eight at Virden Junior High.
Julie took Kindergarten at Goulter School, Virden and grades one to four at Cromer. She went back
to Virden from grade four on.
Gordon moved with his family to the Pacific
district in 1944 from Elm Valley, to Virden in 1948
and worked with Taylor Lumber in 1953. He worked
from 1953 to 1957 in the oil fields. Gordon married
and moved back to Elm Valley District in 1957 and
moved to the George Smeltz home farm 25-8-28 and
to the Hayhurst home farm in 1957. He moved the
house again to the Katchen farm 3-9-28 in 1962. A
new house was built at 3-9-28 in 1967 and it was
moved in 1979 to its present location 2-9-28.
The Katchen house was torn down by F. T. Hayhurst and Gordon Woods in 1962.

he then moved into Virden returning to the same
farm in 1924. Here he remained until 1945 when his
son Gordon took over the farm and he retired into
Virden. He married Aleta Jackson and they had two
children, Edith Lillian and Gordon Howard. Edith
married David Edward Chapple and Gordon married
Doris Phoebe Smith.
Milton Grose farmed 10-9-28 for a number of
years, then moved to various areas finally settling in
Winnipeg. Milton Luthor Grose married Eleda
Blanch Gilroy and to this union were born five children; Rex, Glen, Wallace, and Ruth. The fifth child
was Jean Mary.
Lola Grose married Reverend William King and
they had three children; Alberta Mae, Harold Herbert, and Lola Idabel.
Wesley married Pearl Quants and they had three
children, Vernon Leslie, Lois Claire and Gerald Freerick. Wesley moved to the U.S.A., where he lived
until his death in 1975.
Ernest Grose married Elizabeth Grant. They had
five children, Edwin, Irene, Ida, Irvin and Mary
Jean. Ernest Grose farmed for several years in the
Cromer District then moved to the Virden area. He is
at present the only member of the Albert Grose
family living. He resides at 306-820 5th Avenue,
New Westminster, B.C. He recalls a flash flood in the
Elm Valley District in 1904. He, along with members
of the Grose family, had just returned from a visit to
Ontario. The flood came unexpectedly, forcing them
to leave their home by the upstairs window taking
refuge at a nearby neighbors, John Coates.
Ernie Grose said that the first school teacher at
Elm Valley was a Miss Pova and that a Mr. Dan
Grimmette was Postmaster before the Rayners.

Hayhurst, Frederick and Myrtle (Daniel)
Frederick Thornton Hayhurst was born September 27, 1896 on a farm two miles west of Virden on
the Maryfield road. He started school on the Saskatchewan prairies at a school called New Hope,
which was later moved to Stoughton. They moved to
the Red River, near Winnipeg for two years, Fred
ended his schooling at the Pacific school, five miles
north of Virden. The family moved to Scarth in 1912
where Fred joined the Presbyterian church and became an elder. He was president of the Bachelor's
Club which was formed by young men of the district.
It was a very lively club until marriage claimed too
many of its members.
Fred bought a farm from H. C. Simpson near
Cromer, east half of 10-9-28 and the east half of
15-9-28, in 1924. He moved into the buildings and
started to make a life for himself in the Elm Valley
district. In 1926 he persuaded Myrtle Mary Daniel of
the Hillside district near Scarth, to marry him and
share his life and help raise a family. They were very
successful on their farm and raised a family of three
boys and three girls. In 1936 they took Myrtle's sister
into their home when her mother died, and raised her
as one of their own. She was nine years old. Fred was
trustee of Elm Valley school for several years.
In 1944 they bought a section of land west of
Virden, the north half of 30-11-26 and the south half
of 31-11-26 where they farmed for four years, then
moved to the old stone Simpson home in Virden.
They bought property and retired in Victoria, except

Hayhurst, Gordon and Betty (Cousins)
Gordon Frederick Hayhurst married Betty Elizabeth Cousins on October 12, 1957. His parents were
Frederick Thornton Hayhurst and Myrtle Mary
Daniel.
Their children were: daughters, Dana Marie,
born September 12, 1958; Teresa Ann born October
8, 1959; Katrina Michelle, December 11, 1961; son,
Nelson Frederick, June 13, 1964; daughters, Shauna
Mae, January 20, 1966, Julie Elizabeth, April 25,
1968; Paula Annette, September 21, 1970 until January 1972.
Dana Marie attended public school at Woodnorth
and Cromer and grades nine to twelve at Virden
Collegiate. She took Commercial Art Course at
Brandon and is now working in Winnipeg.
Teresa took public school at Woodnorth and Virden schools and grades nine to twelve and one semes193

me a five cent ice cream cone. All the men gathered
in Berry's store and smoked and talked and sat
around the furnace (in the floor) there.
I especially remember The Christmas Tree Concerts at Elm Valley School and getting a bag of candy
and an orange and thinking "I wish it could last
forever. "

Pearson, John and Margaret (Grieve)
John Inkster Pearson came to Canada in the
spring of 1906, from the island of Rousay in the
Orkneys. He was born on November 14, 1884.
He worked on a farm north of Brandon until 1910,
when he began farming for himself, on a farm northwest of Nesbitt, in the R.M. of Oakland.
Mr. Pearson returned to the Orkneys in 1913
where he married Margaret Jane Grieve, born December4, 1882, on February 19,1914. They returned
to his farm at Nesbitt.
Their first son, John Grieve, was born on December 21st, 1914. William Harold was born on February
4, 1916. Hugh Alexander was born on November 1,
1918. James Laughton was born on December 6, 1920
and Harold Leonard was born in February, 1923.
In the spring of 1927, in early May, the Pearsons
moved to the southwest of section 30-8-27 in the Elm
Valley district, northwest of Reston. Mrs. Pearson
passed away on February 6, 1940. Mr. Pearson
farmed until 1956 when he moved to Reston to the
house south of Art Smith. He lived there until his
passing on December 5, 1964.
John Grieve Pearson worked out on farms in the
Elm Valley and Hillview districts for a couple of
years then worked around Bardal for about six years.
In January 1942, he enlisted in the Army and was sent
overseas in July, 1942. He served five years, returning home in January, 1947. Again he worked on
farms around Reston for a little over four years. In
November, 1951, he went to work for the G. S.
Munro Company Limited until retirement in 1977.
John resides in Reston.
William Harold worked out on farms until enlisting in the army in April, 1942. He went overseas in
December of 1942, and returned home in December,
1945. In the spring of 1947, William James, and
Hugh started farming south of Reston for about two
years then moved south of Sinclair, where William
lived until retiring in early seventies. William now
lives in Reston.
Hugh Alexander Pearson worked on local farms
around the district until January of 1942, when he was
called up for service in the Army. Hugh trained at
Portage la Prairie, then went to Winnipeg to take a
course in blacksmithing. After he finished the course
he went to Newfoundland and served there until the

Plowing on the Hayhurst farm, 1921.

for annual migrations to the prairies each summer to
help the two sons who stayed on the farm in the Elm
Valley district. They retired at the ages of seventyfour and sixty-six.
Then Hayhursts and all their families met in
Virden to celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary.
Of the family they raised, one daughter, Freda
Mae, better known as Pie, passed away in 1964 at the
age of twenty-two. The others are;
Jean Catherine (Wardman) Madison who lives in
Arkansas, U.S.A. They have two daughters and five
grandsons.
Howard Thornton had two sons and two daughters and is farming in the valley.
Mary Ellen (Nell) Breadner has three daughters
and two sons and is living in Winnipeg.
William Neil has one daughter and two sons and
is living in Regina, working for Northern Electric.
Bernice Loreen (Myrtle's sister) Read has two
daughters and one son and lives in Cobourg, Ontario.
Fred and Myrtle are in excellent health and enjoying their well earned retirement in Victoria.

McLeish, Neil and Vera (Smeltz)
Vera May is the daughter of George and Isabel
Smeltz. She married Neil McLeish. This couple had
two children. A son Dennis was born in 1947 and
deceased in 1977.
Wendy their daughter was born in 1950. She
married Darrel Lewis on July 20, 1974.
Vera recalls some events of growing up in the
Hillview district. I remember Dad calling us younger
ones to come and see it rain after many, many years
of drought in the 30's.
I can remember Mother saying when she got
discouraged. 'Why did I ever leave Ontario?'
I can remember Mother going to nurse Mrs.
Brown after her baby was born and taking me with
her at thirteen, to help do the washing and work. She
and I stayed for ten days. Mother had no remuneration or expected any. I can remember going to
Cromer with Dad on Saturday night where he bought
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war was over. He returned to MacGregor where he
was discharged in February, 1947. In the spring of
1947 he moved south of Reston with William and
James and started farming. Two years later he moved
south of Sinclair and lived with William on a farm
southwest of Sinclair. Hugh sold his farm in 1977 and
moved to Reston where he is retired.
James Laughton worked on local farms in the
district until May, 1942 when he enlisted in the Army,
going overseas in June, 1942. James returned from
overseas in December, 1945. James worked out in
1946. James with William and Hugh moved south of
Reston to farm. Two years later he moved south of
Sinclair, and farmed. James later sold his farm and
now lives in the house on the farm and works at odd
jobs and general repairs.
Harold Leonard worked on the home farm until
July, 1956 when he died following a car accident.

He took a homestead (the southwest quarter of
12-9-28) in the Elm Valley district in Manitoba, on
which he put up a sod house and a stable. Later he
acquired five more quarters of land and put up new
and larger buildings, and became the owner of better
farm machinery, a model T Ford car and a threshing
outfit.
John Radjick and his wife raised nine children,
namely:
Michael, born in 1895, left the farm in about
1908. Later he became a lawyer in New York city
where he died in 1975. He left one daughter.
Mary, born in 1897, married Theodore
Humeniuk, a lawyer, and moved to Toronto, Ontario.
She died in 1945, leaving one daughter.
Stephanie, born in 1899, lived on the farm and in
Virden, Manitoba, until her father died in 1941, then
moved to Toronto where she is still living.
Annie, born in 1902, taught school in the West.
Later she moved to Detroit, married John Angyal.
She died in 1974, leaving a son, a daughter, and four
grandchildren.
Olga Ellen, born 1903, left the farm in 1923. She
took a business course in Toronto, married Michael
Kozak. They have a son, a daughter, and six grandchildren.
Thelma, born 1904, taught school in the West
before she married Peter Lazarowich (a lawyer) of
Wakaw, Saskatchewan. They have three daughters,
one son and seven grandchildren, and live in Edmonton, Alberta.
Myrtle, born in 1905, lived on the farm until her
death in 1926.
Ella, born 1908, taught public and high schools in
Alberta and Ontario for thirty-five years, is now
retired. She lives in Grimsby, Ontario.
Kathleen, born in 1910, left the farm in 1928, for
Toronto, then Detroit where she worked as a Secretary. She married Fred Canning, and is now retired.
They live in Newmarket, Ontario.
All the above nine children attended the Elm
Valley public school, later going on to higher schools
in Manitoba and elsewhere.
In the early years on the farm John Radjick and
his wife endured many hardships such as prairie
fires, cold winter blizzards when on many days they
were unable to get out of their sod house or to find the
stable with animals. On open prairies it was easy to
get lost in a blizzard. To get food for his large family
John Radjick had to walk a matter of some sixteen
miles with a hundred pounds of wheat to the mill in
Virden, Manitoba, then carry the flour back home
along with other provisions.
Katheryn Radjick died in 1929 at the age of fiftysix years. John Radjick sold the farm in 1935 and

Philps, John and Annie
Mr. and Mrs. John Phi Ips came to Ewart in April,
1908. They had three girls: Elma, Olive and twin
Phearl. These girls went to Elm Valley school, when
John Philps worked for Tom Turnball. They took over
the boarding house in Woodnorth in 1910, and had a
daughter that same year (Bernice).
Elma married Charles Corbett in 1910, then
moved to Silton, Saskatchewan. They had an
adopted daughter, Blanche, born in May, 1917, who
is married to Ken Wallace and lives at Campbell
River, B. C., also a daughter, Anne, born in November, 1926. She lives in Calgary and is married to Wm.
Wiggens. They have two daughters, Shelly and
Karen.
Olive passed away in Toronto in 1920.
Phearl married Robert Sabiston in November,
1916. They had seven children. Robert passed away
in Vancouver, January, 1978. Phearl lives in Vancouver, B.C.
Bernice moved to Toronto and married Carl
Camplin in March, 1942. She lives in Vancouver,
B.C.
John Philps passed away in 1922, Annie and
Bernice lived at Ebor with Bob and Phearl Sabiston
till 1924, then moved to Stoughton, Saskatchewan,
when she married Ben Sanguins in 1925. Ben passed
away January, 1937, and Annie passed away August,
1958.

Radjick, John and Katheryn (Kolody)
John Radjick, born 1865, emigrated from the
Ukraine into Canada via the U.S.A., in 1889, with
his wife Katheryn (nee Kolody) and three children,
with $34.00 in his pocket, two strong hands and a
determined will to try to better his way of life.
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moved to Virden, Manitoba where he died on May
27, 1941.

Extension Department at the University of Saskatchewan until his death in 1952. He was married to Ruth
Boughton and had three children; Betty who lives in
Montreal; Allison who lives in Mississauga, and Lois
of Vancouver. Margaret Rayner (deceased) married
Dr. H. Boughton in 1919 and they had five children.
Rhonda became a doctor and lives in Pincher Creek.
Lorraine lives in Agincourt, Ontario. Ardith lives in
Oakland, California. John is in Ottawa and Glen in
Regina.
Dorothy Ellen Kool (Rayner) was also a teacher,
married Arie Kool (in 1927) who took over the management of the farms. They have five children: Walter Kool who took over the farm in 1965 after
working in partnership with his father for fifteen
years; Ileene who is a teacher in Edmonton; Dorothy
who lives in Las Vegas; Rose is married to Dr. Bill
Lee and lives in Minot and June lives in Whitehorse.
Their children all attended school in Elm Valley, then
Virden High School. Walter and Ileene took their
degrees in the University at Saskatoon, while Rose
and June took theirs at Winnipeg University.
Mr. Walter Rayner donated the land for Elm Valley school. He became Postmaster for Elm Valley
from 1905 until 1910.
Mr. Rayner died in December 1939 and Mrs.
Rayner died in September 1955.

Rayner, Walter and Annie (Ford)
Dorothy E. Kool (Rayner) was born in the Municipality of Pipestone, in the year 1898. She was the
first white child born in Elm Valley.
Walter S. Rayner of London, England, came to
Canada in the spring of 1892. He came straight to
Virden, and filed on a homestead, the southeast
quarter of 2-9-28, which was and still is known as
Elm Valley.
Walter knew nothing about farming, and found
life very hard, so different to what he had been used
to. At one time he had studied to be a doctor, but
owing to poor health he had to give it up. Later he
became a grain merchant, before coming to Canada.
Annie Rayner (Ford) was a teacher before she married Mr. Rayner. She came to Canada in November
1892. By that time she had three small children:
Florence Annie who was five; John George who was
three and Margaret Madeline who was only three
weeks old. She was deathly sick on the boat, and was
glad when she could walk on land again, only to find
that she had a long train ride ahead of her. She was
sick again. She hated this country until the day she
died in 1955. However, she made a home for her
children, and learned to bake bread, churn butter,
etc. She had another child in 1890, (Dorothy Ellen)
with only her husband to help her during birth. She
was not a robust woman, and found life very hard
during homesteading days. The nearest railway was
Virden, twenty milees away.
After Elm Valley school was built in 1898,
Rayners always boarded the teacher, which made
more work for mother, but did help financially.
Florence married John Coates in 1909, and is
living in the Sherwood in Virden. She had four
children: Robert John, who became a teacher: Leslie
who still farms at Cromer; Margaret Annie who is
married and lives in Regina; Kenneth James who
became a doctor and lived in Thornhill, Ontario.
John Rayner became a professor and was head of the

Schmelz, George and Isabell (Jewel)
At the age of seventeen John George Schmelz
(born February 27, 1875) who was suffering with
severe attacks of asthma, left his home in West
Lome, Ontario to go west with his mother's brother
Fred Streib of Francis, Saskatchewan, in the hope
that his health would be better in the drier climate.
During the next few years he worked on farms in
Saskatchewan, in North Dakota and in a copper mine
in Montana. He said that as a hired man, he walked
behind his plough and was expected to make nine
rounds on the half mile field in the morning and nine
rounds in the afternoon.
He arrived in Virden in 1898 where he found
employment on the farm of Albert Grose in the Elm
Valley District. In 1899 he bought a quarter section of
C.P.R. land the northeast quarter of 25-8-28, built a
shanty on a knoll near the road. The mail was brought
from Reston to the Elm Valley post office at Dan
Grimmett's (Elwin Smeltz's now) and the mailman
often brought bread and food supplies for George
Smeltz and other bachelors.
His neighbors, Daniel and Eliza Herbert and their
two children Gordon and Rossie, lived across the
Pipestone Creek on the hill where George Toews now
lives. Mrs. Herbert's sister Isabell Jewell came from
Ontario to visit. In August 1904, George Schmelz

w. S. Raynor's threshing outfit, Elm Valley, 1909.
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and Bell Jewell were married at the Herbert home.
Dan Herbert had just built a new bam and the wedding supper for the bride and groom and all the
neighbors was held there.
In January 1906 their daughter Myrtle was born.
There was no telephone so the father-to-be rode
horseback to his neighbor, Ed Matthews, a half mile
distant who rode the ten miles on into Reston to tell
Dr. Chapman he was needed. A real western blizzard
blew up and the doctor was at the Schmelz home for
three days until the storm subsided.
There were eight children, Myrtle, Harvey, Rose,
Gordon, Grace, Irene, Lillian and Vera. As in most
large families the older children loved and helped
take care of the younger ones. The family attended
Cromer United Church and sometimes Hillview
United Church. Many happy evenings were spent at
Hillview when the Hillview Young People's Society
was in operation.
One of the first luxuries was an organ. They had it
as long as the family can remember. Mrs. Schmelz
found time to give her children their first music
lessons. She told them stories, recited poems and
sang songs to the children. Their dad, who played the
violin, sometimes played for house dances.
The children attended Elm Valley School and
Virden Collegiate, twenty-two miles distant. They all
had to board away from home after Grade VIII.
Myrtle said she used to get lonesome and insisted on
coming home at least between Christmas and Easter.
It took about ten hours to get home and eighteen to
get back. On Friday night she went by C.P.R. from
Virden to Scarth, changed there and got the train
which arrived at Cromer about four-thirty a.m., waited in the station until her dad arrived about eightthirty or nine. On Sunday evening he took her to
Cromer and left her at the boarding house. About one
a.m. she walked over to the station and boarded the
train to Scarth and then waited in the station there
until seven or eight o'clock in the morning when she
went to Mrs. Young's and waited there until the train
went from Scarth to Virden about six o'clock in the
evening. Occasionally the station agent clothed her
in his fur coat and mitts and sent her to Virden in the
morning with the section men on the jigger if their
work took them in that direction. Myrtle was given
instructions to leave the coat and mitts at the station.
She was at Scarth for three days in the March
1920 blizzard, the guest of the station agent and his
wife. The train didn't make it. After the storm
cleared, the late Mrs. Earl Scott of Cromer, also
stranded hired a livery from Virden and took Myrtle
to Virden with her. Many tragic stories are told about
that blizzard.
Sometime before 1913, Albert Smith called at the

Smeltz home and took the children for a car ride,
their first. George Smeltz bought his first car in 1913.
Those first time car drivers trying to guide something
that didn't stop when they said "Whoa!", had some
interesting experiences. Mr. Schmelz once landed on
a stone pile on the curve in the road north of the
house.
The closest they came to a tragedy in their family
was in 1918. The stallion was kept in a box stall in the
barn, but on this particular day it got out. Bell Grant,
who was helping Mrs. Schmelz, and the older children, were sent to put it back in the box stall. They
got it in the bam and shut the door. Gordon who was
only seven, and shut out, decided he was going to see
what was going on. He ran around the back of the
bam, slanted a board up against the bam and climbed
up to look through the window. In order to get a
better view he put his head sideways through the bars
on the window. The board slipped and he was left
hanging. Bell happened to look back as they were
leaving the bam and saw him. His face was black
when she got him down. A near tragedy.
One year the boys bought some baby wolves
from an Indian. They decided to raise them for their
pelts. They quickly became pets. At first they ran
around like pups, but when they started to kill chickens, Mrs. Schmelz spanked them soundly. They very
quickly learned to scurry for safety under the granary
when she appeared. But their love of chicken dinners
persisted so they were chained up in the trees. The
children played with them there but each time they
left, the wolves would bark and cry like puppies.
Irene took a special interest in them and they knew it.
When almost full grown, one of them got away and
Irene was the only one who could get near it. She
followed it about half a mile through the grain field
and brought it home. She was about nine years old at
the time.
Financially things had gone fairly well until the
crash of 1929. In addition to farming with his sons,
George had the John Deere dealership for several
years.
Before the 1920's George started buying and
shipping cattle to Winnipeg, also shipped carloads of
horses to Montreal for years.
Then came the Thirties, dust and grasshoppers,
wind and drought. Myrtle was teaching by that time
and only in later years did she understand a little of
the worry and anxiety of those times, the fear of
sickness and inability to pay doctor bills; the fear of
old age when earning years were past. The dust
storms, fences and machinery were covered over. A
row of trees had been planted west of the bam and
were getting a fair height. They were completely
buried, and considered to be killed but the trees came
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through that four feet of dirt and are still standing.
About this time, Gordon Herbert, living at Kelowna,
B.C. was instrumental in having a car load of apples
sent to Ewart and it was given out to the people. But
eventually the rains came.
Isabell taught the daughters who were willing to
learn, how to crochet and knit and sew. She was an
excellent letter writer who received news of their
friends and relatives, and in later years was sort of a
central library. Her deep love for her family was felt
by all. Next to his family, the woods, were their dad's
pride, the trees along the creek, a treasure to be
guarded.
George Schmelz died in 1957 at the age of eightytwo, Mrs. Schmelz in 1965 at the age of eightyseven. They were laid to rest in Reston Cemetery.

and left Ewart in 1933 to attend Normal School in
Dauphin. In 1944 she married George Smith of Morris, where he owns an electrical business.
Harold also attended both Ewart and Reston
schools. He served overseas in World War II with the
Royal Canadian Air Force. After his discharge in
1945 he farmed near Grandview, Manitoba, later
moving to Copper Cliff Industries Limited at Sudbury, Ontario. He married Frances Sykes in 1941.
They have a family of four; Lynn, Betty, Doris and
Timothy.
Eric went to the Ewart school and then to the
Turtle River school. During the war he was with the
Royal Canadian Navy and after his discharge went
into the automotive business. At the time of his death
in 1976, he owned Smith Auto Electric in Edmonton,
Alberta. He married Joyce Middleditch in 1951.
There are three children; Winona, Holly and Owen.
Norris received his education at the Turtle River
school. He married Bertha Marshall in 1961, and
they live on the home farm at Ochre River, Manitoba.
They have two children; Brenda and Greg. Both are
going to high school in Dauphin.

Smeltz, Gordon and Irene (Ayers)
Irene Ayers was born in the Hillview district and
lived there until when she married Gordon Smeltz.
She moved up the Pipestone Creek about three miles
where she and Gordon have farmed ever since. They
have two children, a girl Karen who married Glen
McKinnon (vice-principal of Virden Collegiate).
Glen and Karen have three daughters and still make
their home in Virden. Karen received her Bachelor of
Science degree in Brandon and taught five years
before getting married. One ofthose years was spent
in Africa. Their children are Colleen, eleven,
Richelle, nine, and Lindsey seven.
A son Dale started college to go through for a
dentist but decided he would prefer farming and has
farmed ever since in partnership with his Dad. He
married Fonda Forsyth in 1965 and they have two
children, Deanna, ten and Clayton eight. Fonda was
a nurse before she and Dale were married.

Tomashowski, Nicholas and Margaret
(Kool)
Dorothy Margaret Kool, daughter of Arie Kool
and Dorothy Ellen Rayner, was born on August 10,
1933 in Virden. She was married July 26, 1952 to
Nicholas Tomashowski (contractor) who was born in
Brandon on March 5, 1932.
They had three children: Terry Mary was born
January 21, 1953 in Vancouver. The was married
January 21, 1973 to Gregory Alan Gleason born in
Seattle, Washington on November 21, 1951.
Garry Nicholas was born on March 21, 1955 in
Brandon.
Richard Stewart was born July 31, 1957 in Brandon.
All are living in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Smith, Herbert and Gwendolyn (Scott)
Herbert Howard Smith, the second youngest of a
family of nine, was born May 13,1877 near Listowel,
Ontario. He came to Manitoba with his parents in
1888. They settled in the Elm Valley district near the
Pipestone Creek. While there, his father, James
Smith, acted as locator and his homestead was headquarters for many of the pioneers. Herbert Smith
farmed near Ewart, moving to the Ochre River district in 1934, where he farmed until his death in 1951.
He married Ethel Gwendolyn Scott in 1910. She
was born in 1884 at North River, Prince Edward
Island, and came west to teach in the Elm Valley
school. She died in Morris, Manitoba in 1969.
There were five in the family; Hazel, Marion,
Harold, Eric, and Norris. Hazel died at the age of two
in 1914.
Marion attended the Ewart and Reston schools

Wardman, Douglas and Jean (Hayhurst)
Jean Catherine Hayhurst, daughter and first born
of six children to Frederick Thornton Hayhurst and
Myrtle Mary Hayhurst (nee Daniel) was born in the
farmhouse on the southeast quarter of 10-9-28 in Elm
Valley district in the rural municipality of Pipestone
in Manitoba on the 15th day of March, 1927. Dr.
George Clingan, accompanied by Mrs. Murray
Gray, came twenty miles from Virden by sidecar to
Scarth and team and cutter the last ten miles during a
blizzard to assist in the event.
Jean took her first grade of school at Scarth as the
family spent that year there and they returned to Elm
Valley there she continued through Grade IX and
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then completed Grades X through XII at the Virden
Collegiate. The Hayhurst children walked barefoot
two miles to school in the summer and drove a pair of
white nags on the cutter in the winter time. They
boarded with their paternal grandparents in Virden
while attending high school.
Jean taught on a Teachers Permit for one year at
DeClare School ten miles east of McAuley. She entered Normal School and at mid-term she took over
the teaching duties at Scarth School when the teacher
resigned. She married Douglas Parker Wardman on
July 16, 1947 in a ceremony at her parents home in
the Pacific district. They lived on a farm in the Scarth
district for a few years and came to Cromer in April
of 1951 to reside on a farm adjoining the south side of
the village of Cromer.
Bonnie Jean Wardman was born prematurely
March 31, 1951 in Virden Hospital and Patricia
Louise Wardman was born September 14, 1952 in
Virden Hospital. In 1961 the Wardmans sold the farm
at Cromer and bought a farm from Bill Jeffrey in the
Scarth district. Doug and Jean separated in 1964 and
finally divorced in 1969. Jean bought the Virden
Flower Shop in 1965 and operated it herself until June
of 1967 while Bonnie and Pat attended Virden school.
They bought and lived in the old Katchen home on
Queen street.
In 1967 Jean and the girls moved to Leduc, Alberta where Jean bought another Flower Shop. She retained Joyce Milne to manage the shop in Virden for
her and later sold it to Joyce in 1969. Jean remarried
and settled in Arkansas.
Bonnie married Barry Akerstrom in Leduc, Alberta, on June 27, 1970. They had two sons, Allan
Edward born December 16, 1970 and Christopher
Earl born August 18, 1973. Bonnie and Barry divorced in 1974. Bonnie moved back to Virden where
she met Arnold Spence of Wood north and previously
of Butler. They were married October 27, 1976 in
Virden. They moved to Edmonton and later to Edson, Alberta where they are still residing. Their son,

Cutting barley, 1922.

Springbrook farm, 1922.

Threshing scene, 1920.

Matthew Arnold was born April 3, 1978 at Edson
Hospital.
Pat maried Al Oscar Dickson in Edmonton in
January of 1970. Their eldest son Frederick James
was born June 30, 1970 and their second son was
born January 26, 1974. Pat and Al were divorced in
1976. Pat married David Wesley Greenlay, son of
Wesley and Ethel Greenlay of Virden, in a private
ceremony in the park in Edmonton on July 1978.
They are residing in Edmonton.

First combine in Elm Valley, 1928.
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Early threshing scene.

Rumely oil pull tractor and Great West separator. The first gas tractor threshing outfit in Elm Valley district in 1912.
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Fording the Pipestone, 1927.

A mode of prairie transportation.

Haying on Springbrook Farm, 1920.

Titan tractor, 1925.
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Ewart
Ewart School #1287
The first school classes were held in Mr. Ryland's
house in the spring of 1901 with Mr. Lawrence Hunter
as teacher. In 1905 the Crowell School District was
organized by these ratepayers, namely: James
McMunn Sr., L. H. Ryland, William Rintaul, Jack
Zam, Henry Zam, William Stone, William Nolan,
Harry McMunn, Albert Gudmundson, Mr.
McGuire, A. Opper, Mr. 1. Clarkson and Mr. Doolittle.
A site was chosen at the S.E. comer of Section
8-8-28 (which is now part of the Charlie Zam's farm)
in December 1905; and in 1906 this land was bought
from the Hudson's Bay Co. for $18.00. During the
summer of 1906, Crowell S.D. (named after a pioneer of that name) #1287 was built of lumber by T.

Ewart school at Reston field day on Reston Fair Grounds.

Ewart school, 1914. Family names represented McMunn, Nolan, Duncan, Zarn, Bremner.
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Ewart school, 1919. Back Row: Beth McMunn, Mable larn, Myrtle McMunn, Lilla Callan. Middle Row: Nellie Nolan, Gilbert Duncan,
Irene Godin, Kenneth Duncan, Lawrence Godin, Lorne Duncan, Ivan Smith, Edward larn. Front Row: Elmer larn, Eva Nolan, Ada
McMunn, Charlie larn and Ralph Bramble.

base, and many other games. The annual Christmas
concert put on by the pupils and teacher gave valuable experience, and much enjoyment to everyone.
These concerts were performed in Ewart hall until it
was destroyed by a cyclone in 1948. From then on,
entertainments were held in Ewart schoolhouse. Anglican Church services were also held in the schoolhouse after the hall was destroyed. Another event that
was anticipated with much pleasure was the annual
picnic, organized jointly by the school board, teacher
and Ewart Women's Institute, and enjoyed by all.
For many years after World War II, the annual
school field day was a big event for the district. It was
usually held on Reston fairgrounds and many schools
in the surrounding area took part in team sports and
track events, and also competed in a parade where
marching skills, dress and banners were judged, giving points for overall appearance.
The school was first heated by a wood and coal
stove in the school room, later, in 1920, by a wood
and coal furnace (costing $259.00) in the basement,

S. Rintaul, labour costing about $585.00 and material about the same. To cover these expenses $1,000.00 was borrowed from the Bank of British North
America in Reston, and debentures of $100.00 each
were issued to be paid back, one debenture each year,
in ten years. Over the years, the expenses of the
school district were paid from school taxes levied by
the Pipestone Municipality and grants received from
the Provincial Department of Education.
In 1907, some land was transferred from Hillview
S.D. to Crowell S.D. Crowell School No. 1287
opened in June 1907 with Vincent Irvine as teacher at
a salary of $600.00 per year. There was no school
during winter months until 1910, and in June 1911 the
schoolhouse was moved to Ewart village. The name
was changed from Crowell to Ewart in July 1914.
Over the ye~rs, the children travelled to school by
"shanks pony", by horseback, buggy, cutter or
sleigh, by bicycle, by car, and now by bus to Reston.
They enjoyed sports such as baseball, softball, football, curling, and pom-pom-pull-away, prisoner's
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for which cement was done by John McIvor of Reston, and finally by an oil furnace, installed by Alex
Watt, in 1953. Other improvements were: electric
lights and indoor toilets in 1952, and a teacherage,
which was built in 1954.
"Progress" and change finally closed Ewart
school in 1965 when the district consolidated with
Reston School District in the Fort La Bosse larger
school unit. The pupils were then bussed to school.
Henry Buhler was the teacher when Ewart School
closed. Mr. Wm. Love, the Pool Elevator agent, was
Sec.-Treas. of Ewart S.D. from 1914 to 1947 - 33
years. Dave Zarn held that office for 14 years, from
1950 to 1964.
The schoolhouse has been kept by the Ewart
Community Club for a few social activites such as
showers, anniversary celebrations, or meetings of
various groups. Teachers of (Crowell) Ewart School
#1287 with salary per annum, were: Vincent S.
Irvine - 1907 - $600; Matilda Quail- 1908$600; Maud Bain -1909 - $600; Ellen McKelvey
- 1911- $600; Jewel Beers - 1912 - $600; Lena
Powell - 1913 - $650; Lena Powell - 1914 $720; H. B. Pringle-1915-$600; Sara Donald1916 - $625; Sara Donald - 1917 - $675; Laura
Johnson - 1918 -$800; Evelyn Brady - 1920 $850; Alma McKinnon - 1919 - $950; Helen
Stewart - 1921 - $1000; Grace Patterson - 1922;
Jean Frame - 1923-1925; Mary McLaren - 1926;
Wesley McGill - 1927-1928; Lewis Walker 1929-1930; Barbara McKenize - 1931; Wm. Gilchrist-1932-1933; Rossie McMunn -1934; Wm.
McMurchy -1935; Wilda Anderson -1936; Alice
C. Peel - 1937; Arnold Chadwick - 1938; Jean
Henderson - 1939-1940; Betty Barnson - 1941;
Eleanor Blackmore - 1942-1943; Kathleen Bill1944; Ivan Rainey - 1945; Jean Davidson - 1946;
Elsie Wadman - 1947; Doreen Baldwin - 1949;
Wm. Majeski - 1949; Pauline Roznowski - 1949;
Peter Lewco - 1950; Louise Baillie - 1950; John
Wilson-1951; Eretta Lund-1952; Irene Robinson
- 1953; Kathleen Marciniec - 1954; Mrs. Ruth
Gerelus -1954-1955; E. D. Byblow -1956; Mrs.
Della Cameron - 1957; L. H. Bonner - 1958;
Arlene Johnson - 1959 - $3,000; Mrs. Lorraine
Clark-1960-1962; Rudolph Reimer-1962-1963;
Henry Buhler - 1964-1965.

vice-pres. - Mrs. 1. Callan; sec.-treas. - Mrs. W.
Love (held this office until the end of 1950 - 27
years). Other members then were: Mrs. H. McMunn,
Mrs. W. Nolan, Mrs. 1. Forsyth, Mrs. Donaghy,
Mrs. W. Duncan, Mrs. H. Zarn, Mrs. S. Doolittle,
Mrs. W. Birnie, Mrs. Wilfred Nolan, Mrs. M.
McKay, Mrs. 1. Smith, Mrs. 1. Flood, Mrs. A.
Bremner, and Mrs. Patenaude.
The Women's Institute (W.I.) motto was "For
Home and Country". Those in this organization do
what they can to make life better for families in their
own community and in other parts of the world, and
to promote friendship and understanding among
women all over the world through the "Federated
Women's Institutes of Canada" and "Associated
Country Women of the World". To do its bit the
Ewart W.I. had monthly meetings in their homes or
in Ewart Hall or school, made quilts, sponsored
whist drives, dances, fowl and oyster suppers, picnics, silver teas and bazaars, and extension courses
on sewing, millinery, cooking, preserving and others. They got a box of Extension Library books each
winter for the pleasure of all in the community. The
sick and bereaved, and new babies were all remembered with a card or gift, and money was donated to
Reston Hospital, Park and Restroom, Cancer Research, Children's Aid, and to several other organizations. The Ewart W.I. paid most of the Ewart Hall
expenses and cleaned it too. They attended provincial
and district convention and rallies at Ebor,
Broomhill, Springvale, and Ewart.
In 1937, Ewart W.I. hosted a rally in its hall,
attended by members of Reston, Pipestone, Bardal,
and Ebor W. I. s. The main speaker there was Mrs. T.
A. Bulloch of Reston, who was Southwest District
President at the time.
On June 9, 1948, the group celebrated its 25th
anniversary in the hall, where they had an enjoyable
program and a luncheon, including an anniversary
cake.
Presidents over the years were: Mrs. 1. Balding,
Mrs. W. Nolan, Mrs. 1. Callan, Mrs. H. Smith, Mrs.
W. Watt, Mrs. W. Skelton, Mrs. W. Chambers, Mrs.
B. Yates, Mrs. Dave Zarn, Mrs. H. Campbell.
Over the years the Ewart Women's Institute
served the community and country well socially educationally and financially, but times changed and
people became involved farther away from home.
So, due to lack of interest and members, and less
need, the remaining group of Mrs. D. Zarn, Mrs. W.
Chambers, Mrs. C. Zarn, Mrs. M. Sturby, Mrs. W.
Skelton, Mrs. A. Bawtinheimer, and Mrs. H. Campbell voted in 1965 to disband and donate their financial assets to Reston Park.

Ewart Women's Institute
In February, 1923, the Ewart women who had
been members of the Ewart Red Cross Society decided to drop that organization and form a Women's
Institute.
The first slate of officers was: president - Mrs. 1.
Balding; 1st vice-pres. - Mrs. A. Campbell; 2nd
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Barkman, Vincent and Elma

The family grew up and went their separate ways.
Don married Marlene Cowan and raised six of a
family. Lois married Chuck Heath and had four children, two of which lost their lives in tragic accidents.
Glen married Shirley Mitchell and moved to Calgary,
Alberta and they have six of a family, four girls and
two boys. Ardith married Val Irwin and they had a
family of six, four boys and two girls, most of them
residing in Virden. Lorna resides in Reston with her
husband Ted Birch and family of four, three girls and
one boy. Lynne, the youngest daughter married Marvin Lau. They live in Leduc, Alberta with their
family of five, three girls and two boys.
Pat and Gladys continue to live in Reston. This
year (1980) they celebrate their 50th Wedding Anniversary on the 31 of August (the actual date is September 17). Their wonderful family, with the help of
friends and relations put on a most wonderful supper
and social evening which was enjoyed by all. Several
good friends came in the evening to offer their good
wishes. It was most appreciated by the honored couple.

Mr. and Mrs. Barkman have four children:
daughter, Karen Agnes, born September 19, 1952 at
Steinbach Hospital; daughter Sylvia Janet, born
March 16, 1955 at Reston Hospital. Sylvia was born
during the big blizzard of 1955; son, Ronald Vincent,
born June 26, 1957 at Reston Hospital; daughter
Barbara Lynn, born August 29, 1959 at Langley
Memorial Hospital, B.C.
The Barkmans moved to Ewart in the spring of
1954, with one daughter, from Clearsprings, Manitoba, southeast of Winnipeg and settled in Ewart on
the southwest of section 16-8-28. They moved to
Abbotsford, B.C. in the fall of 1958 due to a grain
dust aIIergy.
Their family attended schools in Salmon Arm
and Abbotsford in British Columbia. Karen is married and has one daughter. The Barkmans reside in
British Columbia.

Balding, John and Edith
John and Edith Balding with their family of
Gwen, Pat and BiII came from Norfolk, England in
March of 1922. They arrived in the Ewart district in
the middle of one of our March blizzards.
Mr. Balding was a veteran of the Boer War and in
the first World War joined the Home Guards. Mrs.
Balding was interested in W.I. work, having been a
member in England for several years and was the first
president of the Ewart W.I. She did a lot of knitting
for the Red Cross and was always ready to help a
neighbour in need. Mr. Balding was the first President of the Square Deal Co-op at Ewart.
They farmed on the farm now owned by Jake Van
Workam for many years. FinaIIy they retired to live
in Virden, where Mr. Balding died in 1952 and Mrs.
Balding in 1970.
Gwen married Jim McMunn in 1928. They
farmed at Ewart where they raised two children, Jack
and Joan. McMunns retired to Virden in 1970. Jack
married Maybelle Broley and they had a son and a
daughter. Joan married Bud Lawetz of Saskatoon.
they have four sons.
In 1930 Pat married Gladys Campbell. They
farmed for five years on the farm where the Doug
Zarn family lives. That was in the dirty 30's and
things were really tough. By 1935 Morton, Don and
Lois were born and in January 1935 a fire at Grandpa
Campbell's took the life of Morton who was almost
four years old. The spring of 1935, Pat and family
moved to the old Robert Ayers farm. Glen, Ardith,
Lorna and Lynne were born in the years between
1935 and 1946. In 1949 due to the Hillview School
being closed they moved into Reston where they have
lived since.

Birnie, William and Mary (Clark)
William Birnie and Mary Clark immigrated to
Canada from Fraserburg area of Aberdeen, Scotland
in 1914. They were married in Halifax, N.S. on
March 14, 1914 and moved to the Reston district the
same year.
They raised a family of five. William MacGregor
was born at the T. S. Bulloch farm (now owned by
Roy Campbell). David Thomas was born at Reston
and Alvin Clark was born at the T. S. Bulloch farm.
The Birnie family moved to the Ewart district to
farm in the spring in 1921, where Elizabeth Mary
(Betty) and Gwendoline Edith were born.
Mr. and Mrs. Birnie took part in and supported
the community goings on, Women's Institute, curling clubs, concerts, etc. Mr. Birnie shared the task of
barbering, along with Jim Forsyth, for years in the
days before folks went to barber shops. He also
played the violin and accordion at various functions.
They were members of the Ewart district until
1951 when they retired to live in Reston. Mrs. Birnie
was a member of the Legion Auxiliary and also the
U.C.W. North Circle Unit. Mr. Birnie passed way
April 15, 1960 at the age of seventy-eight. Mrs.
Birnie died April 26, 1965 at age seventy-seven.
Their son Gregor was killed in action while serving
overseas in World War Two, August 8, 1944.
Dave married Ena Chrisp of the Sinclair district,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Chrisp and served
many years with the R.C.A.F. They now reside in
Victoria, B.C. They have one son Melvin, who married Gloria Holmes of Nova Scotia. Melvin is with
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the R.C.A.F. and is presently stationed in B.C. They
have two children, one boy and one girl.
Alvin married Florence Winch and they operated
a Snack Bar in Reston. They have a family of five.
Brenda married Gerry Harvick and they have one
daughter and reside in Winnipeg. Greg also is in
Winnipeg. Barbara married Gary Schiltroth and live
in Reston. Lori and Shelly are at home.
Betty married Jim Morrice and farm in the Reston area. They have a son Russell and a daughter
Lenna.
Gwen married Wib Morrice and they farm in the
Reston district.

was born in 1898 on June 6, and died on February
9th, 1899. Edward Lloyd, married Hilda Lansing of
the Scarth district. He was born on February 12th,
1901 and died on November 1953. William James was
born on March 27th, 1903, married Katie Pringle of
the Hillview district and died December 6th, 1978.
Lyla Doreen was born in July 1905, married Ed Dee
of Hartney, Manitoba, lived at Portage la Prairie and
passed away April 19th, 1975. Dorothy May was
born June 22nd, 1910 and married Ted Walker of
Cromer, Manitoba. They lived at Oak Bluff, Manitoba for ten years, then moved to Reston and farmed
until his death on December 21st, 1961. Ada Pearl
married Stewart Trail of Sinclair and now lives in
Brandon.
The R. 1. Callans lived on the farm in the Ewart

Callan, Robert James and Mary Ann
(Sutton)
Father, Robert James Callan was born in 1873 and
came to Canada as a boy, to Robert Ayers' in Ontario. In 1889 they moved to the Pipestone Municipality, Hillview district. He stayed with the Ayers
family until taking up a homestead and finishing his
homestead duties. In 1891 (Section 14-8-28 is not
known as Ewart district in Pipestone Municipality)
he moved into his homestead house built of mud and
straw. He used oxen and horses to farm with for a few
years.
On January 8th, 1896 he married Mary Ann Sutton, born in Dutton, Ontario. The minister was Reverend Walter Beattie. They had a family of seven,
four girls and three boys. Margaret of Virden, Manitoba, was born in 1896 and married Perry C. Pettypiece of the Linklater district. Stanley Wellington,

In Ewart Jim Callan driving, Mr. and Mrs. J. Wood in back seat.

Messrs. Catlan and Armstrong threshing outfit, 1910.
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As the family grew up the old shack in which they
lived became too crowded so a new and larger house
was built in the summer of 1918.
The family had their schooling at Hillview
school. The first Hillview school was situated on the
northeast corner of Archie's land namely N. W. quarter 12-8-28. In 1917 a school was built three quarters
of a mile east where the Hillview school is now. As
the years passed and the family grew up, both Archie
and Mrs. Campbell worked hard and purchased more
land, one-quarter on 15-8-28 and three-quarters of
land at Tessier, Saskatchewan.
Archie also kept stallions as a side line, having as
many as three at one time. One quite valuable stallion, a Clyesdale "Greenfoot Sensation" imported
from Scotland in 1928, served him well in the "dirty
thirties" as it was about the only source of income he
had. To mention some other horses he owned; one
stallion he brought from Hartney in 1903, was the
foundation of a long line of real fast driving horses;
which was the main source of travel, buggy in summer and sleigh or cutter in winter. At one time he had
a team of drivers that could make the ten mile trip in
the winter from Reston to the home place in thirtyfive to forty minutes.
Mrs. Campbell took an active part in community
affairs and was a member of the Hillview United
Church, a Sunday Schoolteacher for a number of
years and also a member of the Ewart Women's
Institute. She also traveled about the district helping
the sick, especially during the flu epidemic of
1918-' 19.
In the spring of 1925 Merrill moved to the farm at
Tessier, Saskatchewan where he has farmed ever
since. He married Ruth Stall of Tessier, in 1928. They
have five sons Walter, Neil, Richard, Larry and Donald. Ruth and Merrill are now (in 1980) great-grandparents.
In September 1930 Gladys became the wife of
"Pat" Balding and had a family of seven, Morton,
Donald, Lois, Glen, Ardith, Lorna and Lynn.
On July 1931 Mrs. Campbell passed away after a
number of years of illness.
In 1943 Roy married Melba Busby of Reston and
they had a family of five, Leroy, Myrna, Garth,
Rhonda and Kendon.
In 1949 Horace married Margaret Kilfoyle of
MacGregor, Manitoba. Their family of three are
Linda R., Blair A., and Glendon A.
Wilbur farmed in the Ewart district S. W.
15-8-28. He married Dorothy Sears of Bienfait,
Saskatchewan and have a family of seven, Joyce,
Reginald, Vivian, Debra, Charlotte, Rayleen and
David. Wib and Dorothy moved to Virden in 1968.
Archie moved to Reston on March 15, 1953 after

district and until they retired to live in Virden in 1944.
Mrs. Callan passed away in 1959 and R. 1. Callan in
1963.
The James Callan fami·ly lived for a few years in
the mud house, then built a frame house a short
distance from it. Storms were very common in those
times, sometimes a blizzard lasted two or three days.
There were no trees for wind-breaks, as prairie fires
were common and kept the prairies bare.
They had to draw their wood from the Moose
Mountains by team and sleigh. It meant cutting the
trees, then hauling them home often in a snow storm.
In the fall they took a load of wheat to Virden, to the
flour mill for their flour. In the bad storms the sod
barns often were covered completely over, resulting
in having to dig a hole in the roof to put feed in to the
animals.
Their way of travel was by stoneboat or sleigh in
winter and wagon or stoneboat in summer. They
would put the small children in the wash tub on the
stoneboat so they wouldn't fall off.
For entertainment they gathered for a dance, with
Mr. Callan playing the mouth organ.

Campbell, Archie and Adeline (Morton)
Archibald Maynard Campbell came from Vernon, Ontario at the age of twenty-two, in 1899 to
Lauder, Manitoba.
Adeline Lillian May Mortion came from Carlton
Place, Ontario at the age of twenty-four in 1900 to
Hartney, Manitoba.
They were married in Souris on October 15,
1902. Mr. and Mrs. Archie Campbell came to the
Ewart and Hillview district on March 15, 1903, from
Hartney where he had farmed in a small way for a few
years. Mrs. Campbell had worked in the local tailor
shop at Hartney. The experience she gained at this job
served her well in the years to come as she was called
on many times to help some of her neighbors make
shirts or trousers.
On coming to the district Archie bought a section
of land east half 11-8-28 and west half 12-8-28,
through an agent Al Henery of Hartney. Some of this
land belonged to Robert Ayers and some to Mr.
Harry Webster. The quarter where the buildings are,
had been owned by Harry Webster and he built a
large barn in 1900 which is still standing. Campbell's
nearest neighbors at that time were Jim Callan's to the
west and Andrew Machan to the south.
In the span of years between 1904 and 1912 the
family was born: Arthur Morton was born on February 1, 1904; Merrill Lome on March 10, 1905; Leroy
Victor on November 15, 1906; Wm. Horace October
30,1908; Gladys Cathrine May 23,1910; and Wilbur
Chapman April 28, 1912.
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spending exactly 50 years on the home place. Arthur
lived in Reston also, but returned to the farm to help
in the summer when he was able.
Archie passed away July 1st, 1958 and Arthur
passed away March 16, 1970.

sian thistles fared not too bad, and as it was edible in
the young stage, provided feed for the milk cows in
the summer. One thing in the horses' favor was meager snowfall so they didn't have to paw too deep. It
was heart rending when the poor beasts were brought
in for the spring work just skin and bones, many just
died. The municipality doled out some oats and straw
to build the horses' strength a bit for spring work.
Three children were born to us: Ivarene on January 14, 1932; Walter Jr. on February 15, 1933; and
Frank on March 24, 1935. Kenneth Massina, born
April 12th, 1949, came to us from the Children's Aid
in 1949. We fostered him to man-hood. They all
attended Ewart school. Ivarene married Albert Eigler
in 1949, have ten children, and operate a greenhouse
and nursery business near Virden. Walter Jr. is on the
home farm 22-8-28. Frank met with a tragic accident
in 1955 while riding in a truck with friends and it
rolled over, causing his death. Kenneth married Joan
McLean in June 1975 and they have a little daughter.
In 1947 the war brought a great demand for farms
and prices soared, so we had to vacate our home of
thirty-six years' standing and move to a farm north of
Ewart section 22-2-28. Walter became a wheelchair
invalid in 1967. We moved to Ivarene's home in
November 1970 and Walter passed away on August
26, 1971. I, Tillie Chambers have been keeping
house for an elderly blind man since Walter died,
taking leave in March 1977 for a year, due to a heart
attack with serious illness following. I returned to the
job in March 1978.
The pleasant memories of those hard days, are of
friendly visiting and providing our own amusement
to brighten our days. In winter families took turns
providing variety programs and dances in Ewart hall
every two weeks. Everyone brought lunch and the
whole family, including babies, attended. There
were summer picnics, wild fruit picking and visiting.
Church services in the hall in summer took care of
our spiritual needs.
Walter and Percy, in a few years, were able to
finance their Mother, sister and young brother's fare
from England to Canada. The mother married John
McIvor of Reston and died in 1913. Sister Alice
married Dave Babbings and is now dead as also are
Percy and Ruben.

Chambers, Walter and Tillie
Walter Lionel Chambers came to Canada from
England in 1895 when he was ten years old. He and
his younger brother Percy, were sent here by the Dr.
Barnardo Home, after losing their father, and they
were placed in foster homes until they were able to
work for themselves. Walter started to farm in the
Broomhill district where he had been "fostered" by
the kindly Oberlins and in 1914 moved to the Ewart
district where he rented one and a half sections of
land 4-8-28. One half section was pasture for cattle
and many horses, as all farming was done by horsedrawn implements.
Through the drought, grasshopper and rust periods, forage was very scarce and many hardships were
encountered by man and beast. In winter cattle were
turned out during the day to forage at meager strawpiles, and one day a sudden blizzard came up, burying the cattle to their death. There were three day
blizzards so severe, cattle couldn't face the blast to be
out for a drink. Snow was shovelled into the stalls to
relieve their thirst. Some had lofts in their barns with
emergency feed; others battled it out with the elements by taking a string along tied to the house; so if
they missed the target they could find their way back
to the house.
Walter and Tillie were married on November 8,
1930 at the height of depression (somehow people did
marry in spite of it -love knows no bounds). They
went through some unbelievable hardships but being
on a farm they were more fortunate than the men on
the city streets and were able to offer a home to some
of them while the seige lasted. When the grasshoppers joined the drought they were really in a bad fix,
but the good people with plenty beyond our devastated area, rallied forth with carloads of apples and
vegetables which helped everyone through. The Red
Cross sent used clothing. Besides no or low yields,
prices were stagnant, 4¢ a bushel for barley. We tried
using it for fuel in our heaters but the smell was too
unpleasant. A woodlot was later located twenty-six
miles away. Men (and very young boys joined their
dads) left early in the morning in the dark, returning
late at night in the dark, with whatever wood they
were able to cut that day. Some were able to keep only
one team in the barn due to lack of feed. The rest,
after slaving all summer, had to be turned out to
forage for themselves in winter on practically
nothing as there was little growth of any kind. Rus-

Donaghy, Louis and Louisa (Howen)
Louis Wilford Donaghy was born in Mona Road,
Ontario, in 1880. He took his schooling and a year of
veterinary training in Ontario and while in his early
twenties he felt the "call of the west". He came west
to a homestead north of Yellow Grass,
Saskatchewan.
Louisa Mary Howell was born in 1873 on the
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Shetland Islands, Scotland, the daughter of a Methodist Minister. When her parents passed away,
Louisa came to visit relatives in Canada, a sister who
lived on the next homestead to Mr. Donaghy.
They met and married in 1909. The Donaghys
moved from Yellow Grass to Calfax, to Manor, and
finally in 1921, bought a farm east of Ewart.
There were two children, a daughter Ellen and a
son Joe. Ellen married Johnny Borreson in 1944 in
Antler. They had two children, Wendy and Jack.
Joe married Ellie Tucker at Kelvindale School in
1939. After farming at Fertile they moved to
Hargrave, where they reside.
Mr. and Mrs. Donaghy retired to Antler, where
they passed away, Louisa in 1954 and Louis in 1955.
They were happy to live and see their grandchildren.

looked toward the sun. It was hard to get enough feed
for the horses and cattle. The hens would nearly live
on grasshoppers in the summertime.
The council gave out grasshopper poison to the
farmers to spread around the edges of their crop.
Many people had to sell their horses and cattle. The
council had railway car loads of feed, apples,
blankets etc. shipped in and would distribute them
among the farmers. It was called relief. The farmers
would form a beef ring each summer. Each farmer
that had put his name in would put a beef in, in turn
and each week Mr. Tom Smith would go to the
farmers place and butcher it. Then he would take it to
a building in town which they had for this purpose
and he would cut it up. Then each family would go in
and get their meat. They were to get different cuts
every week until their beef was used up. This would
go on all summer.
Many of the farmers had ice houses or ice wells.
They dug a hole in a building or north of a building
and put ice in it in the winter time and covered it with
saw dust or straw and would put their meat, cans of
cream etc. in there to keep them cold in the summer
time, as they did not have refrigerators in those days.
They did enjoy going to church in Sinclair and
liked to go to the coffee parties they had every week
in the winter time.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart bought a farm about three
miles south of Sinclair, 35-6-29, in 1911, moved on to
it and built a new house. It is still on the farm. Then
they built the barn in 1925.
They had five children: Thomas (deceased at six
months), Rettie, Mary married Lome Duncan and
they are living in Brandon, James married Mae
Smith, Jim deceased in 1975, Mae is living in Brandon.
Rettie started school at Crescent, but did not go
there very long when she changed to Sinclair School.
She can remember when going to school, that there
were quite a few business places there then.
There were three elevators, post office, drug
store, bank, hotel, livery barn, lumber shed, garage,
hardware store, blacksmith shop, pool room, restaurant, implement shop, store, rink, hall, church,
school, shoe maker, section house and station house.
Three fires demolished many of these places and also
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Craig's home.
For many years there were two passenger trains
came through town twice a day, every day of the
week except Sunday. The one from the west came to
the station at one thirty P. M. and the east one came at
four-fourteen P.M. It also brought the mail and express. Many of the people ordered most of their
clothing, shoes etc. from the catalogues. If it was a
small light order, it came to the post office. But if it

Duncan, Kenneth and Rettie (Stewart)
Kenneth Duncan, the son of Annie and Wm.
Duncan Jr. was born in 1905 on the southeast of
25-7 -28 north of Reston on his grandparent's, Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. Duncan's farm. Then his parents
moved to their homestead northeast of 28-7 -28 south
of Ewart. He went to school at Ewart and can remember when there was an elevator, store, blacksmith
shop, hall, lumber yard, harness shop, section house
and school there.
Rachel (Rettie) Stewart was born in Sinclair. Her
parents are Frank and Rachel Stewart. Mr. Stewart
built the blacksmith shop in Sinclair in 1903 and in
1904 built part of the house south of the shop. An
addition was added to it in 1907 and is now the home
of Alex Campbell. Mr. Stewart operated the shop
until 1911, when he sold it to Fred Craig. It was burnt
in 1977.
Kenneth Duncan and Rettie Stewart were married
at Sinclair in 1931 and had two children: a son Francis, born 1933 and a daughter Eileen, born 1938.
They were both born south of Ewart. Francis was
married to Clara Jean Opper and farmed south of
Sinclair. They had six children; Barbara, Brian,
James, Robert, Shirley and Wendy.
Francis was deceased in 1974. Eileen deceased in
1975. Kenneth and Rettie rented Alex Milliken's
farm at Ewart and lived there until the fall of 1931,
then moved to Robert Gemmill's farm south of Linklater and in the fall of 1933 moved to Ken's mother's
place and farmed there until the fall of 1941 when
they bought Rettie's mother's place and lived there
until they retired to Brandon, in the spring of 1973.
Times were very hard when they started to farm,
as it was so dry that the grass and grain could not
grow and the grasshoppers were so thick you could
see them moving like a large black cloud when you
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was a large parcel or many parcels in the order, it
would go to the station and then one would go to the
station agent and get it. The agent would have you
sign your name in a big book and mark in how much
you paid for the express, beside your name. The post
master would meet the train and pick up the large
bags of mail and take it to the post office and sort it. A
man with a team of horses on a dray wagon also met
the train and would get the express for around town
and deliver it around to the places in town.
Mr. Dave Johnston was the baker in Reston and
he had large heavy wooden boxes, for putting bread
in. They had hinged lids with locks on them, with a
lock and heavy rope handles on two sides to carry
them with. Two or three of these boxes would come
off the train to the grocery store every day. The
school children would go to the station to see the big
steam engine on the train come in and this bread
would be still warm and unwrapped in the boxes and
it really did smell good.

Fonda obtained her R.N. in 1964 and in November, 1965 married Dale Smeltz. They have Deanna
and Clayton.
Lily married Orville Duncan in 1943, and farmed
in the Linklater district until retiring to Reston. They
have three children; Cindy, Jimmie Allen and Gordon.
Milton joined the army forces in 1942. When he
returned from overseas, he married Jean Davidson at
Decker in January, 1947. They have six children;
Irene (Mrs. Grant Willis), Margaret, L.P.N., Robert,
Brian, Linda and Bradley.
Gordon Forsyth guards the home farm. He is now
on the council, has spent a lot of effort and years as a
4H leader. He is a member of Reston Lions and helps
in many community affairs.
Luella married Jim Outhwaite of Stockton. They
have two sons and two daughters; Ronald, Carl,
Helen and Brenda.
Mary and Jim celebrated their fiftieth Anniversary on February 27, 1966 in the Legion Hall at Reston.
Mary passed away July 9, 1972. Jimmie retired to
the Reston Alstone Lodge.
In 1951 Alex, youngest son of Mary and Jim
Forsyth married Mary Sutcliffe, eldest daughter of
Elizabeth and Hart Sutcliffe. They settled on their
farm in the Ewart district. They have one son Melvin
and a daughter Lorna.
Their first home was bought from Dave Zarn but
formerly owned and lived in by Alex Milliken, now
of Penticton. In 1961 Alex bought the Pool house in
Ewart and lived there until 1974, when they built a
new home on the west-half on the original Forsyth
section. Alex now owns and farms the land that Sid
Doolittle owned years ago.
Alex also served on the school board for twelve
years and a number of years of the Pool board, plus
being a member of Ewart and Linklater ball clubs.
Melvin received his elementary schooling at
Ewart, later graduated from Reston Highs school. He
was also a 4H member. He married Brenda Clark of
Melita in 1975 and they have a daughter Sherri and a
son Randy.
Lorna attended Ewart and Reston schools and
graduated in Brandon, June, 1979. She was a Reston
Home Economics member. On October 13, 1979 she
married George Milliken of Reston. They now work
and reside in Brandon.

Forsyth, James and Mary (Mitchell)
James Forsyth was born in Morayshire, Scotland
on January 27, 1892, to parents Eliza Milton and
John Forsyth. He came to Canada in 1910, to the
Pipestone district where he helped farm with the late
Senator Robert Forke.
Mary Forsyth was born to Elizabeth Forke and
John Mitchell, May 11, 1894. Jim and Mary were
married March 1st, 1916 at Pipestone. Moving to
south of Reston, sons John and George were added to
the family. In November 1918, the family moved to
the Ewart district and continued farming. Baby
George passed away in 1919.
Later Lily, Gordon, Alex and Luella were born.
Jimmie raised and showed Clydesdale horses and
Hereford cattle. He was active in community affairs,
was on the school board, and secretary of the Pool
elevator for twenty-two years, and also the Pipestone
Albert fair board. In 1973 he received the award for
the best garden.
Mary's interests were her home, garden, community and W.I.
All the family were interested in farming, Swineclub, now 4H and sports.
John married Mora Guthrie in April, 1941. He
worked for C. C. Campbell Seed Plant for twentytwo years and was Superintendent of Reston Water
works for eighteen years, retiring in February, 1980.
John and Mora have three children: Jack married
Phyllis Kacher of Shoal Lake, in July, 1963. They
have Keith and Kristin.
James married Carol Downing of Melita in August, 1970 and they have Megan and Mark. The two
men are both school principals.

Hall, Kenneth and Beverly (Zarn)
Kenneth Thomas Hall was born in Ewart on
November 30th, 1924, the son of Gilbert Allan and
Mary Helen Hall. He married Beverly Ethel Zarn,
born in Ewart on July 6th, 1934, the daughter of
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Charles and Ellen Ethel Zarn. Ken's parents and
Beverly's mother, Ethel Zarn, died in 1973.
Ken started school at Cromer and finished at
Sanderson. Beverly started school at Ewart, and
finished high school in Reston. She taught school for
one year at Paramount School.
Ken and Beverly Hall have two daughters. Bonnie Ellen Hall was born on December 22, 1952, in
Minnedosa, Manitoba. She married Larry James
Austin in 1972. They have two children and live in
Virden. Evelyne Ruth Hall was born December 9,
1954, in Minnedosa, Manitoba. She married Edward
Arthur Edel in 1974. They have two children and live
in Morris, Manitoba.
Ken and Beverly lived in the town of Reston for
only a few months. Ken is employed by c.P. Rail and
was transferred to Minnedosa in 1952. The girls were
born in Minnedosa and went to school in Oak Lake,
Virden and in Morris, Manitoba, where Ken has
been Section Foreman for eight years.

ily. In the spring of 1960 they moved to section
11-8-28, two and a half miles east of Ewart.
Glen and Eleanor have a family of three. The
oldest is their daughter Glenna, followed by sons
Barry and Brad. Glenna Denise, born November
ninth, 1952 in the Virden District Hospital, lived with
her parents in the Kinloss District until the age of one
year when she moved with them to the Linklater
district. There she began her education, completing
Grade three before moving to the Ewart district. She
attended Hillview School for two years and when
Hillview consolidated with Reston School, she attended Ewart school for two years. She completed
Grades seven to twelve at Reston. Glenna then
worked at the Co-op Livestock office in Brandon for
two years before taking a two-year nurses' training
course at Brandon General Hospital. She graduated
in 1974 as a registered nurse. She was employed at
Brandon General Hospital for two years; then moved
to Fort St. John, B.C. and is presently at Grande
Prairie, Alberta.
Barry Joe, born May 14, 1955 in Reston Hospital,
began his education at Hillview school and later at
Ewart school and completed grades five to twelve at
Reston. Barry was a 4H member for four years and
played junior hockey for several years. In 1975 he
was employed as a welder at Waldon Industries at
Virden. In the spring of 1976 he purchased the farm
10-8-28, formerly owned by Jim and Gwen MIlliken.
On June 17, 1978 Barry married the former Sharon
Lynn Jorgenson, daughter of Earl and Marie Jorgenson of Cromer, Manitoba.
Bradley Verle Alexander Henderson, the youngest, was born March 14, 1961 in Reston. He received
all his education at Reston, completing Grade twelve
this year, 1979. Brad was a 4H member for five years.

Henderson, Glen and Eleanor (Stonehouse)
Glen William Henderson, born July 23, 1924,
was the third child of a family of ten, and the son of
John Alexander Henderson and his wife, Agnes Ann
(Buckley) Henderson of the Dublin District, ten
miles southwest of Reston. John A. Henderson formerly of Lucknow, Ontario, and Agnes Ann Buckley, who came from Scunthorpe. England at the age
of nineteen, were pioneers in the Albert Municipality. Glen was born and raised in this district and
received his education there. Glen's wife Eleanor
Marie, born July 1, 1930, was the second of a family
of four and the daughter of Frederick Joe Stonehouse
and his wife, Mary Gladys (Pierce) Stonehouse of
the Kinloss District. Eleanor's paternal grandparents, Joe Lafayette Stonehouse and his wife Mary
Elizabeth (Middleton) Stonehouse and Eleanor's maternal grandparents Edward Pierce and his wife Mary
(Fraser) Pierce were also pioneers in the Kinloss
District. Eleanor was born and raised in the Kinloss
district and received her education at the Kinloss
School, Reston High School and Brandon Wheat
City College.
Glen and Eleanor were married in 1950 and took
up farming in the Kinloss District for three years
before moving to the Link1ater (or Prairie Rose)
district, four miles west of Reston, where they lived
for six and a half years. In 1957 they purchased a half
section of land (2-8-28) southeast of Ewart, previously owned by Rueben Johnson of Reston. They
wished to add more land close to the half-section they
already had, so bought the farm owned by the Bill
Balding family and previously the James Collan fam-

Johnson, Maurice and Violet (Zarn)
Violet came into this world on the cold and wintery day of March 5th, 1920, on the farm at 6-8-28,
Ewart, Manitoba. She was named Violet Ann Amelia
and was the third daughter and eleventh child of
Henry W. Zarn, originally from Walkerton, Ontario
(born April 7, 1880, died June 20, 1963) and Ethel
Amelia Goring originally from Oatlands, Walton,
England (born April 15 , 1881 and died November 28,
1959). They were married in Alexander, Manitoba on
March II, 1902.
Violet attended Ewart school, walking in summer
and driving in winter. The highlight of their winter
was the school Christmas concert and they also enjoyed jam-pail curling on a pond of ice. Everyone
played ball in summer and enjoyed the annual picnic.
She took grade eleven in Sinclair school where Duncan Cameron was her teacher, and grade twelve by
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correspondence in Ewart school where Alice (Peel)
Zarn was teaching at the time.
Violet lived on the farm helping with milking (by
hand), caring for chickens, planting and digging
potatoes, and getting fowl ready for the annual Pool
Market Day until she married Maurice H. Johnson
(born at Bishopton, Durham, England, September
24, 1919) who came to Sinclair, Manitoba with his
parents in April, 1927 and lived on southeast of
2-8-29. He is the third son and fourth child of Charles
F. Johnson who came from New Bordough, Burtonon-Trent, England (born November 19, 1885 and
died December 14th, 1968). Maurice attended Bardal
school.
While Maurice was overseas during World War
II, Violet lived with her parents and while there
Marlene Ann was born on January 20th, 1943 the last
child to be born on the old Homestead.
When Maurice came home they took up farming
on 7-8-28 (the Flynn farm) and Larry Richard was
born in Virden on September 28, 1948. Both children
attended Ewart school until October, 1955, when due
to adverse circumstances, the family moved to Brandon where Maurice worked for General Bakeries at a
time when they still used horses and vans to deliver
bread. In 1957 he went to work on the Canadian
Forces Base at Shilo and still works there, but lives in
Brandon.
Marlene and Larry finished their education in
Brandon where Marlene took a course in typing. She
married Emmett 1. Crozier on February 4, 1961. It
was due to Marlene and Emmett and some good
friends in Brandon that Violet and Maurice were able
to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary in 1967
in spite of very adverse weather conditions. Emmett's
work as an insurance adjustor took them to Winnipeg, Kenora and finally to London, Ontario, on
March 12, 1961 and Gordon Wayne was born May
4th, 1965. They returned to Winnipeg in June, 1976
where Em works for the Government and Marlene
for the Wawanesa Insurance Company.
Larry drove a lumber truck in Brandon and later
went to London, Ontario in October, 1962 doing the
same type of work. He was married to Barbara Anne
Boprey of Brandon on April 21st, 1973. They left
London in March, 1974 and went to Calgary, Alberta, where Larry drove for a gas company until he
obtained a licence to drive for City Transit which he
still does. Barbara works at Woolco in the Marlborough Mall.

1941, married William Alexander Robertson Low,
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. William Low of Reston.
They farmed for three years on the Alex Milliken
farm on the southwest of 3-8-28 (Honeymoon Farm)
one and one-half miles south of Ewart, until November 1944. They then bought and moved to the Arthur
Chester farm on the southeast of 6-7-27 two miles
southwest of Reston. They carried on mixed farming
there until 1975 when they retired and moved to
Virden where they still reside.
Their son Raymond Charles was born on September 21st, 1955, attended Reston schools and now
works and lives in Calgary, Alberta. Their daughter
Peggy Marlene, was born on December 29th, 1957,
attended Reston and Virden schools and now resides
in Cloverdale, B.C.

Marnie, William and Janet (Smith)
William Mamie was born in Brechin, Scotland in
1877. He came to Canada in 1906 and worked his first
year for the late Bill Matthews in the Hillview district. In 1907 he and his partner George Leonard
settled on a farm northeast of 2-8-28 in the Ewart
district. His sister came out from Scotland and kept
house for him.
He returned to Scotland in November 1913 and
married Janet Smith of Shacathuo, Scotland in February 1914.
They returned to Canada to his farm at Ewart
wherefrom the marriage were born three daughters:
Jean, Helen, and Jessie. In 1921 they sold out and
returned to Scotland to live. There a fourth daughter,
Mary, was born.
In 1926 for health reasons they again returned to
Canada, to Reston, Manitoba. They lived for a year
on 2nd Street then again took up farming.
They farmed around Reston until 1944 when they
retired in Reston. William Mamie passed away in
December, 1956. Mrs. Mamie continued to live in
Reston until she sold out and went to live with her
daughter Jean, in Portage, in 1972. She passed away
in January 1974 at the age of ninety-one years. During her years in Reston she was very interested in the
Red Cross and enjoyed quilting and knitting for
them.
Jean, the eldest daughter of William and Janet
Mamie was born on the family farm in the Ewart
district. She went with her parents to Scotland in
1922. When they returned in 1926 she attended Reston schools, graduating in 1931. She worked in the
district for several years and then went to Winnipeg
to work at the Children's Hospital. In 1942 she joined
the Air Force. After the war she married William
Bond of Portage la Prairie. They have one son and

Low, William and May (Zarn)
Henrietta May, the youngest daughter of Mr. and
Mr. H. W. Zarn of Ewart, was born on May 17th,
1922. She attended Ewart school, and on June 18th,
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McMunn, James and Alice (Savage)

four daughters. William Bond died in 1969 but Jean
still lives in Portage.
Helen, the second daughter of William and Janet
Mamie was born on the family farm in the Ewart
district in 1916. As a child she returned to Scotland
with her parents and started her education at Brechin,
Scotland. She returned with her parents in 1926 to
Reston where she continued her education. She
joined the Royal Canadian Air Force Women's Division in April, 1942 and served at St. Thomas, Ontario
and overseas until December 1945. She married
Rudolf Ritscher of Charleswood, Manitoba. They
lived in Charleswood for some years, where Rudy
worked at the Purity Flour Mills. In 1963 they moved
to Anoia, Manitoba to retire. They have two daughters: Margaret, a teacher, and Irene who is married
and living in Edmonton, Alberta.

In 1889 James McMunn Sr. came to the Ewart
district from Almonte, Ontario. He farmed the eastern half of 4-8-28. His first home was a sod house
which he later replaced with a two storey frame
house. Ten years later Alice Savage arrived from
Almonte. James met her in Virden and they were
married in St. Mary's Anglican Church.
James and Alice had four children, George,
James, Frances and Beth. In 1904 a stone house was
built on the farm to replace the frame one. A wooden
barn, with a stone foundation was constructed at the
same time. James Sr. served on the Ewart School
District Trustee's Board from 1907-1911. The first
Ewart district Anglican Church services were held at
the McMunn farm home. Alice McMunn died in
1916 and her husband passed away six years later.
George, the elder son, was catcher for the Ewart
baseball team in the 1920's. He did not stay to farm in
the district but worked for the C.N .R. He married an
Antler girl, Wilma Robertson. They did not have any
family. George died of a heart attack in 1960 while
holidaying in the States.
James, the younger son, stayed to farm the homestead. Jim was a pupil of Ewart school in its first year
of operation. He was the pitcher for the Ewart baseball team in the 1920's. In 1928 he married a local
girl, Gwen Balding. They lived in the stone house on
the farm until their retirement. They planted a windbreak of pine and apple trees around the house in
1936. Both Jim and Gwen served on the Ewart
School board in the 1930's and 1940's. Both were
avid curlers. Jim was a councillor for Ward 3 of the
Pipestone Municipality for many years.
Jim and Gwen had two children, Jack and Joan.
Jack, after graduating from high school, joined the
Bank of Montreal. He married a teacher, Mabelle
Broley, in 1954. Their daughter, Joy has taught high
school in Wapella for the last three years. Joy married
Terry Szafron of Wapella in 1978. Jack's son, Jim
graduated from the Pharmacy Faculty of the University of Manitoba in May 1979. Jack is presently
manager of the Bank of Montreal in Brandon.
Joan, after her high school graduation, also
worked in the Bank of Montreal. She married Harry
Laewetz in 1957. Joan's oldest son Jeff is now working after his high school graduation in Saskatoon.
Her youngest three sons Brad, Chris and Greg are
still attending school in Saskatoon.
Jim and Gwen sold their farm in 1970 to Sandy
Milliken. They retired to Virden where they built a
new house. Jim died in 1977 and Gwen still lives in
the house in Virden.
Frances, James Sr. 's elder daughter, took a business course in Winnipeg in 1926. She was then em-

Janet (Jessie) third daughter of William and Janet
Mamie was born in the early 1900 on the family farm
at Ewart, Manitoba. With her family she went to
Scotland in 1922. She began her education in Scotland and in 1926 returned with the family to Reston
where she continued her education. Her Scottish
accent and long braided hair were a great source of
curiosity for the other children for a few months. In
1942 she married Sargeant Charles Shakespeare of
Winnipeg. After her husband went overseas to serve
in the army she and her son returned to live with her
family until his return in 1946.
They then took up residence in Winnipeg where
Charles worked for the Unemployment Insurance
Commission until his retirement in 1978. They had
two sons and two daughters. Leonard, their son, was
killed in 1969 while on duty with the St. Boniface
Police Force. His family now live in Ontario. Lynda
at Fannystelle, teaches in St. James. Norman, in
Charleswood, works as Project manager for Manitoba Data Services. lona, the youngest, works in the
Archives Division of the R.C.M.P. at Vancouver,
B.C.
Frank Wesley Ludlam son of the late Roland and
Harriett Ludlam of Reston Manitoba was born four
miles southwest of Reston on December 12, 1911. He
started his education at Dublin School District, then,
with his parents, moved to one-half mile south of
Reston then farmed with his father and helped with
the Dairy which his father owned. In 1948 he married
Mary Mamie youngest daughter of William and Janet
Mamie of Reston. They have farmed one and a half
miles southwest of Reston on 5-7 -27. They have two
children: a son, David, who works for the C.P.R. in
Reston and a daughter, Betty, married and living at
Lashburn, Saskatchewan. They moved into Reston in
November of 1974 and from there, Frank still farms.
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district and later married Earl Hall from Cromer,
Manitoba. They now live in Virden where Earl's
working with an Oil Company. Danny went to work
on a farm in Saskatchewan near Swift Current, later
married and lived in Swift Current and Elrose. There
he worked for a gas line company. Martha came
home for a while and worked out in the Reston
district, also at Antler Hospital. Later she married
Cecil Jago of Reston. They have farmed in the
Broomhill district for the past twenty-seven years.
John and Mary later sold the farm to K. C.
Campbell and moved to Virden. John worked as a
mechanic and blacksmith until he passed away in
1965 and Mary is still living in Virden with Irene and
Earl Hall.
August worked in a few places in Alberta and
settled in Hanna, where Bill was. August passed
away in 1975 at the age of fifty-five and Bill moved to
Prince George, B.C. where his is now living. Paul
got married in the west and came home and worked
with John for a year. He now lives in Reston.
Cecil Jago and Martha were married December
18, 1951. They have four children: Murray at home;
Bob married Debbie Thordarson and lives in Brandon; Linda married Murray Downing October 1978;
and Cheryle is at home.

ployed at the Morden Experimental Farm. She
moved to Winnipeg and married Dave Adderly, a
creamery supervisor. Frances' son, Michael, is now
an economist with the provincial government. Dave
died in 1971 and Frances still resides in Winnipeg.
Beth, James Sr. 's younger daughter, married an
Ewart school teacher, Lewis Walker in 1929. They
spent most of their life in Winnipeg. When Lewis
died in 1968, he was principal of Sisler High School
in Winnipeg.
Beth's son, Lewis Jr., now runs a well-digging
business in Delta, B.C. Her daughter, Clara, married
Bill Karabuc. They had four children Linda, Peter,
Kelly and Wayne. Bill died in 1971. In 1974, Clara
married Gill Jones. They live in Delta, B.C. and Beth
now lives with them. Gene, Beth's younger son, is a
teacher at Dakota High school in Winnipeg. He married Judy Moir, a nurse, in 1966. They have three
children, Gordi, Joel and RaiIi.
The McMunn family farm is now owned by Kay
Guthrie. The barn was torn down. The stone house is
still standing but is unoccupied.

Miller, John and Mary (Dypart)
John Miller came over from Hungary with his
parents in the 1890's. The Miller family lived in the
Gravelbourg, Saskatchewan area where the Dad
worked as a Blacksmith.
John worked out and married Mary M. Grundel
(Dypart) a Canadian, born in Saskatchewan in the
Regina District. (Born in 1900) They worked in many
places but finally settled in Hodgeville, Saskatchewan where all went to school. There were seven in
the family, boys August, Bill, Paul, Roy and Danny
and two girls Irene and Martha. John was a mechanic
and blacksmith. It was dry in Saskatchewan. There
were no crops and no work in the south. Later most of
the family left home to find work elsewhere. August
and Bill joined the army in World War II.
John made trips to Ewart to see a farm and he
liked it there. Trees and grass were plentiful and that
is something they did not have at Hodgeville. He
bought the farm from Colin C. Campbell and moved
to Ewart in 1947 or 1948. August and Bill were home
from the army and helped the family move and settle.
Roy and Paul were there for awhile. Irene and Danny
went to school at Ewart for awhile and later went to
work.
August, Bill and Roy went back to Hodgeville,
August was married and stayed in Hodgeville. Bill
went to Alberta where he worked, married, and lived
at Hanna.
Roy went to work on the Good Roads and later
married and lived in Moose Jaw, where he is now
working at the Air Port. Irene worked in the Reston

Milliken, Jim and Gwen (Simms)
James, second child of George and MurieIle Milliken, was born in 1920, and grew up on the family
farm in the Hillview district.
Jim enlisted is the army in 1941, and saw service
in Italy and Holland. Upon his return, he bought a
farm in the Ewart district. In 1947 he married Gwen
Simms. They raised three children: Sandy, who in
1973 at age twenty-four, was killed in a car accident;
Marilee, married Keith Smeltz. They farm at Cromer
and have two daughters Kimberly and Marcie;
Shelly, took registered Nurse's training at St.
Boniface Hospital and is presently employed there.
Jim was active in community affairs and served
terms as School Trustee and Councillor of Ward 3.
Jim and Gwen continued farming until 1976, at
which time they sold the farm to Barry Henderson
and now reside in their new home in Reston.

Mills, William and Rita (Ayers)
Margueritta Armina Ayers was born the fifth
child of Mary Ann (Smith) Ayers and Robert Ayers,
they homesteaded 24-8-24 in the Hillview district
where all the children were born and raised. Rita
attended the Hillview school, also studied music.
Her father gave her a piano when she was in grade
eight. At the present time her great-granddaughter is
taking lessons on this piano. After the death of her
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In 1935 the Mills moved to Pipestone to 15-6-26.
They lived in the Pipestone district till fall of 1941.
During this time they attended school. Bill and Rita
farmed and took part in all the functions. Mary and
Edna took to Grade X in local school. Mary went to
Reston for Grade XI. Edna took her Grade XI in
Pipestone. Bill started school in Belses and continued his education there till 1941 when the family
took up residence in Souris, Manitoba.
Mary Ollabella went into Nurses' training in the
Souris Hospital. At the completion of her course she
married Stanley Clweth of Souris. He had become a
sheet metal worker. While they lived in Souris they
had two daughters Rita Kathleen and Stanlie Maryan.
Catherine Edna Laura Mills married Gordon
Nielson of Goodlands, Manitoba in 1942. They have
farmed in the Goodlands, Manitoba community for
thirty-six years living on 28-1-24. This particular
parcel of land was purchased by Gordon's father in
1906, where all the family was born and raised.
Gordon and Edna have three children; Shirley Mary,
James Gordon, Marilyn Edna.
William Robert Mills took his schooling in
Souris. He is a supervisor in a Gulf refinery in Port
Moody, B.C. He and his family live in Coquitlam,
B.C. He married Elaine Sargeant of Rivers. They
had five children.
Rita (Ayers) Mills passed away in the Souris
hospital at the age of forty-five in 1944. Bill Mills
continued on with his son Bill at home with him. He
worked at the Souris Hospital for some time till he
had a heart attack. At this time he lived with his
daughter Edna and her husband Gordon and family
till he was well enough to join the commissioniars.
At this time he went to Cranberry Portage and
worked as a guard for the Mid Canada Line. He
always enjoyed the north, fishing and exploring the
many beautiful lakes. He retired into Brandon,
where at that time Bill, Elaine and children were
living. One of the last highlights of his life was the
day Gord, Edna and Mr. Mills went to the Hillview
district for a centennial reunion. Mr. Mills died in
November 1967 at the age of seventy.

father, Rita and her mother moved to Reston. There
she completed her high school. She attended normal
and became a teacher. While teaching in the Belses
community south of Pipestone she boarded with the
James Mills family on 15-6-26. Their third child
William returned from France where he had been
serving in the Army in the first world war. They were
married July 1920, made their way home in the
Pipestone community for a year or two. There, their
first daughter Mary Ollabella was born to them in
1921. At this time they came into the Ewart district
and lived on section 10-8-28. In 1922, their second
daughter, Catherine Edna Nielson, was born. Ewart
was a very interesting community to live in. Both
Rita and Bill curled. As there was only one sheet of
ice, it certainly was kept busy. Bill was a member of
the Pool Elevator board and also school bard. As Rita
had her ATCM in piano music, she played for all the
many functions, as church dances, old time fiddlers
contests usually the last two functions with Mr. Bill
Gilchrist on the violin. He was one of the teachers.
They never missed going to the Anglican Church
held in the dance hall.
In 1928 they moved to 16-8-28. While living
there, their school days are most vivid in their minds:
playing ball, going to field days in Reston, curling
with wooden blocks on the slough just south of the
school, taking part in the Christmas concerts. At
these concerts, Mrs. Mills always played the music
and helped the teacher. They attended the Veterans
functions in Reston. They had a 1928 Ford car in
which they were able to go, Mary and Edna in the
back seat with a blanket over them. The cars were not
as comfortable as today. On Saturday evening it
seemed everyone must listen to W.L.S. at the Love's
home.
Of course Christmas and New Years were great
highlights in their lives. They always went to George
and Laura Eisler's or Mervin and Edythe Ayers of the
Hillview district. There was always that delightful
sleigh ride, but first they got the foot warmer ready,
then bundled up under the robe. Mr. Mills always put
strings of bells on the harness and the sound was
especially nice going through the trees and down
over the ice on Pipestone Creek. There were always
thirty or more at these gatherings. Everyone brought
food, and there was always a great amount of arranging for everything. There were always games, sleighing, skating and entertainment for one and all.
In the year 1933, a son William Robert, was born
to Bill and Rita. They certainly will never forget that
night in August. The children went to stay with Floss
Love for the night and of course there was no sleep till
four in the morning, when Floss knew that all was
well.

Nolan, William and Annie (Robertson)
William Nolan was born at Clayton, Ontario in
Lanark county, and came to Ewart district in Manitoba in the year 1890 and homesteaded the northeast
quarter of 16-8-28. In 1891 he married Annie Robertson, also of Clayton, Ontario, at Virden, Manitoba
on the 17th of June in the St. Mary'S Anglican
Church. Their first home was with Mr. Nolan's
uncle, Jim McMunn who had came from Ontario in
1889. The first child born in Ewart district was a baby
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girl named Edith, the first child born to Mr. and Mrs.
William Nolan.
The first work done on the homestead was done
with oxen and walking plow and the home consisted
of a small frame house and a sod stable.
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan had ten children, who were
all born in Pipestone Municipality. There were five
sons and five daughters. Irene died in infancy.
Edith married Jack McKnight of Chapleau, Ontario and lived there the rest of her life. She passed
away in 1968. They had one son, Gordon McKnight.
Wilfred Nolan married Sara Donald of Reston.
They had two sons Donald and Robert. Robert was
only born a short time before Sara passed away in
July 1926. In March 1929 tragedy struck again when
fire claimed the lives of both Donald and Robert.
Wilfred's second marriage was to the former Eleanor
Lancing. One son, Dwight, was born, he lives at
Wabowdon, Manitoba. Wilfred passed away in April
1969 and Eleanor lives in Virden, Manitoba.
Alex Nolan married the former Grace Patterson
of Froud, Saskatchewan in February 1928. They had
two children: Margaret and Billy. They were predeceased by their son, Billy and Alex passed away in
January 1972.
Roy married Abbie Gray of Ewart. They have
three children: Darrell, Barry and Eleanor Jean. Roy
passed away in September 1975.
Jean Nolan married Ed Braun, in October 1935.
To this marriage one daughter, Joanne was born. Ed
passed away in November, 1956, in Ottawa, Ontario
where Jean still lives.
Melville Nolan married Edna Dodds of Ebor and
they live at Harding, Manitoba.
Nellie lives in Virden, Manitoba.
Eva married Dick Keynes of Brandon in April
1947. They have one daughter Sharon and son-in-law
Leonard Hendzel, of Winnipeg.
The first means of transportation to school by the
elder children was walking to Crowell and Ewart later
was with pony and buggy.
Mr. Nolan served on the Ewart school board and
was a member of the pool elevator. He was an ardent
curler and was a lover of all sports.
Mrs. Nolan was a member of the Ewart W. 1. and
was president of both the W. I. and the Anglican W. A.
She was always willing to help out in times of trouble
and sickness and many times when doctors were not
available, she was called upon to attend and act as
midwife at childbirth. Mrs. Nolan was passionately
fond of her flowers, garden, family and home.
There are nineteen grandchildren, thirty-six
great-grandchildren and five great-great-grandchildren.
The Nolans retired to Virden in November 1937

and celebrated their Golden Wedding Anniversary in
June of 1941. Mrs. Nolan's death occurred in September 1949, and Mr. Nolan passed away in November 1955.

Scott, Ernest and Flora (Dodds)
Ernest and Flora (Dodds) were married and lived
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott until the spring of
1937, when Mr. and Mrs. Scott retired to Reston to
the now Ian Hutchison's and formerly Teddy Haines'
house, Rent was five dollars per month.
They were married December 1933. In August of
1934 having drought and no feed, Ernest and Flora
left Cromer for Bowsman with a car load of cattle and
in another stock car six horses penned in one end and
in the other end of the car, mower, rake, bed, china
cabinet and personal belongings, dishes and stove.
They left Cromer with thirteen dollars in their
possession arriving in Dauphin the next afternoon.
They bought a meal and a real good axe.
It wasn't until the next evening at 7 p.m. that they
moved again, arriving at Swan River the next morning early and arriving in Bowsman later in the afternoon.
At Dauphin a couple of ladies came over to the
stock car (rather out of curiosity). Flora was invited
to spend the night at one of their homes which she
did.
One of the horses, which had stood the trip exceptionally well and hadn't gouted up was sold for
one hundred dollars which was the money they had to
do them until coming home the first of April with
twin boys Jimmy and Billy. They were born at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lamblyn.
They had three close neighbors within a half mile
walking distance. Sometimes they wanted to visit
with others in the winter farther away. They took the
door off the "Biffy", put it on the sleigh bunk and
were on their way.
Coming back to Cromer and home to Ewart with
their two wee boys of two weeks they stayed with
grandpa and grandma Scott until 1937 when they
moved to Reston and Flora and Ernest onto the farm
now owned by Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Toews.
In the spring of 1940 they sold off the farm at
Ewart and went to the Morgan home in Cromer for
the summer. Ernest delivered meat to the Sinclair,
Ewart, Cromer and Hillview areas, worked on the
Campbell threshing outfit and then to the Campbell
seed house barn. Later he worked with Foster
McDougall's Trucking and Transfer until his health
forced him to quit. He was golf greenskeeper for
several years.
On coming to Reston in the fall of 1940 Ernest
and Flora brought a house from Ted Baker at Cromer
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to the property now owned by Mrs. Edna Chapman
south of the tracks.
They raised a family of three boys and three girls,
Jimmy, Billy, Walter, Audrey, Rose and Marjorie.
All are married and have families. Marjorie was
married September 30 this past year. Ray is a carpenter with his journeyman's papers and at present commutes back and forth to Brandon working for
Western Contractors.
Jimmy married the former Ina Wruth of Nottingham, Saskatchewan and have three boys David,
Bob and Allan living at Glen Ewen. Jimmy works for
the Arne Hanson Construction. Ina is lab technician
at the Gainsboro hospital.
Billy and his wife Dianna (nee McRuer) of
Boissevain live in Calgary and have a daughter and
son Kathy and Fred. Billy works for Ceda Research
Ltd. in Calgary. Dianna is secretary for a feed company.
Walter married the former Suzanna Rich of
Stoughton and has a son Brian and daughter Diane.
Later they parted company. Walter married Adele
Larson of Shelbrooke, Saskatchewan and has a son
Bradley and works as welder for the Allan Potash
mme.
Audrey married Lloyd Drysdale, then from
Cromer and to the Lloyd Drysdale-Audrey Scott
union were born three boys Dana, Aaron and
Clayton. They later broke up their partnership. Audrey and boys live east of Virden.
Rose married Oliva Nolin from Antler and they
have three sons and one daughter Garry, Garth, Grant
and Gail and live in Calgary. Oliva works on the
Pipeline.

On June 29th, 1974 he married Debbie Cairns
from Oak Lake and they continued to live on the farm
until December, 1974. From Cromer they moved to
Brandon where Eugene is employed as a welder by
Metal Industries Limited. Eugene and Debbie now
have one son, born in Brandon General Hospital on
June 9th, 1977 whose name is David Michael Sturby.

Sturby, Mike and Mary (Belous)
Mike Sturby's parents emigrated from Austria.
His mother, Polly Hrenyk was eighteen months of
age when she came to Canada with her parents in
1897. His father Nick Sturby immigrated to Canada
at the age of fourteen in the year 1900.
In the year 1908 Nick Sturby married Polly
Hrenyk at Emerson, Manitoba. They took a homestead in 1909, all bush in Northern, Saskatchewan.
The nearest railroad was about thirty-five miles. The
railroad was later built in 1927 to a town known as
Gronlid, Saskatchewan. Mike's parents raised thirteen children Mike being the third eldest. All were
born and raised in a log house and his parents had no
schooling. Mike received his education in Taelman
school (three and one half miles from his home).
They drove a one horse cutter in the winter and
walked to school in the summer. One teacher taught
seventy-two children in a one-room school.
Mary's mother Nettie Sawka and her Grandfather
Metro Sawka came from Austria to Canada in 1911.
They homesteaded in Hazel Dell, Saskatchewan.
Nettie Sawka was eleven years of age when she came
to Canada. Her father John Belous immigrated from
Austria to Canada at the age of twenty-five in 1912.
John Belous and Nettie Sawka were married February 18th, 1917 in Walaso church in Hazel Dell, Saskatchewan. The grandparents and mother and father
did not have any schooling. Mary's mother is still
living in Hazel Dell, Saskatchewan. They raised
eight children and Mary was the second oldest. She
went to Turnout school which started on the 1st of
March and went to December 23rd. The school was
closed over winter months due to cold weather.
After finishing public school Mike Sturby
worked for farmers at five dollars and eight dollars
per month. His first decent job was in 1936 as a
helper in an elevator in Gronlid, Saskatchewan for
fifty dollars per month. He worked as a helper for
three years before receiving ajob as a relief agent. In
1941 when he worked for Searle Grain Co. at Endeavour, Saskatchewan he met Mary Belous. In 1942 Mr.
Sturby went to Flin Flon, Manitoba and worked for
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting Co. for five years
as a Motor man, hauling ore. Mary Belous came to
Flin Plon and they were married in St. James Anglican Church by Rev. Horsefield on July 7th, 1943.

Sturby, Eugene and Debbie (Cairns)
Eugene Sturby was born in the Virden Hospital,
Virden, Manitoba in the year 1950 on October 1st.
His parents are Mike and Mary Sturby (nee Belous).
The original family homestead is the northeast corner of section 16-8-28. His father's home town is
Gronlid, Saskatchewan while his mother is originally
from Hazel Dell, Saskatchewan. Eugene has two
sisters, Sharron, two years older than himself and
Ruth nine years younger.
He attended Elementary school (Grades 1-8) in
Ewart and High School (Grades 9-12) in Reston,
graduating in 1968. After graduating Eugene went to
Winnipeg where he attended Red River Community
College.
In the next three years Eugene worked in Winnipeg for Manitoba Bridge and Engineering Works
Ltd. and in the mines in Thompson for International
Nickel before going back to Cromer to take over the
family farm until 1974.
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After working for a few years for a mining Industry
they decided to go farming. In the fall of 1945 the
Sturbys bought their farm at Ewart, Manitoba
through an advertisement, 16-8-28, the farm known
as the Nolan farm.
On April 10th, 1947 Mary left Flin Flon by train
for Cromer, Manitoba to put the crop in while Mike
still remained working in Flin Flon. Mike shipped his
Ford Ferguson tractor from Flin Flon to The Pas,
Manitoba as there was no highway in those days. On
September 10th, 1947 at 10 a.m. he left The Pas,
Manitoba with his tractor. It rained all night as he
drove. The biggest excitement of the trip was by
Binscarth, Manitoba as no highway had been built in
those days. The road was flooded for about half a
mile with fence posts on each side of the road indicating where the road should be. There was no other
way around. Mike drove through the water which
completely covered the front wheels of the tractor at
times and the fan would splash water on him. He got
through without a mishap and continued his journey
arriving at Ewart, Manitoba at 4:30 p.m. on September lIth, 1947.
The Sturbys raised three children at Ewart, Manitoba; Sharron, Eugene and Ruth. Sharron and Eugene received their basic education at Ewart school.
They received their high school education at Reston
Collegiate. Sharron and Eugene graduated at Reston
Collegiate. Ruth went one year to Ewart school.
When Ewart consolidated with Reston school district, Ruth went to Reston school and completed her
grade IX. She took Grade XI and grade XII at Sisler
High in Winnipeg. Ruth was the youngest student in
her class to graduate at Sisler High in 1975.
Sharron taught school for one year at Gypsumville, Manitoba before taking one year of University
in Winnipeg. Sharron married Anthony Obsniuk in
1968. They have two children, Tracey, ten years and
Mark eight years. At present they own and operate
East St. Paul Plumbing and Heating Co.
Eugene went to Red River College for one year.
He then took employment at International Nickel at
Thompson, Manitoba and other places. Eugene took
the farm over in 1973 and operated it for eighteen
months. At present Eugene is employed at Brandon
Metal Industries Ltd. In 1974 Eugene married Debbie Cairns from Oak Lake, Manitoba. They have one
child, David.
Ruth worked one year at the Motor Vehicles
Branch in Winnipeg before going to University for
one year. Ruth also completed an Electrolysis course
and holds a certificate for the same. At present Ruth
is working for Reliance Electric Co. Ltd. as a secretary.
In 1973 the Sturbys bought a Car Wash known as

Brooklyn Car Wash in the St. James area. They sold
the Car Wash in 1975 and took the farming operations
over again. At present they operate the farm in the
summer months and live in Winnipeg during winter.
They do some traveling in the meantime.

Sutton, John and Hazel (Cooper)
I was born in a part of Auckland, New Zealand
called One Hunga on February 2nd, 1924. I was
brought to Canada by my father John David Sutton in
the spring of 1927, as he and my mother Alice had
parted company so he had come home to Cromer,
Manitoba, bringing his three year old son, and leaving my brother George, who was five, in New Zealand with my Mother.
It seemed my aged grandmother, Mrs. Margaret
Sutton of Cromer was unable to take care of me so it
was arranged that I come to Ewart to live with my
Aunt and Uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Robert James Callan
and their family on the farm one and a half miles east
of Ewart.
I started school at Ewart in 1930 when I was six.
Growing up in the Ewart district was as good as I
think any young fellow could wish for. I was lonesome at first for my brother and parents but I soon
learned to love my new folks, the Callans. Ada and
Mae were young girls at home then and I can remember their Shetland pony, Kitchener. I also loved to
follow Bill Callan around, he was my hero. My best
friend was Ronald Ayers whom I used to play with
when the Callans and Ayers visted back and forth.
My cousins, the Pettypiece girls Vera, Doreen and
Norma were about my age. I used to enjoy sports at
school, especially softball and bootball (played with
the feet) and field days and days when the whole
school would go to Brandon Fair or the Exhibition.
I dearly loved to ride by bike down to the Merv
Ayers farm at Hillview and spend a day swimming,
mud sliding and playing with young Ronnie in the
Pipestone Creek. I can only imagine what Mr. Ayers
must have thought of these two characters tearing
around the place especially the time I fell in the drain
hole which was the discharge for the kitchen sink.
When I was thirteen I ran away from Callans to be
with my father. In some respects this was a mistake
and in others it was good for me. I learned to appreciate the fine home the Callans had given me and how
many things I had been given in so many ways by
them and had not fully appreciated. After a summer
with the Afflicks (Mrs. Afflick was formerly Myrtle
Gray) and some time in which my Dad repaired shoes
at Birch River, Manitoba we returned to Cromer
where I took my Grade VIII. Everyone was hard up
during the depression (this was 1937 to 1938). Our
main items of subsistence were Jack rabbits and tea.
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The rabbits were snared out at the farmer's clover
stacks. The tea was on credit from the Lawrence
Berry store. God bless all the kind people of that era
who helped us.
I soon learned to work out or do chores for
farmers and thereby got my schooling. I worked one
year, went to school the next; finally finishing off
with my Grade IX by correspondence at the Ewart
school in 1939. That summer I rode my bike to Souris
where my Uncle Allen Sutton got me ajob at twentyfive dollars per month on the dairy farm of Matt
Halman and I thought I was making a fortune. The
following year I worked for the Grangers at Rounthwaite and then joined the R.C.A.F. on November 15,
1942.
During my days in the Air force I graduated from
#7 Air Observers' School at Portage la Prairie and
left for England with the rank of Pilot Officer as an
Air Navigator.
On December 9th, 1944 I married Hazel Cooper
at Cheltenham, Glasgow. Returning from overseas in
September, 1945 and Hazel arriving in May, 1946,
we lived in Winnipeg where our oldest three children, Mervyn, Lynda and Robert were born. June
and Ruth and Maureen were born in Biggar, Saskatchewan where I worked as an electrician with the
C.N.R. I'm still an electrician, but with P.A. Pulp
Co. in Prince Albert where Hazel and I have a good
home and where we would welcome any of our old
friends, should they be in our area.
This is information on our family. Mervyn is an
insurance agent in Prince Albert and is married with
two children. Lynda is Mrs. Joe Ponors of Lanigan,
Saskatchewan and has two children. Robert is in
Saskatoon with New York Life and has three children. June is Mrs. Larry Sanderson of Prince Albert
and has one son. Maureen is Mrs. Dave Watson of
Prince Albert and may soon have a baby.

until 1926 when the family moved to Elkhorn in order
to be close to a High School.
The Taylors had four children Grace, William,
Charles, and Robert who was two years old when his
Father died. Their mother passed away in 1965 in
Sudbury and is buried in Park Lawn Cemetery.
In 1927 Grace was married to Charles Johnston
who at that time lived in Arrawana District, eight
miles north of Cromer. They moved to Sudbury in
1935. William also came there in 1935 and Charles
and Robert one year later. Mrs. Taylor arrived in 1937
and resided there till her death.
William and Bob still live in Sudbury and Charles
is in Edmonton.
William is married to the former Ruth Crouse and
they have five children, and two grandchildren.
Bob married Helen Bruno and they have eight
children and twelve grandchildren.
Charles and his wife Alix live in Edmonton and
have five children and two grandchildren.
Charles and Grace have five children, twentyeight grandchildren and eighteen great-grandchildren.

Turton, William and Matilda (Kennedy)
William and Matilda Turton came to the
Pipestone area in 1927 from Cannington Manor in
Saskatchewan. William was born at Poplar Point,
Manitoba in 1881 and Matilda was the former Matilda
Kennedy born in the Melford District near Wawanesa
in 1883. They lived with their family in the Pipestone
area for six or seven years, residing on several farms
in the District. During this time the seven members of
their family attended the Crescent, Bardel, Ewart,
Wood north and Elm Valley schools.
The oldest son, John is married to Susie Brukley
of the Woodnorth area and resides in Virden. They
have two daughters, Ann and Irene. Ann is married
to Hery Heamen and lives at Hargrave. Irene is
married to Glen Parsons and lives in the North Brandon district. Hazel, the former Mrs. Arthur Fisher,
died in Winnipeg in 1973. Clifford is married to the
former Jessie Evans of the Nesbitt area and resides in
Brandon. They have two daughters. Laurence is married to the former Mary Rogers of the Rapid City
area; and lives in Rapid City and has two sons and
four daughters. Wilfred lives at Emerson, married to
the former Janet Bakey of Keyes, Manitoba. They
have two daughters and one son.
The Turton family left the area in the drought
years and later settled at Rapid City where William,
who died in 1940 and Matilda who died in 1975 are
interred in the local cemetery.
William Victor and Clifford both served in the

Taylor, James and Anne (Thain)
James Taylor and his wife, the former Anne
Thain were both born in Scotland, James in
Stirlingshire and Anne in Banff. They came to Canada in 1906 and were married here.
They came to Hillview District about 1909 and
worked for Mr. and Mrs. Ayers Sr. for some years
before starting farming on their own. They started on
a farm about a mile from Jim McMunn near Ewart
and some time later moved west of Ewart near the
Henry Zarn home. Two years later they again moved
to a place owned by Mr. Dave Brickley near Woodnorth. Jim Taylor died in the Flu epidemic in February, 1919.
Being unable to carryon the farm, Mrs. Taylor
moved into Cromer in the fall of 1919 and lived there
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Canadian Armed Forces overseas during World War
II.

whom although they barely know, give them the kind
of reception that the west is so famous for, and
making them all feel that they are mentally just one
big family.

Vaillant, Theodore and Arthemise (Perrier)
In 1916 several French Canadian settlers from
Northern Ontario decided to find their fortune by
"going West". One of the young families was Mr.
Theodore Vaillant, his wife Arthemise (Perrier) and
children Yvonne (Mrs. Halverson) age two and twin
sons Hector and Oscar aged one year. The family
settled in Ewart and Grandpa Vaillant's old diary
shows that he started working for a Mr. Doolittle on
August 26th, 1916 at $65.00 per month. The small
black book lists Dr. Clingan of Virden as family
doctor. Some of Mr. Vaillant's brothers also farmed in
the area at that time as did his only sister and her
husband, Mr. Matt and Mrs. Agnes Belisle. Some of
the family names mentioned in the old and faded
book covering 1916 to 1921 were Langstaff, John
Simcoe, R. Godin, Lawrence Godin, Warren Flynn,
C. Willette, Florence Duncan and Mrs. Bourdons.
They are not sure if Grampa was buying or selling but
prices show butter- ten pounds at twenty-five cents
equals $2.50, eggs, - nine dozen at thirty cents
equals $2.70, Overalls - $1.75.
Shortly after their arrival with the three youngsters, the Vaillants had their fourth child; and later
others as follows: Lena (Mrs. M. Crosty) born 1917,
at Ewart, Godparents Mr. and Mrs. Julius Godin;
Edna (Mrs. W. Belanger) born 1918 at Ewart, Godparents Mr. and Mrs. R. Godin; Ella (Mrs. S. Burne)
born 1920 at Ewart, Godparents Lawrence Godin and
Florence Duncan; Ivy (Mrs. M. Bodnar) born 1921,
Virden; Edgar Vaillant born 1923 at Woodnorth; Victor Vaillant born 1925 at Mrs. Bourdons, Virden;
Arthur Vaillant born 1926 at Woodnorth; and Leona
(Mrs. McLean) born 1928 at Virden Hospital. Baptising priests were Father Derone of Oak Lake. Father
Stephens of Oak Lake and Father St. Jacques.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaillant left the area in 1929 with
eleven children to resettle in Baird, Ontario (Thunder
Bay district). They again took to farming and Mr.
Vaillant worked as foreman for several construction
companies, returning to Carberry several years later
to work on an airport construction job.
Susequent years yielded four more children:
Omer Vaillant, born at Baird; Rita (Mrs. Malagerio)
born at Baird; Teddy Vaillant, born St. Joseph's Hospital, Port Arthur; and finally Archie. Vaillant born
September, 1935, fifteen children in twenty-one
years. Deceased are the twins Oscar and Hector and
Edgar.
Many of them have returned over the years to
visit the place of their "Roots" and have always been
given very warm friendly welcome by their cousins

Yates, Delbert and Martha (Cross)
Delbert (Bert) and Martha Yates and family came
to the Ewart district from Saskatchewan in 1938 and
farmed section 34-7-28 (where Doug Zarn now lives)
until 1962 when they both passed on.
James Delbert Yates was born in Iowa, U.S.A.,
and in 1903 came with his parents to Virden, Manitoba, where he attended school for a short time. He
later travelled the country, by way of mule team
selling stoves (wood and coal burning type). He also
sold and installed lightning rods.
Mrs. Yates (Martha Frances Cross) was born
south of Kipling, Saskatchewan a kindly woman,
was a valued member of the W.I. holding the office of
president for two or three years.
There are five children in the Yates family.
Grace married Robert Sewell. They lived in Saudi, Arabia in the late 1970's were Robert Sewell
worked for an oil company. They have one daughter
married and living in England.
James (Jim) Yates Jr. married Lorraine Clark of
Brandon and they have one daughter. Jim and Lorraine live at Water Valley, Alberta where Jim has the
lumber business. Lorraine taught school at Ewart
from 1960 to 1962. Jim served overseas in W.W. II.
Donna married Gilbert Demerse in 1955. They
live in Truax, Saskatchewan where they farm and
ranch. There are three children: Peter (1959);
Vicki(l963) and Bradley (1967).
Jo-Ann married Harvey Sperien and live in
Weyburn. Harvey does road construction. They have
no children.
Keith (Bud) Yates is single and lives at Cremonia,
Alberta. He does construction work and raises quarter horses.
Jim and Grace received their schooling in Saskatchewan. Donna, Keith and Jo-Ann went to Ewart
and Reston schools.
The things Donna remembers most while living
at Ewart. Quote: "Going to Ewart school there were
the field meets, the treks to Elkhorn, being really
thrilled when the school won prizes for dress, and the
ball team did well, of course all the friends and
neighbors we grew up with."

Zarn, Bert and Molly (Halwas)
Bert Norman Zarn was born October 28th, 1912,
and is the son of Henry William and Ethel (Goring)
Zarn. He married Molly Halwas on November 14,
1941. They farmed 34-7-28 in the Ewart district until
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May 14, 1977 when they semi-retired in Reston. All
seven children were born in Virden district Hospital
and attended Ewart and Reston schools.
Bert and Molly's children are:
Douglas Vern born on August 9,1942, graduated
from Grade XII. He was employed with Manitoba
Hydro for one year and now farms and resides in
Ewart district on the southeast of 34-7-28. Doug
married Ann Halls on January 12, 1963, and have
three children Lisa Marie born July 22, 1965; Lori
Eve born April 28, 1967; and Miles Travis born July
10, 1969.
Audrey Jane born on October 22, 1943. She was
employed at Bank of Montreal in Reston and Calgary. She married Keith Fraser in May 1963. Keith
was in the navy for three years. In 1964 Keith Fraser
was transferred from Ottawa to Inuvik, N. W. T., for
one year. Shelley was born in Inuvik on October 12,
1964. Jane was divorced and later married Robert
Cameron on February 15, 1974 and presently is farming in Cromer district. They have one son Darell
Dean born July 24, 1974.
Ted Norman born November 5, 1944 is single and
farms in the Reston district on the southwest of
26-7-27.
Glen Robert born July 29, 1946. He married Ida
Taylor on December 29, 1970 and is presently farming and resides on the home farm the northwest of
34-7 -28. They have three girls: Chrystal Dawn born
November 7, 1970, Carmen Joy, July 21, 1972 and
Kerri Lee, March 18, 1976.
Bonnie Gay was born on December 31, 1949. She
graduated from Reston High School and University
of Manitoba in 1970 with a Diploma in Physiotherapy. Bonnie married Kay Guthrie on August
30, 1969 and they reside on the northeast of 6-8-27 in
Reston district. They have two children John Wade
born May 13, 1976 and Sheldon Bruce February 20,
1978.
Shelly Deanne born December 1,1951. She graduated from Reston High School, Secretarial School
in Brandon and Medical Records Librarian course.
She was employed part-time in Claresholm General
Hospital. Sally married Allan Bulloch on April 2nd,
1973 and resides at Stavely, Alberta. They have two
children Desirae Aspacia born February 4, 1975 and
Cort Delanie born May 12, 1978
William John (Bill) born October 26, 1952; graduated from Reston High School and University of
Manitoba with Bachelor of Science Degree. He is
presently employed with a legal land surveyor in
Calgary, Alberta and resides at Airdrie, Alberta. In
March 1972 he was hired by an oil company, exploring on Ellesmere Island close to the North Pole. He

had to buy special warm clothing and then froze his
face.

Zarn, Charlie and Ethel (Applin)
Charlie Christopher, the sixth child of Henry
William and Ethel Amelia Zam, was born on June
18, 1909, on the home farm the southeast quarter of
6-8-28. He went to school in Ewart with his sisters
and brothers, walked or drove a horse hitched to a
buggy in summer or in a cutter or sleigh in winter,
three and a half miles. Ewart was a one room school
where twenty to thirty attended in grades one to
eight. Some students took grade nine by correspondence. The games they played were baseball, antiover, snow balling, and crack the whip, in winter.
There was always a Christmas concert with everyone
in school taking part in songs and dialogues.
In 1933, October 11th, Charlie married Ellen
Ethel Applin of Stony Mountain. She was born in
London, England on October 29, 1914; and came to
Canada at three years of age. She attended school at
Ashern, Birtle and Winnipeg, and Ewart. Charlie
and Ethel lived on the northwest quarter of 5-8-28;
and farmed five quarters, raised cattle, and grew
grain. They started farming with horses to pull the
machinery, binders to cut the grain, and threshing
machines to thresh the sheaves. In 1945 they used
their first combine, a six foot cut; and in 1940 turned
to tractors when rubber tires were used. Grain was
hauled in a wagon and box which held eighty bushels.
Charlie and Ethel were the proud parents of four
children, two girls and two boys. The children all
attended Ewart school before going on to high school
in Reston.
The eldest Beverly, born on July 6th, 1934,
taught school at Paramount for a year, before her
marriage to Ken Hall of Virden. Ken is a C.P.R. track
maintenance foreman and they lived in several
places, including Oak Lake, Virden and Morris,
Manitoba; where they now reside. Ken and Bev have
two daughters: Bonnie married Larry Austin of Virden where their son Keath and daughter Holly were
born. Later they moved to Birtle where Larry manages an abattoir. The second girl Evelyne Hall married Ed Edel of Morris where he is salesman for
Valley Steel Structures. They have two girls.
Henry Zam born February 18, 1938, attended
Agricultural course in Brandon and worked on a
ranch in Alberta before settling on a farm northeast
of Ewart, 22-8-28. He married Isabel Lowden of
Woodnorth. Isabel taught school for a couple of
years. They have two daughters, Tracy and Jody, both
going to school in Reston.
Patricia born on March 15, 1945, attended Busi222

ness School in Virden and worked in Credit Unions
in Virden and Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. She married Vern Forbes of Virden; who later managed a
flying school in Saskatoon. Their son Robin was
born there, and later the family moved to Calgary
where Vern is also involved with planes and flying.
Richard attended Success Business College in
Winnipeg and worked there for a few years before
returning to the farm. He married Theresa Ramsay of
Waskada who also attended Success Business College. They now reside on the home farm and are
parents of three girls: Valerie, Sonya and Colleen
(twins) who all attend school in Reston.
Charlie and Ethel were active in all community
affairs and enjoyed curling. They enjoyed their few
years of relative freedom after the young ones all left
home; but they were deprived of spending their retirement years together. Ethel passed away on February 22nd, 1973. Charlie still resides on the farm in a
house of his own, a hundred yards or so from the old
house where Richard lives.

Another use for an old Model T in 1930's. Henry W. lam, Alice

lam, Eddie lam.

Zarn, David and Alice (Peel)
David Francis S. Zarn was born on September 11,
1917 at the home of his parents, Henry William and
Ethel AmeliaZarn, pioneers who settled in the Ewart
district in 1902. David attended Ewart school, to
which he went by horse and buggy or cutter, or
bicycle, or he walked the three and a half miles, and
where he studed grade ten by correspondence course
from Manitoba Department of Education.
During 1939-1940 Dave worked on ranches or
lived with his brother George near Nanton, Alberta.
In 1941 he joined the Canadian Army, became a
member of a Royal Canadian Artillery unit, and
spent 1944-1945 overseas in England, France,
Belgium and Holland.
On February 24, 1943, Dave married Alice Constance Peel of Miniota, who had taught Ewart school
in 1937-1938, grades one to four in Reston in
1942-1943, and Elm Valley in 1943-1944, as well as
some other schools. Alice, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Peel, pioneers of Miniota, was born on December 29, 1909 and received her education in Wynona, Miniota, and Virden schools and Winnipeg
Teachers' College (Normal School at that time). She
enjoyed sports and also sewing and handicrafts,
which led to her being an assistant 4-H leader in
Reston Home Ec. club for sixteen years. Alice was
also an active member of the Ewart Women's Institute for fourteen years, holding the offices of president, secretary and treasurer over the years.
After World War II was over, Dave and Alice
settled on the southwest of 3-8-28 one and a half
miles south of Ewart, a farm bought through the

A lug type tractor belonging to

lam family.

Veterans' Land Act, from Alex Milliken in 1946
(called Honeymoon Farm by some because several
newly married couples had lived on it for short times
over the years). They remained on this mixed farm
raising grain, cattle and pigs until 1973, when David
died on May 30th, due to a heart attack and Alice
moved to Reston in December.
Memory recalls a severe cyclone in July 1948,
which blew down the framework of a new barn being
built on Dave's farm by Bill Manser and helpers of
Virden. This was the same wind which flattened
Ewart Hall, and left the piano and box of cups,
neither damaged much, in a slough near the hall.
They lived in a three room shack until 1951 when
they built a new frame house with a lot of hard work
by the whole family and some help from good relatives and neighbors. They also planted hundreds of
trees and shrubs to stop the cold winter winds. The
Manitoba Hydro extended their lines from the
Cromer area into Township 8 in 1950 or 51 which did
away with the old coal oil and gasoline lamps. Dave
put in running water and indoor plumbing, from a
dugout well, in 1965 - a great improvement. Some
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farm work was done by horses in the late 1940's but
most field work was done by tractor and harvesting
by swather and combine.
Over the years Dave was secretary-treasurer of
the Ewart school district for fourteen years and secretary-treasurer of the Ewart Curling Club for several
years. Being always interested in sports, he curled
and coached Reston minor baseball teams, of which
son Bob was an active player.
David and Alice Zam raised a family of two boys
and one girl. Ronald David born on July 7th, 1944;
Robert Henry born on September 6th, 1946 and
Lynda Margaret born on December 13th, 1948, all
arriving in Virden Hospital. They all attended Ewart
school and Reston Collegiate, travelling to school by
"shanks pony", sleigh, horseback or bicycle, and
later by car or bus to Reston. They boys were members of the Reston 4-H Beef Club for several years;
and Lynda was a member of the Reston 4-H Home
Ec. Club for six years.
Ron took a DeVry course in Electronics in Toronto in 1964-1965 and then worked for B .C. Telephone
Co. for eight years. Bob took the two year Diploma
Course at Manitoba Agricultural College from 1965
to 1967 and then farmed in partnership with his dad.
Lynda took a business course in Virden Collegiate in
1966-1967 and worked for Virden Credit Union for
four years.
On May 1st, 1971 Lynda married William
Christopher Edmonds and they live in Virden where
Bill has worked as a mechanic in Stewart-Chrysler
garage for a number of years. He grew up near
Maryfield where he attended school. They have two
children, Brian Ernest, born on September 29th,
1972 and June Allison, born on June 3rd, 1975. Bill
enjoys curling and is fire chief in Virden, and Lvnda
is especially keen on sewing and handicrafts.
Ronald David Zarn, when living in Vancouver
and working for B. C. Telephone installing phones
and lines, met Gladys Elizabeth Le Warne, who also
worked for B.C. Telephone as a switchboard operator. They were married on October 7, 1967 in Gibsons, B.C., where Gladys had lived forfifteen years
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Howard Le Warne and
brother and sisters and where she received most of
?er education. Ron and Gladys lived for a few years
m Vancouver, where Kristina Marie was born on July
22nd, 1971. Later they spent ten months near
Williams Lake, B. C. In May 1974 they returned to
Manitoba where they took over his dad's (David
Zarn's) farm on 3-8-28 where grain is now the chief
product. On October 15, 1976, Jolina Michele was
born in Reston Hospital, and on November 29th,
1978 Karl Warren arrived in Reston Hospital.

Kristina and Darren are attending Reston Elementary
School.
Ron used to be fond of softball and curling, but
now he and Gladys are enthusiastic members of the
Reston Ramblers Square Dance Club, and Ron is
also a director of Reston Square Deal Co-op. Gladys
is also keen on sewing and gardening.
Robert Henry Zarn and Carol Ann Williams
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Williams of
Melita, were married in Melita on November 18
1967. They lived in Reston for five years, Carol
working in Reston Bank of Montreal for nearly two
year:- and Bob farming in partnership with his dad,
DaVId Zarn. In the fall of 1972 they moved to a farm
three miles north of Sinclair, 31-7-28, bought from
Doug Duncan, where they produce purebred and
precentage blonde d' Aquitaine cattle.
While living in Reston, two children were born,
James Ian on June 3rd, 1969 and Jeffrey Mark on
January 23,1971. Since moving north of Sinclair two
more children arrived, David Richard on April 29th,
1976 and Angela Dawn on February 16th, 1978. The
older ones attend Sinclair school.
Bob has been an enthusiastic ball player and
curler over the years, and played with the Virden
Oilers baseball team for several years, and with his
rink of Glen Caldwell, Duane Duncan, and Keith
Ludlam, reached the Manitoba Provincial play-offs
of the British Consuls competition in Dauphin in
1970. He now coaches minor hockey and baseball of
which Jim and Jeff are members.

Zarn, Douglas and Ann (Halls)
Douglas Zarn is the son of Bert and Molly Zam.
He worked for Hydro for two years in 1962 and 1963.
He married Ann Halls a Broomhill native in 1963.
They purchased the Yates farm in 1965 and completed the remodeling of the Sinclair C.P.R. station
house which Mr. Yates had moved.
Lisa was born in 1965, Lori in 1967 and Miles in
1969.
. They grew grain and raised pigs from the beginnmg, and as the numbers increased they prospered
and were eventually able to build a new home in
1975.
T~eir famil~ resides at the same location and they
are stIll scattenng the seed and slopping the hogs.
Doug served two three-year terms on each of
Linklater Pool Elevator board; Square Deal Co-op
board; and District two Manitoba Hog Producer
Board.

J

Zarn, Edward and Janet (Thompson)
Henry Edward Zarn, was born on the homestead
at 6-8-28, Ewart, Manitoba on November 28 1907
the third son and fifth child of H. W. Zarn and Ethel
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Zarn, Glen and Ida (Taylor)

Goring. He went to the Ewart school and remembers
the severe storm of 1920 when many animals perished.
He worked with his father driving horses until the
power age took over. He worked the section known as
the Hudson's Bay Land (8-8-28) for over two years,
and took over the home place when his parents went
to Virden in 1945.
He married Janet Thompson, born September 12,
1916 on July 7, 1948 and lived on the farm until he
moved to Wawanesa in 1953 and finally to Brandon
in 1959 where they still live. He worked at Rivers
Camp and Shilo until poor health forced him to retire
in 1969.
They have two chosen children: Wayne born February 24, 1945, who married Debbie Jeffries in July,
1976 and they live in Winnipeg. He works for Codville Company. Janice, born April 7, 1953 married
John Siemens in August 1975. They had two children. Christopher 1. Edward, born November 14,
1972 and Angelisa Nicole born July 6, 1976 and died
on July 14, 1976. They run a pizza palace in
Nanaimo, B.C.

Glen Zam, the son of Bert and Molly Zam,
married Ida Taylor of Katrime, Manitoba. They lived
on Bill Wilkins farm the northest of 22-7-28 and
farmed it for nine years.
In May 1977 they bought and moved to the home
farm and northeast of 34-7-28, where they raised
grain and cattle.
They have three daughters: Crystal born in 1970;
Carman born in 1972; and Kerri born in 1976.

Zarn, Henry and Ethel (Goring)
Henry William Zarn was born in Walkerton,
Bruce County, Ontario, on April 7, 1880. He and his
brother Jack came west to Oak Lake, Manitoba
where their sister Minnie was working in 1898. After
working on farms in the Oak Lake, Alexander and
Brandon areas for two years, they took a homestead
each in the Municipality of Pipestone, Henry's quarter section being 6-8-28, and Jack's was near by.
They almost gave up proving their homesteads, when
money and food gave out, and it was impossible to
get anything on credit in those days. However, a
neighbour, Albert Gudmundson, encouraged them to

Henry Zarn family, 1913. Back Row: Mr. H. W. Zarn, Elmer on his knee, Bill, Charlie, Edith, Mrs. H. W. Zarn, Bert on her knee. Front
Row: Eddy, Mabel.
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keep going and also bought them a supply of groceries to tide them over.
Henry W. Zarn married Ethel Amelia Goring of
Alexander on March 11, 1902, in the newly built
Anglican Church in Alexander. Being the first couple
married in this church, they were presented with a
large family Bible, in which in later years Henry
recorded all the births and deaths of his family. Ethel,
born in Surrey, England on April 15th, 1881, came to
Canada at the age of three with her parents, James
and Ada Goring, and two brothers and a sister who
settled beside the Assiniboine River near Alexander.
Henry and Ethel lived for a few years in a sod
house, which Henry and Jack had built. Bill, Edith
and Mabel were born in this sod house, which was
warm in winter and cool in summer. In 1905 a frame
house was built; which is still there but unoccupied.
The rest of their family were born in it. Henry farmed
first with oxen and later with horses; and had his
crops threshed by Jack Gallin's outfit and later by
Tom McKay's threshing machine. When his own
sons were big enough to help, he bought an outfit of
his own.
Ethel was very fond of gardening and always had
a big garden, and grew beautiful flowers, and several
kinds of fruit.
They were good neighbours, helped in community projects; and Henry was a school trustee for many
years. They lived on the homestead from 1902 until
1945, when they retired to Virden, where they lived
until 1959, when Mrs. Zarn passed away. After that
Mr. Zarn lived with his family until he died in 1963.
They celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary in
Virden with almost all the family and granchildren
present.
There were twelve children born on the old
homestead in the Henry W. Zarn family, all recorded
in the family Bible as follows: William Arthur John,
born December 13th, 1902, died September 23rd,
1946; Edith Lydia (Mrs. C. Allen) born January 2nd,
1904; Mabel Jane (Mrs. H. Wilson) born February 9,
1905; Frederick James, born May 10, 1906, died
February 27, 1907; Edward Henry, born November
27, 1907; Charles Christopher, born June 18, 1909;
Elmer Herbert, born December 25, 1910, died
November 28, 1952; Bert Norman, born October 28,
1912; George Richard, born July 29, 1914; David
Samuel Francis, born September 11, 1917, died May
30,1974; Violet Ann (Mrs. M. Johnson) born March
5th, 1920; Henrietta May, (Mrs. W. Low) born May
17, 1922. All the children attended Ewart School.
William (Bill) married Alice Doherty and farmed
at Ewart (5-8-28) and Craik, Saskatchewan. They
had four children: Joyce Lillian, who married Donald Tollefson of Talmage, Saskatchewan in 1953.

They have two daughters, and live in Brampton,
Ontario. The other three children are boys: Jimmy,
who is married, has a family, and lives in Regina;
Jack, married and teaching in Brampton; and Darrell,
married and living in Vancouver. Bill and Alice are
both deceased.
Edith married Charlie Allen of Piney, Manitoba,
and have lived there ever since. They have two girls:
Barbara Anne, born on December 29, 1940, who
became a teacher and married Lawrence Szalanski
(another teacher) of Garson, Manitoba, and they had
three children: Allan, Lee Ann and Sara. They now
live in Cranbrook, B.C. The younger girl Margaret
Rose, born August 27th, 1944, worked for Federal
Registered Seed Lab in Winnipeg, and married
William Sandul of Carrick , Manitoba. They have two
children: Darcy and Genevieve Rose and live in
Winnipeg. Edith and Charlie still live near Piney and
enjoy senior citizen activities.
Mabel married Hiram Wilson, who came from
the Gatineau Hills of Quebec to Sinclair area to work
on harvest crews. After farming south of Sinclair for
a few years, they moved east to Emo, Ontario, where
they built a log house, took out pulpwood, and had
many pet deer. There the children got their education
at home by correspondence courses, and later went to
school in Emo. Later they moved to Fort Frances
where Hiram worked for the Department of Highways; and the family branched out. Norma born in
June 1928, worked for C.K.F.1. (C.F.O.B.) Fort
Frances, and then married Art Pattison a customs
officer; and they have two sons: James and Larry.
George and Doug worked in mines at Atikokan,
Ontario, are married and still live there. Doug and
Ann Wilson have three children, and George and
Lois had one girl Brenda. Alice (AI) became an
artist, married Melvin Busch, in the Forestry Department, and now lives in Victoria, B.C., where she
carries on with her artwork. Hiram passed away in
his seventy-fifth year, July 8, 1973. Mabel carried on
gardening and later moved to Rainycrest Home, Fort
Frances, Ontario.
George Zarn worked for a couple of farmers after
leaving home (wage $20 a month); and soon by way
of freights, he reached Alberta foothills near N anton.
There he worked on various ranches, started a rural
mail route in 1938 and built a log cabin where he
operated a store west of Nanton, Alberta. In 1941 he
joined the Canadian Navy and sailed on HMCS
Prince Robert, mainly based in Plymouth, England
and sailing as convoy escort between there and
Gibraltar or into the Mediterranean Sea, and sometimes elsewhere. In March 1944, George married
Janet (Jennie) McGill of Glasgow, Scotland. After
the war ended, they farmed near High River, Alberta,
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where George raised some prize winning registered
Guernsey cows. They have two offspring: Pat (Mrs.
Barry Eskeland) living on a farm near Stavely, Alberta with two children, and Bob, married to Anita
Percifield, lives near High River, and is a surveyor
and operates a crop spraying plane.
The histories of other members of the Henry Zarn
family are elsewhere in this book.
Jack Zarn, brother of Henry, proved up his homestead, but he and his wife Edith (Baker) left due to
the death of their baby daughter Bertha who is buried
in Sinclair cemetery. They lived in Brandon, Rapid
City and later Winnipeg. Jack was in a Forestry Unit
in Scotland during First World War. They had seven
children, four of whom are now dead, as are the
parents. Mrs. Edith Hopley of Virden is one of the
daughters.

Ewart store owned by John A. Smith.

Zarn, Ken and Helen (ZeImer)
Ken was born in Souris the eldest son of Elmer
and Olga Zarn, in March 1937 and lived in the Ewart
district. He got his schooling in Ewart. He worked at
High River, Alberta from October 1957 to February
1958, and then worked at Western Motors in Brandon.
He married Helen Zelmer in October, 1958.
Helen was born in January, 1939 and lived in the
Bardal district. She got her education in Bardal and
Sinclair schools, and then took a Business course in
Brandon. She then worked at LA.C. and Niagara
Finance Company until March 1959.
They then moved to the farm in the Ewart district.
where Ken and Donald took over the farm until
April, 1963, when Ken bought the George Walker
farm.
They have two daughters Diane and Arlene who
both attended Reston schools. Diane has a daughter
and resides in Brandon. Arlene married Michael
Foubert in 1977 and they have a daughter and also
reside in Brandon.

Ewart Elevator on the road to Linklater, 1966.

Elevator being moved.

Front end hay pick-up.

Ewart elevators.
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Hillside School
Hillside School District No. 377

McLaren-1909; Miss Little-1911; G. Hopkins1912; M. McFarlane - 1913; M. L. Lang- 1914;
Miss Lloyd and Miss M. Smith - 1915; Miss G.
Clark and Miss L. Estell- 1916-1919; Miss M. E.
Thompson - 1919-1920; Miss Roberts 1921-1922; Miss L. Hetherington-I922-1923; Miss
E. Schmidt - 1923-1924; Miss M. Porteous 1925-1926; Miss E. Robinson-I927-1929; Miss M.
Cresswell - 1930; Miss B. Ginnis - 1931-1932;
Miss G. Smeltz - 1933-1934; Miss D. Shoemaker
- 1935; Miss Montgomery - 1936; Miss Helen
Sinclair - 1937-1938; Miss Shoemaker - 1939;
Miss L. Wallace - 1942; Miss Coulthard 1940-1941; Miss L. Wallace - 1942; Miss Grant1943; Mrs. Leslie-1943; Miss Taylor-1944; Miss
McKinnon - 1945; pupils transported to other
schools in 1946-1950 due to low enrollment; Miss
Evelyn Veldhouse-1950; Miss Doris Lund-1951;
Mr. O. A. Perlette - 1952-1953.
Hillview School

According to the records available, the above
District was organized in 1892 and in those days it
was quite a large District, on account of it being one
of the earlier school districts in the settlement.
In later years the school district was smaller as the
C.N. Ralway was built South from Virden to Hartney
and midway between, and the Scarth School District
was formed which annexed some land south of the
older Hillside District, and some land was annexed
from it by the Laggan School District to the west of it,
(when it was formed).
Hillside School was situated on N.W.\!4 21-9-26
and over the years was the centre of learning for
many children wishing to get their elementary education. Many of these advanced into the educaton field
such as teaching and held permanent positions in
business, engineering and agriculture.
One old-timer who contributed much to the Hillside District in the early days was David Muldrew
who was not only a farmer, but taught school at
Hillside for a term and served on the school board for
many years. He also worked as an assessor for the
muncipality; his chief characteristic was that he
walked everywhere he went and was a well-known
citizen in every home.
Over the years, there were many pioneer family
names that took part in the formation of the community both socially and serving on school boards.
Hillside School was officially closed in 1954 and
the pupils were transported to Virden and Scarth
Schools.
The last school board was comprised of: W.
Daniel, G. H. Laing, W. Jeffrey and R. M. Cappie.
Teachers at Hillside School District No 377 were:
Eliza Tufts - 1892; Eliza Burge - 1893; Auria B.
Jeffrey -1894; Victoria M. Field -1895; Beatrice
E. Stuart -1896; Lucy Cleland - 1897; Anna B.
Jeffrey and Jossia A. Barton -1898; Flora F. Howse
and Elizabeth Tully - 1899; Jas. A. McLeod 1900; no record for 1900-1904; Edna 1. Brandon and
D. Muldew-1904; Sarah A. Sproat-1905; Lilian

Cook, Charles R. and Eliza May (Parks)
Charles Richard Cook came to Manitoba with his
parents Mr. and Mrs. George Cook, a sister Mary
Ann and a brother Herbert from Ontario, at the age of
ten. He was born at New Market, Ontario on June 1st,
1864.
They settled in the Pipestone Municipality, the
Hillside District, section south west 33-9-26. Their
large farm south of Virden was known as the Halfway House as weary travellers used to stop on the
way to Virden from Pipestone with their horses and
wagons. They would stop at Half-way House for
dinner and rest and feed their horses. Then they
would go to Virden, unload their grain, come back to
stay overnight, then continue home the next day. Leo
Gabrielle resides on that farm now.
Charles R. Cook and Eliza M. Park were married
in 1891, in Virden, Manitoba. Eliza had come with
her parents at the age of eight, from Oxford County,
Ontario. She was born on November 29, 1875,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Park.
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Cappie's dad, Mr. K. Cappie. Sunday School was
held at Robbie's home at one time. His mom taught
them.
Each family could have their own baseball teams.
Thinking back to Hillside school days in the winter it
still makes one shudder. One winter Richard took on
the job of going to start the furnace each morning, it
was terribly cold. Pay was twenty-five cents each
day, big money in those days.
It is nice to recall the good old school days with
friends such as the Daniels, Giles, Burges, Fontanas,
Cappies and lots of others.
(quote from Ella Cook Simpson)
"Mother often talked of the old days. How they
used to visit with the F. Lansing, Wm. Lansing, C.
Horns all of whom had large families, too."
"I remember in the late twenties. We had no rain
and the only weed that grew was the Russian Thistle.
My Dad mowed it while it was green and stacked it
and the cattle really ate it in the winter. Another item I
remember in the early thirties. After my Father
passed away we had to go to the council to get hay to
feed the cattle. Mother shipped four, two year steers
and got a little over twenty dollars for them but it was
enough to pay for the hay which was terrible dry and
musty but kept the cattle living. I believe it was the
time she had to get a neighbor Joe Chapman's sons to
haul it for her. She paid them a heifer calf for doing
it. "

The Archie Parks and family of six children settled in the Daybreak district, later known as Laggan,
where Eliza went to school. Her parents later moved
to the Beulah district.
Charles and Eliza Cook had a family of thirteen
children who were: Charles Archibald, William Herbert, Thomas Elmer, Grace Eliza, Stanley Richard,
Dora Lela May, Bessie Louise, Gordon Laverne,
Ella Margaret, Allen Stewart, Earl Lund and George
Wesley.
The children all attended the Hillside School.
Mr. Charles R. Cook passed away on Christmas
day in 1932. Mrs. Cook stayed on the farm until
1936, and then retired to Virden. She passed away in
March of 1962.
Herbert Cook lost his life in World War I.
Charles A. Cook married Mary Craig, of Virden.
He worked for the Department of Highways until his
retirement, and resides in Virden with his wife. They
had three sons.
Stanley Cook worked as a farm labourer all his
life, and remained single. He passed away in 1974.
Gordon Cook stayed at home for a few years and
then went to Alberta. He worked on construction
then took up farming. Mr. and Mrs. Cook have five
daughters. They reside in Big Valley, Alberta.
Grace Cook married Otto Perlett, lived in Virden
for many years, then went to Victoria, B.C. She
passed away in 1963.
May Cook married William Elmore and lived at
Maryfield, Saskatchewan where they farmed. They
met with death in a car and train accident in November 1947. A small son was with them. Their daughter
Helen, lives at Victoria, B.C.
Bessie Cook married George Light at Regina
where they lived for some years, moved to Saskatoon
for awhile and then moved to Victoria, B. C. where
they are still living. They have a family of two daughters and a son, all married.
Ella Cook, married Sam Simpson of Pipestone.
They lived around the Virden district and are now
residing there. Their one son resides in Calgary, is
married with two sons.
George married Elizabeth McCheybe of Winnipeg. He was with C.N.R. police.
Thomas married Gladys Stroud of Turner Valley,
Alberta.
The children born in those days had hardships but
good times too. All or most of the families around
Laggan and Hillside and Scarth and Wood north had
large families (cold winters).
It was fun going to the Christmas Concerts,
where all took part. The children walked miles
through the snow to Hillside School uless some of
their good neighbors gave them a ride such as Rob

Fontana, August and Georgine (Fiori)
My father's name was August Fontana and he
married Georgine Fiori. They came to Canada in
1895, from Pierce Fosciana, Italy on their honeymoon trip to Canada.
They came to Virden, Manitoba because Mr.
Fontana had a stepbrother married and living in Virden, (his name was Pete Fontana). The two brothers
worked very hard to augment their income. Through
the vigorous winter, they worked cutting wood in the
nearby Assiniboia Valley. In the spring they floated it
down the river to Brandon, Manitoba for seventyfive cents per cord.
Then after awhile my father and his brother started up a confectionary fruit and tobacco store in
Virden. My father's brother's name was Pete Fontana.
My father started to work for the C.P.R. for
eighteen years. His brother Pete Fontana bought his
share of the store.
Later my father worked at Virden Flour Mill. It
was run by Nichol and Hubard and Brian. He worked
at the mill until it was burned to the ground.
After that my mother and father thought they
would go farming. So my father rented a farm south
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on the Pipestone road. It was the old Cook farm that
they called the "stopping house" where they rested
their horses and had a meal or lunch. My father
farmed it for awhile.
My sister and brother and I went to Hillside
school. We got to know a lot of nice neighbors around
there, like Cappies, the Daniels, the Burgess, Chapmans and Mullins. I could go on and tell you more
neighbors, and the good times we had going dancing
at Joe Cote's barn. That's where I met my husband
Jack Donahue from Melval, Saskatchewan. He came
to Virden, Manitoba to visit Uncle and Aunt Bill
Donahue there.
Then my father moved out of the Cook farm to
the Roddy farm, one and a half miles north of Hillside school, and farmed there for quite awhile.
Later he bought a farm just outside of Virden, the
oldLandcaster farm. He also farmed there for quite
awhile until the Government came to buy his farm to
build the airport. He didn't want to sell his farm but
the government forced him to sell it to build this
airport. My father and mother moved back to their
home in Virden and retired there.
My mother was born in Pieree Frosciana, Italy,
March 15, 1870, settled in Virden all her life and she
passed away December 25, 1952. My father was born
in Pieree, Italy too on July 21, 1868 and passed away
March 21, 1960 at ninety-two.
In the fall of 1923, November 14, I was married to
Jack Donahue from Teeswater, Ontario who home-'
steaded in Melaval, Saskatchewan in 1908.
We had two children, a daughter Theresa Paz
Donahue living at Chicago, Illinois. She is not married yet and works in an office in Chicago, Illinois,
U.S.A.
Thomas Patrick Donahue, living in North Battleford, Saskatchewan is salesman for White Farm
Equipment in North Battleford. My son, Thomas P.
Donahue married in 1949 at the age of twenty-two to
Edna Marqearite Lariviere (age nineteen) in St. Philamena Cathedral in Gravelbourg, Saskatchewan on
September 20, 1949. They had two children while
living in Gravelbourg, Saskatchewan. Deana Marie
Donahue a daughter, born in Gravelbourg Hospital
September 25, 1950. In 1953 a son was born February 19 named Kim Patrick John Donahue also in
Gravelbourg Hospital. The family moved to Assiniboia, Saskatchewan in 1962. In 1964 two more
daughters were born. Tammy Lynn Donahue was
born January 10, 1964, then Theresa Patricia Donahue, born 1964. Theresa P. Donahue was a premature baby. When the two little ones were one and two
years old, they moved to North Battleford,
Saskatchewan where they still reside.
Their oldest girl Deana Marie Donahue was mar-

ried on April 24, 1970 to Brian Bolan from North
Battleford, residing in Edmonton, Alberta. They
have one son Christopher Bolan born April 14, 1977
in Drumheller, Alberta. Her husband is a Probation
Officer. Kim Patrick John Donahue was married February 6, 1974 in North Battleford, Saskatchewan in
St. Joseph Church. Kim works in a print shop and
plays drums in a band. He married Pennie Glubrecht
of North Battleford. They have no family and live in
North Battleford, Saskatchewan.
Now I am seventy-nine years old and moved
from Melaval, Saskatchewan to North Battleford,
Saskatchewan in 1976 to be close to my family. I was
Rosie M. Fontana from Virden, now I am Mrs. Rosie
M. Donahue.
This is the history of my father and mother by
Rosie M. Donahue, married to Jack Donahue of
Melaval, Saskatchewan.

Fontana, Jack and Jean (Palindat)
Jack was born in Virden in 1908 and moved to the
Hillside district in 1914. He went to Hillside school
until moving to Virden in 1923 on to Section
35-10-26. He farmed with his father until 1939 when
he married Jean Palindat from Parkman,
Saskatchewan.
When his father and mother retired to Virden,
they kept on farming the land until the Air Port
bought the land from his father in 1941.
Jack and Jean bought a farm in the Breadalbone
district near Lenore on Section 3-11-25. The neighbors were the Jack Leask family, Harold Stewarts,
Harry Veldhuis, John Le Dressay, Art Hopley, Norman Hodsons, John Pidhorney, William Quinn's,
Alex Pennys, Reid Gardiners, Alex MacDonalds,
Peter Burr and the Langloes families.
The Fontanas had two boys. Barry was born in
1948 and married Lorna Hodgins in 1969. They have
one girl and two boys.
Vern was born in 1954 and married Catherine
Marshall of Manson, Manitoba in 1975. They live in
Moosomin, Saskatchewan. They have the Westwind
Leisure Center there.
Mr. and Mrs. Fontana have retired in Virden.

Janzen, David and Sara
David and Sara Janzen moved their family of six
children to the farm 24-9-26 on July 17, 1942. They
brought with them only a few head of livestock, one
of which was a sow which died immediately after the
move because of the extreme heat and long chase on
moving day. The few chickens which they had
brought along mysteriously disappeared one night,
some night raider had a feast, four or two legs? The
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moving van of that day was a rack and the family car
was a buggy.
When the Janzens moved to their new home, they
found that all the windows had been removed. New
windows had been purchased and left in a pile in the
house ready for installation, compliments of the
owner, Mr. Z. Vanloo. Imagine the reaction of David
and Sara Janzen when one of their young daughters
dropped an object through every pane of the piled up
windows. That first night was spent in a house with
no windows.
David rented all of 24-9-26, two quarters were
owned by the municipality having gone for taxes and
two were owned by Mr. Vanloo. Cash rent in 1942
was $25 for one quarter, another was $35. Compare
that to today's cash rent in this district of $18 per acre!
After renting for three years, Dave purchased the
privately-owned half using hay grown on it in payment. The other half was also purchased and it was a
surprise to discover that the taxes were more per
quarter than the rent had been. The northeast of
1-9-26 was added to the farm also. A cattle herd was
built up by taking cows on shares. The deal was that
you cared for and fed the cows and then kept half the
calf crop.
The Janzen family built up and improved their
farm until today they are justly proud of their son,
John's operation. He runs about fifty beef cows and
operates a mixed farm producing cereal grains, some
oilseeds, and the hay which has been the mainstay of
the family over the years.
David and Sara came to Canada in 1925, fleeing
the Russian Revolution. They were married at
McAuley, Manitoba on January 27, 1927. They lived
there and at several different locations in the southwest part of the R.M. of Sifton until settling on what
they now refer to as their" home farm" on the southeast of 24-9-26. They had great hopes and trust in the
land of Canada when they came here seeking freedom to carryon their own religion. They are now
enjoying their new home in an apartment in Virden,
where they retired in May, 1976.
This farm has had many residents over the years.
The original homesteaders were a family of Crumps,
of whom the Crumps in Virden are grandchildren.
They came from the east to Winnipeg, then out to this
location in 1883 and built the house (to which the
Janzens came) shortly thereafter. The family, who
occupied the house immediately prior to the Janzens
was Norie and Jean Johnston. They moved there for
two years after their marriage in 1938.
Sara Janzen (now Mitchell) was born on April 20,
1926 (first child of Sara and David), attended school
at McAuley, Sandhurst, Oakview, and later at Virden. She is a licensed Practical Nurse and worked at

the Virden Hospital until marrying Donald Mitchell
of the Springvale district on November 20, 1954. In
1971 she returned to nursing and is presently working
at the Westman Nursing Home in Virden. Donald
and Sara have three children; Donalda Shirley, born
August 29, 1955, David Alexander, born June 30,
1958 and Regina Rose, born May 20, 1961.
Donalda is now married to Maurice Vanderschaege and lives in the Oak Lake district. They
have two children; Maurie Kay, born August 10, 1976
and August David, born August 29, 1977.
David is a mechanic at Heritage Equipment of
Virden, having graduated from Assiniboine Community College in Agricultural Mechanics in 1978.
Regina is still attending Virden Collegiate.
Mary Janzen (now Warkentin) was born April 17,
1929 (second child of David and Sara) attended
school at McAuley, Sandhurst, Oakview, and Hillside. She worked as a nurse's aide in Winnipeg where
she met and married Henry Warkentin on July 15,
1950. They continue to live in Winnipeg. They have
one daughter, Audrey Gayle, born on September 10,
1954. She is now married to Frank Marr and works in
the offices at Simpson's, Polo Park, Winnipeg.
Henry Robert Janzen was born March 24, 1931
(third child of David and Sara) and attended school at
Oakview and Hillside. He went to work for Taylor
Lumber, Virden in 1954 and is now assistant manager
at the Beaver Lumber Company in Virden. He married Margaret Eileen Smith of Lenore on October 4,
1958. They have two children Brenda Lee, born
August 13, 1960 and Barbara Gale, born November
3, 1961. The former is presently employed at the
Bank of Nova Scotia in Virden and the latter is taking
grade twelve at the Virden Collegiate.
Abram Alexander Janzen was born June 25,1934
(fourth child of David and Sara) and attended school
at Oakview, Hillside, Sandhurst and Scarth. He took
a mechanics course at Edmonton and had worked in
that field most of the time, spending a few years
operating a semi-trailer truck. He is presently employed by the city of Winnipeg in the mechanical
maintenance field. He married Valentine Rempel on
September 12, 1959. They have six children; Keith
Randolph, born June 22, 1960, Dianna Evangeline,
born June 18,1961, Albert Bradford, born November
23, 1962, Jonathon David, born February 20, 1964,
Werner Simon, born August 14, 1965 and Gayle
Kathleen, born March 2,1967. All of the children are
in school at present except Keith, who is employed as
a stock boy at The Bay, awaiting admission to University at Edmonton in Engineering.
John David Janzen, born July 10, 1937 (fifth child
of David and Sara) attended school at Hillside,
Scarth, and Virden, having begun school at Sand232

hurst in the R.M. of Sifton when there were not
sufficient children in the Hillside S. D. to operate the
school and the Scarth School was too full. He has
farmed on the home farm since finishing school,
managing a cow-calf operation with mixed crops to
supplement that income. He married Diana Sangster
of the Kenton area on October 8, 1966. They have
two children, Laura Maureen, born June 6, 1970 and
Karen Darlene, born AprilS, 1972.
Helen Lottie Janzen (now Wardle) was born April
3,1942 (sixth child of David and Sara). She was only
three months old when the Janzen family moved to
the R.M. of Pipestone at 24-9-26. She attended
school at Sandhurst, Hillside, Scarth and Virden;
then married Arnold Thiessen on July 19,1963. They
had two children, Ward Arnold, born November 15,
1962 and Sonia Ivy, born July 28, 1964. Helen
trained as a secretary at evening courses in Brandon
after separating from her first husband. She remarried, to Kenneth Wardle, who was originally of the
Springvale district, on July 29, 1972. They are living
in Calgary where Helen is employed by the City of
Calgary as a secretary. Ken has adopted the two
children who are now Wardles. They are both attending school at present.
Arthur George Janzen was born June 23, 1945
(seventh child of David and Sara), the only child of
the family born while they were residents at the
southeast of 24-9-26. He attended school at Hillside,
Scarth, and Virden. He is a mechanic. He married
Phyllis Kilford of the Springvale area on February
18, 1967. They have two children, Kurt George, born
May 3, 1970 and Bradley David William, born August II, 1974. They presently live at Thompson,
Manitoba.

They had three sons and four daughters. Mrs. Judd
still lives in Virden.
The younger daughter, Beatrice Ruth, married
Mr. Clem Meadows in the year 1922, going to their
store and post office business in Oakner, Manitoba
which they operated until 1935 . They retired to live in
Virden, and a few years later went to make their
home in Long Beach, California, U.S.A. Mr. Meadows passed away there in 1958. Beatrice remarried
Elmer Carroll in 1971 and they still live in Long
Beach, U.S.A.
The son, William Percy, worked at home until
1931 when he moved on his own to the North Cromer
district. On October 10th, 1934 he married Florence
Evelyn Farmer of Scarth and in the fall of 1936 they
moved to the Hillside district on to 22-9-26. After a
lengthy illness, Florence passed away on January 21,
1948 at the age of forty. Mr. Jeffrey carried on farming until 1961 when he retired to live in Virden. On
November 28, 1961, he married May Eveline Jones.
Both are still living in Virden.

Kowal, Mike and Anna
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Kowal came out from Poland
around 1924, settled in the Two Creeks district where
they lived for about twelve years. Sophie was born in
Two Creeks. Then on or about the year 1936 the
family moved to the Hillside district, lived there for
two years, then moved back to Two Creeks in or
about 1938.
Mike passed away October 14, 1967 and Anna on
January 16, 1975. They had three daughters: Ann
Paley who lives in Winnipeg; Mary Heaman of
Harmsworth; and Sophie, Mrs. Cudmore. The girls
together with their parents lived in the Hillside district on the Daniel farm about a quarter of a mile from
the Hillside school.
After completing her education at Ross school at
Two Creeks and then taking her grade XII in Miniota,
Sophie then moved to Winnipeg to take a secretarial
course and found employment as a steno, which she
has done off and on for the last thirty years and still is
employed as such in Winnipeg.
It is difficult to remember too much of any events
having taken place at Hillside but she does remember
the picnics that were held on the farm of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Green, and also the dance houseparties that were put on at the different farm houses
during the winter. Coming home from one of them
with her parents, it was stormy and they were driving
with a team and sleigh. They lost their direction and
went around in circles for hours before realizing
where they were.
Sophie married in May 1950, Wm. Cudmore of
Winnipeg who passed away in October 1975. They

Jeffrey, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred William
The Mr. and Mrs. Alfred William Jeffrey family
came from Canterbury, Kent, England in 1912 to
Winnipeg. They worked in different parts of Manitoba, ending by coming to Scarth in 1914 to work for
the late Wm. Golding on Sec. 3-9-26. They worked
there until the spring of 1916; then started farming on
their own on section 22-9-26. In the fall of 1917, they
moved to section II-9-26 where there was a much
better set of buildings and lived there until Mr.
Jeffrey's sudden death on May 5th, 1943 at the age of
seventy-three. Mrs. Jeffrey moved to Virden and
lived there until her death on May 21, 1959 at the age
of eighty-six. They had two daughters and one son.
The older daughter, Edith Florence, married John
Judd in the year 1919 going to Winnipegosis to farm.
After several years they came back to the Virden area
finally ending up on 16-9-26. They retired to live in
Virden where Mr. Judd passed away on June 3, 1966.
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have two children who are still single and live in
Winnipeg. Craig was born August 28, 1956 and
Teresa was born November 10, 1958.
Her sister Ann Paley, joined Sophie in Winnipeg,
got a job there and then married and had three children. Two live in Winnipeg and one in Saskatoon.
The third sister is Mary Heaman, wife of Norman
Heaman, who live in Harmsworth. They have two
sons, Vince in Virden and Verne in Edmonton.

When John retired, Alex took over the farm in
1930 for only a short while. In 1935 he married Mary
Helen Lough and bought a half section of land in the
R.M. of Wallace. John and Mary Helen have three
children: Raymond Alexander, Alice Elizabeth
(Bessie) and Margaret Helen all born at Virden.
The Nicols went to quite a few dances in Hillside
school and Alex played the fiddle for some of them,
taking turns with the others who played for the
dances. The spring of 1958 was a busy time, for on
March 8th, Marg married Donald Gee, on April 12;
Raymond married Marjorie (Marty) Fechter of Estevan, and on April 26th Bessie married Reid Creller.
Marg and Don have four children: Bradley, Scott,
Grant and Terri. Raymond and Marty have six children: Alexis, Jacqueline, Sandra, Georgia, Paula and
James. Bessie and Reid have four children: Douglas,
Murray, Calvin and Audra.
Marg and Don live on the Nicol home farm
southeast of Virden. Raymond and Marty live in Red
Deer, Alberta. Bessie and Reid live in Edmonton.
In 1976 Mr. and Mrs. Alex Nicol retired to Virden
at 449 - 3rd Ave. E.

Maxfield, Thomas and Bella (McDonald)
Thomas Maxfield came from Ontario. He settled
in the Hillside district on the northwest quarter of
16-9-26, then married Bella McDonald who was also
from Ontario.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxfield had three children; Iva,
Pearl and Blanche. Iva married Edward Rainey and
they lived at Virden. Pearl married Ed Andrew and
they resided at Virden. Blanche married Jack Cryderman who worked for the C.P.R., was a station agent
living in several towns in Saskatchewan. Blanche
Cryderman is the only surviving daughter. She and
her husband now live in L1oydminster, Saskatchewan.
The Maxfield children attended school at Hillside.
Thomas Maxfield died December 27,1928. Mrs.
Maxfield died February 6, 1951. Iva Rainey died
February II, 1975. Pearl Andrew died February 1,
1972. Ed Andrew died in 1952. Ed Rainey died
January 7, 1953.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxfield have six grandchildren.
They are: Jane Cryderman of Calgary; Mrs. Roy
Johns (Joan) of L1oydminster, Saskatchewan, the two
children of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cryderman Sr.; Mrs.
Ewen McDonald (Ellen) of Swan Hills, Alberta,
only child of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Andrew; Max, Ivan
and Raymond Rainey all of Virden, children of Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Rainey.

Mr. Jan Marian Pic and Stanislawa K. Pic (nee
Fernezy) came to Canada from England to the Aravana district, Municipality of Wallace, Manitoba on
November 19, 1948.
They hve a son Janusz Jerzy Pic. A brother Albert
Pic came here too with Jan and Stanislawa.
On April 15, 1955 they moved to the Hillside
District where they bought the farm from Mr. and
Mrs. Jan Sajda (section 17-9-26).
Janusz was born in Virden on March 2, 1951. He
attended school at Scarth up to Grade three, then in
Virden, where he finished his elementary and high
school education. He presently is working on
Pipeline Construction in Alberta.

Nicol, John and Helen (Carstairs)

Redfern, Wallis and Nellie (Wallace)

John Grant Nicol came to Canada from Scotland,
in 1882, and settled around Virden. Helen Carstairs
Proctor came to Canada with her parents Dr. and
Mrs. James Proctor from Scotland in 1882 and settled
at Two Creeks. John and Helen married in 1891. They
had five children.
They farmed the southwest quarter of 36-9-26,
also the southeast quarter of 35-9-26. Helen died
when John Alexander Nicol was born, in 1909, so he
was brought up by his Grandparents. Alex didn't go
to live with his father until he was eleven or twelve
years old. Though they lived in Hillside district they
went to school in Virden as there was no road across
in the winter.

Wallis Redfern was born at Virden, May 28,1886
and farmed with his father and brothers. Mr. Redfern
went to Hillside school in the 1890's. Mrs. Redfern
was Nellie Wallace of Griswold, born August 14,
1885.
On October 9, 1908 they were married at Oak
Lake. They first farmed six miles east of Oak Lake.
Their relatives at Walpole, Saskatchewan encouraged them to move there. They farmed, grain farming and cattle, until they retired to Moosomin in
1942. Mr. Redfern's health had been failing for a
number of years.
This couple had four children. Florence was the
oldest and was born at Oak Lake on May 8,1910. She

Pic, Jan and Stanislawa (Fernezy)
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tric Limited and later for Mutual Life Assurance
Company of Canada in Saskatoon for thirty years.
For this long faithful service Edna received a pen and
a watch in 1949. She retired in 1951 and lives in
Saskatoon.
Muriel lived at home on the farm after graduating
from Hillside school and cared for her Mother, who
died on January 10th, 1921, and for her father who
died on September 24th, 1925. She then went to
Saskatoon and did dressmaking until her death on
December 25, 1955.
William and Emma Sanderson and their daughter
Muriel are all buried in Virden Cemetery.

married Joe Hopper from Ireland. He had been in
both wars. He died at the age of eighty-one. They had
no children. Florence took her schooling at Bethany
school. She moved to Moosomin in 1942, working
part-time in the Post Office. She still lives in Moosomm.
Ethel the second girl was born on July 6, 1911,
took her schooling at Bethany, then took a business
course in Brandon. When finished she worked for the
lawyer Mr. Alder at Oak Lake. She moved to Moosomin in 1942. She married Laurence Clark a farmer
north of Moosomin. Ethel continued living in Moosomin. She passed away on April 17 , 1976 with cancer
of the bone.
Blanche was born at Walpole on December 12,
1913 and attended school at Bethany district then
worked out as hired help. She married Don
Armstrong of Fairlight and had three children. They
moved to Moosomin in 1942.
Douglas Redfern was born November 11, 1918 at
Oak Lake and took his schooling at Bethany. He
continued helping with the farming and when Wallis
Redfern retired to Moosomin in 1942, he remained
on the farm. He married IIeene Lincoln of Wawota,
on October 25, 1942. In 1975, on July 4, Douglas
passed away. IIeene taught school for a number of
years but was forced to quit in 1977 on account of ill
health.
In 1943 Mr. Redfern bought a farm north of
Moosomin.
Blanche's son, Ron Armstrong, married Phyllis
McFarlane on August 24, 1956. He is at Thompson.
They had one son Brent, who was born on August 31,
1963.
The second daughter, Janice Marilyn, married
Jim Lange, Credit Manager for Mac Truck in Calgary. They have five children.
The youngest daughter Virginia Anne, married
Terrance Heal of Ryerson, in 1970. He is an engieer
with Peace Pipe Lines in Calgary.

Skinner, Wellington and Lena (McGuire)
In the year 1915 Wellington (Jerry) Skinner, son
of John and Lucy Skinner was born at Aurora, Ontario, married Lena Ruth McGuire, daughter of
Michael and Bridget McGuire, born at Round Pound
N.H., U.S.A. They had four of their five living
children, Myrtle, Wendell, Violet and Innes moved
from Whitewood, southwest of33-9-26 (owned presently by Leo Gabrielle). All four children attended
Hillside school.
Their eldest daughter Josephine Ethel Skinner
married Paul Joseph Jordens, a farmer, on April 13,
1936 at Regina. They brought their livestock and
their infant son John to Virden from Whitewood,
Saskatchewan and spent the year 1938 on the Insley
farm due to a shortage of feed in Saskatchewan.
Myrtle Irene Skinner married Alexander George
Ross, a contractor, on January 1, 1945 and they are
presently settled at Rapid City, Manitoba.
Wendell John Skinner married Margaret Agnes
Ross on September 30, 1949 and they are farming at
Alexander, Manitoba.
Violet May Skinner married Kenneth Orville
James on April 7, 1948 and they also farm at Alexander, Manitoba.
Innis Helen Skinner married Arsene Constant
Smeets on December 28, 1954 and they farm at
Whitewood, Saskatchewan.
Myrtle marvels at the fact that the former Bernice
Scott from Oak Lake managed to guide her through
her grade IX with a clear standing, as Bernice was
teaching on a Grade XI permit. She taught Grades I to
IX and spent many hours practising for a well prepared Christmas concert, with only a small group of
children to work with.
Other fond memories included the former Helen
Sinclair, Laura Wallace and Bella Shoemaker. Wendell recalls lighting school fires at Hillside and purchasing his first horse with the proceeds. Wages were
five cents a day to nine cents in severe weather and he
paid fifteen dollars for the horse to his father. The

Sanderson, William and Emma (Emerson)
William H. Sanderson and his wife Emma Jane
(nee Emerson) who ran a dairy at Collingwood,
Ontario, decided in the spring of 1902 to go out west
like many younger folk were doing. They and their
family came as far west as Virden and farmed in the
Hillside school district.
The Sandersons had two daughters, Edna Maud
Irvine and Muriel Lenore Elizabeth, who both attended Hillside School. Edna also graduated from
Virden Collegiate and Saskatoon Normal School;
and taught school at Denzil, Yellow Grass and Dubuc
in Saskatchewan. Then for a change she took a business course and worked in Lemeux for Denison Elec235

they fell off and their books were lost somewhere in
Ben Mullens field.

horse lived to be thirty-one years old. Wendell's
father originally purchased the horse and its mother
from Steve Parrish. Violet tells of the time a mink got
in the porch at Hillside during the period Laura
Wallace taught. After persuing the mink through and
around the school it disappeared under the school so
Wendell set a trap and it was caught the next morning. She also remembers Helen Sinclair catching a
ride on the jigger to get back and forth from Hillside
to Virden. Innis recalls she and Wendell going to
school with their dog pulling them on a sleigh. The
dog took after a rabbit, and darted under a fence, and

The Skinners moved to Virden from Whitewood,
Saskatchewan because they were hailed out four
years out of eight, and dried out and starved out of
Whitewood.
In 1941 Wellington Skinner bought a farm at
Alexander, Manitoba where he and his wife and
family moved from Virden. He farmed there until he
passed on in 1948. His wife and some of his family
are still at Alexander.
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Hillview School

Hillview school, 1900. Alice Webster, George Wilson, Mary Woods, Floss Smith, Ada Smith, Aggie Guthrie, Pearl Leverington, Ed
Matthews, Edith Ayers, Elsie Wilson, Zelia Leverington, Belle Woods, George Milliken, Jimmie Machan, Will Ayers, Ralph Ayers,
Ed Guthrie, Bill Woods, Wilt Nolan, Edith Nolan, Beatrice Leverington, Pearl Milligan, Ruth Milligan, Ed Wilson, Tom Guthrie.

Hillview School

ing of the school district was posted in the Elm Valley
Post Office on N.E. 26-8-28 where our settlers got
their mail.
The families opened school in a new granary of
Harry Webster's on N.W. 12-8-28 in the spring of
1891. Miss Emma Best was the first teacher. The first
school was built in 1891 on N.W.Y4 of 12-8-28. A
second school was built in 1916 and moved farther

The first settlers of Hillview arrived in 1882 and
by 1889 had families ready to start school. The government would not give them a grant. Mrs. Robert
Ayers seemed to have been instrumental in her fight
to have school for their three children, Laura, Will
and Merv. The name she suggested was chosen and
after many meetings the by-law authorizing the form237

The registers and library book were taken to
Reston on consolidation and we presume they were
burnt with the old scraps of memory. Hillview school
teachers were: Emma Best, Sybill Inster - 1891;
Ernest T. Leach - 1897; Miss Francis Gilbert 1902; Lillian Scott -1903; P. H. Ferguson -1904;
Francis Hiebert; Lottie Douglas - 1914; Janet MacDonald -1917, Rhea Forder-1918; Alma McKinnon - 1919; Mary Bates - 1924; Marjorie
Campbell- 1926; Marjorie Wilson, Vera Johnson,
Kate Fraser, Viola Mark - no dates; Delbert Duncan
- 1929; Nellie Pringle - 1935; Marjorie Patmore;
Earle Bulloch - 1936-1939; Mona Patterson 1940; Mae Wilson; Miss Patmore - no dates; Mrs.
Kerr - 1941-1942; Muriel Cussack; Lillian Smeltz
-1943-1945; Joyce Brown -1946; Betty Fraser1947; Wella Cochrane - 1948; Donna Hagan 1952; Eleanor Elliott - 1956; Della Cameron 1959-1960; Margaret Fehr - 1961-1962; Peter Penner-1963.
Peter was the last teacher when Hillview consolidated with Reston and a few years later all schools
around formed the Fort La Bosse School District.

Hillview school class, 1940.

Ayers, Mervyn and Edyth (Milliken)
Mervyn James Ayers married Edyth Louise Milliken and farmed at Hillview all their married life
together. They had five children: Louise, Irene,
Olive, Phyllis and Ronald. Merv died suddenly of a
heart attack on June 8, 1940. Then the war broke out
that fall. Olive, Phyllis and Ronald all later joined the
Air force. Olive was stationed in Prince Edward
Island where she met and married Stanley Biram.
Phyllis was a Wireless Operator in Newfoundland
and Ronald was a Flight Engineer in Ontario. Mrs.
Ayers left the farm and bought a house in Virden in
1945. She sold the house in 1949 and moved to
Winnipeg to live with her daughter Phyllis on Harroway Street. When Phyllis got married in 1951 her
Mother moved back to Virden and rented a suite of
rooms from the Callans. In 1954 she moved back to
Winnipeg and had her own set-up in a house built by
Phyllis and Glen. She lived there for the next eighteen years and made a circle of friends in her own age
group through the Fort Garry United Church. From
Phyllis and Glen's home, she went to the Metropolitan Kiwanis Courts in St. James where she had a
room of her own and went to the dining room for
meals. There was no care, you simply had to be able
to look after yourself. Finally, she broke a hip one
evening and was moved to the hospital. A year and a
half later she was moved to St. Norbert Nursing
Home and has been there ever since. At the Nursing
Home she has her own room, is dressed every day
and goes to the dining room for her meals. There are

Hillview School class, 1953.

east to N.W. 7-8-27 so it would be more central.
There were many hard feelings on the new location.
In 1898 there were twenty-nine pupils and in 1915
nearly forty. In 1948 there were seven pupils, so the
school closed and the pupils attended Reston.
It reopened in 1952 after the trustees made several trips to Winnipeg to interview the Mininster of
Education. There were only six pupils to reopen, but
Darwin Lazenby was five years old in July and
Blaine Watt was five in October, so they attended and
Minister of Education allowed them to reopen. In
1963 there were twenty pupils attending, but consolidation came into being and Hillview closed its
doors, and the pupils attended Reston Consolidated
School.
The first school was sold to Micheal Karpinski
who tore it down and used the lumber to build a house
in Sinclair. The new school was sold to Mr. Harvey of
Pipestone but has never been moved away. It was a
sad sight to those who loved the old community
centre.
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nurses and aides in attendance at all times and she is
well looked after. Phyllis and her mother were in the
1950 flood. Their house on Harroway had water on
the main floor.
As a child on the farm, Phyllis remembers Mervyn, Eddie Wilson, Bert Duncan (the teacher) and
Irene or whoever was available, playing bridge many
winter evenings.
One year the creek flooded all over the field in
front of their buildings, then it froze solid and Irene
threw a skating party for the young people of the
district.
Also young people used to arrive up the creek on
skates and sit around the Ayer's dining room table
playing a game with cards and spoons called "Donkey" .
They had a washing machine that was run by a
separate motor. One day Mrs. Ayers caught her hand
in the wringer and it being power driven, her hand
was pulled in right to her wrist. She was in extreme
pain for many hours after. They always had a "hired
girl" in those days and she had heard Mrs. Ayers
screams and stopped the motor.
Louise, Irene and Bill Matthews drove the Ayer's
car to high school in Reston. One day, coming home
two hitchhikers fired at them because they didn't
stop. The bullet passed between two of the heads and
shattered the windshield. They went back to Reston
and returned with the police but could find no one.
Many years later a man in Jail told the story to a
Restonite and said they were hiding in a bluff.
George Forsythe lived at Mervyn Ayer's home
for about seven years after his Mother died. His
Mother was Mrs. Ayer's sister. He and Bill Matthews
played together. In the spring when the ice was breaking up on the creek, they would go out on ice floes
and use them as rafts. It was a miracle that they never
had a bad accident.
Phyllis Ayers married Glen Robinson in 1951.
They have lived their married life in Winnipeg. They
have a son Blair who is twenty-six and a daughter
Sheri who is nineteen.
Louise married Gordon Kilburn at McCreary
with two boys; Beverly and Terrance. Irene married
Gordon Smeltz at Cromer, one girl and one boy,
Karen and Dale. Olive married Stanley Biram at
Victoria; two girls, Frances and Beverly. Phyllis married Glen Robinson, Winnipeg; one boy and one girl,
Blair and Sheri. Ronald married Ruth Browne, Winnipeg; two girls and two boys, Laura, William,
Thomas and Victoria.

1886. He was a twin son of Robert Ayers and Mary
Ann Smith.
Agnes Ruth Milliken was born October 16, 1891,
the youngest daughter of James Milliken and Mary
Douglas Wilson.
Ruth's people emigrated from Scotland in 1883.
Agnes Ruth was born on their farm called "The
Loch" on the Pipestone Creek. We have a large
photo of our grandfather with a flaming white beard
and I always thought of him as "The old gentleman" .
Grandma Milliken never liked her picture taken and
hence there were none of her on the wall beside
Grandpa Milliken and there were the two identically
framed large photos of Grandpa and Grandma Ayers
on the other walls of our homes in the early years.
Grandpa Milliken worked his farm until his death
March II, 1917. Grandma Milliken, was a governess
or teacher in her native Edinburgh, Scotland, later
married Jack Guthrie and lived in Reston. She passed
away December 26, 1926. Visiting there once when
quite young, we kids had to watch our p's and q's, as
our mum would say, as Grandma was quite sedate
and stern and when we went to bed, we had to have
the light out promptly.
William's people originally came from Newry
County in Ireland and first settled in Ontario, renamed Newry County. They arrived in Reston disstrict in 1889 and lived on the Pat Balding farm.
Grandpa Ayers was the first dentist in the district and
Grandma Ayers was an active worker in the community. William was one of the first pupils in school,
held in Harry Webster's granary, with Emma Best as
teacher in 1891. Later he and Ruth both attended
Hillview school where many a tale was told by both,
about the pranks William and his twin brother, Uncle
Merve, used to do. Funny thing, but both grew up
and married the Milliken sisters, Edith and Ruth
Milliken and that made us double cousins to Uncle
Merve and Aunt Edith's famiy. Marge and her husband Norman Cyr were recently living in Toronto
and they made a trip to William's old home in Ontario. It was a beautiful setting with many trees and a
creek flowing by the old barn which was still standing. Several years before Ruth and William passed
away, they motored to Ontario to visit and they looked up the old place. William said he recognized it all,
but the house was gone.
Ruth and William were married in August 3rd,
1910. They had a family of ten, five boys and five
girls. They first lived on the Craig place across from
the Hillview school where Madeline, Mac and Marge
were born; then a move to the "Little White House"
across from Smeltz. I saw this little house recently
for the first time and realize that was where I was
born along with my sister Laura (two years my sen-

Ayers, William and Ruth (Milliken)
William John Ayers was born on February 11,
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Borland, R. E. and Vera (Johnston)

ior). Brother Elmo was born at Carman where the
folks had moved for a couple of years and then they
came back to Reston to the same old place where
Willis was born.
In 1923 or 1924 they moved to the Merv Smith
farm, south of Makinak and not far from Dauphin in
the Turtle River district.

Vera Johnston lived in the Pipestone Municipality for five years. She taught at Hillview in 1926 and
27. For the first six months she boarded with Mr. and
Mrs. George Milliken and for the next year and a half
with Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Craig. Hillview was a
friendly co-operative district. She oft times thinks of
the skating parties they had on the Pipestone Creek,
the lovely weekends spent at the different homes, the
outdoor games played at school and how Mrs. Anna
Watt busy though she must have been, came to practise for the Christmas Tree concerts.
From '28 to '31 Vera taught in the Primary room
in Sinclair and boarded with Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Smith. She was the first teacher to teach in the south
room in Sinclair. This district was noted for sports.
Under the leadership of Mr. T. E. Babb, the pupils all
learned to march like soldiers. They also learned to
play ball, hockey and curl. They won many prizes at
the Field Days. The teachers on the staff were Mr.
Babb, Miss Bess Hyndman and Vera. The next two
years they had Mr. Sam Wright, Miss Viola Mark and
Vera.
The last seven years of Vera's teaching career
were spent in the primary room at her home town of
Crandall. Here she married the Imperial Oil dealer,
William Coburn. Her husband suffered a heavy
stroke in 1960 and passed away.
Five years later she married R. E. Boraland of
Virden who had also spent his early years in Crandall. They are now retired, maybe a better word
would be tired. In summer they travel around in their
little green Valient and in winter stay put writing
letters, reading, watching T. V. etc.

Bawtinheimer, Albert and Anne
In the summer of 1951, after selling in Elgin
County, Ontario, on the advice of Mr. Harcourt Berry of Reston, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bawtinheimer
purchased the N.W. 15-8-27 from Jim Bennet for
$11,000.00 They farmed one third fallow and fed
second crop of grain to hogs, around seventy per
year. The dry year was 1961 and the best crop 1962.
We thought farming in the west was semi-retired
after Ontario.
Our daughter Marion Kilmer, worked in Reston
Hospital when it first opened and trained as a practical nurse in Winnipeg, Brandon and Hamiota. She
was married in Hillview United Church to Neil Smith
of Shoal Lake, October 1955.
The Bawtinheimers enjoyed their neighbors, Simon Fraser who got the mail from Woodnorth, Norman Lennon and Sid Diely who always saw the first
crow come spring, Goldy Croft who sprayed the
crops to keep the weeds down, Jim Wright and Jim
Chambers who trucked grain, the Campbells and
many others who visited.
They sold the farm in 1967 and moved to Virden.
Mr. Bawtinheimer was born in 1902 and Mrs.
Bawtinheimer was born in 1901 and died in 1977.
First early history of the farm was in a conversation with Billy Hill at a Woodnorth gathering.
He was on this farm in 1905 and said there had been
settlers before who had been dried out and left.
Jim Bennett a native of Fifeshire, Scotland had
the barn built by Mr. Draper in 1926 for cost of
lumber $900.00

Campbell, Horace and Margaret (Kilfoyle)
William Horace Campbell, fourth son of Mr. and
Mrs. Archie Campbell, was born on October 30th,
1908 on the home farm S.E. 11-8-28, situated between the Ewart and Hillview districts. Horace received his education at Hillview school, also became
a member of the Hillview United Church.
Growing up in these districts he spent most of his
life on the home place.
In 1934-'35 he spent some time in the Bowsman
River, Manitoba area, when he and brothers Roy and
Wilbur took cattle and horses for pasture and winter
feed, due to the dry years around home, returning
with the stock in the spring of 1935. He spent the
summer of 1940 in Central Patricia (Ontario) Gold
Mines, but being born on a farm, there seemed no
place like the farm, so returned to farming.
He spent the years of 1941-'42 farming with Roy
two miles east of Reston, known as the MacGregor
farm.

Biram, Frank and Olive (Ayers)
Olive Pearl Biram was born May 24, 1914 at the
farm at Hillview. Her mother is Mrs. Edith Louise
Ayers, born January 30, 1886 and her father, Mervin
James Ayers, born February 11, 1886 (deceased).
Olive married Frank Stanley Biram. They met at
Prince Edward Island when both were in the Air
Force.
There were two daughters, Reta Biram, born
August 22, 1950 and married John Clarke. Their
second daughter Beverley Anne was born November
29, 1954.
Olive Pearl went to Hillview public school and to
Reston High School.
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In 1943 Horace farmed four miles north of Reston
with brother Roy and in 1944 rented a farm from
Sandy Bulloch two miles west of Reston, moving
home in the spring of 1945 to start farming with his
father, working a section at home and buying another
half section on north half 10-8-28 in 1948.
He married Margaret Anne Kilfoyle of MacGregor, Manitoba on October the 15th, 1949, and had
three of a family; Linda Ruth born September 20,
1950; Blair Archibald born November 9, 1954; and
Glendon Albert born June 19, 1956. All three attended Hillview school until it closed in 1962, then
continued their elementary and high school in Reston.
Linda taught school one year at Cayer, Manitoba
in 1971 (east of St. Rose du Lac.), and two years at
Mather, Manitoba. There she met and married John
Thiessen a farmer of that district, on July 6, 1974.
They have two girls Jennifer Leah born on February
17, 1976 and Cheryl Lynn born on February 4, 1977.
Farming is still their occupation.
Blair finished his educaton in 1971 and worked
for a short time at Lakeside Packers, Brooks, Alberta, returning home to farm. He married Monica Margaret Belisle on March 30, 1975 (fifth daughter of
Albert and Cecile Belisle of Fertile, Saskatchewan).
Monica was born on July 28, 1958. They have two
sons Sheldon Lee, born on August 19, 1975 and
Nathan Albert born on April 30, 1980. They now
farm on the home place S.E. 11-8-28.
Glendon finished his education in 1974 and also
worked for a short time at Lakeside Packers, Brooks,
Alberta. Returning home to farm, Glen married
Linda Joyce Jezowski on March 8th, 1975, the only
daughter of John and Amelia Jezowski. Linda was
born at Redvers, Saskatchewan on August 4th, 1956.
Glen and Linda have two sons Jason Andrew born
July 1st, 1975 and Christian Dale, born March 29,
1979. They also live on the home place. Blair and
Glen are mix-farming - cattle, hogs and grain.
Horace and Margaret moved to Reston in the
spring of 1975 where Horace still takes an active part
in the farming business.

born in 1898. Then in 1901 they moved to the Hillview district of Reston, where they farmed three
sections. The home section is now owned by Doug
Watt. Dad bought two other sections in the Ewart
district which he also broke and worked. It was a
busy life but we all did our share. In those early days
the work was done by horses and Dad took great
pride in his fifty odd white-faced Clydes. It was with
some regret that he later had to use more mechanization.
By 1913 our family had grown to include a large
happy clan of nine, six boys and three girls. Hillview
school was located on our property and we all attended it, and also became members of Hillview
United Church. Our social life centered largely
around these two places. Perhaps the older residents
will recall our lagoon which was the scene of some
good skating parties.
Two of us were married during the Reston years.
Violet to Andy Rutherford, who met with a fatal
accident while working as a line man for the
Pipestone Telephone Co. and Ida to Ted Lockart, a
Brandon resident. The rest of the family left Reston
before getting married which brings me to the next
part of my story.
Things had been going well enough until the
Depression came, and the value of farm produce
dropped below production costs. The final blow was
the drought. In that part of the province the situation
was acute. In 1933 we gave up the struggle and
regretfully moved for miles north to the Dauphin
area. This involved driving one hundred head of
cattle and thirty horses, besides moving our machinery and household effects. I suppose this was the
memorable event in our family life - making a fresh
start in a new area. However, we adjusted and it
proved to be worth while.
Our family must have been farm-oriented because most of them followed that line of work in some
fashion. Allan Kyle, my half-brother, and my brother
Charlie both got degrees in Agriculture. Clifford
took over management of the home farm. Howard
also farmed, besides being active in 4-H work and
president of the Dauphin Fair Board for many years.
Everett went to Alberta to farm until he joined the
Services in World War II and afterwards settled in
B. C. Charlie was agricultural representative at Morris for several years, later moving to Hallock, Minnesota, where he now resides. He and his son Neil
are involved in a farming operation.
I, Kenneth married Edna Spiers of Dauphin in
1946 and we moved to Abbotsford where we took
over a chicken farm. Now we are living in town and
keeping some bees as a sideline. Brother Albert, with
whom I shared a grain farm at Dauphin before I was

Campbell, George and Jennie (Kyle)
George Campbell, son of John and Betsy Campbell was born in Vernon, Ontario in 1872. He married
Mary Jane Dempsey Kyle in Metcalfe, Ontario. She
was a widow of Irish descent, with three children,
Allen, Anna and Georgie.
I would presume that farming was difficult in that
part of Ontario with drawbacks of small acreage and
stoney land. The vision of a large and productive
farm drew my parents west to Manitoba. They settled
first at Hartney, where my eldest sister, Violet was
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married, bought a larger farm there and continued to
carryon the bee business that we had started together.
Of the nine Campbells only five of us are left.
Howard died in 1967, Clifford in 1968, and Violet in
1969. More recently in 1977 Everett passed away. So
at present Albert and Laura are at Dauphin, Ida at
Wawanesa, Charlie at Hallock and we are fortunate in
havng our son and his wife and our little granddaughter, living here in Abbotsford near us. Our family had
descendants scattered from Ontario to B. C. and into
U.S.A. What a group of people originated from the
union of George and Jennie Campbell and what a
variety of careers resulted.
A visit to Reston brought a tinge of sadness when
the familiar landmarks Hillview School and Church
were no longer there. What I will always retain are
my good memories of those places. I have much
pleasure in going home to Reston whenever it is
possible to visit relatives friends and former neighbors. I'm glad I grew up there. It was a fine community in which to live.

In Roy and Melba Campbell's family there were
five children: Lee born in July 1944; Myrna, May
28th, 1945; Garth, 1947 (died 1963); Rhonda, born
June 4th, 1950; Kendon, born January 13th, 1954.
In August 1968, Lee married Joan Schroeder.
They have four children Shane, Dawn, Garnet and
Heather. Lee is a good mechanic and after spending
several years working on the oil rigs and the I.H.C.
garage in Midale, Saskatchewan and the Cockshutt
dealer in Weyburn, he has come home and is now in
the process of getting established farming.
Myrna married Rodney Brownlee in January
1967. They have three girls, Alana, Charlene, and
Krystal Gale. Rodney has worked for years for Canada Packers in Winnipeg and now holds down a
position as head of country sales. A great deal of
credit is due Myrna, who has been able to raise a
family and spend many, many days nursing in homes
in Winnipeg and St. Norbert, and put herself through
four years of University. On October 25th, 1978, she
attained her Bachelor of Nursing Degree.
Kendon is now in the process of taking over a part
of the farm, namely the east half 5-8-27; southwest
quarter 4-8-27. Hopefully Kendon and Lee will work
together until they get established.
On August 24th, 1970, Rhonda married Dwight
Campbell, third son of Alex and Maureen Campbell
of Sinclair, Manitoba. Rhonda and Dwight have two
boys Shawn and Brett. Dwight has spent over half of
his life on the oil rigs. Eight years ago he began offshore drilling and as a result has been in many countries around the Singapore area for two years. Rhonda is an R.N. and nursed in Yarmouth, England while
Dwight was drilling in The North Sea for six months,
also in Las Palmas in the Canary Islands where she
was stationed for two years while Dwight was drilling off the west coast of Africa. Then they moved to
Darwin, Australia for eight months, Trinidad for four
months, and from there to the Mediterranean Sea for
many months. Roy took the opportunity on numerous occasions to visit Rhonda and Dwight so has
travelled a great deal in the past five years. He visited
them twice while in the Canary Islands and Malta.
While in Malta, he took the opportunity to visit other
countries, namely three times to Italy, Switzerland
and Germany, once to Greece, Sicily, France and
Belgium and have been in and out of Holland thirteen
times in the past five years, and England eight times.
In February 1979, Roy went on the Farmers, Rancher
tour to Fiji Islands, Australia, New Zealand and
Hawaii.
In January 1955, Roy applied to the employment
bureau for a Dutch immigrant for farm work. In
April, Henry Laurens arrived speaking very little
English, but they persevered. Henry worked for the

Campbell, Roy and Melba (Busby)
Roy Campbell is the son of the late Archie and
Adelaide Campbell and was born in 1906.
In 1943 Roy married Melba Busby, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Busby. Melba is of Irish descent.
Her grandfather Wm. Busby moved from Gladstone
Manitoba to Fielding, Saskatchewan where he
farmed for a short time before moving to Reston in
1888 and settled on southeast quarter of 28-7-27
where he farmed until the railway came. Then he
moved to Reston and opened the first lumberyard;
and it is reported on the first freight to arrive by rail
was a carload of lumber for Wm. Busby and Sons.
The office used by Mr. Busby and Sons was also the
first building used as Post Office after being moved
from Lanark district where the post office was before
the railway arrived at Reston. Ths building still
stands along the west side of the road one and onehalf miles south of Reston where Sam Redshaw now
lives. Melba's father James Busby left his father's
lumber business and took up farming for a few years
southeast of Reston where his two eldest daughters
were born, Ivodel and Althea. Then he moved to
Reston where he worked for many years for A. E.
Smith who owned the butcher shop. Jim did many
odd jobs around town, killing for different beef rings
and delvering mail on two routes.
Melba was born in Reston, received her education there. She delivered mail on one mail route for a
number of years, before starting to work in the Post
Office; where she worked for many years before they
were married, and arrived on this farm southeast
5-8-27 July 21st, 1943.
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Campbells for fifteen years, before starting to farm
on his own.
Horace and Roy had moved unto the farm in April
after the waters had receded from the worst flood
since 1904. That was some experience moving onto a
valley farm and contending with the hardships involved with floods, of which there have been many in
the past thirty-five years, particularly 1954 ad 1955.
The creek on this farm went out of its banks nineteen
times in those two years. Roy would gladly have
moved off had he been able.
On June 4th we had a twelve inch fall of snow
and, Roy was able to haul his sleigh and rack behind
my truck from the farm two miles east of Reston,
along No.2 highway where I had farmed for two
years - had no problem hauling the sleigh the six
miles. The snow stayed about three days, in the
bushes longer.
Over the years Roy has been actively engaged in
community work. He was Sunday School Superintendant at Hillview for ten or more years and became
the youngest known member of session in the Brandon Presbytery. He was active in curling and baseball
-pitched ball for many years. In 1976, he received a
certificate as a honorary life member in recognition

for long and meritorious service in the PipestoneAlbert Agricultural Society.
In 1963 he took his degrees in the Masonic Lodge
at Reston and in 1964 became a member of the Lions
Club and is still a member. He has served for many
years as a member on the committee of Stewards and
the Session of the Reston United Church.
Here is an account of a childhood incident. The
first thing my Mother saw as she stepped out of the
house after my sister Gladys was born May 24th,
1910 was Merrill aged five and myself age four playing on the hip-roofed barn, thirty-two feet in height.
It was no problem for us to get onto the flat roofed
lean-to on the north side of the barn, as there was a
ladder at the northwest corner of the shed but it was a
different matter to get up the seven feet to the ladder
on the roof of the barn, which was only eight inches
away from the edge of the roof. By leaning a plank
against the knee-wall we were able to climb up to the
ladder. I can still, in my mind's eye, see Mother come
out of the kitchen door, spot us on the roof of the barn,
then start walking the odd-one-hundred yards to the
barn. Later she said her knees were so weak they
would hardly carry her. When she got to the west end
of the cow-shed, she calmly told us to come down,

Archie Campbell's family at Reston Fair, 1914.
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Merrill first, and to watch me very carefully that I
didn't fall over the edge of the roof.
When we finally got down and beside mother, did
we ever get a whaling. Merrill got his first and I
didn't dare run away. As long as I have a memory I'll
never forget that whaling!

Cochrane, Andrew and Agnes (Reid)
Andrew A. Cochrane and Agnes B. Reid were
both born in Ontario in the years 1888 and 1891
respectively. They both spent their early years and
received their education there before coming west to
the prairies in the early years of this century. They
each lived and were employed at various locations on
both sides of the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border in
the years previous to their marriage on March 11,
1914. They then settled down to begin their life
together on a farm not far from Antler, Saskatchewan
where they spent several years. Bardal district was
their next home for a short time prior to purchasing a
farm in the Hillview district in 1933. They became an
active part of this community and as the years passed
they found it possible to purchase a section of land in
the Woodnorth district. This they farmed along with
that where they lived until 1962 when they sold the
farms and moved to Reston to retire.
Andy and Aggie raised seven children. There
were two boys, Calvin and Gordon and five girls;
Margaret, Isobell, Phyllis, Mary Ellen (Ella), and
Myrle. They lost a daughter Anna to diphtheria at the
age of nine and a son died at birth.
The Cochranes celebrated their 50th Wedding
Anniversary in 1964 at their home in Reston. At this
time there was a family dinner as well as a "come and
go tea" for relatives and friends.
These many happy years together came to an end
in the fall of 1965 when Andy died at the age of
seventy-seven in the Reston Community Hospital.
Aggie spent her remaining years at Reston, in Morden, Manitoba where she lived with Myrle and Bob
McIntosh and in Brandon, Manitoba where she died
in the Assiniboine Hospital in 1969 at the age of
seventy-eight.

The Cooper farm, 1890.

came here and executed his will and rented the farm
to Geo. Cornwall and in 1908 sold it to Alex Wilson
(Sr.).

Erion, Norman and Margie (Naughton)
I was born in Hillview, in 1908 and I attended
school in the country. My father came from Stornaway, Scotland in the 1800's. He built a home on
Section 20-8-27, where he farmed. My father, Alexander Naughton, and my mother Jane had nine children. Now my parents and three sisters and three
brothers are dead. One brother and sister and I remaIn.
I entered nurses training in 1929 at Brandon Hospital and completed training in 1932. I worked as an
obstetric nurse delivering babies with the doctors. I
nursed in Canada for seven years.
In 1939 I came to the United States. I met Norman Lee Erion while working at the Mahnomen,
Minnesota hospital and we were married on October
11th, 1939, and I became a citizen of the United
States.
Our only child, Melva Jean Erion, was born to us
August 17, 1940. She graduated from Bemidji High
School and from Bemidji State Teachers College
with a degree of Bachelor of Arts. She was a Social
Worker for a number of years. She has not married.
My husband was born in Sandborn, Minnesota,
to John and Almira Erion, the youngest of seven
children, four boys and three girls. His family migrated to Mahnomen County near Waubun, Minnesota.
Norman, my husband, was drafted into the army
in 1942. He was stationed in Arkansas, Maryland and
Oregon. My daughter and I followed him and I
worked in hospitals where ever he was stationed.
Melva Jean stayed in nursing schools.
In 1946 Norman became sick and spent a few
weeks at Fort Snelling, a Veteran's Hospital and
received a medical discharge. In 1947 we moved to
Waubun where we had a farm and cared for his aging

Cooper, William
Mr. William Cooper settled in the Hillview district in 1882 and turned the first sod on the southeast
of section 19-8-27. He had only two neighbors, Dan
Grimmett on 26-8-28 and Thomas Bailey. He built a
stone barn and knew the knack of splitting a stone
quite easily if you followed the grain. Stones were
gathered off the farm and the barn is still in use (G. L.
Lazenby's farmstead). He died suddenly at a card
game in Reston and mystery surrounds the story.
A brother-in-law, Mr. Bennett of Saskatchewan,
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parents while he was getting his Agricultural training, which was a program offered to Veterans.
In 1952 we moved to Bemidji, Minnesota. I
worked in the hospital for some time, and was also in
Air Ambulence Service. I did a lot of private duty.
We bought some land and built two homes. We
rented rooms to students at the area Vocational
School along with a flourishing nursery business. We
then bought a farm a few miles out in the country
where we continue to keep students. Last year we
sold our town property, including the nursery, where
a Senior Citizen structure, with fifty units will be
erected. We have had students for eighteen years.
During these past years, Norman put in eighteen
years working forth~ Federal Government (G.S.A.),
and retired in June of 1973.
Melva Jean lives near Hudson, Wisconsin, and
has been there for a number of years.
I retired in 1970. I had been a nurse for forty-six
years and was devoted to my job. In June of 1976, I
smashed five vertebrae and was very ill. With the
faith and courage of my dear husband and daughter
and the Lord's will, I am quite well now.
We go up to Canada every year and visit my
sister, Mary and my brother, George, and all my
nieces and nephews and a cousin, and an aunt, who is
ninety-six years young, Anna Watt.
We have a wonderful life, and now I'm seventyone years of age, but love life to the fullest.

of 1883 he homesteaded the northeast of 6-8-27. His
first home, a log cabin, still remains standing on this
farm. He was married in June 1888 to Janie E. Wilson, born February 20, 1859 at Mussellborough,
Scotland. Miss Wilson came to Canada to visit her
sister, Mrs. James Milliken. Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie
farmed until they lost their younger son during World
War I. They retired to Reston in 1919, residing in the
present home of Mr. and Mrs. R. 1. Deacon. Mrs.
Guthrie died Sunday, December 18, 1921 having four
children: Edward 1., Thomas W., Mary S., and Jean
D.
Mr. John Guthrie remarried Mrs. James Milliken
on June 27,1923. Mrs. Guthrie died December 26,
1926. Mr. Guthrie died Aprill, 1930.
Edward 1. Guthrie born June 16, 1890, attended
Hillview School and Agricultural College at the University of Manitoba. He was married on December
27, 1916 at Kisby, Saskatchewan to Ethel Bingley,
born November 30, 1890. They resided on southwest
of 5-8-27 until 1919, moving to the northeast of
6-8-27. They had three children: Mora, Margaret and
John R. Mrs. Guthrie died August 27, 1963. Mr.
Guthrie remained on the northeast of 6-8-27 with Mr.
James Morrison, born October 12,1896 in the county
of Aberdeen, Scotland. He had joined the Guthries
on March 30, 1922, and remained with them until he
moved to Reston the fall of 1969. He was a first and
second World War veteran. He died October 2, 1972.
Mr. Guthrie moved to Alstone Lodge the fall of 1969
and died January 23, 1973.
Thomas W. Guthrie born June 14, 1892, died en
route overseas at the Military Hospital, St. Johns,
Quebec on October 4, 1918. His body was returned to
Reston for burial.
Mary S. Guthrie, born December 19, 1895, attended Hillview and Reston High School and took
her teacher's training in 1915-16 at Brandon Normal
School. She taught in 1916-17 at Prairie Rose. In
1917 -18 she taught in Reston School, the present
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Paul, one of her pupils
being Irving Paul, a brother to Freddie. Miss Guthrie
moved to the brick, four room school when it
opened.
She was married August 25, 1920 to Lloyd
Armstrong, born September 7, 1890, a World War I
veteran. As a mechanic, he was employed at 1. B.
Townsley garage, located in the present Wm. Lockhart & Sons garage and later at Ross McNicol
garage, purchasing the business, as a partner with 1.
Cuthill, on August 4, 1942 when it became Reston
Motors. He died April 10, 1967. Mrs. Armstrong
moved to Alstone Lodge June 20, 1969. She resided
in Brandon from January 14, 1970 until her death on

Guthrie, Douglas and Laura (Smith)
William Douglas (Doug) Guthrie married Laura
E. Smith, of Bruce, Alberta on March 5, 1941.
Doug was born in Edmonton, March 6,1908, but
grew up and had his education at Reston and Hillview
schools. He spent most of his youth with the A.D.
Craig family at Hillview until 1931. when he migrated to Alberta. He returned to Reston in 1937, and
farmed in the Lanark area until 1941 when he returned to Alberta and both he and his wife Laura now
are retired in Edmonton.
Four sons were born to this union. William Jack,
born December 21, 1942.
Archibald James was born in Edmonton July 23,
1944.
Laurie Earl was born in Edmonton, June 14,
1948.
Ray Douglas was born April 12, 1950.

Guthrie, John and Janie (Wilson)
Mr. John Guthrie, born November 16, 1857, is
the son of Edward Guthrie and Rachel Sommerville
of Middleville, Ontario and brother to Peter Guthrie.
He came to Reston in 1882, working on the C.P.R.
main line, returning to Ontario in the winter. The fall
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Gaylen T. Guthrie, born June 1, 1952, being the
first boy to be born in the Reston Hospital, attended
Hillview School, Reston schools and Brandon University. He is presently teaching school at Flin Flon.
He was married on June 28, 1975 to Linda Lyons.
They have two children, Jennifer, born January 20,
1978, and Rebbeca born June 21st, 1980.
Jacqueline Guthrie, born September 16, 1957,
attended Reston schools. She was married on May 3,
1975 to Richard George, Bellegarde, Saskatchewan,
They have two boys: Craig, born September 24, 1975
and Corey Richard born December 30, 1979.
The above history shows northeast 6-8-27 having
five generations residing on it. John Guthrie
(1883-1919), Edward 1. Guthrie (1919-1969), John R.
Guthrie (1945-1977), John K. Guthrie (1977) and his
two sons, John W. and Sheldon B. (1977). Northeast
6-8-27 has been in the same family name for ninetyfive years to date, November 25, 1978.

December 10, 1971. They had three children: Mary
St. Clair, Elizabeth and Murray.
Jean D. Guthrie, born July 10, 1898, attended
Hillview School and Reston High School. She took
her teacher's training at Brandon Normal School in
1919-20. She was married January 11, 1928 to Francis
B. Burnett, born July 17, 1901. They farmed northeast of 12-4-25 at Medora, until they moved into
Medora the fall of 1957 where they presently reside.
They have four children: Douglas, Frances, Margaret Ann and Alice Louise.
Mora Guthrie born March 30, 1919 was married
on April 2, 1941 to John M. Forsyth. They have three
children: John G., Fonda and James E.
Margaret Guthrie, born January 12, 1921, was a
telephone operator for the R.M. of Pipestone from
1942 to 1945 at Reston. She was married on May 14,
1943 to William S. Bulloch. They have four children:
Margaret Ann, Wm. E. Blair; Patricia Catherine and
Robert S.
John R. Guthrie, born November 1, 1924 was
married on September 15, 1944 to Muriel Kay, born
September 1, 1926. Upon his discharge from the
R.C.A.F. in 1945 he and Muriel lived in their new
house on the northeast 6-8-27. He was councillor for
Ward 1, January 1968 to November 1977. He was
elected reeve on October 26, 1977. He and Muriel
moved to their new home in Reston in November
1977. They have three chidren: John K., Gaylyn T.
and Jacqueline.
Mary St. Clair Armstrong, born September 19,
1921 was married May 23,1942 to Ronald 1. Deacon,
born August 21,1914, a World War II veteran. They
have two children. R. James was born August 21,
1941 and Linda, born January 10, 1947.
Elizabeth (Beth) Armstrong, born December 1,
1925 was married on November 14, 1947 to Douglas
Wilby. They have one child Carolyn, born May 20,
1948.
Murray Armstrong, born September 2,1927 was
married on July 31, 1965 to Beryl Hogg. They have
two children, Martin, born December 6, 1966 and
Gail, born December 26, 1969.
John K. Guthrie, born October 5, 1949, attended
Hillview and Reston schools and Agricultural College at the University of Manitoba, was married on
August 30, 1969 to Bonnie Zarn, a physiotherapist of
the University of Manitoba 1970, residing in Winnipeg until the spring of 1974 when they purchased
and moved to northeast 4-8-28. In November 1977
they purchased and moved to northeast 6-8-27 where
they presently reside. They have three children: John
W., born May 13, 1976 and Sheldon B., born February 20, 1978 and Nicholas Ryan born December 22,
1979.

Guthrie, Peter and Diana (Campbell)
Mr. Peter Guthrie was born June 5,1861 at Middleville, Ontario. He was the son of Edward Guthrie
and Rachel Sommerville and a brother to John
Guthrie.
Mr. Peter Guthrie was married on September 18,
1889 to Diana Campbell, born April 2, 1868 at Resetta County, Ontario. Mr. Guthrie purchased the
south-east of 36-7-2S from Mr. Sommerville the fall
of 1889, coming west in May 1890. Mrs. Guthrie
joined him on October 9, 1890. They resided on the
north-east of 30-7-27 with a cousin James W.
Guthrie. In the spring of 1891 a house was built by
Mr. Harry Evans on southeast 36-7-28. Peter and
Diana moved into it on June 5, 1891. Peter was a
friend to mankind, he was a weather prophet of the
times. He claimed whatever the weather was on the
first Thursday of each quarter was the ruling day for
the next three months. These days being in March,
June, September and December were known as (Peter's Day") and are still remembered as such. Peter
and Diana, with their daughter Elizabeth, retired to
Reston on June 20, 1939 to the present home of Mr.
Cliff Smith. Mrs. Guthrie died March 4, 1946. Mr.
Guthrie died February 25, 1950. They had seven
children: Agnes Jane, James, Rachel, Davina, Elizabeth, George and Evelyn.
Agnes Jane Guthrie, was born February 7, 1891
on northeast 30-7-27, and attended Hillview School.
She was married on March 11, 1914 to William 1.
McCurdy, born July 3, 1882, and resided northeast of
Antler, Saskatchewan. Mrs. McCurdy died February
5, 1916 having one child, Pearl, who lived with her
maternal grandparents. Mr. McCurdy moved to Outlook, Saskatchewan. He died September, 1953.
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They farmed at Croll, Manitoba moving to Vancouver, B.C. in the fall of 1942. Mrs. Rombough was
a foster mother to many children. Mr. Rombough
was employed at North Vancouver Ship Yards. He
died AprilS, 1970. Mrs. Rombough is residing in
Vancouver.
Pearl McCurdy born March 26, 1915 northeast of
Antler, Saskatchewan, attended Hillview School and
Reston High School. She enlisted for active duty in
the army in April 1942, receiving her discharge in
September 1945. She was married on May 27, 1951 at
Kitchener, Ontario to Jack Fast who was born October 3, 1900 in Russia and came to Winkler, Manitoba
in 1923. Mr. Fast died October 11, 1971. Mrs. Fast
presently resides in Killarney.
The quotation, "Have a house by the side of the
road and be a friend to man," would well describe
Peter and Diana Guthrie and family on the southeast

James Guthrie, born September 15,1892, resided
on southeast of 36-7-28 until moving to Brandon on
November 1,1938. He died October 25,1971.
Rachel Guthrie born September 5, 1895, attended Hillview School. She was married on March
9, 1921 to Walter Brown, born February 4, 1887 at
York City, Yorkshire, England. He came to Reston in
1903. They resided on the southwest 5-8-27, farming
the north half of 31-8-27. In 1950 they purchased a
home in Reston where they resided during the winter
months, returning to the farm each spring until they
retired to Reston in 1954 where Mrs. Brown presently resides. Mr. Brown died August 24,1973.
Davina Guthrie, born November 12, 1897, attended Hillview School, and Reston High School.
She took her teachers' training in 1915-16 at Brandon
Normal School and taught at Clanton School, Forrest, Manitoba 1916-18, and Sinclair 1918 to Easter
1919. She was married on April 22, 1919 to Frank
Rogers who farmed at Forrest. They retired to Vancouver, B.C. in November 1944. Mrs. Rogers died
November 21, 1973. Mr. Rogers died February 25,
1974. They had three children: Marjory (adopted
niece), Gwen and Jack.
Elizabeth Guthrie, born August 12, 1899, attended Hillview School and moved to Reston in
1939. Following her father's death she was employed
as a housekeeper. She retired in May, 1969, being the
first person to live in Alstone Lodge on May 30,
1969, where she presently resides.
George Guthrie, "The Red Man" , was born September 17, 1904 on the southeast of 36-7 -28, and was
married on November 6, 1926 to Dorothy Pigg. They
had a residence in Reston and George farmed. They
had one son, Peter Murray, born July 23, 1928, died
January I, 1930. Following his death, Mrs. Guthrie
was employed at the Reston post office until she
moved to the farm in 1939. George was a very popular and favorite figure at many social functions in the
municipality, so capably acted as master of ceremonies, ball room floor manager and Santa Claus
from the early 1920's to the present day, bringing
Christmas Joy to hundreds of children and adults. His
Ho! Ho! Ho! and Jingle Bells will ring for years to
come! The southeast of 36-7 -28 was sold in the fall of
1956 to Robert Donald and George, Dorothy and her
sister, Mona Pigg, moved to Brandon where George
and Dorothy presently reside. Miss Pigg died December 26,1970. George was employed at Northern
Auto Parts, Wawanesa Mutual Insurance and Sutherland Insurance Agencies. He semi-retired the fall of
1978.
Evelyn Guthrie, born June 21, 1906, attended
Hillview School. She was married on October 12,
1938 to Charles Rombough born August 6, 1903.

Herbert, Daniel and Eliza (Jewell)
Daniel Herbert married Eliza Jewell of Mitchell,
Ontario and settled in Hillview-Ewart district in
1900. They had three children, Gordon, Rossie and
Lavern.
They settled on 23-8-28 where George Toews
now lives. Later they moved to Cromer becoming a
storekeeper and later went to Brandon.
Dan Herbert is mentioned in Hillview History
Church booklet as being a lay preacher and a Sunday
School teacher attending prayer and choir meetings.
Family roots lie deep and shortly before Gordon
died he came to visit the old home to look for the old
spring that flowed down to the farm from the hills.
Gordon settled at Kelowna, B. c., and in the "Hungry Thirties" sent a carload of apples to be enjoyed
by his old neighbors and his Aunt Bella Schmelz and
family.
Lavern became president of Y.M.C.A. of Canada, having worked in Y.M.C.A., all his life, in
Brandon and Calgary and U.S.A.
Rossie McGregor's daughter Enid married Carmen King and they were the Master Farm Family of
Alberta in 1954. They have three sons farming,
Barry, John and Sheldon.
Gordon had three sons and one daughter. One son
received the Victoria Cross in World War II.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert rest in peace in Calgary in
B ursland Cemetery.

Kilburn, Gordon and Louise (Ayers)
Gordon Herbert Kilburn was born in Eden, Manitoba, 1904, October II. Louise Ruth (Ayers) was
born at Reston, Manitoba, 1909, October 4. They
were married July 4, 1931. Two sons were born.
Arthur Beverly, born 1932, August 25, at Bird247

tail, Manitoba, attended school at Birdtail and McCreary, Manitoba. He married on October 8, 1954
Gwen Wishart, born in Portage La Prairie, educated
in Portage. They have five children: Rory Gordon
Kilburn, born 1955 in Portage La Prairie, graduated
from Royal Victoria and Kingston Military College,
Ontario in 1976. Lieutenant R. G. Kilburn is now air
navigator on Voodoo Aircraft and is stationed at
Comox, B. C. Dennis Arthur, born August 4, 1958,
in Centralia, Ontario (Air Force station) married
Nancy (Tannahill) on September 4th, 1978, and are
living at Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta. Derek Russell,
born January 12, 1960, Centralia, Ontario, plays
hockey and works for a construction company at
Cold Lake, Home Air Force base. Timothy John,
born March 1, 1962 at Air Base Baden-Baden, Germany, while the family was stationed at Four Wing
1960 to 1964. Wendy Gail was born August 8, 1964
in Courtney, B. C.
Bev. Kilburn, has spent twenty-nine years in the
service, won medals in 1967 Centennial, 1978
Queen's Jubilee Medal and in November 1978 was
presented with the order of Military Merit, which
was presented by Governor General Jules Leger in
Ottawa and authorized by the Queen of England.
Terence Ayers Kilburn born December 10, 1938
in Russell, Manitoba, married and had three children. He is now mortgage Assessor for Credit Foncier, finance company in Winnipeg. He married July
20, 1962, Phyllis (Unger) born December 8, 1940 at
Amaranth, Manitoba. They have three children: Darrell Brent, born December 3, 1963, deceased June
14,1977 from leukemia; Susan Dawn, November 16,
1967; Gregory James, February 2, 1970.
Louise Kilburn's parents were Ayers, Mervin
James, born Essex, Ontario, February 11,1886, who
came west at the age of three years, deceased at fiftyfour years. He farmed in Hillview district. Louise's
mother was Edith Louise Milliken, born in Reston,
Manitoba, January 30, 1886.
Gordon Kil burn's father was Arthur, born in
London, England who came to Eden, Manitoba for
farm in 1800's, then moved to Birnie where he
farmed, and operated a hardware store in Birnie for a
number of years, moving to Vancouver where he
finally died. His mother, Mary Ann (Skinner) was
born and raised in London, England, coming to
Birnie to be married. She was remembered for her
services as a midwife. Gordon Kilburn, was a grain
buyer for twenty-one years at Birdtail and Solsgirth
and in 1946 operated McCreary hardware until 1967 .
Louise, a school teacher, substituted in and around
McCreary schools for twenty-five years, also taught
music, Manitoba Western Grades, piano and theory,
for twenty-five years. She was organist in the United

Church at McCreary, eight years and is retired now
on all counts.

Lazenby, Alvin (Rusty) and Betty-Jean
(Kerr)
Alvin is the younger son of Elsie Wilson and
Herbert Lazenby. He was born on the southwest
quarter of 29-8-27 and resided there until retiring
from farming in 1976.
Beginning farming in 1947 he started out as a
registered seed grower and in 1958, became an Elite
Seed Grower. He owned and operated a seed plant on
the farm, also was a fertilizer and chemical dealer.
Grain from the two and three-quarter section farm
was sold for seed far and wide. Several thousand
bushels was exported to the U.S.A. through the
years.
In 1950 he married Betty-Jean Kerr of Hargrave,
Manitoba, a former schoolteacher at Scarth, Manitoba.
Keith Herbert, older son, was born in 1951. He
attended school at Hillview and Reston. After graduation he enrolled at the University of North Dakota in
Grand Forks taking Business Administration. Here
he met Debra Lynne Erhmontraut of Bismarck, also a
University student. They were married in June 1974.
Keith and Debra farmed for two years on the farm of
his grandfather, the late Mr. Alex Wilson and the
farm of his uncle the late Mr. Gordon Wilson, the
southeast of 18-8-27. In 1976 they moved to Denison,
Texas where they still reside. Keith and Debra have
two sons, Sean Keith born December 1975 and Ryan
Thomas born in June 1978.
Terry Kenneth, second son was born in 1954. He
attended school at Hillview and Reston. Graduation
took him to Brandon University and later to Bemidji,
Minnesota, U.S.A. to attend university. He graduated in 1980 as a Certified Public Accountant.
Patricia Dianne Lynne, only daughter, was born
in 1958. After graduation from the Reston Collegiate
she attended Brandon University taking Education.
Now residing in the town of Reston, Alvin is at
present employed by the Manitoba Crop Insurance
Corporation. Betty-Jean is a substitute teacher for the
Fort La Bosse school division.

Lazenby, Herbert and Elsie (Wilson)
Herb Lazenby came to Canada in 1903 from
Lincolnshire, England at the age of twenty-six. He
came from a family of fourteen with two half brothers. One younger brother Arnold, nineteen, accompanied him along with two close friends, Walter
Brown (nineteen) and Dick Brown (seventeen). They
were met by Billy McDougall, the immigration officer in Reston, and placed on farms which needed
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Lazenby, Leslie and Irene (Smeltz)

help. In 1905, he returned to England and many of the
family returned with him. A sister Kate Lazenby
took over the post office from Arnold in Cromer.
Arnold had a butcher shop and delivered meat with
horses for a farmers' "beef ring". He also acquired a
lumberyard and store in Cromer. He died March 19
and was buried at Kola Cemetery at the age of twentyeight.
Herb bought a half section from Alex Wilson
29-8-27 and married Elsie May Wilson on November
11, 1913. On this land there was a house and barn and
they paid $8500. for it. Today this sounds cheap, but
they had a hard time paying for it. When the "Hungry Thirties" came along they had to borrow $1800
from a Mortgage Co. at a $100 a year for thirty years.
They felt lucky to get the loan. The banks wouldn't
lend any, the municipality had no money for relief
and there was no such thing as welfare.
When the youth of today hear folks say, "Those
were the good old times" the folks are probably
thinking of close knit friendship, of love of neighbors
as they shared what they had.
They farmed with horses all their lives, milked
cows, sold cream, butter and eggs, raised chickens,
pork and beef.
A large garden, canned fruit and vegetables were
a must. The wheat was taken to Virden flour mills
and ground into flour for bread, grits for porridge,
bran for baking and shorts for pig feed.
Elsie made her own soap, quilts, dresses, hooked
rugs and knitted all socks mitts, gloves and sweaters.
Her salted cured hams were a first every year of
Reston Fair, along with her canned meats and vegetables.
Herb made the childrens' toys, spinning tops
from spools, sleighs, catapults, snowshoes, skis,
sling shots, toy wagons, bows and arrows and kites,
with little expense.
They truly lived off the land.
Eslie May Lazenby (Wilson) was the eldest child
of Mr. and Mrs. Alex Wilson and was born on the
family farm in Hillview district. During her youth
she was an avid sportswoman, having a tennis court
on the family farm, a great skater and played ball
with Prairie Rose ball team (in long dresses in those
days if you can believe that).
She drove to Reston with the team and cutter to
skate and curl. In later years in Virden, she was an
avid lawn bowler.
They had two boys: Leslie and Alvin and a baby
girl who died at birth.
In 1948 they moved to Virden on February 13,
and in 1949 Herb died of a heart attack. On November 10, 1970, Elsie passed away, having battled with
cancer for over thirty years.

Les Lazenby was born in Hillview on August 8,
1916 and attended Hillview School. At the age of
thirteen he had to help on the family farm, due to his
father's bad heart. That fall he pitched sheaves on
Grandpa Wilson's threshing outfit for $1.00 a day,
the going wage in 1929, the year of the Stock Market
Crash.
In 1942 he married Irene Louella Smeltz who was
educated at Elm Valley, Virden, Brandon High
Schools and Winnipeg University. She received her
teacher's certificate and taught four years at Boss Hill
and four years at Oak Lake. Later she was a substitute
teacher. She was employed by the Manitoba Health
and Welfare Services prior to moving to Reston in
1980. Keenly interested in community affairs she
taught Sunday school at Hillview for ten years and
was organist for many years and had a youth choir for
a few years. She served her term as President of
Ladies' Aid and President of Reston Fair. She takes
great pride in the Elocution medal won, reciting at
the Chautauquas in the early days.
They had two children: Darlene Margaret and
Darwin Leslie born August 9, 1947. Darlene, born
March 28, 1945, attended Hillview and Reston
schools and received her Bachelor of Education at
Winnipeg University. She married Maurice Currie,
city editor of Winnipeg Tribune and presently city
editor of Winnipeg Sun. They have two children:
Christopher Lazenby Currie, born October 8, 1976
and Mark Lazenby Currie, born July 4, 1979. Darwin was educated at Hillview and Reston High
School and farms on the family farm.

Matthews, Mrs. Anne
In the year 1884 Mrs. Anne Matthews, a widow
of many years, arrived in Manitoba from Huron
County, Ontario. The family settled on the south half
of 15-8-27. She brought out seven boys and five girls.
Three girls married Evans brothers, one married
David Wynn and one married William Dunford.
Son John settled on the northwest of 12-8-27 and
sons Bob and Will settled on the northeast of
18-8-27. Daughter Emma married Jack McClure and
lived in Hillview for a short time, (their daughter,
Lena, lives at Colonsay, Saskatchewan, presently
and occasionally comes back to Hillview to see the
old homestead and review her roots). Amelia married
Geo. Harley of Winnipeg. Many families later
moved to the West Coast.
A son, Albert, was killed in action in Belgium in
1915 with the 16th Canadian Infantry (#77012).
Mrs. Matthews, mother of the large family, was
always available in the surrounding districts when
illness struck and help was needed. She was a mid249

wife to many of the early settlers but when she lost
her own daughter Edith (Mrs. Dave Wynn) in childbirth she refused to go out again. She used to line the
coffins in her home where her son Albert constructed
them.
Church services were held in her home for those
of Hillview south and east for many years.
Ewart Women's Institute paper says the first wedding was Amelia Matthews to George Hartley 1884.
Reverend Beymore was the first minister. He
preached in Anne Matthews' home for seven years.
Her son Albert was the first carpenter and he
made boats to cross the Pipestone Creek, bachelor
shacks, outhouses and coffins. If you know of any
dwellings with a tin ceiling it was probably installed
by Albert. It is presumed he built the beautiful home
for Bob which was later the Mervin Ayers' home.
Her son W. D. Matthews, homesteaded on
20-8-27 but when he married he wanted to live along
the Pipestone so Bob's quarter was divided and the
two brothers lived almost directly across the creek
from one another but actually on the east side due to a
very large bend in the creek.
It is interesting to note that some of the family
were twenty-one when they arrived and able to file
for homesteads. Actually three separate families
came so there were oodles of Matthews at one time
but all are now away.
We hereby pay tribute to a brave Christian pioneer and to other pioneers. Mrs. Anne Matthews
died in 1918 at the age of eighty-one and is buried at
Enderby, B. C.

our present telephone technician. Isobel was also a
teacher.
Bill married Margaret Merle Bulloch (Bud) who
was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1. I. Bulloch. She
was a stenographer.
Bill and Bud farmed the home farm until 1973
and presently live in Virden.
We remember Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Matthews as a
great Women's Institute Worker, Women's Missionary Worker and Hillview Ladies' Aid helper. She
seemed to be called upon to help nurse the sick in the
community and in the flu epidemic of 1918 she was
an outstanding helper in the community.
One incident of her good work was when she
cared for Irene McLaughlan until she was adopted by
Fred Andrews, Reston.
Irene's mother died when she was born in Elm
Valley district on Albert Smith's farm. She was the
daughter of Dave McLaughlan and had a family of
eight.
Mrs. Matthews also nursed her husband for a
period of years before he died July 11, 1934. The
funeral was held on the beautiful lawn of the homestead with the Hillview choir in attendance.
Mrs. Matthews spent her later years with her
daughter Mary of Oak Lake and son Bill. She died at
the age of eighty-two in 1959. Mr. and Mrs. Matthews rest in peace in Reston Cemetery.

Milliken, Geo:rge and Mu:rielle (Pigg)
George, only son of James and Mary Milliken,
was born 1888, on the homestead in the Hillview
district. He attended Hillview School and then
worked on the family farm, which he took over in
1917, upon the death of his father.
George's happy, kindly nature made him a friend
of all who knew him. He was keenly interested in
community affairs, especially the Boys and Girls
Swine Club, and spent much of his time and money
helping out with this work.
In 1917 he married Murielle Pigg. They raised
three children, Mona, James and George (Peter).
Ill-health forced George to retire from farming to
live in Reston in 1952. He passed away suddenly June
8th, 1955. Murielle continued to live in Reston until
March 1980, when she moved to the Senior Citizen's
home, Hillcrest Place in Brandon.

Matthews, W. D. and Ma:ry (McLaughlan)
Mr. W. D. Matthews came to the Hillview district
1884 with his mother, Anne Matthews, and was one
of a family of twelve.
He homesteded on 20-8-27 and later when he
married he built his home along the Pipestone Creek
when brother Bob's quarter was divided, the northeast of section 18-8-27.
He married Mary Stuart McLaughlan in 1898.
She came to Reston with her father, Donald
McLaughlan, a widower with six daughters.
They had four children; Kathleen, Mary Isobel
and Wm. Albert commonly known as Bill. The children all attended Hillview School.
Kathleen married Jack Hosie and they farmed the
home place until Bill returned from serving in the
armed forces in World War II. Kathleen passed away
and Jack moved to Unity Saskatchewan.
Mary married Mervin Walton of Oak Lake. Mary
taught school for many years before her marriage.
Mary had two children; Glen and Jean.
Isobel married Jack Haggan and her son Dennis is

Naughton, Alex and Jane (Watt)
Alex Naughton was born on the Isle of Lewis, in
the town of Stornosway, Scotland, in the year 1865,
to a family of six sisters and two brothers.
In the early 1880's, Alex came to Canada to St.
Mary's, Ontario and worked on farms, later moving
west to the Lenore area to also work on farms. Then
in 1884, he moved south to take up a homestead on
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the northeast quarter of 20-8-27, now known as the
Hillview district.
With a pair of oxen and walking plow, he broke
the land and hauled his grain to the closest railway in
Virden.
After leaving the farm to work and returning to
Scotland he married Jane Watt. Returning to Canada
with his bride, they took up farming on the homestead.
There were nine children born to the family:
Jeanie, Constance, William, George, John, Mary,
Marjorie, Alexander, Florence. Alex and Jane
Naughton and six of their children have passed away,
three of them in childhood. Left are two sisters and
one brother: Mary, Marjorie and George.
Jeanie married James Taylor and they farmed in
the Lampton district. Born to them were five children: Minia, Lloyd, Stanley, Ethel and Mabel.
William Alexander (Bill) married Mary Shepard
in 1933 and born to them were two sons: William
(Bill) and Douglas.
Marjorie after completing nurses training in
Brandon moved to the United States where she married Norman Erion. To them one daughter was born,
Melva Jean.
Alex Jr. farmed the homestead until his death in
1955. George took over the homestead and farmed it
until his retirement in 1978. George and his sister,
Mary, moved to Virden. Mary had always lived at
home where she took care of her mother and father.
She also worked at the Reston Hospital until her
retirement in 1970, after ten years of employment.
From the early years of farming, the Naughtons
have seen much happiness and many perils of living
on the farm, from prairie fires, hauling firewood
from the Moose Mountains, drought of the 30's and
the good years of bumper crops. The enjoyment of
the Naughton Brothers (Bill, George and Alex), were
four and six horse teams of Clyde horses that they
showed at the local fairs.
Douglas John Naughton, son of William Alexander and Mary Shepard Naughton, was born on
October4, 1945. Doug received his schooling at Elm
Valley, Woodnorth, Reston and Virden. On May 8,
1976, he married Vicki Ann Jago. Born to them were
two daughters: Amanda Jane and Darla Marie. They
are active farmers in the Hillview district on the
Naughton homestead plus his father's farm.
William James Naughton son of William Alexander Naughton and Mary Shepard Naughton was
born on November 5, 1942. Bill received his schooling at Elm Valley, Woodnorth and Reston. On August 6, 1966, he married Linda Turner. They have two
children, a son Derek William and a daughter Sandra
Leigh. Before moving to Eston, Saskatchewan,

where he owns his own fuel business, they lived at
Reston and Basswood, Manitoba.
William Naughton, Alex Naughton's brother,
came to Canada in the early 1900's. Known as Uncle
Willie to the family, he farmed in the Lampton district for a number of years. He moved to Edmonton,
Alberta with Jack and Andrew McFedrin and also
Harry Ochard where they set up a dray business.
William Naughton died in 1943.

Pringle, George and Ethel (Taylor)
Ethel Jane Taylor, born June 10, 1915 attended
Lambton school, and remained on the home farm,
and worked with her mother. In 1944 she married
George James Pringle son of Adam and Nellie Cabers
Pringle. They made their home on the Adam Pringle
farm. George was born June 26, 1921 at Pipestone,
Manitoba and attended Pipestone and Hillview
schools. He farmed at home with his parents until
1955 at which time he was employed by the R.M. of
Pipestone and worked for them for eight years full
time, and three years part time. George took over the
farm in 1964, when his parents retired to Virden.
Ethel and George moved to Reston in 1972 and
George worked at the Square Deal Co-op Store, in
the lumber department, then worked for Gulf Service. At present time he works for B & J Gulf Sales
and Service.
There were three children; Heather Ann born
November 27, 1944 in Virden Hopital. She attended
Hillview school and Reston High School. She married Glen Walker, son of Mrs. Ethel Walker and the
late Jack Walker of Linklater. Glen has worked for
Berry's Farm Equipment since 1961 and continues to
work there. They lived in Reston until 1972, at which
time they moved to the Walker family farm at Linklater, where they had been farming since 1968. They
lived there until 1976 at which time they also purchased and moved to the farm formerly owned by the
late Bill Wilkins. Heather was employed by Morrows
Pharmacy in Reston from 1970 to 1972 and is now
employed at Gary's M & M Food Store. They have
three children: Arnold Glen, age sixteen years; Janet
Leigh age thirteen years and Carolyn Joy age five
years.
The second daughter Margaret Jean was born
November 12, 1946 in Virden Hospital. She attended
Hillview school and Reston High school and when
finished High school, she was employed by Reston
Hospital as a nurse's aid from 1961 to 1966. In 1964
she married Bob Froese, son of Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Froese of the Broomhill district. Bob was manager of
the Gulf Service Centre in Reston from 1966 to 1972.
He was transferred to Virden where he was manager
of the Gulf Service Centre from 1972 to 1975. They
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then moved back to Reston to the farm formerly
owned by Hilton Anderson. They are now farming
and also in partnership with Margaret Jean's brother
Jim and his wife Jean as Gulf agent in Reston, known
as B & J Gulf and Sales Service. They reside in
Reston. They have two daughters; Alana Fay age
twelve years and Allison Marie age ten years.
The third child James Adam Pringle was born
April 29, 1949 in Virden Hospital. He attended Hillview school and Reston Collegiate. After leaving
school he worked on the oil rigs. In 1968 he was
employed by Gulf Oil in Brandon, Manitoba, then
transferred to Souris, Manitoba with Gulf Oil from
February, 1970 to October 1972. He returned to the
Pringle farm where he resides and continues to farm.
In June 1978 Jim and wife Jean in partnership with
Jim's brother-in-law Bob Froese and Bob's wife Margaret Jean, took over as Gulf agents in Reston,
known as B & J Gulf and Sales Service.
Jim married Jean Margaretta Ray, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Ray of Belleview, Manitoba in
June 1970. Jean was born September 28, 1946, attended Belleview Elementary school and Pipestone
and Reston High schools. She worked as a nurses
aide at Ninette Sanitarium for three and a half years
and in Souris Hospital one and a half years. They
have three daughters: Cheri Dawn, Terri Lynn and
Jody Lee Ann.

to the Municipality of Pipestone. It also led to his
appointment as supervisor by the Manitoba Government building of #22 highway (later to be #83
highway) between Pipestone and Virden, in the mid
1930's.
Mr. Watt, previous to 1933, served eighteen years
as councillor. He then served fifteen unopposed, as
Reeve, until his retirement in 1948.
In lighter vain, Mr. Watt, during his earlier
bachelor days, relates the incident of writing home
to his Mother in Scotland, of having one winter
night, visited with one of the few neighbors, a Dave
Evans, and upon returning home about midnight,
became lost. He tramped through snow until
daylight, whereupon he located his bearings. Included in her reply was "but why did ye no speek tae
a Bobby?"
Annabelle Robertson Milliken was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Jas. Milliken, on February 10, 1884 and
was the first white girl baby to be born in this new
settlement. Whereupon she became the subject of
much interest on the part of our Indian friends, who
came from near and far for a view and more views of
this white child, notwithstanding some apprehension
at times, but later to become fast friends.
William Watt and Annabelle became married in
1906, settling on the southwest of 17-8-27, to spend
their complete active lives, retiring to Reston in
1947.
Mrs. Watt worked hard, like farm women of the
times, caring for a large family without the conveniences we have today, and still found time to take
in all community activities, particularly the Hillview
Church in its various requirements. These traits were
manifest in her twenty-eight years of retirement in
Reston, followed by four years as an active resident
of the Sherwood Home in Virden. She passed away
peacefully, on August 3, 1979, aged ninety-five. Mr.
Watt died August 8, 1958, aged eighty-three.
To them were born nine sons and two daughters:
Alex, George, Winnifred, Mildred, Wallace, Douglas, Jack, Lome, Neil, Kenneth and Lewis.
Alex the oldest son spent his early life in the
Hillview district. In 1939 he married Edna Ward of
Reston. At the time he was employed by "Lake of the
Woods" in Regina as a grain buyer. He spent many
years working in the southeastern part of Saskatchewan. They later moved to Ewart and operated the
general store and B.A. bulk dealership. Upon selling
the store in 1966, they moved to Reston where Alex
became the Gulfbulk agent until his retirement. He is
still an active community worker and is bookkeeper
for his son Gary. Edna, a registered nurse worked at
the Reston Hospital until she retired. They have three
sons, Donn, Bill and Gary.

Watt, William and Annabelle (Milliken)
William Watt was born on Blairmore Farm near
Huntly, Aberdeenshire, Scotland, on May 24, 1875.
He arrived at Reston, Manitoba, in 1901 as an immigrant. He purchased the southwest of 17-8-27 from
batchelor homesteader Tom Halliday and went into
farming and road building as farming would permit,
alternately. He contracted parcels of C.P.R. road bed
between Reston and Ewart and also in the Kennedy,
Saskatchewan area in preparation for the laying of the
steel of the Reston-Wolseley branch of the Canadian
Pacific Railway.
He lived to head delegations to fight the dismantlement of this same railway, unsuccessfully.
Road building in those days consisted of gangs of
men with two-horse teams and "slushers". He headed gangs of men filling sloughs within the townsite of
Reston for the towns ultimate expansion. He used to
relate of filling a nine-foot slough in the northeast
area of Reston's second and ultimately, final railway
station. The first station, located at the end of Main
St. was demolished by a snowplow jumping the
tracks.
This early experience in road building held him
in good stead for the extensive road building program
which followed, and entwined with his long service
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Donn married Carol Precious and they have two
children, Meaghan and Ryan. They make their home
in Winnipeg and Donn is a computer operator.
Bill and Sandy Dawyduk reside in Winnipeg.
Bill is co-owner of Taiga Utility Services which specializes in Northern development. They have a
daughter Shenlea.
Gary lives in Reston and owns the Gulf Service
Station and garage. He and Barbara Hamilton were
married in 1968 and have two children, Marc and
Ashli.
George grew up in the Hillview district and attended Manitoba University and was later employed
in the hotel business. He served overseas in W. W. II
and on his return worked for Goodrich Tire Co. in
Vancouver. In 1976 he moved to Qualicum, B.C.,
where he is active in small developments. George
and Yvonne were married in 1940 and have four
children: Sharon, Judy, Geoffrey and Blair.
Winnifred Watt, while in nurse's training at Brandon Hospital, was stricken with mastoid infection
and passed away in 1929.
Mildred, the only remaining daughter of William
and Anna Watt, was born in 1910 and was educated in
the Hillview district. She obtained an A.T.C.M. degree in music and taught piano and violin. She married Larry Gregary in 1933 and moved from Weyburn
to Edmonton where she still resides. They have four
children: Shirley, Lynn, Marion and Neil. Larry
passed away in 1971.
Wallace travelled the country during the depression and upon returning home to the Hillview district
where he was born, began working as a heavy machine operator. In 1937 he married Margaret Lumb,
who was an Ebor native, and they moved to Edmonton where they still reside. They have five children:
Kenneth, Margaret, Winnifred, Douglas and Linda.
Doug farmed in the Hillview district for fortyfive years until he retired to Reston in 1978. He and
Grace Smeltz, a former schoolteacher were married
in 1936. Doug has been very active in local and
provincial politics. He was Conservative M.L.A. for
eighteen years and served as Minister of Agriculture
for one year. Grace has also been very active in
community and church activities. Since retiring they
enjoy travelling. They have four children: Marlyn,
Sherrill, Melvin and Dallas.
Marlyn married Robbie Donald and they farm in
the Hillview district. They have three sons: Rick,
Garth and Jerry.
Sherrill is married to Larry Berry who is part
owner of the International dealership in Reston. Sherrill works part-time as a social worker for the Children's Aid Society in Brandon. They have a son
Jason.

Melvin married Rosealine Cop and they farm
north of Reston. They have two children: Destiny and
James.
Dallas graduated from the University of Manitoba with a B.A. degree. He now resides on, and
farms his father's farm in the Hillview district.
Jack and Olive Good were married in 1943 and
reside in Winnipeg. Jack owns and operates a parcel
delivery service. They have two children: Bruce and
Valerie.
Lome and Mona Patterson, a former schoolteacher, were married in 1941. They farmed south of
town until Lome passed away in 1979. He was a
W. W. II veteran and an active Legion member. He
was also interested in local and provincial politics.
He also enjoyed painting and carpentry. They have
two chilren: Lorna and Verne. Mona still resides on
the home farm.
Lorna married Gordon Knox. They live in Winnipeg and have a daughter Regan. Verne married
Deborah Henley and they reside on a farm south of
town, with two sons, Dean and Blake.
Neil Watt was born on November 24, 1918 at the
family farm at Hillview. He attended Hillview School
and later farmed with his father. He married Lillian
Pearl Smeltz who was born January 9, 1917. Lillian
was educated at Elm Valley, Virden High School and
Brandon and taught school at Hillview, Clover Hill,
Ebor and Griswold.
They were married on April 12, 1945 and had two
sons Blaine Lewis and Randall Brooke and one
daughter Caroline Joy. A tragic accident took the life
of Brooke (born 1953 died 1957) at four years old,
when he and a friend Gaylin Guthrie were playing on
thin ice on the Pipestone Creek.
Caroline Joy married Gordon Collin Miller on
June 30, 1978 and they have one son, Gordon Collin,
born July 30, 1979.
Blaine Lewis married Theresa Sperry on October
14, 1978 and they have one daughter Desirie Pearl,
born on February 7, 1979.
Neil passed away at the family farm on October
17, 1975. Lillian moved to Reston and is presently
employed by the Manitoba Health Services.
Neil was an active worker in community affairs,
member of board of trustees of Hillview Church, an
ardent sportsman and served many years on the
Sports Committee of Reston Fair Board. He was a
member of the Masonic Lodge and will long be
remembered as one of the Watt Quartette who were in
demand to sing at many functions and the Chautauquas.
Ken served in W. W. II and since returning from
overseas in 1945, continued in mine work and has
spent twenty-five years in the same work in Northern
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Canada. Ken is not married and presently resides in
Vancouver.
Lewis was also a Hillview district native. He
received his B.A. at the University of Manitoba, then
served in the R.C.A.F. in W.W. II. Lew and Vivian
were married in 1946. They live in Toronto where
Lew is a Merchandising Agent. They have four children: Lindsay, Susan, Pam and Graham. Their son
Greg was accidently killed in 1976.

own a threshing machine. In harvest time as many as
seven men were hired for stooking and threshing.
The same men were from Winnipeg year after year.
They slept in caboose. Mrs. Wilson made ticks and
the children filled them with hay. Sometimes a hired
girl helped in the house.
The children attended school at Hillview and
some to high school in Reston. Sometimes they had a
teacher boarding with them. One was a Mr. Kerr and
another a Marion Pollock. Mrs. Wilson was secretary
treasurer for many years. During the winter the family enjoyed skating on the creek, and often had parties with lanterns hanging on the trees. Being a large
family they had good times among themselves, playing crokinole, cards, games, etc. Alexander and
three boys made a "Wilson Rink" going in a cutter
with a team of horses (seven and a half miels) to
Reston no matter how bad the weather. They won
many prizes. Mr. Wilson was president of the Curling
rink for some time. Another mixed rink had Elsie and
Eva and two boys. There was a community tennis
court on the farm. An ad in the Reston Recorder in
1913 says "Hillview Ladies Aid will serve icecream
at the tennis court at A. Wilson's twice a week. This
concentrated product of the cow is the best and the
price is right". There were large gatherings at the
community picnics. These were held at John
Guthrie's grove in 1913 and later at George Eisler's,
Alex Wilson's, A. M. Campbell's and Merv Ayers'.
In 1919 Alexander had a brick house built in Reston to
retire in, but moved back and forth to the farm for
some years. He died in 1937 and Mrs. Wilson died in
1939.
Elsie was the eldest of the Wilson Family. She
married Herbert Lazenby and they had two children
Leslie and Alvin. As a young woman she enjoyed
tennis, skating and curling.
Eddie was the oldest boy. In his younger years he
was a member of the Wilson Curling Rink and a very
active baseball player. He farmed on the farm adjoining his father's. Starting from scratch he created
beautiful grounds including a little church in memory
of the pioneers. He won many trophies. His guest
book dated from 1957 to 1974. There are hundreds of
names. Many picnics were held there including the
fiftieth anniversary of the Hillview Church. He was
an elder of the church. He was secretary-treasurer of
Hillview School for over forty years and an honorary
director of Pipestone Albert Agriculture Society. He
passed away November 30, 1974 as a result of an
accident.

Wilson, Alexander and Mary Jane
(Crothers)
Alexander Wilson was born at Meaford, Ontario
in 1862. He came west in 1881 to look for a homestead, returning to Winnipeg for two years. In 1883
he filed on a homestead on the southeast quarter of
18-8-27 beside the Pipestone Creek, a short distance
from where the Hillview Church was.
On November 14, 1888, he married Mary Jane
Crothers daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Crothers
who came from Ontario in 1883. To this union were
born seven sons and two daughters: Elsie, Eddie,
George, Howard, Clarence, Eva, Earl, Gordon, and
an infant son.
Alexander was one of the first councilors and was
keenly interested in all community affairs. When he
first homesteaded he lived in a one room sod house
later moving into a small house with two bedrooms,
living room and summer kitchen. Seven children
were born in this house with only a midwife attending
whw was Mrs. Ann Matthews and Mrs. James Milliken. The closest doctor was at Pipetone. They had to
drive there with horse and buggy or sleigh if in
winter. The doctor would probably be away. There
were no phones. It is a wonder how they managed
with no conveniences.
The land was first broken with oxen and a walking plow. The grain was hauled to Virden behind the
oxen. This was a two day trip each way with a stop at
the "Cook's" stopping place on the present day 83
highway. All groceries and supplies had to be
brought from virden.
In 1906 Alexander built a large brick house, the
brick being hauled from Virden brick yard with the
basement walls and foundation being made of native
stones from his own fields. After moving into the
new house Alexander started landscaping the
grounds, planting many trees and making lawns.
Grass had to be mowed with a push lawn mower then.
This interest in horticulture was the beginning of the
beautiful home grounds that was to win Manitoba
Home Grounds Competition in 1959 under the expert
care of his youngest son Gordon and wife Lily.
By the early 1900 's Alexander became one of the
largest farmers in the area, being one of the first to

George married Elsie Wilkins and they had three
children Noreen, Alex, and Donald. He was the first
elder ofthe Hillview Church holding that position for
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thirty-seven years. He also taught a Sunday School
class.
Howard married Elsie Lennon. They had three
children Charlotte, Ivan, and Frances. He spent two
years in the Armed Forces during the First World
War. He farmed for many years in the Woodnorth
district, later retiring in Virden. He enjoyed curling
and skating. He was a life member of the Virden
Horticulture Society. He passed away in 1976.
Clarence served in the Armed forces for two
years during World War I, later farming in the Woodnorth area. He was postmaster in Woodnorth for
seventeen years. He was on the Wood north School
Board for many years. He was also on the manse
committee of the Woodnorth Church and worked
many hours to beautify the manse grounds. During
his younger years Clarence was an ardent curler. He
passed away in 1971.
Earl married Eleanor Wright. They had one
daughter Mae. He went to work in the Pickel Crow
Mines in the early thirties moving to Vancouver in
1943. He procured a position there with the civil
service as a steam engineer which he held till his
retirement in 1966. He died in 1976.
Gordon married Lillian Parker and they had two
daughters Jean and Marion. He was sports minded,
participating in hockey, curling, and baseball. He
resided on the family homestead continuing the horticulture work begun by his Father. He and his wife
Lily won many trophies including the Manitoba
Home Ground Competition. He passed away in
1968.
Eva is the youngest member of the Wilson family,
and was kept busy with so many men to cook for,
taking meals to the different farms. She was very
fond of skating and curling in her younger days. She
married Roy Shelvey and they had one daughter
Donna. They farmed first in the Lanark District and
then moved to the Lampton district in 1940. Roy
passed away in 1964. Eva now lives in her own home
in Virden. She is a member of St. Paul's United
Church, an active member of the U.C.W., Senior
Citizen Club and New Horizon.

She attended school at Hillview and Reston. After
leaving school she worked in Virden. They resided
there until 1951 when they moved to Nelson, B.C.
where they still live. There are three daughters in this
family. Sandra Jean was born in 1950. She married
Dave Berry in 1966. They have three children: Pamela, Robert and Jeffrey and are living in Victoria,
B. C. Joanne Marie second daughter was born in
1953. She married John Close in 1973. This couple
have two children Aaron and Lindsay and are living
in Vancouver. Jacquline Rae was the youngest and
was born in 1957. She is a secretary and lives in
Nelson, B.C.
The second daughter Marion Elizabeth was born
in 1933. She attended school at Hillview and Virden.
In 1952 she married Melvin Reekie of Brandon.
Marion now resides in Edmonton. Marion and Rick
have three daughters. Robin the oldest is married to
Keith Harper. Robin was born in 1955, and lives at
Rocky Mountain House, Alberta. Belinda married
Doug McCarthy in 1975. They have one daughter
Courtney and they are residing in Edmonton. Belinda was born in 1957. Jody Lou lives in Edmonton and
is employed as a secretary. She was born in 1960.
Throughout the years Lily and Gordon received
numerous awards for their farm home grounds in the
Hillview district. On three occasions they were
awarded the Provincial Home Grounds Trophy. They
were also awarded the good Roads Trophy two different years. They were also winners of local yard
contests.
After Gordon's death, Lily resided on the farm
for two years. She then moved to Reston where she
still lives.

Wood, James and Amelia (Milne)
James Wood was born in Scotland, February 16,
1861. Amelia Milne was born in Scotland, May 29,
1863. They were married in the year 1883 and came
to Canada in 1887. While still in Scotland, a daughter
Mary was born, in 1884 and a son Jim was born in
1887.
Their first stop in Canada was North Bay where
James worked for awhile. A son Robert was born on
February 10th, 1889 there. After Robert was born
they came west to Virden, Manitoba, where James
worked as a farm hand. Later the land was sold and
the Virden Hospital was built on it.
Daughter Amy was born in Virden in 1890. James
worked on the railway tracks during the winter
months for the sum of one dollar per day. Then they
moved to Hillview district and took up a homestead.
The family stayed with a Miss Clarke and her brother
until Mr. Wood was able to get some kind of a shack
built to live in.

Wilson, Gordon and Lillian (Parker)
Gordon was the youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Wilson. He was born at the farm home on the
southeast of 18-8-27 in 1908. He attended school at
Hillview and Reston. After completion of school he
farmed on the home farm until his death in February,
1968.
In October 1929 he married Lillian Ada Parker of
Woodnorth. She was born at Pipestone and was the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Parker.
Jean Louise, elder daughter was born in 1930.
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There was a loft with a ladder up the side of the
wall where the older ones went up to sleep on a bed of
hay or straw. After Miss Clarke's brother died James
worked his quarter of land as well as his own homestead. Daughter Bella was born in 1892. That was the
year the first store was built in Reston. They were
able to buy their Souris coal and some groceries there
then.
William was born in 1894, and Margaret in 1890.
Alexander was born in 1899 but died quite young and
was buried in Reston. Times were sure hard those
days and many a time they went to bed hungry.
About the homestead James Wood had. - It is
hard to remember the number of quarter sections he
had. The last person on the land as remembered was a
George Walker Sr. They struck oil on the land and
Mr. Walker was able to take his family back to Scotland for a visit. They returned but the oil wasn't
plentiful and they closed the well.
It was about the year 1900 when they moved to a
place, south of Sinclair. Another son Charlie was
born in 1902, then a son Alvin was born in 1905. Both
died young. Now Mary, Jim, Robert, Amy and Bella
went to the Hillview school. William just went for a
short time when the family moved to Sinclair so all
finished schooling there.
Some of the other students were Agnes Jane
Guthrie, Flossie Smith, the Wilsons, McMunns,
Ayres brothers, (Merv, William and Ralph) Some of
the Nolins and Caldwells went there too. The Wilsons had a board framed on their wall with all the
names of those who went to that school. There wasn't
much schooling as everyone had to work. They
mostly got to school in winter months. All were
farmers. As the family got older other people homesteaded, then left, so Mr. Wood rented their land.
After they moved to Sinclair, Mary stayed with Miss
Clark until Miss Clark died.
Why did Mr. and Mrs. Wood come to Canada?
They were offered the homestead land free as long as
they worked it and showed improvement every year
for three years. Then it was theirs. When they moved
to Sinclair there came up the worst blizzard anyone
ever saw. James Wood had a rope from the house to
the bam to get back and forth so as not to get lost. The
third day of the storm James got to the bam and when
he opened the bam door one of his three year old
heifers got out. She went with the storm and Mr.
Wood couldn't let go of the guide rope from the
house to the bam or he would get lost. After the
storm was over James and his son William went out to
look for her and ran into a group of neighbors looking
for a sixteen year old boy who had also got lost while
going to a close neighbors to get milk. The lad's folks
were named England. She was a widow, whose hus-

band was buried on their own farm. It was spring
before the lad's body was found about fifteen miles
from home, so had done a lot of walking in the storm.
It is believed it was Andy Trail's place he went to for
the milk. A Trail later bought a farm half a mile from
Wood's place. The heifer was found frozen to death
in a snow bank.
Son James Wood (Jim) joined the Army in 1915
or 1916, a sad time. A number of school friends also
went and didn't come back. Jim was fortunate and
returned although he was wounded.
After the war was over the flu broke out and a lot
of friends and neighbors died. William put in a hard
winter that year as he was driving the doctor with
horses and cutter. He was kept going day and night.
Some nights they had to bury people. That was the
hardest winter's work he ever did and won't ever
forget it.
Mr. and Mrs. Wood, Bob and William moved to
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan in 1927.
Now for the family and whom they married.
Mary married George Milliken and lived south of
Sinclair. Jim married a girl he met in Scotland while
overseas. Robert married a girl from West of Moose
Jaw. Amy married George Kipling from England.
Bella married a Thomas Burnett from England and
William married a girl from the Western part of
Saskatchewan. Margaret married Walter Lockhart
who used to work for old Mr. Stonehouse of Reston.
Some of the Stonehouse family are still there.
Here are a few of Mr. Wood's early experiences.
One was of a man who froze to death in September.
He was driving oxen somewhere north of Reston. A
man was coming from Virden with a team of horses.
There was no bridge over the Pipestone Creek, north.
He had to cross it but at that time of year the water was
high and neither man, wagon or horses were ever
found, only his hat which was hanging on a tree. Mr.
Wood often crossed this creek but maybe at lower
water levels. Another thing James told was that one
winter the snow was so deep it covered the bam
which he had for his oxen and a pony. The roof was
made of poles and straw. One day one of the oxen
walked on what it thought was a snow bank but it was
the bam. Needless to say it fell through and broke a
leg. Mr. Wood had to kill it and that gave them meat
and soup for the rest of the winter. After heavy snow
and strong winds, they had to shake off their quilts in
the mornings before getting out of bed. Things did
gradually improve.
There was a lot of illness in their large family. It
took a lot of Mr. Wood's money for the doctor bills.
Mrs. Watt was in the past a wonderful friend of our
family and helped as best she could the time Alexander died. Mrs. Woods often remembered and
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spoke of the kindness of the people to each other
when the need arose.
James Wood died in the year 1948 at the age of
eighty-eight years and Mrs. Wood died in 1950 at the
age of eighty-six.
William is the only son living at age eighty-four
in 1978 and sister Margaret is eighty-two years. They
are both living in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan and are
enjoying good health. Oh, they have their ups and
downs but are thankful to have good memories and
able to go walking everyday.

William and Robert, and one son James in Winnipeg;
one daughter Maggie, Mrs. Lockhart in Moose Jaw;
one daughter Amy, Mrs. Kipling in Glencairn, and
one daughter Belle, Mrs. Burnett in Sinclair. They
had ten children born to them, three dying in childhood and their eldest daughter Mrs. George Milliken
(Mary) died in September 1922.

Wood, James Jr. and Euphemia (Couper)
James Wood Jr. and Euphemia Wood had seven
children, three sons and four daughters. Two sons are
deceased, Lawrence in March 1922 and Darle in
September 1937. They are interred in the Sinclair
cemetery.
James Jr. Wood came to Canada at the age of six
weeks, where he settled with his family near Scarth,
Manitoba, having been born in Belhevie, Scotland in
January 1887. He, with his parents, brothers and
sisters later moved to the Hillview district where
James attended the Hillview school.
Later, James Wood Sr. set up a blacksmith business in Sinclair and the family took up residence in
the Sinclair district.
During the Great War James enlisted in the 200th
Battalion of the C.E.F. and saw service overseas.
While overseas he met Euphemia Couper of Aberdeen, Scotland and when James returned to Canada
he immediately set up farming and sent for Euphemia
who came to Canada in 1920 in December. They were
married in Knox United Church on December 29th,
1920. They farmed on the southwest of 34-7-29 west
until poor health forced James to give up farming and
moved into the village of Sinclair. Due to the hard
times and failing health, he decided to move to Winnipeg where he could receive treatment at Deer
Lodge Military hospital in 1941. He finally found a
job with the C.N .R. until his health failed once again
and he was forced to retire at the age of sixty-four. In
1953 on February 21st, James passed away in Deer
Lodge Hospital at the age of sixty-six. Mrs. Wood
then went to work and found her employment in
Honeysuckle Bakery and later became assistant head
cook at Technical Vocational School until she
reached her retirement. On retiring she made her
home among her daughters. She is now in a personal
care home in Winnipeg in failing health now being
seventy-nine years old.
To this union were born seven children, three
sons and four daughters. Two sons Lawrence and
Darle died in infancy.
James Wood Sr. had two sons in Moose Jaw,

Maple Valley Farm early 1900's (Hillview).

Hillview school.

Hillview Church's first and only wedding, 1954.
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Homestead, 1898.
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1912-14, Arnold Lazenby, Jack Dove, Frank Harrison in their
bachelor shack and have had thirty bachelors in for a duck
supper at times.

Hillview class of 1904, names.
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Humberstone
Later Rev. McKinney arranged a Confirmation
class and the family of six of the late Wm. Flannery
and six of the Pigg family in Pipestone were all
confirmed together by the late Archbishop Mathewson of Brandon in the year 1909. Two boys out of this
class were killed in action in World War 1, Raymond
Pigg of Pipestone and my brother, James Flannery,
who had three years war service.
One funny instance I can remember was when my
sister and I walked to school. There was a bicycle
outside the door. Thinking there was a tramp inside
we started to beat it down the road home, when we
heard a kindly voice shouting "Come on back girls,
I'm the School Inspector". Grades I to IX were
taught in Humberstone School.
Recently the former Humberstone School property had been sold to the Department of Highways.

Humberstone school class, 1911. Back Row: Jennie Flannery,
Dorothy Flannery, Ethel Forke, Emilee Wilcox, Vincent McFarland. Centre Row: Millie Morrison, Aubrey Laurence, Prine
Laurence, ? Wilcox, Gordon Morrison. Front Row: ? Wilcox,
Freda Laurence, Jessie Morrison, Marjorie Forke.

Humberstone School

Ellsworth, Mr. and Mrs. Scott

This school opened in the fall of 1898, north of
Pipestone, along the site of what is now known as 83
highway. The first teacher was Miss McLaren, no
doubt related to the McLarens south of Pipestone.
Pupils who attended school were from the families of Robert Forke (Senator), Jim McFarlane, Wm.
Flannery Sr., Sam Howat, Dan Morrison, Wm. Lawrence and others.
Teachers were: Mr. Grant (who was on crutches),
Mr. C. K. Newcombe (who in later years became
Barrister-at-Law), Miss Clarke, Miss Townsley (Reston), and Miss Acres.
My (Jennie Reid) father was a strict Anglican
from Ireland and he made arrangements to have Rev.
McKinny of Reston come to Humberstone School
every Sunday for church service. Many of the folks
in that district attended church every Sunday. We
didn't have an organ, but as kids we sure learned how
to sing. The hymns we sang in this little school are
still our favorites now.

Scott Ellsworth came west from Weiland, Ontario to prepare a home for his young wife and
daughter Lulu, (Mrs. Simpson). In October, 1886,
his wife and baby daughter joined him, travelling
west by train to Brandon and by ox cart to Humberstone district, north of Pipestone.
A school, called the Humberstone School was on
the section where his homestead was located. Seven
children were born at this sight. Only the oldest and
youngest daughters are still living, Mrs. Simpson,
Toronto and Mrs. 1. W. Cairns, Brandon.
Mr. Ellsworth purchased land in the Pipestone
Valley. The Pipestone Creek runs through the farm
site. he built a fine home there and died at an early
age in 1903 or 1904, leaving his widow and seven
children. A son Jack was sixteen and took over management of the farm. The Indian Reservation was
located just three miles north and Mr. Ellsworth was a
helpful friend of the Indians.
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Huston School
Huston School District No. 770

rizing the school board to borrow $500.00. Debentures were sold to raise this.
Meanwhile, in 1901, John Taddy received $1.00
for cleaning the well and Minnie Misener was paid
$1.00 for washing and ironing the curtains. In 1907,
two toilets were to be purchased at once.
In 1912, $150.00 was borrowed to put a foundation under the school stable and paint it. In 1913, the
school was enlarged because of greatly increased
enrollment.
In 1930, $951.00 was spent in putting a good
foundation under the school, in putting in a new
floor, lathing, plastering, and fixing the school wall.
That same year, Steve Temeweski received 25¢ a day
for lighting the school fires.
In 1955, there was an expectation of only a six
pupil enrollment for Huston School. In 1961, a meeting was called to dissolve Huston School District
because there were not enough pupils to carryon.
Later the school building was sold to George
Harbottle and the building is now a garage and workshop on the Harbottle farm. The school site was later
sold to Mrs. Jean Harbottle and is now part of the
farm.
Teachers listed over the years are: Annie Doney
- 1900 - $35.00 per month; Raylene Huggins 1901; Edna Harold - 1902; Maude Anderson 1903; Mr. R. W. Dunlop - 1903; Ruby Little 1907-1908 - $550.00 per year; Miss McConnell1910 - $540.00 per year; Miss M. E. Knight 1911-1912 - $600.00 per year; Jennie McCreary1913; Alice Wilson - 1913-1914; Janet More 1915-1916; Francis Thornton - 1916-1917 $720.00 per year; Florence McLaren - 1919-1920
- $800.00 per year; Myrtle McCullough 1921-1922; Enid Haughton - 1921-1923 $1000.00 per year; Helen Ross - 1923-1924; Herbert Ray - 1923-1924; Olive Smith - 1924-1926;
Dora Dunbar - 1929-1931; Margaret Anderson 1933-1934; Kay Townsend - 1934-1938; Maxine
Smith -1938-1939; Annie Davidoski -1939-1942;
Philis Mitchie - 1942-1943; Mildred Cleaver -

The plan for organizing the Huston School District was formulated by Fred Huston,Forbes
McLaren, and Edwin Patmore. They met one winter
night in the cellar of the Fred Huston home which
was on the piece of land where the Huston picnic
ground was later situated. Trustees were appointed
some time later with Forbes McLaren as chairman
and Fred Huston as secretary.
The first recorded meeting was in 1893 and was
for the purpose of raising $700.00 to buy a school site
and erect a schoolhouse. There were at that time,
twenty-one ratepayers in the district. Ratepayers
present at that meeting were: Forbes McLaren, John
Wright, William Lau, James Huston, and James
Robinson.
In April of 1894, tenders for the erection of the
schoolhouse were opened, and the five hundred and
forty dollar tender of A. E. Blakeway was accepted.
In the same year, $100.00 was voted to Fred Huston
for two acres of land on the southwest comer of
Section 2-6-27 for a school site. Secondhand desks
and seats were purchased for $25.00. A sum of
$43.95 was raised to pay a teacher and $30.00 was
designated for three tons of coal.
In 1895, it was decided to keep the school open
for seven months rather than for five months as
previously done. Vacation was to be mainly in the
winter months.
In January of 1899, the turstees met to consider
building a stable, with work to be done free of charge
by the ratepayers. $500.00 was to be borrowed to
build the stable, repair the schoolhouse, and fence
the grounds. In 1900, the project was again considered by the school board. In 1902, it was moved and
carried "that a stable, twenty-four feet by twentyfour feet by built, to replace the sod structure then in
use."
It was not until 1909, however, that a notice was
put on the school door that a loan would be raised to
build the stable, repair the school, and fence the
grounds. Eleven freeholders signed a motion autho263

ested in community affairs, always cheerful and optimistic. His family and their families were his first
priority as visiting them was his favourite pastime.
He and Mrs. Lau celebrated their 50th Wedding
Anniversary July 25th, 1932 with all their family and
friends celebrating and rejoicing with them, and on
their 51st Anniversary another gathering mourned his
death following a tragic accident, 1933. He had been
gored by a bull. In 1948 Mrs. Lau Sr. passed away
after a lengthy illness.
To this union of Wm. and Catherine Lau ten
children were born, seven girls and three boys.
The first child was Henrietta Elizabeth (Etta) who
married Fred Kruger on December 2, 1903 and lived
and farmed in the Bede district. They had five children. The first Wm. (Bill) married Eileen Carr, a girl
also from Bede a very small town at that time. They
also farmed and still do in the Bede district. They had
one child Shirley who also married and moved out
west. Kathleen (Min) married George Rollins who
also farms in the Bede district. They had two sons
Durwood and Dale: and two daughters; Donna, who
married Art Wilkins and live and farm just north of
Reston; and who had four daughters, three who have
married and live in various points and one girl at
home; and Maxine who married Al Bloomer and live
in Reston; and who had six children, one of whom
had a very tragic death in a grain bin. Eleanor married Leonard Henden who has a business in Pierson.
They had three daughters who have married and
moved to various points in Canada. Fred who as a
very young man joined the RCAF in the second
World War, and became Flying Officer F. C. Kruger.
He received the Distinguished Flying Medal from
His Majesty King George VI at an investiture in
Buckingham Palace. He was awarded the D.F.M. for
outstanding skill. He returned to Canada with his
English bride the former Joan Link and served in
various communities in western Canada and is now
residing in B.C. They had six children. Some have
married and live in different parts of Canada. Marjorie another daughter died in early childhood.
Mary, the second daughter of William and
Catherine Lau died as a child.
The third in the William Sr. family was Christian
Conrad (Chris). He married Goldie Johnson on
November 29th, 1911. They had two children, a
daughter Mary who married Waddy Winch of Reston. They have two sons, Garry and Brian and have
recently moved to Brandon. Garry married Eleanor
Josse and lives in Winnipeg and has one girl, Tamara.
Brian married Linda Dittmer of Sinclair and they
have two sons Troy and Aaron. They are now living
in Swift Current. Chris's son, Wm. Conrad (Bill)
married Nina Wynn of Reston, from which union

1943-1944; Jennie Babeuk - 1944-1945; Kathleen
Henderson - 1945-1946; May Stephenson 1946-1947; Nadine Manary - 1947-1948; Charmaine Parsons - 1948-1949; Marguerite Gatin 1949-1951; Clarice Dickinson - 1951-1952; Mrs.
Ruth McLean - 1952-1954; Mary Ann Thompson
- 1954-1955; Maurice Demikiue - 1955-1956;
Lillian Clow - 1956-1957; Betty Birch 1957-1958.

Lau, William and Catherine (Keutch)
In 1882 William Lau and Catherine Keutch were
married in Oxford County, East Zora, Ontario; then
came to Manitoba in March 1886. They stayed for
awhile with his brother Otto Lau at Justice, Manitoba, which was the end of the railroad at that time.
Later they drove with their few belongings in a lumber wagon to his homestead, section 4-6-27, in the
Huston district, about eight miles south of Reston.
They built a sod shack. One end was used as a
stable and the living quarters in the other end. Thus
they managed until they could get lumber to build a
house.
A year later, they sent for his mother and father
and his sisters Lizzie (Mrs. Wm. Turnbull); Henrietta
(Mrs. Andrew Jack), and Tina (Mrs. Chas. Kruger).
They had to travel to Brandon with wagon and oxen
for all of their supplies.
William and Catherine raised a family of ten,
three sons and seven daughters who will be named
later.
In 1893 a daughter Mary, age nine years, passed
away, and as there wasn't any cemetery around, she
was buried on the north side of the farm. Within a few
years later, Great-Grandfather Lau and Great-Grandfather Keutsch, Henrietta Jack, a sister of William
Lau's, were also buried there.
There was a minister living some distance away
who came and gave the last rites. They had to make
their coffins in those days. In the Huston district they
farmed successfully for twenty-four years.
Due to ill health William had to retire in 1911,
building a large home in Reston. This home was the
centre for many occasions: family gatherings,
through the years. If its walls could talk it would tell
many tales of fun, reminiscing and sumptuous
meals.
On their parents' retirement, the two elder sons
Christian Conrad (Chris) and Henry William (Bill)
remained on the land south of Reston in the Huston
district. There are only two left living of this family.
Clara Susan (Mrs. Alvin Halls) in Melita and Elizabeth Mary (Liz) (Mrs. Sam Salmonson) of
Grimsby, Ontario.
Mr. Lau Sr. had been an excellent farmer, inter264

have a small daughter Mandi. They all farm south of
Reston. Gerg is employed but lives at home at present. Gloria married Howard Harvey of Pipestone. To
this union two sons and two daughters were bom.
Delwyn lives at home and also farms. Glen is employed at Virden at present. Darlene and Karen are
still going to school in Reston.
The sixth child bom into the family was Elizabeth
Mary (Liz) who married Sam Salmonson on March
6th, 1918. They had four daughters. Carrie who died
at an early age of fifteen years. Florence moved out
east and worked and married Bob Bryden and lives in
Grimsby. Her mother lived there with them until
recently and is now in a nursing home. Margaret,
often called Peggy, married Lomer Bisson and lived
in Hanna, Alberta for many years. They raised a
family and she died at an early age. Enid the youngest daughter married Cecil Goodward. They also had
a small family and lived in the east.
The third son was Andrew John (Andy). He married Lillian Walterson on April 6th, 1926. He was in
the Navy for many years until retirement. They had
three children, Betty, Bill and Leona. They all live in
B.C.
The next bom to this family was Christina Sofia
(Teen). She passed away in her seventy-sixth year on
November 30th in the Assiniboine Hospital in Brandon after a lengthy illness.
Clara Susan the next daughter married Alvin
Halls in November 26th, 1919. They had three children, Eunice, who married Lyle Bulloch and they
had two sons. All live in Winnipeg. Winona (Nonie)
married Bill Powell and from this union three daughters were bom and they all live in Ontario. John
married Ede Bell and they have two sons. All live in
Ontario.
The youngest member of this family was Emma
Jane. She married Maurice Thorbum on December
3rd, 1929. To them were bom two daughters. Shirley
who married Joe Brown and Katherine who married
Garry Galt. All live in Winnipeg with their young
families. Emma passed away at an early age of fortythree in 1946. [There are only two living members of
the Senior Lau family, Elizabeth Mary (Liz) and
Clara Susan (Mrs. Alvin Halls) of Melita, Manitoba.
All the members of this family took their early
schooling in the Huston School south of Reston.]
When they married and their children's children
married they moved further and afar. All their names,
locations and occupations have not been established.

were bom one son and a daughter: Marvin married
Lynn Balding and has five children, three girls and
two boys and reside in Leduc, Alberta at present. The
children's names: Belinda, Lisa, Michael, Michelle,
and Blake. The daughter Shannon married Dennis
Gould of Melita and they live and farm in the Bede
district. They have one girl Kellie.
The next daughter Margaret Catherine (Maggie)
married Hiram (Bob) Halls, July 29, 1907. To this
union four children were bom: Catherine (Kate) who
married Maurice Gatin; and they had three sons and
two daughters. One son was kicked by a horse and
killed at a very early age. A son Wilfred, and son
Maurice are married and live in Winnipeg. A daughter Margaret married Albert Marginehe who farms at
Holland, Manitoba. They have three girls and one
son. Anita, another daughter, married a Mr. Dale
Osbome. They reside at Thunder Bay, Ontario at
present. They have three children. The next in the
Halls family was a son Earl, who married Harriet
Erickson of Reston district. They had three sons and
two daughters. One boy (Darcy) was drowned in a
little creek that ran through their farm in the Huston
district. The two daughters are: Doreen, who married
Donald Benzie of Reston, have two children, Darcy
and Decie, and live in Souris, and Ann, who married
Douglas Zam and have a family of three: Lisa, Lori
and Miles; and reside northwest of Reston.
Another son Darrell married Sylvia McLean and
they have two in their family: Craig, the son, was
married last spring and a daughter Shelly still goes to
school at Reston. Another son Boyd is married and
living in Thompson, with two children. Two girls,
sisters of Earl, Alfreda married Bob Cuningham and
lives in Winnipeg; and Dorothy (Dode) married
Clare Anderson and at this time is running a Motel
Business at Fort St. John, B.C. They had two sons
Brian and Jimmy. They are both married and live in
Winnipeg.
The fifth child bom in the Lau family was Wm.
Henry (Bill) who married Ella Johnson on February
27th, 1915. They had three daughters. The first was
Ruth who married Frank Patmore on December 27th,
1941. They lived in Pipestone, and have three sons,
Bill, who married Barbara Bulloch of Reston. They
reside in The Pas, Manitoba. They have three children: Travis, Jeffry and Jamie. Terry married Helen
Bulloch of Reston and lives in Pipestone. They farm
out of town. They have a daughter Regan and a son
Jason. Brent married Ann Milliken of Sinclair last
summer (1978). They reside in Brandon. Bill and
Ella had twin daughters also. They are Gwen and
Gloria. Gwen married George Fotheringham who
farms south of Reston. They have two sons Grant and
Greg. Grant married Bonnie Mayert of Sinclair. They

Patmore, Edwin and Ada (Fulcher)
This is the history of the Patmore family. They
have farmed the same land south of Pipestone for
almost a century and the fourth generation of the
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itoba, lives in Winnipeg, and has two daughters.
Beverly, a nurse, is married to Albert Golem of
Shaunavon, Saskatchewan and presently lives at
Comox, B.C. She has a son and a daughter.
Harry's son, Robert Stanley farms in partnership
with his father on the original, though now expanded
family farm. In May of 1973, he married Wanda
Moore, daughter of Hillis and Millie Moore of the
Woodnorth district. Stanley and Wanda have two
children, Robin and Jennifer. Harry's fourth child,
Judy, is a barber and is married to David Gillander of
Melita, Manitoba. They live at Redditt, Ontario.
Frank Stanley Patmore, third child of Edwin and
Ada Patmore lives in the village of Pipestone. In
1941, he married Ruth Lau, daughter of the late H. W.
Lau and Ellen Lau of the Huston district. From 1930
to 1962, Frank operated a trucking and transfer business dealing in hay and livestock. In 1949 he purchased the Massey Harris Implement Agency in
Pipestone and also expanded into farming.
Frank and Ruth have three sons. Bill, a hospital
administrator, is married to Barbara Bulloch, daughter of Cecil and Ethel Bulloch of Reston. Bill and
family presently live at The Pas and have two sons
and a daughter.
Terry, Frank's second son, carries on the farming
tradition and lives in the village of Pipestone. In
1971, he married Helen Bulloch, daughter of Elwood
and Jean Bulloch of Reston. They have a daughter
Regan and a son Jason. Brent, youngest son of Frank
and Ruth, is a surveyor with the Manitoba Department of Highways. In 1978, he married Ann Milliken, daughter of Beverly and Mary Milliken of
Reston. Brent and Ann reside in Brandon.
Fourth child of Edwin and Ada Patmore is Phyllis
Honoria, who became a teacher and taught in the
thirties at Prairie Rose School between Reston and
Sinclair, and at Belleview School east of Pipestone.
In 1941, she married Robert Dillon of Port Arthur,
Ontario, who was at that time a member of the
R.C.A.F. After the war he was a government grain
inspector in Thunder Bay, Ontario and worked at this
until his death in December, 1974.
Phyllis has three sons: Jim, who lives at Vancouver, British Columbia; Bob, who lives in Ottawa,
Ontario and John who lives in Calgary, Alberta.
Ada Vera, the youngest child, became a nurse. A
graduate of the Brandon Hospital for Mental Diseases and of Saint Joseph's Hospital in Montreal, she
still practices her profession in Vancouver, B. C.
The children of Edwin and Ada Patmore received
most of their education at Huston School, two and a
half miles from the farmhouse, though for a few
years they attended Paramount school. The children
of Harry and Gladys Patmore also attended Huston

family is now growing up on the original family
farm.
The founder of the Pipestone Patmore family was
Edwin Stanley Patmore, who was born in Bishop
Stortford, Essex, England, on March 22nd, 1865. In
1882, after the death of his mother, Edwin Patmore
and his father and four brothers emigrated to Canada
and lived for about two years in London, Ontario
where they were emloyed in fruit marketing.
In 1884, they moved to Brandon, Manitoba and
Edwin worked at the experimental farm there. In
1887, he walked from Brandon to Pipestone to stake
a claim on 12-6-27, seven miles south of what is now
Number Two Highway, and one mile west of what is
now Highway Eighty-Three.
He chose this land for two reasons: first, that it
was rumoured that the railroad would come through
the immediate area, and secondly that it was high and
dry and not as subject to frosts as the valley land north
of Pipestone.
Edwin built a one room shack of timber hauled
from Hartney and here, along with a hired man, he
batched for about fifteen summers and, in at least the
first years, returned each winter to Brandon to his
brother and family. He used oxen to break up his
homestead and he brought young trees from Oak
Lake to plant the grove which still stands north of the
farm buildings.
Edwin drove by horse and buggy regularily to
Souris to court his future wife Ada Christiana
Fulcher. Ada was born in a small village in York,
England on March third, 1875, and with her mother
had emigrated to Souris, Manitoba, where one of her
brothers had already taken up residence.
They were married in Saint Matthew's Cathedral,
Brandon, on February 20, 1905. After their marriage, a second room was built on to the bachelor
shack. All five of their children were born in the
farmhouse and all except the last birth was without
aid of a doctor.
Their first child was Marjorie Blanche. Marjorie
was a teacher and taught at Hillview, northwest of
Reston in the late twenties. She married Lome Mikkelsen of Oberon, Manitoba. They farmed for many
years at Oberon and now divide their time between
Ononole, Manitoba and Mesa, Arizona. They have
two children: Marcia, Mrs. Donald Bilkoski, lives at
Selkirk, Manitoba and has three daughters. Randy
lives at Erickson, Manitoba and has one son.
Their second child, Ernest Harry Patmore, still
remains on the farm. He married Gladys Barnes of
Pierson, Manitoba, in 1942 and of this marriage, four
children were born and raised in the original, though
several times enlarged farmhouse. Virginia, a teacher, is married to Roy Johnson of Meadows, Man266

school until its closure in 1958, when they transferred
to Pipestone. Both generations of children travelled
to school by buggy, on horseback or on foot in
summer, and by sleigh in winter.
The Patmore farmhouse is now in disuse and
being demolished. Four generations of Patmores
knew this house as horne however. The house was
unoccupied for a few years when Harry built a horne
south of the original buildings but still on the same
quarter section. When Stanley and Wanda were married in 1973, they took up residence in the old farmhouse and their son Robin knew this as horne for the

first two years of his life. He then moved with his
parents to a new horne just a few yards away.
Edwin and Ada Patmore lived on the farm until
1956, when they moved to a retirement horne in
Pipestone. After Harry's marriage, the farmhouse
was divided to make separate quarters for both families. Edwin and Ada Patmore lived in the village of
Pipestone until their death. Edwin died on January
second, 1959 and Ada died on April twenty-eighth,
1967. Both are buried in the family plot in the
Pipestone cemetery.
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Kinloss

Kinloss school at Reston Field Day, 1931. Left Row, front to
back: Frank Boulton, Jack Fraser, Jim Fraser, Violet Boulton,
Cliff Pierce. Right Row: Bill Fraser, Eddie Boulton, Lawrence
Pierce, John Fraser, Bevis Boulton.

Kinloss school.

The School District of Kinloss

$60.00. Miss Harlowe used the proceeds from a
concert to purchase a bell for the belfry.
The school was open from 1899 to 1961, except
for 1934-1935, when it closed for lack of pupils (five
were needed to keep it open), and the few children
who were school age were transported by school bus
to Reston.
In 1964, Kinloss was officially dissolved and
became part of the Consolidated School District of
Reston No. 141 in the Fort La Bosse School Division.
Members of the School Board at the time of closing
were: Mrs. Jessie Fotheringham, Sec.-treas., Trustees - Burt Busby, Ross Gould and Wilf Hamel.
The school building and site were put up for
tender and sold to A. Otte for $600.00.
In 1907, twenty-seven pupils attended school:
Charlie Pierce, Jessie Sutcliffe, Jack Sutcliffe, Fred
Stonehouse, George Stonehouse, Annie Lockhart,

The School District of Kinloss No. 934 was
formed in 1899. A public meeting was held on February 21st, to deal wth the question of raising or borrowing a sum of money for the purpose of building a
new schoolhouse. The trustees were A. W. Harper,
Ben Boulton and Edward Pierce with Thos Pierce as
Secretary-treasurer. They were authorized to borrow
the sum of $700.00 by an issue of debentures to
purchase a school site, buildings and furnishings.
Land was purchased from Tom Lockhart and Mr.
James Stall wood of Reston was paid $622.00 for
building the school which is located on N. E.Y4
19-6-27 of Albert Municipality.
School started on May 1st, in the Thos Pierce
house with Miss Harlowe as teacher. A legislative
grant of$65.00 was received for the year ending June
30, 1899; the teacher's wage for two months was
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Katie Bray, Connie Bray, Minnie Bray, Robert
Armstrong, Laura Pierce, Florence Pickersgill, Oma
Armstrong, Hartley Sutcliffe, Grace Sutcliffe, Pearl
McDonald, Walter Armstrong, Tommy Lockhart,
Lena Lockhart, Mabel Pickersgill, Evelyn Sutcliffe,
Roy Pickersgill, Wm. Sutcliffe, Alice Sutcliffe, Annie Sutcliffe, Ethel McDonald, and Jennie
Armstrong.
Teachers at Kinloss were as follows: Miss
Harlowe, Miss Cochrane, Lizzie Stewart, Helen
McPherson, Lydia Carrothers, Jennie Downey, Miss
Calder, May Townsley, Annie Wilson, Mr. Richardson, Blanche Bent, Alice Willett, Ada Boulton,
Aileen McFarlane, Mabel Pickersgill, Miss Martin,
M. Edith Moore, Dorothy Raynor, Ida McCulloch,
Irene Basker, Elta Kennedy, Lucy Fraser, Jean
Ledingham, Thelma Barber, Ethel Sankey, Gladys
McIntyre, Ethel Sharmon, Jean Smith, Ruth
Howden, Margaret Witt, Mrs. Mary Stacey, Tom
Stewart, Gwendolyn Massey, Jean Spence, Merle
Cassell, Ruth Stoddart, Doreen Blackmore, Isabelle
Nixon, Jean Mayberry, Mrs. Mary Milliken, Louella
Mayes, Catherina Schuddematt, Helen McLeod,
Claire Perras, Edward Kostecki, Mrs. Doreen Sharratt, Beverley Francis, Jean Walton.

straw with the team and rack taking George with him.
George, being a fourteen-year old and just becoming
interested in guns, took the shot-gun along in hopes
of seeing a rabbit, the gun of course being loaded. In
those days of steel-wheeled trucks under the rack and
on frozen ground, he was naturally holding the gun.
They hit a bump and the gun went off. George was
severely wounded and passed away a few days later.
In 1927 Jim married Laura Pierce, the eldest
daughter of neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pierce
and set up housekeeping on what was known then as
the Deever place, now owned and occupied by
Wilfred Hamel. Later they moved to the Mike
Boulton farm, now owned and occupied by LaVerne
Hamel. In 1933 they moved again, this time to the
Stonehill district, the farm formerly owned by the
Alex McIvor's, 36-5-28. They raised five children,
Edward, George, Murray, Phyllis and John A. Laura
passed away in May, 1943.
Mr. Fotheringham passed away in August 1948
and Mrs. Fotheringham in September 1948 with Jim
just a year later, in August 1949.
George, the second son of James (Jr.) married
Gwen Lau, one ofthe twin daughters ofW. H. Lau in
1950 staying on the home farm. They built a new
house there and raised two sons; Grant married Bonnie Mayert of the Sinclair district in 1972 and they
built a new house on the farm that used to belong to
Gwen's Uncle Chris Lau. They have one child Mandi
Leigh. The second son Gregg, is still at home.
Murray, Jim's third son has a trailer home across
the road from George and Gwen. He is not married.
Phyllis is married to Delbert Martin and they live in
Burnaby, B.C. and have one daughter, Cheryl.
John A. the youngest of Jim's family studied
geology and worked for an oil company in Alberta
for a time, then later took up teaching. He married
Diane Styles of Calgary. They have four children,
Jodi, Lori, Jeffrey and Nancy all still at home. They
moved back to the Reston District in 1975, buying the
farm from William G. McLean.
Edward, Jim's oldest boy was never married and
he passed away in December, 1970.
William Leslie, the third son of James (Sr.) went
east to Dryden, Ontario in the thirties and for a time
worked for Dingwall Motors, later moving to Oxdrift
to manage a general store for Jack Skene. In 1939 he
married the clerk of that store, Lillian Lewis and
shortly afterwards they bought the store, raising one
son, Albert. They are now in the process of closing
out the store and retiring. Their son Albert became a
Civil Engineer and lives in Calgary, Alberta where
he married Diane Brown of Los Angeles, California.
They have one daughter, Sarah.
John Garriach, the fourth son, served overseas

Fotheringham, James and WiHiamina (Fiddler)
James Fotheringham and Williamina Fiddler of
Stronsay, Orkney Isles, were married in January,
1902. They came to Canada with their son James Jr.
in 1905, aboard the first turbine-engined ship to cross
the Atlantic. They settled just south of Brandon with
a family by the name of Gibson and worked for them
that year and the next winter. In 1906 they went to
work for Alfred Harper who lived in the Brandon
Hills, southeast of Brandon. While there, George
Eunson was born and later William Leslie.
In 1912 they moved to the Reston district, buying
a farm from Alfred Harper, three-quarters section,
the house being on the southwest of 32-6-27. The
R.S. Ludlams had been renting the farm prior to the
sale. In 1913 they set about building a new house.
Arthur Bushby was the contractor and Hazen Bigney
his helper. This was the year John Garrioch was born.
There was no doctor in Reston at the time and Mrs.
Tom Lockhart (Sr.) attended Mrs. Fotheringham.
When Douglas was born in 1915, he was one of the
first children delivered by Dr. Frank Clark on his
arrival in Reston to practice his profession.
The Fotheringham children attended the Kinloss
school, Jack's first teacher was Miss Ida McCulloch
who later became Mrs. Frank Brady.
In 1921, tragedy struck the family, a shooting
accident. Jim was going out to the field for a load of
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with the Canadian Forces. He was severely wounded
while in Holland and was invalided home in March,
1945. He married Jessie Johnson, second daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson of the Sinclair district
in 1941, and when he came back from overseas they
took over the home farm. They raised a family of two
boys and two girls. Robert married Evelyn Harris of
Grandview, Manitoba in 1967 and they are now farming the home place, building a house just east of the
one built in 1913. They have two children Jeffrey and
Marla Rae.
John Garriach Jr. joined the RCMP in 1967 serving at different points in Alberta, then Ottawa and
now again in Calgary. In 1974 he married Margaret
McCallum of Edmonton. They now live in Calgary
where Garry is still stationed with the RCMP.
Norma Jean worked in the local bank until she
married a school teacher, Robert Cochrane of
Hamiota. They now live at Langruth, Manitoba. Bob
teaches at Amaranth and also farms a half-section
near Langruth. They have two children, Kevin and
Corene.
Patricia trained as a Lab. Technologist at Red
River College and Deer Lodge Hospital in Winnipeg. She went to Medicine Hat, Alberta and
worked in the hospital there for four years; then
moved to the Veteran's Hospital in Calgary where she
became Laboratory Supervisor. She married Edward
Marshall in 1972, and Ed drives a bus for Calgary
City Transit.
Douglas, the youngest of James (Sr.) family also
went east in the thirties working as a hardware clerk.
In 1945 he married a music teacher, Tena Skene,
eldest daughter of Charles Skene of the Oxdrift area.
Doug went into partnership in a hardware business
which they kept until 1977 when they closed it out.
Doug is now working in a tree-nursery station. They
raised two sons, James and Craig, both in the music
business. Craig has his own band in Winnipeg and
Jim is working with TCA. In 1972 he married Sherry
Morrison and they moved to Calgary where they now
reside.

Railway Avenue and First Street in Reston, now
occupied by the Lome Jago family.
George Fraser hauled grain from his farm to
Virden by team and wagon as the railroad didn't
come to Reston then. It was a two-day haul and they
broke their trip up half way where a large bam, in the
Ontario style, would house horses for the night. They
got their grain gristed and brought home a winter
supply of flour from the Virden Flour Mill. He
farmed before he retired on the southwest of 3-7-27
in the Rural Municipality of Pipestone and had land
in the Broomhill area and at Ebor.
Katie Fraser was always ready to help and until
her death in 1957 was a good neighbor to all. George
Fraser passed away in 1963 and both were buried in
Reston Cemetery. They had seventeen grandchildren
and eleven great-grandchildren.
William married Eva Maden of Kapuskasing,
Ontario. He was a Doctor and they lived in several
towns in Saskatchewan. Bill was a Veteran of two
wars and passed away in 1947. He was buried at
Reston. They had a family of five boys, George,
William Jr., Ken, Gene, and Joe. George and Ken are
married and live in Ontario. Bill and Joe and families
lived in British Columbia and Gene and family reside
in Regina. Eva Fraser passed away in 1977 and was
buried at Kelowna, B. C.
Thomas married Ella Anderson of Marengo,
Saskatchewan in 1923. Hannah was born and educated in the Reston district and went on to take her
teacher's training in Brandon. She taught a few years
and married Andy McKay and they lived at Rivers
until Andy passed away. Hannah taught school there
and after Andy died, worked for Taylor Hardware
Co. In 1960 she remarried, Russell Setter of Russell,
Manitoba. She passed away in 1968 and was buried at
Russell.
Catherine Fraser was educated at Reston and took
teacher's training in Brandon. She taught a few years
and married George Stonehouse of Kinloss district in
1926. They farmed at Reston a few years and then
moved to Ebor where they lived until retiring to
Virden.
George and Katie Stonehouse had one son, Kenneth who married Winnie Callan of Cromer. Ken
farmed at Ebor and now resides in Virden where he
works. They have two children; Lorraine who is
married to Richard Pengelley of Cromer and they live
at Alberta, and Wayne who lives in Winnipeg. Katie
passed away in 1976 and George resides at the Sherwood Home across the street from their Virden
home.
Annie Mae Fraser was the first of the family born
in the Fraser home in Reston and educated in Reston.
She married Jack Robinson in 1931 and they had two

Fraser, George and Catherine (Gallon)
George Fraser came from Luckno, Ontario in the
early 1890's. He homesteaded on 28-6-27 in the
Rural Municipality of Albert. He went back to Ontario in 1896 and married Catherine Gallon and
brought her west to Reston.
There were six children born of the union,
William, Thomas, Hannah, Catherine, Anne Mae,
and George. Bill and Tom started their education at
Kinloss School and all finished in Reston. In later
years George Fraser had his home on the comer of
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sons, Tom and Douglas. Jack Robinson was the mailman on the Reston-Wolsely line. The moved later to
Moose Jaw and he passed away there in 1935 when
Douglas was just a baby. Tom and Doug are both
married and live with their families in Regina. Annie
Mae came back to live at Reston and kept house for
George Jr. who farmed the southwest quarter of
3-7-27 for a few years. Later she married Sherman
Dayton who had a garage and John Deere business at
Newdale where they moved. Annie Mae passed away
in 1973 and was buried at Newdale.
George Fraser was born in the Fraser home in
town and received his education in Reston schools.
He farmed at Reston a few years and managed the
McCabe Elevator until it was gone. He then moved to
Oakner as grain buyer for Scottish Co-op Wholesale
Company where he worked for thirty years. He then
moved to Winnipeg and worked three years for
Greater Winnipeg Gas. George married Ruth Cusack
of Reston. They have three children, Keith and wife
of Forestburg, Alberta, Barry of Winnipeg and Dianne, married to Alf Ramsey of St. Adolphe, Manitoba. George passed away in 1978 and was buried in
Winnipeg.

two sons; Tom, farming at home and Ken lives in
Winnipeg. George passed away in 1967 and was
buried in Reston Cemetery. Jean still lives on the
farm in the Huston district.
Betty got her education at Kinloss and Reston and
taught school on a permit. She worked at W. Heath's
for nine months before she married the second son,
Willard in 1952. They worked out a year and then
lived in Virden, Estevan, (Saskatchewan), Goodlow,
B. C., working in the oil fields. In 1962 the Heath's
came back to farm on section 29-7-27, a farm once
owned by Betty's grandfather in the early 1900's.
They have eight children, three girls, and five boys.
Irene married Monty O'Brian of Sydney and they
live at Thompson, Manitoba. Fraser and Ray are
attending Assiniboine Community College, Brandon. Fred has no fixed address; Wade, Elger, Laurie
and Dianne are at home.
Ken Fraser attended school at Kinloss and Reston. He worked for several local farmers and then
went to FIin Flon to work. There he enlisted in the
RCAF Air Force in 1950. He has travelled all over the
world in the Air Force. In 1957 he married Gladys
Copland of Chicoutini, Quebec. Ken was posted to
Saskatoon on returning from overseas and they were
married there. They have three sons, Brian is at
College at Lac La Biche, Alberta. David .and Robert
are at home. At present they reside at Cold Lake,
Alberta, where Ken is Warrant Officer K.M. Fraser.
Wilma gained her education at Kinloss and Reston High School and took permit teacher training in
Winnipeg. She taught at Coulter and worked in the
Royal Bank at Waskada. She married Brown Andrews of the Coulter district in 1953. They lived in
Tilston where Brown was Pool Elevator Agent until
1957 when they moved to Nesbitt. In 1971 they were
transferred to Glenburo where they now reside. They
have a family of three children, one girl and two
boys. Beverly is married to Rob Johnson of Winnipeg
and they live in Brandon where they both are teachers. Ron is a fourth-year student at the University of
Manitoba taking Engineering. Barry is a first-year
student in Agriculture at the University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg.
The Frasers have sixteen grandchildren.
Tom Fraser is the only surviving member of the
George Fraser family and lives less than a mile away
from where his father homesteaded in early 1890
after taking to heart the land salesman's saying, "Go
West, young man, go West."

Fraser, Tom and Ella (Anderson)
Tom Fraser was born on 28-6-27 of the Municipality of Albert in the Kin10ss district. He has lived
all his life in the area and farmed and still resides on
section 20-6-27. He farmed with his father until he
was married and then moved to section 20-6-27. He
married Ella Anderson of Marengo, Saskatchewan.
She had come from Fergus, Ontario and completed
her High School at Reston, staying with her aunt and
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Manning. She took her
teacher's degree in Brandon and taught in western
Saskatchewan until they were married in 1923. They
had three boys and three girls, William, Jack, Jean,
Betty, Ken and Wilma.
Bill had always farmed with his dad after getting
his education at Kin10ss. He married Edna Klusendorf of Sinclair and they made their home in Reston
but Bill still farmed with his Dad. Edna passed away
in 1976 and was buried at Reston. Bill returned to the
farm and still lives there with his parents.
Jack received his education at Kin10ss School. He
helped his grandfather George Fraser for a few years
on the farm and then went into the trucking business
in different areas of Manitoba. He now resides in
Regina.
Jean received her education at Kin10ss and Reston. She lived at home until she married George
Harbottle of Findlay in 1950. They farmed the Tom
Pierce farm for a few years and then moved to the
Huston district, northwest quarter 2-6-27. They have

Gould, John and Matilda (Halls)
The Gould family can be traced back to the town
of Walton and Street in Somerset County, England,
where some of the family still lives.
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married and raised a family, only to return to Canada
as United Empire Loyalists after the American War
of Independence in 1776. They settled near Inkerman, Ontario and later some of the family moved to
Manitoba. (Ancestors of the late Thomas Baldwin of
Reston.)
In December 1944 Ross and Louise moved into
their present home in the Kinloss district on section
12-6-28.
The southeast of 12-6-28 once belonged to a Mr.
Rowe and was later sold to James Townsley who sold
it and the northeast of 12-6-28 to William Gould who
sold it to Ross Gould in 1947.
The northwest of 12-6-28 once belonged to an
Icelander by the name of Mr. Smye (not sure of
spelling). Later it was sold to Tony Pierce. Cliff
Pierce then owned it and sold it to Ross Gould in
1951.
The southwest of 12-6-28 once belonged to Mr.
and Mrs. Ghuphards and was sold to Ross Gould in
1946.
Ross and Louise Gould raised three sons: Dennis
Eugene 1945, Gary Rodney 1949, Mark Baldwin
1953.
Dennis, Gary and Mark attended Kinloss School
and later the Reston schools after Kinloss closed in
June 1962. (Miss Jean Walton was the last teacher at
Kinloss. )
In July, 1973, Gary Gould married Aleta
Hodgins, daughter of Fred and Annie Hodgins of the
Bernice district. They have two daughters Kyla Dee,
1975 and Kristin Lou Ann, 1976.
In November, 1973, Dennis Gould married Shannon Lau daughter of Bill and Nina Lau of the Kinloss
district. They have one daughter Kellie Wynn, 1976,
and a son.
Dennis and Gary Gould live on the farm (west
half of 23-5-26) once owned by Hayward and Morris
Gould who took it over from their father William.
Mark farms with Ross on the home farm in the
Kinloss district.

In search of a better way of life Joseph Gould and
family and his nephew John Robert Gould
(1846-1926), arrived in Canada on March 22, 1869.
John set up a farm near Exeter, Ontario and as
well ran a small brick factory.
Shortly afterwards, John married Matilda Halls
(1852-1908), daughter of William and Sophia Halls
also of Exeter. John and Matilda had five children:
William 1873-1961, Nelson 1875-1879 (died of diphtheria), Samuel Richard 1879-1975, Allan
1884-1919, Nettie Amber 1897-1908 (died of diphtheria). (Matilda also died of diphtheria).
In search of homestead land, John and his son
Will came West in the autumn of 1882. They came by
train as far as Emerson and then walked the rest of the
distance to the land titles office which was at Deloraine. For a fee of $10.00, John picked out a homestead from the map, (northwest of 14-5-25, one mile
west of Bernice now owned by Arthur Gould).
They built a sod house and broke a few acres of
land. What little grain that was grown those first
years was seeded and cut by hand and it was threshed
with a flail.
In March 1885, the Second Riel Rebellion broke
out. This was a terrifying time for Matilda who was
often left alone for days with three small children
while John was hauling grain or supplies. She would
often stand at the window scanning the horizon expecting at any moment to see a band of rebels. Of
course none ever appeared as the trouble was confined to Saskatchewan.
Another source of terror, were the annual prairie
fires some of which could be seen on the horizon a
day or more before they arrived.
The first school in this district was Gould School,
built some time before 1890 and situated about two
and a quarter miles east of Bede, on the southwest of
22-5-26 (now owned by Lloyd Gould). One of the
first teachers was Mr. 1. W. Cross. In about 1914 this
school was moved to its present site and the name was
changed to Bernice No. 547.
In January 1901, William Gould married Nettie
Maude Wildinson (1880-1960) daughter of John and
Lydia Wildinson of Canton, Ontario. They bought
the Bill Halls farm (west half of 23-5-26) and started
farming (with 75 cents cash on hand).
William and Nettie raised three sons: Hayward
1906-1975, Ross Eugene 1912, and Morris 1914.
In June 1943, Ross Gould married Mildred
Louise Baldwin, daughter of Joseph and Agnes Baldwin of Warren, Manitoba.
The first Baldwin came to Canada as a British
soldier with General James Wolfe and fought at the
Battle of the Plains of Abraham in September 1759.
He was later transferred to Pennsylavania where he

Pierce, Edward and Mary (Fraser)
In the month of March 1892 Edward Pierce set
out by train from Lucknow, Ontario, to seek a homestead in Western Manitoba, arriving at Virden. He
travelled over land to a place later established and
called Reston. Another branch of the railroad arrived here in late 1892. He selected a homestead on
the northeast quarter of 30-6-27 in the Municipality
of Arthur. Later this northern third was re-named
Albert Municipality.
The first year they had to travel to Virden for
supplies and haul their grain there. There was a
halfway house a few miles this side of Virden, where
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they would stop overnight when hauling their grain
and go the rest of the way the next day and all the way
back home.
When he arrived here there wasn't a tree of any
kind nearer then the sandhills, some fifteen miles
east. They hauled wood from these sand hills, leaving home at three or four 0' clock in the morning, take
a lunch with them, cut a load of wood and arrive back
home late at night. This was very tiring trip and there
was always the danger of a blizzard developing.
Edward worked for his Uncle Robert Harper the
first summer, who had a homestead a mile east on the
northwest of section 28-6-27. While breaking the sod
with a walking plow the share had to be taken off each
evening and sharpened. This consisted of heating to a
cherry red and pounding out with a heavy hammer on
an anvil, but these facilites not being available he
would have to pound cold. This was very hard work,
the edge having to be pounded quite thin.

rence Pickersgill, Fred and George Stonehouse, Laura Pierce, Tom and Annie Lockhart.
The teacher was May Townsley. It is said that
school was held one summer before Kinloss school
was built in a sod house on the northwest of section
30-6-27. This land was homesteaded by Alf Harris
and he had pre-empted the southwest of 30-6-27.
Non-denominational church and Sunday school
was held in the Kinloss school for a great many years,
a fowl supper was held every autumn to raise money
to defray expenses and for some remuneration tor the
minister.
A concert was held every Christmas with the
school pupils putting on the entertainment, they
being trained by the teacher with some of the local
ladies helping by playing the organ and helping the
teacher when necessary. Dances were also held in the
school and the music supplied by local talent. In
March 1902 a terrible blizzard came in and the children were storm-stayed in the school for three days
with very little to eat after the first day. The teacher
had the big bell in the belfry, ringing continuously in
a chance that some parents were trying to get to the
school. On the third day some of the Lockhart boys
started out to the school with some food for the
children (they lived two and a quarter miles north of
the school). The snow had piled up around a homesteader's low house, and they walked over it without
realizing it until some time later. They eventually
reached the school.
Before Paramount school was built the Peter
Ready children came to Kinloss. James Ready tells
that the morning of the blizzard his father had taken
he and Andrew to school (they lived about two and
one half miles east of Kinloss). By the time he got
home it was storming very hard so he decided he
would go back for the boys. The storm was so bad on
the way back it blew the box partly off the sleigh. He
would have to stop several times and clean the snow
out of the horses eyes and nostrils.
The last school meeting at Kinloss was held January 16,1964 when Kinloss became part of the consolidated district of Reston. Kinloss school remains here
bought by a local resident and made into a dwelling.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pierce moved over to the
southwest of section 30-6-27 in 1906, where Mary
was born in 1907 and where the oldest son William
passed away in August 1906 at the age of ten of spinal
meningitis, at that time. When they moved here there
were four older children namely William, Laura,
Charlie and Alvin. Later Elizabeth and Edward were
born.
Mary received her elementary at Kinloss and
higher education at Reston. In the winter Alvin and

The fall of 1893, Edward went to Lucknow, Ontario to marry his sweetheart Mary Fraser. They came
back to the homestead in the spring of 1894, the
railroad having arrived this far in 1892. They brought
with them a car load of settlers effects, some of which
were three horses and enough lumber to put up a
small house. They were down to their last five cent
piece. That summer they got three cents a dozen for
eggs and five cents a pound for butter. By the year
1898, there were quite a few children of school age. It
was decided to have a school built. The minutes in the
book are of a meeting dated February 21st, 1899 for
this purpose Mr. A. Harper was chairman and T.
Pierce Secretary. A motion moved by George Fraser
and seconded by Edward Pierce, was passed authorizing the trustees to borrow $700.00 for the purpoe
of building a school. Another motion by the same
two was that school commence May 1st, 1900 in the
T. Pierce house.
The school district was given the name of
Kinloss, S.D. #934, named after the school district
in Ontario where most of these settlers had come
from, namely Edward, Thomas, James and William
Pierce, George Fraser, Thos. Lockhart, Robt. and
Alfred Harper, Alex McLean. The first meeting of
the board was held May 7, 1899 at the home of T.
Pierce when by-law No. I authorizing the issuing of
ten year debentures in the amount of $7.00 was
passed. Hames Stall wood was paid $622.00 for lumber and building the school. The first teacher's name
was Miss Cochrane. She received $60.00 for the year
ending June 30, 1899, two months teaching.
On the register of 1907 lists the pupils as Bill,
Evelyn, Grace, Harley and Jack Sutcliffe, Oma,
Robert and Walter Armstrong, Roy, Mabel and Flo274

Manitoba in 1938. They have one son Garth. "Burt"
as he is known spent over forty years with the G. S.
Munro Company Ltd., starting as delivery boy in the
1930 's and retiring as co-owner in 1977. Garth married Kathleen Anne Marguardt of Winnipeg in 1972
and spent four years in Johannesburg South Africa.
In the fall of 1979 he took up studying in St. Andrews
College in Saskatoon. He was suddenly taken ill and
passed away November 12, 1979.
Wilbur Clark (1921), "Wib" left Reston to join
the R.C.A.F. during World War II and served overseas as pilot (S.L., DFC). He married Eva Bernice
Yurach of Big River, Saskatchewan. They have one
son, Fred. They presently make their home in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Fred married Christine
Brouillard of Hearst, Ontario in 1976. They presently
make their home in Toronto, Ontario.

Mary drove into town everyday with horse and cutter
a distance of five miles and very cold weather.
Mary married Fred 1. Stonehouse on December
7, 1927 and have lived all their lives and raised their
children in the Kin loss district.
Fred and Mary celebrated their 50th Anniversary
in 1977 with their four children and eleven grandchildren. In those days weddings were held in the
homes, babies were born in the homes with the help
of a skilled surgeon from Brandon, namely Dr.
Bagelow and more often than not a local R.N.

Pierce, Jim and Rose (Tingle)
James Pierce (Jim) was one of several sons of
Henry Pierce of Ripley, Ontario, near Lucknow, who
came to the Reston district on a "Harvest Special" in
1896. Jim was born in the farm home near Ripley July
14th, 1872.
Like many of the young men who came to the
west for harvest work, Jim stayed, working for Mr.
William Busby in the local lumberyard.
He later took up a homestead in the Kinloss
school district, southwest of Reston on the southwest
of 30-6-27, and married Rose Tingle, November 23,
1904.
In 1906 they moved to a farm in the Dublin school
district (17-6-28) on which they farmed until ill
health caused him to move to Reston which was
home for almost forty years. Jim was a lover of fine
horses and drove a team of Clydesdales working in
Reston for many years. These horses won many
ribbons at the local fair.
Rose was a dedicated mother and homemaker.
She had natural flair for horticulture and a kind
generous nature. Willing always to help anyone in
need, her pioneer spirit touched many in her lifetime.
Rose died in 1943. Jim died in 1965.
The James Pierce family consisted of six children. George Henry (1905-1972), spent his career,
except for four years in the R.C.A.F. (Flight Lieutenant), teaching in Saskatchewan. He retired in
Weyburn, Saskatchewan at which point he had been
Collegiate Principal. He married Anne Yurach of Big
River, Saskatchewan.
Rosilla (IlIa) (1908-1948), raised in Reston, married Leslie G. Parker, of Rapid City, well known in
Pipestone Municipality as the Telephone System
maintenance man for over thirty-five years.
Margery (1912-1913), died in infancy at the age of
eleven months.
Doreen Isabel (1929-1942), died at age thirteen,
in Reston.
James Burton (1914) is a lifelong resident of Reston except for a period in the Canadian Army during
World War II. He married Alice Davreux of Hartney,

Pierce, Thomas and Helen (McPherson)
Mr. Pierce was one of the very early pioneers of
Reston. He arrived in Virden from Lucknow, Ontario
in 1890 with twenty-five cents in his pockets with
which he had to pay someone to bring him to his
homestead the southeast of section 30-6-27. He lived
for a while with his brother Mr. Edward Pierce and
his wife, who had come out a year earlier, until he
had his house built in 1893. This house still stands
and is the front part of the house that Mr. and Mrs.
Burt Busby still live in (Mrs. Busby, Verna, a daughter). Mr. Pierce's spinster sister came out from Ontario and kept house for him.
There was no railway through Reston, when
Thomas came but it came through the next year. The
grain was taken in the fall to Virden which was a twoday trip and a load of grist, flour and bran enough to
do the year was brought back. The bachelors had to
make their own bread, and there was quite a contest
to see who could make the best bread, the ladies or
the bachelors.
There was no church in Reston at that time so Mr.
Pierce (who had a wonderful bass voice) walked
seven miles to Mr. Peter Millikens in Lanark every
Wednesday for choir practice where the instrument
was a tuning fork. Then he walked the same seven
miles to church on Sunday, believing his horses
needed their rest. This information came from the
late Mr. Tom Watt and Miss Jean Guthrie. Of course
at this time bachelors were at a premium and many
romances started at church.
Mr. Pierce's first team, which he walked behind,
were one oxen and a horse. He was a great horseman,
and eventually developed a herd of good Clydesdale
horses of which he was very fond, and even many
years later when tractors came into vogue he clung to
his beloved horses.
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Mrs. McClung's brothers and sisters. She always
remained a close friend of Nellie McClung.
Church was held in the Kinloss school every
Sunday, with a minister coming out from Reston.
They had three churches at that time. Mrs. Pierce was
organist and Sunday school teacher. Church was a
great time for friendly visiting, socializing, a few
flirtations, especially if there was a new teacher.
Many romances started at church.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce had six living children three
boys and three girls. Orville James who had one
daughter and one son, now living in Vancouver. Lyle
(deceased in 1965) of a heart attack at fifty years. He
had two daughters, Karen Ii ving in Vernon, B. C. and
Marion living in Ottawa. Lawrence, the youngest son
living in Brandon is married. They have one son
Gregg, Portage la Prairie and Helen in Toronto.
The three daughters were: Frances, who taught
school for twenty years. In the course of her school
life she received the coveted Governor-General's
Medal. She married Les Dempsey, a farmer from the
Pipestone district and they farmed for a number of
years on the Pipestone creek and Belses. Frances was
a community worker, choir leader, church worker.
They were blessed with one son Tom in Calgary. The
Dempseys retired to Kelowna, B.C. Mabel married
John Cuthill who came to Pipestone from Fifishire,
Scotland, to join his family after the war 1932. They
had two children, Mrs. Helen Bwhay of Winnipeg
and Allan at home employed by Gray 's Transfel~
There are ten grandchildren.
All went to Kinloss school until Grade nine and
then came to Reston High School not in a heated bus,
but driving with horses, summer and winter and were
never late once, or missed a day's school. Mr. A. 1.
Manning affectionately known as A.1., not out loud,
though, was a wonderful fair man, a great disciplinarian and was loved and respected by all his
students. Mabel is a great community worker in the
church, the choir for a great number of years, on the
hospital board for twelve years, board secretary for
two years, then nursed there for five years, charter
member of the following: Hospital Aid, Order of the
Eastern Star, The Legion Auxiliary, Past President of
U.C.W. of United Church and cub leader for fourteen years.
Verna Busby the youngest girl married Burton
Busby in 1942. When they were first married they
went to Nelson, B.C. Eventually they came back to
Manitoba and returned to the homestead of Mr.
Pierce where they still live. They have two children,
Carole who is married to Dennis Cartier a school
principal and lives in Dryden with three children.
They also have a son Tom who farms the home farm.
Vema and Burt work in Community work in their

It is remembered that during the first world war
buyers Game along and bought horses to take to the
front (battlefields). This broke Thomas' heart to see
some of his best horses go like that, but there was no
choice in the matter.
The first school south of the tracks was known as
Kinloss (and still is) and was named for the Kinloss
District in Ontario where the Pierce family came
from. But before Kinloss school was built, school
was held in a small vacant house in a northwest
quarter of Mr. Pierce's land, known as the Harris
quarter. When Mr. Pierce's house was built in 1895,
school was held in his kitchen until the school was
completed. This fine building stands today and was
sold to Mr. Otte when the country schools were
closed. Mr. Otte made it into a very fine residence.

The school of course was used for all social
functions, such as dances, box socials, Xmas concerts, etc. People brought their children with them
(no babysitters then) as grandparents went to the
dances also. The parties went on a great deal of the
night so the children slept on the desks. Kinloss was
justly famous for their fowl suppers. With a wonderful community spirit there was a chance to see the
new teacher, or the new minister or their boy friends.
The annual fowl supper, was the measure of a girl's
growing up, she knew she had it made when she
donned her best apron and was allowed to serve at the
tables. After the supper there was always a concert
held in a big tent and put on mostly by the ladies who
made the supper, always the same tired old jokes by
the chairman and songs, recitations, etc., but everyone was generous with their applause. The dances
were big events with music by anyone who could
fiddle, chord on the organ or mouth organ or accordion. By the end of the night the musicians maybe got
twenty-five cents, and the ladies all brought bountiful lunches. There were also Oyster suppers, card
parties, Xmas trees and lots of just plain neighborly
visiting.
Xmas time was a big event in their lives. Sometimes there would be twenty-six for noon dinner, the
same at supper time and a late lunch. Cards were
played such games at Pedro, Crockinole, euchre, 500
and whist. Come New Year's, they would all go to
their Uncle Ed Pierces. Xmas gifts were not large,
mostly homemade but ever so precious.
Mrs. Pierce (Helen Marion McPherson, a Souris
girl) taught at Kinloss from 1902-1904 and then married her handsome bachelor in 1904. Mrs. Pierce
came from Trenton as a young child to Souris, with
her parents and three brothers. They were pioneers of
Souris. Helen MacPherson taught in Baldur and
boarded with Nellie McClung's Mother and taught
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district and square dance a great deal. Mrs. Pierce
passed away in 1945 and Mr. Pierce in 1955.
There are lots more interesting facts that could be
written about these wonderful Pioneers but with
God's Blessing on their memories and many lives
reflect the courage and confidence they bequeathed
their descendants.

rented their father's land and bought his live stock
and machinery.
In 1927 December 7, Fred married Mary Gladys
Pierce, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pierce
who homesteaded the northeast quarter of 30-6-27.
They have four children: Thelma Lauree is married to
James Allan Polwarth. They have three children and
reside at Souris. Eleanor Marie married Glen
William Henderson. They have three children and
reside in the Ewart district. Frederick Charles married Hazel Ann Adams. They have two children and
reside on the home farm. Mary Lynn married Jens
William Sorenson. They have two children and reside at Burnaby, B.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stonehouse retired to Reston in 1935. Joseph died on May 28, 1936 and his
wife died on April 12th, 1959. Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Stonehouse resided in Reston until they died, she
in January 1924 and he in May 1928. Fred Stonehouse's Aunts were Elise married to Ernest Wilkins
in 1901; Emilie married to Thomas Wilkins approximately 1903 and Katherine married C. B. Buddy
Burge in approximately 1908.
Over the years since they began to farm there
have been good and poor crops and good and poor
prices and wheat as high as two dollars and fifty cents
per bushel in 1917 when the first World War was
raging, and as low as thirty cents per bushel in the
thirties. Fred sold some barley at harvest time in 1932
for thirteen cents per bushel. It went down to nine
cents per bushel. He never sold any more of it, which
turned out to be a blessing, because the next three
years, the crops were very nearly non existent.
In 1933 they harvested some wheat. the oats
would have been too poor but the grasshoppers flew
in and stripped the oats off faster than they could
harvest them. In 1934 the grasshoppers were very
bad. The eggs that were laid in the autumn of 1933
began to hatch about the 24th of May. The Personnel
of the Municipality set up a bait mixing station to mix
saw-dust, poison, some water and some kind of
sweetener. This poisoned them. Each farmer was
supplied with four or five bags every day. This bait
would be spread thinly around each block of crop
early in the mornings because as the day got warmer
the bait would dry out and the hoppers would not
consume it. This was very successful until the hoppers began to fly; about the time that the grain was in
head. They ate many oats and barley that had been
saved to that date.
Fred did harvest one hundred and sixty acres of
wheat which was a fair stand; but hoppers had eaten a
good portion of the kernels out of the heads before it
got hard for them. This wheat averaged eight bushels
to the acre.

Stonehouse, Fred and Mary (Pierce)
The first of the Stonehouses left Weston, Ontario
in April and arrived at Reston, Manitoba on the 12th
of April 1900. This part of the family included Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph L. Stonehouse, son Fred one year
old, and Joseph's mother Mrs. George W. Stonehouse. During the next few years Joe's father George
W. and daughters Elise, Emilie and Catherine Stonehouse came west to Reston. Joseph's son George W.
L. was born at Reston on the 4th of July, 1900, and
another son Lome Ross was born on November 13th,
1917.
In October 1900 Joseph purchased the southwest
quarter of 31-6-27 in the Municipality of Albert, and
two and a half miles from Reston. In June 1903 the
family moved to the east half of 6-7-27. In August
1905 they moved to the east half of 25-6-28 in the
Kinloss district where George and Fred went to
school. Fred and Mary lived on this land from the
time they were married until they retired to Reston in
November 1979. George W. and Joseph farmed in
partnership from 1902 to 1910 when Joe took over all
the land.
1907 was a bad year for hail, most of the crop
south of Reston was hailed out. A few people had
some hail insurance but they got very little compensation, the insurance companies went bankrupt. The
winters were very cold and stormy. They were living
in a two room shack the winter after the hail storm.
Money was very scarce. A bad blizzard came up and
they had no other choice but to bum small green
willow, as all the trees were very small at this time.
The Mother, Mrs. Joseph Stonehouse put the children to bed in the day time to keep them warm. The
blizzard lasted two days. No one was ever turned
away from shelter in the house in the winter. They just
had to make do with what was available. On a stormy
night a light was kept near the window.
The whole district was like one happy family,
with surprise parties and dances. Sleigh loads of
people arrived at any neighbors. Some times the
house was so full that there was scarcely room to
dance.
Brother George and Fred bought a half section of
prairie in 1917. They worked at home and in their
spare time, brought this land into production. This
took about four years. In 1923 George and Fred
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In 1935 there was enough moisture in the spring
to start the crop. By the first of July it was very dry.
On that day there was a real deluge, when over five
inches of rain fell. In a few days four inches more
came. There was no much water that all the lower
land was flooded. This moisture produced a bumper
crop of straw, but the humid weather with so much
moisture rusted the grain so much that the yield was
poor and the grades were 4, 5, or 6 Northern. It was a
hard crop to harvest as the straw was down and
tangled, and the ground was soft. After the ground
froze Fred got a neighbor to come over with his pull
type combine. They pulled it with six horses and took
off the last quarter section of his wheat with it.

station having come out with a rust resistent wheat
with a stronger straw. The grain prices did not improve much until well into the Second World War.
They got as low as thirty-five cents per bushel up to
eighty cents. The price most of the time was somewhere in between. When the drought was the worst,
cattle were shipped to market that did not pay all of
the freight and they were in very good condition.
In the early years of the homesteader, much of
prairie was broken with oxen. Some days were hot
and the mosquitoes bad so the oxen would decide that
it would be cooler in a slough of water of which there
were many. Away they would go into the middle of
one. They were head strong brutes and you very
seldom could stop them. The driver might as well
content himself to leave them there for a while. After
he thought they had cooled off enough he would have
to wade in after them. Most people quickly learned
that it was easier to take the oxen out in the early
morning and late afternoon when it wasn't so hot and
there wouldn't be so many problems.

Another incident that occured in the summer of
1935 was the epidemic of encephalitis, (sleeping
sickness) carried by mosquitoes from horse to horse,
and quite a few died from it. Vaccine for this was
available in 1936 or 1937, two shots, ten days apart.
From that time on the crops got better, the research
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Laggan
A. Mooney, "That we accept the application for
teacher from Miss Higginbotham at $2.50 for each
day she teaches. (carried)." Succinct and to the
point! It appears from the minutes of a following
meeting held on June 25, 1910, that either Miss
Higginbotham was snatched up by a competing
school district or else Daybreak's offer was not lucrative enough. For some reason, a motion was moved
by McDonald, seconded by Mooney "that the secretary (1. Mathewson) phone a Miss Haw and find out if
she can come to us for a teacher for the remainder of
the term." Another motion by McDonald, seconded
by Mooney that if Miss Haw could not come by July
1st that a Mr. Leslie McIntyre be engaged at $55. a
month.
Nothing too significant occurred in the intervening years from 1910-1915. The minutes record routine matters such as hiring school teachers, asking
the Council to set school levies and matters of a
housekeeping nature. On December 13, 1915 at a
Trustees meeting, it was moved and seconded that
"We purchase a heating system for $120." It was
also moved" that a new chimney suitable for the new
system be built". A motion followed that a Miss V.
M. Best be engaged for the ensuing year (1916) for
$600. In the latter part of February or very early
March, Daybreak School was destroyed by fire. One
of the students at the time, C. F. Wedow, gives this
account: "I was approximately nine years old at the
time our school burned down. Miss V. Best, the local
teacher boarded at our place. I was at home on this
particular day, convalescing from an illness. It was
shortly after 4:00 p.m. on a Friday and I was looking
out our south window towards the school watching
for the arrival of Miss Best. I noticed smoke billowing from the general area of our school. Shortly
thereafter, I learned our school had burned to the
ground. I rather rejoiced over this event, thinking we
"kids" would be in for a long holiday." However,
Carl's joy was shortlived! Very shortly thereafterit must have been on the weekend, the board met at
the home of Peter McDonald on March 3, 1916. A

Laggan school as it appeared in late 1950's.

Laggan School District #1935 (originally
Daybreak #376)
Early settlement took place along Gopher Creek
in 1882, this district being first known as Daybreak,
then in later years it was known as Laggan.
The early settlers formed the School District of
Daybreak #376 and erected their schoolhouse in
March of 1885 on the N.E. corner of 22-9-27, approximately one mile south of the present Carl
Wedow farm. School did not operate until the fall
term of 1886. The first enrollment consisted of ten
boys and eight girls. The school operated for eightyone days and the grant for the period was $40.50.
The teacher was Mr. William Edgar Pye, holder of a
second class "B" certificate.
The earliest school records are the minutes of the
board meetings and date back to February 16, 1910.
In reading these minutes, one could conclude that
these earl y secretaries and board members were men
of action and few words, for the minutes record only
the bare necessities. For instance, the minutes of the
trustee meeting on February 16, 1910 contain only
one resolution: Moved by McDonald, seconded by
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motion was made by Charles Wedow (Carl's father),
seconded by Freeman Lansing, "That we open
school in church (Daybreak Presbyterian) until we
make other arrangements, and that we write to the
Department (of Education) to do same". So much for
Carl's hope for a holiday! By Monday it was business
as usual, same time, same face, different place!
Apparently the trustees felt the fire in the school
was not caused by the heating system they had recently purchased for a motion was passed at a meeting on May 16, 1916 that "We instruct the secretary to
payoff the note given E. N. Moyer for one clean air
heating system." The cause of the school fire remains a mystery to this day.
Classes continued to be held in the church. At a
special meeting held on January 28, 1918 at C. Merrill's house, it was decided to write the Board of
Education stating our case and asking permission to
go on as we are until after the War, and if not granted
that we empower the trustees to go ahead and raise
money to build a school on or near the old site.
Apparently not everyone at this meeting favored this
approach. A motion put urged that "We issue debentures at once and build the school on the same old
site". This motion was lost. At a subsequent meeting
held later in 1918 a motion was made and passed that
"We consolidate with Woodnorth, leaving it optional
for Sections 13-24, 25, 35 and 36 to withdraw if not
satisfied, providing it doesn't affect the government
and municipal grant.
Sections 24, 25, 35 withdrew from Woodnorth
S.D. However, with the loss of the other eleven
sections, the trustees were of the opinion that what
was left of Daybreak S. D. was not sufficient to operate as a new school district. So to compensate for the
loss to Woodnorth the trustees of Daybreak began
negotiations with the school districts of Hillside and
Bosshill, requesting a transfer of some lands from
both districts. According to recorded minutes a number of meetings were held with the three districts
being represented, at which much discussion arose
and a lot of differences of opinions were expressed
and an arbitrator was necessary before a final agreement of transfer of lands was reached. Again, recorded minutes indicate, not to everyone's satisfaction, and the business of organizing the new school
district of Laggan #1935 was completed.
Eleven sections of the Daybreak School District
were lost to the Woodnorth Consolidated School. In
1919 a motion was passed that "We buy two acres of
land on the east side of St. Andrew's Church property
for our school site." This property was located on the
S.W. comerof31-9-26 and was purchased from Wm.
McDonald for the princely sum of $25.00!
It appears that the new name, "Laggan" was

Laggan students in the early 1950's. Back Row: Joy Wedow,
Mel Gee, Lloyd Wed ow, Donna Wedow. Centre Row: Donald
Wedow, Olive Gee, Betty Horn, Don Gee. Front Row: Johnny
Horn, Mickie Wedow, Clifford Horn, Bill McDonald.

taken from the name of the Wm. McDonald homestead which was known as "Laggan Farm". At a
special board meeting held, a motion was made that
"we change the name of the district back to
Daybreak". The "Lagganites" won and the name of
Laggan was retained. Tenders were called for the
construction of Laggan School #1935. Mr. Harris
apparently was able to meet the conditions and the
new Laggan School was constructed. The cost of the
building and equipping the new school was done by
the sale of $4,000.00 worth of debentures through
the Department of Education.
The first teacher of the new Laggan School was
Miss Frieda Lawrence, who was hired for the sum of
$1000.00 per annum. Subsequent meetings of the
school boards throughout the 1920's, 1930's, 1940's
and the 1950's dealt with routine housekeeping matters, attempts to redeem debentures issued to finance
the school, the occasional dissatisfaction with various teachers and their dismissal, land transfers, etc.
The next series of events which profoundly affected Laggan School occurred in the early 1960's
and dealt with the matter of school consolidation. At
a board meeting on February 15, 1964, a letter from
the Virden School Board regarding Consolidation
was discussed. On March 11, 1964 a meeting to
discuss and vote on Consolidation was held in the
Laggan School. Mr. C. D. Bollman, the local school
inspector was present and gave a very impartial presentation on the various aspects of consolidation. At
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the meeting held in the Laggan School, chaired by C.
F. Wedow, a vote was taken following "considerable
discussion". On a motion by K. (Ken) Hom, seconded by W. (Bill) McDonald it was moved that
"Laggan School District #1935 consolidate with
Virden School District #144". The results of the
secret ballot were:
For consolidation: 13; Against: 7.
The fate of Laggan School was sealed! Subsequent meetings were held by the trustees in October
and November to deal with disposing of the assets of
the school. The school building was sold to Clarence
Boon and now serves as a garage on the Eldon Boon
farm. The school bam was sold to Bosshill School
for $175.00. The final meeting of the Board of Trustees was held December 21, 1964 and dealt with the
disposal of the school swings to Bosshill School for
$25.00. The final motion marked more than a close
of a meeting. It also marked the close of an era for
many people who were once part of the Daybreak and
Laggan School Districts. All that remains are the
memories!
As a final footnote to this history of Laggan
School, it is interesting to note that August 5, 1970
some three hundred people, former students, teachers and residents gathered at the farm home of Carl
and Winnie Wedow to renew acquaintances and to

share memories at a Daybreak-Laggan School District Reunion.
No visible signs remain now of the buildings
which meant so much to those attending the reunion, but the friendships started so many years ago
were warmly renewed that Wednesday afternoon and
evening.

Ready for the picnic.

Homecoming of Daybreak, later Laggan school, 1970.
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signed their names to that list and promised payments
which totalled $746.00. One person subscribed
$100.00, six persons subscribed amounts between
$50.00 and $100.00 and eighteen promised amounts
under $50.00. Most of them paid like amounts each
year for the next three years and by 1903 there were
forty subscribers so that the "Receipts" pages were
most encouraging.
The earliest records included minutes of a congregational meeting held on August 13, 1901 at the
home ofR. Bowes. The Reverend A. Kemlo chaired
this meeting and Peter McDonald acted as secretary.
A motion was made by Alex McLeod, seconded by
Wm. McDonald that, "We build a church this fall".
A. McFadden, Bob Bowes and Peter McDonald were
appointed by way of a motion as a Building Committee. In December of 1901 another meeting was held
which elected the above named gentlemen as trustees. Approximately one acre of land was acquired
from Wm. McDonald and the deed to the property
was later registered in the Land Titles Office in Brandon on the 21st of January, 1902. A Virden contractor,
Mr. George Marshall submitted an offer to build the
church, "according to plans providing sash frames
and outside door and frames are made, glazed and
ready for fitting" for the sum of $200.00. Material
for the church building came to about $450.00. On
February 19, 1902 the congregation was able to have
its first meeting in the new church. It was at this
meeting that the name of the church was officially
adopted as "St. Andrews Daybreak Presbyterian
Church". The first minister, the Rev. Alex Kemlo,
received $70.00 as his salary for 1901. Daybreak
Church was part of the Daly Springvale Mission
Field. At one time or another this Mission Field
included such points as Springvale, Woodville,
Scarth, Bosshill, Routledge, River Valley, Salem and
of course, Daybreak. Daybreak was the only charge
that had a church - all other points held their church
services in the local schoolhouse.
Daybreak church continued to operate as part of
the Springvale Mission, serving the needs of the
community until its closing.
The first wedding performed in the Daybreak
Church was that of Donald Duncan Cameron and
Isabella Allan Brownelle, which was solemnized on
June 30, 1908. No other weddings took place until
almost fifty years later in 1952 when Maxine Wedow,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Wedow of Wood north
became the bride of Stanley E. Blackstock of Calgary. To mark the event, Miss Betty Marcus (now
Mrs. R. M. Cappie of Virden) a student minister of
the Springvale-Daybreak Charge presented Mrs.
Blackstock with a Bible on behalf of the church and
the Laggan Community. It is also interesting to note

Daybreak United Church as it was when in use.

Daybreak Presbyterian Church
There is an old, well-loved familiar hymn that I
learned as a child:
"0 come to the church in the wildwood
o come to the church in the dale
No spot is so dear to my childhood
As the little brown church in the vale. "
Those words, except for some minor geographical and color differences could well apply to the
Daybreak Presbyterian Church. Situated on a hill
overlooking the meandering stream, known as Gopher Creek, surrounded by caraganas, poplars and
wild fruit trees at one time stood the Daybreak Presbyterian Church. No doubt that to many people who
have at some time or another been associated with
this church, it is a spot truly dear to their childhood.
The history of this church dates back to the tum of
the century. Settlement began in this area in approximately 1882. As in many other pioneer settlements,
the church played a prominent part in the lives of
those early citizens. Prior to the building of the first
school (Daybreak) church services were held in the
home of Mr. Robert Bowes. When the pioneers decided to build their church, the first item of business
was of course the perpetual problem of raising the
necessary money. According to a record book,
money was raised for the building of the church by
way of a subscription or "pledge". A subscription
list prepared in 1900 is headed by the following
declaration: "We, the undersigned, promise to pay
the amounts opposite our respective names for the
building of a Presbyterian Church, of frame material
somewhere on or near the S. W. corner of Sec.
31-9-26, and we further agree to leave the style and
size of same, if it will be built or not, in the hands of a
building committee to be chosen from the subscribers" . On that positive and determined note Daybreak
Church had its beginnings. Twenty-five pioneers (including the first minister, the Reverend Alex Kemlo)
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that Maxine holds the distinction of being the only
person to be baptized, accepted into membership and
married in the Daybreak Church!
The final marriage conducted in the church was
that of Alice Kendall who married Bob Louckes on
August 18, 1957. Only two funerals were held in
Daybreak Church, the first one being that of Walter
Lansing; the second one that of his father, Freeman
Lansing, held fifty years ago in March of 1931. It is of
some interest to note that one of the student ministers
who served in the Daybreak Church was Mr. A.
Huband, the father of Charles Huband, the one time
leader of the Manitoba Liberal Party. He is fondly
remembred for his interest in promoting community
sports activities.
As in so many cases, with the reduction in rural
population and the improvements in roads and in
automobiles, the various rural churches found it
more difficult to obtain pastors and to bear the costs
of keeping churches open, so just as in the school
system, consolidation of congregations began to take
place. Ultimately the decision was made by Presbytery to close down the Daybreak Church and the local
congregation was advised that no more student ministers would be available to them. The last student
minister to serve Daybreak Church was Mr.
Dometrios Protopsaltis.
On October 29, 1962 a final meeting was held to
dispose of the assets of Daybreak Church. The
church building was sold to Bill McDonald in 1963.
He moved it from the old site to another location on
the same quarter section and "converted" it into a
home. Bill later sold it to Ed and Muriel Peers who
added an addition to it. Muriel in tum sold it in 1975
to Ed and Lorraine Arndt, who are the current occupants.

Today, only some neglected caragana shrubs and
a few rocks from the original foundation mark where
Daybreak St. Andrews Church once proudly stood as
a testament to the "faith of our fathers". However,
the memories of the good times shared in this unpretentious country church will live on, indelibly etched
in the hearts and minds of the many people who
passed through its portals.
Daybreak Church became Daybreak St. Andrews
Church of Canada in 1925.

Daybreak Addition
"We, the undersigned, promise to pay the
amounts opposite our names for the building of a
Presbyterian Church, of frame material somewhere
on or near the S.W. comer of Sec. 31-9-26, and we
further agree to leave the style and size of same, and
if it WILL be built or not, in the hands of a building
committee to be chosen from the subscribers."
Twenty-five pioneers signed their names to that
list and promised payments which totalled $746.00.
One person subscribed $100.00; six persons subscribed amounts between $50.00 and $100.00 and 18
promised amounts under $50.00. Most of them paid
like amounts each year for the next three years and by
1903 there were 40 subscribers, so that the "Receipts" pages were most encouraging.
The "disbursements" pages reveal some interesting facts ... Paid a Mr. Collins $10.00 to build the
foundation ... paid Mr. Cook for bricks at $14.00
per thousand. Insurance was $3.25 and 1. Cain was
paid $18.75 for plaster while Mr. Warren received
$24.40 for doing the plastering. A registered letter to
Winnipeg cost 12¢. For livery Mr. Cameron received
$4.50 and half a cord of wood cost $2.50; two gallons
of coal oil cost 65¢ and all supplies were purchased
from the Frame & Miller Hardware or Bridgett's
Hardware. Eighteen hymn books were $1.80 and by
1907 a dozen and a half new hymn books be purchased.

Arndt, Edward and Lorraine
By comparison to many of the histories of other
families within the R.M. of Pipestone, the history of
this family would qualify only as "recent history".
Their brief but pleasant association with the R. M. of
Pipestone dates back to as recently as March 15, 1969
when wife Lorraine, two sons Vincent and Kevin,
and Edward moved from the town of Virden to the
R.M. Cappie farm on the N.E. quarter of 29-9-26
which we rented from Bob Cappie. Prior to their
move to Virden, they resided on the Lake St. Martin
Indian Reserve near Gypsumville, Manitoba where
Edward was employed by the Department of Indian
Affairs as a schoolteacher, and Lorraine worked as a

Daybreak United Church today.
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Public Health Nurse for the Department of Indian and
Northern Health Services. Previous to this he had
lived in and taught in the Manitoba communities of
Split Lake, Brunkild, Grandview and Gilbert Plains.
A native of Neudorf, Saskatchewan, Edward
moved to the Roblin area of Manitoba where he
obtained his education in the rural consolidated
school district of Bield and in Roblin.
They recall very vividly, their move to the Cappie
farm during March of 1969, as that was a winter of
very much snow. The spring thaw came quite suddenly that year and the spring of 1969 will be indelibly etched in our minds because that was the year
their five year old son, Vincent, drowned in the
suddenly swollen waters of the Scallion Creek which
flows through the town of Virden.
From 1968 to 1971 Edward worked as a representative for Co-op Insurance Services serving many of
the people not only in the R.M. of Wallace but also
many clients in the R.M. of Pipestone. Lorraine was
and still is employed as an R.N. at the Virden District
Hospital.
In 1971 the Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation began operating in Manitoba Autopac and Edward became one of its first Agency Field Representatives in charge of Autopac Insurance Agents
throughout Manitoba, a position he presently holds.
While living at the Cappie place their family
increased by two: Kimberly Dawn, born on October
31, 1971, and Jason Edward, born on January 19,
1974.

In August of 1975 Lorraine and Edward purchased their present home on the S. W. quarter of
31-9-26 which was owned by Muriel Peers and her
late husband Ed. Prior to the Peers acquiring this
property, it was owned by Bill MacDonald, the son of
Ken MacDonald and a great-grandson of William
and Margaret MacDonald, one of the first settlers of
the Laggan district. Their present home is the renovated Daybreak St. Andrews Presbyterian church
which was erected on the southwest corner of31-9-26
in 1901 at a cost of approximately $650. The Laggan
(Daybreak) Church was closed in 1960 and the
church building was subsequently purchased by
William MacDonald Jr. in 1963 and moved to its
present site.
When they first arrived in the Virden area they
were not at all certain that this was where they were
going to make their permanent home. However, with
the passing of time, just as a tree sends its roots
deeper so have the Arndts become more attached to
not only their physical surroundings but also to the
people of the area as well. In addition they are happy
to make their home in a building which for so many
years served as a spiritual home for many of the
people of the Laggan district. They hope that during
their tenure in their "home by the side of the road
where the race of men go by," that they can continue
to be "a friend to man" and make their small contribution to the development of a fine community that
was envisioned by those who have gone before.
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Lambton
Fritzsimmons, A. M. Acres, Miss Chustine Frazer,
Miss Myrtle Pope, Miss May Mathews, Miss Clara
Hayward, Miss Koester, Miss Margaret Smith, Miss
Margaret Lyold, Miss Minnie Pammer, Miss Evelyn
Rowley, Miss Nora Pigg, Miss Edith Snider, Miss
Myrtle Wray, Miss Phylis Holt, Miss L. D. Mallock,
Miss Euphemia Frazer, Miss Kay Graham, Miss
Nellie Pringle, Miss Olive Good, Miss Margaret
Pringle, Miss Ellen Hagan, Miss Mabel Taylor, Miss
Isabell Kellsey, Miss Olive Dunn, Mrs. Stan Taylor,
Mr. Harry Tuesen, Mrs. Edna Frame, Miss Betty
Stewart, Miss Karen Nylin.

Lambton School District
In 1889, Nov. 11, the ratepayers of the Lambton
District gathered together for the purpose of building
a school.
The ratepayers were: Alex Bonniman, George
Hartley, David Evans, William Dunford, John Mathews, Alfred Anderson, Ami Mathews and Joseph W.
Evans.

Taylor home in Lambton district. Built in 1891.

Lambton District
The building of Lambton School took place in
May, 1890. The land was purchased from Alex Bonniman for $10.00. The first meeting to decide to
build the school was held in 1889.
The first trustees were: Alex Bonniman, George
Hartley and Dave Evans. secretary-treasurer was 1.
W. Evans. The cost of the building and plastering was
$600.00. Labour - $150.00.
Lambton opened for classes in 1892. The teacher
was Miss Beth McKinnon. There were thirteen students enrolled.
Through the years Lambton played an important
part in the district. Church services were held there
for a number of years, later held at Hillview. It was
noted for its good concerts, dances and social gatherings. It closed in 1962 when there were only three
pupils in attendance.
Teachers at Lambton School were: Miss Bessie
McKinnon, George M. Giles, Dave Muldrew, Mina
H. McLaren, Mary E. McLaren, Bertha M. Hill,
Nellie McLachlan, E. M. Cameron, D. E. McLean,
Arley Nelson Topscott, L. M. LaPointe, N. S.

Lambton school class.
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Ashley Family

It was resolved to build in the spring of 1890. The
first meeting was held in the new Lambton School
May 8th, 1890.
The cost was $600. for the School House and the
furnishings. The teachers and salaries were: Bessie
McKinnon - 1892 - $280. ; Geo. N. Giles - 1893
- $320.; D. Muldrew - 1894 - $480; Mina H.
McLaren -1895 - $350.; Mina McLaren -1896
- $280.; Mina McLaren - 1897 - $315.; substitute - Mary McLaren -1897; Bertha M. Hill1898 - $350.; Nellie McLacklan - 1902 - $450.;
substitute - E. M. Cameron - 1902; Nellie
McLacklan - 1903 - $480.; D. E. MacLean1904 and 1905; Arley Nelson Tapscott - 1906 $500.;-N. S. Fitzsimmon-1907- $575.; N. S.
Fitzsimmon - 1908 - $500.; L. M. LaPointe 1909- $600.; A. M. Acres-1909-$600.; Anna
M. Acres -1910 - $600.; Myrtle Pope -1911$600.; A. M. Matthews - 1912 - $625.; Clara
Hayward -1912-1913 - $625.; Clara Hayward1914 - $650.; Miss Koester - 1915; Marguerite
Lloyd - 1916; Marguerite Smith - 1916; Minnie
Pommer - 1917; Evelyn Rowley - 1918 - $750.;
Norah Pigg - 1918 - $750.; Myrtle Wray - 1919
-$700.; Edith Snider-1920-$850.; Tina Fraser
-1921-1923 - $900.; Phyllis Holt-1923-1924$850.; Tina Fraser - 1924-1926 - $800.; L. D.
Mallock - 1927 - $850.; Euphemia Fraser 1928-1929 - $850. Euphemia Fraser - 1930-1931
- $850.; Kay Graham 1931-1933 - $675.; Kay
Graham - 1934 - $450.; Kay Graham 1934-1936
- $350.; Nellie Pringle - 1936-1937 - $350.;
Nellie Pringle 1937-1938 - $400.; Nellie Pringle1938-1940 - $500.; Olive Good - 1940-1943 $535.; Margaret Pringle - 1943; Eileen Hagen;
Mabel Taylor-1944; Isabelle Kelsey -1945-1946;
Olive Dunn - 1946; Nellie Taylor - 1952-1954;
Harry Theison - 1954-1958; Mrs. Frame 1958-1959; Betty Stewart-1959-1961; Karen Nylin
- 1961; Betty Stewart - 1962.

Mr. and Mrs. John Joseph Ashley came from
Hatbig, Ontario in the year 1900. His wife was Rebecca Allen McGuire, They settled at Hartney,
Man., and worked out until moving to the Lambton
District in 1904 and settled on EV2 12-8-27. To the
union were born five children, John, Bill, Charlie,
Joe and Sarah.
Bill married Joan Fraser, daughter of the late
Donald Fraser.
Joe Ashley Sr. died in 1912.
Joe and Charlie Ashley had the first field tractor
in the Lambton district and in 1917 purchased a
McLaughlin car.
Joe and Charlie were always interested in antiques, and people from far and wide visited their
farm and both were large contributors to the Reston
Museum started in 1966. On Joe Jrs. death in 1969 he
left a large legacy to the Reston United Church.
Sarah, the only daughter, married Wm. Stewart
in 1927. Mr. Stewart came from Scotland in 1909,
and worked in a bank for many years. He joined the
Canadian Army in World War I, and on returning
started farming on NE 6-8-26. They have two sons,
Charlie and Bob, both in the Pipestone-Reston area.

Ashley, John and Nellie (Bonniman)
The late Mr. John Ashely came to the Lambton
district in 1904, with his parents, the late Mr. and
Mrs. John Joseph Ashley. He was the second of five
children and was born at Port Hope, Ontario, on
October 23, 1884. He resided at Hartney, Manitoba,
for a while before coming to Lambton. In 1907 he
bought the East half of 1-8-27 from a Mr. Sibbald and
owned it until he passed away on March 11, 1966.
On December 20, 1908, he married Nellie May
Bonniman at the home of her parents, the late Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Bonniman, pioneers of the Lambton district. Mrs. Ashley was born December 12, 1887, and
attended school and church at the Lambton School.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gonty now reside on the Bonniman farm. Mr. and Mrs. Ashley had two children, the
late Mrs. Mabel Smith and Walter Ashley. Mrs. Ashley passed away on November 26, 1940 in her fiftythird year. John and Nellie Ashley are buried at
Pipestone, Manitoba.
Their daughter Mabel was born on February 23,
1914 and married Dennis Smith of Reston on June 20,
1945. She passed away on September 3, 1976, and is
buried at Reston. She is survived by her husband,
two sons and one grandson.
Walter Ashley married Mary Blackmore of Reston on November 25, 1952, and they reside at Reston. He bought three quarter sections of land near his
father's in 1945, which was owned at one time by the

Lambton school.
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parents and an Uncle Jim. They came to Reston and
bought land known as 2-8-27. He also had a homestead at Ebor, Manitoba. His father and Uncle Jim
died. Mrs. Buloch lived in Reston until her death. In
1906 Bella LaLonde arrived from Perth or Flour
station. She worked for Mrs. Bulloch (Sr.), She and
T. H. Bulloch were married on November 20th,
1907, in Virden. They drove there with the horse and
buggy. They lived on the farm all their married life
until death claimed Mr. Bulloch on January 25th,
1943. Mrs. Bulloch moved to Reston in the fall of
1943 after selling the farm now owned by Brian
Taylor. She lived here until her death on March 10,
1963.
To this union were born ten children. Myrtle
Isabel, born June 23rd, 1908, married Robert
Armstrong. They lived in Reston for a number of
years. They sold out and moved to B. c., and are
living in Victoria, B.C. They had no family. Two
sons were stillborn. Lizzie Irene, born October 2nd,
1912, married John Fred Draper, who passed away
January 23rd, 1971. They had four children. Mildred
Adeline, was born November 5th, 1915. She lived in
Brandon for a while, then moved out to Victoria,
B.C. Alvin Thomas was born May 14th, 1918 and
passed away at the age of twenty-one, on February
25th, 1939. Mona Helen was born April 17th, 1920
and passed away March 19th, 1929. Gordon Clive,
born April 1,1925, married Madge Toms on January
17th, 1946. He joined the armed forces when he was
sixteen. He spent thirty-four years in the forces and is
now retired from the army and working as a security
guard at the copper mines in Logan Lake, B.C. He
and Madge had five children. Muriel Carrine was
born November 4th, 1927. She took her education at
Lambton and Reston, trained for a nurse and is now
nursing in Maple Ridge, where she resides. Douglas
Henry was born April 30th, 1930. He received his
education in Reston and Brandon. He is night auditor
in the Red Lion Motel in Victoria
The most of the family received their education in
Lambton school. T.H. was trustee there for a number
of years. The famil y remembers the dances they used
to attend in both the Lambton and Lanark schools.
Everyone brought lunch and one family was delegated to supply the coffee. The music was supplied by
volunteer musicians. A collection was taken up and
given to them for their efforts. They spent many
times at these events.
Myrtle remembers the three day blizzard of
March 17th, 1920. When Mr. Bulloch let the horses
and cows out for water they returned to the barns so
he wouldn't allow the children out. After the storm
was over the snow covered the roof ofthe kitchen. So
many people lost stock. Mr. Bulloch butchered a beef

late Jim McFarlane. He farmed this land for a time
but it has now all been sold: the S.E. quarter 6-8-26
to Frank Patmore of Pipestone, the northwest quarter
31-7-26 to Russell Elliott of Pipestone, and the southwest quarter of 6-8-26 to John McDonald of Reston.
In the mid-sixties Walter bought the north half of
12-7-28, of which he had been renting the northeast
quarter from his father-in-law, the late Mr. C. Blackmore, and the northwest quarter from Miss Catherine
McArthur of Reston. Walter and Mary are still farming this half section, where they continue to reside.

Ben, John and Ada (Smith)
John C. Bell went west in 1902 and took up a
section of Crown land near Virden, Manitoba. For
three years John Bell lived in a small cabin on his
property, batching it. In January 1905, he married
Ada Alice Smith who was a younger sister of Mrs.
Wm. Lawrence of the" Bluff Farm" near Pipestone,
Manitoba.
Four children were born to John and Ada: Mabel,
Mrs. E. W. Johnston living in Oshawa, Ontario; John
Albert, living in Belleville, Ontario, retired; Alpha,
Mrs. Lome Williams, living in Oshawa, Ontario; and
Orville Laurence, deceased in 1963.
Ada Alice died April 29,1917. In March of 1918,
John sold his now prosperous farm to a Mr. W. Croft
where son Goldie now lives.
For two years John and family lived in Virden,
Manitoba. In December, 1919 he moved to his old
home in Frankford, Ontario.
Mabel and John Albert attended Lampton public
school. Alpha attended on special days being less
than six years of age.
Chief Chaske of the Indian reservation along with
some of his people came occasionally to the farm and
were never turned away empty handed. Mabel remembers hurrying into the kitchen one afternoon in
threshing time and falling over two Indian ladies
seated cross-legged on the floor.
John C. Bell died at his home near Belleville,
Ontario on October 29, 1951 at the age of eighty-one.
Alpha was the first baby born in the new hospital in
Virden, Manitoba, December 3rd, 1910. Nurses gave
the baby a gold pin engraved with the name which
they gave her, Alpha.
They had a young man come to the farm by the
name of Sidney Deeley and he is still in Virden and
keeps in touch with them. They always think of him
as one of their family. He resides with a Mr. Norman
Lennon in Virden.

Bulloch, Mr. and Mrs. T. H.
T. H. Bulloch left Lanark, Ontario in 1898, a
young man of twenty-one. He came out here with his
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the day before the storm but hadn't gotten it into the
house to cut up. However they had some liver, heart
and oxtails so Mrs. Bulloch made barley soup and
cooked liver every night for supper. Needless to say
none of the family are very fond of liver till this day.
Mildred remembers the Chautauqua in the nineteen twenties, especially the play "Daddy Long
Legs" that lasted for four hours.
Muriel remembers the dirty thirties and the
grasshoppers. They wiped out the crops. They came
in such swarms that they blotted out the sun. If you
put clothes on the line they ate holes in them.
The dust storms with high winds are remembered
and also the fields of Russian thistles. Muriel remembers this because she had to help her father clean off
the fields with the horses on the wagon pulling harrows behind which had burning material init.
To the union of Irene and John Draper were born
four children. Mabel Clara was born May 11th, 1936.
After receiving her education in Lambton and Reston, she took nurse's training in Brandon. She received her R.N. in September, 1957. She married
Clifford E. Davis on September 7th, 1957. They are
now residing in Calgary. To this union was born three
sons: Richard Trent born April 19th, 1958, who is
now taking pre-dentistry at the University of Calgary; Glen Robert, born March 23rd, 1960 and is at
present working to further his education; Joseph
Brett, born September 15th, 1967 and is going to
school in Calgary.
Keith Raymond, born December 11, 1937 is coowner of the Round Up Servicing Company. He
married the former Nettie McGowan and had two
sons; Neil born June 28th, 1969 and Murray John
born January 8th, 1971. Both boys attend school in
Brooks, Alberta.
Karen Mildred was born October 17,1939. She
was a nurse's aide. She married Leonard V. Pettitt on
July 30th, 1959. He is an engineer with the Dow
Chemical Company of Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta
where they now reside. Karen works in the X-ray
department of the Fort Saskatchewan clinic. To this
union was born two sons; David Allen, born February 5, 1962 and Denton Lee, born October 28th,
1963. They are attending school in Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta.
Linda Irene, born May 1, 1945, is a hairdresser.
She married William H. Hume on July 6th, 1963. To
this union there were two children, a girl and a boy:
Sandra Diane, born February 5th, 1964 and Darren
Todd, born April 18th, 1966. They attend school in
Reston.
Gordon and Madge Bulloch had five children:
Bonnie Marlene, born March 22nd, 1947. Mona

May, born May 1st, 1949. Jean, born October 12th,
1951 and twin sons were stillborn 1952.

Evans, Henry and Minnie (Cobb)
In the early 1880's, three brothers, Joseph, David
and Henry Evans plodded by foot from the end of the
cross-Canada bound steel rail at Virden to be among
the first pioneers to stake homesteads in what is now
known as the Lambton district, north of Reston.
They were the sons of Welsh and Irish immigrants
who had crossed the Atlantic to settle in Lambton
county near Forest, Ontario. Two of them later
moved further west to Saskatchewan and British Columbia, but Henry Charles Evans stayed to bear the
hardships of pioneer life, and to later become one of
the founders of Reston and head of the third family to
take up residence in the village. Like all the early
settlers, he and his family battled and beat the elements, blizzards in winter, drought and prairie fires
in summer, and the work and loneliness to prove the
homestead.
In 1885 Henry Evens married Marion (Minnie)
Cobb at Virden. Mrs. Evans also knew the hardships
of the early days. The family first lived near the
Ottawa River at Portage du Fort, just west of the city
of Ottawa on the Quebec side, where her parents,
John Cobb, from Scotland and Mary Quinn from
Ireland had settled after crossing the Atlantic by
sailboat.
At the age of eleven years she trekked west with
her family in 1880, to the end of the steel at Brandon,
then to the Assiniboine River valley just east of what
was to be the site of Virden, where they set up camp
for the railway-building crew. Her father was a contractor for the railway road-bed building and her
mother cooked for them. Bread was mixed in large
wash tubs and baked in makeshift ovens, among
other things. The family's first night in camp was a
trying experience as the Assiniboine flooded and
they were forced to move three times before morning. They moved into Virden when the village was
established and remained there rather than continue
west, later moving to Melita.
Mr. and Mrs. Evans were married December 10,
1885, at Virden and farmed until the early 1900's,
when they moved to Reston. Both were active in the
community, particularly in the old Methodist church,
and in the" Union" church until the formation of the
United Church of Canada. Mr. Evans was a long time
elder and Mrs. Evans took part in the women's organizations. Mr. Evans also served as police magistrate
and secretary of the Agricultural Society for a number of years. Mrs. Evans passed away in 1945 at the
age of seventy-five years in Winnipeg. Ten years
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later at Brandon, Mr. Evans died in his ninety-sixth
year.
Three daughters and three sons were born in the
family. Mary Alice, born in 1885, lived but one year.
Mervyn G. Evans was the first son, born on the farm
in 1889. He remained on the farm, taking over a
neighboring section after his parents retired to Reston. He married Ida Rankin from Lanark, Ontario in
1912. Her sudden death in 1937 while en route home
from a visit to her parents in Ontario was a contributing factor later to Mr. Evans leaving the farm to
become manager of Reston Co-op Service in town.
His death occurred in 1950.
Mr. and Mrs. Merv Evans had two daughters,
Norma and Margaret, both attended schools in Reston. The former became Mrs. John Milliken of
Reston and the family story appears in that of the
Millikens of Reston.
Margaret Evans was married in 1950 to Gordon
R. Wilson, formerly of Altamont, Manitoba, who
was employed by Reston Creamery following his
service in the armed forces during the second World
War. They now live in Onoway, near Edmonton,
Alberta, where Gordon is a field-man for the Alberta
Dairy Pool. They have two sons, Mervyn and Arnott,
who make their headquarters at Onoway. Mervyn is
with A. & B. Rail Construction, while Arnott operates a concrete material supply between Vancouver
and Onaway.
Myrtle Florence was the second daughter in the
H. C. Evans family, born in 1892. In 1912 she married Al Ellis, son of Mrs. 1. Bingley, and they farmed
in the Reston district. Their family story will be
found in the former's history elsewhere in this book.
Mrs. Ellis passed away at Virden in 1973.
The second son in the pioneer Evans family was
Wilfred John, born in 1894. He attended school in
Reston and then articled in law with the late A. K.
Cates in Reston and Cruise & Tufts in Saskatoon. It
was there he enlisted in the Princess Pat regiment in
1914 and went overseas in the first Expeditionary
Force in 1915. After fifteen months service in the
trenches, he was killed in action on September 15,
1916, just one week before his twenty-second birthday. He was the first local man to make the supreme
sacrifice.
Viva Lillian was the third daughter in the Evans
family, born in 1902. After attending school in Reston, she went to Normal School in Brandon and
taught at Elkhorn and Melita prior to marrying Clive
R. Eaton at Reston. They lived in Winnipeg and
raised two daughters, Marion and Carol. Their story (
appears in the account of the Mr. and Mrs. Les Eaton
family, early Reston pioneers. Viva L. Eaton passed
away in 1965, ten years after her husband's death.

The surviving member of the original Evans family is Raymond S. Evans of Winnipeg, who was born
in Reston in 1911. After school there, he apprenticed
in the printing trade at The Reston Recorder with the
late Frank Manning, later working in a number of
other printing and newspaper offices. During the last
war he was at Virden Elementary Flying Training
school as a link instructor after courses at St.
Thomas, Ontario. In 1945 he purchased The Times
newspaper at Morden, which he published until becoming Queen's Printer for Manitoba in 1954, retiring in 1976.
In 1939 Mr. Raymond Evans married Mildred A.
Spangelo, daughter of Norwegian pioneers of the
Morden district. They have two daughters and one
son. The eldest, Dale Rae married Dr. David Torgerson in Winnipeg in 1966; two daughters, Kristen and
Dara, were born at Bryan, Texas, where Dr. Torgerson was in nuclear research at Texas A. & M. University prior to returning to Manitoba to a position at the
Atomic Energy Research Station at Pinawa. Mrs.
Torgerson, a home economics graduate of the University of Manitoba, worked for Manitoba Hydro
prior to her marriage, doing T. V. demonstrations,
and later in Texas had her own program on T. V. at
Bryan.
The Evans' second daughter, Janis Mildred, attended the University of Winnipeg, and worked for
the Manitoba government at Portage la Prairie as a
health educator. In 1971 she married Arthur W. Kyle,
a probation officer at Portage, and they spent two
years travelling and working in Europe. Returning to
Canada, they live in Edmonton, Alberta where Mr.
Kyle is in building construction and Mrs. Kyle is
doing educational research for the University of Alberta and working on her Master's degree. They have
a son, Dylan Raymond.
Raymond Cameron Evans, youngest of the R. S.
Evans family, graduated from the University of Manitoba and later received his Master's degree in social
work from Wilfred Laurier University at Waterloo,
Ontario. He is presently on staff at the Child and
Family Bureau in London, Ontario. In 1973 he married Barbara Friesen of Altona, a graduate of the
University of Manitoba, who is now studying for her
Master's degree in social work in London.

Gonty, Peter and Delphine (Golinveaux)
Peter Gonty came to Canada in 1894 from Orgeo,
Belgium. He first worked for John Arsonal at Oak
Lake and in 1906 he worked with John Gonty who
had a Blacksmith shop in Pipestone.
In 1908 he bought the northeast quarter of
27-7-26 and built a small house. He married Del289

phine Golinveaux who came to Canada from Nevramont, Belgium in 1910. They were married in 1911.
In 1912 they moved to the Lambton District on the
farm 12-8-27. They raised three children Marcel,
Rosine and John.
In 1937 Pete Gonty moved to 24-8-27 which was
the farm known in earlier years as Manda. Their
children went to Lambton school and Pipestone.
Marcel Gonty bought 18-8-26 and married Helen
Struble of Strathmore, Alberta. They raised two children, Edward and Myrna. Edward took over the
home farm in 1972 and married Kerry Donald of
Reston. Myrna married Bernie Bisson and lives at
Dunrea. Edward and Myrna took their education at
Lambton school and Virden.
Rosine Gonty married Wilfred Reindeau and
farmed in the Belleview, Scarth area. They raised
three children: Henry, Louise and Leo.
Henry is a chartered accountant at Portage la
Prairie. He married Sheila McLean from Kenton,
Manitoba. They have two children.
Louise married Donald Penny from Virden. They
live in Brandon. They have two children.
Leo is married to Devona Gardiner of Virden, he
works for Trans-Prairie Pipelines at Cromer. They
hve a little girl and live in Virden.
John Gonty took over the farm of 24-8-27 in
1943. He married Cecilia Colby of Virden. They had
two children Ronald and Donald. Their children got
their education at Lambton, Mayville and Virden.
Donald married Carol Sketon from the Legan district
on October 6th, 1973.
Ronald works with Municipal planning for the
Government at Brandon and Carol works with Social
Services. They live in Brandon.
Donald married Colette Barre from Belleview
August 27,1976. Donald is employed by Continental
Emsco. of Virden.
Pete Gonty passed away July 28th, 1949. Delphine Gonty passed away February 1969.
Two interesting events that took place that Mr.
and Mrs. Pete Gonty spoke of were Halley's Comet
which they watched in 1910 and "The Big Storm" on
the 15th of March in 1920.

They left Ireland on account of the potato famine.
George was the eldest of ten children. Next to him
were twins John and Annie, then Archie, William,
James, Paul, Jacob, Eliza Ann and Harry. His mother
was a very strong woman. It is said that Granny went
for the cows one evening and there was a new calf so
she picked it up and carried it home, over a mile
away. George, married Emma D. Kyle when he was
twenty-one and she was nineteen. She was the daughter of Lord Cairn or Cairnduff, of Belfast. Emma's
father was the shortest of six brothers and he was six
feet two inches tall. His mother was six feet tall and
lived to be ninety-four years old. It is not known how
tall his father was.
George's brother Archie, married Emma's sister
Phen when she was seventeen years old and they had
thirteen children, eleven who grew up. George came
west to Virden in 1888 and his wife followed in 1889
with three children, John Wesley who was nine years
old, William James who was seven, and Ida was
coming four in July. They arrived in Virden on May
24, 1889, in a dust storm and everyone celebrating
the Queen's birthday.
They had not had very good luck on the farm the
first year as George had to pay one dollar a bushel for
seed wheat and only got three bushels to the acre in
the fall. However, they went back in the spring and as
the boys were going to school, Ida got to go too. A
drive of six miles to Lampton school which has long
been forgotten. The teacher was Mrs. McKinnon and
Ida's recollection is that she was beautiful and lovely.
They went back to the Hall farm in the spring and
that fall moved to the McKinnon farm, two and one
half miles from the new town of Pipestone. Della was
born on the Hall farm on the 10th of June, 1891. That
was a wonderful place to live. The Pipestone creek
was just one quarter of a mile away and it was well
treed. There were plums, saskatoons, and chokecherries, growing wild and all loved them.
From the McKinnon farm, they moved to the
Roberts farm. Percy Roberts was a son-in-law of the
former landlord, McKinnon. Ida was eight years old
and as her brothers were big boys, and had to help on
the farm she had to walk four miles to school in
Pipestone, which she did until the fall when they
moved again, this time to one mile from Pipestone on
the James Rattray farm. While on the Roberts farm, it
used to be almost dark by the time she got home as
she often stopped at the Willoughby farm and always
got a nice lunch.
The Rattray farm was a grand place to live. Ida's
pals in school lived on past across a marsh and would
stop in on the way home for a slice of Emma's bread
with jam and butter. These pals were the Lothians,
who had come from Scotland and settled on their

Kennedy, George and Emma (Kyle)
Ida (Kennedy) McLeod's grandfather was John
Kennedy, who married Elizabeth Brown and lived at
Banontloy, County Antrim, Ireland. They migrated
to America in 1860 and landed in the United States.
George Alexander Kennedy was three years old
when they left Ireland and he told of climbing onto
the bam to watch the Fenians marching. It is not
known how long they were in the United States, but
they moved to Stirling, Ontario.
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farms close to the Pipestone creek. The only one of
the two families left now is a very dear friend Kate
who lives in Victoria. The year of 1895 the youngest
daughter, Bessie, was born. They were all so proud of
this lovely little blue-eyed and curly-haired darling.
They stayed on the farm until Ida was past seventeen.
By that time, John had gone west and was killed in a
mine in Sandon, B. C. He had stopped at Indian Head
for the harvest and then gone to B. C. where he stayed
for some time with the former Methodist minister of
Pipestone. G. R. B. Kinney, who was a very boyish
young minister.
When Ida was seventeen, George, who had made
quite a headway, bought the Harvey farm, which was
about three miles from town. They had a house built
before they moved. This was the first time they had a
furnace in their home and how they did enjoy it, even
if they had to use Souris coal, which burned up very
fast and made a lot of ashes.
Willie, as he was called went to Winnipeg and
took a business course, then went to Antler, a small
town west of Reston and worked in Bert White's
store. He also met and later married Jean Anderson.
The following deaths occurred: George Kennedy, January 20, 1939; Emma D. Kyle, October 9,
1942; John Wesley died January 18, 1901; William
James 1973; Della in 1972; Bessie in 1965; and Harry
in 1974.

the community, helping with all the things that make
up a friendly neighborhood. Their home was the
centre for many local social events. Mrs. Jim Taylor
died January 23,1959 and Mr. Jim Taylor died February 19, 1963.
Ann Willimina Taylor (Mina) attended Lambton
School and Reston High School; and graduated as a
nurse from St. Boniface School of Nursing in 1933,
becoming a registered nurse in 1934.
Mina worked in St. Boniface Sanitorium for two
years; and then nursed in several hospitals in the
United States. In 1943, she joined the United States
Army Nurses Corps; and served in Africa, Italy,
France and Germany. After the war she worked again
in three hospitals in Michigan, U.S.A. and one in
Los Angeles, California. She retired from nursing in
1975.
On June 3rd, 1952 Mina married Arthur Klaas of
Battle Creek, Michigan, who already had one daughter, now Mrs. Ellen Mac Duncan of Battle Creek.
Ellen has two daughters Sue Ellen and Karen Sue.
Mina Klaas returned to Canada in September
1977 and makes her home in Reston in the Wilson
Apartment Building.
Mabel Mary Taylor youngest daughter of James
and Jeanie Taylor, was born on February 2nd, 1919,
attended Lambton school, and graduated from Reston High school, and Brandon Normal School
(1938). She tauaght at Bernice school and several
other schools in Manitoba; and worked in Research
laboratories of several mining companies in Canada.
On July 26, 1946 Mabel married Marino Sveinson of Elfros, Saskatchewan. He had served in the
Royal Canadian Navy and after the war worked for
several Mining Companies in Canada. They have a
family of six: Frederick James, born in 1947 at
Bissett, Manitoba; Michael Marino, born in 1949 in
Winnipeg; Terrance Allen, born in 1950 in
Cochenour, Ontario; Marina Jean, born in 1955 in
Cochenour; Lloyd Arthur, born in 1957 in
Cochenour; and Blair Robert born in 1964 in
Cochenour. Mabel and Marino also have four grandchildren. They now live in Kamloops, B.C.

Taylor, James and Jeanie (Naughton)
Mr. James Taylor was born in Aberdeenshire,
Scotland February 18, 1887, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Adam James Taylor.
He came to Beaton, Ontario, in 1906 and worked
on a farm and was also employed by a Cartage
Company in Toronto, Ontario. Then in 1908 he came
to Reston, Manitoba and worked in the Hillview
district and for the McMurchy Brothers in Reston.
In 1911 he married Jeanie Naughton, who was
born in Aberdeen, Scotland on October 5, 1891. She
came to Canada from Scotland in 1909 at the age of
eighteen years to join her parents Mr. and Mrs. Alex
Naughton of the Hillview district. They lived in Reston for one year then moved to Ebor, Manitoba
where Jim worked for Mr. T. A. Bulloch, breaking
land. In 1913 they moved to the Lambton district, to
the Dave Evans farm.
There were five children born to the union: Ann
Willimina (Mina) born January 15, 1912 in Reston;
Lloyd born January 23, 1913 in Ebor, Manitoba;
Stanley born April 29, 1914 on the home farm
(14-8-27); Ethel Jane born June 10, 1915 on the home
farm; and Mabel Mary born February 2, 1919 on the
home farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Taylor were active members of

Taylor, Lloyd and Donna (Moil')
Lloyd James Taylor was born on January 23,
1913. He attended Lambton school then remained at
the home farm.
He was secretary treasurer of Lambton school
district from 1946 to 1966. The school closed in
1962, when there were only three pupils so Lloyd
bought the school site and property in 1966.
He married Donna Moir, daughter of George and
Wilda Moir of Tilston, Manitoba on November 6,
1959. Donna was born on September 25, 1934 in
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Tilston; attended Tilston Public and High school;
then worked at the G. S. Munro Company store, now
the Solo Store in Reston, for six years.
Lloyd sold the farm to his nephews Brian and
Ross Taylor in 1977. Lloyd and Donna retired to
Reston.

now of Neepawa. Manitoba. Pat is a nurse who is stiIl
nursing at Reston and Virden. Brian and Pat farm on
the home farm (2-8-27) and Brian also sells
Blanchard equipment.
Another son Ross Taylor was born in 1951 in the
Virden Hospital. He received his schooling at
Lambton and Reston schools, and later worked in the
Virden and Melita Auction Marts. He married Pat
Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Smith of
Sinclair. They lived for a time on the Paddock farm
(8-7-27) which he still farms, but he now lives on the
Kurta farm (12-8-27). They have two children Cindy
aged four and Brock two years old; whose birthdays
are the same day, January 10th. Ross is also Brand
Inspector at Pipestone and Melita Auction Marts.
Stan and NeIlie now live in Reston.

Taylor, Stanley and Nellie (Pringle)
Stanley Taylor was born at Reston on the Taylor
farm 14-8-27, the son of James and Jeanie Taylor. He
received his schooling at the Lambton school and
later farmed at home until his marriage to Nellie
Pringle, daughter of Adam and Nellie Pringle in
1944. After their marriage Stan and Nellie lived on
the T. H. Bulloch farm 2-8-27.
Nellie was born at Pipestone on the Crawford
farm 20-6-26 now the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Marsh. She received her schooling at Pipestone; and
attended Normal School at Brandon from 1931 to
1932. Then she taught grades one to eight at Hillview
from 1933 to 1935, at Lambton from 1936 to 1940; at
Richmond HiIl, Cypress River 1940-1941; Grades
one to four at Fairfax from 1941 to 1943 and at
Napinka from 1943 to 1944.
Their son Brian Taylor was born in 1946 in the
Virden Hospital. He grew up on the farm, getting his
schooling at Lambton and Reston schools. His mother taught at Lambton again for two years when Brian
started school, the school having been closed for a
few years through not having enough pupils to keep it
open. Brian married Pat Henley of Lynn Lake,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Henley ofLynn Lake,

Team of horses owned by Clarence Lennon were sold in U.S.
of A. to be used in plowing matches.

A threshing scene, 1896.
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Lennon farm in Lambton district in 1926.

Tanking water.
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Lanark
Lanark School District #763
The building of Lanark School was a most important event in the history of the district. In an old
minute book the first meeting of ratepayers to plan
for this building is recorded. This meeting was held
on June 29th, 1886, with the late W. R. Guthrie being
appointed chairman and P. A. S. Milliken, secretary.
Trustees had been appointed and at this meeting were
instructed to borrow the sum of $500.00 by an issue
of debentures for the purpose of erecting a schoolhouse. Present at the meeting were John Ready, John
Mooney, John Napier, Hector McKinnon, Robert
Bulloch, Thomas Bulloch, Marshman MacGregor,
Edward Bell, Peter Milliken and W. R. Guthrie.
It was decided to name the school district Reston,
this name being suggested by the Millikens and
adopted readily by the rest of the ratepayers. The
name came from Scotland from the little town of
Reston, near which the Millikens had lived before
coming to Canada.
One acre of land was purchased from Thomas
Bulloch, on the northeast quarter of section 27-7-27,
this being a central site for the school.
The building was begun early the next spring and
soon completed. Mr. Clayton was the builder.
As the building rose the children of the district
began to look forward eagerly to going to school as
this was to be a new experience for most of them.
A teacher, Mr. John Acheson, was engaged and
on completion of the building classes began during
the summer of 1887. This was a red-letter day for the
settlement, as besides being a schoolroom the building was to be for many years a centre of community
life. Church was held on Sunday, and to this service
people came for miles around. The singing school,
conducted by Mr. Peter Milliken was held there also
and each fall a concert was held, which was one of the
social events of the year.
Meetings of the P.M.LA. and any other community gatherings were all held in the schoolhouse,
and until the coming of the present railway through
Reston and Pipestone and the beginning of the towns,

Lanark school.

Reston school was the centre of the social life of the
community.
Many teachers came and went, among them men
and women who later in life were to fill important
positions in the outside world.
Dr. E. Guthrie Perry, of Manitoba College, was
one of the early teachers, and many years later the
Hon. D. A. McNiven, of Regina, taught for a term.
Other teachers who taught over the years were: L.
Macdonald - 1909; Miss Kemp Cossar - 1913;
Bella Napier - 1916; (Mrs. Art Morris of Reston);
Christine Guthrie - 1922 (Mrs. W. H. Brinkworth
of Edmonton); Doris Bulloch -1924 (Doris Robinson of Reston) - relieved Christine Guthrie up to
Christmas in 1924; Anne Guthrie 1925-1927 (Mrs.
Jack Thomas, Australia); Myrtle Stinson 1927-1929 (Mrs. Cecil Forke, Pipestone); Birdie
Stinson - 1929-1933 (Mrs. Heber Mann of Calgary); Miss Bulloch - 1933-1934.
The school district was a fairly large one and
some pupils came from outside the district, so the
enrollment was large, for a country school.
When the railway finally came through; towns
were surveyed and the name Reston was given to the
new town, which necessitated changing the name of
the old school.
A great many settlers from Lanark County, On295

Bulloch, Thomas A. and Ellen (Cuthrie)

tario had come to the district and it was decided to
give the name of Reston to the town and to rename
the school Lanark, and so it remained to the present
time.
The class in January 1909 with teacher Lottie
Macdonald was as follows: Bulloch, Dee, age 16,
Grade IX; Bulloch, Doris, age 6, Grade I; Bulloch,
Muriel, age 7, Grade II; Guthrie, Christine, age 16,
Grade IX; Napier, Aggie, age 14, Grade VII; Napier,
Bella, age 12, Grade VII; Napier, Maggie, age 9,
Grade IV; Ready, Harold, age 15, Grade VIII; Ready,
Mary, age 9, Grade IV; Ready, WeIland, age 12,
Grade VII.
The school was used from 1887 to 1934 when it
was closed because there were only three pupils. This
was not enough to warrant hiring a teacher. The
school was closed and operated as a closed school
district. Two of the pupils went to Lampton School
and one went to Pipestone. As the years went by
other children started school and all were paid a small
sum by the Lanark school board to help with transportation costs to other schools.
The Lanark district operated this way until 1963
when it then consolidated with Reston. The children
were then transported to Reston school by bus. Thus
ended the life of the little school district that started in
1887.

Thomas Albert Bulloch the eldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Bulloch was born on March 18, 1872 in
Lanark County, Ontario. The family moved to Manitoba in 1885 settling in the valley of the Pipestone
Creek on the south half of 27-7-27. This was about
twenty-five miles south of Virden which was their
closest supply centre. All the grain grown in those
early years had to be bagged, loaded into wagons and
taken to Virden for shipment by rail.
Thomas worked on the farm with his father and
during the winter attended the small country school
known as "Lanark". It had been constructed in the
district and was opened in 1887.
In 1900, he married Ellen Guthrie daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Guthrie who were also pioneers of
the Lanark district. They moved to the North half of
27-7-27, which had previously been owned by an
uncle who was also named Thomas Bulloch.
In 1911 they moved into the town of Reston and he
continued farming from town for a number of years.
In 1919 he entered into partnership with his brotherin-law, James Guthrie, in an Insurance and Real
Estate business which became known as the firm of
"Guthrie and Bulloch". He carried on with his work
until the spring of 1951 when ill health forced him to
retire. He passed away on July 26, 1951.
His wife Ellen wrote the little booklet "Pioneers
of the Pipestone" . This had been a project of the local
Women's Institute to raise funds for the up-keep and
beautification of the Reston Cemetery. All proceeds
from the sale of these booklets have gone toward this
worthy cause. Mrs. Bulloch passed away in Brandon
on May 11, 1967.
Thomas and Ellen had five daugters and a
nephew Reginald Guthrie was also brought up in
their home after his mother's death.
Muriel Guthrie, the eldest daughter, was born in
1901. She and two sisters, Doris and Rae, attended
Lanark School and later they, with two younger sisters Eileen and Avis completed their elementary and
high school years at Reston school. Muriel spent two
years at Brandon College and then took Normal
School training at Portage la Prairie. She taught
school for a brief time at Bede, which is a few miles
south of Reston. She then went to work with Chautauqua and it was during this time she met her future
husband Arthur Elsey of Winnipeg. They now reside
in Thornhill, Ontario.
Rae Millicent was born in 1906 and attended St.
Mary's Academy in Winnipeg to obtain Grade XII
standing, as it was not available in the Reston school
at that time. She took her Normal School training in
Winnipeg as well.
She taught school at Woodnorth, where she met

BaH, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Edward Ball came to Manitoba from Hopetown,
Lanark County, Ontario in 1883. One son Charles
came with him and they took up land in the Pipestone
Valley on the south half of 36-7-27 where a small
house was built. Later the north half of the section
was acquired and a larger house was built on the
southwest quarter of 36-7-27. This house is still in
use as a dwelling at this time.
Mrs. Ball, her son Robert and her three daughters, Agnes, Mildred and Victoria attended the
school which was built in 1887 on N.E. 27-7-27.
This school was first named Reston and later renamed Lanark, and was also the community centre
for church services and social events.
Of the five Ball children only two remained on
the family farm. Agnes was married to John Power in
1892 and they farmed west of Reston for a few years,
before moving to B.C. Mr. Ball passed away in 1900
at the age of sixty-three. His son Robert, then operated the farm with his mother and sister Victoria until
1913. In 1913 Victoria married Charles Nash of Derbyshire, England. Mrs. Edward Ball remained with
the Nashes in the farm home until her death in 1922,
at the age of eighty-five. Robert Ball retired from
farming and returned to Ontario in 1913 and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Nash began operating the farm.
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and later married Charles Cook. They bought Rae's
original home and here their two children were born;
Thomas Cook in 1930 and Carolyn Rae on June IS,
1946. Rae passed away the day her baby daughter was
born.
Eileen Mary was born in March 1908. After completing high school in Reston she attended Manitoba
Aricultural College in Winnipeg where she received
her degree in Home Economics. After graduation
she became head Dietitian at the Winnipeg General
Hospital (now Health Sciences Centre) and also
taught Dietetics. She married James McArthur of
Winnipeg and they later moved to Cooksville, Ontario. They adopted Carolyn Cook after her mother's
death. Carolyn is now married to Kenneth Oliver of
Mississauga, Ontario and they have three sons. James
Carman, Randy Kenneth and Ian Grant. Eileen's
husband is now deceased and she lives in Mississauga, Ontario.
Avis Beryl was born on the farm in the Lanark
District on September 3, 1910, moving into the town
of Reston as a small child. Elementary and high
school years were spent in Reston. In 1932 she married William Dalgetty of Treherne, who had come to
teach in the high school at Reston. He joined the Air
Force and at the close of hostilities they moved to
Calgary where they still reside. One daughter Karen
Guthrie was born to them in 1938. She married
George McKay and they have three children William
Brook, Douglas George and Laurie Katheryne. They
too, reside in Calgary, Alberta.

spring of 1943 when Mr. Roy Campbell purchased
the farm. T. S. and Mrs. Bulloch moved to the
northwest of 5-7 -27 and later lived with Monty Pigg.
Mrs. Bulloch died at Hamiota on December 13,
1950. Mr. Bulloch resided with his brother Clyde
until moving to Eventide Home, Brandon. He died
August 7, 1960.
Ellen (Nell) Bulloch, born December 3, 1879,
married on March 4, 1903 to Stewart Campbell,
resided on the northwest of 25-7-29, north of Sinclair, then moved to Cardale in the mid 30's. She died
December 5, 1976. There were five children; Colin,
Katheline, Stanley, Kenneth and Helen.
Agnes Bulloch, born January 31, 1881, married
on December 16, 1908 to Archibald Campbell, resided in the present Henry Claussen home, moved to
Edmonton, presently living in Whitehorse, Yukon
and has three children; Margaret, Doris and Jack.
Christina Bulloch was born at Brandon on March
12, 1883 and died April 14, 1883.
Elizabeth (Liz) Bulloch, born at Rapid City April
6,1884, married on April 19, 1911 to Joshawa Robertson who operated a bake shop. He was manager of the
first electric power plant located in the present
Ludlam's Electric shop, until the Manitoba Hydro
came to Reston. Later Josh opened a radio and electric shop, located in the present Ceramics Unlimited
shop. He died March 24, 1950. Mrs. Robertson died
April 22, 1959. They had two sons, Alan married
Marjory Johnstone. He was an R.C.A.F. officer who
was killed on active duty overseas on January 5,
1942. Earl (Robbie), born January 15, 1917 married
Margaret (Bud) McMurchy on June 28, 1939. They
had four children; Betty Carol, Earla, Colin and
Michael. Robbie died February 16, 1976. Bud died
September 12, 1976.
Christina Bulloch, born February 17, 1886 married Ernest McKinley on November 3, 1909 who
farmed at DeBolt, Alberta. She resides in Vancouver
and has three children: Lyle, Vivian and William.
Christina died June 2, 1979 and Vivian in January,
1980.
Margaret Bulloch, born January 3,1889, married
John McPherson on September 9, 1913 who farmed
at Dundurn, Saskatchewan. She resides in Saskatoon
and has five children; Clunny, Kenneth, William,
Patricia and Ruth.
Edith Bulloch, born October 27, 1891, was married on April 26, 1913 to Lloyd Fumerton, a pharmacist in Reston, and resided in the present E. Heiser
home, then moved to Treherne in the spring of 1920
where they presently reside. They had nine children;
Douglas, Alma, Keith, Isabel (deceased), Willard
(deceased), Grant, Robert, Gwen and Shirley.

Bulloch, William and Christina (Stewart)
William Bulloch, born May 20, 1848 was the
sixth child of Thomas and Ellen Bulloch. He was
married on May 30, 1877 at Hopetown, Ontario to
Christina Stewart, born December 23, 1855. When
they first came west in 1881, they settled at Brandon
on a part of the present Aricultural Research Station.
Mr. Bulloch came to Reston in 1882 with his brother
Robert, returned to Brandon and later moved to
Rapid City about 1883. He settled on the northeast of
28-7-27 in June 1889, with his family. It was on this
quarter section that the first Reston post office was
established in 1890 and also the first library. A second larger home was built on the southeast of28-7-27
where they resided until about 1910, retiring to Reston to the present home of Mrs. Pearce. Mrs. Bulloch died on July 7,1945. They had eleven children:
Thomas S., Ellen, Agnes, Christina, Elizabeth,
Christina, William Clyde, Margaret, Edith, Irene
and Evelyn. William died March 2, 1923.
Thomas S. Bulloch, born March 18, 1878 was
married on December 13, 1905, to Ellen Munro, born
1878, resided on the southeast of 5-8-27 until the
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Irene Bulloch, born June 6, 1895, died October
14, 1904.
Evelyn Bulloch, born April 19,1899 was married
on August 22, 1922 to Harry Neil, a pharmacist in
Reston, residing in the former William Bulloch
home, then moved to Winnipeg in 1939 and died in
Vancouver on November 15, 1971. Mrs. Neil resides
in Vancouver. They had three children; Doreen (deceased), Glen and Margaret.
William Clyde Bulloch, born September 20,
1887 at Rapid City, moved with his parents to the
northeast of 28-7-27, in June 1899, laterlived on the
southeast of 28-7-27, purchasing it on January 28,
1910. He was married on June 12, 1912 to Annie
McLachlan. Their house burned on May 8, 1946.
Duri~g the summer months they lived in a granary,
movmg to a suite above the Solo Store in Reston in
October. In 1948 they moved to the former Willi'am
Bulloch home and on June 15, 1975 they moved to
Sherwood in Virden. They had three children;
Catherine, William S. and Donald Blair. William
Clyde Bulloch died July 28, 1980. Annie Bulloch
died November 27, 1980.
Catherine Bulloch, born February 18, 1914, died
May 2,1933.
William S. Bulloch, born October 20, 1916 on
the southeast of 28-7 -27 was married on May 5, 1943
to Margaret Guthrie, born January 12, 1921. He returned from active duty overseas on October 4, 1945.
He and Margaret lived with his parents. During construction of the second house on the southeast of
28-7 -27 they lived in two cabooses, moving into the
new house in October 1946. They farmed until the
new house in October 1946. They farmed until the
fall of 1970. In the spring of 1971 the east half of
28-7-27 was rented to Mr. Teddy Zarn. On September 6, 1973 the land was sold to Mr. William Alexander Wilson. On November 16,1973, William S.,
Margaret and their son Robert S. moved to their new
home in Reston. They have four children; Margaret
Ann, William E. Blair, Patricia Catherine and Robert
S. William Stewart Bulloch died September 9,1980.
Donald Blair Bulloch, born November 22 1921
died December 12, 1925.
'
,
Margaret Ann Bulloch, born October 31,1946, a
stenographer, was married on November 12, 1966 to
Paul Rousson, born July 17,1942. They farm on the
northeast of 5-9-24 Oak Lake, and have two children
Dean, born July 29,1973 and Shannon, born January
31, 1976.
William E. Blair Bulloch, born June 11, 1948,
teaches school, was married on July 1, 1972 to Carol
Macklin, born December 22, 1949, reside in Norway
House and have two children; William Thomas

Craig, born April 21, 1977 and Suzanne, born May
10, 1978.
Patricia Catherine (Patsy Kay) Bulloch, born
September 3, 1951, a school teacher, was married on
July 17, 1971 to Cpl. Chris Bothe R.C.M.P., born
March 9,1950. They reside in Yellowknife, N.W.T.
and have four children: Michelle, born December 10,
1972; Lisa, born May 31,1974; Wendy, born November 11, 1976 and Lyndee, born June 22, 1978.
Robert S. Bulloch, born May 16, 1956, is presently attending University of Manitoba.
The above history is of eight generations:
William (late 1700's), Thomas (1814), William
(1~4~), William Clyde (1887), William S. (1916),
WIlham E. Blair (1948) and William T. Craig Bulloch (1977).
The southeast of 28-7-27 was in the same family
for three generations, eighty-four years from 1889 to
1973.

Guthrie, William and Janet (Rankin)
William Reid Guthrie was born in Middleville
Ontario in 1836. He married Janet Rankin who pre~
deceased him after bearing four children. They were:
James Wilborn 1861-1946; Teresa 1863-1868; Archibald (Archie) 1866-1895; Teresa Jane 1869-1882.
Archie, who became a railway employee lived in
St. Cloud, Minnesota, U.S.A. He was killed in a
train accident leaving his wife Julia and the two
young daughters Stella and Jeanette. Julia died in
1932.
William Guthrie took as his second wife Eleanor
Harding who was born in 1855 and their children
were: Ellen was born in Lanark County, Ontario in
1877, and moved to Manitoba with her family. She
was married to Thomas Albert Bulloch in 1900 and
they settled on a farm in the Lanark district.
Mary who went to Ottawa where she worked for
the Civil Service. She married Donald Robertson
who was with the Department of Indian Affairs of the
F~deral Government. Edward died in infancy. FranCIS Scantlon farmed the original William Guthrie
farm, he died in 1962.
Frederick Claude enlisted with the Canadian
Forces in W. W. I and then resumed farming in the
Lanark district.
Jean Stewart was born in 1890 on the farm home
in the Lanark District. She spent her elementary
school years at Lanark School, and then attended
Brandon College. She graduated as a Registered
Nurse from Winnipeg General Hospital. She joined
the American Forces during World War I as a nurse in
hope~ of getting overseas and was stationed at Camp
MerrItt, New Jersey. She now resides in the Alstone
Lodge in Reston.
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Christina, born in 1892 received her elementary
and high school training at Lanark and Reston
schools. She obtained her teacher's certificate and
taught in Manitoba and Saskatchewan schools. In
1962 she went out to Alberta and was House Mother
for a college Fraternity in Edmonton. She also spent
several years as Head Housekeeper in the King Edward Hotel. She left that position to marry W. H.
Brinkworth of Edmonton (now deceased) and is now
a resident of the Good Samaritan Nursing Home in
Edmonton.
In 1882 William Reid Guthrie came west with his
son James. They worked during the summer on the
construction of the mail line of the C.P.R. They
returned to their home in Ontario for the winter and
the following summer was once again spent in construction of the railway. Before returning to Ontario
again for the winter, he bought the south of 26-9-27
in the valley of the Pipestone Creek from the Hudson's Bay Company. During the summer and fall of
1883 some land was broken and a house built. In the
spring of 1884 he came west again bringing his wife
Eleanor, and their children. He later bought the half
of section 33 and two other quarters not far from his
original holding.
William was chairman of the first meeting held
on June 29, 1886 to arrange for the construction of a
school and later served on the school board for a
number of years. It was decided to name the school
district Reston, after the little town in Scotland where
some of the pioneers had originally lived. When the
railway came through, the town site was named Reston, so it necessitated changing the name of the
school from Reston to Lanark. He was Reeve of the
Pipestone Rural Municipality from 1896-1898.
William Reid Guthrie died on March 10, 1909
and his wife Eleanor on September 24, 1925.

homestead in Lanark district; the south west quarter
of 27-7-27 near the Pipestone Creek.
He purchased a lot in Virden and erected a hotel
which he operated for a short while. He also operated
a lumber yard in Virden.
John died in 1897 and is buried in Virden Cemetery. Following his death, his wife and family left the
district.

Napier, John and Abigail (Schultz)
In 1883 the late John Napier migrated from Lanark, Ontario to take up a homestead. He found a vast
expanse of open prairie burned to the ground by fires
sweeping through at regular intervals. A claim was
filed at Brandon on the northeast quarter of 26-7 -27.
The northwest quarter of 26-7-27 was bought later
from the Hudson's Bay Co. At that time the C.P.R.
was busy building a rail line from the east coast of
Canada to the west coast. Brandon at that time was
just a mass of shacks and small tents. This was to be
the closest supply centre for the settlers for some
time, a distance of about eighty miles from the settlement. It was quite an undertaking with wagon and
horses, the only means of travel. Not too long after
this, with the aid of a willow switch, water was
located. The crib was made of stones. Horse salesmen were passing through at different times. It was
from one of these men that John Napier bought two
broncos, giving them two fancy names Frank and
Biddy. To prove up as they called it then, he was
required to work and plow the land for three months
each year for three years. Then the land became their
own.
Each fall John returned to Ontario and spent the
winter months there, returning in the spring to carry
on. In 1884, he built a fair sized shanty, quite a nice
change from the tent that he had lived in at first. The
same year he borrowed a one furrow walking plow
from his closest neighbor, W. R. Guthrie and spent
all summer plowing. First it was plowed in one direction and next in the opposite direction, a matter of
perfection. No mention was ever made of how the
crop was cut. Mr. McKinnon, then living on the farm
now owned by the Mayberrys, bought a threshing
machine at Virden. It was this gent that did his
threshing each fall for some time. His first crop was
broadcasted by hand and seeded to oats. This he sold
to the neighbors for feed.
In 1885, he arrived from Lanark, Ontario in the
spring, bringing with him his mother, Mrs. Mary
Boyle and two half sisters Maggie and Bella. Mary, a
third sister decided to stay in Ontario for a time. Later
she married a Bill Burns and came west to homestead
in Saskatchewan. An Indian uprising started up in the
west. This was later known as the Riel Rebellion.

Mooney, Mr. and Mrs. John
In 1869 John came west from Belgrave, Ontario,
and located at Portage La Prairie. In 1870 during the
Red River rebellion he was a member of Major
Boulton's seventy volunteers who marched from Portage to release prisoners at Fort Garry. Unfortunately
they were taken prisoners by Riel. John was released
August 24, 1870. In 1871 and 1872 he engaged in
freighting for the Hudson Bay Co. between Fort
Garry and Edmonton. He returned to Ontario in
1873.
In 1874 he returned to Portage La Prairie along
with the Patterson family, his brother Alex and family
and his mother, Mrs. Matthew Mooney.
In 1875 he married Jane Owens of Portage and
lived in the Woodside district, near Portage.
He came west to Virden in 1881 and took up a
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This caused great concern around the settlement as
the Indian reservation was only five miles from
Napier's homestead. However this was soon quelled,
Riel was captured, tried for treason and later hanged.
A council was formed to enable the settlers to
meet and discuss anything that might be beneficial
for the settlers. It was decided to arrange a mail
route. The Postman picked the mail up at Virden,
bringing it by horse and buggy to the Bonniman
home, the first post office. This was later moved in
1890 to William Bulloch's home, closer to the district. This was called Reston Post Office.
Children were growing up, others being born, so
it was necessary to build a school. It was decided to
borrow money. In 1887 a school was erected on a
corner of the Thomas Bulloch Sr. home. This was
chosen as the most central point. The naming of the
school was soon decided. Mr. Milliken had migrated
from Scotland. In Scotland he had lived near a small
town called Reston, so it was by unanimous vote, that
this be named Reston.
Church services were held in the new school,
some coming for many miles. The Fairlies, living
near Pipestone, often walked "quite a distance".
Mr. Peter Milliken was very musical and quite a
good singer. He was asked to form a singing class.
The neighbors later, all met for singsongs. This
helped so much to cheer up those who were alone.
Mr. Clegg, a bachelor all his life, had migrated from
London, England. He had a lovely tenor voice. A
friend had came out with him but didn't stay too
long. He didn't like the wild and woolly west.
They told stories in those days too. John Napier
had gone to Virden to sell a load of grain. There was
famous "Cooks" stopping house about ten miles
south of Virden, where the teamsters stopped to have
dinner and feed and rest their horses. There were no
graded roads or fences, at that time, just trails, here
and there or anywhere to shorten the distance. A
storm and wind suddenly came up. John soon knew
that he was lost. The horses took a trail and landed up
in the 1. H. Schultz yard about five miles from
"Cooks". He was asked to have dinner. A hearty
meal was enjoyed, served by Abigail Schultz, a
daughter eighteen years old. By accident or perhaps
on purpose, as the story goes, he got lost quite often.
Once too often. It was in January 1890, John and
Abigail were married at Virden. For a wedding present as told by Abigail they were presented with a cow
and calf and a wee pig by 1. H. Schultz. Four children
were born: Johnnie, Aggie, Bella and Maggie. John
enlisted to fight in World War I. He was later killed in
the battle on the Somme in France in 1916. As John
and Abigail said at the time "We must be brave and
carryon". The real true Spirit of the pioneers.

Maggie Boyle married a Harry Giles and later
they moved with Mrs. Mary Boyle to the homestead
on 20-7-27.
Bella Boyle married a John Ready and they
moved to his homestead 34-7 -27. When the railroad
came through and the town of Reston was formed and
named Reston, it was necessary to change the name
of the settlement school. As so many had come from
Lanark, Ontario and settled here, it was renamed
Lanark.
There were three accidents in this district. John
David Bulloch, young son of Robert Bulloch senior,
who had homesteaded on 27-7-27, met his death on
the farm of John Napier.
Jack Guthrie son of W. R. Guthrie, met his death
when the car he was driving overturned on the road in
front of old Lanark school.
Bill Bulloch, then living on the farm that Alex
Wilson now owns met his death when his overturned
on the road in front of the Clyde Bulloch farm home.
In 1920, Bella married a local lad Art Morris, a
tailor working in the Gents furnishing and tailor shop
owned by the late Mr. Archer. During their stay in
Reston two boys, Jack and Bill, were born in the
house on the hill owned by Mr. Napier and now
owned by the Williamsons, beside Mannings. At that
time the Doctors came to the homes, the reverse of
today. In 1928 Mr. Napier died. Five years later Mrs.
Napier passed on to receive her reward too. The old
homestead had been bequeathed to Art and Bella.
After settlement was made at Carlyle, they came
back to try farming in "The dirty thirties" as they
were called, with dust bowls, rust, grasshoppers,
drought and hail. The school had to be closed as there
were not enough pupils in the district. They attended
school at Lampton, three miles distant. This was a
long cold drive in an open cutter, so Bella taught them
Grade VIII and X at home.
In 1937 a wee baby girl came to bless Art and
Bella's home, just fifteen years after son Bill had
been born. With permission from Inspector Moore of
Virden, Bella taught Shirley the first four grades. The
inspector visited her in the home. When she became
of age to go to school they boarded her in Reston and
finally she got her grade XI there.
It was at this time the government began paying
out cheques to help pay for transportation for country
pupils attending school in the town. At the present
time the bus calls to pick up the children. Time
marches on.
Jack and Bill bought farms in the district and all
three worked the land as a unit. Jack married Lois
Hutcheson of Pipestone, and two sons were born.
Jack changed to construction and is now living in
Winnipeg.
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Bill married Nellie Van Sprundle of Manor. They
had four children.
Shirley married Al Greggor of Woodnorth. Six
children were born. They reside in Brandon.
Art and Bella retired and bought a small home in
Reston. After 57 years of marriage Art quietly
slipped away in August, 1977. Bill and his youngest
son Randy work the old homestead lands that Mr.
Napier homesteaded in 1883, ninety-six years ago.
There are many fond memories to dream about
with lots of Faith. "Life can be beautiful." As the
Napier's said many times, "Contentment is better
than gold" .
Abigail Napier's family hasn't been mentioned.
Mrs. Isabelle Schultz, Abigails mother, had died
when she was quite young. When her father migrated
from Brockville, Ontario, there were four children:
David, John, Lizzie and Abigail.

Edward Ball remained with the Nashes in the farm
home until her death in 1922, at the age of eightyfive. Three children were born to Mr. and Mrs. Nash:
one daughter Olive and two sons Stewart and Robert.
They all lived and worked on the farm until 1951,
when Mr. and Mrs. Nash and Olive retired to live in
Virden, Manitoba. Mrs. Nash died in 1957 at age of
eighty years. Mr. Nash lived until 1975 when he
passed away aged ninety-two.
Stewart Nash married Miss Jennie Holyk in 1951
and they continued operation of the farm. Robert
Nash farmed one-half section of the home farm for
eleven years and then he sold the land to Stewart. He
now lives in Virden with his sister Olive.
Six children were born to Mr. and Mrs. Stewart
Nash: two sons Marvin and Glenn, four daughters
Laureen, Darlene, Brenda and Marla. These young
people were the fourth generation of the family to
have lived on the same farm. As Stewart's sons did
not wish to become farmers he sold the farm in 1977
to Warren and Vernon Cook of Reston.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Nash and three daughters
now live in Reston. Marvin is in Calgary, Glenn is in
Brandon and daughter Laureen resides in Boissevain,
Manitoba. So ended the family involvement with the
farm which was begun by Manitoba pioneers Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Ball.

Nash, Charles and Victoria (BaH)
In 1913, Victoria Ball and Charles Nash were
married. Mr. Nash had come from Derbyshire, England, in 1906, with a desire to take up farming in
Canada and when Robert Ball retired from farming
and returned to Ontario in 1913, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nash began operation of the farm. Mrs.
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Linklater
the working gang. An animal was bought from a
local farmer, slaughtered and hung high on a tripod
overnight to cool and out of the reach of flies.
Perry's father and two brothers, Cliff and Judson
worked on the grading for the railroad. This was a
great help to this family of early settlers.
As years went by, more land was cultivated and
more grain harvested. The farmers realized the need
for more convenient marketing facilities.
On December 7, 1912, the farmers of the district
met in Prairie Rose School for the purpose of considering the organization of a local Manitoba Grain
Growers' Association. 1. S. Donald acted as chairman and W. E. Wilkins secretary. The meeting unanimously favored the forming of a local association to
be called "The Prairie Rose Grain Growers' Association." Officers for the coming year were appointed
as follows: R. Gemmill- President; Joseph Skelton
- Vice-President; 1. D. Reid - Secretary-treasurer.
First directors appointed were: Alfred Reid, Duncan
McIntosh, Matthew Reid, Andrew Caldwell, 1. S.
Donald and W. Hawkins. Delegates appointed to
Brandon Convention were: R. Gemmill and A. Caldwell and the 1912 membership of the association
included twenty-six members.
At the January 29, 1913 meeting, W. H. Donald
proposed that efforts be made to get a siding at
Hunter's Crossing. A committee of five, namely: W.
H. Donald, 1. McArthur, W. W. Hunter, Mat Reid
and Andy Caldwell was appointed to meet with
C.P.R. officials. Jack Linklater, station agent at Reston, acted on behalf of the committee and met with
the C.P.R. Superintendent at Souris. June 30, 1913,
W. H. Donald reported satisfactory agreement with
C.P.R. concerning siding and loading platform. W.
W. Hunter donated land to C.P.R. for the siding. The
community was responsible for the building of the
grade. The grade was completed during the summer
of 1913. The siding was first named "Prairie Rose
Siding", but later renamed "Linklater Siding" in
honour of Jack Linklater, Reston C.P.R. agent for his
interest and great help to the committee in communicating with C.P.R. officials.

First Linklater elevator, 1915.

Linklater Elevators
The first settlers of the Prairie Rose district
hauled their grain to Virden. The main line of the
C.P.R. had reached that point in 1883. So Virden was
the shopping centre for the vast surrounding area.
The trip to market grian meant a two-day journey.
Cook's farm five miles south of Virden, was a welcome stopping place for the farmers with their precious loads of grain.
By 1892 a branch of the C.P.R. was extended to
Reston. This was a great convenience for all types of
marketing at that time.
In 1889 the line from Reston was extended west.
Perry Pettypiece, son of 1. R. Pettypiece, recalls the
grading for the railroad being done by use of mules.
He also recalls the source of the supply of meat for
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The next important consideration was that of an
elevator at Linklater. On March 16, 1914 W. H. Donald and A. Caldwell were appointed to meet with
Manitoba Government officials regarding moving
the Government Elevator at Reston to Linklater Siding. Dr. George Clingan of Virden, then M. P. P.
urged the committee to act at once with a petition to
the Premier, Hon. R. P. Roblin. The petition was
forwarded, correspondence continued and a delegation met with Government officials. A map showing
farm land area around Linklater Siding was forwarded to the Government. June 22, 1915 a request
for moving elevator was granted and work began.
The elevator at Reston wast torn down and moved by
rail to Linklater Siding.
A committee met with the construction gang to
make arrangements for the Association to supply
stone, gravel and water for construction at the elevator foundation. This elevator was leased from the
Manitoba Government. An early elevator agent was
Lewis McLead. R. Gemmill served as agent the
greater part of the time.
During the early days of the Association, food
supplies of apples, cheese and honey were ordered
from Ontario. Flour, feed and coal were obtained by
the carload through U.G.G.A. After Linklater Siding became a reality, carloads of farm supplies were
handled at the Siding. They included: salt, twine,
fence posts and wire, stove coal, hard coal, apples,
honey, cheese, flour, feed, bran and shorts bought
through local merchants - 1. H. McLandress, Sinclair; G. S. Munro, Reston; W. A. Brady, Reston;
and 1. D. Bulloch, agent for U.G.G. at Reston.
During the early years of the Association, all was
not strictly business. Social activities played an important role in the life of the community. For the
social gatherings, the ladies served supper or lunch.
Programs were arranged including music, special
speakers, and debates. A debate was held on
Women's Suffrage - Resolved that "Women
Should be Given the Ballot Equal with Men". The
affirmative won. Another debate - "Resolved that
Mixed Farming is more Profitable than Grain Growing" was also won by the affirmative.
First mention of a picnic was made in 1913, to be
held July 11th, with a Mr. English as special speaker.
The picnic was organized jointly with the Prairie
Rose G.G.A. and the Sunday School teachers.
In 1914 a request was sent to the Postmaster
General asking for a Post Office at Prairie Rose. In
1916 a request was made to C.P.R. for an agent at
Linklater, also a request that Linklater be made a flag
station. The first two requests were never realized,
but later, in 1939, through the efforts of the Linklater
Women's Guild, a flag station was granted.

The operation of a "beef ring" was first suggested in 1915, but did not start operating until 1919,
and continued until 1949 or 1950, a period of over
thirty years. It was a wonderful source of fresh meat
close at hand. The first house for cutting up the beef
was situated east ofthe elevator. Later it was moved to
a vacant spot on N. W. corner of S. W.Y4 11-7-28,
donated by Forrest Pettypiece. Some of those who
cut up meat were: Albert Smith, Gus Bates, Oscar
Housky, Ben Miller, Wm. Chester, Wm. Busby,
Billy Birch and Jim Everett. Jim Donald estimated
that over the years of operation, a total of at least 600
cattle was required. Books were finally closed in
1955, when funds on hand were donated to the Linklater Women's Guild.
In March, 1926, the U.G.G. purchased the elevator from the Manitoba Government for $13,000. In
1927, U. G. G. built a new elevator at Linklater. In
1928 U. G. G. leased an old elevator to Wiley Low
Grain Co. In 1928 U.G.G. offered the new elevator
for sale to Manitoba Pool Elevator Co. The Pool paid
$13,000. From this time the elevator was known as
the Linklater Pool Elevator Association.
First members of the board of directors were:
John McArthur, Jas. R. Duncan, 1. S. Donald,
George McNeil, Wilfred Nolan, John Johnston and
D. 1. Brownlee. First president - John McArthur;
first secretary - D. 1. Brownlee. R. Gemmill who
had served as agent for the Linklater Pool Elevator
received a salary of $1,950.00 per year.
On April 10, 1928, the board of directors met to
discuss building a house for the agent. E. H. Berry of
Reston was given the contract for building the house
at $2052.00. One acre of land was purchased from
Mrs. Carpenter, on N.E.Y4 10-7-28, at a cost of
$50.00 for location of the house. Lights run by a
generator were installed in the elevator. In 1929 a
stable was built at a cost of $391.18.
In July, 1946, after many years of faithful service
to the community, Bob Gemmill resigned as "Pool"
agent. Those who followed him were: Roy Green,
Henry Turner, Roy De' Ath, Jack Southern, Ken
Laforte, Bill Glover and Garry Barker.
In April, 1954, a stoker was installed in the Pool
house.
About 1960, when more storage room was
needed, an annex was built on the west side of the
elevator.
In 1966, the Ewart Co-operative Elevator, having
been closed, was moved to Linklater. This elevator
became the main elevator and the Linklater elevator
became an annex. Much work was done on both
elevators and office and put in excellent shape to
handle the increasing volume of grain. When renovations were complete, on the opening day, the elevator
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It was requested by the committee that the spray
storage shed be donated to the Reston Memorial Park
as a memorial of the Linklater Elevator Association.
This request was granted by the Manitoba Pool Elevator Association.
Garry Barker, as agent, had charge of the final
business. The elevator was emptied in January, 1979.
On November 15, 1978, the last annual supper
meeting was held in the Modem Cafe in Reston.
The Linklater Pool Elevator was bought by the
Pioneer Grain Company and moved to Antler, Saskatchewan in February, 1979.
The Pool house was bought by Raymond Mispelon.

Old Prairie Rose Do GoGo Elevator
After the building of the new U. G. G. elevator at
Linklater, the old elevator was leased to Wiley Low
Grain Company in 1928. It remained in operation
until the late 1940's. It also operated under the management of the Federal Grain Company and lastly
under the Western Grain Company. Agents who operated the elevator were: Lem Taylor, Roy Kendrick,
Clifford Gemmill and Archie McMurchy.
In 1949 the Linklater Pool Elevator Association
advertized the old elevator for sale. Some of the
equipment was bought by C. Bonniman of Reston
and Jim Donald of Linklater. Ernest Jezzard bought
the office and converted it into a dwelling. Finally, in
1951, the elevator was bought by Cecil Jago for
$450.00. He had the site cleared by July 31, 1951.

Linklater elevator and annex on the way to Antler, Saskatchewan, March 2, 1979.

took in the greatest amount of grain in anyone day
during the time Roy De' Ath was agent.
As the years progressed, the local elevator continued to serve the needs of the farmers of the large
area well.
At the 1975 annual meeting, 50 year scrolls,
mounted on wooden plaques were presented to members who had delivered grain to the elevators during
the 1920's. Those receiving scrolls from Ewart were:
James Forsyth and Jim McMunn. Those receiving
from Linklater were: Jim Donald, Perry Pettypiece,
John Henderson and Jim Jago.
By 1974 rumblings began to be heard concerning
centralization, one million bushel capacity elevators
and rail abandonment. There was fear of the closure
of the small elevators. It was with great disappointment that the board of Linklater Elevator received the
definite word in February, 1976 that the elevator
would close in December, 1977. Later an extension of
one year was granted for the closing date.
At the annual meeting 1977, it was moved by
Claude Duncan, seconded by Jim Milliken that the
old records of the Linklater Local Elevator be placed
in the Archives of Brandon University. A copy of the
records was to be placed in Reston Museum.
Members of the last board who served were:
Hugh Rowe, Con Karpinski, Garry Kendrick, Doug
Zarn, Kay Guthrie, Glen Walker, Richard Zarn, with
chairman Kay Guthrie and secretary Doug Zarn.
For the year 1978, a committee of Ross
McMurchy, Charlie Zarn, Dennis Smith, Duane
Duncan, with chairman Cecil Brownlee and secretary Duane Duncan, directed the business.

Linklater Women's Guild
It was June 29, 1933, under the leadership of Mr.
Frank Samis, student minister, that the ladies of

Linklater Women's Guild, 1933. Back Row: Mrs. Brownlee,
Mrs. Chester, Florence Donald, Mrs. J. A. Donald, Mrs. J. S.
Donald, Mrs. Kendrick, Mrs. Duncan, Mrs. Smith. Front Row:
Mrs. Gemmill, Mrs. Grace Nolan, Mrs. McNeil, Billy and Margaret Nolan.
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Prairie Rose organized to assist the church and community in places of need. To this organization was
given the name of Prairie Rose Ladies' Aid.
The original members were: Mrs. C. Pettypiece,
Miss Nellie Pettypiece, Mrs. R. Gemmill, Mrs.
Wm. Mamie, Mrs. W. W. Hunter, Mrs. E. Jezzard,
Mrs. W. Nash, Mrs. Bertie Smith, Mrs. 1. R. Duncan, Mrs. F. Skelton, Violet Gemmill, Mary Gemmill, Jean Mamie, Mrs. A. Nolan, Mrs. Elsie
Donald, Lillian Jezzard, Mrs. Curtis, Mrs. Herb
McIntosh, Mrs. Ab Kendrick, Mrs. George McNeil,
Mrs. Clyde Caldwell, Mrs. Wm. Hawkins, Mrs.
George Walker, Marjorie Hawkins and Mary
Hawkins.
It was soon considered by some members that the
scope of the activities of the organization should be
broadened and necessitated the change of the name.
On February 8, 1934, the name was changed to
Linklater Women's Guild. In this year new members
joining were: Mrs. Peggy Pettypiece, Doris Smith,
Mrs. S. Donald, Mrs. Brownlee, Mrs. Karpinski and
Mildred Donald.
The organization continued to support the
Church and Sunday School at Prairie Rose and as
years went by added many other worthy causes to the
list of their endeavors, namely: Reston United
Church, Reston Anglican Church, Sinclair United
Church, Reston Cemetery, Sinclair Cemetery, Children's Aid Society, Red Cross, Bible Society, Ninette Sanitarium, Missionary Society, Canadian
Church Relief Abroad, Cancer Fund, Heart Fund,
March of Dimes , 1950 Manitoba Flood Relief, Salvation Army, Archer Memorial Fund, Retarded Children's Fund, Alstone Lodge, Reston Rest Room,
Reston Hospital.
The first picnic of the organization was held in
July, 1933, on the grounds of the beautiful farm home
of Mr. and Mrs. Hunter. The ball diamond, as of
former years, was in their pasture. The ball team of
that time was called the Linklater Links. The picnics
were continued for quite a number of years. Besides
ball games, races and games were conducted for the
children. A booth was erected for the sale of supper
and lunches. An important part of lunch was homemade ice cream - the like was hard to beat. Both
men and ladies took turns turning the freezers to
supply the demand. Ice in those days was stored
during the winter in a shed buried deeply in straw and
would last well into the summer. That delicious ice
cream with pie or cake made by the good cooks was a
great treat. Price of pie and ice cream was 15¢, a cake
and ice cream 1O¢.
Many social functions of the Guild were held in
Prairie Rose School. To make this possible some
equipment was necessary. A stove, cupboard and

shelves were placed in the basement for convenience
in serving suppers and lunches. The first suppers
were bean suppers or chicken pot pie. The charge
was 25¢ for adults and children 15¢.
In 1933 a Travelling Library from the Lending
Library in Winnipeg was placed in the home of Mrs.
Gemmill and Mary was appointed librarian. Membership fee was 25¢ per year. Fine for late return of
books was 2¢ per day.
In 1934 a piano was purchased and placed in the
school to add to the music for church services and to
the enjoyment of the community socials. Musicians
for the socials were the George Walker and Ashcroft
families. When Prairie Rose School closed, the piano
was bought by Mrs. Clyde Caldwell of Reston.
In 1934 the Guild undertook a large project, that
of holding a three-day Chautauqua. A large tent
owned by the United Church Ladies of Reston, for
serving meals at the Reston Fair was rented or borrowed. This tent was set up in the grove of the Hunter
farmyard. Talent for the programs was drawn from
home and surrounding areas. Programs were held
Friday and Saturday nights, the picnic Saturday afternoon and the climax, a large church service, Sunday
night. The Chautauqua was held three years in succession. That of 1935 met with some difficulty due to
deluges of rain. Three cloudbursts were experienced
during the week with 7 inches on Saturday in 24
hours, dumping a total of 12 inches of rain on the
district. Does anyone remember the swarms of mosquitoes after that?
1934 was one of our very dry years. Crops and
gardens were poor. We were most grateful to Mr.
Herbert of Kelowna, B. C., for his efforts in having a
carload of apples shipped to the district, also for the
efforts of the Free Press for a carload of vegetables
shipped from Ontario. A few years later when our
area received more rain, but parts of Saskatchewan
still suffered, a truck load of vegetables was collected
for Froude, Saskatchewan.
In 1935 the Guild sent a petition to the C.P.R.
through Mr. Anderson, agent at Reston, to have
Linklater made a "flag station". Another petition
was forwarded in 1938. In October, 1939 the flag
station was granted, 23 years after the Grain Growers
Association had first considered the idea. Letters of
thanks were sent to Mr. Anderson and the Superintendent of C.P.R.
Many and varied were the programs of the Guild
to make the meetings interesting, informative and
educational. Also many and varied were the methods
of raising funds. One of the greatest efforts was the
making of quilts. Over the years the Guild has made
quilts, quilts and more quilts. In 1937 a carding
machine was purchased. Fleeces of wool were
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bought, washed, teased and carded. The bats made
warm filling for the quilts. Orders were taken for
quilts and the first price charged was $6.00. Quilting
was done for members at a small charge. Great use
was made of remnants from Eaton's and Simpsons in
quilt-making and other articles for sale. Great use
was also made of flour sacks (prairie linen) for lining
quilts. They were dyed to make the quilts more
attractive. Quilts were made each year and donated to
the Red Cross and Children's Aid Society. As young
members joined the Guild they quickly learned the
art of quilting, which continues with skill to the
present day. What a chatter to be heard at those
quilting bees!
Serving lunch at sales and the sale of Monarch
Greeting cards added much to the funds.
June, 1943, the 10th Anniversary, was celebrated
by a parade of the members, each wearing a decorated piece of tinware to represent a hat. Results were
amazing. First prize went to Mrs. Perry Pettypiece
with her charming model built on a jelly mold. The
tinware was sold later in the afternoon.
During the war years every effort was put forth to
help in any way possible. Letters and parcels were
sent regularly to the girls and boys of the district in
the Forces. Work for Red Cross was speeded up.
Each year many articles of knitting, clothing, quilts
and blankets were sent in. Old woollens were
gathered and sent to Brandon Woollen Mills to be
rewoven. Many of these blankets went to the Red
Cross. Other relief was sent to Bundles for Britian,
War Services Fund, Clothing for Refugees. Aid to
Russia - warm clothing, Chinese War Relief, European Relief, Polish Relief, Canadian Appeal for Children, Soap for European Children, and Clothing for
Korea. A donation was also made to the Reston
Ladies' Auxiliary for a Memorial Plaque for the
Memorial Hall in Reston. In October, 1945, the
young Guild members were in charge of a "Welcome
Home" party for the returned girls and boys.
In June, 1950 the special Missionary program
observed the 25th Anniversary of Church Union in
Canada.
In 1951 the Guild had its first booth at the Reston
Fun Fair in aid of the local hospital. In succeeding
years a "pie shoot" has been the main attraction of
their booth. Help in other ways has been given to the
hospital in donating to pantry showers, other donations and doing hospital mending.
Commencing in 1964 and continuing for several
years the members gathered in the Memorial Park
and painted the picnic tables and benches; the Park
Board supplying the paint.
In 1967 for the Dominion Centennial, the Guild's
project was the planting of an Ornamental Almey

Crab tree east of the Cenotaph in the Memorial Park.
In 1970, a committee of Mrs. Mabel Smith and
Mrs. Iva Duncan was appointed to make plans for the
Guild's project commemorating the Province of
Manitoba Centennial. A bench with suitable plaque
made by Francis Giles was presented to Alstone
Lodge for use on the veranda. This was done at the
June meeting held at the Lodge with Mrs. Sophie
Karpinski making the presentation. A very pleasant
afternoon was spent taking pictures, visiting and the
serving of a delicious lunch by the Guild members.
In June, 1974 the 41st Anniversary of Linklater
Guild was celebrated by entertaining former members at the home of Mrs. Mary Milliken. Mrs. Karpinski, a faithful member of 39 years, was presented
with a lovely corsage by Mrs. Helen Brownlee. Original members present were Mrs. winnie Pettypiece
and Mrs. Grace Nolan of Virden, Mrs. Alma Caldwell, Mrs. Vi Lockhart and Mrs. Grace Jezzard of
Reston; also former members, Mrs. Marj Munro of
Reston, Mrs. Alma Hood of Brandon and Mrs.
Muriel Berry of Gladstone.
In May, 1978 discussions started concerning the
erection of a marker on the Prairie Rose School site.
A hard-working committee of Mrs. Ethel Walker,
Mrs. Iva Duncan and Mrs. Mary Milliken was in
charge of the project which was completed in time for
Reston Homecoming. Further details are found in the
history of Prairie Rose School.
July, 1979, being Reston Homecoming, a committee of Mrs. Joan Shank, Mrs. Mary Milliken
prepared a display of Prairie Rose pictures and other
items of interest for the display in the Reston Elementary School for July 28.
Nine of the original members are living today.

Chester, William and Elizabeth (Radburn)
William Edward Chester and wife Elizabeth Ann
(Radburn) from Ryton-on-Dunsmore near Conventry, Warwickshire, England came to Canada in
April, 1898, with a family of five, Arthur Edward,
twelve years, William John ten years, George seven
years, Ethel Frances four years, and Oliver two years
of age.
They arrived at Brandon in the spring of 1898 and
lived at the Immigration Sheds the first summer. Bill
herded cattle the summer of 1898 for a Mr. Forbes
near Pettapiece, north of Brandon, Lloyd
Armstrong, later of Reston , also herded cattle nearby
and they used to play together after the cattle had
eaten their fill and were laying down. Mr. Chester
had employment at Rapid City.
Near fall he met Ed. Stevenson, the same man
who was instrumental in bringing the McNeils to
Reston, hired on with him, brought his family to
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George farmed the west half of section 5-7-28,
marrying Kathleen McDougall, of Vandura, Saskatchewan in 1930. After George died in 1953, Katy
sold their farm to Stan and Ellen Harrison and moved
to Regina.
Ethel Frances did a lot of practical nursing for Dr.
Clark of Reston at various homes, whether it be at the
entering into the world of a newborn infant or caring
for the sick or elderly. Aunt Ethel passed away in
1968 in Brandon.
Oliver, born February 29th, 1896 took an interest
in car mechanics and together with a couple of
friends emigrated to the States, driving down in an
old Model T. He married Mable Taylor from Vancouver in 1926 and had one son, Melvin Earl. Oliver
now resides in Orange, California with his son and
wife.
Fred Chester married Isabel Rutherford in 1929.
Bella was a girl from the Antler district in Saskatchewan who had been working for Mr. Alfred Archer in
his tailoring business in Reston from the fall of 1926
to midsummer of 1929. Fred passed on in 1969 and
Isabel now lives in Portage la Prairie.
Maggie Elizabeth stayed home with her parents
until the family farm was sold, then she was employed as housekeeper at various homes in Manitoba. Now retired and living in Brandon, Maggie
enjoys handicrafts and visiting with her many
friends.
Emily followed a career in Banking, working in
Carberry, Winnipeg, Vancouver and White Rock.
Now retired, she lives in White Rock, B.C. where
she spends a great deal of her time helping the Hospital Aid Group.
Dixon McNeil (Neil) eldest son of Bill and Laura
Chester, born November 1916, spent his first working
years away from home at his Grandfathers. From
there he went to Ontario to the Nickel mines; then
spent several years in the Air Force attaining the
status of Pilot Officer. The next few years were spent
back in Ontario gold mining and then in B. C. on
construction work. In 1947 Bill and Laura sent for
their sons to come home to take over the family farm.
Oliver eventually chose to become a grain buyer, and
Neil eventually bought the three quarters from his
father. To this farm Neil gradually added more land
and enjoyed his farming. In 1964 he married Christine Diane Ward, of Coventry, England. Their two
children Gavin Richard Neil and Heidi Elizabeth
Anne are currently attending school in Reston. Neil '
and family moved to Reston in 1979. Though forced
to retire through ill health Neil and his wife enjoy
belonging to many groups in the district which
makes for a very busy life.
In 1970 Neil's parents-in-law Stanley Joseph and

Reston around harvest time and took up abode on Ed.
Stevenson's farm, the southwest quarter of 21-7-27.
Later that same fall Mrs. Chester and three small
children were alone when fire broke out and destroyed the house they were living in. They lost most
of their possessions and cash, and this left them
desperately hard up financially.
Bill when aged eleven, worked for his board and
$5.00 for the winter at Sandy Fairlies. In the summer
of 1899 he worked at the McGregor farm on the
northeast quarter of 10-7-27, doing general chores
and did some breaking with oxen and sulky plough.
They can recall their Dad saying that when the flies
got bad the oxen would head for a slough and lie
down in the water and he would have to wait until the
oxen decided to come out so he could resume
ploughing. Mrs. Cheser worked with Stevenson the
summer of 1899 and filed on his homestead on the
northeast quarter of 28-6-28 the same summer.
The Chester family moved to the northeast quarter of 28-6-28 in 1902. Fred was born in 1900, later
came Maggie Elizabeth in 1901 and Emily in 1903. In
1906 they acquired the west half of section 8-7-28
which Bill eventually purchased from his father for
"love and a dollar".
W. E. Chester operated a steam threshing outfit
with Arthur being the Engineer or Engine man, and
did considerable custom threshing from around 1904
to 1925, using a Gaar-Scott. Mr. Chester was also the
butcher for the Prairie Rose Beef Ring for a considerable number of years, and was in demand as a
"country veterinarian" . Bessie Chester passed on in
February 1937, and William Edward continued farming for a few years but later went to live with his son
Bill and his wife Laura. He passed away in August,
1943.
Arthur farmed the east half of section 6-7-27,
marrying Marie Martin in 1925. He passed away in
1944 as the result of an unfortunate accident. Marie
married again, some years later. Arthur Sylvestre and
moved to Redvers, Saskatchewan but passed on in
1969.
William John was the first of the family to marry.
In 1914 he married Laura McNeil, sister of a fellow
homesteader. They had two sons Dixon McNeil
(Neil) and Oliver Wilfred. Bill, as he was commonly
known to his friends, farmed the west half of 8-7 -28,
later acquiring one other quarter of land. He also did
quite a bit of custom threshing down through the
years. Bill and Laura retired to White Rock, B.C. in
1948 where Bill passed on in September, 1972. Laura
lived alone in White Rock until September 1979
when she returned to Reston at the age of ninety-six
and now resides with her younger son Oliver and his
wife Velma.
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married to Maureen Percy, Gregory, Jeffery and
Bradley.
Mildred married Arthur Smith, who farmed
close by. Their daughter Marion trained for a nurse,
receiving her R.N. from St. Boniface Hospital. She
went to Vancouver for further training where she met
her husband, who was attending W.B.C. Following
their marriage in September, 1964, they spent two
years in Uganda, Africa, under C.U.S.o. and then
settled in Vancouver. They have three children.
Mildred and Arthur's daughter Elizabeth Ann, died
in 1946.
Alice attended Brandon Business College and
was married in April, 1942, in Brandon to William
A. Campbell also of Brandon, a C.P.R. engineer. Bill
died in June, 1975. Alice continues to live in Brandon. They also had one child Donald Alexander, born
on May 31, 1951.
Christena Jean, born 1924, married Jack Alexander Charles. They had two children, Brenda Jean,
and Stuart John. Jean began her banking career in
Reston, following her graduation from Grade XII.
John married Beatrice Shaw of Gainsborough,
Saskatchewan and they took over the home farm
when his parents retired to live in Reston, in the fall
of 1942. John continued to live on the home farm
until his sudden death in January, 1957. During this
time he was active in the affairs of the community
both at Sinclair and Reston. He was Worshipful Master of Reston Masonic Lodge at the time of his death,
Secretary of Sinclair Cemetery Committee, a member of Board of Linklater Pool Elevator, and of the
Agricultural Society. They had one child Brian
Richard, who married Sandra Kynne Leis.
Florence and Elsie began school at Prairie Rose,
but just went part of the winter, as all of the family
from then on went to Sinclair School. The highest
grade taught in Sinclair School was Grade X, so all
had to go to Reston High School for further education.
Annie Florence, born 1905, married John Elliott
Crawford in 1897. She died September, 1952. They
had one child Donna Jean, married to Gerhard A.
Schad. They had two children, Eric John Karl and
Lisa Ann.
Elsie went to Brandon Normal School in
1924-25, and taught school for six years, ending up at
Harmsworth, then married Melvin Heritage in 1931.
They lived on the farm there, until retiring to Virden
in 1962. One son Donald, now occupies and farms
the Heritage home farm as well as an implement and
car business in Virden. Donald William married
Maxine English. They had two children Susan Jennifer and Douglas Donald.
Stuart always took an active interest in the affairs

Elizabeth Ward retired to live at Sinclair to see their
only grandchildren grow up. Stan passed away in
1975, and Betty now resides with her daughter and
son-in-law in Reston.
Oliver Wilfred, the younger son of Bill and Laura
Chester spent five and a half years overseas in the
Princess Pats then was Grain Buyer for Grain
Growers for a few years. He then became Postmaster
in Reston. Oliver married Velma Addision in 1953
and they have three children, Gail Linda, William
John (Bill) and Beryl Louise. Gail is married to Larry
Maddess of Medora and they have three children,
Richard, Erica and Amber Jane.

Donald, Stuart and Christena (Brownlee)
James Stuart Donald was born on a farm near
McDonalds Corners, Lanark County, Ontario, on
May 10, 1877 and was one of ten children. His
grandfather John Donald, had emigrated from Scotland to that area in 1820.
After being educated in his home school and
taking a Business Course, he traveled west in 1898
and found employment with the C.P.R. doing construction work and bookkeeping. Many people from
Ontario seemed interested in procuring land in Manitoba. Stuart also had this idea and in 1902 he settled
in the Reston district on the south half of 9-7-28.
Stoney Creek ran through the western end of the
property and the home was built on the western side
of the creek, which was usually flooded in the spring.
In March, 1904, Stuart journeyed to McDonalds
Corners and married Christena Ella Brownlee of
McDonalds Corners.
The bride arrived in Reston by train on April 30th
and approaching her new home, had to cross the
creek by horse and buggy, as there was no bridge.
The water was so high it came up in the buggy. It
must have taken great courage for a bride to leave an
Ontario home and pioneer on the prairies. Settlers
brought furniture, a few cows and horses.
Seven children were born. Florence, Elsie and
Margaret (Peggy) were all school teachers.
Peggy, who had lived in Moosomin,
Saskatchewan for the past several years, died suddenly in June, 1978. She always enjoyed her music,
played the violin and her Hammond organ. Latterly
she had been for several years the pianist for the
Eastern Star Chapter in Moosomin. Her husband
Harvey Hood, predeceased her in September, 1962.
They had two children. Harvey Keith married Dawn
Elizabeth Tarbreth Harvey. They had two children.
Kimberly who married Thomas Wayne Saskosky
and Catherine Mildred and Donald Robert who married Jean Mitchell. They had four children: Donald,
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children. Matt remained on the farm with his mother.
On October 11, 1937 he married Ellen Hall. Ellen was
born at Ewart, Manitoba, on October 8, 1916. Her
parents were Gilbert Allan and Mary Hall. Matt and
Ellen raised three sons on the farm; Allan, born June
10,1939, Alex, born August 4, 1942, and Vern, born
May 11, 1944. Allan and Alex went to school at
Prairie Rose before the family moved to Virden in
1949. The family farm was sold. Vern went to school
in Virden and worked there at garages, drove trucks
and worked at the radiator shop.
Pat's parents are Charlie and Ethel Zarn. She was
born Patricia Ellen on March 15, 1945 and raised on
the family farm southwest of Ewart where Charlie,
Richard and family still live. She wasn't actually
born on the farm. She was the first one to be born in a
hospital. Bev and Henry were born at home but
Richard and Pat used the facilities at the Virden
Hospital. The history of her parents and family is
probably printed elsewhere in the book so the story
will not be retold.
Pat's childhood was reasonably normal. She went
to school (with all the other Zarns) at Ewart, Reston
Collegiate and Virden Collegiate. That year she
stayed with Bev and Ken Hall in what used to be
Grandad Zarn's house. It was inevitable that she
should meet Vern. You see, Ken Hall is Vern's uncle,
as well as a brother-in-law now.
Following their marriage in 1964, they moved to
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Vern worked as a mechanic until he went for a short airplane ride in 1969.
He must have been bitten by an air bug because he
has made a career of flying ever since. Pat worked in
credit unions until their son Robin Daniel was born
on December 13, 1971. In 1977 they packed up and
moved to Calgary. Vern is a pilot and salesman (of
aircraft) for Corpac of Canada Ltd. Pat is back working at a credit union (Co-op Centre) again, on a parttime basis this time. Robin is in school and an enthusiastic participant of Cubs and Scouts. He loves to
spend a summer holiday at Grandad Zarn's farm and
play with all his cousins. He doesn't understand all
the second and third cousins yet, but he realizes it's a
very large family.

of the community. He was trustee and secretary treasurer of the Sinclair School District for twenty years.
He helped with the planning and building of Sinclair
Memorial Hall and also held an office in the same.
He had been Worshipful Master of the Reston Masonic Lodge. He was one of the Charter Members of
Square Deal Co-operative Association Ltd., then of
Ewart. Manitoba and served as its first president
from the time the organization was formed in 1929
until 1934.
His retirement in Reston was short lived as he
died in December, 1943. Mrs. Donald continued to
live in Reston until her death in July, 1964. She was
always ready to help in time of need. As a mother
raising a family of seven in those times, duties at
home kept them well occupied. She served in offices
of Sinclair W.A. and later in a Circle of Reston
U .C.W. and was always ready to assist in quilting
Red Cross Quilts.
The family feel that their parents have left a great
legacy of character and the creed of life, that characterized and enriched their lives and consequently
ours.

Forbes, Vern and Pat (Zarn)
Vern Forbes and Pat Zarn were married August
22, 1964 in St. John's Anglican Church, Reston,
Manitoba. Vern was born on the family farm
(22-7 -28), north of Linklater. His grandparents,
James and Annie Forbes, moved to the farm following their marriage on December 2, 1892. James was
born at Salem, Ontario April 27 , 1860 and came west
to Manitoba with his father William, brother
William, and sister Elspeth. His mother Margaret
died December 16, 1878 and was buried at Elora,
Ontario. James married Annie Ferguson Pettapiece,
Manitoba near Rivers. She was born at St. Mary's,
Ontario, May 9, 1871 and moved to Pettapiece in
1879 with her parentts Matthias and Margaret Pettapiece.
James was appointed Justice of the Peace for the
province of Manitoba in 1900. He carried out his
duties driving about the country with his buggy and
horses, wrapped in a fur robe to keep out the winter
winds. James and Annie raised two children on the
farm. Matthias Daniel was born January 20,1895 and
Margaret Russell was born January 18, 1901. Matt
and Margaret went to school at Prairie Rose and
Margaret later taught there. James died April 9, 1928
and Annie died March 15, 1946. They are both buried
at Reston.
Margaret married William F. Giles January 20,
1927 and they farmed two miles north of Reston until
they moved to Victoria in 1939. They had one son
James born February 26,1932, now married with two

Gemmill, Robert and Mary (Duncan)
Robert George Gemmill, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Gemmill of Snow Road, Ontario and Mary
Ellen Duncan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Duncan of Lanark, Ontario were married in Lanark,
Ontario in 1899. Moving to Manitoba in 1911, they
farmed for a number of years in the Ewart and Linklater districts. They moved to Linklater Siding where
Mr. Gemmill was an elevator agent for the United
Grain Growers and also the Manitoba Pool Elevators
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until he retired. Mrs. Gemmill passed away in 1945.
Mr. Gemmill retired to Reston in 1946 and passed
away in 1953.
They had two sons and three daughters who received their schooling in Prairie Rose and Reston
schools.
Wilfred Lome, born in Lanark July 14, 1901
married Beatrice Milliken, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Milliken and had one son, Bill living in
Abbotsford, B.C. Both parents are deceased.
Lois Elizabeth, born in Lanark, April 28th, 1904
married Charles Caldwell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Caldwell of Reston and had one son and two
daughters. Both parents are deceased.
Clifford Duncan was born in Lanark, Ontario,
August 30th, 1907. He married Violet Ross of Winnipeg and they are now residing in Dauphin, Manitoba.
Violet Marion, born in Lanark, Ontario, September 10th, 1910 married William Everett Lockhart, a
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Lockhart, Reston. They
have three sons.
Mary Elaine was born in Reston, Manitoba,
November 21st, 1915. She married Laurence Wynn,
son of Mr. and Mrs. David Wynn. They had two sons
and one daughter. Mary is deceased. Their son,
Larry Grant was born in Reston and is living in
Winnipeg. James Kendall, born in Winnipeg married
Charlotte Johnson. They have two daughters, Debbie
and Kelly. Janice Ruth was born in Winnipeg and
married Raymond Senicki. They have two daughters, Carrie and Tracy. All reside in Winnipeg.

W. Hunter's home built in 1896.

their yard with an elm and ash grove, willows, maples, lilacs, honeysuckle, crabapple, and plum trees.
Cotton wood trees were planted around their land to
resemble Will's home in Goderich. It made a beautiful setting for the stone house with its red roof and
stones covered with virginia creeper.
Mrs. Hunter never complained of hardship, instead learned how to cook and clean and made good
use of the knowledge gained from her father to deliver babies and help those who were sick. Their home
was always open to friends, travellers or anyone in
need of shelter. The Indian Chief who used to stop by
was served tea from the best china and treated as
royalty. Afternoon tea was a tradition that was never
missed. All work had to be done before Sunday
because it was a day of rest and worship. Even though
they were in a new country customs from Ontario and
England were carefully observed.
For three years the Sunday Services were held in
their home with fifteen members on the Honor role.
Mrs. Hunter played the pump organ and led the
singing. This began many years of teaching Sunday
school.
Land was bought from the C.P.R. and Prairie
Rose School was built in the spring of 1889 and
opened that year May 22. The school then served as a
place of worship for many years with Mr. and Mrs.
Hunter taking the leading role.
A pasture of their farm was also reserved as a ball
diamond and picnic ground. All the young men
gathered here in summer evenings to play ball and of
course the Picnic was an important event.
When the railroad came through an elevator was
needed. Mr. Hunter gave a piece of land for it to be
built on.
When Chautauqua were popular several were
held in the yard with tents being put up and all those
with talent participating.
Will and Annie had six children but only three

Hunter, Will and Annnie (Dean)
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter were one of the first couples
to homestead in the Linklater district. Will Hunter,
born in Goderich, Ontario in 1853 came west searching for land.
Annie Dean his wife was born in Erdington,
England in 1864, youngest daughter of a wealthy
doctor. Tutors came to their home to help her acquire
all the skills expected of a lady including playing the
organ and harp. After the sudden death of her mother
and father and an attack of "brain fever" she was
advised to come to Canada for her health. In 1883
Annie and her aunt established a millinary shop in
Brandon. Her career came to an end upon her marriage to Will Hunter in 1886 at Virden.
They homesteaded 14-7 -28 and proceded to build
a large barn with stone walls in which they lived
during two summers, returning to Virden and
Wawanesa for the winters. Mr. Forbes a stone mason
helped them build what at that time was considered
an impressive two story stone house with walls two
feet thick and a gable on the south. They landscaped
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survived through childhood, Grace, Constance and
Muriel.
Grace married Ernest Jezzard of Kent, England
and moved to Weyburn and later homesteaded at
Swift Current. After seven years due to poor crops
they returned to Linklater and put the crop in on
southeast 15-7-28. They built a cottage on the west
side of Mr. Hunters grove but unfortunately one
evening their coal-oil lamp exploded just after being
filled. Ernest just managed to rescue their four small
children through a bedroom window, being badly
burned. They lost all of their belongings but the
district rallied around to help them. Undaunted they
built a two story frame home on what came to be
known as the Jezzard farms. Today it is still farmed
by their youngest son Frank and his wife Jean.
Ernest and Grace raised seven daughters and two
sons: Lillian, Mrs. Cliff Conley of Glenboro; Edith,
Mrs. Harry Brown of Calgary; Ethel, (Kier) Mrs.
Paul Page Point Du Bois; Mable, Mrs. Wm. Strutt of
Edmonton; Edna, Mrs. E. Schakel of Toronto; Joyce,
Mrs. Ramsey of Niagara; Marion (Sharratt) Mrs.
Cliff Wiebe of Brandon.
Bill their eldest son served in the Army overseas
then worked for the Vulcan Iron until his death in
1973.
Grace died December 1978 at the age of ninetyone, still keenly interested in her family, friends and
everyone she met.
Connie married Bill Robinson and had one
daughter Lauraine, Mrs. Allan Dubal. Connie and
Bill lived in Winnipeg where Bill worked for the
C.N.R. until his death in 1955. Later she moved to
Carmen to make her home with Muriel.
Muriel married Walter Nash from Hempnell,
England in 1918 after he returned from serving overseas in the first war. They farmed for three years in
Dublin district, then moved to Linklater to help Mr.
and Mrs. Hunter, who were in poor health. They
lived in a cottage until Mrs. Hunter found it impossible to keep her home. Will and Annie continued to
live in the stone house with Muriel and Walter until
their deaths at the age of, Mr. Hunter eighty, and Mrs.
Hunter eighty-one. This grand old couple were pioneers who never looked back but always ahead to
the future of their family and their community.
Muriel and Walter had four children: Fred served
in the army overseas, returning home to help his
father farm the homestead which had been lost to the
Manitoba Farm Loan Co. in the thirties and later
bought back by Walter and Muriel. Unfortunately he
died in a car accident in 1956. Norman, living, is in
Winnipeg a veterinarian. Gwen, Mrs. Reg. Last of
Carman, and Keith in the Bank of Montreal in Winmpeg.

Mrs. Hunter had started a herd of Pedigreed
Ayrshires and Walter built on this herd and today
many Ayrshires can be traced back to this herd.
Every animal was carefully called by its registered
name.
In 1964 Walter and Muriel sadly sold their farm
and moved to Carman to retire near their children and
grandchildren. In Carman, Connie and Muriel still
serve tea to anyone who has a moment to visit. The
old stone house is gone but memories of love, happiness and traditions live on in the memories of the
children and grandchildren.

Jezzard, Ernest and Grace (Hunter)
Ernest Henry Jezzard was born at Woodsend
Farm, North Frabersham, Kent, England on July 5th,
1883. He came to Canada in 1906, and was employed
on the farm of the late W. W. Hunter. On May 12th,
1908, he married Grace Lillian Hunter, daughter of
William Hunter and Annie Denor Deane. Grace was
born on July 19th, 1887 at Virden.
They homesteaded at Swift Current, Saskatchewan for four years and then moved back to the Linklater Guild and Reston Branch - Royal Canadian
Legion for several years. She made her home in the
Alstone Lodge in Reston for seven years, and at
Souris Personal Care Home for two years. Grace
passed away December 23rd, 1978. The couple had
nine children.
Lillian Grace was born February 20th, 1909. She
married Clifford Conley on November 19th, 1933.
They lived at Kelwood and Winnipeg and then
farmed near Stockton, Manitoba until retiring to live
in Glenboro. Cliff passed away in January, 1975.
Lillian still resides in Glenboro. They had one daughter, Shirley.
Edith was born October 6th, 1910. She married
Harry Brown on August 29, 1935. Harry was employed with the C.N.R. at Winnipeg, Regina, Edson
and Vermilion. He passed away in December, 1966.
Edith now resides in Calgary. They had one daughter,
Kay.
William Ernest was born November 15th, 1913.
Bill joined the Armed Forces in 1942 and served
overseas during World War II. After the war, Bill
married Ella Finlay of Winnipeg in 1947. They made
their home in Winnipeg where Bill was employed
with Otis Elevator Co. They retired to live in Reston
in November 1972. Bill passed away February 14th,
1973. Ella now resides in Winnipeg. They had one
daughter, Brenda.
Mabel was born October 7th, 1916. She married
Bill Strutt on February 17th, 1940. Bill spent most of
his life in the Armed Forces and served in World War
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II. They have three sons William, Owen and Robin.
Mabel and Bill reside in Edmonton, Alberta.
Ethel was born September 18th, 1914. She married William Keir in 1935. Bill was employed with
the Vulcan Iron Works in Winnipeg. He passed away
in 1959. Ethel was remarried February 26th, 1966, to
Paul Page. Paul is a carpenter with Winnipeg Hydro.
They reside at Pointe du Bois, Manitoba.
Edna was born September 29th, 1918. Edna married Art Babcock, a dentist in Toronto. After Art's
death, she married Edward Schake!. Ed is an engineer at Toronto where they reside. They have two
children, Julia and Byron.
Joyce Mildred was born September 27th, 1920.
She married Douglas Ramsay at Red Lake, Ontario.
Doug served in the Armed Forces. They had six
children, Buddy, Patricia, Terry, Kenny, Larry and
Susan. Buddy was drowned at Red Lake as a child.
Joyce now lives in Niagara Falls, Ontario.
Frank Austin was born August 17th, 1923. He
married Jean Dooley of Lauder on April 12th, 1949.
They farm on the home farm on southeast of 15-7-28
in the Linklater district. Frank served on the Prairie
Rose School and Linklater Pool Elevator Boards.
They have three children, twins, Carol Ann and
Terrance Frank, born October 10th, 1950 at Virden
and Murray Allan, born January 14th, 1962 at Reston. Carol joined the staff at the Canadian Imperial
Bank of Commerce at Kenton in October, 1968 and is
still employed there. She married Clare Hunter on
October 4th, 1975. They farm at Kenton, Manitoba.
Terry was employed with the Royal Bank of Canada
at Melita in March, 1969 and worked at Pierson,
Snow Lake, The Pas and Winnipeg. He married Pat
Thompson of Winnipeg on December 2nd, 1972.
They have one son, Jeffrey. Terry now resides in
Alberta. Murray graduated from Reston Collegiate
in June, 1980. He worked a short time at Leduc,
Alberta and is now employed at Redvers, Saskatchewan.

Marion Irene was born March 8th, 1928. Marion
married Lynn Sharratt of Ebor in September, 1949.
They farmed in the Ebor district and later moved to
Brandon. They have three children - Lynda, Kim
and Nancy. Marion and Lynn separated and in 1978,
she married Clifford Wiebe. Cliff is employed with
Canadian National Railways. They reside in Brandon.

Walker, Jack and Ethel (Gibbs)
Jack Walker was the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Walker of Sinclair and married Ethel Gibbs
of Oak River, Manitoba in 1938. Ethel's parents both
came from England, Mr. Gibbs in 1893 and Mrs.
Gibbs in 1903.
Jack Walker farmed in the Linklater district on the
farm previously owned by Frank Skelton.
They had one daughter, Donna now Mrs. Ron
Otteson and three sons, Bob, Glen and Ron.
Jack Walker died in 1968 and Mrs. Walker moved
into Reston in 1972. Glen now works the home farm.
Donna married Ronald Otteson, a pilot in the Air
Force. They have three sons, Jeffrey, David and Scott
and live in Yellowknife, North West Territories.
Bob Walker married Margaret Boulton and they
have a daughter Brenda and a son Dale. Bob has
always worked for General Motors and they live at
Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta.
Glen Walker married Heather Pringle. They have
a son Arnold and two daughters, Janet and Carolyn.
Glen works at Berry's International I.H.C. and also
farms one and a half sections of land in the Linklater
district.
Ronald Walker married Carrill Miller and they
have two sons and two daughters, Chris, Dennis,
Robyn and Susan. Ron lives in Boissevain, Manitoba
and is with the International Harvester I.H.C. in
Boissevain.
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Mayville
Mayville District, 1882-1970

McLaren and his horse and buggy, smoking his pipe,
driving to the neighbours, and everyone enjoying his
short visits.
Another family who contributed much to the
Mayville school district throughout the years was the
late John McIntosh and his boys. The boys, Edison
and Ernest were amply rewarded for their contributions, as both married Mayville schoolteachers, very
charming district women.
The first baby born in the Mayville district was
Henry Giles, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Giles in
1884 on the SE 6-8-26. The last baby born in rural
Mayville was Teresa Lansing, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Lansing on the SE 13-9-27 on January 30,
1969.
The first wedding was solemnized at the home of
Daniel McIntosh in 1885 between Duncan McIntosh
and Miss Mary Wright.
The pioneers had many hardships, crops destroyed by frosts, drought, and plagues. From 1887
to 1892, many of the early settlers abandoned the
district and left for greener fields. Therefore, many
new people arrived from 1895 to 1910. Mayville
operated for over twenty years before the coming of
the railroad, so it served a large area. One family
attending Mayville from a distance was the William
Leech family. A few old-timers can still remember
Mr. Leech travelling to Virden with one horse and
one ox for groceries for his large family. Only one
son Jack remained in the neighbourhood and has
contributed much to Mayville over the years.
Mayville school district suffered greatly around
1906-1910 as land was taken from their school district
to form both Scarth and Woodnorth school districts,
taking so many families from their midst that the
school remained closed from 1910 to 1914. The Thirties also saw a low attendance at the school. However,
by 1937 nearly thirty children again attended school.
One of the worst drawbacks to this district was the
early takeover of the land by the dreaded couch grass,
and with horsepower it was nearly impossible to
eradicate. Therefore, it drove many settlers off their

The year 1882 saw the first white men come to
this part of Manitoba, later known as the Mayville
District, situated as it is, southwest of the then Gopher Creek, later to be renamed Virden. The land,
covered mainly by Prairie Wool grass, was ideal
grazing for the buffalo. This area was visited by the
Sioux tribe of Indians from Montana and the Dakotas, later to be placed on the Pipestone Reserve. The
buffalo were completely slaughtered before the white
man came to stay, as the middle of the 1870's saw
their herds depleted. It is said that the year 1879 saw
this district burned over by a prairie fire so severe that
willow roots were burning the next spring. So, in
1882 when settlers arrived, not a tree could be seen
for miles. Most early settlers came from the Muskoka and Perry Sound districts of Ontario.
The first school held in the new district was held
in the Thomas Croft home in 1884 and in their home
the meeting was held to form the Municipality of
Pipestone in December, 1883, and the first Council
meeting was held there in January, 1884 with Mr.
John McKinnon the first Reeve. No small amount of
credit can be given to the Thomas Crofts for their
contribution to this district.
This district was called Mayville, the name being
brought from Ontario. The first trustees were
Thomas Croft, Thomas Giles and Henry McLaren
with George Coulston as Secretary. The school was
erected on the homestead of Josh Pickering NE
2-9-27, in the fall of 1885, and opened in 1886 with
Mr. John Atcheson from the U.S.A. as teacher. In
1896, with the shift in population the school was
moved to the SE 1-9-27 and operated there until its
closing.
Another family who contributed much to the
earlier years, was the Henry McLaren family. Two of
the girls grew up and taught school in Mayville.
Phillis Moore, still living in the Mayville district,
was the last pupil to start to Mayville, eighty years
later.
Many old-timers remember the late Henry
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The 1930's and the need to save every available
bit of feed for livestock put the combine out of
existence, and it was not until 1943, when Mr. Jim
McIntosh purchased one, that they returned, and the
next year many more came to the district and today
every farm owns one or more.
The first car in the district was owned by Mr. John
McIntosh in 1914. It was a Model T Ford with gas
lights and brass lamps. Many cars followed in the
next few years until today every farm owns a car and
a truck.
In 1959 the Mayville Ladies' Club came into
being with a large membership. Today this club takes
care of many activities throughout this district, weddings, anniversaries, etc.
Mayville did not die when the school closed.
New citizens and new ideas brought into being the
Mayville Agricultural Society, five years ago. This
show could not have come into being if it had not
been for the hospitality of Mr. Jack Leech, and the
use of his Alplaza dance gardens built in 1963; and
Mr. AlfDowning giving the bam off the late William
Croft farm to be moved by volunteer labour to house
nearly one hundred horses on fair day. These two
men's foresight has made the district known
throughout Manitoba.
The seed show in conjunction with this fair has
developed to the largest seed show in Manitoba and
one of the best in western Canada.
The horse show also brought much credit to the
district, from the days of the matched teams of the
William Crofts, the matched greys of Mr. Ernest
McIntosh; till today of the matched teams of the
Naughtons taking prizes throughout southwestern
Manitoba; the Clydesdales of Mr. Clarence Lennon
and his trips to Toronto Royal.
Two other interesting accomplishments of the
Mayville district was their boys' and girls' hockey
teams of 1964, 1965 and 1966, which won much
praise throughout the neighboring towns. The other
accomplishment was the feat of Miss Linda Wright,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Wright, who skipped
her rink to the Provincial school girls' curling championship in 1967, while attending Virden Collegiate.
The Mayville Agricultural Society was organized
five years ago, with Hillis G. Moore as president, a
position he still fulfills, Mr. Moore, who came to the
Mayville District from Waskada, has had much experience in Fair work, having been an organizer of the
Fall Fair at Waskada.
Other officers and directors are: Vice-president
- Mr. W. 1. Lansing; Secretary-treasurer - Mrs.
Anne Downing, Woodnorth; Assistant SecretaryMrs. Donald Cory, Scarth; Lunch and Midway Secretary - Mrs. W m. Naughton; Publicity Director-

Taken at Mayville school, 1912.

farms. Today, with modem machinery, many fields
that even ten years ago were put up for hay are
producing good cereal crops free of couch grass.
Harvesting methods over the years have also
changed greatly. Many pioneers tell of the reaper, the
early binder with wire tying knotters, stacking of the
entire crop, waiting for the thresher to come with its
large crew of men, the hard work for the women with
their own large families to care for as well as feed
twenty or more of a threshing crew, in only the sod
house or a small dwelling.
Some of the earliest settlers to have portable
steam threshers in or near Mayville were the Sam
Lennons to the south in the 1890's, the Crofts who
threshed for many years; the McLarens to the north
as well as many nearby machines which helped
throughout the district with the harvest.
By 1910, the protable gasoline tractors began
taking over some of the threshing. At least three
outfits were in use, as well as one Stanley Jones outfit
owned by Mr. C. D. Power on the farm now owned
by Mr. Eugene Vodon. One unique feature of the
early 1910 threshing was that gasoline was shipped
in, in wooden barrels instead of steel barrels used
today. The traction gasoline engine came to the district around 1920, and in 1926 the William Hayhursts
brought in the first IHC combine drawn by horses;
while not proving too satisfactory a swather was
purchased and began the combine era. An event
which took place in 1910 was the auction sale of Dave
Ball which lasted for two days and is unequalled
today with all our large farms and modem machinery. Two other names that cannot be omitted from
great service to this district are that of Mr. 1. P.
Richardson, Woodnorth storekeeper, and Mr. Pete
Johnson, Woodnorth blacksmith, who in many cases
without pay did yoeman service to the Mayville
district.
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mont, Miss Virginia Eilers, Miss Louise Van Loo,
Mrs. Della Cameron, Mrs. Margaret McIntosh, Mrs.
Edna Frame, Mrs. Nancy Gardiner - from 1914.

Coulson, George and Elizabeth (Croft)
George Scott Coulson was born on the fourteenth
day of August 1884 in the municipality of Pipestone.
George became a farmer. He married Elizabeth
Rebecca Croft and their children attended the Mayville School.
The couple had three children: a son Cliff and
two daughters Margaret and Doris.
Margaret married Hugh Gau and reside in Victoria, B.C.

Croft, Thomas and Maggie (Coulson)
Thomas William Croft came to Manitoba in 1882
from Tocwood, Ontario with his wife the former
Maggie Coulson. To them were born five children.
Wilfred married Elizabeth Maude Golding in
1909. They had three children:
Helen C. Elizabeth, born 1910, married 1947 to
Bob Friebel, Victoria, B.C. and have no family;
Golding Lyald, born 1911, married Sadie Colby
in 1941, Laggan District. Their family are: Joy Diane, born 1946, married Gerald Cameron, Woodnorth; and their children: Trent Allan born 1967;
Valerie Lynn born 1971, Fonda Leigh, born 1978 on
January 3, (Reston's New Year's baby);
May Elizabeth, born 1947, married Joe Shevchenko, Minitonis - One son Kevin Joseph in 1972;
Blake Croft married Vera June - One daughter,
Janice, later married Grace Manard, ofN.B.
William Croft married Katherine Late from England and they had five of a family: Les Croft married
Marie Brown; Kathleen unknown; Shirley unknown;
Dean married Audrey Gardner of North West Territories. Their children: Ellingsworth, married Jennie
Gray; Eddy and Dorothy. Ada Croft married Richard
Clayton; Maggie Croft married Ben Deacon; one
daughter Iris Deacon. May Croft never married.
Thomas Croft came to Manitoba in 1882 and
settled on north east 36-8-27 with his wife Maggie
and family. There they built a small house and began
to clear land on the homestead.
The school was held in the Thomas Croft home.
Later meetings were held to name the district Mayville, the name being brought from Ontario. The first
trustees were: Thomas Croft, Thomas Giles, Henry
McLean, with George Coulson as secretary. Their
children all attended Mayville school. They later
moved to the West Coast and William Croft (son)
took over the farm.
Thomas Croft took a very active part in the pioneer settlement. There the first meetings to form a

Mayville float.

Mr. 1. T. Hom, Woodnorth; Directors are: George
Naughton, Woodnorth; Norman Lennon, Virden;
Clarence Lennon, Mayville; Dunning Lyons,
Cromer; Wes Greenlay, Scarth; John Cory, Scarth;
Dave Judd, Scarth, Graham Forsyth, Mayville;
Doug Naughton, Woodnorth; Mrs. Les Downing,
Mayville; Mrs. Jim Hom, Woodnorth; Miss Linda
Osman, Scarth; Miss Shirley Osman, Scarth; Mrs.
Frank Skelton, Mayville; Mrs. Henry Lobel, Scarth;
Mrs. Ken Cameron, Woodnorth; Mrs. Cliff Priestley, Woodnorth; Mrs. Wm. Fridd, Mayville; Mrs. A.
Downing, Mayville; Mrs. I. Wilson, Mayville; Keith
Kenderdine, Scarth; John Gonty, Mayville; Jim
Chambers, Woodnorth; Les Downing, Mayville;
Clarence Downing, Woodnorth; Mrs. Goldie Croft;
Mayville; Goldie Croft, Mayville; Mrs. John Gonty,
Mayville; Mrs. Marcel Gonty, Mayville; Mrs. F. H.
Wright, Virden; Mrs. Dave Judd, Scarth; Mrs. Roger
Fosty, Scarth; Mrs. 1. Leech, Mayville.
Teachers at Mayville School were: Mrs. Jack
Atchison, Miss McPhee, Mr. Dr. George Giles, Mr.
John Peters, Miss Murray, Mr. Muldrew, Miss Tully
- 1886-1900. Lizzie McLaren, Mina McLaren,
Miss Walker, Mr. Carswell, Carol Story, Ida Story,
Jean Rathine, Mr. C. K. Newcombe, Miss Johnson
- 1900-1910. Miss Jean Muir, Miss Isaac, Miss La
Lier, Miss Traverse, Miss Hammond, Miss Grace
Irvine, Alberta Gall, Miss Elsie Lennon, Miss Eupemia Fraser, Margaret Irvine, Miss Anne Harper,
Miss Anne Abram, Miss Mary Smith, Muriel Wilde,
Miss Louise Penny, Miss Beth Wilson, Miss Violet
Tapp, Miss Pritchard, Miss Georgina Hunter, Miss
Joyce Brown, Miss Ethel Rollo, Miss Winnifred
Simpson, Miss Marjorie Skelton, Miss Evelyn Marciniac, Miss Olive Mills, Miss Adair, Miss Donna
Denbow, Shirley McCormack, Mrs. Jerry Nevrau317

The pioneers as well as Crofts came here as land
was for homesteaders. The" Call of the West" was a
challenge to build a bright and hopeful future to
fulfill their dreams. Some became discouraged with
drought and left and made a good future. As for
ourselves, we liked Manitoba and the farm home, but
through a disability we sold out in 1971 and built a
house in Virden. Our daughter Joy and son-in-law
Gerald Cameron are on the farm. But to us it is still
home.
Returning to the Virden Agricultural Society: it
was formed in 1884, and was known as the Dennis
County Agricultural Society. There were dinners
with speeches, toasts, songs, grain buying discussed
and the farming of land such as breaking sods and
summerfallowing, hail insurance and water supplies
also discussed.
Some of the early and first directors; Thomas
Croft, Cowley Webster, Tom Tapp and Billy Whiteford. Many others were to follow in those early years
as quoted in the Virden Story by Mrs. Ida Clingan.

council (nominations) were held at his home on December 26, 1883. The first meeting of the Council
was held on January 8th, 1884 at the Croft home
which was about half-way between Virden and Reston. These meetings continued to be held there until
1900. John McKinnon was elected first Reeve.
Thomas Croft also helped form the Agricultural Society of Virden. May Croft, his daughter, formed the
first Literary Society in the district; then it was later
moved to Lambton. Thomas Croft had a threshing
outfit with a portable steam engine which had to be
hauled by horses. This sometimes created problems.
One story was told about Crofts Threshing Outfit
getting stuck in the sand at Agnew and Mr. Croft had
to have some neighbors with extra horses help him
haul his threshing machine and engine out of the
sand.
Thomas Croft left for the coast and William their
second son took over the farm.
Wilfred Croft settled with his wife on the west
half of 38-8-27 where they raised their family. In
1914 Wilfred Croft sold out to Mr. Ed. Hagen and left
for the West Coast. After two years, they returned to
Woodnorth to the north half of 19-9-27 and in 1918
bought the Jack Bell farm and moved there that
spring to the north half of 23-8-27 and the south half
of 25-8-27. This had been C.P.R. land which Jack
Bell farmed until the death of his wife; when he took
his three children and left for Belleville, Ontario,
where he passed away in 1970 in his ninety's. Mr.
Croft and his family farmed there for twenty-three
years, leaving for Victoria, B.C. in 1941; where he
worked in the shipyards during the war years. Mr.
Wilfred Croft passed away October 29, 1967; his
wife Elizabeth September 1, 1967 at Victoria, B. C.
Golding Lyold Croft (Goldie) took over the family
farm. There they farmed successfully. They worked
in the community, first Agnew Community, then
Lambton where ball games and winter entertainment
was a must. Lambton school was noted for their
wonderful concerts, dances and socials.
When Lambton closed, they then joined Mayville community club, and the Mayville Agricultural
Society which held fairs for ten years, at which all
took an active part, with very successful fall fairs.
Later when the schools closed, Crofts and the neighbouring district joined and formed the Scarth Community Centre. Crofts home was always an active
place for showers, anniversaries in the winter, sing
songs, etc.
Will Crofts left his Dad's farm in 1927 and went
to the Peace River as did so many. Clay tons went to
the West Coast and proved successful. Deacons went
to the West Coast and May Croft went to the West
Coast.

Hagan, Thomas Watt and Marie (Cote)
Thomas Watt Hagan was the third son of Edward
Hugh and Jane Hagan. There were three sons and one
daughter in the Hagan Family.
Thomas Watt Hagan was born January 14, 1917.
He attended Mayville school located one half mile
from the family farm. He was married June 23,1940.
He took over the family farm (northwest quarter
36-8-27) when his parents moved to Virden in 1948.
Thomas married Marie Marguerite Hagan (nee
Cote), born September 30, 1915.
A son, Gary Campbell Watt Hagan was born,
May 14, 1943, and attended Mayville school and later
Virden Collegiate. He is now farming the northeast
quarter of 35-8-27.
A second son, Brian Edward Oliver Hagan was
born August 7, 1949, and attended Mayville school
and later Virden Collegiate. He was married May 1,
1970, to Mary Jane Harris of Virden. They and their
family are now living in Cromer and Brian is working with the Inter Provincial Pipeline.
Their daughter, Jane Allison Hagan was born
September 19, 1953. She attended Mayville school
till it was consolidated and then finished in Virden.
Jane was married September 28, 1974 to John
Hrabluik of Portage La Prairie. They and their family
are now living in Calgary.

McIntosh, John and Eliza Jane (BiHingsley)
Mr. and Mrs. John Mcintosh and family of five
sons and two daughters came from the Bracebridge
and vicinity area of Ontario and settled in what be318

came known as the Mayville District in the Municipality of Pipestone.
The oldest son Dan, who was married and had a
family, came west in 1882 and homesteaded the
northwest quarter of 2-9-27. The next year his father
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. John McIntosh, came with
the four boys William, John, Duncan and Peter.
William homesteaded the southwest quarter of
2-9-27, John the southwest quarter of 4-9-27, Duncan the southeast quarter of 4-9-27 and Peter the
northwest quarter of 32-8-26.
Mr. and Mrs. McIntosh made their home with
Mr. and Mrs. Dan McIntosh. John died in 1885 and
his wife in 1903 and both are buried in plot 144 in the
Virden cemetery.
After a short time on the homestead Dan moved
to Virden and started a Butcher Shop, then for a time
had a butcher shop in Pipestone. He moved back to
the Mayville district for a time, and then, along with
his family of five boys and one girl, moved to
Stoughton, Saskatchewan. There he lived until his
death in 1926.
William remained a bachelor and later lived with
his brother John. He died in 1913 and is also buried in
the Virden cemetery.
Duncan married Miss Mary Jane Wright in 1884
at the home of his brother Dan on 2-9-27 this being
the first wedding in the district. They later moved to
B.C.
Peter married Lizzy Winters and they had two
sons. They also moved to B.C. In 1892 John married
Eliza Jane Billingsley, who had also come from the
Bracebridge area. John had sold his homestead and
was living in Virden. Their first son, Wm. Edson,
was born there in 1894. They went back to Bracebridge in 1895 where their second son, John Ernest,
was born in 1896. But the prairies called them
and they returned to Virden in 1896 and lived there
till 1898 when they went back to the Mayville district
and lived on 32-8-26. They then moved to 6-9-26 in
1902, living there until 1921 when they moved to
Virden for a number of years before moving out to
live with her son Ernest, who was on the old home
place 6-9-26, until her death in 1947.
Edson married Margaret Gall from Killarney,
Manitoba. She was teaching school at Scarth in 1919.
They lived on the southeast quarter of 6-9-26 and
farmed until moving to Virden in 1947. Edson died in
1971 and is buried in plot 144 in Virden cemetery.
They had three children: Muriel, born in 1922; John
A. E. in 1923; and Ellwood D. in 1925. They all

attended Mayville school and later Virden Collegiate. Muriel went to Winnipeg to continue her education. She married Dr. A. E. Thompson and still lives
in Winnipeg. They have five daughters and two sons.
John A. E. was in the Air Service, ground crew,
serving in Canada. In 1944 he married Georgina
Hunter from Lenore, Manitoba. She had taught at
Mayville School. They had one daughter, Wendolyn,
in 1947. John farmed in the Mayville district, buying
his father's farm. Georgina died in 1953 and Wendy
lived with her paternal grandparents for a time and
attended Virden schools. John later moved to Virden.
He married Eleanor Pattinson in 1959 and they have
three sons and a daughter. Ellwood served in the
Navy. He married Anne Palk in 1949 and they have
two sons and a daughter. He bought 11-9-27 where
they still reside.
Ernest lived on the southwest quarter of 6-9-26
and married Grace Irvine, a teacher at Mayville
School in 1921. They had five sons and two daughters. Dorothy, born in 1922, joined the Air Services
and married George Matthias also in Service while
stationed at Vancouver. They went to Bracebridge to
live and had a daughter and a son. Irvine, born in
1924, also served in Air Force ground crew. He
married Erma Spearman in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan in 1945. They have two daughters and live in
Toronto. Hugh, born in 1926, also in Services, married Phylis Chrisp in 1954. They have three sons.
Hugh was later divorced, remarried and now lives in
Calgary.
Arthur, born in 1927, died in 1930 following an
accident.
Leslie, born 1930, married Frances Shorthose.
They have two daughters, and now live in Winnipeg.
Frances, born 1931, married William Brewer and
has two sons. They live in California. Donald, born
1937, married Nevone Meggison. They have two
sons and two daughters and are living in Calgary.
Ernie and his wife retired to Virden where she died in
1972 and Ernie in 1978.
There were also two girls in the first John McIntosh family, Ellen and Elizabeth. Ellen married Jacob
Graham in Ontario in 1870. They had four children,
Gertrude, Catherine, John and William. They lived
here for some time, then moved to Heward, Saskatchewan. Ellen died in 1922 and is buried in Virden
cemetery. Elizabeth married Lewis Stephen, nephew
of Lord Mount Stephen. They had two daughters and
a son, the son dying under the age of ten. For a time
they lived in the Mayville district, Elizabeth dying in
1903.
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Memories
Memories

a novelty at the time, being able to phone to Reston
- Imagine! - now I can take the receiver down and
call Winnipeg, Brandon, all of Reston.
I can remember the coal oil lamps. In later years
it was my job to fill the lamps, cut the wicks and put a
shine on the lamp glasses. It was an understood fact
that we go to our bedrooms and do our home work.
When Dad started off the house had been just a big
one room shack. Finally it became by additions a
thirteen room house. Each child had their own bedroom and all upstairs. We each had a small table in
our bedroom. This was where we did our homework.
It was quiet up there and we didn't have to listen in on
the older folks conversation. I often notice the
change in later years. The telephone ringing, the
radio turned up and TV going; everybody talking at
once. When we finished our homework we went
downstairs and had a half hour playing cards, then off
to bed. We must have a clear brain for school in the
morning.
Another change. The coming of Hydro. Goodbye lamps. Hello Hydro. With a flick of our fingers a
nice clear light. The gasoline washer was changed to
electric. This did away with all that heavy work.
Each Saturday, the family drew cards from a hat.
This was to be our work (supervised by Mother). On
the cards were marked: beds, sweeping, dusting,
weeding garden, cutting lawn, milking, feeding
young calves, gathering eggs, currying the two driving horses and going for the milk cows, attending the
flowers. Each played our part helping.
One story about Old Lanark I would like to relate. A teacher who later became Hon. D. A.
McNiven had come to teach there. All my teachers
had been lady teachers up to that date so to tell the
honest truth I was scared stiff. Mother and Dad
always spoke in a casual way. This teacher spoke
q4ite fast and to the point. From my first day with this
teacher he had made it quite clear that I was to write
with my right hand - not left handed as I had
previously been doing. Spelling was coming up. I
reached for my pencil and quickly wrote the first

by Glen Milliken
I remember Sunday School and the tired farmers
who because of weariness slept through much of the
Sermon while in church; the many sports days and
Bonspiels and the old time dances to card games in
the Hall when my mother and brother, Peter, would
play piano and violin into the wee small hours for the
dancers; the Christmas concerts, when excited and
nervous school children in costumes waited in the
small wings off the stage to play their part; the school
field days in Reston when Sinclair took home a fair
share of prizes for marching and sports; and the many
people who made Sinclair a great place to live in.
In those oft remembered days, our entertainment
would be the gathering of the neighbors at some one's
home, (I believe we were called the Stoney Creek
aristocrats) for cards, dancing and lunch and then the
cold drive home with team and sleigh to a very cold
house at about 3 a.m. (it was probably warmer in the
bam).
Two serious fires in Sinclair, one in 1920 or 1921
destroyed much of one block. The second fire in the
1930's destroyed most of the business section. But
still Sinclair stands, to serve those who live near and
in the town, to shape the lives of those who grow up
there and move away to educate and give sound
religious teachings.
Sinclair you have given us much, what can we
give to you?
I ran my first Bonspiel (wooden blocks became
curling stones with leather straps for handles) when I
was in an early grade. We curled on the slough North
and East of the rink. Ned Langstaff (ice maker) made
the rings with a stick and a few nails to scratch the
ice, and then topped it off by spitting tobacco juice
for the button. Prizes I believe were scribblers, pencils, etc. A good time was had by all 3 or 4 rinks.

Memories by Bella (Napier) Morris
In 1906 I can remember when the telephone
workman came to put in the telephone. This was such
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word. Down from the platform came the teacher and
straight toward me. He grabbed my right hand and
squeezed the muscle on my upper arm, saying all the
while "any excuse, any excuse". I changed my pencil to my left hand. I will never forget the pain in my
wrist. However, from then on I wrote with my right
hand. When we are young we can change. It wasn't
too long before I could at least see that I might be able
to navigate. Often now I am pleased the change was
made. I can write with either hand and prefer the
right and I don't have to turn the page upside down to
do it.

stood the rail line would be built nearby. The ground
they occupied is now the cemetery.
Grandparents Ferdinand and Josephine Henuset
were married in Belgium. At the time they decided to
come to Canada, Grandad had a brother in Montreal
and Alex on a farm along the Souris River. Even then
the people, although content with the area, had experienced flooding from the Souris. When they moved
to Belleview with their few belongings and children,
Octave, Emma, Rosine, Ferdinand, Simone and
baby Bertha, born at Lauder, they experienced misgivings about the timing of the move. They set out
with teams and sleigh but the weather turned very
mild thus making travel not only difficult but treacherous. One man, Paul Fausty nearly lost his life. At
John Gonty's the switch to wagons was made, and
they continued to a farm Alex and Grandad had
partially prepared.
Grandparents Thomas and Mary Davis were married in Connecticut, U.S.A. Working in a Thread
Mill, Grandfather's health began to deteriorate and
doctors advised him to seek work of an outdoor
nature. However, I am sure the advice was not to go
homesteading. But they did. Travelling the Red River
by River Boat to Fort Garry, procured a few supplies,
then set out by Red River cart for the Brandon Hills.
No dapper team of horses had they, but the trusty
oxen with their unpredictable temper. They were
strong, endured long stretches, but when it was their
wont to stop they never chose the spot under a shady
tree, could be in the middle of a slough. Of course the
water would be soothing to their sore hooves, but for
Grandmother with her wide brimmed hat it was a real
test, for the slough was swamp and the mosquitoes
swarmed at such intrusion. The seasons and the
changing weather was a real challenge and test to all
the early settlers. She would tell of how one winter
there had been days of snow falling, then a sudden
thaw. Although they had kept paths dug out and
tended to their few animals there was no thought to
clear the snow off the roof of their sod shanty. And so
unprepared were they for the roof to cave in under the
weight, Grandmother's first thought was for her
organ that they had so carefully brought with them.
The Reverend Roddick, Presbyterian faith endeavoured to call on each of the settlers. As Grandmother said, "It was a real occasion," but she often
wondered what his real thought was for where' er he
went the refreshment was a boiled egg, not tea. On
another occasion the Community held a gathering to
greet a new Minister and the ladies prepared large
pots of good old fashioned porridge. She would end
the story with "and a good time was had by all" .
When they lived in Findlay, Grandfather travelled
by team to Oak Lake for supplies, taking lists of

Memories
by Martha (Mayert) Twentyman
During the depression we had many a weary and
hungry transient stop in on his way to finding a job.
Mother never turned anyone away without giving
them a meal or some refreshment. Some were very
well educated.
Attending Clover Hill School has many memories. The coal and wood furnace in one corner took
up a large area. The desks were all double desks and
had to be shared with someone. The Annual School
Concerts were always such a big event. We practised
out parts a month before the concert and when the
curtains were pulled it seemed like there were a
million people in the audience, but since seeing the
school in later years I don't imagine more than 40 to
50 people attended. There was always a dance after
and the parents danced while the children tired and
slept on the tops of the desks pushed against the wall.
The orchestra was usually brothers Lou and Bill,
John Tiede or Bill McCune. Bill Opper would call
the square dances.
Madeline DeMas son taught sister Ev and I a few
chords on the old pump organ during recess and noon
hour in the winter months when it was too cold to go
out and play. This enabled us to take part in the
Mayert Orchestra when called upon to play locally. I
guess in those days anything sounded good. I don't
know how the teachers managed having the entire
class school-bound all day, but we mostly played
crokinole. In summer we played softball and steal the
wickets.

Memories of My Grandparents, The
Davises and Henusets
There are many anecdotes I can recall Grandmother Davis telling as well as Dad and Mr. Skelding
about their experiences.
Possibly you are aware in 1893 Mr. Skelding
pitched a tent with others and began a tinsmith business, nothing too unusual but these people under322

purchases to be made for neighbours. It was a long
journey and with the weather such as it can be, people
left a light burning in the window to help guide those
travelling the 1ast of their journey by night, the trail
going from homestead to homestead.
Dad told us, that as a boy he had one wish, to own
a violin. So he acquired work tending to the horses
for the men laying the rail line. At 50¢ a day saved,
he finally had enough to send for the much dreamed
violin. When it arrived he was so disappointed that
after looking at it closely he decided to try and make
one, which he did, from the top of an old school desk
and a packing box. The tone from this violin was like
a soft summer breeze and the melodies were many.
And so the stories are many, each family having
some that are very precious to them and a part of their
heritage.

everywhere and no crops. I remember having company coming and I dug up all of our potatoes to get
enough for dinner. Gardens had such little produce.
Various towns and districts shipped in carloads of
garden products and apples. What a blessing they
were.
While in the Huston district, rabbits were very
plentiful, so the men organized a rabbit drive and
people came from the different districts. There were
sections with people walking into the centre chasing
the rabbits in that direction. They had a fenced area
where they were run into. They killed rabbits and one
fox which were shipped out and the money donated
to the Red Cross.
I so often think how much our young people
today miss -like the sound of the cutter and ponies
coming home from town. Just about sun down, the
sound of the runners on frosty snow with the bells on
their harness jingling. When I stay still I can still hear
them.
The women's jobs were the chores, milking,
feeding calves and pigs and feeding the men. Days
ahead there were bread, pies, buns, etc., baked
ready. Sometimes rain would stop the threshing and
wherever the machine was kept, the extra hired men
all went home. But they could have these men for a
week or two. It took a lot of food. My mother used to
get an old friend, Mrs. Herman Miller from
Pipestone to help. She peeled bags of potatoes, turnips, carrots, etc. and washed dishes for the gang.
We used to listen to hear the men coming in, the
rattle of the harness. Many men would have their
wagons loaded so would unhitch and ride the horses
home and of course, the empty wagons were brought
in. The horses knew when it was quitting time and
really made good speed home.
When we lived at Pipestone I (Catherine Dodds)
was a 4-H club leader for 15 years. I was also on
United Church Women, Memorial Hall board and
Cemetery Improvement group and on School Board
for six years.

Memories by Catherine Dodds
One of my early recollections was of friends of
the family, Kit Mordens of Hartney, coming to go
shooting geese with my father. Geese were very
plentiful.
Our first car was a Gray Dort. One event every
summer was to go to Medora to visit relatives. We
left quite early. Mother always took a lunch with us
which we ate half way at the creek at Lauder, about 20
miles.
In the winter we had dances, the young folks
from Paramount, Huston and Belses districts got
together at one of the homes. It was wonderful fun.
No drinking but a real good lunch at twelve. At one of
these dances at our place we had eighty people. There
was much variety in dances, waltzes, two steps, three
steps, shauteche and square dances.
In the school, we had community club where we
put on concerts, card parties and just social evenings.
My cousin Russell Dodds and I took up debating.
We had one at Belses, with winners going to Bernice.
There we won to go to Melita, where we won a
trophy.
In the summer there was always a Belses picnic
and a Huston picnic. There would be several baseball
teams, sometimes basket ball, football and always
races. I remember at one time there would be a big
one at the Forke ranch and they had horse races.
There would be big crowds come to these.
We were married in the "dirty thirties" and settled in the Huston district. There was little money. It
was a time when everyone milked cows to buy the
groceries. In between times clothes were turned and
cut down, sheets that wore thin were turned sides to
the middle, the childrens underwear was home made,
dyed to fit the article.
In the "dirty thirties" there were Russian thistles

Memories of John Murray Hogg
How I recall the haying, usually brother Bill and I
were chosen to go with Dad for the hay. You had to
layout the slings on the hay rack. Put so much hay on
it, then lay another sling on the top of the hay and fill
that sling with hay until you had a load on, usually
about 5-6 slings a load. Then when we got home, the
rack load of hay was put at the end of the barn that had
a crude door to put the hay in. You had to unhitch the
horses and drive them to the other end of a barn where
there was a rope cable that worked the hay track. The
cable was hooked on to the double trews. At the end
where the hay was was a cable that came down and
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and Jack and Murray ran after him throwing dirt on
him. They got the fire out. His arms and hands were
quite badly burnt. Bill was a long time getting better.
He was supposed to be helping us other kids pick
potatoes. Mother always said that Bill was like a pig
either going into or just coming out of trouble.
Talking of pigs Dad had a sow that was just no
good. She ate her young and kept getting thinner and
thinner, so dad decided he would kill her. Dad always
did hiw own butchering. So one day he took her out
to the manure pile in the field and struck her same as
he always did. He was going to bury her later. Anyway, when he went to bury her, she was gone. He
couldn't understand it. Anyway, that night Octave
Henuset phoned to say there was a pig in his barn
covered with blood, was it his? (Octave lived about
three-quarters of a mile away). Dad told him what
he'd done and said he wondered how come he didn't
kill her and said you do whatever you like with her,
she is no good. Octave kept the pig and marketed her
in a few months, fat as a PIG. I guess her heart wasn't
in the right place.
Dad was a good hunter and a crack shot. One time
when he was stooking on the north quarter there were
two whooping cranes (you were allowed to shoot
them then). Anyway, several farmers were trying to
shoot them. One day Dad had seen them in the field.
So he took his shot gun with him when he went back
to work after dinner. Sometime that afternoon he
came home and got the horse and buggy as he had
shot both of the cranes and they were too big and
heavy for him to carry. Dad never wanted his picture
taken, but this day he took the cranes into Pipestone
and had his picture taken with them at Mr. Tarreries.
The cranes were 7 ft. from wing tip to wing tip and
their feet from the knee to the toe tips stuck up above
his head. Dad brought them home and us kids
cleaned them and Mother stuffed them and cooked
them. I suppose they invited some friends in to eat
them; they were like big geese.
So one occasion Dad went down to the marsh
(down near where Stanley Campion lives). He came
home with several ducks and one swan, which he had
stuffed (mounted) and stood on the end of the chest of
drawers covered in newspaper and a flour bag. We
only got to see the beautiful bird when someone
came. When he left Pipestone he left it in the Hotel.
Mother always insisted the ducks and geese Dad
brought home be cleaned before us kids went to bed.
Sometimes we were pretty sleepy and would let the
birds fall into the feathers. Uncle Dave used to pay us
5¢ to the one that plucked the most. Murray done
most of the cleaning even though he could barely see
over the table. We worked pretty fast when we were
going to get 5¢. The same thing with picking potato

hooked onto the slings. When you started the horse
up at the other end the sling would roll up then ascend
up the wall to the door, then into the loft. The sling
had a release cord you pulled to drop the hay in the
loft. Bill was supposed to drive the horses but sometimes he'd con me into driving the horses and he'd
run and jump into the sling as it was rolling up and
when Dad would pull the release cord, out would fall
Bill.
That spring when the stooks dried Dad hauled
them into the yard and stacked them. Dad could
really make stacks. He said he used to help thatch
roofs in England. The stooks had to be removed from
the fields in order to get any crop that year. By then
the bees had made many hives in them, so it was quite
a job for the men to remove the stooks without
getting stung.
The government didn't pay anything in those
days if you lost your crop. I suppose there was hail
insurance. Don't think Dad ever got hailed. That
spring after the fields were cleared and the crop in,
Dad bought a hand feed threshing machine; every
sheaf had to have the band cut before it went into the
machine. Dad was the cutter and us kids were the
crew. I can remember driving the rack too close to the
machine and taking off a pulley. I was not too popular
that day. I imagine Dad had to send to Brandon for a
new one. I don't know if he lost much time. Then
sometimes we had to hold bags under the grain spout,
a horrible job. The thing was always running over.
Dad had six car loads of wheat that year. I don't think
he sold much oats or barley, as we had a lot of stock.
Some time before this I got badly burnt. After the
threshing was done Dad told me to go to the house as
he was going to the other field. I hunched down
playing with a fire in front of me and I didn't notice a
fire running in behind me until I discovered my dress
was on fire. I started to run to the house getting over a
fence. By the time I got to the house my hair was
burning. Uncle Jim was mending the hay fence, he
saw me on fire so he ran to the house (by this time I
was in the house). Uncle Jim grabbed a sheep skin
coat and wrapped it around me and smothered the
fire. Buttons fell from my clothes and burnt the
linoleum. I was four months laying on my stomach.
My main diet was canned tomatoes. I had tomatoes
and sugar for breakfast, soup for dinner and pepper
and salt for supper.
Brother Bill got his arm burnt but his was a gas
fire. He got gas spilt on his coat. He was bringing the
gas in from the far field, and had his case of gas
riding on the disc when it went over a bump of straw
and some gas slopped out. He thought he'd burn the
clump anyway, so he struck a match. His jacket had
gas on it too, so he caught fire. He started running
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bugs. We'd have a tomato can with a little coal oil in
the bottom so as the bugs couldn't craw I. Uncle Dave
would pay the big picker 5¢.
Dad and his old friend Mr. Jim Alford went
hunting moose, up in the Riding Mts. Mother would
bake big batches of bread, cookies and fruit cakes for
them to take with them. They would be away for two
weeks. They'd load their sleigh, sometimes the
wagon as there wouldn't be any snow with the grub
and oats for the horses. They bought hay near the
camp. Dad always got a moose or elk, sometimes
both. There was always big excitement when Dad got
home. He always brought us spruce gum. Was that
ever good; nearly break your jaws chewing it. It must
have been good for us as all the diseases we ever had
was measles and chicken pox. When we had measles
(they were bad ones) mother would phone to the store
for groceries and Dad would drive in for them. Mr.
Breggett would set them out on the street.
We seemed to always be short on sugar. We were
given hot brandy at night when we had the measles.
We were always mad at Dad for favoring Murray as
he was the only one that got sugar in his brandy.
Back to Dad and his hunting trips. The old dog
(watch) was always taken along. They put him in the
bottom of the sleigh to keep their feet warm. Along
with hot stones and bricks, sometimes the old charcoal foot warmer. Mr. Alford wouldn't get out and
walk. He used to say he'd rather freeze than trot
behind like a dog. When spring came all the meat that
was left had to be canned. Dad was lucky at fishing
too. The fish were smoked for the summer. Us older
four, Jim, Mary, Bill and I were sent to pick berries.
In 1915 we didn't get any presents but Dad got us
each something in the summer. I think Bill and I each
got a Bible. There was always a big crowd at our
place, Uncle Jim's family, the George Wilcox family,
Sam Howitt, Jim and Rosie Cheters, sometimes
some of the Alfords. We didn't have any upstairs but
a big attic, only way to get up to it was by ladder. It
had quite a big trap door in the kitchen ceiling. The
door seemed to be open most of the time. Anyway,
whenever there was a fight over some object, Mother
would take it and toss it up in the attic. So when
Christmas came and we were put up in the attic to
sleep we spent most of the night collecting our things
that were thrown up there during summer.
Mother always had a big cake made and a big
plum pudding. Ducks and chickens were roasted.
Don't ever remember having turkey at home. Dad
always bought a bottle of whiskey for Xmas. The
grown ups each had a drink. What was left was put
away for when Dad got the gripe, they called it then.
We call it the flu now. Dad was quite sick with
stomach ulcers for years.

Dr. Clingan gave him some medicine that seemed
to cure him. He never seemed to be bothered with the
ulcers again. After supper the dishes were washed
and the table taken down. The fiddlers would strike
up the tunes. Eight people would form a ring, each
seemed to know what to do. No one called the
moves. They called the dance "The Lancers". Then
some sang or recited, one man I remember quite well
was a young English lad that came with the Wilcox
family. He always sang "Henry the Eighth I am". I
believe they called him Phillips, what his first name
was I don't recall. On New Years the party was held
at somebody else's place. Mum and Dad and some of
us went, not all. Some were left home to do chores
and get into mischief such as Bill taking the poker
and hitting and breaking the tail feathers off the
stuffed pheasant that Dad had brought from England
and betting me I couldn't even come near hitting.
Well, I hit the other two feathers and broke them off,
bobbing the rooster (we both got the strap when
Mother and Dad got home).
As I listen to the very young children of today
talking of their Mummy going to have a baby, I think
how dumb us kids were in those days. We didn't
know we were having a new baby until Mrs. Casson
came to stay for a few days. I can still see Bill and I
peeking through Mum's window to see if the baby
was in the bed yet. We were always excited to be
having a new baby even though the last one was still a
baby.
When my sister Betty was born on a Saturday
night, Mary and I had got lost in a storm coming
home from church. We were lucky to get home. Bill
and Jim wouldn't wait for us. When we got home
Dad was sitting by the stove with a bundle in his arm.
He said to me, "Well, Jenny Tatters (that was my
nickname), here is another little fellow for you to
look after. " Betty was 2 weeks old before I knew she
was a girl. I got 25¢ a week to wash her diapers. By
now that was No. 10 in our family. Dad's two sisters
stayed with us a lot. Aunty Jean and Aunt Ada. When
the war of 1914-18 started, they and Uncle Dave and
his scotch friend, Andrew Alston, left to go to England. The men went back but the Aunts didn't.
Bill and I had the job of putting on the fire in the
school each morning. Cold mornings we rode horseback. We were paid 1O¢ a morning (5¢ each). By the
end of the month we had to ride over to Mrs. Howitts
east of Belleview for our pay. One year we pooled our
money and bought Mum an Amber bowl from Mr.
Marks store (he kept everything in his little store).
Anyway, Bill carried it home under his jacket as we
were on horse back. So it was too early to give it to
Mum for Xmas, we buried it in the oat bin. Then one
day we decided that was a poor place. Someone
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might break it with the shovel when they were getting
grain. So we decided the best way to keep it was to
give it to Mother. I still have the bowl.
I often wonder how Mother kept sane, some of
the things that happened: when I was burnt and in
bed. Ethel was born when Elsie was about 14 months
old. She got into some coal oil and drank some. She
nearly died that time.
Mother had a hired English girl working for her.
She done her best but she hadn't ever worked out
before. Mother more or less raised her in a way.
We used to play some bad jobs on her, especially
Bill. Jim Cheaters used to come to see her. Jim was
quite bald. Bill had one of those pop guns with
suctions on sticks. When you shoot it, the stick
would stick to whatever it hit. Bill used to aim at Jim
Cheater's bald head. It would stick to his head, Rosie
would grab it and throw it in the heater. One time Bill
crawled under the bed they sat on, he tied their legs
together and when Rosie jumped up she fell. Jim
Cheater just laughed. He had an open car, one with a
Carlein tank on one running board that supplied the
lights. He would take us kids for a ride. He chewed
tobacco and when he spit into the wind, it would fly
back in our faces. We didn't mind, we were so
pleased to have a car ride.
Don't know how old Ethel was when she stuck
her head in the old cream can that was lying on the
ground. A hen had laid an egg in there and Ethel was
trying to get the egg. I think Mother had to put
vaseline on her ears to get her head out. One time
Dad and Mum were away, Jack and Murray decided
to roast some wheat. They roasted it like popcorn,
then put some butter on it while it was still hot. They
ate too much and were really sick for a long time.
Jack seemed to be the worst. He was delirious for
weeks.
We had a lot of pigeons in the big barn. Jack and
Murray used to hang a lantern in the middle of the
barn, then take a binder whip and poke the pigeons
out of their sleep. They'd fly to the lamp and flutter
around. Dad told them several times not to do that.
"How would you fellows like to be pushed out of
your bed?" I guess Dad caught them at it again.
Anyway one night when Dad came home from getting a load of coal, Dad said to Mary and Bill, "Get
those small fellows out of bed and set them ouside" .
(wasn't very cold out). In those days pyjamas weren't
heard of so they were in their short tails. Murray just
walked around but Jack got up in the buggy and cried,
"How would you like to be out here in the dark?" I
think the pigeons slept soundly, undisturbed after
that.
Dad used to have to go to the sandhills near Oak
Lake to get wood. He quite often took us kids along.

He would load the wagon with wood. Then he'd take
his gun and go around the lake hunting ducks and
we'd play along the beach. Dad seemed to be away
for hours. Maybe it wasn't so long as we thought, but
we were sure he wasn't coming back.
One time he went alone for wood. When he was
coming home he dropped one line so got out on the
tongue and held on with his arms and legs. The wood
had shifted forward and every time the horses would
slow up the poles would poke them and they'd run
again. I can't remember how he got them stopped.
Dad always took a load of wheat to Oak lake to be
made into flour. He'd wait until the lake was froze so
as he could drive across it. It was a lot shorter. One
time he was coming home; there was a wild snow
goose on the path. He got out and picked the goose up
and brought it home. The goose had been wounded
and couldn't fly. When Dad got it, it was nearly
starved to death. We had him for years. Dad had four
other wild geese that he had just wounded. He was
going to tame them and rasie geese. Dad kept one
wing clipped so they couldn't fly. He kept them in a
bin. Anyway, someone stole them all. But the old
goose that he got on Oak Lake, wounded and starved,
came home two days after with his other wing clipped.
Every year when Dad went moose hunting to the
Riding Mts. he brought home a spruce tree that he'd
put in a hole he had dug in the garden before the
ground froze. The trees grew high and huge. There
may be some of them still on the old place.
There were thousands of gophers around
Pipestone. The Municipality paid 5¢ per tail so us
kids were busy all summer catching gophers, trapping them, drowning them, or snaring them. We
caught quite a few through the summer; 1O¢ for crow
eggs and 20¢ for crows feet. The crows were hard on
the young chickens, and birds eggs. We had to take
the crow eggs and feet to Oak Lake to a Mr. Hawkins.
Sometimes we had quite a few dollars. Mary and the
boys were better tree climbers than I was as I always
tore my dress. That's how I got nicknamed Jennie
Tatters, rags and tatters. One day in harvest time Dad
was out stooking. It was a hot day so Mother sent me
out to the field with a drink of fresh water for Dad. He
was pleased to have a fresh drink so he said to me,
"Next time I go to town I'll buy you a brand new
nothing with a whistle on the end." I went home
happy I was going to get something the other kids
weren't going to get.
In the earlier days in the fall apples came in
barrels to Scarth. Dad would get four barrels each
fall. They had to be kept in Mum's bedroom, as we
had only a dirt cellar and it was full of potatoes and
vegetables.
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Memories by Mrs. Edith (Snyder) Wilkins

freed itself and went home. What a heavy heart that
mother must have had!
Some of the older boys felt they could drive, three
miles or more home, but luckily remained, and slept
or rested on beds made of two double seats placed
together. It was a long night, with strong winds
blowing down the stove pipes, the full length of the
school.
Morning light was good to see, as well as two
fathers, Jim Taylor and the one whose horse had
gotten down. They walked to the school each carrying a sack containing welcome food, bread and
boiled eggs.
The children washed, ate, and we held school.
Often wondered how many schools were in session
those two days and how many pupils and teachers
remained for the night.
One large snow drift covered the stable, requiring
hours of work to dig a tunnel to the door. That night
we all slept at Jim Taylors. This was a wide spread
storm reaching into southern Saskatchewan and
North Dakota, climaxing a long winter when snow
fell in Winnipeg on October 19th, 1919, and stayed.

A winter storm on the prairies has always been a
fearsome thing and no storm more so than the one of
March 15th, 1920. Now in my 70's I recall it as the
worst blizzard of many bad ones I have seen.
I, as a young school teacher of two months, had
spent the week end with the Jim Taylor family who
lived three-quarters of a mile from the Lambton
school, where I taught. As Jim drove us to school that
morning, so deathly calm and very soft and mild, he
said, "I do not like this weather but if a storm comes
up I will come for you." I was barely home when a
dark, blue ominous cloud rolled in bringing heavy
wet snow which was the cause of death to many
horses and cattle who had been left out to graze. The
Ashley and Alex Bremner herds were among those
badly decimated. They tried to take shelter in bluffs
and straw stacks, only to be suffocated as the soft
snow covered them.
True to his word, Jim returned about 10 a.m. to
take us home but the horses refused to face the storm.
We knew then we were storm-stayed. No telephones,
only small coal-oil lamps in brackets at the windows
and a pot bellied stove, but fortunately coal in a shed
adjoining the school.
Since he knew we must use the buffalo robes,
blankets, etc. from the cutter, these were brought into
the school to dry, to provide bedding.
Jim's wife, anxious for his safety, despatched the
hired man, George Patterson, to the school before the
snow became too deep.
Holding hands, fortunately, they were able to get
home, each following, by feeling the frozen tracks
made by the runners of cutters and sleighs during the
winter.
Some parents, fearing the weather, had kept their
children at home, so there were only seven or eight
pupils to make beds for after a very scanty meal of
crusts, etc., saved from noon lunch, plus a can of
tomatoes and a few soda biscuits and cocoa on hand
for hot school lunches. Impossible to get water from
the well, but there was no shortage of snow to melt.
Years after, I wondered how could we dare to go
to the outside toilets? One of the pupils remembered
- "We all took hands and went".
Beds were made by placing two double seats
together. Not soft but no one grumbled.
One father, Pete Gonty, living about a half mile
away, came for his young son Marcel, but delayed his
return home, hoping the storm would abate. Darkness came, and just outside the school yard, the horse
got off the trail and upset the cutter, so father and son
fought their way back into school, both with frost
bitten hands. Somehow through the night the horse

Memories
by Mrs. Marion Mayert
A romance that probably started with one little kiss,
has gone on, I'm told, something like this ...
The date November 21, 1929 was set off to Winnipeg
for a preacher they went It was cold and stormy on that day and taxis were too
much to pay.
So an Eaton's driver gave them a ride.
Some time later he still had the groom's suit by his
side.
Back to the pastor's house he drove in a hurry.
The young couple were glad to be free of that worry,
The best man arrived, but the bridesmaid - Oh No
She was out in the country deep in the snow.
The preacher's wife stood in once more
As she had done many times before.
The wedding went over without alarm
A short honeymoon and back to the farm.
The cement house west of Sinclair was their first
home.
Five years and two babies later they decided to roam.
Down near Winkler they resided awhile,
Then to the farm south of Morden they settled in
style.
Their family of six grew up and the years rolled by.
They moved to Morden and gave retirement a try.
Ella and Rien we're sure have enjoyed all these years,
They've watched with gladness and with tears
their six children grow and marry and bear
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All of nineteen grandchildren their love to share
One grandson married sometime ago
and now there's a great grandchild to show.
As the years race by we look at the past,
Those 50 years have really gone all too fast.
After 50 years one wouldn't be right without the
other
And we're happy that you are our sister and brother
God bless you both the rest of the way
With health and happiness everyday.

caught by Dad and my brothers as they came over the
dam. Mother canned many jars of fish that year.
Our religious education consisted of a visit once a
month from a Lutheran minister from Brandon. He
came by train. The train made one trip East and one
West each day. The minister had the best room in the
house, complete with porcelain jug and wash basin.
A lot of practise went into putting on a religious
concert at Christmas time, in Clover Hill School,
where the church services were also held. The
Christmas tree had decorations plus clip-on lighted
candles and every parent and child attended. In between times, mostly in summer, we walked to Antler
Sunday School. We were given five cents for the
collection plate, and five cents for an ice cream cone.
Antler was five miles away.

Memories by Sarah (Mayert) Clement
Walking to Clover Hill School could sometimes
by very pleasant, with the first meadow-larks and
robins singing, and on the way home running
through the pasture looking for the first crocuses to
appear. The winter months could be very cruel, with
biting frost and huge snow banks, icy roads and
blizzards. My older sister, Elsie received a bronze
medal for being the first pupil to pass the Grade VIII
exams which were sent out by the Department of
Education. Bill Duncan, Mike Mazur and I passed
the exams the next year. One day just before the bell
rang, we were watching a very long freight train. We
often counted the number of freight cars and the
number of railroad bums on top of them. Just before
the crossing at Dittmer's, a huge explosion occurred,
derailing the train. One of the railroad bums was
killed and grain was spilled everywhere. It was believed that rats had tunneled under the tracks, causing
the road bed to collapse.
George Sadler, then the teacher at Bardell
School, brought a truckload of his pupils to our
school for the first inter-school softball game. We
were very excited to meet some new children. There
were so few pupils in our school that the team was
always made up of both girls and boys.
Reston field day was an annual event. All surrounding schools competed in softball, a drill team
and other events. We always did very well. Each
school had their own colors. Ours were red and
white. it seemed our teacher asked us to give our
cheer about every half hour. One went like this.
Rah! Rah! Rah!
We're for the red!
We're for the white!
We're for Clover Hill!
And they're all right!
CLOVER HILL!
We left for school one morning only to find the
Jackson Creek bridge askew sitting on an iceberg.
The creek was very high that year due to a heavy
spring thaw. A dam was built about five hundred
yards down the stream and the high water provided
some good pike and jack fishing. The fish were

We enjoyed the cereal Dad ground from our
wheat. It also made very nice brown bread. In winter
we froze our extra loaves of bread and some meat in
the bunk house. It was not occupied then, but at
harvest time it was occupied by the extra men who
helped us with the harvest.
Harvesting was a very busy time. Everyone was
up early in the morning. We girls helped Mother with
all the cooking and it was our duty to deliver the
lunch with a horse and buggy to the field in which the
threshing gang was working at the time. Our threshing machine was one of only a few in the area so the
threshing machine and gang moved to work several
of the neighbors' crops.
We never received a weekly allowance. Occasionally Dad would pay me or one of us five cents to
clean his blacksmith shop. We also kept our coal
supply in there. In the summer we caught gophers
and sold their tails for one or two cents each. A little
more difficult was gathering crows' eggs. We made a
small hole in each end and blew out the contents and
collected a bounty when we turned in the empty
shells. Both enterprises were government sponsored
to decrease the population.
Next to the blacksmith shop was our smoke
house. The most delicious ham and sausages came
out of that building.
We had the only outdoor skating rink, built where
there was an excellent well, half a mile from our
house. There were a few frozen toes, because we
never wanted to quit skating.
We had two or three cans of cream which went to
Sinclair Station just before the train went East. We
used the well for a refrigerator. A case or two of eggs
went to the grocer in exchange for groceries or coal
oil for our lamps. We also had a gas lamp and two gas
lanterns for the barn.
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Memories by Mary (Dexter) Wilkesman

realized those Watt boys were great kidders. When
supper time came I was invited to stay. After supper
as it got dark outside the talk got around to ghosts and
apparitions that haunted the back roads. It was allowed as how the Cruikshanks had often heard banging on the outside shed and found no one there, but
sure enough, someone had died in the district each
time. It was years later I realized these "third party"
happenings were really for my benefit.

Ode to Village of Woodnorth
Many years ago as the Christmas bells stopped ringmg,
The New Year was quietly winging in.
I was born on a snowy nite,
In a little Manitoba Village
They called it Woodnorth.
o those happy days of youth,
Where childrens' voices filled the air
With laughter and hardships,
Where pioneers English, Scotch and Irish
Worked from sun to sun,
Were proud and moved to scatter over our Canada.
Now the little village lies sleeping in the Manitoba
morn,
Herpeople, her homes, her elevator, her schools, her
station all gone.
Tourists driving by may look with scorn,
And only we who remember, have beautiful memories of the village
in which we were born.

Memories by Mrs. Edith (Zarn) Allen
My father Henry W. Zarn hooked up his pair of
light drivers, Nancy and Floss, to the cutter and went
to Ewart for the mail around 1910-1912. A blizzard
came up while he was in town. Mr. 1. A. Smith who
ran the store in Ewart advised Dad to stay there over
night, but he said he thought he could make it home.
After a short distance, part of the harness broke, so
Dad went back to Ewart where Mr. Smith and Wm.
Love insisted he stay for the night, which he did. My
mother worried all night about him for fear he would
be frozen to death as the storm raged all night.
When my oldest brother Bill went outside to get a
scuttle full of coal from the wagon near the door,
Mother tied a piece of binder twine onto him so he
wouldn't get lost.
I stayed up all night with Mother to help her keep
the fires on.
Dr. Young of Sinclair was best known by the
black satchel he carried when he came to a home
where the stork was expected. He came many times
to the homes at Ewart. At the Henry W. Zarn Sr.
homestead, the youngest children always thought the
doctor left the baby at the house, bringing it in the
little black bag he carried.
Miss H. M. Quail was the second teacher to teach
in the newly built Crowell School, in 1908, situated
on "Warren Flynns corner" west of Ewart. Edith
Allen hadn't heard of her since she taught school that
one year at Ewart. After coming to Piney and living
here since 1937; Edith heard of a Miss Quail, an ex
school teacher, living two miles north of Piney. In
spring of 1940 she visited the lady. It was Miss Quail.

Memories by Ronald Ayers
I remember hiding under the old 15-30 from hail
that caught me out in the middle of a field. I remember the smell of barley as it came fresh from the spout
of the Case thresher. I remember the peculiar smell of
the mud stirred up by the tractor lugs after a fresh
rain. I remember trying to back up a wagon load of
grain with Mitch and Barney, as miss-matched a pair
of nags as ever was, who were equal only in their
aversion to work. Sights, sounds and smells come
flooding back as I pause to think.
I guess it's only natural that the scary and bizarre
come to the forefront when recalling our kid-hood.
The greatest scare of my life still stands as fresh in my
mind as the time it happened. I was visiting Aunt
Anna Watt after school that day and putting off getting home to the chores. After all it was where the
action was - older boys who knew how to smoke
without getting caught and some even old enough to
smoke right out in the open. After I grew up, I
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Oak Lake Sioux Band

Wanbdi iyotanke (Sitting Eagle) George Chatkana's brother. Buried at Deloraine, Manitoba.

Oak Lake Sioux Band, Pipestone, Manitoba

scalp and a pipe along the creek when they first
moved there. That was how the town of Pipestone
and the creek got its name.
When the Sioux first moved into this area, they
settled close to a farmer by the name of W. R.
Guthrie. They drifted back and forth from the
Guthrie's farm and Oak Lake. They stayed here because fish, game and wild fruits were plentiful.
Around 1874-5, after years of drifting, the Sioux
people were granted a reserve by Lieutenant Governor Morris of Manitoba. The reserve was one square
mile in size. It was situated on the southwest side of
Oak Lake. The Sioux people were dissatisfied with

This is a brief overview of the history and cultural
background of the Oak Lake Sioux Reserve, located
four miles north of Pipestone. Many individuals and
agencies working together contributed to this collection of information.
The reserve is along the east side of Highway No.
83 and the Pipestone Creek runs along the south and
cuts across the eastern portion. Oak Lake Reserve is
named after the lake which is located nearby.
The Sioux people know it as "Canupawak pa"
which means Pipe River. The Sioux people found a
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thing on the reserve. As the years progressed though,
Oak Lake improved and progressed to where it could
meet anyone on equal grounds. In the early '70's
things really started to pick up with more people
getting educated and with the help of the Dakota
Ojibway Tribal Council, they were able to negotiate
on equal terms with the government.
Some of the job creation projects are: Canada
Works, F.L.I.P., L.E.A.P., S.S. E.P. and a library
which was recently started. Oak Lake also has in the
planning stages a store and a laundromat, which will
benefit the band. The band also plants potatoes every
year and sells them at reduced cost to the people on
the reserve.
The economy of a people is a detrement factor in
its excistence and well being. For native people, it is
far too simple to state that their traditional economics
have been altered or in some instance destroyed such as with the buffalo. Changes in the economic
base have a profound effect on all aspects of life. The
economy in this case refers to the wealth on our
reserve whether to business ventures or to services.
Education:
Long ago, education to the native person was
everything around him ... the earth, water, animals,
birds and plants. In order for him to survive, he had
to understand nature. The native child got his education from his parents. It was not as it is today. It was
passed down from the elders, through stories, legends, and folklore. The first school was built in 1951
when Mr. Kenneth Eastman was chief. It was built by
the Presbyterians, but the Chief called all his people
together and told them that both Catholic and Presbyterian children would go to school there. Later on,
having a new Chief on the reserve, a Catholic teacher
was hired. However, the people started having problems so the school was closed down and the children
sent to Virden school. This was the start of integration between Indian and non-Indian schools. Today
the school is being used for the Band Office.
Language:
The Indian people on the Oak Lake Reserve have
kept their native language to some degree. It is entirely different from any of the other languages, such
as Cree and Ojibway. The Dakota alphabet has ten
vowels and twenty-four consonants. Many of the
letters have very harsh sounds. The language is exactly reverse to the English language. For instance
"Open the door" becomes in Dakota "Door open".
The young generation of the Sioux learn English
easily and speak it without a trace of accent.
Religion:
For native people the Great Spirit guides us in our
daily life. In this context it involves the pipe, different dances and respect for nature and fellow broth-

Oak Lake's Annual Pow-Wow is held each summer.

this reserve. A new location was recommended,
based on 80 (eighty) acres per family of five. The
Chief at this time was He-Ohde. An agreement to relocate was reached in 1877 and the reserve was relocated to its present site. The Indian agent at this time
was Mr. Tanner. The person that surveyed the reserve
was lazy and incompetent. He was supposed to go
from point A to point B and back from point B to
point A in one day, but he only walked two miles so
the size of the reserve today is two by two miles.
The reason for the agreement of relocation, was
to keep the Sioux in one place. They had a famous
buffalo hunting ground near the present McKinnon
farm, where the river forms a large point. The buffalo would be driven in there and easily slaughtered.
To make it easier for the people the present reserve
was selected, halfway from the first location to the
McKinnon farm.
The first inhabitants were all Wahpekuta Sioux.
Some of the names are; Icimane, Wombdi Eyo
Dakah, Kechimane, Jessie Wakpa, Wamneoneohko,
Tatunka-Chooweayksay, Charlie Eagle, John Crow,
Sam Eagle, Inkpaduta, and He-akde.
Economic Development:
In the beginning the band showed little or no
improvement over the former years. They preferred
rather to hunt, fish, trap and do odd jobs for surrounding settlers, than to improve their own reserve.
But as years passed, things started to improve. Hay
was cut and sold to settlers, two thirds of the population were occupied with farming. The other third
devoted their time to hunting and trapping. A little
cattle industry was started, but a shortage of pasture,
and feed, and prairie fires which happened frequently, proved too difficult to continue.
Grain farming, however, was stilI carried on but
not on a large scale. Over a period of time things
didn't change too much economically which was due
to the fact that Indian Affairs still controlled every332

Father Hoganer in 1904, followed by Father Etienne
in 1910. The Catholic people had their first church
built in 1934 and a banquet followed the official
opening. That church is closed today but both denominations carryon, the Presbyterians in their
church and the Catholics use the culture building.
Indian Religion:
Some native people still have visions or dances
because they believe a famine is coming. These people will have a rain dance because this is the power of
Wakan Tanka. It is through this person that Wakan
Tanka is producing rain. All these things we've not
written because Wakan Tanka made the Indian strong
and could remember things and keep them in their
heads. Whatever they were told, they remembered.
They all remembered the teachings of their God and
when they responded, it was in good faith. If they
failed to respond to the wishes of their God it
wouldn't work, or something happened to the family.
Therefore, medicine men would help each other.
They would get together and have a Wacipi. Here
they would pray to the Creator with the medicine that
was given. Many of the teachings of the Wakan Tanka
have been lost. Indian people believe that these
teachings are with the spirits of the dead, therefore
there is a dance called the Ghost Dance. The Indian
people believe that Wakan Tanka made a place for all
Indian people and we will all be with each other when
we die.
The pipe is something that we value very much
and it's like a part of us. Most ceremonies include the
pipe. There are medicine men who many of us do not
know about. They are afraid of what people might
say or do to them if it become known.
The younger generation will never understand
because their beliefs are lost and they don't know
where they belong. Many Indian people have given
up the old way of life.
Social functions:
It is told that "Many many years ago a young
man (Sioux) had a dream. In the dream he was
dressed with bells around his ankles, native costume,
a full head dress and he saw himself dancing the grass
dance and he heard the "song". When he wakened
he did the dance and the song. That's how the first
Pow Wow came about. Then there was feasting and
dancing." Today the people have their dances. There
used to be a dance they did before going to war. This
was called "zoo-yah-ah-yah-wah-chee-po." Many
of the songs that are sung were obtained through
dreams. Many have words in them. Some of the
different songs are: the victory song, flag song, ceremonial song and round dance songs.
Games they play are much like everyone else's
but their mocassin game is popular today. At the time

ers. Before the arrival of the European missionaries,
the Indian people worshipped one God. Through
personal communications and sacred ceremonies
with the use of the Pipe and Sweet Grass, the Indian
people worshipped God. All ceremonial rights, sacred songs and prayers were celebrated for this one
God known as Wakan Tanka. The well-intentioned
missionaries made attempts to discourage the religious beliefs of the Indian people, not realizing that
these beliefs and culture were a way of life. No form
of life, be it a plant, animal, bird or fish was taken
without thanksgiving and prayer. This was lost with
the introduction of the European religious teachings.
A Presbyterian preacher from the United States, with
his wife Ihawastewin came in 1910 and he and his
followers built a church. By 1919 no one was going to
church and the religion faded. The church was sold to
a farmer Mr. Van Loo, about two miles north of the
reserve. It is still there today. Later Rev. Richardson
came. A second church was built in the 60's. The
other church which was established was the Roman
Catholic with the first priest coming by name of

First Catholic Church built in 1934.

Second church built in 1960's stili in use.
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of writing this, Oak Lake team is to compete in
Brandon in February in 1981, at the Keystone centre
in the mocassin tournament.
Today the reserve has built an outside rink where
hockey and other winter games are held. There is also
a mini park where people go to relax. There is also
built, a new Pow-Wow (bowery) for their annual
pow-wow. There are other activities such as: baseball, bingo, modern dances, card games and volleyball. There is a Ladies Group that provides activities
for the older people. There are sewing groups, arts
and crafts, fall suppers and sometimes an evening of
pow-wow. A new cultural building has been built. A
Dakota-Ojibway Tribal Police barracks and residence
with detention rooms were built in 1977, giving the
reserve its own native Policing program. There is
also a native Alcohol Program on the Reserve. These
programs enable the reserve to have many services
offered to their people.

This is an Indian and his outfit in the spring of 1922. He was
hunting for wolf dens to get the bounty.

liquid. Long go, the Indian people didn't eat most of
the food which is available today. If the Indians had
kept their way of life and food, they would have been
healthy.
When a new baby is born today, the white people
stick a needle into them right away, and say that was
to prevent any disease, which is not true. That child is
full of all kinds of medicine before he grows up. It
only makes the child weak.
About cars, not everyone has a car, just odd ones.
We used to get to places by buggy and horse. It didn't
cost money to go where we wanted to. For distance, it
took us days, but we still got there at no cost. Nowadays it costs so much to go anywhere. People are
competing to have nice cars. Long ago, people did
not compete to have a nice horse or wagon.
Indian people today tend to live like the whites.
You pay so much money on everything on the house.
In our day the log house was so much warmer than
these houses today. And we didn't pay for lights or
anything. The men cut wood enough to last through
the winter. In the summer we make fire outside to
cook.
Women don't wear pants. Women are women.
Men are men. Nowadays, you can't tell between a
man and a woman, from a distance.
I forget what year it was, but one time a horse
disease came and all the horses died on our reserve.
But some of the people were able to soon have a team
of horses again. That was a sad year for us because we
saw our horses dying and we can't do anything to
help them.
Once we lived in Virden, just east of the town.
The farmer who owns the land was nice and my
husband worked for him. Some families from Sioux
Valley used to live there in tents too. Today you can't
even hunt or trespass to an unkown land or a farmer.
You will have to go to court and get a fine. This is all I
can tell you today. I'm getting tired.
More comments from other people on our reserve: The men used to hunt by two's or more. If one

Comments from Sioux at Oak Lake Band,
Pipestone, Manitoba
Long time ago it seems that everything was so
hard, but life is good and everything is so cheap. We
used to hunt gophers and get one cent a tail. But if
you earn $5.00 to $10.00 that is a lot of money. You
could buy lots of things.
Most everyone is farming and helping each other
to complete their harvesting. They used to keep their
grain or wheat in one building by dividing the grain
house. They put shelves inside the grain houses,
whereas today that grain house is still up at Frank
Eastman's house. The whole reserve owns that grain
house. That time nobody said that that grain house
"is mine" .
Life was good and everyone gets along. They
visit each other all the time. Nowadays, you can't do
that. Everyway you turn there is a drunk around. A
lot of people don't get along these days like they did
then. People are jealous of each other. This is why I
said, life was good a long time ago.
Money never used to be so important. Today you
can't live without money. You've got to have it in
order to survive. You can't even go anywhere if you
don't have a car. People also can't walk a distance
these days. Where, a long time ago, the men would
walk to town to get the groceries and sometimes even
carry a hundred pound bag of flour home on their
back.
Indian people didn't die of cancer or any diseases. Now there is all kind of diseases that float
around. The people hunted their own food and what
not. These days, even the animals get a needle or
shots that spoil the meat. All the vegetables which are
available today are mixed with all kinds of different
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willow baskets, saskatoons, cranberries, as others
did, but always offered rest for tired feet, refreshment, and conversation, useable clothing.
Once Jim brought an Indian father to wife Emma.
His two teenage daughters were going to school few words, many gestures, "You sew - same size,
you." Hands showed where bodies were fuller. So
Emma made two complete wardrobes for girls she
never saw. Fit? ''All fine! Good!"
Charlie Chaski, however, was special. Jim occasionally took him home for dinner, once with Christmas company. His manners would delight an Emily
Post.
We doubt Charlie was born on the Canadian side
of the border. He told Jim he had watched the massacre of Custer's forces at the junction of the Big and
Little Horn, June 24, in 1876 ... a nine-year old on
his pinto pony, silhouetted on the ridge west of the
Little Big Horn.
Charlie and his wife Winona had a family in
Pipestone Reservation. Winona sometimes rode in
the back of his buggy, seated on robes on the floor. A
beautiful woman, she obviously had a health problem. She did not live long.
People move and get out of touch. Charlie remains a memorable person.
Charlie Chaski was Jim Chaske's father.

Winona.

of them killed an animal they all shared. Nobody
sells a part of the meat to the other. The people helped
one another all the time.
If a family got lard, flour, potatoes, sugar and
meat, that would last them for a long time. That was a
good meal long ago.
When the Indians fled to Canada from the United
States, they were given gold. And the gold was too
heavy to carry. They would take turns carrying it. If it
was too heavy, finally they would bury some here and
some there along the way. And they say they did bury
some of the gold around Deloraine area.
Winona is a name often given to the first-born
daughter in a family
The name Chaski is also a name often given to the
family's first-born son.
Washta, a word often heard, means "good".
Often we hear of the word "Chief" used long
ago. It was just a word used as an important man, as
the white man uses it today too.

Starr, John
John Starr was born on Oak Lake Reserve in
1907, the son of Jim and Agnes Run Earth.
Mr. and Mrs. Run Earth were born in the United
States and came to Canada from Fort Yates, North
Dakota, in 1896. There were two children, a son and
a daughter.
John enjoys very good health now and does not
look like a man of seventy-three.
He had a happy childhood, respected his parents,
who brought him up to be well behaved.
As a small child there were favorite games like:
see-saw, swing and the merry-go-round, made from
a wagon wheel. Later on they did enjoy trapping,
hunting and fishing.
There were always special events on the Reserve,
such as the Pow-Wows, mocassin games and ball
games. The dances were popular. They held rain
dances, sun dances, buffalo dances, regular round
dances, grass dances and chicken dances.
John says his favorite food has always been duck,
fish, wild goose and rabbit.
As a young boy, he went to Qu' Appelle Industrial
school at Labret in Saskatchewan. He does not recall
any bad times, as he was away at school.
In answer to the question "How did you live,
John?" he replied "I lived good and happy."

Chaski, Charlie - Cheyenne Chief
Born in 1867, Charlie Chaski was always the
same age as Canada. In ceremonial dress with the
eagle feather head-dress of the Cheyenne chief, he
was a colourful figure.
In 1927 Charlie decided to celebrate Canada's
Diamond Jubilee at Reston rather than Brandon. He
and others from Pipestone Reservation marched in
the parade on Reston Fair Grounds. They also contributed a pow-wow tent.
The day was dull, but the parade was not. The
Berrys hanged "the strangler", complete with tan
shoes! The grounds were packed with people.
Charlie did not make contact with the girl and her
camera, but he did find her father.
Jim Busby was a friend of the Indians. Charlie
worked along with him. Jim found many ways to
help - useable tires and buying hay. His wife bought
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These three pictures were taken together in one day. Mrs.
Wambdeska and Putinhen are putting up a feast for Mrs. Mary
Sutherland's mother, Lucy Chatkama, Sr., (Ihamaniwin) who
passed away January, 1949. Taken down by the creek where
she used to live.

George Chatkana (Lefthand) born 1872. His Indian name
Womnuyomiohanko. Passed away May, 1950.

Sutherland, Mrs. Mary (Chatkana)
Mrs. Sutherland is eighty-two years old. She is
the daughter of George Chatkana and Lucy (Wambidiska) Chatkana. Her grandmother was Annie
Chatkana.
Mrs. Sutherland was born on the Oak Lake Sioux
Reserve. She lived all her life here and in 1914
married Mr. Alex Sutherland.
Mr. and Mrs. George Chatkana had eight children ; a baby girl passed away at birth; George Jr.
passed away, April 1968, Mary (Sutherland); Emma
(Sandy); Annie (Brown) passed away on July 10,
1980; Lucy (Demas); Alice (Demas); and Norman
Chatkana, passed away.
In 1914 Mary Chatkana married Alex Sutherland.
This couple had six children: Mabel (Hi Eagle)
passed away July, 1980; a baby boy passed away at
seven months; Robert passed away, September 15,
1942; Edith Sutherland; Katherine Sutherland passed
away, August 1975; and a baby girl who passed away
at two years of age.
Mary played with other children when young.
They had their dolls, which were made of rags. They
played house with small cups and saucers. She never
went to school. In the summer time they lived in a

teepee and quite often moved around from place to
place to hunt. In winter time the family lived in a log
house, down along the river.
When she was young and if she were not playing,
her mother taught her how to sew. At a very young
age her mother taught her everything that a woman
would do, to make rug mats, willow baskets and to
tan the leather by hand.
Some of the favorite foods she remembers as a
young person were deer meat, wild animal meat, like
rabbit, muskrat and beaver.
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She does not recall bad times, as she says in the
old days everything was cheap. The men hunted
through the summer time for food to last them
through the winter time. And the women did their
work raising the children. All worked hard, but never
had bad times.
Most of the people moved from their teepees back
into houses for the winter every year until the Indian
Agency came along and gave houses to the people.
Some of the old houses are stilI up today.
Special events meant birthdays, Pow-wows and
honor of one's death. In those days when a person
celebrated any special occasion, they did it in full
respect. There was always a lot of food and they gave
away valuable things, like giving a horse or cattle or
anything that was hard to have in those days.
Our first Chief was Ken Eastman Sr. One day an
Indian agent came along and he and the men of the
reserve selected the chief. In those days the men got
together to decide what to do. No women attended
meetings then. He was selected to help the people on
the reserve. Nowadays the women are involved in
everything that is going on. That wasn't the way in
the old days.

John Crow passed away at age 102.

First school built in 1951, now the band office.

The new cultural building built in 1977.
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Paramount

Paramount school, 1910. Fred Misener, Jim Ready, Edwin Rice, Cecil Ready, David Owen Forsyth, Flora Dodds, Ella Ready, Miss
H. Binkley, Maggie Cowie, Nella Rice, Pearl Misener, May Misener.

Paramount School District

contract was let to C. W. Long for the erection of the
building. By the 3rd of June it was completed and
considered satisfactory.
Classes were held that year with Miss Grace
Graham, a sixteen-year-old girl, as teacher. One of
her pupils says that she learned more grammar in six
months under Miss Graham than she had learned
before or has learned since. Miss Elizabeth Smith
taught from October 1905 to December 1905, filling
out the term for Miss Graham.
Andrew and Jim Ready and their cousin, Mac

As early as can be learned, the first records of the
organizing of the School District have been lost. I
have heard it told that Rives and Mrs. Thos. Harper
suggested the name "Paramount". Family names
appearing in the earliest records available were: Peter
Ready, Peter Fairlie, Alfred Rice, David and William
Forsyth and 1. C. Misener.
Some work was evidently done in 1904, as a
Secretary was paid for half a year's work. In February of 1905, it was decided to raise $lOqO. and the
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Tanner, attended Kinloss School prior to the opening
of Paramount. Christina and Alva Waters had their
early schooling at Huston and I believe the Rices
went to school in Pipestone.
Paramount School, like many other rural schools,
became the centreofthe social life of the community.
Social evenings, concerts and box socials were held
during the winter months. The young people of the
district produced one and three-act plays which were
taken to surrounding districts and towns.
Today, pupils travel about almost entirely by car
or by bus. In earlier years, they walked to school,
rode or drove horses. Some of the school ponies
travelled the same route in winter and summer till the
entire family had received their elementary education.
In the early days, heat was provided by a jacket
heater, which burned wood and coal. Fires went out
at night. In the coldest weather ink in ink-bottles
froze solid overnight - even though they had been
left close to the heater. On cold, windy days the
children moved their desks back around the heater for
comfort. Even the teacher sometimes wore
mocassins and thick woollen socks - for the floor
was often so cold that water would freeze on it.
The absence of good roads, the cold winters
when daylight hours were short, and scarcity of

teachers in the earliest years were some of the reasons
for "summer schools". At Paramount, for a number
of years, the long school holidays were taken in
January. There was a short "break" in July and the
school was open until the end of December.
One aspect of school never seems to change the children of today look forward to recess and noon
as much as we did many years ago. Winter was the
time for building snow forts, playing fox and goose,
hide-and-go-seek and games of a like nature. Summer was reserved for baseball. As I remember, we
boys all aspired to be Big League players. (The girls
had other ideas.) A shortage of players never prevented us from having a ball game. This could be
very strenuous for the pitcher, who might play the
entire infield and outfield along with his pitching
duties.
The Christmas concert was always looked forward to by the children and parents alike. There is a
bit of the actor in every child - and this was in
opportunity to show such skill. With a small enrollment, every child had to take part. This was good
training.
I remember, as a boy, with what joyous anticipation we counted the days till the Concert and the
holidays that followed it. Frantically we went over
our lines till the last minute - for fear we would

Paramount school, 1912. Back Row: Cecil Ready, David O. Forsyth, Robert Harper, David F. Forsyth, Willie Forsyth, Edwin Rice,
Norris Ready, Flora Dodds. Middle Row: Hilton Harper, Jim Ready, Albert Needle, Alice Willet (teacher), Nella Rice, John Forsyth.
Front Row: Almo Harper, Ella Ready, Preston Harper, Maggie Cowie.
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David married Eileen Nicholson. Three girls and
one son were born to this couple. John married Kay
Schnarr and there are three sons born to that union.
Tom, after four years in Japenese prison camp married Edythe Smythe Windsor annd their son is Morley. Jim married Margaret Pringle and they have three
sons. Isabel and husband Jim Gilmour have three
daughters. Anne of Winnipeg did not marry.
Mr. Forsyth's sister, Margaret Forsyth, came
from Scotland to keep house for her brothers and
soon married Alexander Fairlie.
The Forsyth family got their schooling at Paramount. John and sister Anne were able to attend
Manitoba University. John's main work was as an
agricultural representative. Anne's vocation was as a
Home Economic Teacher. Isabel was a farm wife and
Tom, Jim and Dave spent their working life on the
farm.
When Dave was married they set up housekeeping on the Andrew Jack farm which Dave had purchased. A daughter June (now Mrs. Stewart Lamont)
was born there in 1933.
That was one of the first dry years and in 1934
they rented land on 12-8-26 and summer-fallowed
two hundred acres in time to be caught by the next
bad rusty crop and a lot of wheat was burned standing. They rented that land for ten years and were
flooded from the creek three times. By 1937, one of
the worst dry years in Saskatchewan, the crops had
started to pick up. Almost half the cars on the roads
were Saskatchewan men looking for work.
Marianne and Wilma were born in the house on
twelve where Wilfred annd Margaret Barre live.
George was born in Virden hospital. In 1944 the
Forsyth's bought the John Elliott farm which was
their headquarters until the family were on their own.
Marianne's husband Arthur Vesprey had plans to
take her to Trinidad where he was born and grew up.
They invited Eileen and Dave to accompany them
which they did, having their first plane trips, touching at four Caribbean Islands. It was a very pleasant
trip for prairie people.
With health deteriorating they rented the farm
and bought a house in Pipestone.
Neighbors of Forsyth's on the farm were Mr. and
Mrs. George Downey on the Dempsey farm. George
downey and Dave's wife died about four months
apart and in February, 1975 the widow Alice and
Dave were married in Melita United Church.
They have had two trips to the southern states, a
couple to Ottawa, trips to Singapore and a tour trip of
the British Isles, so have been to places and have seen
people that they never would have thought of.

forget them! The tension and excitement mounted till
the great day dawned. Finally the concert itself and in spite of our teacher's dire predictions, it
seemed to always come off remarkably well. Then
riding back home, stuffed with lunch and candy, we
were a tired but happy bunch.
In 1934 one generation had almost received their
elementary education here. The next generation had
not yet been born. The school closed its doors for
fifteen years.
When in 1947, there were nine children of school
age in the district, the school reopened with Miss
Shirley Campion as teacher. Following her were:
Janet Wardman, Rose Ann Guagliardo, Joyce Archison, Mary Sutcliffe, Beverly Zarn, Gloria Goodison,
Mona Daniel, Bernice Cochrane, Edythe Forsyth,
Carol McGill, Inez Iversen and Mr. Albert Stamler.
Thirty-six children were enrolled in the period
1947 -1963, the largest enrollment in any term being
twelve.
Light and power facilities were connected in 1949
and a telephone installed in 1956. In the summer of
1957 the school was moved one-half mile west to its
present site. There on the corner of S.E. 27-6-27 it
was placed over a cement basement and modernized
with a cistern, indoor toilets and an oil furnace. The
pupils continued at Paramount until June 30th, then
the school closed and the children attended Reston
School.
We will always have fond and nostalgic memories of our past school days at Paramount. We
sincerely hope the new school system will give our
children a better opportunity for a good education.

Forsyth, William and Daisy (McLaren)
David, born in Perth, Scotland was the older of
the family. After a year or so in Ontario, he came to
Pipestone via Virden in 1887 and filed on the northeast of 24-6-27. He married Isabella Killkeny in 1900
and their son David was born in October, 1901. Dave
died in 1904 and son David entered the bank in Melita
during the first World War years and spent his working life in that business. He is now retired in
Ladysmith, B.C. and his son David is in business at
Campbell River.
William Forsyth joined his brother also via Virden in August, 1890. He filed on the southwest of
24-6-27 and broke some of his land with oxen. In
1898 he married Daisy McLaren and David was born
a year later. A son Willie died of appendicitis when he
was ten years of age. Six children grew to maturity;
David, John Ewing, Anne M., Thomas S., James K.
and Isabel M.
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Pipestone District and Town
later replaced the tent with a wooden structure. Mr.
Skelding also located at the same place and operated
a hardware and tinsmith business. After the townsite
was established, Mr. Richardson moved his building
to the Main Street where it is still in use as a hardware.
The town of Pipestone is located on the N.E.
quarter Sec. 9 Tp. 7 Range 26 on # 2 Highway and
three quarters of a mile east of the junction of highways 2 and 83. On December 2, 1892, the railroad
reached the Pipestone townsite and that night a concert was held to celebrate the event. December 6 saw
the first train arrive amid great rejoicing of the people, for it meant that one of the hardest tasks of the
pioneer days was over.
With the railroad came the need for a station
house and a freight shed. The first station was a
freight car removed from the wheels and set beside
the track. Soon a proper station was built. There was
also a water tower where the steam locomotives replenished their engines with good water. A section
foreman's dwelling was built west of the station along
the tracks where the foreman and his family lived.
Some of the station agents who served Pipestone
were Messrs: Rissell, Thos. C. Connan, 1909, Mr.
Robertson, 1910-1927, Mr. Anderson - married a
Pipestone lady, Miss Crawford, Chas. Reese, Mr.
Herron, Mr. Scott Hewitt, Mr. "Rocky" RawcIiffe
1950-1959, Mr. Glen Peterson, Mr. Ron Ivany, Mr.
Al Smith - married Miss Lynda Marsh of
Pipestone, and one or two more who were here for
just a short time as station agents duties were practically nil due to the fact that the freight and mail were
now being trucked instead of coming by train. Passenger service was cancelled May 18th, 1959, as car
and bus service had taken over that business too. The
station house was sold in 1969 and torn down in 1970.
The section house was sold in 1968 and moved to a lot
in town for a dwelling.
In the early years of horse-power, every town had
a livery barn or two in which the horses could rest and
be fed after a long and tiresome trip to town. In

Welcome to Pipestone, 1981.

Pipestone District and Town
A fertile area some 20 miles in length following
the Pipestone Creek from north-west to south-east
was known as the Pipestone district in the early
years. The first homesteads were located in this area.
"Pipestone Creek" owes the origin of its name to the
Sioux Indians who came to Canada form Montana in
1876 following the Custer massacre. A roving band
of these Indians camped along the creek for two or
more years, finally settled permanently on the Oak
Lake Reserve four miles north of the Village of
Pipestone.
The year 1881 saw the arrival of the first white
settlers, Dan McKinnon, Mr. McLean and William
and James Lothian who staked their homesteads.
Other early settlers arriving between 1882-1892
were: Rattray, Forke, Fairlee, Grey, McLaughlan,
Skelton, Morrison, Campion, Brock, Harvey, Baird,
Willoughby, Ellsworth, Mitchell, PerIette, Dunham,
Skelding, McLaren, Roe, McKenzie, Flannery,
Bridgett, Dodds, Kennedy, Forsyth, Ferguson, Leverington and Elliott.
In 1892, the Canadian Pacific Railroad was being
built from the east and with its approach, Mr.
Richardson erected a tent, where Mr. and Mrs. A. 0.
Henuset now reside, and opened a general store. He
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A view at Pipestone, 1900.

former Crawford house was bought for the agent's
use and was sold after a few years and the John Elliott
house was purchased. It too was sold in 1979 to Mrs.
Mary Chalmers. Some of the Pool agents were:
Messrs Claire Fulford, Chas. Caldwell, E. B. Foote
(1948-1971), Dave Leslie, Winston Curtis and Bob
Dalrymple.
The United Grain Growers built a house for their
agents and families and after a few years sold it to Mr.
Wm. Flannery and bought the Dr. Cairns residence
on Main St. In 1979, they sold it to Mr. and Mrs.
Barry Davis as the elevator agent had bought his own
home.
In the spring of 1979, agreements between the
Pool Co. and the United Grain Growers Co. resulted
in the Grain Growers taking over the Pool elevator.
Some of the U.G.G. agents were: Mrs. Art Reine,
and Reg Yeo for over 20 years. Now with the help of
his son Leslie, they are in charge ofthe two elevators.
The first sale of the South-West Manitoba Cattle
Sales was held September 25, 1958. The new organization elected a director from each district represented, over 30 in all. Officers elected were:
Chairman, Cliff Dodds
Vice-Chairman, Jas. Forsyth
Secretary, Doug Pierce
Treasurer, Frank Patmore
To finance the construction of the plant, 250
shares were sold at $10.00 per share. A small entrance fee is charged sellers according to the number
of cattle they enter. Selling commission will be 2%.
The caption in the Reston Recorder for the first

Pipestone, at one time, there were two such barns.
Some of the owners were: Mr. Heterington, Jack and
George Stewart, Mr. Porteous, Mr. Turnbull, Eugene
Barre, Tom Hoggins and Hayward Hopkins. In the
early 50's, the days of the livery were over and
garages took over. Cliff Dodds bought one bam,
dismantled it, and used some of the material to build
a snack bar and motel at the junction of highways 2
and 83. It was known as Dodds Service Station and
Snack Bar. In 1955, Mr. Dodds added a seven unit
motel and the name changed to Dodds Drive In and
Motel. Mr. and Mrs. Art Harbottle bought the business and sold it a few years later to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Bennett. In 1966, Mr. and Mrs. Stan Beauchamp
bought the place and changed the name to The Lone
Star Motel and operated this business until 1975
when they sold to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Baglole. In
1978 Mr. and Mrs. Stan Zenchyshyn became the new
owners and changed the name to Sandy Land Inn.
Mrs. Jean Zenchyshyn is presently in charge of the
place.
Pipestone had four elevators before 1906 to take
care of the grain in the new and expanding agricultural area. The first grain buying here was for the Lake
of the Woods Milling Co. and the buyer was Mr.
Geo. Rothnie. In 1883, wheat sold for 51¢ a bushel.
One of the elevators was known as "Parkers", another the "Farmers". This elevator was sold in 1910
to the Provo Gov't Grain Commission for $3,300.00.
The United Grain Growers Co. bought one of the
elevators and in 1927, replaced it with a new one. In
1929, the Manitoba Pool elevator was built. The
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Lyleton as well as local assignees. The ladies of the
district prepared and served refreshments. Buck
Rodgers of Blacklock Auction Service, Saskatoon,
was auctioneer.
In the early days of the village, day school classes
were held in Rattray's Hall, with Mr. J. G. Rattray the
first teacher. After the church was built in 1893,
classes were held there for a few years until the
school was built in 1893. The first teachers in the new
building were George P. Bawden and Miss Harlow
with some 44 pupils attending. Others were: Hattie
McNicol, Gordon Evans, Jeanie Lothian. Willie
Mitchell, Stella Willoughby, Alma Perlette, Harold
Parker, Percival Hatch, Florence McKinnon,
Jeoffrey Lothian, Hector McKinnon, Lily Evans,
Janie Rattray, John McKinnon, Stanley Wright,
George Mitchell, George Rattray, Alma McTavish,
Renie Crawford, Willie Lockwood, Jeanie Morrison, Pearl Lockwood, Minnie Wright, John Rattray,
Maud Summers, Leslie McTavish, Robert Lothian,
Kate Lothian, Hiram Lockwood, Della Kennedy,
Roy McLachlan, Guy Lockwood, Alex Morrison,
John Ellsworth, Phersie Nicol, Sidney Summers,
Ethel Perlette, Bella Mitchell, Maggie Summers,
Elsie Wright, Lula Ellsworth, Ida Kennedy, George
Golding, Jessie McNichol, Jack McTavish, Tom
Lothian, Pearl Parker, Dorothy Gillson.
In 1963-1964, there were some 20 Indian children
from the Oak Lake Indian Reserve who requested
permission to attend the Pipestone school. After several meetings and much discussion, a motion was
made by Prowse-Henuset, that the decision be negative at the present time. Carried. These pupils were
accepted by the Virden schools. Did we lose our
opportunity for a new school?
Pipestone Consolidated School # 737 was fortunate in having a concerned Board of Trustees and

Official opening of Southwest Manitoba Feeder Auction Association, 1958.

Pipestone Southwest Manitoba Feeder Sales Auction Association, 1958.

sale held at the Pipestone Yards read: FIRST
PIPESTONE CATTLE SALE WHOOPING
(WHOPPING)??? SUCCESS.
In 1959, 900 head of cattle had been received at
the yards in October and all was in readiness for the
biggest sale of the season when snow began to fall.
Sixteen inches of snow fell. The roads were cleared
but as luck would have it, snow began to fall again
and blizzard conditions developed. The decision was
made to ship the stock by rail to Toronto, depending
on the market. Fortunately, feed for the marooned
cattle was made available from a nearby farm.
The first sale was officially opened by the Hon.,
Eric Willis, Minister of Agriculture, after a few remarks by Premier Duff. Roblin. The dignitaries were
introduced by Cliff Dodds, President. Art Wilkins
made the first delivery. Cattle were assigned from
Oxbow, and Ryerson, Sask., Lenore, Waskada, and

Pipestone school, 1906.
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Pipestone school, 1907. Back Row, L to R: May McLaughlin, Glady Gray, Bessie Kennedy, Mr. McLeod, Bella Evans, Nettie
McNicol, Debra Kennedy, Olive Leverington, Esther Forke, Harold Parker, Stella Kennedy, Phersie McNicol, Jim Lothian, George
Mitchell, Miss Martin, Manny Evans, Willie Harvey, George Fairlie, Allan Flannery. Middle Row: Jean Falconer, Lila Skelding, Ethel
Forke, Mary Mitchell, Cecelia Ellsworth, Irene Ellsworth, Annie Leverington, Ethel Fairlie, Rosine Henuset, Grace Baird, Laura
Leverington, Gertie Perlette. Third Row: George Skelton, Vera Hunter, Sarah Falconer, Ethel McLaughlin, Marguerite Kennedy,
Luella Kennedy, Mannie Baird, Elka Parker, unknown, Edith Pitt, Eva Pitt, Maggie Forke, Bessie Mitchell, Jessie Gray. Sitting: Sam
Kirk, Frank Skelton, George Skelton, Billy Flannery, John Forke, Monty Pigg, Archie Connon, Alex Fairlie, Fraser McLaughlin,
Lorne McLaughlin, Clifford Hunter, Scott Kennedy, Donnie McNicol, Ferdinand Henuset, Archie Kennedy, Raymond Pigg, George
Forke, Archie McDond, Cecil Forke, Fred Perlette, Kenneth McNicol.

other Officers, who gave freely of the time and
efforts to maintain a well organized institution. Fully
modern washrooms were installed and an oil fired
furnace with forced air heating provided winter comfort.
The first trustees were: Messrs. Alex Stinson Sec. Treas., Robert Grey, William Lothian.
The last Board of Trustees were: Mrs. Ellen Forder, Sec. Treas., Mr. Charles Elliott, Chairman, Mr.
Reg Yeo, Mrs. Emma St. Pierre, Mr. Art Penno, Mr.
Dan Gilliard.
The caretakers, too deserve much credit. Among
the early ones were Mr. and Mrs. Percy Carey, at
$200 per year, and $10 per year for attendance officer: Mr. Jas. Henderson, and for the last 23 years,
Mrs. Jessie Gloor who kept things in order, supervised, and generally helped keep a well organized
school. She saw the change from "Janitor" to
"Custodian", with very little change in her duties,
and very little more in wages.

Pipestone school, 1953. Joe Blanchard, Marianne Forsyth,
Mr. Taylor, Alex Podobini, Doreen Dodds, Beryle Harvey, Violet
Flannery, Yvonne Milligan, Pat Milligan, Irene Podobini, Bob
Elliott, Audrey Adair, Gloria Hellier, Marylin Grant, Verla Harden, Jean Miller, Allan Mayo, Shirley Dunphy, Don Reid,
Harvey Chalmers, Alvan Riene, Joyce Flannery.
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Pipestone school. Torn down in 1980.

The last teachers who served the Pipestone Consolidated School were: Mrs. Dianne Liefso who
taught the following pupils in 1978-77-76 and Mrs.
Kathleen Thompson who taught the following
pupils.
Teachers who have taught in the Pipestone Consolidated School # 737:
Mr. Geo. Bawden, Miss Harlow, Mr. Geo.
Elliott, Mr. 1. G. Rattray, Miss Calder (Mrs. John
Dodds), Miss Martin, Miss Cameron, Miss Mabel
Spurr (Mrs. H. MacIntyre) Miss McLean, Miss
Turner, Miss Mae McLaughlan, Miss Wallace, Miss
Donnelly, Miss F. Donald, Mr. A. Hill, Miss Motheral, Miss M. McLaren, Miss M. Stinson, Miss
Dandy, Miss Freda Chapman, Miss Myra Reid, Major S. S. Byron, Miss Shier, Miss Hayhurst, Miss
Devon, Mr. Ken Jasper, Miss Frances McLeod, Miss
Bertha Davis, Mr. Steve Foord-Kelsey, Miss Mary
Paulue, Mr. Jack Peach, Mr. Keith Smith, Miss Ellen
Wilson, Mr. Mac Taylor, Miss Mary Boulton, Miss
Mary Bunting, Mr. Don Berry, Miss Shirley Gwyer,
Miss Edna Foreman, Miss Marion May, Mrs.
Brown, Mr. Ron Chalmers, Miss Lulu LaCroix,
Mrs. Rae Beaudry, Miss Bev Leckie, Mrs. Mary
Chalmers, Mrs. Rawcliffe, Miss Margaret Peloquin,
Mr. Grant Henderson, Miss Bev Bailley, Mr. Arnold
Leach, Mrs. Louise Downing, Mr. Brian Whidden,
Miss Joan Godfrey, Mr. Harvey Benson, Miss Pat
McRae, Miss Faye Traill, Miss Fern Traill, Mr. Steve
Gerellus, Miss Olga Lobur, Mr. Geo. Dutchisson,
Miss Gail Hamilton, Mrs. Donna Minkus, Mrs.
Irene Witt, Miss Mae Kelly, Miss Joan Bailey, Miss
Marjorie Robertson, Mrs. Barb McLenehan, Mrs.
Kathleen Thompson, Mrs. Dianne Liefso.
The Pipestone School closed its doors June 30th,
1978. Fort La Bosse School District sold the building
to the Pipestone Recreation Club in September 1979.
It has since been dismantled.

Pipestone United Church, 1981.

rural school house. In 1893, a church building was
erected in Pipestone by those of the Presbyterian
faith. A few years later, when those of the Methodist
faith felt they could support a minister, the same
building served both congregations. Pipestone congregation amalgamated with the Reston-Hillview
congregations in 1958. The minister resides in Reston. The first elders were: James Lothian, George
Forke, and David Forsyth. Members of the early
Methodist congregation were: Crawford, Dunham,
Edmundson, Evans, Flannery, Kennedy,
McLachlan, B. Mitchell, Pitt, Skelding, McTavish,
Forder. Members of the Presbyterian congregation
were: Baird, Bell, Brock, Campion, Carruthers,
Dodds, Ellsworth, Fairlie, Forke, Forsyth, Grey,
Harvey, Lothian, Mitchell, Morrison, McNicol,
McKinnon, McKenzie Perlette, Rattray, Roberts,
Riddle Willoughby.
The original building has had some additions. In
1929, the basement was enlarged to full size, a choir
loft added to the north end and the basement extended under it. The basement was finished for Sunday School classes, meetings, etc. During the years
1954-1956, our student minister, Me. K. B. Clarkson, and his group of boys 12 years and over, lined the
walls and ceiling of the room under the choir loft. A
P.A. System to the chimes was also attached; a set of
electric chimes was dedicated in memory of the pi-

Church
Church services were held in the district since
1884, first in the homes of the pioneers, then in the
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Crawford who owned a building on the west side of
the Main Street was appointed postmaster to succeed
Mr. McKinnon. After this building burned in 1918,
Mr. Crawford moved his lumber yard to a new location on the east side of the Main Street and built a
smaller building to house his lumber office and the
post office. The same building is in use today. Mr.
Chas. Woodcock and Mr. Hugh McIntyre were assistants for many years. Following Mr. Crawford's
death, Mr. Geo. Patterson bought the lumber business and the post office building. Mr. Bill Miller was
the postmaster followed by Mr. Martin Bland.
In 1956, Mrs. Marguerite Misener bought the
post office building and was postmistress for two and
one half years. She sold to Mr. Dave Greenlay in
1957. After 19 years of service, Mr. Greenlay retired
in June 1979, and Mr. George Forke of Deleau succeeded him. Mail delivery to an area south of
Pipestone has been carried on for 30 or more years,
and since the closure of some of the rural post offices,
local mail routes have expanded to the south and the
east as far as Findlay. Some of the mail route drivers
were; George Bain, Joe Barre, T. Hodgins, E. Milligan, F. Misener, H. Hopkins, D. Greenlay and at the
present time Art Senkbeil.
In 1908 a $30,000.00 debenture was raised for
the construction of a Municipal Telephone System.
As early as 1910 there were long distance lines connecting both Virden and Melita with Pipestone. In
1920, a Municipal Telephone Exchange Office was
built on the west side of the Main Street in Pipestone
and served the district for 30 years. Mrs. Marguerite
Misener was the Chief Operator for 30 years with
help from her sisters Sadie, Jessie and Mary until
they married. In 1954, the Municipal Telephone System was sold to the Manitoba Telephone System.
Since 1970, telephone service has been updated to
direct dialing to most parts of the country. The municipal exchange building was sold in the 60's to Jim
Stevens, who moved it to his garage site at the comer
of Main Street and Highway #2 and fitted for an
office - now owned by Terry Chrisp of Chrisp's
Garage and Service.
For some 45 years, Pipestone had a lumber yard.
The first owner was Mr. 1. Crawford who sold to Mr.
Geo. Patterson in the late 20's. The last owner was
Howard Dempsey in 1937.
Blacksmithing was also a thriving business in the
early days of Pipestone. The first shop was at the
farm of Alex Rattray. His son James carried on after
his father retired. Mr. Jack Wright built a shop on
Railway Avenue. Mr. John Gonty worked with him
for a year. Mr. Stewart Armstrong followed and then
sold his business to Messrs. Angus and Ed
McKenzie, who also had the agency for Frost and

oneer founders of the Pipestone Church for the 60th
anniversary of the church. The same chimes are still
in use today. In 1937 pews were brought to replace
the chairs formerly in use. Then in 1965, a Baldwin
Electric organ was purchased from a fund started by
the Leslie Ray family at the time of Mr. Ray's death
several years earlier.
One resident of Pipestone, Miss May McLachlan
felt the call and took Missionary training in Toronto
and from there to Japan in 1924. During the War years
she taught High School in Tashme, B.C. at the Japanese Rehabilitation Centre. In 1947 she returned to
Japan to identify closely with village life and she
helped to form new churches in the Shizuoka area.
She retired after 40 years of missionary service in
1964, and lived in Chilliwack, B.C.
The women of the Pipestone church have been
active since the first Ladies Aid was organized. A
missionary Society played an important part in the
church life too. In 1957, the Ladies Aid and the
Missionary Society amalgamated and became the
Women's Federation. Another change came in 1962
when the United Church of Canada restructured the
Women's organizations under the title "United
Church Women" (U. C. W.) In 1979 the Pipestone
U.C.W. had 27 active members. Organists who have
served are: Benny Mitchell, Mrs. Forder, Miss Freda
McNicol, Miss Jean Mann, Mrs. Alice Senkbeil, and
Mrs. Bessie Campion. A faithful choir has played its
part in the Church.
Ministers who have served in the congregation
1893-1920 Presbyterian: Reverends; Gunn, Bowman, Muldrew, McQuarrie, Spears, Cunningham
More, Cook, Beatty, McIntosh, Ross.
Methodist: Reverends: Oaks, Hartley, Vernon,
Taylor, Rutledge, Peck, Kinley, Day, Kennedy,
Maunders, Ivens, Dodd. Student Ministers: Stoney,
Bone, Carleton.
Union Ministers: 1920-1924
Reverends Royle and Carlin
Ministers of the United Church of Canada
1925-1958
Reverends; Carl in, Daynard, Carruthers,
Armstrong, Hunter, Wilkinson, Crandall, Hunter.
Students; Hilton, McPherson, Clifford, K. B.
Clarkson, Jeoffrey Challoner.
Ministers since amalgamation: (Reston-Hillview-Pipestone) RESTON-PIPESTONE CHARGE
1958-1979
Reverends: John A. Ross, 1958'-1961, Clinton N.
Howard, 1961-1965, H. 1. Dykman, 1965-1969, Ernest Shurman, 1969-1977, Keith Young.
In 1893, Mr. John McKinnon was appointed
postmaster for Pipestone. In a few years the McKinnon family moved to the west coast to live. Mr. 1.
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In 1909 this partnership ended and P. 1. McNicol and
his sister Alfreda operated a general store for 35
years. A co-op was organized in 1941 and received
their charter in 1942. Some of the managers for the
co-op were: Jim Gilmour, Lawrence Grant, Gertrude
Nicholson, Mrs. O. Klusendorf, O. Klusendorf,
Verne Yeo and Brent Reid, the business was sold in
1979. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Durand now run the Bob's
Lucky Dollar Store.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Claus operated a Red and
White store for 24 years from 1931. His son Clair
carried on with the business until 1968.
Business Places in Pipestone 1892-1918
Hardware - Rattray and Skelding
General Store - McNicol and Pitt
General Store - Bridgett
Livery Bam - Jack and George Stewart
Drug Store - Laycocks
Harness shop - Ed Brandon
Bank - Northern Crown, F. Matheson & Ready,
Mgr.
Bake shop - Cecil Robertson
Tinsmith shop - Gordon Handford
Flour and feed - Archie Brock, Dan Morrison
Hotel - George Clark
Boarding house - McLaughlan
Furniture store - Dolph Dinham
I. H. C. Implements - Ed Parker, later W. 1. Mann
Frost & Wood Implements - Ed McKenzie
Massey Harris Implements - Wm. Pineo, later D.
L. Mellish
Barber shop, Pool room, Bowling alley - Shorty
Clark
Lumber yard - John Crawford
Blacksmith - John Wright
Doctor - 1. W. Cairns and others
A portion of the business places on Main Street
were destroyed in the fire of August, 1918 namely:
The Northern Crown Bank, The Crawford building which housed the post office, lumber office,
Bridgett's General store, Butcher shop, Laundry and
barber shop, Laundry and barber shop, W. 1. Mann's
Implement office, Drug store, Doctor's office and
dwelling, and the telephone office.
Pipestone had a resident doctor for some 60
years. The first doctor in the district was Doctor
White who was here for a short length of time and
was followed by Dr. Baird. He practised for possibly
ten years or more. He married Miss Barbara McKinnon of Pipestone, who was also a very keen horsewoman. Doctor Banting following in 1912, bought the
Barker Drug store, renovated the building and moved
his office from the Crawford building. He sold the
practice to Doctor 0. S. Ross, who married Miss
Jessie McNicol of Pipestone. In 1915, Dr. Ross sold

Wood machinery. The shop was later sold to Mr. Rod
McLennan who closed the shop and moved to Arden
in the late 30 's.
As horsepower faded, garages came into being.
The first garage was built on the east side of Main
Street by Skelding and Davis in 1917. In 1917-1918,
they had the Ford car agency and contracted for over
100 machines. By 1947 this partnership dissolved
and the garage sold to Messrs. Archie Grant and
Cyril Hopkins who operated it unti 1959. Another
garage had been built on the west side of the street by
Lobreau and Flick. Mr. Dolph Henuset operated the
garage for a few years. In 1977 Dan Gilliard used it
until a steel structure was erected across the street. In
1978 Mr. Ron Mitchell opened a sales agency and
repair shop.
In 1905, a three storey cement block hotel was
built at the comer of Main St. and Railway Avenue.
At that time, it was named Arlington House. The
building is still in use today though some alterations
have been made during the years. Many folks owned
the hotel. To name some: Mr. Close, Mr. Semple, Mr.
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Sumpton, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Hogg, Mr. and Mrs. Halhead, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Buffie and Mrs. A. St. Pierre, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hawkins, 1955. About this time, a four unit motel
was built and a separate dwelling at the back. In the
50's a beer parlor was added. Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Leganchuk bought the hotel and during their 17 years
there, had the top storey removed and all the rooms
modernised. Mr. Art. Belisle and Ray Durand
bought the business from the Leganchuks and installed Mr. and Mrs. Duane Seens as managers.
Pipestone had a barber for many years, the last
one being Fred Misener who operated the shop until
1973.
There was also a resident doctor in our town for
some 60 years. The first was Dr. White followed by
Dr. Baird. Dr. Cairns was the last one to be there. Dr.
Cairns married Miss Irene Ellsworth in 1918. He
retired in 1962 because of failing health after serving
the community for 47 years.
In 1892 Mr. Richardson opened a store in a tent
on what is now the property of Mr. A. 0. Henuset.
That store was moved to the Main Street after the
arrival of the railroad. It was operated as a hardware.
Before 1918, Mr. Ed Robertson and Hugh McIntyre
went into partnership and bought the hardware. The
McIntyres continued the business until 1953 when
Mr. Elgin Gemmill bought. Following his death,
Mrs. Gemmill and daughter carried on until 1976
when daughter Allison, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Blanchard
took charge.
The first General store was built by Messrs.
Hatch and McMillan. They sold to McNicol and Pitt.
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the Royal Canadian Legion. In 1947 a committee was
named and given power to purchase a building from
the Souris Airport (Formerly the post office and the
guardhouse). This building was to be divided between Reston and Pipestone. The part which came to
Pipestone was set on a cement foundation with a
partial basement. In May, 1951, the Pipestone veterans organized the Elizabeth Branch of the Canadian Royal Legion. The ladies were granted a charter
in September, 1951. The legion hall building was
often used for showers, wedding receptions, meetings, etc. On October 19, 1977 this building was
officially opened by James Downey, M.L.A. and
named "Pipestone and District Drop in Centre." It is
open six days a week and is enjoyed by many. There
was a membership of 90 in 1980. The veterans and
ladies auxiliary retained all rights and privileges in
the use of the hall.

the practice to Dr. 1. W. Cairns and moved to Virden.
Doctor Cairns married Miss Irene Ellsworth in 1918.
Dr. Cairns not only practised medicine, but was the
druggist and dentist as well. He knew the hardships
of the pioneer doctor, who in those days, went when
and where they were called, as there was no closer
hospital than Virden or Brandon. Often with him to
give assistance at the sick bed was Mrs. W. Sumpton,
or Mrs. Anna (Barre) Paligot, R.N. In 1918, he
moved his office to the McKinnon building where the
drug store was at that time. Except for a short period
of time at Oak Lake, he served Pipestone and district
well and faithfully for a span of 47 years. Failing
health forced him to retire in 1962. The drug store
was closed and the Cairns' retired to live in Brandon.
There has been no doctor here since that time. In
1948 and for several years, Mrs. E. B. Foote operated
a licensed Nursing Home for maternity cases. Dr.
Cairns was the attending physician.
Pipestone had a barber recorded from a very early
time, though all names of those who practised the
trade are not available. In 1915, the barber was Alex
McMurchy. In J923, Mr. William Sumpton did this
work. After his death, Fred Misener carried on in the
same shop until 1929 when he built a barber shop in
his house yard across the street. He served the public
in this capacity for 46 years. The barber shop doors
closed February 15, 1973.
Many of the young men from the town and surrounding districts answered the call to duty to defend
their country. In 1916 an Honor Roll was unveiled in
the Pipestone Church. Sixty-five names were on this
plaque; of this number 20 made the supreme sacrifice
namely: Bartholemew, T., Cowie, D., Cullen, E. G.
Ferguson W., Flannery J, Forissier J, Holland A E,
James A E, Kasto T, Kennedy G H, Ledingham G,
Lothian R L, Lothian J F, Kennedy W S, Luck H W,
Menzie W N, Milne E, McLaren T, Pigg R, Reid 1.
To welcome home the returned men of W. W.I an
afternoon and evening reception was held in
Pipestone with 800 people in attendance.
Again after the Second World War, there were
eight who did not return out of thirty who enlisted
from this area. The following names were added to
the plaque: Barre L M, Drake R E, English G C,
Hamilton R N, Hay D N, Nicol S, Neufield S,
Sumpton J E.
In 1946 a community welcome was held in the
Memorial Hall for the returned men and women.
Rev. Frank Armstrong was guest speaker. The veterans were presented with billfolds. Tom Forsyth
who had been a prisoner of war in Hong Kong
1942-45 (then to a Tokyo prison camp) spoke on
behalf of the veterans present.
Some of the veterans joined the Reston Branch of

In 1920-21, a Memorial Hall, a sturdy structure of
brick and cement, was erected on the corner of Railway Avenue and Main Street, opposite the hotel. On
Christmas Sunday, 1922 a plaque containing the
names of the war heroes was unveiled by Hon.
Robert Forke, M.P., at a special service in the hall.
The Legionaires and the Ladies Auxiliary honor
these men with a remembrance service, held in the
hall each Armistice Day, at 10:45 a.m. November
11th. A wreath is hung, Last Post and Reveille
sounded. "THEIR NAME LIVETH FOREVER".
The hall has an auditorium with a good stage, where
many excellent plays and concerts have been presented. The lower hall has had a hardwood floor laid

Pipestone orchestra, 1946. Back Row: Wilfred Barre, Ken
Jasper, Jean Mann. Front Row: Robert Elliott, Clarence
Campbell, Earl Campbell, Jim Grant, Jim Gloor.
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Pipestone 4-H Club

for dancing, the walls panelled, wash rooms and a
kitchen are also available. In the early days, the
auditorium was fitted with a moving picture machine, which provided much family pleasure. In
1937 a talking picture machine was installed and in
1948, an updated model. A fowl supper was a yearly
event held in the hall for many years besides many
wedding receptions. Bingos are a weekly happening
here.
4-H Clubs have been active since 1947 or possibly earlier with many dedicated leaders. This started
out as a girls' clothing club. This part of the 4-H work
has been discontinued since the mid 70's. A calf club
was organized in the 1950's and is still in operation
and doing well. For the past five years there has been
a pony club, which is also still active in the community. Leaders of the 4-H Beef club formed in 1940
were: Frank Patmore, Frank Henuset, Harold Forder
and Adolphe Henuset. There were about 30 members
at the time. The Rallies and 4-H calf sales were held
at Souris up to the year 1959. From then on, the 4-H
clubs have gone to Virden rallies in June and the
calves are shown and sold during the Virden Fair in
JUly. Most families in the area had one or more
children taking an interest in the 4-H projects. Many
prizes are captured for different events, projects,
achievements etc., by members of the 4-H club each
year.

The girl's 4-H Clothing Club was organized in the
fall of 1947 with Mrs. A. Grant as head leader and
Mrs. 1. Nicholson assisting. There were six members. In 1949 -1950 there were fourteen members.
Seventeen year old Audrey Adair of Pipestone
represented the Manitoba 4-H clubs at the Queen's
Coronation in England in May 1953.
Olive Anne Elliott won a gold watch at the 4-H
Club Souris Rally May 30th, 1959.
The Pipestone 4-H group met on November 2,
1963 to re-organize. Mrs. Katie Elliott met with the
girls and leaders explaining the qualifications of 4-H
members. Officers were as follows: President Marilyn Prowse, Vice-President - Chris Hubbard,
Secretary - Wilma Kennedy, Treasurer - Sharon
Leganchuck, Social Committee - Gwen Prowse
and Debbie Hubbard, Historian - Michelle
Foubert. Beverly Patmore received the Agricultural
Gold Watch Award that year.
The 4-H club was given a new name, The
Pipestone - Belleview 4-H Club when it reorganized October 14, 1971. Officers were: President
was Colette Barre, Vice-President - Bonnie Lowry,
Secretary - Clarice Barre, Treasurer - Beverly
Dodds, Reporter - Dawn Gonty, Social Convenors
- Lisa Foubert, Michelle Foubert and Marilyn Bar-

A typical rally day, 1973.
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re, Historian - Susan Lowry. Michelle Foubert was
chosen for a 4-H National Award Trip to B.C. At this
Seminar they learned about the history of B.C. and
also about the various problems concerning each
province which were represented by various delegates representing each province.
The Pipestone 4-H Sewing Club reorganized in
October 1980 after being disbanded for several years.
It goes under the new name of Pipestone 4-H Sew
Perfect Club.
The head leader is Mrs. Sandy Gilliard who is
also one of the sewing leaders. The other sewing
leaders are: Mrs. Rose Marie Gilliard, Mrs. Penny
Edwards, Mrs. Gloria Harvey and Mrs. Joyce
Jensen. This year there are seventeen members in the
club, ranging in age from nine to sixteen years.
Activities in the club include pot luck suppers, public
speaking, Rally day at Virden, bake sale and tea and
our Achievement Day.
Brenda Henuset was awarded an exchange trip to
Alberta; and leader Jim Forsyth went on the "Know
Manitoba Better Tour. "
In 1975 the prices received for our calves at the
Virden sale were .33 to 44¢ per pound.
In 1978 Debbie Henuset and Kevin Barre were
exchange guests to Vernon, P.E.I. for a week.
Perhaps it would be interesting to note that in
1980 the price received for our calves in the sale at
Virden were an average of .82¢ per pound. The
members new uniforms are white T shirts with
Pipestone Beef printed on them, blue jeans and blue
and white caps with 4-H crests on them.
Other leaders over the years were:
Alvin Dodds, Frank Hay, Alex McKenzie, Louis
Henuset, Jim Forsyth, Woodely Prowse, Ken Campion, Charlie Elliott, Aurel Perreault, Wilfred Barre.
The Pledge opening meetings and gatherings is as
follows:
My Head to clearer thinking
My Heart to greater loyalty
My Hands to larger service
My Health to better living for my Club,
My Community and my Country
Some of the folk who have brought honor and
recognition to Pipestone and District:
Miss May McLachlan - worked for 40 years as a
missionary in Japan. She is retired and lives in
Chilliwack, British Columbia.
Major General Roberts - born near Pipestone, his
parents were Percy and Mary (McKinnon)
Roberts. He earned fame in the first world war
at Dieppe.
Honourable Robert Forke - represented the Brandon constituency in the Federal Government

Audrey Adair was chosen to receive the award of a Coronation
trip.

Olive Anne Elliott wins Gold Watch in 1959.
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from 1926, becoming Minister of Immigration
until his appointment to the Senate 1928-1933.
John G. Rattray - Pipestone's first school teacher. In
world war 1, he joined the Border Horse Regiment and was promoted eventually to Colonel.
After his return from the war, he was appointed
Manitoba's Chief of Police. Retired to live in
Ottawa.
David L. Mellish - Massey Harris Machine agent,
later a well-known auctioneer. In 1929, he was
appointed to the Municipal and Public Utilities
Board in Winnipeg, becoming the chairman in
1948.
1. Geoffrey Lothian - farmed for a number of years.
In 1940 he was appointed Livestock Inspector at
the Union Stock Yards in St. Boniface.
Miss Audrey Adair - was chosen to represent 4-H
clubs of Manitoba at the Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth 11, in London, England, in 1953.
Clifford Deeton - was sponsored by the Pipestone
United Church for the Ministry. He was licensed to preach at a ceremony and service in
the Pipestone Church May 30th, 1963.
Miss Jean Mann - lived with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. 1. Mann, obtained the degree of a
Teacher's Certificate of Music from the Toronto
Conservatory of Music. She taught piano in
Pipestone and Reston for many yeas, was also
church organist and taught piano in the Brandon
College.
Hugh McIntyre - Hardware merchant for years,
was a member of the Union of Municipalites of
Manitoba, becoming the president in 1938-44.

Winning club in Club Rally parade at Souris, 1950.

Pipestone-Belleview Home Ec. Club, 1973.

Fashion parade at Souris in 1937.
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Virginia Patmore awarded the
C. J. G. Yorkton trophy for interprovincial public speaking
in 1959. Also trip to National
4-H Conference in Toronto
and Ottawa in 1960.

Glenn Elliott was awarded a
4-H Experience trip to Taber,
Alberta in 1977.

Cairns, Dr. J. W. and Irene (Ellsworth)
Dr. Cairns graduated in Pharmacy in Toronto in
1903. He came west on money he received with his
gold medal when he graduated in Winnipeg in 1914.
In 1915, he came to Pipestone and purchased the
Drug Store and practice of Dr. O. S. Ross, who left to
practice medicine in Virden.
In 1917 he married Irene, youngest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Ellsworth. The couple were married in February and lived in a suite back of the Drug
Store. On August first, the drug store and six other
buildings on the street were destroyed by fire. An
empty building (where Pipestone's first doctor, Dr.
Baird lived and had an office) was renovated into a
drug store, office and dwelling. Dr. Cairns carried on
here until forced to retire because of ill health. He
died in September, 1967, in Brandon. Mrs. Cairns
resides in Brandon. Just a further note which might
be of interest; Dr. Baird married a Miss Barbara
McKinnon, who lived with her family where the Jack
Nicholson farm was. Dr. Ross married a Pipestone
girl, Miss Jessie McNicol and Dr. Cairns also married a Pipestone girl.

Something new, Pipestone 4-H Clothing Club displayed a
uniform a little different than the rest.

Pipestone Beef Club, 1979.

Beverly Patmore awarded
gold watch in 1961.

Judy Patmore awarded gold
watch in 1972.

Dr. James W. Cairns in Pipestone Pharmacy.
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Cameron, Donald and Francis Ann
(Martin)

1909 where Mr. Cameron had a livery bam and
farmed. Living in town the children, for the first
year, attended the old one room school. A new brick
two room school was built in 1910. Wyatt of Melita,
Manitoba was the builder.
They moved to a farm in Rosser municipality on
the outskirts of Winnipeg, in the spring of 1913,
farming there until 1919, then moving to the
Charleswood area of Winnipeg. Donald at home in
Charleswood, June 30, 1928.
His youngest son Francis Allen Cameron, born
May 28, 1905, in Pipestone died in Edmonton, Alberta on November 24, 1972. All other members of
Donald Camerons family still survive and are:
James Martin Cameron, married with no family,
is retired and lives in Detroit, U.S.A.
William John Cameron, married and retired as a
farmer in Stony Mountain, Manitoba. They had two
sons. Gary was killed in a hydro accident in B. C. in
1972, leaving wife and children Allen and Shannon
in Kamloops, B.C. The second son Bruce, of Canadian Navy, Skenibs Oark, P.E.I., is married and they
have one daughter, Kim.
Joan (Cameron) Leeson, retired and lives in Winnipeg. Her daughter Connie Svenson also lives in
Winnipeg.
Elsie (Cameron) Brown, was a schoolteacher before marriage, lives in Winnipeg. They had a family
of four: - John C. Brown, graduate of University of
Manitoba, was Pool field representative in Virden,
ran as federal Liberal candidate in 1962 and is now
director of feed grains Canadian Wheat Board. He
lives in Winnipeg. William Donald, with a diploma
degree in Agriculture lives in White Court, Alberta.
He is manager of Dahl Construction Company. Anne
Katherine with a M.Sc. from University of Manitoba
lives in Edmonton, Alberta. The fourth member of
the Brown family, James Martin Lake, with B.Sc.
from University of Manitoba, is a self-employed
geologist living in Winnipeg.
Some events remembered were the Christmas
Tree concerts and other concerts held in Reston and
Sinclair. Those in Sinclair were held in the Icelandic
Hall. I saw my first player piano at a concert at
Sinclair. I saw my first car at Sinclair. Mr.
McLandress owned it.
I remember the Reston-Wolseley rail line plus the
roundhouse and repair yard being built while we
lived in Reston.
I remember my father hauling wood and coal for
the stove in winter, wood seemed to be scarce. Water
also had to be hauled from the creek. It seems to me
that the area has more trees and bluffs than it did
seventy years ago.

Donald Cameron, born on June 14, 1861, came to
Canada in the 1800's at the time of the building of the
C.P.R. He came from the farm "Tomnagyloch" in
the Parish of Mortlach district, ofGlenrinnes County,
Banffshire, Scotland. He travelled to Canada with
his friend Randolph Brice, who later became lieutenant Govenor of British Columbia. Both worked for
the C.P.R. for a time.
George Stephen, later Lord Mount Stephen,
builder of the C.P.R. came from the Glenrinnes district also. His farm, a "croft" called Virden, was part
of Donald Cameron's farm in Scotland. George Stephen's brother William settled in the Virden area. The
Stephens encouraged people from the Glenrinnes
district to homestead in southwest Manitoba. Donald
chose the Pipestone area.
Francis Ann Martin, born in 1872, was the
daughter of Thomas and Elizabeth Martin of
Hamilton, Ontario. The Martins were from Ireland.
She was a graduate of Hamilton business college
1890. She came west to visit her sister Caroline
(Carrie), Mrs. James Rattray, on a homestead north
of the school at Pipestone. She met Donald at this
time. They were married at Holy Trinity church in
Winnipeg, November 4, 1897 by Reverend Cecil
Owens, witnessed by Miss Margaret Scott and Mr.
James Dick.
Mrs. Cameron died in childbirth in June 1905 at
the homestead in Pipestone and is buried in the
Pipestone Cemetery. She left a family of five plus her
husband; Elsie Elizabeth, James Martin, Joan,
William John and Francis Allen.
Donald Cameron sold the homestead to a Mr.
Hall and moved to Reston to be closer to school. (In
1975 a family by name of Marshall occupied the
original homestead in Pipestone.) The farm in Reston was Marsh McGregors homestead just north of
the Reston school, later purchased by James I. Bulloch who farmed there many years.
The children started school in the fall of 1906 in
Reston. Aunt Annie Cameron, a sister of Donald
Cameron, came from Scotland in July 1906, to bring
up the family. One of the housekeepers they had
before Annie Cameron arrived from Scotland was a
Mrs. Ada Rudden and husband Pat and son Charles,
from London, England. The Ruddens lived in Reston
for some time before moving to Saskatoon. Sergeant
Pat Rudden was killed in action September the
twenty-ninth, 1918 somewhere in France at the age of
thirty-eight years. Auntie Cameron died at age
eighty-two in the Middlechurch Old Folks Home
March 1951.
The family moved to Sinclair in the summer of
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Campion, George and Maria (Parker)

and, in fact, the N.W.M.P. at one point commandeered the Campion wagon to transport prisoners.
The Campion family of five were born and grew
up on the homestead; George Stanley; Kathleen;
Reginald Parker; Eugene Ray; and Ernest Tydings.
As the boys came of age they settled on farms within
a radius of three miles of the home farm. Daughter
Kathleen remained with her parents. The Campion
family were trusted neighbors and always interested
in the welfare and betterment of their community.
Mr. Campion served as Councillor for Ward Six in
the Municipality of Sifton for five years in the 1880's.
The first Belleview Post Office was located in the
Campion home for eight years. The mail was transported from Virden by Mr. Bob Mooney of the
Woodnorth area. After the Canadian Pacific Railroad
reached Pipestone in 1892, the Belleview mail was
sent to Pipestone, and each one collected his own.
The Belleview Office was again established in Mr. L.
Marcq's store after the branch line of the C.N.R.
Hartney to Virden was built around 1905, and was
brought in by train.
As more families came to live in the district, a
school became a necessity. Organizational meetings
were held at the Campion home, a Board of Trustees
was elected, and a sum of money arranged with
which to build and furnish the new school which
became a reality in 1898. Mr. Campion was the
Secretary Treasurer for the school for some eighteen
years or more.
Mr. and Mrs. Campion and family attended
Church services at Pipestone which at first was Presbyterian, then for a short time, Union, becoming
United in 1925. Mr. Campion served as an Elder in
the church for a number of years. Church services
were held at various periods of time in the Belleview
school which they attended, and where Mrs. Campion taught a Sunday School Class.
Mr. and Mrs. Campion farmed successfully for
some forty-seven years. Theirs was a diversified type
of farming which included cattle, pigs, sheep, horses
and fowl beside grain; wheat, oats and barley. In the
early years produce had to be hauled to Virden, the
nearest railroad; then as other railroad lines were
built serving Pipestone and then Belleview this part
of farming became much simpler. Mr. Campion was
in several partnerships on threshing outfits; the first,
a steam powered outfit with Mssrs. Jim Cheaters and
Tom Bell, and in 1912 was in partnership on a gas
powered outfit with Mr. Wm. Stewart.
Prices for produce sold as recorded in a farm
account book kept by Mr. Campion for the years 1889
to 1916 are as follows: Wheat - good - 67¢-74¢.
Frosted - 48¢-54¢. Cows $30.00 average. Sows
$15.00. Lambs $6.00 average. Wool - 20¢ per

Mr. George Campion was born at Marmora, Ontario, August 10th, 1857. He came to the West in
1880, employed with a land survey party, working in
the Pipestone-Belleview area, which was, at that
time being opened for homesteads. He could tell
many interesting stories of the survey work, one of
which was the method used to move the equipment
across streams encountered. The equipment was tied
to a Red River cart, which, being made entirely of
wood, floated across, thus keeping the equipment
dry. Another story was regarding food, when eggs
were desired for a change, the many wild duck's
nests found around the sloughs were visited, an egg
taken every day or so, and the ducks obligingly kept
on laying.
In 1882, Mr. Campion was among the first to file
on a homestead in what became the Belleview district, in the Municipality of Sifton. He chose the
North half of Section 30, Township 7 Range 25,
which was adjacent to the Pipestone Muncipality and
in which he later also owned land. In those days, a
person could file on more than one homestead, so
long as the required "duties" were fulfilled. This,
Mr. Campion did. In 1889 he became the owner of
the West half 19-7-25. With the help of Mr. John
Elliott, one with a team of oxen, the other a team of
horses, this land was broken and has produced grain
or hay or both ever since, ninty-one years. This
location became the farm home of son Ernest and
family and now his son Garth and family are operating a modernized version of the same industry.
The North West quarter of 30-7-25, became the
Campion farm home and was given the name "Harwheatly" by sister Elizabeth (Campion) Stevens of
Oak Lake. The village of Belleview became located
on the North East quarter 30-7-25 after the C.N.R.
branch line Hartney-Virden was built, passing
through a corner of that quarter, possibly about 1905.
On January 1st, 1888, Mr. George R. Campion,
and Miss Maria Jane Parker of Sterling, Ontario were
married in Cincinnati, Ohio, and the young couple
came to their homestead farm "HarwheatJy". Coming, as she did, from old Ontario to their new and
sparsely settled part of the West, and living with-in
three miles of an Indian Reservation, it was only
natural that Mrs. Campion should feel quite nervous
of the Native people, and especially if her husband
was not home when they came to call. She told how
on these occasions she would keep as near the wood
pile as she could as that was where the axe usually
was, just in case. But the visits were always peaceful,
and friendships became established. It should be
mentioned that the Reil Rebellion was in progress
about this time which no doubt added to anxieties,
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pound. Fifty pounds of twine $6.25. Overalls
$1.25-$1.40. Boots $3.50. In 1906, winter wages
were $12.00 per month and spring wages $15.00. In
1919, spring wages were $45.00 per month.
A large two storey addition was added to the
original dwelling in 1892 and in 1899, with brick
hauled from a brick yard at Hartney, was brick veneered, making for a substantial and comfortable
home. In 1916 a Delco light plant was installed, the
power being turned on July 25th in house and barns.
Hydro came to the district in 1950 making tasks
much easier for the next generation.
Mr. Campion passed away at his beloved homestead "Harwheatly" home on April 16th, 1929. He
was in his seventy-second year. Son Eugene and
family carried on farming operations at the homestead which became more mechanized as years
passed. His son Bruce and family are keeping the
"Homestead" in the family name.
Following her husband's death, Mrs. Campion
and daughter Kathleen took up residence in
Pipestone on June 19th, 1930. Mrs. Campion was
interested and active in the work of the church
through the Ladies' Aid; worked in the Women's
Institute organization and the Grandmother's Club as
long as her health permitted. She passed away at the
home of her son Reg. May 18th, 1952 in her nintyfourth year, being born at Sterling, Ontario, May
28th, 1857. Daughter Kathleen continued to live in
Pipestone for the summer months, spending the winters in Winnipeg, Brandon or Souris, often caring for
elderly folk until her own health began to fail. She
was among the first to be cared for in the Westman
Nursing Home in Virden. She passed away in Virden
Hospital January 4th, 1979, and is interred with her
parents in Pipestone Cemetery.

band Douglas Russell is Pastor of the Church of
Nazarene. Doreen and husband Harley Chalmers and
son Murray reside in Kelowna, B.C. Their daughter
Candice and husband Al Schraeder reside in West
Bank, B. C. Calvin died in infancy. Bruce and wife
Faye (nee Stacy of Killarney) and daughters Lisa and
Lori operate the home farm (30-7-25). Beryl and
husband Wayne Sproxton, with sons Kelley and Brad
reside in Red Deer, Alberta. Earl, an officer in the
Royal Canadian Navy with wife Eleanor (nee Higdon
of Kingston, Ontario), son Michael and daughter Joy
are presently stationed in Victoria, B. C.
For a number of years Eugene and his brother
Ernest, together operated the home farm until Ernest
acquired and moved to his new home sec. 19-7-25.
Eugene continued to operate the homestead, with
help, until, after a stint in the Oil Fields, Bruce
decided to stay with the farm. Eugene served as a
trustee of the Belleview School and they both gave
willingly of their time to all worthwhile community
activities to the best of their ability. They are members of the Pipestone United Church and belong to
and work with the various organizations, Pipestone
United Church Women, Legion and Legion Ladies
Auxilary, also LO.O.F. and Rebekah Lodges in Virden. They celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary in 1979, and enjoy reasonably good health for
which they are thankful. Although retired from active farming operations they continue to reside on the
homestead, living in a mobile home, while Bruce
and family occupy the original farm home, which
dates have been bricked 1899. Although not involved
in farming operations, Eugene continued to keep
interested by helping with the lesser chores. He especially enjoys gardening.

Campion, Stanley and Bessie (Hawe)
Campion, Eugene and Gladys (White)

George Stanley Campion is the eldest child of
Pioneer parents, the late Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Campion, born May 22nd, 1890 at the homestead farm,
North West quarter 30-7-25 in the Belleview district.
Stanley received his education in the Belleview
school #598, and one term at the Agricultural College, Winnipeg. He and brother Reg. farmed together for a year or so on the North half of 5-8-25.
Reg bought a farm, and Stanley remained.
Mrs. Stanley Campion, (nee Bathia Evelyn
Hawe) is the youngest child of Pioneer parents, the
late Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Hawe, born October 23rd,
1903 in a log house (with sod roof) on the parental
homestead in the Thunder Hill district in the Swan
River Valley, Manitoba. She received her education
in the Thunder Hill and Benito schools, Normal
training at Dauphin, and taught school.
During these years in the Belleview community,

Eugene Ray Campion, third son of pioneer parents, the late Mr. and Mrs. George R. Campion was,
born on January 25, 1897 at the homestead, sec.
30-7 -25, in the Belleview District. He attended
Belleview School #598, and has lived all his years
on the home farm, with the exception of one year
oversees 1918-1919.
Mrs. Eugene (nee Gladys Isabel White) third
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Alexander White of
the Rivers district, attended school at Wheatland and
Rivers. She took normal school at Brandon and Winnipeg, teaching at Belleview, Lornedale and
Swafflram schools. They were married on July 31,
1929, at the home of the bride's parents, by Reverend
John E. Bell of Rivers United Church.
To them were born a family of six children.
Shirley resides in Brownvale, Alberta where her hus357

the States as a small child but moved to Guelph,
Ontario, where she met John. They came West in the
spring of 1882 and settled on a homestead near Melita
where they resided until coming to Pipestone in
1893. Mr. Crawford was Postmaster for many years
and also operated a Lumber, Coal and Wood business
next door to the Post Office.
Mr. Crawford took a deep interest in educational,
social and political matters and the Crawford home
was at all times a welcome haven to those who
worked with him in these causes. To quote from his
obituary (a copy of which is in our possession) it says
"One of the chief monuments that will stand out to
his memory is the handsome Memorial Hall at
Pipestone in the erection of which, he took a leading
part. It was therefore befitting that the last public
tribute to his memory should be conducted in that
building." We also have a letter written by Grandfather Crawford to Grandfather Lothian (then residing in Victoria) describing the opening of the
Memorial Hall on Friday, November 19th, 1920. A
proud day for all those who had worked hard on this
big undertaking. there is also a copy of the service for
the Unveiling of the Memorial Tablet on Christmas
Sunday, 1922.
Mrs. Crawford, with her sterling qualities for
leadership, was closely associated with the church
and all its activities, in particular the Sunday School
of which she was Superintendent for many years.
Willing at all times to work in the best interests of the
community, she gave unstintingly of her time and
talents. The Crawfords remained in Pipestone from
1893 until their deaths. Mary died in 1929 and John a
few months later in the same year. They are buried in
the Pipestone Cemetery.
John and Mary had five children:
The eldest child Louise, was probably born in
Georgetown. She married David L. Mellish and they
made their home in Pipestone until the late 1940's.
They had one daughter, Margaret Crawford. Margaret married Dr. Ronald Taylor and they reside in
Vancouver. They have one son David.
Barbara Ethel, was the second daughter. She married John Robert Anderson, a station agent for the
C.P.R. and they lived in Pipestone for a short while
and also in Reston. They had five children: Lillian,
Marjorie, Jean, Shirley and one son John. These
children are all living: Lillian married Bert Amos
(now deceased) who was a station agent with the
C.P.R. They had one daughter Gwendoline who lives
with her Mother in Brandon. Marjorie married
George Arnold in 1958 and they are living in Winnipeg. Marjorie used to spend many holidays at the
home of her uncle and aunt, Irene and Geoffrey
Lothian. Jean married Arthur Parrott and they reside

they were interested and gave of their ability to all
projects of the community. Here their family of three
sons was born, (one son died in infancy) Kenneth
Sidney, and Douglas Glenn grew up on the farm, and
have continued in this industry to the present. Ken
farms three and half miles southeast of Pipestone,
and is also engaged in carpenter work. Doug and
wife Gladys (nee Edwards) and children Rhonda and
Darcy, are operating the home farm with grain growing, cattle and pigs.
Stanley and Bessie bought a home in Pipestone in
1969 and retired from farming. They are members of
the Pipestone United Church where Stanley is an
honorary Elder. Bessie has helped with choir work
for some years, active in women's organizations, and
with the help of Mrs. Art Senkbeil plays the organ for
church services.
They have celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary, and are now in the 54th year. They are
thankful for good health and strength for the day.

Cote, Joseph and Alice (Oliver)
Joseph Edward Cote was born in November 1882
and died in January 1953. He married Alice Cote (nee
Oliver) who was born in September, 1895 and died in
March 1966. Joseph and Alice farmed east half of
17 -8-26. All the children attended Pipestone school.
Son, Joe still owns farm.
Their children: Eileen Antoinette born February
9,1914; Marie Marguerite, born September 30,1915;
Wilfred Charles, born February 13, 1919 (died August 1935 at fifteen years of age); (Lou) Edith Alice,
born July 8, 1922; Joseph Edward (Junior) born October 20, 1924.
Eileen married William Grey from Winnipeg in
September 1939 and lived in Winnipeg until 1974.
They are presently living in Stonewall. They have
one daughter, Willien, who is living in Winnipeg.
Marguerite married Watt Hagan of Woodnorth in
June 1940 and they are living on the Hagan farm.
They have three children.
Lou married Nap Filteau from Dumas,
Saskatchewan in June, 1949 and are presently farming near Wawota, Saskatchewan. They have one son
Paul, who is farming.
Joe moved to Winnipeg in 1956 and married
Meryl Neville of Winnipeg in September 1957. They
are presently living in Winnipeg, and have two children, Joel who is carpentering and Cheryl who is still
attending school.

Crawford, John and Mary (Gwyther)
John Watkins Crawford was born at Georgetown,
Ontario, in 1844. In 1876 he married Mary Jane
Gwyther. Mary was born in Wales and had come to
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Farms were added to Jack's management, namely the
Headingly Gaol Farm and the Manitoba Home for
Boys at Portage la Prairie. The headquarters then
became Winnipeg, with an office in the Legislative
Building. Jack continued with this very responsible
position until his untimely death in September, 1952.
Their only daughter, Donna Jean, was born at
their home farm at Pipestone in November, 1930.
Donna graduated from the University of Manitoba in
1951 with a degree in Home Economics and was
awarded the University Gold Medal for her class.
She went on to study for her Master's Degree
from McGill University having been awarded a National Research Council Scholarship for this purpose. Donna married Gerhard Schad of Smithtown,
Long Island, in 1953. Gerry is now a Professor at the
University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and they
live in the country close by. They have one son, Eric
John Karl and a daughter Lisa Ann.
Florence married Francis Campbell in 1959. He
died in 1968 and Florence continues to live in Winmpeg.

in Winnipeg. Shirley married Lindsay Cleghorn and
they reside in Winnipeg and have two children; Scott
and Kim. John Crawford (Bud) married Doris Maloney and they reside in Montreal where Bud has a
very responsible position with the C.P.R. They have
four daughters and one son.
Irene Alexandra, the youngest daughter was born
in 1889 in Melita. She attended school in Pipestone
and in 1915 she married John Geoffrey Lothian. She
lived in Pipestone until they moved to Winnipeg in
1941. They had six children, five daughters and one
son (details of whom can be found under the
Geoffrey Lothian family story). Irene died in Winnipeg in 1970.
George Hartin was born in 1891 and died in
Pipestone in 1894 at the age of two years and nine
months. He is buried in Melita Cemetery.
John Elliott was born in Pipestone in 1897. Jack
grew up in Pipestone and attended the University of
Manitoba where he obtained his degree in Agriculture. He married Annie Florence Donald in 1928 and
they have one daughter, Donna Jean. Donna married
Gerhard Schad and they have two children: Eric John
and Lisa Ann.

Davis, George and Linda (Oliver)
George was the grandson of John B. and Mary
(nee Radford) Davis, who emigrated from Kinderminster, England to Willimantic, Connecticut,
U.S.A., in the late 1830's and the fourth child born to
Thomas and Mary (nee Thatcher) Davis.
George's mother Mary, also immigrated from
Kinderminster, England to Willimantic, Connecticut. She was sixteen years of age when she and
Thomas were married in 1840.
Thomas and Mary's first child Bertha Jessie was
born in Willimantic and died at age two.
In 1873 George's parents (Thomas Davis) immigrated to "The Brandon Hills" area and took up
farming. Here their sons Albert (Bert) and Walter
were born. George was born September 6, 1887, in
Willimantic, Connecticut, while his parents and
older brothers and sisters were visiting relatives.
Shortly after this, the Thomas Davis family returned
to "The Brandon Hills" farm, and in approximately
1890, they moved to Findlay. They farmed here until
they moved to Pipestone in 1903, buying section
16-7-29 to continue farming.
Thomas passed away July 12, 1906 and Mary in
1940. Both are buried in the Pipestone Cemetery,
near the graves of Thomas' parents, John B. Davis
from 1823 to December 12,1913, and Mary Redford
Davis from 1824 to July 9, 1905
George met his future wife Linda Alan Oliver
while living in Findlay. Linda immigrated from New
Castle, England to Findlay in 1912. They were married in Pipestone, December 17, 1917.

Crawford, Jack and Florence (Donald)
Jack was born in Pipestone in 1897 and made his
home there until 1931. He attended the Pipestone
School and went on to receive his Bachelor Science
of Agriculture degree from the university of Manitoba, graduating in 1923. During his University
years and until early 1928, he was interested in the
Crawford and Company Farm south of Pipestone
where prize Hereford cattle were raised. He was also
interested in the affairs of the community.
In October, 1928, Jack married Annie Florence
Donald of Sinclair, who had taught school in
Pipestone from August, 1925, until June, 1928. Following their marriage they made their home on the
farm close to the village of Pipestone, north east
9-7-26 (now owned by Dolph Henuset). In August,
1931, Jack accepted the position as the first Agricultural Representative at Morden, Manitoba, and the
family made their home there until March, 1933,
when Jack was appointed the Institutional Farms
Manager for the Province of Manitoba with their
home being on the Mental Hospital grounds at Brandon. The Institutional Farms included the Mental
Hospital Farm at Selkirk, the Home for Mental Defectives in Portage la Prairie and the Brandon Mental
Hospital Farm. These farms had large herds of Holstein Friesen cattle which won recognition among the
Holstein Breeders of Canada for their high milk
production.
In September, J 939, two more Government
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George and Linda made their home on the
"Davis Homestead" where they did mixed farming,
stooking, running threshing machines, selling eggs,
running a milk route, preparing meals for many
crews of men and caring for a large vegetable garden.
In the winter months they somehow found time
for curling. In fact, the Pipestone Curling Rink still
used the rocks with the initials G. H. D. on them.
George and Linda are musically inclined. Linda
played the piano and George the accordian. They
both enjoyed taking part in community dances.
George and Linda had four chidlren who were all
born at the "Davis Homestead" and brought into this
world by Dr. Cairns.
Their children were: George Homer Davis Jr.,
born September 30, 1918; Norman Thatcher Davis,
born December 30, 1919; Edna Agnes Davis born
November 30, 1921 and Alan Campbell Davis born
February 2, 1927. Homer, Edna and Alan inherited
their parents gift for music. Homer and Edna were
members of the "Pipestone Band" for years.
George and Linda retired to the village of
Pipestone, December 15, 1950. This home saw
Christmas gatherings and Saturday night sessions for
their family for years.
On December 17, 1967, they celebrated their 50th
Wedding Anniversary amongst family and friends.
George enjoyed good health until about this time,
and finally after a lengthy illness he passed away
June 7, 1969 in the Souris District Hospital. He is
buried in the family plot in the Pipestone Cemetery.
Linda celebrated her eighty-seventh birthday
February 10, 1981, and still lives in her home in
Pipestone, enjoying life thoroughly.
Homer married Adeline Armstrong on August 3,
1946. They had one child, Lynn (Mrs. Lome Isaac).
Homer farmed in the Pipestone Valley (southwest of
21-7-29), worked as a boiler-man on the oil rigs and
as an assistant game warden. He passed away suddenly December 3, 1979 and is buried in the
Pipestone Cemetery.
Norman married Laura Dunn, June 1950. They
had two boys, George and Norman. Norman has
been an engineer for the C.P.R. for years. He and his
wife have made their home in Souris for sometime.
Edna married Bill Robinson. May 1947. Edna
took a business course in Winnipeg, Manitoba and is
still active in this field. They had one child, Judith
(Mrs. Ron Hartford). Toronto, Ontario has been their
home for years.
Alan married Alice Barr July 1, 1950. The
"Davis Homestead" of 1903 is their home. They are
still active in mixed farming. Their union saw five
children: Bary (Pipestone); Jack (Carievale, Saskatchewan); Patricia (Mrs. Larry Wright, Virden);

Kim (Pipestone); and Margaret (Mrs. Jack Smith,
Reston, Manitoba).
There are ten great-grandchildren.

Davis, Thomas and Mary
Thomas and Mary Davis came to Pipestone,
Manitoba, in 1904. Originally, they had travelled
from Willimantic, Connecticut, U.S.A., in 1880 to
the Brandon Hills District which was still part of the
Northwest Territories.
In 1887 they, with two sons Bert and Walter
returned to Willimantic, Connecticut, but indomitable of spirit as so many of the early settlers were, they
returned to the Brandon Hills in 1888. A year later,
1889, they moved to the Findlay district where
Thomas Davis' parents and a brother John R. were
farming. There they farmed until 1904 when they
moved to Pipestone, having acquired the Rattery
Farm north of the town.
Thomas Davis died in 1906 but his wife Mary
with her son Bert, Walter and George, continued to
farm. From grain growing to raising beef cattle it was
an extensive operation, that saw them not only harvesting their own crop but assisting with the harvesting on neighboring farms.
Thus, one can realize how dismayed the Mother
and two brothers were when Bert announced his
intention to leave farming. For, by this time the motor
car had made its appearance and so in 1914, Bert with
Mr. C. Skelding, opened the first Garage in
Pipestone for the purpose to sell and repair cars. A
fancy Ford car could be purchased for $500.00. They
continued to operate the business until 1948, with the
exception of two years 1932 to 1934, when they
decided to retire from the business. Walter and
George Davis continued to farm until 1951.

Dodds, Robert and Mary (McCauig)
Robert Dodds was the son of Andrew and Janet
(Landels) Dodds. The Dodds immigrated to Canada
from Scotland with their seven children. Robert was
the oldest and was nineteen years old. The family
settled on the northeast of 28-6-26 and took up farming in 1886.
Robert married Mary Ann McCauig of Hartney.
Mr. and Mrs. McCauig came from Ontario, in 1882,
to Stonewall, with three sons, and four daughters.
They lived far from town. Mr. McCauig left one
morning to walk for groceries. A storm came up
before he arrived home. His body was found two
years later in a stack. Mrs. McCauig and her family
moved to Hartney to where some cousins by the
name of Morden's were very helpful. Mary Ann
moved to Pipestone when she married Robert.
Robert and Mary Ann had a family of four: Andrew, born October 9, 1901; William born October
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31, 1902; Catherine, born July 25, 1907; George,
born February 19, 1910.
Andrew who married Rita Young, in 1913, of
Kenton, was an electrician in Canadian Air Force
during the war. In 1952 they moved to Brandon where
he was head electrician at the Royalite oil refinery
until the time of his death in 1973. They had one
daughter, Elizabeth (Betty).
William born October 31, 1902, remained at
home and farmed until 1974. The later years he
moved to Pipestone with his mother, after his father's
death and farmed from there.
Catherine, married Douglas Elliott, in 1936 and
farmed in the Huston district on the Jim Huston farm
for six years. They then moved to the Archie
McLachlan farm, one half mile from Pipestone,
where they remained until retirement and moved to
Virden in 1976.
George married Mildred Tufts on January 1st,
1942. They owned and farmed the farm formerly
owned by George Patterson. The farm was on
10-6-21. They had two children Beverly and Kenneth, the latter is in Winnipeg, an orderly in a nursing

home. Beverley married Brian Jago in 1976 and have
two girls Carrie Dawn, and Donalee, at Reston.
George and Mildred farmed until they retired in 1975
and moved to Melita.
Catherine and Douglas had four children. Robert
married Fae Traill, Reston, in 1959. Their family is:
Vaughan, eighteen, in Saskatoon University; Alana,
seventeen; Ted, sixteen; Lee, eleven, going to school
where they live in Weybum, Saskatchewan. Robert is
district superintendent of Saskatchewan Power Commission. His wife Fae, sells real estate.
Keith is foreman of a maintenance crew of B.C.
Power, at Kimberly, B.C. He married Janice Gunn of
Selkirk. Their children, Todd, Jay, Eden and Eron are
in school there.
Arlene was killed in an automobile accident at
sixteen, in 1956.
Olive Ann, married Larry Wallace of Reston, on
June 1, 1963. Larry and Ron Paul own the Yellowhead Lumber business in Langenburg, Saskatchewan. Their children Michele, Sean, Colleen and
Kent go to school at Langenberg.
Graham married Diane Fosty of Scarth. He
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Smith, a daughter Stella, eighteen years, and son Ed,
sixteen years came to Pipestone in 1894 and settled
on 3-7-26 east of Fairbairns. They came from the
Orillia area in Ontario. They remained for a period of
three years and then returned to the east. Their home
was bought and moved to Pipestone by the late
Charles Woodcock and later bought by Ed. Foote.
James Edward (grandfather) was for a time in
partnership in the lumber business with the late John
W. Crawford of Pipestone. In 1897 the family returned east.
Stella returned and married James Dodds who
had come to Canada in 1886 with his parents and
brothers and sister, the Andrew Dodds family. In
1929 Ed Edmundson with his wife and two daughters
returned to visit in Pipestone with his sister and
husband (James Dodds) and visited the land formerly
owned by them and picked up a plow share that he
had remembered being left there.
Cecil Forke (a small boy) remembers the DoddsEdmundson wedding. His father, the late Tom Forke
gave the bride away. They lived for a time on the
homestead where their daughter Flora was born.
They later moved to the homestead on 30-6-26.

drives for a construction Company in Brandon. They
have two sons, Douglas and Timothy, both in primary school.
Before his marriage, Robert helped to build the
first Belses school, which was named by the family.
It burned in 1913 and he was responsible for getting
the present school built. He was a trustee on the
school board and was active in this capacity as long
as his family went to school. He also served as
secretary of Presbyterian church and following, the
United Church for twenty-five years. Robert was a
member of the council of Albert Municipality for
twenty years, serving as councillor and Reeve. In
1916 he was appointed Police Magistrate for the
province of Manitoba.
Mr. Robert Dodds died in November, 1952, at the
age of eighty-five. Mrs. Robert Dodds died November, 1963 at eighty-eight years of age.

Downing, Alfred and Ruth (Judd)
William Alfred Downing moved to Pipestone
Municipality from Lenore with his parents in 1946,
to southwest 30-8-26.
In 1947 he married Ruth B. Judd, daughter of
John and Edith Judd of the Scarth district.
In 1948, they moved onto the farm owned by
Clarence Lennon, northeast of 24-8-27 and lived
there until 1960.
In 1949, he purchased the north half of 28-8-27
from Mr. Andy Fifchak which was previously owned
by Mr. Jack Perrin.
There were two children born to Alf and Ruth:
William Albert Downing, born January, 1951 and
John Edgar Downing, born January 19, 1953. They
went to school at Mayville School until it closed,
then finished off their education in Virden.
In 1960, they moved to the farm previously
owned by Mr. Ernie McIntosh, southwest 6-9-26 and
in 1964, purchased the farm previously owned by
Jack Leech, the east half of 36-8-27.
(William) Bill Downing left the farm after school
and pursued a career on the Manitoba Hydro where
he is presently working. He married in 1971 to Debbie Lorraine Park of Virden and they live in Virden
and have three children: Tracy Dawn, born May 30,
1971; Nicole Lynne, born July 11, 1975; William
Bradley, born November 5, 1977.
In 1977 Bill purchased the east half of 36-8-27
from his father.
John is farming in this area. He is unmarried. He
farms the section 31-8-26. He purchased three quarters from F. H. Wright and one quarter from his
father.

Elleby, Frank
Frank Elleby arrived in Pipestone in 1887, having
come from England to Ontario, in 1884. Sisters Amy
and Rose, and a brother Edward (Ted) joined him
later. Amy and Rose made their home in Virden and
Ted settled in Ebor. The family were orphaned very
early in life in Manchester.
Frank homesteaded on southwest quarter of
11-8-26 where he farmed, moving in the twenties to
the farm known as the "Bob Roe" farm across the
Pipestone Creek from the original homestead, and
very close to the Indian Reservation. His neighbors
were Charlie and his family, including the late Kenneth Eastman. The original homestead was named
"Oak Leaf" farm.
Having seen no smoke from the chimney for
sometime, a neighbor, R. Shepherd, on investigation, found Frank dead in his bachelor home on
October 18, 1949. He had spent sixty-two years in the
district. He was aged eighty-two years.
Possessing a good bass voice, he contributed to
many entertainments both in Belleview and
Pipestone, and was Santa Claus to many children. He
served on the Humberstone and Pipestone school
boards for a number of years and always helped in
any community enterprise.
Amy Elleby, who came in 1887 was the first
dressmaker. She resided in Virden but spent sometime in spring and fall in the Pipestone district, going
from place to place helping with family sewing and

Edmondson, James and Hannah (Smith)
James Edward Edmundson with his wife Hannah
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filling an urgent need in the homes. She passed away
March 12, 1940, aged seventy-seven years.

Frank Ferguson married Grace and they have four
children. Jessie Ferguson was married. Beatrice Ferguson married and died in 1977, leaving one girl and
one boy. Helen Brown Fairlie, born 10th of October,
1878, died about 1950. She married William Leverington about 1900.
The Leveringtons were: Jim Leverington now
deceased, George Leverington, William Leverington, Jennie Leverington, Lottie Leverington,
Gladys Leverington, Edith Leverington now deceased, Agnes Leverington now deceased, Teresa
Leverington, Beth Leverington died in infancy. All
but Beth married and have descendants.
Helen, Elizabeth and possibly John attended
Lanark School when it opened. Later, Helen attended
Pipestone school with Jack Rattray as teacher.
There were many lean years but the new land was
cropped every year and there were very few weeds.
In 1891 there was a bumper crop of clean high grade
wheat. There was no frost on the higher land. The
wheat was sold for a fair price and because labor and
materials were cheap, our father was able to build
homes for himself and our grandfather in 1892.
Dolph Dunham was his main assistant. These were
the first well-built homes in the district and are still
occupied. He later built two more houses, one for his
brother Peter where Howard Harvey now lives and
one for his brother, John. That house was added to
later by my uncle and may have been torn down
recently.
Mrs. T. A. Bulloch once told me that she recalled
the house-warming of our home and that my Mother,
Margaret Forsyth, who had recently arrived from
Scotland was the belle of the ball. In 1893 my father
and mother were married.
Our Grandmother Fairlie was a tower of strength
not only to her own family but to the whole district of
Pipestone. In 1928 Mrs. Robert Bulloch told me that
I had the best Granny on the Prairie. Twenty years
later, Frank Guthrie used the same phrase in describing our grandmother.

Fairlie, George and Janet (Webster)
Alexander Fairlie came to Canada from Scotland
in 1882 or earlier. He worked at his trade, cabinet
making in Winnipeg for some time and came to the
Pipestone district in 1882. His parents were Mr. and
Mrs. George Fairlie, and the other nine members of
the family came in 1883.
George Fairlie was born April 28, 1829 and died
about 1911. He had married Janet Webster on December 28, 1855. Janet was born September 24, 1834 and
died about 1915.
The eldest members of the family found work in
Winnipeg for a time. The grandparents came on to
Virden with the younger children. Alexander Fairlie
met them. They spent the first night in Virden under
his wagon box that they had turned upside down.
They went to Pipestone the next day to Alexander's
homestead on southeast 18-7-26 where he built a
small house. They all lived there for some time and
later Mr. and Mrs. Fairlie Sr. settled on 6-7-26 where
Don Harvey now lives.
George and Janet had a large family. Agnes Fairlie was born November 27, 1856 at St. Andrews and
died in March 1919. Alexander Fairlie was born October 19, 1858 at St. Andrews and died in March,
1910. He married Margaret Forsyth who was born in
Perth, Scotland in 1860 and died May 12, 1957.
George David Fairlie was born November 29, 1894 at
Pipestone. Ethel Margaret Fairlie was born April 27,
1896. She married Nelson White December 31st,
1925. Charles David White, born June 1927, died in
infancy. Lois Jean White, born January 10, 1929
married Dr. Walter Batuik April, 1952. Susan Batuik
was born September 18, 1957 and Thomas Batuik,
born January 7, 1962.
Alexander Wallace Fairlie was born April 19,
1900 and died May 12, 1978. Marjorie Janet Fairlie
was born October 23, 190 I. She married John Mattucks on October 8th, 1940. Ruth Patricia Mattucks,
born July 2, 1945 married Larry Worobetz on April
13th, 1969. Tara Leanne Worobetz was born September 24, 1975. Tricia Nicole Worobetz was born December 19, 1976. Jennifer Lisa Worobetz was born
March 2, 1978.
Ruth Annie Fairlie, born January 6, 1904, married Robert Henderson on March 27, 1951. Margaret
Fairlie married Fred Misener. Alice Fairlie married
Mr. Halls. Sadie Fairlie married Jack Pope. Mary
Fairlie married Harry Misener. Elizabeth Fairlie,
born July 6th, 1876, died in March 1919. She married
George Ferguson. There are forty-two descendents
of this union.

Fairlie, Sandy and Margaret (Forsyth)
Alexander (Sandy) Fairlie came from Scotland in
1882 and settled on the southeast of 18-7-27.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. (Granny) George Fairlie came in 1883 and settled on the southeast of
6-7-27. They had eleven children, but only six came
to Canada.
Sandy Fairlie married Margaret Forsyth who had
come west to keep house for her two children, David
and William Forsyth. This couple had a family of
five. George David was born in November 1894.
Ethel Margaret (White) was born April 27, 1896.
Alex Wallace was born April 19, 1900 and died 1978.
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Forke, George and IsobeHa (Lothian)

Marjorie Janet (Mattucks) was born on October 23,
1901. Ruth Annie (Henderson) was born on January
6, 1903.
"Granny" and George Fairlie arrived in the
R.M. of Pipestone eleven years before the railway.
She offered help to expectant Mothers and soon became the mid-wife of the area.
One story has been told of the family. It has often
been mentioned how desperately poor these pioneers
were. Mrs. Fairlie had only six or eight hens, and
sorely grudged the time one would take to hatch
chickens. She found a wild duck's nest and replaced
the duck eggs with hen's eggs. She went back three
weeks later and brought home the little chickens.

George Forke was born in Berwichshire,Scotland, on June 20, 1833. Isobella Lothian
was born on December 26, 1833 at East Lothian,
Scotland. They were married in Berwickshire on
February 26, 1858.
Members of their family were: Robert, Thomas,
John, George, Isabella, Margaret and Mary. Their
two oldest sons Robert and Thomas came to Canada
in 1882 and settled in the Pipestone Valley. Mr. and
Mrs. Forke and the other members of the family
joined them in 1883 and settled on this son Robert's
farm 30-7 -26. Mr. Force was one of the first Elders of
Pipestone Church which was built in 1893. They
celebrated their sixtieth wedding anniversary in
1918. They were among the prominent pioneer families who helped to open up our great country. The
younger generations could not realize the hardships
that went before the coming of the telephone, automobiles, highways and electric power.
Mr. Forke passed away June 29, 1919, age eightysix years and Mrs. Forke September 7, 1925, age
ninety-one years. Interment was in Pipestone cemetery.
Isabella, the oldest daughter, married a young
man, John Mitchell who came with the Forke family
from Scotland. On December 30, 1885, their's was
the first wedding to take place in the district.
Mary, the second daughter passed away July 31,
1899 of a lung condition at the age of thirty years.
Interment was in Reston Cemetery.
Margaret, the youngest daughter, married Albert
Budgett. They operated a grocery store in Pipestone
for a number of years. They had one son Laurie. She
passed away June 8, 1953 at her son's home in Flin
Flon. Interment was in Virden Cemetery.

Flannery, William Sr. and Elizabeth (Mathews)
My parents came to Canada in 1891. My father
William, married Elizabeth Mathews. My mother
was born in 1856 and dad was born in 1854. The date
of marriage is unkown. My father died on October
4th, 1929 and my mother died on November 8th,
1926.
My parents settled on 32-7 -26 in the Muncipality
of Pipestone. They came from Roscrea, Tipperary,
Ireland. They were educated in Ireland. My dad
always settled an argument by guoting the Bible. The
children went to Humberstone school until higher
grades were necessary. My parents lived in Pipestone
Muncipality all their lives.
My brother James joined up in World War I in
1915 and saw three years of service before he was
killed in action, March 30th, 1918.
Sister Frances was a dress maker, sister May, a
housewife, brother William Jr., a farmer, sister Dorothy, a housewife, and myself, Jennie, a school teacher. My children: Dorothy Louise Scott married Jack
Scott, Audrey Frances married Edward Eveleigh,
Emma Marguerite, deceased at twenty-six years.
Orme Walter James married Shirley Dunphy and Joy
Marie married Tony Bazin.
In those days there was a great flow of settlers
from the British Isles coming to Canada, intending to
break up the land and start farming. There were three
brothers of the Flannery's all from Ireland came at
intervals to try their luck. They never left the Municipality of Pipestone until death claimed them.
My brother joining up in World War I, 1915, was
an event causing certain turns. During the war years
my dad went totally blind. He used to be a stookpitcher in the harvest field at threshing time and
worked for James Lothian Sr., another pioneer. Dad
was present at the time of Mr. Lothian's sudden
passing beside his threshing outfit.

Forke, Robert and Elma (MacGregor)
Robert Forke married Elma C. MacGregor in
1893. They had three daughters.
Ethel married Charles McFarland of Vancouver
and had one daughter who married George Wiebe of
Calgary. They have two children.
Marjorie married James C. Berg of Winnipeg.
They have one son, married to Jo-Ann Kloss, and
have two children.
Mary married Herbert Beall of Ottawa, has one
daughter married to Martin Gerwin of England. They
have three children. One son is unmarried.
Robert Forke came from Scotland in 1882, a
young man of twenty-two. He died February 2nd,
1934. Mrs. Forke came from Ontario in 1888. Mrs.
Forke died October 25th, 1937.
Mr. Forke walked from Brandon to Pipestone to
take up his homestead on Section 30-7-26. He was
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one of the early trustees of Lanark School, reeve of
Pipestone Municipality for twenty years, secretary
and then president of Rural Municipalities for several
years. He was very active in all farm movements,
United Farmers, United Grain Growers, Good Roads
Association and was elected to the Federal Parliament December 6, 1922 by the Progressive Party
representing Brandon Constituency. Robert Forke
became leader of the party in 1923, was appointed
Minister of Immigration in the Mackenzie King government in 1925 and appointed to the Senate in 1930.
Robert Forke went to school in Scotland and Mr.
Forke in Ontario. She was president of the first
Women's Institute in Pipestone. While in Ottawa, she
was President of the Local Council of Women as well
as all the duties of a cabinet Minister's wife. They
were both active in church work, teaching in Sunday
school and Bible class, with Mr. Forke taking the
church service for some months while the minister
was ill.
Their three girls went to Public school in
Pipestone. Ethel then attended Brandon College,
Manitoba Agricultural College, Home Economics
and graduated as a nurse from Winnipeg General.
Marjorie attended Brandon College, worked in a
Bank for one year and in my fathers office while he
was progressive leader and minister of immigration.
Mary attended Manitoba University for two years
and graduated from Queen's University Kingston,
Ontario. She did Social Welfare work during summer recess.
I would say the most important event in our lives
was my father's election to parliament changing our
whole way of living, Ottawa during the Session, but
always back to Pipestone for the summer, meeting
people from all over the country, listening to debates
in the house, dinners and parties at Rideau Hall.
I expect my parents came to this part of the
country as many others did at that time, my father to
try a new life in a new country. My mother came with
her parents, two brothers having come earlier.

Senator Robert Forke.

Forke, Thomas and Edna (Crothers)
Thomas Forke, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Forke Sr. was born in Coldstream Berwickshire,
Scotland, June 25, 1861.
He and his older brother Robert, came to Canada,
in May, 1882. He took up a homestead on 30-7-26.
Robert had the north-half and Tom the south-half on
the banks of the Pipestone River. They were joined by
their family from Scotland in 1883 .. After spending a
few years on his homestead in the Pipestone Valley,
Tom established a home southeast of Pipestone
20-6-25 known as the Forke Ranch as more land was
required for pasture, hay and wood. He was a great

Mrs. Robert Forke.
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Cecil was born March 10, 1896. He spent his
early years at his Dad's ranch herding cattle. He was a
jockey from 1906 to 1910 for his Dad's and Dr. Baud's
race horses at Pipestone, Virden, Melita and Manor,
Saskatchewan sports days. He was a baseball pitcher
for different teams. He enlisted in World War 1.
Enroute from Winnipeg he was taken off the train at
Montreal and taken to the hospital as he had Diphtheria. He spent five months in the Alexander Hospital recuperating. He managed his Uncle Robert
Forke's farm when his Uncle Robert was a member
from Brandon Constituency in the Government of
Hon. Mackenzie King. In the spring of 1936 he went
to Waterways, Alberta and was employed by the
Hudson Bay Co. and the Imperial Oil Company.
After his marriage, he resided in Pipestone. He
worked for the Good Road's Dept. In 1953 he was
employed by Pipestone Consumers Co-op for many
years. He joined the Masonic Lodge in 1939. He is a
member of Pipestone United Church, served on the
Board of Stewarts and at present is an Elder of the
church.
He and Myrtle Stinson of Treherne were married
January 1, 1938. Myrtle taught school at Lanark
S.D., Reston and Pipestone Consolidated S.D. before her marriage. Her interest in the school continued through the years. She was secretary-treasurer
of the Pipestone school from 1963 to 1969. Myrtle
contributed to the communtiy through work with
church groups and Sunday School. She is a past
matron of Reston Chapter No. 36, Order of the Eastern Star.
They have a son Tom and a daughter Edna and
three grandchildren.
Tom born January 9, 1939, attended Pipestone
school, then completed a course in Commercial and
Portrait Photography. He was employed by Strains
Camera store, Polo Park. In 1969 he went to Calgary
and was employed for five years by the Camera
Department of Woolco store. He returned to
Pipestone in 1974. He is a member of Pipestone
United Church.
Edna was born September 28, 1941. She attendded Pipestone school and she was a recipient of a
scholarship from the Pipestone Legion. She took her
nursing training in Winnipeg. In 1963 she married
Stanley Vivian, a graduate from the Unversity of
Manitoba with a degree of B. Sc. They have two
daughters, Lisa and Valerie and a son, Robert.
John, the second son was born September 28,
1900. He was educated in Pipestone Public and High
school and attended the University of Manitoba. He
taught school a number of years. After his marriage
to Rebecca Hager, he engaged in farming on the
family homestead Forke's Ranch. Later he moved to

lover of horses since the days of his boyhood in
Scotland, where he trained and raced thoroughbreds.
He always had some good running horses on the
ranch. His beautiful racer, Playmate was quite celebrated in this part of Manitoba in his day taking part
in all the race meets in the surrounding country and
usually carrying off the prize.
On the ranch too, Tom raised many fine cattle as
well as being a local buyer and shipper for many
years. As well as being a lover of animals, he was
really a Jack Miner where birds were concerned. He
was an authority on all our native birds, their names,
haunts and habits. He enjoyed playing the old time
music on his violin. He took the deepest interest in
boys' and girls' sports and the activities of the young
people.
Thomas Forke was an Elder of Pipestone United
Church and a Past Master of Reston Masonic Lodge,
also a member of Avondale Chapter Royal Archmasons, Hartney. The erection of Reston Masonic Hall
in 1929 is due in large measure to the energy and
enterprise of the Worshipful Master Thomas Forke.
He purchased a butcher shop in 1906. Fire destroyed
a large part of the business section of Pipestone
including the Butcher Shop in 1917. He met with a
serious accident when he fell under a moving train in
December 1929, losing one foot. He spent his retirement years in Pipestone. He passed away January 20,
1941 at the age of seventy-nine years.
Edna Crothers, daughter of William and Esther
Crothers was born in Toronto on February 5, 1873.
She came with her parents at the age of ten years to
Elm Valley, northeast quarter of 10-8-29 but soon
moved to another farm southeast of Pipestone.
She and Tom Forke were married in July, 1891.
They divided their time between their farm home
known as Forke's ranch and Pipestone.
Their home was a friendly, hospitable one. She
was a faithful member of Pipestone United Church
and Ladies' Aid. They had a family of four, Esther,
Cecil, John and Mary.
Mrs. Forke passed away at the home of her son,
Cecil, on January 4, 1952 at the age of seventy-eight
years.
Esther was born September 28, 1892. She attended Pipestone School and Brandon College. She
and Charlie Cornwall of Little River, Nova Scotia
were married on November 20, 1912 and farmed in
the Sandhorst District, Saskatchewan until they retired to Pipestone in 1966. They are now living in the
Princess Towers in Brandon. They celebrated their
sixty-fifth wedding anniversary in 1977. They had
four daughters: Edna Reeve, Brandon; Marjorie Vulliamy, Vancouver; Esther Smith, Edmonton and
Marion Hallwas, Saskatoon.
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Winnipeg and was employed by the Manitoba Department of Agriculture. He passed away on January
29, 1961. Interment was in Green Acres Memorial
Gardens, Winnipeg.
The John Forke's had two daughters, Dr. Margaret, a 1959 graduate of the Manitoba Medical College, married to Dr. Rift Morgan in 1962. They live
in Bismark, North Dakota. They have a daughter,
Elaine and a son John.
Mary, the second daughter married Alvin Keller.
She is a chartered accountant and is employed by the
Royal Bank, Winnipeg. They have two sons, Chris
(he took the part of 'Oliver' at Rainbow Stage in
1978), Michael and a daughter Margaret.
Mary, the youngest daughter of Thomas and
Edna Forke was born June 3, 1904. She attended
Pipestone Public and High school and took teachers'
training in Brandon. She taught school at Maple Hill
S.D. She was employed in Winnipeg when she became ill with Leukemia. She passed away October
1st, 1938 at the age of thirty-four years.

taking part in the school plays which Andy Wright
produced.
Marilyn married John McArthur of Dauphin
whom she met at Brandon University, in 1957. They
have one daughter, Kerry - 1958 who is attending
Calgary University, studying Journalism. Marilyn
conducts four choirs at Westridge United Church in
southwest Calgary.
In 1955 Archie and Evelyn moved to Brandon,
after spending twenty wonderful years of their early
married life. They had worked hard but also played
hard, and were rewarded by having met and worked
with many very superior types of people, who taught
them so many things. For this they will always be
grateful, and deem it a pleasure to have lived and
worked in Pipestone.

Gray, Alfred and Eliza (Wright)
Alfred Murray Gray, born June 24th, 1873 at
Roslyn, Ontario came to Melita in 1892, then to
George Campion at Pipestone, where he took up a
homestead. He married Eliza Ann Wright at Virden
November 20, 1895. He died March 22, 1937. The
Wrights came to Kola or Butler in 1890 from Snow
Road, Ontario. Mrs. Wright came with her parents,
then worked in Virden as a dressmaker, born September 3, 1872 and died May 1937 at Cromer.
They settled on homestead section 12-26 in the
R.M. of Pipestone, drove from Virden to the homestead with cart and one horse after their marriage
ceremony. They both came from Ontario and had
been educated there before coming west. Their family went to school in Pipestone until 1911. They
moved into the village where the oldest started to
school in 1904. They did move to Belleview for one
year, then bought a farm at Routledge and moved.
Mr. Gray ran the elevator there as he had at Findlay
and then at Pipestone. He had dust fever so had to
give up on elevators, moving to Ebor where he had
implements, a livery stable and post office. He
moved from Ebor to Cromer in 1918. He sold implements and started a garage.
There were eight in their family: Gladys born
January 27, 1897, worked in a Bank. She married E.
A. Taylor of Elkhorn. Jessie, July 18, 1898, worked
at home, in the post office. She married W. H.
Wooldridge, November 4, 1919; Wm. W., August
24, 1902, worked in a garage - railroad, was coal
dock foreman for the C. N. R., married Ellen Barr
June 11, 1921 at Cromer; Helen A., July 20, 1905
married W. S. Cook, at Virden, on September 27,
1924; Douglas A., born March 21, 1908, was a telephone trouble man for the R. M. of Wallace, married
Rosalie Berry, July 11,1934; Gordon S. born December 22, 1910, had a garage at Cromer. On return from

Grant, Archie and Evelyn
Archie and Evelyn moved from Virden to
Pipestone on December 13th, 1934, a very cold,
windy winter day, but were received warmly by the
Halheads at the hotel for dinner, while the furniture
was placed in the house. Lindsay Ferguson's exit was
making room for our entrance, all on the same day,
by the one moving van.
Archie was district supervisor for Manitoba
Power Commission of an area including Lyleton,
Pierson, Napinka, Elva, Melita, Reston, Sinclair,
Pipestone and halfway to Virden. It was convenient
for him, as he knew the area, having been on the crew
who built the system in 1929. They bought the old
bank house, and renovated it in 1938.
Archie was active in Masonic Lodge, Eastern
Star, was on the school board, helped to build the
curling rink and was projectionist at the picture show
for years. Evelyn too, was involved in Eastern Star,
Sunday School, U.C.W., Women's Institute, Girl
Guides, c.G.I.T. Choir, and along with Fred Nicholson, started the first 4-H Clubs in the district. As a
nurse, she was to visit in many homes during the
twenty years that were lived in the area. Both were
active in all aspects of curling.
They have two children, James Douglas (1935)
now Assistant District Manager for Saskatchewan
Power Corporation at Weyburn. Jim married Mary
Woods in 1955. They have four children, Margo1956, Dana-1958, Regan -1960, and Carmen1972, also known as the Caboose. Jim was best
known for his violin prowess, hockey, boy scout, and
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Hellyer, Frederick and Rose

overseas he went into welding on construction, lives
in Brandon, married Ada Moffat on July 19, 1947;
Alice born at Ebor, May, 1911, died in August 1912;
Phyllis, born at Ebor, September 29, 1917 was musical, cared for her parents, and married John M.
Norrie, January 31, 1942.
Drusilla Gladys the oldest child, born, on January 27, 1897 at Pipestone, married Ernest Adam
Taylor on April 23, 1924 at Cromer, Manitoba. Her
children are: Jas. Austin Taylor born April 25, 1926,
married Vivian G. Brown of Butler, September 4,
1950, and Murray Archibald Taylor, born November
19th, 1933 who married Jean W. Smith of Maryfield,
Saskatchewan, on November 9, 1957.
Mr. Gray had a team runaway when he was moving to Routledge. His left leg was broken close to his
hip joint which caused his lameness. Billie was on
the load offurniture and small things, and father tried
to get on the wagon. This next event was a fire which
desroyed the garage shop and home at Cromer, which
Gordon had taken over in 1944 or 45.
Moving west looked good to young men where
homesteads were available. Mr. Gray came alone,
but had the Campions for friends and kindness. The
whole Wright family moved west and were pioneers
of old Kola district. Some are still there.
(Certain events made moves a necessity as families needed work.)

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Hellyer arrived from
Sussex, England in 1909 living at a house near the
now farm of Harold Forder, Pipestone. From here
they moved to the Kennedy farm south of Pipestone.
The children went to school at Pipestone. From the
Kennedy farm they moved to the Louie farm and
from there all moved to Rainey River, Ontario. Later
they came back to work for Mr. and Mrs. Joe Grant at
Pipestone. They went to live at Valleyview for awhile
and then when the children were all married they
moved to Langbank, Saskatchewan and finally retiring at Cloverdale, B.C. Both are now buried there.
A son Thomas Hellyer married Erma Nevraumont and lived on the Wilfred VanLoo farm, the
Reindeau farm and the McNickol farm. Three children were born here, Charlotte, Fred and Albert.
When the children became of school age all moved to
the old Bell farm bordering the Oak Lake Indian
reservation and 83 highway, seven miles south of
Pipestone. Two more children were born here: Gloria
and Patricia. Thomas helped build the new highway
83 with horses. Mr. and Mrs. Hellyer moved to
Virden and then retired at Okanagan Falls, B.C.,
where they enjoy their fruit trees and beautiful scenery.
Charlotte married Fred Hutton and lives at Oak
Lake Resort, Fred married Joyce Hollerbaum and
lives in Virden, Manitoba. Albert married Edith Ferguson and later Yvonne Trudeau, they live at Penticton, B. C. Gloria married John Moshenko and lives in
Virden. Patricia married Jack Lukie and lives in
Sicamous, B.C.

Guthrie, William and Eleanor (Harding)
Mr. and Mrs. William Guthrie came from Middleville, Ontario in 1885, when the North West Rebellion led by Louis Riel, was raging; Mrs. Guthrie
was formerly Eleanor Thompson Harding.
William Reid Guthrie had been a shoemaker in
Middleville, Ontario. The leather very offensive and
suffered terribly from what he called dyspepsia.
Hudson Bay land and C.P.R. land was selling
quite cheaply in those days, so William bought half
sections of 33 and 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie, on arrival in the west, had
with them three children: Ellen, later Mrs. L. A.
Bulloch, Mary, later Mrs. D. F. Robertson and Francis Scantilion Guthrie. On the Manitoba prairies
were born: William John, Frederick Claude, Jean,
Stewart and Christina, all delivered by a very clever
midwife Mrs. Fairley.
William Guthrie was very interested in both political and civic affairs. He became reeve of the
Pipestone Municipality in the early years, serving for
two years from 1904 until 1906.
Mr. Guthrie passed away on March 10, 1909 and
his wife followed him on September 24th, 1925.
Jean, Stewart and Christina still survive.

Henderson, Jim and Sarah (Kirkbride)
James Sylvester Henderson and Sarah Kirkbride
were married at Bowness, Westmorland, England,
January 4, 1902. They, with two children, Catherine
(Katie) and Arthur, (Art) came to Canada in March
1908, arriving at the farm of Frank Elleby; where
they farmed until moving to Pipestone in 1927. A
second daughter, Agnes Jean was born at the farm
home.
Jim served with the Army Medical Corps during
World War I. By trade he was a landscape gardener
and many of the homes in Pipestone and the Cemetery grounds there benefited from his experience and
workmanship. In later years he drove the school van
and did caretaking at the Church, School and Memorial Hall.
Sarah, a quiet unassuming homemaker and
mother worked with the Womens' Institute, Red
Cross and Grandmothers' Club. A par-excellent knitter herself, she convened the local Red Cross Knitters
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until failing health forced her to curtail activities. She
passed away at her home November 29, 1946.
Katie married Ernest Hales of Virden, and the
couple moved to Winnipeg, where they lived until
her husband's death in 1961. To that union daughters
were born: Pearl, who later became a professional
dancer and had the honor of performing in the famous Radio City Music Hall in New York City; and
Arlene, who joined the Wrens as a Librarian and
served during the World War II. Ernest Hales was
employed with the Winnipeg Electric Company as
Supervisor and Instructor of the Bus and Street Car
drivers of that city. After the war Arlene married
Keith Kraeling and the couple reside in Winnipeg.
Pearl is now a widow and Katie makes her home with
Pearl, and great-grandson Frankie, in Atlantic City,
New Jersey.
Art, possibly the best kown of the Henderson
family lived at the family farm at Pipestone, later
moving to the Jim Huston farm in the Huston district.
After leaving there he was employed at the Adam
Pringle farm in the Hillview area, for a few year,
moving from there to Woodnorth where he made his
home. He was employed by the Rural Municipality
of Pipestone for twenty-one years. He took a heart
attack while operating the Patrol Machine and did not
recover. Art was everybody's friend, well liked and
respected in the communities where he lived. He was
an honorary member of the Virden Legion. Having
never married, at times he lead a lonely life. He
passed away at age sixty-one years.
Jean attended Normal School at Brandon in
1936-37. She had always been active in high school
in plays and with the Pleasant Saturday Evenings
instituted by the High School Principal, Albert Hill.
Many of his teachings had much influence on her in
later life. From 1937 to 1939 she taught at Hathaway
School in Broomhill village; from 1939 to 1941 at
Ewart; and from 1941 to 1942 at Hargrave. At the end
of that school term she married Jim Chrisp of Sinclair; whom she had met during her years spent at
Ewart. After World War II, where Jim had served
with the RCAF, the couple lived at Pipestone where
Jim was employed with Skelding and Davis until that
business closed. They moved to Brandon. Jean did
some more teaching in the city school and at Assiniboine Community College; and for the past twentysix years she has been involved with Market Research. Jim was employed for twenty-three years at
Western Motors in Brandon and at present with the
Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation.
The Henderson children had attended schools at
Belleview and Pipestone and were well known
throughout both areas. In the earlier days their social
activities centered around Belleview and Findlay,

with the family. In 1947 Jim Henerson moved to
Brandon with daughter Jean and son-in-law Jim;
where he retired for health reasons. He passed away
October 11, 1955.
Like most of the Pioneer families in the area and
those who soon followed, the family came to make a
better home for themselves. The Great Depression
left its indelible mark on the family, when the crops
failed and the grass hoppers came. The parents found
Pipestone a great little community in which to live.
One incident was the coming to Canada of a
young Irish immigrant, Herb Dickson, during the
twenties. He came to the farm of Frank Elleby and
Jim Henderson and was like any other pioneer coming to a new, strange land, with the future unknown. I
wonder if Herb remembers that first day. He remained a lifelong friend of Art's, and made a good
new life for himself and family here.
In compiling these local histories, I cannot help
but wonder how many tears were shed over the recollections of those by-gone days, and memories,
when we were all together, and those whom we had
loved long since and lost awhile.

Henuset, Louis and Betty (Townsend)
Louis Herman Henuset was born on January
22nd, 1917. His wife Betty Eva was born at Melita,
Manitoba December 17, 1918. Her maiden name is
Betty Eva Townsend, a daughter of the late Leonard
James Townsend and the late Eva Mary (Thorne) who
came from Taunton, Somerset, England in the early
1900's.
Louis received his education (Grade eleven) at
Pipestone school and his wife received her education
at Melita (Grade eleven).
They were married on November 23rd, 1944 at
Melita Anglican Church.
On August 21st, 1949 their first son was born,
David Lewis, who received his education at
Pipestone and Reston. He spent some time at Snow
Lake, Manitoba working in the mines. While there
he met and married, on May 17, 1973, Georgina
Josephine Durston, daughter of John and Marjory
Durston of Veddar Crossing, B.C. They now have a
girl Sjana Marie, born at Virden on October 1st,
1974; and a boy David Scott, born August 1st, 1978.
They now live on the northwest of 26-7-25 and are
farming section 27-7-26.
Their second son Leonard Boyd was born at
Virden on Aprilllth, 1954 (dust storms at that time).
Boyd received his education at Pipestone and Reston
schools. He is single and farming at home (northwest 22-7-26) with his father. He is interested in
Registered Herefords and also does grain farming.
Louis' father, the late Herman Joseph Henuset
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was born on July 31st, 1883 at Humbois, Belgium
(died 1960).
Louis' mother, Alma May Perlette was born August 2, 1890 on the northeast of 28-7-26 (north of
Pipestone Creek).
He came to Manitoba with his father and sister in
1902. They farmed the north half of 22-7-26 where
he still resides. Mr. and Mrs. Henuset Sr. were married December 2, 1908. They raised a family of ten,
four boys and six girls.

Grand Master of the Masonic Lodge of Saskatchewan
at this time. His ancestors were Irish and Scotch.
Mrs. C. S. Hewitt (Mary Hewitt) graduated from
the Winnipeg General Hospital in 1918 and was able
from time to time to help the community in this
capacity and also the Red Cross during the second
World War.
One daughter, Mary Roberta married in 1946 to
Dr. R. G len Anderson, who is now head of the Wheat
section of C.T.M.M.Y.T. (an International Organization for the development of wheat and maise) with
headquarters in Mexico City. They have five children.
Hewitts lived in Pipestone from 1938 to 1949. It
was during this period that the old steam engine was
replaced by the diesel engines.
In 1949 the Hewitts moved to Arcola,
Saskatchewan where they stayed until 1954; when
Mr. Hewitt retired from the C.P.R., settling in Winnipeg at 119 Riverbend Crescent, St. James. During
his period of retirement he was very active in Shrine
work, particularly the Shrine Hospital.
Scott Hewitt passed away January 24th, 1977; and
Mrs. Mary Hewitt is now living at 321 Lions Manor,
320 Sherbrook Street, Winnipeg.

Henuset, Octave and Rose (Gonty)
Octave Henuset was born in Belgium on May 15,
1889. He immigrated to Canada in 1901 with his
parents, one brother and four sisters. On arriving in
Canada, the family lived for a short time in the
Lauder, Manitoba area. In 1903, they moved to the
Belleview area, settling on section 12-8-26. They
then moved to section 27-7-26, two miles north of
Pipestone.
Octave married Rose Gonty in 1918 and they
lived on southeast 23-7-26, later moving to northwest 24-7 -26 where he remained until his retirement
to Pipestone in 1943. Rose died in 1931. Octave died
in May, 1950.
Octave and Rose raised a family of five: a daughter Jeanne, born on October 17, 1919; and four sons,
Henry, born on March 6, 1921; Albert, born July 3,
1922; Roland, born December 12, 1924; and Arthur,
born January 19, 1930. Mrs. Jeanne Fraser is now
living in Calgary, Alberta. Henry, a farmer and
Pipeline Contractor, died May 24,1978. Albert spent
three years in the Air Force and is now in the Manufacturing business in Edmonton. Arthur is involved
in pipeline construction and other phases of the oil
industry. He resides in Calgary. Roland, farming on
home farm northwest 24-7-26, took over the farm in
1943. He married Vivian Gabrielle in 1950. They
raised six children: two boys and four girls. Rose
Marie, the oldest, married Francis Gilliard of the
Belleview District in 1969. They have four daughters. Brent is farming and living at home. Grace was
married to Gilbert Renard in 1975. They now live in
the Scarth area and have a son and a daughter. Greg is
farming and involved in the oil industry. Michelle
and Angela are going to school in Reston.

Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Hayward
Cyril was born October 9th, 1914 at his parents
farm home on west half of section 11-6-26, located
nine miles southeast of the village of Pipestone,
Manitoba.
His father Albert Hayward Hopkins was born in
Huron County, Ontario, August 6th, 1883 and came
west to the Belses district with his family in the early
1900's settling on 12-6-26 then later to the east half of
11-6-26.
Mrs. A. H. Hopkins was born April 12th, 1893
the elder daughter of Robert and Annie Baker (nee
Hodgins) of Bernice, Manitoba, who came from
Exeter, Ontario and of English origin. Her only sister
Bernice was born December 7th, 1899 and she married Albert's younger brother Samuel. Their parents
are buried in the beautiful Napinka cemetery,
Napinka, Manitoba. Robert Baker in 1931 and his
wife Annie in 1944.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Hopkins were married December 7th, 1910, farming the west half of 11-6-26
until 1918 when they moved into Grandmother
Hopkins home on the east half of 11-6-26. They
continued to farm this full section, raising cattle as
well as grain, until moving into the town of Pipestone
in 1936 where Mr. Hopkins purchased the livery barn
and livery business from Thos. Hodgins. He also
dlivered the mail on the two rural mail routes, one to
the southwest in the Huston and Paramount districts

Hewitt, Scott and Mary
C. Scott Hewitt and family moved to Pipestone in
1938, taking over the C.P.R. agency, having previously lived at Fairlight, Saskatchewan.
Scott belonged to the Canadian Legion, having
served four years overseas in the first World War. He
was active in Masonic work, was Past District Deputy
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and another to the southeast in the Belses area. About
the late forties he sold the rural mail business to
Edward Milligan, and the livery barn later to Clifford
Dodds who dismantled the old building, using the
salvaged lumber to build the service station and coffee shop at the junction of highways 2 and 83 now
known as the Sandyland Drive Inn.
In 1946 A. H. Hopkins sold the east half of
11-6-26 to Mr. Wilbur Giles; but until that time had
rented the land and farm buildings to Mr. las. Flick,
then later to Mr. David Greenlay, the west half belonging to Cyril since 1938. While living in
Pipestone they owned the former manse (before
union that was) where Mrs. lames Lothian and Mrs.
Milliken resided; and sold the dwelling belonging to
the livery barn to Mr. Cecil Forke in 1937.
It should be mentioned here that Mr. Hopkins was
very fond of horses and took great pride in driving his
teams at all times. He was an avid sports fan encouraging and teaching his only child the games of baseball and hockey and supplying transportation for as
many players as his vehicle would possibly carry to
all games in which his son participated. His wife
accompanied them always with a fully packed lunch
basket to satisfy their hunger and to share with any
others who were in need of nourishment. Hunting
was a favorite sport father and son shared together
and in later years the game of curling became their
winter sport.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins were members of
Pipestone United Church, Mr. Hopkins serving
many years on the Session; and Mrs. Hopkins was
active in Ladies Aid and Sunday school work as well
as most community organizations. She especially
enjoyed preparing programs for local concerts and
fowl supper entertainments. In 1960 they celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary in Pipestone Memorial Hall and were delighted to visit with many, many
long time friends and relatives from near and far.
Mr. Hopkins passed away at his residence on
October 1,1968 and Mrs. Hopkins lost her life in her
burning home March 7, 1972. They now rest in
Pipestone Cemetery.
Cyril, their son attended school at Bernice, Manitoba, until Grade nine and then continued his education at Pipestone High School with Mr. Albert Hill as
principal. When his parents left the farm in 1936 to
reside in Pipestone, he did custom trucking, hauling
gravel, cordwood, grain and cattle and helped his
father with his livery and rural mail business. At that
time the roads on the mail route were not built for
winter driving by automobiles which necessitated the
use of good teams of driving horses for the twentyeight mile non-stop trail each week-day as the mail
was delivered three times each week on the two

routes. Following one severe winter blizzard, Cyril
recalls driving the team with closed-in cutter,
through the UGG elevator to make the exit from town
as all entrance roads were completely blocked. On
occasion during the spring break-up when roads were
unfit for team and rig, Cyril would make the long
deliveries by horseback.
In November 1938 Cyril married Emma Irene
Henuset, second daughter of Herman and Alma M.
Henuset (nee Perlette) of Pipestone. The couple resided in the former home of the late George and Mrs.
Laura Patterson until 1956, when they exchanged
houses with their parents to accomodate their growing family of two daughters Sharon loyce, born
March 24, 1946 and Donna Ann born December 28,
1952.
In 1969 Sharon married Brian Allan Zarn third
son of the late Elmer and Mrs. Olga Zarn (now Mrs.
Olga Andrews) of Ewart, Manitoba. Sharon had previously taken her teacher's training at Brandon College and was engaged in teaching Grade one at
Reston Elementary for nine years. They are blessed
with a daughter Hollee lo-al and a son, Brian Kelly.
Brian and Sharon are living on their farm 29-6-26
which is on the east side of highway 83, three and one
half miles south of junction 83 and 2 where they are
raising cattle for their livelihood.
Donna married Philip Michael Cook (Mickey)
second son of Phil and Clair Cook of Pipestone.
Mickey was employed for several years with Atchison Construction but is now presently employed by
Usuniers trucking of Pipestone, hauling bulk milk
from dairy farms to Superior Cheese Company at
Souris, Manitoba. Their two children Sheldon Lee
and Kari Dawn attend school at Reston, Manitoba.
They are residing in Cyril's former home since Cyril
moved to a new home in Pipestone in 1971.
In 1947 Cyril became part owner of the former
Skelding and Davis garage located on the east side of
main street in Pipestone, and operated this business
until 1959 when it was sold to Ernest Motz.
In 1948 Cyril bought the Wawanesa Insurance
Agency from Mr. Charles Skelding and continued
writing insurance for the Company as well as Manitoba Autopac since its commencement.
Cyril owns and farms west half of 11-6-26 and the
northwest quarter of 34-6-26 and the north east quarter of 13-6-26 and operated a cattle feed-lot a half
mile east of Pipestone on northwest 10-7-26 which
shelters one hundred and fifty head of cattle during
the winter months. He is a breeder of registered pure
bred Polled Herefords.
Emma (Cyril's wife) attended Pipestone School,
taking Grades one to eleven, as did their two daughters Sharon and Donna until Grade eleven was trans371

ferred to Reston High. Grandson Sheldon Lee attended Pipestone Grades one to four until the closing
of Pipestone school in June 1978.
This makes four generations to attend the same
school, as Emma's Mother, Alma M. Henuset also
received part of her education in the same building
after the closing of Humberstone school.

ber 6th, 1918, married Rupert Slater; Arthur Kennedy, born May 26th, 1924, married.
Twin sons, Archie Edward and William Scott
were born September 7th, 1895. Archie was married
to Helen Holtby of Calgary, on October 19th, 1923.
William Scott was killed during the first World War,
on November 8th, 1917.
Donald, born July 1897, died on August 5th,
1897.
Luella Pearl, born August 19th, 1898, married
Harold Victor Stouffer of Calgary, Alberta, on January 3rd, 1929. Their children: John Harold Craig,
born August 23rd, 1936, passed away August 27th,
1936; Patricia Ruth, born September 22nd, 1938,
married Donald Webster Terry August 30th, 1957;
Donald James, born August 5th, 1940, married Marilyn Kay Cahoon of Lethbridge, Alberta, on December 23rd, 1960.
Mildred Ruth, born October 28th, 1900, never
married.
Marguerite Marie, born September 22nd, 1903,
never married.
Beatrice, born June 1st, 1911, died June 8th, 1911.
Marion Leah, born November 20th, 1906, married Edward Hopps in January 1926. They raised
three sons and four daughters.
Archibald Kennedy and his family migrated to
Virden, Manitoba, some time in the spring of 1890,
with the three children, leaving Virden to reside in
Adeline, Illinois, where Mr. Kennedy was engaged
in raising horses, until June 1905, when they were
forced to leave Illinois due to health problems of Mr.
Kennedy. They travelled to Pipestone, Manitoba at
that time, residing on and working the Kennedy farm
three miles northwest of Pipestone. In the autumn of
1910, Mr. Kennedy rented what was then known as
the Hethrington farm in the Belleview district, where
they lived until the spring of 1918 when Mr. Kennedy
bought the Hunter ranch situated some five miles
southeast of the town of Pipestone. In the autumn of
1922, Mr. Kennedy moved his family into Pipestone,
and he was forced to travel to Alberta again for his
health.
The sons and daughters of this family took up the
following occupations; Emma, the eldest, married
and settled in the Pipestone municipality. James,
settled in Pipestone with his mother, and James drove
his truck on delivery routes. George, left home early
and went to work for the Canadian Pacific Railway,
as fireman, just earning his Engineer's Auto mechanic, pretty well all his life. Myrtle, married young,
settled down and raised a family, moving from the
prairie at an early age, to Vancouver, British Columbia. Archie entered Medical School, graduating in
1917, as a Physician and Surgeon, and Luella mar-

Kennedy, Archie and Tryphena (Kyle)
Archibald Kennedy was born in the Township of
Belleville, Ontario, near the small town of Sterling,
on March 17th, 1863, of Irish parents John and Elizabeth (Brown). His wife was Tryphena Kyle, daughter of James Kyle of the same Township, also of Irish
descent. Tryphena Kyle Kennedy was born on July
26th, 1865. They were married at Sterling, Ontario,
January 14th, 1883. They were parents of thirteen
children, as follows:
Emma Elizabeth Kennedy, born January 28th,
1884, married William Mitchell on December 10th,
1913. Their children: Gertrude Isabel, born March
19th, 1916, married Alexander Cowie McKenzie; a
still born son was born in November 1922; Evelyn
Pearl, born September 7th, 1923, married Jack Mayberry.
James Francis Kennedy, born February 5th,
1886, never married.
George Henry Kennedy, born January 24th,
1888, never married. He was killed in France in
September 1916.
Albert Kyle Kennedy, born June 16th, 1891, married Lila Skelding of Pipestone, on April 10th, 1920.
They had five children; Glen Kennedy, Jack Kennedy, Norma Ruth, (married Frank Foster of Vancouver). Charlene Kennedy, married Neil Smith of
Vancouver, Donna Kennedy, married (name not
available ).
Myrtle Belle Kennedy, born June 22nd, 1893,
married Arthur Paddock of Regina, on August 4th,
1914, their children: Margaret Emma, born June 6th,
married James Caldwell; Phyllis Marion, born Octo-

Jim Kennedy with a sleigh, 1926.
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Kennedy farm, 1910.

Lunch time, 1910.
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ried and raised her family, living most of her life in
Alberta, but moving with her husband, to British
Colummbia in 1958. Ruth took a nurses' training in
Regina, and practiced mostly in Regina, until her
retirement. Margerite took Secretary training and
worked in Alberta for some years but retired in
Vancouver, British Columbia. Marion, now a widow,
is residing in Winnipeg.
There are twenty-two grandchildren. There are
fifty-one great-grandchildren and twelve great-greatgrandchildren including identical twin girls.
Emma passed away January 27, 1974. Billy
passed away January 1973. Jim passed away July 21,
1968. George passed away September 1916. Bert
passed away November 13, 1946. Scott passed away
November 1917. Mr. Archie Kennedy passed away
September 2,1947. Mrs. Kennedy passed away July
18, 1947.

George and Emma moved to Virden, Manitoba in
the spring of 1889 (with the three oldest children).
George had come out to Virden in 1888 alone, to a
farm thirteen miles south. That year John Kennedy
paid one dollar a bushel for seed wheat, got three
bushels per acre return. There were lots of buffalo
bones around with the black horns still on the heads.
The farm belonged to Hall. Della was born there in
1891. They moved to the McKinnon farm in 1892.
They went through a reserve while the funeral for
Chief Chinawachak was in progress. They remembered the squaws wailing.
They stayed one year. It was hard times farming.
He cut bush in winter, delivered it to the Sand Hills
for two dollars per load. That winter it was sixty
below zero, no furnace, no storm windows. They
wore woollen stockings, heavy petticoats, lined flannel bloomers, heavy dresses, cardigans and a sort of a
rubber boot with a woollen stocking above. Cowhides and hot stones were used in the sleigh in winter.
An uncle sent a Black Bear coat that cost $40.00.
Every fall, they made out the winter order from
Eaton's catalogue, $60.00 for clothing for the whole
family. They would run up a store bill in town and
exchange eggs and butter. Some items were: 4 cans of
tomatoes for 25¢, 4 large cans salmon for 25¢, 1
dozen eggs for 1O¢, 1 pound of butter for 20¢, 1 quart
milk for 5¢.

Kennedy, John and Elizabeth (Brown)
George Kennedy's father was John Kennedy; his
mother was Elizabeth Brown, maternal grandfather
was John Brown of County Antrim, Ireland and his
grandmother was Elizabeth Reid from Scotland.
George was the eldest son, born in Banontloy,
County Antrim, Ireland, within sight of the Giant's
Causeway, May 24, 1857, in the town in which his
parents were married. The family sailed from Ireland
during the potato famine in 1860, George (three years
old), twins Annie and John (one year old) to the
U.S.A., originally, then came up to Stirling, Ontario, Canada, Hastings County. Some of the relatives on the same boat were Rogers, McGee,
Eggleton and McCaw.
The family members were: George married
Emma D. Kyle in Belleville in 1879; John married a
schoolteacher, lived in the Bay of Quinte, had a son
and a daughter; Annie married Ben Hatfield, in
Rawdon, Ontario, children Maude and Benny; Archie married Trephena Kyle (Sister of Emma), had
eleven children who grew up in Pipestone: George,
Bert, Jim, Scott and Archie (twins), Emma, Myrtle,
Marian, Louella, Marguerite, Ruth; Willie was a
brakeman with a railroad in Illinois, never married;
Jake, never married, lived in Smithers, B.C., cooked
in a lumber camp; Harry lived in Toronto, children
John, George and Florence; Eliza married a barber,
lived in Stirling.
George Alexander Kennedy married Emma D.
Kyle in Belleville in 1879 (he was twenty-one and she
was nineteen). Three children were born in Stirling,
others in Pipestone area: John Wesley in 1880 in
Stirling; William James in 1882 in Stirling; Ida Ann
in 1885 in Stirling; Della in 1891; Bessie in 1895;
Harry in 1904.

They always had a good well. Mr. Kennedy was a
water witcher with a willow branch. They grew grain
and a garden, which was never watered except in a
very dry spell. They had cows, chickens, pigs and
turkeys. They never grew com or tomatoes. They
hunted wild fowl, picked berries in summer, cranberries, saskatoons, chokecherries, wild plums, strawberries, (Grandma dried a lot of the fruit). They ate
wild "greens", lamb's quarters. Breakfast would be
porridge, bread, milk, butter, applesauce. At Christmas there would be a pork cake, made of spices,
dried currants and raisins, one pound of pork fat,
boiling water, no eggs, butter or milk - cannot
remember the other ingredients, but it was good.
At harvest time, lots of meat and potatoes, turnips, onions, carrots, cabbages, lettuce, radish,
cucumber, peas, cured pork. The potatoes were put in
a pit in the garden when they were dug, covered with
straw and earth till October, then into the dirt cellar
covered with quilts. (Quilts were also used to cover
the doorways and windows in the wintertime.) They
were never hungry but there wasn't much variety.
Flour was ground at .the mill, always one hundred
pounds of white. Wheat germ and bran came back
called "bran and shorts" and it was fed to the animals.
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Lothian, Geoffrey (J eff) and Irene
(Crawford)

ent is working in Amsterdam, Holland. Dick died in
1973. Beth still lives in Cheltenham, Glos.
Kathleen Gwyther (Kay), the second girl,
worked as a stenographer for several years in Winnipeg. She went over to England in 1947 to visit Beth
and work for a year or so. While there she met
Michael McGuire. They were married, came to Canada and eventually found their way to Montreal
where they still reside. They have one daughter, Margaret Irene (Margie), who at present works with
"The Bay" in Vancouver.
Norma Louise the third daughter, worked as a
stenographer for the Provincial Government for several years during which time she met and married
Lewis Rock. They have two children, Elizabeth
Louise (Betty Lou) who graduated from the University of Manitoba with a B. Sc. Degree in Nursing and
is at present employed with the St. Boniface Hospital
in Winnipeg. David Lewis will graduate in May
(1979) from the University of Manitoba with his
degree in Electrical Engineering and has accepted a
job with Northern Telecom in Toronto.
Margaret Crawford (Peggy) the fourth girl,
worked as a stenographer in Winnipeg for several
years during which time she met and married
William Tod. They moved to Saskatoon in 1965 and
still reside there. They have three children: Wendy
Lynn graduated with a degree in Education from the
University of Saskatoon and after teaching a few
years married Donald Kunkel. They reside in Saskatoon and have one wee son, Tod. Robert Peter (Bob)
graduated from the University of Saskatoon with a
degree in Commerce and is working for June-One in
Winnipeg. Catherine Irene (Cathy) is working in the
Mortgage Department of a Real Estate firm in Saskatoon.
Wilma Lorraine (Billie) the youngest daughter,
finished her schooling at Kelvin High School in
Winnipeg and worked for several years for Nowlan
and Moore, Optometrists, in Winnipeg. She married
William Henderson, a graduate in Agriculture. After
living in the U.S.A. for several years and then Selkirk and Winnipeg, they now make their home in
Portage la Prairie. They have one daughter, Karen
Helen, still at home.
Robert George (Bob) the only boy! Bob received
most of his schooling in Winnipeg, being only seven
years old when the family left Pipestone. He obtained his B.Sc. in Education Degree and Masters
Degree in Psychology from the University of North
Dakota. He was with Hudson's Bay for several years
and Beaver Lumber. He went into his own consulting
business in 1976 which he still maintains along with
being President of Comfor Insulation. He married
Jean Samson in 1955. They have three children: Lori

John Geoffrey Lothian was born on January 9th,
1887, the third child of Annie and William Lothian,
early pioneers of the Pipestone district. He was born
on "Hawarden Farm" and attended Pipestone
School, and also attended Agricultural College in
Winnipeg for a couple of years. In 1914 he took over
the family farm when his parents retired out to the
West Coast.
In 1915, on December 8th, he married Irene Alexandra Crawford, youngest daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. 1. W. Crawford, one of the early families to
come to Pipestone.
Irene and Jeff carried on where William and
Annie left off, contributing greatly over the years to
the social, educational and religious life of the community. They gave unstintingly of their time and their
home was always open to one and all. Geoffrey was
for many years the Superintendent of the Sunday
School. Six children were born to them, all on the
family farm, five girls and one boy. One of the most
exciting things to ever happen in this family was
when Robert George, a real honest-to-goodness
"boy" arrived on December 7th, 1933. Telegrams
and phone calls of congratulations came from all over
the district and surrounding towns.
A great love of music (probably inherited from
William and Annie) abounded in this family and in
the 1930's "The Lothian Concert Party" under the
very capable management of Irene, put on many
concerts in the surrounding towns. Geoffrey, an ardent admirer of Sir Harry Lauder, was well-known
for his singing of such songs as "Roamin' in the
Gloamin"', "Keep Right on Till the End of the
Road," etc., dressed in full Scottish regalia. He also
gave a very memorable rendition of "The Charge of
the Light Brigade. "
In 194 I, Geoffrey sold the farm to Russell Elliott
and his wife Ida (Grant) who had been a neighbor for
many years. Geoffrey accepted a position of Livestock Inspector with the Provincial Government and
with his family moved to Winnipeg, where he resided until his death in 1958. Irene died in 1970.
Pipestone always remained "home" to Jeff and Irene
and it still remains so in their family's minds as they
will always cherish many happy memories of their
years spent there and of the wonderful people it was
their privilege to know during" growing up" years.
Elizabeth Jean (Beth) the first born, became a
teacher. She went overseas during the second world
war as a V.o.N. and met and married Dick Martin.
They had one son, Robert George (Robbie) who
graduated with a degree in Engineering and at pres375

containing all their belongings, to look for land.
They were well trained farmers and knew how to
choose good land. Thus they came to the Pipestone
Valley on May 30, 1881.
The Lothians chose their land carefully. James'
homestead was northwest of 20-7-26. William's land
was the northeast of 20-7-26. On April 10, 1883
James sold the first wheat from the district, a load
hauled to Virden for which he received 48 cents a
bushel. James was the first postmaster in the valley.
The first mail with the Pipestone stamp went out on
January 7, 1884. Later that winter he returned to
Scotland and the next spring, on April 21, 1885
married Agnes Fulton from Ayton, Scotland. The
young couple made their way back to Canada, to
James' log cabin on his homestead on the Pipestone,
where they arrived on May 23, 1885.
Over the years, James and Agnes had three children, Jean, Thomas and James. On October 18, 1908
James died suddenly in the harvest field. This left
Agnes alone with her family to operate the farm.
Both sons attended the Manitoba Agricultural College in Winnipeg. In June 1913 Jean married the
Reverand A. R. Maunders of the Methodist Church
and moved to live in Hartney, Manitoba.
When war broke out in 1914 Jimmie enlisted with
the 78th Canadian Battalion, Canadian Expeditionary Force, leaving Tom to operate the farm. As a
Sergeant, Jimmie was invalided home to the Fort
Osborne Tuxedo Hospital where he succumbed to his
wounds on June 19, 1920. Tom had died in the
int1uenzaepidemic on March 18, 1919. In the town of
Pipestone there still stands a Memorial Hall which
Agnes built as a memorial to the soldiers who made
the supreme sacrifice.
Agnes was left alone to carryon the farm with
hired help. After many years she sold the farm to Mr.
Joseph Grant and moved into a house in Pipestone.
She died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. A. R.
Maunders, at Portage la Prairie on June 13, 1931,
aged seventy-one.
Today, the only direct descendants of James and
Agnes Lothian are a granddaughter and a grandson,
Roberta and Tom Maunders. Tom Maunders, a social
worker, graduate of the University of Manitoba and
of the University of British Columbia, lives in New
Westminster, B.C. He married Vivianne Hopper of
Brandon, Manitoba, a graduate of the University of
Manitoba in Home Economics. They have three children, James, Nancy and Donald. Roberta Maunders
lives in Winnipeg and is employed as a Welfare
Worker at the Health Sciences Centre.

Ann, who will graduate from a course in Business
Administration at Red River Community College in
June (1979) and expects to be working in Toronto.
Elizabeth Jane (Jani) attending the University of
Manitoba. Jeffrey Connel (Jeft) age fifteen (named
after his Grandfather of course!).

Lothian, James and Agnes (Fulton)
James Lothian was born at Barney Hill, East
Barns near Dunbar, Scotland on October 27, 1853.
Agnes Fulton Lothian was born at Whitfield near
Ayton, Scotland on January 9, 1860.
James Lothian, accompanied by his brother
William, arrived in the valley of the Pipestone Creek
on May 30, 1881. Two days before, on Saturday May
28, Dan McKinnon and A. McLean had arrived.
These four were the first white men to settle in the
Pipestone Valley. In a letter to their parents William
wrote, "Jim and I always said we would like, if
possible, to go ahead to civilization, to go where
settlers would be sure to follow and we came near
enough having our wish, as we were, you may say,
the first to settle on the Pipestone and I was the first
white man to sow grain in that part of the country and
Jim was the first to put scythe to the ripe corn. So you
see we have indeed been pioneers."
The Lothian brothers were the sons of a Scottish
tenant farmer. In their time most of the farm land was
held in large estates and leased to tenant farmers on
long leases. The Lothian family consisted of seven
sons and two daughters. For young ambitious, hardworking men these conditions offered little opportunity for prosperity. Britain was in the depth of an
agricultural depression. So James and William, after
much family consultation inspired by the aggressive
advertising campaign for immigrants conducted by
the Canadian Government, decided to emigrate and
to take up homesteads in Manitoba.
They arrived in Quebec City in early July 1880
and made their way to Winnipeg. Then, in order to
get a closer look at the land, they walked to Portage la
Prairie. This took them two days. They got work with
Kenneth McKenzie on his farm, eight miles west of
Portage and worked there until late November, in the
meantime taking every opportunity to assess the
quality of the land. They spent the winter of 1880 to
1881 in the Riding Mountains on land belonging to
Robert Campbell, an officer of the Hudson's Bay
Company. Part of the winter was spent in a logging
camp where they were paid $20.00 each per month
and an additional $10.00 for the use of their team of
oxen.
In the spring of 1881, after ploughing a portion of
Mr. Campbell's land and sowing some grain, they set
out with their team of oxen and a Red River cart

Lothian, William and Annie (Milliken)
This family story starts out with William Lothian
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William Gladstone, the British Prime Minister, for
whom they had the greatest admiration. Four children were born to them: a daughter, Catherine (to be
known to so many as "Aunt Kate") and three sons,
Norman, Geoffrey and Robert.
The Lothian family took a very prominent part in
the social, educational and religious life of the community. William was active in the politics of the
Municipality and was Reeve for many years. In connection with other kindred spirits, the Forkes, Millikens, etc., a debating society was organized and
some very "lively" discussions followed you can be
sure. Both Annie and William were lovely singers
and many musical evenings were enjoyed at
Hawarden. This love of music, poetry and dramatics
was passed on to their children and later to their
children's children.
In 1914, Annie and William, along with their
d'!-ughter Kate, retired out to Victoria, British Columbia, where they lived until their deaths, Annie in
1933 and William in 1939. They always mentioned a
great interest in Pipestone and many visits were made
back home to "Hawarden" which was now the home
of their son Geoffrey and his wife Irene and some
lively "bairns".
Norman was born April 23rd, 1884. He grew up
on the farm, attended school in Pipestone and college
in Winnipeg. He married Margaret Larmour of
Hamiota and they lived most of their lives in Vancouver, Norman working for an engineering firm.
They had no children. Norman died in 1949.
Catherine (Kate) was born September 10th, 1885.
She lived in Pipestone until 1914 when she accompanied her parents to Victoria. Here she put her
hobbies in ceramics and painting to work and has left
many samples of her art. "Aunt Kate" always maintained her interest in Pipestone and Reston and spent
many happy holidays with Geoffrey and his family in
whose hearts she held a very "special place", and
also visiting her many relatives and friends in the
district. She died in Victoria in 1972.
John Geoffrey was born January 9th, 1887. He
grew up in Pipestone and attended school there and
also had a couple of years of training in Agriculture at
the University in Winnipeg. He took over the home
farm "Hawarden: in 1914 and married Irene
Crawford (daughter of 1. W. Crawford) in 1915.
Geoffrey died suddenly aboard ship returning with
Irene from a trip to England to visit his daughter Beth
in October, 1958.
Robert Inglis the youngest member of the family
was born in 1889. Robert graduated from the University of Manitoba with a degree in Electrical Engineering and received the Gold Medal for the highest
marks in his class. He worked for Westinghouse in

leaving his home in Berwickshire, Scotland, in 1880,
a young man of twenty-five years, accompanied by
his brother James. The big attraction to the Canadian
West was the promise of free land, 160 acres to any
who would fulfill the conditions, for their father was
a tenant farmer with rent to meet whatever the harvest
yield.
Letters William wrote home telling of all their
experiences in the New Country were treasured and
saved and years later were given to William's daughter Catherine (on a visit to her father's birthplace) by
an Aunt. Catherine brought them back to Canada and
the original letters , twenty-one in all, are now in the
Manitoba Archives.
In the early spring of 1881, William and James
left Fort Ellice and with their team of oxen they had
acquired, hitched to an old Red River Cart, they
travelled for five days, ending up in the Pipestone
Valley. Here they met Dan McKinnon and Archie
McLean and these two young men invited them to
dinner and took them to see some "valley land", in
particular a section which was open for homesteading and pre-emption. This turned out to be 20-7-26.
William built his home on the northeast part of this
section and James on the northwest part.
According to William's letter, Dan McKinnon
did the first breaking up of the virgin soil and to
William was given the honour of sowing by hand ten
acres of barley, the first grain to be grown and reaped
in the settlement.
In 1882, Annie Milliken, William's childhood
sweetheart, came to Canada from her home in Berwickshire, Scotland, with her sister's family. She and
William were married in Brandon the following year
and he took her to her first home, a log cabin he had
erected on 20-7-26, the land he now owned. Annie
was the first white bride in the district. "Aunt Kate"
told of the following little incident that happened on
the way from Brandon to Pipestone: Apparently the
railroad only went as far as Oak Lake at that time so
William proceeded to take his bride on to Pipestone
by oxen and Red River Cart. The mosquitoes were
apparently so bad that the poor oxen nearly driven to
distraction, took off into a body of water up to their
backs. Can you imagine poor Annie's feeling of
frustration to see her "trousseau" floating around
prairie. No doubt her first of many frustrations to
come.
In the years that followed, William and Annie
shared the many hardships, privations and trying
experiences (including a prairie fire which William
described in detail in one of his letters) of the early
pioneer life but as times improved they prospered. A
lovely home replaced the log cabin and they decided
to call their farm "Hawarden" after the estate of
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Thunder Bay for several years and then went Overseas to join the forces in the first world war. He was
killed at Ypres April 3rd, 1916, at the age of twentysix, and is buried in France.

las married Judelle Gray of Kenton, Manitoba in
1973 and graduated from Brandon University with
Bachelor of Science degree and W.B.C. Then he
went to Wolfville, Nova Scotia to the University of
Acadia, where he received his Master's degree in
Zoology; from there he went to University of B.C.,
where he will convocate this year, 1979, with his
Doctorate in Zoology. Janice Macintyre was married
in 1974 to Patrick Lee Stone, a teacher who commutes daily to his work in Minnedosa. Janice concentrated on piano and eventuallIy graduated from
St. Michael's Academy with ARCT and ATCM. She
is now teaching from her home in Brandon. They
have a son, Christopher Lee Stone, born August
1978. Jack and Margaret moved to Brandon in 1924,
where they still reside. Catherine Macintyre married
Cecil Bernard Bean in 1943. Cecil is a native Vancouverite. To Catherine and Cecil was born Daniel
Bean in 1946 and a chosen daughter Nancy Bean in
1952. Danny Bean married Nancy Hussa in 1973 and
to them was born a son Michael Bernard in 1978 all now living in Vancouver. Nancy Bean was married to Jerry Koller in 1973. Jerry is a photographer
and they now have two sons: Jeffrey Daniel born in
1975 and Scott Gerald in 1976. They reside in Taber,
Alberta.
Joyce Macintyre married Robert McRory in
1951. They had three sons, Bob 'Jr.' born in 1954,
Timothy in 1957 and Steven in 1960. Bob Jr. married
Maureen Cherry in 1975 and they now have a daughter, Jennifer Angela, born in September, 1978. All
are now living in Edmonton, Alberta.
This is the story of the Macintyre Clan.

Macintyre, Hugh and Mabel (Spurr)
Hugh Macintyre was born in Glasgow, Scotland
- November 12th, 1883. He came to Canada in 1904
and arrived in Winnipeg in March. He was sent to
Pipestone that month to work on the farm.
The emigrant, bookkeeper and rent-collector,
straight from Glasgow, was a very green albeit willing, hired man and one of his first tasks as a hired
man was to open a field for plowing. Of course he
hadn't any idea of what' striking a land' was and was
told to keep a distant object between a horse's ears an
start at the centre - so this he did, but unfortunately,
the distant object he chose was Johnny Norman going
to town. Needless to say, the new farmhand ended up
in the comer of the field. He worked for several
farmers, the last of whom was Tom Brandon, Paramount District. Hugh turned out to have a way with
horses and he and Tom Brandon remained life-long
friends. About 1908 Hugh Macintyre came to the
village of Pipestone and went to work in the Post
Office and in the lumberyard owned by 1. E.
Crawford.
In 1913 he became a hardware merchant - in
partnership with E. W. Robertson - eventually becoming sole owner of Pipestone Hardware. He was
an elder of the United Church and Superintendent of
the Sunday School. He was a member of the Regional
Advisary Committee under the Veterans' Land Act
and served on the board of the Children's Aid Society. In 1924 Hugh Macintyre was elected councillor, Ward 4 of the R. M. of Pipestone and served for
well over twenty years. He represented the Western
Judicial District on the executive of the Union of
Municipalities from 1938-1943; spent one year as
Vice-President and in 1944 was elected President.
This position he held for two years.
Hugh Macintyre retained an active interest in the
local and federal political scene right to the end. He
passed away in Brandon General Hospital on 18 July,
1953.
The year of 1915 saw Hugh Macintyre marry
Mabel Webster Spurr, a local schoolteacher from
L' Amble, Ontario. Mrs. Hugh Macintyre passed
away in Brandon General Hospital in 1952 on February 6 - the same days as King George VI. Mr. and
Mrs. Macintyre had three children - Jack, Catherine
and Joyce. In 1945, 13 June, Jack married Margaret
E. Jenkins of Douglas, Manitoba. Margaret and Jack
had two children: a son, Douglas Hugh, born in 1947
and a daughter, Janice Margaret, born in 1953. Doug-

MacNicol, Thomas and Louise (English)
Thomas McPherson MacNicol came west from
Glengarry County, Ontario, with the C.P.R. construction. He left the C.P.R. at Kicking Horse Pass in
1884.
He was in charge of Government Stores at Regina
(Pile-of-Bones) during the North West Rebellion. At
the conclusion of the Rebellion, he built and operated
the first grist mill in Regina.
He married Anna Louise English on October
27th, 1887. Thomas purchased the general store at
Oak Lake and moved there in 1890. Incidentally, he
went bankrupt and moved with his wife and four
children to Pipestone in 1897 where he acquired a
general store. This business remained in the family
until 1944. Thomas MacNicol died in September,
1933. Louise MacNicol died in March 1941.
The business was operated by the oldest son,
John McPherson, and daughter Alfreda, until it was
sold in 1944.
The MacNicols had eight children.
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Mail', James and Elizabeth (McLatchie)

Murial Jessie was born in Regina, July 18th,
1888. She married Doctor 0. S. Ross of Virden. They
lived in Virden until retiring in 1948. Mrs. Ross now
lives in Vancouver.
John McPherson was born in Oak Lake, August
11th, 1890. He married Edna Thompson of Brandon,
October 29, 1919. They lived in Pipestone until the
business was sold in 1944 and due to ill health moved
to California.
Hattie Lillian was born in Oak Lake, July 26,
1892. She married Walter Haughton, then of Souris,
on December 16th, 1914. Walter graduated in Dentistry and practised in Winnipeg, Reston and Yorkton.
Mrs. Haughton now lives in Winnipeg.
Donald Dwight was born in Oak Lake, January
3rd, 1894. He married Charlotte Dwyer of Minnedosa, October, 1922. Donald died on February 19,
1924. Donald graduated in Pharmacy and worked for
the National Drug Company until the time of his
death.
Alfreda Louise was born at Pipestone, July, 1895.
She assisted in managing the business until 1944. She
moved to California for two years, then to Vancouver
where she became matron of the Red Cross Lodge in
connection with the Shaughnessy Hospital, until her
retirement in 1965. She still resides in Vancouver.
Thomas Kenneth was born at Pipestone on December 11, 1897. He married Jennie Christie at Yorkton, Saskatchewan, December 28, 1926. Kenneth
graduated in Dentistry at the North-Western University, Chicago, in 1923. He practised at Kinistino,
Yorkton and Vancouver, where he retired in 1968. He
and his wife still reside in Vancouver.
Frederick Moore was born at Pipestone, November 18, 1902. He married Alice Persis Doyle in Brandon, August 23, 1933. Fred was in the selling game
all his adult life, first with the G. McLean Company
of Winnipeg and then with Christie, Brown and
Company Limited. He retired after thirty-seven
years service with the Company. He and his wife
moved to Brentwood Bay on Vancouver Island after
retirement. There they still reside.
Sheldon Grant was born at Pipestone, February
20, 1905 and married Rose Nellie Mitchell,
Milestone, Saskatchewan on January 16th, 1925.
Sheldon joined the Bank of Commerce as a youth in
Virden, transferred to Gilbert Plains and then to
Milestone, Saskatchewan. He left the Bank at that
point and went with General Motors at Regina as a
salesman in the Buick Division. He lost his job with
hundreds of others in 1930. From Regina he went into
the Insurance business and wound up as Manager of
the Manitoba Branch of the Crown Life in Winnipeg.
Sheldon died in July 1974.

James Mair came to Pipestone, Manitoba in 1908
from Ayrshire, Scotland. Elizabeth McLatchie came
over from Glasgow, Scotland in August, 1909. They
were married in Winnipeg that same month on her
arrival. They travelled by train to the farm that James
had purchased in Pipestone where they settled, six
miles south of Pipestone. They lived there until 1924.
Their first daughter Jane Drummond was born
August 2, 1910. Their second daughter Lillian Blair
was born AprilS, 1912. Their son David James Morrison was born June 16, 1916 and their youngest
daughter Elspeth Drummond was born April 23,
1918.
The three eldest children attended Belses Public
School. Lillias drove the horses and buggy each day.
In the winter months parties were enjoyed at
different homes in the community and the town Hall.
James played the violin for most of those enjoyable
evenmgs.
Each year a special concert was held in the Town
Hall to raise money for the Hall. There was a considerable amount of talent in the area. Jane and Lillias
danced the Highland Fling and wore their traditional
Scotch kilt for the occasion. Usually Elizabeth had
Scotch Shortbread iced very fancy and this was auctioned during the evening and brought in a considerable amount.
Times were hard so James felt he could do well if
he made a move East, having a brother near
Brampton, Ontario who suggested that the family
should move east. In the spring of 1924 they had an
auction sale at their farm and sold out. They had a lot
of good friends there and felt very sad to leave the
district.
After their sale they stayed with the family of
James Dodds until everything was settled for them to
leave.
James worked at the Dale Estate Ltd., which were
flower growers with a large area of greenhouses.
James worked in the Boiler Rooms as a Heating
Engineer until his retirement on June 20, 1952. He
made his home with the youngest daughter. He
passed away September 2, 1968 in his ninety-first
year but had always enjoyed good health.
Elizabeth had been a nurse and followed this
profession. She was very active in the community.
Both she and James were ardent church workers in
the St. Andrews Presbyterian church in Brampton.
Elizabeth suffered a very severe heart attack on
July 1, 1940 and passed away suddenly; she was in
her fifty-sixth year.
The eldest daughter Jane married Charlie Cook
on August 28, 1947. They have no children, they live
in Brampton, Ontario.
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& Son. They remained in business together until just
before Heber's marriage in the late 30's when he went
to Winnipeg and joined the staff of Inman Motors.
Heber, Jean and Helen attended school in
Pipestone through elementary and high school. Jean
later went to Brandon College where she studied for
the A.T.C.M. certificate for the Toronto conservatory of Music which she received in 1940. Jean returned to Pipestone where she taught piano in both
Pipestone and Reston for a number of years. During
this time she was a leader in organizing the Western
Manitoba Musical Festival and was organist of the
Pipestone United Church. In the late forties, she
joined the Music Faculty of Brandon College and
remained there until her early retirement in 1969 due
to ill health.
Heber remained in the garage business
throughout his life in Winnipeg with Inman, Dickson
Motors, later with Freeman Wilson of Calgary for a
brief period, before starting his own business in 1955
at Triton Service Station, Calgary.
Heber's children have all married and have children of their own. The eldest, Marilyn, graduated
from the University of Calgary, worked as a teacher
and teacher librarian in the Calgary school system
and married Walter Braden, Master of Arts in Sociology and a Calgary high school teacher. They have
one daughter, Heather. Garth received his degree in
Optometry from Waterloo University and is practising in Calgary and Olds, Alberta. He and Karen (a
school teacher prior to her marriage) have three children. Margaret graduated from the Calgary Technical school as a Medical Lab Technician, married
Thomas Pollon, who is now with Canada Cablevision in London, Ontario. They have two boys.
Helen's professional life has been as a social
worker in family practise in Toronto area from
1943-1974 and in Social Work Education at the University of Manitoba. Prior to that she had an exciting
three years with Canadian Chautauqua, an event
which only old-timers will remember.
Helen's memories of Pipestone are largely those
impressed on her by her parents, as she left home,
except for holidays, at fifteen to study. She remembers particularly, Mrs. Mann talking of the early
years when Mr. Wm. Hotheau, Col. Rattray and
Principal (Piggott) were giving leadership to a literary society, which, among other projects, produced
"The Merchant of Venice". Mrs. Mann played Portia. She recalls too, her respect for the Reverend
Willson Ivenor and Reverend Harry Dodds, both of
them committed to the social gospel of the period and
probably inspired her own interest in socialist ideals.
Given the political climate of western Manitoba,
she never had an opportunity to vote a socialist ticket

The second daughter Lillias married James Allison on February 19, 1949, and have no children.
They live in Brampton, Ontario.
Their son Morris, married Madilene Bulschi on
June 13, 1942, have two children: a daughter Debra
and a son Gordon who live in Ottawa, Ontario.
Their youngest daughter Elspeth married Joseph
Stansfield on January 30, 1943. They have four children, three sons and one daughter: Dennis, Blake,
Beth and Darwin. Elspeth and Joseph also live in
Brampton, Ontario.
Elspeth and Joe visited Pipestone in 1969, Lillias
and Jim visited in 1977 and stayed with their good
friends the Gloors. Elspeth and Elizabeth were
amazed at the changes around the area.
When living at Pipestone the McNicol store was
the main store, the Fairlie girls operated the telephone system, Dr. Cairns had the Drug Store. All the
familiar places have disappeared. There are still a fair
number of good friends in the area. It is nice to see
them all again and they expect to be back soon.

Mann, William and Clara (Kearney)
William 1. Mann was born on March 1, 1881 and
died June 1970. Clara A. Mann (nee Kearney) was
born March 7, 1879 and she died January 1955.
Their children: Helen M. Mann, born October
23, 1908; R. Heber Mann, born April 5, 1911, (died
August 28, 1961); M. Jean Mann, born January 2,
1917 (died January 25, 1976).
Heber married Birdie Stinson born February 28,
1908. (Remarried, Wm. Armstrong, December 16,
1978.) Children were: Marilyn, born May 30, 1943;
Garth Mann born January 30, 1946; Margaret born
August 13, 1950.
William and Clara came to Pipestone from Carievale, Saskatchewan in 1910. They both grew up in
the Ollara Valley, he near Stittsville, Ontario and she
in Almonte. They were married on January 1st, 1908
and came to Carievale where William had a position
as bookkeeper in Coden General Store. In 1910
William purchased a farm implement business from
W. Parker, one of the original business men of
Pipestone. The deal included the Parker residence at
the north end of Main Street, which remained the
family home until 1968 when Mr. Mann became a
patient in Assiniboine Hospital, Brandon.
William Mann was agent for International Harvester, John Deere and McCormick farm implements
throughout his business life. Early on, he also handled Overland cars and later held the Plymouth franchise for the district. Around 1927 he purchased a
garage and service station for Heber; as the depression deepened, he abandoned his own premises and
joined forces with Heber under the name W. 1. Mann
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but she remained an ardent admirer of 1. S. Woodsworth for most of her life, although the aggressiveness of the trade union movement rather "turned her
off" and in her later years she looked to figures like
Shandi and Kagawa for inspiration. At a more personal level she found in the W. M. S. and the
Pipestone Bible Class a source of fellowship and
intellectual stimulation.
In short the impression of Pipestone is of a village
perhaps more literary and intellectually bent than
was the average for the prairies.
Most of Bill Mann's energies were expanded in
being a wonderful family man, a good friend and
neighbor and in keeping his head above water during
the various economic crises, characteristic of those
years. But he found time to be a member of the
school board in later years, served on the Board of the
Pipestone United Church and sang bass to Dr. Cairn's
tenor in the church choir. His community involvement was the quality of his relationship with the
French and native people. More of his kind are
needed in these days of threat to Canadian Unity.

1903. In 1905 he bought a half section, 22-7-26 and
built the present four-bedroom home. Mrs. Henry
(Martha) McLachlan died October, 1914. Mrs.
William (Elizabeth Elliott) McLachlan died December 1914.

McLachlan, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
The Henry McLachlans farmed in the valley
north of Pipestone until 1919 when he sold out and
bought the old Hopkins farm south of Pipestone. His
wife passed away in 1915 and was buried in Pipestone
cemetery.
They had four sons. Lome, the ddest, was born
in June, 1898. He never married. He passed away in
Penticton, B.C., in February, 1957 and was buried in
the Penticton cemetery.
Fraser, the second boy, was born in November,
1899. He farmed with his father until the early thirties
when he moved to northern Alberta. There 'he married and in the early forties moved to British Columbia where he worked as a steam engineer in a B.C.
government institution until his retirement in 1964.
He married, had two daughters, and is living now in
Port Coquitlam, B.C.
Charles, the third son, was born in September,
1901. He died as a result of a hunting accident in 1921.
Art, the youngest, was born in July, 1903. He
married a girl from Kyle, Saskatchewan in 1928 and
worked in a garage in Melita, Manitoba for a time
before leaving for Alberta, where they lived for a
number of years before settling in Nanaimo, B.C.
They are now retired. They have a son and a daughter.

The McLachlan Family
William John McLachlan and Mrs. Elizabeth
McLachlan (Elliott), a sister of John Elliott and
William Elliott, arrived in 1887 to live in the Belses
district. They came from Paisley, Ontario.
Archibald Fraser McLachlan, a brother to
William, arrived by ox wagon from Virden on April
1st, 1889. He homesteaded one-half mile south of the
present town of Pipestone on the northwest quarter of
that section. Rachael Ann (Jackson) McLachlan, his
wife, arrived December 11th, 1889 from Wingham,
Ontario. Their children: William Roy McLachlan,
born July 30th, 1891; Annie May McLachlan, born
November 3, 1895; Ethel Mildred McLachlan, born
December 16, 1898.
In July, 1898, they moved to the west half of
section 15 and built a small five-roomed house. Later
they bought the northeast quarter of section 21. The
present house was enlarged in 1910. For two years
after arrival he teamed, with oxen, his crop to Virden, Manitoba.
William Roy McLachlan became an accountant
in Brandon, Manitoba. Annie May McLachlan became a missionary in Japan from 1924 until 1963.
Ethel Mildred McLachlan trained as a nurse, and
worked mainly in Indian hospitals.
Henry McLachlan, a brother of Archibald Fraser
and William John, and his wife Martha (Kelly) arrived by train on March 4th, 1904 with their four
boys: Lome McLachlan, born July, 1898; Fraser
McLachlan, born November 1899; Charles
McLachlan, born 1901; Archibald McLachlan, born

McLaren, Forbes and Hannah (Ewing)
This is family history as far back as I can remember. The Ewings came to Canada on a sailing ship
from Scotland and were six weeks at sea, during
which time many of the passengers were sea-sick.
Their first home was at St. Marys, and later at Bracebridge, Muskoka, Ontario where great-grandfather was Reeve for many years. Their family were
three daughters, a son, and three more daughters.
Two young men, Henry and Forbes McLaren,
brothers, whose family once owned part of the land
that is now Ottawa, met and married Elizabeth and
Hannah Ewing. The Henry McLarens came to Manitoba first, in 1882, and my grandparents, Forbes and
Hannah, after a couple of years at Scarth, moved to
the east half of 6-6-26 where the family grew up.
There my father, William Forsyth, and mother Daisy,
met and married. Originally there were Henry,
William and Forbes McLaren, settled at Scarth.
Twelve McLarens from those three families attended
Mayville school when it was first opened.
As two sisters married two brothers, the families
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were sometimes called double cousins. One of the
younger of Uncle Henry's family said that what impressed her most about Manitoba were the mosquitoes in summer and the cold in winter.
The Forbes McLaren family, my grandparents,
landed at Scarth in 1886. Those of the family who
lived to grow up were: Daisy, my mother; Thomas
Ewing, who gave his life in the First World War with
the 16th Canadian Scottish army; Lillian, who contracted typhoid fever nursing a neighboring family,
died as a result; there were Gordon and Kenneth who
did not marry; Margaret married Victor Hart on his
return from the First World. Their elder son died a
teenager of leukemia and Lionel lives in the Chicago
area. The older members of his family are married.
Aunt Florence married Thomas Topping of Kipling, Saskatchewan; their oldest daughter Lillian,
married Norman Rae of Peobles, Saskatchewan.
They have three daughters and a son. Larry married
Hazel McMillan who have the same number of children as Lillian. The youngest daughter, Betty
Thompson and husband are at Yorkton, Saskatchewan. Aunt Emily did not marry.
The decendants of my Great Uncle Henry's family of four sons and four daughters, are scattered
beyond my ken.
Grandfather McLaren worked for the Canadian
Pacific Railway when it was being built along the
northern shores of Lake Superior. Grandmother and
the children lived in a tent in winter while this construction was being carried on. Grandmother cooked
for some of the work gang. Grandfather gained the
position of Foreman on the gang because he could
"pick for two men shoveling or shovel for two men
picking". Before working for the railway, he had
worked in lumber camps. He remembered the day
that the" Wabinaw" sank on the Lake Superior. Not a
single survivor or body was ever found. Not a single
man was allowed out to work at the lumber camp that
day. One could not foresee how trees might fall· in
such a furious wind.
Grandfather saw Wolseley's troops pass on flatcars on their way west to put down the Riel Rebellion
of 1885. Where the Pic River flowed into Lake Superior there was a high trestle bridge. The soldiers were
ordered off the cars to cross it. Many were so affected
by the wide open spaces below the bridge that they
crawled over on hands and knees. There were no side
rails on the bridge.
Grandfather continued to work on the railway
after he took out his homestead south of Pipestone.
His wife and family carried out the farming activities
in his absence. On rail lines in Saskatchewan and
Manitoba he was foreman of maintenance crews.
Because of the open country and the incessant, pre-

vailing winds he conceived the idea of using a sail on
the hand car, held by a mast securely anchored to the
frame of this clumsy, slow vehicle. When the wind
was right he achieved some astonishing speeds, without laborious pumping. He tried this on the C. N. R. at
Scarth.
My parents William and Daisy (McLaren) Forsyth lived in what became Paramount School District. Their family was: David F. (Pipestone), Willie
(died at an early age from a ruptured appendix), John
(Souris), Anne (Winnipeg), Thomas (Reston), James
(Pipestone), and Isabel (Mrs. James Gilmour, Forrest).
Forbes and Hannah (Ewing) McLaren were married in 1870 in Monk Township, Ontario. Grandmother McLaren died October 18,1934 at their farm
home in the Huston district. Grandfather died July
19, 1942.

McLeod, James and Ida (Kennedy)
James Alexander McLeod and Ida Ann Kennedy
were married in Pipestone on December 30, 1908.
They had four children:
William George, born 1912 in Regina, married
Diana Mills of Yorkton. They have four children:
James Arthur born 1945; Georgia born 1949; Janis
Kyle born 1951; and Karen born 1952.
Donald Graham, born 1914 in Regina, was killed
while serving with the R.C.A.F. at High River, Alberta in 1941.
Mary Eleanor Kyle, born 1918 in Davidson, Saskatchewan, married Charles Willis Williams in 1939
in Regina and they have four children: Charles Warren, born 1943; Ross Graham, born 1948; Judith
Kyle, born 1949 and Patricia Ann, born 1951.
James Norman born, 1920 in Davidson, Saskatchewan, was killed while serving with the
R.C.A.F. and R.A.F. in Holland after enemy action
in 1944.

Mellish, David and Margaret (Crawford)
David Leopold Mellish, born July 22, 1883, died
April 25, 1954 and Margaret Louise Mellish born
October 15, 1879 died November 26, 1959.
David Leopold Mellish the eldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. 1. T. Johnson, Montague, P.E.1. came to Manitoba on a harvest excursion train in the summer of
1906. He settled in Pipestone subsequently, in the
employ of Mr. 1. W. Crawford Lumber Co. Later Mr.
Mellish took over the dealership of Massey-Harris
machinery.
In 1909 the marriage of Mr. Mellish and Margaret
Louise Crawford took place in Pipestone on January
22. Mrs. Mellish was the former daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. 1. W. Crawford of Pipestone.
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to make their home in Goderich, Ontario. He spent
his boyhood years there and in early manhood
worked on the boats on the Great Lakes.
In 1880, he married Catherine McKenzie whose
parents were from Sutherlandshire, Scotland. They
made their home in Lucknow, Ontario, moved to the
west later and settled at first at Carberry and then at
Well wood districts in Manitoba, where they lived for
a number of years. Their family later moved to Vancouver, B.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Morrison's first son was born in
1881, John Sutherland. Mr. Morrison came out to
western Canada in 1882, arriving first in the Elm
Valley District and later in Pipestone District, where
he worked on the McKinnon farm before taking up a
homestead north of Pipestone the south west of
32-7-26. Mrs. Morrison and son John joined him in
1886. They farmed this property for quite a number
of years and here the remainder of their family of four
daughters and two sons were born: Jean, Alex,
Catherine, Gordon, Melvina and Jessie.
Their first home was replaced by a modern home
which was destroyed by fire in 1909. It was replaced
by the present home, now occupied by the White
Shell Colony who purchased the property in 1977.
Owing to poor health Mr. and Mrs. Morrison retired
to Pipestone in 1910 along with younger members of
the family. The oldest son John and wife Hilda took
over farming operations for a short time before moving to Vancouver, B. C. where his wife Hilda and two
sons, Donald and Gilbert still reside. Their youngest
son Roy was killed in action in the Second World
War.
Alex and wife Anna were residents of St. Walburg, Saskatchewan. Their two sons Robert and Angus live in Saskatchewan and one daughter Kathleen
(Mrs. Kendal) in Alberta. The three Morrison sons,
John, Alex and Gordon and youngest daughter Jessie
(Mrs. L. Knight) of Winnipeg are deceased. Jessie's
daughter Mrs. Donna Mitchel resides in Winnipeg.
Jean (Mrs. R. G. Handford) resides at Eyebrow,
Saskatchewan. Melvina (Mrs. 1. Banninster) resides
at Surrey, B.C. and Catherine (Mrs. C. 1. Lawrence)
in Pipestone. The Handford family of five sons and
one daughter are widely scattered as are the Lawrence family of six sons and four daughters. In 1920
C. 1. Lawrence purchased the homestead originally
owned by the Alex Rattray family south of Pipestone,
and where Catherine Lawrence and son Bill (W.R.)
still reside. Mr. Morrison passed away in October
1939 and Mrs. Morrison passed away in October
1949.

On July 13, 1912 a daughter was born to the
Mellishs; Margaret Crawford Mellish married Dr.
Ronald Taylor in 1940. They are living in Vancouver
and have one son David.
In 1928 Mr. Mellish became a member of the
Public Utility Board, Province of Manitoba. Previous to this he had held many responsible community positions, chairman of the school board, Reeve of
the Municipality, Good Roads Association. The
Mellishs did not move away from Pipestone to Winnipeg until 1950. Mr. Mellish became Chairman of
the Public Utility Board, a position he held until his
death April 25, 1954. He had taken a great interest in
the T.B. Sanitorium Boards and put in many years of
service in that direction throughout the province of
Manitoba.
After Mr. Mellish's death Mrs. Mellish moved to
Vancouver, B. c., to live with her daughter until her
death November 26, 1959.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Mellish had only the interests
of the community and people around them at heart in
all their endeavors. It was always interesting to hear
them talking about the pioneers and the settlement of
this part of the country and the establishment of
schools and churches. Mr. Mellish had been at Prince
of Wales College in Charlottetown, P.E.I. before
coming west. He did not return, Mrs. Mellish received her education in Melita, Pipestone and Brandon.
It has been a great privilege to have had such
wonderful parents, and to have been brought up in
the community of Pipestone has certainly stood them
in good stead out in the broader world.
Margaret Crawford Mellish was born in
Pipestone, Manitoba July 13, 1912. Early schooling
was in Pipestone until 1928, when she entered a
Wesley College (now University of Winnipeg) graduating in 1932 with a B.A. degree. Two years in
education in Toronto University followed. In September 1934 she went to Switzerland to teach. This
was in a finishing school in Lausanne.
In September 1936 Margaret joined the staff of
Havergal Ladies' College in Toronto. She remained
here until her marriage August 24, 1940 to Dr. W.
Ronald Taylor St. John, N.B.
Dr. Taylor served on active duty in the Canadian
Navy until September 1945 when he went to New
York for two years specialty training in Ear, Nose and
Throat. In 1947 the family moved to Vancouver, B.C.
where they still reside, although Dr. Taylor is now
retired.

Morrison, John and Catherine (McKenzie)
Nicholson, Mr.. and Mrs. George

Born in Glasgow, Scotland, John Donald Morrison came to Canada with his parents and four sisters,

Mr. and Mrs. George Nicholson and two children
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Pierce, William and Lulu

Eileen and Jack arrived in Canada in 1908, from
County Down, Ireland. Shortly after, Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Todd, Mrs. Nicholson's brother arrived. The
two families purchased the Robert Gray farm, east of
Pipestone. The Nicholsons lived on the northeast
quarter of 12-7-26 and the Todds on the southeast
quarter of the same section. Miss Toseanna Todd,
sister of Mrs. Nicholson arrived from Ireland, in
February 1910. Two more children arrived at the
Nicholson home. Raymond was born in 1909 and
Gertrude in 1913. Miss Todd made her home with the
Nicholsons, as she was so much help in time of
sickness.

In July of 1940, Bill, Lulu Pierce and family
moved to Agnew, Manitoba from Angusville, Manitoba. Bill was the United Grain Growers agent at that
point.
They had a family of eight children:
Adeline married Benson Plummer of Gilbert
Plains, Manitoba. They had a family of five children,
Dale, Bonnie, Kelly, Daryll and Billy. Adeline is
presently operating the Bonnie Dawn Beauty Salon
in Reston, Manitoba.
Douglas married Kay O'Brien in Brighton, England. They had a family of three children: Patricia,
Jim and Bill. Doug passed away in August, 1971.
Kay is presently residing in Reston, Manitoba.
Tennyss married Keith Plummer in Vancouver,
B.C. She passed away in October, 1964.
Kelly married Dannie McDougal of Virden,
Manitoba. They have a family of six children, Irish,
Barry, Duane, Sharon, Scott and Ross.
Beryl married Reid Smith of Vancouver, B.C.
They have a family of five children: Cheryl, Holly,
Aaron and Brett.
Wynne married Menzies Waddell of Newdale,
Manitoba. They have a family of three children,
Trent, Clark and Amber.
Gay married Glen Coutts of Newdale, Manitoba.
They have one daughter, Colleen.
Randy married Joan Waddell of Newdale, Manitoba. They reside in Vancouver, B.C.
Beryle, Wynne, Gay and Randy attended school
in Pipestone, Manitoba. Kelly and Doug were in the
Army during World War II.
Mrs. Lulu Pierce was a member of the Pipestone
Ladies' Auxiliary. In June, 1951 the elevator burned
down at Agnew. The family then moved to Reston,
Manitoba where Bill operated the United Grain
Growers elevator until 1953. While living in Reston,
Gay and Randy attended Reston School.
They moved to Fosston, Saskatchewan. From
this area Bill retired from grain buying in 1959. They
moved to Newdale, Manitoba where they lived for
one year, the moved back to Pipestone, Manitoba.
Lulu passed away in May, 1961 and Bill passed
away in April, 1974. They are both buried in the
Pipestone Cemetery.

Mrs. Nicholson died (aged thirty-six) in 1917.
Miss Todd remained in the home and helped to raise
the family. In 1922, Mr. Nicholson moved to the
Arthur Patterson farm seven miles southwest of
Pipestone 12-6-27. The family had all attended
Pipestone school and Gertrude now continued her
education, for three years, at Paramount school, then
boarded in Pipestone to complete her high school
there. In 1930 the family moved to the farm north of
Pipestone, 27-7-26. Eileen married David Forsyth in
1932. Jack and Roy worked the farm together and
Gertrude completed her normal school in 1932, and
taught school for a short time at Scarth, Manitoba.
Jack rented the Davis farm, 26-7-26 and married
Freda Chapman. They raised two daughters, Audrey
Jasper and Donna Mae Holm. Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Forsyth (Eileen) had three daughters and one son:
June (Lamont) Brandon; Marianne (Vespry) Singapore; Wilma (Reynolds) Ottawa and George Forsyth, Saskatoon.
Roy retired from the farm in 1945. He purchased
the MacNicol home in Pipestone and commenced
work with Mr. W. 1. Mann. Gertrude secured employment with the Co-op store in Pipestone. Mrs.
George Nicholson died in 1948. When Mr. Mann
retired, Ray secured employment with the I.H.C. in
Virden, later moving to Boissevain to work with
I.H.C. and later purchased a share in the same business. He retired in 1970. Miss R. Todd died in 1968
and Gertrude remained in Pipestone and continued
working and managing the Co-op store until retirement in 1972.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nicholson retired in 1968 in
Pipestone and Mrs. 1. Nicholson died in October
1969. Mr. and Mrs. D. Forsyth retired in 1969 to live
in Pipestone and Mrs. Forsyth died in 1970. Jack
Nicholson died in 1972.

Rattray, Alexander and Jane (Tennant)
Alexander Rattray, born March 1, 1835 died June
6, 1918 at Pipestone, Manitoba. His wife, Jane Tennant, born May 17, 1840 died May 11, 1918 at
Pipestone, Manitoba. They were married in 1860.
Theirfamily: William, born May 21, 1861, married Helen Bell Rae, September 27, 1888; died Janu-

Ray Nicholson, Boissevan and Gertrude Nicholson, Pipestone spend the winters in sunny Arizona
and return in the spring to their respective homes.
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ary 9, 1923 at Victoria, B.C. He was with Canada
Life Association Co. for some years.
James, born February 24, 1863, died at Leduc,
Alberta. He went to Killam, Alberta and then to
Peace River.
Alexander, born January 11, 1865, died January
17, 1868.
John Grant, born January 15, 1867, died June 23,
1944 in Ottawa, Ontario. He married Emily Wallace
October 2,1895, born March 4,1865 and died February 8, 1934 at Ottawa.
Margaret, born June 18, 1869, married Alex
Stinson December 21, 1888 and died September,
1920 in Calgary, Alberta.
Jane Ann, born May 3, 1871, married Alex MacGregor February 13, 1895, died April 11, 1962 in
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.
Alexander, born March 9, 1873, died December
18, 1881.
Sarah, born September 9, 1875, married Cecil
Robertson December 25, 1906 died June 6, 1919 in
Regina, Saskatchewan.
Amelia, born February 9,1878, died October 12,
1898.
George, born March 15, 1879, died January 23,
1945 in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Elizabeth, born July 20, 1881. She married Donald Stewart on December 23, 1903, died on September 14, 1953 in Regina hospital but their home was
still Kipling, Saskatchewan.
Alexander Rattray was a blacksmith. The family
emigrated from Canada, settling in the general community of London, Ontario in 1874. Alexander Rattray and his son William went to Pipestone,
Manitoba in 1882. He was there during the 1885
Rebillion. Mrs. Rattray was anxious as at times there
was not much communication so she did not known
how close he was to the rebellion. He made a home
on what is now known as the Charles Lawrence farm.
William had the farm that is now known as the
Davis farm.
John, after graduation from the Ottawa Normal
School, went to Pipestone in 1890 where he taught
school for some years, later having a hardware business. He was land inspector for Canada Life Assurance Company for some years, going overseas in
1914. He commanded the 10th Canadian Battalion
staff at Witley and Bramshatt Camps during 1917 and
1918 and was Q.c. Seaford in 1919 until returning to
Canada in September 1919, with the rank of Colonel.
He had joined the 19th Manitoba Dragoons and in
1910 raised the 20th Border Horse. He was called to
Ottawa to head the Soldier Settlement Board in 1927.
He had been in Winnipeg from 1919-1927 and was a
land Inspector with Osler Hammond and Nanton.

My father was superintendent of the Sunday
School for a number of years and my mother organist
for the Presbyterian church for years. She also was
associated with the Ladies' Aid and the Women's
Missionary Society.
For a number of years my father treated the village to a show of Fire-crackers on May 24th. He was
also Chairman of the Veteran's Assistance Commission in 1937 and was in charge of the Conscientious
Objectors camps during the Second World War.
I was with the Federal Government for thirty-one
years, being mostly in the Library of the Forestry
Branch.
Helen Rattray, daughter of William, was a school
teacher in Estevan, Saskatchewan, for thirty-five
years.
Jean and Jessie Stewart, daughters of Elizabeth
were with the Saskatchewan Government Educational Branch and Agriculture Department, respectively.
John, son of James, was a chiropractor and made
his home in California.
George, son of James, lived and died in Calgary,
going there from Killam, Alberta.
Thomas 1., son of James, was overseas in the First
World War and was badly wounded. Afterwards was
with the Reserve Forces in Calgary for a number of
years, returning to Lethbridge, Alberta.
Ida, daughter of James, married William Irvin
Currie, who died on August 9, 1971. Ida still lives at
Leduc, Alberta.

Robertson, Ned and Lily
E. W. Robertson (Ned) and Lily moved to
Pipestone, August, 1910 and took over the C.P.R.
station from Tom Connen. Some time later Ned
joined Hugh McIntyre in the hardware business,
forming the firm of Robertson and McIntyre.
Robertsons left Pipestone about 1927 and moved
to Russell where he was appointed C.P.R. agent.
Both Ned and Lily passed aay in the early seventies
and are buried in Russell.
There were five children in the family; the first
born at La Riviere, died at two years of age, and four
were born at Pipestone. They presently reside as
follows: Frank and wife Mary at 1840-160th Street
#108 in Surrey, B.C.; Jack and wife May at 1216-700
Setter Street, Winnipeg; Grace Ledingham at Ste.
Ill, 35 Balmoral, Winnipeg and Margaret and Dr.
John More at Rimbey, Alberta.
It was a pleasant surprise when Franks moved to
their new home in Surrey to discover their neighbor
was Clarence Busby whom he hadn't seen since
leaving Pipestone in 1927.
Although the E. W. Robertson family left
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Pipestone when the oldest child was approximately
fifteen years old, some of the children's most pleasant memories are of Pipestone, such as: raiding Bob
Barclay's watermelon patch; helping Tom Forke load
his cattle at the stockyard every Friday; carrying
Margaret Mellish's school books home after four;
going fishing at the C. N. dam with Phersie McNicol.

Robertson-Chrisp farm, south of Pipestone. Debbie
was married to John Whitton in Ireland and came to
Pipestone about 1925. They worked for Reg Campion for some time until they acquired a farm of their
own at Elgin, Manitoba. They had five children,
Oswald who teaches French and Vera who taught at
Reston until she was married and Donna, Wallace
and Robert. The Whittens are retired and now live at
Souris. Oswald was born at Pipestone Hotel July 18,
1926. Reverend Carlin baptised him.
Robert and Jane started farming on the old Stinson farm not too far from Fairbairns. Pearl was born
there November 16, 1911. Mrs. Jim Flannery Sr. was
the nurse. There has always been some doubt how the
baby caught the measles with no other children
around. It proved to be a God Send when she attended school and was the only one in the whole
Belses school who did not have to stay home with
them. Lionel says there is no house on the land there
now and Mrs. Harry Wright seemed to known where
it was when they both shared a room in Reston
Hospital in 1972.
Smithsons moved to Reston and lived across the
river from the Jim Pierce farm. It was the McMurchy
farm. Phyllis Irene was born there October 11, 1913
and Lionel Merritt on November 22, 1916. The only
thing Pearl can remember about it was she had a little
dog that tripped her every time she went near the
river. Rose Illa Pierce took her to Dublin school for a
day.
In the spring of 1917 they went to their new home
six miles south of Pipestone. They went with the
horse and buggy. The farm was owned by Paul Matthews of France, section 17-6-26 and Isaac Grant had
rented it before Robert did. This was in Albert Municipality.
Robert Gerald was born on November 7, 1919.
Mrs. Duncan was the nurse.
The flu was so bad that Jane and Robert were both
in bed and Pearl left to look after the new baby. Then
the mail came from Ireland to say Jane's brother John
William was killed the day after Armistice. It seemed
such a bad time. Mrs. John Elliott sent over a Johnnie
cake and Mrs. Andrew Jack a plain cake with brown
sugar icing. They always did when anything was
wrong and the Elliots did the chores.
Grandma Misener was the only grandma Pearl
ever knew and she taught knitting, sewing, and
crocheting, and to appreciate many nice things in
life. While she was related in no way, Pearl says she
derived more enjoyment from her than her own
grandchildren because they were so close. She loved
her very much.
Walter Christopher was born June 17, 1923 on a
very windy afternoon. The children were sent to John

Robertson, William and Janet
In 1903 William Robertson bought the east half of
7-6-26 from Stephen Minnisota.
William and Janet had six children, five sons and
one daughter, named: Urton, Henry, Herb, Fred,
Tom and Aggie.
Upon arriving on the farm they had acquired
fifteen horses, some cattle, some household furniture
and farm machinery.
They broke the land and grew Red Fife wheat as
well as some Marquis wheat.
After a few years Urton, Henry and Fred moved
west into Saskatchewan. Tom went to Ontario for his
bride Louisa Angeline of Indian River. This couple
returned to Manitoba and settled on 7-6-26. Here
they raised two daughters and a son.
The oldest daughter Ruth, married Robert Harper
of Reston. The sister Cordelia and brother Alford
stayed on their home farm.
Aggie, the only daughter of William and Janet
Robertson, remained on the old homestead. She married Jim Chrisp of the Sinclair district. They raised
one son Wesley and later the family moved to Courtney, B. c., where they spent their remaining years.

Smithson, Robert and Jane (Merritt)
Robert Smithson and Jane Merritt left Ireland and
came to Pipestone in April 1909. Jane worked in
Pipestone and Robert on different farms in the district. They were met by Mrs. Stewart (Sarah Ashley).
They were married at the home of Richard Moore
of Elgin on December 1st, 1909. Jane had six brothers
and one sister and her younger brother Harry came to
Canada a few years later. He married Gertrude Halls
sister of Mrs. George Forke Jr. They had a son Kenneth who served in the Navy during the 2nd war, also
George, Bernice, Dorothy. When Jane died in August 1974 her only living relatives besides her children were in Ireland.
Ben Williams, a nephew of Jane's, lives on the
Sopwell home where Robert was born in January 15,
1886. He was from a family of six boys and six girls.
His father was Christopher and his mother was Sarah
Grant. Robert's sister Elizabeth (Sis) married Jack
Grant. Beside Aunt Sis, Robert had a brother Tom
and a sister Debbie come over from Ireland. Tom was
the father of Chris Smithson who lives on the old
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Elliotts and Mrs. Elliot went to assist the Dr. Mr.
Elliott was always able to amuse them.
Rose Wilfred was born November 25,1928. John
William February 10, 1932. This made a family of
five boys and two girls but as Pearl was twenty-one
years older than Jack she had been gone from home a
long time. The relationship has never been very close
as her boy Robert is only five years younger than
Jack.
The only Dr. at Pipestone was Dr. Cairns who
delivered the last four children. It seems now that one
can look across the once familiar fields and remember every family and where they lived and feel sorry
that they have all passed on. Jane and Robert retired
to Pipestone in 1958.
Phyllis married Percy Graham at Grahamdale,
Manitoba August 1938. They have one son Jack and
he married Gail May 1968.
Lionel married Sabra Bradley Gould November
1973. He now lives in Melita. He farmed the home
place until 1975. He worked during the war at
Hamilton, Ontario but came home due to his father's
illness.
Gerald married Joyce Gilroy of Glen Ewen, Saskatchewan in 1949. They had a son Clark who has his
own business at Smithers, B.C. Their daughter Brenda is an R.N. in Vancouver area. Gerald has a business in Williams Lake, B.C. He served in the Army
Service Corp. during the war and has a history of
heart trouble so spends his winters in California.
Walter lives in Winnipeg and Corpus Christie,
Texas. He married Elinor Sutton of Roland. He was
in the Air Force during the war and married in 1948.
Daughter Christyl Lee was born in 1950.
Christyl was married November 25th, 1972 to
Stephen Ayliffe of the R.C.M.P. Their son Ruan
Christopher was born February 15, 1975 and daughter Robyn Jennifer on August 1977. They are stationed now at Prince Rupert, B.C.
Ross married Doreen Richardson of Carman in
1951. Their daughter is Cheryl Gaye born 1952 in
Winnipeg. She was married September 1975 to Ken
Resch. Ross has a business in Delta, B.C.
Jack married Jean Gadomski, Teulon, June 1955.
Their son Clayton was born in 1956 and daughter
Erin in 1960. He is the owner of Central Canada
Safety Equipment Co. in Winnipeg with a branch at
Brandon. They lived at Pipestone for a time and her
people had the hotel there when they met each other.
Pearl was married in Central Church, Winnipeg
on September 22, 1934 to Elswood M. Hillman of
Chapleau, Ontario. They started in the Grocery business in St. Hames and remained there until the war
was over when they moved to Norwood Grove and
went through the flood of 1950. Then they went to

Miami, Florida on the advice of Dr. Deacon as their
two oldest children had polio and the climate was
better for them there.
Robert Allen was born July 27, 1936 at the old
Grace Hospital. He has one son Robert Allen. He
married Mildren MarshIer. After a divorce he married Carol Calciano of New York. They live in Miami
Springs. He spent two years in Korea in 1957 and
1958. He worked for Dade county before going to
Florida Power and Light Co. He is Administrative
Assistant of Power Plant Engineering.
Donna-Jean was born April 30, 1942 at Grace
Hospital. She is married to George T. Wasson and
has three children; James Marcus, Karen Jean, and
Michael George. Donna-Jean is a secretary in the
research department of Ryder Truck.
Norma-Lynne was born at Grace Hospital May 6,
1946. She married in 1970 R. Joseph Fuchs and her
daughter Sandra Lynne was born in 1970 and Robert
Joseph in 1972. They live at Chatham, New Jersey.
Pearl and Elswood were married by the Reverend
Stanley Know les a Member of Parliament since 1942.
When Pearl was married, Mrs. Ben Miller sent
her a picture of a friend of hers, Mrs. Clifford Hillman whom they know as Aunt Polly. The Bullochs
will remember her visiting Reston. The Hillman
Family are one of the oldest English speaking families in Canada. Papineauville, Quebec had three
families the Papineaus, Hillmans and Millers. The
Hillmans originally came from Holland in a sail boat
to the U. S. A. His name was George H. He was in the
lumber business at St. Albans, Vermont. Of the first
family coming to Canada a son John was born in 1788
and in 1790 they were in Wellsburg Township, Clinton County, which is assumed to be in Quebec. They
farmed at St. Rose, Quebec in 1794. The records of
all these families are on record in Government House
in the city of Quebec. In July 1945 Pearl was sent a
letter from Lt. Col. D. B. Papineau A.D.C. Executive Secretary of Government House, Quebec for the
names of the family background. His Grandmother
was a Hillman. In the Protestant Cemetery in Papineauville there is Sarah Smithson buried over a
hundred years ago. Where did she come from?

Woodcock, Charlie and Florence (Simons)
Florence (nee Simons) and Charlie Woodcock
came from England to Findlay, Manitoba in 1906.
Charlie came from Diss, England and Florence from
Greys, England. Their two oldest children Harold
Arthur and Barbara Florence were born in England.
They resided in Findlay for one and a half years
before moving to Pipestone in 1908. Charlie worked
in the post office for several years, later having his
own office, dealing in Insurance, Notary Public etc.
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He was also an assessor for the government. He
organized the first orchestra in Pipestone. He himself
played the mandolin, saxaphone and clarinet. He
also dabbled in photograrhy. For several years he ran
the local theatre.
Florence was an active town member with the
Women's Institute and the yearly town concerts that
were very popular in Pipestone.
They had six children; besides Harold and Barbara, Helen, Arthur (Chuck), Gladys and Norah, all
born in Pipestone. Gladys passed away in her infancy
in 1920.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Woodcock are deceased. Mrs.
Woodcock in 1934 and Mr. Woodcock in 1967.
Harold and his wife Betty reside in Lake Cowichan,
B.C., retired. Barbara Tapp and husband Art are
retired living in Regina. Their son Allan lives in
Victoria, B.C. Helen Chappell and her husband
Frank are also retired living in Victoria. Arthur
(Chuck) is living in Petrolia, Ontario. His wife
Lillian passed away in 1977. Chuck has three daughters, Marilyn, Judy and Carol and six grandchildren,
all living in Ontario.
Norah Mangelsen and her husband Oscar are
retired living on Gabriola Island, B.C. They have
two sons, Gary and his wife Marg and two children
living in Victoria; Dale and his wife Jeannie and two
sons living in Lake Cowichan.
All the Woodcocks went to school in Pipestone.
Chuck was the sports-minded one in the family. He
played hockey, as well as coached teams all his life.
His teams have won many medals in the east. Both
Harold and Chuck served in the Armed Forces.

Younge and Gyles were told by the surveyor that they
could find very good homes for themselves some
fifteen miles northwest and they found the place and
eventually made homes for themselves in that locality.
No doubt the historian will have access to deeds
and other documents and may find out more about
this story. Who were the members of The Pipestone
Farming Company it is often wondered?
The spring of 1882 was a very wet one. There was
a big snow storm in May and it made for a wet
summer. Joe Younge tells that the first day after
leaving the end of the rail he went to get water from a
slough to make tea and was unable to break the ice
with the dipper. He had to get an axe to cut the ice,
this in late May. He always ended that story by
saying: "That was when I should have headed south
and never stopped until I came to a warmer climate."
There were a few settlers in the Pipestone area at
that time, mentioned were Forks, Lothians and Milligens. He said Lothians had a binder that tied the
sheaves with wire.
It was a lonesome life, for those three Irishmen
and weeks would go by and they would never see a
soul. If they saw a team of horses or oxen they would
run a long way to intercept the driver and get news of
the world. There was a man who was one of the
earliest settlers around Virden named Chris Bell. He
had a very heavy and unruly beard and one day they
saw a team in the distance and Younge and Roe ran to
reach him. As they got close, all they could see was a
huge hairy face. Roe said, "For the Lord's sake
Younge, a monkey."
This is not much to go on, but it is often wondered
who the Company were and how much land they
controlled. Possibly this will get someone in a sufficiently curious mood to delve further into the past
and find some record of it.

Younge,Joe
In May, 1882, Joe Younge along with Bill Gyles,
Albert Rod and a man named Phillips arrived at the
end of the steel, present Oak Lake, and proceeded on
by ox team to The Bluff Farm. Phillips was related to
one of the partners of the Pipestone Farming Company. These men were to locate and break land on this
property. They proceeded to do just that until the
breaking season was over and then Gyles, Younge,
and Roe started out on foot to locate land for themselves.
They settled on land where the present Roe property now is. All three of them filed on land for
homesteads but after a short time a surveyer came by
and told them the land they had chosen was too light a
soil. Younge and Gyles cancelled on the land they
had chosen but Albert Roe decided to stay. A year or so
later his brother George came to Canada and homesteaded the land that Younge and Gyles had left.

Zarn, Brian and Sharon (Hopkins)
Brian, the youngest son of Elmer and Olga Zarn,
married Sharon Hopkins, daughter of Cyril and
Emma Hopkins of Pipestone, on July 5, 1969.
Sharon was teaching grade one at Reston Elementary
school and Brian was employed as a carpenter by Mr.
Francis Giles. They resided on the former farm of
Wm. Sutcliffe south of No.2, on No. 83 highway
and Brian built the home in which they now reside.
On December 23, 1973 Hollie Jo-Al arrived and
Sharon resigned from her teaching career. Brian Kelly joined their family on December 10, 1976. During
this time Brian had worked for Stewart Lumber in
Melita and had acquired a herd of Hereford cattle.
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The spoils of one day, 1910.

Jim Kennedy haying, 1921.

A ranch scene near Pipestone.

Stacking wolf willows early 1920's.

Tom Forsyth on combine and Fred Stevenson on tractor.
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Sawing wood, 1929.

Pipestone Main Street looking north, 1981.

Pipestone rinks, 1981.

Sandyland Inn (Pipestone), 1981.

Pipestone Main Street.
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Pipestone Main Street looking south, 1981.

Pipestone Main Street, 1969.

Pipestone early days.

Chrisp's Garage, 1981.
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Prairie Rose School
lege and served the Baptist Church in Reston. During
the winter months a student came each week from the
College to hold the Sunday service. Some of the
students were supplied with a car during the summer
and were able to visit in the community. Mr. Josh
Robertson was very faithful in transporting the students for the services when necessary.
Baptist students that served Prairie Rose were:
Mr. Samis, Mr. Bruder, Mr. Knipfel, Mr. Wenham,
Mr. Smith, Mr. Searle, Mr. Barton, Mr. Lewis, Mr.
Stade and Mr. Ramsey.
Some special speakers that came were: Dr. Smallie of Edmonton, Dr. Evans of Brandon College and
Dr. McLaurin, Missionary to India.
By 1943, the Anglican students from Reston Anglican Church held services at the school. Those who
served the community were: Mr. Morrison, Mr. Hopper, Mr. Newton, and last in 1953, John Conlin, an
Irish student right from Ireland. He preached his first
sermon in Prairie Rose School. He attended Emmanuel College in Saskatoon from which he graduated. He is now Bishop of Brandon Diocese of the
Anglican Church.
A paper used in the Sunday School for a good
many years was the "Northern Messenger" published by the "Montreal Witness", edited by John
Dougall.
The "New Canadian Hymnal" was used for the
church services for many years. The last copies of
these hymn books are now in Reston Museum.

First Prairie Rose school built 1899.

Prairie Rose School, Church and Sunday
School
"Man shall not live by bread alone." This was
the conviction of Mr. and Mrs. Hunter, the first
pioneers of the district. They were conscious of the
spiritual needs of a community. Sunday was observed as a day of rest and worship. Proverbs 22:6
says "Train up a child in the way he should go, and
when he is old he will not depart from it" . Realizing
the importance of this Scripture passage, Mr. and
Mrs. Hunter started Sunday School in their home.
Mr. Hunter took charge of the adult class and Mrs.
Hunter taught the children.
When a minister was available, church services
were also held in the Hunter home.
After the school was built, services were held
there. Mr. E. H. Berry's father, one of the first ministers to serve, came as a Methodist minister. Rev.
Wm. Ivens served in 1914.
During times when no minister was available,
Sunday School continued to be held at the Hunter
home, sometimes being held out of doors in the
shade of their beautiful grove. Some of the school
teachers also helped with Sunday School.
By the summer of 1932, Baptist students started
holding church service and Sunday School at Prairie
Rose School. The students were from Brandon Col-

Prairie Rose School #967
December 16, 1898, the first ratepayers' meeting
was held at the home of Jas. Forbes, N.E. 22-7-28,
now owned by Glen Walker. Trustees elected were:
A. B. Martin, John Stephens as chairman and Jas
Forbes as secretary. The urgency for immediate plans
for a school was foremost in the minds of the settlers
since there were twelve school-age children in the
district.
A special meeting was called for January 30,
1899 to select a school site. March 20, 1899 the
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was $120.; 1901 - $230.; 1908 - $750.; 1929$800.; 1934 - $200.; 1950 - $700. Secretary's
salary per year: 1900 - $15.; 1908 - due to extra
work - $30.; 1909 -$15.; 1936 - $5.; 1947 $25.; 1962 - $50.
Teacher's salary 1899 - $30. per month; 1901$40. per month; 1908 - $600.00 per year, 1929$900.00 per year, 1934 - $35.00 per month, 1954
- $2,000.00 per year, 1963 - $3,300.00 per year.
The first heating system was a potbellied cast iron
stove. This was replaced with a room furnace. After
the basement was built in 1924, a basement furnace
was installed. This was replaced by an oil furnace in
1955.
Mr. Hunter was the first caretaker for lighting
fires and was paid 25¢ per morning. Later the pay
was reduced to 1O¢. Miss Richards (teacher) followed at 1O¢ per day. Later caretakers were: Will
Jezzard at 20¢, Jack Walker at 20¢, Frank Jezzard in
1941 at 26¢ and 1950 at 40¢.
A cream can was purchased for supplying the
school with water. The person in charge of water
supply received 25¢ per week.
First mention of consolidation was in 1912, but
did not come about until 1963.
The first school picnic was held in 1901 and
continued to be an annual event for many years. The
school board made a donation for treats each year
beginning with $2.00.
Another very important annual event was the
Christmas concert. All the pupils dressed in their
Sunday best, did their utmost to please the appreciative audience. How proud the parents were to see
their children perform so well!

school plant and site were approved by the Department of Education. The school site, one acre on S.E.
cornerofN.E.Y415-7-28 was purchased from C.P.R.
for $20.00, payable May 15,1899, bearing interest at
8%. March 24, 1900 the deed of Prairie Rose School
was registered with the Land Titles Office.
We are indebted to Mr. Hunter for the beautiful
name for the school. Being a lover of nature, he had
noticed roses growing and blooming on the site and
suggested "Prairie Rose" for the name, which was
accepted.
March 25, 1899, tendes were called for the erection and furnishings of the frame school. April 6,
1899, the contract was awarded to James Stallwood
for $525.00.
April 19, 1899 Miss Nellie B. Winter, first teacher was hired at a salary of $30.00 per month for six
months. School was to open May 22 and continue for
six months. The first pupils to attend were: Grace
Hunter, Nellie Pettypiece, Perry Pettypiece, Mary
Munro, Bill Munro, Ken MacAulay, Ronald MacAulay, Neil MacAulay, John Sutton and May Wells.
The teachers that served through the years were
Miss Nellie B. Winters, Miss J. C. Fraser, Miss
Bessie Richards, Mr. F. W. James, Mr. F. E. Rink,
Miss Sarah McKnight, Mr. W. J. Mahoney, Mr. A.
A. Will, Miss Lottie Chapman, Mr. A. C. (Bert)
Murray, Mr. J. B. McGuire, Miss Pearl Leigh, Miss
Bolton, Miss Ballweber, Miss Edith Fraser, Miss
Lillian Ferguson, Mr. John Murray Goodwin, Miss
Clara McDougall, Miss Alice Baldwin, Miss Jean
Farnie, Miss Gertrude Gilson, Miss Margaret
Milton, Mr. J. S. Milton, Miss Margaret Forbes,
Miss Marion Miller, Miss Mary Guthrie, Mr. Bill
Gilchrist, Miss Mary (Molly) Hawkins, Mr. Frank
Tindall, Miss Gertrude Ray, Miss Lillian Harper,
Miss Phyllis Patmore, Miss Kathleen Cliff, Mrs.
Isabelle Nixon, Miss Margaret Frame, Mrs. Ruth
Boulton, Miss Mae Goodwin Miss Eldera Sissons,
Miss Doris Rusk, Miss Mary Brownell, Mrs. Grace
Nolan, Mr. Kenneth Smith, Mrs. Winnie Walker.
In 1900 Mr. S. E. Lang served as School Inspector. Some who followed were: Mr. George, Mr.
Hatcher, Mr. Beveridge, Mr. Thorkelson and Mr.
Bollam.
Prairie Rose, as other rural schools was dedicated
to the Glory of God and to learning. The school day
began with Bible reading and prayer. High ideals,
principles and patriotism were instilled into the
minds of the children. The school held a most important place in the life of the community. It was the
centre of activities and served as everything from
church to concert hall.
A few figures may be of interest to compare with
present day trends. The school special levy for 1900

Prairie Rose Class of 1959. Back Row: Grant Donald, Glen
Duncan, Teresa Kirkpatrick, Gordon Gibbs, Linda Turner, Bert
Smith, Terry Jezzard. Middle Row: Robbie Johnston, Keith
Nolan, Gerry Turner, Carol Jezzard, Steffie Kirkpatrick, Kerry
Donald, Douglas Walker, Glenna Henderson. Front Row: Jack
Smith, Melva Donald, Brenda Birnie, Laura Duncan, Merle
Walker.
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Prairie Rose school, 1963.

In 1962 Consolidation was again discussed and
on June 30, 1963 Prairie Rose School closed. Pupils
were transported to Reston by Fort La Bosse school
bus. Mrs. Winnie Walker, for a short time, was the
last teacher and the list of pupils as follows: Larry
Donald, Kenneth Milliken, Greg Birnie, Raymond
Mispelon, Garry Walker, Gay Walker, Merle Walker,.
Melva Donald, Laura Duncan, Jackie Smith, Brenda
Birnie, Robbie Johnston, Wendy Milliken, Doug
Walker, Kerry Donald, Keith Burgess, Gerry Turner,
Carol Jezzard, Terry Jezzard, Steffie Kirkpatrick,
Grant Donald, Glenn Duncan and Bert Smith. Members of the last school board were: Doug Donald,
Chairman; Frank Jezzard, Secretary; Norman Walker and B ill Wilkins.
1964 was the final annual meeting when necessary business was finalized. The equipment was dispersed, some going to Reston School and the
remainder to the Linklater Women's Guild.
The bam was bought by Frank Jezzard. The
school was bought by Wilson Skelton and moved to
his farm S.W. 31-7-28, now occupied by his son Jim
and is being used as a feed plant for a feed lot.
Gone, but not forgotten! We are grateful to Mrs.
Ethel Walker for taking the initiative in suggesting a
marker be placed on the site of Prairie Rose School.
Mrs. Walker appealed to the Linklater Women's
Guild to take up the project, which was agreed upon.
Great credit is due to the Guild for this undertaking
and is greatly appreciated by all who are interested in
any way in the school. A hard-working and efficient
committee of Mrs. Ethel Walker, Mrs. Iva Duncan,
and Mrs. Mary Milliken was appointed to direct the
project. To begin Frank Jezzard donated the site. The
Guild acquired the faithful assistance of Jim Donald
who did all the designing, drawing up of plans and
negotiating for the erection of a cairn. Frances Giles,
master carpenter, cut material and built an outstanding replica of the school. Walter Ashley, with his

The boys at Prairie Rose in 1924. Back to Front: Bill Jezzard,
John Johnston, Tom Caldwell, Reuben Johnston, Jack Walker, Lloyd Johnston, George Walker, Jim Chrisp.

The Field Day was looked forward to each year.
This was replaced later with the Track and Field
Meet.
For a number of years the pupils entered school
work in the school section of the Reston Fair and won
a fair share of prizes for their efforts.
In 1945, due to declining enrollment, the school
was closed for a period of four years. The pupils were
transported to Reston. Van drivers were: Jim Donald,
John Abbey and Fred Nash.
1949 Prairie Rose School reopened with Mrs.
Isabelle Nixon as teacher. The following pupils were
enrolled: Glen Walker, Malcolm Smith, Mary Ellen
Thompson, Norman Thompson, Thomas Turner,
Bob Walker, Allan Forbes, Mary Smith and Keith
Nash.
Necessary repairs were made and the buildings
kept well painted. In 1950, electric lights were installed. Later a radio and hot plate were added to the
equipment. The hot dinners made possible by the hot
plate were much appreciated. For a time families
took turns supplying a hot dinner each day. On special occasions a chicken or turkey dinner with all the
trimmings was a rare treat.
In 1951, No.2 highway was built, passing the
school grounds. For the safety of the children, the
grounds were well fenced.
In 1959 all new single desks added greatly to the
comfort of the pupils and attractiveness of the school
room.
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expanse. The Great Hand of Nature had beautified it
in His own creative way with flowers from spring till
fall. What a sight to see acres of the crocus, the first
flower of spring, followed in turn by buttercup, violet, wild sweet pea, cowslip, blue bell, lady slipper,
rose, lilly and many, many more! The first settlers to
break up the prairie must have paused a moment
before turning the sod to uproot such beauty of nature.
The prairie was a paradise for many small animals, birds and game birds, molested only by predators seeking food. Their number decreased with the
inroads of the cultivation of land.
The Indians roamed at will throughout the area.
Evidence of their camps can still be seen in the Doug
Donald pasture on N.W. corner of N.E.Y4 8-7-28.
More were seen on S.W. 10-7-28. There are stone
rings eight feet in diameter. These stones held down
the bottoms of the teepees. Other oval-shaped rings
still remain which are believed to be placed where
religious ceremonies were held.
Evidence of buffalo being plentiful can be seen in
areas along Stony Creek by the many buffalo wallows and watering holes for the buffalo.
Most of the first settlers came from Ontario. To
clear the heavily-wooded areas in Ontario was a long
and laborious task. The wide-open prairies, waiting
for the pioneer's plow, beckoned those courageous
people.
The life of the pioneers was not an easy one. In
spite of difficulties they did not look back or complain but faced the future with courage, faith and
determination to overcome privation and hardship.
In thinking of the first pioneers, Mr. and Mrs. W.
W. Hunter, the writer is reminded of the words of the
poem, "The House by the Side of the Road". 'Let
me live in my house by the side of the road and be a
friend to man.' Truly Mr. and Mrs. Hunter were
friends by the side of the road who greeted travellers
with sincere hospitality, food and lodging. Those
pioneers who followed showed like kindness to any
in need. The community was one large family sharing joys, sorrows and hardships together.
Most of the houses and stables were of wooden
structure. It is reported that the John Morden family
lived in a sod shanty with a dirt floor. Forrest and
Clifton Pettypiece built a sod stable. The sod buildings were warm in winter and cool in summer.
Prairie fires were a great terror to the early settlers. Fires were sometimes caused by sparks from
C.P.R. engines or other causes. It was necessary for
each settler to have his buildings fire-guarded. Perry
Pettypiece relates the painful walks he and his sister,
Nellie, had, going to school barefoot over the stumps
of grass left by the fires.

Unveiling of replica of Prairie Rose school. L to R: J. A. Donald
Bishop Conlin, Mrs. Gwen Last (Nash), Frank Jezzard.

superb engineering ability laid forms for the foundation of the cairn, and with Doug Donald, Frank
Jezzard, Max Caldwell and Lloyd Johnston set forms
and poured cement. Con Karpinski donated the gravel.
The unveiling of the cairn was held in conjunction with Reston Homecoming on Saturday, 10:30
a.m., July 28, 1979. Jim Donald capably acted as
Master of Ceremonies fo the gathering of more than
150 people. Frank Jezzard and Gwen Last (Nash),
grandchildren of the first settlers in the district, Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Hunter, removed the veil to display
the landmark. Biship John Conlin of the Diocese of
Brandon Anglican Church dedicated the Cairn to the
Glory of God, to the glory of the pioneers and the
people of the district.
The words on the two plaques on the cairn are:
TO HONOR THE PIONEERS
THIS REPLICA COMMEMORATES
THE SITE OF
PRAIRIE ROSE SCHOOL #967
DEDICATED JULY 28,1979
1899-1963
There it stands, a silent reminder of the contribution made in the molding of our nation by the humble
little Prairie Schools.

Prairie Rose School and Linklater
Community
What a contrast, the appearance of the present
day Prairie Rose district to that as seen by the first
settlers. Stretched before them lay the prairies as far
as the eye could see. All tree growth was kept down
by prairie fires. It was not a desolate-looking vast
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Storms in winter were another hazard. With bald
prairie there was nothing to break the fury of the
wind. Many have heard their parents speak of an
early snow storm, September 12, 1903. Stooks of
grain were completely covered. Perry Pettypiece remembers the prairie chickens scratching the snow on
the tops of the stooks to feed on the grain. The snow
all melted and a beautiful fall followed. During that
winter there was a great deal of snow. Mat Forbes
tells of the water being so high in the spring of 1904
that one could row a boat from Arthur Marten's farm,
past Prairie Rose School to the Hunter farm, washing
out the C.P.R. track east of Hunter's Crossing to
eventually join the little creek south of Reston. Many
will also remember the storm of March 19 and 20,
1920 when so many cattle were lost.
Fuel supplies had to be carefully watched. Long
trips had to made to Virden for coal. Many times in
the winter long treks were made to the Moose Mountains in Saskatchewan for wood.
Most of the pioneers used horses for the first
breaking of the sod. Reports are that some oxen were
used. Mr. John Pettypiece did first-breaking on his
homestead with a yoke of oxen. He bought a third ox

and for some years used the oxen before buying
horses.
In the early days there were no fences so cattle
had to be herded until threshing was completed; then
were allowed to roam.
Threshing in the early days was a very busy time
for both men and women. It was an exciting time for
the children to see the big outfit coming and they
would hustle about, glad to do many helpful errands.
With the large gangs much cooking and baking had
to be done by the women in preparation and during
the time the threshing was done at each farm. Steam
outfits were used and the firemen competed to see
who could break the silence with the blow of the first
whistle in the morning to signal they had steam up.
Owners of the first outfits were Palm and Mitchell
from Virden, John Milton of Sinclair, McArthur,
Miller and Pettypiece Brothers. Later there were
outfits belonging to Hawkins and Duncan, Bob Bottral and MacAuley.
Visiting and house parties were the main activities
of the social life of the early community. For the parties
music was supplied by Norman and Stanley Paul,
Herb McIntosh, Perry, Cliff and Forrest Pettypiece

Prairie Rose Baseball team, 1915.
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relieve the problem the Municipality obtained the use
of a dugout machine and dugouts were dug on the
farms of the community. Later in 1961, which was a
dry year, dugouts became low. The Municipality
provided a system of pumps and piping and water
was pumped from spring-filled dugouts to those
needing water.
By the winter of 1940, rabbits had become very
numerous. The community organized two rabbit
hunts. Many rabbits were rounded up and also two
wolves.
Snow storms that many will remember were
those of March 1947, first week of May, 1950 and
first week of October, 1959.
In November, 1951 excitement ran high
throughout the district and surrounding areas, when
oil was struck on the S.E.Y4 21-7-28 owned by Mr.
George Walker, who also owned the mineral rights.
Drilling was done by the Standard Oil Co. of California. Mrs. Dora Kendrick, daughter of Mr. Walker,
reports that it was a flowing well. The oil blew to the
top of the derrick soaking the working men. Oil
flowed at the rate of 10-15 barrels an hour, or approximately 250 barrels per day. Oil was also struck on
N.E.Y4 21-7-28 owned by Jack Walker, formerly
owned by Mr. Arthur Martin. Both wells were sealed
and abandoned and remain that way today.
During the early days of the Pool Elevator Association, a Seed Improvement Campaign was
organized. Young people planted seed and fertilized
plots. Some young people taking part in the project
were Mildred Donald, Dora Walker, Rankin Brownlee and Claude Duncan.
For a time the girls and boys derived much benefit
through the Swine Club directed by Mr. George
Milliken of Reston. Later the 4-H Clubs were
organized under several leaders with varied programs offered.
Mr. Arthur Martin was the second last of the
pioneers to pass on to his reward March 29, 1967 at
the age of 96 years. He, like many other pioneers
held high the principles and ideals that it takes to
build a nation. The account of his passing quoted,
"The likes of him will not pass this way again."
At the time of writing, Mrs. Wm. Chester (Laura
McNeil) is the only pioneer still living. Mr. and Mrs.
Chester made their home at White Rock, B. C. , for a
number of years. Mrs. Chester is now living with her
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Chester in Reston, Manitoba.
Farms of a few of the pioneers are farmed today
by succeeding generations of those families. The
farm of W. H. Donald is farmed by the third and
fourth generation; the farm of George Frith Smith is
farmed by the fourth generation; the farm of 1. R.

with Nellie Pettypiece chording on the organ. Bill
Giles and Bob Reid also helped the music.
In 1908 the famous Prairie Rose Baseball Team
was organized. To support the team was the wellorganized Prairie Rose Baseball Organization and
the loyal cheering community. The members of the
organization were: President - W. H. Donald, Executive - A. Sutton, W. H. McDougal and F. Manning, Manager - S. 1. Paul, Captain - P. M.
Munro, Secretary - C. A. Caldwell, ChauffeursF. Brady and his Buick and T. S. Bulloch with his big
Hupmbile, Mascot - Jimmy Donald.
The players were: Pitcher - W. Munro, Catcher
-W. McDougal, First Base - N. Paul, Second Base
- S. 1. Paul, Third Base- K. Paul, Short Stop- P.
M. Munro, Right Field - C. Caldwell, Left FieldB. 1. Caldwell, Centre Field - C. A. Caldwell.
Late comers to the community missed something
when they did not have the opportunity of seeing this
team in action. The curve that Bill Munro could pitch
with his left hand could trick the most skilled batters.
Each player just suited his position in the infield and
outfield and played with precise co-operation. Jim
Donald is of the opinion that the team could have
matched favourably with the teams of the major
leagues of that day. The team practised and played
their home games on the diamond in the pasture of
Mr. W. W. Hunter. The crowning year of the team
was 1915 when they played 31 games and lost 5.
During 1909 and 1910 a network of telephone
lines was built and telephones were installed in the
country homes.
The community had the service of Rural Mail
Delivery from about 1924 to 1940. Mr. Dodds and
Mr. Hopkins were two of the mail carriers.
Do you remember the "Bennett Buggy" an economical means of transportation during the dry
1930's?
During the dry 1930's, the water level became
low and wells could not supply the demand. To

Dragline making dugouts, 1937.
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Duncan by the third generation; and that of Ernest
Jezzard by the second generation.

other things as serving as councillor, as a trustee, a
director of the Pool Elevator and so on - without the
thought of any reward. Possibly the best description
of Clyde was by a neighbor who described a happening some years ago. The neighbor was laid up with an
injury and able to do only a minimal amount of work.
The hay was getting low in his loft and he was
incapable of hauling any from the stack. One day he
looked out to see Clyde forking a load of hay into the
loft and he hadn't even been asked. A better neighbor
could not be found, one who was always willing to
lend a helping hand, and a neighbor who did the good
neighborly deed without having to be asked. (Unquote)
In 1942 Clyde was elected councillor for Ward
Two. His main ambition was to build an all weather
road which has been nicknamed Hillview 52. In 1948
Clyde was appointed from the council as the official
board member to the Virden and District Hospital
Board which was to include the building of a large
hospital in Virden and two smaller ones in Reston
and Elkhorn. Clyde was chairman of the Reston
Hospital board for fourteen years. All his life Clyde
was interested in the rink and curling. The winter
before his death he organized a Monday afternoon
senior curling group which became the Reston Senior Curling Club under the able leadership of Foster
McDougall. The first event of the annual senior
bonspiel has been given a trophy by the family in
memory of Clyde. In 1971, June 8th, Clyde and
Alma celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary.
Living on the home farm S.E. 25-7-28 is their
eldest son, Calvin Gregor, born on November 15th,
1922. He took his schooling at Prairie Rose and then
farmed with his father In 1942 he joined the army and
was stationed at Camp Borden, Ontario and served as
a wireless operator of a tank with the 3rd Canadian
Reconnaissance Regiment in Italy and continental
Europe. He returned to Canada October 30th, 1945.
After his army discharge he took two years university
obtaining his Diploma in Agriculture. In 1950 he
married Margaret Rachel Dodds, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John M. Dodds, of the Huston School District.
At this time Clyde and Alma moved into their new
home in Reston and Calvin and Margaret took over
the home farm, where they still reside. Born to Calvin and Margaret were three children, Peggy Lee,
October 1953, Marlene Jane, April 1955 and Kevin
John, August 1962. Peggy Lee and Marlene completed their schooling in the Reston Elementary
school and Reston Collegiate. Peggy took two year's
teacher training and later married Mr. Ray Hurd of
Brandon. Peggy and Ray live in Killarney and have
two children Carey Lee and Carmen Alyse. Graduating from Reston Collegiate in 1973 Marlene won four

Caldwell, Clyde and Alma (McKinnon)
Alexander Clyde Caldwell, eldest son of Andrew
Caldwell and Ellen (Bulloch) Caldwell was born on
August 1st, 1893 in the Hillview District on the S.W.
6-8-27.
Clyde started school in the old original Hillview
School. Later when the family moved to the Prairie
Rose District they resided on S.W. 26-7-28 and he
attended the Prairie Rose School.
In 1915, Clyde and his two brothers Charlie and
Jack belonged to the famous Prairie Rose baseball
team that played thirty-one games and only lost two.
Left hand pitcher Bill Munro, today would have been
a professional.
Clyde spent his youth working on the family farm
and had many tales of how farming used to be. In
1921 Clyde married Sarah Alma McKinnon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gregor McKinnon, who had
come to Manitoba from Bruce County, Ontario in
1882 and settled on the homestead 2-11-26 in the
Virden area. Alma completed her elementary schooling in Virden and took teacher training in the Brandon Normal School. In 1918 she came to the Hillview
District where she taught school until she was married in 1921. Clyde and Alma started farming on S.E.
25-7-28 in the Prairie Rose School District.
Born to them were three sons: Calvin Gregor,
Andrew Glenn and Maxwell Clyde. Through the
years both Clyde and Alma were very active in community betterment. Alma taught Sunday School for
years, took a very active part in the Women's Missionary Society and was a member of the Brandon
Presbyterial board. She is a life member of the
W.M.S., the U.C.W. and the Reston Hospital Aid.
The tribute written by the local editor of The Reston
Recorder at the time of his death November 25th,
1971 best expresses Clyde's character. (Quote) The
Reston community has been fortunate in having a
man of Clyde Caldwell's stature living his lifetime in
the district, for he was a man who believed in the
district and backed his belief with action. The Reston
Community Hospital is an example of his devotion.
He was chairman of the board during the difficult
building period and also for many years after. Not
only was he the chairman but it could be said that he
was also the caretaker, for when work was needed, he
was on the job, even to the extent of putting on and
taking off the storm windows. The Reston Community Rink too, is another example of his concern
for the betterment of the district. If all his hours of
work were added up on this project they would indeed total a great many. And then there was such
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David Caldwtll, born October 20th, 1939.
Jane Caldwell, born May 5th, 1841, died July
23rd, 1930.
John Caldwell, born November 4th, 1842, died
March 12th, 1917.
James Caldwell, born April 18th, 1844, died January 29th, 1917.
Caroline Caldwell, born October 15, 1845.
William Caldwell, born July 8th, 1847, died December 3rd, 1925.
Peter Caldwell, born May 10th, 1849, died
November 12th, 1922.
Henry Caldwell, born June 13th, 1950.
Margaret Caldwell, born February 27th, 1852,
died August 11th, 1938.
Thomas and Agnes Caldwell (twins) born October 22nd, 1852. Agnes died August 28th, 1915,
Thomas died April 23rd, 1933.
Annie Caldwell, born July 10th, 1855, died July
11, 1917.
Albert Caldwell, born February 25th, 1857, died
1857.
Mary Caldwell, born June 5th, 1858, died October 25th, 1949.
Oliver Caldwell, born January lIth, 1861, died
January 13th, 1854.
Ellen Caldwell, born August 25th, 1862, died at
age 8, 1870.

awards and a $500.00 college award. She attended
University of Manitoba and graduated with a degree
in Commerce. She married Terry Reidle of Neepawa
and is now residing in Mordon. Kevin is attending
Reston Collegiate.
Andrew Glenn Caldwell born October 8th, 1924
began his school in Prairie Rose and completed his
Grade XII in Reston High School in 1941. Glenn with
his sport's ability won the medal for the highest
average for fourteen and under at the Elkhorn field
day. Being sports minded made Glenn a good Boy
Scout. In 1943 he joined the Air Force, trained as an
air gunner in Canada, went overseas the fall of 1944
and was stationed in England. In 1945 he became a
flight sergeant and a short time later on March the 6th
was killed in action, returning from a mission over
Germany.
Maxwell Clyde Caldwell born on April 18th,
1927 took his schooling at Prairie Rose and Reston
and now farms N.E. 24-7-28 only a stone's throw
from where he was born. Always interested in farming and cattle he farmed with his father for 30 years.
In 1948 he married Mary Lucille Duncan of Austin
and began building a home across the road from
where he was born. They have five children, four of
whom are married. The eldest Andrew Glenn was
born on November the 18th, 1950 married Janice
Elaine Mayert, daughter of Wm. Mayert of Sinclair.
They farm and reside on the N. W. 19-7-27 in the
Reston District. They have two children Allen Corey
and Marianne Louise. Barry Duncan was born on
August the 26th, 1953 married Gloria Myra Jackson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Jackson of Sinclair.
Gloria is a secretary at Underwood & McCallum's in
Brandon and Barry works at the Gulf Service Centre.
Brian Clyde was born on January 7, 1957, married
Rhonda Bell Fairbairn, daughter of Mr. Sandy Fairbairn and the late Mrs. Fairbairn of Pipestone. Brian
is a Forage Laboratory Technician at the Indian Head
Experimental Farm and they reside in Indian Head.
Robin Colleen, only daughter, was born on March
the 22, 1960. She married James Douglas Wilson,
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Alex Wilson. They have
one son Matthew Vaughn and farm on what used to
be the Bill Bulloch farm S.E. 28-7-27. Alexander
Kenneth, youngest son of Max and Mary commonly
known as Sandy was born on September the 25,1967
and is attending Reston Elementary School.

Curtis, Roy and Maud (Kerhurg)
Roy Munro Curtis was born at Owatonna, Minnesota, U.S.A. on September 6, 1880 and died August 6, 1961.
He married (first wife) Bessie Mae Carlisle
around 1905. She was born in 1879 and died around
1920 or 1921. They had seven children.
He married (second wife) Maud Luella Kerburg
(divorced sister of his first wife) in 1923. She was
born on February 3, 1885 and died in 1960. She had
seven children by her former husband.
Being of a wandering nature, far away places
looked greener so he did not settle in one location
very long. Leaving Minnesota, he lived in many
locations in North Dakota. As well as being a farmer,
he was employed in a coal mine for some time. From
Colgan, North Dakota he came to Canada in October
29th, 1926 with two wagons, one mower, one sulky
plow and some household goods. The total value of
everything was $465.00.
He settled on a farm at Torquay, Saskatchewan
and farmed in partnership with Tony Juno. When this
farm was sold, he moved to Antler, Saskatchewan,
then to the Prairie Rose District, farming the land
known as the Old Munro farm southwest of Reston.
From there he went to McCreary and worked part-

Caldwell, John and Agnes
The family of John and Agnes Caldwell:
David Caldwell, born August 28th, 1937, died in
infancy 1937.
Alexander Caldwell, born August 23rd, 1938,
died September 1905.
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time cutting and selling cord wood; then to Rapid
City, Manitoba, where he was employed as a night
watchman. He became a naturalized citizens on June
21, 1944.
Mr. Curtis retired in Rapid City until his death in
1961.
The children by his first wife: Valera, Muriel
(deceased), Mae, Ethel, Catherine, Gladys (died
when a baby), Kenneth. The children of second wife
by her former husband: Bertha, Margaret (deceased)
Carl, Floyd, Emma, Lindsay, David (deceased).
The children of Roy and Maud: Vera, Roy Junior
(died when a baby).
J. A. Donald on the way to school 1912.

Donald, Wm. Houston and Isobella (Bartraw)

east half of 8-7-28 and in 1925 the West half of
27-6-28.
William H. Donald passed away at the age of
sixty-three on October 25th, 1925. Responsibility
and care of Mrs. Donald and the operation of the farm
was carried on by son James A. except as follows:
Sarah Ellen Donald married Wilfred Nolan in
March 1922. They lived on the 1. B. Townsley farm
north of Sinclair, which Wilfred had rented and
moved to a new farm house and buildings located on
the North East quarter of3-7-28. Two boys were born
to Wilfred and Sara: Donald Alexander Nolan July
16th, 1924 and William Robertson Nolan, July 19th,
1926. On the birth of this son, Sara Ellen passed
away. The care of the two wee boys was taken over by
Mrs. Donald and later with the help of Miss Myrtle
McKinnon.
On March 14th, 1929 they saw the two wee boys
perish in a garage fire which they had started themselves, Wilfred being away at Brandon winter fair at
the time. Clarence Busby was doing the chores but
was also away. Mrs. Isabella Donald, a broken hearted Mother and Grandmother, passed away February
2, 1932.
James A. Donald married Elsie L. Graham of
Holland, Manitoba on November 19, 1926. Farming
operations continued from the Donald farm home on
North West of 3-7-28, until moving to Reston in
1947.
A family offive boys and one girl was born to this
couple: William Douglas, October 10, 1927; James
Graham, November 9, 1931; Gertrude Isabella, February 6, 1933; Robert Alexander, October 2, 1934;
John Lyonel, January 29, 1936; and Ivan Hartley,
June 22, 1938.
Wm. Douglas married Hilda Grant of Pipestone
and farms from the home place, North West of three.
They have a family of five; Grant Douglas, Kerry
Diane, Melva Lorraine, Larry James and Barbara
Leigh.

W. H. (Bill) Donald was born near McDonalds
Corners, Lanark County, Ontario, August 23rd,
1862. He came west in 1882 and found employment
at Winnipeg with the C.P.R. on a bridges and building gang. Working out of Winnipeg saw him as far
west as "Manitoba City" in 1885, now "Manitou"
then the end of steel. Later he worked on the Winnipeg-Souris line until 1892 when Souris was the end
of steel.
From here he went to the Great Northern Railway
in the United States working on a B & B gang
through the northwestern states. In 1896 he returned
to McDonald's Corners, Ontario and in March married Isobella Bartraw. Returning to the west that year,
he became employed with the C.P.R. as a B & B
foreman and worked west of Ft. McLeod on the
Crows Nest Pass. A boxcar was their home and living
quarters.
Sara Ellen Donald was born August 6th, 1899 in
Cranbrook, B.C. About a year later, when learning to
walk, she fell out of the car 4001' and broke a leg.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald worked on this line until
early in 1903. Leaving the railway at Grand Forkes,
they decided to move back to Manitoba. With farming in mind, they chose the Prairie Rose School
district as many Lanark County people had established farms in this area.
The west half section 3-7 -28 was purchased from
C.P.R. at $3.00 per acre so this was the foundation of
the W. H. Donald farm. James D. Reid was hired to
do some breaking on the west side of the half and a
supply of good water was found. A frame house was
built and moved into before winter, on the north west
quarter of 3-7-28. A great holdup in construction of
the house was the notorious blizzard of September
12th, 1903.
James A. Donald was born here on December 6,
1904. In 1909 the southwest quarter of 10-7-28 was
purchased, in 1912 the east half of 3-7-28, in 1919 the
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Grant married Barbara Hutton of Belleview and
they live in the Wilfred Nolan house that was moved
from the North East quarter to the home place North
West of three. They have one girl, Charmagne Gai.
Kerry married Edward Gonty and they live in
their farm home on the northwest of 18-8-27. They
have two children, Kara Leah and Brendon.
Melva is single and works in an Oil Company
supply office at Edmonton, Alberta.
Larry married Louise Gray of Sinclair and lives
in a trailor home in the farm yard of 3-7-28. They
have one girl, Mila Haley, and one boy, Kelly Ryan.
Leigh married Randy Smith of Sinclair and both
do office work in Brandon.
James G. Donald, L.L.B. after taking 1st year
Arts, worked almost five years in the Bank of
Montreal until he was stricken with polio in 1953 at
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. In Saskatoon, he was
hospitalized for almost three years. The next fifteen
years was spent at the home of his parents in Reston.
When able, he started work by doing Income
Tax, school and church audits and also kept Dr.
Woods books. In 1958, he was hired as administrator
of Reston Hospital and later became administrator of
Melita Hospital. In all, nearly twelve years was spent
at this work. In 1970 he went back to the University of
Manitoba for his Arts and Law degrees. He is now
employed by the Provincial Attorney Generals Department in Winnipeg. Confined to a power wheel
chair he now lives in a semi Personal Care Suite on
Assiniboine Avenue and his office is in the nearby
Woodsworth building.
Gertrude Isabella Donald married Thomas Cook.
After a few years in the Dairy business in Biggar and
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan they finally settled in
Prince Rupert, B.C. At present Tom works as the
main welder in the Department of Transport and
Isobella works in the A.B.C. store. They have three
of a family Terry, Danny and Debra. Terry married
Beverley Crosby and works with a lumber supply
Co. in Chilliwack, B.C. They have two girls, Brandy
and Glenda. Danny is manager of the B.C. Fisheries
Salmon packing plant and Debra works in the same
plant.
Robert Alexander Donald married Marilyn Watt,
farms and lives on the southeast quarter of 36-7 -28.
They have three boys, Richard James, Garth Alexander and Jerry Douglas.
Richard married Maureena Grey and at present
Ricky works for the Toronto Dominion Bank in
Neilburg, Saskatchewan. They have one girl, Tammy-Lynn, and one boy Cody Tyler.
Garth is presently studying in Brandon University and Jerry in Reston High School.
John Lyonel Donald married Nadean McKay of

Ajax, Ontario. John studied air conditioning and
refrigeration after leaving Reston High school and
worked for eighteen years with a good reliable firm
in Toronto. He returned to Brandon, Manitoba after
receiving his journey-mans papers and now operates
a business of his own with Nadean as bookkeeper.
Ivan Hartley Donald married Sandra Bulloch of
Reston and have a family of three girls, Shelly Ann,
Jana Lee and Deneen Joanne. Shelly married Orlando Friesen of Halbstadt, Manitoba. He farms and
drives a school bus and Shelly works in the TorontoDominion Bank. Deneen and Jana are still in school.
Ivan has worked in the co-op retail business ever
since leaving Reston and as of January 1980 joined
the Co-op Wholesale Head Office in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, agro-supply division manager.
It might be noted here that four generations of
Donalds have now farmed on the original Donald
farmstead from 1903-1980. First was W. A. Donald
and wife Isabella. Second was Jas. A. Donald and
wife Elsie Louise. Third was W. D. Donald and wife
Irma Hilda. Fourth were Grant Douglas Donald and
wife Barbara Ann and Larry James Donald and wife
Louise Arlene. There is also a start of a fifth generation with Grant and Barbara's little girl, Charmagne
Gai and Larry and Louise's two children Mila Haley
and Kelly Ryan.

Johnston, David Henry
David Henry Johnston born in the Reston district
on May 23,1920, the youngest memberofa family of
five boys and one girl.
He attended public school, Grades one through
nine at Prairie Rose S.D. #967, then attended High
school at Reston Collegiate. He left his home on the
farm to join the armed services on November 11,
1940. Dave worked during winter of 1940-41 at Canada Packers and Macleods Ltd., Winnipeg. He was
sworn into the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF)
June 3, 1941.
He served on Active Service in RCAF until September 21, 1946 as tradesman Supply Technican
(then known as Group "A" Equipment Assistant).
After his swearing in ceremony, he was immediately
sent to Patricia Bay Air Base, Vancouver Island
(Western Air Command) until 1943, hence to No.2
Equipment Depot Vancouver, No.5 Equipment Depot Moncton, N.B. and then to England until repatriation, August, 1946.
Dave returned to the farm at Reston until November, 1946. From then he was employed at T. Eaton's
store, Winnipeg until the end of 1946.
On January 2, 1947 he accepted a position as
school teacher at Loon Straits, Lake Winnipeg, employed by the Department of Education, as this terri-
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tory was known as Unorganized Territory Special
schools. He was hired only until June 30, 1947.
However, since he enjoyed the work and the nice
native people plus the serene tranquility of the backward way of life so much. he remained until June 30,
1950.
Dave was in various fields of endeavour until
accepted by the Manitoba Government Department
of Mines and Natural Resources on February 3, 1951,
as clerk in the Engineering Office. Later, this group
became the very first nucleus of the now current
Manitoba Hydro Electric Board. The late Mr. D. M.
Stephens, a native son of the Sinclair, Linklater,
Reston districts was then Deputy Minister of the
Department of Mines and Natural Resources and was
appointed Chairman and General Manager of the
new M.H.E.B. (now Manitoba Hydro). "Don Stephens. Professional Engineer was one of the most
brilliant men I have ever met," quote by Dave. He
had a brother who became a Doctor (M.D.) who
moved to Victoria, B.C. The Stephens family were
well-known in Sinclair, having farmed on the McNeil
farm and later carried on a business in the village of
Sinclair.
Dave has been employed with Manitoba Hydro
since February 3, 1951, twenty-eight years of service
on February 3, 1979, engaged as Chief Clerk in the
Transmission and Stations Division.
Dave's hobbies are: Reading History and Biographies (non-fiction); attending and viewing all types
of sport games, mainly hockey and football; personally indulges in some curling, bowling and water
therapy swimming. He is a member of Masonic
Lodge A.F. and A.M., Norwood Lodge #119 (this is
top priority on his cherished list of activities); member since 1946 of R.C. Legion (Fort Rouge Branch)
#97; current philosophy (political humanitarian Social Democrat); attends services and meetings at the
Unitarian Church. Dave enjoys policies and theories
of Universal Unitarianism.

six months when John passed away. Their first child
was born in 1951 but unfortunately only lived a few
hours after birth.
A son, Robert Nels was born June 13th, 1953.
After attending school in Reston, he went to Brandon
University. Robert married Carol Hall from Napinka
in October, 1975. Carol is a registered nurse and
worked in the Reston Hospital. Robert is teaching in
Reston Elementary school and very interested in
sports. Linda and Milton sold the house and bought a
trailer in Reston where they are now living.

Johnston, Lloyd and Laura (Lockhart)
Lloyd George Johnston was born June 16th, 1916
and attended Prairie Rose school. The children who
went to these rural schools have many happy schoolday memories.
Lloyd was very fond of horses. After school
days, he helped on the farm with John and Milton. In
Novembel~ 1941 he joined the Royal Canadian Air
Force, took his training in Brandon, Manitoba, was
in St. Thomas, Ontario for awhile, then came back to
Brandon until June 1945.
On November 15, 1945 he married Laura Lockhart in a double wedding ceremony, with brother
John and Linda. Laura was the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Lockhart of Reston. Lloyd worked
with Tom for one year, then moved to a farm in the
Broomhill district in the spring of 1947.
Arlene, Lorraine and Jack were born while on the
farm. In the fall of 1958, they moved back to Reston
and lived in the large house formerly owned by Nick
Dodds. In April, 1959, Lloyd started working for
Reston Square Deal Co-op. After twenty years, he is
still driving their fuel truck. Laura works as a nurse's
aid in Reston Hospital. In 1962 they built a new home
on 4th Avenue, Reston.
Arlene, their eldest girl was born March, 1947 to
Lloyd and Laura. She went to school at Broomhill
and Reston. While working in Brandon, Manitoba
she married Glenn Sharp in February, 1967. They
have three boys Stacey, Travis and Kevin. Glen took
plumber's training in Brandon and worked there. In
1974 they moved to Edmonton, Alberta to continue
plumbing. In 1978 they bought a home in Fort Saskatchewan, and Glen works in Edmonton.
Lorraine, was born on December 24, 1948.
When she finished school, she took nurse's training
in Winnipeg and got her Registered Nurse's Degree,
then nursed in Winnipeg General Hospital. She married Rollie Snider of Winnipeg in December, 1970,
and continued nursing. Rollie works with a construction company. In 1975 they moved to Lethbridge, Alberta for two years, then to Saskatoon,

Johnston, John and Linda (Erlandson)
John Robert Johnston was born September 16,
1911 and died June 21,1975.
John Robert was two years of age when he came
to Reston with his parents and sister. When finished
schooling, he helped on the farm along with Milton
Wedow. At a double wedding ceremony on November 15, 1945, he married Linda Erlandson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Erlandson of Reston. Lloyd
George married Laura Lockhart in the same ceremony.
John and Linda remained on this home farm until
1975 when they bought the house in Restion owned
by Arlene Miller. John and Linda were just in Reston
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women alike. The Manitoba climate apparently
agreed with him when he lived to such a wonderful
age and except for failing eyesight he enjoyed life to
the end. He never seemed to regret his choice, he was
very happy with his life in Canada.
Boys and girls growing up in Reston around the
years 1947 until 1964 will remember Mr. Martin
well. They possibly won't remember him as Albert
Martin, but as "The Candy Man" . He loved the little
children.

Saskatchewan where they are living now. They have
two girls, Kimberley and Denine.
Jack Flett, only son of Lloyd and Laura was born
in May, 1952 and after school at Reston, he attended
Brandon University. In 1975 he married June Morrow, from Margaret, Manitoba. June has a twin sister, Jean. Jack and June bought a nice large old home
in Winnipeg, where they now reside. Jack works for
Credit Union.

Johnston, Rueben

Paul, Moses and Christena (Craig)

Rueben Charles Johnston, third son of John Flett
Johnston, was born January 16th, 1914. When he
finished at Prairie Rose school, he helped with the
farm work at home. He also worked for other farmers
in the district for $15.00 a month in summer and
$5.00 in winter.
In 1941 he moved to the Bill Hawkins farm in the
Prairie Rose district and farmed there until 1957
when he bought the coal and draying business from
George Cheyne in Reston. He delivered water and
coal but due to Hydro and the new water system he
was forced to quit this work in 1967. The following
year he started to work for good roads and was there
until 1977.
Rueben is now retired, and lived in the house
formerly owned by Jas. McGregor for a few years. he
is now a resident of Alstone Lodge, Reston.

Mr. Paul was born May 9,1862 and died April 29,
1951. Mrs. Paul was born December 3,1864 and died
May 5, 1948. They were married September 14,
1882, by Reverend Alexander McKenzie, in Ontario.
They moved from Ontario in March, 1905, to
Reston, Manitoba. There had been a bountiful crop
in the west in 1904 and a request for help from
Ontario was sent to help harvest it. Moses Paul and
one son Stanley seventeen years, volunteered, for the
sum of $1.00 a day. They fell in love with the west
and its opportunities for young people and having
four sons and five daughters living, Moses had them
in Manitoba the following spring, of 1905.
There were no homesteads left so he rented land
from Ab. Smith. It is difficult to remember the wages
paid at that time, but when Lloyd came home in the
fall he had taken a nice sorrel gelding for part of his
wages. He worked for Mr. Ab. Smith.
Five of the family attended Prairie Rose school
also, and attended Sunday School in the school
house. Mr. and Mrs. Hunter were the beloved teachers.
Four brothers, Lloyd, Stanley, Kenneth and Norman belonged to the Prairie Rose Ball Team. Lloyd
was the first to move to Alberta and the other three
played until leaving in 1916. Moses was very musical
and also two brothers. Stanley played the violin and
Edna the piano in Herb McIntosh's Orchestra.
There were many friends and wonderful neighbors.
When the Peace River County was open for
homesteading, Moses had wanted to homestead
there, but came to Manitoba and with the boys,
farmed for eleven years until he had a full line of
machinery, livestock and etc. He brought their seed
wheat, flour and sugar to last them for six months.
In 1916 he decided to make the move. It was with
regret he had to leave so many good friends and
relatives. In the fall of 1915, Stanley travelled to
Alberta, visited his brother and one sister in Edmonton and then on to Peace River as far as the railroad
went. He filed on five quarters of land for his father
and himself and two brothers came later. It was quite

Martin, Arthur and Sarah (Brown)
The late Mr. Arthur B. Martin came to Manitoba
in 1892 from England where he was born on July 22,
1870. He took a homestead in the Prairie Rose district, the south-west quarter of 28-7-28 and along
with two other quarters he later bought, he farmed
there until he retired to Reston in the spring of 1947.
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker Jr. took over from Mr.
Martin and it is now the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Zarn.
He married Sarah Brown also from England, at
the home of the late Tom Wilkins of Reston. She
predeceased him in November 1930. He lived in
Reston from 1947 until 1964 when he left to reside in
the Sherwood Home at Virden. He passed away in the
Virden hospital on March 29, 1967 in his ninetyseventh year. He and his wife are buried at Reston.
Mr. Martin was the last pioneer of this district. He
took an active part in the formation of the Prairie
Rose School district and was the first secretary. He
also served on the R.M. of Pipestone Council in
1896. He was educated for a life in the business world
but for health reasons he came to a farm in Canada.
He preferred a life on the farm in spite of its hardships, to being confined to an office. His hand writing was admired by everyone who saw it, men and
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different to be living beside the beautiful Peace River,
with its towering banks, where they raised Hereford
cattle, who are never inside a barn.
Pauls were a close family and loved their new
home. Daughter and her husband were already settled in the same district and with the help of their
neighbors a two story log house was built. It still
stands, sixty-four years vacant now, and much
painted by local artists. What good memories and
happy times were had. Church was held there in the
early years, wedding, christenings of new babies,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul's Golden Wedding on September
14, 1934. When they celebrated their Diamond Wedding in 1944, seven grandchildren were in the armed
forces.
A price was paid for pioneering.
All the family but one was born in Dalhousie
County, in Ontario. Edith was born in Pipestone
Municipality in 1906, Manitoba.
Minnie Belle daughter of Moses and Christena
Paul, born May 25, 1884 died in December, 1886
from diptheria.
Annie Emma, born March 21, 1887, died August
20, 1920, of childbirth at age thirty-three. She married Alex W. Watchorn, 1903. They had two sons;
Kensley adopted, born February 28, 1909; and died
1909; Clarence, born August I, 1920, died September, 1961, at age forty-two. He was lost in an airplane
flight and was never found.
James Lloyd, born May 10, 1888 died March 10,
1970 at age eighty-two. He married Ann Giles, born
August 14, 1913. They had three children, Gordon,
Garry, and Doreen (Mrs. R. Hutchinson).
John Stanley, born August 17, 1890, died June 14,
1925 at age thirty-five years of double pneumonia.
He married Mabel Margaret Clair, born August, 1918
and died at age sixty-three. They had four children,
John Sylvan, Melbourne, Clifford, Bernice (Mrs. A.
Sanford).
Edna Isabelle, born October 17, 1893 died
November 18, 1918 at age twenty-six. She married
twice: to Albert Murray, December 18. 1909, missing in action, had one son Neil Everett Murray, born
1910. She married Stanley Clark in 1917 and had one
son William Clark, September 3, 1918.
Kenneth Russell, born January 10, 1896, died
May 31, 1949 of kidney failure at age fifty-three. He
married Nellie Wilson June 6, 1922 and had six
children: Russell, Doris (Mrs. Jim Reynolds); twins
Norma (Mrs. Dale 0' Arcy), and Nora (Mrs. David
Salmond); Teddy Edward, born October, 1931 and
died April 21, 1936, of pneumonia at age four; Patsy
(Mrs. Bob Harrison).
Norman Daniel, born June 7, 1898, married Ada
Louise McAuly on December, 1926. There were

three children; Allan, missing in airplane at age
twenty-eight on September I, 1961; Wilfred; Myrna
(Mrs. Wm. Shymr).
Enid Christena, born January 6, 1900, married
Jesse F. Freed of Neepawa, Manitoba November 19,
1919. There were four children: Marvin, July 23,
1920 died June 22, 1971; Maxine (Mrs. Ed
Schneider); William Paul; Dorothy (Mrs. J.
McEachern).
Effie, born May 2, 1902, married Wilson Robert
Matchett, July 1,1920. They had two children Robert
Alexander and Audrey (Mrs. Earl Fritz).
Edith, born March 2, 1906, in Pipestone County,
Manitoba, married Francis Ralph Meashaw, March
5, 1925. There were four children, Eileen (Mrs. Bill
Brock), Jack, Christena (Mrs. Chris Lutz), Jim.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul lived to a ripe old age and
enjoyed good health, Mr. Paul was eighty-nine years
and eleven months almost ninety. Mrs. Paul was
eighty-three years. The family looked after their
parents until they passed away.
They lived to be sixty-four years married.
Moses Paul's people were of Irish descent, leaving Ireland in 1856. Mrs. Paul was Scotish descent,
coming to Canada in 1843. She was a widow, Isobe1
Barr, and had one son Peter Barr. She met a widower
with one daughter whose name was John Scott Paul
and they married.

Payne, Frederick and Ida (McGuffin)
Fredrick Payne, Engish by birth, was born July
11, 1861, in village of Little She1ford, near
Cambridge, England.
He came to Canada in 1893 and married Miss Ida
McGuffin of Virden, on November 28, 1895. He
passed away at Sinclair on April 26, 1941 and is
buried there. They had two children, a son and a
daughter. The daughter, Ethel Catherine Payne, was
born June 23, 1897, on 28-7-28 Pipestone Muncipa1ity. Their son John Payne was born November
22, 1899 on 28-7-28 Pipestone Municipality.
Frederick worked as a police man in the suburbs
of London, England for a few years. The British
News Papers were full of exciting news abut the
golden wheat fields of Canada, where young men
could make a fortune, so he thought he would try his
luck out here. He came over by steam boat, in the
stormy month of March. It took three weeks to reach
Canada. It was a very rough voyage.
He palled up with an English man from Kent,
England, and they became life long friends. His
name was Mr. Arthur Martin, who bought his homestead next to Payne's.
They came by c.P. rail to Brandon and there they
filed for their land, bought horses, machinery, groc405

Street, before proceeding to Ninga to farm. After a
year, they moved to the Prairie Rose School District,
to homestead the northwest of section 10-7-28. It
took a week for the oxen and covered wagon to travel
from Ninga to the new homestead.
At that time there were only four homes west of
Reston, belonging to William Blackmore, Daniel
and William Munroe and William Hunter. The pioneers held services at the Hunter Home. After completing a small house for his family, John Pettypiece
worked for Samuel F. Eisler of Sinclair for the sum of
$1.50 a day.
By 1900, Prairie Rose School was built, and
Mary Ellen, then fourteen and Perry, nine, attended.
The older boys, in their late teens, assisted with the
farm work. Forest and Clifford shortly took out their
own homesteads, the southeast of section 10-7-28
and the northwest of section 2-7-28.
There were happy times with the neighbours,
such as travelling by sleigh to country dances. The
Pettypiece boys took turns fiddling to supply the
musIC.
There were also tragic incidents. Prairie fires
were numerous on the unbroken land, more than one
fire swept through the area, burning trees, bush and
buildings in its wake. A three-day blizzard in March,
1903, completely covered their mud barn. A young
lad, Sid English, working for George Kipling on a
neighbouring farm was lost when he left the house to
milk the cows. Judson Pettypiece serched for him on
horseback after the storm abated, and found his
frozen body one-half mile from the house. A section
foreman at Antler, Saskatchewan, died in the same
blizzard.
The following year, 1904, John Pettypiece died.
Judson moved to a homestead nere Parkham, Saskatchewan. The youngest son, Perry, continued to
live with his brothers until 1914, when he took over
the north half of section 10-7-28. Forest, Judson and
Mary never married. In 1919, after five years of

eries and lumber for buildings, then proceeded by a
mix train to Reston. The station at Reston then was a
box car.
They started out to stake their claim and put up
buildings. Mr. Payne built a nice three room wooden
house and a small barn. Mr. Martin built a sod house
and wooden barn, as he didn't have any animals then.
They stayed on the farm until 1905. The nearest
school was Prairie Rose which was about four miles
from the house, which was too far for the small
children to walk in all weather. Besides, Frederick
had a few crop failures from prairie fires and hail
storms, so he had a small house built in Sinclair. They
had a sale, sold the horses and implements and went
to live in Sinclair on October 5, 1905. Mr. Martin
bought the farm.
The work in those days was hard for everyone.
Mr. Payne was employed by Mr. Rintoul, to see to his
horses and drive the livery rigs. He had to drive
travelling salesmen, travelling public doctor and all
kinds of express to other towns and villages, all year
round and it was cold in winter. Years later Mr.
Rintoul sold his business and went to Alberta. Mr.
Payne then worked as a farm laborer for farmers from
May until November.
At the beginning of the first War, Mr. Clark, a
section man, joined up and went to England. Frederick worked in his place for three years, got a free
pass and went home to England for his first visit in
twenty-one years.

Pettypiece, John and Mary Ann (Best)
Three years after the C.P.R. pushed west of
Reston in 1893, John Roy Pettypiece, a widower
from Essex County, Ontario, arrived in search of
homestead. He filed his entry fee in Brandon, and
returned east for his family of four sons: Forest John,
Clifford George, Judson Roy, Perry Crosswell and
one daughter, Mary Ellen.
With his children, John Pettypiece arrived in
Brandon in 1897, staying for a brief time on 10th

Pettypiece Bros. Threshing Outfit. 1909.
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batching, Perry married Margaret Minette Callan of
Ewart. There were three daughters in their family:
Vera Ann (Mrs. William Kendrick of Brandon),
Mary Doreen (Mrs. Cecil Coleman of Virden) and
Norma Irene (Mrs. Harvey Simpson, of Hargrave).
Perry remained on the farm until 1953, when he
moved to Brandon. He and his wife, Margaret, now
live in Virden, where they have lived since 1968.
They have five grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren. Clifford married Winnifred Trail of Reston,
they had no children.

The families births and deaths: John Roy Pettypiece was born 1844, in Slego, Ireland, and died
1904; Mary Ann (Best) Pettypiece was born 1853 in
Essex County, Ontario and died 1895; Forest John
was born 1877, Essex County, Ontario and died 1925;
Clifford George was born in 1881, Essex County,
Ontario, and died in 1946; Judson Roy was born in
1882, Essex County, Ontario, died in 1967; Mary
Ellen was born 1886 in Essex County, Ontario and
died in 1965; Perry Crosswell was born in 1891 in
Essex County, Ontario and is still living in Virden.
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Reston

Going for groceries.

Through The Years

on the street and the remains of rings set into the
cement when it was later laid can still be seen. These
also were for tying horses. Toward the south end,
wagons and buggies took up half the street for they
were left there when the horses were put into the
livery barns. There were runaways on Main Street,
especially after the first cars began to appear in town.
Buggies and wagons were smashed up but there are
no records of fatal injuries.
The first streets were board walks. Wooden
stringers were laid down and planks were laid across
them and nailed. Sometimes they came loose with
disastrous results for a person walking near one side
as the board flew up from the pressure of the person's
weight. Cement was laid in small areas as early as
1912 and Railroad Avenue was among the first streets
to get portions of pavement. In 1921, concrete was
laid on the east side of Main Street but there was still
a wooden walk on the west side as there was not
enough money for both. The board walk on the east
side had served for eleven years and before that there

The few small shacks which were raised in 1892
and '93 on the prairie round which is now the south
end of Main Street were the town's beginning and the
first residents were truly our pioneers. By 1901, the
original population of thirteen had risen to ninty-nine
persons. Five years later, the head count was 360. In
this year of 1981 , Reston's population is about 650. In
those first years, one business attracted another and
even far across the Atlantic the call was being received to join old neighbors in the prospering Canadian village of Reston.
The opening of the Reston Recorder newspaper
business in 1905 gave the town new publicity and the
influx of business men and professionals mainly
from Ontario, gave it strength to grow. It was a
typical pioneer town and from the pages of old Recorders, we can catch glimpses of how it looked and
how the residents lived.
Up until 1913, Main Street was just a prairie trail.
There were hitching posts in front of most buildings
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sance ground was then west of the north entrance to
town and there were complaints that it was reaching
the village doorsteps and that the stench was terrible.
In 1931, trees were planted around it to hide it from
view. Later it was moved to a site well south of the
town.
Gradually the whole town was levelled and the
sloughs filled in from the scrapings and from the
excavation as new buildings went up. Even manure
from the old livery barns was used for fill. By 1920,
the village had itself enough in order that a Winnipeg
newspaper man who visited Reston wrote:
"The civic authorities of the town of Reston have
always taken pride in the appearance of the town with
the results that the stranger is at once impressed with
the general air of prosperity. There are two fine parts
- the memorial and the agricultural. The streets and
residences are well kept and the shops and business
places display all lines of up to date merchandise in
ample quantities.
The municipal hall which was opened in May,
1918 is a fine structure of brick surrounded by trees,
flowers, and shrubs. The hall contains the municipal
offices and council chambers. The town has also a
comfortable and artistic rest room as well as an
auditorium with a seating capacity for 400. This is
used for entertainment, picture shows, etc. There are
250 motor cars in the district. "
People were indeed becoming beauty conscious
and by the late twenties they were using lawn mowers
rather than cows to keep the grass down. In 1926, the
town fathers inspired by A. Archer, the tailor who
loved nature, decided that an attractive tourist area
would benefit the town so a seventeen acre patch of
ground on the northwest end of the townsite was
purchased, tom up, and grassed. This is now the area
north of the elementary school and between Main
Street and First Street. Trees were planted there but in
those days tourists were not much in evidence in a
small town and the land was eventually taken over for
the rink, the collegiate, and for new dwellings. A
windbreak of evergreens was planted, and still
stands, along the west side of the northern part of the
village.
Up until 1910, the only way to make a fast exit
from the village was by train. It took three hours to
get to Virden with horses and democrat but with the
advent of the automobile the time was cut to an hour
and a half. It made banner headlines in the recorder
when a motor party consisting ofT. S. Bulloch, John
Wilson, G. Harper, and C. Boulton got safely to
Brandon and back. It must be remembered that these
first cars were all open to the skies and the moods of
the weather.
As far as records can tell, the first car in the

had just been paths which had often been as muddy as
the roads.
The C. P. R. offered free gravel for the main
streets and the old rutted trail was graded up with a
team donated by Sandy Bulloch and an old time
horse pulled grader. It was not a professional job but
the business men purchasing their first cars were
delighted. There were still lakes on Main Street after
spring rains however! So, in 1922 a drain was placed
under Main Street to carry off the water. This consisted of a series of tiles placed three feet below the
surface. Even this was not a cure all and there were
still ponds in the street after heavy rains.
Railroad Avenue and Second Avenue were gravelled and a year later in 1930, Main was properly
levelled and more gravel put on. The merchants and
residents cheered in 1950 when the streets were oiled
with 4000 gallons of crude oil. At last the traffic dust
was no longer flying through the streets and into the
buildings. In 1960, the job was properly done.
Provincial government equipment was brought in
and 20,000 yards of soil was excavated out and backfilled. By September, the street was gleaming with a
cover of black top. During the excavation, a concrete
sidewalk from Abbey's store across to the drug store
was tom up and a board walk was found underneath.
It was also at that time that the old cistern for fire
protection was discovered in front of the butcher
shop.
Back from Main Street, the settlement was also
experiencing growing pains. A horse was a necessity
if the village dweller wanted to be independent and
the more independent residents kept a cow, chickens,
pigs, and even sometimes a goat right in the middle
of the village. Among those whose goats were tethered in the village were citizens like Lawyer Cates,
Bank Manager Rastus McLaren, and Veterinarian
Rogan. The wind did not always blow sweet and
clear through Reston and tidiness and sanitation were
a great problem to the town fathers.
As early as 1910, a bylaw was passed prohibiting
the storage of straw and hay outside of village buildings. It had been a real fire hazard. Ten years later
cows were still running at large through the village
and damaging the lawns and gardens. A field west of
town, about where the golf course is now and which
was called Jackson's pasture because of the farmer
whose field it had originally been, was later used to
pasture the cows in summer. This soothed the housewives who had been spending their valuable time
chasing the offending cows with handy brooms.
In 1920, there were still complaints of rubbish
around the town and more bylaws were passed. Fire
remains were to be covered with earth and all manure
was to be covered with six inches of soil. The nui410

R.M. of Pipestone building looking north, 1981.

Train time, 1905.
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district was an Oldsmobile owned by John W. Douglas. Sometimes these early cars performed well but
often they had problems. Dr. Chapman was among
the earliest town residents to own a car. He bought a
Russell at Rathwell, Manitoba and it was only after a
lengthy trip with many difficulties that he finally got
it home. The first cars that gave fair satisfaction were
four Reo's owned respectively by Dr. Chapman, T. S.
Bulloch, A. E. Smith and John Wilson. The Recorder of April 10, 1910 reported:
"On Monday our motorists were in high glee as a
railroad car of ordered Reo automobiles arrived. All
the owners were on the jump and with assistance of
Dr. Chapman and Ed Harper, the machines were soon
out of the car and ready to be tried out. During the
day, the machines were tested and admired by all the
citizens of the town. It was said they were beautiful to
look at and made little noise as they travelled along
the roads. "
Cars were put away in winter and the batteries
stored at the town electric building. The L. W. Eaton
machine shop was a busy spot in spring as cars were
tuned up for the season ahead. Cars were allowed to
travel at a speed of ten miles an hour and collisions
were common. Runaways increased too as horses
tied to the hitching posts or being driven down the
street shied and reared at their faster and noisier
rivals.
"The year that followed the "Recorder" newspaper opening was one of great activity for the Reston- Wolseley line was being built and workmen
swarmed to the village and many of the trainmen
became permanent inhabitants. Times were good on
the surrounding farms too and harvesters from the
east poured in with sometimes two locomotives
needed to pull the harvest excursion train. Wages
were $2.50 cents a day. Many of the harvesters stayed
or returned to become farmers and businessmen.
To Reston by design, came farm hands from
Lanark - the best of course. The editor of the Recorder, himself a good man with a pitchfork, had this
to say in a 1906 edition. 'Old and new Lanark joined
hands on Friday. The numerous arrivals from the
East, men of muscle, of stamina, eager for hard work
were in the main from the county that has already
given this community so many progressive farmers.
The old and the new joined in garnering the golden
grain of the harvest. We welcome the new arrivals
and trust that many of them will be so impressed with
the prospects of the district that they will see the
advantage of taking up their abode in our midst.'
Family histories bear witness to the fact that many
did.
There was little organized social life in the first
year but house parties were held almost weekly.

There was always something special they could celebrate such as a birthday, a farewell, a house warming
or a surprise party for a newly wed couple and usually as many as forty gathered together for these
events. Bridge clubs and whist drives were popular
and box socials, where the girls brought decorated
lunch box to share with the man who bid the highest
for the box, were held in the village hall. The bidding
ran high as the men, often knowing which box belonged to the lady of their choice, became determined that no rival would get it.
There was the odd big event such as imported
talent for concerts, and the circus. For three years
McFee's Circus appeared in the Manitoba Hall to a
sellout crowd. Later outdoor circuses performed on
ground on the west side of town just south of the track
and also where the Memorial Park is now situated.
Evangelists who set up in a tent in the southwest
across the tracks, attracted great attention for the
week they stayed. There was a quadrille dance club
and a grand yearly ball in the Manitoba Hall. On
summer evenings, members ofthe citizen's band, Dr.
Stevenson, Jas Robertson, Art Manning, Hugh
McIntosh, E. H. Berry, and Alf Archer, held band
concerts on Main Street.
Wars left their mark on the town and district. The
South African War in the late 1800's was the first.
Ernest Edwards enlisted in the Strathcona Horse, saw
service in Africa and returned safely. Fred Hodges
received a serious wound and had to have a leg
amputated. Kippen Cates, with the Fifth Canadian
Mounted Rifles, was in a ship just off Africa when
news came that the war was over.
In World War One there was an appalling list of
local casualties. The war's beginning was brought
home to the town as volunteers, with Major Bulloch
and Lieutenant Archer in Charge, drilled in the
streets as they waited word to leave for camp. Troops
were quartered in the Cates block near the south end
of Main Street. When the men left by train, crowds of
well wishers and anxious families accompanied them
through the street to the station and gave them a send
off. Men of the community had to make a train trip to
Brandon to register.
The people at home put up with scarcities and
ration cards and tension ran high as the casualty list
mounted. From October 28 to November 3, 1918,
there was one minute of prayer each day. At twelve
noon, even the telephone switchboard was shut off
for one minute. Eight days later, word came that
peace was declared and the town prepared to welcome home its heroes. It was almost a year later, Oct.
13, 1919, before they were all home who were coming and there was an official welcome. Later there
was a more formal reception with a supper and enter412

tainment in the Presbyterian Church. When they had
left, in 1914 there had been a patriotic ball with
entertainment by Reston Choral Society but the return with so many missing was not a cause for such
merriment.
There was steady progress during the twenties
with an increase in population of about one hundred
persons. There was a new attraction at home as the
first radios came on sale in 1924. Then came the
thirties and hard times swept over the community.
For several years there was no harvest, and even the
town gardens were ravished by grasshoppers which
ate anything that the drought did not kill. Dust and
tumbling thistles blew through the town and a relief
committee was organized to receive and distribute
the vegetables, apples, livestock feed, and even
clothing which was shipped in from kindly neighbors
in more fortunate provinces.
Many furnaces had been installed in the fine
Reston homes, beginning in the first ten years of the
century. Over the years, their owners had switched
from wood to coal but now wood was cheaper and in
1932, over thirty carloads of wood for fuel, poplar
and tamarack, and government subsidized, came in
by rail. Vegetables and apples arrived from Ontario
and British Columbia and were handed out from the
railway cars. A truckload of potatoes was brought
from Portage la Prairie where conditions were more
normal. Carloads of cut feed arrived for the animal
population. Even a grasshopper poison mixing station was set up in the town. By 1936, there had been
six years of bad crops and money was scarce and
business in the village was almost at a standstill.
By the forties the town had recovered and was
once more going ahead. The early forties were the
years of the World War Two, however, and there were
again casualties and heartbreak. Both men and
women registered. Tea, coffee and sugar were rationed along with car gas. German war prisoners
were brought in to work in the harvest fields and were
put in camp in the fair grounds. Finally the war ended
once more and in 1946, there was another welcome
home banquet and a gift presentation to each returned
soldier.
The town settled back to normal. It was not until
1955, that television came to Reston so people still
sought diversion away from home in their evening
spare time. The rink, the dance halls, and the sports
grounds were used to capacity. Saturday night was a
great night in Reston. Parking space on Main Street
was at a premium and stores and restaurants were
crowded until after midnight.
The town seemed to come of age when the blacktop went down on the streets and the mercury lamps
went up to light up the village and be seen for miles

around. The town began to have birthday parties for
it and the country were coming of age. Some pioneers remembered 1927, when the town had celebrated Canada's sixtieth birthday with parades and
pariotic exercises. In January 1967 there was a celebration in Reston Arena with a centennial birthday
cake cut by Mrs. Ella Lau, an old-timer who was also
celebrating a new year's birthday. Town residents had
been asked to save their Christmas trees and they
were brought to an area near the rink and lit to make a
huge bonfire. There was a special church service too.
On the first of July they celebrated again with a big
evening display of fireworks.
In 1970, Manitoba's hundredth birthday, there
was a celebration along with the fair and former
Restonites flocked home from as far away as Frankfort, Germany. In December, 1972, the town's
eightieth birthday was celebrated with a special program in Reston Collegiate. Lome Watt was master of
ceremonies and Mrs. Anna Watt and 1. D. Bulloch,
first children born in the settlement, cut the anniversary cake.
There was a Homecoming in 1979 with over 1500
in attendance. The fair activities, a school reunion, a
big reunion banquet and program in Reston Arena
with George Guthrie as master of cermonies, and
special church service were the main features. This
history marks the centennial of the little village that
has come of age. It sprang from the hopes and endeavors of hardy pioneers many of whom have gone
to their reward. Their descendants carryon the life
business of the town on the same soil and with the
same spirit.

History of the Village of Reston
Early Days
The Settlement
The beginning of Reston and community has
roots which go back much farther than any of us can
remember. Mrs. Ellen Guthrie Bulloch, in her book
"Pioneers of the Pipestone" tells us all about it.
The first people to really settle in his area were
Sioux Indians who fled north from the the United
States after the Custer Massacre in 1876. A part of the
larger band strayed to the Pipestone valley and camped at various points along the river. They finally
settled permanently on what is now the Pipestone
Reserve.
In 1881, the first white settlers began to arrive.
Among these settlers were Robert and William Bulloch who came to the Pipestone Valley in 1882 and
followed the water stream to what is now known as
the Lanark District. When filing their own claims on
the south half of 27 -7 -27, they also claimed the north
half for their brother Thomas Bulloch.
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Early view of Reston.

The school was built in 1887. This first site was
known as "The Settlement". It was both church and
school and community centre. In 1890, a post office
was erected on the William Bulloch farm and this was
officially known as Reston Post Office.
The July 1, 1892 edition of the Winnipeg Free
Press wrote of Preston, a promising town in the
Pipestone settlement where settlers were arriving
fast. Preston was in reality the settlement of Reston.
The article states"Preston is the name of a very prosperous settlement situated in township 7-27. The end of the thirty
miles surveyed of the Pipestone railway branch ends
on the west side of section 10 in this township. Section nine is owned by the C.P.R. land department and
would make a good location for a town as it is in the
centre of a thickly populated district.
Preston Post Office is situated two and a half
miles north of the present end of the line, on section
28, and one of the largest mails south of Virden is
distributed here. Preston schoolhouse is on section
27 and was built about seven or eight years ago. The
attendance is so large that the trustees are thinking of
enlarging the school.
The Pipestone Mutual Improvement Society
meets here in this schoolhouse. Their annual picnic
will be on July 7th in Mr. William Guthrie's grove on
section 26. The Presbyterians and Methodists both
hold their religious services in this building and are
largely attended. The Patrons of Industry have a
lodge here also. "

J. D. Bulloch first white baby boy and Mrs. Watt first white baby
girl.

In the spring of 1884, Thomas Bulloch and his
family came to settle permanently, and it was on the
south-east of his farm, on 27-7-27, now farmed by
Vernon Cook, that the very first Reston School was
built. It immediately became the centre of community life.
The name of Reston was suggested by the Milliken family. It was the name of the little town in
Berwickshire, Scotland near which the Millikens had
lived before coming to Canada. The whole community was agreeable to the name and so it was
adopted.
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to call the town Reston. The post office, established
in 1890 on William Bulloch's farm, and called Reston after the school district, would no doubt be
moved into town and it would cause less confusion to
change the name of the school district than the post
office; this idea was carried out and so the town got
its name."
It was nearly Christmas, 1892, when the railroad
reached Reston so not much building was done until
spring. One or two buildings were put up before
Christmas however. A warehouse was built and, during that first winter, some wheat was handled through
it.
One of the first buildings to go up was a small one
erected by William Busby near the comer where
Bulloch's Ag-Serv now stands. The post office,

The Village
Reston's story now moves from the Bulloch holdings to the holdings of Mr. Thomas Baldwin and the
area adjourning. It was May 1892 and settlers were
wondering if a town might be built half way between
the Reston and the Pipestone settlements for to the
pioneers, it was all one district.
This was not to be. Again from Mrs. Bulloch's
book" Pioneers of the Pipestone" , we learn the story
of the present site.
"When the survey line was run through the district and town sites were being placed, Mr. Egan,
who was the right of way agent for the C.P.R.,
approached Mr. Thomas Baldwin offering to put the
town site on the corner of his land if he would give the
company twenty-four acres of land for the station site
and yards free of charge. Mr. Baldwin felt this would
cut up his farm rather badly so refused the offer.
The next idea was to put the town farther west
about four miles. This idea was not at all popular with
the settlers as the market would not be nearly so
convenient to a great majority. A petition was circulated, asking that the town be placed on the present
location, urging as a factor to be considered the water
run on the west side of the town and that a plentiful
supply of water would likely be available. This petition was taken out to the annual picnic at Guthrie's
Grove and many signatures obtained there. It was
sent to Mr. Van Horn, then president of the C.P.R. He
sent back word to place the town site where it now
stands.
The name Baldwin was spoken of for this point
by the surveyors as Mr. Baldwin's land lay close to it,
but he objected, saying that he thought it a better idea

William Busby first lumber merchant in Reston.

East side of Main Street, 1908. R. to L: Cates Block, Baldwin Block, fire wall, Butcher Shop, Canada Cafe.
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moved in from the farm home of William Bulloch,
was established in this small building which he planned would be part of the lumber yard which he would
establish in the spring. The first freight delivered
when the railroad line was opened was a car of
lumber to William Busby.
The first merchant was James Campbell whose
descendants still live around Sinclair. He put a building on the east side of Main Street during the fall and
he used it as a store and a dwelling combined. It was
situated in what was to become the Cates Block and
later, after alterations and additions became the office
of Lawyer Cates. It is now the site of the Co-op
Hardware.
A Mr. Cameron from Oak Lake erected a building which he intended to use as a hardware store. He
never did but sold it to W. H. McDougall who in turn,
sold it to Harry Lusk who opened it as a barber shop.
If we could have looked down on Reston in the
spring of '93, we would have seen five shacks interspersed among seventeen sloughs of water. There
was the boxcar station, Campbell's General Store,
Busby's Lumber Yard, and two boarding houses. In a
town with so few buildings, it was difficult for men
coming in to the town to find accommodation so
boarding houses filled a great need. Along with the
five shacks, there were approximately seven people.
Recalling early days, Frank Manning, first editor
of the Reston Recorder, wrote as follows "From the spring of 1893 onward, the new village
really forged ahead. By 1905, Reston was beginning
to feel its importance. Times were good and the
community was prosperous. There was a boom on in
town real estate for there was establishment of new
businesses and with this the erection of new homes.
Business was brisk and it was almost impossible
to get tables at Reston House at meal times without a
long wait. Horses were always in demand at the
livery stable and impliment men could hardly supply
the demand for new impliments.
True, you would not recognize the town, for the
site of the E. H. Berry business was a frog pond and
all of Main Street a mud puddle in spring as the frost
went out. The growing pains of the first decade were
the foundations of the town as we see today. "
We will look now at how the businesses Frank
Manning mentioned and the others which we will
write about, had their beginnings, thrived and were
modernized, or as in some cases fell victim to mechanization, and were replaced by other modern business enterprises.

roadside sign just out of Reston on Highway Two.
Those who do turn into the town and make their way
to the park in the south east corner are greatly impressed. The townspeople know that much of the
original credit must go to Alfred Archer, the tailor
who loved nature.
Not only is his name associated with the origin
and beauty of the park, but also it is mostly from his
own handwritten records that the bulk of the information concerning the history of this beauty spot comes.
Reston and district wished to honor their war
dead of 1914-18 and so, with money raised by donations from the district, a cenotaph was bought. The
public meeting which made this decision decided
that this was more suitable than a memorial hall.
There was one big problem however. It was the question of where would be the most suitable place to
erect the memorial.
The committee which had been formed to collect
the donations and buy the memorial were: 1. R.
Duncan, Wm. Watt, N. H. Ready, 1. R. McLean, W.
A. Brady, D. F. Clark, and E. H. Berry as secretary.
Now the problem of selecting a site was put in the
hands of Dr. Chapman, W. A. Brady, John Guthrie,
and A. E. Smith as secretary. E. H. Berry, secretary
of the first committee, kept the books which he
highly prized at his home. After his death, when the
house was being gone over by the family, the books
were set aside. They were later burned by mistake
however so the records were lost.
Suggestions for a site were two lots on the west
side of town, or a site at the intersection of the
downtown streets. Neither seemed right so A. E.
Smith consulted Alf Archer. He suggested a park. It
would be a place where people could visit and the
names on the cenotaph would be constantly before
the public eye.
Mr. Archer suggested the east side of town as the
soil was heavy loam and cultivaton would make it
suitable for trees, shrubs, and flowers. On the west,
there was a good water run but the soil was gravelly
and light and it would have required constant water109.
The committee followed Mr. Archer's advice.
They interviewed the C.P.R. to whom the land belonged and they were given a very cheap price on two
blocks on the east side.
Those who visit the park now could scarcely
visualize the site as it was when purchased in 1921.
There was nothing but shallow sloughs, a few native
poplars around one slough, and some small native
scrub scattered around the two acres. There was a
small piece of shallow gravel on the east side. A place
in the south west corner had been scraped off to fill
the station yard.

Reston Memorial Park
The Grounds
"Visit our Memorial Park" are the words on the
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The pioneer spirit and desire to get on with the
job prevailed again as it always did in Reston when
something for the good of the community was to be
constructed. In the spring, the scrub was cleared and
the land was leveled off with horses and hand
scrapers. On the west side, the top soil was scraped
into the numerous sloughs and potholes. This also
levelled off the knolls.
1. I. Bulloch, who farmed on the edge of town,
broke the land with horses and plough and planted
broom and rye grass with a cover crop of oats. John
McMurchy was overseer of the fencing which was
done with page wire with one strand of barb wire on
top. Mr. McMurchy was neat and particular and a
good job was done.
The committee had a park plan which they had
received from the Manitoba Agricultural college.
This had been drawn up by a person who was not
acquainted with the site or the nature of the soil and
Mr. Archer, when asked by the committee to do the
planting, turned this plan down as not suitable. He
accepted for himself the job of making the plan. He
drew them a rough plan on the back of the blueprint
they had showed him and the committee was impressed.

picnic grove. Incidentally, the original elm did not
die.
Among those who donated trees, shrubs, and
plants to the park, Mr. Archer in his writings, which
for many years included a weekly "Park Notes"
column in the Reston Recorder, has recorded:
* Dr. A. B. Chapman; Scotch Pine behind the
cenotaph, Colorado Spruce at entrance, Jack Pine
north east of cenotaph, and some Black Spruce west
of the playground.
*Mrs. Thomas Wilkins; flowering plum and
roses.
*R. C. Bulloch; Koster Blue Spruce. Mr. Bulloch also used to sell cut flowers from the park.
*Mrs. Munro (nee Eva Walker); White pine and
Swiss Stone Pine.
*Mrs. R. Dickinson (nee Patricia Berry) Mordon
Blue Spruce.
Other donors were Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Wynn, Marjory Brady, Mrs. Ante (nee Mona Milliken), Wib Pierce, George Pierce, Rev. 1. Ross, Mrs.
T. A. Bulloch, and Ernest Wilkins.
These are some of the early donors and since
there have been others too numerous to mention. At
one time Mr. Archer hoped to have markers made of
heavy wooden laths with the name of the shrub on a
vertical strip of plastic and the donor's name on a
square plate at the top.
Planting stock was given by Mrs. Misener, south
of Pipestone, who had got it from Ottawa twenty
years before. It was on a farm where all the buildings
had been removed. Alfred Archer drove many miles
in his pick-up truck to collect trees, shrubs and
flowers. He covered both Manitoba and Saskatchewan. He brought from Clear Lake, the evergreens
which surround the children's playground.
The rose garden was started in 1965 when eighteen roses were donated by Wilber Pierce in memory
of his father. Mr. Archer built bird houses and supplied food to attract the birds. Lew Trail built and
donated the barbeque and the iron grate for it was
built and donated by I. B. Buan, local blacksmith.
Park flowers have often been donated when
needed. Mrs. Archer and Ruth Whynn (Mrs. Les
Parker) made funeral sprays until Mrs. Arthur developed asthma and Ruth got married. G. S. Munro
Co. General Store and L. McMorran Drugs sold
flowers from the park and the money was used for the
purchase of new plants.
The tool house is a building donated by the old
town electric plant about 1930. It had been their coal
house. Mr. Thomas McKay of Sinclair donated an
old piston from a big Mogul tractor of 1911 vintage.
This was put in the ground and used for an anvil. A
sunken hot bed was constructed in 1942.

Mr. Archer consulted with a Mr. A. P. Stevenson
who inspected shelter belts in the district. They had
been friends since 1905 and Mr. Archer respected his
judgement. The park committee had no money to
buy trees and shrubs so they were donated by people
who had a surplus. Mr. Archer raised shrubs and
perennials in his own back yard, brought trees from
the Assiniboine Valley and exchanged trees and
shrubs with people in other places. The small, soft
speaking tailor knew and loved botany as much as he
knew the art of making suits and coats and it is said
that he was dedicated to the park to such an extent that
the well being of his business may have suffered for
it.
The first planting was in 1922 when a shelter belt
was planted around the park. There were three rows
with space between for a one horse cultivator to
operate. There was north-west poplar, elm, and golden laurel and these did well for three years at the end
of which there was a mild spell in late February
which caused the trees to bud out. In March, frost
killed the buds. Mr. Archer took a visiting professor
of agriculture to view the catastrophe and was told the
trees would die. New trees were brought in, some
from the Agricultural Grounds in Winnipeg.
These trees from Winnipeg were ash and the only
cost was $25 express. Mr. Archer recalled that they
were all large trees cut off at about ten feet and the
roots wrapped in burlap. They can still be seen in the
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The ladies rest room was built in 1954 and was a
model of its time. It was lined with plywood and
varnished. There was a wall shelf with basin and a
full length mirror. Outside, the vine covered arbor
still creates a tasteful form of privacy to the old
building.
Water was always a great problem. In 1938, the
municipality was having dugouts installed around the
country and A. E. Smith donated property on the east
and Dr. Chapman was responsible for having one
installed there for use by the park.
Alf Archer carried on as park supervisor until he
left Reston in 1967. The first hired park caretaker was
Tom Caldwell who did the job until 1928. Alf Anderson was caretaker next and he was followed by
Maurice McCartney, Tom Nash, and Jim McGregor.
about the time Mr. Archer retired as supervisor, a full
itme caretaker was hired. John Pickett was hired and
tended the park with the same loving care. When he
retired, Sam Redshaw took over and Frank Ludlam is
the present dedicated caretaker. Present park board is
Maurice Ludlam, Burt Pierce, and John Rainnie.
Others who have worked at different times include Raymond Kendrick, Tom Nash, Tom Lockhart
and Mrs. Lockhart, EarnestJohnson, Louie Chaskie,
and Earnest Scott. There have been others who did
casual labour. Any work other than that done by hand
was done by Jim Pierce with a one horse cultivator.
He levelled the bowling green which, along with the
tennis courts, is described in another section of this
history. In 1942, a small tractor was purchased.

Memorial statue Reston Park.

vious to this, the monument had only the names of
first world war victims, one half on each side. As the
monument is a very light grey, these did not show up
very well so the decision was made to put on the
plaques. Inscribed in the bronze on one side are the
names of the twenty three First Great War victims and
on the other side the names of the seventeen from
World War Two.
The flag staff was donated by the Women's Auxiliary to the Canadian Legion Elizabeth Branch. It
was Made by Vulcan Iron Works Supply from second
hand piping. It sits in a cement base with the date of
erection and the donor name on the bronze plaque.
Alf Archer received no salary. At an annual town
meeting, it was moved that he be given $100 a year,
not as salary, but as a donation in appreciation of his
services. At different times, this was raised and, in
the last years, it was $400. In 1962, the Manitoba
Horticultural Society honored him by making him a
life member and the local park board followed suit
with a surprise presentation of a purse of money.
It was felt that something more should be done to
honor this man who had taken the lead in making this
village park a spot about which a local tribute said,
"there is not a spot to equal it anywhere in the
western part of the province, for a place of its size."
So in 1967, money was collected and a memorial gate
was erected at the west entrance to the park.
The plaque faces the street and the wording on it
reads: "Erected in memory of Alf Archer who gave

The Memorials
The museum which stands on the grounds is
another story but the history of Reston Park has its
. foundation on the war memorial for which it was to
be a fitting background. The monument is cast of
Italian marble and it is topped by the figure of a
Canadian soldier. The cost, when purchased, was
$3,600.
It was unveiled by Sir James Aikens, Lieutenant
Governor of Manitoba, on June 30, 1922. Dr. Chapman read the names inscribed and the address was
given by Lloyd Amrstrong. The agenda stated that a
parade then proceeded to the chautauqua tent where
addresses were given by Sir James Aikens, Dr.
Clingan M. P. P., Colonal Rattray, and John Williams
M.P.P.
Since then, memorial services have been held
yearly on the spot. The treed arbor or grove where
these services and also family picnics are held was
originally a filled in slough and it was landscaped in
1923. There are also picnic tables and electric wiring
there now.
In, 1956, bronze plaques were added to the
monument. These were paid for by donations. Pre418

with complete dedication of his time and talent toward the development of this park. 1922-1967." The
gates were unveiled and dedicated in 1970.
The flowers and shrubs and trees are memorials
also. Those who watch the tulips bloom in spring, the
peonies, delphiniums, lilies, roses and other flowers
in summer, and finally the chrysanthemums in autumn, know that it has all been well worth while.

Pipestone-Albert Agricultural Society and
Reston Fair
The roots of Pipestone-Albert Agricultural Society and the Reston Fair go back to June 21, 1907
when a public meeting was called for the purpose of
organizing the society and electing officers. The
large gathering of forty-six men and four women was
addressed by Mr. A. 1. Hand, B.S.A. who spoke on
"Improvement of Stock." Mr. W. R Stevenson, who
inspected shelter belt in the district also spoke and his
topic was "An Ideal Farmer's Home."
At this meeting, C. 1. Stewart was appointed
president by motion and unanimous approval. G. S.
Munro was appointed vice-president. A temporary
secretary was appointed but the name is not recorded. Original fair board members were:
John Guthrie
James Lothian
Frith Smith

Reston Fair Grounds, 1906.
Smith, A. E.
Smith, Frith
Stewart, C. 1.
Wilkins, W. E.

Added charter members were:
Bulloch, T. A.
Caldwell, Jas.
Guthrie, F. S.
Matthews, W. D.
McLean, Alex
PickersgilL Wm.
Smith, George F.
Sutcliffe, 1. W.
Walker, Richard

John 1. Matthews
James MeLearen

On July 30 of the same year, a second meeting
was held in the old Manitoba hall and new directors
were added to bring the board up to the required
number of ten. James McLean and James Milliken
became board members, E. 1. Wilkins was appointed
secretary and fair manager was to be Colin C. Campbell. The fact that ten board members were required
had been overlooked at the first meeting.
The body was first named Reston Agricultural
Society and the charter members are recorded below:
Ashley, 1. 1.
Bulloch, William
Campbell, Colin C.
Chapman, Mrs. A. B.
Craig, 1. C.
Edwards, E. H.
Fairlie, P.
Fumerton, D. 1.
Grosse, Albert
Guthrie, W. R.
Hunter, W. W.
Lothian, James
Manning, Mrs. A.
Matthews, John W.
McLean, James R.
McMurchy, 1.
Milliken, James
Munro, George S.
Mutter, T.
Ransford, James
Reid, 1. D.

Smith, Mrs. A. E.
Stephens, Rev. 1. G.
Wilkins, E. 1.
Wiltshire, L.
Bulloch, T. S.
Duncan, 1. R.
Lockhart, Fred
McArthur, John
Milliken, P. A. S.
Pierce, Ed.
Stevenson, Dr. C. A.
Vivian, W. N.

The board planned a fair for the fall of 1907 and
authorized the raising and spending of $200 to buy
land from William Edwards. The balance of the
money was to follow this down payment. By December, they had not been able to raise the money for the
down payment but they were still committed to do so.
It was nature that had taken a hand. Severe hail
storms had ruined many local crops and times were
bad. The final land payment of $230.32 had to be
delayed for two years. The idea of a fair that fall was
turned down by a very close vote.
Instead, the society turned their attention to fighting for compulsory hail insurance and increased
grants for rural agricultural societies. These were
only two of the ways in which the society influenced
political and educational thinking and the betterment
of rural life.
It is recorded that, at the February meeting, there
was a paper given concerning the government telephone system but only half the paper was discussed
because of the cold and uncomfortable place of meeting. This was the Manitoba Hall and it seems they
decided to hold the next meeting in the Munro Block.
The first Reston Fair was held on August 4,1908.
It was at the site of present fairgrounds which is the

Brownlee, D. 1.
Campbell, Archie
Chapman, Dr. A. B.
Cormic, 1.
Duncan, W. H.
Evans, H. C.
Forke. Robert
Giles, W. H.
Guthrie, John
Harper, Ed.
Ireland, 1. B.
Manning, A.
Manning, F.
McBain
McLearen, James F.
Miller, 1. M.
Milliken, Peter
Munro, Mrs. G. S.
Paul, R. R.
Reid, James A.
Sexton
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Judging at Reston Fair early 1900's.

Clyde Caldwell were later contenders among the
horsemen. In hogs, George Milliken and Alex
McKay had good animals.
There were poultry, vegetables, grain, and fodder
but the big attraction was the butter made by local
housewives and hundreds of pounds were annually
on display. There was great rivalry in cooking, preserving, curing meats, fancy work, and sewing.
Church ladies had a booth on the grounds to serve
meals. "
Besides the above-mentioned exhibits, there
were sheep, natural history entries, and school work.
One class was domestic manufacture and this included such articles as a boudoir dressing saque and
cap, and also corset covers.
There was a local winter seed fair in the early
1900 's. From 1808-12, the society handled subscriptions to the Nor-West Farmer magazine. Each subscription was 50¢ a year.
The Reston Agricultural Society held regular
fairs until the depression years of the thirties. In 1931,
the membership scribbler showed only ten names and
after that records lapse until 1936 when one hundred
members joined. Printed prize lists during the twenties included:
* Horses: Registered Clydes and other Draft
breeds; also Heavy Draft, Agricultural, Farm Chunks
and Driving Horses.
* Plot Prizes: for Sweet Clover (at least one acre);

thirty-four and one-half acres on S.E. 17-7-24. The
area was then only a ploughed field and records tell
that the day was very windy. The first fair-goers went
home that night with black faces but happy hearts.
In minutes of a meeting after the fair it was
recorded:
"Reports showed that though a few mistakes had
been made, as was to be expected when holding a
first fair, the society's work on the whole was imminently satisfactory. "
The following report on early fairs comes from
the pages of the Recorder:
"Early in the summer of the first fair, a race track
was built and a grandstand erected. There was much
interest in the horseracing and the animals of John
McMurchy and Colin Campbell were among the
winners. Baseball was an attraction and records say
that it held the interest of the people until darkness
made play hazardous.
Farmers took the fair seriously. In the horse ring,
the animals of 1. D. Reid, A. M. Campbell, George
Campbell, and Robert McKenzie are remembered.
Cattle attracting attention were those of H. Forder,1. W. Stephenson, John Crawford, W. W. Hunter,
and Howard McGregor. Later, Arnold Wilkins,
George McNeil, and Frank Stewart made good
showings in cattle.
Tony Pierce, Thomas Pierce, Jas. Duncan, D. 1.
Brownlee, Wilson Bros., Jas. Forsyth, Al Craig, and
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Judging rings Reston Fair, 1909.

* Grains and Grasses: by sheaf.
* Domestic manufacture: including

Summerfallow (10 acres); standing crops of Wheat,
Oats, Barley (10 acres).
* Cattle: Shorthorns, Herefords, Aberdeen Angus, Holstein, Ayrshire and Jersey.
* Sheep: Longwool and Shortwool.
* Swine: Berkshires, Yorkshires and others.
* Poultry: Bramahs, Cochins, Leghorns,
Plymouth Rocks, Minorcas, Dorkins, Wyandotes,
Houdans and Langshaws; also Hamburgs, Blue Andulusians, Red Caps, Javas, Orpingtons, Annaconas
and others.

homecanned meats (veal, pork, etc.); embroidered bedroom sets (spread, pillow cases, towels and dresser
scarf); Roman cutwork table centres; silk, satin, or
crochet wool tea cosies; sofa cushions in ribbon work
or art linen embroidery in color; work bags and
boudoir sets - also fourteen sections titled "Underclothing" (like three-piece sets trimmed in crochet
lace).
There was still no fair in 1936 but on July 9, there

General purpose class at Reston Fair, 1909.
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was a sports day sponsored by the society and a profit
of about $175.00. On July 8,1937, there was another
sports day with ball games and bicycle races. In
1938, small donations were made by Sifton,
Pipestone, and Albert Municipalities. With a high
level of public support, the fair came back in full
strength in 1939 and has been a yearly event ever
since.
In 1940, the name was changed to PipestoneAlbert Agricultural Society. It had grown to encompass a much larger area. The actual fair, however, is
still known as Reston Fair.
The fairgrounds have gradually been landscaped
and improved over the years. In 1924, twelve hundred trees were planted by volunteers of the agricultural society. The midway originally featured E. 1.
Casey Shows. Their contract included a clause guaranteeing "that nothing immoral, nor so-called 'rackets' will be permitted on this midway. "
In 1946, there was a prisoner of war camp at
Reston Fairgrounds. One hundred and seven German
war prisoners and their guards were kept here and
sent out to help with the harvest.
From 1939 to 1953, there were young people
involved. These were known as junior directors. In
1957, the ladies' section acquired executive officers
on the board. Women's Section presidents have been:
Mrs. E. A. Wilson, 1957; Mrs. D. Smith, 1958-60;
Mrs. Doug Watt, 1961; Mrs. Dennis Smith, 1962-65;

Mrs. W. E. Wilkins, 1966-67; Mrs. G. Smeltz,
1968-69; Mrs. C. Brownlee, 1970-72; Mrs. Irene
Lazenby, 1973-74; Mrs. Alice Thompson, 1975-76;
Mrs. Margaret Bulloch, 1977-78; Mrs. Betty Jean
Lazenby, 1979-80.
Mrs. T. Martin was women's secretary from
1957-58 and Mrs. Lome Watt, 1959-60. In 1961,
Cathy Schurman (McIntosh) became secretary of
both men's and women's sections and this position
has been combined ever since.
General presidents since 1923 when the first
printed prize lists were printed include: John
McArthur, 1923-4; George McNeil, 1925; N. 1.
Ready, 1926-1931; lapse of eight years; 1. 1. Bulloch,
1939-40; E. 1. Guthrie, 1941-43; A. Kool, 1944-45;
George Guthrie, 1946-49; Alex McKenzie, 1950-52;
Ted Walker, 1953-57; Jim Forsyth, 1958-64; Gordon
Smeltz, 1965-66; Jack Guthrie, 1967-69; Jim Walker,
1970-72; Gordon Forsyth, 1973-76; Keith Ludlam,
1977-79; Gordon Smeltz, 1980-.
Secretaries have been: H. E. Evans, 1923-31;
lapse of eight years; A. E. Smith, 1939-40; F. C.
McMurchy, 1941-45; F. Russell Manning, 1946-49;
Maurice Ludlam, 1950-51; Max Caldwell, 1952-57;
Arthur Wilkins, 1958-61; Cathy Schurman (McIntosh), 1961-76; Ann Zam, 1977-78; Ben Kroeker,
1979; Cathy Schurman, 1980.
The fair has grown yearly. In 1979, the year of
Reston Homecoming, $1500 was spent on improve-

Reston Fair.
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formed in February, 1968. Johnny Williamson of
Sinclair was elected as chairman and the other members of the original board were Wilber Thompson as
secretary-treasurer, Frank Patmore as vice-chairman,
Doug Watt, Arthur Smith, Wilson Skelton, and
George Fotheringham.
Three of these, John Williamson, Art Smith, and
George Fotheringham were chosen as a committee to
interview property owners regarding the purchasing
of a site. The site chosen, and still the site, were lots
north of Second Avenue and east of Fifth Street. One
lot was purchased from Peterson, one from Keith
Clark, and two were donated by Leo Curtis.
In August of the same year, a contract was signed
with Delta Construction and a by-law was passed
authorizing the borrowing of $93,700 from Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation. Building went
ahead and in June, 1969, the building was ready for
occupancy. The first rent was deposited on June 17.
The original rent was $58.50 for singles and $62.50
for doubles.
The first person into the lodge was Miss Elizabeth Guthrie. She occupied her suite, Suite #1, for
a night before any other residents arrived. Other
original occupants were: Mrs. E. Smith, Miss Jean
Guthrie, Mrs. E. Shippam, Mr. Charles Ashley, Mrs.
Ethel 1. Bulloch, and Mr. John Stark. Applicants
approved but waiting approval by the Department of
Health and Welfare were Mrs. Curtis and son Laurence, and Mrs. Margaret Walker.
It was not until October 21, 1970, Manitoba's
Centennial Year, that the lodge was officially opened.
It was a beautiful day for the opening of Alstone
Lodge. This name had been chosen by taking the first
letters of the Rural Municipality of Albert, that is
"AI," and putting them together with the last part of
the name of the Rural Municipality of Pipestone, that
is "stone." These two put together made ''Alstone. "
The lodge was opened and dedicated and the contractor handed over the keys to the board of governing directors of the lodge.
In the fall of 1971, the Peterson property north of
the lodge was up for sale and the board decided to
purchase it. They also decided that there should be an
addition to the original section of the building. The
house on the Peterson property was sold by tender to
George Jago and the new plans went ahead.
The board met in February, 1972 and decided to
erect six more suites. On July 2, with architects Pratt,
Lingren, Snider and Tomcej being represented by
Mr. Lingren and Mr. Magers, the tenders were
opened for the new portion. Delta, the original contractors, had the lowest bid but it was still in excess of
the architect's estimate. The architect was asked to

ments and painting. After all the years of waiting,
water was on tap in the grounds. Over 2800 people
went through the gates and there were a total of 1150
entries. In recent years, there has been pre-fair entertainment on Reston's Main Street on the evening
before the fair and on fair day itself a pancake breakfast and a giant parade from the elementary school
grounds to the fairgrounds.
Those first pioneer fair-goers who, dirty but satisfied, wended their way home from the first fair in
the ploughed field, would have been more satisfied
still if they could have visioned the scope of the fair
some seventy years ahead.

Alstone Lodge
During the late fifties and early sixties, a need
had been felt for some form of senior accommodation
for the senior citizens living in the districts surrounding Reston. In view of this, the local Lions Club
undertook its promotion as a club project in 1967.
A delegation of Lions Club members made a trip
to Winnipeg to interview Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporation and the Provincial Department
of Health and Welfare and were favorably received.
There would be financial assistance for a self-contained unit type home comprised of twelve single and
two double units.
In the mid sixties, money was scarce and wheat
was plentiful. There were bins of it everywhere in the
country. Even though the mortgage was arranged
with Central Mortgage and Housing, now Manitoba
Housing and Renewal Corporation, there was the
problem still of raising funds locally for the share
required for the equity of local authorities.
Much of this was done by taking wheat pledges
which in turn meant getting some sort of storage for
the wheat and permission to retail it to feeders or
others who could purchase it. Another thing that had
to be done was procure a list of names of those who
would be eligible to occupy the rooms of this lodge.
According to the minutes, the first board was

Alstone Lodge senior citizens home, 1981.
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see if $2000 could not be cut from this bid and
eventually it was brought down to $53,683.
As with the first section, funds were obtained by
mortgage from Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation and also by public subscription. These
mortgages are still being amortized in regular
monthly cheques amounting to $819 and also a regular yearly amount of $900 is put into a reserve fund.
With very few exceptions, the lodge has had a full
complement of renters; also many improvements
have been made. The first section suites were all
painted and new curtains have been put in all suites.
The lounge has a lovely carpet, comfortable chairs,
tables and lamps. An electric organ was donated by
Hillview Church. There are hymn books, television,
a record player, and kitchen equipment for twentyfour people.
Church services are conducted regularly by ministers in turn and there are birthday parties and entertainment by various community groups. Since 1971,
Rev. E. Schurman has been secretary and has been
responsible for a weekly column of lodge news in the
Reston Recorder. This is entitled "Alstone Notes"
and various residents assist Rev. Schurman in gathering these notes.

Meals on wheels, paid for by the residents who
want them, are a helpful feature at Alstone. These
were presented on Wednesdays for some time by the
ladies of the Church of God, Mennonite Brethren.
Mrs. Frances Walker of Pipestone and Mrs. Irene
Lazenby have taken this in turn and the meals are
now being brought in by Mrs. Sheila Smithson of
Pipestone.

The Grain Elevators And Seed House
The first facility for handling grain in Reston was
a warehouse built in the fall of 1892 by Deyell and
Mann of Souris. During the first winter some grain
was hauled here. Alex Dickie was the buyer and the
first wheat marketed in the village was brought in by
John Stephens, an Englishman who farmed south of
town.
He hauled his grain with oxen and just below the
crossing, the land was so low that he got his load
stuck in mud. It is recorded that he managed to get his
grain to the warehouse.

Lake of the Woods
The Lake of the Woods Elevator was built in 1893
and operated until it burned in 1950 and was never
rebuilt. It stood by the tracks at a point between Main

Lake of Woods Milling Co., Reston 1912.
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John McBride was the first buyer for the Lake of
the Woods and he was followed by Alex McIllroy
who stayed about two years. Tom Mutter took over
the elevator before 1910 and was longer in service
with Lake of the Woods than any other buyer. He
retired in 1934. Buyers who followed were: Jack
Mutter 1934-42; Bert Mutter 1947-50; Reg Berry
1942-47.

Street and Third Street and was opposite to the old
electric building. It had a capacity of 35 ,000 bushels.
The first power in this elevator was live horse
power. The elevator had a long pole in the centre and
another pole going crossways. The horse went round
and round and a gear on the end of an upright pole
turned a shaft which went under the elevator. A
pulley on the end of the shaft ran a belt with cups
attached which lifted the grain.
The wagons were loaded with bagged grain and
the grain was dumped from the bags by hand. In later
years, the wagons drove onto two timbers. The timbers were let up and down by a wheel turned by hand.
Later still, the elevator was powered by a stationary
gas engine.
A Reston pioneer, Walter Brown, was drawing
grain from the farm of Peter Guthrie in 1912 and
recalled the congestion at the elevators at that time as
wagons waited to unload. The elevator soon plugged
and sometimes loads went directly onto the spotted
cars. The average load was about seventy-five bushels and this was pulled by two horses. There were
also tank wagons which had a capacity of 125 bushels
and were brought to town by four horses hitched
abreast. The four horses abreast were too wide to go
up the elevator gangway so the local dray team was
on hand to bring the load up.
The fire which destroyed the elevator began at six
P.M. on Saturday night, July 31, 1950. At one point,
it was thought to have been extinguished but the
flames broke out again about 9:30 and the volunteer
fire fighters were unable to stop it.

United Grain Growers Limited Local No. 166
Reston was one of the very early points for United
Grain Growers Limited. The records at U.G.G.
headquarters in Winnipeg state that they leased an
elevator from the Manitoba Government in 1913.
This elevator was one of about 160 elevators built in
Manitoba at the turn of the century by the government of Premier R. P. Roblin. Grain was never actually sold in these elevators but was graded and
docked and then consigned to another elevator.
Winnipeg records say that the company leased
the elevator until 1926 and then purchased it. In
February 1916 the United Grain Growers elevator
burned. The Grain Growers have no record of who
rebuilt the elevator but they did recommence operations the next season, still apparently under lease.
Besides the purchase of this elevator in 1926, they
record buying a second elevator from McCabe Grain
Co. in February of 1943. The latter elevator was
somewhere west of Main at a point between First and
Second Streets and had been built about 1926 by
Victoria Elevator Company.
This elevator had been constructed in the dead of

Reston elevators, 1907.
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winter so the foundation was poor and the workmanship perhaps not the best. The lumber was hauled up
the sides by a rope and pulley which was pulled by
horses. It was so cold that all the nails had to be
heated. The men shingling the roof had to scramble
about in heavy winter clothes and the village watched
and expected an accident but fortunately there was
none. It was taken over in turn by Pioneer Grain
Company and then McCabe Company. There were
many grain companies and many changeovers in
those days for anyone who had a seat on the grain
exchange in Winnipeg had the right to build an elevator. Often there was no operator there and it was just
used for storage.
Grain Growers operated this elevator until June,
1948 when it was dismantled and the material moved
to northern Saskatchewan to be used in an elevator
there. An annex had been built beside this old elevator in 1941 and it and a similar one at Pipestone were
sold to Dr. Chapman in 1945. Both annexes were
dismantled by the community and used in building
the Memorial Hall in Reston. It seems that Dr. Chapman was to be later repaid by the community.
In 1953, Grain Growers built a more modern
cribbed annex onto their original elevator and, in
1959, they moved the old elevator for use as an annex
and built the present 50,000 bushel plant. It was in
operation in June of that year but the official opening,
dinner and meeting was August 10. Mr. 1. E.
Brownlee, then President of U.G.G. presided.
Mr. 1. D. Bulloch established a record with United Grain Growers by being manager at Reston from
August 1913 to August 1951. Other managers have
been: W. E. Pierce - August 1951 to June 1953; O.
W. Chester - June 1953 to November 1955; Wilber
S. Thompson - November 1955 to May 1971; R. 1.
Turnbull- June 1971 to present.
There was no board of directors until Reston
Local No. 166 was established in 1916. The first
meeting to elect a board was held in Prairie Rose
School at Linklater to the west. Members elected
were: R. Walker, H. C. Evans, 1. McArthur, D. 1.
Brownlee, and Jos. Skelton.
Meetings alternated between Reston Municipal
Hall and Prairie Rose School until 1930. From then
until 1960, they were held in the Reston United Grain
Growers Office. In 1961, it was decided a more social
spot would be pleasant so the Traill Inn was used with
coffee and doughnuts served after. The shareholders
liked this and the custom is continued annually on the
same site.
Minutes reveal that the first delegate to an annual
company meeting was R. Gemmell who attended in
Calgary in 1920. Delegates have been attending ever
since. Also in the minutes are records that only five

Reston elevators.

shareholders turned up for the Oct. 12, 1954 annual
meeting because the rest were still too busy harvesting flax. In 1919, it seems a request was sent from
Reston Local for U.G.G. to furnish the point with a
machinery warehouse where samples of implements
and some repairs could be kept. This did not come to
pass.
William Sutcliffe, 1. R. McLean and H. C. Evans
each did long terms of office as chairman.

Reston Pool Elevator Association
The first Reston Pool Elevator was built in 1928
by Pearson Burleigh. It had a capacity of 44,400
bushels. There had been a local pool association
prior to that and those farmers who belonged had
taken their grain to other local elevators to be
weighed up and then had it sold through the pool.
The work crew worked through the summer of
1928 and the elevator was ready to take in grain that
harvest time. It was a bountiful crop and the new
elevator soon plugged up but those who had signed
up to join the pool were fined if they broke the
agreement and took their grain elsewhere.
There were mutterings of "Isn't it nice to belong
to the Pool", but there were advantages too for the
other companies were setting whatever prices they
felt like while the Pool gave the farmer the best
possible price. In 1929, the set price was too high so
the government temporarily took over the Pool and
set a guaranteed price.
The first elevator manager was R. W. Trimble.
He had problems because the lcoal farmers complained that his grading was too low. Also his elevator filled with grain before it had time to settle,
sagged unnaturally and came down a foot. He stayed
only a year and was replaced by Ted W. Ballance
from Deepdale. He was a well liked agent and remained until 1940 when he transferred to Brandon.
The next elevator manager was Charlie Caldwell.
He was a local boy and son of a Reston pioneer
Andrew Caldwell. He grew up on the family farm
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northwest of Reston and started his elevator career in
nearby Pipestone. He remained until 1960 when he
retired to Brandon. He was active in sports in his
early years and continued to promote sports and other
community enterprises while with the Pool.
It was while he was agent that an annex was built
beside the old elevator. This was in 1952 when grain
was slow to move and storage space at a premium.
The construction was a rush job as the elevator directors were already in the harvest fields when the Pool
superintendent arrived and went out to the farms to
tell them that there was a work crew ready to build if
they said "Yes". A meeting was quickly called,
agreement was reached, and a five bin 40,100 bushel
annex was soon ready to ease the pressure.
Ernie S. Westaway came in 1961 and remained
until he retired in 1970. He too was a good citizen of
the town. During his time, a farm supplies centre to
supply chemicals and fertilzer was put in. John A.
Williamson was elevator manager from 1970, when
he came from Solsgirth, to 1977 when he was promoted to Assistant District Manager and was moved
to Morris. It was just prior to his leaving that construction commenced on the present new elevator.
The new modern elevator is situated south of the
tracks and just north of the old round house. The site
is an historic one. In the first years after the Reston
Wolseley railroad line was built, an old converted
railroad coach sat on a side rail on this spot. It was
used as living quarters by the caretaker of the coal
dock. Just after 1918, Bert and Minnie Stratford
came to Reston and spent their first years in this
home.
The elevator and annex was started in the summer
of 1976 and completed by the next spring. The work
was done by Manitoba Pool Construction Department and local men worked along with the pool
carpenters to complete it. The building has a capacity
of 160,000 bushels, has two loading legs, and a
seventy foot platform scale. It carries a full line of
farm supplies.
All the living board presidents dating back to the
beginning of the organization were present for the
opening. Original members still living and present
were Hilton Harper, Fred Stonehouse, Clyde Bulloch, Tom Fraser, and Perry Pettypiece. There was
picture taking and pioneer farmer Walter Ashley
pulled an old wagon loaded with grain and pulled by
a vintage tractor, into the elevator. Doug Wilson
followed with a load on a modern duel wheeled
truck. Later that year, in December, the fiftieth anniversary of Reston Pool Association was celebrated
with a meeting, a banquet, and a dance.
The old elevator was purchased and dismantled
by a farmer from Virden and the annex by a farmer

from Belleview. During the managership of Charlie
Caldwell a residence was purchased for the operator.
It was the Edwards home on Second Avenue near the
Memorial Park. In 1980, a new residence was
brought in from Saint Leon, Manitoba and is located
also on Second Avenue close to the old one.
Presidents/Chairmen have been: N. H. Ready1928-30; W. C. Bulloch - 1930-33, 1934-45; T. S.
Brandon - 1933-34; E. A. Wilkins -1945-47; W.
G. Guthrie - 1947-48; Walter Brown - 1948-52;
Bert Busby - 1952-54, 1959-61; John Milliken 1954-59; Les Dempsey - 1961-62; Evan Ellis 1962-63; R. A. Donald - 1963-66, 1967-73; W. C.
Lau - 1966-67; George Fotheringham - 1973-76;
Jack A. Fotheringham - 1976-78; Glen Caldwell1978-80; Kay Guthrie - 1980-present.

Campbell Seed House
After Colin C. Campbell sold his interest in the
livery barn and horse business, he turned to another
of his many interests, the buying and selling of seeds.
He was a real business man and as early as 1912, he
had built an office onto his fine home which still
stands on Second Avenue West.
In the twenties C. C. Campbell was an agent for
James Richardson and Sons and dealt locally in grain
on their behalf. In the early thirties, he began operating for himself from a small depot which was really a
former boxcar. In 1935, he was buying and shipping
clover and grass to the U.S.A. and points all over
Canada and his business increased so that he needed
more room to make it a profitable enterprise.
In 1939, Colin C. Campbell and his son Colin S.
Campbell purchased the old round house and several
acres around it. Cleaning equipment was installed
and he gradually built up a retail and mail order outlet
for farm seeds. Some was even shipped overseas.
Feed manufacturing equipment was installed and the
acres around the plant were used as a cattle feed lot.
In 1952, there were 200 cattle in their feed pens. Fire
struck here too, for in 1964, two small buildings and
fence belonging to the plant burned.
Campbell's Seed Plant was a busy place employing four to twelve persons on a twenty-four hour
basis daily during the winter months. The plant contributed to the betterment of farming operations in
the district and the number of registered seed growers
increased to a large number. The plant closed in 1969
when more farmers began to operate their own seed
plants. C. C. Campbell died some time before it
closed down and C. S. Campbell managed the business up to its closure.
The first manager of the plant was W. McMurchy.
Jack Kirk, George While, and forman John Forsyth
were continuously employed for twenty years.
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The office was what is now the front room of the
Ready home. On July 13, the printing plant was
unpacked and work was started on getting out the
first edition. The first issue was dated July 25, 1905,
and it was in the post office the next day. It was an
eight page edition with four pages of home print and
four pages of boiler plate.
The home print was done on a Washington hand
press with a hand set type, which meant that every
letter was picked individually from a case and, following the printing, redistributed back into the case
for further use.
The next year, Arthur Manning retumed to his
teaching profession and became principal of Reston
School. Frank Manning carried on as editor until his
death in 1945. It was soon discovered that the plant
was inadequate and the building too small so in 1907
a new office was built.
A brick building was built near the site of what is
now the AI-Res-Tone Drop In Centre on Second
Avenue. The bricks, some ofthose left over from the
roundhouse, were purchased form the C.P.R. The
carpentry work was done by Arthur Bushby and the
brick work by George Corbin. The old hand press
was replaced by a Diamond power press.
Later the diamond press was in tum replaced by a
heavier Wharfda1e and this in tum was replaced by a
Cottrel. These were cylinder type presses which
speeded up the operation. A linotype was purchased
in 1916 and did away with most of the hand setting of
the type. This hand setting had mostly been done by
older boys who came in after school.
A Heidelberg for job printing was purchased
about 1945 and a newspaper folder was installed
where previously the papers had been folded by
hand. The story of Recorder days in the brick building where these machines were most used is told by
Tom Wilkins, retired editor of the Killamey Guide
and once an apprentice in the Recorder office.

Reston roundhouse.

The Reston Recorder
When Russell Manning retired as editor of the
Reston Recorder in July, 1979, his editorial contained the following passage: "The years have not
been uneventful and we leave it to others to decide
whether we have been an influence in obtaining some
of the facilities Reston now has. "
The Recorder, always a sounding board for Reston and district, has always been the piece of mail
most eagerly awaited during the week and the most
thoroughly read. In it, subscribers have been able to
find information on everything from the state of the
nation to the state of their neighbor's health. Those
whose lives have taken them far from their native
district have been kept up to date on births, deaths,
and events in between. Even those in disfavor with
the law have had their share of the Recorder spotlight.
Brothers Frank and Arthur Manning, both school
teachers, established the newspaper in 1905. The
Recorder itself is the source of the information of
how this all came about and of its progress through
the years. The Mannings were looking for a place to
establish a newspaper. E. A. McBain, manager of the
local hardware, Manitoba Hardware and Lumber
Co., heard from his bookkeeper, Bert Brown, about
the Manning quest and he contacted them.
At Eastertime, the Mannings made a visit to
Reston and within twenty-four hours, property was
purchased and plans made to erect an office and
home. 1. B. Stallwood was given the carpenter contract and by early July the building was ready for
occupation. The old building is still standing and in
good repair. It is now the home of Mrs. Helen Ready,
daughter of Frank Manning, and for many years
associated with the printing of the Recorder. The site
is on the west side of Main Street between the Berry
Block and the Wilf Ellis Garage.

Reston Main Street looking south, 1981.
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Some Amusing Incidents
by Tom Wilkins

be doubled up at times so the boss, and his shooting
pals, could enjoy their sport. Frank Manning was
skilled with firearms, and I think he was the trap
shooting champion of Canada one year.
And then there was the Manning dog. Never was
the Recorder office without a hunting dog of one kind
or another. The present Recorder dog, in this year of
1979, looks very little different than the one I had
under foot in the Recorder office in 1929.
The old Recorder office, with a solid wall of
windows on the street side was cold. The heat was
provided by an old heater in the centre of the shop.
The fuel was usually wood brought in on subscription, but sometimes there was a little pile of coal in
the cellar for bad spells of weather. It was impossible
to keep heat on over night but I often dropped in late
at night to fire up a little. This was when good friend
Allan Robertson was engineer in charge of heat at the
drug store. He, too, fired up late.
In the winter, the machines were cold, the rollers
were shrunk, and there would be hoar frost on the
press bed. For January at least, the frost never did
'melt off the big windows.
The lead in the pot of the typesetting machine was
at that time kept hot by way of a gas flame, the tank
and pump being outside the back wall. If the pressure
went down, the lead got too cool so it required a
quick run out, a few sharp strokes with the pump, and
back in again. Too many strokes would bring the
flame too high and that was even worse than too low.
The Recorder was only twenty five years old in
my time, but even so I found the old files very
interesting. I would read them frequently and copy
items for the current papers. Now, fifty years later, I
can read them on microfilm when I go to the Archives in Winnipeg.
The power for the two presses was provided by a
very old and very unreliable gas engine. That thing
would try the patience of Job on winter mornings. If
the strong arms of Mr. Manning and his apprentice
would not produce results, the editor would call on
help from friends, perhaps Lloyd Armstrong, perhaps Josh Robertson, or Hugh Dunbar. When that
engine was running, no conversation would be carried on, direct or by phone. So if a call came, or a
caller came in from the machine house or the paper
company, the engine would need to be shut down.
This meant frequent re-starts. On one occasion,
when the engine had been running some time, and
the oil coated water was boiling, the engine was shut
down briefly and I threw the crank to start it again.
Something blew, and the boiling oil and water covered my face and neck. Fortunately, I was a hundred
feet from the drug store and Dr. Chapman was there.
He sprayed me with some of his finest scald cure and

"Shortly after I started my apprenticeship, which
included running the small hand press on which the
business letterheads and envelopes were printed, I
was running off notices for the local Masonic Lodge.
Being green, not only at printing but at diplomacy, I
casually mentioned during a visit to the farm of an
uncle that 'so and so' was joining the Masons. I
didn't know it until much later but that was a 'no no'.
I was not reprimanded, but I often wondered why, as
long as I remained in the Recorder office, that someone else would handle the Masonic notices. One
could almost say that I was bitten by the bug about the
time the first setting machine was installed in the
office. I used to watch the operator whenever I could.
One day, being late for school, I was running past the
office, which did not suit the Manning setter Sue,
who dived off the step and bit my arm. So maybe I
wasn't bitten by the bug but by Sue, who later became one of my best friends, even though I still carry
the scar of that event.
There have been numerous changes in the printing industry since the first day when I started working as a printer (?). But there will never be the same
easy going way of life that was evident in the days of
my apprenticeship. "
Bert McKay, retired editor of the Moosomin
World-Spectator was another who did apprenticeship
at the Recorder. He writes:
"I went to the Recorder office to see Mr. Manning and was in luck. Evelyn (Paul) White was the
lady apprentice in the shop that summer but she had
other duties coming up at that time, so I took her
place. The pay was one dollar a week. It got to four
dollars by the time I left in the spring of 1931 to come
to Moosomin.
The Recorder was, and is, outstanding in its role
as a home town paper. It has more faithful correspondents than enterprises much larger, and this has held
true for seventy five years. (Bert wrote this for the
Recorder 75th anniversary)."
"Frank Manning was a good man to work for.
With new boys coming and going, he was blessed
with sense of humor and needed it.
On a lovely summer afternoon in 1930, he would
ask me if I thought the afternoon's work could somehow be done the next day. I suggested that it could, so
we would hurry over to Reston to see the baseball
game. That was the time Virden had some big name
(Black Sox Scandal) ball players and the games were
excellent. Frank Manning had played serious baseball in Ontario before coming west and was a fanatical ball fan.
In the fall, in hunting season, work might need to
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the west side of Main Street North and at a site north
of the Gulf Service station. By this time Russell
Manning was editor. He had started work in his
father's shop at an early age and, until his retirement
in 1979, the Recorder was his place of business. He
was only absent from it during the years from 1939 to
1945 when he served with the Royal Canadian Air
Force.
When Frank Manning died, Mrs. 1. D. Ready
(Helen Manning) took over just until Russell came
home in 1945. She was assisted by Arthur Manning
who, by that time was a retired school inspector.
Arthur Manning died in 1948 and Mrs. Ready retired
in 1971. In 1965, Gary Smith came to work at the
Recorder office and later became joint editor with the
Mannings. When Russell Manning retired, Gary
took over the editorship.
The present Recorder building was once the
Church of God in Christ in the Bardal district north of
Cromer. It had been moved to Cromer by Ab Isaac
and used as an office and parts department for his
impliment business. The Recorder purchased it and
moved it to its present site. The building was put on a
cement block and renovated.
June 1, 1966, was a busy day on Reston's Main
Street and on the street west from the drug store. The
Recorder was moving! Ten tons of press and other
equipment had to be moved to their new home. The
small items were moved on Charlie Cook's truck.
The newspaper press was loaded on a flatbed by
using a winch truck. One of the things that pleased
the staff most about this new location was that they
now had wash rooms. A while later, there was a grand
opening with 189 people signing the guest book.
Even since then, times have changed at the Recorder. In 1976, the printing process was changed
from letterpress to offset. The typesetting is now
done by a photographic process and the machine has
a standard typewriter keyboard which speeds up the
process. The type is pasted on Makeup sheets and
these are forwarded to the Brandon Sun where they
are printed and folded.
Many successful people claim to have got their
start in the Recorder office. Three of the sons of
Colin and Robina McKay started there. Robert John
McKay worked 1920-22 and went on to the staffs of
larger Manitoba newspapers and finally the staff of
the Western Producer. Alex McKay was with the
Recorder for a short time and went on to the Bank of
Montreal. Bert McKay, who has furnished much
material to this history became editor of the Moosomin World-Spectator and is now a free lance writer.
Raymond Evans went on to publish the Mordon
Times and other papers and became the Queen's
Printer for the province of Manitoba. Tom Wilkins

applied other magic to the large blisters. In due
course it all healed up and left no scars. But I was no
candidate for the valentine contest.
One of my first jobs was running off, on the small
press, pamphlets and leaflets for the then proposed
'Compulsory Pool'. This was a red hot subject, pro
and con, and feelings ran high. Even families were
split. One day we would be running off printed pieces
for the one side, and farmers would actually stand by
the press waiting for their share so they could rush out
and get to work for their cause. The next day, or later
the same day, the other side would be in with their
propaganda. I remember a meeting on the subject in
the Berry Hall, in 1929, when tempers were flaring
and there could have been trouble. Only a big and
capable chairman like C. C. Campbell, could have
kept things under control.
It goes without saying that modem waterworks
were not to be found in the old Recorder office. We
used the same wash basin of water for two or three
days, unless it was summer and lots of rain water ran
in to the barrel by the side door. With Allan's help, I
would borrow a pail of soft water at the drug store
where they had a big cistern. In winter, snow could be
melted on the old pot bellied stove.
Towels were periodically tried at the shop, but
they got so stiff with ink the Chinese laundryman
would offer nothing but strange words that sounded
like a great deal of profanity.
A regular customer was John Baldwin, pioneer
auctioneer, and many years later I printed auction sale
posters again at Moosomin, for son Bob Baldwin.
The fair list was one of the big printing jobs of each
year, and I had that job to do in 1930. Everything else
fell behind while we got to work on that important
prize list. Another rush job came in January, the
printing of the financial statement of the United
(Union) Church, which was top reading because it
listed every donation by every member and adherent.
The weekly newspaper shop, then as now, received a lot of mail. This included about thirty copies
each week of other weekly newspapers. These were
called "Exchanges" , and if allowed to pile up, would
soon take over the shop. The Recorder was put in the
mail Wednesday afternoons. Once it was gone, Mr.
Manning would pick through all the mail and papers,
and grab out any that looked like cheques, and shove
all the rest in the wastebox and say, "Thank God this
is not a daily paper." That way, we had a clean desk
and counter to start another week.
I still remember that the Recorder office number
was 19 and the Frank Manning house number was
17."
The Recorder used the old building until 1966
when the business moved to its present location on
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became the publisher of the Killarney Guide. Russell
Manning, at the time of his retirement was the oldest
active weekly newspaper publisher in Manitoba and
was honored with a life membership in the Manitoba
Community Newspaper Association and a commemorative plaque. Others who worked for Frank Manning were Evelyn White (Paul) and Irma Bennett
(Busby).
Those who have worked during Russell's time,
and have stayed with the printing business are:
Don Ready
John Osland
Shirley Downing
Phil Ready
Gordon Janieson
Gary Smith (present editor)
Those who went on to other things include:
Jack Forke
Jack Forsyth
Jack Fotheringham
Barbara Mann
Part time workers have included: the entire Manning family.
Those who have worked under Gary Smith are
Michelle Briggs and Sharon Henderson.
In the first edition of the Recorder which reached
only 500 subscribers and cost $1.50 a year, Frank
Manning wrote: "We will strive to keep the columns
of the Recorder free from pertinent personalities,
giving the public a clean newsy sheet numbering
among the best of local newpapers in the west. " The
Recorder still lives up to this.
There have been typing errors over the years and
some that escaped the proofreader include "cudling
competition" for "curling competition", and, concerning the town of Fertile, "Former Fertile Couple
Celebrate Golden Wedding." The most embarrassing one was probably when an "r" was left out of
"shirts" in a G. S. Munro Co. advertisement. It has
all added to reader satisfaction.

Chatauqua.

"Canadian Chautauqua" had a summer and a fall
circuit. The summer one was a six day series which
took place in tents provided by the organization and
the fall series was four days and was presented in
local halls or theatres. The tents were shipped in a
day or two prior to programs commencing and were
accompanied by a boy, a university student usually,
who was experienced in setting up the tent and stage.
For my Chautauqua work, I was known as an
advance agent, arriving a few days prior to the start of
the series, checking on ticket sales, and staying on
through the series to act as mistress of ceremonies,
introducing each of the artists.
The program consisted of music, lectures, and
plays and brought entertainment to many towns that
had no other entertainment except what was arranged
locally. After the series ended, it was my job to resign the town for the following season. Sometimes at
the end of a season, or at the beginning before programs started, we would go into towns that had not
previously had Chautauqua and sign them up for the
following season.
I am reasonably sure that Reston was the only
place in Pipestone Municipality to have Chautauqua.
Antler was the closest place to Reston to have the
programs. They were on the four day circuit. Reston
was on the summer circuit, performances taking
place in a big tent. In each series, each performance
was different. As I recall, the fall series had evening
performances only but the summer series had
matinee and evening performances, each different.
All the actors, musicians, lecturers, etc. were
professionals and no local talent was used for the

Chautauqua
Perhaps the most special and exciting days in
Reston from abut 1917 to the early 1930's were the six
days in summer when the Chautauqua came to town.
Children had trouble pronouncing the word but they
knew it meant time out of school and a very special
week of programs in the big tent usually set up close
to the school.
They did not know that the word Chautauqua
originated with the town of Chautauqua on Lake
Chautauqua, in New York State. Muriel Elsie (nee
Bulloch), a sister to Mrs. Doris Robinson, was an
advance agent for Chautauqua and has written a
description of what it was all about.
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Through, Coppy Ricks, Peg 0' My Heart, Broken
Dishes, The Patsy, Three Wise Fools. One of the
leading female leads was Judith Evelyn who later
played on Broadway and in movies. One of her
remembered roles is in 'A Streetcar Named Desire' . "
This is the entertainment which was offered to
Reston citizens during Chautuaqua days. A town
committee was set up to arrange for the coming.
Every effort was made to publicize the show and sell
tickets for if there was a deficit, the sponsoring
committee had to make it up. In 1925, W. A. Brady
was chairman of the sponsoring committee.
Over the years, there were two different sites for
the big tent - perhaps even three. For many years,
including 1918, the tent was set up on the school
grounds. The school grounds were larger then and
this was probably just east of where the rink is now
standing. Many people remember it being in the

Chatauqua.

performance. Some special lighting equipment,
stage props, and special effects were carried, especially for the plays. The performance travelled by
automobile or by train.
On the six day circuit especially, there was always a special afternoon program for children featuring a clown, music, puppets, etc. The lectures were
always preceded by a musical prologue featuring
various musical instruments and voices and dances
ranging from popular, to comedy, to operatic type.
Special groups such as the Don Cassock Russian
Choir, Al Viera's Hawaiian orchestra, Ruthven
McDonald's Quartette, etc. did full programs.
Some of the lecturers were Dr. Shiea, Chinese;
Judge Landis of Chicago; Mrs. Beyea, born on Martinique and a survivor of the 1905 eruption of Mt.
Pele; Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the Arctic explorer; Private Pete of World War One fame.
The plays were mostly produced by Ralph Martin
Erwin, who started the first Salisbury House Restaurant in Winnipeg which finally became a chain and
were the first to feature "S ilex" made coffee. The
players were known as the Ralph Martin Erwin Players.
Name of some of the plays were: Smiling

Chatauqua.
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north east corner of the town and some recall it being
set up where the Memorial Park is now.
The week before the Chautauqua arrived all citizens were instructed to come out and help set up the
big tent and help place the stage and seats. The week
was always preceded by a giant church service held
under the big top. It was interdenominational and
huge crowds always attended, even non church goers
came to get into the spirit of the week and see first
hand what the inside looked like and how well the
sound travelled.
The first mention of Chautauqua in Reston is 1912
when a town committee was set up to arrange for its
coming. The first actual performance however,
seems to have been in 1917.
In 1918, forty citizens had their name on the
sponsoring contract. It is only recorded that year that
it took place in a lull between summer fallow and
harvest time. The week was successful and people
came from Waskada, Tilston, Ewart, Eber, Elkhorn
and Virden to see the performers and listen to lectures on farming, food and the war effort.
In 1925, Chautauqua goers thrilled to a performance of the opera "Mikado". A favorite of all was
the Swiss Bell Ringers. Merchants too, were taking
advantage of the show to do extra advertising. A. A.
Archer informed Recorder readers that he was ready
to deck them out for Chautauqua week just coming
up.
In 1930, it was a great show all the way from Des
Moines, Iowa. There were four days rather than the
usual six. Times were beginning to get harder and
purse strings tighter however and that year the sponsoring committee had a deficit. There were few if any
Chautauqua weeks after that.

to the town. Many of the Wolseley line crew and
maintenance men settled in the town and contributed
to its social and economic progress.
The railroad brought excitement also to a quiet
village which, then in its horse and buggy days, had
little other contact with the outside world. A favorite
pastime was to meet the train and see who got off and
on. Many a child, and their parents too, dreamed at
night of climbing aboard the next train out. The
grown ups envied those who climbed aboard to visit
the city, or better still their old homes in the east. The
children were hardly sure where the trains went but
they wished they could go wherever the shining engine went along the tracks which stretched out of
town. Few children ever got beyond the next village
before the coming of the motor car.
The Station
The first railroad station was a freight car set
down at a point nearly opposite Main Street. The first
agent was Cleland Jones who came in to town on one
of the work trains. The first passenger train came in
to Reston on Dec. 2, 1892.
A proper station was built on the same site during
the following season. It was a convenient spot for the
townspeople except that in wet weather, the approach
to the station was like a lake.
A few years later, an accident occurred. It was
winter and there had been a heavy snow which had
blocked the track. A snowplow had been sent to clear
the tracks and, just as it approached the station, it left
the tracks and plowed into the building. The station
master, A. B. Stuart, and his family were not injured
but they had a narrow escape for the station was badly
wrecked.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart were sitting in the living
quarters above and were startled by the crash and the
heaving of the floor. They were more startled still
when they peered down between the cracked timbers
to see the huge black monster in the waiting room
below. The platform outside was ripped to splinters.

The Railroad
The Beginnings
Transportation in the pioneer days of Reston
"Settlement" on the Bulloch farm, was a major
problem. The necessities of life were brought from
Virden, often by ox cart. When the railroad came in
1892, it was a lifeline and the settlement had to be
moved to it. Reston was the end of the line but the
tracks were finally built on westward to connect with
the main line at Regina.
In 1908, the C.P.R. put in a branch line which ran
in a north-westerly direction to Wolseley with Reston
as a terminus. It was at this time that Reston became a
railroad town of importance. It enjoyed this prestige
until 1961 when the Wolseley line closed down and
the tracks were torn up.
Along with the influx of workmen and crews, the
coming of both lines brought prosperity and excitement. The large gangs of workers brought business

Tennis courts at the Reston station.
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too, he won prizes for the most beautiful station
premises. He also had a fur farm south of he station
and there he raised silver foxes and Chinchilla rabbits. In 1954, he built a new home in Reston and here
he retired and lived until his death.
George Hooper, now residing in Virden, was
agent after Dave Anderson. Bruce Marlin came after
Mr. Hooper, and was agent until the station closed.
Other agents were John Linklater, who was there in
1916, Jack Anderson, and a Mr. McDonald. There
were many assistants and among them were Ross
Beatty, Boyd Busby, Ken Kendrick, Ross Curtis,
John Sebree, Joe Ficek, Elmer Avery, and Pat Patterson. A Mr. Cavanagh was also agent at one time.

Three steam engines and snowplow in early 1950's.

The "Peanut"
The company decided that they needed more
space for yards than this site allowed so they erected a
new station three blocks east of the old one. The
station remained there until it was tom down and
removed in 1969. In July 1929, lightning struck the
station but apparently no serious damage was done.
In 1944, the station was completely renovated. The
section head-quarters and bunkhouses now occupy
the old station site.
Of the train service the Reston Recorder reported

The Peanut, as most everyone who ever knew
anything about Reston could tell you, was the rural
train which ran from Reston to the main line at
Wolseley. Gilbert McKay, who grew up in Reston
and went on to become editor of the Moosomin
World-Spectator, wrote a book about the Peanut and
much that we write about it here is taken from his
pages. He tells first of the building of the line "In the summer of 1904, the first activity was
noted in Reston as the C.P.R. began piling supplies
near Reston. Mrs. William Watt recalls that her husband graded the first mile of grade for this new
Reston-Wolseley line, to the supply base west of the
fairgrounds.
Johnny Galbraith, now of Dutton, Ontario, recaIls the camp near the fairgrounds. The road bed
was built with mules and horses, but mainly with
manpower. Some farmers would contract to build
two or three miles and get their neighbors to earn a
few dollars on the scrapers and shovel. Johnnny
recalls that Adam WiIliamson and his brother had a
dray business and every night they would drive out
with a tank of water for the cook cars, from the town
weIl near Fraser's comer. Johnny never missed.a trip
because when the water was unloaded, there would
be a big piece of pie for the teamster and the boy
freeloader. "
The Peanut, according to Bert McKay, may have
got its name because the train whistle reminded
someone of the whistle made by peanut roasting
machines when they were used by street vendors.
Sometimes it was called the "Blue Flea."
Railroad Avenue in Reston, was aptly named in
the first half of the 1900 's. There were the elevators
which are described later, the station house, the section houses, the fuel depots which began as coal and
wood sheds and progressed to the modem fuels, and
the buildings and equipment which were necessary
for the upkeep and movement of the Peanut on the
Reston Wolseley line.

"For many years there were three passenger
trains daily. In, 1918, the C.P.R. east bound arrived at
13:50 and the west bound at 15:45. The Wolseley
arrived at 13:35 and left at 16:05. It took passengers
only once a day. There were no Sunday trains."
"Up until the 1940's there were two passenger
trains six days a week. Each passenger train had a
small mail car, two express cars, and sometimes three
coaches. When the train came in from the east at 5:30
p.m., there were often twenty or more people at the
station to meet the train. There was also the RestonWolseley mixed train every other day and lots of
freight trains. As many as 18 trains a day came
through Reston. There was a station agent. He had a
helper and there was also a night operator at the
station. "
Among the station agents who served Reston, the
name of A. D. Anderson stands high in town records
of achievement. He became agent in October, 1919
and served the community in that capacity for over
thirty-five years. During all this time, he was one of
Reston's leading citizens. He witnessed many
changes in railroad operation. Among them was the
day of May 1, 1932 when a new semi-diesel engine
replaced the old steam engine on the WinnipegRegina run.
He loved gardening and took pride in the station
premises. The grounds of the station were always
planted with flowers and in 1926, perhaps other years
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"The roundhouse in Reston was probably built in
1906 and housed three engines at a time. 1. Forman,
who once took care of the roundhouse, recalled those
days when I (Bert McKay) visited him in Sherwood
Lodge in Virden. The author remembers that Jim
hired him to fire at the roundhouse one afternoon
while Jim attended a funeral. It was a cold day. The
grate in that old boiler was 4 by 6 feet, and orders
were to keep the entire grate covered with coal at all
times. After throwing coal eight feet back into the
hungry mow of that boiler for five hours I was sure
that grate was at least 8 by 10 feet. "
The roundhouse, as above described by Bert
McKay, was built of brick brought in by the C.P.R.
The remaining bricks were purchased privately and
used to build the drugstore and the old Reston Recorder building. In 1922 pits were built in at the
roundhouse to make it easier to repair the engines as
they came in from their runs. In 1930, at the beginning of the depression years the roundhouse was
closed down and the Peanut went to Souris each
weekend to be serviced. The old roundhouse was
purchased by Colin Campbell and Son and converted
into a seed house. The old building still stands and is
used for storage of grain.
Other Reston residents have memories of the
roundhouse. Edith McDonald, whose father, Angus
McDonald, was conductor on the Peanut, recalls it as
big and gloomy. Maurice Ludlam worked in the
roundhouse. He remembers that there were four stalls
for the engines. Ashes were first raked out of the
engines and then, the servicing, was done. They were
wiped down and cleaned and oiled. The bearings
were checked and occasionally it was even someone's job to crawl into the engine's boiler after it had
cooled down. Everything had to be in top shape for
the next run.
The engines remained in the roundhouse until it
was time for them to go and at that time they had to be
steamed up. The boiler in the roundhouse, Maurice
recalls, was a big long metal chimney. It would eat
through and have to be changed every two years.
Steam was forced into the boiler and wood faggots
put into the burner to make a quick heat. Coal was put
in outside.
Outside were the turntables which turned the
engines around. These were the days of manual labor
and the levers which turned the table were powered
by hand. Edith McDonald had a cousin who worked
on the turntable and she and her sisters were sometimes allowed to ride on them.
The first coal dock was built in 1890 and used for
the main line train. It was hand powered and also
used to fuel the Peanut until it was demolished in
1923. A second, more modem dock, was built then

First C.P.A. coal dock in Reston early 1900's.

and used until the coming of the diesel engine. The
first coal dock was where the Pool elevator now
stands. The coal was loaded into the engine by buckets. Half a ton of coal was winched up to the engine
and bottomed out. Ten bucket loads were required to
do' the job. The second coal dock was powered by an
engine and it was farther west than the old one.
Bert McKay tells of the Y. "One of the most
exclusive clubs in the west in these days must be the
''Around the Y" club formed of those who had the
great honor of riding around the Y, west of the water
tank, as the Peanut turned herself around for the trip
back west especially if the ride was in the engine cab
with the greatest engineer of them all, Dick Roden. "
The train took on water at the tall red watertank
building east of the new coaldocks and Y. Children
loved to watch the spout in the side come down and
fill up the thirsty engine. They kept an eye on the ball
which hung on a guage pole on top. If the ball was
near the top they knew the watertank was full but if it
sat low on the roof, they knew that the pumphouse
two miles out of town on the Pipestone Creek would
be started up and the water piped in to the watertank
to service the next train.
The first section house was a box car right at the
Y. In 1927, a new section house was built across from
the Grain Growers Elevator and this was used until
the line closed down. This house is now lived in by
Mrs. Jack Chapman whose late husband worked for a
time at the coal docks. The Chapmans had the house
moved to its present site on Government Road Allowance. The Arcola line section house was some435

what east of the Wolseley line house. It was also sold
when no longer needed and moved to a farm south of
town.
There are many stories still around concerning
the Peanut and its effect on Reston and its people. It
seems that it was responsible for an early car wreck.
One of the passengers in Mr. W. C. Bulloch's touring
car spied the approaching train just as the automobile
was about to cross the track. The passenger yelled at
the driver to stop and the driver did - right on the
track. The car was wrecked but fortunately all the
passengers had time to clamber to safety from the
open car.
Bert McKay tells: "Dave Anderson recalled for
me one situation which occurred in the Reston station
while I was working for Dave in the fur farm business. A lady passenger arrived from Hungary and
because of the late train she had to lie over from
Monday to Wednesday morning. It was bitterly cold
in December. No one spoke her language, but Dave
remembered a man, south of town by name Podobni.
Dave phoned Mr. Walker who came in by sleigh and
took the lady, tearful and scared, out to the Podobni
farm.
Lo and behold this farmer (The Podobni family
still farm south of Pipestone) had come from the
same town in Hungary. It was a great re-union, they
danced and they cried, and they laughed and they
cried some more. The lady had a small child with her
and when they all came in for the train on Wednesday

it turned out she and the baby were on their way to
work for a farmer at Bender.
Two years later, she told her story to the pastor at
Bender who was leaving on the train for Reston. She
told the pastor to thank Dave Anderson for his kindness. She told the pastor she actually thought that day
they were packing her back off to Hungary, although
she didn't quite understand why Mr. and Mrs. Anderson had dressed her so thoroughly in winter garb for
that four mile trip by horse and cutter. This lady, like
many others who came to Reston to take the Peanut
will never forget the kindly hospitality of Mr. and
Mrs. Anderson."
"On the day of the last run (which had been
stayed an extra month) people gathered at the station
on that lovely summer day of August 31, 1961. Many
came down to see the beloved old Peanut for the last
time. Others came to put their children on for a ride
to the next town. Everything was free. Old timers
rode the train for the last time, the kids (many at
least) rode the train for the first time.
The Peanut was slow and old fashioned still, but
the steam engine had long been replaced by the
diesel, and to railway buffs that romance died with
the steam whistle."

The Men of the Railroad
Many of Reston's finest citizens have been the
railroaders. Dave Anderson and the other agents and
their assistants have been mentioned already. Among
the men who kept the Peanut running, none are better

w. C. Bulloch's 1910 Ford wrecked at Reston crossing.
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glad to be back with Nat Jenkins." "He (Jenkins)
recalls that he boarded with a Mrs. McMurchy at the
top end of Main Street in Reston in those early days."
"Dick Roden followed Nat Jenkins at the throttle
of the high stacked steamer. Like Conductor
McDonald, Dick Roden became known to the entire
line and was very popular. His sons were well known
in hockey and when they moved to Souris from
Reston, some of the boys played with the big teams.
"George Tyndal, R. Nairn, and Sandy Smith were all
engineers who made Reston their home. Smith was
the cousin who took the McDonald sisters for rides
on the roundhouse turntable.
They were all very human in their outlook on life
and their work. Bert McKay again recalls: "I remember a bit of comedy by Engineer Roden. West of town
the train would be ahead of time, and one could count
the spokes ofthe wheels they were turning so slowly,
but the train must not come in ahead of schedule.
About a mile out, around the bend, Dick Roden
would jimmy up the steam and come chugging and
puffing into the station. He would step down from
the engine, take out his big railway watch, and say
'Just made it' and grin. Another remark often heard
was someone saying to Dick, ' I knew you were
close, your dog came in twenty minutes ago. '"
Fireman Fred Williamson and Trainmen Dolph
Elliott, Neut Smith, Mat Currie, and Mel McDonald
lived at Reston. Jim Agnew, Jack Brattan, Harold
Rainne, and a Mr. Newark were baggage and
expressmen living here. Mail clerks remembered
are:
Mr. Webb
Ernie Gilbert
Dennis Mills
Mr. Bagg
Mr. Scholes
Two men lost their lives during their service on
the Reston Wolseley line. In 1923, Ted Arney fireman, was killed under the coal from the wrecked
tender of the Peanut's engine. In 1912, Brakeman 1.
Richardson lost his life when, though thrown clear
when the last car of the train left the tracks and went
over, he struck his head on something and was killed
instantly. All this was near Wawota and a wild blizzard was raging at the time.
The men we have mentioned were the travelling
railroaders of Reston but there were those too whose
duty it was to work along Railroad Avenu~. They
kept the train running just as surely as those who
worked on board.
These men, over the years, were in charge of the
roundhouse.
Frank Harrison
W. Olsen
Jack Kay
Mr. Renworth
Jim Forman
Mr. Boyd

Reston's second coal dock built in 1925 removed in 1962.

remembered in Reston than Conductor Angus
McDonald, known as "Big Mac". Born in Ontario,
he came west as a boy and worked his way up in the
railroad business from waterboy to conductor. He
came to Reston in 1906 as first conductor on the
Reston-Wolseley line. His family grew up in Reston
and still maintain the home, where in 1953, he retired
to live close to the water tank and coal dock. It is told
that on the day of his funeral Oct. 8, 1946, south
western Manitoba experienced an early blizzard
which knocked out telegraph and phone lines and
blocked roads. The Peanut, however managed to
make its usual run.
Other C.P.R. men who made Reston their home
are as follows. Conductor James Kidd was a single
man and he roomed in the.village. Nat Jenkins was an
engineer and Bert McKay tells of him. "First man to
arrive for the actual construction was Nat Jenkins."
"In 1904, he was called to be engineer of the work
train on the Peanut project. Nat started hauling materials to the base camp. As engineer, Nat drove the
engine for the laying of the steel, pushing a unit
called Pioneer, which carried the ties, spikes, and
tools." "The train, running from Reston to Peebles
made its first official run without fanfare in February
of 1907. Angus McDonald, the new conductor, was
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Bill Peltier was the first coal dock man but Bert
Stratford tended the old dock for most of its years and
he also ran the second dock until he retired in 1948.
Bert Stratford is also remembered as Reston's honey
man. For many years, he supplied the town with
honey which was so good that it won prizes at the
Toronto Royal Fair.
Others who tended the dock were Mr. Owens,
Max White, and Jack Chapman. Max contributed
also his musical talent to Reston. Many young people
learned to play under his kindly tutorship and Restonites who remember his band concerts and other
band events still extend to him their affectionate
gratitude.
Pumphouse men were:
Mr. Zilliak
Mr. Nicholson
Mr. Ashworth
BillS ch ultz
George Davidson Sr.
The section gangs who kept the tracks repaired,
cleared, and in perfect shape for Reston's trains to
make their runs in safety must not be forgotten in this
story of the part the railroad has played in the town's
history. Names are:
Reston Wolseley Formen
Andy Olenick 1920-1958
Neuf Olenick 1958-1960

Jack Downs
Mike Mazure
Bill Cooper
Andy Olenick and his son Neuf are still residents
of Reston. Andy came from Austria in 1911, worked
for the C.P.R. all across Canada, and finally in 1920,
married and raising a family, he settled down to a
permanent position as forman on the Reston section
of the Wolseley branch. Sixty years later, and now
twenty-two years retired, his ready smile and cheerful greeting is still a part of the Reston scene.
Reston is no longer a railroad town. It has moved
on to other things. The memories remain however.
There was the day in December, 1914, when Reston's
children marched in a body to the train as they accompanied the local infantry men who were leaving
for training in Winnipeg before going on to World
War One. The next week they marched with the
cavalry as they left for Yorkton. There were no smiling faces at Reston's railroad station on those two
occasions. There were happier times in 1918 and 19
when the soldiers who had been spared began coming home on the trains.
There was excitement in town on the day in 1918
when a team standing outside the coalshed was
frightened by the train's whistle and bolted down
Main Street. At the post office, the sleigh tongue hit a
telephone pole and further along the street, it demolished the bowser outside W. A. Brady's Hardware.
Three new poles had to be put up and the lines
repaired.
Storms plagued the trains and in March 1920, the
Reston Wolseley train was off for a week after a
blizzard and again in 1947, all trains were cancelled
while blizzards raged. The townspeople put up with
it cheerfully as long as it wasn't Christmas. It was
then that they waited eagerly for the mail from their
old homes and for the family to come home. The
station platform was jammed as loved ones, briefly
home for Christmas alighted from the train into the
arms of their family who were all down to the station
to meet them. Teachers were leaving for holidays and
the old platform swayed as the big black engine
chugged slowly in the last few yards to settle to a stop
beside the happy jumble of people and luggage.
In the thirties, the railroad was a lifeline of another kind. Carloads of vegetables, apples, and even
clothing were brought in to be distributed to the
drought stricken district. In 1934, eight carloads of
cut feed were unloaded for the hungry animals.
Horses and cattle were shipped out to better pastures
and the surplus to market.
Only a few freight trains whistle through Reston
now and their sound leaves little emotional impactbut Andy Olenick remembers; the daughters of Con-

First men
Jim Forman
Frank Gray
George Olenick
Charles Mason
Arcola line Formen
Nick Vlasiczuk 1919-40
George Olenick (twice)
John Albert
Nick Bodnar 1940-55
Archie Christianson
Neuf Olenick
First men
Bill Thuczuk
Norman Gatey
Terry Paul
Bill Haidish
Neuf Olenick
Roadmasters
Oscar Erlandson
Harry Walker
Pete Chewinski
Archie Christianson
Dave Livingstone
Jack Anderson
Martin Karpins
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ductor McDonald, and the other old timers remember. Scattered in retirement across Canada a few old
Reston railroaders are also left to remember. We are
sorry if we have inadvertently omitted any of their
names.

Reston -

Not a One Train Town

by Bert McKay
Visiting Reston recently, mainly to see that handsome new Drop-In Center (something Reston can
point to with pride) I was talking to a couple of young
fellas. Well, they were young fellas same time as I
was.
They pointed out that in the Peanut book (third
printing recently off the press) I forgot to mention
such railway stalwards as Matt Renforth and Harry
Seymour, engineers of the old Reston Roundhouse.
Which points up again the major part in Reston
employment provided by the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Station agent, assistant agent, engineer, fireman,
coal dock man, watertank man, roundhouse engineer, wiper (I think that was the term for beginner
train crew men) baggageman, mail clerk, section
foreman and section hands.
The old round house was always a place of great
attention for boys. The panting engines warming up
in their pads (four stalls if I remember) and the turntable out in the yard.
Talk about Superman! It seemed to require no
great effort on the part of just one man to tum the
engine around on that tum-style. Even at forty below,
when the iron and the lubrication was mightly solid,
one man could tum an engine around. Those bearings must have been set by an expert.
The watertank was at the east end crossing, and
small boys could make like experts by suggesting
perhaps the watertank man should get his pump
going. That ball on the high pole above the tank
seemed rather low. The old pot bellied heater below
the tank, considering the lack of insulation in any
railway water tank, performed a miracle by keeping
the tank free enough of ice to function in the dead of
winter. Chas. Ashworth is the watertank man I remember, he was for a time our Scoutmaster. I do not
seem to remember any coal dock man but Bert Stratford.
I met a lady recently, whose home was in
Wolseley years ago, who well remembers that Reston
had TWO trains. She was working in Winnipeg, and
friends offered her a ride to Reston. There would be
plenty of time for her to catch the Peanut home to
Wolseley. She got to Reston and went to the station,
after being given a brown bag lunch by her Reston
hostess. The train was sitting in the station, and she

Newly-repaired water tower on fire.

got on quite confident of her trip to Wolseley.
However, she was on the Arcola train. This was
pointed out when the conductor picked up her ticket.
He quickly pulled the cord, and stopped the train.
The conductor told her she must get off, walk
down the track to the watertank, and the watertank
man would flag the Peanut at the tum-off, and she
could get on board.
Which sounded easy. But where the train stopped
it was a four foot drop to the cinder bank. She broke a
heel, and tore her stocking but did land on two feet.
She limped down the track and 10, no man was to be
found at the watertank. She saw someone at the coal
dock so she hurried over there, and told of her plight.
The coal dock man said there was no time to lose and
he hustled her across to the Peanut line. On the way
she lost her lunch. The Peanut did stop, and with help
from the trainman and the coal man she got to the
train steps.
It was a long, hungry road to Wolseley . . . but
she found out that Reston was no one-train town.
And speaking of the Seymours. I was at the
station on one occasion (I helped Dave Anderson on
the fox farm at that time), with my bicycle, Harry
Seymour was putting his wife on the train to go
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somewhere for a visit. Suddenly she said, "Oh Harry" and whispered something to him. He looked
around and spotted me on the platform. He asked to
ride my bike as fast as I could to his house (on the
lane by the rink if I remember right) and bring the
yellow glass on the sink. And be sure not to drop
what was in the glass ... Mrs. Seymour's partial
plate. I made back to the station with still a minute to
spare.

who sold Imperial Life and general insurance along
with his elevator agency, and Bill Devenny who, in
the early twenties, was selling life insurance and
Singer Sewing Machines. W. H. McDougall the
postmaster, sold insurance and in 1905 was listing
homestead property in the North West Territories. He
dabbled in local real estate, sold magazine subscriptions, and did auctioneering.
Elmer Bulloch has been a life underwriter for
Monarch Life Insurance since August 1957. He conducts his business from his home. Ken Zelmer, from
his home in Reston, specializes in listing for Peter
Phillips Realty Co. and is one of their five registered
agents.

Insurance And Real Estate
A. E. Smith, town butcher, was one of the town's
first insurance agents. He sold insurance from his
store from 1900 to 1948 at which time he sold his
butcher shop and went completely into insurance. In
1950, he built an office where the Dennis County
Laundromat now stands just north of the bake shop
- butcher shop building. When he retired completely in 1957, he sold the business to 1. I. Bulloch
and Reg Berry.
1. I. Bulloch had farmed on what is now the
Martin farm just north of town and his son-in-law
Reg Berry had been a teacher and had operated the
Lake of the Woods Elevator. Mr. Bulloch retired from
the business before Mr. Berry who gave it up in 1975.
They had handled Wawanesa Mutual Insurance and
this agency went to Guthrie and Bulloch. Ben
Kroeker took over the building to house his laundromat.
The longest standing insurance business still in
operation is Guthrie and Bulloch. It still operates in
the building just north of the bank on Main Street
where Dr. Chapman built his original office and drug
store. 1. D. Guthrie bought the building from Dr.
Chapman and set up business as real estate salesman,
notary public, conveyancer, land and insurance
salesman and, as a sideline, seller of Victor Records.
For a short time, he was also involved with the
Massey Harris agency.
About 1920, T. A. Bulloch entered into partnership with 1. W. Guthrie and they continued to use
Guthrie's office. In 1921, besides selling Portage la
Prairie Mutual Insurance and real estate, they sold
pianos, organs, and phonographs. Mr. Guthrie retired in the thirties and Mr. Bulloch operated alone
until 1949 when his grandson. Larry Robinson, came
to join the business. Mr. Bulloch remained an active
partner until his death in 1951.
1. D. Bulloch, who had retired from the grain
Grower's Elevator assisted Mr. Robinson for a few
years but he now carries on alone with the help of his
wife Veda. They sell Portage la Prairie and Wawanesa
Insurance, autopac, motor vehicle licences, and investment packets.
Other agents in goneby years were Bert Mutter

The Creamery
The idea of a creamery for Reston was being
investigated as early as 1924. In those early years,
cream and eggs were shipped out by rail and the
stacks of shiny cans, each with a name and address
painted in red or black across its side, was a familiar
sight on the station platform. The stack of egg crates
sat nearby. There had been an egg pool set up in the
basement of the Berry Hardware and later in the
Cates block in the twenties. William Homer was in
charge.
Reston Creamery was owned and operated by W.
C. Paddy Paddock. Paddy came to Reston after
World War Two. He had distinguished himself as a
member of the Royal Canadian Air Force and his
service had been such that he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for bravery in action. It was
presented to him at Buckingham Palace in 1943.
Mr. Paddock was an experienced creamery operator when he came to Reston. He had operated a
creamery at Elkhorn prior to joining the R.C.A.F.
and while there had brought so many prizes for

Reston Creamery. Back Row: C. W. Paddock, Joe Rocan, Bill
Walker, Paul Gray, Ron Everett. Front Row: Mae Haslin,
Gladys Mason, Marg Barr.
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Banks

buttermaking to his creamery that E. Cora Hind
wrote of his butter winnings in the Winnipeg Free
Press.
In April of 1946, work commenced on a site south
of the track and a little north and west of the old
roundhouse which later became Campbell's Seeds.
Hazen Bigney, local contractor, was commissioned
as builder. The work went on at a quick pace. The
Recorder of April 4 reported: "The completion of a
creamery plant here is being rushed to completion.
Starting last week, workmen under the direction of
Mr. C. Paddock have completed a well and laid the
concrete for the building. Mr. Hazen Bigmy has most
of the frame work completed and it is expected that
by the middle of the month the building will be
completed. The building is to be 40 by 50 feet and is
of frame construction. "
In July, Reston Creamery opened and Roy Campbell, local farmer had the honor of delivering the first
can of cream. Paddy, as he was affectionately known,
made continual improvements in his business and
won many honors for the creamery. The original
wooden chum in the creamery made twelve million
pounds of butter before it was replaced by a stainless
steel one in 1964. Before that, he had purchased a
new butter molding and wrapping machine. His
brand was Bonnie Brae.
In the early 1960 's business was dropping off. It
was probably because of the times. People stopped
milking cows because grain prices were higher and
because they no longer wanted to be tied to the task of
milking. There was more specialization. By 1966,
the creamery was partly closed and just used as a
receiving station with the staff from the Souris
Creamery, which Paddy also owned, helping out. It
closed completely very soon after. It was purchased
by Gray's Transfer and is used by them in their
trucking business.
There were many employees. Paul Gray was butter maker for many years. Margaret Barr, Marina
Grant (Jago), Evelyn Gilliard (Hutcheson) Pat 0.
Rourke, Mabel Draper, Gladys Mason, Edna Lever,
Barbara Mills, Olga Zarn (Andrews) and Doug Bulloch were among the office workers, Jean Jezzard,
Gerry Gray, and perhaps May Hasland graded eggs
and at least Mrs. Jessard later did office work.
Truck drivers were Joe Rocan, Bill Birch, Ron
Thompson, John McDonald, Ian Hutcheson, Lional
Perrault, Dave Dickson, Walter Bateman, Leon
Vodine, Vilas Anderson, Ron McLean, Richard
Baker, and George Davidson. Don Benzie and Larry
Mcintosh delivered around town in a van.
Among other workers were Orville Klusendorf,
Gene Traill, Robert Cronk, Ronnie Everett, and Bill
Walker.

In October, 1903, the Bank of British North
America opened up a branch in Reston. They set up
temporary headquarters in a rented frame building a
little south of where the present bank is. This building burned in 1909. S. A. Burphy and a Mr. McCrae
were in charge at the bank's original opening. Soon
after the branch opened, work began on a two story,
steam heated building on the site of the present bank.
The manager by then was Jackson Dodds. He was a
scholarly looking gentleman who left Reston to serve
in World War One and returned safely to become
western manager of the Bank of Montreal. Incidentally, Dr. Chapman moved his home from the site so
the bank could be built there.
The new bank was considered quite an asset to
the Main Street scene but that scene changed drastically when within a year of each other, large portions of both sides of Main were destroyed by fire.
The fire on the east side was early in 1916 and started,
as far as old timers remember, in a stable next door to
the poolroom and also close to the bank. It had a
good hold before anyone noticed it and Mr. Burge,
asleep in the back of his poolroom, was awakened
just in time to escape.
The only means of fighting the fire was the bucket brigade and water from the cistern at the south end
of the street. Mrs. Helen Ready tells that in the
excitement of getting things out of the bank, the
heavy pillers were carried out carefully and the storm
windows were thrown down the stairs. Most of the
valuables were removed safely.
Work began immediately to push the debris from
the bank and butcher shop site. The old foundation
had not been harmed and W. Bushby was given a
contract to rebuild. Bricks were laid and in little over
a year, the present square brick construction bank
was in operation. The fire commissioner from Winnipeg came and conducted an investigation in the
Manitoba Hall. Many witnesses testified but no
charges were laid.

.~

Reston Main Street looking north, 1981.
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In 1918, soon after the new bank opened, the
Bank of British North America merged with the
Bank of Montreal. The Bank of Montreal, Reston
Branch was for many years the only bank to serve the
local and adjourning communities as well as the
Municipalities of Pipestone and Albert and the business interests of the town.
Living quarters were built in on the second floor.
In 1950, the bank was completely remodelled. Further renovations to the entrance and service area were
done about 1970 and in 1980, a computer system was
installed. Early managers were 1. M. Miller, Clive
Inglis who was there at the time of the fire, A. K.
Henderson, R. A. S. McLean there at time of merging, Mr. Henderson, R. McLaren, R. Livesly.
1. L. King was manager 1932-40 and was transferred to Winnipeg. He was followed by F. Davis,
and then Ralph Thome who retired in 1950 to be
replaced by Kenneth Mills. In 1960, Wilf Campbell
was manager and he was followed by Reg Muscutt,
Stan Sutton who was tragically murdered at Melville,
Sask., and the present manager B. A. Harder who
came in 1975.
The bank today employees mostly ladies clerks
but up to the late twenties this was only done at a last
resort. It was necessary during the war but, by 1921,
Reston bank was advertising that it was ready to take
on men age fifteen to eighteen. There is no record of
all the bank clerks over the years but the present staff
besides Mr. Harder are: Ann Berry, Shirley Paul,
Shirley Williamson, Carol Zelmer, Shelley Kennedy,
Patsy Lockhart, Eileen Milliken.

ers. In 1907, the bam became the proprty of a partnership of Shirly Williamson, Adam Williamson,
Archibald McMurchy, and Colin McMurchy.
The bam remained McMurchy and Williamson
until 1912 when that partnership dissolved and it
became McMurchy Brothers with Archie and Colin
as proprietors. This bam burned in the fire of 1915.
The bam was always busy. Wagons and buggies
lined Main Street in front of it on most days. It sat
back from the street a little and extended back to the
land beween Third Street and Main. There was an
office on the front north side which came almost out
to the street. It seems that the slough at the southend
of Third Street where Maurice Ludlam now lives was
filled in with manure from the bam and other debris
such as cans and garbage picked up by the dray.
The bam had a red painted front facing on Front
Street. It had a loft but this bam was perhaps not as
nice as the one into which McMurchy's moved after
the fire. This bam belonged to Campbell and Campbell and was east of Main Street and facing on Railroad Avenue about where the Square Deal Lumber
Yard now stands.
Colin C. Campbell had a been a horse drover in
Ontario and he first came to Reston around 1900 with
horses to sell to the pioneers just moving in to take up
farms and the earlier ones switching then from oxen
to horses. He and his cousin Archie Campbell built
the livery bam about 1901 and along with the livery
business continued to bring in work horses from
Ontario to sell.
Colin Campbell became interested in selling cars
and fuel so, when the McMurchys wanted a new
bam, he was ready to sell. By 1926, McMurchy
Brothers were also ready to tum to the automotive
business so they sold the bam to Chester Bonniman.
Mr. Bonniman had been a farmer in the Lanark
District and had leased his land and moved to Reston.
From the strenuous life of a farmer to doing little was
not enough for his energetic nature so he bought the
livery bam, coal, and dray business. All went well

Credit Union
Virden Credit Union Ltd., Reston Branch was
opened on Sept. 13, 1977 in the Aurora Building on
the northeast comer of Main and Second Avenue.
Through the work of the credit union head office and
community response, it was determined that another
financial institution would be benificial to the area.
The office opened with W. Ross Tycoles as manager and Mrs. Deborah Watt and Mrs. Janice Cook as
clerks. In the inaugral year the credit union had 383
members and at the present time, this has increased
to 1000.
The staff has increased with the addition of Kim
McConnell, Brenda Ellis, Ward Wilton, and Jim
Paul. The Reston office is a branch of Virden Credit
Union Ltd.

Transportation
Livery Barns
The early livery stable was on Main Street just
about where the Dennis County Cafe now stands
near the southwest end. The first proprietor was John
McLure but he sold about 1900 to Williamson Broth-

Snowplane built by S. H. Dayton, 1937.
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for him until 1939 . On an evening in August, the bam
caught fire and burned to the ground. The wind was
so high that night that the flames travelled north and
east and even burned his ice house.
Burned with the bam were Mr. Bonniman's team,
drivers belonging to Fred Paul and 0. P Ready, and a
shetland pony belonging to Archie McMurchy. Mr.
Bonnieman built a small bam on the same spot to
stable his dray horses.
1. B. Ireland did many things. He had a farm just
southeast of town and he also in early 1900's had a
bam just back from Main Street where the Lion's
Playground is now. He kept milk cows here and in
1910 brought his string of race horses to the village to
winter. He later operated a livery bam on Railroad
Avenue between where the old power plant and
Lockhart's Garage are now. He also kept some of his
race horses there for it was known as "The Home Of
Lady B."
The council took over this bam and leased it out
for awhile. It was after that operated by Jack
McMurchy and then Gordon Hendon. By 1954, there
was no longer much need for livery barns and it
closed down and was purchased by W. C. Paddock
for a pig bam and moved to his farm south of town.

Draying, 1918.

west of the present Grain Grower's elevator. All the
ice houses had to be supplied and it took strong
ambitious men like the Ludlam brothers, Maurice
and Rollie, to cut it at the creek and haul it to the
icehouses for ten cents a block. It was covered with
straw and saw dust to preserve it in hot weather and
the draymen hauled it and carried it into the homes
for five cents a block. It was about as rewarding as
carrying in the pails of water for an equal sum.
The town long remember Mr. Bonniman's well
matched team of blacks called Prince and Maude.
They replaced a bay team he had had for four years.
Mr. Bonniman always maintained that his horses
soon learned the route. One team was left standing all
one afternoon and was there when he got back.
Mr. Bonniman also in later years, ran an auto
livery. He transported the townspeople short distances out into the country for a fee. He conducted
his draying business until 1950 when he sold to
George Cheyne Jr. In 1964, Rueben Johnston purchased the business but by then the C.P.R. no longer
handled express and the general change in hauling
caused the business to become no longer useful and
profitable so it closed down. The office which had
been used was moved to the farm of Keith Ludlam.
A. D. Mennie did draying from a small bam
behind the Mennie Block on the southeast end of
Main. He had fine team of matched grays and hauled
lumber to the lumber yards, fuel, water and ice. This
business had its beginning with the T. W. Jackson
wood and coal business in the first years and, before
Mr. Mennie, had been in the hands of first Gregg
Brothers and then Hill and Company.
After Mr. Mennie's bam burned in 1925, he used
a bam behind his home east of the Municipal Hall.
Horse draying gradually gave way to trucking and
Mr. Mennie concentrated more on his fuel business.
Trucking
Trucking as a means of transporting goods began
in a small way about 1930 and gradually expanded.
Lome Howard, who had for a time operated the

Draying
Chester Bonniman operated a draying business at
first along with the livery bam and later from his
small bam. He sold coal and wood and also delivered
from the railroad station. Mr. Bonniman drove himself in summer and, in winter, Bill Duncan was his
driver.
While places like Munro's and Smith's Butcher
Shops kept ice only for their own use, the draymen
had ice houses to supply the public need. Homes
were equipped with old fashioned ice boxes to keep
food cool in summer and homemade ice cream was a
special treat. After Mr. Bonniman's ice house, original McMurchy's, burned, Mr. Bonniman used one of
the ten coal sheds he had on Railroad Avenue just

High wagon dray, 1924.
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bus leaving from Reston Garage just south of the
Anglican Church. In 1937, daily bus service started
with the bus leaving from and staying over night in
McMurchy's Garage. In the forties, probably after
the McMurchy garage fire, it began to stop at the
Reston House Hotel. After that, bus depots were at
Guthrie and Bulloch Insurance office, and at the
Reston Motor Inn on the highway. For about the past
ten years, it has stopped at the restaurant which is
now the Dennis County Cafe.
Ike Adams had a taxi service using his own car in
the fifties and early sixties. Besides ordinary taxi
service, he met the Melita bus at Bethel Comer north
of Hartney and fetched and took its passengers to
Pipestone and Reston.
Local transfer owned by Paul Gray.

Barber Shops, Beauty Parlors, and Pool
Rooms

Victoria Elevator, had one truck in the late twenties
and hauled between Reston and Brandon.
Gordon Hendon ran the livery bam on railroad
Avenue but, by the late twenties, this was more a
winter job so he had a fleet of four gravel trucks
which he operated from 1929 on with headquarters at
the livery bam. In the thirties, he purchased a livestock truck and drove it between Reston, Brandon,
and Winnipeg from 1934 to 1939. He then sold this to
Foster McDougall.
Foster McDougall, son of Reston's first post master, started business with one truck in 1930. He soon
expanded and built a garage for his trucks in the spot
back from Main Street just south of the butcher shop.
The former Co-op warehouse is now there. He purchased it from C. C. Campbell but it had been the site
of the Baldwin Block which had been tom down
years before.
Mr. McDougall had a fleet of seven trucks working an interprovincial franchise and he also had the
B. A. bulk fuel agency which he had taken over from
Bob McMurchy in 1932. He operated this franchise
until 1960 when he sold to B uscarletts of Souris. John
Abbey, Ernie Scott, and Cecil Bulloch all drove his
trucks for over twenty years.
Buscarletts worked out of Souris and, in 1965,
sold the property to Square Deal Co-op. They operated it until 1969 when Paul Gray took over the
business. He purchased and remodelled the old
creamery to serve as his garage and headquarters. He
has three tractor trucks, three smaller trucks, and six
trailers and runs interprovincial into Saskatchewan.
His sons Kim, Norman, and Wayne assist him along
with Wayne Gees. Mrs. Mary Gray keeps books.
Bus and Taxi
Bus service actually came to the village in 1925
when Wier's Auto Livery of Brandon had a daily auto

Barber Shops
The first village barber was Harry Lusk who had
a shop in the building north of the Brady Hardware
on Main. This later became the harness shop. A Mr.
Paul next opened up in the old Wilcox building which
Mr. Munro had used for the store before building the
present stone structure. The Berry barbershop today
is on approximately the same site.
Mr. Paul moved west in 1910 and the Berry family
took over the Reston barber business. Lew Berry was
first. He had learned barbering along with his brothers in the east and had had a barber shop in Toronto.
Meanwhile, his brother Harcourt, also a barber, had
come to Woodnorth abut 1912 and set up a barber
shop there. Lew's health failed and about 1915, he
sold the shop to Harcourt and briefly went into groceries in Reston and then set up business in Cromer.
Harcourt brought his bride Mary to Reston and
remained to operate the barbershop and pool room
for about fifty years. He died in 1967 and by that time
his son Boyd, who had gone into the barbering business with his father when very young, was operating

Moving Royal Bank building from Pipestone to Reston for
Berry's Barber Shop.
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the shop. Boyd still continues as Reston's barber. In
early years, E. H. Berry continued to cut hair right up
to the time of his death.
In April, 1934, fire destroyed the shop. It was the
fire which began in the bake shop. The Berrys were at
home and looked from their window to see the black
smoke pouring from their building.
Harcourt Berry decided to carryon. The debris
was removed and a forty by twenty-two foot building
which had been the Royal Bank at Pipestone was
moved to the site. The move was done with the aid of
four" 15-30" International tractors. The going was
hard for the lugs had had to be removed from the steel
wheels to prevent tearing up the highway.
Mr. Berry remodeled the interior and turned it
into a fine shop. On the north there was space for an
office where Dr. Haughton the dentist practiced for a
number of years.
An era was gone when the old barber shop
burned. It had a bathroom in the back. There was
demand for baths as well as shaves among the harvesters who came from the east and Bert McKay recalls
how it was: "The Magic Room"
Some things stay fresh in memory, some fade in
the mists of time. I can still see the magical transformation that took place any Saturday night in Reston
in the twenties. The old Harcourt Berry Barber Shop
had a rare addition, a public bath tub.
The water was heated, if memory serves, by a
twin flame coal oil burner. The water was in a copper
boiler with a lid. The customer, dirty, bewhiskered
and tousled from six days in the harvest fields and
from sleeping in the hay, was be-aproned in the chair,
shaved and hair trimmed, ears and nostrils too. Then
off to the tiny bathroom with his satchet of 'good'
clothes or 'Sunday best'.
In half an hour, the metamorphosis was complete
from worm to butterfly. Out came a complete stranger and not the man who came in front. Blue suit,
white shirt, dark tie, handkerchief in lapel pocket,
shiny shoes, all ready to do up the town. And to see

and be seen! Hopefully by the girls as well! The
'dandy' with the melody in his heart was but a shirttail cousin of the harvester who had come to town an
hour earlier. The switchabout would hold for Sunday
church too, lunch at the Chinese cafe, and lucky
enough perhaps to have dinner with friends.
Sunday night the good clothes went back into
Merlin's bag and it was six more days of dust, barley
beards, and Old Chum tobacco. But that Saturday
magic was only for a few. It took too long to heat the
water so there was time for no more than eight or ten
on an autumn Saturday night. "
The tub was still there when the building burned.
Also on the wall of Berry's Barber Shop there was a
board on which tickets were hung. Patrons bought a
card for a dollar and this was worth six shaves. The
card was punched after each shave. This served as a
bill or old fashioned credit card too for, on the back,
was the family name and their bill for haircuts.
Among those who worked at the barber shop
were Blake Boulton around 1918, and Frank
"Shorty" Long who later set up his own business in
the hotel. The only other barbershop was the one
which R. V. Cusack had in the lobby of Reston House
Hotel. There was one chair. Occasionally Mr. Cusack
cut hair himself but Frank Long and Fred Busby did
barbering there. Mr. Long had left Berry's abut 1934
and gone to Carnduff. After serving in World War
Two, he came back to work at Reston House. He is
still barbering on the west coast.

Beauty Parlors
In the late twenties, Harcourt Berry also had a
ladies' beauty parlor. The Berry advertisement in the
Recorder read, "Tonsorial Artist and Beauty Specialist". This beauty specialist was Miss G. Moore
who came two days a week to do ladies' hairdressing.
Holga Sunburg rented the former dentist's office
in the barber shop building during the forties. She
also, before or after, operated the Famous Beauty
Salon in the building between the bank and the Canada Cafe where Mrs. Clark had had her hat shop.
During the thirties, and forties the N u Art Beauty
Salon was in the building which is Reston Ceramics.
Lottie Slossen came from Virden and Marion
McLean (Kenner) and Ann Henuset (Goudie) came
from Melita on certain days to operate this salon.
Clare Deacon (Armstrong) assisted Lottie
Slossen and then did hairdressing in her own home.
In the thirties, Branche Reece operated from her
home too. Her father was mail clerk on the Reston
Wolseley Line. These girls gave finger waves and, in
the shops, gave permanent waves with the use of
electrically heated curlers.
Doreen Anderson had a shop in the Mennie
Block in the fifties. Bea Gatey (Donald) did hair-
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up beside the driver as the procession made its way
straight across country from the village to the graveyard. A sleigh often had to be used in winter.
In 1924, he converted a Studebaker chasses into a
motorized hearse to replace the old horse drawn
vehicle. This was housed in the Anglican rectory
barn. He was undertaker until he died in 1932. Roy
Carscadden took over, working at first with his uncle,
T. Arthur Carscadden and then on his own. Bill King
was undertaking assistant to Mr. Carscadden.
Mr. Carscadden moved to Reston and rented part
of the old Anglican rectory for his business. In 1936,
he moved to Moosomin to open a funeral home there
but continued to serve Reston from the rectory premises. Mr. Carscadden died in 1959. The rectory was
moved out the following year, but the business was
carried on by his wife Helen at first and later with
their son Peter and with Gerald Gatey. It now operates out of Virden.
Reston Cemetery
Many of the records of Reston Cemetery were
lost in the butcher shop fire but those available indicate that the cemetery lease was drawn Sept. 14, 1897
with the title D38022 registered April 12, 1901,
North East 16-7-27.
The earliest burials were mostly close to and west
from the main east gate. Earliest monuments include:
Ann Massop, died June 30, 1894, wife of William
Touson Mossop; Jane, died August 7, 1895, wife of
K. McAuley. The date on Adam McDougall's stone
is 1892, but this may have been a reburial. One tiny
memorial marks the death of Johnie Naughton, Feb.
13, 1904, aged thirteen days. All these do not prove
that there were not earlier burials.
From 1910 to 1921, there were numerous complaints of the disgraceful state of the cememtery. The
weeds grew high and a roadway down through the
centre was needed. It was also in need of drainage for
the plots were between sloughs. In 1932-33 the
spruce trees which surround the cemetery were
brought from Riding Mountain and planted by volunteers. Since the early thrities, public support has
been so generous that it is now a beauty spot in
summer.
Financial maintenance is conducted from donations from considerable members of the public. The
upgrading and beautifying was taken as a cause by
Reston Women's Institute in the early twenties. Their
president, Mrs. Ellen Guthrie Bulloch, with their
backing wrote the book" Pioneers of the Pipestone"
and from the time of its publication, all the book
proceeds have gone toward the upkeep of the cemetery.
Horace Holton was grave digger when Mr. Dobbie was undertaker. Others were Jim Everett, Frank

dressing in her own home from 1956-62. This is now
the Simpson Sears outlet. Phyllis St. Goddard purchased Mrs. Gatey's equipment and set up a beauty
shop on the second floor of the drug store. She was
there from 1962-71. E1ma Skelton had done hairdressing in her own home before her marriage to
Alymer Duncan. They returned in the 1960-70 years
to Reston and had a beauty shop in their home.
Linda Hume does hair in her home now and has
done so about fifteen years. The present beauty salon
is in the new Aurora Building on the corner of Main
Street and Third Avenue. Mrs. Adeline Plummer
opened the Bonnie Dawn Beauty Salon there in June
1977. She operated it until she left in Dec. 1980.
Carol Jago and Lorraine Poirier do hairdressing there
now and have named it the Hairline Beauty Salon.
Pool Rooms
C. B. Buddy Burge was an early pool room
proprietor in the village. His first pool room, probably around 1912, was in what had been Mrs. Tom
Wilkin's store somewhere near Brady Hardware. He
moved across to a building just south of the present
bank probably about a year later for at that time he
was having his tables recovered and put into shape.
He and Mrs. Burge had living quarters behind the
pool room. The building was owned by G. W. Stonehouse and was burned in the fire which destroyed
much of the street in 1916. He then moved premises
to the Cates Block on the south end of the street and
was there until he became part of the staff of G. S.
Munro Co. Ltd.
There were pool tables in the Reston House Hotel
in a room on the north side. When liquor was voted
into the town in 1960, this room became the beer
parlor and the tables were moved across to Berry's
Barber Shop. Berrys took the old partitions out to
make way for the tables. The pool room remained
there until 1975. There is no public pool room in
town now.

Undertakers
As early as 1907, D. G. Dobbie was the village
undertaker. His funeral parlor was in the north east
end of the building which had been the school and is
now Reston Ceramics. He lived just behind and had
his carriage shop under the same roof. In 1913, he
changed the interior of the building and put in an
upstairs to store his undertaking equipment. He used
his shop bench for his undertaking duties.
At first, Mr. Dobbie had a black glass windowed
horsedrawn hearse. Mr. Jim Bulloch had a team of
matched blacks which were used to pull the hearse.
For young people, they used 1. D. Reid's team of
greys. A few old timers can remember winter funeral
processions with Mr. Dobbie in a huge fur coat sitting
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Harrison, Norman Gatey, and John Forsyth. A. E.
Smith and Alex Watt have been secretary treasurers
and both have worked unselfishly to keep up the
grounds.

who came in the interest of bank insurance, that he
had taken it home that night for safe keeping as there
was no safe in the post office. He had decided to keep
it as everyone would think it had burned in the fire.
He had already spent some of it on a team of horses
and some land at Walpole, Saskatchewan when the
money was found.
Mr. McDougall opened a temporary post office
in Dr. Stevenson's old veterinary office on the north
side of the Cates block, later the site of the Co-op
hardware. There was talk of erecting a new post
office but it was decided instead to move the office to
the twenty four by forty foot structure which Mr.
Brady had built attached to the south side of his new
hardware. This is now an apartment on the south side
of the Klusen clothing store.
This post office served the town well but, in the
sixties, it was decided that something more convenient and modem was needed and so in January, 1964,
construction was started on the present new building.
The site is on the east side of Main Street and just
north of the Modem Cafe. Blacksmiths had plied
their trade on this spot for over sixty years. There was
still one there when plans were made to construct the
post office. This was 1. B. Buan and he moved his
shop to Sixth Street to make way for the new buildmg.
The official opening was September 25, 1964 and
Honorable Walter Dinsdale was on hand to cut the
ribbon. Oliver Chester, postmaster received the keys
and operated the new office until his retirement Dec.
31, 1980.
Postmasters have been:
William Bulloch 1890-93
Irene Kilkenny 1928-29
Cyril Standing 1943-1980
Oliver W. Chester 1955-1980
W. H. McDougall 1893-1928
Westley Morris 1929-43
Jean Mabel Boulton 1955 (now Elliott)
Gwen Jones 1981
The mail was brought by dray from the station to
the post office through all the years that the trains ran
into Reston. The carrier best remembered is Chester
Bonniman, the dray man who, with his helpers, delivered the mail to the post office for twenty one years
and three months and never missed a train. In July,
1947, Norman McCartney took over the job and did
duty as long as the mail came by train. McMurchy
Brothers had carried the mail before Mr. Bonniman.
There have been two rural mail routes out of
Reston and among the rural mail carriers were John
Baxter, Jim Busby, George Hopkins, and Gordon
Hendon. Rural mail service was discontinued in
1957. These men delivered in all seasons and kinds of

Public Services
The Post Office
The original post office was established on July 1,
1890 on the farm of William Bulloch. In the spring of
1893, it was decided that the time had come for the
post office to be moved to the village and it simply
took the name along with it.
It was opened in May in a building which William
Busby had built in connection with his lumber business. This was on Third Street facing west behind
what later became Brady's lumberyard. The building
was moved to a farm about a mile south of town and is
still there.
Mr. W. H. McDougall was appointed first post
master. His son Foster has been a lifetime resident
and business man of Reston and still resides there. W.
H. McDougall had come to Virden in 1882. He was
one of the oldest sons of A. G. McDougall, a colorful
character with side whiskers, who was first reeve of
Wallace Municipality and afterward secretary treasurer of both Wallace Municipality and the town of
Virden.
W. H. McDougall had purchased property in
Reston and sold it again about the time he became
post master so must have had an interest in the town.
He also must have held down two jobs in those early
days for he lost an eye as a result of a flying spike
while working on construction of the Reston
Wolseley Railroad line.
At any rate, he rented the Busby office for a short
time and then bought the small Harris boarding
house which stood just south of where the Dennis
County Cafe is now situated. He enlarged it and
added a second story. He used the top story for a
dwelling for a short time. Either before or after it was
used as a dwelling, it was also used as a hall. Church
services were held there and it may have served as an
extra classroom when the first school was overcrowded.
On an evening in May, 1915, fire broke out in the
back of this post office and burned from Brady's
Hardware south past the livery bam. Nothing could
stop it and the buildings were a total loss.
An interesting story goes with the post office
burning. There had, it is said, been $5000, in the post
office that day and it had been destined to go to the
bank. It was generally believed that it had been lost in
the fire but it was later found buried on the Walker
farm east of town. R. F. Howard, a post office clerk
living on the farm confessed to Pinkerton detectives
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weather. Sometimes in rainy weather their vehicles
bogged down in muddy side roads. When snow came
they used horses and cutter. The horses had to be in
good condition to get through the heavy drifts that
often covered the roads. It was only rarely during a
wild blizzard that the mail did not go through.
In 1957 there was one mail a day by train and one
by truck but since about that time all the mail has
come in to Reston by truck.
Telephone System
The telephone system in Reston and district dates
back to 1908 when debentures were raised for its
construction. In 1909, the residents found themselves with a box on their wall which suddenly gave
them communication with their neighbors without
going out the door. For close neighbors, they had
only to crank the handle on the side with a specified
signal, perhaps one long and two short, and they
would have the neighbor on the line and probably the
other twelve or so party line members listening in. It
was unwise to tell any secrets on the party line.
For calls that went through central, there was a
button on the other side that was pushed as the bell
was cranked. On the first floor of the drug store near
Dr. Chapman's, there were always two girls on duty
during the day and one at night. They asked what
number was wanted and manually operated their
switch board to put through the call, local or long
distance. Later, the switchboard was moved to the
north west comer of the second floor.

Edith McDonald recalls that they worked seven
days a week with no paid holidays and, in the thirties,
received about forty five dollars a month. By that
time, the switchboard was on the second floor of the
municipal office building. The telephone system was
owned by the municipality, and when they erected a
new building in 1918, they moved it there.
School children used to come in and sit to watch
the switchboard operators at work. There was a
human touch to the telephone system then and operators located doctors and were the communication
centre in all emergencies. They activated the siren
which sounded the fire alarm and Miss McDonald
remembers there were times when it would not activate during the fire but behaved perfectly immediatel y afterward.
The Recorder printed the first telephone book. In
1911, there were 130 subscribers and the agent was
Dr. Chapman. The first trouble man was Fred
Reeves. He travelled about the country by horse and
buggy in summer and cutter in winter in the first
years. He installed telephones, replaced the dry cell
batteries that were inside the telephone box, and
checked wires. Sometimes phones went dead and
there was no phone until Mr. Reeves was notified and
arrived to change the batteries.
Mr. Reeves was followed by Andy Rutherford
who met his death while unloading telephone poles.
The last troubleman was Les Parker and he stayed on
to work for Manitoba Telephone System who took

The R.M. of Pipestone telephone truck, 1928. Traubleman Les Parker.
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over operation in 1954. It was only a year after this
that the dial system was installed.
The first telephone operator was Pearl Hales.
Other operators over the fifty years were: Shirley
Cronk, Margaret Kilkenny, Shirley Morris, Meryl
Cochrane, Isobel Busby, Enos Baldwin, Edith
McDonald, Florence Holton, Kate Hanson, Margaret Bulloch, Lillian Shippam, Ruth Morris, Lena
Carscadden, Dorothy Guthrie, Mona Pigg, Ena
Pigg, Muriel Milliken (Pigg), Beatrice Gardener, Ila
Henderson, Phyllis Pierce. The only male telephone
operator was Wes Morris who did night duty.
In 1969, M.T.S. began improvements that involved burying about 58 miles of wire and cable. At
this time, most of the system has gone underground
and few party lines have more than four subscribers.
Direct long distance dialing came to the area in 1976.
The modern M.T.S. building sits just north of the
Recorder office on Main Street. Clarence Magnusson replaced Les Parker in 1967. The present repairman is 1. D. Hagen.

plant stored 200 car batteries over winter but it is also
reported that the committee raised rates and promised better service. This did not happen for, in 1926,
the situation had become so bad that current was only
available from eight to twelve A.M. and two to five
P.M. with evening power according to weather conditions.
So though the cost was extremely high, the people were ready to give Manitoba Hydro a chance. All
the town had to be rewired and it was estimated that it
cost the town over $5000. 1. K. Robertson was out of
a job and started up his own electric shop. Manitoba
Power Commission took over the operation of the
plant in December, 1929 and operated it for a year
until the town was connected to the hydro network.
Since 1929, the number of consumers has increased from 123 to 486. Twenty-nine times as much
power per customer is consumed now each year
though this now includes farms in the surrounding
area. In the fall of 1972, a 230 volt sub-station was
erected south of town. This taps the Manitoba-Saskatchewan interconnection line and serves areas as
far away as Pierson and Deloraine.
Patrolmen have included Archie Grant, Frank
Sitco, and Wilmer Dagg.

Electricity
It was a bright Christmas for Reston in 1915 for on
Dec. 24 of that year electric power was first turned on
in the town. Business places and private homes put
the old coal oil and gasoline lamps on the shelf
though their neighbors in the farm land surrounding
had to keep theirs burning for another thirty years.
The year before, a contract had been made with a
Mr. Froggett of Winnipeg to put in a system and a
power house. The power house was erected on Railroad Avenue. The red brick building still stands between Bulloch's Agserv and Lockhart's Garage. The
system was to give twenty-four hour service through
the use of storage batteries. There were two miles of
wooden poles and line.
By 1916, forty-five buildings in the village were
connected. There was street lighting too, but only on
nights when there was no moonlight. All went well
for a short time but as more homes made use of the
power, the load became too heavy for the batteries to
maintain. Under constant strain, they also deteriorated very rapidly.
One, and then another, Cushman engine was installed, and finally a semi Desiel engine. These stationary engines eased the load but by the late twenties
the local electric committee realized that the cost of
upkeep and repairs was too high for the service
received. In late August, 1929 a vote was taken and
the old system was turned over to Manitoba Hydro on
a ten year agreement.
When the electric plant opened, 1. K. Robertson,
who had been town baker, took over operating duties
and was assisted by Dave Johnson. In 1920, an addition was added to the power house. That year, the

Water and Sewage
Though the village had abundant sloughs and pot
holes, drinking water was not as abundant and had to
be hauled to homes and businesses. Sewage was a
slop pail in the back kitchen which, according to its

Oh how cold that seat was in winter!!!
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yards north of the bridge over the Pipestone Creek on
the Woodnorth Road. International Water Supply
drilled the sixty foot well and Borger Construction
laid the line to the village. A treatment plant is
located east of Main Street near the north end of
town.
Harper Construction put in the town water and
sewer lines with Clark Construction doing the actual
work. A sewage lagoon is located about three quarters of a mile south. John Forsyth was appointed
waterworks chairman. He retired at the end of 1979
after almost eighteen years of service. Glen Berry
was appointed to replace him.
With the official opening of the Reston Water and
Sewer System by Hon. George Hutton, the Minister
of Agriculture, in 1964, a page was turned in history
of the village.

contents was thrown out behind, perhaps on the ash
pile, or in the early years fed to the chickens or pig in
a barn behind. The outhouse in the back yard was
only "flushed" once a year when the contents were
cleaned out and taken to a spot out of town. It was
probably because of this job that the wagon which
August Pearson used with his team of mules became
known as the "Honeywagon".
Drinking water came from private weIls and from
a town weIl on the west side of town. There was an
early well and pump in front of McMurchy's Barn on
Main Street. Mr. Mennie had a weIl in a ditch on
C.P.R. property. There were often shortages in dry
years and lack of an adequate water supply was partly
to blame for the great destruction from the many
fires.
Some people close to the weIls carried their own
water. A schoolboy or a man with a strong back were
best at this but it often feIl to the women for it was
they who needed it in a hurry most often. Water was
drayed around town mostly by Mr. Mennie and the
Bonniman workers. Mr. Bonniman had a weIl on
First Street that was used by citizens who carried
their own drinking water, for flooding the rink, and
even by surrounding farms. When it worked, it was
everybody's weIl, Maurice Ludlam who hauled for
Mr. Bonniman remembers. When it broke down, it
was Mr. Bonniman's to fix.
The horses puIled the water through the streets
but the drayman carried it up the steps and stairs to
the residents, two pails at a time, and received about
five cents a pail. Soft water was delivered too to fill
cisterns. A barrel outside would hold fourteen pails
and would be filled for twenty-five cents. It was one
dollar to fill the cellar cistern.
A new town well was put down in 1952 close to
the old one on the west side. Another followed close
by in 1960 and this one had an electric pump. This
was not too satisfactory as people kept leaving the
switch on. It is not strange that Mr. Mennie, who had
carried so much of the town's water was a member of
the committee set up in the early sixties to look into
waterworks and sewage.
Fifty people gathered at a meeting and chose a
committee to represent the Unincorporated Village
District and to budget for water and sewage. In 1962,
a vote was taken and with the go ahead, debentures
were issued to cover the costs.
The government, through the Manitoba Water
Supply Board, assumed responsibility for the construction of the water supply system and the distribution system and sewage collection was a local
responsibility.
An ample water supply was found one and a half
miles north of the village and at a point three hundred

Fire Protection
Early fire protection for the village was a bucket
brigade. An old cistern for this purpose was found
when Main Street was being excavated for hard topping. It was in front of A. E. Smith's butcher shop
and ten feet in diameter and fifteen feet deep. It had a
concrete top over a cedar stave crib. It was not apparently used after the fire hall was built.
In 1910, a brick fire hall was erected with George
Corbin as contractor. It was west of the Drug Store
and the Recorder Office and about where the Drop
Inn now stands. It also housed a prison cell.
Curious crowds of citizens thronged out on the
September day when the two new chemical fire engines arrived. They were moved about on the back of
a truck. Along with the engines, there also arrived a
bell and a ladder. An old stable was filled with straw
and wood. Coal oil was thrown in and the whole
thing set ablaze. The citizens cheered when the new
engines put out the fire. First fire chief, Tom Mutter,
was justifiably proud!
The bell was installed on the top of the fire haIl
and, to make good use of it, the town fathers passed a
curfew which said that all youngsters were to be off
the street at nine P.M. The curfew was still in effect in
1922 but by that time the children were paying little
attention to it.
It soon became clear however that the new fire
protection was far from perfect. The fire engines
froze up in winter so the building had to be heated.
Mr. Holton was the caretaker. The fire doors opened
in and it was a great struggle to get the engines out.
The floor was uneven which added to the problem but
that was improved in 1929 when a new cement floor
was put in.
Often the chemical engines ran out of water at the
scene of the fire. The disastrous fires proved how
inadequate the system was. This history recounts the
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many fires, and the bakeshop and barbershop fire
alone did an estimated $12,000 damage. Besides the
destruction on Main Street, homes, stables, and
garages burned.
Ernie Johnson and Earl Robertson also kept the
fire burning in the firehall. After the telephone
switchboard went, the button to set off the fire alarm
was in Earl Robertson's house. A siren replaced the
old bell. A six wheel drive army truck replaced the
old fire vehicle.
In 1967, the old municipal shed east of Main and
behind Gulf Oils was leased and then purchased for a
fire hall. The old brick building was torn down. That
same year a new modern fire engine was purchased.
Ross Benzie has been fire chief since 1967.
Chiefs before him were Jack McMurchy and Jack
Cuthill. Members of the volunteer fighters at present
are: Leonard Ludlam, Gary Watt, Melvin Bulloch,
Ken Milliken, Bill Busby, Murray McQuistan, Bud
Harder, Greg Ellis, Bill Hume, Ted Birch, Bob
Froese, Terry Paul, Jim Berry, George Jago, Miles
Van Damme. Others who have served are: Bill lIes,
Earl Robertson, Oliver Chester, Waddie Winch, Glen
Walker, Dale Rollins.
Police
Names of local constables and R.C.M.P. are
mentioned elsewhere in this book in the Municipality
of Pipestone section but the town history is colored
by small outbreaks of crime. The R.C.M.P. arrived
in the early thirties and, before that time, there was
usually a local law enforcement officer though sometimes, it seems it was necessary to call in a constable
from Virden or Melita.
There is little mention of crime in the first years.
Everyone was too busy getting the new village going.
By 1912, however there was thievery and when Mrs.
Zilliax left her home closed for a year she returned to
find most of the furniture and storm windows stolen.
It is not recorded if the thieves were caught.
There was the incident in 1915, when money was
stolen at the time the post office burned. Even the
famous Pinkerton Detective Agency came to town to
solve that crime. The most exciting times were just
prior to 1920 when the bootleggers were making runs
between Manitoba and Saskatchewan and down into
the States. In 1920, when Richard Gibbs was town
constable, a bootlegger named Howard was arrested
and tried. The trial was in the old Methodist Church.
There were no seats but the people crowded in to
stand and watch.
There are many stories of successful bootlegging. Bags which appeared to be full of potatoes were
picked up in dark corners and mysteriously taken
away. No questions were asked about the packets that
sometimes arrived at the station. Often the liquor was

R.C.M.P. Detachment, 1981.

deposited in one spot and the money picked up in
another. It was the same in all the border towns and
there were too few law enforcement officers to do
much about it.
Bootlegging days in Reston were short lived and
even the liquor warehouse where Lockhart's Garage
now stands was soon gone. more aggravating to the
local constable were the youngsters who persisted in
ignoring the nine P.M. curfew. More than once,
while trying to gather them up, the long suffering
man was pelted with eggs from some safe vantage
point like the Manitoba Hardware yard.
In 1921, a provincial policeman, Constable Garrock from Melita was procured. It seems he no
sooner got to town than he had to take two forgers off
a freight bound for Souris. He took them to the town
lockup which, was a room in the fire hall. This
lockup was improved on in 1954 when Blacksmith
Buan constructed an iron cage, also in the fire hall. It
was not long before the present cell in the R.C.M.P.
barracks took its place.
In the early thirties, just before the R.C.M.P.
came, there was no local constable and people were
requesting one for there was an outbreak of theft.
Garages were broken into and cars stolen. H.
Hetherington's car was found abandoned near Bottineau, North Dakota.
County Clerk Building
In 1910, Dr. Chapman erected a small brick building just west of the old drug store for use as a county
clerk building. It is still there and was used by the
drug store for storage after it closed about 1960. It
has a large metal vault which has never been removed
because of its weight. The purpose at first seems to
have included the recording of birth and death statistics but it was mainly used to record mortgages and
bills of sale. Dr. Chapman rented it to the provincial
government for this purpose.
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ber the processing had moved to the tentative library
site - yet another use for the old building now
Reston Ceramics. The library opened to the public
on December 1. Mrs. Schiltroth retired in March,
1977 and Deborah Smith (Russell) became librarian.
The library moved to its present site in the Aurora
Building on the north east comer of Main Street and
Third Avenue during that summer. The present librarian, Mrs. Emma St. Pierre took over duties in
October, 1977.
Rest Rooms
The first rest room was organized and operated
by Reston Women's Institute. At first it was in the old
Manitoba Hardware building which burned in 1921.
When the new hardware and hall were built, space
was found for a rest room in the basement. The
separate entrance to the hall and basement faced
Main Street and, from a landing just inside, stairs to
the left led down to the rest room.
Mrs. T. A. Bulloch, one of the founders of Reston W. I., had much to do with the starting and
carrying through of this project. As with so many of
the buildings in that part of Main Street however, the
basement flooded badly and, while there was a
wooden floor, there was always water just beneath the
floor boards and sometimes above them. It was a
small room and when the water seeped up through it
became damp and uncomfortable.
The ladies moved the rest room to the front part of
the basement of the Masonic Hall. It remained until
1926 and after that there was no public rest room until
1960. In 1947 Reston Board of Trade were considering a rest room and G. S. Munro Co. Ltd. offered a
site between Brady's Hardware and Berry's Barber
Shop. The idea was put in limbo because only four
people turned out to the public meeting. It was discussed various times until the site of what is now
Reston Ceramics was decided upon.
The rest room caretaker lived in back of the
building rent free in return for duties. The first caretaker was Mrs. Winnie Pettypiece. She helped with
meetings held there and with the packing of boxes
there for Red Cross and other worthy causes. After
about ten years, she went to the senior citizen's
home. Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Swayze were there for a
time and the last resident caretaker was Mrs. Cronk.
The rest room closed in 1977 and there has been no
public rest room in Reston since.

The first clerk was Isaac Mossop. He was followed by Frank Manning and Mrs. Helen Ready who
was the last clerk. It was a part time job for the latter
two but Mrs. Ready, as she recalls the poor pay
connected with it, thinks Mr. Mossop must have
made a very poor living. In her time there, Dr.
Chapman was allowed fifteen dollars a month for
rent and eight dollars for fuel. The clerk was paid
only through fees.
The building was heated by a small heater. The
door had a lock to which only Dr. Chapman knew the
combination so most of the time it remained unlocked. Mrs. Ready recalls once Dr. Chapman locking the door and going off for several days and no one
could get in.
When the office closed all the stacks of old papers
where removed at first to Virden and then to Brandon.
Libraries
The Pipestone Mutual Improvement Association
had the first library. This was in the days of the
settlement and it was set up at the William Bulloch
farm. We do not know where the books came from
but we know it was considered a great source of
interest and help to the pioneers as many of the best
books were made available to them.
In 1913, the Anglican Church had a library set up
for the use of the school children. There were different circulating libraries. The drug store had one
for years. At one time, there was a library in the
Munro Bake Shop. In 1921, Miss McCrandle kept a
library and later there was a Book of the Month Club
which met regularly in Reston homes.
Very soon after Reston Women's Institute was
formed, a library was started by them. At one time
they had as many as four to five hundred books and
new ones were added as funds permitted. They also
obtained travelling libraries from Manitoba Department of Education from time to time. This was a great
help as it was difficult to raise funds locally to buy
new books. The library was at first in the basement of
Berry's Hardware and later in the basement of the
Masonic Hall.
For many years Reston had no library but in
1975, with the aid of the Municipalities of Pipestone
and Albert and a government grant, plans for a public
library got under way. A board was appointed consisting of: Gordon Forsyth, president; Frank Curtis,
vice-pres.; Ben Kroeker, secretary; Diane
Fotheringham and Eileen Greig, Albert Municipality
trustees; and Teena Chester, trustee for Pipestone
Municipality.
Nancy Schiltroth was appointed librarian and set
about processing books in the basement of the Memorial Theatre. This was June, 1976 and by Novem-

Hotels and Restaurants
Early Accomodation
The first boarding house was established by Mrs.
Harris in 1893. It was a small building and sat on the
west side of Main Street just south of where the
Dennis County Cafe is now situated. It was bought
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rates were $1.00 and $1.25. It was cheaper still ifthe
customer paid by the week.
It was erected by Alex Robertson who came from
Antler, Saskatchewan. The original front part was
brick and a wooden addition was added later at the
back. During the early years, the building had no
basement and the structure rested on large stones. It
was in the time that R. V. Cusack was proprietor that
a basement was put in.
Alfred Seep was hotelkeeper there from
1907-1910. Rates had been raised by then and Mr.
Seep offered a single room and board for $6.00 a
week or doubles at $5.00 per person per week. Meal
tickets were twenty meals for $4.00. In 1910, George
Chapman took over the hotel. Other proprietors were
Andy Sutton, R. V. Cusack, John Bonder, and lastly
Ed Gulas.
The hotel and a large front lobby where guests
registered and where there was space for many good
times. Reston House could almost be classed as
Reston's first drop in. In spare time, or after a meal,
guests and townspeople played checkers and draughts. Entertainment was often brought in. It was
advertised in 1924, that Cresentia, noted palmist,
was the drawing card at Reston House.
For a time, Mr. Cusack had a barber shop in the
big front lobby. A big open stairway led from the
lobby to the rooms above. A centre hall led back
from the lobby to the pool room which was on the
east side at the back. When the liquor vote was finally
affirmative in Reston, the pool room became a beer
parlor. The pool tables went across to Berry's Barber
shop. Down the hall, the first door to the left led to
the dining room and the second door to the left
opened to the kitchen. The dining room had two large
tables which, in early days, were usually crowded at
mealtime. Often all diners could not be accommodated at once.
With the building of the new motor inn on Number Two Highway, the days of Reston House were
over. The Gulus family lived in it for a time, but in the
late sixties it was decided that it must come down.
The municipality had it tom down as a winter works
program. Most citizens, while sad to see the old
landmark go, were also rather glad not to have to look
at it in its empty and delapidated state for they had
many memories of the happiness, fellowship, hospitality, and even the business deals that those who had
ever crossed its threshold had known.

from the Harrises to be the post office and it burned in
the fire of 1915.
The first boarding house of any size was started in
1893 also. There was then a great need for bed and
board for the men establishing the town. The establishment was the Jackson Boarding House and might
almost be classed as Reston's first hotel. The fine
brick veneer structure is still in use as a home today
and still stands on its original site on Railroad Avenue
just east of Main Street.
Since the Jacksons left, it has been home to first
the Arthur Bushby family and then the Harcourt
Berry family. The elegant old house is lived in now
by Ricky and Lorelei Bloomer. Lorelei is the granddaughter of Harcourt Berry.
Though the old boarding house had stood strong
and secure for almost ninety years, it seems that the
chimney would never last and had to be replaced
almost every two years. As less and less trains have
thundered by, the situation has improved and today
there is no problem. The vibration of the old
"Skunk" , the Diesel engine on the "Peanut" , and of
other heavy engines passing so close by was apparently the cause.
Mr. and Mrs. Field had a boarding house prior to
1916, probably about where the bake shop is, but
Reston also had big hotels in the first years. Just one
building north of the west comer of Main and Railroad, there stood the Hotel Commercial also known
as the "Pig's Ear". In 1905, it was under the proprietorship of Blake Johnson and was advertised as
new and up to date. Another proprietor was F. B.
Hodges. Meals, ice cream, and confectionery were
available there.
It did not operate for long as Tom Wilkins remembers it vacant and dilapidated prior to the time it
also burned in the 1915 fire. He remembers it as a
three story building and recalls that a favorite pastime
of he and his friends was to fill their pockets with
buffalo beans and other berries and throw them from
the top story onto the people passing on the sidewalk
below. Part of the enjoyment was that they were often
chased and never caught. To exit from the top floor
by the back way, they climbed out of a window onto a
pitch roof, slithered along the ridge, dangled over the
edge to catch onto a window frame, and from there
made it safely to the ground.
Reston House Hotel
The hotel which lasted the longest and can still be
remembered by many is the old Reston House. the
site was on the north east comer of Main Street and
second Avenue, where the building which now
houses the credit union, beauty shop, and library is
situated. It too, was built about 1905. That year, the
proprietors were Elliot and Mathers and their nightly

Reston Motor Inn
In 1964, footing was laid for a new modem motor
inn facing Number Two Highway on the lots between
Main Street and Third Street North. The motor inn
sits on the west side and a service station was built at
the same time to the east. It was a proud day for Ed
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Gulas, first proprietor, when, on February 17, 1966,
over two hundred people were on hand for the ribbon
cutting ceremony, which officially opened the Reston Motor Inn.
The Ponderosa Restaurant in the inn at once became a favorite eating spot. Mrs. Marion Bulloch
was the first head cook. Women who have rendered
long time service as cook or out front are: Mrs. Lil
Nadeau, Mrs. Lil Duncan, Mrs. Gladys Mason and
Mrs. Jean Moore. Many other local women, men and
teenagers have helped out when needed in the restaurant and adjoining beverage room.
Mr. and Mrs. Gulas gave up the hotel in 1970 and
for three years it was operated by a group of Reston
Businessmen. In 1973, Bernice and Murray McQuiston took over the inn. For a time while they were
there, Lovina Lamb leased and carried on the restaurant part of the business. On October 1, 1979, the
present propriators, Wally and Rosalind Fedech took
over the Reston Motor Hotel.
The Canada Cafe
The Canada Cafe was at the site where Russell's
Bakery now stands. The first building was originally
a boarding house, perhaps the one run by Mr. and
Mrs. Field. Maurice Ludlam remembers coming in
to town with a horse and wagon prior to 1915 and
paying fifty cents to get his dinner at this boarding
house.
Soon after this, George Soon came to town and
took over the building for a restaurant. Jim Soon and
other relatives joined brother George before long.
Older residents remember young Buck Soon who
went to school and learned to speak English in Reston. Buck later became a successful restaurant proprietor in Brandon.
Jim Soon had come from Carlyle, Saskatchewan.
George Soon later went to Deloraine to operate a
restaurant. In his later years he returned to his homeland of China. When Jim Soon left the business, the
Sing family took over management. They remained
until the early forties when the old Canada Cafe
closed down for good.
It was not always clear sailing for the Canada
Cafe and its proprietors. The first restaurant burned
in the fire which swept through much of the east side
of Main Street in 1916. It was a fair sized building, no
booths, but tables and chairs in the old fashioned
style. After the fire, the Soons moved temporarily to
a building on Railroad Avenue. It was a small, low,
ramshackle building somewhere just east of the Jackson (Berry) house.
When A. E. Smith built his new butcher shop in
1917, he added a part to the north for the restaurant,
and the Canada Cafe moved back to its original site.
This was a fine modem cafe furnished with booths

and display cases in the fashion of most Chinese
restaurants of that time.
The Soons had meal tickets printed on cards
about the size of cards now carried in wallets. Numbers were printed around the card, the patron paid the
lump sum in advance, and after each meal a number
was punched, and so the card was good until all
numbers were used up. A free meal went with every
card.
The Modem Cafe
The Modem Cafe is another of the old time buildings which has managed to miss the disastrous fires
and the wrecker's crowbar. It was built about 1910, by
Ed Harper, to house his Deering Equipment agency.
It was not then at its present site but on Railroad
Avenue east of Main Street. Jack McCrindle took
over the agency in the very early twenties and moved
the building to its present site. There were great
prairie spaces behind Main Street in those days so it
was likely moved straight across from one location to
the other with very little problem.
A new front, eight feet in width, was built to face
on Main Street. In 1928, E. H. Berry took over what
was by then the McCormick Deering agency and the
building closed down. If the old building could talk,
it could tell many tales, for in 1934, it was purchased
by R. V. Cusack the proprietor of Reston House, just
to the south. Mr. Cusack converted in into a dance
hall.
It was next to become what it is today, a restaurant. John Payne, who had operated the co-op at
Ewart purchased it in 1946 and rebuilt it into what
was known as the Modem Lunch Bar. He sold it in
1949 to Charlie Lee, Jim Sing, and Henry Wong.
The present proprietors, Jim and Sue Anne Eng
came to take over the Modem Cafe in 1961. This was
the same year in which they were married. Their
family have been raised under this roof and, except
for a short period when they moved to Winnipeg and
the restaurant was closed, 1974-75, they have continued the business. They have become well known
for their excellent Chinese food and their friendly
service. The Modem Cafe is a favorite spot for both
business men, farmers, and retired citizens to gather
for coffee and a visit.
The Dennis County Cafe
When the McMurchy garage, just south of where
the Dennis Cafe stands on Main Street, burned to the
ground in 1950, they at once set to work to construct a
new one. On the north side, under the same roof they
built a small restaurant. McMurchy's Snack Bar
opened along with the new garage in late 1950. It was
operated by Helen and Elmer McMurchy. In May
1951, they sold the restaurant to Lew and Helen Traill
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who operated it as Lew's Snack Bar until one night in
June of 1956.
That night, one of the last of Reston's disastrous
fires occured. The Traills were living across in apartments in the Cates Block. They heard a noise like fire
crackers going off and they looked out the window
and saw that the snack bar was on fire. Flames spread
so quickly that the garage was consumed along with
the restaurant. The Traills had installed a new soft
drink dispenser that day and it was believed that the
fire had started from it.
Not discouraged, Mr. and Mrs. Traill soon commenced construction of a twenty five by ninety foot
restaurant on the same spot. There were living quarters at the back and a fine impressive windowed
front.
They opened in November with free coffee and
doughnuts and an enthusiastic crowd of patrons. Determined to be the first customer, Mr. Murdock
Sargent, father of Mrs. 1. M. Abbey, waited almost
an hour outside the door and was first in when they
opened at one o'clock. The Traills named their restaurant Traill Inn.
They sold the restaurant to George and Kay Walker in May, 1962, and they in tum sold to Alvin and
Florence Birnie. The name changed again, from
Walker's Snack Bar to Birnie's Snack Bar.
There was to be yet another change. When the
Birnie's retired in 1979, the building was purchased
and remodelled by Ben and Gerrie Kroeker. It became the Dennis County Cafe. Incidentally, the
name "Dennis County" goes back to the nineteenth
century when the municipalities of Wallace, Woodsworth, Pipestone, and Sifton were known as the
County of Dennis.
There was an official opening with Reeve Jack
Guthrie cutting the ribbon and a special dinner served
to sixty six people in the evening. The restaurant has
also served as bus depot since 1973. Like the Modem
Cafe, it is a gathering spot for coffee drinking and
visiting.
Besides the families of the various proprietors
over the years, the following are people who have
done steady service since 1950: Mrs. Gordon
Henden, Mrs. A. Olenick, Edna Chapman, Edith
Russell and many others.

Looking west on Third Street, 1981.

were added to the outside areas. She named it "Reston Creemee. "
This became a very new and very popular summer gathering place for the young and older folks.
In 1978 Alice and Fred Paul purchased the business from Donna. They added the covered but openair eating area.
The Creemee is opened in early April or May and
remains open until October. High school girls assist
Fred and Alice with their summer business.

Reston Schools
There was no school for the "Settlement" children until 1887. They learned what they could at
home with books their parents had available. The
Bible was a favorite and handy textbook. It was a
priority to have a school which could also serve as a
community centre so on June 29, 1886, the
ratepayers called a meeting. There is no record of
where it was held.
The meeting elected a board of trustees and instructed them to borrow $500 to erect a school. The
building, situated on an acre purchased from Thomas
Bulloch, was speedily constructed and classes began
the following summer. The first teacher was John
Acheson. This was Reston School until the present
townsite became the new Reston. The old school
then became Lanark.
In 1893, Reston School District was formed
around the new townsite. The first records available
went back to Nov. 21, 1905 because the first minute
book had the first four pages missing. These missing
pages were found when the old two roomed school,
built in 1926, was dismantled. The pages told that the
original trustees were H. C. Evans, 1. A. McLean,
and A. Wilson.
A one room school was built just east of Main
Street. There is no record of the builder or the cost
but the building, one of the oldest still in use, has had
colorful history. Over the years it has served as a
workshop, an undertaking parlor, a residence, a rest
room, and a library. Now it knows a feeling of
peaceful old age as Mrs. Irene Kendrick moulds her

Reston Creemee
Reston Creemee is a soft ice cream and fast food
take out outlet situated just east of Reston Rink.
In 1976 Mrs. Donna Kluzendorf purchased a
drive-in cafe building from Elkhorn and purchased a
plot of land at the comer of third street and fourth
avenue, just east of the rink. The building was moved
and renovated and modernly equipped. Picnic tables
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ceramics within its walls. When it became a shop, it
was turned to face Main Street and is just north of the
post office.
Viva Giles was the first teacher and the building
had only been in use for a year or two when, records
show, Hattie Andrews was the teacher. Charles
Blackmore, a member of a pioneer family, attended
the school and believed there were two teachers before Hattie Andrews. He had a souvenir booklet
presented to him in 1898. Mr. Blackmore also remembered first attending school in a two story building near the present site of the Dennis County
Restaurant. This building was probably used while
the school was being built.
Members of the school board listed in the souvenir booklet of 1898 are: Mr. Lew Sherrin, Mr. W.
Jackson, Mr. William Busby, Mr. McDougall (sec.treas.)
Pupils listed are: James McLean, Hattie Busby,
John Stewert, Lizzie Wilson, Thomas Stewert,
Fraser Campbell, Thomas Wilson, May Jackson,
Christina Campbell, Etta Reid, Milton Stewert,
Mary Lockhart, Peter Campbell, Thomas Dickie,
Alfred Reid, Charlie Blackmore, Charles Whitley,
Flossy Blackmore, Lillie Jackson, Bessie Dickie,
Maud Giles, Lillie Gean, Aubry Busby, Willie Lockhart, Leon Hewitt, Willie McLean, Clara McLean,
Charlotte Blackmore, John McLean, Wesley Busby,
Fred Busby, Maud Wilson, Lizzie Blackmore, Grace
Hunter, Robert Stewert, Johanna Lockhart, Howard
Jackson, Charlie McLean, James Blackmore, John
Lockhart, Laura Reid, Willie Blackmore, Myrtle
Wilson, Barbara McLean. Annie Giles, Daniel Reid,
Johanna McLean, Arther Hopkins.
By 1904, the pupil count was expanding with the
growth of the town. There was not room in the small
building and the town was in a building mood anyhow. That year, a four room brick veneer building
was erected at a cost of $1,800. It was situated in what
are still the elementary school grounds and to the east
and a little north of the present school. The old

cement sidewalk which led in from the east can still
be seen in the school grounds today.
The children moved and the original school and
site were sold to Jas. Cavanagh for $1,000. The new
school was in use in 1905 for, at a Nov. first school
meeting, the trustees voted to put $5,000 insurance
on the building. Only two rooms were needed at first
but by 1906, the enrollment had increased enough
that the third room was put to use and in 1910 the
fourth was also needed. It seems that year also there
was an incident at the school that set the town talking.
A bullet mysteriously passed though one of the
school windows and sailed just over the caretakers
head. That year also, a steam heating plant was
installed in the building.
By 1918, the school was again so overcrowded
that more space had to be found. The old Methodist
church on the comer of Third Street and Second
Avenue was available for rent so, rather than put
money into a new building, the school board decided
to use this for an extra classroom. It seems that the
costs of labor and materials were considered too high
for the financial state of the school district in that last
year of World War 1.
In 1926, the board called a ratepayer's meeting to
discuss the problem of the extra accommodation
needed. The meeting recommended to the board that
a two room school be built either attached to or
separate from the four room school and that it be
submitted by bylaw to borrow the neccessary funds.
The bylaw, which was to raise the amount of
$13,000, was passed and approved by the ratepayers.

Reston two-room high school built in 1928.

That long cold walk!
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collected and the municipality had scarcely any
funds to spare to support the school. In 1934, teacher's salaries were so reduced that the principal received only $1,000 yearly and the public school
teachers were paid only $375. Even at that, a clause
in their contract stated that if funds were not available, further reduction could be made.
At the annual school meeting in 1936, the electors were told that Reston teachers were the lowest
paid in the province. Money for supplies and equipment was even less available. Wood was used as fuel
in the school heating system from 1930 to 1942. From
then on however, the situation steadily improved.
In June 1964, the students of the four roomed
school had an unexpected holiday. Soon after school
commenced that morning, some person looked out of
a window of the two room school and noticed that the
roof of the other school was on fire. Someone was
sent over on the run. Everyone over there was
peacefully at work and quite unaware of the fire
overhead. Caretaker, Bill lIes remembers looking
across to the other school for the fire when the message came, "The school is on fire."
The children were evacuated and the fire brigade
called. They confined the blaze to the roof but there
was so much water damage that classes were called

Debentures were sold at $103.20 plus interest and the
board raised $1,361.75. Tenders were called for and
the successful bidder was A. H. Busby of Reston.
His bid was $1,145. The two old schools cost Reston
ratepayers $1,945 - less than the cost of one classroom today.
A.1. Manning, who had been principal of Reston
School since 1905, presided at the opening. In 1921,
Reston School had received high school standing and
now, with the new building giving the necessary
space, it received collegiate standing. This meant
that students no longer had to leave home at such an
early age to receive advanced education.
Reston kept on growing. From 1904 to 1926, the
population had increased from 99 to 481. By 1956 it
was 535. The population of the surrounding district
kept growing also. There were variations. In 1941,
the school population had slumped and the two room
school was closed for a period. In 1959, there was not
enough space in both schools and classes were held in
the Legion Hall. Huts were brought in to accommodate the surplus until the new modem schools were
built.
The school, during the time just reviewed, went
through good times and bad times but the most difficult years were the thirties when taxes could not be

Reston school, 1910.
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off for two days. The fire began in the eaves and it
was thought that a bird may have carried up a burning
string from garbage that was being burned at the
time. Luckily water was at hand, for water and sewer
had been installed in both schools just the year before.
It was during that same year of 1964, that consolidation went into effect. On January 1, of that year,
Reston School District No. 141 became the Consolidated School District of Reston No. 141. As early as
1918, there had been movements for consolidation. It
was not until 1963 however that the surrounding
districts were convinced of its value. The original
consolidation was of the districts of Hillview No.
632, Kinloss No. 934, Lanark No. 763 (the original
settlement school), Paramount No. 1289, Prairie
Rose No. 967, and Reston No. 141.
Other schools which joined this consolidation up
until the time it all became Fort La Bosse School
Division in 1972 were: Dublin No. 1095 in September, 1964; Ewart No. 1287 in 1966. The School
District of Crescent was dissolved in 1966 and a large
part of it was added to Reston Consolidated. Most of
Lampton No. 573 and all of Broomhill No. 2363
came to Reston in 1967.
Meanwhile Reston's two modern schools had
been built. In 1959 high school operation went to the
jurisdiction of the newly formed Fort La Bosse
School Division. There was agitation for a new collegiate and in 1960 a by-law was passed to raise the
funds and plans got underway. In 1961 the piece of

ground at the corner of No. Two highway and First
Street was purchased for the site. It had belonged to
the town and had been used as a pasture by Reg Berry
for his two milk cows.
The building, an imposing stucco and brick
structure, was placed in the southwest corner of the
grounds. The construction was in charge of Rutar
Construction and Dickson Construction and the total
cost was $136,199.14.
The students moved over from the old school at
Christmas time, 1961 but the official opening was not
until May 3, 1962. Hon. Gurney Evans, Minister of
Industry and Commerce cut the ribbon and Arnold
Leech, collegiate principal, received the keys. Andrew N. Robertson, chairman of Winnipeg School
Board, addressed the gathering.
With the influx of students from the districts
entering the consolidation, the elementary classes
overflowed the two old school buildings and the need
for new modern facilities became more and more
apparant. In the last year, while the new school was
being constructed, one class occupied the basement
of the two room school. In spite of the fact that the
ancient furnace roared away behind them, it was
desperately cold down there in the winter months and
parkas and outer boots were seldom removed.
In early 1965, the school board began negotiating
with the department of education for a new school. It
was completed in the spring of 1967 and the students
moved in. Ian Brown of Swift, Carter, Searle Associates drew up the plans and supervised the building.

Reston school class, 1937.
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K. G. Smith Construction was the contractorfor the
construction.
The school was officially opened on October
20th, 1967 by Dr. C. Lorimer, Deputy Minister of
Education for Manitoba and the keys were handed
over to Nick Olynyk, first principal of the new elementary school.
The old two room school was dismantled. It was
purchased by Gordon Twigge from across the border
in Saskatchewan. He removed the top section in one
piece and Cyril Hopkins of Pipestone bought it and
moved it down there to become the roof of his cattle
shelter. Mr. Twigge moved the bottom section to his
farm.
The old four room school was dismantled and
bricks and anything else not salvageable went into a
heap which was pushed into the basement. Both
basements were filled in and the ground levelled and
grassed. The bell from the old elementary school was
placed on a cement base in front of the new school
and a plaque with commemorative dates put on the
base.
More students have joined the classes as outlying
district schools have closed. Belleview, south
Cromer, and Pipestone students attend elementary
and, along with all above mentioned, Sinclair students attend the collegiate.

School Fairs were yearly events from soon after
the four room school was built to about 1920. In 1920
there were 800 entries. The fairs were held at school
in the afternoon and parents and friends attended and
admired the exhibits and were justly proud when
their children were among the winners. It was not
confined to Reston alone for schools within a radius
of about twelve miles all attended. The new Reston
Elementary also had a science fair for a number of
years.
Reston Field Day, held in the fair grounds was
another yearly event. It was held about a month
before summer school closing. Farmers hoped to
have seeding completed before this event and mothers hoped to have radishes and green onions ready for
the picnic salad. Girls who paraded and took part in
the twenties and early thirties remember the task of
ironing the pleats into their baggy gym bloomers the
night before.
Little ones could hardly manage the long march
to the fair grounds. The parade was always led by a
local band and as many as twenty-two schools took
part. More often than not, it seemed, the event had to
be postponed because of rain and it was a colossal job
to get word to all concerned. There were always a few
who did not get the word and turned up anyhow. If it
did not rain, it was desperately hot.

Reston Field Day, 1929.
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Field Day was dropped in 1931 and resumed
again in 1948. It was continued until the late fifties
when it was permanently dropped. In 1960, a Home
and School Organization was formed but it lasted
only a few years as interest tapered off.
The first caretaker on record was William Duncan. Reston Schools have always had caretakers who
have been dedicated and long suffering. Oldtimers
have fond memories of the tricks they played on R. S.
(Dick) Gibbs who became caretaker in 1912 and
served for many years. Among other events, they
remember well a morning after Hallowe' en when Mr.
Gibbs found lady's underwear ballooning grandly
outward at the top of the flagpole.
Mr. Gibbs or "Old Dick" as he was referred to by
young and old, in addition to his job of keeping the
school warm and clean, enjoyed lording it over the
youngsters in the school. If they were tardy after the
bell rang, he would urge them with a "come along
now, hurry up" in his rather English sounding accent. He would be amazed now if he could come
back and see how the caretaking position has risen to
that of custodian and of the need for the school
custodian to have technical knowledge to operate
heating plants and other equipment.
Mr. Gibbs was succeeded by his son Preston.
Joseph Ward was caretaker from 1929 to 1942. Al
Ellis worked a short spell and George Cheyne did
janitor duties from 1945 to 1958. Since that time Bill
lIes has been custodian of the elementary schools
except for a short period when he retired temporarily
because of poor health and Bert Busby assumed the
duties. Bill lIes was assisted for a number of years by
his wife Vicky and at present the assistant is Mrs.
Jack Chapman.
Bob Armstrong took over custodian duties at the
new collegiate when it opened and his successors
have been Sam Redshaw and John Rainnie, the present caretaker. Assistants at the collegiate have been
Orrie Duncan, Mrs. Pat Dickson and John Berry.
Trustees have also been dedicated to school bet-

terment and progress. When records start, there were
three men on the school board. Dr. A. B. Chapman
was chairman of the board for a number of years and
a trustee for about twenty-five years. He was on the
board at the time of World War One and retired in
1930.
Among others who served as chairman before
consolidation were: Dr. Stevenson, T. Mutter, W. E.
Wilkins, 1. W. Guthrie, A. K. Cates (ten years), 1.
McArthur, C. C. Campbell, A. D. Anderson, R. F.
Shippam, Les Parker, E. M. Berry (from 1949 to
1963).
Secretary-treasurers have been: W. A. Brady,
Clive Inglis, W. E. Wilkins (1921-33), George S.
Whittaker, Laurance G. Fraser, G. E. Birnie, R. A.
S. McLaren, R. F. Shippam, A. D. Anderson, Mrs.
1. D. Ready, M. R. Mcivor (1946 to end of Reston
Consolidated).
Only five ladies have served on Reston School
Boards. In 1918, the board was increased to five and
Mrs. H. B. McGregor and Mrs. T. A. Bulloch were
among the trustees elected. Mrs. A. E. Smith and
Mrs. D. G. Dobbie were later trustees. They would
not let their names stand in 1921 and no ladies were
afterward on Reston School Board.
The first board of Reston Consolidated School
District were: Bev Lockhart of Reston , chairman, M.
R. Mcivor of Reston, also sec. treas., James Forsyth
of Paramount, A. H. Lazenby of Hillview, Jack Mayberry of Lanark.
The last board of Reston Consolidated before
Fort La Bosse took over complete administration
were: Jack Guthrie (chairman), Hugh Rowe, Vilas
Anderson, Alex Wilson, Art Wilkins.
Fort La Bosse trustees representing the Reston
Pipestone area since its formation have been: Frank
Patmore - 1958-1966, Russell Manning 1966-1972.
Both of these men served terms as chairman of
the Fort La Bosse board. Henry Claussen
1972-1980, Fred Stonehouse, 1980-present.

Reston Elementary school, 1981.

Reston Collegiate, 1981.
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Teachers over the years as far as records can be
traced are: 1910-1920 - Ann Farnie, Bessie Forrest,
Henry McGrath, A. 1. Manning (prine.), Nettie
MundIe, H. M. Brady, Leone Stubbs, Olwin
Thomas, Gwen McFarlane, Claude Law, Winnifred
Wilson, Jessie McIvor, Clara Deacon, Edna Bums,
Miss Harper, Adeline Stachan, Mildred Brian, Miss
Wood, Miss Gorrie.
1921-1930 - Florence McArthur, Reva Stewart,
Miss M. E. Wherrett, Bessie Forrest, B. J.
McNeven, Rubie Lund, P. E. McLean, June Johnson, Alice Doyle, Berthora Johnson, Pearl McLean,
William Delgaty (princ.), M. A. Dudly, Helen Hislop, Harold Stinson, Hubert Bell, Ruby McDonald.
1930-1940 - Jean Babb, Helen Dobson, Bessie
McLean, Dorothy Robinson, Alma Skeoch, Duncan
Cameron, Miss Wilkins, A. Kristinson (princ.), Phyllis Cates, Reg Berry, Irene Clark, Marion Chambers, Grace Baird, Helen Tuck, Ann Smith, Clarence
Voigt (princ.), Margaret Martin, Bernice Hay, Willa
Robertson, Helen Riley, John Morison, Turrie Mornson.
1940-1950 - Rose Shulman, Marjorie Wilson,
Arthur Preston (prine.) Ruby Ferguson, Alice Peel
(now Zarn), Marjorie Radley, Jean Preston, Jean
Bill, Florence Chappell, Winnifred Cockbill (now
Walker), Mabel Smithers, Hazel Short, Mabel
Geisel, Anna Chambers, John Callander (princ.),
Mary Duncan (now Caldwell), Mildred Ellwood,
Stanley Ferman, Lorene Walker (now Ludlam),
Michael Kotchan, D. Gray, Robert McIntosh
(princ.), Elizabeth Nash, Margaret Heapy, Geraldine
Cowan.
1951-60 - Doreen Townsend, Ruth Henderson,
Helen Smith, Noreen McLeod, James Cochrane,
Norman Toma, Vera Whitten, Geraldine Cowan,
Arthur MeLand, Merrill Groff, Lawrence Rathwell,
Wallace Hunter, Katherine Duncan, Jean Hunter,
Beryl Raincock, Evelyn Marlow, Albert Brady
(princ.), Jelsing Bailey, Donald Maluk, Shirlie Crandall, Margaret Scott, Donald Cullen (prine.), James
Cliffe, Margaret Cullen, Jean Lees, Wayne Nylin,
Dorothy English, Patricia Law, William Milton
(princ.), Kathleen Hann (princ.), Flora Milligan
(princ.), Jean Bailey, John Hothie.
1961-70 - Andrew Yakuin (princ.), H.
Hochglaube, Thomas Tyler, R. Buss, Marjorie
Munro, Laurel Shewchuk, Larry McCrady, Darlene
Bothe, T. M. Sherloski, Paul Gluck, Arnold Leech
(princ.) John Brydon, Jean Tully, Lorraine Dykman,
Evelyn Sundell, Ewan McAsalan, Terence Law, Allan McAulay, George Josephson, Paul Funk, Linda
Ransom, Dennis Fenton, Isabella McAslan, Darlene
Henderson, David Serofin, Margot Abrahamson,
Grace Bell, David Clarke, Lorraine Clark, Phyllis

Burner, Barbara Livingstone, Lynne Cook, Frank
Basuik, Burton Friesen, Nelson Otto, John Schellenberg, John Coates, David Braddell, Keith Hoskins,
Robert Gibb, William Cooper, Elsie Shwaluk, John
Murray, Phyllis Henderson, Elinor Francisco,
Heather McLean, Karen Cole (now Sutcliffe), Barbara Stringer, Elaine Jira, Margaret Lyall, Pam
Smith, Donna Wilson, Brian Whiddon, Doreen
Sharratt, Inez McMorran (princ.), Nicholas Olynyk
(princ.), Gladys Patmore, 1. Brydon.
1971-1981 - Valerie McKenzie, Joan Fraser,
Linda Lowry, Dorothy Braun, Allison Bate, Sharon
Zarn, Randy Penner, Gloria Penner, Karen
Cruickshank, Barbara Watt, Heather Russell,
Josephine McCorriston, Louise Downing, Emma
Lou Evanson, Jeffrey Burke, Frances Spafford, Barbara Jones, Elizabeth Eidse, Jerry Joss, Theresa
Joss, Virginia Beelhert, William Bunka (princ.),
Kenneth Clark, Robert Bender, Joan Veslousky,
Joanne Sauve, Carol Tycoles, Lesia Milliken, Jennetta Curtis, Allan Wheeler, Douglas Otte, Robert
Johnson, Shirley Bender, Baldwin Kemkaran, Dianne McFadzean, Wil Warkentin, Lynn Warkentin,
Susan Shineton, Mildred Marlin, Lome McCorriston, Ben Kroeker (princ.), Tom Tesarski (prine.),
Olive Tesarski, Terry Hollier, Ray Taylor, Dan Deonarine, Larry Arnold, Eugene Wiebe (princ.), Dorothy Bonner, Lori Arthur, Jerome Brockman,
Stephen Bunn, Bev Workman, Lauria Jones, Winnifred Walker.
Marie Gruber was first school secretary, part time
at the collegiate and part at the elementary. Helen
Munro has been collegiate secretary since and Kerry
Donald (now Gonty) and Judy Henuset have followed as secretaries at the elementary school.
Music education has not been neglected over the
years. Private music teachers of whom records can be
found are; Mrs. Joseph McKinney, early 1900's; Miss
Nesbett, piano 1924; Miss Baldwin, piano 1920's;
Gladys Lee, violin 1920's; Iloe Brandon, piano
1920's and 30's; Miss G. V. McArthur, piano around
1918; Miss Hilda Huston, piano late 1920's; Mrs.
Lidington, violin 1920's; Gladys Murphy, piano
1928; Jean Mann, piano 1940's, Rhea Forder, piano
1950's and 60's; Mrs. Ben Kroeker 1970's to present.
Max White had charge of the Reston School
Band in the sixties and school band teachers since
have been Bob Schonberger and Bev Learmonth.
Music teachers in the school have been Janet Lutz
and Dianne Leifso.

The Churches
Early Services
The earliest white settlers along the Pipestone
were very devout and it was a matter of great imp or461

basement. Fathers and sons of early pioneer families
brought teams and scrapers and dug the basement.
Stones were picked up and hauled to make the foundation.
The new building was composed of solid brick
and could seat 200. It was lighted with gasoline.
Furnishings, the account of the opening on Sunday,
February 1, 1903, tells us, were of the best and most
up to date style. The building cost about 5000 dollars
and the congregation had met the whole cost except
for a few hundred dollars, before the church was
dedicated.
Rev. Dr. Wilson of Augustine Church, Winnipeg,
officiated at the opening, and preached sermons both
morning and evening. It was cold and stormy but the
church was filled at both times.
The next evening, the ladies of the congregation
served a dinner in the basement. They had wanted
such a place as this for years and the three large tables
groaned under the load of the food. This was followed by a lecture by Dr. Wilkinson in the auditorium, a program by the choir, and a solo by Miss
A. Robertson. Total proceeds for the day were about
$200.
The manse was built during the ministry of Rev.
S. A. Martin who was the last Presbyterian pastor
before the union. Ministers who served the church up
to the time of union were, as far as records can tell:
Rev. Haig, Rev. McLeod and Rev. McLean. The men
above mentioned preached in the Bulloch home.
Ministers remembered who preached in the first
Reston schoolhouse, afterward Lanark, were: Rev.
G. Gunn, Rev. McQuarrie, and Rev. 1. A. Bowman.
Rev. Gunn was a descendent of the Red River
Settlers. Rev. McQuarrie was an older man who also
had medical training and his ministry was long remembered. He found it difficult to accustom himself
to pioneer conditions and to getting from place to
place in winter. His pony "Billie" was frisky and
often took advantage of the Rev. 's lack of horsemanship. It is told that the minister made the best of
everything and never complained. There were other
ministers during this period whose names are not
available. After this came:
Rev. David Speer 1889
Rev. 1. R. Macallister 1902
Rev. Walter Riddell 1910
Rev. G. M. Young 1912
Rev. Alex H. Cameron 1900
Rev. 1. G. Stephens 1906
Rev. W, A, Hunter 1912
Rev. S. A. Martin 1914

tance to them that church services be organized as
quickly as possible. In May, 1883, a missionary
came to visit the settlers and it was during his visit
that the first service was held. It is on record that Rev.
Dow visited the settlement on May 14 of that year so
it was probably he who conducted the service.
It was held on the banks of the Pipestone Creek.
Those settlers who could attend, gathered with the
minister under a shelter erected to protect the oxen
from the noonday sun. Among those present were
George Campion, James Lothian, and some of the
McKinnons. On August 12 of the same year an indoor service was held on the McKinnon farm. This
site is two and a half miles north and half a mile east
ofthe village of Pipestone. About thirty attended, but
there is no record of who conducted the service.
From then on, services were held in the various
homes until Lanark school was built in 1887. When
the old Reston School, later to become Lanark, was
built in 1887, it became the community centre where
all church services were held.

Presbyterian Church
The organization of the Presbyterian church took
place on August 31, 1884, in the McKinnon barn loft.
About fifty people were present and Rev. Dr. James
Robertson conducted the meeting. It is likely that this
loft was the only place available with space for such a
gathering.
Managers elected to carryon the work were:
Thomas Bulloch, George Forke, James Lothian, and
G. Hatch. In later years, Dr. Robertson delighted in
telling the story of a hen, whose nest was in the loft.
In the midst of the service she laid her daily egg. Her
cackling and her flight around the loft quite broke up
the service until she could be put out.
Money was scarce but the congregation gave all
they could to support their new church. There were
only a few families but it is recorded that, during the
first summer that the church was organized, the sum
of $40 was gathered up among the people. This was
the settlers' contribution to the support of the minister, aside from Sunday offerings.
When the railroad came in 1892 and the new
Reston School, now Reston Ceramics, was built, the
Presbyterians used it for their place of worship. When
the Methodist church was erected, they used it until
they built their own church in 1902. The brick building, then erected, is the present United church. This
was during the ministry of Rev. John R. Macallister.
He had served Reston previously as a student minister and had been ordained in 1901.
Mr. Robert Bulloch Sr., an elder of the Presbyterian congregation, had his sons John D. Bulloch,
who was then only sixteen years old, bring a team of
horses and a plough to turn the first sod for the

The Methodist Church
The first minister to serve the early Methodists
was Rev. Halsell, who was sent to the "Settlement"
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Rev. H. A. Ireland (1905) Rev. G. 1. Elliott
Rev. Rossbank
Rev. 1. C. Hartley
Rev. A. N. Kenner
Rev. C. P. Oaten
Rev. 1. 0. Johnson
Rev. R. S. Stevens
Rev. Harvey Ferrier
Rev. S. P. Riddell
Rev. 1. P. Taylor.
Rev. David Oke
Some of these were students and remained only a
short time.
Two prominent laymen were W. W. Shippam,
who had a harness shop and H. E. Evans who farmed
and did carpentry work. They often conducted services. Mr. Shippam had been a local minister in Hull,
England before coming to Reston. Mr. Evans later
acted as clerk of the session of the United Church,
until 1947.

The United Church
During early years, many fine men preached in
both the Presbyterian and Methodist churches.
Weather conditions and lack of roads in winter made
their task difficult and though their devotion to duty
was of the highest order, the salary which the congregation could afford to pay them provided only a
low standard of living.
People began to realize that it was a poor policy to
keep up so many church buildings with all the expense incurred and not be able to pay the ministers a
living salary. The idea of union was discussed often
in the early years and finally a vote was taken. The
vote, though not unanimous, was in favor of union.
This was in 1917, and it was not until 1925 that
union of the churches all across Canada was
achieved. During these years between, the church
was known as Reston Union Church. The larger
Presbyterian church, so strongly built by the Charles
Stuart family, the Alex McLean family, the Robert
Bulloch family, the Peter Milliken family, the Ben
Miller family, the William Guthrie family, Mr. G. S.
Munroe, and other pioneer families was chose to be
the new church. In 1925, it became Reston United

Reston Presbyterian Church built 1902.

in 1889. The schoolhouse also served as their church
and the minister had other appointments. For a short
time they also used the school building on the village
main street for their services. In 1896 they built the
first church in the village. This church was built on
the corner of Third Street and Second Avenue. It
faced to the east and was a frame structure, painted
white, with a traditional church roof and pointed
windows.
This church was used by the Presbyterians also
until they erected their own church. Within the union
of the two churches in 1917, the Methodist church
was closed but it was not forsaken. The old Methodist church was used as a schoolroom, a club room,
and a Red Cross sewing room. In 1928 Wes Morris
bought it, cut off the top, and converted it into a one
story dwelling. He turned it to face north. It has had
various owners and it is now the home of Fred and
Alice Paul.
When Fred was refinishing the floor, he found
rings which probably date back to 1927 when the
building was used as a public gymnasium. There was
a Methodist parsonage too, next door to the church.
It was bought by the bank manager and has been
home to various Reston families. It is now the permanent and well-kept home of Mr. and Mrs. John Pickett on Second Avenue.
Not all the names of the Methodist ministers who
served Reston are available. The names on record
and dates where available are:
Rev. A. W. Kenner 1897
Rev. H. D. Ferrer
Rev. Arthur A. Thompson 1900
Rev. Arland.
The above were early ministers prior to 1905.

Reston United Church renovated in 1929, taken in 1981.
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Church. The Presbyterian manse was kept as the
United manse.
The first minister following the union was Rev. 1.
L. King. Others who followed were:
Rev. H. P. Davidson 1921
Rev. G. H. Peacock 1924
Rev. Robert Harvey 1928
Rev. D. R. Patterson 1932
Rev. 1. P. Buss 1937
Rev. E. R. Wilson 1940
Dr. Robert Harvey 1944
Rev. G. A. Colpitts 1948
Rev. G. H. Whidden 1953
Rev. 1. F. Douglas 1957
Rev. 1. A. Ross 1958
Rev. C. N. Howard 1961
Rev. H. 1. Dykman 1965
Rev. E. H. Schurman 1969
Rev. Keith Young 1977.
Reston United Church and Pipestone United
Church became one charge in 1958.
Many gifts, additions and renovations since the
time of the original building make the church the
beautiful place of worship that it is today. In 1929, the
vestibule and choir loft were added. Soon after this a
fire occurred in the church and further renovations
had to be done.
In 1945, the heavy mortgage which the church
had carried was lifted and a special meeting was
called when the mortgage was officially burned. In
memory of the pioneers, chimes were installed in
1956. The Hammond organ was placed in the church
in 1950 in memory of Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Munro.
Other gifts have been in memory of Mr. A. K. Cates,
Mr. and Mrs. W.1. Abbey, Mr. 1. R. McLean, Mr. A.
E. Smith, Joe Ashley and many other faithful members.
There has always been a choir for the services.
When the services were held in Lanark School, Peter
Milliken led the choir and, until they had an organist,
he used a tuning fork to sound the starting notes.
Mrs. A. E. Smith served as organist and choir leader
in both Presbyterian and Methodist churches for over
thirty years. She continued as a choir member of the
United church until 1960 which made her years of
service number close to fifty. Other leaders and organists have been:
Iole Brandon (Mrs. H. Dandy)
Mrs. H. A. Hunter
Mrs. G. L. McMorran
Mrs. Les Dempsey
Mrs. Mildred Marlin
Mr. C. Standring
Mrs. Robert Harvey
Mrs. G. H. Whidden

Mrs. John Donald (Bea Gatey)
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kroeker.
Sunday school has been held since the time of the
"Settlement". Children and grown ups of all denominations attended and the Presbyterian church
Sunday school was open to all after the new church
was built. G. S. Munroe was first superintendent in
the present church. Other superintendents have been:
1. F. McLaren
W. 1. Abbey
A. K. Cates
Murdock McIvor
A. Miller
John Rainnie
Warren Reid
Mark Gould.
Fred Stonehouse
The first Christmas concert was in the original
village school. It was produced by Mrs. James
Campbell. When the school became too small it was
held in Jackson Hall (later Mennie's Hall). There
were no evergreens available so a maple tree was
used and decorated with cotton batten, and popcorn
and cranberries strung on strings.
c.G.I.T. goes back to 1924 when Myrtle Timmons organized it. There has also been Mission
Band, Baby Band, Cradle Roll, Cubs, Boy Scouts,
Explorers, and Tyros. Rev. Whidden organized Oak
Lake summer camp for junior groups.
Young People's was organized during the years of
World War One by Rev. S. A. Martin. Of all the
youth orgaizations, this is all that still remains. The
important role which women played in all Reston
churches is described in later pages.
In 1963, the Reston United Church celebrated its
60th anniversary. The anniversary cake was cut by
Mrs. Colin McMurchy Sr. and Mrs. Alex. McIvor,
daughters of pioneers who served on the first Kirck
Session of the Presbyterian Church.
When varnishing the pews in preparation for the
60th anniversary, a date was discovered stamped on
one of the pews, "September 14th, 1892". It was ten
years later that the pews were put in the new Presbyterian church.
Mrs. T. A. Bulloch did much to write the early
history of the church and Mrs. Lloyd Armstrong took
up where she left off. Rev. Schurman brought the
records up to date to the 70th anniversary. In 1972 a
cornerstone was laid as a simulation of the cornerstone laying of 70 years previous. It was laid by
94 year old Mrs. A. E. (EIlie) Smith, resident and
church member since 1904.
Some mention should be made of the ministers'
mode of transportation. The earliest walked and used
horses. Before the days of all weather roads, ministers drove to Hillview charge each Sunday in winter,
with horse and cutter. Burt Pierce recalls that, when
he was a boy, ministers used his father's, Jim Pierce's
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Minister on his way to church.

horse and rig. Burt used to take the outfit, hitched
and ready, to the manse and hand the reins to the
minister.
They usually drove themselves and were on the
whole quite competent. He remembers however Rev.
Dr. Peacock who refused to believe the warning that
one of the Pierce horses would not stand when tied
outside. The horse ran away and Dr. Peacock had to
walk back to Reston. He had the damaged cutter
repaired and probably learned a lesson.
Dr. Robert Harvey owned a standard bred mare
and a driving sulky and cutter and, when leaving in
1932 had them advertised in the Recorder for sale.
The church bam was moved out from behind the
manse only two years ago.
The Anglican Church
Saint John's Anglican Church was erected about
1903. The congregation was probably first served
only as a summer mission. In 1903, Rev. T. 1. Shannon signed the marriage certificate of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Wilkins but the first minister recorded in the
record books at the Synod Office in Brandon is Rev.
Joseph McKinney.
In the same year before mentioned, 1903, far
away in Northern Ireland, the Rev. and Mrs. Joseph
McKinney were seized with the spirit of adventure.
Their daughter, May Sexton, remembers being told
that, because her parents had heard many stories of
Canada, the true north strong and free, they decided
to make this their field of service.
Rev. McKinney came to Canada alone, leaving

his wife and three daughters behind because it was
suggested to him that a home should be made ready
before they came. He spent the first few months at St.
John's College, Winnipeg and then came to Reston.
Mrs. McKinney and daughters Florence, May and
Margaret still a babe in arms, followed a few months
later. A small one story home awaited them. This was
enlarged in 1910 to become two story Anglican Rectory.
The parish was not officially formed until July
20, 1906, when Archbishop Matheson signed the
deed, but the building of the church was probably in
progress when the family arrived. Florence Watt,
oldest daughter, remembers playing on the saw
horses in the church yard. There is no record of the
actual building but Thomas Baldwin and William
Brady were two of the instigators and first wardens
and probably supervised the building. The Lockhart
family and the Tom Wilkins family are also mentioned in early records.
The McKinneys were true Reston pioneers and
their daughter May Sexton recalls: "In those pioneer
days, Dad's stipend was very meagre and I often
wonder how he and Mother managed but I never
heard a word of complaint. My oldest sister used to
say that we were brught up on the three P's - prayer,
porridge, and potatoes. We looked forward to the day
when there would be ample provision for everyone in
Canada.
The winters were bitterly cold and Father's work
entailed a lot of driving. I can see him getting into the
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In November, 1960, the rectory was removed to
Sinclair by William Skelton and George Walker and
it was replaced by the Anglican church building from
Cromer. This building, formerly Saint Peter's
Church in Cromer, was built in 1914 and closed in
1936. It was given to St. John's, Reston to be used as
a parish hall.
Early choir leaders besides Mrs. McKinney, were
Miss Pigg and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ward. Mrs. Bushby
was often soloist. Mrs. Bill Jago did much in later
years to keep the choir functioning. Organists have
been Gladys Dunbar, Mrs. Kay Castles (Wilkins),
Mrs. Dr. Clark, and Mrs. Dorothy Baldwin who is
presently organist.
In 1960, the church was renovated. The ceiling
was lowered, the walls redone, floors tiled, aisles and
chancel carpeted all from a behest of Miss Mary
Gibbs. On October 22, 1967, a new organ was dedicated to pioneer churchmen and churchwomen: Mrs.
E. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Zarn, Mr. and Mrs.
G. 1. Ward, Mr. George Milliken, Miss Mary Pettypiece, Mr. Charles Johnson, Mr. and Mrs A. B.
Martin. This was a gift from the congregation and
friends.
Ministers listed at Brandon Synod Office are:
1905 Rev. 1. M. McKiimey
1909 Rev. A. B. Groulse
1910 Rev. W. H. Walker
1911 Rev. Fred Brasier
1915 Rev. 1. M. McKinney
1916 Rev. O. H. May (He was a young Englishman
who had trouble remembering to feed his horses.)
1922 Rev. John Bolten Allen
1925 Rev. A. S. Dainton
1927 Rev. F. 1. Ison
1929 Rev. 1. Pointz
1930 Rev. Wm. P. Mason
1933 Rev. S. G. Nash
1934 Rev. Archer 1. W. Scarse
1938 Rev. Robert R. Strachen
1941 Rev. H. H. Newton
1943 Rev. W. A. Cross
1944 Rev. A. H. Cummings
1949 Rev. H. H. Vines
1950 Rev. Lionel Rowe
1951 Rev. George G. Morrison
1952 Rev. David S. H. Minton
1955 Rev. R. Milburn
1956 Rev. Cecil I. Rothery
1957 Rev. John Conlin (now bishop)
1960 Rev. Captain Cory C. A.
1962 Rev. D. R. Brooke
1964 Rev. Colin Chapman
1969 Rev. 1. C. Robinson
1970 Rev. Donald Hester

Reston Anglican church and hall, 1981.

cutter with a foot warmer, clad in heavy overcoat, fur
cap, and gauntlets. He drove many miles on Sunday
stopping only long enough to have a bowl of soup
while the horse stood at the door.
Mother had a warm understanding heart and was
quick to see the needs of others and everyone loved
her. She made a big contribution to the music of the
church. The annual Christmas contatas she prepared,
drew large interested audiences."
Mrs. McKinney had a degree in music and had a
large class - she was probably Reston's first music
teacher. She led the choir and played the organ when
needed. She was hostess to a variety of people. Her
daughters recall that often the Rev. brought home
transients in old clothes and with red handkerchieves
tied around their necks.
It happened more than once that as soon as these
men were fed and had left, Mrs. McKinney had to
turn her thoughts to providing a meal for the bishop.
It was also a great problem to keep sheets clean and
dried for the frequent overnight visitors. It should be
noted that the sons of this first minister, Irwin born in
Reston, and Fred, born in Hamiota, both also became ministers.
The McKinneys returned for a year or so in 1918
and the Recorder tells that Mr. McKinney was held in
such esteen that his Reston admirers presented him
with a new Ford car before he left.
Later, the Anglican Church had their own car and
a garage in behind the manse. It was here also that the
hearse was later kept. There was also a small stable, a
drive shed, and a hen house. The last minister to live
in the rectory was Captain Cory in about 1960. During its last years on the site, the rectory was used
partly as a funeral home and partly as a Sunday
School.
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casting the cement blocks. Carpenter Walter Hansell
built the pUlpit, a masterpiece of carving and design.
Carpenter J. McAdam designed the wood paneled
ceiling but R. Douglas did the work. Windows were
arched.
The gray cement blocks were embrossed and it

1975 Rev. Smith
1977 Rev. J. Maynier

Catholic Services
Except for a few intervals of time, the Catholic
congregation has held weekly services in Saint John's
Anglican Church in Reston since the early sixties.
Ministering to this congregation have been:
Father Currie
Father S. Zaworski
Father P. Polniewlandt
Father S. Cahill
Rev. Deacon W. Barre.
Father K. Foran

The Baptist Church
In 1946, Reston lost a sacred and historic landmark when the old Baptist Church on Main Street
was dismatled and replaced by a business enterprise.
Since that time there has been no Baptist Church
service in Reston.
The church was built in 1905 by Messrs. George
Corbin and Walter Hansell, members of the church
who had come to the new village from England.
Other members of the church helped with the construction. Cement worker, George Corbin supervised

Reston Baptist Church.

Reston choral society in Reston Baptist Church, 1915.
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was the only church in town which had a steeple. It is
probable that the congregation intended putting a bell
in the steeple but it was never done. Inside, the
baptismal fount was large enough to immerse an
adult. Steps led down to it and there was a curtain
which was drawn during the ceremony. Carved in
English script around the baptistry were the words,
"Holiness becometh Thy house, or Lord, forever."
In early days the building was heated by a furnace
installed in a small dugout under the front part of the
church. In 1914, the building suffered smoke and fire
damage and the fire was believed to have started from
dirt in the registers.
The church was completely renovated inside in
1920. In 1931, Frank Samis and Josh Robertson enlarged the dugout and installed a pipeless furnace. In
1935, the church was closed down forever.
The last occasion on which the church was used
was the funeral of Mrs. 1. Guthrie. On August, 1935
an overflowing crowd gathered to pay last respects
and during the course of the service those sitting in
the front half of the church got a jolt. The floor sank
three inches at the front of the platform. The service
continued calmly.
The devoted craftsmen who built the church put
in a strong foundation but they did not build over an
excavated basement. Coupled with this was probably
the fact that it had been built in one of Reston's many
sloughs. It is said that there was almost always water
in the small dugout underneath. Supports weakened
by the second excavation were reinforced but the
people were distrustful. In 1947, Margaret Ranger
wanted to be married in the church but it was declared
unsafe.
In 1946, it was put up for sale by the Baptist
Mission of Brandon who held the title. Wilf Nolan's
offer was accepted and he had it demolished to make
way for the erection of a garage to house in implement and garage business. The business is presently
known as Ellis Motors.
Previous to the building of the church, services

had been held in Jackson's Hall. The church had been
organized in 1902 with twenty-eight charter members. This was under the ministry of Rev. C. C.
McLauren. Records of ministers however go back to
1893. It was under the ministry of Rev. 1. A. Howell
who came from Swan River that the members decided to build.
The following is a partial list of students and
ministers of Reston Baptist Church from 1893 to the
time it closed: Mr. Wallace 1893, John Hannah 1894,
for seven years no Baptist services held, Mr. 1. C.
Bowen 1901-02, 1. M. Howell 1903-07 , H. C. Harris
1908-09, Rev. W. A. Wallace, Jan 10 to April of the
same year when he was unable to continue due to
losing his hearing, Rev. W. Reid 1910-12, Rev. G. W.
Linton 1912-14, Mr. John Lynton 1914-17, Rev. John
Scott 19l7-21, Rev. L. Harris 1921-26, Mr. M. A.
Talnicoff 1926, 1. Bremner 1927, Rev. B. Gerds
1928, Rev. Stanley Knowles 1929, Mr. E. Walling
1930, Frank Sames 1931. Names after that are not
available. Church meetings were often held at the
homes of 1. K. Robertson, A. 1. Manning, James
Busby, and William Busby.
Mr. 1. C. Bowen, mentioned above as pastor of
the church, went on to become Lieutenant Governor
of Alberta. Rev. L. Harris was ordained at Reston
Baptist Church on July 22, 1922. Stanley Knowles,
Member of Parliament for Winnipeg North Centre,
recalls the summer of 1929 when he was stationed in
the Reston Baptist charge.
"Brandon College, at that time, was under the
direction of the Baptist Church and the President, Dr.
John Evans, persuaded me to be a student minister
while I was at Brandon, and to serve various Baptist
churches in Southwestern Manitoba and Southeastern Saskatchewan. In the summer break of four
months or so, we were assigned to one particular
charge. The summer of 1929, I had the privelege of
being stationd at Reston, where I served the Baptist
Church in town as well as holding services (in a
school I believe) at Bede, every Sunday afternoon.
The congregation ofthe Reston Baptist Church at
that time was small but the people were all most
friendly. I had a room at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Josh Roberston where I also had breakfast. I was
invited to a number of homes for many meals which I
remember as too, sumptuous, but I also had card on
which I ate quite regularly at the Chinese Cafe (I
forget its name) the meal price in those days being
about thirty cents.
I remember in particular the two Busby families,
one living in town and the other just on the edge of
town. There was the Ranger family, Mrs. Guthrie, as
well as other names I wish I could remember, for they

Thanksgiving in Reston, Baptist Church, 1939.
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Mrs. E. 1. Robertson - three years
Mrs. Les Dempsey - two years
Mrs. W. S. Thompson - two years
Mrs. Jessie Fotheringham - two years
Mrs. Flora Scott - three years
Mrs. Mary Caldwell- two years
Mrs. 1. F. McLaren - five years
Mrs. F. Stott - two years
Mrs. 1. Cuthill- three years
Mrs. Max White - one year
Mrs. F. C. McMurchy -" three years
Mrs. Carman Miller - one year
Mrs. Fletch Manning - three years
Mrs. Frank Harrison - three years
Mrs. Edna Watt - two years
In 1939, largely through the efforts of Mrs. A. K.
Cates, a Young Women's Guild was born. Mrs. Cates
was its "Club Mother" until she left Reston in 1946.
The first president was Mrs. Galdys Voigt. Over the
years its members became older and it decided to
change its name to the Guild. It still functions as such
today in conjuction with the U.C.W. Among the
charter members were:
Mrs. E. R. Wilson
Marguerite Stonehouse
Doris Robinson
Alice Pierce
Irene Clark
Irene McDonald
Gwen Berry
Iris McMurchy
Mary Ludlam
Eleanor Nolan
Mavis Shippam
Ruth Parker
Helen Ready
In 1907, a Women's Missionary Society was
organized by the Presbyterian Women with its first
president being the minister's wife, Mrs. 1. G. Stephens. The Methodist women also had a missionary
society prior to 1904 and the two societies became
one with church union. No Methodist records are
available. Mrs. 1. L. King, also the minister's wife,
was first president after the union. Their final meeting took place in 1961 when they became part of the
U.C.W.
Mrs. Charles Timmons (nee Myrtle McArthur)
spent nineteen years as a missionary at Pine River,
Manitoba. She was supported by Reston W.M.S.
The women of Saint John's Anglican Church
have been active from the time that Mrs. McKinney,
first minister's wife, helped to organize the first
auxiliary. It is recorded that, in 1914, Saint John's
Ladies raised $100 from a fowl supper in the Manitoba Hall. Among the early church women were
Mrs. N. Burge, Mrs. Tom Wilkins, Mrs. Alf Anderson, Mrs. Bert Smith, Mrs. W. E. Chester, Mrs. W.
A. Brady, Mrs. Thomas Baldwin, and Mrs. N. Hunter.
The present St. John's Women's Auxiliary was
organized in 1916. Meetings were held in the homes

were most friendly to their twenty-one year old minister who was trying to get started.
The Baptist church still owned in 1929, an old
Model T Ford touring Car. No attempt was made to
use it when a student went to Reston over a week-end
during the winter, but it was put in shape so that I
could use it during the summer, especially for getting
out to Bede.
Rev. Robert Harvey was the minister of the United Church at Reston when I was there. I got to know
him fairly well. He had graduated from Brandon
College some years earlier.
One of the exciting events of the summer was the
night the livery stable caught fire. The volunteer fire
fighters eventually got control of it, but I remember
noticing that the wind was carrying embers to the
west and I took the precaution of going home to the
Robertsons house to pack a suitcase, so I could
remove it quickly if the fire spread. Fortunately that
did not happen. "
Included among the founding members were: Mr.
and Mrs. 1. K. Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Guthrie,
Mrs. A. 1. Manning, Mr. and Mrs. W, H, Busby,
Miss Jesse Afflick, Mr. John Baxter.
Church Women of Reston
Women workers of all churches in Reston have a
great impact both morally and financially all down
through the years. The first mention of women workers is dated Nov. 18,1898. On this day, the women of
Reston Presbyterian Church met to organize a
Ladies' Aid Society. Officers elected were:
President - Mrs. G. S. Munro
Vice-pres. - Mrs. Robert Bulloch
Secretary - Miss N. Guthrie
Treasurer - Miss N. Bulloch
Also at that first meeting were Mrs. Charles
Stewart and Mrs. P. Milliken.
The members worked together to put on suppers
and concerts and when the Presbyterian Church was
built in 1902 they donated $1000. toward the furnishings. During World War One they did Red Cross
work and sent overseas parcels.
The Methodist women were active too. The only
record oftheir activities, are accounts in the Recorder
of their fund raising functions. With church union in
1917, they became one with their Presbyterian sisters. Ladies Aid became Women's Association in
1948 and in 1962 the women reorganized with the
present name United Church Women (U. C. W.).
Since 1934 they have worked in circles or units.
Presidents from 1922 to 1980 have been:
Mrs. C. C. Campbell- five years
Mrs. H. A. Hunter - nine years
Mrs. R. Shippam - three years
Mrs. Charles Caldwell- three years
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of town members in winter and of country members
in summer. They looked forward to the monthly
gatherings and farm outings. Among the early presidents were: Mrs. Frank Brady, Mrs. George While,
Mrs. Joe Ward, and Mrs. George Guthrie.
In January, 1952, an evening branch was
organized and undertook to work for the church and
the community with the full co-operation of the afternoon branch. The afternoon branch became gradually smaller and in 1965, it disbanded leaving the
evening branch to carryon as Saint John's Women's
Auxiliary. The only member left who had belonged
to the evening branch is Mrs. Dorothy Baldwin. The
name has since been changed to Anglican Church
Women.
Presidents of the last group, as far as records can
tell, have been: Mrs. Vera Berry, Mrs. Winnie Walker, Mrs. Nellie Skelton, Mrs. Joan Jago, Mrs. Ella
Benzie, Mrs. Gwen Milliken, Mrs. Ethel Walker,
Mrs. Mollie Zarn.
The Baptist Women were also organized and
active though very little is recorded about their organization. It is on record that the Ladies of the
Baptist Church served tea in the bakeshop in 1915.
No names are recorded but it is known that Mrs. 1. K.
Robertson, Mrs. Jim Guthrie, Mrs. W. S. Busby,
Mrs. A. 1. Manning, and Miss Jessie Afflick were
prominent church workers.

house, now Reston Ceramics, was the gathering spot
for church services and concerts. House parties in the
village were frequent events. The early pioneers
lacked cash and material possessions but when they
gathered to dance, play cards, or listen to the old
fashioned hand wound gramaphone with its cylinder
type records, their troubles were put behind them.
Often the gramaphone went with the owner from
party to party and made him an always invited guest.

Manitoba Hall (Later Berry's Hall)
It was a milestone for the village in 1906 when the
large two storey structure on the comer of Main
Street and Second Avenue was erected by Manitoba
Hardware for it contained a hall with a capacity to
hold four hundred people. The hall was over the
south portion with an entrance from the south. A
long flight of stairs which divided the two sections of
the building went up to the inside entrance. There
was also living quarters and storage space up there.
For many years, the hall was the centre of community activity with fine concerts sometimes by local talent and sometimes by travelling troupes.
George Summers, who was employed by Manitoba
Hardware directed a dramatic society. Long remembered was the cantata "Red Riding Hood", in which
Helen Guthrie played the leading role. Another dramatic production was "What Happened to Jones"
with 1. Broadwood, C. Inglis, 1. Manders, G. Oliver,
W. 1. Guthrie, and M. Evans in the cast.
The local players practiced during the long winter
evenings and presented their productions in the
spring. Mrs. A. H. Bushby was often a director.
Surrounding communities such as Paramount School
District, yearly brought their productions to the hall.
There was always a big production on Fair Night with
talent from as far away as Winnipeg. Even Harry
Lauder once sang in the Manitoba Hall. The Swiss
Bell Ringers, the Musical Eckhards, Jimmy Fax with
"Fax for Fun" , and even an occasional minstrel show
all played to packed houses.

Early Gathering Spots
In her book "Pioneers of the Pipestone", Ellen
Guthrie Bulloch recalls the first social events of the
"settlement". The first social was on the east side of
the settlement. A dance was held at the home of John
McKinnon Sr. Of the thirty-five who attended, only
five were women! This was in January, 1884, and the
following Christmas Day there was a gathering at the
William Lothian home where a singing class was
organized. Mr. Peter Milliken took over direction of
this and gatherings were at the Milliken home and
later at the school.
The Pipestone Mutual Improvement Society was
organized in January, 1886, and this society met once
a month in various homes. Programs consisted of
debates and offerings by local talent. A concert was
put on each fall in the school house. Chief singers of
the day were Peter Milliken, Mr. and Mrs. William
Lothian, James Lothian, Robert Forke, John Clegg,
Mrs. James Milliken, Ed Ring, and George Nisbit.
Guthrie's Grove was from 1887 on, the scene of
the annual picnic with a platform for songs and
speeches and a flag hoisted by hand at the top of the
highest elm. Visiting was another popular occupation.
When the village was formed, the new school

Berry's hardware.
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Its end was familiar to the history of Reston, for
in 1921 the old hall burned along with the Manitoba
Hardware. In typical Reston fashion however the
hardware was quickly rebuilt and with it a new hall.
This time the hall was on the ground floor on the
north side with an entrance from Main Street. There
were also two doors on the north, but these were only
for emergencies.
There were more modem forms of entertainment
in this hall. The first moving picture show was a Ford
demonstration put on by Eaton and Eaton. In 1922,
William Lockhart, who had operated a movie theatre
on Railroad Avenue, installed a moving picture machine in Manitoba Hall. There were silent pictures
until February 27, 1930 when a huge crowd gathered
for the first talking picture to come to town. It was
called "The Girl in the Show". By that time, the hall
had become Berry's Hall.
The hall had a projector room over the office
much like the theatre used now. In the days of silent
pictures, Mrs. Lockhart often had a gramaphone
playing to supply some background sound. For a
time, ~fter Mr. Lockhart gave up the picture show
business, there was a travelling movie went to the
surrounding towns also. By 1937, there were no
movies in Reston.
The chairs folded up to be stacked away when
dances were held in the hall. Famous bands, including negro bands, played in the hall. Some of the more
local bands were the .Nylens, McAdoos, and
McMunns. The old-hall closed down when the Memorial Theatre opened. Berrys used it as a furniture
store.

Reston Theatre.

turned by hand, but those two carbons in the arc light
had to be set perfect if there was to be a picture. As
with a cream separator, the picture show machines
had to be turned at just the right speed. Seating was
mostly by way of planks on drink boxes. George
Craig, who died in Brandon a couple of years ago,
recalled that for one night he and brother Alex decided to run the show themselves, the Souris operator
having missed the train. The greenhorns hom ran
into endless difficulties, the arcs would not adjust.
The film kept breaking, and the heat in that little
booth was over a hundred degrees. At half time they
gave the patrons their money back, 15¢ and 1O¢.
The picture show machine drew very heavily on
the electricity, and the operators could expect frequent calls from the producer and manager of the
local power company, Josh Robertson. Being Josh,
the complaints were not too harsh, and having spoken, Josh would sit down and enjoy the show. Certainly, while the show was on, the other places in
Reston had dim light indeed.
That old time picture house brought Reston its
first glimpse of the marvellous people of Hollywood,
and such stars in Charlie Chaplin. The program also
included the famous serials, thrillers that were shown
one reel a week. The reel always ended in great
suspense, the hero or heroine in deep trouble or

Empire Theatre
The building which stood on the comer of Railway Avenue and Fifth Street was Reston's first theatre. Known as the Shaw building, it was earlier a
storage building and later a garage. It was finally
dismantled to make way for a home.
The first moving picture shows in the Empire
Theatre were held during the years of World War
One. Bert McKay recalls this first theatre.

Reston's First Theatre
The first moving pictures in Reston were shown
about 1915, by Greig Brothers, who were in the oil
and draying business at the south end of Main. They
also owned a storage building just to the east of the
livery bam (Bonniman's when it burned down in
1929) facing the railway. With goods so scarce in
wartime the storage building was not much needed so
Alex and George Greig decided to branch out in
films. They made a deal with the theatre operator in
Souris, who promised to come up each week to run
the show or send an operator. The machines were

The first sod at Reston Theatre, 1945.
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Mennie's Hall

danger. Some may yet recall such serials as "The
Black Hand", "The Fight for Millions", and "The
Perils of Pauline." A break in the film was likely to
occur anytime, perhaps half a dozen times in one
evening. The operator from Souris got a split of the
proceeds, and he also made extra by selling advertising to the Reston merchants. The ads were on slides,
shown through a projector much like the old home
magic lantern. The slides had to be handrawn, backwards, to read properly on the screen. The theatre
venture lasted less than two years during World War
One.
Prices in the theatre in 1918 were fifteen and
twenty-five cents and two cents tax. The theatre
closed for a time but about 1920, Ted Bushby and
Robert Mckay opened it again. They installed a
gramophone and played appropriate music during
the shows. William Lockhart took it over but operated there only a short time and moved the shows in
1922, to a more convenient spot, the Manitoba Theatre. The building was never after that, used as a
theatre or hall.

The hall on the southeast comer of Main and
Railroad Avenue was part of the business establishment erected by T. W. Jackson in the early days of the
village. It passed through the hands of Gregg Brothers and Hill and Co. and became Mennie's Hall in the
early twenties. The hall was reached by twenty-two
open steps leading up from the north. It was the full
size of the building and contained a stage which was
used in early days for concerts.
Before the Masonic Hall was built, it was used
regularly by the fraternal organizations for their
meetings. Committees and other groups gathered
there and sometimes the gathering was in a lighter
vain. The badger fight story is a familiar one in more
towns than Reston but Maurice Ludlam was at the
one which took place in Mennie's Hall in the early
twenties.
It was told around the town by Jack Skoogle, mail
clerk on the Peanut, that an important event was to
happen in Mennie's Hall. A badger was being
shipped in for an exhibition fight with a dog and all

Theatre group, 1915.
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the males were invited to come and witness the event.
Jack was bringing his own black and white terri or and
Billy Nelson, traveller for Massey Harris company,
would be there to auction off the badger hide.
Maurice Ludlam picked up a box off the Peanut
that day. After covering it carefully with a blanket, he
took it to Jack McMurchy's warehouse where it remained until evening. When a large crowd gathered
that evening in the Mennie Hall, the mysterious box
was there on the stage. It was covered with a barrel
from under which protruded a rope. Jack Kay sat on
the barrel until the time came to release the badger.
The terrior was on a leash and several men stood
about with clubs to kill the badger should that become necessary. The man holding the rope attached
to the box and the man with the dog leash wore
gauntlets. Spectators teased the terrior to stir up
action and growling. It is not told who pulled the rope
to release the badger from the box for he was the
victim.
When the rope was pulled and the box flew open.
I was not a badger but an old fashioned, under the bed
type chamber pot, which rolled out across the stage.
Some time, while at McMurchy's, this had been put
in place of the stone which had given the box the
proper heaviness when it came off the Peanut.
Practical jokes were a common sport among the
railroad and Main Street crowd in those days and it
all ended in a big laugh. Some other good citizens
however had been so shocked when they had heard of
the impending badger fight that they wrote letters to
the Recorder demanding that the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and the police go to
Reston and arrest the guilty people.
Mennie's Hall was used, less and less frequently
after the Masonic Hall was built in 1928. About 1930,
Reg Coleman used it for a short time for his tinsmithing business. After World War Two, the legion
took it over for a hall. They spent days scrubbing and
cleaning the old building. They used it for meetings
until the legion hall was built. Reston's first bingos
were in this hall.
When Blacksmith Buan came to town he put in
partitions and made it into living quarters for his
family. When they moved to their own home the hall
stood empty until the Mennie building was torn
down. Having survived all the fires it was one of the
oldest landmarks and much history went with it.

A public meeting on August 10, 1945 appointed
fifteen committee members to make plans. Finances
were the chief problem. Debentures were raised and
there were many public sUbscriptions. The next problem was the type of building to erect and a Nov., 1946
meeting made plans to build it as it is now. The
following spring, Jack McMurchy went to Winnipeg
and presented the plans to the government. They
were approved.
The building contract was awarded to Syndicate
Construction of Virden. The operation of the memorial building fund was put into the hands of the
Memorial Hall Co. Ltd. with F. R. Manning, chairman and G. L. McMorran sec. treas. A building
committee was set up to buy materials. Members
were Jack McMurchy, D. J. Brownlee, J. J. Bulloch.
Much of the basic material came from the old Grain
Growers Elevator.
In mid April, 1947, there was a sod turning ceremony as the municipal bull dozer began the leveling.
The work was done mostly by volunteer labour
which was scarce at times as it was the busy season.
The Recorder kept asking for volunteers.
Debentures were also called for to purchase projection equipment for the shows which they hoped to
run Mondays, Tuesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays.
Much volunteer labour went into the furnishing of the
hall. $10,000 had been required to finance the theatre
part and with the debentures and donations, over
$8000 was raised the first year. The ladies formed
their own Memorial Hall Committee and received
donations and raised $600 alone from a carnival.
On April 18, 1948, the hall was officially opened.
It was stormy and cold and road conditions were
terrible but a capacity crowd turned out. Hon. J. H.
Evans, Manitoba Deputy Minister of Agriculture,
cut the ribbon and Dr. Robert Harvey led the dedication ceremony. There were speeches, singing, and
four short films. The first full length show was
"Smoky" , a tale of the old west. Verne Glass operated the theatre until 1960 and was followed by Delwyn Bulloch. Present caretaker is John Pearson.
A steam boiler was put in to heat the building and
in the fall, the outside was stuccoed. The hall went on
the air that first year when the Associated Traveller's
Show broadcast local talent from there. By late 1952,
a floor had been laid in the hall basement and the
dance hall opened with a dance with music supplied
by the Manson Revellers.

Reston Memorial Hall
The Memorial Hall was built to honor the memory of those who had given their lives in the two world
wars. The project came under discussion soon after
the end of World War Two and an organization was
set up to look into the possibility of a memorial
building.

Masonic Hall
In 1926, the Masonic Lodge decided that the
Jackson-Mennie Hall on the south corner of Main
was becoming too small for the increasingly larger
attendence and so it was moved by Brother Thomas
Mutter and seconded by Worshipful Brother R. F.
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Ceramics Unlimited. The land was originally owned
by G. S. Munro, general merchant. On May 26,
1905, he sold the land to a local labourer, William
Rayner, for the sum of $100.
About 1914, Leslie W. Eaton decided to open a
machine shop in Reston and sent for his brother
Melvin, who was a machinist by trade. They started
business in a small ten foot high lean-to, on the south
end of what is now the Modern Cafe. There was no
more than room to drive one car into it.
In 1917, Melvin Eaton bought the land owned by
William Rayner. The land had just been held for
speculation and Mr. Raynor had moved to Calgary.
On this land, bought for $800.00, Melvin Eaton built
the garage which was to remain in operation for
almost fifty years. Melvin Eaton left about 1920 and
the garage passed into the hands of Leslie Eaton. By
1921, there was a partnership of Eaton and Edwards.
Mr. Edwards was a brother-in-law of Dr. Chapman.
The garage was a busy spot, as the operators
worked to keep cars and even threshing machines in
working order in season. Cars were usually put away
during winter for roads, including the town roads,
were impassable. There was a great rush in April to
get the cars in running order. Gas pumps were installed in 1928.
When Mr. Eaton died in 1929, Dr. Chapman took
over the garage. The title was transferred to Dr.
Chapman, Dr. O. S. Ross, and Sheldon McNicol, the
last two being of Virden. The building was to be
known as Reston Garage and Machine Shop and was
sold with good will, stock in trade, and fixtures for
$5000.
At this time, Dr. Chapman persuaded Jack Cuthill, a young Scottish soldier who, following demobilization had come to Pipestone to join members of
his family, to work as mechanic in Reston Motors
Garage. He became machinist in charge and E. H.
Edwards handled office affairs.
The garage was under sponsorship of Mac
Motors of Virden, which was owned by Ross and

Shippam that a committee be set up to see about a
new lodge room. The committee consisted of Brothers A. B. Chapman, G. F. Birnie, A. 1. Manning and
John Ludy.
Work was started in March 1928, with the stones,
gravel, and other materials hauled to the site on the
southwest corner of Main Street and Third Avenue. It
is a twenty-six by sixty foot two storey stuccoed
building and was built at a cost of $5000. Brother
John Ludy was in charge of the building and the work
was mostly volunteer. Brothers Arthur Bushby and
McIvor did the main carpentering and plastering.
Members had marched up Main Street from the
Mennie Hall for the laying of the corner stone and
afterward had a banquet. At the special opening
meeting, in December, 1928, there were 177 in attendance. The lodge master, Worshipful Brother
Thomas Forke was unable to attend because he had
been in a serious accident and Worshipful Brother F.
S. Guthrie took his place.
The basement of the hall was used for some time
by the Legion ladies and has served as a gathering
spot for community suppers and for dances before
the Memorial Hall was built.

Legion Hall
In 1947, the Elizabeth Branch of the Canadian
Legion decided to erect their own hall. They had met
previously in the Mennie Hall and the Masonic Hall.
John Callender headed a committee which purchased
the guard house building at the old Souris Military
Airport. One section was for Reston and another for
Pipestone. H. R. Klusendorf erected the cribbing at a
site north of the Memorial Park. Keith Clark headed
the building committee.
In Dec., 1948, the first legion meeting was held
in the new hall. Since then, it has been used for
banquets, meetings, anniversaries, parties, and
study sessions of all description.
In 1956, the hall was moved to the present site on
the southeast corner of Railroad Avenue and Sixth
Street.

Cusack's Hall
The site of the Modern Cafe just south of the post
office was a dance hall from 1934 to 1946. R. V.
Cusack, who ran the Reston House Hotel just south
purchased it and had it remodelled from a machine
shop into a hall. The hall closed when John Payne
bought it and converted it again, this time into a
restaurant.

Garages and Farm Supplies
Reston Motors
Reston Motors stood on a site on Main Street
between Saint John's Anglican Church and Reston

Reston Motors, 1946.
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McNichol. Reston Motors sold Pontiac cars, did
repair work, and had Reston's first car wash. In 1937,
it was renovated and a show room built. They also did
tractor work and sold gas and oil.
In 1942, an agreement was drawn up among Jack
Cuthill, Lloyd Armstrong, who was another returned
veter~n, a~d Dr. Chapman. This formed a partnershIp WhICh was to last until 1965. In 1956 the first
two of these partners were honored by General
~otors for the local firm's quarter century associatIOn.
Eventually the garage became known simply as
Reston Motor~. Lloy~ Armstrong left the partnership
and Mr. CuthIll carned on for a short time until his
death in 1965.
Mrs. Cuthill operated the business for one year
but it closed in 1966 and the building was demolished
and the land sold. The land is vacant at the time of
writing.
Orville Klusendorf, Bob Armstrong, and Bob
Walker worked as mechanics. Lillian Smith (Johnson) was secretary for many years. Murray
Armstrong was another bookkeeper.

Looking east on Railway Avenue, 1981.

and then moved to Newdale. Wilfred Nolan took
over the business and operated it until he built his
own garage on Main Street.
In 1937 Sherman Dayton took over the John
Deere A.gency which Jack McMurchy had previously
had. ThIS agency also moved with Wilfred Nolan to
the new site on Main Street.
In 1948, William Lockhart and Son purchased
the garage. They had already erected an office on the
lot west of the garage in 1944. William Lockhart had
long been a Reston business man. After some years
on the farm, he had moved to town and started a
business in the sale of wood and coal. The family
hauled wood from Deleau and Mr. Lockhart cut it
into stove size pieces, using a circular saw powered
by a stationary engine. The sons piled it ready for
sale and delivery.
Mr. Lockhart, also for a time, operated the theatre. Later, he kept cows in a bam in the block south
of the present elementary school and sold milk. They
then took over Cockshutt Farm Implement agency
and built their office and had space behind to set up
machinery.
When they bought the garage, they joined it to the
office by moving both structures back seventy-five
feet and building in between. Just a year later, Mr.
Lockhart retired and his sons Everett and Beverly
took over. In 1957, they switched to the Versatile
farm agency and the first sprayer which Versatile
ever built was set up on their lot.
There was another change in 1973 when Everett
mov~d to Brandon and Beverly's son Richard bought
out hIS share. Today, Lockhart and Son sell Versatile
Farm Equipment, Mercury cars and trucks, and do
complete overhauling.

Lockhart and Sons Garage and Implements
Lockhart and Sons Garage is on a site on Railroad
Avenue where it joins with Third Street. In 1911, a
liquor store stood on the spot. At that time prohibition laws were being changed at each session of the
prairie legislatures. At times loopholes in the laws
were found and used temporarily by those who enjoyed the bottle. The liquor store in Reston could not
sell to Manitoba citizens, but Saskatchewan citizens
~ould come to buy. Manitoba citizens could also buy
m Saskatchewan so these liquor stores were set up in
towns on each side of the border.
The store lasted only two years, for by then the
law changed. It was then converted into a garage.
When the building was later jacked up by the Lockharts for reconstruction, a bottle of whisky was found
in the wall.
About 1915, 1. B. Townsely opened the first
garage on the site. He had an agency for General
Motors and sold Chevrolet and Studebaker cars.
These were the days of the first automobiles in town
and business was brisk. By Recorder reports, one or
ano~her of the leading citizens was either buying or
tradmg a car almost every week. Much space in the
paper was also devoted to the accidents these same
cars were involved in.
1. B. Townsely leased the garage to Sherman
Dayton about 1935. Mr. Dayton had come from Hilton, Manitoba and had previously been employed by
the McMurchy garage, close by on Main Street. He
ran the garage and sales business for about ten years

McMurchy Garage
Colin and Archie McMurchy first operated a
livery stable on a site just east of the south comer of
Main Street. Their interest turned to the automobile
business in the middle teen years, for cars were
replacing horses on Reston Streets. They were selling
Overlands and Maxwells in 1918. In 1926, they sold
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the livery bam. They had sold forty Ford cars the
year before so it probably seemed that they could do
far better full time in that business. They had had the
Ford agency since 1922.
They set up a temporary garage in the old Empire
Theatre building on Railroad Avenue and commenced building a new garage on Main Street just
south of where the Klusen Block apartments now
stand. It had been the site of the livery bam before the
fire of 1915. Arthur Bushby did the carpenter work
and by the end of 1927 they were moved in and selling
Fords and British American gas. That year they sold
125 cars, so they were able the next year, to stucco the
building and hire Sherman Dayton to do repairs.
They also began to sell farm trucks.
In 1937, the garage became the depot for bus
service and a year later it burned. The bus was inside
and plugged in to a garage outlet that night and it was
suggested that the fire may have started from this but
no one was ever sure. This garage lasted until 1950
when it also burned. By this time the partnership was
between Colin and his son Elmer.
The McMurchys did not give up. They promptly
erected a new thirty by fifty foot structure and added
a snack bar on the south side. They were not long in
business. In 1953 they sold the garage business to
Walter Winch who operated it as Waddy's Auto Service. The snack bar was taken over by Helen and Lew
Traill.
In 1956, fire won out. The fire which destroyed
the garage along with the snack bar where it started,
marked the end for a garage on that site. Walter
Winch built a new garage but on a new site.

The remainder of the lots were eventually filled when
Main Street was excavated and paved.
Max White did the carpentering and Robbie
Robertson the electric wiring. In September, 1957,
they started work. They had no big doors, no furnace, no parts and, Mary Winch adds, "no money".
John Berry located them a used furnace, and a coal
bin was built into the west side of the building. The
big doors arrived in October and, although they had
only a handful of tools, they were back in business.
Other equipment came after days of hard work. Jim
Yates was their first employee.
They handled B.A. Products until B.A. was
taken over by Gulf. In 1958, they started selling Case
Implements, New Holland Haying Equipment, and
Mercury cars and trucks. By then, they had a complete garage service and welding shop.
Among their employees were Bob Froese, Ian
Hutchison, Bud Yates, Cecil Bulloch and Les
Bodner. Their sons Garry and Brian helped out as
long as they were at home going to school.
Waddy's Auto Service discontinued serving the
public in the fall of 1967. The building was used to
service the equipment for Waddy's Construction until it was sold to Marj and Ken Jago in 1969. The
Jagos operate the K. and M. as a general repair and
gas outlet. For a few years, they sold Universal
tractors. For many years, they sold Gulf gas but they
have now switched to Co-op. Mrs. Marj Jago is
bookkeeper and their son Bryon assists in the garage.
Mel Williamson has also assisted.

Gulf Oils (n. and J. Sales and Service)
The site of Gulf Oils near the northeast end of
Main Street was in early days, Lawyer Cates' tennis
court. In 1964, the land was purchased from Russell
Manning, who had purchased A. K. Cates home and
lots by Anglo Canadian Oils which later became Gulf
Oils. Bob Clark was in charge of the construction
which followed with the building of a service station
and one bay garage. Fuel storage tanks were also
installed.
Bob Peel was first manager and was assisted by
first Don Benzie and then Fred Paul. In 1966, Mr.
Peel was moved to Melita and Bob Froese became
manager. That year too, the name Anglo changed to
Royalite. Reston had a big winner in the Royalite
television give away contests. William Browse won
about $6000 in merchandise.
The name was changed to Gulf Oils in 1972 when
that company took over Royalite. Jim McLenehan
was manager 1976-78 and then Bob Froese returned.
Since June, 1978, there has been a partnership of Bob
Froese and Jim Pringle operating the service station
and garage. Assistants have been George Pringle,
Vernon Cook, Mel Williamson, and Dale Mayert.

Auto Service (Formerly Waddy's Auto Service)
Waddy's Auto Service started September 1, 1953
in the former McMurchy Garage. They sold B.A.
Products, Minneapolis Moline Farm Machinery, and
Ford cars and trucks. Robbie Robertson was the first
mechanic and Colin McMurchy stayed on looking
after the gas pumps. He was always on the job by six
A.M. six days a week. Other employees were Robbie
Donald, Cecil Bulloch, and Max White.
Following the 1956 fire, they rented the old building which is now Reston Ceremacs Unlimited and
used it for an office for selling parts until their new
garage opened. In 1957, they purchased four lots
from Art Morris. The property, now the site of Ken's
Auto Service, was a big slough of water with ten foot
willows growing in it.
The north half was filled with fill from a hill on a
property of Mr. W. Mennie, where the water plant
now stands. The work was done by the Municipality
of Pipestone using cats and scrapers operated by
George and Burt Hooper. Bob Reeves was foreman.
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in the 1915 fire. In 1922, Jack McCrindle took over
the Deering agency from Ed Harper. He moved the
building to a site on Main Street where, though
greatly altered, it serves today as the Modem Cafe.
By this time Mr. Brady was handling McCormick
binders, Cockshutt ploughs, and McLaughlin buggies.
When McCormick and Deering amalgamated,
Mr. McCrindle took over the complete agency. He
also put in gas pumps and sold Westinghouse products. In 1928, the agency went to Edward H. Berry
on the other side of Main Street. He operated it with
his hardware and lumber business. It was not long
before McCormick Deering became International
Harvester Company.
The Berry contract with International Harvester
dates back to 1929. In 1947, a new implement building was erected north of the hardware. In the late
fifties, E. H. Berry's son Edison took over the implement part of the Berry enterprise. In 1978, Edison
Berry's two sons Larry and Jim came into the business and the Berrys decided it was time to expand.
They erected large and modem premises north of
Highway Number Two and, on March 6, 1979, a
large crowd of well wishers gathered to attend the
open house and watch Honorable James Downey cut
the ribbon. The business had come a long way since
Ed Harper erected his small shop on Railroad Avenue.
Employees are: Glen Walker who has been with
Berrys eighteen years, Ken Ludlam, Ray Mespelon,
Jim Foubert, and Norman Gatey. The Berry wives,
Ann and Sherrill do the bookkeeping. Previous long
time employees have been: Leonard Ludlam, Walter
Ashley, Frank Jezzard, Bernie Descender, and Steve
Jzowski.

Ellis Motors (Nolan Garage)
In 1946, Wilfred Nolan, operating his garage and
John Deere agency at the site of what is now Lockhart's Garage, decided to purchase new property and
erect a new building. He obtained the old Baptist
Church property on the west side of Main Street and
just south of the Masonic Hall.
The old church was tom down and the present
building erected and by 1948, he was in business
there, selling and servicing John Deere farm equipmet and Chrysler cars. He also sold Texaco gas.
On November 6, 1957, he retired and Wilfred
Ellis, who had been mechanic there since the business was established, bought the business. In 1968,
the John Deere agency was taken out of Reston but
Mr. Ellis continues to sell Chrysler products and
Texaco car gas.
Gary's Hi-Way Service
The service station close to the junction of Main
Street and Number Two Highway was constructed by
Ed Gulas along with the Reston Motor Inn and
opened soon after it, in 1966. Mr. Gulas operated it as
a Texaco station and he also had a Texaco bulk plant.
They did oil changes and sold tires and he and his son
Greg delivered the bulk fuel to the farms. In 1970, the
bulk station was taken out and the tanks taken to
Sinclair.
That same year, Mr. Gulas left Reston and Gary
Watt took over the business. He continued with the
pump sales of Texaco gas until May, 1980 when he
switched to Gulf Oils. He now services motor vehicles and tractors besides. His father, Alex Watt serves
as bookkeeper and part time gas jockey.
Among employees have been: Grant Lewarne,
Ken Smailes, Arnold Walker, Jerry Donald, and Bob
Turnbull.
During the fifties, Lloyd Wallace operated a
garage at the site of the old Empire Theatre at the
comer of Railroad Avenue and Fifth Street.

Agserv (Formerly Massey Harris and Massey Ferguson)
The Massey Harris building on the comer of
Main Street and Railroad Avenue was built in the
early 1900's and was the only building on the south
end which survived the 1915 fire- but the fires were
to come later. The building which now houses Bulloch's Agserv operation is the third one on the site.
In 1904, Jack McMurchy was employed by 1. W.
Guthrie, who was the first Massey Harris agent.
Three years later he became a partner of Mr.
Guthrie's who soon bowed out and the partnership
became McMurchy and Birnie. It was about this time
that they built the garage. In 1911, W. F. Birnie took
on the position of municipal clerk and Mr.
McMurchy became sole proprietor.
Mr. McMurchy sold almost every brand of machinery until the time came when machine com-

International Harvester (McCormick Deering)
In the early days of Reston, McCormick and
Deering were separate farm equipment agencies. T.
W. Jackson who did draying and ran the boarding
house was the first to sell Deering farm equipment.
In 1910, Ed Harper took the agency and constructed a
building on a site on Railroad Avenue just east of
Main Street. Mr. Harper had farmed south of town
before taking over the agency. He also sold Hupmobile cars. Regarding these early car sales, the
Recorder of that year commented, "Surely we are
living in the age of speed. "
The McCormick agency was run by W. A. Brady,
in the original building which he erected for that
purpose in the early 1900's and which was destroyed
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fuel was all stored and delivered locally in barrels.
Storage tanks and bulk tankers were installed by all
the fuel companies about the same time.
The first Imperial Oil agent was James Ireland
who tried his hand at everything in town from running a butcher shop to stabling dairy cows and race
horses. He operated from the building east of Main
Street which was later taken over by Gordon Hendon
for use in his trucking business.
C. C. Campbell had a try at the Imperial Oil
agency but he passed the business on to Gregg Brothers before 1920. They had taken over the Jackson
business at the comer of Main and Railroad and here
they set up the agency. It still does business on the
same spot. Hill and Co. succeeded Greggs and operated the business only a few years. About 1925, Alex
Mennie took it over along with the draying business.
He was among the first to install bowsers out in front.
In 1946, Scottie Mennie took over from his father. Ross Benzie, who had worked for Mennies for
twenty years, became agent in 1970. With his wife
Ella, doing the office work, he operated alone until
the spring of 1980 when he retired. The present
Imperial Oil agent is Ken Milliken.
In the fall of 1972, the old Mennie building which
had originally been Jackson's Hall was tom down and
the present small office building was brought in from
Melita.
In 1926, British American Oils opened an agency
in Reston with E. H. Berry as agent. They had a
warehouse west of Imperial Oil and Berrys were the
first to deliver out into the country. A delivery at that
time only amounted to perhaps a barrel of kerosene
and a barrel each of car gas and of the high test gas
used for lighting. E. H. Berry only had the B.A.
agency for four years. He became an independent
agent then and moved the operation to his business
site. Tanks were installed underground behind the
buildings and are still there. His fuel was delivered to
him by McArthurs of Brandon. Berrys operated this
until 1950.
D. R. Reid operated from the B.A. warehouse on
Railroad for a few months in 1929 and then Robert
McMurchy had the agency until 1933 when Foster
McDougall became agent. John Abbey, Bob Clark,
and Ernie Scott drove fuel trucks for Mr. McDougall.
In Dec., 1963, Mr. McDougall retired and Alex Watt
took over the agency. In 1970, Gulf Oils bought out
the British American Oil Company and Mr. Watt
continued to deliver for them until 1973 when he
retired.
All B.A. fuels were brought in by truck and there
were various sites for the tanks which were all underground. The old warehouse on Railroad disappeared
early. In the fifties, a B.A. plant was constructed just

panies insisted that an agent have only one franchise
and he stayed with Massey Harris. He sold Cockshutt, John Deere, Case, and even Avery gas engines, along with the Massey Harris. In his spare
time, he conducted auction sales. In the thirties, he
reconditioned old threshing machines for resale. Imperial Oil gas pumps were also manned here until the
late seventies.
In 1924, his building was destroyed by fire but he
immediately set up a temporary implement shed and
set about rebuilding. In a fine new garage, he carried
on until the middle fifties when he sold the business
to Leo Curtis and retired to the coast. It was about
that time that Massey Harris became Massey Ferguson.
In February, 1959, fire struck the Curtis shop. It
started with an explosion in the furnace of the workshop and in a few minutes the whole building was in
flames. Murdock Sargent and Dan Curtis, Leo's father, were working in the building and Mr. Curtis was
burned while taking out the records. Besides the
equipment, two cars and a tractor burned. It was
promptly rebuilt.
Later that same year, Leo Curtis sold the building
and the Massey Ferguson franchise to William D.
Morris who operated it until his death in 1965. After
that Jim King and Mel Williamson operated as a
partnership until 1967 when Mr. King assumed sole
ownership. It was known then as Reston Farm Supplies. Ronald and Melvin Bulloch had the dealership
from 1976 to 1979 and, at that time, with the trend
toward centralization, the dealership was taken out of
Reston.
Mel and Ron Bulloch went into the business of
selling fertilizer and liquid feed supplements soon
after they took over the building. At present they
manufacture their own liquid feed and some of their
fertilizer and operate under the name of Agserv.
Fuel Supply Dealers
In the early years of the town, fuel was wood and
coal. Kerosene was used for lighting and was available at the hardware stores. T. W. Jackson, doing
business on the comer of Main and Railroad, was the
first fuel dealer. He encouraged people to bum wood
rather than coal. Gregg Brothers, Hilland Co., and
William Mennie followed on the same premises and,
by the time of the Mennie enterprise, the towns
people were using mostly coal in their furnaces.
By 1910, gasoline was needed and Imperial Oil
erected a warehouse just to the north of the C.P.R.
tracks and about a block west of Main Street. 1. Ludy,
local builder constructed it and also other Imperial
Oil warehouses over a large area of Manitoba and
Saskatchewan. At that time, and up until about 1950,
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Canadian Medical Corps. He was presented personally with a Distinguished Service Order by King
George the Fifth. For the twelve years previous to
that, he was the only doctor in the area and he
answered calls from near and far.
He travelled then by horse and buggy and cutter
in winter. He and his mare Maud, were a familiar
sight. If the good doctor did not like the length or
condition of a trail, he would drive straight across the
country. He constantly smoked his pipe.
He was one of the first car owners in the town and
got his first car, a Russell, in 1909. He was never
satisfied long and almost yearly traded in for newer
and better models.
In March of 1915, the year Dr. Chapman went to
war, Dr. Frank Clark came to the village. He had
taken military training and had been placed on reserve. He remained to serve the district for over forty
years and answered calls until just a few months
before he died in 1957. He served as family doctor,
coroner, official C.P.R. doctor when Reston was a
railroad town, and as Municipality of Albert Health
Officer.
Dr. Clark had his office in his home on Fifth
Street where Jennie and Howard Dempsey now live.
Both he and Dr. Chapman received little for their
servies when times were hard. They often accepted
produce and loads of wood. In winter, they faced
storms and impossible road conditions as part of their
duty. In the late thirties, Dr. Clark often travelled by
snowplane in winter.
The snowplane was owned by Sherman Dayton.
He and carpenter Hazen Bigmy built it. It was
powered by a rear driven Model A Ford motor. Later,
it was purchased for Les Parker to use in his telephone troubleman duties. On one occasion at least, it
saved a life. Allan Gould of Napinka needed emergency surgery for appendicitis. Dr. Clark contacted
Dr. Bigelow in Brandon and he and a nurse came to
Wood north by train. Sherman Dayton and the snowplane picked them up and drove them to the Gould
.farm. The surgery was successfully completed on the
Gould kitchen table.
Dr. D. E. Bradley came in June, 1952 and had
offices in the upstairs of the municipal hall. That was
the year that Reston Hospital opened. Dr. C. S. Wood
came in 1955 and was the first to have an office in the
hospital. Doctors who followed were: Dr. Edward
Verinder 1961, Dr. 1. S. Klotzek 1962, Dr. W. G.
Warrian 1967, Dr. H. 1. Furston 1972. Dr. Furston
liked to return at times to his home in the United
States so he brought in Dr. A. M. Dizon Jr. and both
practiced for parts of 1970-72. Dr. Scott came for a
month in 1972 and, in October of that same year the
present doctor, Dr. S. G. Cleto arrived.

south of the butcher shop and well back from Main
Street. B.A. had tanks about where the Jago garage is
and moved from there across the road just north of
where the new Recorder Office is. The last tanks
were just south of Main Street where the Lake of the
Woods elevator stood. Alex Watt recalls that the
marks of the elevator site were still visible.
Square Deal Co-op has delivered fuel since it
established in Reston in 1944. At that time the tanks
were moved from Ewart and set up on a site on
Railroad Ave. just west of Imperial Oil. One shed
was moved from Ewart and two new ones were erected.
Lloyd Johnson was in charge of fuel and deliveries from 1959 to spring of 1980. The first year, he
had only skid tanks on an old truck but after that a
tanker was provided. He recalls the bad winters and
poor road in those first years when he spent more
time shovelling than he did travelling and delivering.
Among previous drivers were Fred Paul and Bob
Clark. Present driver is Clifford Smith. At time of
writing the fuel agency is the only part of the Reston
Co-op still functioning.
Besides Gulf and Esso, which have operated in
conjunction with their service stations, there was one
other fuel agency. For a few years previous to the
time he went into the garage business, Wilfred Nolan
operated Prairie City Oils from a warehouse on Railroad Avenue.

Health
Doctors
It was in January, 1900, that Reston's first doctor,
Alva Burton Chapman, came to the village. He had
been a bridge builder and a lumber jack in the east
before studying medicine. He came to Reston to visit
his cousin George, and his intentions were to travel
on farther west. He saw a need for his services in this
pioneer village and so he stayed.
It is said that he was involved with medicine the
first day he arrived. He was still involved when he
had his eighty-fifth birthday in 1948. Dr. Chapman
died at age ninety-eight in 1961. Right into his nineties, he was still filling in on occasion, when the
regular doctor was away.
His first office was where Guthrie and Bulloch
now operate on Front Street. Beside it, to the south,
he built his house but he moved it back to Fifth Street
when the site was needed for the bank. This first
building was office and drug store but in 1907, he
built the drug store block on the comer of Main and
Second Avenue and had his office on the second
floor.
For a brief time, Dr. Chapman left Reston. From
1915 to 1919, he served as a sanitation officer in the
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who worked in the bank. Though elderly, she was a
fine nurse and found plenty of work. She stayed from
1907 to 1919. Nurse Heron arrived in 1919 and did
nursing at the home the W. H. Donald.
Other early registered nurses were Mrs. Buck
who became Mrs. Dan McIvor and Miss Georgia
Brady, sister to Mr. Brady who owned the hardware.
She lived in a suite above the store. Jean Guthrie did
nursing locally and Marjorie Naughton did some
when at home.

Early Nursing Care
Dr. Chapman and Dr. Clark did not have hospital
facilities. The closest hospital was Virden and this
and Brandon were only used in cases where special
care or surgery was needed. Roads and means of
travel made it too difficult. They did however have
the services of a number of dedicated and skilled
women. These early nurses and midwives were always willing to face the same hard weather conditions and lack of facilities that the doctors did.
Mrs. Gladys Slifka (Bulloch) is a registered
nurse and often accompanied Dr Clark on cases out
in the country. She recalls that they travelled in every
conceivable kind of vehicle. Often they would go
part way by car and be met by a member of the
family. The rest of the journey might be by wagon, by
buggy, by rack, or even by stoneboat. It is amazing
that the doctor and nurse were still fit for their duties
when they arrived. Mrs. Slifka recalls that there were
often all night sessions and they would return to
Reston at daybreak by the same means as they had
gone.
Most births took pace at home and a neighbor
came to stay and care for the mother and babe and the
rest of the family after the doctor left. At least two
ladies were midwives who took cases into their
homes. Mrs Holton lived next door to Dr. Clark and
had a maternity home. She would accommodate two
mothers and it was necessary to book ahead to be sure
of getting in. She is still remembered as a wonderful
lady. Others who took in maternity cases were Mrs.
Helen Kay, mother of Mrs. Jack Guthrie, and Mrs.
George Fraser.
There were early registered nurses, many of them
married, who were available in times of sickness.
They went into the home and stayed until the patient
recovered - or died for though the local doctors and
nurses worked many miracles, they did not have the
medicines and drugs to work with that are available
today. Mrs. Walter Brown recalls the killer flu epidemic of 1918 and how not only nurses but neighbor
women risked their own lives to go to the homes
where often whole families were down with the disease. Mrs. Brown remembers that while they did not
know medicine, she and the other women kept the
households going by mixing mustard pasters, making soup, and showing loving concern.
Mrs. Buddy Burge was a registered nurse and, as
she had no. family, was able to go to homes and stay.
Miss Challener had trained as a missionary nurse and
came to Reston where she married the local butcher
A. E. Smith. Mrs. Smith nursed before and after her
marriage. She always kept household helps so she
too was free to go. Mrs. Davies was a sister to Mrs.
William Wilkins and came to Reston with her son

Hospital
The first mention of a hospital for Reston was in
1944 when 75 people attended a meeting which was
chaired by Dr. Chapman and was called to discuss the
erection of a cottage hospital. The matter seems to
have been dropped until 1949 wnen A. E. Smith had
a letter in the Recorder urging that a hospital be built.
There was positive response that time and a meeting
soon after passed a resolution that a nursing unit of
eight to ten bed size be built.
In June, 1950 a district vote was taken. The town
of Reston voted "no" but the total vote was "yes".
Work was begun and by early 1952 an eight bed
hospital was ready for use. The site was the same as
that of the present hospital in the northwest comer of
the town. The cost was $60,000. There was an official opening with Dr. Clark cutting the ribbon. The
first baby to arrive in the new hospital was a daughter,
Mary, born to Ed and Nellie Isaac of Sinclair. Dr.
Clark and the first matron, nurse M. E. White were in
attendence.
By 1960, it was apparent that more room was
needed. At times there were as many as twenty patients in the eight bed unit. Emergency beds had to be
set up in the halls, so renovations and additions were
made at a further cost of $100,000. It became a
twenty bed hospital with a laboratory, an X-ray technician, and a full complement of nurses. Dr. Chapman cut the ribbon at the opening and Hon. Duff
Roblin was the main speaker.
The original building board consisted of C. S.

Reston Community Hospital and ambulance, 1981.
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Campbell, Mrs. Mabel Cuthill, Doug Watt, F. C.
McMurchy, and F. R. Manning. The first hospital
board was composed of the above people plus
William Sutcliffe, and Clyde Caldwell. The first
chairman was Clyde Caldwell. Board chairman following him were: Lyall McMorran, William
Sutcliffe, Dan Isaac, and Leonard Ludlam.
When the hospital was first built it became part of
ten acreas which comprised Virden Hospital District
No. 10. Reston, Elkhorn, and Virden were amalgamated under the same district board with three separate local boards each responsible for one of the
hospitals. In 1974, the name was changed to Hospital
District No. 10. There are still local committees and
these form a larger board for the whole district. Jim
Walker was district chairman from 1977-80.
At first Reston had a part time secretary treasurer
to deal with the business end and the matron was
administrator. First sec. treas. was Mabel Cuthill and
she was followed by Murray Armstrong, Audrey
Owens (Miller), and Jim Donald Jr. In 1962, it was
worked out for Reston and Melita to share a full time
administrator and Jim Donald Jr. was appointed.
Reston had the distinction of being the smallest hospital in Manitoba to have an administrator. Administrators who served both Reston and Melita were:
Jake Barber and Warren Walleen. Barry Lockhart
was administrator for Reston only. Administration
was conducted from Virden after that with administrators being: Trevor Compston, Richard Haswell,
Bill Patmore, Michael Speers.
Nursing directors at the hospital have been: M. E.
White first acting matron, Mrs. Sketson who came
later in 1952, Mrs. Lottie Adams, Mrs. M. Batycky
who was matron when the hospital was enlarged,
Miss Muriel Bulloch, Miss Brett, Mrs. Florence
Coach, Mrs. Gloria Sutcliffe, Mrs. Brenda Campbell (Strutt), and the present matron Mrs. Dorothy
Yeo.
Jim Everett and Charlie Miller have been maintenance men. Ethel Bulloch has been head cook for
most of the years. Others on the kitchen staff have
included Marj Fairbourn, Iris McMurchy, Ida Willment, Mary McDonald, Flora Scott, and Bonnie
Chrisp. Mary Naughton, Liz Cameron, and Mary
Ludlam have looked after housekeeping. Irene Draper and Ann Miller have been laundresses.
Receptionists have been Dillys Davies, Marion
Bulloch, and Beverly Reid. Mrs. Vera Berry, a local
lady was public health nurse from 1969 until her
retirement in 1979 and is remembered for her skill
and her kindness above the call of duty. Ken Briggs
has been community mental health worker since
Dec. of 1974. He is in the employ of the Manitoba
Department of Community Services.

A twenty bed personal care home attached to the
hospital is to be built during 1981. Construction costs
are a government responsibility but the community
will be responsible for further upgrading.

Health Auxiliary
The Reston Community Health Auxiliary was
founded in 1951, the first meeting being held June 21.
With forty-two ladies present, Mrs. Mabel Cuthill
chaired the meeting and Mrs. Fletch Manning acted
as secretary. The first executive elected included
Mrs. C. S. Campbell as president, Mrs. Foote first
vice-pres., Mrs. W. Reid second vice-pres, Mrs. E.
Zarn third vice-pres., Mrs. E. McMorran corresponding secretary, Mrs. Alma Caldwell recording
secretary, and Mrs. Florence Skelton as treasurer.
Scrutineers were Mrs. Mora Forsyth, Mrs. T. E.
Nash, and Mrs. F. Clark.
The major fund raising project of the auxiliary,
then known as the Hospital Aid, was the fun fair, held
in the fall of the year. A successful project reaching
all segments of the community served by the hospital, the fun fair grossed approximaately $1579. in
1951. In 1980, the amount grossed was $7690.93.
This testifies to the success of the project and to the
co-operative efforts of community members over the
years.
The auxiliary has been able to provide many
services and benefits to the hospital over the years.
Some of the many purchases made include a heart
monitor, jauzzi tub, bed units, cautery unit, televisions, dishwasher, a $1500. contribution toward an
incubator, and a beeper for the x-ray and lab technician. As well, the auxiliary sponsors the candy stripper program and provides a $100. scholarship to a
student graduating from Reston Collegiate and entering some aspect of the medical field. A pledge of
$10,000. toward the personal care home to be completed in 1980, has been fulfilled.

Dentists
For many years Reston had a resident dentist. Dr.
Chapman made provision for a dentist's office on the
second floor of the drug store and dentists practiced
there until the mid thirties. Just after World War One,
Dr. McLean from Virden was dentist but he did not
remain long for Dr. Mcintyre came in 1920. He
married in 1921 and it seems that toothaches had to be
endured all that winter for the doctor went east to
escape the Manitoba cold. Dr. Mcintyre almost
burned down the drug store when a fire broke out in
his waste basket. Fortunately someone was around
that time or there might have been another fire to add
to the long list.
In 1924, Dr. Mcintyre left and Dr. Mitchell arrived. Electricity came to the drug store in 1925 and
Dr. Mitchell purchased an electric drill. In 1930, Dr.
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Chapman installed an X-ray machine. It was in the
dentist's office but the doctor also made use of it to xray broken bones.
The next Reston dentist was Dr. Haughton who
had previously practiced in Winnipeg. He had travelled much during his younger days and was quite a
man of the world. He arrived in 1935 and had his
office in the Harcourt Berry Block. His office was
just north of the Berry Barber Shop. Dr. Haughton
was the last resident dentist.
During the forties, Dr. Thompson of Carnduff
came weekly. He had his dentist office in the barber
shop building at first but later in the basement of the
Masonic Hall and the hotel.

The building had many uses. It was originally
store and living quarters for the first merchant, James
Cambell, and was erected in the fall of 1882 before
the railroad came. He sold it to Ed Stevenson a
farmer, who made alterations and additions and
rented it to various businesses. It passed through
other hands and housed a store, a veterinary office, a
poolroom, a heating and plumbing shop, and had
upstairs apartments. In 1914, troops were quartered
in the building.
Mr. Cates had his office in the southwest comer of
the building which opened onto Main Street. In the
twenties, the Young Harness Shop was in the north
front comer. There was also a lean-to behind, which
was rented out for dwelling purposes. Mr. Cates did
remodelling in 1926, for it is recorded that at that
time a team of horses ran away while delivering
lumber to the block from Berry's Hardware. This was
a common occurence on Main Street and perhaps
more dangerous to the children and the old, than cars
on Main Street now.
Lawyer H. W. Forrest of Souris who took over the
practice takes up the story.
"I (Mr. Forrest) came out of the services in the
fall of 1945 and joined my father's firm in Souris. Mr.
Cates died in December, 1945, and Mrs. Cates telephoned and requested assistance, pending sale of the
Reston practice. I therefore commenced going to
Reston once a week on a temporary basis. Mrs. Cates
had difficulty finding a buyer for the practice and
eventually, I purchased it.
Practice was carried on in what was known as the
Cates Block and subsequently we purchased the
building and later sold it to Square Deal Co-op, who
demolished the building to make way for its current
building. We are still using the original equipment
from the Cates building including the safe and the
antique furniture. Most of this equipment would date
around the tum of the century. If in its original
surroundings, it would probably be typical of a law
office of that period.
I particularily remember, that for the first few
years after 1945, I had no car and went to Reston each
morning on the Reston Wolseley and returned on
Tuesday afternoon on the same train. The Reston
Wolseley was heated by a coal and wood stove and
early in the morning in winter weather, it was far from
comfortable. The trips to Reston were always interesting and I became quite fond of them. Susequent
trips by car were much more comfortable however. "
Mr. Forrest's son Brian still comes to Reston to
practice once a week and their offices, since the Cates
building, have been on the second floor of the municipal hall.
Since October, 1977, Mr. Rene McNeill has been

Veterinarians
An early advertisement in the Reston Recorder
said, "Treats all diseases of domesticated animals by
the most scientific principles. Prices Moderate."
This was the advertisement of Dr. C. Stevenson, the
town's first veterinarian. He came before 1900, went
overseas to serve in World War One, and returned
again to practice until about 1920. His office was in
the building, which later became the Cates Block
near the southeast end of Main.
During all the twenties, Dr. W. S. Grogan was
veterinarian. He worked from his home on Fourth
Avenue. He later went to Winnipeg to become a meat
inspector.
Both these doctors travelled by horse and buggy
and by cutter out into the country just as the medical
doctors did. All their work was done right on the
farms. It was only when a valuable horse or cow was
down with a disease that they were called.
Lawyers
The first lawyer to open up an office in Reston
was a Mr. McMillan but he did not stay long. His
office was in the Berry Block just north of the Manitoba Hardware. The lawyer who lived out his life in
the town was A. K. Cates. He was a public spirited
citizen and took part in all community activities.
When he graduated from Law school, he enlisted
in the Boer War in Africa but he never saw active
service as peace was declared just as his boat touched
land. Soon after 1900, he came to Reston and entered
into partnership with 1. W. Guthrie. This did not last
long and in 1908 he opened up his own office in a
bulding which records say was "opposite" Dr. Chapman's house where the Bank now is. In 1918, he
moved temporarily to another site on Main Street and
began fixing up the block near the southeast end of
Main where the Co-op hardware was later built. This
block, after he purchased it, became known as the
Cates Block and remained in his hands until his death
in 1946.
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coming from Virden each Wednesday afternoon to
practice law in the Aurora Building on the southeast
comer of Main and Second Avenue.

New England and Lucy Street the C.P.R.

round house. On the south side of the road, the
Archie McMurchys had their retirement home. It
was a white frame house back from the street. There
was one more cottage where Mrs. George Tingle
lived.
August Pearson lived south and west of the road
leading in from the south.
Both parts of the settlement were home to many
families but they came and went, so the settlement
never grew. Among those who lived in the New
England side were Alf Anderson, a gardener who
worked in the Memorial Park, Ben and Maggie Stinson who worked at odd jobs around town, Rollie
Ludlam Sr., who moved into the Zilliax house, Joe
Sibbald who fitted shoes in Munro's store, the Corbetts, the Marneys, who came from Scotland in the
late twenties, the Watkins and the Burtons. The Tom
Caldwells had a cottage on three acres on the east side
and Jack Stark brought a building in from a farm to
make a home there.
New England is almost gone and its history is
forgotten by all but a few. The sole occupant is Bert
Cumming, a carpenter and cement worker who
moved in from Belleview in the late forties. His
address is listed as Cotswald, certainly reminiscent
of the English background of the early residents. Mr.
Cumming's house was moved in. The Zilliax house
and the Caldwell house are still there but empty.
Across to the west on Lucy Street, the McDonald
sisters still live in the old family home. Widowed
Mrs. Solomon, one of the Lau daughters, lived for a
time with her three daughters in the Tingle house,
later George White and now it is owned by Grant
Schiltroth.
Stan Taylor has built a new home where the
Archie McMurchy house stood. Two houses, now
empty and behind the also vacant Lau house, were
brought in by Creamery Manager Paddock to house
his staff. One of these is the old Baptist manse.
Perhaps the settlement may groww again as the town
finds need to expand.
Builders
Reston, as a town, was very substancially built
with the places of business largely of brick, stone,
and stucco. The early businessmen built for permanency and many of the old buildings are still standing
and in use today. Reston built beautiful homes too
with brick used in many of the older ones. The old
Jackson boarding house, now the Bloomer home,
just east of Main on Railroad Avenue, stands as an
example of this.
It was the skill of the early builders which gave
the business places and homes the permanence and
beauty which can still be admired. Reston's first
builder was William Busby who erected a building in

South of

Long time residents recall the part of town which
was known as New England. Maurice Ludlam and
the McDonald sisters each lived in the settlement
south of the railroad track and the McDonald sisters
are the only original inhabitants still living there.
Althea Busby, who also grew up in Reston, recalls
the early settlement.
"Railroads have proved to be community dividers. At first, it looked like that in Reston but the
tracks have actually proved to be a retainer. They are
a boundary to the south as Number Two Highway is a
boundary to the north. In the history of Reston
however, there was once a good size settlement south
of the track and away fom the town proper.
It began when Ted Haines, a garden loving house
painter from Kent, England, built his house in a field
about half a mile south of the tracks. He wrote to a
friend Bill Hollowell, in Kent, that prospects looked
good for a shoemaker in the village. The Hollowell
family arrived in 1910, Bill, Mary, and seven children. A daughter Mabel now living in Souris remembers her father's shoe shop at the south end of Main in
the building housing the coal and wood dealer's
office.
The Hollowells built their home in the field west
of Ted Haines and this was the beginning of a row of
houses south of a footpath road which ran east and
west. Pumpman Zilliax built to the east and to the
west lived Fred Hodges and his sister. " They named
it New England for their homeland.
There was a path which led south from the town
across the tracks about where the Grain Growers
Elevator is now. West of the road which now leads
from First Street south into the country was another
part of the settlement. Miss Busby recalls:
"There was a cement walk on Railroad Avenue
but a board walk took pedestrians to the tracks and
another board walk took them down to the junction.
Here the walk, south of the tracks, went west over
low ground to where William Lau Sr. and Angus
McDonald had two large two story homes centred in
lawns with house gardens behind, and protected by a
fence and gates. Mr. McDonald was conductor on the
Peanut so the location was convenient. Mr. Lau
moved his family in from a farm. This was and still is
Lucy Street.
West of these two houses, the street came to a
dead end. Off to the southwest, the Forman house
was set back in the field. Jim Forman looked after the
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large rocks, hauled to the site, and fitted. This made
the process a feat of engineering for everything had to
be done by hand.
There was no ready made wall board to be fitted
into the interiors of buildings. The walls were plastered and their good looks and durability depended
entirely on the skill of the plasterer. Reston was
fortunate in having the services and skill of Fred Paul
who came in the early 1900's. He was an excellent
plasterer and some of his work remains in older
Reston homes. He not only worked in Reston and the
surrounding countryside but plastered hotels
throughout the prairies. He plastered the Saskatchewan Hotel in Regina.
1. S. Martin was doing paper hanging, kalsomining, and painting in 1905, in a manner which his
advertisement said was sure to please. Ted Haines, a
paper hanger and painter came in 1902 and lived on
Railroad Avenue. He worked until 1928 when he
retired because of poor eyesight. T. C. Wheeler was a
painter and paperhanger advertising in 1918. Bill
Peckam did painting and decorating also.
A familiar figure in the town for many years was
Hank Klusendorf who came up from the United
States. He farmed at Sinclair for a few years and
about 1930 came to Reston to do paper hanging and
painting. He worked at this until about five years
before his death about three years ago. He celebrated
his seventieth birthday up on a ladder painting the
ceiling of the Munro Store.
The fine modem homes that have been in the
town in the past few years testify to the fact that
Reston still has the services of excellent carpenters.
Robert Moore came to Reston in 1956 to work on the
highways and began carpentering in his spare time.
In 1966, it became his full time occupation. His son
Ken has worked with him full time for the last four
years and both he and son Howard worked in spare
time before. Mr. Moore does carpentering, cement
work, and painting. He has built many modem
wooden basements and laid many streets. In 1969, he
laid 1000 feet of cement sidewalk in the town.
Francis Giles has been a house builder and cabinet maker since he came to Reston in 1964. He has a
shop on Sixth Street just off Railroad Avenue and
north of the Legion Hall.
Elliott Brothers Enterprises was registered as a
business in 1977 and encompasses their carpenter
business along with their farm operation. In 1976,
Barrie Elliott received his journeyman carpenter certificate from Red River College. He had previously
done four years apprenticeship. That year he and his
twin brother Larrie, who also had carpenter experience, started their business.
Warren Reid does painting. High school students

conjuntion with his business. It was he who supplied
the lumber for the first buildings. Mr. Busby's first
home was built behind the lumber yard.
H. C. Evans, in company with Richard Smith,
built or helped to build most of the first buildings.
The Evan's son Wilfred was the first child born in the
village and was also the first Reston man to die in
World War One. James Stallwood was carpenter for
lumberman William Busby. In 1905, he advertised in
the Recorder as follows: Contractor and builder is
much too busy to write an add. Give him a call for
anything in his line. "
Arthur Bushby came about 1916 and remained
until 1930. For a brief time he had a carpenter shop
next to the Burge Pool Room on Main Street. This
was probably before the fire on the east side. He then
built a carpenter shop north of what is now Lockhart's Garage. It was directly across from Maurice
Ludlam's house which is the last one south on Third
Street. Bill Mutter worked with Mr. Bushby and they
built the first high school, the municipal office, other
public buildings, and homes.
An example of his building is the Archer house
on Second Avenue West, now occuped by Dave and
Irma Braddell. Mr. Archer himself did the fine beams
on the dining room ceiling. Hazen Bigny worked for
a time for Mr. Bushby and, in 1930 purchased his
shop. Both men went out into the country to build and
on one occasion Mr. Bigny suffered a serious and
lasting injury when he fell from 1. Reid's bam loft
onto a pile of stones and badly crushed his leg.
1. Ludy did some carpentering work around town
and helped to build the Baptist Church. He did not
have a shop and spent much time away from Reston
as he had a contract with Imperial Oil and built depots
for them all over Manitoba and Saskatchewan, including the Reston Imperial Oil Shed on Railroad
Avenue.
In 1921, Royal Kendrick was doing carpenter
work and mending chimneys in the village. He had a
shop behind his house. R. Douglas who farmed
south of town and Fred Hodges who lived in New
England were early carpenters. Dave Wynn did carpentering and cabinet making. Frank Clark, father of
Dr. Clark, had a cabinet shop in the old Eaton Photo
Gallery east of the brick drug store. This later became the tailor shop. Mr. Clark built, among other
business furniture, the long counter from which customers used to be served at Munro's Store.
1. McAdam was a brick layer but for many of the
larger public buildings, brick layers came from other
places to do the work. William Pierce was a stone
mason and did the stonework for the Munro Store.
George Corbin was a stone mason, a brick layer, and
a plasterer. The stone used for building was cut from
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Bloomer five years. In 1975, the business was sold to
Murray Williamson. He operated it for two seasons
and it was taken over by Williamson Brothers, Trevor
and Blair. They purchased a new back hoe and loading truck and crawler but in 1979 sold the trenching
equipment to Maurice Boulanger of Grand Clairiere.
They now do gravelling.
Sonny Lupkoski operated Field Construction
from his home in Reston from 1965-1970. He had a
back hoe and trucks. Harry Willment and Warren
Reid worked with him.
Jim Walker operated Reston Trenching from 1973
to 1978. He and Allan Bloomer were in partnership
the first three years and then Mr. Walker took it over
on his own. In 1978, he disposed of the business and
he and his son Douglas became involved with the
management of Agricultural Subsurface Tile Drainmg.

working under a government plan have done painting
and construction as summer work over recent years.
Elwyn McConnell has done carpentering in and
around Reston since 1977. Ken Campion, Mr. McConnell, and his son Terry McConnell make up the
partnership which gives the name KET Construction.
Excavating
Early excavating was done with a team and
scraper and with a hand shovel. Any of the men who
kept horses in the town and close by were called on
when there was a basement or some other excavation
to be done. 1. I. Bulloch used his team and scraper to
excavate for the municipal hall foundations. Jack
Galbrith worked for him and did much ofthe labor on
that and other town excavations. A Plough was often
used to break up the sod before the digging began and
this was the case when sixteen year old John D.
Bulloch turned the sod for the Presbyterian church in
1902.
Others who had teams and helped excavate were
Bill Lockhart, Jim Pierce, and John Burton. Because
of the low and damp town site, the job often got so
wet and muddy that the horses could not work and
men with wheel barrows took over and wheeled the
muddy dirt up sloped planks to the ground level and
away from the site. There was no easy way of getting
the work done when the town was being built.
Cement mixing had to be done by hand at first
and then small engine driven mixers were used but
there was still heavy carrying to be done by wheelbarrow from mixer to basement or sidwalk site. Most
cement is now brought in and poured from a ready
mix truck. Bert Cummings came to Reston in
November 1949 and worked at cementing and building until he was seventy years old in 1972. He still
lives in his home south of the railroad, the sole
inhabitant of the New England settlement.
Arthur Bushby cemented basements of the buildings he constructed. Harold Hume has done some
sidewalks and basements.
Excavating with a team and scraper gave way in
the late fifties to the use of a back hoe. Waddie Winch
purchased a back hoe in 1958. Their first operator
was Bob Froese and their first job was trenching a
water line into Reston Community Hospital from a
well in Reston Golf Course property. Waddy's Construction was started in the spring of 1970 on lots
across the street from their garage on the north end of
Main Street. A building was erected to house the
office and parts.
Eventually, they had three back hoes, a cat loader,
and two gravel trucks. They did work for Interprovincial Pipe Line, and construction in general.
Operators included Bob Reeves four years, and Al

Reston and District Historical Museum
Rural museums generally have small and private
beginnings. It is an interesting fact, however, that the
exception to such a practice happened in Reston.
Even though private enterprise had a good part in the
promotion of a museum in Reston, its being estabished here was institutional in plan, size and
scope.
It all began in the spring of 1966 when the late Joe
Ashley approached certain citizens of Reston in regard to a museum being organized, as he and his
brother Charlie had many antiques, collected in the
district, that they wished to see housed securely and
displayed in Reston.
As those citizens offered to help such a project
only indirectly, Joe Ashley solicited the Reston Lions
Club for support, offering it $1,000, and his brother
$800, if the Lions would provide or construct a
building in which the artifacts would be safe and on
public view.
Convinced by a study comittee of Edison Berry,
the late Lew Trail, the late John Abbey, Doug Watt
and Art Smith that a museum in Reston would be an
educational, recreational and economic asset to the
community, the Reston Lions accepted the Ashley
offer in July, 1966.
Consent of the Reston Park Board led to a majority approval of the northeast comer of Reston Park as
the location, and the Beaver Lumber Company as the
contractor of the museum.
On August 2, a very successful canvass of town
and districts, including Pipestone, Sincair and part of
the R.M. of Albert, was begun by the Reston Lions,
approximately $2,000 being contributed. In September the museum foundation was dug and the footings
poured. Very definite was one of Mr. Ashley's terms:
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In the meantime, administration plans had been
drawn up and an official Board of Museum Directors
elected, June 6. This Board consisted of 15 members,
9 of whom represented the Reston Lions Club. They
were Lee Jackson, Chairman, Boyd Berry, Secretary-Treasurer, Reverend H. Dykman, Arnold
Leech, Russell Manning, Lyall Marshall, Reg Muskett, the late Cecil Paddock, Burt Pierce, Mrs. 1. D.
Ready, Art Smith, Doug Watt, David L. Braddell,
Reg Berry and Alvin Lazenby. On June 12 the Museum Board named it the Reston Historical Museum,
unaware at the time that "District" was an essential
part of the Museum's correct name.
Amid Canada Centennial Day celebrations in
Reston, the Museum was opened to the public for the
first time, June 20, 1967, with Joe Ashley, the person
chiefly responsible for intitating formation of the
Museum, as honorary guest.
In the beginning the Reston Lions Club took on
the responsibility for insuring the Museum building,
but insurance on its contents is still a matter requiring
attention.
It was also agreed that until circumstances would
permit insulating the building and the installing of
heating and plumbing, the Museum would be open to
the public only for eight to ten weeks in summer. This
plan has been in effect to date. However, weather
permitting, the building has remained accessible to
interested persons by arrangement with members of
the Museum Board executive.
Displays in the Museum consist of a wide variety
of artifacts from numerous sources. Even though
articles from the senior Ashley family and others that
the Ashley brothers had collected in the district
formed a major portion of the collection in the Museum at first, the approximatey 1,000 items in it
represent the contributions of at least 115 donors.
Businesses, families and individuals, a few even
outside of Manitoba, have been contributing to the
pioneer heritage in our Museum.
Partly because a good museum doesn't display all
its possessions at one time, but more because of the
increasing shortage of display space in it, the Museum actually has more artifacts than is apparent,
some being in storage and others being under research. Ones under research are mainly pioneer life
photographs, of which the Museum has over 200 that
photographers Boynton and Eaton took early this
century in southwestern Manitoba. Other Museum
artifacts range from pioneer farm and home objects
through commercial, medical and military items to
Indian artifacts and specimens of natural history. In
another category is the prized petrified neckbone of a
mosasaur, a very large marine reptile that lived in

"No cement floor; no artifacts." Under the supervision of Bob Moore, construction of the Museum took
place in October, 1966, labour being donated by the
Reston Lions, some of whom were Lee Jackson, Art
Smith, Corporal Lyall Marshall, Reuben Johnston
and John Pickett.
The building is 30' x 60' , with straight walls and
a roof of corrugated metal, steel supports for the roof
every twelve feet of its length, all on a smooth concrete floor. A standard access door in the center of the
south wall serves as a main entrance. To permit
access by service vehicles, a garage-style door about
10 feet wide, on an overhead track, is centered in the
north wall. Along their lengths, the north-south walls
have five, each, corrugated, translucent fibreglass
panels serving as windows. In this way a fair amount
of natural light supplements that from a row of standard light bulb bases that Leonard Ludlam installed
along the peak of the ceiling.
In April, 1967, the Reston Lions Club reported
$3361.16 had been raised for the Museum project,
part of this having been a generous donation of $250
from the Reston Branch of the Royal Canadian
Legion.
Supplies and staff to receive and display articles
donated to the Museum were arranged for. A Receiving and Scrutineer Committee of Alvin Lazenby, Reg
Berry and David L. Braddell, chairman, approved by
the Reston Lions Club, was made responsible for
receiving articles and deciding which were to be kept
and displayed. Actually very few donations were
rejected, most being of some family or community
significance and therefore valuable to the Museum.
Operational policy was early decided - mainly that
only absolute donations (donor gives up all rights to
the article) be acceptable, and that articles be displayed in the Museum in terms of use - not those of
donor family or community grouping - but with full
acknowledgement given.
In April, 1967, the Reston Lions Club laid the
cement floor, with equipment through the courtesy of
George Toews, Ev Lockhart, Bert Cummings and
George Deleau and lunch, courtesy of Reston
Ladies. In May the Museum had a display case and
shelving, bought at the Pete Lamond sale, and the
Scrutineer and Receiving Committee was authorized
to manage the Museum with help, as needed, from
the Lions until further notice. By early June, the
Museum had its front door cement step, put in by Art
Klassen, and part of the Ashley collection of pioneer
articles from home and district families, had been
moved into the building. Quickly many other donations and much of the remainder of the Ashley trove
followed, such that on June 14 a group of the Reston
Lions organized the artifacts into exhibits.
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seas covering much of Manitoba 70,000,000 years
ago.
The means for maintaining the Museum was intitally modest. Revenue consisted of what came from
the donations box in the Museum, private donations
and an annual grant of $lOO from the R.M. of
Pipestone. In 1968, means for revenue increased
with the sale of individual memberships in the Museum ($1 each), the charging of admission and the
sale of unwanted books (1S¢). Since then, annual
revenue has increased with two changes of the admission scale, one in the price of unwanted books, also
with the holding of raffles, spring teas and strawberry socials, but especially with the aid of the $1,000
bequest from the estate of the late Joe Ashley in 1969,
and Provincial grants successfully applied for since
1974. In 1981, Museum membership was adjusted to
current financial trends, individual membership
being raised from $1.S0 to $2.00, and family membership ($S. 00) being established.
Over the years, administration of the Museum
has gone through several changes. In May, 1968,
Rev. H. Dykman was appointed as Secretary, and
David L. Braddell to the new office of Vice-chairman. At that time the need for a body of governing
rules was realized. D. Braddell drafted a constitution. Chairman Jackson and D. Braddell revised and
expanded it, and in October the Board ratified it,
including an amendment concerning the reduction of
the size of the Board, as it had become evident that a
IS-member board was not only cumbersome but unnecessary too. Accordingly, at the Annual Open
Meeting of the Museum Board, May 8, 1969, a new
S-member Board was elected: Art Smith, Chairman;
Mrs. Inez McMorran, Vice-chairman; and Mrs.
Joyce (Turner) McMurchy, Secretary-Treasurer; also
the late Mrs. Dennis (Mable) Smith and David L.
Braddell. The board was also recognized as the governors of the Museum as an independent organization, although with continuing representation (two
members) from the Reston Lions Club.
In 1972, as Mrs. Turner had resigned, Mrs.
McMorran was appointed Secretary-Treasurer, later,
David L. Braddell until April IS, 1974, when Mrs.
Cathy McIntosh became the regular Secretary-Treasurer. At the same time, Art Smith, having intended
to step down from "chair", was authorized to continue as chairman of the Museum Board.
In 1973 the Board undertook a new venture in
having two local high school students to help supervise the Museum on special occasions. Rhonda Russell and the late Melanie Heath set in motion a pattern
of help or employment in July that was to continue
through the following years.
In 1974, the possible amalgamation of the Reston

Park Board and the Reston Museum Board was considered, but, as such a union was finally seen as too
impractical, later dropped.
Administrative change and development resulted
from the Annual Open Meeting of April 29, 1976.
Mrs. Cathy Schurman retired from the position of
Secretary-Treasurer and Ben Kroeker was elected to
it. Art Smith was re-elected as Chairman, and Alex
Watt was elected as Vice-chairman. With the election
of 6 other Directors, for three, two and one-year
terms, a more effective Board of 9 members came
into being. This was considered a necessary step in
order to enable more committees to act. Because of
his managerial training and experience, Mr. Kroeker
contributed valuable service to the administration,
plant operations and secretarial duties of the Museum. In addition, he laid excellent foundations for
future development of the Museum.
An important step under the new administration
was more intensive campaigning for operational
grants. As the result of two Provincial grants approved in 1977, a curator was hired for the months of
June, July, August and September. David L. Braddell, who had stepped down from the Directoral
group, was hired to serve as the Museum curatorhistorian.
In March, 1977, a special committee (Art Smith,
Ben Kroeker, Burt Pierce, David L. Braddell and
Maurice Ludlam) met with Mr. Alix Hector, Manitoba representative of Museums Canada, to discuss
possible future Museum developments under Federal
funding. Mr. Hector approved much that the Committee had proposed, but recommended further, detailed planning and that certain groundwork in the
Museum be done before Federal aid might be assured. Unfortunately, the change of Provincial government, cut-backs and rising inflation defeated the
Museum Board's plans.
The Reston and District Museum was represented in Manitoba Regional Museum Seminars in
1977 and 1978 when Mr. and Mrs. David L. Braddell
attended the functions, held under the auspices of the
Association of Manitoba Museums, at Melita, Shilo
and Killarney. Much useful information about museum operation and technical work was gained.
In 1978, Administration felt the need to up-grade
Museum operation. Membership was raised to $2.00
a person, and Life Membership ($100) was established. Further, free admission was extended to senior citizens. Other changes were that Annual Open
Museum Board Meetings would be held in late October; that the organizational year would coincide with
the calendar year; that David L. Braddell be recognized as continuing receiver and recorder of Museum
artifacts, on a voluntary basis; and that Ben
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Kroeker's resignation be approved with regret. Grant
Schiltroth was elected vice-chairman, and Doug Ott
and Myles Van Damme, directors for a three-year
term.
Two developments of 1979 were the Promotion
Committee, an annual means of gathering, evaluating and correlating ideas and plans to publicize the
Museum, and a Capital Improvements Committee,
designed to aid Museum operation and expansion.
And, despite earier official change and personal intention, Ben Kroeker was appointed Secretary-Treasurer, and Art Smith, Chairman. Bert Smith was
elected Vice-chairman.
Despite inflation and organizational set-backs,
Museum administration, with careful management,
survived financial problems of 1980 and was able to
present a healthy budget at the Annual Public Meeting of the Museum Board, January 26, 1981, under
the capable management of Mrs. Florence Birnie,
Secretary-Treasurer as of June, 1980.
As a result of the Annual Meeting, administration
experienced change, with the election of Bert Smith,
Chairman; Art Smith, Vice-Chairman. In the new
Executive, Mrs. Birnie continued as Secretary, but
Miles Van Damme was elected, Treasurer, this post
being considered too important not to be filled by a
member of the Executive.
An interesting sidelight of the Museum's administration was the holding of meetings. The Reston
Museum Board may be unique for the number of
locations at which regular, executive and annual open
meetings were held. At first in the Reston Golf Club
House, the meetings shifted according to expedience
amongst the following locations: Reston Collegiate
Library, the Museum, the United Church Manse,
Eng's Cafe, the United Church, the Weed Control
Office and the Memorial Theatre. These places certainly offered a wide range of comforts and temperatures and cause for a variety of comments.
Through the use of Provincial grants, offered
under student employment or Tourism, Recreation
and Cultural Affairs programs, also the annual $100
grant from the R.M. of Pipestone, operation of the
Museum was carried on each summer since 1973 by
Reston High School students. Grateful acknowledgment is made to the girls named earlier and to the
following who served as receptionists, recorders,
clerks and supervisors: 1974 - Rhonda Russell,
Beth Curtis; 1975 - Beth Curtis, Ann Milliken;
1976 - Barbara Gulas, Shelley Milliken; 1977 Shelley Milliken, Janice Elliott (substitute); 1978 Colleen Mayert; 1979 - Elaine Vanderberghe, Barbara Birch; and 1980 - Lori Vandenberghe, Valerie
Hooper. Mrs. Gladys Patmore and David L. Braddell
also provided occasional supervision in 1978.

Special credit, however, belongs to the group of
ladies who pioneered supervision of the Museum
during the summer of 1969. In 1968 visitors had had
access to the Museum by getting a key from a member of the Executive or from the late Tom Lockhart,
who lived closed to the Museum. As this arrangment
proved inefficient and inconvenient, the Board solicited volunteer supervisors for 1969. In response,
Mrs. Alex Watt, Mrs. Frank McMurchy, Mrs. Ross
Gould and Mrs. Frank Harrison supervised the Museum, one day each, from 2 to 5 p.m. for four days
per week through July and August. The Museum
Board thanks those ladies especially for their loyalty
and fortitude, like that of the pioneers, in the face of
heat, dust, insects and other inconvenience. Assisting in this program were Mrs. Doris Robinson, Mrs.
Gladys Mason and David L. Braddell.
Over the years the Museum had part in some
special events that added meaning and enjoyment to
community life. First, its official opening, May 25,
1968, when the late Joe Ashley, wearing authentic
Indian headdress, buckskin jacket and smoking a
calumet, cut the ribbon and opened the Reston and
District Historical Museum. Municipal councillor
Jack Guthrie, Chamber of Commerce Chairman
Henry Claussen, Reston Lions President-elect Jim
Walker, members of the Museum Board and guests
witnessed the event, closed with the first of annual
spring teas in support of the Museum.
Then, Reston Fairs and Parades were not complete without the 1929 Plymouth (the late Charlie
Ashley's), dressed up as a float and driven by Dennis
Smith - to ribboned honors. In 1975 the old Case
steam engine proudly joined the parade. In 1977 Roy
and Kendon Campbell's Museum float of 14 large
artifacts attracted attention and honours, as did also
the Museum special, with Barbara Birch and Elaine
Vandenberghe in 1979.
At Reston Fairs and the Hospital Aid Fun Fairs the
Museum drew interest and contributed locally with
displays of artifacts and pioneer photos, and sale of
postcards, souvenir spoons, raffle tickets and memberships in the Museum.
Some notable developments in and about the
Museum through the years were: placement of the
old Case steam engine on permanent location east of
the Museum and just across the road; painting of
doors and shelving, 1974, by OFY Group students
Dale Nash, Jackie Guthrie and Randy Nash; addition
of the long, glass-panelled, 1902 display case donated by the G. S. Munro Co.; caulking of the roof to
seal out rain, dust and pollen; and installation of a
telephone, and a small fan in the south wall. An
office area was arranged with equipment donated by
the T. Eaton Co.; a culvert was laid in the Museum's
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north access, much improving entry facilities; and
work of clerks and curator, especially in 1976 and
1977, resulted in a great amount of recording, cataloguing, labelling and re-arranging of artifacts.
In honor of the significant efforts and contributions of the Ashley brothers, a bronze plaque was
hung in the Museum, 1970, and permanently
mounted on the south door in 1977. A large sign,
commemorating the Reston Lions Club for establishing and constructing the Museum as a 1967 Centennial Project, was hung in it, August 1, 1980. An
honor received by the Museum in October, 1976, for
significant museum development, was the Westman
Tourist Association's award of merit certificate.

supervise the Museum or cut down the old trees
beside it, earnest appreciation is expressed.
This is the short story of your museum, now in its
fifteenth year of growth, a $15,000 capital investment to be nurtured and protected for the pioneer
record, the recreation and the inspiration it may
provide for future generations.

The Merchants and the Service Shops
Groceries and General Goods
Early Days
The first store in Reston was on the southeast end
of Main Street and was built to provide merchandise
for the people who were building and organizing the
new village. The proprietor was James Campbell.
This is now the site of Reston T. and C. Hardware
(formerly Square Deal Co-op).
In 1905, Paul Brothers were one of the general
merchants in Reston and had their store in the south
part of the Manitoba Hardware. They were just back
from the comer of main Street and Third Avenue and
their store door opened to the south. An advertisement in the Reston Recorder of 1909 lists them as
Paul and Cormie. About the only thing especially
remembered about the store now is that they imported maple syrup from Ontario and provided the
village with a really great taste treat. They closed
down and the Manitoba Hardware made use of the
premIses.
De Long and May operated a general store in the
Baldwin Block in the years around 1914-1920. In
1916 there was a fire in the rear of this store which did
a certain amount of damage and was thought to have
been started by a fire bug. In 1918, De Long and May
were advertising as "The Busy Store". By 1924, the
store was in the hands of R. N. James who advertised
as "James the Grocer". R. N. James sold to Reston
Family Outfitters in 1925.
In 1915-16, Lew Berry had a grocery store in the
building which became the Cates Block. This was
after he sold his barber shop to his brother Harcourt
and before he bought his farm and store at Cromer.
Lew Berry had a Ford truck and delivered groceries
throughout the countryside.
B.1. Smith, brother to A. E. Smith, ran a general
store sometime before 1918.
Glendon Solo Store
The longest established general store in Reston is
Glendon Solo Store. It was known for seventy-two
years as G. S. Munro Co. Ltd. Many Restonites
carry memories of service rendered and credit extended in this store.
In the spring of 1893, Mr. Wilcox, a pioneer
merchant of Virden established a branch store in the
new village of Reston and put a young man named G.

Some factors notably increased interest in and
development of the Museum. Three were membership by it in the Canadian Museums Association (for
dominion-wide publicity and access to federal
grants) and in the Association of Manitoba Museums, a very helpful organization, and in the Westman Tourist Association. The Museum drew attention also through the valued services of CKLQ and
CKX Radio and TV, the Reston Recorder, the Reston
Lions Club Comer, Museum Memos, begun in 1977
and written by David L. Braddell, and through the
"You Name It" mystery photo contests conducted in
the Reston Recorder during 1978 and 1979, with
photos courtesy of Doug Ott.
The Museum is not without its Honor Roll. The
Board herewith pays its respects to the memory of the
man who contributed greatly to the founding of the
Museum, Joe Ashley, who died, January 20, 1969,
and to his brother Charlie, who died, March 7, 1975.
Also to the memory of Mrs. Dennis (Mable) Smith
(died, September 3,1976), Mr. R. G. (Bert) Stratford
(died, September 20,1977), and Mrs. William (Lily)
Miller (died, August 3, 1978), all of whom worked
hard and contributed to the development of the Museum. How can anyone forget the labor, talent and
time that Bert Stratford devoted to reservicing artifacts and collecting and framing around 100 pioneer
pictures, now in the Museum?
The Board extends many thanks to members of
the Museums Advisory Committee, Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, for special courtesies,
information and other valued assistance over the
years. Grateful thanks are also extended to the many
organizations, groups and individual members of the
community for their loyal support, services and
many contributions in the form of artifacts, money,
editorials, constructive criticism and encouragement. To all who have served on committees, cleaned
up the Museum, arranged displays, organized and
served at the teas and strawberry socials, helped
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S. Munro in charge. Mr. Munro liked Reston and, in
1894 he married Kate Campbell and settled in to
become one of Reston's leading citizens. Mr. Munro
managed the business for some time and then bought
out Mr. Wilcox.
In those first days, the store was in the Wilcox
Building just to the south of the present store. This
building burned in 1934. Mr. Wilcox constructed the
two story brick veneer building and Mr. Munro carried on the business there until he built the present
stone building in 1902.
The two story stone store was built of local field
stone. The red granite sections were cut from one
rock which was found three and a half miles south in
the Kinloss District. Some of the same stone can still
be found today on the Lome Watt farm. The stonework was done by William Albert Pierce.
The old store had just a few small showcases and
counters and the move to the new store was done
during one night with business as usual the next day.
Many of the new showcases were built in and some
were purchased at the Archer sale. Everything was
carried by hand from the old to the new store. The old
store became bakeshop, barbershop, and ice cream
parlor. There were also two suites on the upper floor.

In 1905, the joint stock company of G. S. Munro
Co. was formed. In 1927, it became a United Store.
In 1953 it joined Solo and was carried on as such until
it was sold in October, 1977 to Don and Glenda
Brading who operate it as the Glendon Solo Store.
Under the management of Mr. Munro, the store
built up a large business and drew patronage from
many miles around. As Mr. Munro's interests grew,
he passed the management over to Mr. R. C. Bulloch
and he moved to Winnipeg where he died in 1934. In
1935, the staff consisted of R. C. Bulloch, manager,
and Mr. 's R. Shippam, Sibbald, Burge, and D.
McKay. The last owners to operate the store as G. S.
Munro Co. Ltd. were Burt Pierce, John Pearson, and
Galdys Slifka (Bulloch) all of whom still reside in
Reston.
In the early days, the store had a bam, four
outhouses, and an ice house out behind. The ice
house kept the ice cream parlor, next door to the
bakeshop going. The four outhouses were for separate users. One was used by the store staff, one by the
bakeshop staff, and there was one each for the occupants of the suites above the bake shop. Each outhouse was padlocked and the keys were in possession
of the separate users.

G. S. Munro Store, 1902, later Bake Shop. L to R: Burt Robertson, Jim Affleck, Josh Roberton, Mrs. Munro, Robert C. Bulloch.
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Munro's had delivery in early days and the barn
was in connection with this. The first horse used was
a heavy horse called Farmer, probably because Mr.
Munro purchased it from a local farmer. In later
years, the delivery horse was stabled in the Shippam
Barn. This was so that the horse could provide extra
warmth for Mr. Shippam's cow during the cold winter.
The earliest delivery vehicle was an open four
wheel democrat. Deliveries were made only in the
town. The second delivery vehicle was a covered
wagon-like affair with G. S. Munro Co. Ltd. painted
on the side. There was a seat in front and the groceries went in and came out a back door. The wheels
were high and it required great effort to lift a hundred
pound bag of flour into the wagon. In winter, the van
was removed from its wheels and put on a bob sled.
Delivery men included Stan Shippam and the
McKay brothers. Burt Pierce was the last to deliver
with a horse as a truck was purchased in 1935. Wib
Pierce delivered through the country by truck in the
late thirties and early forties.
Munro's was very versatile and brought in the
best services for customers. In 1921, Mr. 1. Sibbald

G. S. Munro Company Ltd. delivery wagon, 1930.

had graduated as a practipedist and was looking after
fitting shoes. That same year they were selling men's
buckle overshoes at $1.50 a pair so both the feet and
the pocketbooks of Munro's customers must have felt
well treated after visits to the store.
If the men of Reston were preoccupied with buying new cars in early days, as we shall see later, the
women appeared to be equally preoccupied with new
hats. Munro's catered to the ladies with a special

Millinery department of G. S. Munro company store, 1920. Miss Cutting and Miss Mabel Abercrombie.
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millinery section on the second floor and there were
official spring and fall openings yearly. In 1907, Miss
Levers worked in the millinery department.
It was reported in a 1912 Recorder that "Miss
Abercrombe and Miss Culling have returned to take
charge of the millinery department of G.S. Munro
Co. They have come directly from Winnipeg where
they have purchased supplies and looked over the
latest millinery creations." It was also reported that
they had a fall opening with fine weather and many
ladies in attendance.
In 1914, Miss Abercrombe was still with Munro's
and had Miss Shippam as assistant. A report of 1918
tells of Milliner Gilles having a half price sale and
returning to her home at Glenboro. In 1924, Mrs. T.
M. Boulton was in charge.
Alterations have been made from time to time.
The year before Mr. Munro died, work was done to
give more light and more room for displays. About
1928, the high shelves and bins which ran down the
centre had been removed and lower tables put in.
Soon the long counter at the back, behind which the
clerks worked, was also removed and everything
opened up to become self serve. About 1960, new
tiered display tables were installed. The Bradings
continue the business today in the same spirit of
progress which G. S. Munro, R. C. Bulloch, and the
company which followed maintained.
Long time employees were: R. C. Bulloch,
Ralph Shippam, Joe Sibbald, Buddy Burge, Dunc
McKay, Flora Scott, Gladys Slifka (Bulloch), Burt
Pierce, Orville Klusendorf, Wib Pierce Jas. Benzie,
Ray Buan, Ory Duncan, Eileen Klusendorf, Kathleen McMurchy, Ella Benzie, Elsie Thazuck, John
Pearson, Wilma Rollins, Juliette Tenant, Alice Paul,
Vickey lIes, Donna Taylor, Doreen Russell (Anderson), Norma Priestly, Gwen Jones, Garry Davidson,
Karen Hooper, Greg Ellis, Shirley Williamson, Joyce
McMurchy, Debra Walker (McMurchy), Louise
Donald, Diane Thordarson, and Wendy Senkbeil
who is employed by the present owners.

Alf Archer joined the business and a fine store sign
"Donnelly and Archer" was placed across the outside of the store front. The partnership was later
dissolved but Mr. Archer did tailoring in the building
until 1924. In 1926, Empire Family Outfitters moved
in and stayed until 1929 when it became a grocery
store as it is today.
Harper Brothers - Robert, Hilton, and Preston
opened a grocery and tobacco store in the premises
and Robert Harper managed the business which lasted only a short time. The store was closed for almost
two years then and, during that period, was used for a
time as emergency hospital and then living quarters
for the Belisle family of Antler who had been burned
and suffered the loss of their home in a disastrous
fire.
In 1931, W. 1. Abbey came from Arcole, Saskatchewan to become a merchant of Reston. He purchased the building and stock from Robert Harper,
built up a good business, and earned the esteem of his
patrons. The store became part of the Red and White
chain. In 1946, Mr. Abbey had it remodeled and in
1956, the store became self serve.
Mr. Abbey had the first delivery truck in town.
Before that, his staff delivered groceries around town
on a small wagon or hand sled. The store part was
smaller before it was remodeled and when they first
came, the Abbey family lived in the back. It was not
long after he started business, that Mr. Abbey began
sending his sons out through the countryside with a
truck from which they sold staple goods to the farmer's wives.
John was the son who stayed with the store. At
first, he was delivery boy and then he became clerk.
When Mr. Abbey died John took over the store and
ran it until his own death in May, 1974. His efforts to
serve and please and the cheerful "How are you
today?" with which he usually greeted his customers
will always be remembered by those who came to the
Red and White Store.
Harry Willment had come in the fall of 1971 to
work in the store and, after John's death, he took over
the business. He managed the store until 1977 . It was
then vacant for a short time until Gary Shiltroth came
to Reston, renovated the store, and set up business.
He married a local girl, Barbara Birnie, and they now
conduct the business as Gary's M. and M.
In the Abbey days, many clerks came and went.
Among these were Cathy Schurman (McIntosh),
Olga Andrews (Zarn), Edna Westaway, and Alice
Sinkbeil. Maurice Ludlam was a familiar figure at
work in the Abbey store for seventeen years. Delivery boys were Frankie Manning, Gordon Duncan,
Clark Swayze, and Kim Gray.

Gary's M. and M. Store
The building which most residents remember
best as the W. 1. Abbey Red and White Store, and
which is now Gary's M. and M. Store, has a long
history of changes. It was built in the early 1900's by
a Mr. White from around Antler, Saskatchewan, and
was so named the White Block. It was first recorded
as occupied by Edward Hanlan Berry who rented it
for living and business quarters for his jewellery
store. He soon moved to his new building across the
street.
Donnelly Brothers, Everett and Harold set up a
gent's furnishing store in the White Block and young
Alf Archer did clothing repair in the back. In 1917,
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The Bake Shops
The Munro Bake Shop

On an evening in late March of 1934, fire of
unknown origin broke out in the bakeshop and quickly spread to the Berry barber shop and the suites
above. So quickly did the flames spread that Mr. and
Mrs. A. Scow and their one child had a narrow
escape from being trapped when forced to flee for
their lives when the blaze shot up through the floor.
When the fire fighters arrived, the building was a
mass of flames. The only thing which they could do
was prevent it from spreading to other buildings.
Other occupants who lost everything were Mrs.
George Guthrie and her sister Miss Mona Pigg, and
Miss Ilo Brandon who lost her music studio and
piano. The bake shop was never rebuilt and for some
years, Reston was without a bake shop.

The first bake shop was an enterprise of G. S.
Munro and was a small brick building situated between the present store and the drug store. It was
back somewhat from the street but the drugstore,
when built some years later, was set right up against it
for the marks can still be seen. This building was
bake shop until 1906 when Mr. Munro moved the
business to the larger two story Wilcox building
south of the stone store. The small brick building was
later torn down and the wooden frame used as a
garage by G. S. Munro.
The Wilcox building had the bake shop, the Berry barber shop, and upstairs apartments all under its
roof. On the bake shop side to the north, customers
entered the shop area from Main Street. In the middle
portion of the bake shop side, Munro's operated an
ice cream parlor. It was the good old fashioned kind
where patrons sat on wire back chairs at small tables
and ate homemade ice cream made in the bakeshop
basement.
Behind this was the hot and bustling bake shop
kitchen. 1. K. Robertson, chief baker even in the days
of the small brick bakeshop, officiated with the mixing, rolling and baking operations and turned out
bread and other mouth watering goodies. He was
assisted by Dave Johnson, brother to Lloyd Johnson,
and at one time by Miss Duncan who was a sister to
Mrs. Alex Mennie. Ralph Shippam's first job with
Munro's was in the bake shop.

Russell's Bakery
When A. E. Smith rebuilt his butcher shop in
1916, he attached an extra part on the north side. For
many years this was the "Canada Cafe" and later
Pete Lamond set up a butcher shop there. During the
late sixties, Pete's wife Bernice sold her home baking
in the butcher shop and advertised as "Bernie's Bakery."
The Lomonds left Reston in the spring of 1968,
and Jack and Edith Russell opened up Russell's Bakery in the building. Their retail area was used by the
Lamonds as living quarters and the former butcher
shop part is kitchens and office.
In the first years the whole Russell Family
worked in the bake shop. In 1973, Mrs. Russell gave

West side of Main Street, 1912.
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up her work in the bake shop. After school days and a
multitude of experience in the family business, their
oldest son John decided to become a professional
baker and in 1978, he returned to Reston as such and
took over the business which he still carries on.
The following people have all served and helped
at the Russell Bake Shop: Debbie Smith (Russell),
Rhonda Russell, Gary Russell, Marj. Fairbairn, Lois
Paul, Pat Fotheringham. Debbie Moffatt, David Rhodes, Kelly Bloomer, Gerry Ludlam.

example was, "Yes, we have a very fine town and we
also have a very fine meat market - but both can be
improved." In 1908, he was advertising sirloin
steaks at twleve and a half cents a pound. He also
supplied the town with exotic meats for on Christmas, 1926, he was offering buffalo meat and dill
pickles to go with it.
Leo Curtis purchased the business from Mr.
Smith who constructed a locker plant with 400 lockers. This was a boon to those who wished to store
quantities of meat over the summer months as few
families at that time had home freezers. A new store
front was added at that time also. There have always
been apartments above the butcher shop.
The shop was operated by Don Graham, Al
Owen, Bill Baird, and Gene Traill in tum until June,
1961, when it was sold to Henry Claussen. Henry was
Reston's butcher until the summer of 1980 when he
sold the business to Miles Van Damme, the present
operator.
Henry Claussen gave many young school boys a
start in the business world. Among these were Ross
Manning, Archie Clark, Blaine Munro, Brian
Olenick, and Kevin Jones. Among other employees
have been: Florence Birnie, Olga Zam, Jim Walker,
Sheila Lane, and Robin Mayert.

Meat Markets
A. E. Smith, the butcher, deserved a permanent
place in the history of Reston. Albert E. Smith came
to the Elm Valley District with his parents and other
family members in 1888. For a short while, he delivered meat throughout the country from the farm but
in 1899, he established a butcher shop in Reston.
Except for a short time in the early 1900's
(1907-1910) when he returned to his farm, he operated his Reston butcher shop for fifty-one years.
The site of the butcher shop was always the same.
At first he used an old office which had been used in
the first years as the municipal office. He quickly
turned the site into a proper butcher shop and here he
operated until the fire of 1916 which destroyed much
of the east side of Main Street. Mr. Smith had built a
fire wall to the south of his butcher shop but the fire
came up from the north so, while the Baldwin Block
to the south was saved, the butcher shop went up in
the flames.
A. E. Smith promptly set about building a new
and better shop. He moved into temporary headquarters while his new building was being erected. There
was a flury of building activity along the street the
summer of 1916 as the bank was also being rebuilt.
Mr. Smith constructed a two story brick structure
with a leanto on the north side to house the Soon
restaurant. In June 1916, though the building was not
complete, he was back there in business. The building was reported to be well lighted and ample.
Later that year there was a fire in the rear of the
Baldwin Block to the south. Mr. Smith's ice house
caught fire along with it but was saved. He appears to
have done more bulidng and renovations after this
fire.
After fifty-one years in business, Mr. Smith sold
his butcher shop in 1950 but for a time continued in
his insurance, which along with work in the
Pipestone Municipal Council and other public duties, had more and more occupied his time as years
had gone by. It was because he always had able
assistants in his shop that he was able to take time for
so many public duties.
His advertisements in the Reston Recorder were
always interesting and filled with philosophy. An

Other Butcher Shops
Reston had other butcher shops too but they came
and went. Among butchers remembered are James
Sexton, John Ireland, J. Bray and Oscar Haugse.
There was also the beef ring. John Ireland who had a
bam where the Lion's Playground now is, operated
the Imperial Meat Market before 1910 in opposition
to A. E. Smith. This butcher shop was operated in the
middle teen years by Oscar Haugse. It was situated
just north of Smith's Butcher Shop and burned in the
fire on east Main Street. Jack Matthews was a very
early butcher in one of these or in a shop close by.
The other two must have operated in one of these
also, for only a short time.
For a time, there was a meat market opened at
Reston House Hotel. It was operated by the proprietor R. V. Cusack and closed about 1948. He built it on
the east end of the hotel with a door leading out to the
south.
In the early sixties, Pete Lamond operated
"Pete's Butcher Shop" where Russell's Bake Shop
now is. He had worked for A. E. Smith before he set
up on his own.

The Hardware Stores
Berry's Hardware (Old Manitoba Hardware)
The first hardware was started in the Baldwin
Block just south of the butcher shop. Story and Edwards established it in 1893 and sold it in the first five
years of the 1900's, to James Fumerton. He sold
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hardware and furniture and sold it before 1915, to
DeLong and May who ran it as a general store.
The Manitoba Hardware opened in 1900 in a
small building just south of the bank. This may have
been tom down or moved out or become a butcher
shop, for in 1906, Manitoba Hardware Co. moved to
permanent premises.
The hardware was built close to the southwest
comer of Main Street and Second Avenue where the
Berry Hardware later stood. It was a large two story
structure with the hardware on the north side facing
onto Main. Above it was a store room. Paul Brothers
had the south side for a store and above them was the
old Manitoba Hall. There was also some space for
living quarters above. A lift was installed to take
heavy objects up to the top floor.
The first manager of Manitoba Hardware was A.
E. McBain. He was an asset to early Reston. He was
a keen sportsman and active in trap shooting which
was held about where Gulf Oils now stands. Along
with his bookkeeper, Bert Brown, he was instrumental in bringing Editor Frank Manning to Reston. He
and Mrs. McBain lived in a house where the McMorran residence now stands.
The next manager was H. Manders who was there
in 1916. He was followed by William Devenny. Lastly came 1. Harvey who was only manager for a year,
when the store burned in 1921.
The fire was reported to have been started by
gasoline put into a kerosene tank by accident and
then overflowing into the basement. Steven Wall,
father of Mrs. Archer discovered the fire and warned
the Harveys who were living in the upper story. They
barely escaped! It was perhaps just as well that it
burned for the old building sat in a bog and had such
weak foundations that it had more than once had to be
jacked up and repaired.
In January, 1922, Reston Hardware and Lumber
Co. was incorporated to replace the Manitoba Hardware Co. and by May construction was under way. It
was built more sturdilly with the entrance and floor a
few feet higher up.
In the meantime young Edward Hanlan Berry
had come west in 1899 to work in the harvest fields.
He was only in the area a short time and returned to
Ontario where he apprenticed as ajeweler, worked as
a barber, and married his wife Bertha.
In 1905, Mr. Berry came back with his bride to
settle in Reston and operate a jewellery store. They
lived and worked at first in what is now Gary's M.
and M. Store, formerly Abbey's. He soon built what
is still known as the "Berry Block" . It was just north
of the Manitoba Hardware. The Berrys lived there
and for about twenty years the jewellery business and
watch repairing was carried on there.

After the fire whch destroyed Manitoba Hardware, he became a partner in the new company and in
1924, he purchased the business and it became E. H.
Berry's Hardware and Lumber. He combined this as
years went on with his jewellery business, the selling
of fuel, a machinery business, and a farm at Woodnorth. Mr. Berry even drove as far as Cannington
Manor in Saskatchewan to sell his jewellery. He sold
wedding licences too and, long after the jewellery
part of the business closed down, he was still selling
wedding rings.
His stock was excellent. In one advertisement,
we can read of clothes dryers at $2.85 - not the kind
we favor today however! Horse blankets were $12.50
a pair. E. H. Berry moved with the times however
and in 1929, he was selling electrical equipment to a
town just getting electricity. In 1948, he was offering
electrical appliances to the rural people who were
having hydro installed. In 1925, he installed one of
the first radios that the townspeople ever heard. They
had the first gas bowser at Manitoba Hardware and in
the thirties were selling White Rose gas.
John Berry took over the hardware business from
his father shortly after World War Two. It closed up
for good in 1975. There was a reduction sale and the
remainder of the goods was sold by auction. Workmen spent all winter tearing down the building and
the lumber from it was also auctioned. So disappeared one of Reston's old landmarks.

Brady Hardware (Now Klusen Block)
The founder of Brady and Son Hardware,
William Albert Brady, came to Reston in 1898. He
built a home and an implement warehouse and he
went about the country taking orders for farm impliments and repairs, so he got to know the people.
In 1915, he extended his business to include hardware, housewares, and china, but he was only in this
business a few short months when the small building
burned in the fire which started in the post office. He
saved some hardware on the first floor but the buggies and machinery on the second floor all went.
Mr. Brady moved his business temporarily to the
Baldwin Block across the street and set about building new premises. He built, on his previous site, the
large brick block which is now the Klusen Block.
The hardware was where Klusen's Family Centre
clothing store is now. The south part of the block
became the post office and there were apartments and
also storage space above.
In, 1919, when son Frank returned from the war,
the firm Brady and Son was founded and, when Mr.
Brady died in 1930 the business went completely into
the hands of Frank H. He died in 1952 and his son
Bert took over the business until it was sold.
The Brady store stocked everything imaginable.
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In 1962, four lots were bought from R. Johnson.
On this property east of the Grain Growers elevator, a
fertilizer shed was built the next year. In 1965, lots
were purchased from Messrs. Buscarlet and H. Forrest and a new farm supplies store and lumber shed
was built.
The site of the new warehouse was originally
called the Fumerton Block and the name was
changed to the Baldwin Block when Thomas Baldwin bought it about 1915. During its time, it was a
hardware, a clothing store, a second hand store, and
a tinsmith shop. There were apartments on the second
floor.
The hardware itself was built on the site of the two
story frame Cates building used over the years as a
store, lawyer's office, plumber and harness shops,
and on the second floor as an apartment block.
The old buildings were torn down and the new
present ones erected. The new co-op hardware was
officially opened November 26, 1965, and the old
one across the street became a storehouse. It was still
used for the sale of Christmas toys one or two years.
Managers have been: Joe Wood 1932, WilfNolan
1932-34, 1. Payne 1934-44, Merv Evans 1944-49,
Margaret Evans 1949-50, Harry Winch 1950-51, Bob
Clark 1952-59, Fred Paul 1959-62, Stan McTaggart
1962-63, L. Traill 1963-65, R. Tully 1965-67, Jacques Roberts 1967-71, Dale Rollins 1971-77, Miles
Van Damme 1977-80, Darlene Schlemmer to closing.
The store changed hands on Dec. 9, 1980 and
became T. and C. Hardware. It is owned by Alvin
Lazenby, Dale Smeltz, and Grant Fotheringham, and
is managed by Rick Judd.
Lumber Yards
Reston Lumber Co. (Brady Lumber)
Mr. William Busby established the first lumber yard, Pioneer Lumber, in 1893. It was on the east
side of Third Street and to the west of what is now the
Klusen Block. The business was taken over by Mr.
H. McBain who conducted it until 1907 . He sold the
business then to W. A. Brady who at that time had
only an implement business in a small building
where he later built the Brady Hardware.
Mrs. Brady sold the lumberyard in 1953 to James
Harrison Winch. At that time Mr. Winch, known to
his friends as Harry, had connection with Taylor
Lumber in Virden, and his lumber was supplied by
that company.
About that time, there was a flurry of oil activity
in the surrounding district and many test wells were
being put down. Anyone involved in that, can remember the great amount of cement that was used.
Reston Lumber Company supplied much of this and
the odd bag of cement often seen on the roads was

Besides the usual hardware, there was axle grease
and harness. Even a horse brush could be bought for
30¢ in the thirties. A good pocket watch cost $1.25
and a better one was $1.75. In 1929, he began selling
lawn mowers. There were buggies and wagon parts
stored in the second story.
There was a gas bowser outside this store too,
when horse and buggy days were over and the gentlemen of the town began to vie with each other to see
who had the finest and newest automobile. Horses
had their revenge however when a runaway team
almost completely demolished the bowser and dragged it down the street. Andrew Ready, Bert Stratford
were among Brady employees. William McLean did
tinsmith work.
On January 3, 1956, Bert Brady handed over the
keys of the building to William Champion and in
March, Mr. Champion opened it officially as a Marshall Wells Store. In September, 1964, after eight
years of carrying on the busines in a pattern as successful as the Brady enterprise had been, he sold the
business and left Reston. The next proprietor was
Verne McConnell who operated it, also as a Marshall
Wells store, until he closed it down completely in
1968 and moved to Thompson, Manitoba.
The building stood empty then for a few years.
One year, the old hardware part was used by the
government to set up a teen centre. During provincial
election time, the Conservatives used it as their headquarters. In 1974, it was opened as a clothing store.

Reston T. & C. Hardware (Formerly Square Deal
Co-op)
The last hardware to be established in Reston and
the only one still operating is T. & C. Hardware taken
over at the beginning of 1981 from Square Deal Coop.
The local co-op was founded in 1929 with Ed.
Guthrie serving on the provisional board. He was
certain that a co-op was a place where a person could
get a square deal and so he suggested the name.
There is a motion in the Square Deal minute book
which reads, "Moved by A. M. Campbell and seconded by George Milliken that the name given be
'the Square Deal Co-operative Association"'. 1. A.
Donald chaired this meeting.
The Square Deal did not start operation in Reston
however until 1944. It was first operated in the hamlet
of Ewart and dealt mainly in petroleum products. The
first manager was Joseph Wood.
In 1949, it was decided that an office was needed
on Main Street in Reston and the following year a
building was erected on the west side. It is now a
warehouse across from the hardware buildings. Harry Winch became manager.
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burned in 1921, the lumber yard behind was saved
and continued to supply the lumber for Reston and
district buildings through the years that Reston Hardware and Lumber Co. operated it.
E. H. Berry purchased it along with the hardware
business in 1924 and it continued to be Berry's lumber yard until it and the hardware closed down in
1975. John Berry moved the big old lumber shed out
to his farm to use for storage and he gradually sold off
the lumber and then tore down the remaining structures.
A lumberman who is remembered is Stephen
Wall, father to Mrs. Archer. He was there before the
fire and continued on for many years to work for
Reston Hardware and Lumber Co. and then for Mr.
Berry.

sure to have fallen from Harry's truck. It was also a
sure bet that a test well was being sunk somewhere
along that road.
Reston Lumber Co. also supplied the lumber for
many houses in Reston and surrounding area. Mr.
Winch retired in 1964 and the company was sold to
Beaver Lumber. In the centennial year of 1967, Harry
Winch was presented with the Order of the Crocus,
an award of honor in recognition of his contribution
to the welfare and development of Canada.
The first Beaver Lumber manager was Terry
Yates. The company operated until 1970 and by that
time they were down to a one man operation. In late
1971, they had a three day sale and, what was not
sold, was taken to Virden. John Rainnie, who had
been with the company since the time it was taken
over by Mr. Winch, stayed on until February 1972, to
wind up accounts. The site is now used by the Lockharts to set up and stock their farm implements.

Square Deal Co-op Lumber
The Square Deal Lumber Yard opened in 1965
along with the new store. It was built on land behind
the hardware. Previously this land had belonged to
Buscarlet's Transfer.
It always had separate managers from the hardware and these have been:
Murray Hicks 1965 ($330 per month)
G. Halkyard 1967 ($450 per month)

Berry Lumber (Old Manitoba Hardware and
Lumber)
The lumber business which Manitoba Hardware
carried on was started about the same time as they
moved into the premises in the southwest comer of
Main Street and Second Avenue. When the hardware

Dr. Chapman and his wife in his first drugstore, 1910.
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Ronnie Paul (apprentice manager)
Art Classen 1968
Bill Wright 1969
Gordon Beiber 1970
Keith Mann 1976
Rick Semlir 1979
Marion Wessley (Moore) 1979
The lumber yard closed with the hardware in
December, 1980.

Inez McMorran. She sold the busines to Morrows of
Melita, in the fall of 1964. Wayne Morrow took
charge and it became Morrow's Pharmacy.
Mr. Morrow was in the business for twelve years.
In 1976, he and his family left to make their home in
Port Alberni, British Columbia and Grant and Nancy
Schiltroth came from Fort Smith, North West Territories to manage the business for Mr. Morrow.
On October 1, 1978, Grant Schiltroth purchased
the business and the drug store. Grant and Nancy
operated the business and lived in the suite above
until the end of 1980. At that time they erected a new
forty by sixty foot steel structure across the street
north from the old store. This was the site of the old
Manitoba and later Berry Hardware.
The building was erected by International Building of Brandon. The fixtures and stock were moved
across the street from the old store and on January 27,
1981 they opened for business. The future of the
seventy-four years building erected by Reston's first
doctor is uncertain at the time of writing.
The following people worked in the drugstore for
long periods over the years.
Mrs. Lillian McMurchy (Wynn)
Mrs. Joyce Tureski (Wilkins)
Mrs. Margaret (Bud) Robertson
Mrs. Inez Knox (Harrison)
Mrs. Doris Robinson
Mr. Verne Glass

Reston Drug Store
The first drug store in Reston was established by
Doctor Chapman soon after he came to Reston in
1900. He built a small drugstore in 1902, to better
dispense his medicines and for many years was both
doctor and druggist to the community.
The first drug store was the building on Main
Street now occupied by Guthrie and Bulloch Insurance Company. Doctor Chapman built his home just
to the south of it but later moved the house to make
way for the erection of the bank.
In 1907, he built a fine red brick two story building on the southwest corner of Main Street and Second Avenue. Many events have unfolded within its
walls. The first telephone switchboard was there and
also it for some time, housed a dentist's office. When
Dr. Chapman decided to give up dispensing drugs
around 1910, Burt Brown took over the drug store.
In 1918, Lloyd Fumerton became druggist and
continued to operate the store until he moved to
Treherne in 1927. Meanwhile, Harry Neil had come
to Reston previous to the time of World War One and
had worked for the G. S. Munro Co. store. He went
into the services and when he returned from overseas
he became a clerk in the Fumerton Drug Store. He
purchased the business from Mr. Fumerton after he
had taken time out to graduate as a druggist. In 1936,
he added an ice cream and cold drink department at
the back of the store and this became a very popular
Saturday night spot.
Harry Neil moved to Winnipeg in 1939. The drug
store was purchased by Lyall McMorran from
Souris. Mr. McMorran operated the business for
twenty-five years and served the area well. He
changed the name from Reston Drug Store to
McMorran Drug Store and also made changes in the
building itself.
Remmodelling of the store was done in 1959 with
new Bullman fixtures installed. The liquor agency
was also placed in the store. Mr. McMorran incidentally, also had a weather station at his home and sent
daily readings to Brandon. Mrs. McMorran has continued with this until a few years ago.
Lyall McMorran's sudden and untimely death in
1964 made for another change of ownership. The
business was carried on briefly by his widow, Mrs.

Clothing Stores
"A. Archer the Tailor" was once an advertisement familiar for miles outside the Reston community. His advertisement in the Recorder, "Archer's
Tailored Clothes are Unequaled for Service", was
the absolute truth for no garment left his shop until
the work was perfect. The girls who worked for him
knew this very well.
Alf Archer came from the east in 1904 and at first
mended clothes in the back of Donnelly's Men's
Wear, now Gary's M. and M. Grocery on the southeast corner of Main Street and Second Avenue. Soon
he entered the Donnelly business in conjuntion with
Harold Donnelly.
The partnership did not last and Mr. Archer carried on alone on those premises until 1924 when he
moved his business to a wooden building, which had
been the photography shop. This was on a site west of
Main Street and on the south side of Second Avenue
at a point approximately where Reston Drop-Inn now
stands. It has since gone under the blade of the
bulldozer.
In early days, and in partnership with Donnelly,
he sold men's wear which was sometimes ready
made. This included Hartt Boots which, it seems
were six dollars a pair before World War One and
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eighteen dollars a pair after. This was apparently due
to shortage of leather. When he relocated, he went out
of ready to wear goods and confined his business to
tailoring and later dry cleaning.
Mr. Archer was a professional. In 1910, he had
gone to Chicago and taken a course in tailoring. He
even worked with furs and was making fur garments
for both men and ladies in the years of the thirties and
before.
In 1925, he purchased a steam heated clothes
press and erected a small building behind to house
the steam plant. This also heated the main building.
The next year he expanded again and installed a dry
cleaning plant, which was said to be the best in
southern Manitoba. He built a piece on the back of
the main building for this.
Except for a short time when he was on military
duty, Alfred Archer worked in Reston at his chosen
trade for close to fifty years. He left in the early
sixties for retirement in Ontario. During his last years
in business, his attention switched more and more to

his devotion to his work in Reston Memorial Park and
he gradually became less and less active in his original trade. He gave up the tailoring business in 1951.
For some years, he travelled about a wide area of
the country picking up and delivering items to be
cleaned and pressed. He often searched for and
brought home plants for the park at these times too.
His first vehicle was a model T Ford truck with glass
windows and a high box built on the rear bumper to
hold the dry cleaning. There was hanging space for
the clean cothes back there. The dirty clothes were
thrown on the back seat and Burt Pierce, who drove
the truck, recalls that Mr. Archer would crawl in
among the soiled clothes to go to sleep. It was never
too gentle a ride for there were solid rubber tubes in
the tires.
Later, he used the 1929 Chevrolet van which had
been the G. S. Munro Co. delivery van. It seems that
on one of his trips, probably with the early vehicle,
he had car trouble and stopped at various villages
trying to pin point the problem. He replaced the coil

Mr. Archer and helper.
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by the windows and there was a long table down the
middle which held the sewing machines.
The front office was small. I remember the important men of the town dropping in to discuss village affairs and ask Mr. Archer's advice. When I left,
he made me a lovely green wool suit at cost. When I
had told him I was leaving to go back to studies, he
had said, "That is good. You don't belong in this ragtag business. "

and also for some reason brought home several spare
coils. The problem was really a spark plug. He was
more familiar with the workings of his sewing machines than with that of his car.
Alec (Scottie) Mennie operated the press which
pressed the clothes. Ruth Parker (Wyn) and Tina Lau
were dressmakers. Marjorie Mikkelsen (Patmore)
worked in the tailorshop in 1925 and has the following memories.
"Foremost in my memory is Mr. Archer's fairness, kindness, and good humour. The shop was well
lighted and comfortable, though steamy at times,
from using the press which was just new then. One of
the girls helped him spot clothing brought in to be
pressed. The really dirty clothes were sent away to be
dry cleaned, to Perth's, I think. This was before the
dry cleaning plant was installed.
When I was there, I think he employed six to
eight girls, Miss Jessie Affleck was head tailoress.
She was a pretty ladylike spinster in her forties. She
and Tina Lau kept a firm gentle control over the
apprentices, of which, I was one. Even our night life
was subject to their scrutiny. I remember one hot day,
after I had been out to a dance until after four P.M.,
Mr. Archer gave me a ladies' dress to work on. I was
to sew dozens of tiny buttons down the front. I could
hardly keep my eyes open and did a slipshod job in
order to finish in time.
A day or two later, an indignant lady brought the
dress back to have the buttons sewed on again. Mr.
Archer caled me in. With a twinkle in his eye he said,
'Now don't let this happen again.' Believe me, it
didn't. I felt so ashamed.
As apprentices, we got $24.00 a month. Every
closing time, the young ones had to sweep and dust
under the strict supervision of Tina and Miss Affleck.
We worked from eight a.m. to six p.m. with an hour
off for lunch.
All of Mrs. Archer's lovely suits and dresses were
made there and those of many of the town ladies. Dr.
Chapman had all of his shirts tailor made. I remember the girls delighting in embroidering lazy daisies
on the shirt tails, I'm sure Mr. Archer knew about it
but said nothing. All buttonholes and buttons were
sewn on by hand and only the experienced girs did
the button holes.
We were taught to overcast all seams by hand; this
was called serging. For the padding in the lapels of
suits and overcoats, we had to join two pieces of cloth
together without a seam. This was called stoating.
We sat at counters with our feet on stools to do the
hand work. The counters were also used for laying
out cut pieces and for Mr. Archer to draft and cut his
patterns. There was a counter down the west side and
one down the east side of the workroom. They were

Clark Stores
Mrs. Clark, wife to Doctor Clark, was one of the
Reston ladies who enjoyed seeing the local women
supplied with fashionable hats. In 1920, Miss Salisbury was selling hats in competition to Munro's and
she had her hat salon in a room above the drug store.
In 1925, Miss Salisbury moved down the street to
a building next door to the post office and Mrs. Clark
opened up more hat competition in the quarters
above the drug store. It does not seem that Miss
Salisbury stayed long after that. In 1927, Mrs. Clark
moved her hat business to a room above the bank.
In the early twenties, Art Morris had built a small
store which he opened as a men's ready to wear. This
was located where the Lion's Club Playground now
stands just to the south of the bank.
In 1927, he closed out the business and moved
away and Mrs. Clark took the building over for her
millinery shop. She also sold some ready to wear
ladies' clothing. She was not too many more years in
the business before she retired from the enterprise.
When Doctor and Mrs. Clark's son Keith returned from World War Two, he also went into the
clothing business. He specialized in men's wear. He
built a shop on the lot behind what is now Gary's M.
and M. Store. It was just east of the store and his
home was on the same lot. It was built by Hazen
Bigmy with Mr. Clark's assistance.
It opened the following year and ran for eighteen
years. At that time Mr. and Mrs. Clark moved to
Brandon so that she could obtain medical treatment.
They closed the business out by auction and moved
the dwelling to Oak Lake Resort to use as a summer
dwelling.

Other Clothing Stores
In the years prior to and in the early twenties, H.
Delong sold clothing along with other goods in the
Baldwin Block, where the new co-op warehouse now
stands. Reston Family Outfitters took over this store
in 1925, but remained there only four months before
moving into the premises Mr. Archer had just vacated. They were a Brandon firm and sold groceries
along with clothing. S. Cooperman was manager.
They too were hat conscious and one season they
gave away a free hat with every purchase of a coat.
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That same year, the Recorder relates, they were robbed. The thieves made off in Tom Mutter's car which
was eventually found in North Dakota. Family Outfitters stayed only five years.
Kathy McIntosh (Schurman) had a dress shop in
her home on Railroad Ave. in the forties. Bea Gatey
(Donald) ran a ladies' ready to wear shop in the Berry
Block on Main Street from about 1964 to 1971. After
that time, only Munro's sold ladies clothing until Ed
Klusen came to town.

truck delivers to this order office Tuesday through
Friday. The building is on the northwest corner of
Third Street, and Fourth Avenue.

Another Old One
There is record of N. Gray doing watch repairing
in 1905 but no record of where this was done. There
was another early shop however that anyone who was
a child in the early 1900's will not have forgotten.
Mrs. Tom Wilkins had a small store in which she sold
fascinating knickknacks and other fancy goods. She
had novels and adventure stories and some who remember, think she sold candy too.
Tom Wilkins, her son, remembers that the first
store was between the livery barn and the post office
on the west side of Main. It was a two and a half story
structure and could have been what was first the
Harris Boarding House. The Wilkins family lived in
the second store. Probably about 1910, the Wilkins
moved across the street to the building beside the
present bank and here too, she had her fancy goods
shop. The building was owned by Mrs. Wilkins'
father, G. W. Stonehouse. Both buildings burned in
the 1915 and 16 fires but by that time Mrs. Wilkins
had given up her shop and the one on the east side
was Buddy Burge's poolroom. Mrs. Wilkins later did
dressmaking.

Reston Family Centre
In March, 1974, Ed. Klusen purchased the former Brady Block on the west side of Main Street and
opened it as a clothing store, featuring clothes for all
members of the family.
Before opening, Mr. Klusen completely remodelled the building. He rewired and put in a suite
where the post office had been and two suites on the
second floor. With his daughter Gail, he operates the
clothing store in the part that was the hardware.

Other Merchandising
Reston Ceramics Unlimited
Reston Ceramics is operated by Mrs. Irene Kendrick in the old building just north of the post office
on Main Street. It is the building which, over a period
of almost 100 years, has been school, undertaking
parlor, shop, restroom, and library.
Mrs. Kendrick opened in early October, 1977.
She has a large and a small kiln in the back and a large
number of different molds. She has sales outlets in
Virden and Reston and also handles special orders
from her shop.
Since her opening, she has conducted classes for
adults and children. She has worked with Girl Guides
and 4-H and will also be teaching ceramics to local
Grade Eight Classes in 1981.

Laundries and Dry Cleaners
Early Years
In the early 1900's there was a great need in the
village for a laundry. Labourers, railroad men, and
others among the bachelors welcomed the day in the
early 1900's, when Lee Sam came to town and established a laundry at the corner of Railroad Avenue and
Second Street. This is now the property of Lockhart
Garage.
Lee Sam was there until 1913 when he left for the
city and Lee Hen took his place. The laundry closed
about 1921. Bert McKay remembers what the old
laundry was like.

Simpson Sears
A Simpson Sears mail order outlet was opened by
Sheila Lane in May of 1978. Simpson Sear's own

Chinese Laundry
"Lee" was his name, if memory serves, but the
litte Chinese laundry man in Reston was better
known as "No Tickee, No Washee."
The laundry was a ramshackle affair, west of the
Townsley (?) garage, with a lean-to on the side and
on the back. Just where, in that crowded shack, the
owner slept will forever remain a mystery. His cooking was done in one or two skillets, or pots, on the
wall. His tea kettle was brass and very heavy.
He shared his back yard, where the clothesline
wires wove a pattern between the crossarms, with a
slough that lapped his doorstep in the spring. Perhaps

Sears order office, 1981.
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the slough was part of his water supply, for his well
never went dry.
The counter just inside the front door served for
business with customers, and, in quieter times, as an
ironing board. The shelves at the side were obviously
too few, as laundry was piled high and every-whichway. To the left was the big stove, a basic item in the
operations. Around the pot-belly part was a rail,
allowing the irons to sit at an angle, tips almost
touching the hot iron. The top of the stove was big
enough for his large pressing iron, of impressive
weight.
Looking to the back of the shop the customer
could see the tubs, and a huge iron mangle for the
bedding, sheets, carpets, etc. It was a man-size job to
turn the handle on that monster. The owner was about
forty pounds too light for the job, but he had found
the knack.
Those were the days of the stiff celluloid collar.
Talk about your television "ancient Chinese secret,"
Lee had a mix that resembled the celebrated curds
and whey. But one swipe with a cloth dipped in that
goo and the collar was white as new. Some men had
boxes which provided room for seven stiff collars.
One box was at the laundry one week, and the other in
use. Later "soft" collars came in, and these were
folded, three at a time in a leather folding case. Great
for travellers.
Newspaper advertisements for Chinese laundries
often said "Washing and Getting Up, - Chinese
Style."
Outside the back door could be found the custombuilt cart for Lee's deliveries. Ling did a brisk trade
with the local hotel, and with the homes of some of
the people of considerable means. The litte laundryman was a familiar sight on the streets. One lady in
Reston insisted that her laundry be delivered just
before one o'clock. She knew her neighbours would
be at the sink by the window at that moment.
Lee worked uncounted hours, and most people
hardly knew he was there. He had friends, including
one good friend, Jack Ludy.
The little Oriental came in for a lot of teasing and
hazing, especially at Hallowe'en. He stood most of
it, but his Oriental calm could shatter, and then let his
tormentors be very fleet of foot.
This laundry was adequate in its day and it was
soon replaced when it went out of business. Alf
Archer's local dry cleaning plant next served the
town but after it closed there were only outlets at
various business places. Dry cleaning could be left to
pick up by Perth's or Virden Dry Cleaners.

began her dry cleaning business. Dry cleaning is
done every day in this store by a Speed Queen coin
operated machine. There is a Steemex carpet cleaner
available for people to rent to clean their own rugs. It
is also agent for Perth's.
The building had been a small house and, in the
fall of 1979, an eighteen by twenty foot extension was
added to the original building. Sheila Lane has had as
assistants: Donna Kluzendorf, Bill Munro, Muriel
Briggs and Myrna Bulloch.

Dennis County Laundromat
In 1978, Ben Kroeker purchased the building just
north of Russell's Bakery on Main Street. It had been
built by A. E. Smith and used as an insurance office.
Mr. Kroeker remodelled it and made it into a modern
functioning laundromat.

Shoe Repair
Three men are mentioned in connection with the
mending of boots and shoes in Reston. W. Hollowell,
for a time, had a boot and shoe repair store in the
north corner of the Mennie Building which was on
the southwest corner of Main Street. He was there
from 1910 to the early twenties.
The man best remembered is Louis Ranger who
kept the peope of the area well shod for nearly fifty
years. In early years, Mr. Ranger farmed south of
Sinclair. About 1920, he came to town and opened a
business in a small store on the east side of Main
Street, about where the Lion's Playground is now. He
stayed there only about a year and moved across the
street to a small building just south of Dennis County
Cafe.
When the harnessmaker left in 1927, Mr. Ranger
took on the mending of harness and binder canvases.
There was not enough room in the small building to
stretch out the canvases to repair them, so he had the
shop enlarged. With the passing of the era in which
the horse was used for agriculture, the harness trade
dwindled down to nothing. He continued mending
boots and shoes however, until the late fifties when
Mrs. Ranger died and he gave up business.
For some years the shop was closed but the equipment remained in it. In the late sixties, Ike Adams
bought it and opened it up once more. He conducted
the business only two or three years and closed it
down permanently. He took the sewing machines and
other equipment to his home and sold them at public
auction. The building was afterward purchased by
Square Deal Co-op and moved out of town.

Harness Shops
In early days, when horses were used for all the
farm tasks, the harness mender was as important and
needed as the mechanic is today. Farmers brought
their harness in to be made ready for spring work

Reston Dry Cleaners
At the same location as Simpson Sears, and with
the same day of opening, May 23,1978, Shiel a Lane
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and, over the busy season, there were often rush jobs
so that work could go on with the least possible
interruption. Straps were replaced and rivets put in.
Horse collars were re-stuffed and patched.
Several names are mentioned as early harness
menders. Sinclair McMillan had the first harness
shop in town. His daughter Jean, Mrs. Elwood Bulloch, lives in the village today. The story is told that
Mr. McMillan was on his way to the Klondike Gold
Rush in 1898. In Brandon, while he was asleep, his
train car was switched to the train bound for Reston.
It is told that he wakened to find himself on a side
track in Reston, on a train waiting to be switched for a
return journey.
Mr. McMillan wandered down the street and
liked what he saw. He had had experience in harness
making in Ontario, so he secured a building, probablyabout where the Lion's Playground is, south of
the bank and he prepared to open business. He
brought supplies from Winnipeg. He made the old
Jackson boarding house his home.
He stayed only until 1902 when he moved to
Antler and took up farming.
He sold his business to E. 1. Wilkins and Mr.
Wilkins, perhaps not immediately, but soon, hired
W. A. Shippam to work for him. In 1911, Mr. Shippam opened his own shop in a building near the old
Munro Bakery. Mr. Wilkins had gone out of the
business.
The building was small and made of tin and had
been built by a Mr. Cameron in the first year of the
town. It was first a hardware and then a barbershop.
G. S. Munro bought it and moved it to a spot between
Brady's Hardware and his bakeshop.

He specialized in making halters and later, fan
belts. He had a tank for dipping the harness to oil it.
Harness shops became less and less needed and he
gave up the business. The building was tom down
and the lumber used to build a caboose.
Mr. Shippam was a strong temperance man and
1913 Recorder readers were aghast to read an advertisement inserted by him. The heading read, "Whisky Bottles Wanted". He actually wanted the bottles
for storing harness oil. He got what he wanted for,
next morning, he could not get in the door for all the
bottles piled outside.
In the twenties, H. Young had a harness shop in
the Cates Block where T. and C. Hardware now is.
There is mention of Ed. Harper, who had an impliment agency, also mending harness in early years.

The Tinsmith (Now Ludlam Electric)
The first tinsmith work was done in the Manitoba
Hardware. They had a shed on the side which they
used for that purpose and they hired James Fumerton
to do the work. Mr. Fumerton soon opened his own
hardware and, in April, 1921, R. C. Coleman took
over the Manitoba Hardware tinsmith department. In
his first years in Reston, he owned only a motorcycle
and he travelled in this with his wife along in the
sidecar.
Mr. Coleman soon branched out on his own and
opened up in the Baldwin Block south of the butcher
shop. He worked out of this shop until about 1930
when he moved, for a brief time, to a part of the
Mennie Block at the south end of Main Street.
When Manitoba Hydro came to Reston, the old
electric shop just east of Lockhart's Garage on Railroad Avenue was closed down. For a time, Manitoba
Hardware used it for storage but, in the middle thirties, they sold it to Mr. Coleman who carried on
business there, until he retired in 1956. Mr. Coleman
installed local furnaces and also did plumbing, when
the time came that such facilities replaced the old
fashioned commodities.
He sold his business to E. Gemmill of Gemmill's
Hardware, Pipestone. Mr. Gemmill used the building
and equipment for his work for about three years and
then sold to Leonard Ludlam who had been mechanic at E. H. Berry Impliments, following his service in
World War Two.
Mr. Ludlam combined tinsmithing with electric
wiring and named his business Ludlam Electric. In
the winter of 1979, he had a new building erected on
the north end of Main Street between the Recorder
office and Gulf Service Station. He set up business
there the following summer and still carries on the
trade.

Local harness shop. L to R: Geo. W. Stonehouse, Ernest
James Wilkins, Mr. Shippam.
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Carriage Shop
D. H. Dobbie, hearing alluring tales of the west,
came to Reston in 1906. At that time, the new four
room school had just been built so Mr. Dobbie
bought the old school, just off Main Street. It is now
Reston Ceramics Unlimited. He turned it around to
face west and converted it into a wagonmaker's shop.
When wagon making and repairing was no longer in
demand he turned to painting cars. He was also local
undertaker.
The shop closed in the early thirties when Mr.
Dobbie died. By that time, he was doing little more
than the undertaking. His house and small stable
were on the lot behind the shop. It is told that he kept
a cow, which was brought up to the house door each
night for water. Mr. Dobbie would not milk it himself
but Mr. Shippam, the harness mender, came each
night and milked it for him in return for a portion of
the milk.

space where Hugh and his helpers did the horse
shoeing. That comer, if memory serves, was also the
'P' station for every man coming in or going by. This
'relief comer' was standard as far as I can gather, in
every town and city blacksmith shop fifty years ago.
The only floor for most shops was Mother Earth.
To the left on entering were the racks and piles of
iron. This was Hugh's bag of tricks, I suppose, for
out of it came just what he needed no matter what the
situation. But a few things might have to be heaved
around a bit first. In the centre ofthe north wall was a
door going to a lean-to addition. it was sort of a stock
room and contained wheels, rims, spokes, shafts,
bunks, and wagon and buggy poles - yes - and
sleigh runners.
The forge was in the northeast comer, with a
work bench along the east wall. The bellows were on,
or near, the north wall, and just a touch would bring a
glow in an obviously dead pile of ashes. Under full
steam, those bellows would raise a furnace fire in
seconds. Blacksmith coal was under the bench, in
fact it was piled in two or three places.
The east door led into the work area in back and
that to the Dunbar garden. In the southeast comer
was the old gas engine that drove the overhead pulley
shaft, and powered the big trip hamer standing near
the forge. That engine had many names, none complimentary.
The area around the stove was often piled with
plough shares, sharpened and ready, with the name
written on each with a special chalk. Cost of sharpening a share in 1930 was fifty cents, new points welded
on, just a dollar. Plough shares were big business.
Cultivator shovels, sleigh runners, cutters iron
shod, iron rims put on wagons, wagon tongues put
in, and machine repairs were done. Harrow teeth
were sharpened at the stupendous price of one cent
each.
There was that thing in the back yard that never
had a name in my memory, but the kids did call it the
'sizzler' at times. This was a square plank affair that
looked like the top of a well. It did hold water and I
presume there was a metal tank down below. In the
centre of this square, free to move up and down, was
a plank square with a bearing or axle sticking up on
which a wheel could be placed and screwed down
tight. The wheel to be reshod was put firmly in
position. The woodwork or spoke replacing would be
done first.
Close by was a fire pit, where three or four iron
wagon or buggy irons could be placed one on top of
another. They did not need to be of the same size but it
helped. From the generous pile of short wood nearby,
a roaring fire would be made encompassing all the
iron. When this had burned down to ashes, the top

The Blacksmith Shop
The blacksmith shop had always been on the site
on northeast Main Street, where the post office now
stands. The first blacksmith was Mr. Lundy, but he
remained only a short time and was followed by
Charles Geen. He was blacksmith only a few years,
when he decided to go farming and later, he moved to
the coast. Thompson and Thompson were the next
smithies and in 1910 they sold to A. E. Majuary.
One of these men, probably Mr. Majuary, had a
fine sign placed above the door. It had the figures of a
horse painted on it and the date that the blacksmith
shop was originally erected, 1890. One of Mr. Majuary's assistants was Harry Harper.
In the late teen years, Hugh Dunbar became the
village smithie and he worked at his trade right up
until his death in early 1936. Bert McKay recalls the
old Dunbar Blacksmith Shop as it was about fifty
years ago.
"The building leaned a little, the doors were
hardly a close fit, the wind came in a hundred cracks
in that old Dunbar shop, standing between the McCrindle building and the Dobbie shop and undertaking parlors.
It was a 'roaring' place from spring to late fall,
but quiet in winter. I think in those days, of the late
twenties, the stove was an old steel gas burner which
Hugh converted into a wood burner. The forge probably also helped to keep the blacksmith from frostbite.
Hugh Dunbar was a small man, with a generous
leather apron, and didn't look big enough for some of
those jobs. But no one noticed if they watched his
hands. That's where the action was.
The double doors of the shop were right to the
street, and in the right hand comer, entering, was the
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rim would be taken off and fitted to its wheel. If it
was a tight fit, the wood might actually catch fire
from the red hot rim but this would be pounded out
quickly as the blacksmith hammer drove the rim into
place. The heat had expanded the metal to make it go
over the wheel easily. Then the handle was flipped
and the mounting, wheel and smoking iron, were
doused in water. There was a great hissing and the
steam rose in clouds. No time to lose, take that wheel
off, then a third and fourth. The embers were keeping
the rims, hot, hot, hot.
For the boys and the men too, the real action was
in the shoeing comer where the man in the horsehide
apron took on the horse in the still living horsehide.
The horse would be brought in and each hoof
examined. The trained eye of the smith soon knew
what shoes were required. Different shoes for different horses - for different seasons. Stock shoes
would do for one horse, only especially made shoes
for another.
The smith went to work at the forge, working and
pounding the strip of iron into the tough wearing
shoe. Red hot, it was applied briefly to bum the hoof
level for the shoes (and many an argument there was
about that custom) Then the shoe was cooled and put
on just warm enough to hold. The smith, with years
of skill, drove those horseshoe nails just right and so
quickly. The ends that came out were twisted off at
once with claw hammers and later clinched. The
smith did not want to take a chance on a flying hoof,
with nails sticking out like tiny knives.
The town dray horses were shod each month and
paid no more attention to the blacksmith than they did
the local train. They had seen this many times before.
Farmers brought their driving horses in and some of
these were hard to handle. Once in a while, one of
these high steppers would kick the blacksmith half
way across the shop. But after a new' chaw' he would
come right back into the comer. The horse never did

and early and late, spring and summer, could be
found at his anvil. It was not long before his skills
were well known.
It was only a year however, before the misfortune
so familiar to Reston befell his shop. It was destroyed
by fire! Nearby Cusack's Hall had a narrow escape.
Mr. Jones moved a tin building in from Tilston and
was soon in business.
In 1941, Jack Cronk came with his family from
Invermay, Saskatchewan, where he had been a blacksmith for some years. He was blacksmith until 1953
when he retired. Ingvald Buan had been blacksmith
in Pervis, Manitoba for almost forty years but the
town was going the way of many small villages and
business was scarce, so Mr. Buan decided to buy the
advertised Reston business.
When the site was needed for a new post office,
Mr. Buan moved his building to its present site on the
southwest of Sixth Street. In 1975, his health failed
and he closed the building and sold the building
privately. The metal building can still be seen in the
same spot and the name 1. B. Buan can be read across
the front. The sound of the hammer and the glare of
the coals in the anvil is gone however - the building
is used as a storage shed.
Photography
In the early 1900's, there was a photography shop
in the village. It was in the building on Second
Avenue which Mr. Archer later used as his tailor shop
and about where the Drop Inn now stands. 1. Ludy, an
early carpenter had the first photography shop, but he
may not have been at this site. Donnelly and Eaton
were in business there in 1912 and probably hired
someone to run the shop as a Miss Bell worked there
in years close to that.
Preston Gibbs, school caretaker, had a studio in
his own home in the forties. John Russell, who
returned to his native Reston to take over the bake
shop in 1977, now has a studio in his own home.

WIn.

Milk
In the first days of the village, almost every
family had a stable behind their house and at least one
milk cow. Gradually there were those who liked to
have their milk delivered. It was these people who
were complaining around 1920, of the village cows
which ran at large, destroying the lawns and eating
the gardens.
First a McGregor family and then a Harrison
family lived on the Walker farm, a mile east on
Number Two Highway and they each had a dairy. The
Harrison girls were among the first to deliver milk
around town. James Ireland, for a time kept milk
cows in a bam where the Lion's Playground now is.
There is no record of how he disposed of his milk.

If the driver brought in a great over-a-ton stallion
for shoeing, this would draw extra witnesses. Such as
famed Armprior Emigrant, the pride and joy of the
"Clyde" men. Let no man criticise that horse within
earshot of those who knew there was only one 'horse
in the w-u-ur-Id' . It has long been claimed that horseshoes bring luck. Perhaps it was the myriad of horse
shoes hanging in the shop that saved the blacksmith
from being tramped by a horse, fifteen times his
weight. "
Rudy Shoen, Elkhorn's blacksmith for many
years, apprenticed for Mr. Dunbar.
George Jones, who had previously done blacksmithing in Tilston, purchased the shop after Mr.
Dunbar's death. It is said that he also was a busy man
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In 1948, Verne Glass opened a radio repair shop
in the Mennie Block at the south east of Main Street.
AI. Cowan had Reston Radio on the same site for a
short time.
Ray Buan now has a radio and repair shop in a
building just behind his home near the south end of
Fifth Street.
Another early short time business was a vulcanizing shop operated for a few years in the Baldwin
Block by Wes Morris and W. 1. Peckham.
From June, 1971 to November, 1972, Michelene
and Wayne Swayze operated a flower shop in the
building near the south west end of Main Street
between the Dennis County Cafe and Agserv Liquid
Feed.
H. Wessely Electric commenced business in
March of 1980. Holger Wesseley, married to a local
Reston girl, the former Marion Moore, does electrical wiring and installation in and around Reston.
Headquarters is the old co-op building north of AgServ on the west side of Main Street. His assistant is
Greg Ellis.

R. S. Ludlam milk wagon.

John Baxter lived in town, owned some cows,
and had a unique milk delivery system. He had a
barrel the size of an apple barrel and he had two
wheels on the back of it, and on the front, two legs on
which it rested when stopped. At another time he
used a large can to contain the milk. He went from
door to door and the housewives came out with their
bowls. Mr. Baxter dipped out their milk with a dipper
and they paid him in coins.
From the early twenties to the mid thirties,
William Busby and Rollie Ludlam delivered milk
from their farms. Each had their own customers in
the village. In summer, they used a democrat and in
winter a sleigh. In cold weather, a rug was thrown
over the bottles to keep them from freezing and
bursting. When William Busby died in 1936, his son
Baxter took over and, with the Ludlams continued to
deliver until 1944.
At that time Abbey's Red and White Store took
over distributing the milk. The Ludlams brought it to
town and Abbeys kept it in a large old separator bowl
in the store. Customers brought their own containers
and had it measured out to them. Ludlams resumed
milk delivery from 1957 to the early sixties when the
big milk companies began bringing in milk.
Marion's Travel
Mrs. Marion Bulloch opened a travel agency in
her own home in 1977 . In April, 1979, she moved her
business to the Bulloch Agserv Centre at the south
west end of Main Street. She organizes bus trips to
sports events and handles the local tourist travel
needs.
Other Shops
Other shops have come and gone. When hydro
came in 1930, and 1. K. Robertson gave up his
position as manager of the town electric plant, he
opened an electric shop in the building which is now
Reston Ceramics unlimited. His son Earl took over
the business.
At the time when waterworks came to the town,
Cornell's Heating and Plumbing opened in the north
side of the Cates Block, now Reston T. and C. Hardware. They operated only a short time.

Sports
Rinks
There have been four rinks in Reston's history.
The first, built in 1897, was a temporary structure
and was on Railroad Avenue and about 200 feet west
of where the Lockhart Garage is now situated. Reston Curling Club had been organized three years
before and there had been curling games on outdoor
ice so the sports enthusiasts banded together and
literally raised this first rink with materials available.
The 46 by 140 foot structure had wooden walls
and a canvas top. There was a two foot space of light
cotton half way up the sides and this let in light during
the day. At night, the rink was lit by coal oil lanterns
with big shades on top. Wooden rocks were constructed by the local curlers. These were wooden
blocks with four holes drilled through and the holes
filled with lead for weight. The running surface was
covered with an iron band. There were a few granite
rocks also for as early as 1888, G. K. Milliken, T.S.
Bulloch, and Tom Mutter had all purchased granite
rocks. They took in bonspiels in Winnipeg and Brandon and other established towns and took their rocks
along on the train.
Something more permanent was needed for a
rink so, in 1905 the Reston Rink Co. was formed and
they sold shares to raise money and had a new rink
erected and ready for use that winter. It was on the
west side of Second Street where the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lome Martin now is situated.
The new rink was said to be one of the best in the
province for a town the size of Reston. It had two
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Inside the rink, 1911.

Reston bonspiel, 1909.
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In January, 1979, the Reston Arena was once
again on fire. The blaze started in the annex and the
alarm was turned in at 11 A.M. The fire brigade
managed to confine the blaze to the annex though the
intense heat melted the fibreglass insulation in the
skating arena. This time, the building was metal and
not as quick to burn. A tractor housed in the annex
was destroyed but, despite the fire, the rink operated
that same evening.
Curling
Curling, in Reston, began on an outdoor rink and
the first bonspiel was held in 1902. Curlers came
from long distances even in early days and many
valuable trophies and prizes were donated by the
leading citizens. There was never enough hotel space
and visiting teams were billeted out in homes which
had room. There were great reunions and parties in
Reston at bonspiel time.
Prizes in 1911 were four gold watches, four gold
lockets, four handsome rugs, four fancy vests, and
four centre tables. There were special competitions
for the McDougall cup donated by Postmaster
McDougall, and the Citizen's Cup donated by townsmen. These valuable old trophies were burned in the
destruction of the rink.
By the 1930s, there were twenty pairs of rocks
privately owned. They were kept in a padlocked box
so that those who had no rocks had to bargain to
borrow or go without. The club made a deal to
sharpen rocks free if the locks came off. To a casual
observer many rocks looked alike but each owner
had some mark by which he knew his own.
Those were the days of coon skin coats, and
visiting curlers and townsmen wore them when travelling and for official rink pictures. A. A. Archer had
a brisk sale of these at the beginning of the winter
season. A few of the most prosperous sported mus-

sheets of curling ice, a large size skating rink, and
good waiting rooms. It was patronized by skaters and
curlers and on many evenings the Reston Citizen's
Band supplied music for the skaters. Mr. Brauer
conducted the band in 1912.
By 1954, the old forty nine year old rink had
become too small and too old fashioned. Town fathers such as Dr. Chapman and A. E. Smith were
agitating for a new one. The assets of the old Reston
Rink Co were turned over to a new rink committee
and in March of that year the old rink closed down
forever. It was one of the few early buildings not to
burn but as it was being torn down, a fire did break
out on the roof.
The municipal machine began levelling ground
for a new rink where the present rink now stands on
Fourth Avenue just north of the elementary school
grounds. The surplus dirt was put in a slough behind
the municipal office. It was a curling and skating rink
combined with a common waiting room. It was to
have opened on December 3, 1955 but the weather
was so mild that it could not be opened until December 30. There was an official opening, with Clyde
Caldwell throwing the first rock to start the curling.
On November 23, 1963 the third rink was destroyed. The blaze started about five A.M. and was
out of control before the firemen arrived. Ross Benzie recalls that all that was saved were two rocks. The
building was made with Dring rafters and the glue in
them burned fiercely. It was believed that the fire
might have started from faulty wiring. Valuable trophies, figure skating costumes, and scenery were
lost.
With customary determination, volunteers set
about to raise a new and better rink on the same spot.
The footing was laid in early 1964 and the building
was ready for opening in the fall. Charlie Cook cut
the ribbon which officially opened it. The old rink
had had three sheets of curling ice and the new one
has four. Seventy three theatre seats were purchased
for the waiting room and a good public address
system installed. There is a rink cafeteria managed
by a special committee. Lady curlers, hockey mothers, and other district volunteers take turns serving
and the profit goes toward rink finances.
For the first season or two the rink was flooded
with natural ice but then an artificial ice plant was put
in to serve the four curling sheets. The laying of
concrete in the curling area was a 1967 centennial
project and this meant that the curling side could be
used in the warm season for banquets, dances, and
other community gatherings. A heating unit was added and later artificial ice to the skating side. There is
no concrete there however and the ice pipes are laid
on the gravel.

Curling rink of Bill Giles, John Galbraith, Bill Miller, George
Guthrie.
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still throwing a few rocks well into the 1970's.
Ladies' interest in curling grew and by the winter of
1911-12, a ladies' club had been formed. An early
curler, Mrs. Annie Bulloch, recalled making a 120
mile trip to Treherne to curl in 1917.
It seems that team spirit was keen and there were
"freeze out" rinks, "all stategy" rinks and "tom
foolery" rinks just as there are today. By 1967, about
the time artificial ice was installed, there were sixteen regular rinks and today membership numbers
and bonspiels continue.
Two or three rinks of Pipestone ladies make use of
the curling ice from November to January each year
and Sir-clair ladies also are members of Reston Lady
Curlers. Lady curlers from the forties on have been
too numerous to list but early curlers were:
1910
Mrs. 1. McCrindle
Mrs. Clyde Bulloch
Mrs. Harry Neil
1930
Mrs. C. C. Campbell
Mrs. A. E. Smith
Mrs. A. K. Cates
Mrs. Andrew Ready
Mrs. 1. Galbraith
1920
Mrs. 1. Cuthill
Mrs. F. Manning
Mrs. Roland Ludlam
Mrs. Tom Mutter
Mrs. F. B. Scott
Mrs. R. Coleman
Mrs. Frank Clark
Mrs. Maurice Ludlam
Mrs. Josh Robertson

Reston Community Rink, 1981.

krat coats, and a fur hat was a necessity on the ice.
Some of the old World War One veterans wore their
"puttees", strips of khaki cloth which wound over
the calf of the leg in a spiral and kept out the cold.
Some of Reston's early curlers were:
C. C. Campbell
Bill McNeil
1. Guthrie
A. 1. Manning
Jas. Ready
Fred Guthrie
Harvey Paul
Frank Guthrie
1. Ludy
W. H. McDougall
Clyde Bulloch
Mail Clerk Agnue
T. S. Bulloch
Ernest Johnson
E. 1. Father
Frank Manning
A. Ellis
Archie McMurchy
Gordon Matthews
Howard Jackson
The rink of C. C. Campbell, Clyde Bulloch,
Ernest Johnson, and Rev. 1. L. King had the distinction in the thirties of holding the McDougall Cup for
more years than any other rink.
Rinks from Reston always attended the Winnipeg
and Brandon Bonspiels. W. H. McDougall was president of the Winnipeg Bonspiel at one time. In 1925,
the rink of C. C. Campbell, E. Johnson, 1. Fisette,
and C. S. Campbell were high favorites to win. They
did not bring home a prize but a second rink of Jas.
Bulloch, Bill Giles, Jack Galbraith, and Bill Mutter
who were not favored, came home with the consolation.
It was said of A. 1. Manning that if he could see a
rock, he could hit it. Ernest Johnson was a good third
man and Clyde Bulloch is remembered for his rock
delivery. Clyde Bulloch curled in all of the town's
four rinks, curled in over fifty bon spiels , curled with
the senior citizens, and was still curling in the occasional bonspiel as late as 1977.
Jack Ludy, town carpenter, was drawmaster from
the very early years right up to the forties. Oliver
Chester has been drawmaster in more recent times.
The ladies of Reston curled right along with the
men from the very beginning. Mrs. A. E. Smith was
the first lady to curl. That was in 1904 and she was

In 1972 a senior men's curling club was organized
by long time curlers Foster McDougall and Clyde
Caldwell. At first there were only two or three rinks
but the organization has grown to include curlers
from adjacent districts and senior ladies who at first
organized all lady rinks. It now has a membership of
about fourteen rinks. Foster McDougall was the first
president.
Students of Reston schools have also been enthusiastic curlers. In 1928, students were using half
bricks to curl on an outside rink on the E. H. Berry
property. Later there was jam pail curling. As early
as the thirties there were high school bonspiels. In

Clyde Caldwell organizer of
Senior Curling.
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1941, the Cates trophy was won by the Harvey
Vlasikchuk rink and the School Board trophy by the
Ted Olenick foursome.
Hockey
A hockey club was organized very early in the old
rink on Second Street. In about 1912, "Red" Maxwell Kelly, a town worker, headed a hockey team and
games were played, often on open air rinks, against
Redvers, Arcola, and Carlyle. Tom Mutter was one
of the stars of that first team.
The 1921 hockey team had Bill Miller in goal,
Bill McDougall point, W. Devenney counter point,
Peter Munro centre, Charlie Caldwell and C. Eaton
wings, and Harry Eaton and Foster McDougall
spares. The last two were juniors at the time. It is
noted that Buster (Earl) McDougall was such an
outstanding player that he had gone on to play with
more prominent teams. The McDougalls were all
sons of postmaster McDougall.
The 1932 team had Jack Mutter, Frank
McMurchy, Bert Mutter, Foster McDougall, Earl
Hopkins, John Busby, Clarence Busby, Alex Mennie, Bruce Hunter, and Reg Guthrie. That year it was
Foster McDougall who was going on to the Virden
team. Pete Munro was a popular or unpopular, depending how one looked at it, referee. Ted Ballance
was manager of the Reston team and Jack Robinson
was coach.

There was a lull in hockey during the years of
World War Two but the old intermedite team was
playing again in the late forties. In about 1952, the
team came back under the name Reston Rockets.
One of their first endeavors was an exhibition game to
raise money for the new rink which was built in 1955.
Members of the original Rocket team were:
Wib Morrice
Bill Munro
Benny Watkins
Duff White
John Olenick
Fred Paul
Orville Klusendorf
Don Ready
Bev Lockhart
Alvin Bernie
Jim Morrice
Jack Bodner
Don Benzie (goalie)
Alvin Owen
Bill Busby
Joe Mack was playing coach for all the Reston
hockey teams during parts of the fifties.
In the sixties, they played in a league with neighboring towns and were a healthy team until it seemed
that local interest dwindled with the hiring of imported paid players such as Bill Mack, Wallace Cornell, and Ron Maxwell from Brandon who was their
playing coach. In the seventies however the Rockets
made a come back joining first the Souris Valley
League and then the South West League. It was hard
going and not many wins at first but they have steadily bettered their position in the league standing.
The South West League started in this corner

Reston Rockets.
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who wanted to play but who never had a chance.
House leagues only lasted about two years again and
they went to having more age group catagories.
In the middle sixty years, Reston Minors joined
the Turtle Mountain League and played against
Souris, Melita, Virden, and even teams as far away as
Shilo. It was found that the travel distance was too
great so in the late sixties, they went into the South
West Minor League and still remain with them. This
league consists of Pierson, Reston, Melita, Waskada,
Deloraine, and Bottineau.
The Minor League Midget Tournament, held
yearly in the arena has really put Reston on the map
as a hockey town. The first tournament, organized
mainly by Nick Olynyk elementary school principal,
was held in 1966 with six teams participating. Since
that year, Elmer Bulloch, Bill Busby, and Mel Bulloch in tum have organized the event. The number of
teams participating has now risen to twelve.
There are four Reston teams in minor league
today:
Eight and under - The Mighty Mites
Ten and under - The Atoms
Twelve and under - The Pee Wees
Fourteen and under - The Bantams
Sixteen and under - The Midgets
In 1972-73, the Reston Midgets won the Midget
D.M.A.H.A. provincial title. Murray Williamson
was their coach and Bill Busby was manager.
Among those who have coached minor hockey
since the house leagues are: Ross Beatty assistant
railroad agent in the sixties, Bill Froese, Bob Froese,
Mel Bulloch, Elmer Bulloch, Bill Busby, George
Jago, Sid Jago, Lome Jago, Bill Busby, Ev Lockhart,
Bev Lockhart, Fred Gray, Bev (Chub) Gray, Ross
Tycoles.
There are many other Reston citizens who have
had a part in promoting local minor hockey. Almost
all of those mentioned as adult hockey players could
be included. Clarence Magnusson, local telephone
supervisor who came in 1967, contributed greatly
during his years in Reston. He was reporter and for a
"time was president of the league. Along with his
work with the players, he is remembered for giving
of his time to bring hockey facilities up to standard in
the arena.
The year after Ross Beatty died, his two cousins
donated a trophy in his memory. This trophy is still
presented to the outstanding Reston Midget player at
each tournament as are many other donated trophies.
There are also the Road Runners team. They were
graduates of the Midgets who could not commit
themselves to the travel and schedule of the Rocket
team when it entered the Souris Valley League in the

with Reston, Tilston, and Melita and has kept getting
bigger until it is now the biggest intermediate league
in Canada.
The Old Timers organized in 1973 under the
direction of Art Peck, R.C.M.P. and Murray
Williamson. It was a participation venture so that
older players could still compete. Some are former
Rockets and some are those who just like to play
hockey. At first, practices were at ten A.M. as that
was the only time they could get the ice.
The first year, they played six exhibition games
against Elgin, Souris, the Midgets, and themselves.
The following year they reorganized and played
against six invited teams as by this time other towns
also had Old Timers teams. They also go under the
name of Reston Jets.
They have a trophy, the "Old Timer's Stanley
Cup". It is a five gallon pail painted and turned
upside down with a funnel on the top, handles on the
sides, and engraving.
Organized hockey for juniors began in 1952 under the direction of Constable George Lawrence of
the R.C.M.P. Local men who helped to organize the
boy's team were C. S. Campbell, Ev Lockhart, 1. I.
Bulloch, Burt Pierce, Frank McMurchy, Elwood
Bulloch, and Murdock McIvor. Constable Lawrence
took it on as his personal project and he was given
complete control. At first there were only house
leagues with four teams named Maple Leafs,
Rangers, Bruins, and Black Hawks. Financing was
purely local. Sports enthusiast Eddie John Guthrie,
donated a turkey each year and the youngsters sold
tickets to raise money. The amount of $93.35 was
raised in this way the first year.
The Bantam League practiced Saturday mornings and two or three nights a week after school.
They mostly played each other on exhibition, with an
occasional game against a neighboring town. At the
end of the year there was a playoff and a banquet and
presentation night with the best team winning the
Citizen's Trophy.. Later in the fifties there were more
outside games. Souris held an annual Tom Thumb
tournament and the Reston youngsters won the Manitoba Amateur District Association Championship.
In April 1957, because there was no ice left in
Reston Rink, Reston team played their last seasn
game in the Wheat City Arena in Brandon and the
game was broadcast over C.K.X. radio. It was
against Russell and unfortunately Reston lost.
Minor hockey extended in the early sixties to
regular, games with Pipestone, Virden, Melita,
Elkhorn, and Maryfield. They were coached at that
time by Jim Morrice. Bev Lockhart, and Jack
Guthrie. In a year or so house leagues were also
revived as it seemed there were many youngsters
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early seventies. Fred Paul was their coach and they
disbanded this year.
There was a girl's hockey team in 1932 and they
played games against neighboring towns such as
Souris. Members of the team were:
Irma Walker
Ethel Coleman
Evelyn Schmidt
Catherine Mennie
Irene Ayers
Freda Berry
In the early sixties the women organized a team of
Mother's hockey and played an exhibition game once
a year against a neighboring Mother's team to raise
money for minor hockey.
In 1980 women's hockey was revived and a
ladies' hockey club named the Rockettes was formed
with Bob Froese as coach. They playa limited number of games with neighboring towns.

Ice Folies. This was when Verne Glass came in 1948
and began to give instruction in figure skating. Costumes and scenery were spectacular for a young and
budding figure skating club and unfortunately these
were lost by fires and have had to be replaced. Proceeds of the 1948 and after ice follies were put toward
the new rink fund.
Verne Glass left in the late sixties and Ella Stevens of Pipestone instructed the figure skaters for
three years. Since 1971, there have been professional
instructors. These have been: Mrs. Trudy Palidivar,
Peggy Lipski, and Ron Kieser who has instructed for
the last four years. All these professionals have come
from Brandon. From the beginning, mothers of skaters have worked hard to promote the club. Mrs. Betty
Jean Lazenby has been supervisor for the South West
Manitoba Figure Skating Clubs for seven years.

The Fun Fair
The annual Reston and District Fun Fair is held
yearly the last Friday in September on the cement in
the arena. Sponsored by the hospital auxiliary, it is
their means of raising funds for hospital support. It
has been for many years now an event looked forward to by young and old. Booths are set up on each
side of the arena and each are manned by volunteers
from organizations from Reston and surrounding
districts. Both Reston schools and Sinclair school
have booths also. All money collected goes to the
hospital auxiliary.

Skating
Skating has been a popular pastime in each of
Reston's rinks. The Citizens Band often provided
music for the skaters in early days. In 1929 a band
organ was installed for the skaters' enjoyment. There
were yearly carnivals from the time the first rink was
built and it is recorded that in 1912, Foster
McDougall and Carnlan Miller were carnival winners.
In the rink on Second Street carnivals changed to

Reston ice show, 1953.
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playing patch and all. The farmers who were ball
players rose early and went to the field to plough at
daylight so that at twelve noon they would feel that
they had done a day's work and could go to the ball
game for the remainder of the daylight hours.
There is record of 1922 when Reston team was
named the Reston Blues. Gordon Hill was on the
mound and Buster McDougall was the player making
the most home runs. Lome Milton of Sinclair, Darwin and Keith Craig of Prairie Rose, and Willie
Mennie, who gave his life in World War Two, are all
mentioned in records as valuable Reston players.
Willie Mennie was often called on to umpire games.
Foster McDougall was also coming up as a valuable
player.
The depression years came there was not enough
money to replace and maintain expensive hardball
equipment. The men took to playing softball. Bill
Munro and Foster McDougall organized a team. In
1932, the captains of the soft ball league were Hank
Klusendorf, Reg Guthrie, Melvin Brandon, and Ted
Smith. The last two of these also gave their lives in
World War Two. Charlie Caldwell often umped softball in both men's and women's games.
After World War Two, Reston baseball team was
reorganized. The group became very active and there
was enough interest in Reston and the surrounding
communities to bring about the formation of the
Pipestone-Albert Baseball League in the early
fifties. Those participating in the league were Belleview, Cromer, Bellegarde, Grand Clariere, Reston,
Sinclair, Tilston, Virden, and Woodnorth.
E. 1. (Eddie John) Guthrie was president and it
was through his enthusiastic leadership that the
league thrived until it was disbanded in the mid
sixties. In May of 1964, the team put on an appreciation night for Mr. Guthrie. It was held in Reston
Memorial Hall and all league teams were represented
and the hall was filled to capacity. Guest speakers
were Laurie Artiss, Jake Milford, Henry Stothart,
and Ron Maxwell. There was a dinner and a plaque
was presented to Mr. Guthrie.
The team players shortly after World War Two
were: Frank Watkins (later played for the Brandon
Grays), Jack Bodner, Harvey Granger, Bill Munro,
Ken Granger, Jack Guthrie, Neuf Olenick John Forsyth, Floyd Miner, Duff White, Howard Wilton.
They were a team of strong left hand hitters-eight
III a row.
In the late fifties, a team called the Reston Hotel
Grays was formed. It was sponsored by hotelkeeper
Ed. Gulus. It lasted from 1959 to 1961 and after that
baseball in Reston lapsed until the formation of the
present Rocket club. Members of the Grays were:
Jack Forsyth, Glen McIvor, Keith McIvor, Bill Bus-

Produce, canned goods, baking, plants, and a
variety of miscellaneous useful articles are there to
be bought. T. V. dinners can be purchased. There is a
cake walk, games of skill, sometimes a dunking
pool, and there are draws for valuable prizes. Three
years ago, there was an auction of articles belonging
to famous people and since then there have been
successful craft sales. As important as anything to
those who come is the meeting and visiting with
friends and the good will and spirit of fun which has
always pervaded the event.

Baseball and Softball
The first mention of organized baseball is about
1910. Baseball was, however, a favorite sport among
the young men of the early Settlement. Practice was
usually held on Saturday evenings and a favorite spot
was the W. R. Guthrie farm about half way between
the house and the Pipestone Creek to the east. The
spot had been a buffalo hunting ground in the days
before the white settlers came. The young men
showed off the results of their practice during the
baseball games which were one of the chief attractions at the annual picnic held in Guthrie's Grove.
Bill Munro, long time Reston baseball player and
umpire, has in his possession a picture dating back to
1911 and showing the following players and executive:
Executive - Dr. A. B. Chapman, C. Inglis,
Harold Donnelly, 1. Broadwood (bank manager).
Players - Bill Munro, pitcher (uncle to present
Bill Munro); Ev. Donnelly, catcher and manager;
George Oliver, short stop; AI. Ellis, pitcher; Jim
Ready, first base; Stanley Paul, left field; Harold
Jackson, second base; Merv. Evans, second base;
Jack McLarty, right field; Bill McDougall, mascot;
George McLarty, centre field.
By 1920, Reston's baseball team was beginning
to win provincial renown. A team from Prairie Rose,
just to the west, and comprised of mainly the Caldwell, Paul, and Munro families united with the Reston team headed by Donnelly and Ellis. The new
Reston team had Pete Munro and Al Ellis as pitchers
and Mike Boulton as catcher. The team was a formidible contender in every tournament they attended
and won the name of being the best team of purely
home players in the province.
Among noted early players were Mike Boulton
and Eddie John Guthrie. Baseball was in the blood of
men like these. Mr. Guthrie kept a couple of hired
men an.d as soon as the crop was planted, he was
ready to play baseball. Mike Boulton's wife became
so concerned with the time her husband spent away
from her on the ball diamond that she sewed a bright
red patch on the seat of his ball pants but he went on
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Reston Greys ball team, 1968. Back Row: Ivan Donald, Syd Jago, Keith Mcivor, Manson Moir, Bill Busby, George Jago, Jack
Forsyth, Ben Watkins. Front Row: Phil Ready, Murray Grieson, Dale Rollins, Don Ready, Jack Guthrie, Bob Froese, Glen Mcivor,
Eddie John Guthrie.

by, Bob Froese, Ivan Donald, Manson Moir, Bennie
Watkins, Geore Jago, Sid Jago, Jack Guthrie, Phil
Ready, Don Ready, Bob Moore, Delwyn Bulloch,
Murray Grierson, Dale Rollins.
The team was not without its casualties. Jack
Guthrie broke his collar bone while acting as umpire,
Phil Ready and George Jago both suffered broken
limbs.
There was always a team that could be put together for sports days but it was not until 1979 that the
present Reston Rockets ball club was formed with the
older ball players from past teams stirring up interest
so that a new team could carryon the old spirit. The
team players are: Terry Mayert, Ross Tycoles,
Clayton Jago, Dean Jago, Murray Jago, Bob Jago,
Robbie Forsyth, Glen Forsyth, Don Ogdon, Jim
Paul, Bob Johnson, Bud Harder, Bob Bender.
The team is a member of the South West Baseball
League which is comprised of Deloraine, Waskada,
Melita, Tilston, Lyleton, and Reston. In the two
years of playing the Rockets have a record of improvement from one win and eight losses the first
year to seven wins and eight losses the second.
Mention should be made of long time Reston
player and enthusiast, Bill Munro. Bill has played for
Brandon and Neepawa teams and has been playing
coach for Arcola, Viceroy, and Redlyn, Saskatche-

wan. He is well known for his skill as an umpire and
umped thirty games in 1980 alone.
Minor Baseball has flourished in Reston too. In
the sixties Reston sixteen and under were members of
the Oil Dome League which included Virden,
Melita, Elkhorn, Pipestone, Sinclair, and Reston
teams. This league died out about ten years ago and,
though efforts have been made from time to time to
revive organized minor baseball, there is no league at
present.
In 1961, Elmer Bulloch coached the Pony League
All Stars, a team of picked players from the Oil
Dome League. They journeyed to Moose Jaw to play
in the final game but lost.
Reston women are usually on the soft ball field at
local sports days now but there have been organized
teams. In 1931, there was a team with: Kay Lyons
Catherine Mennie, Irene Ayers, Ethel Coleman,
Helen Coleman, Olie Ayers, Isabell Edwards, Margaret Edwards.
From the late forties, through the fifties and
sixties, Reston had a good softball organization.
They were ably coached by Charlie Calwell, Frank
Brady, Pat Patterson, and John Forsyth. Members of
the 1949 team were: Mrs. Betty Morrice, Mrs. Edna
Cook, Mrs. Midgie McAuley, Mrs. Addie Summerfeldt, Mrs. Vicky Iles, Mrs. Marion Mayert, Mrs.
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Reston Rockets Ball Team, 1981. Back Row, L to R: George Jago (coach), Dean Jago, Larry Mazur, Rob Forsyth, Rick Judd, Doug
Bender, Rob Johnston, Bob Bender, Ross Tycoles, Bud Harder, Doug Wilson. Front Row, L to R: Kelly Hooper, Jim Paul, Don
Ogden, Bob Zarn, Terry Mayert, Kim Davis, Claton Jago.

where the rink and collegiate now stand might be
suitable and a small three hole course was made
there. It was just too small for the purpose however
and was soon abandoned.
In 1952, Mrs. Dr. Clark managed to stir up
enough enthusiasm that a meeting was called and
held in the Legiop Hill. An executive of C. S. Campbell, president and Larry Robinson, secretary-treasurer was formed. The idea was to have a four or five
hole course out at the fair grounds. The executive
went out and looked at the grounds but no suitable
spot was found and the matter was dropped.
During the fifties, Reston golfers travelled to the
neighboring Virden, Melita, and Hartney courses for
their games but in 1959 the present site on the northwest comer of town and just west of the hospital was
leased. Work was started on it immediately and a
three hole course was ready by June of the same year.
During the process of preparing the course, stones
for the fairway were dumped into a slough and it was
said that there were enough to fill every bog hole in
town. The course now is a nine hole area and there
are seventy-five members.
Presidents of the present club have been: Al
Owen, Larry Robinson, Lew Traill, Bill Iles, Bruce
Marlin, Wayne Morrow, Larry Robinson, Les Iles,
Bill Hume and Ross Tycoles.

Fletch Manning, Miss Eileen (Ike) Johnson (later
Klusendorf), Miss Evelyn Mayert (now Kerr), Miss
Elaine Nolan.
These girls and others from that era have played
together at sports days in later years. They have
called themselves the Retreads since they have become a little older and it can go on record that the
"Retreaded Retreads" were able to field two teams at
the Reston Homecoming sports events in 1979.
Golf
The first Reston Golf Club was organized at a
meeting on July 3, 1926. Mr. Livingstone, who was
road master on the Reston Wolseley line, was president and Elmer McMurchy was secretary treasurer.
The course was on ground which belong to the
C.P.R. It was south of the track and straight east of
the old round house. Today the land is part of a field.
It was more bush than fairway but golfing enthusiasts
were not too hard to please in those days and the club
had twenty-eight members at the time it started. The
membership rose to firty-nine by 1939. Green fees
were twenty-five cents a game and Reg Berry made
the first hole in one on this course.
In the late forties the C.P.R. sold the ground so
the golf club had to look for another course. It was
decided that the small tourist park on the property
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were Dave Anderson, station master, and Jock
Scougall, mail clerk on the Peanut. The judges were
Rev. Harvey, Jack McMurchy, T. A. Bulloch, and H.
Stinson. Among the winners were Reg Guthrie and
Bert Mutter and Ken and Lew Watt. The big winner
however appears to have been ''I'm Alone", driven
by Bruce Hunter and pushed by Teddy Smith.
Bowling
Bowling was a popular pastime in earlier years.
The first bowling green was set up in the early twenties on the lawn to the south of the Baptist parsonage.
This was on the west side of First Street and just a
little to the south of where it meets Third Avenue. It is
now the grounds of the Morley Forsyth Home. This
was just a lawn and not levelled or rolled so in 1932 it
was decided to find a better place and tenders were
called for for a new location.
The new site was about a block south of the old,
still on the west side of First Street, and just opposite
Second Avenue. It is now the site of the Frank Harrison home. The land was levelled, harrowed, and
smoothed down so it made a fine green. This lasted
through much of the thirties.
In 1940, a bowling green was made at the Memorial Park. The ground was levelled and seeded with a
special grass. The work was overseen by Jack
McMurchy of the park board and John Mcivor of the
bowling club. The green was made square to allow
for bowling north and south and east and west. The
location was just to the south of where the museum
and the tennis court are now located. Electric lights
were put in so evening bowling could be enjoyed and
water from the nearby dugout was used to keep it
green. In a few years interest died and it became a
lawn. There have been several unsuccessful attempts
to revive bowling in the years since.
Other Sports
A gun club was organized in 1912. The target
stand for the club was out toward the old nuisance
ground and was between the north end of Third Street
and Number One Highway. The stand was about
eight feet in width and about four feet deep and was
filled with gravel. The targets were placed on the top.
This gun club carried on until about the mid twenties.
Reston Lions Club organized a gun club again in
1979. Their Skeet Shoot is out at the fair grounds and
the project is run by a committee of the Lions. It is of
cinder block construction with a cement slab roof.
Clay pigeons are used for targets. The equipment was
purchased by the Lions from the Brandon Gun Club.
A Game and Fish Association was organized in
1946 by the business men of the town. There were
eighty-four members and Dr. Chapman was the first
president and A. D. Anderson secretary. It kept
going through the years but was really revived in

Tennis
There were private tennis clubs in Reston as early
as 1920. Dr. Clark had a court on the lawn of his
residence on Fifth Street South. This is now the
grounds of the Howard and Jennie Dempsey residence. Lawyer A.K. Cates had a court opposite his
home, now the Russell Manning residence on Main
Street North. The nets and other fixtures were only
removed after Mr. Cates died and the ground became
Manning property. It is now the site of the Gulf
Products Station.
Tennis courts were in the original plan when the
Memorial Park was started in 1921. They were levelled and made ready by the next year with the grass
surfacing being done by tennis club volunteers. In
1938, the courts were surfaced with clay from the
nearby dugout and they were fenced with a wire
netting eight feet high. Steel posts were constructed
from old boiler flues. The work was overseen by 1.
McMurchy and A. D. Anderson of the parks board
and paid for by the tennis club. It functioned for a
number of years and then interest died out and the
tennis club disbanded.
In 1979, members of the Lion's Club called for a
general meeting to revive the tennis court. Volunteers brought the condition of the same original site
back to a functioning court. The fence was paid for
by the Lion's Club. There were two hundred members the first year and the court was in use almost
continually. This year there are only forty members
but it still gets considerable use. The president is Rob
Johnston.
The Pushmobile Races
In the late twenties, the sporting event of the year
was the pushmobile derby held on Main Street in late
summer. Youngsters lined up to race in their home
constructed soap box push cars. Fathers were there to
cheer for most of them had a big hand in the construction of the little vehicles. The little wagons were
covered with every imaginable type of front from
radiator shaped to stream lined circular models.
There was a seat for the young driver, a steering
wheel, and something for the pusher, who ran behind, to hang onto comfortably.
Few events stirred the youngsters of Reston as
much as these races. They also put the town on the
map for a few days and pictures of at least the May,
1929 race appeared in the Winnipeg Free Press. That
year there were thirteen entries but numbers seemed
to have no significance to the enthusiastic young
people or the officials. That year, 450 spectators
lined Main Street to watch the race. Main Street was
gravel then so it was not the easy pushing that it
would be today.
The men responsible for giving the starting signal
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1960 when Ed Gulas was president and Maurice
Ludlam secretary. There were about twenty members
and at the meetings there were discussions and guest
speakers so that members could learn the laws and
techniques of hunting and fishing. They had annual
turkey shoots and a trophy in the fall for the deer head
with the biggest antler spread. There were trophies
for fishermen also. The association folded up about
1968.
In the sixties a Hunter Safety Club was started to
teach hunter safety to young people. This is still in
existance and sessions are conducted in Reston Collegiate.
In 1980, Bob Jago set up a field range on his farm.
Twelve members belong to this club and they practice
with pistols and light arms. There is also archery.and
lessons in these were conducted in the collegiate
gymnasium during the winter of 1980-81.
Since 1972, Reston has been designated the Deer
Capital of Manitoba. For two weeks in fall, hunters
from far and near pour into the area for deer hunting
season. Hotels are taxed to capacity and private
homes are even requested and used for billets.
Reston Skidoo club was formed in 1970. They
have had yearly races with contestants coming from
as far away as Regina and Winnipeg. They have also
staged ride marathons. All money raised from these
endeavors has gone toward community projects. In
1975, $2,400 was raised for the ambulance fund and
the club also donated $1,200 to the Alstone Home.
Presidents have been: Bob Froese, Jim Walker,
Rollie Henuset, Gary Watt, Terry Chrisp, Raymond
Schlemmer, Mel Klusendorf, Doug Wilson, Gary
Watt.
The club now functions more as a family club but
is still very much alive.

Rally day, 1978.

such as a baby outfit or socks or mitts. In the 3rd year
- a woolen skirt, a blouse and a knitted garment
such as a sweater were made. Each year the girls
made samples of a great variety of stitches. These had
to be done very carefully and were kept in a project
book. The emphasis was on the project work and the
samples.
The club activities have changed a bit over the
years. The three year course was divided to cover
five years, namely Projects I, II, III, IV and V. Then
after ten years or so the projects were changed again.
There were then sewing projects A, B, C, D and E,
each letter respresenting a years work; handicrafts
projects A, B, C and D with a great choice of handicrafts; food projects A, B, C and D and photography
were added.

Reston Home Ec. Club
The Reston Home Ec Club, once called Clip-nCut Sewing Club and 1977 united with the Reston
Beef Club and called "The Record Makers". When
first formed this club was one of the "Boys and Girls
Clubs of Manitoba" which became "4-H Clubs".
The leaders for 1952-1953 were Mrs. Charlie
Caldwell and Mrs. Tom Martin.
The girls and leaders met for instruction and
work on their project every Friday from 3:00 to 4:00
p. m. in the school. There was a sewing machine there
and they did almost all their sewing on that machine,
taking turns during the hour there every week. Some
of the articles they were required to make were: in 1st
year - a needle case, an apron and skirt, a hand
hemmed towel or place mat, and a knitted article
such as a scarf or bed socks. In the 2nd year they
made a cotton dress, pyjamas and a knitted article

Shirley Jago winner of Gold Watch award, 1978.
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More projects required more leaders so they had a
club leader and assistant leaders.
Business meetings were held once a month to
learn how to conduct a meeting and keep books, etc;
and separate project meetings were held wherever
and whenever was suitable.
Other activites the Reston 4-H Club participated
in were public speaking and demonstrating, which
gave the girls experience in speaking to an audience,
which in tum developed poise and self confidence.
Julie Haidish won a trophy at the Manitoba-Saskatchewan interprovincial competition at Yorkton.
On achievement night some girls are chosen to
model their outfits at Virden Rally and then, from the
senior group a queen and princesses are chosen by
judges, according to their general appearance and the
way they model.
Records are kept of the girls work and activities
over the years and from these records, some senior
girls are chosen for Golden Watch interviews at the
Virden Rally. From these one girl is chosen to receive
a gold watch donated by the T. Eaton Co. Reston 4-H
girls who won a gold watch were: Ray Champion,
Carol Marlin, Judy Patmore, Bonnie Zarn, Sharon
Sturby, Wendy Milliken, Donna Lynn Downing,
Shirley Jago and Roxane Hutcheson.
Others won trips to parts of Canada or U.S.A.
Ray Champion went to Prince Edward Island, Laurel
Ann Morris to Quebec, Wendy Milliken to Ontario,
Peggy Caldwell to South Dakota and Sharron Sturby
went to North Dakota. Fonda Forsyth, Merle Walker,
Gail Chester, Lauretta Manning, Joan McLean, Ann
Milliken and Jackie Guthrie all won trips to Alberta.
Carol McLean visited North Dakota and Marlene
Caldwell visited Minnesota. Pan Hutcheson went to
Iowa, Shirley Jago to Minnesota and Roxane Hutcheson ..md Brenda Jago to Prince Edward Island.
All these activities developed responsibility and
co-operation, self confidence and poise, skills in
sewing, handicrafts and cooking and consideration
for others, and the girls had fun too, here and there
along the way.

Greg Mazur on right and Dennis Thordarson on left winners of
a trip to Rodergsville, Tennessee, U.S.A. in 1968.

ships. Between 1957 and 1974, Reston Beef Club had
seven championships and five reserves for taking
part in the parade at the 4-H rallies at Brandon Summer Fair. The club marched for Princess Anne when
she visited Brandon.
In 1968, Reston Beef Club won the Carol Lane
Safety Award. They placed first in Manitoba and
third in all Canada. To do this they demonstrated and
gave talks on gun safety in competition with other
clubs. They also sold over 700 safety signs.
Sharon Sturby won a trip to North Dakota and
Dennis Thordarson and Greg Mazur won trips to
Tennessee. The club went on trips to the Whiteshell
and to Kenossee Lake. They took tours and camped
out at Prince Albert, Mandan, North Dakota, and
Mordon.
From 1969 to 1971 Gordon Forsyth was a member
ofthe provincial4-H council and he was president of
that group in 1971.

Elizabeth Branch B.E.S.L.
This report is respectfully dedicated in grateful
memory of the men of Reston and District who gave
their lives in defence of freedom, and to those men
who were privileged to return, to live with their
memories and try to carryon their lives and to the
lonely and bereaved at home, just waiting and hoping. This is written "Lest we Forget:.
The first meeting to form an Auxiliary, which
was later to form the nucleus of the Elizabeth Branch
of the R.C.L., was held in Cusack's Hall (now the
Modem Cafe) on October 2, 1939. Ladies from Sinclair, Pipestone, Ebor and Reston to form a joint
Auxiliary attended. Speakers from Winnipeg attended the meeting and fully explained the purpose,
aims and objects of the Auxiliary.

Reston 4-H Beef Club
Reston 4-H Beef Club was organized in 1955
with help from Pipestone Albert Agiculture Society.
The first leader was Gordon Forsyth and the second
leader was Gordon Smeltz. There were nineteen
members in the original group. The most there have
ever been is forty two members.
Assistant leaders have been: Russ Mazur, Bev
Milliken, George Fotheringham, Garry Page, Art
Wilkins, Buck Martin, Sid Jago.
The most calves ever shown in a year in the club
was seventy two. There have been many champion518

The first officers elected were: President, Mrs.
Frank Clark of Reston; 1st, Vice Pres., Mrs. W. Reid
of Sinclair; 2nd. Vice President, Mrs. S. Hewitt of
Pipestone; Secretary, Mrs. 1. D. Bulloch of Reston;
and Treasurer, Mrs. L. Armstrong of Reston. There
were two representatives from each of the units,
Pipestone, Sinclair, Reston and Ebor.
Mrs. Flexman of the Winnipeg Command explained fully what was expected of them, as they
were governed in all things by the Men's Legion.
They could not take the initiative in anything without
consulting the Branch, so had to wait for a name to
put on their charter, until it was decided upon by the
Legion. Their work was to consist of Welfare work,
sick and visiting in homes, entertainments and bazaars to raise money, looking after distressed cases
under the Legion's jurisdiciton. Their motto - "Service and Comradeship", a motto to which they have
adhered throughout forty-one years. Red Cross work
was greatly stressed in the early years. The first new
Business was to set the fee for the Auxiliary which
was $1.00, badge and constitution extra. Following
are the names of the first charter, as they should be
remembered for their devotion. From Reston: Mrs.
Winnifred Clark, Mrs. Clara Bulloch, Mrs. Mary
Armstrong, Mrs. Mabel Cuthill, Mrs. Mary
Howells, Mrs. Gertrude Benzie, Mrs. Barbara
Cusack, Mrs. Mae Abbey, Mrs. Elizabeth Nicholson, Mrs. Bertha Anderson, Mrs. Nellie Cooper,
Mrs. M. Rees, Mrs. Elsie Morris, and Mrs. Muriel
Nash. From Sinclair: Mrs. Jennie Reid, Mrs. Dorothy Nash, Mrs. Myra Hayward, Mrs. Frances Bayne,
Mrs. Elsie Snape, Mrs. Mary Harrison, Miss Edna
Colquhoun, Mrs. Hannah Claridge and Mrs. Grace
McKinnon. From Pipestone: Mrs. Mary Hewitt,
Mrs. Denice Claus, Mrs. Catherine Walls, Mrs. Ida
Haldead, and Mrs. Sarah Henderson. From Ewart:
Mrs. Verna Wells and from Ebor: Mrs. Ethel Price.
There were thirty names on the original charter
and now in 1981 two charter members remain, Mrs. 1.
D. Bulloch and Mrs. Mabel Cuthill of Reston.
In those days, meetings were closed by a two
minute silence for our fallen comrades and the
Mizpah benediction and God Save the King. At the
first meeting, Mr. Cuthill came to announce that the
men had decided to name this joint group "The
Queen Elizabeth Legion". This met with great approval. The ladies met with the Legion after their
joint meetings in those days, for lunch and a social
evening which fostered a closer relationship.
In the early minutes it is noted that gifts were
given to the children not to exceed 50¢ and for adults
$1.00. My, My, how times have changed! It is noted
too, that the average attendance of meetings was
twenty-nine. One motion was passed to send a gift to

a young lad (Bill Mossop) who had left Reston at an
early age and was stationed in Singapore. His gift
was to be ten shillings. That motion included all boys
who had gone from here to England be remembered
by cigarettes occasionally. Here too, it was mentioned that Andy Cuthill was home on last leave.
Each soldier going from our district got the sum of
$1.00.
Going through the minute books, we will endeavour to point out some of the work that was done in the
various districts in those early important days when
everyone worked so hard. For example, Pipestone
had a successful tea and raised the sum of $15.40. . .
quite a bit then. Small collections were taken up at
each meeting, magazines were gathered by each
town. The first flag was donated by Mrs. Mae Abbey.
Each boy over-seas was sent a money belt (cost $2.00
from Birk-Dingwall). Many thank-you letters were
received from the boys for these useful articles.
There were eighty Christmas boxes packed each year
for the boys, which included cake, gum, candy,
cigarettes, bars etc. The first war bond was purchased in 1940 for the amount of $80.00
From meeting to meeting there seemed to be new
members initiated and the Auxiliary was growing
and working hard. They were finally given permission to call themselves the Elizabeth Auxiliary and
procure their chapter. The first convention was at
Killarney and it was a three day session. This Auxiliary had a great deal of help in the first critical years
from outside sources, which was greatly appreciated.
Many letters of appreciation were read at each meeting, which made all think their hard work was being
appreciated. Some of the letters were printed in the
Reston Recorder. In 1941 $30.00 was sent to a mobile
kitchen to be used in the front lines. A great deal of
help was given to the Red Cross financially, making
quilts, etc. In October boxes were put in the different
stores for donations for Christmas boxes for overseas.
In the year 1943 a decision was made that each
unit function separately as the membership was getting fairly large and gas was rationed. This was
sanctioned by the Branch. The first minute book
compiled minutes from 1939 until 1945. This was a
period of rationing and in order to make Christmas
cakes for overseas, all donated what sugar, eggs, fruit
that they could. Many times in these years sympathy
went out to a bereaved family and people just dreaded
the mail coming. There was a welcoming committee
appointed to meet trains for the boys coming home
and also war brides met and welcomed with a gift
from our community, for there were lonely girls
coming out to a strange country, very different to
their land.
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in projects. In 1959 the annual bazaar was started and
has kept going each year. The fifth minute book dates
from January 8, 1962 until November 6, 1964. For
many years this group canvassed for the Salvation
Army, a most worthwhile project. A small sum of
money was sent monthly to Don Henderson, a war
veteran who had been gassed. This is still done
through his mother Mrs. 1. Henderson. In 1967 they
began sending money to the Deer Lodge Bus Pool,
thus helping some old and disabled veterans who had
never been out of Deer Lodge, to go for trips around
the city and country and this practice is still kept up.
Several years they catered to the Lion's Dine and
Dance for approximately 500 plates. Also members
took turns at working at the rink in the evenings and
during bonspiels.
As the years pass and the immediate needs of our
veterans lessened, the Auxiliary bought silver ware,
dishes and other needed articles for the Legion kitchen, helped the Legion financially and sent $10.00 to
Morley Forsyth for an exchange student trip. Each
year the Auxiliary were having members honored
with their twenty-five year pin. In 1969 this group
was honored by having their name on the District
Shield for having the greatest number of new members in the district. A charter member, Mrs. 1. D.
Bulloch and Mr. Bulloch celebrated their 50th anniversary, with the Auxiliary catering. They worked
also on the Centennial year celebrations and some of
the members made a fine float.
The canvass for the Salvation Army Red Shield
was carried on. For many years Mrs. Cuthill made a
wreath from the park flowers, so the Auxiliary donated 45.00 to the Park fund. On the lIth of November a Legion poppy wreath is placed, usually by a
Silver Cross Mother. A donation was given to Mr.
Archer's memorial fund (a war veteran) who had
done so much for our park. For the Centennial year,
Mrs. 1. D. Bulloch and Mrs. Mabel Cuthill wrote up
a history of the Elizabeth Auxiliary to be put in the
Centennial capsule.
For many years gifts were collected for the Mental hospital and since the inception of the United
Appeal, have given generous donations. Donations
have also been given in memory of veterans and
members to the charity of the family's choice.

From time to time the Auxiliary had a returned
veteran talk to them. Gow Harvey, son of Dr. Harvey,
who was minister of the United Church, was a war
prisoner in the German prison camp and escaped
because he could speak German fluently. Mr. John
Callander also spoke of his war experiences. It was in
1946 our constitution changed and the flag was presented with two minutes silence.
Parcels were still being sent overseas. $5.00 was
given to each war bride's baby and a reception for war
brides. The Auxiliary adopted a foster child, $45.00
for the care of this child for three months.
Mr. Archer was contacted to have an engraved
bronze plate to be erected by Reston Unit of the
Elizabeth Auxiliary of Canadian Legion in 1946.
Each year a respresentative was sent to the annual
convention, bringing back a report. One of the special ways of raising money in the early days was
"telephone bridge" at the different homes. This was
very popular and eveyone had fun. For many years
money was sent to The Bay or Eatons, where a huge
Christmas tree was set up for veterans. It was decided
to put a plaque of marble, with flags draped and a
light over it, in the Memorial Hall, with the names
engraved of the boys who did not come back. All
organizations were to be contacted for donations and
the cost of the plaque was to be $195.00. Mr. Hazen
Bigney donated his time and hung the memorial
plaque.
The Auxiliary was proud to send a telegram of
congratulation in 1949 to Wilbur Pierce and to Mr.
Norman Nash for decorations received for bravery at
presentation at Buckingham Palace of the D.F.C.
During these times the Auxiliary donated a great deal
of time and money to help the Legion renovate the
hal;. $400.00 was donated at this time, which bought
a piano for the hall. They sent $25.00 each to Andy
Cuthill and Lome Watt, who were hailed out. For
many years the Auxiliary sent a card and $3.00 to
families looking after graves of fallen comrades overseas, gave to March of Dimes, magazine fund, wheel
chair fund, Deer Lodge for disabled veterans, a
scholarship, etc. Much money was raised in these
years by Mason's International Night, Burns night,
concerts, bingos, weddings, sales and bazaars. A
good deal of financial aid had been given to the
Legion and in 1956 they gave them $250.00 to help
move their hall.
The fourth minute book records from May 1957
until December 4, 1961. Throughout these years the
Auxiliary always served lunch to the Veterans on
Decoration Day in June. An elderly war veteran,
Captain Wilson of Deer Lodge was adopted by them
for birthdays, Christmas and just to visit him if
possible. The magazine fund had always been a first

This takes us to the year end of 1980. It is hoped
that the most important portions have been included,
especially in the most vital, busy years of the war,
and all of the forty-one years. There are so many
people that all could not be included and so grateful
thanks is extended to all who helped the Elizabeth
Branch of the R.C.L. Words cannot express their
devotion through the years. They will carryon with
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the work they are dedicated to in harmony, as long as
there is work to do.
They shall not grow old,
As we who are left grow old,
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn
At the going down of the sun and in the morning
We will remember them.

Bro. R. F. Shippam, W. Bro. F. S. Guthrie, W. Bro.
A. K. Cates, W. Bro. A. E. Smith, W. Bro. R. A. S.
McLaren, W. Bro. 1. D. Bulloch, W. Bro. 1. S.
Donald, W. Bro. Thos, Forke, W. Bro. D. L.
Mellish, W. Bro. A. D. Anderson, W. Bro. A. B.
Chapman, R. W. Bro. Walter Brown, W. Bro. Wm.
Watt, R. W. Bro. E. 1. Guthrie, W. Bro. Wm. Giles,
W. Bro. 1. I. Bulloch, W. Bro. Harry Neil, W. Bro.
R. G. Coleman, W. Bro. W. T. Ballance, W. Bro.
Wm. Mennie, R. W. Bro. John Cuthill, W. Bro. G. 1.
Ward, W. Bro. A. 1. Grant, W. Bro. 1. O. E. Mutter,
W. Bro. H. W. Lau, V. W. Bro. G. L. McMorran, W.
Bro. E. 1. Halls, W. Bro. E. H. Patmore, R. W. Bro.
Frank Patmore, W. Bro. Charles Caldwell, W. Bro.
Wm. Abbey, W. Bro. F. R. Manning, W. Bro. Ray
Nicholson, W. Bro. F. C. McMurchy, W. Bro. Elwood R. Bulloch, W. Bro. M. R. McIvor, W. Bro.
John H. Donald, R. W. Bro. W. 1. L. Kilkenny, W.
Bro. Alexander Mennie, W. Bro. Lome Veale, W.
Bro. Frank Ludlam, W. Bro. Leonard Ludlam, W.
Bro. John 1. Abbey, W. Bro. Maurice Ludlam, W.
Bro. Calvin Caldwell, W. Bro. Wm. Champion. W.
Bro. Gordon Mitchell, W. Bro. Reg Yeo, W. Bro.
Conrad Karpinski, W. Bro. James Forsyth, W. Bro.
John Rainnie, W. Bro. Elmer Bulloch, W. Bro.
Charles McLean, W. Bro. Onufri Olenick, W. Bro.
Wm. McLean, W. Bro. Baldwin Kemkaran, W. Bro.
John Wray, W. Bro. Robert Wray, W. Bro. O. H.
Klusendorf, W. Bro, Darrell Halls, W. Bro. Harry
Willment.
Associate Past Masters: W. Bro. F. W. Davis, W.
Bro. Bruce Marlin.
Reston Chapter No. 36 Order Of Eastern Star
Reston Chapter Order of Eastern Star was instituted on October 25, 1945 with the Worshipful
Grand Matron, Elin McDonald and the Worshipful
Grand Patron, John B. McLure of the Grand Chapter
of Manitoba Eastern Star both present. The officers
of Souris Chapter conferred the degrees.
Reston Chapter was the largest rural chapter ever
instituted in Manitoba with seventy charter members. Mrs. Inez McMorran and Mr. Jack Brattan
(now of Moose Jaw) served as the first Worthy Matron and Worthy Patron. Officers of the Grand Chapter of Manitoba constituted Reston Chapter on April
25, 1946 under the direction of W. G. P. John B.
McLure and assisting Grand Chapter Officers.
During its thirty-five years of fraternal fellowship
and activity, the Chapter reached its highest membership of 116 sisters and brothers in 1965. Many valued
members have been lost in death and there are many
non-resident members. The membership in 1980 was
74.
The teachings of the o.E.S. are based on brotherly love, relief, and truth. Through the years, Res-

Lodges and Organizations
Reston Lodge No. 104
Back at the tum of the century, a group of Masons
who had belonged to other lodges in Manitoba and
Ontario, decided that they would like to have a lodge
at Reston. Distances and road conditions made it too
difficult for them to attend nearby lodges. District
Deputy Grand Master, Right Worshipful Brother 1. F.
Barklay was contacted and he arranged for the dispensation of the new lodge. On July 6, 1906, the first
meeting was held and Reston Lodge No. 104 was
instituted. Lodge was held in Jackson's Hall, later
known as Mennie's Hall, on the southeast end of
Main Street.
There were fourteen charter members and sixteen
joined during the first year.
The first Worshipful Master was Bro. Frank
Manning.
Membership grew rapidly. At one of the early
meetings, lodge was opening and degree work carried on until midnight. Work was suspended until the
following evening when degree work was resumed.
A total of seven candidates were initiated. Membership increased to 130 by 1926 and the Jackson-Mennie hall was becoming too small. Committees were
set up to investigate ways and means of providing a
new lodge room but it was not until 1928 that action
was taken.
The planning of the new Masonic Temple was put
into the hands of W. Bro. A. B. Chapman, assisted
by several other brethern. The construction was in
the charge of Bro. John Ludy. The labour was largely
volunteer. Work was begun in March. The building
was completed by December and the first meeting
held on December 14. Worshipful Master Thomas
Forke was in charge at the time but because of an
accident W. Bro. F. S. Guthrie acted in his place. A
total of 177 attended and it was a grand gathering.
The first candidate to be initiated in this lodge room
was Bro. William Chrisp. There were now ninetyfour members.
Pastmasters have been: R. W. Bro. F. Manning,
R. W. Bro. E. H. Edwards, R. W. Bro. 1. W. Guthrie,
W. Bro. T. Mutter, W. Bro. T. S. Bulloch, W. Bro.
A. Archer, W. Bro. A. 1. Manning, W. Bro. W. C.
Inglis, W. Bro. F. C. Guthrie, W. Bro. W. C. Bulloch, W. Bro. M. G. Evans, W. Bro. A. F. Smith, W.
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Reston Oddfellows Lodge No. 59
As with the other lodges which sprang up in
Reston in the first years of the nineteen hundreds, the
men who had belonged to Odd Fellows Lodge before
they settled in the new community, wanted to continue the work and fellowship on a more reqular basis
than they were able to do by attending meetings in
other towns.
Reston Lodge No. 59 was instituted on May 30,
1907 by Brother E. G. Wiswell, Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of Manitoba. The group met in Jackson's Hall and there were twenty-eight members
present. William Albert Brady, then an impliment
dealer and later proprietor of Brady's Hardware was
the first Noble Grand. Five of the other charter members were: Albert Wesley Armstrong, James H. Cormie, James F. Donald, James Ferguson, John Westley
Jackson.
Fire in Winnipeg destroyed most of the lodge
records but early members included: 1. Sibbald, F. R.
Shippam, D. Fraser, A. Greig, Rev. Riddell, 1. R.
Duncan, W. Hawkins, T. A. Bulloch, T. Harper, E. 1.
Guthrie, T. Bond, L. Armstrong, R. Rice, W. Kendrick, F. Kelly, F. Guthrie, 1. K. Robertson, H. C.
Evans,1. D. Robertson, 1. D. Reid, T. S. Bulloch, 1.
R. McLean, T. Brandon, Perry Pettypiece, Frank
Pettypiece, T. Cuthill.
There is no listing of Noble Grands but E. Kelly
was Nobel Grand in 1918, L. Armstrong in 1921, 1. 1.
Bulloch in 1927, and F. H. Brady in 1929. The lodge
was very active and included the leading citizens of
the town.
When the new Masonic Temple was erected in
1928, the Oddfellows held lodge in the meeting room
there. The lodge continued to function until January,
1940 when the charter was lifted and the lodge closed
down. Some of the faithful members continued to
attend lodge in neighboring Melita and Virden.

ton has tried to live up to these teachings and has
supported all Grand Chapter projects such as: Heart
Fund, Cancer Research, Association for Mentally
Retarded, Estarl (Eastern Star Training Awards for
Religious Leadership), and the O.E.S. Chalet in
Winnipeg. The Chapter has sponsored the Easter
Seal Campaign in the area and members assist many
community activities and projects.
Reston Chapter is indebted to the Masonic Lodge
for the generous use of its hall for meetings and other
events. The two fraternal organizations work harmoniously together on various projects.
Several officers of the Reston Chapter have been
honored during the years with Grand Chapter appointments. At present, Mrs. Noreen Olenick is
Grand Representative of Alabama in Manitoba and
Mrs. Marion Bulloch and Mr. Neuf Olenick have
appointments for the coming grand session. Mr. Jack
Cuthill served as Worthy Grand Patron of the Grand
Chapter of Manitoba in 1960-61. Mrs. Florence Jackson, affiliate member, received a fifty year pin in
1979.
Official visits are a highlight of the year and
visiting among chapters is done extensively. This
brings about a strong feeling of fellowship and bonds
of friendship are formed which last a lifetime. Reston
Chapter celebrated its thirty-fifth anniversary in the
fall of 1980 with a casserole supper and special program. Members of Melita, Hartney, Souris, and Oak
Lake Chapters attended and each brought a program
item which added to the evening's enjoyment.
The following have been Worthy Matrons and
Worth Patrons of Reston Chapter.
Worthy Matrons: Mrs. Inez McMorran, Mrs.
Evelyn Grant, Mrs. Myrtle Forke, Mrs. Grace Forsyth, Mrs. Grace Nolan, Mrs. Lois Caldwell, Mrs.
Mabel Cuthill, Mrs. Mae Abbey, Mrs. Anna Watt,
Mrs. Catherine Lawrence, Mrs. Loletta Neals, Mrs.
Iris McMurchy, Mrs. Winnifred Pettypiece, Mrs.
Ruth Patmore, Mrs. Arlene Miller, Mrs. Jean Bulloch, Mrs. Margaret Bulloch, Mrs. Eva Foote, Mrs.
Ida White, Mrs. Noreen Olenick, Mrs. R. Murray,
Mrs. Mabel Smith, Mrs. Mildred Marlin, Mrs. Marion Bulloch, Mrs. Mabel Cuthill, Mrs. Bessie Campion, Mrs. Dorothy Yeo, Mrs. Noreen Olenick, Mrs.
Joyce Kemkaran, Mrs. Edna Cook, Mrs. Inez
McMorran, Mrs. Iris McMurchy, Mrs. Marion Bulloch, Mrs. Margaret Forsyth.
Worthy Patrons: Jack Brattan, Archie Grant,
Lyall McMorran, Chas. A. Caldwell, Murdock
McIvor, John Cuthill, Howard Whiting, Charlie
Lawrence, Earl Halls, Edward 1. Guthrie, Onufrie
Olenick, Lome Veal, Bruce Marlin, Elmer Bulloch,
William Bulloch, Baldwin Kemkaran, James Forsyth.

Bluebell Rebekah Lodge No. 30
Bluebell Rebekah Lodge was instituted at Reston
on June 29, 1911, with fifty-six members being initiated. Two of the original member Sisters Carrie Paul
and Marion Evans were members in good standing
when the charter was lifted on June 20, 1940. They
met in the same halls as the brother lodge of Oddfellows.
Mentioned among early Rebekahs are Sister Marion Manning who was a charter member, Sister
Brady Noble Grand 1929, Sister Christina Lau Noble
Grand 1937. Other members on record are the lodge
officers for 1913. They included Sisters Affleck,
Chapman, Morningstar, Hales, Bushby, Cossar,
Greig, Munro, Wall, Paul, Shippam, Sheil, and
Greig. No first names are recorded for these ladies.
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The Women's Institute

Orange Lodge No. 2849
Reston Orange Lodge was instituted on October
31, 1921 and was incorporated on November 21 of the
same year. The warrant or charter was issued to Dr.
W. S. Grogan who was local veterinarian at the time.
Registration No. 07848 was at Virden. The lodge was
declared dormant in 1936 and the warrant returned to
head office in Winnipeg where it was disposed of.
The lodge met, as did the others, in first the
Jackson Mennie Hall and then the Masonic Hall. Few
memories of the lodge remain but Boyd Berry remembers going with his father, Harcourt Berry, and
with Dr. Grogan to the Twelth of July celebrations in
Winnipeg and camping out while in the city. Early
orangemen were William Busby, Tom Hamilton who
was father to Mrs. Jim Busby, E. H. Berry, Isaac
Mossop, John Hayward, Jack Ashley, Jim Pierce.
Other Lodges
The Independent Order of Foresters had an active
lodge in Reston in early years. It was named Court
Reston No. 913 and was founded on June 1, 1901 by
W. H. Bennett. It disbanded on March 3, 1954.
There are no records of members and activities but it
did meet in the Jackson Mennie Hall at the south end
of Main Street and for some years had a large membership.
The Royal Templers of Temperance was founded
about 1893 and from that time until the early 1900's it
had a large membership ranging from fifty to one
hundred persons. Anyone over fourteen years of age
could become a member and there was a small entry
fee of one dollar. Members had to promise not to take
any alcoholic beverages and not to give them to
anyone else. They were also never to enter a place
were alcoholic beverages were sold. The organization was still in existance in 1915 as records show that
they and the odd fellows shared an excursion to
Winnipeg then. They disbanded soon after. They also
met in the Jackson Mennie Hall.

Reston Women's Institute was organized in 1919
with its charter being issued in 1922. One of the
founders was Mrs. T. A. Bulloch. No records concerning the institute remain but Mrs. Bulloch was
probably the first president for the Reston Recorder
news of 1921 tells that she was president then and
Mrs. 1. Harvey was secretary. They were a large and
busy group for in 1924, they had seventy one members. This must have included almost all of the ladies
of the town and many from the area surrounding.
They met once a month in the rest room which
they maintained in the Manitoba Hardware. Occasionally they met in the Baptist Church. The meetings meant companionship for the women but they
also worked hard at raising money, broadening their
know ledge, and bettering the town. They served tea
in the rest room every Saturday during the early
twenties and they also served lunches and meals
during the Chautauqua Week.
In 1927, they sponsored a dress making course
and secured a professional seamstress from Winnipeg as instructor. They often invited important
persons to come and address their meeting. One of
these was Professor Broderick of the Agricultural
College, Winnipeg. They donated several flowering
shrubs to the park. Their other big contribution to the
town was the comfortable rest room which they
maintained. They also maintained a large library in
the rest room with books available to the public.
Mrs. T. A. Bulloch brought honor to the group by
being Women's Institute Provincial President from
1931 to 1933. Nottoo many years after that, the group
disbanded but no definite date can be established for
that.

Elizabeth Branch Canadian Legion
Sinclair had the first local branch of the Canadian
Legion. It was named Sinclair Branch, Canadian
Legion, No. 106. By a charter issued on the twelfth
of March, 1940, the name was changed to Elizabeth
Branch No. 106. It was under the jurisdiction of the
Manitoba Command, Eighth Canadian Legion. Under the new charter, Sinclair, Reston, and Pipestone
were all one branch.
The charter members were:
Messrs. H. Snape, W. A. Reid, A. Hewitt, James
Wood, 1. A. Nash, F. A. Josephson, Harold Wood,
John T. Mare, 1. Clarridge, L. Bulloch, W. Halhead,
C. S. Hewett, A. Howells, W. Walls, L. Armstrong,
T. Cuthill, 1. Cuthill.
Later, Pipestone and Sinclair left and formed
their own branches. Presidents of Elizabeth Branch,
Reston have been:

Reston Community Club
Reston Community Club was the organization
responsible for the entertainment and cultural activities in early Reston. The club met regularily in the
Manitoba Hall and had a large attendance. Mrs.
Ellen (T.A.) Bulloch was president and Mr. E. H.
Berry secretary for many years. They staged local
concerts and were resonsib1e for bringing professional talent to Reston to perform. Among these performers was Harry Lauder the famous Scottish singer.
They also staged debates which, it reported, became
so heated at times that the sergeant at arms was forced
to evict some of the debaters from the hall. This club
died out when people began to travel farther for
entertainment and to find other modern interests.
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Jack Cuthill (1945)
William Duncan (1948)
L. L. Ludlam (1953)
Gordon Cochrane (1956)
John G. Pearson (1959,60,78,79,80,81)
John Forsyth (1964)
O. W. Chester (1967)
Neuf Olenick (1972)
1. B. Pierce (1946)
c. S. Hewett (1949-50)
A. D. Mennie (1954)
George Olenick (1957,63)
John Berry (1965)
Lome Watt (1968)
John C. Callander (1947)
K. H. Clark (1951-52)
Ross Benzie (1955,61,75,76,77)
William S. Bulloch (1958)
John R. Guthrie (1962)
W. W. Winch (1966)
James Morrison (1969-71)
For many years, a memorial service was held
each Remembrance Day in the park. Because the
service was so often disrupted by rain and storm, the
service was later moved to the Memorial Hall. The
first years, there was a good turnout but in later years
numbers dwindled to a point where it was decided to
discontinue the service. Though there is no longer a
legion memorial service, Remembrance Day services are still held and there is a good turnout.
The Legion had over the years sponsored a number of worthwhile projects. For quite a few years
after World War Two, they sponsored a sports day
with a ball tournament and a midway with Stanger
Shows. The sports day attendance dwindled in the
late forties and was dropped. They have donated
equipment and trophies for minor hockey and have
made numerous donations for community betterment. One of their chief sources of income is the
bingo which is held weekly, spring to fall in the
Legion Hall. Before the moving in and setting up of
the hall in 1948, the bingos were held in the Mennie
Hall on the south end of Main Street.

Presidents have changed each year and from the
first president in 1963 to the present one they are in
order:
A. Smith
Henry Claussen
Doug Donald
Lew Traill
Dale Smeltz
Bruce Marlin
Edison Berry
Bill Busby
Jim Berry
Grant Fotheringham
John Abbey
Dale Rollins
Jim Walker
Gordon Forsyth
Art Peck
Wayne Morrow
1. Tudball
Melvin Watt
Elwin Smeltz
Among the community achievements of Reston
Lions Club have been the following:
The children's playground on Main Street south of
the bank, was established and equipped about ten
years ago and is still maintained.
The Lions promoted and helped to finance the placing of artificial ice into the Reston Arena.
They promoted and planned the Alstone Senior Citizen's Home in Reston.
They supplied labour and $2000 for the erection of he
museum in 1967.
They invited and are promoting the personal care
home to be erected in Reston shortly.
They built the present tennis courts on the Memorial
Park grounds.
They erected the Skeet Shoot at the fair grounds in
1979 and the still maintain and supervise it.
They donated work and money to help finish the
Memorial Hall Basement.
The principal money making project of the Lions
Club is the potato project. The first potatoes were
planted, by the Lions, on an acre of land on the farm
of Doug Donald. They were dug by hand, sold by the
bag, and the proceeds put toward the Lion's projects.
This project has gone on yearly for a number of years
but now they are planted east of town on a larger
acreage and they have better equipment with which to
plant and harvest. In 1980, they purchased a potato
digging machine.
Each Christmas the Lion's Club sponsors a party
for the senior citizens of Reston and area. There is a
banguet and program and transportation is provided
for those unable to come on their own.

Lions Club
Reston Lions club was formed in 1963 with the
following as charter members.
Jim Walker, Alec Watt, G. Trowell, John Berry,
Bob Walker, Lew Traill, Jack Cuthill, John Williamson, Bill Davidson, Bill Champion, Fred Paul, Doug
Bulloch, Wilf Campbell, Russell Manning, Lyall
McMorran, Doug Watt, Arnold Leech, John Abbey,
A. Smith, Ed Gulas, Leonard Ludlam, Larry Robinson, Boyd Berry, Burt Pierce, Dale Rollins, Henry
Claussen, Walter Winch.

Reston and District Chamber of Commerce
The Chamber of Commerce goes back to days
before World War Two when it was an organization of
business men and went under the name Board of
Trade. Among the early founders were Dave
Brownlee, R. C. Bulloch, W. Abbey, A. D. Anderson, and Ab. Smith. Its function was to promote and
pUblicise the town.
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While the function remained the same, the name
was changed to Chamber of Commerce after World
War Two. For quite a few years, it was strictly a
business man's organization and then the realization
came that the farmers merited an equal share in the
town promotion and the organization was opened to
anyone in the south half of the Municipality of
Pipestone and the north half of the Municipality of
Albert.
The organization was not officially incorporated
until March 15, 1978 and thirty charter members are
on the incorporation document.
Presidents have been: Bill Champion, Leonard
Ludlam, John Abbey, John Pearson, Keith Clark, Jim
Walker, Stan Sutton, Bud Harder, Art Smith, Gordon
Forsyth and the present chairman Miles Van Damme.
This list is probably not complete as records have
been lost. Arthur Smith has been Manitoba Chamber
of Commerce representative for the Souris, Hartney,
Reston area for the past eight years.
Among the achievements of the Chamber of
Commerce have been the following:
They have promoted Reston in all ways possible and
in 1972, designated it the Deer Capital of Manitoba.
They took part in a regional survey which was a
questionaire on a number of South West Manitoba
issues, especially concerned with how public money
should be spent in the area. Meetings were called and
representatives came from as far away as Deleau.
They took a stand in opposition to Ducks Unlimited.
They prepared and forwarded a brief to the government concerning the closing down of neighboring
railroad lines.
They negotiated with the agricultural society and
made Reston Fairgrounds available as a tourist camping ground. They were responsible for putting in
electric outlets and laying in the water. They still pay
the water bills.
They have made themselves responsible for tourism
advertising and send publicity bulletins to West Man
publications.
They are responsible for Reston Fair Day promotions. For the past few years, they have organized pre
fair activities on Main Street on the evening before
the fair. They have served a pancake breakfast on
Main Street on fair morning since 1970, Manitoba's
centennial year. They are also responsible for the
giant parade which goes through the main streets and
out to the fair grounds on fair morning.
For many years, they have sponsored a Christmas
promotion with films and treats for the children and
lately have had a giant Christmas draw for all who
patronize the stores. They are responsible for the
colored Christmas street lighting.
It was through Chamber efforts that the yearly United

Appeal Drive was started in Reston. Committees
struck by the Chamber, were responsible for the rest
room now in disuse, and for the establishment of the
present fine library.
They played an important role in the first large
Homecoming of 1979.

Horticulture Society
The Reston and District Horticultural Society
was organized on April 13, 1964. Twenty eight people attended the first meeting. The first directors
were Dave Anderson, Nellie Morris, Evan Ellis,
Beth Phillips, Mrs. John Rainnie and Mrs. John
Pickett. Members are from Tilston, Woodnorth,
Pipestone, Sinclair, and Reston.
The organization carried on for; three years on its
own and then, in 1966, received a charter from the
Manitoba Horticultural Society. The first flower
show was in 1967 in the Masonic Hall with 200
entries. There have been bigger and better flower
shows ever since. The society sponsors an active
junior garden club with garden inspections and
prizes every year.
Alf Archer was first president, John Milliken first
vice president, and Maurice Ludlam was first secretary treasurer. Presidents since then have been:
John Milliken 1965
Nellie Morris 1966
Mrs. Bennie Land 1967
no record 1968-71
Mary Ludlam 1972-73
Beth Phillips 1974-75
Maurice Ludlam 1976-77
Flora Scott 1978
Nellie Morris 1980
Sheryl Sobry 1981
Secretaries have been:
Maurice Ludlam 1964-67
Nellie Morris 1972-75
Flora Scott 1976-77
Orlie Miller 1978-79
Pat Hamel 1980-81
Mrs. Frank Harrison has been treasurer for ten
years.

Reston Senior's Curling Club
In 1969 and 1970 a few interested curlers decided
to do some afternoon CUrling. There would be twelve
or more show up on a given afternoon and enjoy a
game of fun, strategy and luck.
In November 1971 a meeting was called by one of
the avid curlers, Clyde Caldwell, for the purpose of
organizing a Senior Men's Curling Club. First president was Foster McDougall, first vice-president Gordon Smeltz, First secretary-treasurer - Lloyd
Johnston. Twenty-seven curlers entered their names
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The Reston Seniors Curling Club officers for the
1981-1982 season are: President - Dave Jones, Vicepresident - Max Caldwell, Secretary-treasurerMarion Mayert.

and before rinks were picked, the organizer, Clyde
Caldwell, had passed away. His wife and family have
purchased trophies each year since then for the first
event of the bonspiel.
In January 1972 the first Senior's Bonspiel was
held with three events - Caldwell, Donald and Bulloch. Jas Donald and W. Clyde Bulloch very generously donate trophies each year for their events.
The 1972-1973 season had eight regular rinks and
a 4th event - Reston Frozen Foods - was added to
the bonspiel.
By 1973-1974 the interest increased and there
were thirteen regular rinks necessitating a double
draw of 8 end games on Monday afternoons. March
1974 was the first Senior Ladies Bonspiel but these
were only three years due to lack of entries. March
1976 the first Seniors Mixed Bonspiel was held with
eighteen rinks participating.
The 1976-1977 season saw the Club go "Mixed"
and had eighteen regular rinks and three spares.
January 1981, the 10th anniversary of the Club
had a record entry of thirty-three rinks in the
bonspiel, fourteen regular and nineteen outside entries with three events, Caldwell, Donald and Reston
Frozen Foods 1980 Ltd.
The Earl Robertson Memorial Trophy was presented to the D. Jones rink in 1976. Foster
McDougall, a loyal club member was presented with
a plaque of appreciation in 1975, and a Life Membership Certificate in March 1981.
In 1970 a rink skipped by Cecil Brownlee, with
Bill Mayert, Oliver Bright and Neil Chester represented the zone in the Senior Provincial Playoffs held
in the Charleswood Country Club, Winnipeg.
In 1976 a rink skipped by Cecil Brownlee with
Bill Mayert, Oliver Bright and Dave Jones represented the zone in the Senior Provincial Playoffs held
in the Ft. Rouge Country Club, Winnipeg.

AI-Res-Tone Drop-In Centre
After several meetings in the fall of 1976 and
through 1977 and with a great deal of planning and
hard work, the AI-Res-Tone Drop-In Centre was
opened for use in December, 1977 and it has been a
gathering place for senior citizens and young people
ever SInce.
The present building was purchased from John
Rainnie in February, 1977. There was a great response in volunteer help to renovate the building and
make it the comfortable place it is today.
Building committees were formed and the ladies
helped by doing the outside painting and by supplying food for the workers. A great deal of credit is due
Rev. E. Schurman and Art Smith as the first secretary
treasurer and president and for their calling meetings
to make people aware of the need for such a centre.
A few guests attended some of these first meetings to give information on other drop-in centres and
to make known the available government grants in
support of such ventures.
Monthly executive meetings were held and members of the first board were:
Art Smith (president)
Roy Campbell (vice-president)
Rev. Schurman (secretary-treasurer)
John Pickett
Flora Scott
Lillian Oberlin
Arline Miller
Inez McMorran
Helen Traill
Orrie Duncan
Mary Ludlam
Lottie Harrison
Gordon Smeltz
Officers in 1978 were:
Art Smith (pres.)
Orrie Duncan (vice-pres.)
Kay Davies (sec.)
Gordon Smeltz (treas.)
Generous donations of money and equipment
were made to the drop-in centre by individuals, organizations, and businesses too numerous to list. A
variety of events have raised necessary funds: bake
sales, auction sale, raffles, bingo, entertainments,
cards, coffee money, quilting donations, groups
using the centre, and of course, memberships.
At present the centre is open from Monday to
Friday, 10 A.M. to 5 PM. and again each evening.

First team to go out of Reston to Senior playoff in Winnipeg. L
to R: Cecil Brownlee, Bill Mayert, Oliver Bright, Neil Chester.
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Organized cards are played on four evenings and the
popular games, pool, shuffleboard, and carpet bowling are enjoyed by both young and older members.
Tournaments are held quite often and the Westman
winter Games were held in our drop-in on February
24, 1981.
The birthday party each month is a popular event
and well attended especially by the senior citizens.
Quilting is often done in the afternoons and in the
past year, the ladies have done forty quilts, many of
them at the centre.
The washrooms are used as a public rest room,
partly supported by the municipal council. This arrangement has proved quite satisfactory to date.
Caretaking and overseeing of the centre is done by
the members on a volunteer basis.
An entertainment committee plans and makes
arrangements for most of the social events. Inez
McMorran is the present convenor. Two bus trips
have been taken this spring to attend concerts in
Brandon Centennial auditorium with around fortyfive filling the bus which was supplied by the Fort La
Bosse School Division Board and driven by Don
Curtis.
Vicki Iles has been in charge of publicity for the
centre.
The annual meeting for 1981 was held on January
13 with the following officers and board elected:
Lome Martin (pres.)
Bill Mayert
Ivor Davies (vice-pres.)
Irene Smeltz
Charles Zarn (sec.)
Ethel Walker
Helen Traill (treas.)
Florence McIntosh
Board members:
Olga Heiser
Gordon Smeltz
Rusty Manning
Kay Davies
David Jones
Anyone sixteen years and over may become a
member for an annual fee of ten dollars. At this time,
the membership for 1981 stands at one hundred and
forty six.

In April, 1912, Florence Smith, also of Birmingham, came to Reston and they were married.
Many adjustments had to be made as the bright city
lights and modem city living was not to be had in the
half dozen or so dimly lit shops in Reston with its
mud rutted roads and wooden plank sidewalks. Apparently on her first trip to town she asked "When do
we get to the town?" as she stood in its midst.
Alfred tried homesteading at St. Rose du Lac,
Manitoba, but grass fires burnt him out completely
on three different occasions. He returned to Reston
where he worked for a time for the C. P. R., then
assisted the carpenters, Arthur Bushby and Hazen
Bigney, and in later years was the gardener at the
Reston Memorial Park until his death in 1943.
Florence did housekeeping over the years. She
was known as "Flo" or "Bo" and her witty and
amiable personality endeared her to a host of friends.
At the age of 92 years, she made her first visit back to
Birmingham, England, where she remembered
many streets as well as the house that she had lived in
63 years before. She maintained her own home in
Reston from 1912 to 1976 (64 years).
She now resides in Fairview Home, Brandon,
where she celebrated her 96th birthday on November
22, 1978.
Their family consisted of two daughters: Doris,
deceased at the age of six years: and Margaret
(McLean) of Brandon.
Margaret was born, educated and worked for the
Bank of Montreal at Reston. In 1948 she married
William Gordon McLean who also was born and
educated in the Reston area. They lived on west half
of 27-6-27, the homestead of his father James R.
McLean in the Paramount district. On "Avondale
Seed Farm" , Bill, as a member of the Foundation and
Select Seed Growers, grew, processed, and sold pedigreed seed, as well as raising Shorthorn cattle.
They were blessed with three children: Carol,
Gregary, and Joan. As a family they were kept busy
in the activities of Paramount district, Reston United
Church and school organizations, as leaders and
members of the 4H movement, the Reston and Virden band, and farm organizations. In 1975 they sold
the farm to Jack and Diane Fotheringham and retired
to live in Brandon, where they still reside.
Carol, her husband Bruce Andrews, and two
sons, Bradley and Ryan, live in Gillam, Manitoba.
Carol teaches school there and Bruce is a crane
operator with Dominion Bridge Co. Gregary and his
wife Marcia live at Esterhazy, Saskatchewan, where
they both teach music and direct bands in the schools
there. Joan and her husband Dale Robinson live at
Miami, Manitoba, where they teach in elementary
and high school.

Anderson, Alfred and Florence (Smith)
Canada needed immigrants around the tum of the
century. Meetings were held throughout England to
show pictures and commentate on the adventurous
and colorful Canadian life-style. They stressed its
beautiful scenery and all the different seasonal recreational activities. They painted a rosy picture. All
this looked attractive to Alfred Alexander Anderson
of Birmingham, England. He resigned from his gas
meter collecting work and set sail for Canada in
March, 1911. He worked in Toronto, Ontario, for a
few months but once again he heeded another cry to
"Go West". He travelled with a friend who had
relatives at a small town named Reston, Manitoba.
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Anderson, Vilas and Vivian (Curtis)

Andrews, George and Olga (Hertlein)

Vilas was born on April 18, 1936 on his paternal
grandparents homestead near Lake Alma, Saskatchewan to Elsie and Levi Anderson. He was the sixth
son in a family of ten. Because of conditions in
Saskatchewan the family moved to the northeast of
1-6-27 in the Huston District in September of 1937.
He attended school at Huston and later worked at
various jobs prior to moving to Estevan, in the fall of
1956 to work in the oilfield construction business.
Vivian was born on December 25, 1937 at her
maternal grandparents home, the Fred Paul farm, to
Leo and Lucille Curtis. She lived on a farm southwest of Reston, later moving into town where she
completed her education and worked in the Bank of
Montreal.
Vilas and Vivian were married in Reston on April
18, 1957. Vi van transferred to the Bank of Montreal
in Estevan. In the spring of 1958 their eldest daughter,
Cheri Noreen was born on June 23rd in St. Joseph's
Hospital.
In April 1959 they returned to Reston to farm on
the northeast of 1-7-28. That December 5, their first
son Vilas Shane was born. On September 8, 1962
Warren Todd joined their family and on January 31,
1964 Kristi Gail completed that project.
Their family were all educated in Reston with the
exception of Kristi who is presently attending school
in Redwater, Alberta. Cheri married Dale Mayert of
Sinclair and they have a family of three; Melissa,
born July 24, 1977; Ryan, born September 5, 1979;
Trevor, born March 8, 1980.
Shane moved to Leduc, Alberta in April of 1978
where he is engaged in the oil business. Todd went to
join him in February 1980 where he too works on oil
related projects.
Vivian and Vilas may not have been homesteaders, but like most people of this particular area
they went through all the growing pains and practices
of farming. The stock cow operation gave way to a
herd of milk cows. They increased the herd, and
eventually this led to keeping a number of pigs on the
place. Eventually the~r dispensed with the milk cows
and later the pigs too.
During the fall of 1974-1975 they set up a seed
cleaning plant. What started out as a small oepration
became a time consuming business. They rented out
their land in 1979.
While on vacation in Alberta in 1980, they ran
across an opportunity to manage a small thirty unit
motel in Redwater, Alberta. They took the plunge
and accepted the offer and started this new venture on
September 1. They find the pace of living much
faster. Regardless of where they live or what they do,
they will always consider Reston their home.

Olga Andrews, the daughter of George M. and
Elizabeth Hertlein, was formerly married to Almer
Herbert Zarn, the son of Henry W. and Ethel (nee
Goring) Zarn, in June, 1936.
Elmer came to Langenburg, Saskatchewan to
work in 1934 where he met and married Olga
Hertlein. They farmed in the Ewart district where
Richard Zarn now lives, from 1936 to 1941 when they
bought the W. Duncan farm (where Donald Zarn
lives).
Elmer was active in sports and served on school
board and Pool Elevator Association for a number of
years.
Elmer started out farming in the dirty 30's with
horses and then with his brother they got a tractor.
They had three sons, Kenneth Morley born
March 20, 1937 at Souris, Donald James born on
February 5,1941 in Antler, and Brian Allen was born
July 9, 1947 in Virden. They got their education in
Ewart School and Reston Collegiate. All were active
in community affairs, sports etc. There are four
grandchildren and two great-granddaughters.
Elmer died in November of 1952 and Olga stayed
on the farm till Kenneth came back in spring of 1959
where he farmed with Donald. Olga and Brian
moved to Reston.
Kenneth married Helen Zelmer in 1958 and Brian
married Sharon Hopkins in 1969.
On May 10, 1969, George Andrews and Olga
were married. George is the son of Mr. G. Fred
Andrews and Mrs. Elva G. Andrews (nee Oberlin).
George and Olga farmed in the Broomhill district
until the fall of 1972, when they moved into Reston.
George has a son Keith George, born September 8,
1947, who works in Outlook, Saskatchewan.

Archer, Alfred and Eva (Wall)
Alfred Archer was born in Little Britain, Ontario.
His parents died when he was young and he grew up
with his uncle George Wallis, on a farm three miles
northwest of Little Britain, Ontario.
As a boy, he enjoyed nature and loved to hunt and
fish along a little creek on the farm. He moved to
Toronto to study tailoring as an apprentice. Lacrosse
was his favorite sport and he played a good deal with
a Toronto team.
Alf came west on a "harvest train" and worked
from Winnipeg to Medicine Hat, before going to
Hartney, Manitoba. There he worked for Fry's as a
tailor. In 1904 he came to Reston. He roomed with A.
1. Manning in an upstairs lodging at "Grandma
Campbell's". This house is now owned and lived in
by Mrs. Birch.
Donnely's Gent's Furnishings was a store already
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established in Reston where the present M & M store
is. Mr Archer set up shop at the back of the store and
did tailoring and no doubt altering. When Donnely
sold out, Mr. Archer bought the business and Art
Morris worked for him. Later Alf bought a building
on second avenue where Reston Drop In Centre is.
This business was a photographer studio owned by
Boy ton and Eaton. Mr. Boy ton left and Mr. Eaton
took work in a garage just south of the Anglican
Church. Mr. Archer stayed at his business until his
passmg.
He was a good tailor who took pride in his work,
but it was still secondary to love for nature. He
enjoyed the outdoor life and nature and gardening. In
the early days they travelled by horse to Birtle,
Melita and Brandon to skeet shoot or to tennis tournaments or on Cavalry maneuvers as far as Winnipeg. The Pipestone Creek was the favorite camping
or recreation area at that time.
His interest later changed to gardening and the
prservation or improvement of the environment as it
is now called. He understood the balance of nature
and recognized the damages of using pesticides and
herbicides, a position which did not become popular
or accepted until after his death.
In the early 1900's, Reston was a grass land
perpetuated by grass fires. Alf promoted the planting
of trees and flowers to anyone who was interested.
He especially encouraged tree planting for "shelter
belts" around farm lands and parks. In 1962, his
work was recognized when he received an Honorary
Life Membership to the Manitoba Horticultural Association.
In 1919, Alfred married Eva Pearl Wall. Eva Pearl
Wall was born' in Sarnia, Ontario but her family
moved to Detroit shortly after and that is where she
grew up. Later they moved to Lenore, Manitoba in
hopes that the dry, clean air would improve her
mother's health. At that time, Eva came to Reston to
work in the Manitoba Hardware store as a "bookkeeper".
Eva was a small, talented, spunky woman who
enjoyed her home, sewing and gardening. Her artistic ability was expressed by working with flowers and
later in life she painted for her own amusement. She
was fond of animals and off and on had a wide range
of pets, both domestic and wild creatures which she
had usually rescued from an unfortunate circumstance.
They built a house which they lived in until they
could no longer manage alone. The Archer house is
now owned by Mr. and Mrs. Dave Braddell. Eva
suffered from asthma, which became worse as years
passed. This greatly restricted her ability to do the
things she enjoyed the most.

She supported Alf with his Horticulture, but to
use her own expressi9n "became exasperated when it
interfered with the tailor shop. "
Mr. and Mrs. Archer had one son William, born
in Reston. He married Diane Milton on April 8,
1952. They have two sons Robert and Ronald and a
daughter Laurel.
Robert is married and lives in London, Ontario.
Ronald and Laurel are attending Queen's University.
Bill and Diane are now living in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Bill works for Consolidation Coal company
and travels to Australia and Colombia. Diane is
working in a hospital in Pittsburgh.
The Archers were indeed a pioneer couple of
Reston, long remembered by many.

Armstrong, Wes and Christena
Wes Armstrong and his wife Christena and their
four children, Jennie, Walter, Oma and Robert (Bob)
arrived in Reston in the spring of 1904. They farmed
in the Reston district, where two more children were
born, Adeline and Bernice. They left Reston in the
spring of 1916 and moved to Ebor where they continued to farm until 1928 . They retired to Reston until
1934, then they moved to Virden. They were very
active in community work until unable to do so.
Jennie married Fred Bailey of Ebor, where they
lived until moving to Maryfield, Saskatchew,lO.
They had five sons and one daughter.
Walter never married. He served in the two World
Wars, and worked in community work.
Oma married Andrew Ready of Reston, where
they lived until 1934. They moved to Deloraine until
Andy retired, then they moved to Dauphin. They had
three sons and one daughter.
Bob married Myrtle Bulloch of Reston, where
they resided until they retired and moved to B. C.
Adeline married Homer Davis of Pipestone, they
farmed there until his death. Adeline moved to Reston, and is now living in AI stone Lodge. They had
one daughter.
Bernice married Baxter Busby of Reston. They
farmed until his death and then Bernice moved to
Reston. They had one son.

Ready for harvest.
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talion. At the end of the war he returned to Canada
and was discharged from the Armed Forces in 1919.
He received a veteran's pension as a result of his
exposure to gas. On his return he resumed working
on the Pierce farm.
Gertrude Edith Holton was born in Margate,
England in 1902 and came to Canada with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horace Holton, in 1909 when they
settled in Reston. She received her education here
and remained at home with her parents to assist with
younger members of the family and other household
duties.
In 1922 Jimmy and Gertie were married in Brandon, Manitoba and returned to Reston where they
lived all their married lives. They had four children;
three sons Frank, Ross and Donald and a daughter
Marion. Ross is the only one still living in Reston. At
the time of their marriage Jimmy worked for 1. B.
Townsley in his garage. Over the years he was also
employed by Lloyd Armstrong and Jack Cuthill in
their garage known as Reston Motors; in the G. S.
Munro store; and was mail carrier for a number of
years immediately prior to his retirement in 1958. In
1936 the Benzies packed up their family and belongings and moved to Chilliwack, B.C. planning to
settle there. This proved to be an error and they
returned within a very few weeks.
Jimmy was involved in a number of activities
including the local Volunteer Fire Brigade and the
Royal Canadian Legion and was made a life member
in the latter organization. He also accompanied Dr.
Clark on many of his house calls into the country
during the winter months.
Gertie was a member and faithful worker in the
Anglican Church, the Royal Canadian Legion Auxilliary and also took an active part in the United
Church Choir.
In 1961 Gertie died suddenly at the age of fiftynine, while visiting their daughter in Calgary, Alberta. Shortly after this Jimmy went to Brandon to reside
in a Senior Citizens' home and in 1966 he died in
Deer Lodge hospital where he had spent several
months.

Bobsleigh.

C.P.R. dam over Pipestone Creek.

Benzie, Ross and Ella (Cochrane)

Dragline digging dugout in early 1930's.

Ross was born in Reston, the second son of Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Benzie. He spent his childhood
years and received his education in Reston schools.
He went to work on local farms at an early age. In
1943 he joined the Canadian Infantry Corps and
served in Canada, United Kingdom and Continental
Europe. He was wounded in action in Falaise, France
in 1944, spent nine months in hospitals in England
then returned to Canada and was discharged in 1945.
Ross took a welding course in Winnipeg and

Benzie, James and Gertrude (Holton)
James Henry Benzie was born in Strachan, Scotland in 1889, the son of a merchant. He came to
Canada and to Reston in 1912 where he sought employment. The next few years were spent working on
a farm for Mr. Tony Pierce.
In 1916 he went to Elbow, Saskatchewan and
joined the Canadian Expeditionary Force. He served
overseas in England and France with the 46th Bat530

worked with this trade for a time at Red Lake and
Sarnia, Ontario, and on the Trans-Canada pipeline.
Later in 1950 he returned to Reston and went to work
for Mr. William Mennie and son Alex at the Imperial
Oil Agency.
Ella was born in Antler, Saskatchewan, the fifth
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cochrane and was
raised in the Hillview district. She received her education in Hillview, Woodnorth and Virden Schools.
Ella taught part of the 1948-1949 school year at
Hillview on a permit certificate and in the summer of
1949 came to Reston to work in the G. S. Munro
store.
Ross and Ella were married in 1951, lived for four
years in a suite over the McMorran Drug Store and in
1955 purchased land from W. Mennie and built a
house in the northeast corner of Reston where they
still live. The Benzies have two children, Janis and
Lloyd. Janis is married to Gilbert Lobreau and they
have one son Jamey. Lloyd lives in Brandon.
Ross has been Fire Chief for the Pipestone Municipal Volunteer Fire Brigade since 1966 and has
also been active with the Ambulance service since its
purchase in 1967. He was Imperial Oil Agent from
1970-1980 and Ella worked with him at the agency
during these ten years.

he took over the Berry Block which had been the
Berry home, and made it into an apartment block.
In 1978 the International Harvester agency was
taken over by Edison's sons, Larry and Jim Berry, as
Berry Farm Equipment Ltd., putting up a new building which is located north of No.2 Highway.

Berry, Edward and Bertha (Davis)
Edward Hanlan Berry was born on October 11,
1880 at North Augusta, Ontario, the second son of
Anson and Marguerita (Barrington) Berry.
E. H. Berry's father Mr. Anson Berry, moved to
Reston in 1910 along with his sons, Fred Berry,
Harcourt Berry, Lewis D. Berry and Lawrence Berry.
Fred Berry farmed at Woodnorth on 27-8-27
until 1921, when he moved to Cromer to farm on
N.W.9-9-28.
L. D. Berry barbered in Reston before moving to
Cromer in 1916 where he and Lawrence Berry operated Berry Brothers, general store, poolroom and ice
cream parlor.
Mr. Harcourt Berry operated the barbershop and
poolroom in Woodnorth before moving to Reston, to
barber until 1967.
Edward H. Berry first came to Reston the fall of
1898 to harvest. He and Hazen Bigney stooked and
threshed for Ed Harper on N.W. 28-6-27 WI. He
went to Chater and finished threshing there before
returning to Ontario.
In 1905 Edward H. Berry and Bertha Davis of
North Augusta were married on October 18 and
moved to Reston. Here he set up ajewelry shop in the
east end of the George White store, later the Red &
White store.
In 1906 he built a jewelry store and residence on
Main Street where ten children were born: Marjorie,
September 15, 1906; Egbert, January 4, 1908; Edison, April 23, 1909; Reginald, February 11, 1911;
Burton, April 6, 1912; Errol, March 6,1914; Patricia,
March 17,1916; Benson, November 23,1917; John,
October 11, 1921; Gladys, January 13, 1923.
In 1924, he bought the Reston Hardware (built
1921) and Lumber Co. which he operated until his
death in 1963. The hardware was then operated by his
son John until he sold the stock by auction and
dismantled the building in 1974.
Family of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hanlan Berry:
Marjorie Berry the oldest girl, was a teacher and
married Noel Clarke, October 29, 1940, and farmed
at Madison, Saskatchewan until her death February
8, 1970.
Egbert Berry the oldest son, went into the ministry and married Dorothy Compton on April 4, 1934
and served in churches at Benito, Roland, and Car-

Berry, Edison and Loretta (Boyce)
Edison Mansfield Berry, second son of Edward
H. Berry and Bertha Davis, was born on 23rd of
April, 1909, in Reston, Manitoba. He attended Reston Elementary and High School and University of
Manitoba.
He married Loretta Anne Boyce on February
14th, 1940 at Winnipeg, Manitoba. Loretta was born
September 26th, 1920, at Elkhorn, Manitoba. She
attended school at Butler, Manitoba and Maryfield,
Saskatchewan. They had two sons, Larry Edison
Berry born 23rd of April, 1941, at Maryfield, Saskatchewan and James Edward Berry born 28th of
December, 1948 at Brandon, Manitoba.
On October 14th, 1961, Larry married Sherrill
Dawn Watt. They have one son Jason Larry, born
September 23rd, 1973.
On November 14th, 1970, Jim married Carmanne
Arline Miller.
Edison worked in Maryfield Hardware and Implements for several years, and also for his father, E.
H. Berry in his Hardware, Lumber and Implement
businesses. In 1956 Edison took over the International Harvester Agency from his father and ran E.
M. Berry Farm Equipment, in the garage on Main
Street. E. H. Berry had the agency from 1928 to
1956. Edison also farmed one section ofland. In 1964
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three daughters. Judy the oldest, married Jim
Pomeroy, have a son Trevor and live in Brandon.
Brent and Glenn farm on 2-8-27 and work in the city.
Dianne and Christie presently are attending school in
Reston. John managed the hardware store and also
farmed on 2-8-27.
Gladys the youngest daughter, took teacher's
training and taught school at Roland. She married
John Martin on December 25, 1946 and have three
daughters. Jill a teacher, married Don Patterson and
have a son Patrick and daughter Shannon. Janice a
nurse, married John Graham and live on a farm at
Roland, Manitoba. Joanne presently is attending
high school in Carman, Manitoba.

berry. He is now retired and lives in Winnipeg. They
have two sons, Floyd who married Jane Giggey and
have two sons Paul and David and a daughter Katherine and live in Burlington, Ontario. Dale the
youngest son, married Valdine Brown and have a son
Leighton and a daughter Melanie and live in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Edison, the second son, married Loretta Boyce of
Maryfield, Saskatchewan on February 14, 1940.
They have two sons, Larry the oldest who married
Sherrill Watt, and have a son Jason. Jim married Ann
Miller. Edison and sons have the I. H. C. agency in
Reston and also farm land.
Reginald the third son, went to Normal school in
Brandon and taught school in Reston for eight years.
He also farmed and was an insurance agent. He
married Gwen Bulloch and they have three daughters. Gail, was a teacher, and married Leonard Trapp
of Selkirk. They have three daughters Lenna, Nancy
and Deborah. Sharon trained at Winnipeg General
Hospital and now lives in San Francisco, California.
Valerie the youngest daughter, is presently attending
Brandon University.
Burton the fourth son, lives on farm S.W.
22-7-27. He married Vera Hudson on December 4,
1948 and they have two sons and three daughters. Bill
the eldest, married Judy Atchison and has a son
Garnet. Jack married Marlene Duchison and have
two sons, Shawn and Craig. Carolyn is a registered
nurse and lives in Brandon. Patricia married Murray
Dittmer and they have a daughter Tanya and son
Cory. Bertha married John Goran and they have a son
and live at St. Rose du Lac.
Errol the fifth son, married Kay Burns on
November 5, 1942, lives at Carberry and have three
daughters. Shirley married Keith Wells, they have
two sons Jeff and Robert and farm at Goodlands.
Lynn married Bill Bickford, have a daughter
Michelle and live at Fort St. John, B.C. Sheila the
youngest, is attending school in Carberry.
Patricia the second daughter, married Ray Dickinson of Roland on September 27, 1941 and have
three sons Graeme, Barry and Clyde. They are retired from the farm and now live in Roland, Manitoba.
Benson the sixth son, married Mildred Hunt on
July 24,1943 and had two sons and a daughter. Byron
was born in 1944 and died in 1946. Joy was born in
1948 and married Gordon Franklin a minister, now
serving in Edmonton, Alberta. They have a daughter
Richelle. Edward born in 1951, married Colleen Anderson and lives in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Benson and
Mildred now live in Tucson, Arizona, U.S.A.
John the seventh son, married Hazel Johnson of
Sinclair on October 28, 1948 and has two sons and

Berry, Harcourt and Mary (Hinton)
Harcourt Berry was born on August 23, 1890 at
Brockville, Ontario. In 1910 he moved to Manitoba
with his parents. In 1915, on April 12, Harcourt
married Mary Bernice Hinton, who was born on
October 13, 1893.
Mr. Berry took up barbering. He barbered and
operated a poolroom at Reston and Woodnorth and
finally at Reston permanently, until his death in 1967
after only a month of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry's first home was the house
now occupied by Mrs. Art Morris. In 1935 they
purchased the home on 1st Avenue next to the Esso
office. Mrs. Berry lived here until moving to Westman Nursing Home in 1977, where she still resides.
This couple have two sons, Edwin H. and Boyd.
The week of Good Friday, 1934, the building of
G. S. Munro Co. burnt down. This building housed
the Bakeshop run by David Johnston and the barber
shop run by Harcourt Berry.
Harcourt operated the barbershop in the little
millinery shop owned by Mrs. Dr. Clark, on the lot
next to the Bank of Montreal (now Lions playground). Blake Bolton, a school chum of Harcourt's
from Ontario, was working for him at this time.
In the meantime Harcourt purchased the Royal
Bank in Pipestone and moved it onto the present site,
on the lot south of where the burnt building was
originally. Large beams were rented from Souris and
put under the lifted building and the wheels from
under threshing machines were secured underneath,
to which it took four I. H. C., W30 tractors to pull it
up the highway. These tractors belonged to Jim Bulloch, Bill Milliken, Hilton Harper and E. H. Berry.
This bank had an attempted robbery while in
Pipestone and the lawmen's pellets are still visible in
the woodwork in front. Mr. Johnston moved to
Rocanville where he operated a Bakeshop. He lived
in the house now owned by Orie Duncan.
Boyd Hinton Berry was born on March 26, 1923
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in his parents' home, the house now occupied by
Mrs. Art Morris. Dr. F. H. Clark attended. He attended both elementary and high school in Reston.
In the winter of 1936-7 Boyd began barbering
with his father, Harcourt.
On December 9, 1942 he married Eleanor Marion Robertson. Eleanor was born on August 29,1919
in Alberta, daughter of Herbert and Clara Johnson.
Mr. Robertson had worked as a farmhand for Peter
Guthrie. He went west to Alberta and then back to
Antler, Saskatchewan, where Eleanor took her
schooling.
In 1944 Boyd and Eleanor started part-time farming by renting a farm of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gardiner
and at the time of this writing still live here, and Boyd
is still operating Berry's Barber Shop in Reston.
There are three children. Frederick Harcourt Berry was born in March, 1944. Upon completing his
grade twelve in Reston Collegiate he attended the
University of Manitoba for two years. Presently he is
farming his farm, previously owned by C. Lau.
Darlene Leckie (nee Berry) took her grade twelve
in Reston and then received her teacher's degree at
Brandon University. She taught at MacGregor, and
while there married the baker, Garry Leckie. They
have a daughter Kerry and a son Christopher.
Lorelei Bloomer (nee Berry) also took her
schooling at Reston elementary and high school. She
received her nurse's aide pins at Virden and worked at
Virden. She married Rick Bloomer and they have
two girls, Twyla and Heidie.

word and many of his monuments are still to be seen
at Reston. He died in 1964. Mrs. Bigney was a
genuine and gracious lady, much loved and respected
by all who knew her and she passed away in 1957.

Blackmore, Charles and Ada (McDougall)
Charles Edward Blackmore came to Reston,
Manitoba with his parents, the late Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. Blackmore, in 1891, at the age of five and a half
years. He was born at Salon, Iowa, U.S.A. on
November 12, 1885, the third of ten children. He
attended school in Reston as soon as a school was
built and the school built was the building on Main
Street now known as "Ceramics Unlimited". There
was no town or railroad when the family first arrived.
In December 1907 he took a homestead, the N .E.
quarter 30-9-29 at Butler, Manitoba and later bought
the S. W. quarter 31-9-29 from T. Heywood of Ebor,
Manitoba. He farmed there until he returned to his
father's homestead at Reston, on April 23, 1936.
Charles married Ada McDougall of Butler on
April 10, 1918. They had two daughters, Mary, Mrs.
Walter Ashley and Doreen, Mrs. Walter Nicholson.
He decided to return to Reston as there was no high
school nearer that Reston or Virden and his family
were getting close to high school age. Also, his father
was never satisfied with the homestead he had encouraged him to choose and was quite anxious that he
leave it.
The W. E. Blackmore homestead at Reston N.E.
quarter 12-7-28 was rented out from 1922 when Mr.
Blackmore retired for health reasons, until his son
took it over in 1935. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Blackmore
owned it from then until 1964 when they sold it to
their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Ashley. They are the third generation of the family to
own it and they received the seventy-five yearcontinuous ownership certificate awarded in 1967. Only
four hundred and eighty-nine families qualified and
received this certificate.
Mr. and Mrs. Blackmore bought the late Chester
Bonniman house and retired to Reston in November
1960. Mr. Blackmore passed away at his home on
February 5, 1969. Mrs. Blackmore remained in her
house until October 11, 1972 when she moved to the
Alstone Lodge. She sold her house to the late
William Jezzard.
Mary Blackmore married Walter Ashley on
November 25, 1952, and as mentioned before they
reside on the home farm.
Doreen Blackmore married Walter Nicholson of
the Paramount district south-east of Reston, on
November 26, 1955. They bought the Glen Robertson farm, the South half 18-7-27 and the S.W. quarter l7-7-27 west of Reston. They have resided there

Bigney, Hazen and Susan (Boulton)
Hazen Ethelbert Bigney and Susan Henrietta
Boulton were married in 1913 at Reston, Manitoba.
Hazen came from River John, Nova Scotia to Reston
in 1907, while Susan came with her parents from Lyn
(near Brockville), Ontario in March, 1892, nine
months before the Canadian Pacific Railway came to .
Reston, where they homesteaded five miles southwest of Reston.
They had one daughter, Ida Mae, who married
Lome Maxwell White of Rivers in 1939. Their four
children are: Raymond, married Frances Richardson
of Pine Falls, living in Winnipeg; Maxine, married to
John M. Morrow and they have two sons, David and
Carey and reside in Melita; Alexander (Sandy) married Carol Elliott and is presently with the R.C.M.P.
Detachment at La Ronge, Saskatchewan and they
have two daughters, Heather and Ashley; Susan is
married to Stuart McLean and they have a daughter,
Michelle and a son, David and they reside in Calgary,
Alberta. All were residents of Reston during their
"growing up" years.
Hazen was a "wood artist" in the true sense of the
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stake his homestead claim, the N .E. quarter 12-7-28,
two miles west of the present town of Reston. He
walked both ways from Gretna, Manitoba and back.
On June 21, 1891 he and his wife and family arrived
in Virden, Manitoba by train. Five more children
were born between then and February 22, 1900 but
two passed away while still only babies.
Like others, he cut and hauled the winters wood
from the Wood Mountains or Sand Hills, walking
four miles to borrow a team and wagon. He had to cut
and haul two loads for each one of his in payment for
the use of the team and wagon. Mrs. Blackmore was
mid-wife to many, walking in many cases, as the
nearest doctor was Dr. Baird in Pipestone.
Mr. and Mrs. Blackmore owned the farm until
1935 when their second son Charles took over. He
owned it until 1964 when it passed to his daughter,
Mary and her husband, the present owners. The farm
received the seventy-five year continous ownership
certificate awarded in 1967.
Mr. and Mrs. Blackmore were only seven days
from celebrating their 64th wedding Anniversary
when Mr. Blackmore passed away. Both are buried at
Maryfield, Saskatchewan.
The family and dates are as follows: Mr. W. E.
Blackmore August 24, 1857 - June 10, 1946; Mrs.
Alice (Ham) Blackmore, April 11, 1861- February
20,1957. Their family: Charlotte, (Mrs. C. Burman)
was born June 22, 1883 and lives in her home with
her son, at Maryfield, Saskatchewan; James Robert
Blackmore, August 6, 1884 - November 30, 1954,
buried at Virden; Charles Edward Blackmore,
November 12, 1885 - February 5, 1969, buried at
Reston: Elizabeth (Mrs. B. Johnson) August 28,
1887 - October 30, 1970, buried at Maryfield;
Flossie (Mrs. C. Radke) December 31, 1888 - September 2, 1961, buried at Maryfield; William Henry
Blackmore was born on June 5, 1892 and is at present
a resident of the Moosomin, Saskatchewan Nursing
Home; Thomas Frank Blackmore, March 4,
1894-1895, buried at Reston; John Frederick Blackmore, May 29, 1896-1897, buried at Reston; Walter
Ashley Blackmore, April 4, 1898 - May 19, 1973,
cremated; Mary (Mrs. T. Black) was born February
22, 1900 and she and her husband still reside at
Maryfield, Saskatchewan.
The Blackmore plot was the second plot in the
Reston Cemetery. The family, except James and
Charles, went to the Maryfield and Moosomin area
of Saskatchewan where they all farmed until retirement.

since October 1957. They have a daughter Kerry and
a son Gary.
Kerry Nicholson attended school in Reston and
later the Misericordia Hospital School of Nursing in
Winnipeg, graduating from there on June 25, 1978.
She has been nursing in St. Pauls Hospital at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan since that time.
Gary Nicholson attended school in Reston and is
now at home and making farming his future.

Blackmore, James and Elizabeth (Pengelly)
James Robert Blackmore the second child of
William E. Blackmore and Alice Blackmore (Alice
E. Ham) of Somerset, England was born August 6th,
1884 at Solan, Johnson County, Iowa, U.S.A.
He came with his parents to Reston at the age of
seven years, where he received his education.
In 1890 his father walked from Bauttineau, N.D.
to a point two miles west of what is Reston now,
where he filed a homestead. He moved his family to
Reston the following year.
At the age of eighteen he filed a homestead north
of Antler and in 1903 he and his brother Charles
started farming in the Butler district, S. W. 31-9-29.
On December 17th, 1913 he married Elizabeth Pengelly at Avening, Ontario. Elizabeth was born on
December 6th, 1882 to Mr. and Mrs. 1. Pengelly (nee
Sarah Ann Hoskins), in Simcoe County, Ontario.
She had come west in 1911 to keep house for her
brother Richard, until she was married.
Mr. and Mrs. Blackmore lived at Butler and in
January 1916 they moved to the Ebor district East half
7-9-29, and in 1940, to north half 11-9-29 where they
farmed until his death in November 30th, 1954. Mrs.
Blackmore died on October 21st, 1963. They are both
buried in Virden Cemetery.
They had three girls in their family, all receiving
their education at Ebor. They are: Rogene, Mrs.
Lloyd White of Ebor, Manitoba; Marion, who was
born August 6th, 1920 at Ebor. She married Alastair
Will of Maryfield, Saskatchewan on June 28th, 1944
and they lived in the Heron district until 1956. They
moved to Antler to the hardware business and in 1963
they moved to Winnipeg where they still reside. They
have four of a family two girls Mona and Beth and
two boys, Dale and Brian.

Blackmore, William and Alice (Ham)
The late Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Blackmore were
both born in Somerset County England. Mr. Blackmore came to Ontario in 1880 and Mrs. Blackmore in
June 1882. They were married at Strathroy, Ontario
on June 17, 1882. They went to live at Solan, Iowa,
U.S.A. and their first five children were born there.
Mr. Blackmore came to Manitoba in 1890 to

Bonniman, Alex and Sarah (Eastman)
Alex Bonniman was born in Scotland in 1851,
and came to Woodstock, Ontario at the age of eigh534

teen, looking towards a new country and its opportunities. In 1877 he married Sarah Eastman at
Walkerton, Ontario, and came to Manitoba, settling
on S. W. quarter of 24-8-27 north of Reston in 1883.
He acquired a section of land and donated a small part
of S.E. 14-8-27 for Lambton school which his family
all attended. They had a family of five: Frank, Chester, Nellie (later Mrs. John Ashley), Rose and Earl.
Chester was two when he arrived in Manitoba in
1883.
Grandpa became postmaster of Manda Post Office in 1885 at S. W. quarter 24-8-27 and when he
retired !~ Virden in 1910 on the marriage of my
parents, Chester continued as postmaster until 1917
when a rural route from Reston was set up. This post
office necessitated a trip to Reston for the mail every
Saturday, no matter the weather. He also drew mail to
a post office in the Pipestone Valley (north of Watts)
and called Elm Valley.
Alex Bonniman and his wife retired to Virden in
1910 and lived there until his death in 1935. Mrs.
Bonniman died in 1946 at Chester's home in Reston.
Chester married, Amy Law, of Antler (formerly
of Yorkshire, England) in 1910, and continued to
farm in the Lambton district until he moved to Reston
in 1925. He purchased a coal and wood and draying
business in 1926, and continued to operate it until his
retirement in 1950. He died in April 1951. Mrs.
Bonniman lived in Reston until her death in 1960.
One daughter Irene was born to this union. She
married John Oberlin of Broomhill in 1942, and
farmed in that district until his death in 1952. They
had two sons, Gordon and Douglas. The younger
son, Douglas was killed in August of 1972. Gordon
and family live at Pinawa and have two children.
There is just one Bonniman grandson, Earl of
Vancouver, Frank's son. His two children were girls
and so there will be no one to carryon the Bonniman
name. Nellie and John Ashley had two children.
Walter Ashley lives at Reston.
One interesting facet of Chester's life was the
connection with mails. In his Reston business, he
hauled the mail for twenty-one years, from the station, meeting three trains a day, and never being late.
Alex Bonniman and Chester were respected
members of first Lambton and then Virden and Reston respectively. They supported the school and
church faithfully in the Lambton district. Ministers
from the Reston or Pipestone circuit preached at
Lambton school, and it was often Chester's task to
drive them to the next preaching point.
The grain was hauled to Agnew siding, and of
course the hauling was by team. We have vague
recollections of the big threshing gangs, and also of
our first car and the roads we had to travel. Good

neighbors were of great importance to the early settlers, and that good neighbors were all there were.
Grandma Bonniman (Elizabeth Eastman) was
born in Oxbow, North Dakota. Grandpa landed in
New York just before his eighteenth birthday which
would be in 1869. The name Bonniman was spelt
Bonnyman in Scotland, and distant relatives live in
Fochabers, Banfshire, Scotland.

Boulton, Benjamin and Ann
Benjamin Boulton was born at BrockviIle, Ontario in 1836. He married Ann Henrietta Boulton
who was born at Brockville, Ontario on December
19, 1844. On March 28, 1892 they came to Reston to
section S.E. 10-7-27 with their family of three sons
and two daughters: James Herbert Boulton, Thomas
Edwin Boulton, Anthony Samuel Boulton, Abigal
Louise Boulton and Susan Henrietta Boulton. In the
summer of 1892 they took up a homestead five miles
southeast of Reston on the S.E. 24-6-28. Benjamin
Boulton died January 13, 1895 and Ann Henrietta
Boulton died July 28, 1936.
Thomas Edwin Boulton was born at Dublin, Ontario on January 1, 1875 and died on June 7, 1961. He
had married Elsie Norah Bushby, born at Eastbourne, Sussex, England on August 13, 1884 who
died on June 28,1968. They were married on May 4,
1914 at Reston, Manitoba. They settled on the farm
S.E. 24-6-28 in the Kinloss district, having two sons,
Edwin Benjamin Boulton and John Franklin Boulton
and six daughters, Edna Kathleen Boulton, Annie
Henrietta Boulton, Emily Patience Boulton, Violet
Lillian Boulton, Mary Lorraine Boulton, Jean Mabel
Boulton and one adopted daughter Faye Darlene
Boulton.
Thomas Boulton served on the Kinloss school
board for several years and was a member of the
Reston Pool Elevators. Both Thomas and Elsie
Boulton were members of the St. John's Anglican
Church.
Edwin Boulton was born on April 25, 1920 and
went to school at Kinloss. He farmed with his Dad on
S.E. 24-6-28. He married Lyla Merle Cassell of
Elkhorn on October 6, 1945. They have three sons.
Richard Edwin Boulton was born on July 3, 1948
and went to school at Kinloss and Reston. He is now
farming N.E. 24-6-28.
Russell James Boulton was born on September 3,
1956 and went to school at Reston, graduated from
Grade XII and then took two years at University of
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba. He is now farming
S.E. 24-6-28.
Randall Thomas Boulton was born on November
16, 1959 and went to school at Reston. He is employed with a trenching company.
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Merle Boulton died on December 14, 1959.
Frank Boulton was born on August 24, 1925 and
went to school at Kinloss. He farms now N. E.
24-6-28.
Edna Boulton born February 21, 1915, went to
school at Kinloss and Reston, took a teachers training
course in Winnipeg and taught schools at High Bluff,
Manitoba and Blair S.D. Virden. On August 15,
1945 she married Ewen Pearn of Virden. They live on
their farm S.W. 26-10-25, and have two daughters,
Carole Marie and Linda Patricia.
Annie Henrietta Boulton and Emily Patience
Boulton were born on June 3, 1916. Emily died
February 5, 1918. Annie went to school at Kinloss
and Reston. She died on October 28, 1942.
Violet Boulton was born on April 1, 1918 and
went to school at Kinloss and Reston. On February
14, 1942, she married Joseph Sowtis of Brandon.
They have one son Robert Leland and one daughter
Sharon Elaine.
Mary Boulton was born August 2,1928 and went
to school at Kinloss and Reston before taking training at Winnipeg, Manitoba. She taught at Pipestone
and Pacific S.D. Virden schools. Mary married Beverly Milliken of Reston on July 15, 1950. They live
on their farm S. W. 9-7-28. They have two sons and
two daughters, Wendy, Kenneth, Ann and Robert.
Wendy Eileen Milliken, born May 7,1953, married Ronald Craig Bulloch in May 1973. She received her Bachelor of Home Economics degree in
1975 from University of Manitoba, then returned
home from Winnipeg in 1976 where Ron is now in
partnership at Agserv at Reston. They have one son,
Colin William, born November 17, 1978.
Kenneth Ross Milliken, born September 16,
1955, married Eileen M. Austin in August 1976. Ken
is the Imperial Oil Agent in Reston. Eileen is a clerk
typist at the Bank of Montreal in Reston. They have
one daughter, Jennifer Elan born on August 18,1978.
Ann Marie Milliken, born January 3, 1959, married W. Brent Patmore of Pipestone, in July 1978.
Ann graduated from the Stenography course at
A. C. C. in Brandon and is now the Bookstore Manageress at Assiniboine Community College. Brent is
an adjuster with the Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation (Autopac) in Brandon.
Robert Scott Milliken born December 16, 1960,
married Dale L. Jorgenson of Cromer in July 1980.
He is employed with International Pipe Line at
Cromer and also farms. Dale is an R.N. graduate of
Grace Hospital and is nursing at Westman Lodge in
Virden.
Jean Boulton was born on March 17, 1930 and
went to school at Kinloss and Reston, and was employed as a post office clerk at Reston and Pipestone.

She married Charles Elliott of Pipestone on October
25, 1958. They live on their farm S.E. 16-6-26
Pipestone. They have three sons and one daughter.
Glenn Hugh Elliott, born October 23, 1960, went
to school at Belses, Pipestone and Reston. He graduated from Grade XII in June 1979 from Reston Collegiate. In September 1979, he entered the University
of Manitoba, Winnipeg to take a two year course in
Diploma of Agriculture.
Ronald William Elliott, born October 10, 1963,
went to school at Pipestone and is now taking Grade
XI at Reston Collegiate.
Garth Charles Elliott, born January 10, 1966,
went to school at Pipestone before taking Grade VIII
at Reston Elementary School.
Sharon Jean Elliott born May 17, 1972 is taking
Grade II at Reston Elementary.
Faye Darlene Boulton born November 29, 1939
went to school at Kinloss and Reston and was employed as a postal clerk at Reston. She married Murray Forsyth of Melita on September 19, 1959. They
live on their farm N .E. 24-4-27. They have one son
Lyle Murray and two daughters, Lorie Darlene and
Lynn Allison.
Anthony Boulton, born October 8, 1880 lived
with Thomas and Elsie Boulton S.E. 24-6-28 and
farmed with his brother. He died May 14, 1950.

Bouiton, Herbert and Margaret Ann
(Sharpe)
Mr. Herbert Boulton was born December the 3rd,
1874, in Brockville, Ontario. He came to Reston in
March, 1892, at the age of eighteen years. He first
settled on the Baldwin Farm till his house was ready
to move into. He farmed one half section 6-6-27,
seven miles south and one mile west of Reston.
He married Margaret Ann Sharpe of Halifax,
Yorkshire, England. To the union were born two
boys, Leslie and Bevis William. After the passing of
Herbert's wife in 1931 October 4th, Bevis left school
and stayed home to help his father.
In 1939 Bevis married Margaret Cora McIntosh.
To this union were born three children, Margaret
Ann, June 4th, 1942, William Keith, August 14th,
1945 and Carol Beverley, November 25th, 1950.
After the death of Herbert Boulton in 1948, Bevis
took over the farm and bought another half section of
land from Hary Winch. There they farmed for nearly
forty years.
Margaret Ann Boulton, born June 4, 1942, is the
oldest daughter of Bevis and Cora Boulton. She
attended public school at Kinloss and high school at
Reston. On July 15, 1961, she married Robert (Bob)
Wilson Walker of the Linklater district.
Bob was employed at Reston Motors as a me536

chanic until they moved to Elgin, Manitoba, in 1965,
where he was employed at Drapers Garage. Then in
1969 they moved to Thompson, Manitoba, where
Bob was employed at Mystery Lake Motors. Their
last move was in 1974 to Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta,
where Bob is presently employed as service manager
at Dehhus Chev-Olds.
To this union were born two children, Brenda
Dawn on January 26th, 1963, and Robert Dale on
February 9, 1964.
Keith William Boulton was born August 14,
1945, the only son of Bevis and Cora Boulton. He
attended school at Kinloss and Reston. After his
schooling he farmed with his father. He bought a half
section from Gordon Moore in 1967. On July 29,
1972 Keith married Lynne Halls of Tilston. They
lived in Reston for six years. After the passing away
of his father in 1978, Keith and his family moved to
the farm in the spring of 1979, where they now reside
on N. W. 6-6-27.
To this union were born two children, William
Todd on January 19, 1973 and Shaundell Lynne on
August 19, 1975.

Carol Beverley Boulton, born November 25,
1950, is the youngest daughter of Bevis Cora
Boulton. She attended Kinloss School until grade
eight and then attended elementary and high school
in Reston. After completing grade twelve, she obtained a job in the bank at Kenton, Manitoba. She
worked there until her marriage to Roy James Forrest
of Kenton on July 18, 1970.
After their marriage, Roy's parents moved into
Kenton and Roy and Carol moved into the farm
home, where they now reside. To this union were
born two children, Rhonetta Leigh on December 17,
1970 and Jillian Loree on December 21, 1972.

Braddell, David and Irma (Honey)
David Lorenz Dennis Braddell was born July 2,
1917 at Albert Lea, Minnesota, U.S.A. He married
Amy Irma (Honey) who was born February 10, 1928
at Binscarth, Manitoba. Two children were born:
Kevin Roderick, born March 1, 1965, Brandon,
Manitoba; and Maureen Karen, born October 27,
1966, Selkirk, Manitoba.
David came to Reston, September, 1964, to teach

Early residence of J. D. Reid, 1915.
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primarily French in the Reston Collegiate. Lack of
accommodation for his wife and himself forced his
commuting for a year between Melita and Reston.
September, 1965, they moved into the former Dr. C.
F. Wood house. Kevin was adopted that month, and
in October, 1966, Maureen, too, was adopted.
David's father came from a farming-military
family of English background, but domiciled in
County Wexford, Ireland. His mother came from a
German merchant and professional family.
His parents came to Canada early in 1910 and
farmed, later moving to Ireland in 1923. Dave spent a
year in Geneva, Switzerland and returned to Canada
in 1928 and continued his education.
David attended the University of Manitoba. This
academic program was interrupted by his serving in
the Canadian Army (Home Services) for 63 months.
He returned to and completed university courses
(B.Sc.). He worked in Winnipeg then taught high
school for two years, took teacher training, and resumed his teaching career that culminated in retirement, 1976, following a twelve-year period at
Reston, after twenty-seven years in the profession.
Retirement was an easy and welcome step to
take, what with a weekly outdoors column, freelance nature articles to write, active participation in
local museum operation, and active interest in historical, archaeological and natural historical studies,
especially birds.
Mrs. Braddell (Irma) was the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. 1. S. Honey of Binscarth, Manitoba. She was
educated in Binscarth, and at United College Winnipeg; taught school at Glenora, Manitoba, for a year
and won the Lord Strathcona Shield, and taught a
closing part of a year at Woodstock School, Manitoba.
After working for Marshall Wells Co., Winnipeg
Civic Government, and the Children's Aid Society in
Winnipeg she gave up her professional career for
marriage that began June, 1951.
Through the years Irma has enjoyed active participation in drama, craft and horticultural groups
while being an active member of United Church
Guild and Rebekah Lodge.

new home in the northwest corner of town, later
occupied for many years by Reg Berry.
In 1914-15 the implement store was extended to
include hardware, housewares, some furniture and
china, and a lumber yard was built on the lot at the
back. In 1915 practically the whole west side of the
business district was burned to the ground. Having
no water works, the bucket brigade was manned by
men, women, and children, who made a desperate
effort to save the Brady building as well as the Post
Office, Pool Hall, McMurchy's livery barn and numerous other buildings. They did save a great amount
of pots and pans, showcases, etc., but were unable to
get anything from the second floor which was full of
buggies and farm machinery.
As soon as the site was cleared after the fire, a
much larger solid brick building with a fire wall was
constructed. It included the hardware store, Post
Office, and apartments above both sections.
When Frank Brady returned from airforce training in England, he joined his father in the business,
which became known as W. A. Brady & Son in 1921.
In 1922 Frank married Ida McCulloch from Hartney,
and a home for the newlyweds was built in the south
part of the home lot, now the Burt Pierce house. A
son, Bert, was born in 1927. He is married, teaches
school, and lives in Winnipeg.
Helen Brady McLeod died in 1923. Marjorie
Brady Biggs died in 1960. Evelyn Brady Cunningham is living in Williams Lake, B.C. Dorothy
Brady Gabel is living In Hartney, Manitoba.
W. A. Brady died in 1930, and Frank Brady died
in 1952. Mrs. Ida Brady and son Bert carried on the
hardware business until it was sold in 1955 to Mr. H.
Winch. Mrs. Brady now resides in Brandon.

Brandon, Thomas and Mirrilia
Thomas Sumner Brandon came with his wife,
Mirrilia Hamilton, from eastern Ontario, and settled
on a farm near Reston.
His brother Ned was at Lauder, Manitoba and
another brother Bismark in the Belses district.
There were five sisters: Mrs. Alfred Rice (Mary)
Reston; Mrs. George Moore (Winnie), of Lauder;
Annie Brandon; Lizzie (deceased).
Mr. and Mrs. Brandon had two children, a son
and a daughter and both attended Paramount school.
Melvyn Hamilton Brandon was killed during
World War Two.
Hoe married Herbert Dandy (deceased) who was
born at Pierson, Manitoba and they also have a son
and a daughter. Melvyn Garth Dandy is in Portge la
Prairie.
Judith Lynne (Dandy) Mabon, lives in Baldur,

Brady, William and Ida
William Albert (Bert) Brady, his wife Ida and
children Helen and Frank settled in Reston in 1897 or
98. They had lived in Virden prior to that time. W. A.
Brady used to drive to the Pipestone-Reston district
to take orders for farm implements and repairs, until
it seemed more logical to settle in Reston. They first
lived in the house later owned by Jack McMurchy. It
was here that daughters Marjorie, Evelyn, and Dorothy were born. In 1905 or '06 the family moved to a
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T.A. the oldest son, John D. (deceased), R.C.,
W.H., Sandy, Agnes, John D. (called for the lad who
died), 1.1. and the youngest daughter Dee, Mrs. Henderson of Boissevain (also deceased).
The present John D. is the last remaining member
of the Robert Bulloch family. He is at present ninetytwo years young. In his youth, he farmed in Lanark,
three and a half miles north of Reston. When he was a
lad of sixteen his father accompanied him to Reston
with horses and plough to start digging the basement
of the present United Church.
John D. farmed for several years and later bought
grain in St. Lazarre, Manitoba and at Homewood,
Manitoba. After serving a tum in the army (in the
10th Machine Gun Corps) in World War I, he returned to Reston to get married and live in a home on
1st Street for fifty years. During this time he bought
grain for the U.G.G. for thirty-two years. After this
he went into Guthrie and Bulloch Insurance office to
work until he was eighty-three years of age.
John D. and Clara's only child Robert Stuart, was
born in 1925. He attended Reston Schools until
Grade XII and at his eighteenth birthday he enlisted
in World War II in 1943, in the Princess Pat Regiment. He went through Italy, France, Belgium and
right into Holland and Germany towards the war end.
He returned to Canada on his twentieth birthday.
Soon after he married Miss Bertha Dittmer, of Sinclair, Manitoba. They lived for awhile in Souris,
Manitoba where he worked as a Linotype operator on
the Souris Paper the "Plaindealer". To them was
born two children, John Robert and Wendy Mae.
Later they moved to Brandon where Bob worked as a
Linotype operator on the Brandon Sun.
In 1960 both son Bob and his little daughter were
tragically killed in a car accident, nine miles west of
Souris. This leaves Mr. and Mrs. 1. D. Bulloch with
one grandchild (John Robert) who is now in the
Service at Shilo but lives in Brandon, Manitoba. He
is married to Rose Marie Koberlein and they have one
daughter Bridgette Wendy, the first great-grandchild.
For the past seven years John and Clara have been
living in the Senior Citizen Home "AI stone Lodge"
in Reston. They are most comfortable and do hope
they can finish the race right here in the Alstone
Lodge.

Manitoba. They have two children, Donald Brent
and Lerena Jean.

Briggs, Ken and Muriel (Bridgeman)
Ken and Muriel moved to Reston from Brandon
with their family of Michelle, Gary, Karen and Sheri
in December, 1974. They bought the C. S. Campbell
house and Ken began working as a community Mental Health Worker, serving the four municipalities of
Pipestone, Albert, Cameron, and Sifton.
Michelle was married in April of 1980 to Eric
Thiessen of Cromer. Gary, Karen and Sheri still
attend school in Reston.

Bulloch, Thomas and Janet (Boyle)
Thomas Bulloch was born in Campaie, Scotland
near Glasgow. He was the son of William Bulloch,
born in the late l700's, who was with Wellington's
Army in the Battle of Waterloo in 1815. William
came to Canada where he died, leaving a son Thomas
in Scotland.
Thomas, the son, married Janet Boyle and born
to them were twelve children. The seven born in
Scotland were; James, William, Catherine, Thomas,
Belle, Robert and John. Five were born in Canada;
Henry, Archibald, Margaret and Andrew.
In 1820 after a three months voyage on a sailing
vessel, they had arrived in Canada and settled near
Lanark, Ontario. They had immigrated from Scotland as it was hard to raise a family on such low
wages offered at that time. Canada was the land of
promise.
The son of Thomas, also named Thomas was
born on June 4th, 1814. He married Ellen Craig on
July 3,1938. Ellen was born on November 8, 18l7.
They came west to Reston, now the Lanark district in
1887, living among their sons.
Mr. Bulloch died on October 16, 1894 and his
wife Ellen died on February 25, 1904.
Thomas and Ellen also had twelve children and
all the family did very well, coming west with their
parents.
The twelve children were; Thomas, Robert, Isabella, Janet, Robert, William, James, Ellen, Katherine, John, Elizabeth and Stewart.

Bulloch, John D. and Clara (Deacon)

Bulloch, Melvin and Grace (McCormick)

Clara M. Bulloch, eldest daughter of the late
Stuart and Sara Deacon of Ninga, Manitoba, came to
Reston in January, 1917 to teach the primary room in
Reston public school. She boarded with the late Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Bulloch and taught two and a half
years in the primary room. In July, 1919, Clara married 1. D. Bulloch, son of the above couple. The
Robert Bulloch family consisted of nine members;

Melvin Douglas, born June 1, l'949, is the oldest
son of Elmer and Marion Bulloch. He grew up in
Sinclair and Reston and took his schooling at Crescent, Sinclair and Reston.
After a few years of garage work, farming and
custom combining, he entered into partnership with
his youngest brother Ron. The business of fertilizer
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and farm products goes under the name of Agserv.
In July of 1971, he married Grace McCormick of
Melita. They started married life living in a mobile
home in the yard of his grandfather, John Williamson.
In January 1972, a son, Scott Melvin, was born.
That same year the mobile home was moved to the
town of Reston. Dwight Mark, a second son, was
born in September of 1974. Grace is presently working for this History Project.
Mel is a member of both the Fire Brigade and
Volunteer Ambulance Crew. He has been active in
the Minor Hockey Association since their move to
Reston.

Robert C. Bulloch took a business course and
worked in the G. S. Munro store, married Ina
McDougall on June 29, 1904 and had two daughters
Marion and one deceased. Marion went to Brandon
College for a degree in arts, became a lawyer and
practised in Toronto, Ontario. She was honored as a
Queen's Counsellor.
William H. Bulloch farmed on the home farm
27-7-27 and married Edith McCulloch. They had
four sons and two daughters: Beatrice, born in 1907,
(a teacher), and Harold born in 1905, now are deceased; Gladys, born 1909, took a business course
and also a nursing course, married Ed. Slifka and had
one daughter, Joanne; Cecil, born 1911, married
Ethel Ellis and have a famil of three daughters,
Sandra, Barbara and Trudy and three sons Allan,
Clark and Brad; Stanley, born 1913, married Grace
Bray and had two sons, Garry and Rodney and two
daughters Glenda and Erna Joy (deceased); Lyle,
born in 1920, served in the war and was a prisoner of
war in Germany. He married Eunice Halls and have
two sons Keith and Terry. W. H. Bulloch died on
April 6, 1930 and Mrs. Bulloch on August 3, 1960.
Alexander Stewart Bulloch farmed on the south
east of 19-7-27. He married Ethel Miller and they
have three sons and one daughter: Gerald, the eldest,
married Lillian Skelton and they had two sons Glen
and Douglas and owned a store at Napinka, Manitoba. Glen married Marlene Doebbeleare and have
two sons Blake and Kent. Douglas married Valerie

Bulloch, Robert and Margaret (Caldwell)
Robet Bulloch was born March 1st, 1846 at Lanark, Ontario, son of Thomas and Ellen Bulloch.
On October 4, 1870, he married Margaret Caldwell, born February 27th, 1852, at Lanark, Ontario,
daughter of John and Agnes Caldwell.
Robert came to Reston in 1882 and filed on the
south half of 27-7-27. He went back to Ontario and
returned with his wife and six children in 1885.
Robert and Margaret celebrated their 50th Golden Wedding anniversary in 1920 and celebrated their
60th Diamond Wedding Anniversary in 1930.
Thomas A. Bulloch farmed on 27-7-27, married
Ellen Guthrie on December 26, 1900 and had five
daughters.

Threshing on the R. Bulloch farm, 1906.
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McDougall and have a daughter Charla. Douglas
died in 1975. Elwood married Jean McMillan of
Antler, Saskatchewan and have one son Delwyn and
two daughters Myrna and Helen. Delwyn married
Shirley Williamson and have two girls Leanne and
Janet and a son Kevin. They live on the home farm
19-7-27. Helen married Terry Patmore and have a
daughter Regan and a son Jason and live at Pipestone.
Don served in the army and then married Bernice
Marshall and have a son Robert and a daughter
Cheryl and live in Maple Ridge, B.C. Helen married
Wm. Spurrier and farmed at Napinka, Manitoba.
They had twin daughters who died after birth. They
are now retired to live in Melita, Manitoba.
Agnes Jane Bulloch married Colin McMurchy, a
partner in livery bam, coal and wood dealers and
later in the Ford Garage. They had one son Elmer and
one daughter Margaret. Elmer married Helen Coleman and had a son Wayne and a daughter Nancy.
Margaret married Earl Robertson and had two
daughters, Betty and Earla and two sons, Colin and
Michael. A daughter Ann Marie, married John
Houde and they have a family of three boys - Greg,
Wayne and Brad, and four daughters - Judy, Janice,
Sheri and Darla.
John David Bulloch was the first white boy born
in the district in 1886, the sixth son of Robert and
Margaret. He married Clara M. Deacon of Ninga,
Manitoba.
James I. Bulloch farmed and lived on the southwest of 16-7-27, married Nellie Miller and had three
daughters, Iris, Gwen and Merle and one son Earl.
Iris married Frank McMurchy and have a daughter
Rae and two sons Jim and Keith. Gwen married Reg
Berry and have three daughters Gail, Sharon and
Valerie. Earl was a teacher and enlisted in the
R.C.A.F. and was killed over Stuttgart, Germany in
September, 1944. Merle took a business course and
worked in Brandon. She married Bill Matthews and
lived on farm 18-8-27 at Hillview until retiring to live
in Virden, Manitoba.
Margaret Ellen, the youngest daughter of Robert
and Margaret Bulloch married Harold Henderson, a
farmer at Boissevain, Manitoba. They had a family
of two sons, Jack and Ross and a daughter Shirley.

district, services were conducted in the Bulloch
home for some years.
Eleven children were born to them. After homesteading for some years, Thomas Sr. and his son
Thomas operated a grist mill at Crystal City and
Melita. After retiring he moved to Vancouver and
lived with his three daughters, Nettie, Phoebe and
Maude, until his death in 1923.
Daughter Nettie, trained for a nurse in Winnipeg,
graduating in 1908, and for some years nursed in the
district with Drs. Chapman and Clark.
Daughters Ellen and Isabella married Andrew
and David Caldwell. David homesteaded for some
years on the farm later operated by Sandy Bulloch,
then the family moved west and farmed at Laverna,
Saskatchewan. Andrew and Ellen married in 1890
and settled in the Valley, then in 1904 moved to the
farm 27-7-28, which farm is still in the fourth generation of the family, now operated by Glen Caldwell.
Andrew and Ellen raised a family of nine, four
girls and five boys. One of their boys, Andrew Boyd
died at the age of fourteen years. Jack moved from
the district at an early age and settled in Hamiota,
Manitoba. Clyde and Charlie both settled here,
Clyde on the farm and Charlie, for most of his working years with the Manitoba Pool Elevators. Charlie
was married in 1922 to Lois Gemmill, a member of
another pioneer family. One boy and two girls were
born to them. Their only son Boyd spent four years in
the armed forces overseas. He now resides in Brandon. Charlie retired from the Elevator in 1960 and
moved to Brandon with his son Boyd and resided
there until his death in 1977. His wife Lois passed
away in December of 1978.
Andrew and Ellen lived on the farm until his
death in 1924 when Ellen moved to Winnipeg with
her daughters and younger son Thomas, where she
resided until her death in 1951.
Andrew and David Caldwell came to the district
from Lanark, Ontario in 1888 and were followed
some years later by their father Alexander and sister
Carrie. Alexander lived in the district for the remainder of his life.
Sister Carrie was a very able dressmaker and
worked here for some years and also operated a shop
in Virden. She later moved to Edmonton.

Bulloch, Thomas and Jane (McIlrath)

Bunka, Bill and Heather (Downs)

Thomas Bulloch was born in July 1839, the
oldest son of Thomas Bulloch and Ellen Craig. He
married Jane McIlrath in 1863 and they moved from
Lanark, Ontario, in 1883 and settled in the Pipestone
Valley, on the farm later operated by Thomas A.
Bulloch.
Before the building of the first church in the

Bill and Heather Bunka came to Reston in August, 1972 when Bill was appointed Principal of the
Reston Elementary School. Bill was born in Humboldt, Saskatchewan, but raised and educated in
Winnipegosis, Manitoba. Post-Secondary education
took place at the Universities of Manitoba and Brandon.
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November 8th, 1911. They farmed in the Reston
district until 1927, when they moved to Reston and
Wes worked with the Good Roads on the Grader until
1942. Wes then had the position as foreman until
1954. He passed away in 1955.
The Busby family:
Wesley Clarence Busby married, lives in Surrey,
B.C. He works as a salesman.
Charles Burton Busby is married and lives in
Reston, Manitoba. He is a farmer.
John William, married and lives in Melita, Manitoba. He is a government employee.
Thomas Maxwell Busby is married and lives in
Vancouver, B.C. He works as a salesman.
Arthur Ferguson Busby is married and lives in
Chatham, Ontario. He works for the C.P.R.
Cecil Boyd Busby married and lives in Winnipeg, Manitoba. He works for the C.P.R. as a dispatcher.
Marion Irma Bennett married and lives in Edmonton, Alberta. She is a housewife.
Margaret, the mother of this family, is in her
eighty-eighth year. She is lucky to have all the family
left with her although scattered in the different
provinces. Three of her sons were in World War II.
They were spared to come back to Canada. Two
brought back English War Brides; John of Melita and
Max of Vancouver.

Heather Bunka (nee Downs) was born in Carman, Manitoba. She was raised on a farm near
Homewood, Manitoba. Heather received her education at Homewood, and Carman Collegiate. PostSecondary education took place at the Universities of
Manitoba and Brandon. Heather also holds a teaching certificate.
Bill and Heather were married in Carman, Manitoba on July 26, 1968. They have three sons, all born
in Reston Community Hospital under the supervision of Dr. Sam Cleto: Michael born February 25,
1973; Robbie born March 19, 1976 and Derrick born
October 3, 1980.
Bill is active in community sports especially
hockey. Heather enjoys curling and ceramics.

Burge, Buddy and Katherine (Wilkins)
Katherine, was a sister of Mrs. E. 1. Wilkins.
Buddy had a pool room in several locations, one
remembered was in the Cates block. This was just
about the time World War I started. He was also
located in a building next to the post office on the
west side of the main street, but was burned out there.
His last location was in a building which had been
formerly occupied next to the Bank of Montreal.
Next to it was an old stable. It was in this building that
the fire which cleaned out several buildings on the
east side of the street started.
Following that, for many years he was a grocery
clerk in the old G. S. Munro Co. store until he
became a victim of cancer.

Busby, William H. and Helen (Baxter)
The summer of 1888 saw the arrival of William
Busby Sr. from Ontario. He homesteaded on the
southeast quarter of 22-7-27 where he farmed until
the railway came, at which time he moved to Reston
and opened the first lumberyard there. The first load
of commercial products delivered to Reston by rail
was a load of lumber for their lumberyard.
William H. Busby, son of William Busby, had
homesteaded the south half of 20-7 -27 in the summer
of 1886. During the first two years he lived in a sod
shanty in the summer and returned to Ontario in the
winter. In 1888 he built a frame one room house and
started living there the year round.
William H. Busby married Helen Baxter in the
fall of 1904. They had three children and all were
born on the farm (south half 20-7-27), Baxter Irwin
born in 1905, Frederick Clarence born in 1908 and
Verna Helen born in 1917.
Baxter Busby married Bernice May Armstrong
in 1935. They had one son William Wesley, who was
born in 1939. William Wesley Busby married Ruby
Violet Funk in 1965. They had three sons, William
Graham born in 1970, James Wesley born in 1971 and
Robert Lee born in 1973.
Frederick C. Busby married Irene Gardiner in

Busby, Wes and Margaret (Fissette)
Charles Wesley Busby homesteaded at Rosetown, Saskatchewan and moved to Reston, and
married Margaret Fissette in Brandon, Manitoba,

Wes Busby working on No.2 highway.
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made its impression; Riel's imprisonment and execution of Scott. His father had found Orangemen. He
helped Stewart Mulvey organize an L.O.L., the first
in Manitoba, in the cabin of a small steamship on the
Red River. He marched in the July 12 parade to
Headingly.
It was not Red River mud but traveler's itch which
clung to father's feet. In 1880 he secured a homestead
north of Gladstone. James saw a pattern in father's
pioneering. William secured lumber, built houses,
schools, churches, and founded Orange Lodges. Not
that his father was anti-Catholic, said James, but that
he was pro-Protestant. Catholics were among his
father's best friends. He always planted fruit trees
and before they blossomed packed children and belongings behind the oxen to start all over again.
In 1883 he settled on a homestead just north of
Indian Head, Saskatchewan. In 1884 he organized
Ellisbro Lodge near Wolseley. After years of
drought, William looked eastward. The C.P.R. line
was nearing Manitoba. In 1888 he again uprooted his
family. James was to remember this trip - he had his
seventeenth birthday walking with the cows from
Indian Head to the Lambton settlement in Manitoba,
behind the family and the oxen.
They settled south of Lambton. But in 1892 the
C.P.R. came through south of them and Reston was
born. A car of lumber for William Busby was the first
freight.
Jim Stallwood was William's carpenter and the
Busby family's was the first house built, two-storey
box style frame, with two front gables and veranda.
It stood on the street west of Main, behind the lumberyard, with the Pioneer Lumber Company office
on Main. Family roots were to grow deep at Reston
and crabapple trees behind the house became quite
mature.
Son William Henry chose farm land north and
west of the town. Jim Stallwood built his house. He
went back to Ontario and married Helen (Nell) Baxter. Later her brother Johnny came. He lived in the
northeast section where the Sibalds and Tom
Wilkinses lived.
James chose land south and east of town. He was
in no hurry to marry and concentrated on his farm.
Two Skelton families settled to the east and south,
and about six miles straight south was bachelor Tom
Harper. James got a "driver" and buggy. His recreation was a visit home, combined with skating,
hockey, and later, CUrling.
In 1897 Tom returned to Lucknow, Ontario, to
marry Rebecca Hamilton (Mary).
On January 9th, Freddie Clarence died in Brandon at the age of 12 years, 2 months. It was a bror

1934. They had three children, Gwen, Georgia and
Daryl. Verna Busby never married.
William H. Busby imported Holstein cattle from
Ontario in the early 1900's and started the first dairy,
supplying milk to Reston. Baxter took over the operation of the dairy along with the farm until 1957. He
continued to operate the farm up to the time of his
death in 1976. William W. Busby farmed part-time
with his father and in April 1960 started to work in the
Rural Municipality of Pipestone office as Assistant
Secretary Treasurer. William was appionted as Secretary Treasurer of the Rural Municipality of Pipestone
in 1963 and currently holds that position.
The original Busby homestead on the south half
of 20-7 -27 is and has been in the Busby name since
1886. The one room frame house built by William H.
Busby as his first permanent home is still standing
and is now used as a granary. During the period from
1905 to 1940 this builidng, with the addition of a
bedroom, was used as a bunkhouse for hired men and
many names of people from the Reston area are
carved on the wall.

Busby, William and Margaret (Ferguson)
Born December 20, 1837 in Farmanagh County,
Ireland, William Busby came to Canada when he was
eleven years old. He lived with his uncle William
Farrell near Bowmanville, Durham County, eventually taking a farm near Gowie. He was twenty and
in one year got the "scarlet." From then on he was
involved in forming Orange Lodges.
Born in 1847, Margaret Ann Ferguson was seven
when her family came from Ireland to farm in West
Durham County. She had three sisters and one brother, James. She was nineteen when she married
William Busby. They were to have eight children,
William Henry, James Ferguson, Minnie, Addie,
Hattie, Freddie, Wesley, and Aubrey.
William, his brother Henry, and the Ferguson
girls were to catch the "go west" fever that spread
over Ontario and hit the trail in 1878. William was
forty-two. Henry turned back. Busbys at Teeswater
are his descendants. Kate Ferguson settled in the
western States. Davidsons of Dauphin and Christies
near Portage la Prairie descend from the sisters.
Son James remembered Indian playmates and
Squaws looking after them while his mother nursed
their sick families. When brother Will started school
young James started too, for company. They were ten
and six when they were uprooted to go west.
James remembered living south of the border. In
1879 they lived in Winnipeg. James remembered the
Red river mud which clung to wheels, to feet of
poultry, livestock, and children. He well remembered their team of oxen. The political atmosphere
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chial inflamation, probably pneumonia. It was later
in 1900 that Dr. Alva Burton Chapman arrived.
Jim Stallwood married Minnie Busby. They
would have three sons named Clarence, Burton (for
Dr. Chapman) and James. Eventually they would go
west to plant a fruit orchard near Nelson, B.C.
Mary Harper's younger sister Emma came for a
visit. It became known she was a seamstress. The
Busby girls persuaded her to come and stay with
them and do their dressmaking before she went
home.
In the fall of 1903 Jim started James's house for
which he made cupboards, cabinets, dining table and
chairs. Then in 1904 James disappeared for the
month of February, surprising his family when he
returned with Emma as his wife.
Mirillia Hamilton came the next year to visit
sisters Mary and Emma. With Mary she visited Mrs.
Alf Rice" down the road" and met her brother Tom
Brandon who farmed across the road, east. It was not
long before Tom and Millie married.
Addie took a business course at Regina where she
met and married Albert Peters. Later they moved to
Kamloops with children Evelyn and Allan.
Hattie married Walter Carman. They farmed west
of Fielding in Saskatchewan. They had three children, Ida, Ronald, and Raymond. They later set up a
dairy farm on Chilliwack Mountain road near Sardis,
B.C.
Wesley married Margaret Fisette. They lived for
a while in a house across from the rink.
Millie Brandon told how alarmed she and Tom
were, getting off the train from Winnipeg, to see
Frank Manning on the platform waving a Recorder
and yelling, "Busby caned! Read about it!" It was
1907. The Orange Lodge of Lambdon had honoured
William, "fifty years an Orangeman" and presented
him with a gold capped ebony cane. At seventy he
was a short, thin man, with white whiskers and hair
over his collar. His actions were quick and decisive.
James and Emma had two daughters, Ivodell and
Althea. When Ivodell was ready for school, James
bought the Corbin house on Railroad avenue. A third
daughter, Melba, was born in town.
There was less building now and William's feet
were again getting the travel itch. It was the longest
he had ever been in one place, actually twenty-two
years. He sold his business to Mr. Brady and took
Margaret Ann and son Aubrey to Fielding,
Saskatchewan late in 1911. Margaret Ann died in
1915, remembered as an "angel of mercy" to the
community. William died in 1918, the community
praising his "wisdom, gentleness and piety" and
"his kindly hand outstretched to help the needy."
They are buried in Reston Cemetery.

Mr. Brady retained the lumberyards but replaced
the small office with a large red brick building which
housed the Post Office and Brady's Hardware. The
Busby office was taken to the Ericksons, one mile
south on road 25 and one-half mile west, to become
the kitchen of their house. The red lumberyard sign
came through their paint and they papered the kitchen to cover it. The house is gone but the kitchen,
complete with shelves and drawers remains in a field
on Zarn's farm.
Aubrey married and brought his wife, Minnie, to
brother Jim's to meet the family. They settled near
North Battleford. They had one son, Orville. Aubrey
joined an Orange Lodge. He thought one of his
father's sons should! He was also the only son to
inherit the travel itch.
The war of 1914-1918 was a nebulous cloud to
their daughters as Jim and Em bade farewell to Dr.
Chapman and John Skelton. In 1916 Dr. Chapman
sent them a Christmas card from France. He returned, as he promised, to his office in the rear of the
Drugstore. Johnny returned to spend the rest of his
life in Deer Lodge Hospital, Winnipeg.
In 1918 Emma lost her mother. She and Jim asked
her father to join them. They had Roy Kendrick build
an extension to the back of the house, doubling
roomspace and providing a bathroom. Robert
Hamilton was a joy to the grandchildren. He became
a legend in the town.
Jim was working with A. E. Smith who had a
Meat Shop. He had been share-cropping and renting
his farm. He finally sold to the Cuthill family.
Ivodell had a year at Brandon College, and one at
Normal School. She taught at Little Souris,
Brunkild, and Elm Creek. She went to Ottawa to
work in the Bureau of Statistics, later in the Department of Textiles. She has retired in Ottawa.
Althea greduated from Brandon College and the
College of Education, University of Saskatchewan.
She taught in Piapot and Gull Lake in Saskatchewan.
In 1936 Burton Stallwood and wife Vera used
their holiday to bring Jim and Minnie to Reston to
visit her brothers and families. Will was quite ill from
asthma. Jim drove Burt and Vera to see houses he had
built in town and country. He renewed his friendship
with Dr. Chapman.
Still with Ab Smith, James took over delivery of
rural mail north and south of Reston. Melba assisted
Sid Standring in the Post Office. She later took the
south rural route to help her father.
Althea taught at Cartwright and Kelwood in Manitoba. It was at Kelwood on January 9, 1940 she was
told Grandpa Hamilton had died. That summer, Althea took her mother to Ottawa and left her with
Ivodell for the next winter.
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Callander, John C. and Edythe M. (Lloyd)

The war of 1939-1945 gathered in many cousins
and friends. Melvyn Brandon, Allan Robertson, and
Ted Smith were among the casualties.
Althea taught in the Collegiate at Emerson where
she rented a house for herself and mother. Melba
joined them for the winter to prepare for her marriage
to Roy Campbell. Their father was injured in an
accident on his route. He sold the house to Mrs.
McIntosh and joined his wife and Althea in Emerson
with Rusk, the family dog. They all moved to Brandon in 1945 where Althea joined the staff of Brandon
College.
Aubrey worked in military camps. From Shilo he
contacted family on leaves. A dislocated ankle was
troublesome. He took a room in Portage and spent
years in a nursing home. He died in February, 1978
and is buried in Portage.
Mother Emma died in December, 1947 and was
buried in Brandon Cemetery. She was seventy-one.
In 1950 Althea left the College to be Assistant
Librarian of the Public Library which gave more time
with her father. He lived until April, 1963, in his
92nd year.
Althea sold the house in 1964 to buy a mobile
home which travelled from Pierson to Weyburn, to
Swan River for seven years and to Souris, to retire in
Glenwood Court.

John Callander first came to Reston in August of
1937 as a teacher in the High School, at that time, a
three-room high. Johnny (as he is known to most
people in Reston) had been born in Hartney in 1914
(son of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Callander) and received his public school education there. He then
attended Brandon College, obtaining a B. A., then
went on to take teacher training at the Faculty of
Education at the University of Manitoba, and came to
Reston to start his career in education.
Johnny continued to teach here until 1949, with a
period of three years and a half out for service in the
R.C.A.F. (from July of 1942 to November of 1945).
After training as a radar mechanic, he served overseas in the Middle East, in Palestine, Egypt and
Aden. He resumed teaching in Reston in January of
1946, and later became principal before moving to
Elkhorn to take over the principalship of Elkhorn
School in the fall of 1949.
Early in his stay in Reston, Johnny married
Edythe Lloyd, also of Hartney (although originally a
Carnduff girl) and they began their married life in
Reston. Two children, Lenna Beryl and John Charles
(Jack), were born here and received their primary
education in Reston School, completing their education in Elkhorn.

W. H. Busby farm built in 1888.
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Lenna is married to Oneal Lemay and is now
living in Kentucky. She has three children and one
grandson. Jack is married to the former Ruth Hahn of
Estevan. They are now living in Stoughton, Saskatchewan where Jack is employed as Districtman for
the Saskatchewan Power, as well as farming parttime. They have two children, still of school age.
During his stay in Reston, Johnny participated in
many community and school activities. In addition
to doing a lot of hunting and fishing, he was an ardent
curler and served also on the bonspiel committees,
and the club executive. He was also active as a
secretary or manager or member of the baseball clubs
and the sports days committees, and helped organize
and run the Reston School Field Days. After 1945 he
joined the Royal Canadian Legion and served a year
as president of the local branch. He also became a
member of the Reston Masonic Lodge. During this
time Ede was an active member of the Eastern Star,
the United Church Guild and took part in other community activities.
After leaving Reston, Johnny was principal of
Elkhorn School for ten years, then was appointed a
School Inspector, serving in Altona and Russell before going to work in the Department of Education
offices in Winnipeg. Here he held various positions
in Administration until 1974 when he retired, holding
the position of Registrar at that time. Part of his work
had been to assist in the revision of the Public
Schools Act, only recently passed by the Legislature.
Ede and John have also two younger children
who were born in Elkhorn. They are Lloyd Bradford
and Candace Dawn, who were educated in Altona,
Russell, and Winnipeg, as Johnny's job moved the
family around.
Following retirement in November of 1974, John
and Ede continued to live in Winnipeg, and then in
1976 moved back to Reston where they had started
married life. They are now living in the former
Harold Hume house on Second Street.

being close to all her family and to her brother Archie
McCurchy and his family.
Grandma Campbell was very clannish and she
was never happier than when she was visiting or
being visited by her own folk. Those who lived in
Reston at that time, will probably remember her as a
stately little lady in a long black dress and a black
bonnet trimmed with Jet. A Sunday ritual for the
Campbell and McArthur families was a visit to
Grandma's after church.
During her life time in Reston Mrs. Campbell
kept boarders. These were mostly the young bachelors of the town. Names remembered were Alf
Archer, McGrath, and Wittaker.
Mrs. Campbell lived to be ninety-nine and was
able to live in her own home until her death. Mr. and
Mrs. G. S. Munro lived with her for the last few
years.

Campbell, Colin, C. and Minnie (MeLandress)
Colin C. Campbell was born in 1872 at lona
Station, Ontario, and died in 1959. He married Minnie McLandress in 1902 at Dutton, Ontario. Mrs.
Campbell was born in 1886 and died in 1957.
They had three children; Helen born in 1903,
deceased 1903; Colin St. Clair, born 1907, now at
Bowser, B.C.; Mildred Jean (Mrs. F. Mellor) born
1911 now at Montreal, P.Q.
C. C. Campbell was a horse drover in the Dutton,
Ontario area and first came to the Reston area in 1901
bringing horses for sale from Ontario. He sold principally through the Souris to Arcola district, later
establishing a sales and livery barn with his cousin
Archie Campbell, trading as Campbell & Campbell
for a number of years. He was also an agent for
Imperial Oil Co. as well as engaging in farming in a
number of locations. The horse business was sold to
McCurchy Brothers (Colin and Archie) and the Imperial Oil to Archie Gregg. Mr. Campbell had a
Buick agency for a number of years.
Until 1935 he was mostly engaged in farm real
estate and insurance, besides a shipper of clover and
grass seed to the U. S. A. , operating out of Portage la
Prairie and Dauphin.
He purchased the old C.P.R. roundhouse at Reston around 1936 or 1937 to be used as a seed warehouse. CIe'aning equipment was installed and it
gradually developed into a retail and mail order outlet for farm seeds of all kinds, operating under the
name Colin C. Campbell & Son. Feed manufacturing machinery was added as well as feed lot for cattle.
This employed year round, four to twelve persons
and usually operated twenty-four hours daily during
winter months. The main volume was in registered

Campbell, Colin and Ann (MeMurehy)
Ann McCurchy and Colin Campbell were married on the 27th of January, 1865, at Wardsville,
Ontario. Mrs. Campbell was widowed and was left
with three children to bring up, Colin Campbell,
Kate (Mrs. G. S. Munro) and Annie (Mrs. John
McArthur).
Since all her family had moved to Reston, Manitoba, Mrs. Campbell decided to come also. It is
believed she came, perhaps a year after the
McArthurs. She lived in the cottage on the north side
of the United Church. This was built for her by her
son Colin C. Campbell. She was happy in Reston,
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grains. One result was that the area served by the
plant contained the highest concentration of registered seed growers in the Province and think this
situation is probably still maintained. The plant continued in operation until 1969. At least three of the
employees Jack Kirk, George While and the foreman
John Forsyth were continuously employed for over
twenty years. The main volume of business was the
export to the U.S.A. with occasional shipments to
Europe, Africa and India.

Wilber died after effects of a forest fire and Stanley
died in a train accident at the age of nineteen.
Stewart came west in 1890, worked in a store at
Wawanesa before coming to Reston, where he
worked on William Bulloch's farm. They were married on March 4, 1903 at Reston.
These people at that time of course, broke all this
land, built these buildings, also schools, churches,
etc. The 1930's with drought, rust and grasshoppers
forced a lot of people from their farms.
Stewart Campbell and Sarah (Bulloch) had a
family of five named William Colin, Stanley James,
Kathleen Audrey, Kenneth Stewart and Helen Christine.
William Colin, born December 5, 1904, (deceased August 1961). He married Kathleen McTavish
on November 29, 1939. They had no children.
Stanley James, born May 31,1907, married Marjorie Cuthbert in September, 1938. Children born to
them were: Lois Helen born March 23,1939, married
Warner L. Buck. Their children are; Barry Lawrence, born September 21, 1958; Susan Heather, born
May 26, 1960; Colleen Sarah, born March 22, 1963;
James Warner, born July 20, 1966; Kathryn Lois,
born June 16, 1968; Milton Thomas was born
November 12, 1942 (deceased June 1976) and married Carole Nylen on December 11, 1965. Their children are; Donald Scott, November 7, 1969; Nicole
Robin, June 26, 1972, Milton's twin, Malcolm
Stanley, born November 12, 1942, married Sheila
Griffiths on May 15, 1966. Their children are:
Dwayne Malcolm, September 12, 1970 and Darcy
Kevin, July 1, 1972. William Stewart, July 11, 1948,
married Diane Gugin on July 27, 1968. Their children; William Sean May 3, 1971, and Colin Robert
July 1, 1972.
Kathleen Audrey was born August 21,1909. She
married James Edward Garvey, on January 2, 1933.
(James Edward Garvey deceased August, 1973).
Their children: James Campbell, married Rachel
Margaret Hays Kennedy, on November 10, 1956.
Their children are; Scott James, born June 27, 1959;
Gregory William, July 11, 1961; Deborah Rae,
November 7, 1966; and Laura Lyne Gayle February
11, 1970.
Gary Stewart married Linda Lougheed Marshall
on March 5, 1960. Their children are: Laura Ellen,
born December 7, 1966; Robert James Stewart born
October 14, 1969; Sarah Anne Kathleen, born February 9, 1974; and Heather Naylor born February 18,
1976.
Sharon Margaret born December 12, 1940 deceased March 4, 1941.
The fourth child, Kenneth Stewart was born on
June 21, 1914. He married Neta English in 1937,

Campbell, Colin S. and Clair (Clark)
Colin S. Campbell was born in 1907 in Reston.
He attended school in Reston and Success Business
College in Winnipeg before taking Commerce at
U. B. C. He worked for C. C. Campbell and was also
secretary of Reston School Board. Later he worked
for the Banff Springs Hotel in Alberta and for one
and a half years in Bermuda as assistant manager of
Langton Hotel.
Colin married Clair Clark, only daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Clark of Reston in Reston in 1939. They
have four children. Judith was born in 1940 and
married G. R. Campbell. They live at Bowser, B.C.
Colin Keith Campbell was born in 1942, married
Janis Hoogstratten of Winnipeg and live in Toronto
with one son. Gregg Clark Campbell was born in
1948, married Julie Wilson (Australia), lives in
Nanaimo and have one daughter born 1978. Neil
Frank Campbell was born in 1954 and resides in
Toronto.
Colin and Clair Campbell now reside in Bowser,
B.C.
Mildred Jean Campbell, Colin's sister, married
Frank Mellor. They had two daughters Elizabeth now
Mrs. Gary Ward, who lives in Mississauga, Ontario,
and Sybiel married to Fred Ades who live in Pte.
Claire, Quebec.
Mildred Mellor lives in St. Anne de Bellvue,
Quebec.

Campbell, Stewart and Sarah (Bulloch)
Stewart Campbell married Sarah Bulloch,
daughter of William Bulloch. The William Bulloch's
came to Brandon in 1880, when Brandon was just a
village. From there they went to Rapid City.
Frost was a problem there as they grew mostly
oats, so they moved south to Reston and farmed there
until retirement.
Stewart was born in Eganville, Ontario on December 3, 1875. His father's name was James R.
Campbell and his mother's name was P. McLaren.
There were eight boys and two girls in the family,
Dan, Jack, Evelyn, Archie, Albert, James, and
Stanley. James, who had a foot amputated, died later.
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(now divorced). He served in World War II with No.1
Canadian Tank Del. Sg. Signal Detachment C.M.F.
C.A.o. Their children are: Beverly Jean born October 2, 1950 who married George Neault. Their children are: Jennifer Steena Lynn, born June 7, 1974;
and Melycia Melody Lee, born May 17,1975.
Helen Christina was born on December 12, 1919
and married Donald Lowe on November 1, 1941.
Their children: Donald Brian, born June 14, 1942,
who married Gayle Heather Cook on June 20, 1966.
Their children: Shannon Dawn, born August 20,
1968; Cory Bryan, born December 9, 1969; Kelly
Mark, born April 9, 1972 and Dustin Caine, born
February 16, 1974.
Russell Bruce was born on October 1, 1946 and is
not married.

before long had his papers as a master mechanic.
Later, he went to work for a lumber firm at Clayton,
New York and having married at the age of twentysix, established his home there.
The idea of taking up either engineering or medicine now became his ambition. He enrolled in the
medical course at Queen's University in Kingston,
Ontario, studying his high school work at night and
in the summer he did carpentry to finance his way
through University.
In 1899 at the age of thirty-six, he graduated as a
doctor and began to practise medicine at Matick,
Massachusetts, now a suburb of Boston. Mrs. Chapman was not happy in Matick and after a year and a
half, they returned to Canada.
Dr. Chapman decide to go west to British Columbia in 1900 and on the way stopped off to visit a
cousin, George Chapman, at Reston. His medical
services were in such demand that he never left the
town. Mrs. Chapmn joined him and they settled in
Reston.
His first office and drugstore, was in the present
Guthrie and Bulloch building erected in 1902. In
1907 he built the present comer brick building where
he operated a drugstore and also served the area as a
doctor for many years. This building served as the
drugstore from 1907 to 1981.
The first World War broke out and although Dr.
Chapman was then over-age he managed to enlist.
There is a very interesting story he often told of how
he managed this. In May 1915 Captain Chapman was
at the First Canadian Hospital at Etaples, near
Boulogne and he was posted to the Third Canadian
Field Ambulance for over two years, seeing much
fighting. He was wounded at Vi my Ridge, mentioned in dispatches and awarded the Military Cross
for bravery in the field. Dr. Chapman was invited to
Buckingham Palace on April 10, 1919 for an investiture of his Majesty, the King.
Following the war, Dr. Chapman returned to Reston to renew his medical practice. Some years later
he was made a life member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba.
Dr. A. B. Chapman as he was fondly known to
his many friends was interested in all local activities
and with his building experience, he took an active
interest in the building of the Masonic Hall, the
Memorial Theatre, an addition to the United Church
and the Reston Hospital.
Other organizations that received his help and
support were the School Board, the Park's Board and
the Agricultural Society. Dr. Chapman belonged to
the Reston Masonic Lodge and served as Worshipful
Master in 1931.
Dr. Capman answered calls whatever the weather,

Chapman, Dr. and Mrs. Alva B.
The early settlers on the Prairies owed a great
debt of gratitude to the devoted doctors who shared in
the hardships of pioneer life. One who made an
outstanding contribution to the life of the Reston
district and surrounding areas for sixty-one years was
Dr. Alva Burton Chapman.
Alva Burton Chapman was born on a small farm
near Gananoque, Ontario on June 27th, 1863 and
went to school as far as grade eight. As a youth and
young man, he did carpenter work and lumbering in
Ontario and in Michigan, U.S.A. In Michigan, he
operated the lumbering machinery for an uncle and

Dr. Chapman.
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1944. He was an elder of Reston United Church until
his death in 1959.
The family consisted of George, who served with
Royal Canadian Artillery overseas, later marrying
Gwen Davis of Tilston, to whom three children were
born.
Isabel married Douglas McKay of Sinclar in 1943
and they had two girls and one boy.
Helen married Cecil Brownlee in 1944, taking
over the Brownlee farm home where they farmed
until retiring to Brandon in May, 1978.
Cecil and Helen have one son Rodney, who was
married to Myrna Campbell in 1966 and they have
three daughters. Rodney is foreman at Canada Packers in Winnipeg.

in summer and winter. Sometimes he drove a team
forty miles to answer a call and often, on his long
country drives, he carried a gun for game he might
possibly see on the way. In 1909 he bought his first
car, a "Russell".
Dr. A. B. was fond of music, especially band
music. In later years, he and Dr. Hunter had a very
interesting hobby; making by hand some excellent
violins. A few of these instruments may still be in the
district.
The respect and affection if'. which Dr. Chapman
was held by the whole community was shown on his
ninetieth birthday on June 27th, 1953. A very large
gathering offriends from far and wide, together with
local friends and neighbors was held in the Memorial
Park in his honor. This Park was very dear to his heart
and one of his special interests.
Dr. Chapman retired from practice officially in
1938 but his advice was often sought by patients and
other doctors even when he was in his nineties. He
was often found in his office in the drugstore during
the 1940's and 1950's when Lyall McMorran was the
Pharmacist and owner.
Dr. Chapman lost his first wife, Abbie at Christmas in 1938 after forty-nine years of married life.
In January 1954 he married Reite (Taber); they
had eight years together. He died in his home on May
12, 1961, in his ninety-eighth year after an illness of
only two days. The funeral service was held in the
Reston United Church, following a brief Masonic
service at his home. Burial was afterwards made at
Olivet, Ontario.
Reita (Chapman, Layng) spent her later years in
Oakview and Tache Nursing Homes in Winnipeg and
passed away at St. Boniface Hospital, Winnipeg on
March 1st, 1979.
Dr. Chapmn proved to be a valued Country doctor, a good friend to all and a respected citizen. To
have known him and enjoyed his friendship and
advice was indeed a real privilege.
One who knew him well, fittingly spoke of Dr.
Alva Burton Chapman as "one of Nature's gentlemen" .

Clark, Dr. F. H. and Winnifred (Wilson)
Frank Herbert Clark was born at Smith Falls,
Ontario, in 1888, and as a child of ten moved to
Victoria, B. C.
He attended medical school at Queen's University, graduating in 1914. He interned in Vancouver
General Hospital and in 1915 he applied for active
service in the Canadian Army, but was placed on
reserve. In March 1915 he moved to Reston, Manitoba where he served as a general practitioner for the
next forty-two years.
On January 5th, 1916 he married Winnifred Wilson, of Elkhorn, a teacher on the staff of Reston
Elementary School. They had four children, Keith,
Clair, Robert and a son who died in infancy. Mrs.
Clark remained on the substitute teaching staff for
many years after her marriage and besides raising her
family, operated a millinery shop near the present
laundromat. She also found time to take an active
part in the community, helping to organize many
plays and concerts and playing the piano at these and
many social events.
Dr. Clark took a keen interest in local affairs and
served for some time as a member of Reston School
Board and was a member of the Park Board for many

Cheyne, George and Christina (Greig)
George Cheyne was born in 1887. He married
Christina Greig, who lived from 1892 until 1962.
They came to Canada from Aberdeenshire, Scotland in May, 1926, where George started farming in
the Myrtle district along with his brother-in-law.
Later he moved to Reston, where he worked at various jobs, including farming, draying and caretaker
of both the United Church and the two schools where
he worked until ill health forced him to resign in

ill

Dr. Clark and driver Jim Benzie in early 1930's.
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years. He was a member of St. John's Anglican
church and the Reston Masonic Lodge. Interested in
all sports and active in many, he for years maintained
a private tennis court, which was open to anyone who
wanted to use it. During his many years of medical
practice he never accepted payment for treating those
who received injuries while taking part in sports.
The medical career included serving as coroner
from his appointment in 1919, by Sir James Aikens,
until his death. He was C.P.R. doctor for many years
(when Reston was still a "railway" town), and was
Health Officer for Albert Municipality. He was
awarded a life membership in the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba in 1953. Also at the
official opening of Reston Hospital in 1951 he was
given the honor of cutting the ribbon to officially
declare the hospital open.
At the age of sixty-nine, after serving as friend
and medical advisor to the district for forty-two
years, Dr. Clark died in Reston hospital in 1957 after
an illness of over a month's duration. He was buried
in Reston cemetery with Masonic honors.
After a short time in Reston, his widow Winnifred, retired to Vancouver but still continued an
active life by doing substitute teaching and taking
part in community volunteer services. She also
found time to enjoy many tours and excursions. Mrs.
Clark then moved to Calgary to be closer to her
family and still resides in that city.
Keith Clark the oldest of their children was born
in 1916, in Reston and was educated in the Reston
schools. After working for the Bank of Commerce
and then for Eaton's he enlisted in the R.C.A.F. in
World War II, where he served as a fighter pilot,
serving in North Africa. During the war, he was
hospitalized in Johannesberg, South Africa for tuberculosis and it was here he met and married Florence
Jeffrey of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, who was then
serving as a nursing sister in the Armed Forces.
Following their discharge from the services after
Keith spent some time in the sanitarium in Ninette,
Manitoba, Keith and Jeff (as Mrs. Clark was to be
known as) made their home in Reston. Keith opened
a Men's Clothing store and Jeff helped there and
worked as a nurse in Reston Hospital. After several
years they moved to Brandon in 1970, where Keith
was employed and Jeff continued nursing in Brandon
General Hospital until her death a few years later, in
1974. She is buried in Reston cemetery. Keith retired
to Oak Lake resort where he still resides.
Keith and Jeff had four children, Elizabeth, Winnifred, Archie and Leslie all born in Reston. Elizabeth, born in 1944, is now married to Carl Brass,
residing in Calgary. They have three children two
boys and one girl. Winnifred, born in 1947 is also

now living in Calgary. Archie, born in 1948 is married and residing in Calgary and has one son. Leslie
born in 1954 resides in Calgary also. Clair Clark the
only daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Clark was born in
Reston in 1917 and educated in the Reston School. In
1939, she married Colin S. Campbell and they resided in Reston, where Colin was managing the
Campbell and Son Seed Plant until his retirement and
they moved to British Columbia. They presently
reside in Bowser, B. C. Clair and Colin have four
children, Judith, Colin Keith, Gregg Clark and Neil
Frank, all of whom were born in Reston and attended
Reston schools.
Judith, born in 1940 is now Mrs. K. Capewell,
residing in Bowser. Colin Keith, born in 1942 is
married and has one son Neil, and now resides in
Toronto. Gregg Clark, born in 1948 is married and
has one daughter Kathryn and lives in Nanaimo. Neil
Frank, born in 1954 now lives in Toronto.
Robert Wilson Clark, was born in Reston in 1929
and educated in Reston schools. He then worked for
the Reston Co-op and became the manager. He was
later appointed as manager to various other Co-ops in
Manitoba and Alberta. In 1951 he married Gwen
Miller of Reston. Gwen still resides in Calgary where
Bob was employed until his death in 1978.
Bob and Gwen had four children, Lynne, Blaine,
Wendy and Frank, all of whom were born and educated in Reston. Lynne born in 1951 is now Mrs.
Gerhard Schmit, resides in Calgary and has one
daughter.
Wendy, who was born in 1956, is now Mrs.
Vander Linden and resides in Calgary, Blaine born in
1953 is also married and lives in Stettler, Alberta.
Frank, born in 1960 resides in Calgary.

Claussen, Henry and Helen (Adamson)
Henry was born and raised in Weddingstedt, Germany. He attended grade school and then went to
trade school to take butchering for a trade.
He immigrated to Canada in September 1956,
first going to Biggar, Saskatchewan where he worked
on a farm and learned to speak English. Henry then
moved to Carnduff, Saskatchewan where he worked
in a locker plant and butcher shop. Here he became a
Canadian Citizen.
Henry came to Reston in June of 1961 and bought
Reston Frozen Foods from Mr. L. R. Curtis. In 1965
he married Helen Adamson of Gladston, Manitoba,
who came to nurse in the Reston hospital.
Helen worked until Michael George came along
in November of 1967. Andrew James was born in
April of 1969, and to finish off the family Patricia
Ann was born in April of 1974.
The family is presently living on 6th street in the
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former Dr. Warrian house. The children are all attending Reston Elementary school.
Henry his served on many committies in our
town. He was Secretary Treasurer of the Theatre
Board for fifteen years. He was the first president of
the Lion's Club when it was formed and has been on
the rink board. Henry has been school trustee for the
past six years and is presently vice-chairman. He is
also on the M.A.S.T. Committee for this area of
Manitoba.
Henry sold Reston Frozen Foods to Myles Van
Damme in June of 1980.

worked in the mines at Snow Lake, Manitoba, also at
a sawmill in Chetwynd, B.C.; but has now taken
over the farm of his uncle, Evan Ellis of Reston on
southwest 9-8-27. Wendy married Gregory Senkbeil
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. Senkbeil of Pipestone in
1974, and their son Gregory Dale was born December 15, 1974. Wendy presently is a clerk at the Glendon Solo store in Reston. Warren married Janice
Olenick, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. O. Olenick of
Reston, in 1977 and they live on the former Stewart
Nash farm on southwest 36-7-27. Janice is presently
employed at the Reston Branch of Virden Credit
Union.

Cook, Charles E. and Edna (Pringle)

Charlie and Edna and family moved from farm to
town for winter months and back to the farm in the
spring for several seasons. Then in the fall of 1970
they settled permantly in town on 4th Avenue, across
from the Community Rink, where they have enjoyed
and taken part in many of the activities.

Charles E. Cook came to Lanark district in 1928
to farm on northeast 27-7-27. He was born in Virden,
son of William Armour and Emma Adeline Cook and
had farmed in the Woodnorth district before coming
to Lanark.
He married Rae M. Bulloch, a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. T. A. Bulloch of Reston on May 3, 1928.
Their first child, a son, Thomas Charles was born
January 22, 1930; then on June 15, 1946 a daughter
Carolyn Rae was born. Rae passed away that same
day in Virden District Hospital. Carolyn went to live
with Mr. and Mrs. James McArthur of Cooksville,
Ontario (a sister of her mother) and was later adopted
by them. Carolyn is now living in Mississauga, Ontario, married to Kenneth Oliver and they have three
sons, Jamie, Randy and Ian. Tom went to school in
Reston and later to St. John's College for Boys in
Winnipeg. In 1951 he married Isabella Donald,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Donald of Reston;
and they now live at Prince Rupert, B.C. where Tom
worked in a cellulose mill for a number of years; but
is now a licensed welder. They have two sons, Terrance Donald, born May 28, 1953 and Danny
Guthrie, born March 15, 1957 and a daughter Deborah Louise, born February 9, 1960.
On March 15, 1949 Charles Cook and Edna M.
Pringle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Pringle of
Hillview district, were married. They have a family
of four: Charles Vernon, born June 17, 1950; Garnet
Brent born November 14, 1952; and twins Wendy
Gail and Warren Dale born July 25, 1956.
The boys have all taken up farming. Vernon married Donna Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Newton
Jones of Reston in 1971 and they live on the home
farm northeast 27-7-27. They have four children:
Darla Michele born January 31, 1973; Dallas Vernon
born May 11, 1974; Ryan Vance born July 5, 1975
and Tasha Marie born September 17, 1978. Brent was
married to Margaret Wright, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. Wright of Pipestone in 1971 and their son
Garnet Troy was born September 26, 1972. Brent

Cooper, Fred
Fred Cooper was born in Misericordia Hospital
in Winnipeg, on June 24, 1918, the son of Jessie
Cooper. He was placed in St. Joseph's Orphanage and
later lived in a convent in Otterburne, Manitoba,
until he was fourteen. He remembers the strict Catholic training he received in those days.
After leaving the convent he worked for a bachelor, ran away and then was placed in Portage la
Prairie School for Boys. Actually, he ran away many
times because the farmers abused him and paid him
very little money; but the police continually brought
him back to work or to the Boy's Home.
In the "Hungry Thirties" he was on relief in
Winnipeg, a bitter experience when men were all
bedded together, and stood in line to get food at the
relief kitchens. He remembers "jumping the
freights", climbing along to the coal car to keep
warm, and coming out black as a Negro.
Fred worked at St. Norbert, Lorette, Grande
Clairiere, St. Pierre, Melita, Bellegarde, and for
farmers around Virden. At one time he joined a
circus, selling bingo tickets and helping set up tents
etc., and with the circus went to Montreal, Toronto
and U.S.A. He also worked in Victoria Ville near
Montreal as a cleaner in a Senior Citizens' Home.
Then he came to Virden and helped move oil rigs and
pipes. During the 1950 flood in Winnipeg Fred
helped pile sandbags. There the Red Cross gave him
a bed while doing volunteer work. Later he worked in
a hotel in Virden and in 1974 came to Reston, which,
he says, has been good to him and is now his hometown.
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Craig, John and Annie (Caldwell)

killed in a car accident in the Reston area. Maude
Guthrie died while having a tooth extracted in a
dentist's office in Reston, Manitoba. They had six
children, Anne Beryl, William Douglas, Blanche
Eleanor, Archibald John (Archie), Donald Craig, and
Reginald Franklin (Reg).
Alvin David was born July 1889, Brightside,
Ontario and died January, 1945 at Edmonton, Alberta. He married Ada Smith of Ontario. Alvin Craig
farmed for many years in the Reston area of Manitoba. He later moved to Edmonton, where he was
employed with the Edmonton City Dairy, at the time
of his death. They had four children; Keith, Darwin,
Ennis and Grant.
William Albert, born February, 1891, Brightside,
Ontario, died July 16, 1894, Brightside, Ontario.
Margaret Jean, born May 11, 1891. Brightside,
Ontario, died 1944 at Edmonton, Alberta. She married Robert (Bob) D. Moon, born Coldwater, Ontario, 1894, and died 1967, Edmonton, Alberta. Bob
Moon was a lumber contractor. They had five children; Rawling Charles, John Craig (Craig), Dorothy
Vaughan, Robert Lawrence (Bob) and Elizabeth Ann
(Betty).
Charles Caldwell, born August 18, 1896, Brightside, Ontario, died 1972 at San Francisco, California. He was a hotel employee in San Francisco for
many years. He was single.
The family of Clyde John Craig and Jane (Jean)
Maxwell Park are: Wilmer John (Bill) born March 4,
1908, Reston, Manitoba. He married Ellen Kube.
Bill Craig worked for an Edmonton lumber yard, and
also carpentry. He is retired. They have four children, Douglas Gordon, James Albert (Jim), Doris
Jean (Jean) and William Dennis (Dennis).
Marjorie Eleanor, born October 14,1910, at Ebor,
Manitoba, died June 10, 1929 at Tofield, Alberta.
Marjorie was burned in a tragic fire at age eighteen
years.
George Ross was born December 23, 1912 at
Ebor, Manitoba, and died October 2, 1976, at Trail,
B. C. He married Doris Margaret McLay of N amao,
Alberta, born May 25,1917. Ross was employed for
many years with Cominco, Trail, B.C. He was retired at the time of his death. They had two sons,
Bryan Ross, and Neil Allen.
Anna Georgina (Georgie) was born February 7,
1915, at Virden, Manitoba. She married Edward
Workman. They now live in Vancouver, B.C. and
have one son, Grant Douglas.
Mayme Vaughan was born December 7, 1916 at
Ebor, Manitoba. She married Joseph Maurice Lambert, of Edmonton, born December 15, 1912. They
have two children, Lawrence Maurice (Larry) and
Ann Rochelle (Shelly).

John Clyde Craig (Jack) was born May 17, 1859
in Brightside, Ontario and died in 1936, at Tyvan,
Saskatchewan. He married Annie Vaughan Caldwell, born about 1860, in Ontario and died in 1916 at
Rochester, N. Y.
As a young man, Jack Craig was a lumberjack, a
carpener, and a river driver. He later became a farmer.
They migrated, with their family of eight from Ontario to Manitoba, in 1904. One son, William Albert
deceased at age three. Their family were: Clyde
John, Caroline Agnes (Carrie), Lawrence Alexander,
Christine Victoria (Tene), Mary Ann (Maude, Alvin
David, William Albert (deceased), Margaret Jean
(Jean) and Charles Caldwell.
This is the family of John Clyde Craig (Jack) and
Annie Vaughan Caldwell: Clyde John, born May 24,
1897, Brightside, Ontario, died June 10, 1954 at
Edmonton, Alberta. He married Jane Maxwell Park,
born February 27, 1880, Watson's Corners, Ontario
and died April 3,1963 at Edmonton. Clyde Craig and
Jane (Jean) Park were married in April 1907, in
Winnipeg. They lived in Reston, Virden and Ebor.
While in Manitoba, Clyde Craig was a grain buyer, a
carpenter, and sold real estate. He later moved to
Edmonton, Alberta in 1936. They had a family of
seven: Wilmer John (Bill), Marjorie Eleanor, George
Ross (Ross), Anna Georgina (Georgie), Mayme
Vaughan, Ethel Blanche and Douglas Clyde.
Caroline Agnes (Carrie), born January 3, 1881,
Brightside, Ontario, died December 8, 1941, in Edmonton. She married Robert B. (Rob) Paul of Poland, Ontario, who died May, 1947 in Edmonton.
They had a family of seven, as follows John (Jack)
Montgomery, born in 1907; Verna Anne, born in
1908 in Pipestone and married Bill Whyte; Isabel
Mayme, born in 1909; Helen Vaughan, born in 1911;
Ronald Craig, born in 1912; Robert Claire, born in
1914 and Reginald Victor, born in 1921.
Christina Victoria (Tene) was born February 13,
1887, Brightside, Ontario and died December 13,
1933 at Kisbey, Saskatchewan. She married Mose
Paul, born January 14, 1876 and died April 13,1933 at
Tyvan, Saskatchewan. They were married in October
1905, and had ten children. Later Tene Craig Paul
married William (Will) Lees in October, 1935. The
family of Tene Craig and Mose Paul: Thelma Annie,
Kathleen Margaret, Dorothy Jean (Jean), Gwendolyn Beatrice (Gwen), Maybelle Phyllis, Mynard
Allen, Edna Vaughan, William Keith (Keith), Craig
Douglas, and Corrine Lois (Queenie).
Mary Ann (Madge) was born 1885, Brightside,
Ontario and died August, 1916 at Reston, Manitoba.
She married John (Jack) Guthrie, born 1885 and died
June, 1919 at Reston, Manitoba. Jack Guthrie was
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Ethel Blanche was born June 7, 1920 at
Mazenod, Saskatchewan. She married Malcolm
Leroy McGowan, of Killam, Albert. He was drowned while swimming. They h"ad five children, Frederick Ross, Robert James (Bob), Naomi Jean
(Noni), Marjorie Elaine (Elaine), and Lylas
Maureen. She married Alvin (Bud) Goodhope and
they have nine children, Bradford Garth (Brad),
Trudy Gaye, Glenis Lavonne, Kenneth Craig, Calvin
Richard (Cal), Laure Ann Jane (Janie), Corey Blaine,
and Maxine Gloria.
Douglas Clyde was born April 11, 1922, at
Briercrest, Saskatchewan and died August 1924 at
North Battleford, Saskatchewan.
This is the family of Mary Ann (Maude) Craig
and John (Jack) Guthrie are: Anne Beryl, born 1906,
Reston, Manitoba, married John (Jack) Thomas.
They have one son, and live in Melbourne, Australia.
William Douglas (Doug), born March 6, 1908,
Edmonton, Alberta, married Laura Smith. They
have four sons, William John (Jack), James Archibald, Laurie and Douglas Ian.
Blanche Eleanor, born 1910, Reston, Manitoba,
married Alexander (Alex) Waugh. They live in Vancouver, B.C. and have no children.
Archibald John (Archie), born 1912, Maryfield,
Saskatchewan, died 1943. Archie was a pilot with
R.C.A.F., World War II.

Donald Craig, born 1914, Reston, Manitoba,
married Kathleen Doucette. They live in St. Paul,
Alberta. One son lives in Toronto.
Reginald Franklin (Reg), born 1915, Reston,
Manitoba, married Emily and she is deceased in
1977. They had four children. They live in Vancouver, B.C.
This is the family of David Alvin Craig and Ada
Smith. Keith Alvin, born February 9, 1918 at Ewart,
Manitoba, died December 4, 1972 at Edmonton. He
married Rose Vance. There were four children, Allard Kent, David Blair, Sheryn Rose and Naida Jean.
Darwin married Margaret and they live in Ontario.
Ennis, born March 12, married Keith Reynolds.
They live in North Bay, Ontario and have no children.
Grant Lee lives in Hamilton, Ontario.

Cronk, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mr. Cronk of Invermay, Saskatchewan came to
Reston in July 1841 to take over the business of
blacksmithing. The following year his family moved
to Reston, consisting of eight daughters and three
sons. One son Freddie died in 1930 at age three. Two
were in the service Robert and Irene (Balcaen).
In 1945 Robert and wife Joan (Reid) of Brighton,
England returned to Canada and resided in Reston

Clyde Craig's barn-raising in 1907.
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until Joan's death at the birth of their son Douglas in
1947. Francis died at age twenty-four in 1948. Mr.
Cronk's death came in 1963, his wife Harriet now
resides in the Alstone Lodge.
Three daughters married local boys. Shirley
(Mrs. Alex Mennie) had two sons Willie John and
Greig, now of Airdrie, Alberta. Alice (Mrs. Fred
Paul), Reston, has three sons: Ronnie and Lois (Penno) and three daughters Shannon, Tammie and Tanya
of Langenburg, Saskatchewan. Terry and Shirley
(Milliken) and daughter Carrie, Reston, and Jim of
Reston. Veda (Mrs. Larry Robinson), had one
daughter and three sons: John (Joe) at Calgary, Marcia (Mrs. Brad Bulloch) and daughter Elissa Dawn,
Calgary; and twins Brett, Reston and Wilfred, Calgary.
Members of the remaining family reside in: Mrs.
L. Utigard (Margaret) Calgary; Mrs. B. Calcaen
(Irene), Saskatoon; Robert, Biggar, Saskatchewan;
Cecil, Langley, B.C.; Mrs. L. Madre (Mildred),
Thunder Bay, Ontario; Mrs. G. Milliard (Thelma),
Castlegar, B.C.; Wesley, Saskattoon, Saskatchewan;
and Duncan, Calgary.

Graham as manager. Later it was rented by Wm.
Beard, Virden, Alvin Owen and Gene Traill. The
business was purchased by Henry Claussen in 1965.
February 1959 fire consumed the Massey building plus nearly all the contents. The present building
and business were taken over by Bill Morrice. Mel
Bulloch and Jim King (mechanic) assumed management after Bill's death. Later Jim King purchased the
business.
The Curtises left Reston in February 1960 to
reside in Charleswood, Manitoba. Leo and his partner operated their C & L Realty from an office on
Portage Avenue.
Three and a half years later they built and moved
into their home in Brandon. They went back to full
time farming land they had purchased in the
Broomhill area in 1954 as well as three quarters of a
section which they rented for seven years from the
family of the late Mr. and Mrs. Tom Harper.
They bought the south half of 12-7 -28 from Leo's
parents in 1965, purchased the Harper barn in 1968
and had it moved and converted it into a machine
shed and grain storage bins. The next three or four
years all their spare time was spent in building and
painting the summer home.
Bert and Olive Elliot bought the McIntosh farm
from them. The farm land, which was known as the
old 1. D. Reid place purchased from Helen and Lew
Traill, was sold to Vivian and Vilas Anderson.
Bob and Bill Froese bought their Broomhill property in 1976. In 1977 the last farm land was sold to
Grant and Larry Donald. An auction sale was held
May 12, 1978. The next week the house was moved
by its new owners Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Isaac, to their
farm near Sinclair.
Leo and Lucille spend the winter months in their
home in Mesa, Arizona, and the remainder of the
year at 13 Cherry Crescent, Brandon.
Their family consists of four daughters and one
son.
Vivian was born December 25th, 1937 at the
home of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. F. Paul
(Senior). She married Vilas Anderson, has four children and at present is at Redwater, Alberta managing
a motel. They have four children; Cheri, Shane, Todd
and Kristi.
Linda, born at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Kay, Reston on March 25,1944, is married tD Robert
Hunter and teaches grade one in the Rossburn, Manitoba School. They have a daughter, Dana, and a son
Brett.
Cheryl, born July 20, 1946 in Brandon General
Hospital, taught Home Economics in the Saskatchewan Home in Moose Jaw after her marriage to Jim

Curtis, Leo and Lucille (Paul)
March 27, 1942 the Curtis family, Leo, Lucille
and Vivian took up residence on the west half of
6-7 -27, known as the Herb McIntosh farm (homesteaded by Thomas Wilkins) after having farmed in
the Dublin district, Albert Municipality.
In 1944 the west half of 6-7-27 plus the southwest
quarter of 7-7 -27 were purchased from Imperial Life.
After renting the east half of 2-7 -28 for two years
Leo bought it from Huron and Erie Mortage Company in 1944.
June 1947 with a self-propelled Massey Combine
loaded on an International truck along with a car
hauling a sixteen foot "home made" trailer, plus
three daughters, Glen Henderson and Cecil Jago,
they left Reston and headed for the wheat fields of the
southern United States. They spent the summer
months in Kansas, Nebraska and South Dakota returning in time to harvest their own crop. The following year Leo, Glen and Cecil returned to South
Dakota for a six week harvest season.
The day before Christmas 1948 the family moved
to the house in Reston formerly owned by Mr. and
Mrs. Jack McMurchy and took possession of the
Massey Harris business.
Mr. Mudock Sargent was employed as mechanic
and Dennis Curtis as general helper. In 1954 Leo was
awarded the Dodge Desoto car dealership.
The Reston Meat Market was bought in 1950
from Mr. A. E. Smith and the locker plant was built
in the winter of 1957 and opened with Mr. Don
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Arthur. They now reside in Regina with Layne and
Leanne, son and daughter.
Garry born in Brandon General hospital, January
14, 1952, married Trudy Bullee. They have two
daughters, Miranda and Terri. Garry is employed as
Parts Manager at Wilton's Truck Centre, Brandon.
Lorie born in Reston hospital February 18th,
1959, at the time of writing, lives at home and is
completing her university in Education course. She
will graduate this spring.

farmed in the Lanark district. He married Mrs.
Louisa Overland. He, too, enjoyed sports, longdistance running and soccer in particular. He was a
member of the Masonic Lodge and of the Canadian
Legion. He died in 1968.
The third son, Andrew (Junior) enlisted in the
Second World War and served in an Infantry Regiment. He married an English girl, Rhoda. They came
to Canada to farm. Their children are David and
Carolyn. After a few years on the farm in Paramount
District, southeast of Reston, they returned to England to live.

Cuthill, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew (Senior)
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cuthill came to Canada
after the First World War with their son Andrew
(Junior). They settled on the Crawford farm at
Pipestone.
Andrew Cuthill (Senior) was born at Woodside,
Largo, Scotland, August 6, 1874. He passed away
November 25, 1951 at the family farm, north of
Reston. Mrs. Cuthill predeceased him in 1944. A
coincidence: they were married at Reston, Scotland.
Both were great gardeners; Mr. Cuthill had been a
gardener on a large estate in Scotland. He was also a
first class bricklayer.
Their son John (Jack) was born at Kingskettle,
Fifeshire, Scotland. He passed away on December
fourth, 1965 at the age of sixty-nine. He served in a
famous Scottish regiment, the Sixth Black Watch in
World War One, in France, Salonika and at Constantinople in the Gallipoli campaign and rose to the
rank of Sergeant Major.
In 1921 he came to Canada and worked here for
McNichol Motors. Later, he and Lloyd Armstrong
took over the business, naming it Reston Motors.
In 1932 he married Mabel Pierce, second daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Pierce. Jack and Mabel
had two children; Helen, Mrs. Alex Buhay of Winnipeg, and Allan at home. There are two grandchildren, Janet Lamironde and Glenn Podaima.
Jack gave freely of his time and abilities in the
Fraternal work of the Masonic and Eastern Star Orders being a Thirty-second Degree Mason. He held
many offices in the local Lodge and in provincial
chapters. As a charter member of the Canadian
Legion he was Sergeant-at-Arms and Parade Marshall for many years. He was a member of the United
Church of Canada, Volunteer Fire Chief, Justice of
the Peace, and a charter member of the local Lion's
Club. He enjoyed golfing, curling and hunting. He
and his brother, Tom, provided violin music for
dances and other social events.
The Andrew Cuthill's second son, Thomas was
also in active service in World War One, serving in
England, and in France as a gunner in the Artillery.
Tom joined his family at Pipestone after the war. He

Dodds, George and Margaret (Miller)
George Dodds, born in Belses, Scotland, came to
Canada and lived with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Dodds of Pipestone.
In December of 1896, George and Margaret Miller of Winnipeg were married. This union was
blessed with three sons; Andrew (deceased in childhood) John, Nick and daughter Rita.
In 1899, he homesteaded in the Huston district
northwest 10-6-27, which is still farmed by his
grandson Alvin.
As was the lot of the pioneer, the land had to be
made ready for the seed. A modest home was built,
with additions coming later. Trees were also planted.
"A wee bit of Scotland" graced the front with an
apple tree and a rose garden.
George and Maggie (as she was known) were
both interested in their district. George served on the
early school board and also on the Board of United
Grain Growers. Maggie made a home for their family
and also gave a helping hand to anyone in time of
need.
The children attended the Huston school as often
as possible. Roads and weather were not always the
best but some how each received their education.
Get-togethers were a great part of the family's
life. Their home was open to everyone. The young
people often gathered for card parties, sing-songs
and dances.
In 1943 George and Maggie moved to Reston.
George enjoyed his flowers and gardening and also
became caretaker of the Reston Cemetery. George
and Maggie have both passed away and are buried in
Pipestone Cemetery.
In 1926, John married Irvine Dempsey, daughter
of Thomas Dempsey, Pipestone and to this union
were born a daughter Margaret and a son Alvin.
They took up farming in the Huston district. In
1943, John and his family moved to the home farm of
his father George, who retired to Reston. In 1960
John passed away suddenly. In 1967 Irvine and Alvin
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moved to Reston to make their home but Alvin still
continues to farm.
In 1950, Margaret married Calvin Caldwell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Caldwell of Reston. They
were blessed with two daughters: Mrs. Ray Hurd
(Peggy) of Killarney, who have two daughters, Carey
and Carmen: Mrs. Terry Reidle (Marlene) of Swift
Current, Saskatchewan and one son Kevin of Reston.
Calvin and Margaret reside on southeast
25-7-28, the Clyde Caldwell home place.
In 1933 Nick and Laurie Elliott, daughter of
Willian Elliott, were married. To them four sons were
born: Donavon, Leslie, Ronald and Burton.
After several years of farming and ill health Nick
and Laurie and their family moved from Pipestone to
Reston where the boys took most of their schooling.
In later years they moved to Regina. After a lengthy
illness Nick passed away in January 1979. Laurie is
living in the Pioneer Village of Regina.
Nick and Laurie's oldest son Donavon, also
passed away after a lengthy illness in 1965.
Leslie and his family of three sons and two
daughters make their home at Brooks, Alberta.
Ronald, married, lives in Orangeville, Ontario
and have three sons.
Burton resides in Regina, is married and has two
boys.
In 1927 Rita married Herbert Ray, son of Mr.
Mervyn Ray of Pipestone. They were blessed with
two daughters and two sons, Margaret, Shirley and
Marvyn and John.
They made their home in many different areas, as
Herbert was a teacher. He taught in schools of Wellwood, Neepawa, Dauphin, Churchill, West Indies
and others until his retirement. They now reside in
Brandon, Manitoba.
Their family: Mrs. Sam Taylor (Margaret) has
two sons and a daughter and make their home in
Winnipeg, Manitoba: Mrs. Peter Donavon (Shirley)
resides in Winnipeg and has a family of one daughter
and three sons: Mervyn and John are not married.
Mervyn makes his home in Lamont, Alberta and
John in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.

The buildings on the southwest of 18 were near
the southeast corner of the quarter. The remains of the
small stone barn stood there for years. The house was
a little farther north and a row of poplar trees were to
the west.
He bought a team of horses and what equipment
he needed to start farming. About that time his parents and brother William and Francis and younger
sister Christena came to Manitoba. They, I believe,
homesteaded the half section where Calvin Caldwell
now lives. My uncle Will homesteaded the quarter
where Donald Zarn lives.
The fall of 1901, my father left his horses in the
care of his father and brothers and went to Minnesota,
U.S.A. and worked in the lumber woods for the
winter.
At that time my mother, who was Laura Millar of
Snow Road, Ontario was working at Lourt River,
North Dakota where she had a married sister living.
When the spring thaw suspended bush work, my
father left there and went to Lourt River where they
were married and he brought his bride back to Manitoba and took up farming on 18-7-27.
They farmed there for a couple of years. My
brother Elmer was born there. In 1904 they bought
the east quarter of 33-6-28, which he farmed till 1947
when they moved to Reston. My brother Claude
farmed there until 1978 when his son Duane took
over.
My father and Mother both died the summer of
1950, my mother on August 18th and my father on
September 5th.
I had six brothers and one sister: Elmer Millar,
born April 20, 1903 married Elma Skelton. They
have one son Harvey H. and now reside in Hamiota,
Manitoba.
Myself, Orval W. was born March 15, 1905 and
married Lily Forsyth November 22, 1943. We have
one daughter, Lucinda Mary (Oberlin) who resides in
Killarney, Manitoba and two sons James Allan, of
Fort McMurray, Alberta and Gordon William of
Richmond, B.C.
H. Verne, born January 22,1907, married Beatrice Gemmill (nee Milliken) now deceased, lives in
Salmon Arm, B.C.
DelbertJames, born February 11,1909, died September 21, 1969. He is survived by his wife Helena
(Traill) and two sons R. Barry and Murray K. all of
New Westminster, B.C.
Violet Jean, born February 28, 1911, died on
August 16, 1977. She is survived by her husband
Howard 1. Piggott and one daughter, Delores Magel
of Winnipeg.
Claude L., born October 22, 1913, died October
1st, 1978 and is survived by his wife Iva (Ried) and

Duncan, James R. and Laura (Millar)
My father James R. Duncan came to Reston,
Manitoba from McDonalds Corners, Ontario, in either the spring of 1898 or 99. He hired out for a
couple of years. Some of the people I remember him
speaking of working for were, Andrew Cal well, Henry Giles and Wm. Busby. I believe, in 1901 he
rented the southwest quarter of 18-7-27 (part of the
farm now farmed by Walter Nicholson) from a David
Caldwell, who lived where Delwyn Bulloch now
resides.
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believed to live in Victoria) and Mr. A. 1. Manning.
She wrote entrance grade VIII in June 1917, and
grade XI in 1920. In those days results of examinations for the whole province were printed in the daily
papers, and all waited for these results with great
excitement.
People these days will find it hard to believe that
the one Christmas tree for programs was brought in
by train, and was shared by the different churches.
The hall above the Hardware was always packed for
the Christmas concerts of drills, choruses, and recitations. There was always great excitement in the stores
when the toys were put on display, about two weeks
before Christmas, not two months like is done today.
William drove them to school in an open cutter in
the winter. Often they had to sit too long when a train
blocked the railroad crossing. During the summer
they walked the mile and a half, rain or shine.
There was a big slough just outside the schoolyard at Reston, and each spring the bigger pupils had
rafts on this slough and many fell off and got wet.
In March, 1920 there was a very bad blizzard and
the horsedrawn drays came to the school and delivered all the town children to their homes, and the
country children also to various homes in the town.
The "Open Area" classroom is really not new,
for when Edythe taught school at Ebor, she had fifty
pupils in Grades one to five, some sitting three to a
seat, a double desk. The School Field Days were
always a special treat to the children who seldom
were far from home.
Some recollections of earlier days:
One of the earliest memories was of the bad
hailstorm, in August, 1907, and of Mr. C. C. Campbell driving into our yard during the storm. He had a
lovely driver and she was very frightened. He had
been wearing a stiff hat but it had blown away.
Our neighbors were the Duncan McIntoshs, Danny Munro, Howard and Herb McIntoshs, Charlie
Grose and later the Ericksons. The Ben Millers and
Alex McLeans were not far away.

three sons: Delbert R. presently at Thunder Bay,
Ontario; Duane L. on the home farm and Glen of
Deloraine, Manitoba and one daughter Laura Osterbeck of Antler, Saskatchewan.
Clarence R., born November 7, 1917 died April
21, 1971. He is survived by his wife Vivian of Kamloops, two daughters Shelly of Vancouver and Tracy
of Kamloops.
Frank H., born February 6, 1921, died January
11,1959.
Some of the younger generation are now married
and have families but I will leave it here. Some one of
them can take up their pen and continue their family
history sometime in the future.

Duncan, William and Margaret (Brownlee)
William Duncan came from McDonald's Corners, fifty miles from Ottawa, to Reston, in the
spring of 1899, to settle on the northwest quarter of
Section 5-7-27, and his wife Margaret (Brownlee)
came from the same place in Ontario, after their
marriage on March 8, 1901.
William was born July 3,1872 and died April 18,
1939, at Ebor. Margaret's birthdate was November
29,1875 and she died March 27,1953. Burials are in
the Reston Cemetery.
Their family of four girls and one boy was as
follows: Edythe, born July 29, 1903, Beryl, born
October 12,1905, Irene, born October 12,1907, Jim
born October 26, 1909 and Ella, born September I,
1913.
Edythe took teacher's training, taught for eight
years and then trained as a nurse at Brandon General
Hospital. On July 26th, 1933 she married George
Scott Belton (born January 10th, 1904) from Roblin,
Manitoba. As George was a teacher, they lived in
several towns in Manitoba, ending up in Winnipeg,
twenty-five years ago, where George was principal
of Queen Elizabeth Junior High School until his
death on March 21, 1967.
They had one daughter, Sheila, born September
10, 1937 at Neepawa.
The family received their education at Reston and
Ebor schools, as in 1920 they moved to live permanently at Ebor where William had bought more land.
Edythe started to school in the spring of 1910, and
well remembers marching from the old four room
school to the Presbyterian Church (now United) to
attend the Memorial Service for Edward VIII, who
died on May 6th. Each was given a black and purple
badge with a black headed pin to fasten it to their
dress. Edythe lost her badge.
Her first teacheer at Reston was Miss Zell Collins, then Miss Olwen E. Thomas, Mr. Claude Law, a
Mr. Sanderson, Miss Adeline Helen Strachan (who is

Ellis -

Bingley

William Ellis and Janet Robertson, born January
10, 1859, were married in Ontario. They had three
children Margaret, Mary Jane and William Alexander.
Mr. Ellis died and Mrs. Ellis remarried Joseph
Bingley, born January 13,1854. They lived at Poland,
Ontario and had one child, Ethel. They came to
Reston on April I , 1901 residing on southwest 9-8-27
until moving to Reston in 1912. Later they moved to
Kisbey, Saskatchewan returning to Reston about
1917.
They had a boarding house, were caretakers of
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Early residence of George Fraser.

1973. They had eight children, Verna, Evan, Ethel,
Wilfred, Leslie (deceased), Noreen, Glen and
Elaine.
Verna Ellis, born September 16, 1913, was married on December 21, 1940 to Austin Wildy. Mr.
Wildy died November 4, 1973. they had one child
Robert, born February 24, 1948 who was married on
December 17,1977 to Sharon Doxey. Mrs. A. Wildy
resides in Victoria, B. C.
Evan Ellis, born December 22, 1914 was married
on October 29, 1942 to Betty Pringle. They resided
on southwest 9-8-27, building a new home in 1963.
They farmed until the fall of 1977 when they sold the
farm to Brent Cook, retiring to their new home in
Reston in 1978.
Ethel Ellis, born December 27, 1916, was married to Cecil Bulloch on October 21, 1939. Cecil
returned from active duty overseas in 1945. They
have six children. Sandra Bulloch, born June 9,
1940, was married on May 9, 1957 to Ivan Donald
and they have three children. Shelly was born August
21, 1957, married on July 2, 1977 to Orlando

the United Church and janitor of the school. Mr.
Bingley died September 14, 1933. Mrs. Bingley died
June 11, 1947.
Margaret (Mag) Ellis married Wynn Robertson
and farmed at Margaret, Manitoba. They had four
children. Ellis married Vera and had one child Janis.
He died in 1965. Margaret married Alfred Bridger
and they reside in Brandon. Lillian, born January 29,
1912 married Stanley Shippam August 2,1938. They
had four children Brian, Ellis, Daren, born September 1945 (deceased) and Beverley. Mabel, born May
25, 1913 was married July 5, 1939 to George Mickie
and they had one son Jimmie (deceased). Mrs.
Mickie died August 2, 1943.
Mary Jane (Maude) Ellis, born August 6, 1882
remained single. She died November 24, 1963.
William Alexander Ellis, born January 7, 1885,
was married on February 28, 1912, to Myrtle Evans,
who was born January 2, 1892. They resided on
southwest 9-8-27 until moving to Reston in 1942. Mr.
Ellis died October 28, 1966. Mrs. Ellis moved to the
Sherwood, Virden in May, 1968. She died June 22,
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Friessen. Jana was born October 26, 1961. Deneen
was born April 3, 1964.
Barbara Bulloch, born June 23, 1947 was married on March 2, 1968 to William Patmore and they
have three children, Travis born February 13, 1970,
Jeffery born February 23, 1973 and Jamie August 16,
1976.
Allan Bulloch, born April 13, 1949, was married
on April 2, 1973 to Sally Zarn and they have two
children, Desirea, born February 4, 1976 and Cort
born May 12, 1978.
Clark Bulloch, born January 11,1951 was married
on November 8, 1969 to Vivian Campbell and they
have one child, Tara Leigh, born August 18, 1971.
Bradford Bulloch, born March 20, 1953, was
married on May 20, 1978 to Marcia Robinson.
Trudy Bulloch, born December 16, 1955, was
married on April 29, 1973 to Donald Stewart. They
have three children; Justin, born March 28, 1973,
Christina, born July 29, 1974 and Nicole, born October 23, 1976.
Wilfred Ellis, born September 21, 1918, returned
from active duty overseas in 1945. He was married on
November 17, 1948 to Connie Low. He was employed at Nolan's Garage until November 6, 1957,
when he purchased the business renaming it Ellis
Motors. They have four children. Veryle Ellis, born
October 11, 1949 was married on August 22, 1970 to
Suzanne Phillips and they have two children, Leigh
Ann and Vaughan. Gregery Ellis was born June 14,
1952. Carol Ellis, born April 4, 1955 was married on
August 9, 1975 to Ross Tycoles. Brenda Ellis was
born February 11, 1960.
Leslie Ellis; born January 7, 1921 returned from
active duty overseas in 1945 and was married on
August 8, 1950 to Therese Ferrand. They resided in
Brandon where Les was employed with Acklands
Ltd. until about 1953 when the company transferred
him to Edmonton. He died June 10, 1970. They had
one son Timothy, born March 15, 1954.
Noreen Ellis, born May 8, 1923 was married on
August 1,1946 to William Burnside. They resided in
Virden where Bill operated a service station until
moving to Brandon about 1955 where they presently
reside. They have three children: Valerie, born February 7, 1947, was married AprilS, 1969 to Brian
English. They have two children, Mamie and Kelly.
Garth Burnside, born October 6, 1948 was married on September 6,1969 to Wendy Woods and they
have two children, Jason and Jordie. David Burnside
was born September 5, 1955.
Glen Ellis, born August 21, 1932 was married on
May 4, 1956 to Ellie Whitehead. They reside in
Calgary where Glen owns Nelson Oil Field Supplies.

They have two children; Darrel, born June 15, 1962
and Darren, born February 24, 1969.
Elaine Ellis, born January 12, 1936 was married
on March 20, 1953 to Donald Ready. They resided in
Reston where Don was employed at the Reston Recorder Office. They moved to Deloraine and later to
Brandon where Don is presently employed at The
Brandon Sun office. They have four children. Robert
Ready, born September 30, 1953, was married on
March 11, 1978 to Belinda Jacobson. Donna Jean
Ready was born March 7, 1955. Dale Ready was
born AprilS, 1959. Darcy Ready was born October
16, 1963.
Ethel Bingley was born November 30, 1890 and
was married on December 27, 1916 to Edward 1.
Guthrie. They had three children, Mora, Margaret
and Jack.
Three generations resided on southwest 9-8-27, a
total of seventy-seven years. Mrs. Joe Bingley
1901-1912, William Alexander Ellis 1912-1942, Evan
Ellis 1942-1978

Eng, Jim and Sue Ann (Chan)
Jim and Sue Ann Eng were both born in Canton,
China. Jim moved to Canada in 1954, and worked at
Shoal Lake and Griswold until Sue Ann arrived in
1961. Jim and Sue Ann were maried in Winnipeg, in
June of 1961. They moved to Reston at that time to
start up the restaurant.
In May of 1962, their first son Jim Jr. was born. In
October of 1964, Jeannie was born. Then followed
Lisa in January of 1967 and Garry in January of 1968.
Also in January of 1968, Sue Ann's mother arrived in
Canada and now makes her home with Jim and Sue
Ann.

Fumerton, Lloyd and Edith (Bulloch)
Lloyd Fumerton was born on August 1st, 1889 in
Almonte, Ontario, the son of Archie Whyte and
Jennie Loman Fumerton. His mother died when
Lloyd was three years old. They came west in 1904
and Lloyd was educated in Almonte and in Reston
when Art Manning was principal.
After school and on weekends he worked for Dr.
Chapman in the small Drugstore and was with him
for over twelve years until the spring of 1918. Lloyd
Fumerton took over the store, buying the stock and
renting the building but sold out in 1920.
He bought the drugstore at Treherne on December 1st, 1920 from George Graham, and brought his
family there in the spring of 1921. Lloyd Fumerton
operated this store for forty-five years and sold out to
Jack Pinder in June, 1965.
Lloyd Fumerton and Edith May Bulloch were
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sons, Bill and Jack. Alva (1896-1964) was blinded as
a young man. He didn't marry. Arthur (1903-1975)
married Edith Wilkins in 1931. They had four children: Glen, Irwin, Vivian and Gerald (twins). Percy
was born in 1905. He married Betty Snowsell in
1939. They have three children: David, Sheri and
Mervyn.
Arthur and Percy Geen will be remembered best
in the district because they returned to Reston in 1923
to operate the old Geen homestead. Percy returned to
Kelowna in 1928. Arthur stayed until 1945. The
maple windbreak on the northwest side of the farmhouse was planted by Martha Geen in the 1890's.
Arthur and Edith lived in that home all of their years
of residence in Reston. All of their children were
born at home. Arthur and Edith moved to Kelowna
where they ran an orchard in Ellison until they retired
and moved to Kelowna in 1963.

married on April 23rd, 1912 by Rev. Dr. Kirkland in
the Presbyterian Church in Brandon. They were driven part way by their neighbor, George Fraser in a
large case automobile.
They had nine children, five boys and four girls;
Lloyd Douglas, Williard Stewart, William Keith,
Archie Grant, Robert Kenneth, Alma Evelyn, Isabel, Shirley and Wendalyn.
Lloyd's father lived in Sinclair and worked for
Stevens Hardware. He also ran a hardware in Keeler,
Saskatchewan.
Four sons were in the Air Force in the last war;
one is buried in North Africa. He had married an
English lady in Nairobi and had three children.
A daughter, Mrs. Greenwood died of T.B. in
Winnipeg, Lloyd's son Douglas worked with him in
the Drugstore for thirty-nine years. Grant lives in
Dryden, Ontario and has a drugstore there. He has
two children. Keith is with the Manitoba Telephone
in Portage La Prairie and Robin works for Greyhound
in Winnipeg. Williard, when a captain with the Air
Force flew long distances out of Nairobi after the war.
Alma, Mrs. Kearns lives in Brandon. Shirley
married Ray Melen and lives at Kuristino. Gwen
married Palmer Nesbit and lives in Neepawa with
three children.

Giles, William and Margaret (Forbes)
William Giles is the son of W. H. (Harry) Giles
and Margaret (Boyle) Giles. He married Margaret R.
Forbes, daughter of James and Annie F. (Pettapiece).
Harry Giles came from Mt. Forest in Ontario.
Margaret (Boyle) Giles came from Lanark, Ontario.
James Forbes came from Fergus, Ontario and Annie
(Pettapiece) Forbes came from Rapid City in Manitoba.
William and Margaret have one son, James W.,
born in 1932.

Geen, Edwin and Mary (Howard)
This is the earliest generation of the Geen family
of which we have any record. Edwin Geen and Mary
Howard were married in 1858. They immediately left
their home at Fideford, Devonshire, England to sail
to Canada. They settled near St. Thomas, Ontario on
a farm. Their children were: Amelia, born 1859,
Howard, 1862 and Leela, 1869. Mary Geen died in
1872. S he was crossing Lake Erie near Port Stanley
taking a load of wheat to the mill to be ground into
flour. The sleigh went through the ice. Mary died
from pneumonia as a result.
Howard Geen was apprenticed to a blacksmith
and excelled at his trade. He came west as a young
man and set up a blacksmithing business in Virden,
Manitoba in 1880's. Howard married Martha Jane
Mason in 1891. Their children were: Lillie, Bertha,
Alva, Arthur and Percy. Martha was of Irish origin.
Some time in the 1890's the C. H. Geen family
moved to Reston where Howard again did blacksmithing. He also had a homestead on the same
section of land as the Wilkins family.
In 1904 the family moved from Reston to Kelowna, B.C. They bought a farm in the Ellison district, where they planted a young orchard. Martha
Geen died in 1930. Lillie (1891-1952) married
George Watt in 1913. They had one son, Eric. Bertha
(1894-1974) married William Burr. They had two

Gottfred, Johann and Sigurborg (Paulson)
The Gottfred family homesteaded in the
Pipestone Municipality in 1891.
Johann Gottfred came from the North of Iceland
in 1876 and settled in Winnipeg to become a laborer.
His wife Sigurborg Paulson came from the northeast
of Iceland in 1876, but with the second group of
immigrants. All left Iceland because of famine, a
sheep epidemic and poverty in general and with hope
of survival in the new country, as pictured by agents
in glowing words. Sigurborg came with her widowed
mother Thora and four sisters and a brother-in-law.
In June, 1884, Johann and Sigurborg were married. In 1890 they moved to the Baldur area in the
Municipality of Argyle, where they hoped to obtain a
homestead, but none were available and they were
squatters, existing on farm labor and their own few
head of cattle.
While in Winnipeg, three daughters were born:
Thora and Pauline. The second, Sigrideur died in
infancy. While in Baldur another baby girl was born
in 1890, Signy Gyjolfina (Lena).
The longing to become a homesteader, materialized when the Pipestone Municipality opened up
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land, so along with several other families of Icelandic
descent, Mr. and Mrs. Gottfred moved to Reston and
secured a homestead seven miles to the south on
southwest quarter of Section 12, Range 28, Township
6.
In spite of poverty, they managed to meet their
needs by farming, using a hand plow drawn by a
yoke of oxen and a few head of cattle and sheep. The
few sheep were very necessary for their wool, which
was spun and knitted into underwear, stockings and
mitts, etc. After two years of hardships because of
stony and dry land, Mr. Gottfred applied for an
abandonment of his quarter section, but was unable
to secure another.
The next seven years added three girls to the
family: Thorbjorg (Begga); Sigrun (Runa); and
Hansina (Sina).
July 22nd, 1898 Mr. Gottfred died at the age of
forty-four after repeated attacks of pneumonia, as so
often happened in the poverty stricken years.
Two of the girls, Pauline and Lena were taken to
Winnipeg to live with their uncle and aunt Eyjolfur
and Signy Olson. The other four remained with the
mother. Friends again came to the rescue and moved
Mrs. Gottfred's shanty, cattle and sheep to an Icelander district about twelve miles further west known
later as the Sinclair- Antler area. The settlers in that
area had homesteaded there in 1891, and consisted
mostly of four brothers and a sister, known as the
Abrahamsons and the sister Gudrun Johannson and
their families. Mr. Kristjan Abrahamson and his
daughter Johanna moved Mrs. Gottfred's shanty and
set it down in their yard and helped to provide for two
cows, a few sheep and one pony. The remaining
cattle were wintered by kind neighbors.
Until of school age the mother and daughters kept
together, but then the girls were taken to kind friends,
living in neighboring school districts. As soon as
able, the girls left school and worked as domestics.
Only Lena was privileged to get a fair education to
become a teacher of many years.
When Kristjan Abrahamson and his daughter
moved to Winnipeg, Mrs. Gottfred was befriended
by his brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Abrahamson.
In time all the girls married and had families.
Thora married Jack Watts in 1920. He was a
veteran of World War I. They farmed near Langruth
and had three girls, twins Alice and Lena and Caroline who died shortly after birth. The mother died of
childbirth and the twins lived with adopted parents,
Mr. and Mrs. McGregor of Waskada, Manitoba.
Pauline the second of the Gottfred girls married
Sigurdur Magnausson of the Tantallon district of
Saskatchewan in 1907. They farmed and had four

boys, Johann, Bjorn, Larus and Paul now all deceased except Paul.
Lena married Gudni Thorleifson in 1912, a farmer and later blacksmith and then an International
Harvester agent in the town of Langruth. They had
three children: Allen, Edna and Herbert but Allan
died in May of 1977.
Edna married Lawrence Lovitt a Hydro employee in Morden, Manitoba in 1946.
Herbert, a retired Air Force veteran, having
served overseas in the army and then re-enlisting in
the air force and credited with twenty-six years of
service, is married and resides in Brandon as an
employee of Canadian Motors. He and his wife Violet (Bergson) have three children.
Thorbjorg (Begga) married Halldor Magnusson
a farmer in the Tantallon area of Saskatchewan in
1914. They had two boys.
Sigrun married Oddur Oddson, a Hotel proprietor in Tantallon, Saskatchewan in 1919 but later they
moved to Langruth. They had two children.
Hansena (Sena) married Sigurdur Anderson in
1920, a farmer in the Baldur area and later a co-owner
with his brother of the Baldur Garage. They had three
children.
In 1914 Mrs. Gottfred moved to Langruth and
made her home in her little house built on her son-inlaw and daughter's acre until her death on November
20th, 1936. She met her needs by spinning and knitting along with meagre crop returns from the lease of
her farm in the Pipestone Municipality. The neighbor
who rented the farm after the death of Mr. Gottfred
was Mr. McIvor, but during the dry years or the Dirty
Thirties the crop returns were nil, and so taxes accumulated and the farm was sold because of nonpayment.
To mention the independent spirit of many of the
early settlers, the thought of applying for Government assistance in the form of Old Age Pension was
far removed and not until Mrs. Gottfred had reached
her seventy-fourth birthday did she consent to apply.
In the spring of 1935 she fell and broke her hip.
She was taken to Winnipeg and after two weeks in the
hospital was brought back in a heavy cast. Her
staunch friend Miss Johanna Abrahamson accompanied her and stayed to help the daughters to care for
her. She never regained the power to walk and was
bedridden until the end. In the fall of 1935 she and
Miss Abrahamson were taken to Baldur to be with
her son-in-law and daughter Mr. and Mrs. Anderson
and there she passed away at the age of seventy-nine
(on November 20th, 1936). All through her life of
varied hardships she lived by her oft-repeated motto.
"What must be, let each one bear it willingly."
A note by the family: A small cemetery is in
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quarters of land, the southeast quarter of 24-7 -28 and
the northwest quarter of 18-7-27, advertised for sale
by Arthur Geen.
After some negotiating, he purchased the land
and rented it to Mr. Edwin Berry (third crop share)
for the 1945 crop season. The land had been in the
Geen family for a couple of generations before he
bought it. I remember Mr. Ed. Berry telling us the
first time we were in his hardware store that the house
on 18-7-27 was one of the first frame houses and that
the trees surrounding it were the first trees planted in
the district. The house had been added to at least
three times, but the original part, built before 1900,
was a storey and a half, about 16 x 20.
Tony Gruber was born at Vanguard, Saskatchewan March 17, 1915. He married Marie Stephenson
from Hazenmore, Saskatchewan, in 1939. One child,
Glenn was born at Kincaid, Saskatchewan in March
1941. We farmed at Glen Bain, Saskatchewan on
rented land until the purchase of the land at Reston in
the fall of 1944.
In October, 1945 we made the move to Reston,
shipping our machinery and household goods via
CPR on one boxcar and one flatcar. We drove our
1929 Chevrolet sedan down and arrived ahead of our
furniture, so stayed a week in the old "Reston
Hotel" . Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Cusack were the proprietors then.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Bulloch and family and Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Wilkins and family were our nearest
neighbors and were very helpful to us in moving and
good friends and neighbors, the Johnstons, Ken
Reid, Clyde Caldwells and many others.
A short time later we bought the south west
quarter of 23-7-27 from the R. M. for $400.00. We
hired Jim St. John to help with breaking forty acres
and planted it to flax the next spring. There was a
good crop on it and flax prices were good that year so
we made enough from that forty acres to pay the
hired man, the taxes, expenses for gas and seed flax
as well as the price of the land and had some cash left
over.
Glenn started to Reston Elementary School in the
fall of 1947. His first teacher was Doris Gray and next
one was Lorene Walker (now Mrs. L. Ludlam). He
took all of his twelve grades at the Reston Schools. In
1962 he worked in Merritt, B.C. where he met Helen
Wilton. They were married in 1963.
Glenn and Helen moved to Haileybury, Ontario
where Glenn attended the School of Mining. Their
daughter Carmen was born there. Later they moved
to Houghton, Michigan where Glenn obtained his
degree in Metalurgical Engineering at M.LT. Their
son, Tony was born in Houghton in 1967. At the
present time they are living in Lakeland, Florida

Sinclair. Johann Gottfred was buried in a plot where
there were only seven or eight graves and it was
abandoned when the Sinclair Cemetery was started.
It is not known by the writer who the others are
buried there except Einar Johannson and a baby
belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Magnus Taut.

Greig, George and Marion (Ramsay)
Robert Greig, his son George and daughter
Robina came to Canada from Aberdeen, Scotland in
1900. The older son Alex had already been in Canada
at Rapid City, Manitoba. George at that time was
fourteen years old. The family all settled on that farm
and George helped to scrub the land. They sold this
farm in 1912 and George and Alex took over the
Imperial Oil and Dray business in Reston. George's
father died that same year at age sixty-two and is
buried in Rapid City Cemetery.
In 1920, they sold the business in Reston, though
Alex continued to work for Imperial oil at Russell.
George went back farming, first at Moline, Manitoba
then in 1922 moved back to the original family farm
at Rapid City.
Alex married Mary McKay of the Hunterville
district and Robina married Colin McKay, Mary's·
brother. On October 31, 1911 George married Marion
Ramsay of Moline, Manitoba while in Reston. Bessie was born in 1913, Margaret in 1916 and Mary was
born at Rapid City in 1927.
Through family and friends George and Marion
always kept in contact with Reston. The Joe Sibbalds
family used to drive up from Reston in a Model T.
Ford to visit us at Rapid City. I think George had one
of the first Model T. Fords in Reston. I believe it was
Alex and George who operated the first picture show
in Reston.
Bessie married Wilbur Smith of Rapid City in
1938. They lived in Port Colborne, Ontario where
Bessie still resides.
Mary married Leonard Funnel of Minnedosa in
1952. She lives in Brandon and has one son Gary and
two daughters, Donna at home and Linda Clark of
Port Coquitlam, B.C.
Margaret married Lome Shanks of Pettapiece,
Manitoba in 1940. They now live in Brandon where
Lome works for Murray Chev Olds. Ltd. They have
two daughters, Gayle and Lorna.
George and Marion celebrated their sixty-fifth
Wedding Anniversary on October 31st, 1976. Marion
passed away in June 1977 at age eighty-seven.
George passed away last August 1979.

Gruber, Tony and Marie (Stephenson)
An advertisement in a weekly paper prompted
Tony Gruber to journey to Reston, to look at two
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where Glenn is Vice President of a firm of Consulting
Engineers.
In 1967 we decided that the old house on the farm
had done its duty and must be replaced. We bought
the two lots that the old rink used to sit on and started
building our new house in September. We moved in
that December.
Tony had a heart attack and passed away in the
Reston Hospital April 4, 1968. He is buried in the
beautiful cemetery at Reston.
I eventually sold the farm. I stayed on at Reston
for five years. Part of that time I was secretaryTreasurer of Reston Consolidated School.
In 1973 I remarried and moved back to where I
started, Hazenmore, Saskatchewan. We live on a
farm just north of town. I sold the house in town to
Mr. and Mrs. Lome Martin. I still love to go back to
Reston to visit old friends. We enjoyed the Homecoming so much.
I am still proud to say that I lived in Reston and
the Rural Municipality of Pipestone.

Anne Beryl born October 28, 1906 graduated as a
Registered Nurse from the University Hospital in
Edmonton. She married Russ Hastings who decided
to go to Africa and Anne joined him there. When war
broke out Russ joined the Air Force and Anne also
joined the Armed Forces as a nursing sister. Russ was
shot down over the Mediterranean and listed as killed
in action. Later Anne married Jack Thomas a British
Council representative. A son, Ivor was born to
them. They are now living in Melbourne, Australia.
Ivor is now with an advertising agency in Sydney,
Australia.
William Douglas, born March 6, 1908, married
Laura Smith of Bruce, Alberta and they farmed in the
Reston district before moving to Edmonton, Alberta
where they still live.
Eleanor Blanche born January 18,1910 graduated
as a R.N. and later married Alex Waugh who was
with the C.P.R. After Alex's death Blanche moved to
Vancouver where she still resides.
Donald Craig, born October 26, 1913, married
Nita Taylor and they had one son. Afterwards came a
divorce and Don married Kay (Catherine Doucet) of
St. Paul, Alberta where they lived for many years.
Archibald John born in 1912, attended school in
Reston and the St. John College, Winnipeg. Later he

Guthrie, Jack and Maude (Craig)
Jack married Maude Craig and they had six children. Jack was in charge of the United Grain Growers
elevator in Reston, Manitoba. Their children were:

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde John Craig on their honeymoon in 1907.
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worked for bank of Montreal but had a real interest in
flying and went to England where he joined the Royal
Air Force. he married Barbara Roberts of Womworth, England in August 1939. When war was declared Arch was on active duty with R.A.F. and on
December 18th, 1939 went on a fatal bombing mission from which he did not return, nor was any trace
of the aircraft or occupants ever recovered. Arch's
name appears on the R. A. F. memorial at Runnymeade, England.
Reginald Franklin, born December 28, 1914,
started a career with the Bank of Montreal which he
left when war was declared to join the Canadian
Army and was in the Princess Patricia's Canadian
Light Infantry. On his return to Canada, Reg married
Emily Cooke of Winnipeg who had served as a Wren
with the Canadian Navy. Emily passed away suddenly in August 1978. Reg still lives in Vancouver.
They had four children: Anne, Ian, James and Margaret.
Maude Craig Guthrie, died very suddenly during
a visit to a dentist in 1913 and a few years later Jack
was killed in an automobile accident.
Reg, still a baby when his mother died, went to
the home of his aunt Ellen Guthrie Bulloch where he
was raised. Anne and Blanche went to their paternal
Grandmother, Don to his uncle James Guthrie and on
the death of their father, Douglas went to his uncle
Alvin Craig and Arch joined Reg at his aunt's the T.
A. Bulloch home.

Kenneth Reid Guthrie was born 1902 and died in
1950. He farmed around Reston, but moved to British Columbia in the late 1930's and spent his remaining years in Vancouver.
May MacGregor Guthrie, 1903 - 1963, took a
nurses training course at the Winnipeg General Hospital and graduated as R.N. in 1927. She did private
and staff nursing until her marriage to Mr. Harold F.
Drew in 1950. After their marriage they lived in
Winnipeg until 1963.
Helen Rankin Guthrie 1905 - 1946, was the
stenographer in the Guthrie and Bulloch Insurance
office before her marriage to Sherman Hilton Dayton
in 1931. The Day tons had three children; Joan
Guthrie, Lynn Shannon and James Sherman.
Joan Guthrie Dayton was married to Rown
Smith, a wall plastering contractor of Brandon, Manitoba. Their four children all of Brandon are Shannon
Lee, Rown, Colleen and Brian.
Lynn Guthrie Dayton was married to Robert
Dayton now operating a gas and coffee bar in Ruther
Glen, Ontario. Their three children are; Robert of
Vancouver, Rilla of Bromalea, Ontario and James of
Ruther Glen.
James Sherman Dayton, who is in partnership
with his dad in a garage business in Newdale and
Shoal Lake, Manitoba, married Shirley Patricia Prus.
Their children are Darcy, Shawn and Roberta.

Haidish, William and Natalja (Korelawich)
The opportunity for employment with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company brought several families of Eastern European origins to the Reston area.
The William Haidish family came to Reston initially,
in 1934.
Bill, as he was fondly known to his many friends,
was born in Darachow, Poland, in 1902. A tailor by
trade, he immigrated from the family farm to Canada, in 1925. Arriving in Halifax, he worked briefly in
the mining areas of Ontario, but migrated to the
farming country of Manitoba within several months.
On January 27, 1934, he married Natalja
Korelawich at Holy Ghost Church on Selkirk Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba. The "Mrs. Haidish" was
born November 27th, 1908. She had immigrated
from the family home in Markowa, Poland, arriving
in Winnipeg on February 3rd, 1930.
Mr. and Mrs. Haidish were in Reston briefly in
1934. Work with the C.P.R. was completed by early
fall, so that the Haidish's spent that winter in Winnipeg, returning to Reston in the summer of 1935.
They made Reston their home until 1941, at which
time, "Bill", who was a section man for the C.P.R.,
was transferred to Beresford, Manitoba.
Reston became the family home once more in

Guthrie, James William and Annie
(McGregor)
James William Guthrie, son of William Reid
Guthrie 1861-1946, came to Reston from Ontario in
1882, and homesteaded section northeast 30-7-27.
Later he lived in Reston and operated a Massey
Harris Implement business. About 1905 he changed
from the Massey Harris to a business of various types
of Insurance, Real Estate and Farm Management at
which he continued until his complete retirement in
1944. After his retirement he lived in Winnipeg with
his daughters Doreen and May until the time of his
passing in 1946.
In 1897 Mr. Guthrie married Miss Annie Clementine MacGregor, who had come to Manitoba from
Ontario in 1888.
Miss MacGregor 1866 - 1935 took Normal
School Training in Boissevain, Manitoba and then
taught in the Lanark School until the time of her
marrige in 1897. From this marriage were four children: Doreen, Kenneth Reid, May MacGregor,
Helen Rankin.
Doreen Guthrie, born 1900, taught school until
she retired in 1963.
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1950 and thus remained. The Haidish family shared
many of their Polish customs with their community.
They always had a special interest in their family,
friends and community.
Mr. Haidish died while at work in May of 1965.
His widow remained in the family home in Reston
until the time of her death August 25th, 1980.
Their children, Albert, Stanley, and Julie have
settled away from Reston. Albert (Ab), born January
3rd, 1935, lives in Richmond, British Columbia. He
and his wife Margaret (Ford) have two sons, Kenneth
and Rodney. Stanley born March 18, 1941, and his
wife Gwen (Tullock) live in Prince George, British
Columbia. They have one son, Robert. Julie born
February 5, 1947 married Webb Garlinghouse. They
live in Topeka, Kansas.

sawed, chatted with the granddaughter who helped
carry poles to the "horse" and sat to hold them
steady.
Back to the bummers' roost, he enjoyed as argument with "old McMurchy". (He did not like to be
called old Hamilton.) He took opposite side in politics, religion, weather, anything to debate. One bright morning he predicted rain. They booed him. "A
little bird told me," he said. And it did rain!
When he first came to Reston, Robert heard
about a native preacher on Pipestone Reservation. He
borrowed Jim's horse and buggy early Sunday mornings to go and hear John Thunder preach.
Robert often went to the Anglican church. Often
he would be found reading his Bible or Prayer Book.
When sight grew dim he recited freely from them.
Robert was ninety on May 12, 1935. His daughters and those of their families near home gathered to
celebrate with him, the Jim Busbys, Tom Harpers,
and Tom Brandons. The Recorder said he was the
oldest resident in the area and used the picture taken
at his party. He sat for four-generation pictures with
daughter Becky (Mary Harper), first with Robert and
his son Willis, and then with Anna and her daughter,
June Smith.
He lived another five years, then passed away
quietly in the Busby home on January 9, 1940. He
was buried in the Hamilton plot in Wingham Cemetery, Ontario.

Hamilton, Robert and Sarah (Humpheries)
Robert Hamilton was born in Tyrone, Ireland,
May 12, 1840 and was only four years old when
brought to Canada. He was the seventh son, a special
child.
When Robert and Sarah Humphries married in
1871, they took to their home near Holyrood, where
Sarah's sister Julia resided. Julia had a serious hearing problem, but became indispensible to the
Hamilton family. There were five children: Andrew,
Rebecca, Julia, Emily, Robert and Mirillia.
Sarah and Julia both died in 1917. In 1918 Robert
joined daughter Em and her husband Jim Busby and
remained a member of their family until his death in
1940.
Robert was called "Black Bob" when he was
young, as his eyes and hair were so dark. But when
he came to Busby's his eyes were blue, his hair and
Edward style beard were white. His shaving time
became a happy event. A patter of tales, Irish songs
and jigs accompanied sharpening his razor and
lathering his face, and he whistled. Housewives on
Railroad avenue told time by him. He whistled to the
comer at Main where men gathered on McMurchy's
bench. He whistled his way home at six. He whistled
his way across the tracks for longish walks. The
whistle told folks where he was. He came back with a
new walking stick or perhaps a willow whistle.
Robert loved to whittle. He made beautiful baskets
from peach stones, whistling as he worked. He also
played a jewsharp.
Robert tried to be helpful. Taking over the
garden, he aimed at the largest vegetables in town.
He. fed hens, gathered eggs and groomed and exercised the horse. When Jim brought a load of poles, he
brought out bucksaw and sawhorse and soon had a
wood pile. "Why not make the exercise last longer."
Jim would ask. But Robert whistled and sang as he

Harper, George and Bella (Farnie)
George Harper and his wife Bella lived two miles
north of Reston on the banks of the Pipestone Creek.
Many will remember the picnic grove they cleared
and the swinging bridge over the creek. They were
very generous and hospitable.
George and Bella had one daughter, Lily who
married Jimmy Forman. When George and Bella
retired to Vancouver, the Formans went with them.
They are all deceased.
The George Harper farm is presently owned by
Melvin and Rosalind Watt.
A nephew of Bella, Kingsley Farnie came from
Scotland to live with the Harpers while taking his
schooling. Later he joined the Royal Canadian Air
Force, and was tragically killed overseas in 1944.

Harper, Thomas and Mary (Hamilton)
Thomas Harper was born in 1863 in Bruce County, Ontario. One of the pioneers of Reston, he chose a
homestead five miles south of the Reston settlement.
He hauled his grain by oxen and wagon thirty-odd
miles to Virden until the railway reached Reston in
1892. In 1897 he returned to marry Rebecca (Mary)
Hamilton of Lucknow. She was born in 1872.
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Harper-Busby outfit at McKenzies.

Tom's brother, George came to Reston. Mary's
sister came to visit and to stay: Emma, Mrs. Jim
Busby in town, and Millie, Mrs. Tom Brandon, a
mile from the Harper farm.
Tom and Mary raised a family of seven children,
Lome, Hilton, Almo, Robert, Preston, Anna and
Orton. There was never a dull moment.
An active toddler, Lome fell from the top of an
implement shed and injured his spine. After a time in
the Toronto Childrens' Hospital he remained crippled, to spend his life lying flat. Lome became the
centre of the family. As other children were born, he
was their store-house of facts and figures. They
shared their education, fixed gadgets so he could

play their games, involved him in their movements,
where they were going, what they were doing.
Robert and Preston rigged up a "Bennet" buggy,
later a Ford, so they, and Orton, could take Lome to
sports and fairs.
The boys shared the farm work and care of Lome
with their father. Hilton was first to leave. He married
Mabel Roe and they took the farm McGregors had
left; east of Reston. Hilton left the farm after Mabel
died. He went to the Melita area, where he married
Hester Smithson. He died in Melita in 1978.
Almo remained with his father. He died in 1931.
Robert took over the Red and White Store which
he managed with help from Anna. He married Ruth
Robertson of Pipestone and they had three boys,
Willis, Gavin, and Neil. Ruth died at Neil's birth.
Robert went west. With his wife Muriel he now lives
in Victoria. Son Gavin lives in Victoria, Willis in
Saskatoon, and Neil at Rainbow Lake, Alberta. They
have a stepbrother, Ross and their sister Ruth married
Charlie McLean and lives in Virden.
Preston left the farm for the army where he was a
gunner in the Artillery. He worked with Good roads
Brandon. Preston married Clara Morrison of Souris.
They lived for a time at Griswold where their children matured. They have retired in Souris. Elaine
married teacher Gary Nicol, now with the Education
Department of Brandon University. Janis, teachertraveller, is now at Rankin Inlet, N. W. T. Mervin is
foreman of a Hydro Survey Crew, Red Deer, Alberta.
Melvin, Government Assessor in Minnedosa and in
Souris, went west to be near his twin. He now has an
office in Dillsbury.

Field stone pioneer house that was on the southeast quarter of
33-6-27 in the municipality of Albert. Owned by Orton Harper
of Winnipeg the house was built between 1885-1890. Several
families occupied the house, the record showing that births,
marriages and deaths took place in it. In the fali of 1976 the
house disappeared.
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Anna taught at Belleview. She married Henry
Smith of Reston and they lived in Winnipeg. Son
Dwaine works with Manitoba Telephone System.
June, an R.N. married Reverend Garfield Barber,
and lives in Transcona. Anna died in 1973.

Olson's home. Happy was a trainman on the "Peanut" .
Happy and Mabel married in 1917. They lived in
Souris where brothers Bill and Walter were working.
Mrs. Hollowell died in 1925. Mr. Hallowell died
in 1942, the same year his grandson Jim Hayes, an
R.C.A.F. pilot died overseas. Happy and Mabel had
four sons. War veteran Jack died in Brandon in 1979.
Walter and his wife Mabel live in Souris, as do Bill
and his wife Jean. Don and his wife Nadine live in
Flin Flon.
"Happy" Edward Hayes died in 1957. Mabel is
quite happy and in 1980 she is a very charming
person.

Orton was in the R.C.A.F. mechanics division.
Later he was in the Winnipeg Police Force. He contracted polio and suffered a lengthy rehabilitation.
Then he worked as mechanic for Winnipeg Transit
System. Orton and wife, Ruby Achison, live in
Charleswood. Their children have married, Bruce in
Alberta and Helen in Winnipeg.
Tom, Mary and Lome went to Winnipeg, around
1935, where they took care of an apartment house.
Lome died in 1938, Tom in 1952. Mary spent some
time with Preston at Griswold, and with Anna in
Winnipeg. She died in 1961.

Holton, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Holton came from Kent,
England and landed in Reston in 1909. Horace was a
brick mason by trade and helped to build the first
Bank of Montreal building which later burned down.
He also worked for quite a few years in Brandon
but just what buildings he worked on, isn't known.
He also was caretaker of the Reston Cemetery for
many years and dug graves even when it was 40
degrees below zero F. He knew where everyone was
buried and often helped people find their plots when
one of their family members died.
Horace was also an excellent gardener and during
the 30's his wife canned many vegetables to help feed
the family during the winter months. They always
had a bountiful big garden, and it was the familys
job, when children to help weed it and bag the potatoes in the fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Holton had five children, a son who
died in England, Gertrude (Mrs. James Benzie). Florence, Eric (who was killed in action in Belguim) and
Reta. Reta is the only one left ofthe family. Florence,
Eric and Reta were born in Reston. Mrs. Benzie was
born in England and came to Canada when she was
seven years old.
All grew up in Reston, and Reta left in October
1940 to work in Winnipeg, and Erick joined up in
January of 1941. He was killed in action on September 9th, 1944. Florence worked in the telephone
office for quite a few years then later worked with
Franklin McMurchy in the municipal offices. Gertie
married James Benzie and they had four children,
Frank, Ross, Marion and Donald. Gertie died in July
1961. Horace died in December 1955 and Florence
was killed in a car accident in December 1959.

Hollowell, Bill and Mary
Bill Hollowell was a shoemaker in England. He
received a letter from his friend Ted Haines in Canada saying that for a shoemaker, prospects were good
in Reston.
The Hollowell family arrived in 1910, Bill and
Mary and seven children: daughters Mary, Margaret,
Mabel and May and sons Edward, Bill, and Walter.
Bill set up his Shoe Repair Shop on Main Street in the
end of the building housing the coal and wood dealer's office on the east side at Railroad Avneue. Mabel
is the sole survivor in 1980.
Mabel's sister Mary married Norman Miller who
owned a hardware store in Virden. Theirs was the
first wedding held in the Reston Anglican Church.
They later moved to Edmonton.
Sister Maggie and Elsie Prentice were apprentices in the Tailor Shop at the intersection of Main
opposite the Drug Store. In 1902 Tailor Jim Fry of
Hartney had set Alf Archer up in his own business.
And it was thriving. Mabel left school to become a
tailoress.
Mabel's circle of friends included Ethel Hale,
who married Ralph Shippam, a clerk in the G. S.
Munro store; Bea Saunderson who married druggist
Lloyd Fummerton; and Jim Guthrie's family: Doreen, May, Ken and Helen.
Lawyer Jim Guthrie was on a business trip when
he found Mabel on the train, on her way to Regina to
a new job. She remembers he was concerned about
her arriving late and alone in the city. He put her in a
cab (a horse-drawn buggy) with directions to the
YW.C.A.
Mrs. Hollowell became ill and Mabel gave up her
Regina job to nurse her. While she was home she met
"Happy" Edward Hayes who roomed in Freda

Huston, Thomas and Agnes (Pickering)
Mr. Thomas Huston and his two brothers, Frederick and James, came west from Carlton Place,
Ontario, and settled in the Reston district in the
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remain: Hazel, Mrs. 1. Quinlan, Winnipeg, Manitoba; Myrtle Vancouver, B.C.; and Isobel, Mrs. E.
Aldrich.

1890's, where Jim applied for a homesteading patent.
Whether Fred did the same is unknown. However, he
built a house on Jim's property where he lived for a
period oftime, then moved to North Dakota where he
married Miss Kitty Jackson. He passed away in 1932.
Thomas stayed in Rapid City where he owned
and operated a hotel. However, he didn't want to raise
a young family in a hotel atmosphere. Selling out, he
followed his brothers to Reston where he filed on a
homestead adjoining his brother's property.
Thomas and Jim became prominent citizens and
pioneer farmers. They were known far and wide as
community minded men. Jim donated two parcels of
land to the district one for the little Huston School,
and the other for a picnic ground near Fred's house.
On a recent visit, his daughter Eileen spotted the
little school house where it had been moved onto the
new owner's yard. It brought back memories of
school days when the family attended the little
school. The building is to be preserved as a historical
school. (Huston School was moved to George Harbottle's farm on northwest quarter of 2-6-27, and is
used as a machine shop and tool shed).
Jim married Miss Mara Pickering, and Thomas
married Agnes, her sister. They (the latter pair) raised
a large family, eleven children as follows: George,
Cecil, Hazel, Alice, Jim, Earl, Edna, Isobel, Myrtle,
Eileen and Tom. Their names should still be on the
old school registers. Of the large family, only four
are left; all the rest have passed on.
Around 1901 Thomas purchased a threshing outfit. He operated the engine while Jim took charge of
the separator. They were kept very busy during harvest time, threshing the neighbors' crops for miles
around. On one occasion they finished up in
Saskatchewan near Christmas.
Agnes (Thomas' wife) came with her family to
the district as a child of five years, from Bainbridge,
Ontario, settling at Virden, Manitoba. Like other
pioneer women of her time, she was a hardworking
woman. A fine mother and wife, she cooked for large
threshing gangs while raising eleven children. At
harvest time they ate in shifts, the men first, kids last.
Many of the local Indians stopped in from time to
time. All were welcome. One old chief, Sitting Eagle, travelled all the way to Winnipeg to attend
Thomas' funeral, April, 1937. He was interred in
Brookside Cemetery, Winnipeg.
The family resided in Winnipeg till 1939, then
moved to Vancouver, B. C. where they worked in the
shipyards during the war years. Agnes passed away
in December 1968, and is buried in Forest Lawn
Cemetery, Vancouver.
Thomas S. Huston died in March, 1977, in his
fifty-nineth year. Besides Mrs. Parker, three sisters

lies, William and Victoria (Olenick)
William (Bill) lIes was born in Miniota, Manitoba the son of Mrs. Sarah lIes (now of the Sherwood
Home, Virden) and the late Percy lIes and received
his education in the Arrow River, Manitoba School
where he grew up as a boy. After leaving school Bill
worked at various jobs such as for c.P Railway,
Regent Oil Drilling, C. S. Campbell's Seed Plant,
and in 1961 became custodian of the Reston Elementary school.
It was while Bill was working for the C.P. Railway that he first came to Reston where he met Victoria lIes, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Olenick, Vicki was born in Reston and has lived here
all her life. Bill and Vicki were married in Reston in
1947. In 1949 they bought the Dave Wynn house
where they now reside. In 1967 Vicki started working
as salesclerk for the G. S. Munro Solo Store where
she still works, only under different management,
now the Glendon Solo store.
Bill and Vicki have three sons all of whom received their education at the Reston Elementary
School and the Reston Collegiate. Leslie William is
employed by C.P. Railway at Reston. Dufferin Dale
who is married to Jodi White of Calgary works for
Spences Shoes in Calgary; and Jody John is a security guard in Calgary.
B ill and Vicki have both been interested in most
sports, especially soft ball, fishing and golf. Vicki as
a young girl started out as catcher for the Reston
Ladies Softball Club and kept that position for sixteen years. The coaches for the team during those
sixteen years were, Charlie "Tupper" Caldwell,
Frank Brady, John Forsyth and Jim Morrice to name
a few. Golf was the sport the lIes family all enjoyed.
Bill spends most of his time on the golf course getting
in at least one round per day, and sometimes two or
three, weather permitting, all summer long. He still
participates in as many golf tournaments as possible.

Jago, Bryan and Beverley (Dodds)
Bryan Jago was born in Virden and is the eldest
son of Kenneth and Marjorie Jago.
They resided in the hamlet of Tilston until Bryan
was seven years of age and then moved to the village
of Reston.
While obtaining his senior grades, he worked
with his father at his garage after four. He graduated
in 1972 and in 1976 he married Beverley Dodds of
Belses.
They have three daughters to date. His wife is a
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busy homemaker and nurse working at the local
hospital, pursuing her career as an L.P.N. Bryan
remains working with his father at the garage and is
in the process of obtaining his mechanic papers.

when his parents moved to Blind River, Ontario
where he lived until he was nineteen years old. Then
he went west to Reston, Manitoba on a harvest train.
He found work on the farm of Thomas Skelton, east
of Reston and helped with the harvest there. As he
was bothered with asthma, he found great relief in the
west as the air was clear so he went back accompanied by his sister Ida, the following year to stay. He
did some bush work making cedar ties with his brother Lindsay before going out the last time.
He was the third oldest of a family of five,
William, Ida, Ernest, Lindsay and George. His sister
Ida moved west to Saskatchewan where she married,
while Ernest returned to harvest at the Thomas Skelton farm for another year. He then did odd jobs
around Reston and worked with a threshing crew
each harvest at the farms of T. A. Bulloch, Wm.
Bulloch, etc. He also took work with R. N. Cussack
at the Reston Hotel and became quite interested in
playing snooker, pool and rummy.
He boarded and roomed at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Burge for some time.
In the year 1924 he married Annie Reid who had
come from Newtonards, Ireland with achum Maggie
Russell. The same year he purchased a house, one
street west of main street in Reston.
Ernie and Annie raised a family of six children,
four girls (including one set of twins) and two boys.
The first of the six children (Frances Ruth) was
born in Reston at home on January 21st, 1925. She
started school in Reston and after seven years at
Antler, Saskatchewan, the family returned to Reston
in the depression years and she finished school there.
She married Sidney R. Bailey of Stockton, Manitoba
in 1942. Sid had come to Reston the year before to
work in Nolan and Dayton's garage. When Sherman
Dayton left Reston, Sid and Lloyd Wallace ran the
mechanical end of Colin McMurchy's garage while
Colin sold gas and small repairs, etc.
Ruth worked for A. K. Cates, Barrister, for two
years. Sid and Ruth's first son Martin James was born
in Reston in 1943. A year later they moved to Ninette, Manitoba for a year, then to Stockton where
they built a house on a small acreage and where they
still live.
Sid and Ruth's other two children were born in
Glenboro hospital, Allen John in 1953 and Sharla
Rae in 1966.
Martin married Joyce Barker of Holland, Manitoba in 1967 and they have three children Quinn,
Candice and Brad. Martin is a bricklayer and Joyce
paints landscapes and is beginning to receive recognition as a Manitoba artist.
Allan Bailey married Barbara Ann Smart of
Stockton, Manitoba in 1977 and they live and both

Jago, George and Donna (Gray)
George Wilbert Jago is the youngest of ten children to James Jago and the late Rose Jago.
George attended grade school at Stonehill and
high school in Reston. He started farming his own
land in 1953.
In 1962 he married Donna Gray, daughter of Ella
Gray and the late Elgin Gray of Sinclair.
George and Donna have four sons; Clayton, born
in 1963, Dean, born in 1964, Dale, born in 1968 and
Clare, born in 1971.
In March of 1978 George accepted a position as
Weed Supervisor for the R.M. of Pipestone and
Albert.

Johnston, David M. and Mary (Forghaur)
David M. Johnston, brother of John Flett
Johnston enlisted in the first world war. He was
wounded and gassed at the Battle of Vimy Ridge. He
married Mary Forghaur, then came to Canada in
1918, leaving his bride there until after his discharge
from army which was one year later.
Mary came to Reston in 1920 and they lived in a
house where the Parish Hall is today, then moved into
the house now owned by Orrie Duncan. David was
the baker here at the bakeshop, owned by G. S.
Munro Co. just south of the present store.
Their only son David Forghuar was born July
1921. The bakeshop burned the day before Good
Friday, 1934. David had made one thousand Hot
Cross buns that day. When it was decided not to
rebuild the bakeshop, they moved to Rocanville,
Saskatchewan. Dave was baker there until early
1950. They decided to take a trip home to Orkney and
while there, Mary passed away and was buried in the
family plot there. David returned to Canada and lived
in the Toronto area, until his death in early 1960. He
is buried in the Military Hospital Cemetery there.
David and Mary's son, David Forghauer is a
Pharmacist now living in Toronto. David F. married
Margaret Munford who passed away a few years ago.
He is remarried now. David and Margaret had one
son David who is a Psychologist, is married, with
two young daughters. He is practising and lecturing
in Calgary, Alberta.

Johnston, Ernest and Annie (Reid)
Ernest James Johnston was born in Kepple township near Owen Sound, Ontario on August 21st,
1885. He lived there till he was thirteen years old
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work in Brandon, Manitoba. Allan repairs and rewinds motors in Sharpes' Electric and Barbara works
for Autopac Insurance.
Sharla Rae Bailey goes to school to Stockton,
Manitoba and Sid and Ruth drive school buses to and
from Glenboro school.
Ernest's second daughter, Lillian Katherne was
born in Reston on November 29th, 1926. She spent
her first seven years in school at Coulson and Heron
schools in the Antler and Maryfield, Saskatchewan
area while Ernest rented and farmed the G. S. Munro
farm, north of Antler (now owned by Steve
Jerowski). Lillian went to High School in Reston and
after school got work with A. K. Cates, Barrister for
two years. She also worked for one year in the
Telephone office at Virden. She then moved back to
live with her parents in Reston until her father's death
in 1969. The same year she married Arthur Smith
who was Weed Supervisor for the Municipality of
Pipestone. Her mother Annie makes her home with
Lil and Art.
Ernie and Annie had twin girls, Eileen and Kathleen, born at home in Reston on June 21st, 1929. The
twins spent their first three years of school at Heron
School in the Antler, Maryfield districts, then returned with the family to Reston where they continued their schooling. On leaving school both girls
worked in the G. S. Munro Co. store (now Glendon
Solo Store).
Kathleen married Thomas Ross McMurchy
(farmer southwest of Reston) in June, 1947. They
live on Ross's father's farm. They have two children
Kelly Allan born June 23rd, 1950 and Debra Anne,
born March 28th, 1955. Kelly and Debra started
school at Dublin school (two miles from their home)
and took their high schooling in Reston. Kelly got
work with the Bank of Nova Scotia when he finished
his Grade Twelve, starting in the Bank of Nova Scotia
in Virden, Manitoba, where he worked for two years
then moved to Red Lake, Ontario for one year; then
to Saskatoon, Saskatchewan for six months, where
he met Anne Joseph of Young, Saskatchewan, whom
he married in November, 1972. They lived in Nequam, Saskatchewan for two years, then moved to
Moose Jaw, where their son Tyler was born. They
then moved to Swift Current, Saskatchewan where
they lived for two years and then transferred to
Choiceland, Saskatchewan where Kelly became
Manager of the Bank of Nova Scotia. They have a
daughter Lisa Colleen, born December 18th, 1979.
Debra Anne finished Grade Eleven in Reston
High School, took work at Thompson, Manitoba for
the summer, then took a course on cosmetology at the
Community College in Brandon. She graduated and
got work in the Jean Phillips shop in Brandon for two

years. On April 5th, 1975 she married Douglas Walker, who at that time was employed by Wilton Motors
in Brandon. They rent a house two miles out of
Brandon, and Doug owns trucks and works on roads
in summer and transporting in winter. They have two
children (Shannon Rae) born March 27th, 1976 and
Dallas Douglas, born December 12th, 1978.
Eileen married Orville Klusendorf in August,
1951. At that time Eileen worked in the G. S. Munro
Co. Store and Orville worked as a mechanic at the
Reston Motors garage owned by Lloyd Armstrong
and John Cuthill. Later Eileen worked for the Co-op
store. They now live in Brandon, Manitoba where
they are caretakers at the Keystone Apartments.
Eileen and Orville had two children, Gary Kent
born in August, 1952 and Nadine born September,
1954. Gary is a taxicab driver at Calgary, Alberta and
Nadine is with the Women's Police Force in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Ernie and Annie's first son James Ernest was born
October 29th, 1933. He grew up in Reston and attended public and High school there. Jim worked for
the C.P.R. at Reston and later worked for the mines
in Bristish Columbia. In 1956 he went to work in the
oil fields at Virden, Manitoba. Jim married Margaret
Heaman of Virden in 1958. They have three boys
Robert, Ronald and Kevin. They lived in Virden until
1971, then moved to Taber, Alberta. In the fall of 1975
they moved to Red Deer, Alberta. Jim is still employed by the Oil Company.
Bob and Ron are engineering students at the Red
Deer College while Kevin is attending High School
in Red Deer.
Ernie and Annie's youngest son, John Alexander
was born June 28th, 1935. He took public and high
school in Reston, then went to Virden, Manitoba and
worked in the oil fields there. He married Marilyn
Blakeman of Elkhorn, Manitoba. They had three
children, Blake, Brad and Dawn. They moved to
Edmonton, Alberta where Jack is still employed with
the oil companies. Marilyn moved back to Winnipeg, while Jack is remarried and still lives in Edmonton.

Kay, John and Helen
John and Helen Kay and two year old daughter
Hannah, immigrated from Annfield, Newhaven,
Leith, Scotland in 1912.
They came first to Weyburn, Saskatchewan to
visit a brother of Helen's and then moved to Souris,
Manitoba, where John worked for the C.P.R.
They lived in Souris for ten years and it was
during this time that Helen began home nursing during the flu epidemic. This was something she was to
continue when they moved to Reston in 1926. She
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16, 1936 at Antler. They farmed north of Antler until
they moved to Reston in 1946. They have three children: Norman, who farms with his Dad, Theresa who
lives and works at Wawanesa, Manitoba and Steffie,
who is married to Tom Campbell. They live on a farm
south of Sinclair and have four children: Wade, Angela, Lara and Brent.

Knowles, Stanley and Vida (Cruikshank)
Stanley Knowles was born on June 18, 1908, at
Los Angeles, California. His father had been born in
Nova Scotia, and his mother in New Brunswick. He
came to Canada on his own at the age of sixteen and
continued his education at Brandon College, at
United College in Winnipeg, and at the University of
Manitoba, receiving the degree of Bachelor of Arts at
Brandon in 1930 and the degree of Bachelor of Divinity at Winnipeg in 1934. He was the recipient of
two general proficiency medals and various other
awards during his student years. In 1967 he was made
an Honorary Fellow of United College. In the same
year, Brandon University, at its first convocation,
awarded him a Doctor of Laws degree, a degree
which was also given to him by McMaster University
in 1973, and by Queen's University and the University of Toronto in 1976. Since July 1, 1970, he has
been Chancellor of Brandon University.
Mr. Knowles and his wife, the former Vida Claire
Cruikshank, were married at Winnipeg on November
9, 1936. Mrs. Knowles died at Winnipeg on April 20 ,
1978. They had one son and one daughter, both
married, and there are three granddaughters and two
grandsons.
Mr. Knowles' memories as follows:
It is difficult to come up with memories of many
precise happenings during the summer of 1929. That
was the summer I spent at Reston as the student
minister of the Baptist Church. For the most part, my
memories are of the friendliness of the Reston people. I lived that summer at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Josh Robertson and as I recall, Josh had the reputation of being able to drive from Reston to Brandon
faster than anyone else. The time he took would no
doubt now seem a very slow pace. The Church still
owned an old Model T Ford Touring Car, probably
dating back to 1921 or 1922. I had the use of it, mainly
to get to Bede on Sundays, although I do recall
driving it to Brandon once or twice. I served as
student minister not only during the summer of 1929,
when I stayed at Reston, but during the 1928-29
college term. The weekend trips between Brandon
and Reston were all made via the C.P.R. That was a
dependable mode of travel in those days. We took a
Saturday afternoon train to Reston (changing trains

Swinging bridge on the Pipestone Creek.

travelled by team and sleigh many times with Dr.
Clark, and many children in the Reston and districts
were born in the Kay home.
John (better known as Scotty to his many friends)
worked on the "Peanut" until his retirement in 1949.
Three more daughters were born during this time:
Jessie in Weyburn, Agnes in Souris and Muriel in
Winnipeg.
Hannah married George Brown in 1930. They
had two children Albert and John. Albert has two
daughters Cindy and Debbie.
Jessie married Nicky Mazur of the Sinclair district in 1941. They had three children: Sharron, Norman and Darlene.
Agnes married Albert Tiede, also of the Sinclair
district in 1938. They had three children: Eileen,
Linda and Richard.
These three sisters all make their homes in Vancouver.
Muriel married Jack Guthrie in 1944 and they
lived in the Hillview district until 1977. They now
reside in Reston. They have three children: Kay,
Gaylyn and Jackie.

Kirkpatrick, Gordon and Alida (Osterbeck)
Gordon Kirkpatrick was born near Elmvale in
Simcoe County, Ontario and moved to Mossbank
with his parents in the early 1920's. In 1927 he went
to work for his brother Bob Kirkpatrick at Fertile for
nine years. He also worked for his brother Norman
Kirkpatrick at Bruno for one year and then returned
to Antler, working for Herb Machan. During his time
at Antler he met Alida Osterbeck.
Alida Osterbeck was born at Selkirk, Manitoba
and moved to Wauchope with her parents in 1919.
They lived there for two years and then moved to
Ryerson and eventually to Antler in 1927.
Gordon and Alida were married on September
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at Souris), and we returned to Brandon Monday
mormng.
The event in the summer of 1929 that I remember
most vividly was the night the livery stable was on
fire. There was an east wind, and I had visions of the
town being wiped out; but that only says that I hadn't
taken into account the efficiency of Reston's voluntary fire fighters.
During the summer of 1929 I met for the first time
some of my life-long friends. A Student Christian
Movement Conference was held at the YM.C.A.
Camp at Jasper National Park. A few fellows were to
go from United College at Winnipeg, and I was to go
as a representative from Brandon College. Early in
the morning of my twenty-first birthday, now nearly
fifty years ago, Bert Love, Lloyd Stinson and Jim
Brown called for me at Reston. They had journeyed
from Winnipeg to Melita the day before, and started
out from there in Bert Love's father's car. It was a
1928 Durant and we felt that it was about the last word
in automotive travel. Bert (Rev. R. 1. Love) is now
retired in British Columbia. Lloyd (the late Rev.
Lloyd Stinson, later the c.c.F. Leader in the Manitoba Legislature) died at Vancouver in 1976. Jim
(Rev. James Brown, later wounded at Dieppe, and
later Chaplain to the Canadian Armed Forces) is now
retired. As I have already said, I first met these three,
all of whom were to become life-long friends, at
Reston early in the morning of June 18, 1929.
One of the stories of the time that amused me had
to do with a farmer in the district whose name was
Mr. Pigg. Two local farmers were driving down the
road. One said to the other, "Whose cattle are
those?" "They're Pigg's." "Come, come, don't try
to tell me I don't know the difference between cattle
and pigs."
I commend you and those associated with you on
the project in which you are engaged, namely the
putting together of a readable history of your community. Best wishes.

built in 1951 and E. P. R. (Reg) Berry had used until
his retirement in 1975.
The family was active in the United Church.
Gerrie played the organ and assisted in various Christian education efforts, including vacation school.
Ben led the junior choirs and senior choir for several
years and held some other church offices, including
secretary-treasurer for the Reston-Pipestone Pastoral
Charge. He was also involved with the Reston District Library during its establishment; with the
Pipestone R.M. History Project Inc. at its inception;
with the local museum for five years and the fair
board for one year, besides taking an interest in
community school affairs.
Earlier, Ben had taught school in Flin Flon, Winnipeg and Glenboro. He was principal of the Shevchenko Grade four through twelve School at Vita,
Manitoba (1969-1972) when that new six hundred
student school was being set up. As a daily commuter
between Reston and Brandon (1975-1978), he taught
driver education and defensive driving; wrote business and consumer affairs stories for The Brandon
Sun; and managed the Brandon Housing Co-op's
ninety-one unit Aspen Woods project during its development.
Gerrie (oldest of six children born to Elmer H.
and Alice G. Chapman nee Phillips of Estevan, Saskatchewan) and Ben (youngest of three children born
to Peter C. and Katherine Kroeker nee U mau of Lowe
Farm, Manitoba) met at Briercrest Bible Institute,
Caronport, Saskatchewan from which they graduated
together in 1958. They were married two years later.
Ben took B.A. Honours English and B. Ed. degrees
from the University of Manitoba in 1965. Gerrie
earned her A.R.C.T. in 1960 and completed her B.A.
at Brandon University in 1978. Their children are
Donna Marie (born 1964), Bonnie Lynn (born 1965)
and Darcy Wade (born 1967). Besides enjoying music and family camping, the Kroekers like to do a
little travelling, too.

Kroeker, Ben and Gerrie (Chapman)

Lockhart, Everett and Violet (Gemmill)

The Kroekers came to Reston in 1973 when their
children were primary schoolers. They moved into
the Mennie house on Third Avenue.
Geraldine (or Gerrie) took on arts courses at
Brandon University while building up her private
music teaching practice in piano and theory to full
time work. Ben came in as collegiate principal, leaving that after one year to go into journalism and, later,
business.
Dennis County Cafe and Laundromat became
their family business in 1979. The laundromat was
Reston's first coin-op facility of its kind, housed in
the former insurance office which A. E. Smith had

Violet Marion, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Gemmill of Reston, Manitoba and William Everett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Lockhart of Reston, Manitoba, were married October 28th, 1933 in Reston,
Manitoba. They had three sons.
William Dale, born in Reston December 6,1940,
married Shirley Konzelman of Ashern in 1963. They
have two sons and one daughter. William Troy was
born in Germany on August 29th, 1967. Shannon
Dawn was born in Chilliwack, May 4th, 1971. Casey
Lee was born in Thompson, Manitoba, December
10th, 1974. They now reside in Leaf Rapids, Manitoba.
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John Layton was born in Reston, August 5th,
1946. He married Gail Prowten of Winnipeg in 1971.
They have one daughter and one son. Lauretta Dianne was born in Winnipeg, September 15, 1972.
Derek James was born in Winnipeg, June 12th, 1975.
They reside in Winnipeg.
Murray Lockhart was born in Reston on December 4th, 1949. He married Lynn Lein of Brandon on
July 28th, 1973. They have one son and one daughter,
Robert Jeffery, born in Brandon, August 26th, 1973;
and Kristine Lynn, born in Brandon, June 4th, 1975.

also worked on telephone maintenance, park caretaker, and worked in Abbey's Red & White store,
until retirement.
Roland Louis Ludlam married Margeret Ann
Handyside, April 10th, 1935. They have farmed in
the Reston district ever since. They have three children: Dorothy, now Mrs. Sid Jago; James Edward,
now living in Souris, Manitoba; Keith Roland now
living on the home farm, south of town.
Frank Wesley Ludlam, the second son, and Mary
Mamie, were married on March 22nd, 1948. They
farm in the Reston district, southwest of town. They
have two children, Betty Marie, now living at
Lashbum, Saskatchewan, and Glenn David at Reston
working with the C.P.R.
Leonard Lester Ludlam and Lorene Evelyn
Walker, were married on December 24th, 1949.
Leonard served in the R.C.A.F. as a Leading Air
Craftsman (aircraft maintenance and service) during
World War II. Service was in Canada, mainly Brandon, Edmonton and Rivers. Following the war, he
worked as a mechanic for Berry's Implement for
twelve years in Reston until 1958, when he purchased
the Reston Plumbing & Heating. The name of this
business was changed to Ludlam Electric in 1976. He
is still operating the same business. They have three
children: Kenneth Lester, now working as a mechanic for Bulloch Farm Supplies (Reston). Ken was born
November, 1950; Bryon Harold, born April, 1953,
now working in Virden Auto Body Shop at Virden,
Manitoba; and Gerry Dale, born in 1960, now attending Reston Collegiate.

Ludlam, Roland and Harriet (Hubbard)
Roland Sturgess Ludlam was born December
15th, 1882, in Leicester, England. He came to Canada in 1904. He worked in the Brandon area for the
first three years. On August 1st, 1907, he married
Harriet Elisebeth Hubbard, of Oadby, Leicester,
England. They moved to the Reston area, farming in
the Dublin district, southwest of town, until April
1920, when they took up residence on Walford avenue in the subdivision of Reston, called New England. The house was later occupied by Mr. Jack
Burton. In 1927 they purchased the house on Lauderdale Street, formerly owned by Mrs. Zilliax and her
three children, where they lived until 1960. Roland
S. Ludlam passed away on September 19th, 1960.
Mrs. Harriet Ludlam then moved into the house now
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Giles, until her
passing, January 2nd, 1971 in her ninety-second year.
Mr. Ludlam farmed all the years he lived in the
Reston area. For many years they also dairied, supplying milk for the town people, making the daily
delivery, by horse and buggy, delivering on a seven
day a week schedule. Mr. Ludlam served a number of
years on the Agricultural Fair board, also on the
church boards. He was also a member of the Masonic
Lodge. Mrs. Ludlam spent many years as a faithful
choir member, walking three quarters of a mile to and
from choir practices and services, summer and winter alike. She was also a member of the Women's
Institute, The United Church Ladies' Aid and also a
member of the Eastern Star.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludlam had three sons: Roland
Louis Ludlam, born September 13th, 1908; Frank
Wesley Ludlam, born December 12th, 1911; Leonard
Lester Ludlam, born July 23rd, 1915.
Maurice W. Ludlam a nephew of R. S. Ludlam,
was born in Leicester, England, and came to Canada
in 1910 at the age of fourteen years, making his home
with the R. S. Ludlam family. On December 9th,
1936, he married Mary Jane Handyside. They had
one son Louis Ludlam now married and living in
Winnipeg. Maurice Ludlam, worked in Reston for
many years as dray man for Mr. Chester Bonniman;

Ludlam, Maurice and Mary (Handyside)
Maurice Ludlam of Oadby, Leicestershire, England, landed in Halifax, April 18th, 1910, after ten
days crossing the Atlantic on the S. S. Victorian.
After four days' ride on the train he arrived in Winnipeg, then on to Reston to meet his uncle who
farmed south of town. Quite an undertaking for a
young lad of fourteen years, to leave home, Mother
and Father and sisters, and come to a land not knowing what to expect. There were wooden sidewalks on
the streets of Winnipeg at that time.
Maurice worked for his uncle for a number of
years, then left to work around Melita district, but
always came back to the Reston district. In 1920 they
moved south of town, and operated a small dairy.
Maurice worked at odd jobs around Reston. He assembled Model T. Ford cars for McMurchy Bros.,
when they sold cars, - $5.00 a car to put the body,
wheels and fenders on, as they came knocked down
in box cars. He drove a dray in the winter, and looked
after the park in the summer.
Maurice married Mary Handyside on December
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However, Dr. Chapman was out shooting and did not
arrive in time for the event.
As a family, the McArthurs were active in the
community. John served on the Board of Stewards for
both Presbyterian and later the United Church, was a
school trustee for several years and on the Fair Board
being president at one time. Annie was active in the
Ladies' Aid and was a Director on the Fair Board. Up
until her death she was involved in quilting and
sewing for the Red Cross. John was also an avid
curler.
When retirement time came they moved to Reston and lived in the house formerly owned by Mrs.
McArthur's mother Mrs. Ann Campbell. The farm
was taken over by Frank Skelton, their son-in-law.
Mr. McArthur died suddenly after shovelling,
following a big snow storm in March, 1943. Mrs.
McArthur continued to live in Reston until her death
in 1951.
Myrtle McArthur the eldest daughter was educated in Reston elementary and high school, attended
Normal School and taught at Dublin.
After a few years teaching she enrolled in Manitoba College, Winnipeg, to train as a deaconess for
the United Church. Graduating in 1923 with honors
she was chosen by her classmates, who were deaconess and theological students, to give the valedictory address. Her designation service was held in
Reston United Church.
She was employed by the Women's Missionary
Society first at a school home at Battleford, Saskatchewan for one year; then to a W.M.S. Mission at
Pine River, Manitoba where along with a nurse, a
teaching and medical unit was opened. Her duties
included Sunday School, children's groups,
women's groups, visiting families and conducting
church services at both Pine River and Ethelbert.
This was mainly a Ukrainian settlement. She learned
the language so that she could communicate better
with the older folk.
In 1944 she married Charles Timmins and moved
to Winnipeg. She remained involved with organizing
the "Schools for Women" which the W.M.S. sponsored in those years. Myrtle had a deep interest in
people and she continued this in Winnipeg. Myrtle's
greatest pleasure came from her contacts with her
Pine River friends and those she came to know during her years in Winnipeg.
Myrtle Timmins died after a long illness, in July,
1960 at the age of sixty-four.
Florence (McArthur) Skelton was born September6, 1898, in Dulton, Ontario and came to Reston in
1903. She lived most of her life in the Reston district
with the exception of a year spent in Brandon at
Normal School. She taught first at Crescent and later

9th, 1936 and bought a little house on 3rd Street and
still live in it. They had one son Louis; who is
married now and has two children. He married
Christine Envolenson of Alameda, Saskatchewan.
He was employed by C.K.X. When he was married
they went to C.B.C. Winnipeg where he still is
employed. Their children are Maxine, and Allen.
Maurice has been around Reston a long time, and
has seen many changes. He worked for the Pipestone
municipality when they had their own telephone system, working for 25 cents per hour. He kept on when
the Manitoba Government took over, and stayed until
he was sixty-five years. Then he worked in Abbey's
Red and White store for sixteen years. Maurice has
been connected with the Memorial Park since it first
started, and when Mr. Archer left he became supervisor. There was no money involved, but why let so
much work be destroyed.

McArthur, John and Annie (Campbell)
John McArthur, born 1862, married Annie
McArthur, born 1873. They had three children: Annie Myrtle, born 1896, married Carles F. Timmins;
Florence born 1898, married Francis Richard Skelton and Catherine Campbell McArthur.
In the spring of 1903, Mr. and Mrs. John
McArthur and two daughters Myrtle and Florence
came from Dulton, Ontario to settle on 13-7-28.
Annie McArthur had come west a few months
earlier to visit her brother Colin C. Campbell. At that
time the McArthurs were farming at Dulton, Ontario.
They had been considering coming west to join their
relatives, her brother Colin's sister Kate (Mrs. G. S.
Munro) and her Aunt and Uncle Mr. and Mrs. Archie
McMurchy and family, who had all settled in this
area. While here on a visit, Mrs. McArthur took the
opportunity to see some of the farms that were for
sale. Her brother had land for sale and they drove
over the countryside in a democrat to see the farms.
He felt she would be happy if she bought a farm near
her Uncle Archie and Aunt Mary. However, she had
two requirements in mind besides a good piece of
land, it must be near town and near school. With
great trepidation she bought 13-7-28, west of Reston
and hoped her husband would be happy with her
choice. This land was bought from Mr. Munro for
eleven dollars an acre. Fortunately they were able to
sell their Ontario farm quickly and came to Reston in
the spring of 1903. Many and varied were their experiences in the first year, such as a prairie fire and hail.
However, buying that farm was a decision which was
never regretted.
Three years after coming to Reston their third
daughter Catherine Campbell was born. Mrs. W.
Blackmore, Sr. was there to assist Dr. Chapman.
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was primary teacher at the Reston Elementary
School. She continued in that position until her marriage to Francis Richard Skelton, son of Joe Skelton.
They took over the Skelton farm in the Prairie
Rose district and farmed there until they moved to the
McArthur farm 13-7-28 where they lived until Frank
died in 1972. Their only son Jack Skelton was born
March 3rd, 1932.
Florence was active in the United Church in
U. C. W. and for many years was organist. She was
treasurer of the Hospital Aid for several years and did
a lot of sewing and guitIing for the Red Cross. She
was also a member of the Linklater Guild until she
moved to Reston.
Florence died October 10, 1974.
Catherine Campbell McArthur third daughter of
John and Annie McArthur was born at Reston, September 4, 1906, and was educated in the Reston
schools. She attended Manitoba University, graduating in 1930 with a degree in Home Economics.
In 1974 she came to stay in Reston with Florence
her sister, during her illness. In 1975 she made her
home in Reston to be with her nephew Jack Skelton.
During her lifetime Catherine has always been
active in the United Church. Since coming back to
Reston she has been involved with the Virden Association for Retarded on the executive, active in the
United Church and the United Church Guild.

D. Reid, who lived on the farm southwest of Reston.
(where C. W. Paddock lived while here).
He then was employed at Campbell's Seed Plant
for about six years. He returned east with his family
for three years to assist his uncle, who was ill, with
farming and cutting logs. When his uncle passed
away he returned to Reston, where he secured employment with Mr. Cusack in the hotel for a year.
Then both he and his wife worked in the Red and
White Store for Mr. Abbey. Later, his wife was employed in the Post Office for seventeen years.
Howard retired from work in 1960.

Mcintosh, Herbert and Edith (Munro)
Herbert Gemmill McIntosh was born at Lanark,
Ontario on March II, 1887, and deceased December
I, 1970.
He came west to the Reston District in 1902 and
worked as a farmhand in the fields. He secured
farmland southwest of Reston, the land now occupied by the Elliott boys. There he batched for a few
years.
He married Edith Munro in November, 1916, and
to this union were born two children, Cecil and
Marion.
He was very fond of music and was an accomplished fiddler, entertaining at many social functions
as well as playing in the Reston Band and orchestra.
On his retirement, he moved into the town of
Reston. In July, 1968, he moved into the Sherwood
Home in Virden.

Mcintosh, Howard and Catherine (Curtis)
Howard Alexander McIntosh was born May 15,
1885 at Lanark, Ontario and deceased March 2, 1971.
He came west with his father and mother in 1907
working with his father on the farm southest of Reston.
In 1909 he returned to Lanark and was married to
Janet Horne, bringing his bride out west with him to
his father's farm. Born to this union were two children, Calvin and Cora. Janet passed away in 1912
and, being left with two children to care for, he
stayed with his parents.
The children attended Reston school. In 1931 he
married Catherine Curtis. Born to this union are two
children, Shirley and Larry. When his father retired,
Howard took over the farm.
Due to the "dirty thirties" and high mortgage
rates, the farm was taken over by the mortgage company in 1934 as were so many farms in those hard
times.
He moved into the town of Reston and was employed with Mr. Bonniman, draying and delivering
coal around town. When Mr. Bonniman sold his
business he worked for Mr. Mennie.
Later Howard was employed for five years by 1.

Mcintosh, Duncan and Martha (Rodger)
Duncan Alexander McIntosh was born May 12,
1855 in the township of Dalhousie, Lanark County,
Ontario and deceased November 21,1938.
He married Martha Rodger in 1881. She was born
in Lanark County and was deceased on March 22,
1935. Children of this union were Herbert Lemmill
and Howard Alexander. There were also two adopted
girls (sisters) Minnie and Bertha Hepner. Minnie
passed away at a very young age and Bertha married
William Snead of Winnipeg.
Duncan carried on farming operations in Ontario
before coming west in 1907. He purchased property
southwest of Reston where he made a home for his
family. A few years later the house was completely
destroyed by fire while the family were all away
visiting neighbors so nothing was salvaged. He had
to mortgage the farm to finance the building of a new
house.
He farmed this land with the assistance of his son,
Howard, until in his declining years he turned the
farm over to his son, and moved into the town of
Reston in 1933.
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McIver, John H.

Murdock and Florence farmed south of Reston
until 1960. They moved into the town of Reston in
1943. In 1970 they moved to Cranbrook, B.C. There
were four children: one daughter Arlene, and three
sons, Glen, Keith and Garth. They all attended Reston schools until graduation.
Arlene graduated as a nurse from St. Boniface
School of Nursing, in 1958. She married Byron
Hamilton of Neepawa on August 8, 1959, and now
resides at Oak River, Manitoba.
Glen went to the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg from Reston. He graduated with Bachelor of
Science of Pharmacy 1962 and Medical Doctor in
1967. He married Leona Forbes of Rathwell on June
26, 1965. At present he is a member of F W. Green
Clinic at Cranbrook, B.C.
Keith also is a graduate of University of Manitoba; Bachelor of Science 1962, Medical Doctor
1966, FR.C.S. in 1977. He married Janet Baldry of
Winnipeg on December 26, 1964. He is a member of
the Dauphin Clinic at Dauphin, Manitoba.
Garth graduated with a Medical Doctor degree
from the University of Manitoba, in 1973. He is with
City of Vancouver Department of Health in B. C.
Our families, like the majority, came as settlers
and pioneers in the opening up of western Canada. In
this, all played their part and of those efforts we today
are the beneficiaries.
Among memorable events would be: the coming
of the railroad, building and opening a school for
their children, a church where they could worship, a
community hall for entertainment, the end of two
world wars and return of those who survived, the
automobile, mechanized farming, hydro for the rural
popUlation, radio and T. V.

John H. McIver was born in Lucknow, Ontario,
on the 25th of July, 1909. He took his schooling at
Ebor and Reston, terminating June, 1926.
He joined the Bank of Montreal in Reston, 1st of
April, 1927, serving in a few Manitoba Branches
prior to a transfer to Edmonton, Alberta, September,
1935. He spent twenty-six years in that province,
including four years in military service. He was
headquartered in Winnipeg from August, 1961 as an
Inspector for the Bank till the 8th of April, 1968,
when retirement took place. His last official duty was
a return to Reston once again for their annual Inspection assignment. His residence has continued to be in
Winnipeg since that time.

McIver, Murdock and Florence (Seed)
Murdock and Isabel McIver were pioneers of
Bruce county in Ontario. In 1898 their son Alexander
came to the Municipality of Arthur (now the municipality of Albert) and homesteaded on the northeast
quarter of 36-5-28.
On December II, 1901 Alex married Clara Celia
McLean. Three sons and five daughters were born:
Murdock, Allister, Elizabeth, Isabel, Barbara,
Frances, Marie and Colin.
The five oldest attended Stonehill one-room
school #II48 and Reston School #141. The three
younger members attended Demain and Okla
Schools in Saskatchewan.
Clara Celia, was born at Lucknow, Bruce County
in Ontario, the daugher of John Alex and Beth
McLean. She came with her parents to Strathclair in
1888 or 1889 and a year later to Reston homesteading
on the southwest of 6-7-28 in Pipestone Municipality.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex McIver moved to Saskatchewan in 1929, but returned to Manitoba in 1939. They
lived in Reston from 1941 until 1961, then moved to
Winnipeg. Alex died on December 8, 1961 and Mrs.
McIver died on March 9, 1970.
Murdock, the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Alex
McIver, married Florence Seed, on May 8, 1934.
Florence was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Seed. Walter was born in Lancashire, England and
came to Deleau, Manitoba in 1902. From Deleau, he
came to Reston in 1906 to begin farming on the north
half of 29-5-27. He married Sarah Ellen Mitchell on
May 8, 1908. Sarah Ellen was born also in Lancashire, England and came to Canada in 1908. Walter
and Sarah Ellen had two daughters: Florence and
Ada. These girls both attended Hathaway School
#717 in Broomhill and Reston. Mr. and Mrs. Seed
retired to Reston in 1937. Mr. Seed died on February
20, 1938 and Mrs. Seed on June 21, 1939.

McKay, Colin and Robina (Greig)
The Colin McKay family came to Reston in 1914.
Colin McKay and Robina Greig were married at
Rapid City, Manitoba and resided on the farm, where
their four sons were born: Robert (Bob), Duncan,
Alex and Gilbert (Bert). Owing to Colin McKay's
illness the entire family moved to Ebor, Manitoba
where grandfather and grandmother, Mr. and Mrs.
John S. McKay were living, with sons Gilbert and
Angus. Both Gil and Angus returned after the war to
Winnipeg but moved to Vancouver in 1933. Angus
died in 1978 a few months after his wife. A daughter
Irene survives.
After three years in Ebor, Mr. and Mrs. Colin
McKay and sons moved to Reston, in late 1914, to
live with Mr. and Mrs. Alex Greig (Mary). Alex was
a brother of Mrs. Colin McKay and Mary Greig was a
sister of Colin. In February Colin McKay, who had
been ill a long time, died at the age of thirty-seven
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years. A few weeks later Mrs. McKay and the boys
moved into their house in east Reston, facing what is
now the Memorial Park.

she was able, moving to Brandon in her last year of
life. She died in 1962.

McLachlan, Donald and Katherine
(McNie)

The four boys attended Reston Schools. Bob, the
oldest, started working in the Recorder Office after
school, with the late Frank Manning. Two years later
he joined the "Russel Banner," and worked also with
the "Hartney Star" and "The Pas Herald." Most of
his life he was with Modern Press in Saskatoon,
where he died in 1961. Surviving are his widow, Ruth
(Johnson) one daughter Robin, and one son, Alex.
Duncan McKay began working in the G. S.
Munro Store after school, and then worked full time
for several years. He was married in 1940 to Mrs.
Marion (Miller) Chambers. In 1941, accompanied by
eleven year old Jack Chambers, they moved to Glenbora to take over a store of their own. They ran the
store until retiring a few years ago, still living in
Glenboro. Jack Chambers, a long time pilot with Air
Canada, lives in Winnipeg, and he and his wife
Lorene have a daughter Jill, and a son Jim.
Alex McKay also worked for a time in the "Reston Recorder" office while waiting for his call to the
Bank of Montreal. He was with the bank in Reston,
Minitonas, Winnipeg, The Pas and North Battleford.
He was married in 1936 to Joyce Hayes, of Neepawa
and they had one son, David. In 1941, while at North
Battleford, Alex enlisted in the army, and took officers' training at Gordon Head, Winnipeg, and Vernon. He went overseas in 1942. After five months he
was transferred to North Africa. He fought there,
through Sicily, and up through Italy to the Gothic
Line. He was killed in action near Rimini in September of 1944, an officer with the Saskatoon Light
Infantry. Joyce lives in Victoria and David, with wife
Linda and two children, Cameron and Ellen, live in
Burlington, Ontario.
Bert McKay, the youngest, was the third son to
train at the "Reston Recorder" office with Frank
Manning. From 1929 to 1931 Bert worked with the
Recorder, then moved to Moosomin to join the staff
of the "Moosomin World-Spectator". He bought the
business in 1936. In 1939 Bert was married to Roberta Kidd, of Vandura, and jointly they published the
paper for over forty years. They live retired in Moosomin, where Bert is a free lance writer and columnist
for the "Brandon Daily Sun." A son, Ron, with wife
Bev, live in Vancouver; and a daughter Patricia, with
husband Richard Walls, lives in Winnipeg.
Mrs. Colin McKay continued to live in the little
house, looking over the Memorial Park. She had
witnessed the breaking of the sod and the planting of
the first trees in the Park, and the unveiling of the
monument in 1922. She stayed in the house as long as

Donald McLachlan, born December 5, 1834 at
White Lake, Renfrew County, Ontario, was married
in 1867 to Katherine McNie, who died May 26,1884.
Mr. McLachlan came to Reston in 1903 residing in
the house recently torn down on Mrs. Plummer's
property. He had eight daughters: Isabella, Christine, Katherine, Elizabeth, Ellen, Mary, Annie
Robertson and Annie. He died October 29, 1923.
Isabella McLachlan, born May 21,1868 at White
Lake, Ontario, was married on February 24, 1892 to
Robert Ledgerwood, born June 21, 1861. They settIed on the northeast of 30-8-25 in the Sifton Municipality in 1892. Mr. Ledgerwood died May 24,1933.
They had three children: Douglas, Donald and Lila.
Mrs. Ledgerwood and Donald moved to Virden in
1933 and to Brandon in 1941. Mrs. Ledgerwood died
June 28, 1959 in Brandon.
Christine (Teen) McLachlan, born June 28, 1869,
was married to Joshua McAdam, born in 1869. He
died March 11, 1906. They resided in the present
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hume. Mrs. McAdam and
three children moved to Regina. Her children were:
Eva, Nellie and Lewis. She died February 12, 1949.
Katherine (Kath) McLachlan, born November
23 1870 was married to Andrew Manson who came
to Resto~ in 1892. they resided on the northeast of
28-6-27. Mr. Manson died and Mrs. Manson became
a registered nurse. She died on May 2, 1951.
Elizabeth (Lila) McLachlan, born October 8,
1872, was married to Joseph Johnston. She died in
1931.
Ellen (Nell) McLachlan born August 8, 1874,
was married to William McLachlan. They farmed at
Eyebrow, Saskatchewan. She had six stepchildren:
Paris, Jean, Isabel, Margaret, Mamie and George.
She died May 22, 1955.
Mary, (Mamie) McLachlan, born July 26, 1876,
was married to William D. Matthews, having four
children: Katheleen, Mary, Isabel and William A.
Annie Robertson McLachlan, born April 4 , 1881,
died on March 17,1883.
Annie McLachlan, born May 26, 1884, was married on June 12, 1912 to Wm. Clyde Bulloch, having
three children: Catherine, William S. and Donald
Blair.
Douglas Ledgerwood, born April 26, 1894, was
killed overseas July 29, 1917.
Donald Ledgerwood, born May 6, 1898, a World
War I veteran, resides in Sherwood, Virden, Manitoba.
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Lila Ledgerwood, born June 22, 1900, a registered nurse, trained in the Virden Hospital School of
Nursing 1923-1926, received her Registered Nurse's
degree in 1926, nursed at Shaunavon, Saskatchewan
1926-1934, Dau ph in 1934-1945, Penticton
1946-1948 and Specialed at Brandon Hospital until
she retired in 1960, moving to Virden about 1970.
She presently resides at Sherwood, Virden, Manitoba.
Eva McAdam, born at Reston, a school teacher,
married James Munro, had four children: Noreen,
Isabel, Lila and Dougald. She died at Truro, N.S. in
May, 1977.
Nellie McAdam, born at Reston, a school teacher, married Bruce McNeil, has four children: Ian,
Gregor, Graeme and Randal, is residing in Saskatoon.
Lewis McAdam, born at Reston, a school teacher, died in his late twenties.

were built to replace the sod buildings. Seven more
children were born to the couple while they lived at
Reston, two of these dying in infancy. To help meet
expenses in the early years, John Alex worked in the
woods during the winter months.
John Alex prospered as a farmer and was active in
community and church affairs. He was one of the
first elders of the Reston Presbyterian Church and
was involved in its founding. As a stonemason he
helped build the church, hauling rock for the foundation from his farm on a stone boat. He was one of the
first board members of the Reston School District. In
1910 John Alex moved his family to Loreburn, Saskatchewan, where he started selling farm machinery.
His sons Will and John, established a hardware business there.
James Ross McLean, the eldest son of John Alex
and Betsy McLean, was born at Lucknow, Ontario in
1880. James Ross was known throughout his life as
Jim to his friends and more officially as 1. R.
McLean. He returned to Ontario in February 1903 to
marry Mary Ann Smith of Ripley, a former classmate
and neighbor.
Jim had previously purchased a quarter section of
land southeast of Reston the northwest of 27-6-27,
from the C.P.R. Railroad for $3.00 per acre. The
southwest quarter was added later at $2.00 per acre.
In March 1903, with his father and brothers helping, Jim McLean began to develop his new property.
After choosing a site the men shoveled the snow
aside and built a frame cabin directly on the ground,
using the good earth for a floor. As heat from the
kitchen stove began to penetrate the ground, prairie
gophers in their burrows under the cabin began coming to life. They would poke their heads up inside the
house and scream at the invaders of their private
domain. During the summer months a foundation
and wood floor were added and the cabin plastered in
preparation for the coming winter.
Although christened Mary Ann, the new Mrs.
McLean was known as Minnie by her family and
friends and officially as Minnie Ann. She was a
member of the Reston United Church for more than
forty years, was active in the Women's Institute for
many years, and a life member of the Reston chapter
of the Women's Missionary Society. For almost
twenty years she served as a practical nurse and
midwife in and around Reston. For several years she
lived in Reston during the' winter months while her
children attended high school. Compassion and tolerance were the keynotes of her personality and she
often gave a sympathetic ear to the problems of the
young prame wives.
1. R. McLean was a livestock buyer for probably
twenty years. He bought cattle, sheep, and hogs from

McLean, John and Betsy (Fraser)
The roots of this particular pioneer family lie in
the Isle of Skye, Scotland, where James Ross
Graham McLean was born in 1819. James Ross lost
his first wife there in about 1841. He later emigrated
to Ontario, Canada where he married Barbara MacKay, a widow from John O'Groat's. Their only child
John Alexander McLean was born at Embro, Ontario
in 1855.
John Alex as he was known, married Elizabeth
"Betsy" Fraser in 1879 when she was seventeen. The
young couple began life together on a farm near
Tiverton, Ontario.
In the year 1880, leaving his wife and young son
in his father's care, John Alex went west to see the
prairie country. He spent about a year at Brandon,
Manitoba helping to build the C.P.R. depot and exploring the surrounding territory. His most notable
excursion was a trip to Moosomin, Saskatchewan
with his friend Dan Morrison, walking there and
back, a distance of about 150 miles. They waded
streams when necessary and slept on the ground.
John Alex liked the prairies and decided to make
his home there. In 1892 he and Betsy took their seven
children by train to Shoal Lake, Manitoba, which
may have been the end of the line at the time. The
family remained at Shoal Lake for about a year. Then
with their belongings loaded in a farm wagon and a
tent for sleeping, they made their way across the
prairie and settled for another year on the John Skelton farm near Reston, Manitoba. During 1893 a sod
shanty and stable for the animals were built on the
homestead which John Alex had already acquired on
southwest 6-7-27, and the family moved again, probably late in 1893. Later a stone barn and frame house
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the Robson Drugstore in Dauphin for five years and
spent a short time relieving in various drugstores in
Manitoba.
Mr. Lyall McMorran grew up in Souris, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. McMorran. He served his
apprenticeship under Mr. G. H. Grant of Souris Pharmacy following High School and graduated from the
University of Manitoba. On graduation he was the
recipient of three medals in Pharmacy.
In September 1941 Mr. McMorran married Miss
Inez Craig of Dauphin, the only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. D. A. Craig. Mrs. McMorran taught school in
Dauphin for several years before her marriage and
following her husband's death she taught for a few
years in Reston Elementary School, serving as Principal for one year.
Three daughters were born of the marriage, Margaret Dora-Lynne (Mrs. Barry Wilcock), Inez Clare
(Mrs. Allan Simpson), and Janis Lillian.
All attended school in Reston and were graduates
of the University of Manitoba.
Margaret's work was with the "Cancer Research
Foundation" and Clare had an administrative position with the "Association for the Mentally Retarded". Janis had taught Junior High at Starbuck
since graduation. There are four grandchildren:
Craig, Nancy and Garnet Wilcock and Julie Simpson.
The first McMorran home was on 1st Street, lot
18 purchased from Dr. Chapman in 1944. In 1957 a
new home was built on the same lot with the former
home being sold to Mr. Frank Nash who moved it to
his farm near Sinclair.
Mr. McMorran was active on the first Hospital
Board and served as chairman. He was also a member of the Theatre Company responsible for the
building of the Memorial Hall and worked with Mr.
Vern Glass for many years in the booking and adver.
tising of pictures for the theatre.
Mr. McMorran was a member of the MaSOnIC
Lodge, a charter member of the Lion's Club and both
Mr. and Mrs. McMorran were active in Reston Chapter Order of the Eastern Star. Mrs. McMorran was
th~ first Worthy Matron when the Chapter was instituted in 1945. Mr. McMorran also served on the
Park's Board for several years.
Mr. McMorran was fond of sports and curled
with the local club. In his younger days, he was very
active in golf, tennis and badminton. He assisted in
planning the present Reston Golf Course.
In more recent years, Mrs. McMorran served on
several boards: Church, Museum, Drop-In Centre
and the United Appeal.
All three daughters were baptized in the Reston
United Church and each took an active part in church

Avondale Farm, 1950.

other farmers, shipping them to markets in Winnipeg
and Chicago. He was so confident in his judgement
of weight that he would quote a lump sum price for an
animal on the hoof. He would also buy by the pound
stock delivered at Reston, or ship on consignment for
a small commission. He had a scale at the Reston
stockyards and adopted the practice of looking at an
animal, stating its weight, then weighing it. He seldom missed by more than two or three pounds.
Livestock shippers took their chances on market
fluctuations and other risks involved in the business.
In October 19201. R. McLean received a check from
D. Coughlin and Co. for $2,147.00. Before the
check could clear the Winnipeg bank the company
went bankrupt and the shipment proved to be a total
loss. Sometimes he returned empty handed, sometimes in the red, but overall the business was a
profitable sideline.
Jim McLean was a progressive farmer. He was
always looking for and willing to adopt new ideas. In
the early twenties he built a new house on the home
farm which boasted electric lights and a bathroom
with running water, all luxuries on a farm at that time.
He was also one of the first in the area to use a
combine for harvesting grain. Over the years he
continued to acquire more land, eventually owning a
section in the Houston district and another near
Broomhill, Manitoba. These lands together with the
home farm made a total of two and three quarter
sections. the family also owned a house and a lot in
Reston.
Jim McLean was a lifelong member of the Reston
United Church, and was active in church affairs. He
was one of the first trustees of Paramount school and
a member of the Reston Oddfellows Lodge.

McMorran, Lyall and Inez (Craig)
Mr. Gordon Lyall McMorran settled in Reston in
1939 when he purchased the Reston Drugstore from
Mr. Harry Neale and operated the business for twenty-five years. Previously Mr. McMorran managed
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activities. Mrs. McMorran taught the teen-aged class
in Sunday School for many years and looked after the
Junior Choir made up of this class. She has been
associated with the Senior Choir both as a leader and
member for over thirty-five years. Mrs. McMorran
was a delegate to Brandon Presbytery for six years.
The McMorran girls were active in C.G.I.T., 4H
work, figure skating and curling. Clare and Janis
were members of the Reston Band when it was under
the leadership of Mr. Max White.
An epidemic of polio affected many families in
the Reston area in 1953 and Clare was one who took
the disease in August of 1953 at the age of five years.
She underwent two major operations and was hospitalized for long periods of therapy and treatment
during her younger years.
Mr. McMorran's sudden death on April 23rd,
1964 at the age of fifty-three years was a great loss to
his wife and family and his father, the late Mr. G. A.
McMorran of Souris.
Mrs. McMorran's Mother, Mrs. D. A. Craig,
spent her last seven years with her daughter and
family in Reston, after living in Dauphin for sixty
years. Mrs. Craig died in the Reston Hospital in 1972
at the age of ninety-four years and was buried in
Dauphin.
Mrs. Inez McMorran still resides in her home in
Reston with the family all living in Winnipeg at
present.

operated a Livery stable on Railway Avenue. The
barn burned down about 1926. Later they built and
operated McMurchy Brothers garage and had the
Ford dealership. Archie was also a councillor in the
R.M. of Pipestone for a few years. He married Clara
Craig from Ontario and had a family of thirteen, four
of whom died as small children. Those who grew to
adulthood were Marion, Archie, Franklin, Elwin,
Clyde, Colin, Murray, Peggy and Bill. Marion married Dr. Wm. Tufts of Outlook, Saskatchewan and
had two children Anne (Mrs. Dr. R. Cooper) of Red
Deer, Alberta and William Jr. a lawyer in Regina and
seven grandchildren. Dr. and Mrs. Tufts are retired
and living in Regina, Saskatchewan. Archie married
Olive Watson of Napinka, Manitoba and they had
one daughter Joan (Mrs. R. Patterson) of Brandon
and one grandson. Archie farmed for a time and was
a grain buyer at Linklater for several years before
moving to Saskatoon, then Moose Jaw. They retired
to Brandon in 1974 and Archie died in 1978. Franklin
married Iris Bulloch, had three children Rae (Mrs.
R. Campbell) of Winnipeg, Jim (and Eleanor) of
Camrose, Alberta, and Keith (and Lois) of The Pas
and six grandchildren. Frank was Municipal clerk
and assistant in Reston for thirty years. He died in
1965. Elwin married Muriel Elsy of Napinka and
they had two sons, Jack and Robert (and Mary) of
Winnipeg. Elwin farmed the old farm southwest of
town for a few years then worked on the oil rigs at
Virden for a time before moving to Winnipeg where
they still reside. Clyde married Jean Armstrong of
Winnipeg. They have two daughters Janis and Terry
(Mrs. R. Pollard) of Edmonton. Clyde first lived in
Winnipeg where he worked for the "Free Press
Weekly" then to Saskatoon with the "Western Producer," but has been with the Alberta government
agriculture department since 1969. Colin served
overseas with the Seaforth Highlanders and married
Marjorie Lawes of Brighton, England. On their return to Canada, after the war, Colin worked for the
C.N .R. at Humboldt and then in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. They had two sons Ian (and Darlene) of
Regina and Malcolm (and Lorene) of Saskatoon and
seven grandchildren. Colin died in 1974. Murray
married Georgina Strange of Brandon. He graduated
in Pharmacy and worked for a time in Virden. Then
he joined the Food and Drug Department with the
Federal government and lived in Winnipeg, Thunder
Bay, Ottawa and Vancouver. They had four children,
two sons, Gregory and Archie (and Dale) and two
daughters Jane and Georgina. Murray lives on an
acreage at Surrey, B.C. and commute to Vancouver.
Peggy chose not to marry. She lives in Richmond,
B. C. and works for the Federal government in Air
Traffic control. William also served for a time in the

McMurchy, Archibald and Mary (Morrison)
Mr. Archibald McMurchy was born at Mull on
the west coast of Scotland in 1847 and as a very
young child emigrated with his parents and two
brothers and one sister to Canada and made their
home in Elgin County in Ontario. There he grew to
manhood, married Miss Mary Morrison and raised a
family of six sons and three daughters. In 1901,
stirred by the lure of the west, they came to Reston
and took up land southwest of town in the Crescent
district on the northeast of 18-6-28 (where Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Morrice now live). They farmed successfully for many years. Mr. McMurchy was a great
lover of horses, particularly Percherons and was responsible for some of the best bred horses in the
district. He and Mrs. McMurchy retired to Reston
where he retained his love of horses to the last. He
died at his home in town in October, 1924 at the age of
seventy-seven years.
His family consisted of six sons: Archibald,
William, Colin, Jack, Duncan, and Robert and three
daughters: Catherine, Grace and Annie.
Archibald (1875-1957) farmed for a few years
southwest of town and then with his brother Colin
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Navy during the war. He married Marjorie Piett of
Neepawa first, then Patricia Charles. They are also
divorced. They have two daughters, Sandra and
Tracy of Winnipeg. Bill works with Security in Winnipeg.
William (1876-1966) the second son was a bachelor. He farmed for many years and like his father
was a lover of horses. In later years he came to town
and worked at the Campbell Seed Plant before going
to a nursing home in Regina.
Colin (1879-1962) married Agnes Bulloch and he
farmed for a time. After their marriage he ran a livery
stable with his brother Archie and then as a partner in
the McMurchy Bros. Garage. They had two children, a son, Elmer, and a daughter Margaret (Mrs. E.
1. Robertson) and an adopted daughter Anne Marie
(Houde). Elmer's first wife was Helen Coleman and
they had two children Wayne of Winnipeg, and Nancy (Mrs. E. Peturson) of Calgary and two grandchildren. Elmer later married Christine Rheault of
Winnipeg. Elmer was in the Air Force during the war
but worked as a bookkeeper most of his life. They
live in Winnipeg. Margaret (Bud) married Earl
Robertson and had four children: Betty-Carol (Mrs.
1. Peterson) of Edmonton; Earla (Mrs. M. Laberge)
of Edmonton; Colin (and Darlene) of North Bay,
Ontario and Michael (and Lynn) of Pipestone and
eight grandchildren, Anne Marie married John
Houde of Winnipeg, they had seven children and one
grandchild and are now divorced.
Jack (1881-1965) married Nellie Elliott from Ontario. For many years he operated the Massey Harris
implement business in town before retiring to Vancouver to live. They had seven children: Jack, Helen,
Pearl, Jean, Dell, Douglas and Kenneth. Jack was
killed as a young man in a car accident. Helen ma:ried Frank Long, had two chidlren, Dwayne and Gail
Thorne, and three grandchildren. Pearl married Allan Megaffin of Virden and had two children Jack
(and Betty) and Carol (Mrs. M. Czuboka) of Beausejour and five grandchildren. Jack died severa~ y~ars
ago in an accident. Jean married Grant Chnstison
and lives in Vancouver. Dell married Victor Gilbert,
had two daughters, Dana and Lisa and lives in Vancouver. Douglas married Mona, had three children,
Patrick, Barbara and Catherine; all married and live
in Vancouver. Kenneth served with the Air Force and
was killed overseas during the war.
Catherine (1883-1959) married Jack Campbell of
Redvers and following his death she moved to Regina. They had five children; Effie, Marion, .Rub~,
Jack and Robert. Effie married Tom Kyle and lIves In
Regina and had three daughters Patricia, Yvonne and
Anne. Marion married E. Bostok, lives in Calgary
and has one daughter, Brenda. Ruby, not married,

lives in Regina. Jack married Eva, they had three
children; Wayne, Grant and Geraldine and live in
Regina. Robert married Mildred (both deceased) and
had two children, Robert and Sharon, and lived in
Calgary.
Duncan (1885-1953) married Mary Lockhart and
farmed southwest of town on the southeast of29-6-28
where son Ross still lives. They retired to Reston and
lived in the home now owned by Clarence Swayze.
They had three sons William, Ross and Robert.
William was first married to Olive Trail! of Sinclair,
they had two children Joan (Mrs. Eric Mattes) and
Douglas (and Beverly) and seven grandsons. His
second wife is Frances Belza; they had one son, Bill,
and live in Burnaby, B.C. Ross married Kathleen
Johnston of Reston. They farm southwest of town on
the home farm. They have two children, Kelly and
Debbie. Kelly married Anne Joseph and they live at
Choiceland, Saskatchewan. Debra married Douglas
Walker of Reston and live near Brandon. There are
three grandchildren. Robert was married first to
Lillian Wynn of Reston, who died in 1967. Later he
married Joyce Turner and they farm southwest of
town on the south west of 21-6-28. There were no
children.
Robert (1888-1974) farmed for many years on the
home farm with brother Bill then came to town where
he operated a trucking franchise. He married Kate
Hansen, a telephone operator and they retired to
Vancouver.
Grace (1892) married William Milliken and
farmed north of town on the banks of the Pipestone
creek on the northwest of 28-7-27 until the death of
Mr. Milliken in 1968. A few years later Grace moved
into Alstone Lodge in Reston and in 1977 to WestMan Nursing Home in Virden. They had three children, John, Roberta and Beverly. John married Norma Evans and they live on the home farm and had two
sons Ian (and Mieke) of Brandon and Craig of Calgary. Roberta married Michael Lappin and they live
in Glendale, California. Beverly married Mary
Boulton and farm in the Sinclair district on southwest
of 9-7-27 and have four chidlren; Wendy (Mrs. Ron
Bulloch), Kenneth (and Eileen) of Reston, Anne
Marie (Mrs. Brent Patmore) of Brandon and Robert
at home. There are two grandchildren.
Anne (1899) first married Ralph Ellis and had
two children, Ross and Beth. Later Anne married
Arthur Frost and retired to Vancouver. Ross and
Dorothy live in Port Alberni, B.C. and have on~.son
Gregg (and Michelle). Beth (Mrs. John PapilIon)
lives in Regina and has two sons, Scott (and Patricia)
and Jeffrey.
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Manning, Frank and Lauretta (Robinson)

Ontario and now are retired in B. C. They have two
sons, Pat and Bill, and six grandchildren.
Russel worked for his father in the Recorder
office prior to a five year period in the R.C.A.F. He
returned to take over the Recorder business after the
war. He married Florence Fletcher of Ilderton, Ontario and they have seven children: Linda, Frank,
Ross, Murray, Lauretta, Allison and Avis. All took
their schooling in Reston. Linda graduated from Angus Business College, married Harold Johnson and
they have three children. Frank graduated as Medical
Doctor from the University of Manitoba and then
from Oxford, England. He is at Winnipeg Health
Science Centre. Ross graduated from the University
of Manitoba with a Bachelor of Science of Engineering degree, spent two years with C.U.S.o. in Africa
and is presently furthering his education at the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg. Murray graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts degree from North Dakota
University and Master of Science degree from Colorado University. He married Rhonda McMillan, a
speech therapist, and has one son. They are presently
employed in Australia. Lauretta graduated from the
University of Manitoba in Winnipeg, married Conrad Johnson and they are attending University in
Spain. Allison is at the University of Manitoba in
Winnipeg, and Avis is at Lethbridge College in Alberta.
Mr. Manning Sr. died in 1945 and his wife in
1957.
Arthur Manning married Marion Robertson of
Reston. He taught in Reston from 1905 until 1927
when he became a School Inspector. He retired to
live in Brandon. A. 1. (as he was known) died in 1949
in Reston. His wife predeceased him in 1943. They
had no family.

John and Mary Manning came from Cornwall,
England to Bowmanville, Ontario around 1865. John
was a shoe-maker. They had five children: Albert,
John, Frank, Polly and Arthur, all born in Ontario.
Four of these children took up the teaching profesSIOn.

Frank and Arthur came west to teach in 1900.
Frank taught at Swan Lake and Roland and Arthur at
Cyprus River. Frank left teaching and founded the
first newspaper in Roland, called the "Roland
News". In 1905 the two brothers moved to Reston to
start up a newspaper here, called the "Reston Recorder". That same year Arthur was hired to teach in
Reston, and Frank stayed with the paper until his
death in 1945.
Frank man:ied Lauretta Robinson of Fergus, Ontario and they had three children, Helen, Wilma and
Russell.
Helen married James Ready. She worked for
many years in the "Recorder" office. Jim and Helen
had four children, Robert (Bert), Marion, Donald
and Philip. All went to Reston schools. Marion graduated as a nurse, married Ronald Mason, has one
son, James, and lives in California. Robert (Bert)
worked in the printing office. He was killed overseas
in 1943 while serving with the R.C.A.F. Don worked
in the Recorder Office, married a Reston girl, Elaine
Ellis, and is with the "Brandon Sun" Newspaper in
Brandon. Don and Elaine have four children, and
one grandson. Philip worked also in the "Recorder"
office before moving to Vancouver where he still is in
the printing business.
Wilma married Alvin Pierce of Reston , following
her graduation as a nurse in Winnipeg. They lived in

Mayberry, Samuel and Rachel (Moon)
Samuel Mayberry was born on April 7, 1883 in
County Derry, Northern Ireland. He first crossed the
ocean in 1912, narrowly escaping the disaster of the
Titanic. (He had tried to book passage on that illfated boat.)
Sam homesteaded in the Claydon area of Saskatchewan and worked on the railway in the Crow's
Nest Pass area during the drought period of the First
World War. In spring, winter's earnings were invested in seed and planting a crop, which on more than
one occasion was dried out. He made several trips
back to Ireland and persuaded Rachel Moon (who
was born at Lisnagrot, Kilrea, County Derry, Northern Ireland on August 4, 1887), to come to Canada
and be his bride. He returned to Canada to prepare a
home and on July 7, 1920 they were married at

Little boy and his wagon, little girl and doll carriage about 1917
or 1918.
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Miller, Benjamin and Agnes (Duncan)

Eastend, Saskatchewan, two days after Rachel's arrival.
They farmed for a time at Claydon, Saskatchewan then moved to Eastend, Saskatchewan in 1923
where they farmed for fourteen years. During the
"dirty thirties" they were forced to leave the dust
bowl and moved with their family to the Hillview
district southeast of23-8-28, arriving in July 1937. In
the spring of 1939 they moved to 25-7-27 in the
Pipestone Valley, retiring to Reston in the fall of
1949.
Sam, as he was known, died suddenly, at home of
a heart attack on March 27, 1955. Rachel lived alone
for the next twenty-one years, helping her family and·
enjoying her friends. She died, following a lengthy
illness, on June 13, 1976 in her eighty-ninth year.
There were five children, three boys and two
girls. The oldest son Richard born April 1921, died
when he was fourteen years old in 1935. Cause of
death was spinal meningitis and he was ill less than a
week.
Surviving family members are:
Samuel Mayberry born September 3, 1922, married Olive Dewards of Wapella on July 25, 1966. He
operated the home farm in partnership with brother
Jack and presently is living in their home on 9th St. in
Reston.
Jack Mayberry, born July 20, 1924 married Evelyn Pearl Mitchell of Pipestone on November 15,
1950. They lived in the family home on the farm,
presently spending the winters in Mesa, Arizona,
U.S.A. They have two children, Patricia Jean married to Colin McKay and living on a farm near
Brandon and William John (Bill) who lives and
works in Brandon.
Olive May, born April 8, 1926, married William
Albert Elliott on November 5, 1949. They bought a
farm southwest of Reston that year and lived on the
southwest quarter of 6-7-27 until March 1977 when
they moved into their new home in Reston on the
corner of 2nd Avenue and 9th St. They have three
children, twin sons and one daughter. Larrie Samuel
and Barrie William, born November 22, 1953, operate the home farm and do carpenter work as well.
They were the first twins to be born in the Reston
Community Hospital. Janice Rae was born July 15,
1960 and is presently at home.
Ilah Jean born February 2,1930 (teacher) married
Donald Howard Hargreaves of the Brandon Hills
district on December 5, 1953. They have two children. Susan Dawn married Barry Wildinson and
lives in Brandon. They have one daughter Rana
Dawn two and a half years old.
Robert Allan works in Brandon and lives at
home.

On September 24th, 1884, in Lanark County,
Ontario, Benjamin Miller (born 1858) married
Agnes Jane Duncan (born 1860). They farmed in
Lanark County where they had both been born and
raised. While residing there they had a family of five
sons and four daughters: Evered (1885), Ethel (1886),
Nell (1888), Carrie (1890), Anna (1892), Russel
(1894), William (1896), Frank (1898), Carman
(1900). In 1901 Benjamin and Agnes immigrated
with their young family and took up land in Manitoba, location 7-7-27 one mile west of Reston village. Here they farmed forthe balance of their lives.
In Manitoba two more daughters were born, Margaret (1903) and Marion (1905).
Evered James (1885-1945) married Elvina Weber
and they had two sons, Elwin and Ronald. Vine died
when Ronald was only five months old. Evered remarried to Beatrice Erskine and they had two daughters Elaine (Pugh) and Zelda (Hall). E.J. as he was
known, lived most of his adult life in various parts of
Saskatchewan working in many types of business,
banking, insurance and real estate, and in the post
office.
Ethel Jane (1886-1970) married A. S. Bulloch
(Sandy) and they had three sons, Gerald, Elwood,
Donald and one daughter Helen (Spurrier). Ethel and
Sandy farmed on 19-7-27 near Reston until their
retirement in 1942 when they moved into town.
Nellie May (1888-1955) married J. I. Bulloch
(known as Jim or J. I.) and they made their home on
Jim's farm 16-7-27, near Reston. They had four children Iris (McMurchy), Gwen (Berry), Earl and Merle
(Matthews). Nell and Jim spent many years farming
until their retirement in Reston in 1947. Earl enlisted
in the R.C.A.F. and lost his life over Germany in
1944.
Carrie Ada (1890-1974) took a business course in
Winnipeg and worked for a lumber firm in that city
until her marriage in 1925. She married C. W.
Livingston (Bert) of Starbuck and they farmed on
27-9-1 near that town. In their family were a daughter, Patsy, who died at the age of seventeen, one son
Gordon, on the home farm and another daughter
Shirley (Rasmussen). After Bert's death Carrie continued to live on the home farm with her family. In
later years she worked for some years in the Starbuck
Credit Union. She passed away in 1974 at the home of
her daughter.
Anna Wright (1892-1970) trained as a school
teacher and taught in various parts of Manitoba. She
married Herbert Brown who was in the hardware
business in Kenton, Manitoba. After some years they
moved to Togo, Saskatchewan where they continued
in the same type of business until Herbert's death.
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worst name of all the family so he liked his nickname
"Casey". He worked at various types of employment, a permit school teacher at Sundown, Manitoba, where he and the Ukranian children taught
each other using Eaton's catalogue for a textbook;
later farming at Tilston and as an elevator agent; then
painting and decorating. He married Arline (Orley)
Johnston and they had six children; Isobel (Gardiner), Gwen (Clark), Audrey (Owen), Jack, who
died from cancer at the age of fifteen, then Bill and
Anne (Berry). Carman and Orley lived many years in
Tilston and later in Reston. Carman died in 1972.
Margaret Edith (1903) was the first of the family
born in Manitoba. After completing public school
she spent one school term as permit teacher in the
Dublin S.D. She then attended the short Normal
school course in Brandon. This course finished in
early spring so Margaret taught from then until July
in a rural school near Kamsack, Saskatchewan. Then
she taught in the Crescent S.D. where in 1924 she
married Clifford McLaren of that area. They farmed
there, south of Sinclair until 1948 when they moved
to Brandon. In 1949 Cliff established a real estate
business. Since her husband's death in 1973 Margaret
has continued to make her home in Brandon.
Clifford and Margaret had two children; Sheila
(MacLennan) and Jim.
Marion Elizabeth (1905) was also a teacher, in
Prairie Rose S.D., then in Pinkerton S.D. south of
Treherne, also in Breezelawn S.D. near Souris. In

They had two sons, Evered and Vernon. After her
husband's death Anna made her home in Winnipeg
until her death in 1970.
Russel Duncan (1894-1952) worked on the home
farm and also worked for a time as brakeman on the
C.P.R. He served in both World Wars and was
wounded in World War I. In 1920 he married Ena
Pigg of Reston. They farmed for a time at Ebor,
Manitoba. After leaving the farm he worked a number of years as a grain buyer. Later he was cook on a
C.N.R. work train and was killed in 1952 when he
fell between the cars of a moving train. Russell and
Ena had four children Irene (Carson), Vernon, Glen
and Donna (Riplinger). Vernon enlisted in the
R.C.A.F. and was killed in training.
William McKinley (1896-1957) spent his years
farming on the home farm, 7-7-27, working with his
father and later on his own. He was overseas in World
War I. He married Lily McAdoo of Maryfield. They
had no family but Bill really enjoyed his nephews and
nieces. He died of a heart attack in 1957 while visiting in Calgary.
Benjamin Franklin (1898-1971) had two nicknames; Benny and Slocome. He spent his adult life in
the business world; banking, and in the grain business mostly in Winnipeg. In his mid years be became
a Chartered Accountant. He married Vettreal Sutton
of Reston and they made their home in Winnipeg.
They had no family. Frank died in 1971.
Carman Caldwell (1900-1972) thought he got the

Pioneer Parade in Reston.
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1930 she married William 1. Chambers of Treherne
who died in 1931. They had one son, Jack. In 1934
Marion returned to teaching, in the primary room in
Reston for six years. In 1940 she married Duncan
McKay also of Reston. In late 1941 they moved to
Glenboro, Manitoba where they purchased a small
store business. They sold the business in 1969 but
continue to reside in Glenboro where they are enjoying retirement.
One marvels at the courage of the pioneers, starting out on a train journey that would take at least the
better part of a week, travelling with nine children,
having to bring along their own food - how could
they do it? In spite of the difficulties experienced by
all the settlers they never considered going back east.
The west was the land of opportunity. They lived in
whatever homes were available until they could
provide something better. They made time for community affairs like establishing church and school.
Feeding, clothing and educating a large family was a
gigantic responsibility. In clothing there were many
hand-me-downs but after threshing when, hopefully,
there was a little cash, huge orders were sent to
Timothy Eaton's mail order for winter clothing. After
what seemed like weeks of waiting to the impatient
family the clothing would arrive in a large wooden
box. There would be something new for each one.
Later the box became a playhouse. Reminders of
back east came in the form of gallon cans of Maple
Syrup and barrels of apples; Russets, Snows, Spies,
Kings. Packed up in the very centre of some of the
barrels were bottles of home-made Raspberry vinegar.

seventy-two. Arlene now resides in Alstone Lodge,
Reston.
They had six children: Isobel went to school in
Tilston then Normal school in Winnipeg. She taught
school at Crescent for one year and Lyleton, Manitoba for four years. She married Harry Gardiner of
Ly1eton, Manitoba in 1952, a customs officer. They
now reside in Ottawa, Ontario and have two girls,
Janis and Joanne living in Regina.
Gwendolyne Pearl, was born at Tilston, Manitoba and had her schooling there and at Reston. She
worked in the Bank of Montreal in Reston for two
years then married Robert Wilson Clark, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Clark in 1952. Robert worked for the
Square Deal Co-op here. They moved to Calgary,
Alberta in 1968. Bob passed away in April 1978.
Gwen and four children are still there; Lynne (Mrs.
Gerhard Schmed), Wendy, (Mrs. Lloyd Van de
Linden), Blaine and wife Lorraine and Frank at
home.
Audrey Ennis, born at Tilston, Manitoba, attended Tilston school. She worked in the Bank of
Montreal in Reston for four years. She married Alvin
E. Owen of Reston in 1955. They lived in the house
now owned by Mr. and Mrs. E. Shurman. Alvin was
the butcher here in what is now Reston Frozen Foods.
They lived in Brandon, Miniota, Lowe Farm and
Winnipeg. Al managed Co-op stores in these places
and now works for Co-op Insurance in Winnipeg.
They have three boys, Blair, Darcy working and
living at home and Timothy Darren at home going to
school.
John Benjamin was born September 6, 1956. He
went to school at Tilston and Reston. John died at the
age offifteen, in 1956, of cancer, leaving sad parents,
four sisters and a brother.
William Earl, born at Tilston, Manitoba in 1946
was eight years old when coming to Reston, so had
most of his school years here. At the age of fifteen he
started working after four and holidays for Cornell
Bros. under supervision of Jack McLean. He took
plumber's training at Red River College, Winnipeg.
Now after seventeen years he is still working for
CamelIs Plumbing and Heating, Brandon, Manitoba. In 1978, May 18th he married Connie Sparrow,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Peters, Neepawa,
Manitoba.
Carmanne Arlene was six years old when her
parents moved from Tilston, so got her education in
Reston. She went to Expo, July 1, 1967, and started
to work in the Bank of Montreal , Reston on July 15th,
1967. In 1969 she went to Winnipeg where she
worked in the Bank of Montreal. On November 14th,
1970 she married James E. Berry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edison Berry, Reston. Jim worked for House-

Miller, Carman and Arline (Odie)
(Johnston)
Arlene daughter of John Flett Johnston was four
years of age when her parents moved from Scarth to
Reston. She remembers the trip by horses in the early
spring, also the very inconvenient house they lived in
and the very cold winters driving to Prairie Rose
school a distance of four miles. Her four brothers
attended school there too.
In 1927 Arlene married Carman Caldwell Miller.
They lived in the house now owned by Mrs. Irene
Draper. Carman worked in the Pool Elevator. Their
first child Marian Isobel, was born in Reston. In 1927
they moved to Tilston, Manitoba, where Carman was
pool elevator agent until 1948. Due to health reasons,
they bought Arthur Tyler's farm south of Tilston.
Again in 1955 due to health they moved back to
Reston, bringing their house with them. It still remains standing on 4th Avenue. Carman did painting
until shortly before his death in 1972 at the age of
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hold Finance, was moved to Portage La Prairie then
to Thompson. Anne worked in the bank in both of
these places. They moved back to Reston, July 1975
when Jim and brother Larry, took over Berry Farm
Equipment.

Their first son, George was born here. Finding the
land not suitable, in the fall of 1881 they drove to
Burnside just west of Portage la Prairie, using a team
and wagon. Here they wintered. Peter worked with
his team hauling out cord wood to be ready for the
C.P.R. engines. In the spring of 1882 they headed
west to settle on a homestead on the Pipestone Creek.
Passing through Brandon, Peter signed on land described as the west half of 28-7-27 as recommended
by the Lothian brothers. This land later known as
"The Meadows" has been held in the Milliken family for ninety-eight years to date.
A team of oxen did all the farm work, breaking up
the land and in winter hauling the wheat to Virden.
The first summer 1882 the Millikens lived in a shack
tent. That summer Mrs. Milliken never saw another
white woman. They moved back to Brandon for the
winter where Peter was able to get work as a carpenter on the C.P.R. Station. In 1883 a daughter, Mary
was born to the Peter Millikens in Brandon. That
spring the family returned to "The Meadows" and
spent the summer getting more land broken for cropping. A log house was built out by the road allowance. This log house burnt down in 1891 and a
frame house was built nearer the creek where the
present buildings now stand.
By the year 1886, there were a number of children
of school age in the district, which took quite a large
territory. A meeting was called and an organization
set up to go ahead and build a school. An acre of land
was purchased from Mr. Thomas Bulloch and the
school was given the name of Reston, suggested by
the Millikens. The Post Office operated by William
Bulloch was also called Reston. The school building
was made use of for many events and concerts were
held in it. Peter Milliken's popular singing groups
and classes were also held in the schoolhouse. The
original and first school was changed from the name
Reston to Lanark. However, when the C.P.R. railway
came through in 1892 they asked for the name Reston
for the town. Stores, schools, churches sprang up in
the new towns as the railroad made its way west.
Some trying years were to follow and not all
would-be settlers stayed. Crops were fair during the
years 1885-1886 and 1887 was a bumper crop. The
year 1890 saw bumper crops and the turn of the
century good yields were experienced. Substantial
farm buildings were constructed and the country took
on a new look of prosperity.
The coming of the railroad to Reston in 1892 must
have been some cause for celebration. No more long
trips to Virden to sell grain and bring home supplies.
No more would it be necessary for women to be left
alone to look after the livestock and care for the
"bairns", keeping the home fires burning. Much

Miller, Mrs. Lily M.
Lily Miller was born at Maryfield, Saskatchewan
on January 19th, 1909, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel George McAdoo. She married William Miller in 1939 and he predeceased her in 1957. The
couple farmed a mile west of Reston and she remained on the farm after the death of her husband.
Lily died August 3, 1978.
She was an active community worker, being secretary of the United Church Women; treasurer of the
Reston Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star; director of
the Reston and District Horticultural Society; and a
member of the Bible Society, the Reston United
Church and the Red Cross.
She had many hobbies and was very fond of
flowers and gardening as was attested by the lovely
grounds she maintained at her home.
Lily had five sisters, Mrs. Rachel Shank, Mrs.
Minnie Livesley, Mrs. Florence Henderson, Mrs.
Iris Heal and Miss Carrie McAdoo and one brother
Mr. Herbert McAdoo.

Milliken, Peter Andrew and Margaret
(Handyside)
Peter Andrew Scott Milliken, the tenth child of
George and Isabella, was born in 1849 just four years
before the family moved to the new home at Coldingham, Scotland. The village of Coldingham is
located approximately three miles east and north of
Reston, Scotland. The village of Reston is located on
the south bank of the River Eye. Like Reston, Manitoba the station has been torn down.
It was here Peter attended the Parish School and
attained his education. Peter then completed his apprenticeship in carpentry in Newcastle, and went to
Glasgow to work as an interior furnisher for a large
ship building firm on the Clyde. Several of the tools
that he used in making moldings are on display in the
Reston museum. From Glasgow he went to spend a
year on the farm with his brother William to learn
farming. Here he met Margaret Handyside who lived
on the farm of Swinhoe. They were married in the
little Anglican church at Beadnell, on June 9th, 1880
and later left for Canada.
Arriving in Canada they came west by St. Paul,
Minnesota, as the Canadian National Railway was
not yet built. They settled on land at Greenridge,
fifteen miles west of the border town of Emerson.
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praise and admiration must be given to these early
pioneer ladies.
By 1898 five children were born to Peter and
Margaret Milliken: George, Mary, Rob, Will, and
John. In 1902, Alex the youngest of the family was
born. Peter loved the land and often expressed regret
at retiring when only sixty years of age. During the
summer of 1911 the Peter Millikens left the farm for
good and retired to Saskatoon to live where their
bachelor son, Robert, was living, leaving William to
take over "The Meadows". Frequent visits were
made back to Manitoba over the years. Peter died in
1934 and Margaret died in 1940. Both are buried in
the family plot at Reston.
Memoirs of Alex Milliken: In the fall of the year
my mother made sufficient soap to last the winter.
She also had the sale of eggs and butter for supplies at
the G. S. Munro Store. "The Meadows" garden
always produced an abundance of fresh vegetables
and fruit. Wild chokecherries and plums, saskatoons, and cranberries were plentiful along the creek.
Strawberries and raspberries grew across the prairies. My mother was also famous for her bread bakmg.
Young people of the community used to gather at
our home for musical evenings with my father leading the singing. Special celebrations were held on
Christmas Day and New Year's Day, when the families gathered at one of the homes, alternating between the Millikens and the Lothians. It was a day of
fun for young and old. A team of oxen, later horses,
hitched to a sleigh provided the transportation.
Straw, blankets, and hot stones, provided comfort to
the travellers. The youngsters spent the afternoon
sliding down the creek bank. First curling games
were held on a pond in Jimmie Lothian's yard using
tin cans filled with water and frozen for curling
rocks. Games and charades were organized. Individual songs by young and old topped off by a general
singsong brought the day to a close. The wonderful
hot meal of turkey, roast beef and plum pudding was
served to the visitors through the day.
A summertime picnic was always held at least
once a year at one of the families' homes along the
Pipestone Creek.
While these pioneers had many good times there
must have been times of discouragement when they
felt like chucking it all up and going home. However,
with patience and perseverance and hard work, many
difficulties were overcome. Their never failing belief
in the God of their Scottish parents was sufficient to
sustain them. Reading copies of early letters mailed
home to parents, not one word of complaint was ever
written. Much more could be said about these hardy
pioneers and their many deeds of courage. All took

their place in the community and left us a heritage to
be exceptionally proud of. We may have dwelled on
the hardships of the men folk but let us not forget the
gallant women who made a home and raised their
children, often under trying circumstances. To quote
Anna Watt "It is left to the grandchildren and greatgrandchildren and their descendants to carryon into
the future. May they have the courage of their brave
forefathers. "
The descendants of Peter and Margaret Milliken:
George the first son was born at Greenridge, February 4th, 1881. He homesteaded just north of Sinclair,
Manitoba actually six miles west of the home farm.
After batching for years he married Mary Hoffman,
December 15th, 1915. One girl and three boys were
born of this family: Peter, Jean, Glen and Bruce.
Mary, the only daughter, was born in Brandon,
February 9th, 1883, grew up around Reston and went
to Saskatoon with her parents, where she took a
business course. In 1925 she married Dr. John Jardine
and they made their home in Scott. Mary passed
away after a short illness on January 23, 1973.
Robert, the third child was born March 15, 1885
and died May 2nd, 1959, seventy-four years old. He
attended school and grew up in the district. He graduated 1912 with his B.S. from Manitoba University,
articled in a law firm in Saskatoon and was admitted
to the Saskatchewan Bar Association. Being brought
up on the farm he never lost his interest in farming
nor the problems of the farmer. He married Ethel
McIntosh in 1919 and they had five sons: Robert,
William, John, Donald and James.
William Wallace was born to be a farmer January
23rd, 1887 and died August 12, 1968 and is buried in
the family plot in Reston. Quitting school at the age
of fourteen he farmed for sixty-six years, going from
the horse age to the mechanized. He took over the
farm, "The Meadows" when his father retired in
1911. His son John now farms the original Peter
Milliken homestead. In 1915 William married Grace
McMurchy, who is living in the Westman Nursing
Home in Virden. They have three children: John
Scott, Roberta Ann and Kenneth Beverly.
John was born October 14, 1897, lived till the age
of nine and died of an incurable disease on September
4, 1907. He is buried in Reston Cemetery.
Alexander Thompson was born in Reston, September 2, 1902. He attended public school there until
the family moved to Saskatoon in 1911. He attended
University of Saskatoon and then farmed at Ewart,
Manitoba for four years. He joined the Hudson's Bay
Company in 1930 and served as assistant manager at
Yorkton, Saskatchewan, then opened the new store at
Flin Flon in 1938. He married Ann Rae Garvin, a
registered nurse of Winnipeg in 1939. They have two
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daughters: Mary and Nancy who both live in B.C.
Alexjoined the R.C.A.F. in 1940 and served four and
one half years in W. W. II. After working in Edmonton and Saskatoon and then retiring in 1967, moved
to Penticton, B.C. He is active in curling and fishing
and tracing the Milliken descendants. Alex has
traced the family history and compiled dates and
facts, after making several trips to Scotland to find
our roots.
The family of Alexander Milliken and Rae Garvin: Mary was born January 18, 1944 and took public
school on the prairies and high school in Montreal.
She attended Mother House business school in
Montreal. In 1964 she married Bruce Wallis. They
have two children: Arlene, born in 1965 and Steven
born in 1967. They live in Mission, B.C.
Nanncy was born March 14, 1951. She married
Allan Dalkin, in 1978. They have one daughter, Julie,
born September 28th, 1978. They live in Vancouver,
B.C.
The family of William Milliken and Grace
McMurchy: John Scott was born May 14, 1918 and
lives on the old home farm. He served overseas in the
army in W. W. II and was wounded in Italy, being sent
home. He married Norma Agnes Evans on November 12, 1945. They have two sons: Ian James, born
1946 and Robert Craig, born 1947.
Ian graduated 1967, Saskatchewan Institute Applied Arts and Sciences, Saskatoon, as an Environmental Wildlife Technician. He works in the Dept. of
Renewable Resources, Brandon. On June 12, 1971 he
married Mieke Vanderveldon, of Saskatoon. Mieke

was born in 1949. She took her Bachelor of Education in 1973. They live in Brandon. They have one
son, Jarrett Scott, born June 8, 1980.
Craig took his Masters degree in Landscape Architecture, graduated in Winnipeg in 1975, has his
B.E.S. and his Masters. He lives in Toronto.
Roberta Ann, was born June 25, 1922, grew up in
the district and was educated in Reston and was
employed by the Bank of Montreal in Reston. Later
she transferred to Winnipeg where she married
Michael Lappin. In 1946, they moved to Los Angeles, and retired in 1976. Their home is Glendale,
California.
Kenneth Beverly, was born June 16, 1929, grew
up in the district and farmed with his father. He
married Mary Boulton, July 15, 1950. Mary, a teacher taught at Pacific, Pipestone, and Kinloss. They
started farming on their own in Kinloss district. Their
first home burnt down in November, 1960. They
moved to Ewart and farmed there from 1957 to 1960,
then moved to the Linklater district and bought a
farm there, where they still live. They have driven a
school bus since 1966. They have four children:
Wendy, Kenneth, Ann and Robbie.
Wendy Eileen, born May 7, 1953, married
Ronald Craig Bulloch in May, 1973, received her
Bachelor of Home Economics degree in 1975 from
University of Manitoba. They returned home from
Winnipeg in 1976 where Ron is now in partnership at
Agserv, Reston. They have one son, Colin William,
born November 17, 1978.
Kenneth Ross, born September 16,1955, married

Guthrie Homestead, Reston.
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Eileen Austin in August, 1976. Ken is the Imperial
Oil Agent in Reston. Eileen is the clerk-typist at the
Bank of Montreal, Reston. They have one daughter,
Jennifer Elan, born August 18, 1978.
Ann Marie, born January 3, 1959, married W.
Brent Patmore of Pipestone in July, 1978. Ann graduated from the Stenography course at A.C.C. in Brandon and is now working for the Provincial
Government in the Department of Community Services. Brent is an adjuster with the Manitoba Public
Insurance Corporation (Autopac) in Brandon.
Robert Scott, born December 16, 1960 married
Dale L. Jorgenson of Cromer, in July, 1980. He is
employed with Interprovincial Pipe Line at Cromer
and also farms. Dale is an R.N. graduate of Grace
Hospital and is nursing at the Westman Lodge in
Virden.

Their family all attended and completed their
education in Reston schools. The boys all participated in school sports and Marion in sports and 4-H
work. Ken and Howard still play hockey. Ken also
likes curling, baseball and golfing. Marion, Holger
and Jean enjoy curling. Bob likes fishing, baseball
and playing pool. They have enjoyed living in Reston
district and being part of this friendly town and hope
to keep on doing so as long as possible.

Moore, L. R. (Ray) and Barbara
In 1927 Hamilton Moore drove an eight horse
hitch pulling a threshing machine from Wolseley,
Saskatchewan to the Bob Page farm north of Sinclair.
"Hammy" as he was known, spent a couple of years
working for Bob, returning to Wolseley where he
married Louza Mowbray of Moffat, Saskatchewan.
Out of this union came two sons and two daughters.
Ray, the oldest boy, grew up and was educated at
Glenavon, Saskatchewan. At the age of eighteen he
was accepted as a member of the R.C.M. Police and
was stationed in the Manitoba towns of Minnedosa,
Virden and then taking over the detachment in Reston in the late fall of 1956. He brought with him his
wife Barbara and son Ken. Their home was a trailer
set up next to the municipal office.
On January 30, 1957 a daughter, Debra Dawn was
born at the Reston General Hospital.
Ray, Barb, Ken and Debra lived in Reston moving in the late fall of 1957. They were transferred to
Killarney Detachment where Ray remained with the
"Force" until late fall of 1960 when he took up
employment as a conservation officer with the
provincial Department of Mines and Natural Resources.
Ray was posted to the Virden north section until
Joe Serofin left the Pipestone Country. Ray was then
transferred to the Virden south section which took in
his old stomping grounds which included Reston and
district.
On May 24, 1965 Ray and Barb and family answered the call to the north residing in Cranberry
Portage. His transfer to the headquarters in Winnipeg
took place followed by a requested transfer back to
the north, Snow Lake.
In December 1967 Ray, Barb and family moved
to Lynn Lake where Ray took up his position as
Resident administrator to the town of Lynn Lake and
later in Leaf Rapids.
In January 1973 Ray took seriously ill and had to
leave the north.
Ray and Barb moved to Medicine Hat, Alberta
where they now reside. Ray is presently the By-Law
Enforcement officer for the city of Medicine Hat.
Ken married Valerie Dyck having one son and

Moore, Bob and Jean (Thompson)
Bob was born in June 1927 and was raised at
Margaret, Manitoba where his parents Fred and Irene
Moore (nee Robertson) farmed. After completing
school at Pinkham, he worked for neighboring farmers, then for Gullett's Transfer of Ninette.
Jean was born in September 1929 at Hartney
where her parents, Lochlan and Ellen Thompson
(nee Greig) lived. In 1934 the Thompsons moved to
Basswood (Cadurcis District) where they farmed.
Jean attended school at McBride and Basswood. In
1949 she went to Ninette and worked as a nurses' aide
at the T.B. Sanatorium. While working there she met
Bob and they were married in June 1952. They lived
in Margaret about four years. Bob worked for the
Department of Highways and they also operated a
small cafe. In 1956 they moved to Reston. Bob was
still working for the Highways and doing carpentering. After about ten years he quit the Highways job
and took up carpentering and cement work. For
about the last fourteen years Jean has been working
part-time in a cafe and also at the Senior Citizens'
Home.
Their family consists of three boys and one girl.
Keith, born in June 1953 at Boissevain, is working
for a surveying company in Calgary, Alberta. Marion
was born in February, 1956 at Boissevain. In 1975 she
married Holger Wessely an electrician. They lived in
Brandon for about four years where Marion worked
as an Architectural Draftsperson and Holger with an
electrical contractor. They now reside in Reston
where they both are employed. Kenneth born in
January, 1958 at Reston, works with his Dad at carpentering and cement work. Howard, born in June,
1960 at Reston, also is a carpenter. At present he is
also working with a surveying group in Calgary,
Alberta.
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living in "The Hat". Debra married Wayne
Blanchard having two daughters and one son living
in the "Hat". Kevin, born in Killarney, married
Loralee Brand having two sons and living in the
"Hat". Shelaine, born in Killarney, married Harv
Schaw having one daughter living in Grande Prairie.
Timothy born in Virden is single living in Claresholm, Alberta. Lis, also born in Virden living at
home and going to high school. Patrick born in Lynn
Lake living at home and going to elementary.
Ray and Barb hold many warm memories of the
true friends and fine people who make up the Reston
Community.

only had one daughter, Aggie and could do with
Nell's help. To this, Mrs. Munro agreed.
Daniel returned to Ontario later in the fall, then in
the spring of 1898 he, and his wife and family of
seven returned. The eldest daughter Agnes had previously passed away in 1896 and was laid to rest in
Clayton, Ontario, cemetery.
One of the biggest problems was fire wood.
Daniel went up to Moose Mountain, Saskatchewan
with Ab and Jack McCoy of Sinclair for loads of
wood. Once he brought home two cats for the children, which they liked a lot.
In September of 1900 a daughter Carie died of
peritonitis at the age of thirteen. There was no undertaker at Reston so two young men friends of the
family made the casket and painted it white. Their
good neighbors the Smiths, John Stephens, Blackmores, Pettypieces and John Mordens with the latter's team of oxen came to their assistance in time of
need. This was greatly appreciated. The Mordens
lived in a sod shanty with a dirt floor, typical for
Pioneer Days.
One of the hardships faced was fighting prairie
fires set by sparks from the C.P.R. engines. They had
many trying years, winter storms were severe with
many lives lost in blizzards.
The four youngest of the Munros went to Prairie
Rose School: Mary, Bill, Myrtle and Pete. School
days bring to mind an incident Pete and one of the
children experienced one fall going to school in the
buggy. The wind was so strong it blew the seat off the
buggy. One sat down on the floor cushioned by the
sheaves provided for the horse's lunch, holding the
lunch pails, while Pete rode the horse the rest of the
way to school. Meanwhile Miss Lottie Chapman,
their teacher at that time, looked out the window and
saw them coming. She drew the attention to the class
and all watched the arrival of the late students.
Another comical incident concerns a young calf
that got out of the barn. Pete gave chase to the top of
the cow shed which had been covered with poplar
poles and straw. The calf was two jumps ahead of
Pete, because he fell through the straw to the pig pen
below. Needless to say Pete came out a little off color.
So pioneering was not all gloom and hardships.
They left the homestead the south-east quarter of
2-7-28 in 1909 as they bought the Walford Bros.,
farm in the Albert Municipality, the west half of
35-6-28.
During the years 1905 to the early 20's family
members were married as follows: Nell, to R. S.
Bulloch 1905; Addie to Will McKinley of Edmonton,
1906; Edith to Herb McIntosh 1916; Myrtle to 1. D.
Caldwell 1917; Mary to Sam Harper of Perth, Ontario
1922; Pete to Marjorie McDonald 1923; Bill re-

Morrice, Charles and Helen (Cameron)
Charles Morrice was born in Aberdeen, Scotland
February 7th, 1879. In 1907 he and his wife Helen
(Cameron) and two sons, Charles and Robert, came
to Canada and stopped at the town of Melita where
they worked on the farm of Bill Griffity. Later they
moved to the Elva district. From there, they moved to
the Tilston district where they farmed the land now
owned by Garfield Halls; later they moved to the
Dublin and Crescent areas; they farmed the land now
owned by Wilbur Morrice.
They had a family of ten children: Charles;
Robert (Bob) deceased 1964; Anna Belle (Annie)
who married a farmer, Frank Curtis, now retired and
living in Brandon. They had a family of three,
Eileen, Glen and Betty; William (Bill) deceased
1965; Margaret, married Ray Gibbons who worked
for the Air Force. They had one child Brenda. Margaret and Ray are now retired and living in Brandon;
Ellen married a farmer, John Williamson, and is still
living on the farm in the Sinclair area. They had a
family of eight, Marion, Melvin, Murray, Shirley,
Eileen, Faye, Carol and Keith; Edith married a farmer, Tom Gilchrist, now retired and living in Brandon.
They had a family of two, Allan and Janis; John
married Tina Cain. They had five children Karen,
Jacqueline, Helen, Barbara and John. They are now
retired and living in Brandon; James (Jim) married
Betty Birnie and had two children, Russell and
Lenna. They are still farming in the Reston area;
Wilbur (Wib) married Gwen Birnie and are still
farming in the Reston area.

Munro, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
In the year of 1897 Daniel Munro with his eldest
living daughter, Margaret Ellen (Nell), came to Reston, Manitoba from Lanark, Ontario. He filed on the
homestead No. 66721 at that time.
While staying at Bob Bulloch's, Mrs. Bulloch
wrote back to Mrs. Munro in Ontario, to see if she
would consider letting Nell stay with them, as they
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mained at home unmarried, and was known as an
outstanding left-handed baseball pitcher for Prairie
Rose team. His brother Pete was also on the team,
and both boys played hockey with Reston, Pete was
goalie.
Mrs. Munro died in August 1915, Daniel July
1929. Dan Munro passed away in 1916 and was
buried in the Reston Cemetery.

Munro, George and Kate (Campbell)
Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Munro came to Reston in the
late 1800's. Mrs. Munro was the former Catherine
Campbell, daughter of Mrs. Ann Campbell and sister
of Mrs. 1. McArthur and Colin Campbell. Mr. Munro
came from Nova Scotia and worked in Virden in the
Wilcox Store where he met Catherine Campbell who
also worked there. They were married and came to
Reston and established the G. S. Munro Co. The
store was first in the building south of the present
store which was later the bake shop. The old bake
shop was between the present store and the drug
store. In 1902 they built the G. S. Munro Co. store. It
was built by a stone mason by the name of Pierce and
the stones came from south of Kinloss.
The store was a department store with shoes, dry
goods, groceries, millinery and many other items.
Upstairs there were very spacious living quarters.
The millinery Department was very impressive in
those days. It was under the management of petite
Miss Mabel Abercrombie, who made most gorgeous
hats. One of the important social events was the
spring and fall millinery opening. Another popular
event with the women was the arrival of the traveller
in the spring and fall with the latest in coats and
dresses. These could be tried on and orders placed.
Samples of luxurious dress materials could also be
seen and ordered:
After the present store was built a bake shop with
Josh Robertson as baker was operated in the original
store and later Davey Johnstone was the baker. The
ice cream parlor was in the back and was complete
with traditional ice cream parlor chairs and tables.
The building had suites above. One of the tenants was
Mrs. Nesbit who taught music.
One of the unique things about the store was that
most employees had a financial interest. These included Joe Sibbald in the shoe Department and Ralph
Shippam in the dry goods and R. C. Bulloch who
later took over the store from Mr. Munro when he
retired. Mr. Munro was involved in the organization
of the Merchants Consolidated.
G. S. was also interested in farming and had a
farm near Sinclair where he raised Shetland ponies.
From the time they arrived in Reston, Kate and
George Munro were active in the affairs of the com-

Winter's fuel supply, 1927.

munity Mrs. Munro was the first President of the
Presbyterian Ladies Aid which was organized in
1898. She continued to be involved with the church
throughout her life in Reston. Mr. Munro was superintendent of the Sunday School for years and a bass
singer in the choir all his life here.
Following the sale of the store Mr. and Mrs.
Munro moved to Winnipeg where they bought a
house in Westgate. Later they bought the Maple Leaf
Apartments and lived there until Mr. Munro's death.
He died very suddenly of a heart attack as he was
preparing to go on a trip to Nova Scotia. Mrs. Munro
lived in Winnipeg until her death.

Olenick, Andrew and Annie (Diachuk)
Andrew Olenick (known to everyone as Andy)
was born in Nepolokowitz, Buckovinia, Austria and
married Annie Diachuk of Kaleland, Alberta, in St.
Mary's Church in Kaleland, in 1918. They had a
family of six boys and five girls.
George has retired from the c.P. Railway as
section foreman and resides in Strathclair, Manitoba.
Onufri (Neuf) and wife Noreen reside in Reston,
where Neuf is section foreman for C.P. Railway.
Nick who works for Nelson River Construction, lives
in Winnipeg with wife Connie. Ted was killed in
action in 1944 and is buried in the military cemetery
in Holten, Holland. Ell and wife Phyllis live in
Qualicum Beach, B. C. John, who worked for Canadian Pacific Transport for several years, now lives in
Estevan, Saskatchewan where along with wife
Verna, they have purchased their home. John now
works, and wife Verna works in the bank. Nellie
Palamer makes her home in Victoria, B. C. Mary and
husband Abe Hildebrand live in Claresholm, Alberta. Victoria and husband Bill lies reside in Reston
where both are still employed. Bill is custodian of the
Reston Elementary school and Vicki is salesclerk at
the Glendon Solo store in Reston. Ruby and husband
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Bill Rattray have retired from farming. They began
their farming at Woodnorth and several years later
sold their farm there and bought another one near
Elkhorn. After farming there for awhile they sold out
and bought a home in Elkhorn where they now reside. Olive and husband Mike Horbulyk live in Burnaby, B.C., where Mike is with the C.N. Railway
and Olive works for Simpsons-Sears.
Andy and his five sons have all worked for the
C.P.R. at one time or another for a total of 154 years.
Andy also has grandsons working for C.P.R. and
also one son-in-law with the C.N.R.
Mr Olenick played an active part in that great
period of Westman growth, he worked in various
capacities in numerous places, Brandon, Lauder,
Bernice, Ebor and Napinka, to name a few. Being of
explorative bent, he moved on, trekking to British
Columbia still with the C.P.R. he stopped at Golden
for a period of time working on construction and can
still give a good geographic picture of that area.
And y had been earning seventeen and a half cents
an hour in Manitoba. At Golden the hourly stipend
was twenty cents. However, even the considerable
bonus couldn't hold him as friends and relatives were
in Manitoba, so back he came to the Prairies, back to
the relieving foreman status, a few weeks here a few
more somewhere else. Interesting work, but Andy
was married now and a family started, so in 1920 he
obtained the permanent position as foreman on the
Reston section ofthe Wolsley branch. The wandering
days were over, Andy settled and stayed. Fifty-six
years later he is still in Reston, eighteen years retired
now.
Andy retired from the c.P. Railway in 1958, and
as the family were all grown up and away from home,
Mrs. Olenick now had time on her hands and so
helped others where and when needed, housekeeping, baby-sitting, sewing. She also worked for a time
for Reta and Ed Gulas in the hotel. Five of their sons
enlisted in the army during the second world war,
four of them serving overseas.
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Olenick have been married
sixty-two years as of October 1980.

the Royal Canadian Artillery, l7th Battery and got
his training at Winnipeg, Camp Shilo, Manitoba,
Truro, Nova Scotia, Delbert, Nova Scotia; and in
England. Nick saw action in France, Belgium, Hoiland and Germany and received his discharge in
February 1946 in Winnipeg.
He was married in March 1946 and has one son
and two daughters. In June of 1946 he hired on with
the Nelson River Construction Company and is still
with the same company (February 1981).

O'Rourke, Bob and Helen
Bob (Robert) and Helen O'Rourke of Shamrock,
Saskatchewan, purchased the Stan Walker farm, located at 12-7-27, three miles east and one quarter
mile south of Reston , in 1954. How well they remember the early trips to this vacated house. Many windows were missing, making it a haven for neighborhood pigeons. Also, grain had been stored in the
living room, causing the floor to heave. Relatives of
the family travelled down to help with the cleaning
job to ready it for a family of five children.
Pat (Mrs. Lloyd Jorgensen) lives in Burstall, Saskatchewan. Lloyd is a welder with Trans Canada
Pipelines. They have three children: Rich works with
Dome Petroleums and Cindy and Randy are in Grade
XI. At present, Pat is manager of a store in their
town.
Terry (Mrs. Gary Malley) is a farmer's wife at
Yellow Grass, Saskatchewan. She was a telephone
operator in Hodgeville, Leader and Yellow Grass
before settling there. Their daughter, Karla, is thirteen and son, Robbie is eleven.
Joann (Mrs. Ray Sauve), unlike the older girls,
received her education in Reston schools. Later she
attained her teacher's certificate from Brandon University. She taught in Lynn Lake, The Pas, and at
present teaches Grade III at Reston. Ray is a chef,
employed by Dominion Catering at Leaf Rapids.
Michael (ten) is in Grade V and Chris (eight) is in
Grade III. In 1974 they purchased the C. C. Campbell house, where they reside.
Connie (Mrs. Bob Oliver), after completing high
school, trained at Brandon General Hospital. As a
registered nurse she worked in Estevan, Gainsborough and later at Melita Hospital. In 1974 she
married Bob, a farmer in the Melita area. They have
three boys: Greg (three), Gerry (one) and a new baby,
Darryl, born this year, 1980, on his parents' anniversary, September 24. They sold their farm last year
and Bob now works with B. & D. Maintenance in
Melita.
Don attended Assiniboine Community College
in Brandon studying mechanics. He apprenticed four
years and now is a licenced mechanic working at

Olenick, Nick
Nick Olenick was born in Reston, Manitoba on
January 6th, 1923, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Olenick and received his education at the Reston
Elementary and Reston High schools. Like most
boys he enjoyed hockey and played with the Reston
Fantails Hockey Club. Nick worked at various jobs
while he was still in his youth such as with Wm.
Mennie Dray and Oil, McDougall's Transfer, and
C.P.R. steel gang for a short period. Then on January
16, 1941, he joined the Canadian Army (active) with
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Brandon's Canadian Tire. He married Mary Jo
Hegion of Virden in July of 1974. Until recently
Mary Jo was employed as a secretary for AutoPac.
Don was just a little baby when the O'Rourke's
arrived at their new home on October 22, a little less
than two months old. The weather co-operated well
with them that fall. It was Christmas Eve before snow
came to stay. Those years, getting to school was quite
a problem. The truck sat at the highway and only the
battery rode back and forth on the toboggan to be
sure of that early morning start. Later the kids walked
to the highway and caught a ride with Mrs. Milligan,
a teacher who commuted from Pipestone.
One particular storm they remember well. Mrs.
Milligan let Pat and Terry off to walk home but was
afraid for first-grader Joann so took her on to
Pipestone. She stayed the night with the Milligans.
The next day with the highway blocked Bob hitched
the horse to the stone boat and went for her. Protection
from the weather was a large cardboard box to keep
her warm.
1957 brought another son to their household. Jim
was born on February 2. He too was educated in
Reston. After obtaining his Bachelor of Arts at Brandon University, Jim taught in Lorient, France, for a
year. He now teaches Grades I through XII French in
Melita, Manitoba.
Milking cows in the early mornings were the
normal in the O'Rourke household. Chores, breakfast, and off to school in that order for the older ones;
breakfast and lunchpails to fill for those still in the
house.
In writing this up they have had many chuckles.
They all recall with fond memories, many nights of
fun with town friends out. To them the novelty of
farm life was enjoyable; the O'Rourke family it was
something we always lived with and really enjoyed.
The animals, chickens and other living things were a
joy from year to year even though it often meant trips
to the barn in the middle of the night to check the new
mothers and families.
Dianne, the youngest, was born in July of 1963.
She completed Grade six in Reston Elementary
School before Bud and Helen sold the farm in 1975,
to Ken Hamel and moved to Brandon. Dianne is now
in Grade XII and works part-time at Hillcrest Nursing Home and plans to begin nurses' training next
fall.
Bob and Helen were school bus drivers from 1963
until 197 5. This to meant dark and early mornings for
chores before bus time.
In the twenty-one years they lived at Reston,
many organizations were a part of their lives: figureskating, Reston band, ladies' softball, 4H handicrafts, beef, sewing and pony clubs, Majorettes,

e.G.LT., Square dance club, United Church, Sunday School, school student councils, sports, drama
and speech activities. Bob was a school board member for two years.
Though many changes have been made in their
lives, all of them are still "farmers" at heart and
appreciate the years of freedom they enjoyed on the
farm. Although many miles separate the family, they
continue to enjoy family gatherings frequently.

Parker, Leslie G. and Ilia (Pierce)
Leslie Gibson Parker, Les as he was popularly
known in Pipestone Municipality, came to Reston in
1927, to work for the Pipestone Municipal Telephone
System. He was the son of Thomas Parker of Rapid
City, Manitoba.
He was a dedicated employee and many times
drove by horse and cutter in 30° below temperature to
restore telephone service, twenty-five miles away.
Sometimes the reason for the failure was simply that
the phone subscriber had been using the batteries to
run the gasoline motor on his washer and used them
up. In later years the homemade track-type snowmobile replaced the horse, only to be superceded by
the noisy but efficient "snowplane" in the late
1930's.
Les married Rosilla (Illa) Pierce (daughter of
James and Rose Pierce) in 1929 and the union was
blessed by two children, Donna, born in 1931 and
James Allen, born 1938. James died in infancy. Donna married Donald Denhard and presently lives in
Ste. Rose Du Lac, Manitoba.
IlIa died in 1948 at thirty-nine years of age and
Les later married Ruth Wynn (1949). During this
time the Pipestone Municipal Telephone System was
absorbed by the Manitoba Telephone System and Les
worked for the M.T.S. until his death in 1967. Ruth
passed away in 1963. They had one daughter, Eileen,
born in 1951. She married Keith Kent of Kenton.
They have two children and presently live at Rankin
Inlet, N. W. T.

Paul, Fred and Carrie (Jackson)
Frederick Joseph Paul was born January 6, 1879,
in the farm home near Poland, county of Lanark
Ontario. He was the second son of Moses and Annie
(Robertson) whose parents immigrated from BalIymena, county of Antrim, Ireland in the year of
1952, to Canada, bringing a family of five, of which
Moses was the youngest, a year old.
Fred arrived in Reston for the first time in the fall
of 1904, when he harvested in the Pipestone valley,
returning to the east for the winter. The following
spring he returned to reside permanently and to practice his trade as a plasterer, brick layer and cement
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man. Many homes in Reston and area were plastered
by him, one of the earliest was the T. A. Bulloch
house on first street. Later he plastered 1. R. Duncan's home south of Linklater, assisted after the fire
in the United Church and at the high school. Some of
the first cement sidewalks in town were built by him,
as were many cisterns and chimneys. The Mayberry
residence, D. F. Curtis home and the farm home of
Sandersons of highway #2 west of Souris were some
of his last major jobs. Although well into his seventies, he was still doing repairs on chimneys and
patching plaster in houses. He spent one winter 1929,
plastering a hotel in Regina. While plastering in one
home in Reston the lady of the house was anxious for
him to complete the work and against his better
judgement he applied the finishing coat too early and
had to return a few days to re-do it, as it had fallen
onto the floor.
In 1905, he purchased the lot directly across from
the United Church and started to build a home on it.
The house is still there, occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
Stan Taylor.
In 1907, he married Carrie Jackson of Wilbur,
Ontario. Mrs. Paul was born November 28, 1884, at
Robertsville, Ontario, the eldest daughter of Sam and
Hannah (McDougald) Jackson.
For a few months they boarded with his Aunty
Bell Paul and her family on First Street, in the home
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Tom Forsyth, while their
house was being completed. Their family of Evelyn,
Irving, Mildred, Lucille and Vivian (who died at the
age of eleven months) were born there. For several
years they returned to the east for the winter months
where he worked in the lumber camps.
With a buggy and former race horse Fred had
bought, he undertook a trip of ninety miles to Kisbey,
Saskatchewan to bring back Mrs. Paul and two children who had been visiting her brother. An early
spring blizzard forced him to spend two days at
Arcola, Saskatchewan before he could resume his
journey.
In 1913, he purchased the east half of section
4-7 -27 from the late George Fraser. The only building on this land was a stone house, which is still there
and although in poor shape the only stone building in
the area left standing. In 1923, the town house was
sold to Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Bulloch of Sinclair and
the barn and hen house were moved to the farm. The
family camped for the summer in a granary and tents
while the late Arthur Bushby and Davy Wynn built
the house. Mrs. Paul insisted on having white bedspreads on the beds and Evelyn's black dog, who
loved the water in the sloughs delighted in drying off
and sleeping on her bed, as a result there was a
bedspread to wash each week.

A son Freddie Jr. was born to the couple in 1925.
Mrs. Paul did all the sewing for the family, grew a
huge garden of which she gave fully to neighbors and
friends, milked cows, raised chickens and turkeys.
She loved flowers and planted by herself, the evergreens along the road and the elms in front of the
house. She enjoyed taking a lunch and going to the
Creek to pick fruit. She knew where to find saskatoons, chokecherries, plums and high bush cranberries, which weren't very plentiful. After a berry
picking trip the next couple of days were spent in
picking the leaves and stems from the fruit, then
canning and preserving. Once she made chokecherry
vinegar but this was not repeated as she thought it had
turned to wine and of this she did not approve.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul were members of the Reston
United Church. Fred belonged to the Orange Lodge,
having joined it in Ontario. Mrs. Paul joined the
Rebekah Lodge when she was sixteen and remained a
member until the local lodge disbanded, then became a member at Virden.
Victoria Day, May 24th was the traditional potato
planting, when the children had a holiday from
school. In 1931, about six-o'clock, they saw a dark
rolling cloud in the south. Carrie called Fred and
Irving, who were standing in the barn door watching,
it to hurry in, as a cyclone was coming. It was so dark
that Carrie went upstairs to get a lamp and as she was
coming down she said the house was rocking. Fred
was trying to put the children in the basement but
couldn't open the door. The youngest son Freddie
was in the pantry looking for something to eat and
couldn't be found. When the storm was over the large
south window had been blown in, the last one out,
the house full of dirt but no one hurt. The lean-to and
roof of the barn were completely demolished but the
horses, who were tied to the lean-to were still standing as though nothing had happened. Boards from
the barn were driven into the side of the granary.
After this experience the children were herded and
forced to stay in the stone house until each storm had
safely passed by.
During the winters of 1932 and 1933 Irving was
caretaker of the rink. Sometimes Fred would want
the team of horses which Irving used, so he would
take them as far as the station, wind the lines around
the stake at the front of the sleigh box and slap "Pat"
on the rear to tell them to go home. Anyone who was
unfortunate enough to meet them had to take to the
ditch as they stayed right on the sleigh track.
The family enjoyed going to Kinloss school to
concerts and dances during the winters. They remember hearing Mary and Fred singing a duet, the
late Laura Fotheringham calling the waltz quadrille
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Pelton, Thoms and Vivian (Geen)

and the five gallon cream can of coffee, being kept
hot on the furnace register.
The Paul children were all educated in the Reston
schools. At one time grade eight was in the Methodist church, now the home of Fred and Alice Paul.
Prior to the building of the high school, grade three
was in the same building and the pupils marched up
to the public school grounds for recess. Three generations of Lucille Paul, Vivian Curtis and the Anderson children have attended the old public school.
As the family grew up they married and left
home. Evelyn, now Mrs. Bill White lived for a while
at Ebor, Manitoba, in Winnipeg and then to Dryden,
Ontario where they reside.
Irving left in the early 1930's for Vancouver Island, where he married Florence Toy and lived in
Courtenay until his death in 1969.
Mildred married Carl Appel, resided for a short
time in Winnipeg then left for the West Coast, where
they settled in Vancouver, now living in South Burnaby.
Lucille and Leo Curtis farmed southwest of
town, owned the Massey business and meat shop and
lived in Reston until 1960, when they left for a three
and a half year stay in Winnipeg, returning to Brandon to reside and farming in the area until 1978.
Freddie and his wife Alice (nee Cronk) lived for
awhile with his parents, then moved to town where
Freddie drove the fuel truck for the Co-op, Gulf and
lately worked for the muncipality. Freddie helped his
Dad with the farm work until Fred Sr. 's death in
December 1959, then continued farming the home
place until 1972 when it was sold to Chuck Heath.
After Mr. Paul's death, Mrs. Paul spent the winter
months with her sister Jessie Jackson in Regina, and
the summer in her farm home, until the Alstone
Lodge opened where she remained, until her death
October, 1971.

Vivian Pelton is the daughter of Arthur and Edith
(Wilkins) Geen, former residents of the Reston district.
She married Thomas Edward Pelton, son of
Ralph Charles and Ethel Lily Pelton (Moe).
To this union were born four children: Douglas
John, born 1957; Bradley Arthur, born 1961; Timothy
Ward, born 1962; Kristina Marie, born 1967. Edith
and Arthur Geen had four children. Glen Howard,
who was born on October 4, 1933, has his doctorate
degree in Biological Science from Dalhousie University. He is a professor at Simon Fraser University,
Burnaby, B.C.
Irwin Arthur was born on February 17, 1936.
Irwin died accidentally at the farm orchard in Kelowna, on November 25, 1936.
Vivian Beatrice was born on February 17, 1936.
Gerald William, born May 21, 1937, graduated
from U.B.C. with a degree in Agriculture. He returned to take Teacher's training and teaches high
school in Kelowna and also manages an orchard in
Ellison.

Pickett, John and Agnes (Prociuk)
Robert Alexander Pickett emigrated from Lancaster, England in 1896 at the age of fifteen years. He
worked on a farm in Northern Ontario for two brothers, Bill and Andrew Smith.
He had often told how he was so homesick the
first year he would have given anything to get back
home. The first year he worked for ten dollars and his
clothes. They lived in a sod house.
He came west to Manitoba in 1900, to the Pierson
district and worked for farmers by the name of Tom
Bright and Sam McCormick. In 1902, he took up a
homestead in the Tilston district, then called Eagleton. He owned the southeast quarter of 30-5-29.
His partner Tom Hogg had the southwest quarter of
30-5-29. His partner Tom Hogg and Mr. Pickett
worked together till about 1905, when Tom became
ill and eventually passed away.
On November II, 1907 Robert married Luella
Tait, a school teacher from East Tawas, Michigan,
U.S.A. He took over Tom Hogg's quarter sections
and then the northeast quarter of 30-5-29, finally
owning one and one half sections.
This couple had a family of seven boys and four
girls. The first boy, Robert, died at the age of sixteen
months. John Robertson was the second son. After
leaving school, he worked at home for a while. When
he left home to work, he met and married Agnes
Prociuk of Vita, Manitoba, and had a family of two
boys and two girls. They farmed northeast of Tilston
on land he bought from Harold Milliner. John and

Fred Paul, Sr., stone house.
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Agnes are now retired and living in Reston, Manitoba.

4, 1944, her ashes were committed to the Gulf of
Georgia from the Mission ship "Redezvous".
A note from M. Parry Power: My grandmother
apparently had an aversion to being identified as
Grama so the name PAM was derived from her initials, A.M.P. My brother with the initials A.T.P. and
born March 15, became known as Pat on the rearranged initials basis.
A.P.P' 's brother John batched with Mr. Guthrie
on the farm in the early years.

Power, A. P. P. and Ada (Stacy)
A. P. Power was born in Bangor, Wales. The
family later moved to Liverpool, where he completed
his education and began his employment in the shipping industry which took him to the far East, India
and Singapore. Because of failing health he returned
to England and with his brother John came to Canada
in 1882. They came west as far as steel (about Oak
Lake) and set off across country with oxen. Apparently there was a Healey with them because APP's
diary was punctuated with the comments "Healey
got stuck" .
APP settled on the first dry ground section
20-9-26 and today the buildings are on high ground
with only a slough in the northeast corner to bear
witness to the wettness a century ago.
The time and place of his marriage to Ada Mary
Stacey is at the moment unknown, but their first and
only child was born in the sod shanty on the homestead, August 24, 1889, named Guy Threlfall Power.
Later they contructed a large two storey home faced
with cement blocks poured and cured on the farm.
The house still stands surrounded by avenues of trees
planted by two generations of Power family. APP
became Secretary-Treasurer of the Rural Municipality of Pipestone when it was organized in 1884.
When the position which included management of
the Municipal Telephone System required more
time, he built a house in Reston, and moved there
leaving the operation of the farm to his son Guy.
Shortly after moving his work to the newly completed Municipal building, which it had been hoped
would make his work easier, he became ill and passed
away March 26, 1919. After services apparently at
both Reston Church of England and St. Mary's Anglican Church in Virden, the remains were interred in
Virden Cemetery overshadowed by a now large
weeping willow tree.
Ada Mary Stacey Power was the daughter of Edwin Stacey and Eliza Lemmon. Ada Mary was born
in Sifton, Terrace, Litherland, West Derby.
She married Arthur Parry Power and lived on the
homestead in the original sod shanty where her son
Guy Threlfall Power was born, August 24, 1889.
Later she moved with her husband to reside in Reston.
After his death March 26, 1919 she continued to
live in Reston but her dislike of prairie thunderstorms
prompted her to relocate to Vancouver, about 1927.
An accomplished musician, she was associated with
the Japanese community, playing the organ at the
Columbia Coast Mission. After her passing January

Rainnie, John and Jean (Millions)
John Alfred Rainnie and Hazel Jean Millions
were married in 1942 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbert Edwin Millions of Fertile, Saskatchewan.
They lived on the farm of John's father Mr. James
Lumsden Rainnie of Alida, Saskatchewan until 1946.
Three children, Donald James, Marguerite (Peggy)
Anne and Marlene Louise were born to them during
that time.
The family moved to a farm one and one-quarter
miles southeast of Broomhill, Manitoba in the fall of
1946.
They were members of Tilston United Church so
attended services there and at Broomhill. The children received their Sunday school lessons from a
Sunday school of the air.
Don completed grade eight at Hathaway Public
School in Broomhill and finished grades nine and ten
by correspondence. Peggy took her grade nine by
correspondence. When the bus started picking up the
children, Don, Peggy and Marlene went to Reston.
All enjoyed the years spent on the farm at
Broomhill even if there was plenty of hard work.
Jean was a charter member of Broomhill's
Women's Institute and enjoyed going to meetings
and some conventions. John attended Masonic
Lodge meetings in Reston.
The coming of hydro to the district was a great
help and what an exciting time it was for the children
and the grown-ups.
Rainnies had two boys stay with them one year to
go to school. John appreciated their help with the
chores and Jean was glad of some help with the
dishes and the children.
There were anxious times, too, for in the winter
the roads would get blocked with snow and in the
summer fires were sometimes started in the pasture
by the the railway trains. Jean says the people in the
store at Broomhill, Bill, Kiz, Kenny and Harvey
Granger, must have been relieved when they moved
to Reston for they called on them for help more than
once. They were not the only ones who called for
help.
Another exciting time for Rainnies at Broomhill
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was when the twins Larry and Garry were the first
twins born in the Wilson Memorial Hospital, Melita,
Manitoba. Ian was born there one and one-half years
later. Fortunately, there were three older children for
baby-sitting and they enjoyed it.
The Rainnie family moved into Reston in April,
1961, to be closer to school and church. John was
Superintendent of the Sunday School and Assistant
Cub leader for several years. Jean became a member
of the East Unit of the United Church Women and
later of Unit "B". She was a charter member of the
Horticultural Society, an organization Mr. A. Archer
was pleased to see started in Reston. John became a
member of the Park Board and Jean was SecretaryTreasurer of it for several years. The three young
boys enjoyed going to the park and visiting with Mr.
Archer. He showed them how to fill the log bird
feeders and how to hang them and gave them other
educational talks.
John worked for The Reston Lumber Company,
then in the Beaver Lumber Company when they
bought out the Reston lumber Company.
Beaver Lumber Company decided to close out
their office after a few years of business so John
moved in (by MacMillan the mover) a long army
building to the lots where the Reston Recorder building and Mr. Archer's Taylor shop and Dry Cleaners
shop had been. He continued selling lumber for a
while under "Rainnie's Lumber and Supplies," then
he closed out the business. The lots and building
were sold to be used for a Drop-In-Centre. John then
became Custodian of the Reston Collegiate. He is
now on his sixth and last year.
The Rainnies' six children graduated from grade
twelve in Reston. Don received his B.Sc. degree at
Brandon University, his M. Sc. in Cancer Research at
the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon and his
Ph.D. in Bio-chemistry at the University of British
Columbia in Vancouer. He returned to the University
of Saskatchewan and took Veterinary Medicine and
received his Doctorate of Veterinary Medicine in
April in 1980. He is now doing work for the University of Saskatchewan and studying towards his Masters Degree in Veterinary Science.
Peggy received her B.A. degree at Brandon University then took a course in Welfare Work in Winnipeg. She had a position with the Department of
Welfare in Winnipeg, then Dauphin. While at
Dauphin she met Christopher Skuter. They were married December 2nd, 1967 and now live on their farm
northwest of Dauphin. Their children are John
Christopher Skuter and Cathy Ann Skuter.
Marlene Louise Rainnie received her Registered
Nurses Diploma from the Brandon General Hospital.
She nursed in Manitoba, Ontario, Alberta and for a

while from Denmark. It was while she was nursing in
Alberta that she met a young man from Denmark.
They were married and are living on a farm in Denmark. Their children are: Teresa, Jens and Hans. Mr.
and Mrs. Rainnie had a wonderful visit with them in
1978, and also had a boat ride over to Scotland and
back to Denmark.
Larry and Garry went to Brandon University and
received their B.A. degrees. Larry's was in Economics and Geography, Garry's in Economics and History. Larry returned to University in 1978 and 1979 and
received his teacher's certification in the Education
Faculty. He is now teaching at Foxwarren, Manitoba
and has completed half the course requirements for
his B.Ed. Garry worked in management with Simpsons Sears in Brandon, Manitoba, and Regina, Saskatchewan. Then he returned to University of
Manitoba in Winnipeg to work towards a Bachelor of
Law Degree.
Ian, on completing his grade twelve at Reston
went out to B.C. and worked with his Uncle Ed for a
while. He then came back to Manitoba and completed training in High Voltage Electronics at Assiniboine Community College in Brandon. He obtained
work with Calgary Power and is now working in their
office at Red Deer, Alberta.
John and Jean are looked forward to retirement
and doing some travelling.

Ready, John and Bella (Boyle)
The Ready family settled in Lanark County, Ontario from Ireland. John Ready, who was born
August 27th, 1856, was the first to venture west. He
came as far as Brandon, Manitoba in 1881. The
railroad ended there at that time and he walked to
Reston to file claim to a homestead in the Pipestone
Municipality on the east of section 34-7 -27. He then
returned to Brandon to find work for the winter,
finding work on the First Street bridge over the
Assiniboine River.
In the spring of 1882, he returned to his homestead having bought some implements and supplies.
There he married Bella Boyle, born November 5th,
1874, who had also come with her family from Lanark County to homestead.
There were two brothers and one sister of John
Ready's who came from Lanark County to settle in
the Reston area. Norris and Peter homesteaded on
adjoining farms southeast of Reston. Bella Ready ran
a boarding house in Reston for many years.
The John Ready family consisted of five sons and
one daughter, John, James, Harold, WeIland and
Ernest. The daughter was named Mary. A school
district was established called Lanark, at which children and grandchildren of John Ready attended.
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John Ready Jr. homesteaded in the Broomhill
area and married Grace Shippam whose father was a
harness maker in Reston. They had one daughter
named Mary. John enlisted in the First World War
and was killed overseas in 1918.
James married Bessie Kilkenny December 9th,
1914 and homesteaded in the Broomhill area. They
had four daughters and two sons: Isobel, Patricia,
May, Mary, Jack and James. They moved from
Broomhill to Bield in the early thirties to farm. In the
laater years they retired and lived in Dauphin. James
died January 9th, 1979. Bessie is still living in
Dauphin.
Harold Ready married Amelia Cossar and
farmed in the Boissevain area for many years. Harold
was also in the real estate business. They had one son
Jack, who works for the Brandon Sun, and one
daughter married a minister and lives in Ottawa.
Harold died in 1970 and Amelia is living in Boissevam.
Weiland Ready was born march 21st, 1896. He
married Bijou Caldwell, born April 26th, 1893, who
was working in the bank in Reston. They married in
Winnipeg on April 1st, 1916. Weiland enlisted in the
First World War, returning in 1919 to take over the
homestead. They had three daughters and three sons:
Roberta, Louise, Jean, John (Mac), Kenneth and
Douglas.
Roberta married Bill MacDonald of Virden who
joined the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders in the

Second World War. After the war, Bill worked for Air
Canada in Winnipeg, before being transferred to
Montreal. Bill died leaving Roberta and three daughters, Bonnie, Jacqueline and Maureen, who are still
living in Montreal and a son Bill, living in Toronto.
Louise married Folmer Skallerup who owned the
hotel in Maryfield, Saskatchewan. They sold the
hotel in 1953 and bought a store in Forrest, Manitoba
where Folmer died in 1954. They had one daughter
Suzanne and one son Bill. Suzanne lives in Vernon,
B.C., and Bill lives in Montreal. Louise worked for
Eaton's for fifteen years before retiring to live in
Vernon, B.C.
Jean married Fred Tapp of Virden. Fred joined
the Oridinance Corps in the Second World War. They
are the only members of the Ready family to remain
in Virden. They had four daughters: Sharron of Kenton; Donna of Elkhorn; Diana of Brandon, and Sandra of Edmonton and a son Lloyd still in school. An
infant son died in 1945.
Mac married Cass Campbell and has two daughters, Barbara of The Pas, and Bijou still in school.
Mac joined the Navy during the war and upon returning worked for Manitoba Hydro. He was staioned at
Beausejour, Glenboro, Boissevain and Winnipeg before moving to Thompson where they are presently
living.
Kenneth married Vera Matski of Shell Valley and
has two daughters, Laurie and Susan and a son Shel,
all living in Winnipeg. Kenneth joined the Navy and

Tony Pierce's threshing outfit, 1924.
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fred Rices died at Lauder, Manitoba some years ago.
The oldest son Robert (Rob) farmed on his father's
farm and sold out in 1948. He died in Ontario where
he operated a Locker Plant. He never married.
Isabel, the teacher, died in Winnipeg.
Winnifred, the nurse, died very suddenly the
month following her retirement from Winnipeg General Hospital.
Anella is the sole survivor of the family. She
resides in Winnipeg in Lions Manor. Her brother,
Edwin, died a year ago in practice as a chiropractor.

after the war he went into the lumber business. He
worked for Monarch Lumber Co. in Maryfield and
Manitou. They then moved to Winnipeg where Kenneth went into the building business. He has since
been employed by the Manitoba Government in the
Department of Labour for a number of years.
Douglas married Wanda and had two daughters,
Lynda and Patricia. Douglas worked for Manitoba
Hydro for many years before moving to Canton,
Ohio. Douglas was killed November 1st, 1969 and
Wanda died in July 1973. The girls are married and
still live in Canton.
Ernest Ready was born in 1904 and lived with his
parents on the homestead going to Lanark school,
and later to high school in Reston. He taught at
Lampton school for one year. After his mother's
death, he moved to Cluny, Alberta, moving to Vancouver in 1935. They had one daughter Patricia.
Ernest worked for Barrard Shipyards in Vancouver
for many years before retiring to Oliver, B.C.
When WeIland took over the homestead in 1919,
his mother and father retired and moved into Reston.
His mother died in the mid 20's and his father returned to live on the farm with WeIland and the
family.
The homestead house burned in 1927. WeIland
built a new house on the same site and lived there
until 1930 when he sold the farm to John Cuthill and
moved to Virden. John Ready Sr. went to Bield to live
with James and Bessie till his death in the ealry 30's.
WeIland worked at a variety of jobs in Virden before
joining the Veterans Guard of Canada in 1939. After
the war WeIland and Bijou lived in Maryfield, Winnipeg and Brandon before moving back to Virden in
1967. Bijou died January 1st, 1968 and WeIland died
October 1st, 1970.

Robertson, Alex and Margaret (Boyle)
Margaret Boyle born 1876 March 25 at Dayton,
Ontario came to Reston in 1899 and worked for a
cousin, Mrs. Jack Ready. She married Alex Robertson, February, 1900. He was born 1872 at Clayton,
August 3 and first came to Reston in 1895 on the
harvest excursion.
Six bachelors built a shack with bunks and spent
the winter at Reston in 1898. Albert Smith, Albert
and Jack Steel, Alex Robertson, and two others.
Alex Robertson built and operated a boarding
house at Reston before 1900, where the Credit Union
now stands. Clifford Sifton, a son, was born November 14, 1900. Sinclair Archie was born June 10, 1902.
Alex Robertson sold out in 1903 and took up a homestead close to Antler, Saskatchewan where they lived
for forty years. He died November 26, 1978, at 110
Kirby Avenue, Dauphin, Manitoba.
Sinclair Robertson farmed at Fertile, Saskatchewan and is now retired and lives at 1926 Princess
Avenue, Brandon, Manitoba.
Alex Robertson had six sons and two daughters.
John Robertson lives at 2274 Cranmore Road, Victoria. Blake Robertson lives at 2274 Maple Street,
Vancouver Island. Wilma was born at Antler and in
1949 married George McMunn, born 1900, June 24
at Ewart, Manitoba, oldest son of Jim McMunn of
Ewart, Manitoba. George was educated at Ewart and
moved to Winnipeg and worked for the Canadian
National Railway and passed away June 22, 1960.
Alma Coffey lives at 2110 Musgrave, Victoria.
She was a graduate of Winnipeg General Hospital
and retired.
Glen was born November 10, 1913, educated at
Antler and graduated from Angus Business College.
Glen played violin and saxophone and had an orchestra, "Glen's Vagabonds". They played at
Henuset's barn dances many times. Glen farmed east
of Reston for twelve years, 1945 to 1957. He married
Marjorie Hawkins, 1942 and had four children: Donna, Garry and Mona and Debby. Glen moved to
Victoria in 1957 and has worked for the B.C. Government. He retired in November, 1978 and lives at

Rice, Alfred
Alfred Rice and family came to Manitoba in 1902
from Ontario. Th~y settled southeast of Reston in
Albert Municipality. They attended church services
in Reston. Mr. Rice was superintendent of the Sunday school, (under Church Union) at the Methodist
church. Some of the family sang in the choir, also
attended High school.
There was a teacher (Isabel), chiropractor (Edwin) and nurse (Winnifred) in the family. Mrs. Rice's
brother Edward Brandon was harness maker in
Pipestone when they came out in 1902. his Mother
lived with him. The last of the family left Reston in
1947. Tom Brandon was another brother in Paramount School District. The Rice family and Mr. Tom
Brandon were active in taking parts in Three-Act
plays and showed real talent.
Jessie (Rice) Mollison oldest daughter of the AI599

2467 Estevan Avenue, Victoria. Donna, Garry and
Mona all attended Reston school. Donna graduated
from Victoria General Hospital, 1954 as an R.N. and
married Norman Schuler, a high school teacher at 100
Mile House. They have three children: Allan, Marion
and Niel. Garry Robertson lives in Nanaimo and
works for Eaton's. He married Bonnie Smeaton and
has two children, Dale and Michelle. Mona married
Jack Legget and lives at Williams Lake and has three
children: Trent, George and Nancy. Debby married
Peter Saunders, August 12, 1978 and lives in Vancouver.
Carman, the youngest son was born November 5,
1916, educated at Antler and joined the Air Force in
1941 and served five years. He graduated from Angus
Business College and married, 1941, Grace De Bray.
They live at Sedgewick, Alberta. Carman worked as
Administrator for Alberta Government for twentyfive years. He received a medal of public service
from Her Majesty the Queen. Carman played the
drums in Glen's Vagabonds. They have four sons and
two daughters: Donald, Bruce, Margaret, Hugh,
Tess and Archie.
It should be mentioned that John Robertson
served four years with Canadian Scottish. Blake
served four years with Army from Calgary.

of Wilfred and Doris (nee Bulloch) Robinson. Part of
his elementary education was received in Reston and
after moving to Neepawa he completed High School.
In 1949 he returned to Reston to work for his grandfather, Thomas Bulloch, in the Insurance firm known
as Guthrie and Bulloch. In 1951 he took over the
business and now carries on under the name of Cuthrie & Bulloch Ltd.
He was married in 1953, to Veda Cronk, daughter
of John and Harriet Cronk. She was born in Lintlaw,
Saskatchewan and moved with her family to Reston
in 1942. She received her education in Reston
Schools.
Four children were born to them: John Guthrie, in
1954; Marcia Arlene, in 1955 and twins, Wilfred
Rodger and Brett Ashton, in 1961. They all attended
Elementary Schooi and Collegiate in Reston. John
went to Winnipeg in 1974 to attend Red River College and later moved to Calgary where he now resides.
Marcia moved to Calgary in 1974 where she took
a secretarial course and obtained work there. She was
married in 1978 to Bradford Bulloch, formerly of
Reston and they are still residing in Calgary.
Brett went to Winnipeg in 1979 for an Employment Preparation Course. He now resides in Reston.
Wilfred left for Calgary in 1980, where he is now
employed.

The Family of Glen Robertson
Donna is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Robertson, former residents of Reston on a farm one
and one-half miles west of that town. They left the
farm, when Donna was thirteen in 1957, because of
Glen's asthma and intolerance to grain dust. They
moved to Victoria and have been there ever since.
Donna Margaret Schuler (Robertson) was born in
Antler in 1943. Her brother Glen Garry Robertson
was born in Antler in 1946. A sister, Mona Marjorie
Leggett (Robertson), was born in Antler, in 1950.
Another sister Debbie Joyce Saunders (Robertson)
was born in Brandon, in 1958. All live in B.C.
Donna was an R.N. and married a teacher Norman William Schuler and now lives in 100 Mile
House. She and Norman have three children, two
boys and a girl. Mona married a wild-life biologist,
John William Leggett, and lives in Williams Lake
and they have three children, two boys and a girl.
Garry is assistant Manager of an Eaton's store in
Nanaimo, B.C. He married Bonnie Smeaton and
they have two children, a girl and a boy. Debbie is a
Special Services Teacher and married Peter Saunders. They were married in 1978 and live in Vancouver.

Robinson, Wilred and Doris (Bulloch)
Doris Mae, daughter of Thomas Albert Bulloch
was born on March 21, 1903. After graduating from
High School she attended Brandon College in
1920-1921 and then Brandon Normal School. After
teaching for three years she returned to take Second
Class Normal School training in Winnipeg.
She later married Wilfred Robinson of Neepawa.
He passed away September 10, 1948.
Two children were born to them. Shelagh Harding on August 14, 1928 and Larry Chapman on
March 7, 1930. Shelagh now resides in Winnipeg. In
1949 Larry returned to Reston to work with his
grandfather Thomas Bulloch in the Insurance business. After his grandfather's death he bought the
business which still carries on under the name of
Guthrie & Bulloch.
Larry married Veda Cronk of Reston. There are
four children: John Guthrie of Calgary; Marcia
Arlene (now Mrs. B. Bulloch) of Calgary and twins,
Wilfred Rodger and Brett Ashton at home.

Shank, Maurice and Joan (Anderson)
Maurice came to the Reston area in the spring of
1949 to work for his late aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. M. Miller. He left in 1956 to work on the oil rigs

Robinson, Larry and Veda (Cronk)
Larry was born in Reston in March, 1930, the son
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filed on a three quarter homestead in the Cold Lake
area and married in 1934.
In 1943 Ernie was struck with rheumatic fever. He
studied more on electronics and became a radio technician. With a wife and three children he left farming
and opened his own radio and appliance store.
In 1953 he made a decision to go into the ministry. For six years he attended St. Andrew's College in
Saskatoon every summer and courses from Queen's
University in Kingston. He was ordained at Trinity
United Church in Brandon on October 27, 1968.
On April 10, 1969 he was inducted to the pulpit in
Reston, and has been here since. He served Reston
congregation for eight years. During his time here he
has been an extremely active person in community
affairs.
Ernest's wife Esma died on April 26, 1973. They
had two sons, Bill and Ted and a daughter Anne.
In 1974 Ernest married a recently widowed lady,
Cathy McIntosh.
Cathy and Ernie reside on First Street in Reston.

in Saskatchewan. For the next four years Maurice
worked on the pipeline and oil rigs in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta and in the spring of
the year 1958 and 1959 he worked for F. R. Skelton.
In 1960 Maurice rented the Edwin Berry farm, the
west half of 15-7-28 and worked with F. R. Skelton
until the fall of 1965.
In June, 1965 Maurice married Joan Anderson of
Hartney, Manitoba. They lived on the Edwin Berry
farm until 1966. In the spring of 1966 Maurice took
over the Skelton farm 13-7-28 and moved there in
November, 1966.
Maurice and Joan have four sons: Darren Michael
born, December 15, 1966; Mark Kevin, born September 18, 1968; Gregory Allan, born September 3.
1970 and Scott Jason born March 29, 1975.

Schiltroth, Grant and Nancy (Pattison)
Grant and Nancy Schiltroth are relative newcomers to the Reston Community. They moved to
Reston in January, 1976.
Grant was born in Red Deer, Alberta in 1952, the
son of George Schiltroth and Kathleen (Riddell) of
Pierson. The family moved to Gainsborough, Saskatchewan in 1963. He attended high school in Carnduff, Saskatchewan.
Nancy was born at Donavon, Saskatchewan in
1952 to Robon Pattison and Doris (Grant) of Melfort.
She attended high school in Delisle, Saskatchewan.
Grant and Nancy were married in 1973. After
Grant's graduation from the U. of S. in Saskatoon in
1975, they moved to Fort Smith, N.W.T., where
Grant was employed at Wally's Drugs. Grant then
accepted the managers job of Morrow's Pharmacy
and commenced work in January 1976. Nancy became Reston's first librarian in June of 1976.
Grant and Nancy purchased the drugstore business in October 1978 and called the business Reston
Drugs Ltd.
They have two sons Kurt William Robson born
April 11, 1977 and Kent Timothy born February 12,
1980.

Skelton, John and Annie (Gilchrist)
John Leighton Skelton was born in Ontario on
June 12, 1862 and came west in 1882. He married
Annie Gilchrist, eldest daughter of Neil and Margaret Gilchrist of the Crescent district, a small community south of Sinclair, Manitoba in 1883.
They farmed for a short time at Elva, Manitoba,
where a son, William Gilchrist was born May 9,
1894, and died on September 25, 1894. They moved
to a farm southeast of Reston, 2-7-27, where he
farmed till his death on July 1st, 1927. His wife
predeceased him on February 5th, 1918.
Their three children George Neil, Robert Searle,
and Margaret C. continued to farm. Robert Searle
passed away on December 17, 1940. George and
Margaret farmed till 1979 when the farm was sold to
Chuck Heath. They moved to a house in Reston on
5th Street.
George Neil passed away November 5, 1978.
Margaret still resides in Reston.

Smith, Albert and Eliza (Challener)
Schurman, Ernest and Cathy (Mcintosh)

Albert Edwin Smith was the seventh of nine children born to James and Jane Smith (nee Duncan) who
came from Lanark County, Ont., to the Elm Valley
area in 1888. Albert was 13 then. His father, who
farmed until 1901 when he opened a lumber yard and
store at Sinclair, was also an auctioneer.
Albert filed for a homestead of his own when he
was 16. Besides farming, he took up the butchering
trade, delivering meat from his farm and assisting a
number of beef rings. * In 1899 when he was 25, he
established a meat market in Rest()O. Meantime, he

Ernest Schurman was born on a December morning (14th), 1906 in Innisfail, Alberta. In 1908 the
family moved to Claysmore and then to homesteads
in the Cold Lake Area.
Ernest's formal schooling, before going in later
years to Saskatoon to Theological School, was taken
in the Clays more school.
He took many courses and numerous jobs, janitor, dairy farming, mechanical work, store clerking,
coal cars, trucking during the "dirty thirties". He
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strong convictions (vehemently held and expressed,
some say) - opposed liquor, for instance, with great
vigor - yet gave much of himself to others.
He died less than a month before his 76th birthday, on November 29,1950. Six weeks prior, he had
been found unconscious in his car on a country road
near Reston where he had got stuck. Mud had plugged the exhaust pipe of his car as he tried to drive out
of a hole. Carbon monoxide poisoning is believed to
have been a contributing factor in the death of this
man.
The A. E. Smiths raised four children at Reston.
Donald James, the eldest, was one of the first lads
from this community to attend university (the Smiths
placed great importance on their children's education). He graduated from the University of Manitoba
in chemistry, became a chemist with a Montreal
roofing manufacturer (Building Products) and later
established himself as a consultant in Montreal.
Their children, David and Mary Allison, were born
in 1941 and 1947 respectively.

had also developed an insurance agency which became his major business interest.
He married a nurse.
Eliza Challener was a young nurse who had come
west from Toronto in response to an invitation from
Reston's doctor, A. B. Chapman. One of her assignments was looking after a man whose disposition was
reportedly unpredictable if not uncontrollable. He
might be violent. Consequently, the municipal council (to which A. E. Smith now belonged) decided that
the attending nurse should herself be attended by a
man during her night duty at the sick man's house.
Reluctant to delegate the task, Councillor Smith took
duty himself. While the patient got expert care, Mr.
Smith made Eliza's acquaintance and, before long,
married her.
Their four children were not yet teenagers - in
fact, the youngest was only four - when the 1919
influenza epidemic placed heavy demands on Mrs.
Smith, one of very few fully qualified nurses in the
district. For a time she quarantined herself, living in a
shed at the farm, separated from her family to diminish the risk of spreading the dreaded killer-flu of her
patients.
The Smiths' friendship with Dr. and Mrs. Chapman paralleled their mutual interest in community
affairs: both families took leading roles in municipal
government, recreation and the local fair among
other community enterprises.
One of A. E. Smith's personal projects was the
improvement of the local cemetery. Evidently, some
hasty burials during the flu epidemic of 1919-29 had
aggrevated disorganization at the graveyard. Plot
layouts were imprecise. Many graves were not quite
on the square and at least one was found cross-wise.
Smith brought strict regularity into the operation of
the cemetery during his tenure as secretary-treasurer
of the burial society. Headstones were straightened;
plots laid out precisely; records kept up-to-date. Perhaps most notably, Smith brought small spruce trees
from Riding Mountain National Park and planted
these where no trees grew before, giving the Reston
Cemetery its distinctive appearance ever since.
Scarcely a year before his death, A. E. Smith left
the building where he had constructed his meatcutting and insurance business (the store known currently as Reston Frozen Foods) to occupy a new
building of concrete blocks north of the bakery. This
21' by 14' building (recently converted into the Dennis County Laundromat) has an invisible but remarkable feature: its concrete foundation is two feet
thick and more than five feet deep. Smith's daughter,
Mildred Cormack, confirms that this feature aptly
symbolizes her father's devotion to things durable
and his "quiet benevolence" to many. The man had

Mildred Challener (born June 12, 1909), completed Grade 11 at Reston high school. Her courses
included French and Latin. At age 16, she entered a
five-year Home Economics course at the University
of Manitoba, graduating in 1930 to take up work in
hospital dietetics in Chicago, then Winnipeg. She
did restaurant work in the St. Regis Hotel in Winnipeg during the depression years in the early 1930's.
On her 24th birthday, she married Melville Wallace
('Bill') Cormack, a plant pathologist whom she had
met at college. Their life and work involved 20 years
with the Federal Department of Agriculture at Edmonton followed by 14 years at Lethbridge and seven
at Saskatoon. The Cormacks also did a four- year stint
with the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) at a research station 110 miles north of
Niarobi, Kenya where Dr. Cormack helped develop
rust-resistant strains of wheat. ("It was the most
exciting thing we have done," Mrs. Cormack said.
"We just loved it.") The Cormacks' three children
were adopted as infants: Donald Bruce, born 1935,
made his home and career in Calgary; George Albert, born 1940, died at age 22 in a mishap while
stationed with the Royal Canadian Air Force at Foymount, Ontario; and Olive Margaret, born 1945, who
made Winnipeg her home.
Olive Lillian was born to the A. E. Smiths in
1911. She, too, attended university and acquired an
education similar to her sister Mildred's. Her marriage in 1936 to Hallur Nygel Bergsteinson ended
prematurely 23 years later when she died of blood
cancer in 1959. There were four children: Ellen
Olive, Margaret Mildred, Lois Jean and one son,
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Harvesting.

Edwin Gunner, who was only eight when his mother
died.
Edwin Earle, born January 17, 1915, was the
youngest son of Albert and Eliza Smith. 'Ted' served
with the Royal Air Force during World War II. While
stationed in India, he was killed in action over Burma, August 13, 1943.
*Beef Rings were informal co-operatives which supplied fresh meat to their members before the days of
quick-freeze locker plants and home refrigerators.
Members in a neighborhood took turns every few
weeks, consigning a 'cattle-beast' for slaughter to a
local butcher. He killed the animal and cut up the
carcass. Next day, every family in the ring picked up
their portions of fresh meat. The butcher kept records
so that choice cuts rotated with less desirable ones,
each family in time getting an equal quantity of the
different varieties. The butcher was paid, either in
cash or cuts of meat.

Art married Mildred Donald, and they had two
children; Marion Jean, born on January 21st, 1942;
and Betty Anne, born on October 21st, 1944. Marion
and her husband Jim Gores, have three children,
Dean, Laura, and David George; and now live in
Vancouver. Little Betty Anne, sad to say, drowned in
a pond on the farm at the age of eighteen months.
Mildred, the Mother, became severly ill after their
second child's birth, and has been hospitalized in
Brandon since 1944.
After obtaining a divorce, due to her chronic
illness, from his first wife in the late 1960's; Art
married Lillian Johnston, daughter of Ernie and Annie Johnston of Reston, in 1969. They live in Reston,
Manitoba.
Art's father, Albert Frith Smith, came to Canada
from Ireland with his father, George Smith. They
came first to the Moosomin area and then to the
Reston area in 1898, taking a homestead on the west
half of 34-6-28. Albert F. Smith is buried in Reston
Cemetery.
Art's uncle, Thomas Frith Smith was ninety-five
years old and living in Moosomin in 1978; but is now
deceased. Off-spring of the George Smith family
were: Frith, Harry, Albert, Tom, Bob and three sisters.

Smith, Arthur and Lillian (Johnston)
Geroge Arthur Frith Smith was born on May 5th,
1913, the son of Albert Frith Smith and his wife
Cherry N. (nee Salmon of Moosomin). Art had three
brothers and three sisters, listed as follows;
Dennis, who lives in Reston retired from farming
the west half of 34-6-28, the family homestead. Tom
who lives in Vancouver, B.C. Doris, Tom's twin,
married Gordon Grose and lived in virden, but is now
deceased. Frank, who lives at Powell River, B.C.,
Kathleen (Kitty) who lives in Victoria, B. c., Phyllis, who lives in Oakville, Ontario.

Smith, Dennis and Mable (Ashley)
The Dennis Smith family lived on the original
homestead which was homesteaded by an Uncle Harry Frith Smith in 1898.
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Reston in 1935. Mr. Stonehouse passed away in May
of 1936 in his sixty-fourth year. Mrs. Stonehouse and
Ross lived there until Ross got married and went to
Winnipeg. Their Mother stayed until some years
later when she went to the Senior citizens home
where she passed away in Brandon at the age of
seventy-nine.
Fred and George rented their Dad's land in 1924.
On February 24, 1926 George married Catherine
Fraser, daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. George
Fraser. They lived in a small house in the yard where
the Stonehouses lived. Then in 1927 they built a
house and stable on the southwest quarter of 25-6-28,
land which his Dad had given him some years earlier
and they moved there.
On June 12, 1931 a son Kenneth was born to
George and Catherine. They lived there until 1936
when they moved to Ebor onto the south half of
10-9-29. In 1947 George purchased the south half of
18-9-29. They farmed until 1966 when they sold the
farm to Kenneth and retired to Virden.
Kenneth married Winona Callan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Callan in February, 1951 and lived on
the east half of 21-9-29. George's wife passed away
on the eleventh of June, 1976. George is now a
resident of the Sherwood Home in Virden.

Dennis married Mable Mae Ashley in 1945 at
Virden. To this union was born two children Bert
Ashley, and Jack Dennis Smith. The boys took their
schooling at the Prairie Rose School, Dublin School,
and later finished at Reston.
Mable was deceased in September 1976.
Bert married the former Deborah Russell and
they have two sons, Aaron John and Brock Albert.
Bert and family are the fourth generation of Smiths to
live there.
Jack married the former Margaret Davis and they
have one son Tyler John. They farm south of Reston.
Dennis is retired now and lives in Reston.

Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Charles J.
Charles J. Stewarts filed on a homestead, the
northwest quarter of section 2-7 -27, and bought three
quarters of 3-7-27 where they built. It was easy
walking distance to school and church for the
younger folk. They were active in Church and community affairs.
Mr. Stewart was a councillor for Pipestone Municipality for a number of years. In 1910 they left
Reston to again pioneer in Central Saskatchewan
where the older Stewart boys had homesteads, and
had also bought land.
Their son Milton was killed in action in W. W. I in
1917 and their son Tom badl y wounded later that year.
Their son Jack married Miss Laura Reid of Reston in
1911.
In 1918 the Sr. Stewarts retired from farming and
with their only daughter Jessie, went to Vancouver,
B. C. where they enjoyed the milder climate for many
years before being called to their eternal rest.
The Stewarts were very fine people, always extending a helping hand to those less fortunate, also
helping to build a better community wherever they
lived. Their grandchildren have inherited the same
fine qualities.

Summerfeldt, Gordon and Addie
Gordon and Addie Summerfeldt came to Reston
in 1972, having purchased the A. D. Anderson home
on 1st Street. Both Gordon and Addie took their
schooling at Bengough, Saskatchewan and were married there in 1940. Gordon joined the R.C.A.F. in
1942 and after his discharge, purchased the meat
market at Antler, Saskatchewan which they operated
for twenty-seven years. III health forced retirement
and they moved to Reston. Now Gordon cashiers the
auction sales for Baldwin and Wilkinson. They have
one daughter Janet, born July 5, 1952 who is now
married to Adrien Paulhus and they are temporarily
living in Thompson, Manitoba.

Stonehouse, Joe and Elizabeth
Joe and Elizabeth Stonehouse came from Ontario
in April, 1900 and lived in the house, that was later
occupied by Ernest Johnson, when their son Fred was
a year old. George was born on July 4th, 1900 in
Reston. They lived in that house for about three years
then moved out to Ed Stevenson's place a mile and a
half west of Reston and lived there, until 1905 when
Joe Stonehouse purchased the east half of 25-6-28
and built a house and stable and they moved there. He
also had purchased the southwest of 31-6-27 and in
later years he purchased the southeast quarter of
23-6-28 and the west half of 25-6-28.
Their younger son Ross was born November 13,
1917. Mr. and Mrs. Stonehouse and Ross retired to

Sutcliffe, John and Mary (Hartley)
John William Sutcliffe was born at Peterborough,
Ontario on March 22, 1857. As a young man he was a
lumberjack and hunter's guide in the Nipissing, Ontario area. He came west to what is now the Kinloss
district in 1887 and took up a homestead on the north
east quarter of 18-6-27 and then pre-empted the
northwest quarter of 18. Later he purchased the south
east quarter of 19.
At the time he homesteaded, William Lau and
Tom Baldwin and he were the only settlers in that
area south of the Pipestone Creek, the closest town
being Virden.
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The main mode of travel was oxen and they were
also used for work so he usually walked to town.
Leaving home about noon he arrived in town towards
evening, a thirty mile walk ac"'oss country. After
getting his supplies he would rest for a time in the hay
mow of the livery stable, before leaving for home.
I'm sure all were happy when a rail line went in from
Brandon towards Pierson and the town of Melita
made it possible to get supplies at a distance of about
eighteen miles. The first old trail from the Pierson
area went through John Sutcliffe's yard.
In the fall of 1889, John returned to Ontario and
married Mary Jane Hartley of Nipissing, Ontario
November 26, 1889. She joined him on the homestead in the spring of 1890. Their first home was a
lean-to building with sod bedroom attached. During
those early years while they were getting established
and also raising a family of ten children the mother
also found time to help others in the time of illness
when doctors were few and far apart.
Mrs. Sutcliffe passed away January 1917. John
served several terms on the Municipal Council and
also the school board. He married again in 1921 and
they continued to farm until the fall of 1927 when
they retired to Reston. He passed away there in
March 1929.
Elsie the oldest daughter was born October 21,
1890. She married George Forbes November 26,
1909. He had worked for 1. B. Ireland, who had a
livery and sales stable. Elsie and George moved to
Success, Saskatchewan where they farmed until retirement. Elsie passed away in September 1975.
George still lives there.
Alice the second girl, born April 6, 1892, trained
as a dressmaker and later married Albert Watson of
Success, Saskatchewan July 29, 1921. They farmed
there until their youngest son Mervin took over.
Alice passed away in November 1955 and Albert in
May 1971.
Annie was born on Aprillst, 1893. In November
1910, she married Harry Cook, who had worked for
James Pierce of the Dublin district. They moved to
Imperial, Saskatchewan where he managed a Company farm for many years. About 1940 they moved to
Abbotsford, B.C. where they had a chicken farm.
She passed away in September 1957 and he in January 1958.
William, the eldest son was born on July 20,
1894. He served overseas in World War One with the
144th Battalion and served in France as a Seargeant
with the Canadian Machine Gun Corp. He was in the
army from 1915 until 1918. After returning home to
Reston, he married Mabel Hetherington of Reston in
December, 1921. They farmed in the Stonehill district, their home being on the south west quarter of

I 1-6-28. He served for over twenty years on the
Municipal Council of Albert, sixteen of them as
Reeve. In 1967 they sold the farm and retired to
Virden, Manitoba. Bill passed away in April, 1975
and his wife Mabel in January, 1976. Both were
buried in the Reston cemetery.
Evelyn the next in the family was born on March
9, 1896. She trained as a dressmaker and later after
going to Success, Saskatchewan to visit her sister
Elsie, she met and married Charles Hunter and they
farmed there until he passed away in 1915, leaving
her with two small girls to raise. In 1933 she married
Henry Carlson of Success, and they farmed there
until 1943 when they retired to B. C. They both
passed away at Haney, B. C. Henry in December,
1963 and Evelyn in October, 1972.
Grace was born on March 6, 1898. She grew up
and married William McWhirter in October, 1918.
They lived at Stalwart, Saskatchewan. She passed
away in May, 1963 and he in October, 1977.
Hartley, the next son was born on September 11,
1899. In 1931 he married Elizabeth Pierce the daughter of another pioneer family, Edward and Mary
Pierce. Hartley and Elizabeth's home was on the
south east quarter of7-6-27 which now belongs to the
son Charlie. Hartley passed away in February 1971
and Elizabeth moved to Virden, Manitoba.
John the third son of John Sutcliffe was born on
December 24th, 1900 and after the father retired to
Reston in the fall of 1927 he and the youngest son
George farmed the old farm until the early 1930's. He
then left for further west and purchased land near
Calgary, Alberta and farmed there until he and his
wife Alice retired into the little town of Airdrie,
Alberta. She passed away there in May 1968. He still
is living there.
Jessie the youngest of the Sutcliffe girls, was
born in July, 1902. She worked in Brandon, Manitoba and in B.C. for many years and then married
Peter McGregor, of Kyle, Saskatchewan in February
1951. They farmed there until retiring to Creston,
B.C. where Peter passed away in September, 1975.
She still keeps active around her little home and with
senior citizens activities.
George, the youngest son was born December 1,
1903, and grew up and stayed on the old homestead
quarter until he purchased the south east quarter of
19-6-27 in 1932 and moved there to live. On March
31, 1931 he married Iva Hopkins of Reston and they
farmed there until 1941 when they moved to Ontario
living in Niagara Falls and Windsor for the next three
years. After returning to Manitoba again in 1944,
George had a welding shop in Melita for the summer
of 1945. That fall he sold the farm and they moved to
Agassiz, B.C. where he bought a welding shop
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The family presently live in a mobile home across
from the Reston Rink. Gary is a member of the Fire
Brigade and an Ambulance Volunteer. He is also a
member of the Theatre board. He is an avid snowmobiler during the winter and enjoys camping with
the family through the summer.

which he operated until 1951 , when he sold out and in
1952 they moved to Penticton, B.C. where they still
reside. They have one son Glenn married and living
in Penticton. Four daughters, Merlyn Bigham of
Kamloops, B. C. , Orma Graham of Lacombe, Alberta, Arlene Schneider of Winnipeg, Manitoba and
Carol Ann Greenidge of Surrey, B.C. All were born
at Reston except Carol Ann who was born in Windsor, Ontario.

Wed ow, Milton
Fred and Charles Wedow came from Hanover,
Ontario to the Virden district about 1895. After hearing from her cousins, Minnie Wedow decided to join
them in Manitoba.
A year or so later Minnie's mother, brothers Bill,
Henry and Louie, sister Elizabeth and Milton came
and settled in the Scarth district. The old stone house
still stands on the east side of No. 83 Highway.
The boys farmed around the district. Lizzie married Albert Teid and lived in Boissevain, Manitoba
for a couple of years then moved to Conwood, Saskatchewan to homestead. The Mother and Bill, Louie
and Milton followed them to break land and homestead. These were very strenuous years. Henry
farmed at Ewart and Sperling, Manitoba prior to
going to Conwood. With exception of Mrs. Wedow
and Milton they remained there the rest of their lives.
Their families now live at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan.
Around 1918, Mrs. Wedow and Milton came to
the John Flett home to live. It was very fortunate for
the Johnston family to have Milton with them when
Jack, as he was best known passed away in 1925. He
looked after the farm and helped Minnie raise the
family. He was always willing to help neighbors with
sawing wood, butchering, etc. He and Linda
Johnston live in Reston. He is a great person.

Ward, Joseph and Ada
George Joseph Ward and his wife Ada came to
Reston from Fertile about 1919. They had emigrated
from England two years previous to this. They had
one adopted daughter, Edna who later married Alex
Watt.
Joe worked in the round house for some years. He
left and went to Selkirk where he worked as an
attendant on the farm at the Mental Hospital for one
winter. While at the farm he developed severe arthritis from which he suffered afterwards. On returning
to Reston he worked on the T. A. Bulloch farm (now
Vern Cook's) and also on the W. H. Bulloch farm
now owned by the Wilsons. They often drove by
horse and buggy to church at Reston. When they
moved to Reston they owned a house on the property
now owned by George and Olga Andrews.
They were staunch Anglicans but when for a time
the Anglican church closed during the winter months
they sang in the choir in the United Church.
Joe died in 1958 and Ada in 1966.

Watt, Gary and Barbara (Hamilton)
Gary Alexander is the third son of Alex and Edna
Watt. He grew up in Ewart and received his education
in Ewart and later in Reston.
After a brief carpentry "career" working for the
Toews Bros. he decided to take the Automotive Mechanics course at M.LT. in Winnipeg. After completing the course he began his apprenticeship with
Wiley Mercury in Winnipeg.
In 1966 he returned to Reston and was employed
by Wm. Lockhart & Sons.
In December of 1968 he married Barbara
Hamilton of Glenboro. They began married life living in Reston. Barbara continued teaching Grade II at
the Reston Elementary School. In 1973 Gary began
driving to Cromer where he was employed by
Heritage Equipment. When the garage was moved to
Virden he continued in their employ.
In May, 1975 a son, Marc Alexander, was born to
them. The following year Gary purchased the Highway Texaco station from Ed Gulas and started' 'being
his own boss". In September, 1978 Ashli Danielle
became a member of the family.

Wilkins, Arnold and Edith (Snider)
Arnold Wilkins, having received his degree in
Agriculture from Brandon College and the University of Manitoba, purchased the family farm from his
father, W. E. Wilkins. In 1922 he married Edith
Snider, whom he had met while she was teaching
school in Lambton, S.D., and they raised a family of
four children on the old homestead.
Their determination perseverance and hard work
enabled them to survive the Depression and to farm
successfully for many years. Arnold's hobby was
raising registered Shorthorn cattle which won awards
for him year after year at Brandon Winter Fairs and at
Toronto National Exhibition. He served as Director
of the Manitoba and the Canadian Shorthorn Associations. He was also active in many community
organizations, a school trustee for many years, a
supporter of Reston Curling Club, the Agriculture
Society, Reston United Church and the Memorial
Park.
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The Wilkin's first child, Bernice, became a
school teacher and married John Klippenstein, a
Manitou farmer. The couple have three children of
whom the oldest, Kerrie Brewer, a graduate physiotherapist, is presently treating patients in this area
for the Canadian Arthritis and Rheumatism Society.
The Wilkins' older son, Arthur, took over the
farm from his father, who retired to Reston in 1965.
Arthur and his wife, Donna, have four daughters,
Wendy, Shawna, Kim and Tanis. They live north of
Reston but still farm the old Wilkins' homestead.
Arnold and Edith's second son, William (Bill)
also chose farming as a career, buying land in the
Linklater district, where he, his wife, Alma, and
their two children lived until Bill's untimely death in
1968, at the age of thirty-nine years. Bill's hobby was
flying, which he and his family enjoyed for many
years, often flying to the Southern States and Western Canada. In 1967 he was President of Manitoba
Flying Farmers. He had also served as Director of
Square Deal Co-operative in Reston, was Secretary
of Linklater Pool Elevator, School trustee, and on the
Board of Directors of Co-operative Hail Insurance
Company from 1956 until his death. He died in a
plane crash while spraying crops near Belleview.
Joyce, the youngest Wilkins child, studied music
and eventually became a music teacher. She, her
husband, John Tureski, and four musical children
presently reside in Sarnia, Ontario.

Bain. His next venture was a harness shop located
across from the G. S. Munro Co. store, the site of the
present playground. During this period the harness
shop was a rendezvous for the local Indians with
whose tongue Mr. Wilkins had a working knowledge. In recognition of services rendered they would
do many things for him. However there were limitations. On one Sunday, accompanied by his family
and travelling in a rented surrey, he stopped to see
one of them. It must have been a collection trip
because he was told "Money no good on Sunday".
Ernest continued to sell and repair harness until
April 1911 when his health required a change of
climate. On April 11th he moved to North Battleford,
Saskatchewan with his wife, the former Miss Elsie
Stonehouse, and his three sons. A fourth son was
born in North Battleford two and a half years later.
In his seventeen years in North Battleford he was
never able to get back to Reston to renew acquaintance with his many friends there. He died in May
1928 after life of helping others. A life of many
hardships but rarely a complaint.

Wilkins, Thomas and Emily (Stonehouse)
John Thomas Wilkins was one of three brothers
from Bourton-on-the-Water, Gloucestershire, England, who migrated to Canada before the turn of the
century. The brothers were William Edward Wilkins,
and Ernest 1. Wilkins.
1. T. Wilkins was married to Emily Bates Stonehouse on January 3rd, 1905 and of this union there
were two children, Thomas Edward Wilkins, Killarney and Emily Kathryn Castle, of Hamiota, Manitoba.
Tom Wilkins came to Reston via Virden about
1894 and worked on farms in the area for the late
James Milliken among others. For a time before his
marriage and for about five years atter, he tarmed
southwest of Reston, but was forced to leave the farm
when a hail insurance company defaulted. His crop
was hailed out and he was unable to collect.
It was on this farm that Thomas Jr., was born, but
the family moved about 1907 to the village of Fairlight, where a friend of his, Ernest Stevenson had
acquired a hotel, and which he undertook to manage.
This lasted for about three years, when the family
moved back to Reston. Their son Tom was about five
years old at the time. Mrs. Wilkins was in charge of
the kitchen and house-keeping duties of the hotel.
For a time in Reston they operated a small confectionery and fancy goods store, first in a building
on the west side of the street adjacent to the post
office and later in a building next to the Bank of
Montreal, which was the Bank of British North
America. The building was owned by Emily's father,

Wilkins, Ernest and Elsie (Stonehouse)
Two Wilkins brothers Thomas and William emigrated from England to Manitoba in 1890 leaving
behind two other brothers Ernest and Graham, both
under twenty-one years of age. On April 17th, 1891,
his twenty-first birthday, Ernest followed the lead of
the older two, arriving in Reston in May of that year.
During that summer and fall he worked on the
farm of the late Robert Forke. While harvesting a fire
broke out on the separator, so Ernest and another lad
jumped on the burning machine and extinguished it.
On the way back to their racks both men landed
on the same step, it broke. Attempting to break his
fall Ernest reached out, but too far, his right hand was
cut off and the arm chewed up almost to the elbow,
necessitating amputation above the elbow.
That year he filed for his homestead, the southwest quarter 6-7-28. (Strange as it may seem it is still
called the Wilkins quarter and the well still called the
Wilkins well.) At some stage in his homesteading life
he was burned out by a prairie fire. Homesteading
with one arm was not his forte, so after getting title he
sold and moved into Reston.
During his early years in the village he had a
hardware store which was later sold to E. A. Mc607

George W. Stonehouse and which had previously
been occupied until about 1913 by Ernest Wilkins as a
harness shop.
After this business venture, the Wilkins moved to
a small house on the east side of town. For a number
of years Mr. Wilkins was employed during the summer months as weed inspector of the R.M. of
Pipestone and very frequently assisted in A. E.
Smith's butcher shop.
Mrs. Wilkins was born at Lampton Mills, Ontario, and came west with her parents, the late Mr.
and Mrs. Stonehouse. She had one brother 1. L.
Stonehouse and two sisters, Elsie, who later became
the wife of E. 1. Wilkins and Katherine, who arrived
later and was married to the late Buddy Burge.
Emilie Katherine arrived on the scene in April,
1918 when they lived in a small house on the east side
of town, which was home to both children until their
footsteps strayed from the local scene.
Activities around the home included a small apiary for several years, custom chick hatching and
plant nursery. Katherine tells that while she was not
the type to adapt to caring for bees, she did have a
hand in helping to extract the honey, which had, or
seemed to have a distinctive flavor when combined
with the pollen of the fruit trees in the yard and Bert
Baldwin's sweet clover field just to the east.
Speaking of fruit trees, they were very tempting
to the young boys who used to climb over the fence
and try filling their pockets with apples, only to be
foiled by a trusty Chesapeake, Mrs. Wilkins' favorite
retriever. They would be going to the big Chautauqua
tent which many might remember with its location on
the knoll in front of our house.

southeast quarters of 17-7-27. In 1894 his financee
Beatrice, arrived in Canada, and they were married
in Virden on June 13. They began their married life in
a tiny wood frame house on the homestead, and lived
in this wee home until 1905 when the family moved
into a new, roomier one and one half story house.
Beatrice had a bit of hard luck at the very beginning of her life in Canada, for she was no sooner off
the boat on Canadian soil when she found that all the
silverware she had brought with her had disappeared.
Apparently it could not be traced, and she never
heard of it again. Another unhappy incident was that
rain had somehow got into what was always referred
to as "her tin trunk" , and some large rusty spots had
ruined her lovely wedding dress. As far as we know,
it was never worn on any occasion whatever.
Will was one of the founders of the Reston Baptist
Church, and served as a deacon for years. He was
also a soloist and member of the choir. The sons and
daughters often recalled the interest their parents
took in the religious side of their upbringing. Will
played the organ, and, the young children, had frequent sessions of hymn-singing and Scripture reading. His devoutness went back to boyhood days, and
it is significant that his chums called him "The Rector". He not only taught his children religion, but
practised it, and was respected as a man of integrity.
He was a long time member of the Canadian
Order of Foresters, and in mid-life, also joined the
Masonic Lodge at Reston.
In 1918, father met with an accident. While harnessing a horse, it reared and fell on him and broke
one of his legs though the fracture wasn't discovered
at first. The result was a crooked leg. This accident
precluded his full participation in farming activities,
and he and Beatrice moved into Reston in the fall of
1922. Arnold took over the farm. Will was already
working as assistant to the secretary-treasurer of the
Municipality of Pipestone, the office being located in
Reston. He remained in the capacity until 1933,
when he was appointed secretary-treasurer. He retained this position until 1945, when he resigned
because of ill health at age seventy-six. The municipal auditor called him an able and painstaking secretary-treasurer, and, at the time of his funeral in April,
1949, a former councillor paid tribute to a man" who
was recognized as one of the most efficient secretaries in province" .
He had also served on the Reston School Board
from 1903 until 1933.
Beatrice, though of slight stature and accustomed
to a "gentler" life, managed to survive the severity
and privations of pioneer life on the Canadian prairie.
Five children were born in the first little home, and
only Edith, the youngest, could claim the "big"

Wilkins, William E. and Beatrice (Powell)
William Edward Wilkins, was born in 1868 at
Nethercote Farm, Bourton-on-the Water, in the English Cotswolds. He was the second son of his parents, and was under six years of age when his father
died. The four little boys and their mother stayed on
in their big stone house until the boys were able to
take care of themselves. In his teens, Will became a
school teacher, and was assistant principal of a boys'
school in Bourton when he met his wife, the former
Beatrice Rose Powell, who was principal of a school
in nearby Clapton.
Will preferred the out-door life, and eventually
realized his dream of immigrating to Canada to farm.
He and his brother Tom came in 1890, and their
younger brother Ernest a year later. He worked for
Mr. William Lothian for the first year, and, meanwhile, filed on his homestead, the northeast quarter
of 18-7-27, one and one half miles northwest of
Reston. Later he also acquired the northwest and
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house as her birthplace. Beatrice had been in indifferent health for years. Following a major operation
in 1929, her life was almost despaired of, but she
lived to her eighty-fourth year. She was predeceased
by her husband and her eldest son.
The family consisted of six sons and daughters as
follows: Cyril Vivian, Edwin Arnold, Dorothy Rose,
Percy Edward, Elsie Florence, and Edith Mary. Cyril
and Percy with their wives, Isabel and Mary, farmed
at Makota, Saskatchewan, though the younger couple later settled at Girvin. Arnold and his wife, Edith
(Snider), took over the farm at Reston. It is now run
by Arnold's elder son Arthur Charles, and his wife,
Donna, in addition of their other holdings about two
miles north of town. Dorothy became the wife of
Joseph Thompson, then of Hayter, Alberta, but now
of Red Deer. Elsie married George Wilson of the
Hillview district, and Edith married Arthur Geen and
lived on the Geen farm about three miles northwest of
Reston until they moved to Kelowna in 1945 and
engaged in fruit growing. Cyril died in August,
1950, and Arnold in May 1971; Percy in June 1974,
and Edith died suddenly in January 1975, about three
weeks before her husband, Arthur. Elsie died in
August, 1977, so that Dorothy is now (1978) the only
survivor of the original six.

tended Sinclair school until Grade VI and received
the remainder of his eduction at Reston Elementary
and Collegiate graduating in 1973. During the summers of 1971 and 1972 he worked for his Uncle
Murray Williamson custom combining in Kansas,
Nebraska, North and South Dakota. In September of
1973 he went to Thompson, Manitoba where he was
employed by Revelstoke Lumber Co. On August 24,
1974 he married Linda Jones, daughter of Newton
and Gwen Jones of Reston. Later the same year he
was transferred by Revelstoke to Flin Flon where
they lived one and a half years. While in Flin Flon
Linda was employed at the Hudson Bay store. They
moved back to Reston in April of 1976. Trev and
Linda have two children, Derek Craig born August
11, 1977 and Marla Leigh born November 24, 1978.
Blaire Lynn was born October 14, 1955. He attended Sinclair school until Grade V and received the
remainder of his education in Reston. He worked on
oil rigs in Alberta, for Versatile Machinery in Winnipeg, and for the R. M. of Pipestone until in April of
1976 he purchased, in partnership with his brother
Trev, a gravel and back-hoe business from Murray
Williamson. They operate the business under the
name Williamson Brothers Construction. Blaire married Diane Paulus daughter of Lucien and Henriette
Paulus of Antler, Saskatchewan on April 12, 1975.
They have two children, Carrie Ann born September
12, 1975 and Aaron Blaire born March 19, 1979.
Garnet Craig was born September 15, 1957. He
attended Sinclair School until Grade III and received
the rest of his education at Reston. After leaving
school Garnet worked for Coca-Cola in Brandon. He
drove gravel trucks for Atchison Construction of
Pipestone, Bradley Sand & Gravel of Brandon, and
Shryer Construction working out of Lynn Lake. He
also worked on oil rigs in Alberta. In 1978 he purchased his own gravel truck. He is presently employed by the R.M. of Pipestone. He lives in Reston
in the house formerly owned by Mrs. Gertrude Reid.
Ina Mae born February 4, 1961. Ina recieved her
education at Reston Elementary and Reston Collegiate. Since school she worked for Trev and Blaire as a
loader operator, has done some painting, and baby
sitting. During the winter of 1979, she was employed
at Russell's Bakery.

Williamson, Melvin and Shirley (Gray)
Melvin James Williamson was born January 18,
1933 at the farm home in the Crescent district northwest 23-6-29 the eldest son of John and Ellen
Williamson.
Mel attended elementary school at the one room
Crescent School and then high school in Sinclair. In
1948 he started farming with his father.
On November 12, 1952 he married Shirley Gray,
eldest daughter of Elgin and Ella Gray of Sinclair.
Mel and Shirley lived in a home in his father's
yard until November 1958 when the house was
moved to the farm owned by William Smith the
southeast of 15-6-29.
In 1965 Mel purchased the Massey Ferguson
dealership in Reston in partnership with Jim King of
Reston, after the death of Mel's Uncle, William D.
Morrice. They built a home on the lot formerly
owned by James Benzie. In 1967 he sold his share of
the business to Jim King and since has worked for
Square Deal Co-op, Ken Jago and eight years for
Gulf Servico in Reston. He is presently custom combining. Since moving to Reston, Shirley has been
employed by Solo Store, three years at Gulf Servico
and eight years at the Bank of Montreal.
Mel and Shirley have four children, three sons
and one daughter all born at Reston Hospital.
Trevelyn Lee was born March 23, 1954. He at-

Williamson Murray and Wilma (Gray)
Murray Williamson, the son of John and Ellen
Williamson, started farming in 1956 in the Sinclair
area. He rented the Bill McCune farm. In 1959 he
married Wilma Gray and resided in John and Ellen's
yard.
The spring of 1960 they bought the northeast half
of 1-7-29 from John Williamson which was originally
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the Fred and Tom Craig place. In April 1961 Murray
and Wilma moved their trailer on the northeast quarter of 1-7 -29 and later that year they built a new house
which still stands on the same location.
On January 10, 1963 Alana Fay was born in the
Reston Hospital. Then on March 19, 1965 Lindsay
Scott was born. On September 7, 1969 Trent Murray
their second son was born.
In 1973 they sold their farm to Grant and Sandy
Jackson and moved to Reston where they presently
reside.

Wilson, George and Elsie (Wilkins)
William George and Elsie Florence (Wilkins)
Wilson farmed north of Reston and northeast of
21-8-27 until 1953 when they retired to Virden.
They were active in both communities, and devoted members of the United Church, taking part in
many groups connected with the Church, Church
boards, Sunday School, Choir, and U.C.W. They
were members of the Pipestone Albert Agricultural
Society and also enjoyed curling. George was a
member of the Masonic Lodge.
Their family, one daughter Phyllis Noreen
(Olenick), two sons William Alexander and Donald
Lome received their education at Lambton and
Woodnorth schools.
William George Wilson passed away February
1963. His wife Elsie Florence passed away August
1977.
Noreen Wilson was employed as a sales clerk in
Reston Red & White Store and Knowlton's Boot
Shop in Brandon prior to her marriage to Onufri
(Neuf) Olenick, in 1950. Neuf was born in 1921 and
raised in Reston, played goal on the hockey teams in
Reston until 1950, also an active baseball player.
Their family consists of Grant, Cheryl, Janice
and Brian who were keen hockey players and figure
skaters.
Grant, third generation railroader, locomotive
engineer c.P. Rail in 1980, with his wife Jean
(McDonald) reside in Minnedosa.
Cheryl, after obtaining her Bachelor of Arts at
University of Winnipeg , with a Major in Psychology,
has chosen to help slow learners and under-privileged children in Saskaton, Saskatchewan.
Janice is an accountant at the local Credit Union.
Janice is married to Warren Cook who farms and
lives on the southwest of 36-7-27.
Brian is interested in the meat business, presently
employed at Burns Packers, Brandon.
William Alexander (Alex) married Martha
Kvistgaard of Virden. They farm and reside on
27-7-27 where they raised a family of six.
Their eldest son Doug married Colkleen Cald-

2.3 or 23 years? Stone found on the corner of 22-8-27.

well. They farm and live on 28-7-27. They have a
son, Matthew.
Bruce also farms. He lives on 18-8-27 which was
the homestead of his great-grandfather, Alex Wilson.
This farm has been in the Wilson family continually
for approximately one hundred years.
Linda married Trevor Alvis of Boissevain. They
live in Winnipeg with their son, Glenn.
Brad, is attending the University of Manitoba.
Karen is attending Reston Collegiate and
Christopher is attending Reston Elementary school.
Don married Joan Andrea Riley who came to
Reston from Winnipeg in April of 1952, where she
was employed by the Bank of Montreal.
They were married in October of 1953, and they
live on the family farm (northeast of 21-8-27). Five
sons were born.
Kenneth Riley was born July 14th, 1955. He
received his education at Lambton, Woodnorth and
Virden. After graduation he moved to Winnipeg,
where he took a course in Computer Programming,
and now works in that field at Versatile.
Robert Craig was born August 1st, 1956, and
received his education at Woodnorth and Virden
Schools. He continued to farm in the district. After
his graduation from high school he did odd winter
jobs in Winnipeg and Long Spruce until he decided
to continue his education. He graduated from the
Univeristy of Manitoba, with a Diploma in Agriculture in 1980.
Brent Laine was born September 26th, 1960 and
received his education at Woodnorth and Virden
Schools. He moved to Winnipeg to study at the
University of Winnipeg, and graduates in April of
1981, with a Bachelor of Arts.
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William Wayne was born August 30th, 1963 and
received his education at Virden Schools, graduating
in June of 1981.
Denis Ross was born October 19th, 1970 and is
taking his grade five at Virden Junior High School.

I remarried in 1961 and am now Mrs. E. B.
Wilkins, living in Edmonton, Alberta.

Winch, Harry and Margaret (Walsh)
James Harrison Winch, known to his friends as
Harry, was born in St. Clair, Michigan in 1892 and
moved to Owen Sound, Ontario at an early age.
He married Margaret Walsh in 1913 and came
west to Alberta to farm, from there to Weyburn,
Saskatchewan and to Reston in 1937. He farmed until
1952. In that year he became manager of the Reston
Co-op bulk sales. The following year he managed the
Reston Lumber Yard, which at one time was owned
by Brady's Lumber Co. In 1964 he retired and the
Beaver Lumber Co. bought it.
Mr. and Mrs. Winch had five children. A daughter Greta died in 1917 of diphtheria. There were a son
Walter and three daughters, Dorothy, Merle and Florence.
Walter married Mary Lau, of Reston and they
have two sons, Garry and Brian.
Dorothy married Graham Boyle of Colgate, Saskatchewan and they have one son Larry and two
daughters Cheryl and Edrie.
Merle married Bill Champion of Broomhill,
Manitoba. They have one son Barry and one daughter Rae.
Florence married Alvin Birnie of Reston, Manitoba. They have one son, Greg and four daughters
Brenda, Barbara, Lori and Shelly.
Harry died in May 1973 and Margaret in June
1960.

Wilson, Reverend and Mrs. Elmer
After spending all our years until we married in
1931, in Ontario, and where Elmer was ordained into
the ministry, we came to Manitoba. Our first home
was Cardale, where we were for five years and where
our three boys were born. They were Glendon Bruce,
Douglas Roy, and Donald Keith.
In 1936 we moved to Basswood and after four
years, we then moved to Reston.
From 1931 to 1940 were very trying years because
of the great depression, but everyone accepted the
hard times, and we were all able to share with others,
and they with us, such as we had, and for most people
the Church was the mainstay of our everyday lives.
Then came the war and we were heavily involved
in helping others who were serving our country, and
comforting those who were bereaved. Also Red
Cross knitting and quilting took up a great part of the
time for the ladies.
As well as having services in Reston and Hillview, our outside appointment, Elmer started services in three schools in the surrounding countryside. These people had had no regular services
any closer than Reston, so they really appreciated the
serVIces.
It was while we were at Reston that Glendon had
to have operations and it was wonderful the way
members of the church and friends of our congregations rallied around and helped in any way they
could. Those kindnesses will never be forgotten. We
may not be able to repay kindness with kindness, but
we can always pass them on to someone else.
From Reston we moved to Birtle where we served
the church for four years, and then on to Crystal City.
Glendon had entered United College, that fall,
then returned home for Christmas. He died suddenly
Christmas Day at the age of eighteen. Elmer took the
church service that night because being Sunday as
well as Christmas Day, every minister had his own
services and Elmer said "If our faith means anything, it has to work now. "
In 1955 we moved to Miami and after being there
two and a half years Elmer passed on. Both Elmer
and Glendon are buried at Crystal City, Manitoba.
Douglas and Donald were both in the R.C.M.P.
Douglas retired to Pension, and Donald is moved to
Prince Edward Island where he will become Chief
Superintendent in Charlottetown.

Young, Keith and Marie (Myers)
Keith and Marie Young, their daughter Dana, and
son, Dion, came to Reston in July 1977. Keith took
over as clergyman for the Reston-Pipestone pastoral
charge of the United Church.
Keith was born at Greenway, Manitoba, the
youngest child of Mr. and Mrs. W. 1. Young. He tried
his hand at farming and in the retail business before
he entered the ministry at Waskada, Manitoba. He
studied at Saskatoon, Edmonton and Halifax and has
served the United Church at Gilbert Plains. Birtle,
Miniota, and Kenton before coming to Reston.
Marie was born at Belmont, Manitoba the only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers. She attended Manitoba Provincial Normal school and then
spent years teaching at several rural locations in
Manitoba.
Keith and Marie were married in June, 1960.
Dana Margaret was born at Deloraine on December
10, 1965. Dion Keith was born in Gilbert Plains on
July 26, 1968. The children both attend school in
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Reston, taking part in the various activities which the
community offers.
The years have been challenging and enjoyable.
We appreciate the support and friendliness of the
people of both Pipestone and Reston.

Charlene started school at Sinclair, later being transferred to Reston in Grade V and VII. They are now
attending the Reston Collegiate and Chad is going to
Reston Elementary school.
In January 1976 the Zelmers moved to Reston
while Ken was attending school at Brandon Assiniboine College and that following summer, Ken
started in real estate. He was a salesman for Peter
Phillips Realty. In 1980 he became a broker and now
operates under Ken Zelmer Realty. Carole became an
employee at the Bank of Montreal in May 1976 and is
still employed there.
The Zelmers are very sports minded and enjoy all
sports.

Zelmer, Kenneth and Carole (Williamson)
Edwin Kenneth is the fifth child and second son
of Stewart and Tillie Zelmer. He was born October
14, 1935 at the home of his parents in the Bardal
district. He received his education in the Bardal
school and later farmed with his father and two
brothers.
On April 8, 1961, Ken married Marlene Carole
youngest daughter of John and Helen Williamson of
Sinclair. Ken had a new home built and they settled
on the northwest quarter of 9-8-29 four miles west
and five miles north of Sinclair and operated a mixed
farm. Ken and Carole went into raising purebred
Charolais, which was a great enjoyment and adventure.
The Zelmers have three children: Darren Todd,
born June 25, 1963; Charlene Gay, born January 6,
1965; and Chad Lee born July 2, 1971. They were all
born in the Reston Community hospital. Charlene
was the New Year's baby in 1965. Darren and

Boulton Brothers' threshing outfit.

Pipestone County S.S. Association Delegates, Reston, 1909.
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Cadet Corps. in 1914.

Masonic church parade, 1912. Buildings from L to R: Massey, Commercial Hotel, Post Office, Wilkins Candy Store, Livery Barn,
Brady's McCormick, Office building, Shippman's Harness Shop, Reston Barber Shop.
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Discussion Group. L to R: Dr. H. A. Hunter, J. R. Duncan, W. J. Shoult, Dr. A. B. Chapman, Colin McMurchy and A. J. Manning. The
picture was taken in front of McMurchy's Garage and combines some members of the "Coffee Club" and "the Senate". The "Coffee
Club" met every afternoon about three-thirty in the Canada Cafe, and the "Senate" met every afternoon at McMurchy's Garage.
The conversation of both groups ran from world affairs to the latest developments in local and political affairs.

Reston.
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Part of Reston Main Street, 1911.

Reston Main Street looking south, early 1940's.
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Reston, 1903.

Bird's eye view of Reston.

View of Reston, 1904.
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Reston looking northwest from the elevator, 1926.

Reston Main Street looking south, 1981.

Reston Main Street looking north, 1981.

Reston Main Street looking south, 1981.

Reston Main Street looking north, 1981.
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Berry Farm Equipment, 1981.

Berry Farm Equipment, 1981.

Gary's Hi-Way Service and Reston Motor Hotel.

Railroad Avenue early 1940's.

Reston Elementary School, 1981.
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Sanderson

Sanderson school, 1915. Teacher, Miss Muir. Standing: Margaret McDonald, Katie Grant, Edith Gould, Myrtle Roach, Cecil a
Roach, Marion Solly, May McGill, Mary Taylor, Reta McDonald, Hazel Roach, Alice McDonald on right with hair ribbon. Girl
standing behind Cecila Roach unknown and two beside Alice McDonald. Kneeling: Allen Sproule, Raymond McGill, John Gould,
Charlie Gould, Noble McGill, Alfred Roach.

Sanderson School District No. 442

In 1962 a new modern school was built on the
same site and continued in operation until June,
1922. As the district was then part of Fort La Bosse, it
was moved to Virden and put beside the junior high
school, where it is being used as a Music Room. The
school site was sold to a Mr. Bruce Dunning, where
he built a house and lives there.
Some of the teachers of Sanderson School District were: Miss B. E. Stewart - 1908; A. L. Jones
-1908-1909; Miss H. Naylen-1909; Miss Calder
-1910; Miss Sanderson -1910; Miss L. Powell1910; Miss Gilray-191l; E. G. Golly-1912; Miss

In the year 1886, Mr. Sanderson, who farmed
N. W. Y4 of Sec. 20-9-28 donated a piece of land for a
school site. The school was named after him.
In 1919, Ebor formed a consolidated district and a
number of sections on the southwest of Sanderson
district were transferred there. Sanderson district was
given sections to the north, hence the school was
situated on the south side of the district. In 1920 the
school was moved to the N.E.Y4 of 29-9-28. Mr. S.
Parsons of Elkhorn was the contractor who moved the
school.
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Opal Muir-1913-1915; Miss A. McLellan -1915;
Miss H. Grundy - 1915; H. Best - 1915; H. C.
Clark-1915; H. W. Clark -1915-1916; Pearl Hess
- 1919; Rev. James Wilkins - 1918; G. Whitney
1918 and 1920; Miss S. Cox -1920; W. Sanford1921; Miss Welsh -1921; Elsie Cooper-I925-1927;
Eleanor Slaughter - 1928-1929; Ann Gardiner 1929-1930; A. M. Raltray - 1930-1932; T.
McDonald - 1933-1934; S. O. McNeil 1935-1936; D. Nelson - 1936-1938; E. Blackmore
-1939. The school was closed due to small enrollment until 1946. M. Mayert-1946; A. E. Foster1947; A. Hedge - 1947-1948; H. Turner 1948-1949; E. Chatham-1949 and 1951; A. McTaggart 1949-1950; P. Dybish (Mrs. Allan Gardiner)1951-1952; G. Forsyth - 1952-1953; Gwen Roach
1953-1954; H. Chalmers -1954; Mrs. Elsie Warren
(Elsie Cooper) 1954-1957; Marguerite Laidler 1957-1958; Don McBean - 1958-1960; Helen
Brownell - 1960-1962; Isabel Lowden 1962-1963; Mrs. Montgomery; Maureen McConnell
and Mrs. L. Leckie.

Sanderson new school built in 1962. Moved to Virden in 1972.

Gray, Harry and Orma (McTaggart)
In 1920, Harry (Archibald Henry) Gray came
with his parents and two brothers to settle in the
Sanderson District of Pipestone Municipality. Harry
was born June 11, 1918, at Cabri, Saskatchewan, and
until the age of two lived with his family in Cabri,
Saskatchewan.
He grew up in the Sanderson district and attended
Sanderson School until grade eight. He farmed with
his father and his brothers until 1941 when he enlisted
in the Second World War. Harry met Orma Jean
McTaggart, the teacher at Sanderson School. Miss
McTaggart had originally lived in the Glenboro area.
They were married November 7, 1953. They settled
on a piece of land purchased from Mrs. Bob Haskett
and farmed northeast 34-9-28.
In September 1954, their first child, Avis Alane,
was born. One year later, a second girl, Arvel Marie
was born. It was this year, 1955, that Harry sold his
livestock, continued to farm wheat on his quarter
section, and began work as an oil gauger for Trans
Prairie Pipelines Ltd.
In March of 1959 they had their first son, Sheldon
Neil, and their fourth and last child, Robert Neal,
was born in September of 1964.
All four children attended Sanderson School and
later Virden Collegiate. Avis entered the University
of Manitoba and obtained her Bachelor of Home
Economics. Arvel travelled to Moorhead, Minnesota
and graduated with a teaching degree in SpeechTheatre and English. Sheldon furthered his education at Assiniboine Community College in mechan-

Sanderson school class, 1928.

ICS.

Both girls married; Avis wed Lyle Campbell of
Virden, August, 1975, and Arvel married Tom Stewart of Thunder Bay in July, 1976.
During the years the family became involved in
4-H and community activities. In 1973 Orma again
took up teaching as a para-professional at the Kinsmen School in Virden. Harry continued to farm and

Sanderson school in 1939.
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married Margaret Montgomery (born in New York,
U.S.A. in 1846) and they farmed near Stratford,
Ontario. 1. C. Norsworthy took employment with
C.P.R. on its westward thrust working as far west as
Oak Lake. In 1882, he struck out on foot to hunt a
suitable homestead site. A claim was filed for the
southwest of 36-9-29 about one half mile north of the
Pipestone Creek.
Returning to Ontario that fall, he gathered up
necessary belongings and supplies and in May, 1883,
he and the family started their journey. They came
part of the distance by American rails that ran by way
of Chicago and up to Winnipeg, due to the fact that
no rail had yet been laid in Northern Ontario over the
glacial shield. From Winnipeg to Virden they rode
C.P.R. and from Virden to the homestead site, by
horse and democrat.
The family at that time consisted of John, Margaret, three children (Waiter, Lilly and Ida, all under
six) and Eliza East, a young girl of thirteen, who had
come west to help Margaret with the children. (Miss
East married R. Powell, four or five years later and
some of her descendants are still in this area.)
The first house which was to last thirteen years,
was known as "the shanty". The barn or stable
which accompanied it close by was big enough to
house two oxen and one horse and later three more
horses, some cattle and chickens.
By May of 1884, a year after leaving Ontario, a
new baby arrived in the shanty, Ella Pearl Norsworthy, who was the first white child born in this area
on the Pipestone Creek.
By 1886,1. C. Norsworthy applied for farm preemption patent on the southeast of 36-9-29 which
later was taken over by Ruben Roach of the Sanderson district. In 1889, a second homestead was applied for on southeast 2-10-29 and the title was
received four years later.
In those years many hardships presented themselves, not the least of which was trying to keep warm
due to the shortage of wood. John's son Walter often
related of four day trips to the Moose Mountain Area,
along with several other neighbors, to get sleigh
loads of wood. Also he used to recall when the shanty
and stable were all but buried in snow during severe
storms and that he and his sister, Lil, would have to
climb up the six to seven foot banks to the stable door
to feed and get snow for the stock.
John Norsworthy had a great deal of trouble with
arthritis, so was unable to work out much in the cold.
By 1896, a new house was planned and constructed of lumber from Virden, of field stones and
cement. The new one and a half storey house was 28'
x 20' and it was accompanied by a wooden walled,
sod covered stable of 16' x 52' and a sod covered

to work for the oil company, now called Norcen,
until his death December 21, 1977.
Mrs. Gray and her son Neal continue to live on
the original piece of land she and her husband built
on in 1953.

Grieve, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
On May 28th, 1910, Mr. Dan Grieve came with
his parents from Glasgow, Scotland to Canada arriving in Virden where his parents worked out until they
bought a farm in 1913. He helped his parents farm
until 1916 when he bought a half section in Pipestone
Municipality. In August of that year he married a
Miss Lindsay who had just come from Scotland.
In 1918 they had a daughter Mary Galbrath Grieve
who married Peter Funk. They had a son and a
daughter. The granddaughter was killed in a car accident in 1976.
Mr. Grieve retired in 1963, and stayed with his
brother Jack of Virden for two years. Since then he
spends the winters with his son-in-law and daughter
in Kingston and summer months in Virden.
Mrs. Grieve passed away in the fall of 1957 and is
buried in Virden Cemetery.

Mitchell, Lorne and Gertrude (Mc Gill)
Gertrude Linda daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. E.
McGill of Ebor was born July 1908. She married
Lome Mitchell of Cromer in 1925. They farmed in
the Sanderson district for two years then moved to
Wallace Municipality in the Springvale district
where they farmed until 1953, then moved into Virden where they still reside.
They have five children; Orval married Evelyn
Sheane of McAuley, Manitoba. They have two
daughters. Orval works in the Sun Oil Company
Office in Calgary.
Donald married Mary Lockhart of Reston. They
have four sons. They live in Edson, Alberta and
Donald owns hot oil trucks and works in the oil
fields.
Joy married Pat Quinn of MacGregor, Manitoba.
They have three sons and one daughter. They live in
Calgary. Pat has a business of his own known as
Quinn Testers.
Lynn married Melvin Misener of Pipestone.
They live in Edmonton. Melvin is a truck driver and
they have two sons. Kenneth married Pat Whiteford
of Virden. They have one son Kenneth, who is the
financial administrator of Virden District Hospital.

Norsworthy, John and Margaret
(Montgomery)
John C. Norsworthy (born in England, 1841)
came to Canada as a child with his parents. He
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Norsworthy, Walter and Hettie (Grant)

wooden walled granary 14' x 32' (from original insurance policy). The house cost $300.00 and the bam
and granary $50.00 each.
Margaret and Lizzy were good cooks and helped
the young men homesteading by baking their bread.
Margaret had brought a sewing machine with her, so
she was able to keep the family in clothing. A pump
organ had also come to Manitoba with the family, so
many house parties and community gatherings were
held at the Norsworthy home. At one such gathering
was the first meeting of Walter Scott Norsworthy and
Hettie Belle Grant (married in 1913).
By 1914 a new bam was undertaken and erected
with some community help (including Jim Flecknor
who worked for the Norsworthys at that time). The
bottom part was cement and the upper loft and roof
was frame. The structure is still standing and is used
for the storage of grain.
After the death of John in 1918, Margaret lived in
tum at one or another of her children's homes as was
the custom in those days. Walter, who had been
farming the land due to his father's disability, continued to do so.
Margaret, a good neighbor and a true pioneer
dearly loved by friends and children lived until she
was eighty-six.

Walter Scott Norsworthy, born 1877, at Stratford,
Ontario came west with his parents at the age of six.
The eldest of three children, he married in 1913,
Hettie Grant, second daughter of James and Sarah
Grant of the Woodville district. Miss Grant had
taught prior to marriage for several years, two of her
schools being Sanderson, her first, and Omro.
After marriage they lived on Walter's farm the
west quarter of 26-9-29 (the quarter vacated by Walter's sister Lil and her husband Bert), which he later
bought. The northwest quarter of 36-9-29 where
Walter and Hettie lived, was first obtained from the
crown by William Frances Ramsay in 1896 and was
later sold to Adam Wright for $1,000.00 in 1904, at
seven percent interest rate. Adam Wright was the
father of John, Will, Sam and Stewart who all farmed
in that area.
The Norsworthys farmed there until retiring to
Elkhorn in 1952, following a sale. The land was
retained and parcels were rented for some years to 1.
Cruickshank, Alex Smith, E. Stendal, D. Edwards,
S. Todd, and Emery Nylin.
Walter and Hettie lived in Elkhorn until Walter's
death in 1963. Shortly after Walter's death Hettie fell,
breaking her hip. She died in Brandon in 1966, having never regained use of her legs.
Two children were born to Walter and Hetty
Norsworthy: Russel Grant Norsworthy born at home
and Anna Gwen, born 1931, at home.

Smailes, Tom and Anne (Thomson)
Tom and Anne feel their story isn't really history,
as they had no relatives here, and have only lived in
the Cromer area for the past twenty-five years.
However, at some future date, perhaps it will be
considered history, so they write as best they can.
Tom was born at Assiniboia, Saskatchewan in
1915, the third child of English and Welsh parents.
His mother's maiden name was Margaret Dunn. He
was their first child to be born on Canadian soil.
There were six children, three boys and three girls.
His parents moved to the Monchy district of southern
Saskatchewan homesteading south of Swift Current
on the Saskatchewan, Montana border.
Anne was born in Rochester, Minnesota. Her
parents came to west central Saskatchewan in 1911,
her father taking a homestead near Alberta border,
one hundred and fifty miles west of Saskatoon, at the
end of the steel, near the small town of Macklin.
Later, the Canadian National Railway ran a line
through the area and their post office became Cactus
Lake. At the time of Anne's birth, her folks felt
Canadian Doctors weren't up to par, so her mother
returned to Rochester when Anne was born in 1915.

Norsworthy's Homestead, 1915.

Norsworthy Home, 1897.
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Her mother's name was Ulla Harlow and Anne's
maiden name is Thompson the eldest of five children.
Tom and Anne and two children, Glenn and Karen Lee came to the Sanderson district in 1954,
having previously farmed north of Dauphin for four
years. Before that they had worked on various farms
and ranches in east central Alberta and west central
Saskatchewan. When they came to the Cromer district they rented what is commonly known as the
Mitchell farm. At that time it was owned by Harold
Mitchell, but had belonged to his father, Billy
Mitchell and is presently owned by Victor Revet.
Here they made their home for nearly eight years.
In 1955 their youngest son, Kenneth, was born.
All three children attended Sanderson school. Glenn
completed his Grade eight, worked for a year or so
around the district, then left for the west, where he
worked on ranches around Calgary and Merritt. He
married a Kamloops girl, Ellen Cooper in 1963.
Glenn worked for the B.C. Health of Animals
Branch for a few years, then at Prince George and
Kamloops as ranch manager for two large cattle
ranches. Glenn and Ellen have three children, Darwin, Phillip and Clayton.
Karen Lee left Sanderson public school for Virden Collegiate, being among the first group to be
van ned from this area to Virden. After high school
she took a hair dressing course at Richards in Regina,
met an Avonhurst boy, Doug Lanz and got married in
1963. They also have three children, Michael, Roxanne and Kirk. Except for a year at Prince George,
they have always lived in the Avonhurst area presently in the town of Qu' Appelle, where they have a
trucking business and Doug welds for Saskatchewan
Power.
Kenneth, took all his public schooling at Sanderson, except for a brief half term at Springvale, and his
high school at Virden Collegiate. He spent one term
at Assiniboine College in Automotive mechanics,
apprenticing at Stewart Chrysler in Virden and upgrading each year till he received his Master Me-

chanics License. He married Darlene Doerksen in
1974. She was raised in the Woodnorth district, and
they presently live in Virden. They have no family.
After leaving the Mitchell farm Tom worked for
two Oil Companies, Fosca Oil and Recovery Oils;
and they lived on one of the leases in a trailer until
1966, when they moved to the farmstead of the Frank
Knox farm, owned by Allen Cruickshank. In 1967
Tom started work for Wallace Municipality as a patrol operator, a job he still holds.
In the spring of 1968 Tom and Anne and Ab. and
Betty Hall purchased the Cromer Cafe from George
Laurence and Dick Woolridge. In June of 1969.
When the C.N. section closed Ab was moved to
Alger, so Anne was left to run the cafe as best she
could, ably assisted at odd moments and often very
short notice by Shirley Pengelly and Harriet
Lewarne, until 1976 when she closed it in April after
the disastrous flood of that spring. Harriet Lewarne
purchased the cafe in August of 1976 and it is still a
meeting place for the district Coffee Breakers. In
1970 Glen Wooldridge, a C.N.R. section foreman
living in Cromer was transferred to Lampman, so
Tom and Anne purchased his house, which is their
present home.
Orlin Trucotte, Anne's son by her first marriage,
had completed his grade nine at Dauphin and gone
back west to work on various farms before they came
to Cromer. He married Doreen Nakonashney of Lanigan in 1958 and they lived in Regina for several
years, until Doreen was killed in a car accident in
Saskatoon in October, 1966. He was left with four
small children to raise; Sherry, Barbara, Dwayne and
Laurie. They now live in Edgeley, a small town
between Regina and Fort Qu' Appelle and Orlin
works for Saskatchewan Highways Department.
Tom and Anne are both in good health and looking forward to retirement although Anne has taken it
easy since Harriet took over the cafe. They are proud
of their community, the rinks and hall and the church,
as well as the cafe and store. They miss the school
which closed last June (1978) but that's progress.
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Scarth
Miss May Snelson, now ninety-one years of age,
and a brother, Art, live in Virden.
The Fry family moved to Saskatchewan, the town
of Frys was name after them.
There can be few names and dates established of
many of the early pioneers.
The railway came from the south from Winnipeg
to Virden in 1905, and an elevator was built l!t the
siding, which was called Buckston or Buxton. No
names are available of the early elevator men, except
for Billy Ivey, who moved with his family to Tribune,
Saskatchewan. The elevator was later burned and
never rebuilt.
Wm. Crothers built a coal shed, and also sold
flour and feed.
In 1907, when the railroad was built from Winnipeg to Regina, the track crossed the farm of
William Scarth, and the name was changed to
Scarth.
The post office was established in 1908. John
Shoemaker was the first Postmaster. It was assumed
he was the first elevator man also. A. E. Shoemaker
of Woodnorth is a nephew, and the present councillor
for this ward.
The first passenger train was run in 1909. The last
eastbound train No.6 was August 1,1963. Passenger
trains had given twice daily service for fifty-four
years. Way-freight and Express Service gave way to
trucks. For a few years mail was trucked from Brandon. It is now distributed from Virden, but four small
post offices have been closed in Pipestone Municipality. This caused inconvenience to many who had
to drive ten miles or more for their mail.
The year of Confederation's 100th celebration,
,the luxury passenger train was put into service, but
only operated for a few years.
The earliest known Station Agent was W. H.
Toomer, in 1910 and 1911. The following names are
not in their proper sequence, and a few of their
Christian names cannot be established. These were
the days when the Seniors were known only as "Mr."
to the younger generation: Mr. Fair, Mr. Chester, Mr.

Cutting barley Springbrook farm, 1923.

Scarth
The year 1882 is the first record available of
settlers arriving in what is now the Scarth district.
Among the first was John A. Wright from Humberstone, Ontario. He was commonly known as
"Dutch". His son, Charlie, had arrived before the
others; another son, Ed, and daughter, Cecilia, who
later married Scott Ellsworth of Pipestone, followed
with their parents.
They settled on the S.W.Y4 33-8-26, which was
later included in the Scarth District. Dutch later lived
on S.W.Y4 28-8-26 and Charlie raised his family on
the original farm_ Ed lived on the S.E.Y4 5-9-26. In
later years 1. Ed Wright Jr. lived on section five, and
is now living (retired) in Virden. His son, Jim, still
lives in the Scarth District.
John Buck, A. P. Power, Charlie Brown, and R. 1.
Hill, all filed homesteads the same year. Wilbur
Wiles had been farming on the SY2 2-9-26. He married Ethel Buck in 1903, and bought the SY21O-9-26.
They lived here until 1932. They moved to Fort St.
John, B.C.
John Buck and Wilbur Wiles were keenly interested in school affairs, and their names appear on the
School Board almost continuously.
Ed Snelson homesteaded the N.W.Y4 6-9-25 in
1883. While this is in Sifton Municipality, they always got their mail at Scarth and were considered as
belonging to Scarth. Mrs. Snelson, as Miss Elizabeth Fry, came from England in 1887, and made her
home with her uncle.
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and provided several years of pleasure, along with a
dripping roof every bonspiel thaw. The Homemakers' Club had a few fowl suppers in the rink, but
these had to be discontinued owing to lack of space.
In 1974 the old rink was demolished, and a fine
two sheet rink built, with a spacious waiting room,
electrically heated, and a compact kitchen. It was
officially opened in February, 1975.
During the year of 1980, the curling club have
shown a fine co-operative spirit, and with the help of
the government grant and profit from regular bingos,
have further improved the waiting room by adding an
extension and enlarging the kitchen, which is now
fully modem and spacious. They have modem bathrooms, with an outside entrance as well, to accommodate the public at picnics and ball tournments.
On December 18, 1940, a number ofladies met at
the home of Mrs. Kenderdine for a tea to promote the
sale of War Savings Stamps. They formed a Red
Cross Work Unit and spent countless hours making
quilts, knitting sweaters, socks, mitts and gloves for
the boys overseas. They also sent many boxes of
treats. This Unit carried on over the years, doing
sewing and knitting for refugees, and victims of
disaster. With the exception of one year, Mrs. Kenderdine has been the convenor.
On July 25th, Manitoba's Centennial year, Scarth
Community Centre sponsored a reunion and celebration. The day was beautiful and there was a record
attendance. The guest who came the greatest distance was Mrs. Elmer Carroll (the former Beatrice
Jeffry) from Long Beach, California. A pleasing
feature was the presence of the fourteen members of
the Scarth family, mostly from Winnipeg, one family
from Toronto.
The first Section Foreman in Scarth was Chas.
Nairne, 1909-1912; then Jack Walter - 1912-1922;
Tom Heatherington, John Yaworski, Frank Riendeau, Mr. Bircall, Jake Leoppky, Reg P. Nairne, Ken
Clements, Alex Meikle, Irvin Silvious and Alex
Meikle, present foreman in 1980.
The Scarth Post Office was established on September 10,1908, with Mr. John Shoemaker as its first
Postmaster. The Postmasters and Postmistresses following Mr. Shoemaker held office in the following
order with the date they took office following each
name: Mr. W. Crothers - July 1911; Mr. John S.
Harris - April 1915; Mr. 1. F. Beck - March 1919;
Mr. Sidney Prouten- June 1919; Mr. W. M. HallSeptember, 1920; Mr. 1. Dana - December 1920;
Mr. 1. Ross Sadler - January 1926; Mrs. Jessie
Melville - June 1930; Mr. R. T. Kenderdine September 1937; Mrs. E. 0. Kenderdine - March
1951; W. Keith Kenderdine - 1961 - November
1978.

Collins, Mr. Risser, A. L. Lynds, Fred Barness,
Bruce Harron, Jack C. Epps, H. Walter Cox, Dollard
La Freniere, Frank Demeter. Night operators were:
Walter W. Scott, Mr. McCallum, Mr. Albertson, Mr.
Berry, John R. Bouvier, Joseph E. Brunet, Tom
Giles, G. A. Robertson, Hal Hedley, and Frank Arnold.
The first storekeeper was John S. Harris. Hart
Brothers built a second store, but in a short time
moved the building to Woodnorth. John F. Beck
purchased the store from Harris. He was followed by
Sidney Prouten, W. M. Hall, Joe Dana, Ross Sadler,
Alfred Palindat, R. T. Kenderine.
The first Presbyterian Church Service was held in
the summer of 1902 in the store granary on the 1. E.
Wright Sr. farm. The student minister was Mr. Todd.
In the winter the service was held in the present
house. Special services were taken by Rev. Peter
Strang who was minister in Virden at that time. These
services were carried on until 1946. The districts of
Springvale, Laggan, and Scarth made up the Mission
field known as Springvale. This field covered a large
area, and when the students made their rounds visiting, they rode bicycles.
It is regretted that for several years there is no
record of the progress in the community, and no
pioneers left to enlighten anyone. During the early
thirties several families moved north with their herds
of cattle on account of the severe drought and shortage of feed. When the rains came and conditions
were greatly improved, some came back to their
original farms. For several years there was a beef ring
in the district, Dory Giles was the butcher.
Scarth Homemakers' Club was organized in
1936, and is still active. The first president was Mrs.
Aleita Lynds. Over the years they have promoted
many money-making events: the money being wisely
spent on charities, and needed facilities in the school,
where all their activities took place. They had the
usual whist drives, bingos occasionally, dances, potluck suppers, a spring and fall bake sale, tea and
bazaar, which are still popular.
The Scarth Community Centre was formed in
1966. This includes Hillside, Mayville, Scarth and
part of Lambton School Districts. Scarth School and
grounds were purchased and a modem kitchen added
to the school. This had kept the community spirit
alive. They hold card parties regularly through the
winter, have Old-Time dances and Fiddler's contests.
These prove very popular. They are also responsible
for bridal showers, wedding receptions, and other
social functions which have kept the community
active.
The first rink was opened in the winter of
1950-1951. It was built entirely by volunteer help,
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Sale day at Dave Bald's farm in the Scarth area.

Scarth School District

of Virden was the first teacher and there were thirteen
pupils.
W. 1. Manser Sr. was awarded a contract to build
the school on the S.E. Y4 of 9-9-26 for $1450.00. Miss
Gibson was rehired for one year at an advanced salary
of $30.00. There is no record of her previous salary.
November 13,1911, W. H. Toomer was hired to light
fires, take off screen and put on storm windows for
$5.00 a month. Scarth S.D. was consolidated into
Fort La Bosse in 1964.
The following teachers taught at Scarth over the
years: Miss Lottie Gibson - 1910-1911 - now living
in a nursing home in Victoria, B.C. Records are
missing for the next few years, but it is known that
Miss Cora Palmer, deceased, and Miss Florence Hepburn, living in a nursing home in Vancouver, taught
in this interval. Miss Margaret Gall - 1918-1919;
Miss Gladys Clark - 1919-1920; F. C. Saunderson
-1920; Miss Jessie McKenzie - 1920-1922; Mrs.
Jessie Porteous -1922, Mr. Lyman G. Porteous-

Township 9, Range 6
Scarth School District No. 1541 was organized
December 16th, 1910 and consisted of Sections
25-28, 33-3 in Township 8, Range 26, and Sections
1-5,8 and 12 in Township 9, Range 26. In April 1950,
the S. W.Y4 of 13-9-26, all of Section 14, and the S. Y2
and N. W. Y4 of 15 were transferred from Hillside
School District to Scarth.
On December 16, 1910, the ratepayers held a
meeting in the office of W. H. Crothers, who sold
coal and wood, flour and feed. Trustees were elected:
C. A. Wright, John Buck, 1. E. Wright Sr., John Buck
was appointed chairman, and W. H. Toomer hired as
secretary-treasurer. The following motion was made
at the above meeting: "to arrange for the temporary
renting of a house (then vacant) for a temporary
school". This house was owned by Hart Brothers
who had also built a store in Scarth: later both buildings were moved to Woodnorth. Miss Lottie Gibson
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1922; Miss A. Heritage - 1922-1923; Mrs. L. G.
Porteous - 1923-1924; Miss Anne Tod - 1924;
Miss Hazel Haskett-1924-1931; Miss Myrtle Walls
of Pipestone - 1931-1933; Miss Jean Graham 1933-1935; Miss Gertrude Nicholson - 1935; Miss
Irene Davidson-1935-1938; Miss Lila Hogg of Oak
Lake -1938-1939; Miss Alice Garlick of Virden1939-1940; Miss Muriel McIntosh - 1940; Mr.
Lome Finkbeiner - 1940-1941; Miss Olga Long 1941-1943; Mrs. Muriel Outhwaite - 1943-1944;
Miss Muriel McIntosh - 1944; Miss Laura Campbell - 1944-1945; Miss Georgina McIntosh 1945-1946; Miss June McMillan -1946; Miss Jean
Hayhurst - 1947; Miss Winelda Gardener 1947-1948; Miss Betty Jean Kerr - 1948-1949;
Miss Marlyne Whyte - 1949-1950; Sheldon Kelly
-1950; Scarth School was closed for lack of pupils
from 1951 to June 1952. The few who would have
attended were taken by van to Hillside School. Miss
Evelyn Newton -1952-1953; Miss Barbara Heddison - 1953; Miss Barbara Feguson - 1954; Mrs.
Doreen Perrin - 1954-1955; Miss Margaret Frame
- 1955-1960; Miss Doreen Smith - 1960-1961;
Richard Dow - 1961-1962; Mrs. Gertrude Webster
- 1962-1963; Miss Bessie Montgomery 1963-1964. Mrs. Hughes taught for a short time in
1964. Scarth had become consolidated into Fort La
Bosse, and her pupils were brought by bus to Scarth
until the school in Virden was ready.

introduced into Canada by the British settlers in the
early years.
Born to Kenneth and Isabella Cappie were two
sons: Robert Moffat Cappie who still farms the home
farm, specializing in growing pedigreed seed, and
Kenneth Martin Cappie who is Inegrity Products
Manager for Massey Ferguson, Toronto.
Kenneth Alexander passed away on January 12th,
1951 on the home farm at the age of seventy-six.
Following this, the farm was operated by Mrs. Isabella Cappie and son Robert.
On November 28, 1953 Robert was married to
Elizabeth Marcus of Winnipeg at the United College
Chapel in Winnipeg, and together they took over the
farming operation of the northeast half and the southwest quarter of 29-9-26.
Mrs. Isabella Cappie then took up residence in
Virden where she resided until her passing on February 1, 1956.
The family of Robert and Betty Cappie are:
Maureen Isabella Cappie, born February 24, 1956.
She attended Virden schools and the University of
Manitoba where in 1978 she graduated with honors
and received the University Gold Medal, receiving a
Bachelor of Nursing degree. In 1976 Maureen married Lyn Heaman. They reside in Winnipeg where
Maureen is employed in the intensive care nursery at
St. Boniface hospital and Lyn Heaman is an engineer
with the federal government public works department.
Kathleen Agnes Cappie was born on March 24,
1958 and attended schools in Virden. She worked in
Calgary for a year and was employed also with Virden Co-op as a cashier. In 1977 she married Lynn
Tuthill of Elkhorn. They reside in Elkhorn and have a
young son named Michael John Tutthill.
Kenneth Robert Alexander Cappie was born on
July 5, 1969 and is attending school in Virden.
In 1967 Robert and Betty Cappie moved into their
new home in Virden where they still reside. They still
own and operated the home farm, the Lauriston
Farm, 29-9-26.
Robert Cappie participated in some community
events as: secretary and Trustee of Hillside School
District for fourteen years; secretary of Virden Pool
Elevator for twenty-five years; member of Lions International, having served as a Deputy District Governor; member of Virden International Oddfellows
Lodge #13; board member of Virden Agriculture
Society for many years; member of United Church of
Canada; also many smaller organizations that would
make the community a better place to live.

Cappie, Kenneth and Isabella (Martin)
Kenneth Alexander Cappie immigrated to Canada in 1903 from Edinburgh, Scotland. He was employed in various jobs such as the real estate business
in Winnipeg, the Virden brick yards in the early
days, and when the CN .R. was being built from
Virden to Hartney he was hired by the W. I. Cowan
company to look after the mules during the winter
months. After working for various farmers, he was
hired as farm manager by T. H. Clements. Three
years later, in 1913, he bought the farm from Mr.
Clements (the east half of 29-9-26).
In 1914 he married Isabella Martin from Edinburgh, in the Norwood United Church in Winnipeg.
They settled on the farm which they named the Lauriston Farm where Kenneth Cappie specialized in
raising purebred Clydesdale horses.
Kenneth Cappie was interested in community
affairs and he was a trustee and secretary of the
Hillside School for twenty-five years. He was a charter member of the Manitoba Pool Elevators and
served for twenty-five years as secretary of the Maples Pool Elevator Association. He was interested in
all sports, especially cricket, a game which was

Cappie, Kenneth and Kathleen (Mitchell)
Kenneth Martin Cappie lived in Pipestone Mu628

nicipality from 1919 until 1949 except from 1940
until 1945 when he was in the R.C.A.F
In 1949 he graduated from the University of Manitoba and worked with Farm Machinery manufactures in 1950. He is presently with Massey Ferguson,
Toronto, and living at 3597 Flamewood, Drive, Mississauga.
Kenneth married Kathleen Mitchell of Toronto,
in 1950 and have two children; Robert and Susan.
Robert is a graduate of University of Guelph and now
employed with Sperry New Holland, Winnipeg.
Susan is in her final year of Tourism at Sheridan
College.
Memories: 1931 in January, attending Hillside
school and during winter months keeping the fire
burning in the furnace to heat the school. The frozen
ink pots in the school in morning. One Monday
morning Sandy McDonald and I hung the science
thermometer up before getting the furnace going. It
read 28° below F. inside the school! !

Turner Valley, Alberta and wife Louise; Mary and
Wilfred Horn in the Sherwood; Clifford Lansing and
family at Powell River, Alberta.
Bertha was a member of that family. She married
George Cook who lived at Cromer, Manitoba and
later moved to Virden, Manitoba. George died
November 4, 1967. Their family are: Irene Erickson
of Coronation, Alberta; daughter Luella married to
Richard Hutchison, who died and a few years later
she married Clifford Jones. They are living in Winnipeg. There is a daughter (Linda Hutchison) now
Johansson living in Winnipeg with one son. Walter
Cook and family live in Calgary, Alberta. Allan
Cook and family live in Regina. Carol Chrisp, husband and family live in Virden and Ardeth
Kwasnicki, husband and family at Maple Ridge,
B.C. This is the record of the family.

Cory, Donald and Leona (Osman)
Donald Cory and two children, Donna and John,
came from Deloraine, Manitoba to the Scarth district
in the spring of 1965. They settled on the southeast
quarter of 8-9-26.
In the year 1968, Donald married Leona Osman
of Sandwith, Saskatchewan. She had a family of
three girls and one son. Her eldest daughter Carole
was married and lived at North Battleford,
Saskatchewan at the time. Mrs. Cory brought her two
youngest daughters with her to the Scarth district.
Her son Donald, was attending law school at Saskatoon at the time.
Donald Osman married Donna Cory on July 4th,
1970. They now have two children a boy and a girl
and live at Moosomin, Saskatchewan. He is in the
law business there.
One week later that same year, Linda married
Larry Liddell. They now have one daughter and live
on a farm near Rabbit Lake, Saskatchewan.
On April 6, 1974, Shirley married Jerry Barkhouse, a member of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police. They now live at Leader, Saskatchewan and
have two girls and one boy.
On March 27, 1976 John Cory married Gail
Lemon. They now live in Virden and have one
daughter.

Cook, George and Bertha (Lansing)
Sometime in the 1880's, a young girl on her way
to work, stepped off the path to pick up an apple,
which had fallen from the tree. the farmer (a mean
sort of person) saw her. Although, he only fed the
windfalls to his hogs, he had her arrested and she
spent a year in jail. The laws in England at that time
were very strict. My grandparents Mary (nee
Minard) and John Crump had an active growing
family and when they read of this in the local newspaper they became very worried concerning their
own family so decided to immigrate to Canada in
1882. They met a girl on board ship and were telling
her of the above mentioned incident. She said "I was
that girl" .
The Crumps settled on a rented farm in Two
Creeks district and later bought a farm in the Scarth
district 24-9-26. Their farm home is being preserved
for historical purposes. Their family were Charles,
Aaron, James, Fred, Caroline, Harriet and Eliza.
Harriet married Freeman Maxwell Lansing in 1894.
Harriet was born in England in 1875 and Freeman
Lansing was born in 1870 at Scugog Island, Ontario.
They first lived about eight miles east of Scarth and
later bought a section of land 24-9-27 in the
Daybreak district. They had eleven children, eight of
whom are still living. They went to the Daybreak
school.
Their family are: Effie Ogden, Regina; Amy
Ogden, Fillmore, Saskatchewan; Alice, married
twice, Wm. Kirkpatrick who died and Gordon
Fawkes also deceased. She is in High Prairie, Alberta. Bertha Cook is in Sherwood Senior Citizen's
home; Hilda Callan in Virden; Wilfred Lansing in

Crump, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Fred Crump homesteaded the north west quarter
24-9-26 in 1907. From 1914 until 1918 the family
resided on the south east quarter 5-9-26, from 1918
until 1924 they resided on the north west quarter
9-9-26 and from 1924 until 1941 they resided on the
south east quarter 8-9-26.
Mr. and Mrs. Crump had four children. Elmer is
living in Virden, Stanley in Oak Lake, Arthur in
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Virden and Emily, now Mrs. Donning Lyons in
Cromer.

Mrs. Crump died in August 1926. Mr. Crump carried
on farming with hired help and the help of his family.
He retired in 1934.
Their son Elmer farmed on section 8-9-26 for six
years. His father and sister Emily, lived with him.
Elmer was Secretary Treasurer of Scarth School in
the 1930's. The teachers boarded at the Crump home
and paid $12.50 a month for room and board.
In November, 1940, Elmer, his father and sister
moved to a farm east of Virden. Emily married Dunning Lyons of Cromer on February 4, 1942. Elmer
purchased east half of 8-12-24 at Lenore in 1944. His
father made his home with him until his death in
February, 1959. Elmer farmed in the Lenore district
for twenty-nine years. He sold out in April, 1973 and
is now living in Virden.
In the spring of 1935 Art and Stan moved to the
George Campbell farm, 7-8-27 in the Hillview District. Because of a wet summer, the heat, flies and
mosquitoes the wheat crop rusted. In the fall they
moved back to Scarth. In 1938 Art and Stan moved to
the George Barr farm north of Lenore.
In 1942 Stan married Myrtle Tapp and two years
later they settled on a farm north of Oak Lake. They
had one daughter Irene, born in 1947 and now Mrs.
Morris Clarke living in Virden.
In 1968 Stan's wife died. In May, 1977, Stan
married Bertha Durston of Oak Lake where they
presently reside.
In 1946 Art moved south of Lenore to the Billy
Innes farm, 36-10-25. Two years later he married
Margaret Dearden, and had one daughter, Delores,
Mrs. John Senyk, whose second child Jimmy was
born on his great-grandfather's birthday, August 17,
1972 one hundred years later. Art and his family still
live there.
During the war years, Fred Crump held dances in
Ed Wright's big bam. He had an old fashioned "Briscoe" car in the loft ·which he used for lighting. The
orchestra consisted of two fiddles and a piano. All the
proceeds were given to the Red Cross.

Crump, John and Mary (Minard)
John and Mary (nee Minard) Crump of Herefordshire County, England immigrated to Winnipeg
in June, 1882 with their children Aaron, James, Harriet, Fred, Eliza, and two small babies, George and
Arthur. The two youngest children died in Winnipeg
from Typhoid fever. The drinking water made every
one sick. In 1883, the family came west to Virden,
and then settled on a homestead in the Two Creeks
district in the Municipality of Wallace in 1884.
The two oldest children, Charles and Carolyne,
came to Canada to join their family. There was a lot
of hardship and they made very little progress. They
had to give half the crop to the landlord. They gave it
up and took out a homestead in the Municipality of
Pipestone in 1885 on the south east quarter of
24-9-26. Some of the children went to Hillside
school.
John Crump died May 23, 1902. The funeral
service was held at the home. He was buried in Plot
No.1 at the Virden Cemetery.
Their son Aaron lived at home with his mother
and farmed for a number of years. Aaron married
Florence Gow from Ontario (year not known). They
had two sons, John and Clifford and also one daughter, Mabel. Aaron owned the south half of 22-9-26
but it is understood he never lived on it but rented to
tenants. They moved to Montana, U.S.A. about
1910. After that Granny Crump made her home
among her family. She passed away in September,
1928 in her ninety-third year. The Aaron Crump
estate was sold to Mr. A. W. Jeffery in 1935.
Fred Crump homesteaded in the Two Creeks district. In his early life, he married Elizabeth H. Halls,
a widow from Elora, Ontario. They were married on
June 23, 1903, in Virden, by Reverend Peter Strang
and farmed on section 21-12-26. In August 1911 a
cyclone hit the district with a heavy crop loss and
many buildings were destroyed by the severe windstorm.
In the spring of 1914, Fred Crump and his wife
and three sons, Elmer, Stanley, and Arthur moved to
Scarth to the Ed Wright farm, section 5-9-26. In
November of that year a daughter Emily Mary was
born. The children got their schooling at Scarth.
Mr. and Mrs. Crump both served as trustees on
the Scarth School board for a few years. Mr. Crump
owned a Rumley threshing outfit and threshed for
farmers. In 1919 the Crumps moved to the Scarth
farm 9-9-26 in the spring, and farmed there five
years.
They moved to the D. Bald farm in March 1924.

Farmer, Jim and Emily
Mr. Jim Henry Farmer came to Manitoba in the
late 1800's from Lauton, Somerset, England.
He came with his wife Emily to Little Souris near
Brandon and took up farming there. To the Farmer's
were born three children, George (who passed away
as an infant) Florence and Jack.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Farmer later moved to Rapid
City where they farmed, then moved to Virden in
1938 settling in the Scarth district. They were staunch
supporters of the Anglican Church.
Florence, their daughter married Bill Jeffery who
farmed in the Hillside district at Scarth. Bill Jeffery's
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Scarth and team and cutter the last ten miles during a
blizzard to assist in the event.
Jean took her first grade of school at Scarth as the
family spent that year there and then returned to Elm
Valley where she continued through grade IX and
then completed grades X through XII at the Virden
Collegiate. The Hayhurst children walked barefoot
two miles to school in the summer and drove a pair of
white nags on the cutter in the winter time. They
boarded with their parental grandparents in Virden
while attending high school.
Jean taught on a Teachers Permit for one year at
DeClare School, ten miles east of McAuley. She
entered Normal School and at mid-term she took
over the teaching duties at Scarth School when the
teacher resigned. She married Douglas Parker Wardman on July 16, 1947 in a ceremony at her parents'
home in the Pacific district. They lived on a farm in
the Scarth district for a few years and came to Cromer
in April of 1951 to reside on a farm adjoining the
south side of the village of Cromer.
Bonnie Jean Wardman was born prematurely
March 31, 1951 in Virden Hospital and Patricia
Louise Wardman was born September 14, 1952 in
Virden Hospital. In 1961 the Wardmans sold the farm
at Cromer and bought a farm from Bill Jeffrey in the
Scarth district. Doug and Jean separated in 1964 and
finally divorced in 1969. Jean bought The Virden
Flower Shop in 1965 and operated it herself until June
of 1967 while Bonnie and Pat attended Virden school.
They bought and lived in the old Katchen home on
Queen street.
In 1967 Jean and the girls moved to Leduc, Alberta where Jean bought another Flower shop. She retained Joyce Milne to manage the shop in Virden for
her and later sold it to Joyce in 1969. She also sold the
shop in Leduc and went to work for Simpsons-Sears.
She opened a class three store in Leduc and was later
promoted to travelling personnel trainer and once
again moved to Virden. In 1971 she resigned to move
back to Leduc to be near her family and her husbandto-be, Earl Madison. Earl (better known as Buck)
returned to the country of his birth in January of 1972
and Jean accompanied him. In 1973 he obtained his
divorce and they were married August 22, 1974 in
Branson, Missouri. After a few years of travelling
with an Airstream trailer, they bought property and
settled in Arkansas.
Bonnie married Barry Akerstrom in Leduc, Alberta, on June 27, 1970. They had two sons, Allan
Edward born December 16, 1970 and Christopher
Earl born August 18, 1973. Bonnie and Barry divorced in 1974. Bonnie moved back to Virden where
she met Arnold Spence of Woodnorth and previously
of Butler. They were married October 27, 1976 in

parents farmed in the Hillside district also for many
years.
Jack Farmer married Mary Graham in 1940, in
Brandon, Manitoba. They took up farming in the
Hillside district. To them were born three children;
Joan born in 1943, Joyce born in 1946 and Donald in
1950.
Joan married Mr. Richard Zebiere of Winnipeg.
To them were born two daughters; Dimey, born
March 5, 1960 and Leah born November 14, 1965.
They reside in Winnipeg.
Joyce married Mr. Wayne Owens in 1967. Joyce
and Wayne have two children: Kent, ten years, born
in 1969 on February 23, and Karla, nine years born
February 1, 1971.
Mr. and Mrs. Owens reside in Winkler, Manitoba
where he works for Manitoba Hydro as well as farming at Manitou.
The late Mr. Jim Farmer went back to England
after his wife passed away. Jack and Mary later
moved to Virden where they bought the property of
the late Mr. Caldwell who started a nursery in 1883 in
Virden, which had served well to landscape Virden
(the tree town of Manitoba), Moosomin, Elkhorn etc.
Though the drought years were a hard struggle
for many farmers and their families, their hardships
were many, coming from far away land to the
Pipestone Municipality. They found comfort in a
land where they could be part of a society and raise
and educate their families in schools as well as lead a
Christian life. Much praise went to the women with
their struggle for a new future to which we are very
proud.

Hall, William and Sara (Beck)
The William H. Hall family moved from Forsythe, Missouri. Mrs. Hall was the former Sara Elizabeth (Bessie) Beck, daughter of John Beck. They
moved to the Wright farm in the Scarth area in 1918.
Sons, Burl, Clifford and Lome, and daughter
Thelma attended Scarth School. The children are all
living in California now, except Cliff (deceased). Mr.
Hall owned the store and was Postmaster in Scarth
from September 15,1920 to December 27,1920.

Hayhurst, Jean Catherine.
Jean Catherine Hayhurst, daughter and first born
of six children to Frederick Thornton Hayhurst and
Myrtle Mary Hayhurst (nee Daniel), was born in the
farmhouse on the southeast quarter of 10-9-28 in Elm
Valley district in the rural municipality of Pipestone
in Manitoba, on the 15th day of March, 1927. Dr.
George Clingan, accompanied by Mrs. Murray
Gray, came twenty miles from Virden by side-car to
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Virden. They moved to Edmonton and later to Edson, Alberta where they are still residing. Their son,
Matthew Arnold was born April 3, 1978 at Edson
hospital.
Pat married Al Oscar Dickson in Edmonton in
January of 1970. Their oldest son, Frederick James
was born June 30, 1970, and their second son was
born January 26, 1974. Pat and Al were divorced in
1976. Pat married David Wesley Greenlay, son of
Wesley and Ethel Greenlay of Virden, in a private
ceremony in the park in Edmonton in July 1978.
They are residing in Edmonton.

He really loved a good game of Euchre of a winter
night with some old friends and neighbours. When
he worked for Simpson on 32-9-26, they were threshing into the bam when it caught fire. He was the only
one that would go in and save four or five horses. His
own trunks, full of sheets and linens that his Mom
had sent him to start up housekeeping, and all his
papers plus a deed to a half section in Saskatchewan
all went up in smoke. He always had a dream of going
to the Peace River country which, unfortunately, he
never fulfilled.

Horn, Wilfred and Mary (Lansing)

Hayhurst, William and Catherine
(Graham)

My grandparents John and Mary Crump (nee
Minard) came from England in 1882. They settled on
a homestead at Two Creeks, Manitoba. They only
stayed there for a very short time before moving to a
homestead 24-9-26 at Scarth, Manitoba.
They had four boys and three girls, Charles,
Aaron, James, Fred, Carrie, Harriet and Elizabeth.
Harriet Crump married Freeman Maxwell Lansing in 1894. Harriet Crump was born in England in
1875 and Freeman Lansing was born at Scugog
Island, Ontario in 1870. They first lived about eight
miles east of Scarth. Then they bought a section of
land 24-9-27 in the Daybreak district. They had
eleven children and eight of these are still living.
Effie, Amy, Alice, Wilfred, Clifford, Bertha, Hilda
and Mary. They all got their schooling at Daybreak
school until it burned down about 1916. They then
went to Laggan school.
Harriet died in February 1944 and Freeman died
in March 1931. Their daughter Mary was born in
August 1910 and married Wilfred Hom of Virden on
November 2nd, 1937. They have one son Kenneth
Wilfred Hom, born February 8th, 1950. Kenneth
married Lynne Marie Campbell of Virden on May
29th, 1971. They reside in Virden where Kenneth is
employed at the Virden Post Office and his wife
Lynne at Virden Credit Union.
Wilfred and Mary reside in the Sherwood Home
in Virden.

William Thornton Hayhurst was born in 1867 in
Seaforth, Ontario. He came west when eighteen
years old. He wanted to farm and his Dad bought a
half section of South African Script for him in the
center of what was to be Saskatoon. He stopped at
Brandon and went out to the Brandon Hills and
worked for S. S. Simpson. He was associated with
the Simpson clan for the rest of his life. He came west
and worked for the Simpson Brothers on their farm
south of Virden as Foreman, drawing wages of
$20.00 a month while the other men got $14.00.
He spent one winter as a grain buyer in Pipestone
and then married Catherine Graham in 1895. He
started farming on the H.C. Simpson land, the west
half of 24-7-27 south of Virden. Later H.C. bought
the east half and W.T. (as he was known) farmed it
and moved into the buildings. In 1903 he moved to a
homestead at Stoughton, Saskatchewan. At that time
he could have purchased Section 24 for $7.00 an acre
but Catherine wanted to go to Saskatchewan so they
tossed a coin and she won. In 1907, the year of the
deep snow in the west, he moved to the Simpson farm
on the Red River twenty miles south of Winnipeg.
They weren't happy there so they moved back to the
Simpson farm northwest of Virden in 1909. In 1912
he moved to the farm at Scarth, 4-8-26 where he
farmed until he retired from farming in 1934. W.T.
passed away at his home in Virden on December 5,
1953. His wife died December 3, 1955.
W. T. had been a very progressive farmer who
loved good horses, and took very good care of them.
He brought one of the best Belgian sires into that
area. He had a saying, "A good horse is never a poor
color. " He had a good herd of black Angus cattle and
he bought a Fordson tractor out of the first shipment
that came into Virden. In 1927 he purchased the first
International Harvester combine to come into the
area and the first one-way disc in 1928, which he
purchased from his good friend Dave Mellish of
Pipestone.

Jeffrey, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
A. W. Jeffrey came to Canada in November 1910.
His wife's family came in 1911. On March 25 they
came to Dugald and farmed there for a year before
coming to Virden. He worked and ran a farm section
3-9-26 belonging to W. Golding. In 1915 Mr. Jeffrey
bought a farm where Arran Crump, the south half of
section 22-9-26 and lived there till 1918. On August
15 he bought a farm from George Golding, the half
section of 6-9-26. They lived there until Mr. Jeffrey
passed away on May 5, 1943. Thereafter Mr.
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and they settled in the Heron district, just two miles
into Saskatchewan, and on the western boundary of
Pipestone Municipality. He farmed with his father in
the summers and went back to Iowa in the fall, to pick
and husk corn.
Except for a few months in training at Great
Lakes Naval Training Station, he lived on the farm
until 1935, when for health reasons he moved with
his family to Scarth, where he purchased the store.
They had a family of three boys, Thomas Stephen,
Richard Ellsworth and William Keith and a daughter
Bonnie Arline.
Thomas S. (known as Bud), born May 18th,
1921, remained on the farm with his grandparents.
His grandfather died in 1939 and in 1944, he and his
grandmother moved to Scarth. Grandma lived in
Scarth until 1951 when she moved to Maryfield. Bud
was employed by Cancade Brothers, Belleview, in
their factory, where they manufactured haying equipment. He also farmed a few years, the north half of
section 22-9-26.
In later years he was a well known stock buyer,
and shipped carloads of feeder cattle to Ontario
buyers and feeders. He never married and died suddenly September 21, 1974. He is buried in the Virden
Cemetery.
Richard Ellsworth was born May 10th, 1923 and
finished his schooling in Scarth. He was employed
by Cancade Brothers and farmed the northeast quarter of 21-9-26 and the southeast quarter of 27-9-26.
He enlisted in the R.C.A.F. in Regina in 1942, contracted rheumatic fever and was discharged in 1943.
He went to Virden and secured employment in 1953.
He has been a mail sorter in the Virden Post
Office since 1968. He married Winona Koeckeritz of
Virden, May 23rd, 1957. They have a family of one
son, and two daughters.
Richard Brian (Rickie) was born November II,
1957 and is presently employed by K. D. Well Servicing Ltd.
Janine Winona, born June 22, 1959, received her
schooling in Virden; and on graduating went to Calgary, and had a position as secretary, clerk. She is
presently touring Spain and The Canary Islands for
two months.
Lois Mona was born February 22, 1962. She will
graduate from Virden Collegiate this year (1980).
William Keith was born February 1, 1926. He
attended school in Scarth, Woodnorth and Virden.
On graduating he enlisted in the American Navy, was
stationed at Farragut, Idaho and qualified as a Radar
operator. He did duty in Pearl Harbour. He also did
duty on the Battleship, "New York", and was transferred to a destroyer Escort "The Darby" and did
duty through The Panama Canal Zone and the eastern

Jeffrey's daughter and husband and family lived there
and the children went to school at Hillside.
William Judd is still farming at Willen, Albert
Judd is running his motel at Brandon and Mrs. A.
Downing is on the farm. Florence Fosty is on the
farm, Marg Walker is at Virden Television and Dorothy is in town where her husband G. Volk works on
the oil.
The farm is still worked by Mr. Jeffrey's grandson, David Judd.

Johnston, John and Minnie (Wedow)
John Flett was born on January 19th, 1880 and
died April, 1925, at the age of forty-five years.
John Flett was born on the Mainland of Orkney
Island Group, Scotland. His mother and father raised
a large family of seven boys and two girls. The main
occupation was of farming, fishermen and peat collectors. Shortly after the tum of the century, John,
David Charles, and Isabella emigrated to Canada.
William, Andrew and Thomas went to Australia.
One daughter Mary, remained in Orkney and married
a Mr. Linklater, raised a large family of seven boys
and six girls. Robert, the eldest son also remained in
Orkney.
John Flett Johnston came from Orkney to the
Virden district and worked in the brickyard there,
and also at the Giles farm. In 1906 he married Minnie
Wedow who was born at Hanover, Ontario, came to
Virden and was working for the Conrays who owned
the bake shop. Their first child, a daughter, died
shortly after birth.
The couple moved to a farm in the Scarth district,
just off what is now 83 highway. It was here that John
Robert and Arlene were born.
In the spring of 1913, they moved to Reston, the
homestead of the late Sandy Caldwell, 25-7-28. The
Hardings lived there, previous to 1913. The farm was
bought from a Mr. Schmidt, living in Virden.
Rueben, Lloyd and David were born on this farm.
John Flett was operated on for appendicitis on Good
Friday, April, 1925 and died the following day. His
wife stayed on the farm with the family until she
passed away February 12th, 1945 at the age of sixtyfive years.
A new house was built on the farm in 1944. It was
a happy event for the family that their Mother was
having a new home. However she passed away the
following February.

Kenderdine, Richard and Elsie (Stephens)
Richard Thomas Kenderdine was born December
16th, 1895 in Dickens, Clay County, Iowa and came
to Canada with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Reeves Kenderdine, and two sisters, in 1913. Their
settlers' effects came to Maryfield, Saskatchewan,
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early enough to start garden growth, and in June and
July, there were real down pours, so the garden was a
joy to behold.
1935 and 1936 continued very dry in
Saskatchewan. The Government had to give the
farmers relief to buy feed for their stock, this resulted
in their coming to Manitoba to purchase hay. There
was an extensive hay marsh to the east, and south of
Scarth, which proved a real blessing to everyone
involved.
Several farmers would drive from a dried out
area, to look over the situation, rent hayland, and
locate vacant buildings for men and horses. They
then brought their own equipment and worked in
groups, putting up hay. It is recalled that one farmer
from Saskatchewan came with a Scythe as his only
means of cutting hay.
Several local farmers owned hay balers, and
baled hay all winter. This gave employment to men
who would have otherwise been idle.
An old time sleeping caboose that Grandpa Kenderdine had used when he constructed four miles, on
what is now 83 Highway, north of Pipestone, was left
at Scarth. In some way this became known to the
farmers looking for hay, and was well known among
them as "The Saskatchewan Hotel". This brings to
mind a well known but too often forgotten fact, that
our older generation had a staunch faith, and never
lost their sense of humour, which no doubt relieved
the worry, and relaxed nerves that were near the
breaking point in many cases. It was a common
occurence for anywhere from two to eight or ten men
to arrive during the night, locate the caboose and
crawl into the hay filled bunks until morning. Mrs.
Kenderdine cooked many huge pots of oatmeal porridge for their breakfast.
These men could tell some gruelling stories of
dust storms in Saskatchewan.
The rains finally came and conditions improved,
but it took a few years for good pastures and hayland
to be restored, and Scarth hay marsh continued to be
a reliable source for their hay supplies.
The door at Kenderdines was always open to any
wayfarers. They would stop any hour of the night to
get gas for their vehicle; when the weather was very
cold they would stay and lie on the floor, waiting for
daylight; would have breakfast, and probably spend
an hour or so getting their vehicle started. There was
no such thing as plug-ins in those days.
The Kenderdine boys had an army Geen Tractor,
and many times it was called into action to winch out
a car, one time a load of lumber, that had slid into the
ditch; another time the Municipal Snowplow, manned by veteran Charlie Cook and John Busby.
When Cancade Brothers moved their factory to

coast. He was honorably discharged in 1944 and
returned home to Scarth, where he lived the remainder of his life. He was appointed Post Master in
1961, which position he held until he died November
27, 1978. He is buried in Virden Cemetery. He was a
member of the American Legion Post in Winnipeg
and also a member of Virden Canadian Legion No.8.
Bonnie Arline was born May 2, 1928. She attended school in Scarth, and St. Michael's Academy
Brandon. After graduating, she clerked in her father's store. She married Leslie Chrisp of Belleview
July 14, 1948. Les owned the garage in Belleview,
until he had to retire on account of ill health. They
had four sons, Barry, Terry, Shane and Lee.
Barry Thomas was born December 29, 1948 in
Virden hospital. He attended school in Belleview,
Pipestone and Reston. After graduating, he studied
accountancy.
Terry James was born September 16, 1950. He
also attended school in Belleview and Reston. He
worked with his father in the garage and later purchased it. On August 15,1969 he married Gail Vivian
Hamilton of Glenboro, Manitoba. She taught school
in Pipestone. They have a son Darin and a daughter
Mamie.
Shane Leslie was born March 26, 1955. He attended school in Belleview and Reston. On May 5,
1978 he married Clarice Jean Barre of Belleview.
They have two sons, Nathan and Jay.
Terry and Shane carried on the garage business,
when their father took ill in 1974. In 1977 they
purchased The Shell Filling Station in Pipestone, and
in 1979 they built a new garage close by, and both
families now live in Pipestone.
Richard Lee was born May 29, 1957. He attended
school in Belleview and Reston. He worked at various jobs until taking a Metal Fabrication course. He
is now employed in Brandon.
One cold April day, 1935, Richard, Elsie and
three of the family loaded an old half ton truck, that
never had failed them, and started out for Scarth,
hoping the rattles would last until they got there.
As mentioned before Richard's family came from
Iowa. Elsie's parents William and Edith Stephens
came from Desboro, Sullivan township, County
Grey, Ontario, in 1896. William homesteaded the
northwest quarter of 12-9-30, the first row of sections
in District of Assiniboia, North West Territories,
which is now Saskatchewan. So Elsie has lived in
township nine, most of her life.
1934 had been a very dry year, there was hordes
of grasshoppers, the gardens in many areas were
eaten off completely, even to the onions and rhubarb.
At Scarth they had a good garden plot, just a few
feet from the kitchen door. There were light rains
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Brandon, Richard went with them as their salesman.
He retired in December 1950 due to ill health, and
died in March 1951. He is buried in Virden cemetery.
Mrs. Kenderdine was appointed Post Mistress, this
position she held until 1961, when Keith got the
appointment. About this time the farmers became
more prosperous. They had better cars, the roads
were greatly improved, and they had the urge to go
farther afield to do their shopping, so Scarth store as
well as many other small businesses were gradually
phased out. The post office was allowed to remain,
mainly because the pay cheques for the section men
from three sections came to Scarth on pay day; and a
few stiff arguments on behalf of the rural community.
Keith had been in ill health several years, and when
he passed away suddenly and unexpectedly the Post
Office was closed November 30,1978. Mrs. Kenderdine moved to Virden. The following spring she
disposed of the property and is presently living in
Virden.

Erickson. They have four children: Lori, born April
25, 1957; Lynne born April 25, 1957; Patti born
March 11, 1960; and Melanie 1964.
Luella Cook was born on July 17, 1926 and married Richard James Hutchison of Hargrave May 7,
1928. They have two children, Linda Gayle Hutchison, born April 15, 1948 and Sherron Luella Hutchison, born April 26, 1950 but deceased on July 26,
1952. Richard Hutchison was deceased on May 7,
1975. Luella Hutchison remarried Clifford Jones on
December 29,1978. Linda Gayle Hutchison married
Gert Johansson on August 9,1974, and they have one
child Anders Eric, born April 6, 1977.
Walter Almer Cook, born March 11, 1932, married Jean. They have three children, Robert born
1954, Barbara and Donald.
Allan George Cook married Clara on August 29,
1932. They have five children; Sharon born 1956,
Brenda born 1957, Brian, Pamela, Duane Alan in
1969.
Carol Rose Cook married Dennis Edward Chrisp
on March 30, 1942. They had three children; James
Bruce 1964, Jerry Lee deceased and Sherron Leanne
born in 1969.
Ardith Lynne Cook married Ted Kwasnicki on
July 16,1947. They have two children, Sherrie Leah,
born August 3, 1969 and Robert Michael, born in
January 1979.

Lansing, Freeman and Mary (Winn)
Freeman Maxwell Lansing was born at Madoc,
Ontario in 1834 and he died in 1922. His first wife
was Alma Willett (she died and he remarried). His
second wife Mary Isabella (Winn) died in 1925 in her
seventy-eighth year.
Mr. and Mrs. John Crump came to Canada from
England in 1882. Grandfather saw a young girl pick
up an apple beside the walk and brush if off and eat it.
She had to go to jail for one year for this. He had
several sons and he was afraid to stay in this country
with such strict laws so he decided to emigrate. They
lived in Winnipeg for one year and then moved to
Two Creeks and lived on a Homestead. They travelled by sleigh. Their daughter Harriet was my
grandmother.
Freeman and Mary's son's name was also Freeman Maxwell. Harriet and Freeman Lansing's children were: Amy Luella Lansing, married to Roy
Ogden, Fillmore, Saskatchewan; Melville Roy Lansing; Effie Beatrice, born 1896 and married Fred
Ogden, Fillmore, Saskatchewan; Bertha Edith, born
February 22, 1902 and married Alvin George Cook,
born 1895; Hilda Florence, 1903, married Lloyd Edward Callan; Mary Isobella, 1910, married Wilfred
Horn; Alice, 1899, married Bill Kirkpatrick. Bill
passed away in 1945 and Alice remarried Gordon
Fawkes, of Grand Prairie, Alberta in 1949; Aaron
Wilfred, born 1905, married Louise; Walter Freeman, (deceased at age 16); George Albert; Clifford.
Bertha Edith Lansing married Alvin George
Cook on June 20, 1923. He died on November 4,
1966. They have six children.
Irene Cook was born June 24, 1924, married Oli

Lobel, Henry and Elizabeth (Stein)
Mr. Henry Lobel and wife Elizabeth (nee Stein)
were born in Hungary of German descent.
They came to Canada in 1925 with two children
Henry and Elizabeth aged four and five. They came
to farm on the northeast of 29-9-26 Hillside. John
was born in 1929. Arthur Lenard was born in 1935.
The family moved to the Scarth district farm, the
northwest of 9-9-26 in 1931 and stayed there until
1948.
Henry Lobel the elder passed away in Winnipeg
in 1959, age sixty-three. Mrs. Lobel still lives in
Winnipeg.
Elizabeth Lobel married Ken Brownlie in 1941
and they live in Winnipeg. Ken is in the C.N.R.
shops. They had two sons, Steven who passed away
in 1974 and Lenard who is going to University to
Vancouver.
John Lobel married Mildred Ewart and is farming
at Amaranth, Manitoba. They have four children:
Barry at Amaranth; Wayne at Fort McMurray; Janice
and Glenn at home.
Arthur married Shirley Pollock and lives at
Toronto, Ontario. They have two sons, Steven and
Robert, working for c.1.L.
Henry Lobel Jr. married Jean E. Milne in 1943,
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in Grande Prairie. Jacqueline Linda (Jackie) who was
born August 21, 1963, is still attending school in
Virden. William David Clayton, born November 19,
1967 is attending school in Virden.
D. 1. McIntosh's grandfather, Dan McIntosh,
came from Ontario, and had a Butcher Shop in Virden in 1880. He moved to Pipestone the year the
Canadian Pacific Railway track was laid and supplied
meat to the construction gang. He continued supplying the crew with meat, moving along with them until
the track was laid into Stoughton, Saskatchewan.
Mr. and Mrs. D. 1. McIntosh now spend six
months of the year in Walaco, Texas, and have a
home in Virden where they live for the six months of
warm weather.

took over the home farm in 1948, the northwest of
9-9-26, and are still there. They had three children:
Kathleen (Kathy) an office worker in Brandon;
Christine, married to Ken Waddell, lives at Arden,
Manitoba. Ken is Ag. Rep. at Gladstone. They have
two sons: Michael aged eight and Robert aged seven.
Keith lives at home, farming in the summer and
working at Cooke's Electric in the winter.

McIntosh, Donald and Viola (Mountjoy)
Donald James McIntosh was born May 27, 1909,
at Stoughton, Saskatchewan, son of Jack and Ethel
McIntosh. He married Viola Evelyn Agreeta Mountjoy, August 8, 1934 at Stoughton, Saskatchewan.
Viola was born May 23, 1914. They had three children. Connie Yvonne, was born November 8,1935 at
Heward, Saskatchewan. William John was born June
23, 1937 in Heward, Saskatchewan. Greeta Marie
was born October 4, 1939 in the Virden Hospital.
September 1937 Donald James McIntosh and
family moved to Woodnorth. In the spring of 1938 he
rented a farm at Cromer, owned by John Turner,
where he farmed for three years. The spring of 1941
he moved to Scarth, and rented a farm previously
farmed by Elmer Crump, he later bought this farm.
Three quarters of this farm, on the south side of the
C.N.R. track, was sold to Arthur McDonald. D. 1.
McIntosh continued to farm the three quarters on the
north side of the track.
In September, 1948 they moved to Virden but
continued to farm. The summer of 1960 he sold the
farm to Peter Procyk, but D. 1. continued to work the
land for one more year, then retired to live in Virden.
Connie Yvonne McIntosh married James W.
Smith of Virden, April 15, 1955. He worked for the
"Empire Advance," and is now at Grande Prairie,
Alberta. They have three children: Candice Yvonne,
born January 30, 1956, married Dean Hunt September 4, 1976 in Grande Prairie. Candice and Dean
have a son born April 20, 1979, Treva Arthur Hunt.
Kelvin Stewart Smith was born March 11, 1958, is not
married and is living in Grande Prairie.
William John McIntosh married Mary Lee of
Virden, Manitoba, December 29, 1965. He worked
in a tire shop business for a number of years, at
Outlook, Saskatchewan, changed over to Partsman
for the John Deere Company in Outlook. He moved
to Estevan, October, 1978 where they now live. They
have two children. William James Lee McIntosh was
born February 19, 1967 and daughter, Evelyn Margaret, born February 17, 1969.
Greeta Marie McIntosh married David A. Perrin
of Virden, October 1, 1960. He was a carpenter. They
have three chilren: Sheryl Marie born October 1,
1961, attended school in Virden, and is now working

Meggison, Jack and Ruth (Todd)
Jack Meggison came from Goodlands, Manitoba
on April 1st, 1956 and settled on the southeast quarter
of 8-9-26, one-half mile west of Scarth.
Jack was born at Goodlands and Ruth (Todd)
Meggison was born at Carievale, Saskatchewan.
They have three children, Blair, Grant and Maxine.
In 1961 they sold the farm and moved to Virden
where they now reside. Their oldest son, Blair, married a girl from St. Rose, Manitoba, Toni Marie
Deslaurier, and with their two children Jelle, twelve
years old and Cory, eight years old live at Mission,
B. C. where he is in the advertising business.
Grant married a girl from Virden, Marion Dailey,
and with their two children Anita, ten years old and
Steven, eight years old, live at Pincher Creek, Alberta. They have a tire business there.
Maxine married Herbert Braybrook from Virden
and in October of 1978 moved from Virden to Fort St.
John, B.C. to make their home there. Herb has his
pilot's license and is in Aviation work with a company at Fort St. John.

Pangborn, G. P. and Annie
Mr. G. P. Pangborn homesteaded the northwest
quarter of 34-9-26 around 1890 and lived on it for
some years, with his wife Annie and children, Lily
May, born 1894 and son William George, born 1897.
About this time a baby girl was born and next day
died and was buried in a bluff which is still there to
this day.
At that time the Indians had a trail right through
this quarter and after getting some land broken up
and crop growing on it, the Indians still drove
through it.
One day after stopping the squaws with wagons,
ponies and children from going through the crop, two
Indians on horses with guns, followed him all day up
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and down the furrows, not saying a word, but just
waiting for him to stop them.
This is just a little human interest story.

born son and Marguerite Josephine, the eldest daughter had arrived during their time in the small shanty.
Frank, Louis, Emma, Ida, Alice, Millie, Dave and
Catherine, completed the family of four sons and six
daughters, all living today.
The children attended and completed their education at Pipestone school with the exceptions of Dolph
who attended Manitoba Agricultural College in Winnipeg and Catherine the youngest, taking Teachers'
Training in Winnipeg. The depression came and interfered with finances to send all members of the
family to college for further education.
From an early age, the children attended regularly, the morning Sunday school classes at the local
United Church, being transported the two and a half
miles by team and sleigh in winter or wagon when
roads were impassable for the old Ford car.
About the mid-twenties they introduced music
into the home with the purchase of a piano to accompany the two violins that the two older boys were
learning. Soon with a few beginner's lessons, a little
coaching from friends and neighbors and more coaxing at home the older members of the family were
providing old-time music for dances in the country
schools. Next a guitar was added and music became a
pastime as well as entertainment before radio was
brought into the home. Before long, the younger
members of the family grew up and became involved
in their love of music and it continued and increased
from their associations with the various dance bands
that were engaged for the dances held for several
years during the summer months in the spacious
newly-erected bam. Thus the love and appreciation
of music today also provides music for entertainments in community and surrounding districts functions and dances.
The four sons remained farmers in the Pipestone
area as breeders of registered purebred Hereford cattIe, along with their grain farming Dolph's interest
being mainly in the cattle industry. He married
Jeanette Sumpton, second daughter of William and
Nellie Sumpton of Pipestone. They have a family of
four sons and three daughters, with two sons farming
with him on the southeast of9-7-26, formerly known
as the C.P.R. farm along the south side of the railway.
Marguerite married Ross Stonehouse, third son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Stonehouse of Reston , Manitoba
and resides in Winnipeg as does their only son
Delbert. Ross passed away four years ago in December, 1974.
Frank married Annie Goudie, second daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. Goudie of Melita, Manitoba. Annie
passed away October, 1974. Frank retired to live in
Pipestone that year, after successfully farming his
farm 36-7-26 in the Belleview district, which he

Perlette, Otto Louis and Margaretha
(Shroeder)
Otto Louis Perlette was born at Wainfleet, Ontario in 1868, a son of German parents, and came
west in 1887 to work with Mr. John Wright in the
Scarch district.
In 1889 he married Mr. Wright's niece, Margaretha Shroeder and homesteaded on the northeast
of 28-7-26 just north of the Pipestone Creek and
adjacent to the Sioux Indian reservation. They lived
here in an one-room shack where four of their daughters and two sons were born. At this time the children
attended school classes in the Humberstone country
schoolhouse, walking three miles each way to and
from.
Alma was born August 2nd, 1890 at this location
the North East of28-26. In 1900 her father purchased
the northwest quarter of 21-7 -26 on the south side of
the Pipestone Creek from Mr. McKinnon where they
farmed until the spring of 1910, when Mr. Perlette
sold his farm to Mr. William Lothian and retired to
live in Virden, Manitoba. By this time the family had
grown to include nine children namely: Ethel, Alma,
Louis, Gertie, Fred, Marie, Otto, Cecil and Clifford.
Three more arrived after moving to Virden. They
were: Laurie, Lorraine and Kelly. Mr. Perlette raised
his family after his wife's death in January, 1916 and
he died several years later in September of 1950.
The family continued their education in Virden
school having received their earlier learning at Humberstone and Pipestone schools.
Alma remained in the Pipestone area, having
married in 1908, Hermand Joseph Henuset, who was
born July 31st, 1883 in Belgium, only son of Adolphe
A. and Josephine Henuset.
After his mother's death, Hermand and his only
sister Lucienne who married Ulyses Gilliard, a farmer in the district north of Belleview, Manitoba, came
from Belgium with their father near the tum of the
century and settled in 1903 on the north half of
22-7-26. This is now the farm where Louis, Alma's
third son continues a mixed farming operation.
Hermand's father lived with Alma and her husband after their marriage and passed away October,
1944.
Hermand and Alma first lived in a two-room
shanty with a board floor, using a wood stove for heat
and cooking and coal oil lamps for light to begin their
housekeeping. By 1913 five years later, they had built
a large two-storey house, where Alma gave birth to
her last eight children, as Adolphe Otto their first637

hurried to harness the team of horses, hitch them to a
wagon, then bundle her family of four to escape the
flames of a threatening prairie fire.
Then there was the great flood in 1904 when
everyone was forced to leave the valley, as it was
completely inundated from the Old William Mitchell
farm to Oak Lake.
There are memories of times in earlier years
while raising her family, when she played midwife
with the family Doctor to assist a neighboring mother
while giving birth to a new arrival and offered her
bedside care for a week or ten days as was the normal
length of time a new mother must remain in her bed
before attempting to care for her new baby or taking
over any household duties.
Alma often wonders how they managed to
provide for the twenty-four or more men working on
the threshing outfits with the old steam-powered
engines, through periods of sometimes six weeks,
depending on the weather conditions.

purchased from Reginald P. Campion. He has one
daughter, Carolyn (Mrs. Allan Shrubsall) living in
Cranbrook, B.C. He remarried in 1975 to Agnes
Hewsham his sister Ida's sister-in-law.
Louis married Betty Townsend, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Townsend of Melita, Manitoba.
They took over the home farm 22-7-26 in October of
1944, raising two sons, David L. and L. Boyd, both
farming in the Pipestone valley.
Emma married Cyril A. Hopkins, only child of
Hayward and Ida Hopkins of Pipestone. He is an
Insurance Agent, farmer and breeder of registered
purebred Polled Hereford cattle. They have two
daughters, Sharon and Donna, married and living at
Pipestone.
Ida married T. Jack Hembroff of Russell, Manitoba, an employee of Manitoba Power Commission
serving in Portage la Prairie, Melita and Winkler and
now with City Hydro in Winnipeg. They have a
family of two sons and one daughter all married.
Alice married a farmer, Arthur Senkbeil, son of
Jake and Mary Senkbeil of the Paramount district.
They have one son Greg now living on his farm
35-6-27 at the present time and a daughter Sheryl,
farming with her husband Clifford Sobry a few miles
west and south of 1. Senkbeil's farm.
Millie married Lloyd G. Gould, second son of
Samuel T. and Gertrude Gould of the Bernice district, ten miles south of Pipestone. They farmed in
the area north of Napinka, until retiring to live in the
village of Napinka, in 1976. They raised a family of
three sons and three daughters.
Dave is single, lives with his mother and he
straight grain farms section 26-7-26 in the Pipestone
Valley. His interests are mainly outdoors, being an
avid hunter, fisherman and gardener.
Catherine married a farmer of the Oak River,
Manitoba, district, William Haggarty only son of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Haggarty. They have a family of
three boys and five girls. They are now living in
retirement in the town of Hamiota, Manitoba.
In 1944 Mr. and Mrs. H. Henuset retired to live in
the town of Pipestone, having purchased the dwelling
of Mr. Phersie McNicol. Here they enjoyed landscaping the yard and maintaining a large garden and
grounds. Since, they have received many trophies
and nice compliments for their endeavors and
achievements. Herman passed away in August of
1960 just two years after celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary.
Alma recalls many hardships of the early days
when they had no telephones and they relied on the
horses and buggy as the only means of communication.
Once in 1897 Alma remembers how her Mother

Also the depression of the thirties, a large vegetable garden and several milking cows carried them
through, while raising a large young family and
boarding hired help. Often the menfolk hauled loads
of wheat to the mill in Virden to have it ground into
flour for bread, saving the coarse husks for bran for
baking and cereal. Nothing was ever waste~.
It was the summer of 1934, that disaster struck
and they lost by fire the horse bam, chicken house
and another barn housing the milk cows. This created
a giant problem but they managed to make space in
one end of the pig barn to feed and milk the cows
while the chickens were housed in a vacant granary,
and horses put out to pasture.
This meant extra chores and much hard labor to
replace the lost buildings with a new large barn which
was built in 1934 and 35.
Now at eighty-eight and a half years of age, Alma
attends Pipestone United Church morning services
fairly regularly, of which she is a member and a
proud life member of Pipestone United Church
Women and Pipestone Ladies' Curling Clubs.
Alma has enjoyed many years membership in the
Pipestone Ladies' Auxiliary BESL and belongs to the
Reston and District Horticulture Society.
During the years when Women's Institute was
organized in Pipestone, she was an active member.
To date she has living, six brothers and two sisters; three sisters-in-law and two brothers-in-law; her
entire family of four sons and six daughters; three
daughters-in-law and five sons-in-law; thirty-two
grandchildren and forty great-grandchildren as well
as numerous nieces and nephews.
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Renard, Clovis and Julia (Nevraumont)

moved to Calgary, Alberta. Terrie was born June 15,
1956 in Virden. Brian moved to Virden with his
parents in 1975 and is presently in the ninth grade at
Virden Collegiate. He was born August 10, 1965.

Clovis Joseph and Julia Marie Renard, moved to
Scarth in the spring of 1937. They settled on the
nortwest quarter of 33-9-26. they had previously
lived at Bellegarde, Saskatchewan, Virden and
Belleview, Manitoba. Julia's maiden name was Nevraumont. She arrived in Belleview in 1914 from
Belgium.
They had two sons, and three daughters: Andrew
Joseph, Carmen Georgette, Clothilde Marie Rose,
Robert Joseph, and Violet Marie. They all attended
Belleview school, Violet also attended Scarth
school. Clothilde married Fred Van Loo, September
7,1939 and lived in Virden. Fred had worked on road
construction and for Chevron. Carmen married
Henry Barre, July 31, and also lived in Virden.
Robert joined the army in 1940, at eighteen years
of age. He was wounded in action, and returned
home in 1944. He married Irene Delarue in 1945 and
lived on the farm his father had settled on. They
moved to Virden, and are now living in Calgary.
Violet married Leslie Shepherd in 1944 and lived
in Virden.
Clovis and Julia moved to section 3-9-26 in 1944.
They moved to section southeast quarter of 20-9-26
and lived there until 1946, when they retired to live in
Virden.
Andrew and Yvonne Julia Debaar were married
December 24, t945 and lived on the southwest quarter of 33-8-26. They had five sons: Marcel Andrew,
Richard Frank, Gilbert Frank, Dwayne Ricky
Clovis, and Brian Robert. The first four boys attended Scarth school until it closed. Marcel was born
November 2, 1946. He moved to Winnipeg around
1946, and because of poor eyesight he became a
member of C.N.I.B. He married Susan Solski of
Winnipeg, July 20, 1974.
Richard worked in Alberta for several oil companies after he graduated in Virden. He married
Donna Thordarson of Cromer July 14, 1973. They
lived in Red Deer, Alberta where they had a daughter
Angela Marie born September, 1975. They then
moved to Spruce Grove, and are now living in Innisfail, Alberta. Gilbert was born January 19, 1954 in
Virden. Gil and Grace Ellen Henuset were married
July 26,1975. Grace was born January 30th, 1956,
daughter of Roland and Vivan Henuset, Belleview.
They now have a girl and a boy. Lana Marie was born
October 31, 1976. Richard Kirk was born April 26,
1979. They settled on the home farm in 1975 on the
southwest quarter of section 33-8-26.
Dwayne was born August fourth, 1959 and after
graduation in Virden spent some time working for
gas companies in Alberta, and Libya, Africa. He
married Terri Dawn McSorley October 13, 1979 and

Vodon, Dennis and Anna (Gervais)
Mr. Dennis Vodon was born in Vosneige,
Belgium, on July 6th, 1885. He and his parents came
to Canada in 1888. They lived in the Storthoaks,
Saskatchewan area for quite a number of years.
(1892-1968)
Miss Ann Gervais was born in Tomahawk,
Wisconsin on July 4th, 1892. She and her parents
moved to Canada and homesteaded in Cantal, Saskatchewan.
Dennis and Ann Vodon were married on February 9th, 1914. They farmed in Saskatchewan, then in
1939 moved to Manitoba to a farm in the Oak Lake
area.
Walter Sadja resided on 20-9-26 until April of
1956, then Eugene Vodon moved on to that farm. He
married Aldea Le Claire from St. Adolphe, Manitoba
on December 27th, 1958. They have three children,
Maurice, Jacqueline and Louise who are attending
school in Virden.

Woodrow, Mathew and Agnes (Jardine)
Mathew Woodrow was born in Kilbarchan, Renfrew, Scotland in 1872. His family operated a dairy
farm with about forty Ayrshire cows and delivered
milk to Paisley. He immigrated to Canada in 1905 and
settled in the Scarth district on section 18-9-26. He
married Agnes Bryden Jardine who came to Canada
in 1909 from Dumfrieshire, Scotland.
He was joined by his brother James and his wife
the former Maggie Kirkpatrick of Dumfries in 1909,
and they farmed together until the death of James'
wife in 1912 when they dissolved their partnership.
Matt, as he was commonly called, farmed in the
Scarth and Hillside districts until his retirement to
Virden in 1942. He died of a heart attack on Christmas Eve 1944 in St. Paul's church. His widow lived
for many years in the Town Hall block in Virden. She
died in 1962 in her ninety-fourth year.
Matt had taken an active part in farm movements,
U.F.M. and the Pool. They were staunch supporters
of the student ministry in the Springfield, Daybreak,
Scarth circuit.
Always a Conservative federally but provincially,
a supporter of the Liberal, Dr. Clingan, and the
Progressive, Robert Mooney.
Matt loved a good joke, particularly on himself.
It was the deep depression years of the Bennett
regime and Matt was trying hard to hang tough as a
Conservative. One wintery day he drove to Wood639

Edinburgh. He and his wife Wilhelmina with their
family of six sons, and one daughter, immigrated to
Canada in 1907. They made the voyage in a converted cattle boat. It took several weeks, as they were
held up by icebergs in the Atlantic Ocean. The first
year they stayed with the Scallion family, north of
Virden, then moved to Section 33-8-26 just south of
Scarth. This was in the Scarth School District. One
son Willie had learned the tailoring trade in Scotland
and worked in Clow's Clothing store in Virden. He
died in 1918.
Alex became a C.N. Policeman in Winnipeg, as
did George. Jim was a C.N. policeman in Saskatoon.
Peter remained on the farm, until 1935, when the
family moved to Medstead, Saskatchewan. Albert
was one of the first pupils to attend Scarth School,
and it is recalled by a schoolmate that one day the
teacher put a drawing of a turkey gobbler on the
blackboard. It is assumed turkeys were not too common on the prairie at this time. She asked the class if
they knew what it was. Albert raised his hand at once
and said, "It's a Bubbly Jock". This caused great
merriment among the pupils. He was known as Bubbly Jock the rest of his school days. He worked on the
Scarth section for a time, and at the age of 18 joined
the Canadian Navy in World War 1. There is no
evidence that he saw active service. On his return to
Canada he lived in Winnipeg for a time, then went to
Ontario. He married a Scotch girl, and had one son,
Arthur. Albert again joined the Navy in World War
II. The troopship on which he was crossing the Atlantic was torpedoed and he was lost at sea. Mrs.
Young and Arthur still live in Ontario.

north and went into the store for groceries. The hot
stove league of that small village was already in
session and as he walked in the door they were
discussing the purchase of a large quantity of hay in
the marsh by the feds. He immediately pricked up his
ears at this news hoping that at last Bennett had come
through with something for the western farmer. ''And
what is Bennett planning to do with all that hay?" he
asked. The reply mid roars of laughter came from the
assembled hot stove Liberals "Feed all the jack-asses
who vote for him. "
Second generation:
Mathew and Agnes Woodrow had one son
William Jardine, born September 1910. He received
his elementary education at Hillside and Mayville
schools and High School at Woodnorth and Virden.
At eighteen he left the farm and entered the teaching
profession. He taught in Killarney, Nesbitt. Waskada
and after the war joined the Winnipeg staff. He taught
mathematics and latterly was a school principal. By
extra-mural study and summer school he obtained
degrees in Arts and Education from the University of
Manitoba.
During the war he served in the R.C.A.F. as a
navigator. In July, 1944, he married Carolyn Robertson of Treherne. They have two children.
He now lives in retirement in Winnipeg where he
serves on the boards of Deer Lodge United Church,
St. James - Assiniboia Library and St. James Assiniboia Pioneers Association which reconstructed
and operates Grant's Old Mill on Sturgeon Creek.
Third Generation:
William and Carolyn Woodrow have a daughter
and a son.
Jane Jardine was born in 1947. She graduated in
Home Economics from The University of Manitoba
and taught home economics in St. James - Assiniboia schools. She married Roger Gateson in
1971. They have two sons Ian Matthew and Andrew
Jardine.
Robert William Woodrow was born in 1951. He
graduated in Physical Education from the University
of Manitoba and is teaching in Winnipeg.

Daughter Robina married Hector Stonehouse Sr.
They homesteaded at McAuley and moved back to
Two Creeks in 1926. They had eleven of a family.
Hector Jr. is the only one in this area. He lives at Two
Creeks.
Mrs. Young Sr. was affectionately known to everyone as "Granny Young". She lived beside the
school, boarded the teachers, and was a source of
comfort to any of the pupils who had stubbed a toe or
skinned a knee. She lived in Scarth until 1935 when
she went to Winnipeg to make her home with Alex.
She died in 1936 on her eightieth birthday.

Young, Robert and Wilhelmina
Robert Young had been a policeman in the city of
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Sinclair
Sinclair

destroyed by fire along with a small adjoining hardware owned by Mr. Frank McGuire. This general
store had a large stock of good merchandise and was
greatly missed by the surrounding community.
In 1916 a house and contents belonging to Mr.
Bert Read was destroyed by fire, a great loss in those
days.
After a period of some progress for the town,
another disaster occurred. December 22, 1921 was
the night of the Christmas Concert in the church. It
was a very cold night and the concert had barely
begun when someone called "Fire!" The church
emptied faster than it had ever been filled. The men,
heedless of the cold ran down to the Hardware which
was already ablaze. They tried in vain to save the
adjoining building, a hotel west of the hardware, but
could save only the contents. The livery barn nearby
was filled with the horses of those attending the
concert, so that had to be vacated quickly. The hard-

The history of the town of Sinclair is a story filled
with enough material for the script of a movie or
story book, for this had more than its share of the
problems of life and a good share of the good times as
well. This is the story of a town, never more than 100
to 150 in population, struggling to survive, from its
inception in 1893 to the present day when it seems to
have found a new lease on life!
Few other places in Manitoba had the ups and
downs, the years of growth and depression, as the
small town of Sinclair. Yet, its brave and hardy citizens of the past overcame their difficulties and built
and rebuilt their town after each calamity.
It began in 1896 with a slow and gradual progress
of growth in settlement and building, to the year of
1913. In April of that year, Sinclair had its first setback. One of the first stores built in the town by Mr.
Joseph Williamson, father of John Williamson, was

Sinclair Railway Avenue, 1909.
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new businesses with their resulting additional residences, have helped to make the town of Sinclair an
up and coming place in which to live and retire. A
new cafe has been built on the front street, also a
lovely Park, with water outlets for campers, has been
added. This Park has been landscaped and planted
with hundreds of trees of many varieties that will
grow into a truly beautiful oasis for the travellers
along No.2 Highway. Camping facilities and a playground for children have also been added.
More details of the town are as follows: Peter
Sinclair, his wife and two daughters from Lanark,
Ontario, came first to the present Crescent district in
1892. The ensuing year, others arrived from the same
part of Ontario. These included Archie McLaren,
Alex Duncan Campbell, Ron Munro and James F.
McLaren. This was then known as the McLaren
settlement. By the year 1893, enough settlers had
arrived to enable a local Post Office to be authorized
by the Government, and this was set up in the
McLaren residence on N. W. 14-6-29. A decision was
made to suggest the name of SINCLAIR in honor of
its first settlers, the Sinclairs. This became known as
the Sinclair Post Office and School District.
In the year 1898, when the railroad was extended
from Reston to Arcola, Saskatchewan, and later on to
Regina, Mr. and Mrs. John Milton sold their homestead on N.E. 10-6-29 (where John and Bill Mare

ware had been threatened by fire twice before, but
someone noticed the small fires in time to extinguish
them.
Ten years later, on August 12, 1931, at 10:30
P.M., tragedy struck again! This happened in the
midst of a devastating drought which was being experienced everywhere, but in somewhat greater measure in this western part of Manitoba. On this warm
summer evening when all the community was busy
with harvest operations, a fire erupted in the livery
bam and, fanned by strong winds and the lack of a
sufficient water supply, the fire soon spread to the
adjacent buildings. When it was all over the Livery
Bam, the Implement Shop, Dermody's Store, Craig
and Smith, and Hugh Colquhoun were destroyed.
Everything was so extremely dry that all the buildings burned quickly and nothing could be done to
save them. Seven buildings in all were destroyed that
night.
Since this fire, Sinclair has had a struggle to build
itself up again, but progress has been made. In 1967,
Centennial Yellr, the project for the community was
the installation of the town water supply. This was
hailed as a giant step forward in promoting the community. Since this has taken place, many changes
have been made in the appearance of the town. New
homes have been built, a new rink, a new school, a
newly renovated church and Memorial Hall and some

Building of the railroad, 1898 about three miles east of Sinclair. This photograph taken by Charles Couper, Cannington Mannor,
Assa. N.W.T.
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Main Street, 1909.

now reside) and moved to the site of what is now
Sinclair. Mr. Milton soon was appointed the first Post
Master, a position he held for the remainder of his
life. In addition he added a small stock of groceries
and other supplies, and this venture soon became a
"General Information Bureau" for the surrounding
community. There were two Sinclairs distinguished
by one being called Sinclair Post Office and the other
Sinclair Station, which it remained until the 1950's.
The name Crescent was chosen for the old Sinclair
Post Office and School District.
This stamp cancellation at the new Sinclair Station Post Office was used from 1898 until the 1950's.
Here it shows a 1924 date.
Some of the first settlers in the new town of
Sinclair were: John Milton, James Smith, John
Bulloch, Frank Stewart, Fred Payne, Mrs. I. Miller,
Wm. Rintoul, W. H. Smith, Thomas Smith, Thomas
Rintoul, Alex McDougall, A. Machan, John Ste-

vens, Joseph Williamson, Jack McCoy, Ab. McCoy,
1. H. McLandress, Ed. Salaway, Ralph Whelpley, A.
Fumerton, John Doerr, Bert Read, Dr. Large, C. L.
Smith, Bill Lamonby.
The first station agent in Sinclair is believed to be
Mr. Fred Rush, who worked out of a box car while a
station house was being built in 1907. Rush left
Sinclair in 1908. Succeeding agents were: Mr. W.
Blackwell; Mr. Avery; Mr. Stanley Campbell about
1920; George Kester; Mr. Scott; Mr. Wellsman;
James Armstrong; Clyde Laghlan, 1944; Mr. Ben
Spurr, 1946; A. E. Basler, 1949; Wesley Rose, 1952;
and then in 1955 Mr. Bob Rollings, who was the last
Sinclair station agent to reside in the Station House.
Following this, a resident caretaker looked after the
Freight and Express for the C.P.R., Mr. and Mrs. A.
0. Christianson being the last occupants of the station. Archie Christianson was the Section Foreman at
the time and his wife, Lorraine, looked after the
freight until they moved to Souris in 1960. The Station was then sold to, and finally torn down by Jim
Yates of Ewart.
Mr. Ralph Whelpley opened the first general
store on the site of the present trailer home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Mayert on the corner of Lumsden and
Railway Ave. Mr. Whelpley sold his stock to Mr.
John Doerr, who then opened up the first butcher
shop in the same building. Mr. Whelpley then built a
new store and operated it for one year. This was taken
over by W. H. and C. L. Smith, and was in turn sold
to Mr. 1. H. Landress in 1906. A large addition and
upstairs dwelling were built the same year. They kept

General view of Sinclair from the east 1910.
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Sinclair store, 1910.

later, he bought the building and stock of the Bulloch
Hardware next door from Mrs. Violet Bulloch. Mr.
Toews thenjoined the two buildings by an opening in
the west wall of the store. With the addition of this
hardware stock, he then added some lumber and
welding equipment. In June 1966 Mr. Toews reduced
his stock and sold the remainder, along with his
household furnishings, at a public auction and moved
his family to British Columbia. The building was
later sold to Ken Zelmer to be used as a machine shop
on his farm.
Another early general store was built and operated by Mr. Joe Williamson and family (John
Williamson's father) in 1905. It was not a large store
but contained a large stock of good clothing and
merchandise, also a butcher shop. This building was
located on the site of the present Wiebe's Grocery,
and burned in a fire in 1913. Mr. Frank McGuire
operated.'1 small hardware along side the store for a
short time, and it also was lost in the same fire. A
bank was later built on this location.
When the bank closed in the early 1920's the
building was purchased by G. W. Milliken who used
it for a dwelling for some time. Mr. A. Hewitt of
Antler then bought it and opened a grocery store in
January 1931. Other proprietors include Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Hewitt and Russell Nicol. Howard Milton

a large stock and employed several clerks: Tom Phillips, Chris. Ashton, Alex Ashton, Ben Callan, Mr.
Lucking and Margaret Durbin. In early 1919, Mr. S.
Stoffman and Mr. Golden purchased this store. Mr.
Golden stayed only a year or so and Mr. Stoffman
carried on business until about 1925 when 1. E.
Dermody of Redvers purchased the store. After the
fire in 1931, Mr. Dermody purchased the old Icelandic Hall from Mr. Thomas Burnett, moved it to the
same site and used it as a general store until 1936. Mr.
Thomas Bayne, Mr. N. W. Graham, Mr. E. M.
Rhodes, Mr. John Payne occupied this store prior to
its final owner, Mr. Dan Toews, who purchased it
from Mr. Payne in October 1960. About two years

Sinclair Main Street looking east, 1981.
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purchased the building in 1943 and moved the telephone office and Post office into it from the Milton
home. In 1949 the telephone office was moved to
Gordon McDougall's house and Grace and Gordon
remained operators for the Manitoba Telephone System until the advent of the Dial System in the 1960 's.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Mitchell took over the Post
Office and later added a stock of groceries and general merchandise.
Upon the death of Gordon Mitchell in 1967, Mrs.
Mitchell sold the store and contents, which included
the Post Office, to Mr. and Mrs. Lew Traill. They
remained here for seven years, selling their business
in July 1974 to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Wilton. Mark and
Rhonda sold out in 1977 to Mr. Fred Wiebe, who
farmed north of Sinclair. Wiebe's Grocery is still in
operation and the Post Office remains in the same
building.
Mr. Norman Gatey, who had a cafe for a number
of years, also carried a stock of groceries in his cafe,
but closed down in the early 1970's.
Among the earliest dwelling houses in town were
those of James Smith, John Bulloch, Alex
McDougall, Frank Stewart, Mrs. Miller (mother of
Mrs. Fred Craig), John Doerr, Fred Payne, Bert
Read, Jack McCoy, Ab McCoy and Ed. Salaway. The
first home, which was built by John Milton and
which included the Post Office, was torn down in the
early 1950's, and on the same location a Milton
Memorial was built, using the lumber from the original Milton home. The reason for this Memorial was
that the site was a gift from the Canadian Pacific
Railway to the first-born in the town of Sinclair. This
happened to be twins, Christena and Margaret
Milton, born November 26, 1899. Though the Post

Office changed locations, it remained in the family
until 1967, when this notice was taken from the
"Calgary Herald" of December 12, 1967: "SINCLAIR, MANITOBA (c.P.) The Milton family of
this community 60 miles west of Brandon has passed
on a legacy it had held for 78 years, when Mrs.
Gordon Mitchell, the former Katherine Milton,
ended nearly eight decades of family run business
when she turned over control of the local post-office
to a newcomer!"
Mr. Douglas McKay now resides in the Milton
Memorial house on Railway Avenue, having purchased it from Mrs. Walter Dittmer who lived there
for a few years after it was sold by Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Stoppel (Christena Milton).
The first cafe in town was opened about 1921 by a
Chinese man, Frank Yee, in the building known as
the Icelandic Hall. This Hall had been moved in from
the Icelandic District of "Diana" about this time and
later was used as a Pool Hall as well. Sinclair was
without a cafe then for quite a number of years,
although Mrs. 1. Bulloch kept a boarding house and
accommodated those who wished meals and
lunches. In fact, Mrs. Bulloch was a great source of
help to many who required assistance in time of
sickness or trouble. In present years her type cannot
be fully appreciated.
In 1957 Elmer and Marion Bulloch opened up a
cafe in an addition built on to the Bulloch Hardware
between it and Toews Store. A year later this cafe
business was sold to Mr. Norman Gatey. Norman
later purchased a building and moved it into town on
the east side of Lumsden, just south of the Mitchell
Store and Post Office. Norman and his wife, Beth,
operated the only cafe in town for a number of years

Sinclair tennis courts, 1909.
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House', as it was called, was quite a large building
and was .later taken over by a partnership of W. M.
McDougall and Thomas and Wm. Rintoul in the year
1909. They operated the Hotel with the following
proprietors: Moses Paul, the Carscadden family, the
Kerrs and finally the Teeple family in 1915. It was
destroyed by fire on December 22, 1921 and the
Teeple family moved to Brandon. The Donner Hardware just east of this Hotel was also burned on the
same night and these buildings were never replaced.
An early livery bam was situated on the present
site of Violet Gates home and run by W. Lamonby.
Mr. M. Karpinski bought this old bam and took it
apart, rebuilding it on the Karpinski farm where his
son Conrad now lives. A larger livery bam was built
in 1906, with the foundation being laid by the Rintoul
Brothers, on the site of the present Fred Nixon home
on Railway Ave. It was located back from the street,
far enough to make room for vehicles to park out in
front. This livery business was run by the Rintouls,
Lally Halldorson, Donald Cameron, Byron Milton,
Fred Payne and several other men who followed until
the bam was destroyed by fire on August 12, 1931.
Jack McCoy was one of the drivers of the 'horsedrawn taxis' and it was his job to drive folks around
the country as needed. The school children also used
the livery bam for their horses and paid by the
month. A later bam was built (about 1938) across the
street and a bit north of the present Memorial Hall.
This was moved out of town in the 1950's.
The first Implement Shop was built by Tom Rintoul. It was a large building with a second story
intended for a dwelling, but was never lived in. The
upper floor was used as a warehouse for slow-moving
parts etc., and as a general storage for those in the
community who wished to store unused furniture or
for goods held while they established new homes
elsewhere. The shop and business were taken over by
Mr. Thos. Smith around 1911 and a few years later by
Howard Milton. Howard had International Harvester
and Cockshutt Implements. He sold many 15-30
International tractors and McCormick binders in the
community, also Frost and Wood. It is said he also

Train time.

until Mrs. Gatey passed away in 1970. In 1980 Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Mayert built a 'Snack Bar' on the site of
W. A. Reid's Garage, which had been dismantled in
1975.
In the very early years of the town of Sinclair, Mr.
Frank McGuire opened a small hardware in a 'lean
to' or addition to the first store built by Mr. Joe
Williamson. Later, Mr. Andrew Machan built the
first large hardware store with a dwelling on the
second floor. This building was situated on the comer
where Mayert's Snack Bar now stands and the hardware faced the east. Mr. 1. H. Stephens then purchased the business and it was stated in an early news
item that ''Archie Fumerton has been engaged as
Manager of 1. M. Stephens harness and furniture
emporium". In subsequent years this business was
run by James Smith, Chas. L. Smith and finally by
Mr. Sam Donner. When Donner's Hardware was
burned on the night of December 22, 1921, nothing
was saved, though the men quickly arrived on the
scene to form a bucket brigade. This was the night of
the Church Christmas Concert and 'everyone', including Mr. Donner attended. This hardware was not
rebuilt and the Donner family moved away. Fred
Craig and Lloyd Bulloch, in partnership, started up a
hardware in an old small building that had been used
as a Pharmacy and Dr. Young's Office. Later they
built a large hardware on the comer where Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Mayert now live and they operated it until it
was destroyed by fire in August, 1931. The partnership was then dissolved and Lloyd Bulloch started
the business again in a smaller building on the same
site and continued until his death in 1956. Mrs.
Bulloch and her son Elmer carried on the business a
while longer. Elmer and his wife, Marion, then
added a small addition on the east side of the hardware and operated a cafe here until 1957, when they
sold the cafe to Norman Gatey.
The Hotel was built in the very early years of the
century by Mr. John Bulloch (about 1904). 'Sinclair

Birds Eye View of Sinclair. Early 1900's.
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sold Chatam Wagons and Chatam kitchen cabinets.
. The Implement Shop was situated east of the big
General Store, with about 16 feet of space between
them, the front door and windows facing Railway
Avenue. This Implement Shop, the Livery Barn, 1. E.
Dermody's General Store, Craig and Bulloch's Hardware (nearly new), Fred Craig's home and Thomas
Smith and Colquhoun's barns were all destroyed in
the same fire in 1931, seven buildings in all. In the
early 1940's Gordon Pickett sold implements from
his Blacksmith Shop.
Dr. Large who was the first doctor in town, and
who had only one arm, built the first part ofthe house
that for a number of years was a teacherage in Sinclair. (located where Wilson Skelton now lives). In
1906 R.M. Cumberland M.D. opened an office in
ME Aranson's building, later the residence of Roy
Fisette, next door to Wm. McCune's. (This building
was later owned by Mr. Wm. Burrill who operated a
pool room and barber shop in it as well as a butcher
shop. Other barbers there were Mr. Ringrose and Mr.
Riggs. Later in this same place, Mr. Tom Burnett
operated a harness and boot shop. This building was
later used as a residence and was torn down in 1979.)
In 1908 Dr. Cumberland moved to Glenboro.
Dr. Young came in 1910 and he had a small drug
store and an office where Bulloch's hardware was
located, and now the site of the Ted Mayert home.
This building was later moved and became part of the
home of Bob Colquhoun and later Miss Lenz home
next door to the Fisette house. Dr. Young was the best
known Doctor to everyone in the community, as he
would travel miles in all kinds of weather to treat the
sick. He finished his practice in Durham, Ontario
and lived to the age of 88 years. He left Sinclair about
1918, and was followed by Dr. Aikenhead and Dr.
Lucas each of whom stayed only a short time. No
doctor has resided in Sinclair since 1922.
The first and the only bank was started in Sinclair
during the time of the 1914-1918 World War. The
Merchants Bank of Canada opened for a short time in
the front part of the James Smith home while the new
bank was being built. (Now the building which
houses Wiebe's Grocery and the Sinclair Post Office.) The first bank Manager was Mr. R. B. Smith,
who when transferred to Souris, was succeeded by
Mr. Percy Armstrong, who married a local girl, Margaret Bulloch, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1. Bulloch.
The Bank closed in the early 1920's when the Bank of
Montreal bought them out. They discontinued the
branch in Sinclair and moved to Antler. The building
was then sold to Mr. W. G. Milliken and used for a
number of years as a dwelling. Later Howard Milton
purchased this building when the Milton home was
torn down.

Mr. James Smith built and operated the first lumber shed, quite a large building situated north of the
present Memorial Hall (north of the old slough which
has since been filled in to form part of the Sinclair
Park). His home was the one that Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Reid lived in for many years. Mr. Smith built this
home, the one now occupied by Mr. and Mrs. C.
Davis and also the old Tom Smith home just south of
Davis' which has now been torn down. This same Mr.
Smith (James) was one of the very early settlers at
Sinclair and John Williamson remembers as a child
reading the obituary in the paper for James Smith,
which mentioned him cutting his first crops with a
mower which had a cowhide fastened behind the
cutting bar to catch the grain, and this had been tied
by hand!
James Smith's son, Tom Smith took over the
lumber yard from his father. Later it was sold to Craig
and Bulloch at the time they opened their new hardware. After the fire in 1931 that destroyed the hardware, Fred Craig dismantled the lumber shed and
used the lumber to build a barn on his farm N.E.
1-29, now owned by Mrs. Grant Jackson. Others who
worked at the carpenter trade through the years were:
Alex McDougall, Clyde McDougall, R. D. Kay,
John Robertson, Chas. McKinnon and Alfred Teeple. Thomas Smith and 1. M. Stevens were coal
dealers in town in the early days, and many a man
drove to the Moose Mountains for a load of wood,
sometimes with oxen to pull the load.
The first Blacksmith Shop was built by Frank
Stewart in 1903, and in 1904 he built part of a dwelling house. An addition was added in 1907 and in later
years this became a part of the Alex Campbell home
that was recently torn down. Mr. Stewart operated the
shop until 1911 when he sold it to Fred Craig and
moved to a farm south of town. Other Blacksmiths
were Jas. Wood Sr., Mr. 1. Mayert and Mr. Zelmer.
Mr. Robert Tindall also operated this blacksmith
shop for many years until 1946, when he sold it to

Sinclair Blacksmith shop, 1910. Note: horseshoe case.
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new one built west of the stock yard, a move from
east of the yards. Some of the elevator operators
were: J. S. Milton, Russell Milton, Jim Toms, H. A.
Milton and Jim McLeod.
Each year a delegate went to the Company's
Annual Meeting in Winnipeg, and many others
served on the local board.
In 1966 the elevator became the property of the
local Manitoba Pool and was later torn down. The
coal shed had been sold. The flour and feed shed was
moved to a site near the Pool Elevator.
The Sinclair Co-operative Elevator Association
was organized under certificate of Incorporation of
the Province of Manitoba on February 2, 1928.
On February 28th the shareholders met to complete organization, and the following directors were
elected: A. B. Martin, Stewart Campbell, Thomas
McKay, H. McEwen, F. Stewart, Geo. Davidson,
and J. Hayward.
At a subsequent meeting of the Directors, the
following officers were elected: President - A. B.
Martin; Vice-president - Thos. McKay; Secretary
- Stewart Campbell.
It was decided by the shareholders to instruct
Head Office to build a 40,000 bushel elevator, or if
sufficient acreage could be signed up, a 50,000 bushel elevator, subject to the approval of the Board of
Directors.
The operation and control of the elevator was in
the hands of the Head Office entirely and that the
chief duty of the local board was to serve as a source
of contact between Head Office and the local Association.
The first duty of the directors was to select a site
for the elevator, and together with the Inspector of
Sites from Head Office it was decided to build the
new 50,000 bushel elevator to the west of the (other
two elevators in Sinclair) Ogilvie and U.G.G.
As the building proceeded rapidly, the necessity
of securing an agent became urgent. Head Office
strongly recommended Mr. R. J. Sabistan for the
position. The local board, upon further investigation
regarding Mr. Sabistan, accepted the Head Office
recommendation and Mr. Sabistan became the first
agent for the Pool Elevator in Sinclair.
A house for the new agent was offered by an
estate at a reasonable figure, and with some improvement, soon became a comfortable home.
The cost of the new elevator was $23,884.24,
made up as follows:

Picketts' new Blacksmith shop in Sinclair, 1965.

Gordon Pickett from Tilston. Gordon remained in
this shop until 1968 when he built a new Quanset type
building on the east end of Railway Avenue. Gordon
and Inga moved to Brandon in 1972 and his business
was purchased by James Thom in 1973 - two years
later a tragic accident caused the death of Mr. Thom
while on vacation in Saskatchewan and in March
1976 the building was sold to Lynne Irwin. Lynne
and his family built a new home south of this and
soon a thriving garage and Bulk Oil business replaced the Blacksmith Shop.
The Western Elevator and Ogilvie Company built
their elevators at the turn of the century. Among the
first agents were Wm. Brown, Mr. Govenlock, John
Milton, Bill Lamonby and Stewart Milton. Western
was torn down and rebuilt by the United Grain
Growers in 1918.
A meeting was held in the Sinclair Hall on February 1,1918 to organize a local society, the outcome of
which was the formation of the United Grain
Growers Local No. 222. Mr. McLellan represented
the Winnipeg Office. The first board consisted of the
following members: J. S. Donald - Chairman,John
R. Armstrong, J. E. Kidd, John A. Fraser, D. W.
Mawdsley, John Milton - Secretary.
The meeting asked the Company to build a coal
shed and flour shed near the elevator. Also they were
asked about the price of platform scales. Over the
years twine (binder), coal, and fence posts were sold.
On February 22, 1919, a meeting was held in
Sinclair House and the 1918 Board was re-elected and
Mr. D. J. Brownlee was appointed Secretary, a position he held until his death in 1952. At the Annual
Meeting on October 20, 1952 the Board elected was:
H. P. Harrison, Chairman; George Walker Sr. S. M.
Smith, F. A. Josephson; John Armstrong, Secretary,
a position he held until March 1960 when the elevator
was closed and the local amalgamated with Reston.
Some notes taken from the minutes of past meetings showed that shares were sold at $10.00 and a
platform scale was installed near the C.P.R. Stock
Yard.
The old elevator was dismantled in 1927 and a

Contract Price
Moving loading platform
Cleaner
Freight on cleaner
Engine
Electric Lights
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$17,333.00
1,125.00
2,940.00
64.048
1,580.00
247.00

60.00
347.87
14.00
25.00
10.08
29.94
50.30
61.74
$23,880.24

Grading Approach
Interest before July 15th
Office chairs
Fire Extinguishers
Sample Boxes
Locks
Moisture Tester and Car Loader
Dockage Tester
Cost of House Lot:
Purchase price
Repairs and Improvements
Clerical Expenses
Total

joined the Armed Forces early in the 1940's and the
garage was sold to W. A. Reid" who moved into
town from the Bardal district in 1944, When Watty
Reid retired, his son Orme took over the business. In
1969 Orme sold much of his equipment and moved to
Calgary. Mervyn Dixon operated a business from
this location for about a year and then the building
remained vacant until it was sold to Mr. Frank
Thiessen who lived north of town. His son, Russel,
returned from British Columbia and took over the
garage in 1971, moving back to B. C. three years
later. The garage lay idle for another year and then
was dismantled and the lumber taken north to the
Thiessen farm in 1975. Mayert's Snack Bar now
occupies this lot.
When Bob Colquhoun returned from Overseas in
1945 he built a garage east of the Blacksmith shop
near the Roy Fisette home (just west of McCune's).
He also had the agency for the Minniapolis Moline
Farm Machinery. He finally moved the building to
Virden and converted it into a residence. Bob Cairns
also moved in a building on Lumsden Street just
opposite Mrs. Violet Gates home. He operated this
garage for a few years, then moved it out to 2 Highway, on the north side, just east of the Sinclair comer.
Two years later this was moved to Maryfield. In 1976
Lynne Irwin purchased Gordon Pickett's Quanset
building on the east end of town and is at present
operating a garage and bulk oil station at this location.
In the early days the rinks were temporary buildings which were tom down in the spring. The first
one, operated by Charles Mitchell in 1905, was situated on the site where Mrs. Jean McCune now lives.
The second rink was on the lot where the Sinclair
Memorial Hall now stands. In 1906 it was stated that
a Dress Carnival would be held in the Sinclair Rink,
so all activities familiar to Manitoba in winter took
place at Sinclair too. A notation of October 1907
stated that ''A good skating rink has been erected by
John Milton." And the following officers were
named for the Sinclair Curling Club: "PresidentT. S. Rintoul; Secretary-treasurer - J. H.
McLandress; Vice-president - John Milton; and
Auditor - George Milliken. Skips for the coming
season are: Frank Stewart; W. Rintoul, G. Milliken
and T. Rintoul. Manager of the rink, John Milton,
installed a gas lighting system.
The first permanent rink was built around 1925
and served as both a Skating and Curling Rink. A
modem kitchen was added in 1958 and many good
times were enjoyed at the Carnivals, Hockey games,
Bonspiels and Broomball Games. Of course, there
was always the inevitable 'Bonspiel Thaw' in February to make things a bit tricky for the curlers in the

$ 700.00
305.40
1.75
$1,007.15
$24,887.39

In regard to business done in the elevator up to
January 1, 1929, there was 165,000 bushels of all
kinds of grain put through.
During the few days that the elevator was full at
threshing time, a small amount of grain was delivered away, and the Head Office directors made a full
investigation.
In 1963 a new Manager's house was built, complete cost, including lots and ready to move into, was
$11,750.00.
In 1967 an Annex was added to the present elevator structure. This annex had a capacity of 110,000
bushels.
In 1976 the elevator was renovated at a cost of
$100,000.00. A new scale, capable of handling loads
up to 50 metric tonnes, as well as new equipment to
hoist trucks, was installed.
A second leg was also installed to give the elevator the capacity to load cars and receive grain at the
same time. The old leg was modified to give greater
handling capacity also. A new grain spout was added
to facilitate the loading of the new Canadian Pacific
hopper cars.
The same year the office was tom down and
replaced by a new structure, with a private Manager's
Office and a full basement.
Since Incorporation the following have managed
the Pool Elevator in Sinclair, Mr. R. 1. Sabistan; Mr.
McCowan; George Hyslop; Mr. A. McKinnon; Mr.
H. Graham; and the present operator, who arrived in
Sinclair in 1945, Mr. Howard Wilton.
Mr. Wm, Norton came from Dand, Manitoba in
the early 1920's and opened the first garage in what
was known as the warehouse for Donner's Hardware.
This building was situated just across the lane north
of the W. A. Reid home (now the site of Sandra
Jackson's home) and it faced the east. Business
proved to be good and he later built a larger garage,
on the comer just north of his first building, in 1928.
This was the former site of the Donner Hardware that
burned in 1921. When Bill Norton left town in the
1930's the garage was taken over for a short time by
Ed. Langstaffe, followed by Robt. Colquhoun. Bob
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Address - Major Chapman (Dr.)
Scripture Reading - Psalm 46
Solo - Mrs. Jas. Wood
Address - Col. Clingan (Dr.)
Selection - Mrs. Liddington
Tableau - "To His Undying Honor"
Chorus - 0 Canada
God Save the King
Throughout the ensuing years the Hall has been
the scene of many good concerts containing a variety
of local talent, and performed on 'Bums Nicht', St.
Patrick's Day, Christmas or some other celebration
lending itself well to an excellent excuse for some
fun, entertainment and dancing. The Memorial Hall
also became the scene of the annual Armistice or
Remembrance Day Service. When the Sinclair
Legion was organized for the second time in 1959,
the Hall became the focal point for all their activities
and meetings. In return, many improvements and
renovations were completed by the Legion Branch
with contributions also being made by the Sinclair
Legion Auxiliary. A joint community effort was
made to build a new kitchen on the west end of the
Hall. This has been updated and modernized over the
years under the direction of a capable Hall Committee elected from the community each year.
The first barber shop, which contained a pool
room, was opened by Wm. Burrill in the building
known as the former Roy Fisette home next to Mrs.
McCune's. Other barbers in Sinclair were Mr. Ringrose and Mr. Riggs, both of whom remained in town
for only a short time. Later Mr. Steve Gates operated
as barber in the pool hall which was in the Icelandic
Hall.
The first butcher shop in Sinclair was probably in
the Joe Williamson store in the building south of the
pool hall. This building was later used as a residence
by Mr. Maggie Stimpson. Walter Anderson had a
butcher shop in the building south of the pool hall.
This building was later used as a residence by Mrs.

Sinclair rink, 1981.

local Bonspiel! However, this rink soon became too
small and inconvenient, and a new rink, larger and
with modem facilities (thanks to the acquisition of
the new town water supply) was built in 1974. This
was a community effort with financial support from
the Municipality of Pipestone. Each day, under the
direction of Mr. Wilson Skelton, our Reeve, a work
crew for the day was rounded up. Many left their own
work to help pour cement and to put up the new metal
structure. Both of these rinks have been used
throughout the years by the pupils of the Sinclair
School as part of their Physical Education program.
Mr. Skelton put in many hours of work in an effort to
secure the financing and building of this new arena.
In recognition of this effort a dedication of a plaque in
his honor was unveiled at the opening ceremonies in
October 1974. This plaque is placed on the waitingroom wall of the arena.
The first hall in Sinclair was the Icelandic Hall
owned at that time by the Icelandic settlers. It was
first built and used on the Finnbogasson land (the
former W. O. Bright farm), later moved to town and
an addition built on to it. It later became the Chinese
Cafe and then a pool room. When the fire of 1931
destroyed Dermody's Store, Mr. Dermody bought
the hall and moved it to replace his store.
A Memorial Hall was built by the community in
memory of those who fought and died in World War
I. It as a tremendous community project. Many hours
of volunteer labour went into this building and it was
proudly opened on January 12, 1923 with an oyster
supper. The following is an outline of the program of
that evening and the unveiling ceremony.
Opening of Sinclair Memorial Hall
Hymn - 0 God, Our Help in Ages Past
Prayer
Chorus
Address - Pte. 1. S. Milton
Recitation - Mr. Irvine
Address - Rev. H. P. Davidson
Tableau - "In Flanders Fields"
Address - R. Mooney M.L.A.
Recitation - Miss W. Sanderson

Sinclair hall, 1981.
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Maggie Stimpson. Walter was also in the cattle buying business and butchered his own beef. He was
married with one son, Taylor and a daughter, Belinda, and lived in the same building that contained the
butcher shop. John Doerr was another butcher shop
owner in 1906, for we read in the local paper that year
that 'John Doerr's butcher shop increased business
and Ed Holder was hired to help' .
The history of the Sinclair Church began with a
man who had an idea, and that idea remained with
him for many years before it came to fruitation. John
Milton, the first settler in Sinclair in 1899, encourged
others to come and settle here and begin a new life in
a new town. Slowly they arrived and began to build
shops, houses, and schools, and farmers from various parts of the world settled all around the vicinity
and Sinclair became an established fact.
Previous to 1904 services were conducted by the
Reston minister, Rev. McAlister. Rev. 1. G. Stephens
from Reston continued to hold services in the Sinclair School and the Icelandic Hall from 1904 to
1908, when connections were severed and Sinclair,
Crescent and Broomhill were formed into a Mission
Field. The first managers of the Church were appointed in 1908 when John Milton, J. H.
McLandress, John Bulloch and 0.1. Brownlee were
elected.
About this time the man with the vision, John
Milton, along with other Sinclair residents: James
and Thomas Smith, John Bulloch, Alex McDougall,
Frank Stewart, Mrs. Miller, John Doerr, Fred Payne,
Bert Read, Jack and Ab. McCoy and Ed Salaway,
finally saw his idea take root when they decided that
Sinclair should have a church building. They called a
meeting in the Icelandic Hall and the town people
turned out in force with an excellent representation
from the surrounding countryside as well. The following quote is taken from the article written, and
read at the church opening, by Mrs. Wiltshire: "Our
man of the Heather (Phillip Duncan, student Missionary) set forth the project because the idea was
such a good one and partly because its claims were so
well set forth and again partly because the Sinclair
folk thought it was such a good idea, it found favour
in the hearts and minds of the assembly at once. A
brother of the Episcopalian tendencies moved that a
Presbyterian Church be built. It was seconded by a
Methodist in all probability, so totally unsectarian
was the spirit of the meeting. It passed unanimously,
and a committee of diverse creeds, but of one mind
was appointed to undertake the work. And thus it was
that the idea became a living, breathing fact, and
Sinclair Presbyterian Church a reality".
Thus the work was begun with Mr. Wiltshire as
the architect, Alex McDougall, the builder, and the

Sinclair United Church, 1981.

community of townfolk and farmers as assistants.
We must not forget the work of the ladies who made
meals and lunches, and saved enough to buy the best
available lot in the town for their church. Everyone
worked long hours in digging the basement; farmers
brought in their horses and their oxen to haul stones
and gravel for foundation. Lumber was hauled and
the work proceeded at a rapid pace, and soon the
building began to take shape.
And so it was that on December 5, 1909 it was
opened and dedicated to Divine worship. Rev. Peter
Strang of Virden was the minister for the occasion.
On Monday, December 6th, an evening entertainment was planned as part of the Dedication Celebration. Rev. Muldrew of Souris was the speaker. It was
a stormy weekend, but a good attendance was an
indication of the enthusiasm of those present.
Mr. C. K. Mathewson came as missionary when
the church was opened. He supplied for the next two
years. Mr. Mathewson was followed by Messrs.
Bater, Mulligan, Lascelles, Marty, Dixon, Williams,
Liggett, Brokenshire and Innes. During Messrs. Liggett's and Brokenshire's time the field was composed
of Sinclair, Ebor and Bardal. The ceremony for the
burning of the mortgage on the Church building was
conducted on the Church steps in June 1919, Rev. 1.
Liggett being minister at the time. Mrs. 1. Miller, the
oldest member of the congregation applied the
match.
A dedication of a new Electric Organ on April 27,
1958 was conducted by the minister, Mrs. M. Hannah. This organ was donated by the Milton family in
memory of Howard Milton, who died on December
25, 1956. On April 12th, 1959 the choir gowns were
dedicated to the glory of God, and in memory of John
Donald who sang in the choir for many years. Mrs.
Beatrice Donald and Brian from Reston attended the
Dedication service.
The 50th Anniversary of the Sinclair United
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Church took place on August 2, 1959 to avoid another blizzard on December 5th, the proper date. It
was a memorable occasion with about 500 members
and former members of the congregation gathered to
enjoy a full days program arranged by a committee of
United Church Women. The service was conducted
by the minister at that time, Mrs. Marjorie Hannah,
former ministers, Rev. W. 0. Robinson, Oakville,
Man. Rev. R. 1. Chandler, Lamberton, N.C.; Rev. C.
K. Mathewson, Brockville, Ontario (guest preacher)
and Mrs. C. S. Elsey.
Other highlights of the Service were the Rededication Service for the newly re-decorated sanctuary, including a new choir loft rug, new Offering
plates. A picture display was set up for all to enjoy,
with a Fellowship Dinner and much visiting and
reminiscing. Other dedications over the years include: a piano given by the Brownlee family, a baptismal font by the Elgin Gray family, and a
Remembrance Book Stand by the Wm. McCune
,
family.
With the passing of time, the foundation of the
church deteriorated to the point where it became
necessary to once again do some renovating. In 1977
an all out campaign of the district raised a considerable amount of money which enabled a new basement
to be excavated just west of the original site; the
church moved and a new front entrance with the door
more centrally located. This, along with a remodelled heating system, washrooms, and a rearrangement of the cupboards makes the basement a
pleasant and servicable gathering place which is used
for many activities.
Ministers serving in the Sinclair Church to date
are as follows: Mr. Philip Duncan (student) - 1909;
Rev. C. K. Mathewson-1909-1911; Rev. Demin1911; Rev. C. M. Bater - 1912-1914; Rev. R. B.
Penny - 1914; Rev. A. Marty - 1915-1916; Rev.
Mulligan - 1917; Rev. Lascelles - 1918; Rev. 1.
Liggett -1919; Rev. R. N. Williams -1920-1921;
Rev. W. H. Brokenshire -1921; Rev. Don McVicar
- 1922; Rev. Brice Innis - 1922-1923; Rev. D.
Spear - 1924; Rev. Dickson - 1924; Rev. A. G.
Pedler - 1922-1925; Rev. R. D. Tannahill 1926-1928; Rev. W. O. Robinson-I929-1930; Rev.
C. Downe - 1932-1935; Rev. S. A. Harry 1936-1941; Rev. A. Pollard-1942-1944; Rev. H. G.
Munro-1945-1946; Rev. C. S. Elsey-1947-1949;
Rev. W. Bayley - 1950; Rev. Wm. Thompson1951-1952; Mr. R. 1. Chandler-1953-1954; Rev. A.
Greenaway, Supply - 1955; Mrs. Marjorie Hannah
-1955-1960; Rev. A. Taylor-1960-1962; Rev. A.
1. Henderson - 1962-1979; Rev. Don Mcintyre 1977-1981.
As in any small town, stories of its inhabitants are

told around, and Sinclair had its share of stories. One
tale is told of the local blacksmith, Bob Tindall and
Howard Milton, who upon entering a discussion with
Mr. Riggs, the barber, discovered that Mr. Riggs
claimed to be able to cut four cords of wood in eight
hours. This was a great challenge and a temptation to
the two men to make a wager of $50.00 that this was
not possible. Whereupon, Mr. Riggs took them up on
it and went out to prove himself. Bob Tindall's son,
Frank, was sent along to see that all remained in
order. Mr. Riggs proceeded to cut the four cords of
wood - with two axes! - and accomplished the task
of cutting the four cords of wood within the specified
time of eight hours! Needless to say that wager hurt,
for $50.00 was a princely sum in those days.
Another tale is told of two young boys, ages 11
and 9, Dinny Williamson and Bill McCune, who
were asked by a local gentleman if they would oblige
and take his horse and buggy to the livery bam while
he attended to matters elsewhere. Being helpful
young fellows, they obliged, but in the process decided that if they owned such a fine animal, they
could to to Kentucky to visit relatives. After a short
discussion they decided to do just that and started off
in a westerly direction, that being the route of many
travellers who wished to secure wood at the Moose
Mountains. When Mrs. Willamson discovered the
two boys gone, she started after them, following
several miles behind them. The boys slept out under
the stars, ate berries, etc. along the way and generally
had a good time. However, the trip seemed endless,
so they turned around and came home arriving with
only a bag of "Saskatoons". When Mrs. Williamson, nearly frantic, arrived home she found the
young boys asleep in bed.
Council Minutes - June 1906 re Sinclair
Cemetery - Thomas Craig Sr. re site of two acres on
N.E. 12-7-29 for a cemetery. Council moved that
they pay $25.00 per acre plus $10.00 - $60.00 in
all.
Council Minutes 1907 - That 2 acres of S. W.
18-7-28 be purchased from 1. Fisette for the sum of
$76.00 for a nuisance ground for the Village of
Sinclair.
In 1906 - "Joe Williamson opened up a Grocery
Store with sister Addie in charge" .
In 1906 - A Dress Carnival will be held in the
Sinclair Rink (this would be one of the temporary
rinks that were tom down in the spring).
In 1907 - Mr. 1. M. Stephens was in Brandon
and Winnipeg to interview C.P.R. officials in regard
to the re-opening of the Sinclair Station which has
been closed for some time and quite an inconvenience to the people of the district. He was successful
in his mission.
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1907 - G. E. Brown, Sinclair was Ogilvie Elevator Agent.
1908 - Fred Rush left Sinclair as their C.P.R.
agent.

fact that parents kept their children home to help with
the harvest, resulting in the full year's work not being
completed and this caused alarm to those students
who could attend everyday.
1910 - School van drivers furnished their own
vans and horses, covering a route of 6V2 to 8 miles for
$3.00 per day.
By Bylaw No. 448 - The trustees of the Sinclair
School included Section 35-7-29W in their district
- passed at Reston February 8th, 1910.
Robert Forke, Reeve
A. P. Power, Sec. Treas.
A vote took place February 5th, 1910, authorizing
the selling of debentures to the amount of $6,000.00
for the purpose of building a new two-room school at
Sinclair. Tenders called for the construction of a two
room brick veneered school building by March 16,
1910. The new school described as the "ornament of
the district" was near completion in October 1910. A
later Inspector's report shows that the school was
completed on December 31st, 1910. In 1911 the first
"Manitoba Readers" came out and Annual Salaries
were $586.52. In 1913 Annual Salaries were
$544.68. In 1914 - A drinking fountain and the
usual geography equipment arrive at Sinclair School.
The school took up gardening and held a School Fair
on September 25th, 1914.
1915 -Rows of trees were planted in the Sinclair
school grounds. New additions were made to the
library as well. In the fall (1915) the villages of

Sinclair School No. 1051
The School District of Sinclair #1051 was
formed on January 2,1900, by the Bylaw #252 of the
Municipality of Pipestone. The bylaw reads:
"Whereas certain person residing within the rural
Municipality of Pipestone have petitioned the council to form a School district to be called Sinclair
School District, comprising the following sections:
6, 7, 18, 19, 30 in Township 7, Range 28W; 113,
10115, 22/27, in Township 7, Range 29W and whereas there are 10 children of school age residing within
the school district and whereas a school site is obtainable on Section 13-7 -29W. Council enacted
above and passed at Crofts 36-8-27 this 2nd day of
January, 1900."
signed: Wm. Lothian, Reeve
Arthur P. Power, Clerk
Confirmation of the creation of the school district
was received from the Department of Education in
March 1900. In the Annual Reports it appears that the
school was constructed before the end of 1900.
Inspectors Report - states that caretaking is a
serious problem. During winter months forenoons
were lost because of school houses not properly
warmed. Another problem over several years was the

Sinclair Public school, 1909.
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Sinclair school class, 1907.

June 11,1935 - School district comprised N.W
Y4 of Section 5,6, and 7. N Y2 of8, W Y2 of9, SE Y4 of
17, Section 18, 19 and 30 in Township 7, Range 28W.
Sections I, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,15,22,23,24,25,
26,27 and 35 in Twp. 7 Rge. 29W.
October 30, 1950 - NW Y2 Section 5, All sections 6 and 7, N Y2 Sec. 8, W Y2 Sec. 9, SE Y4 Sec. 17,
and all sections 18,19, and 30 in Twp 7, Rge. 28W.
All sections 1, 2, 3, 10, to 15 incl. 22 to 27 incl. and
35 in twp. 7-29 and all of the townsite of Sinclair.
In January 1947, electricity was put in the lower
two rooms and the basement of the Sinclair School.
In August 1948, the upper room of the school was
remodelled and made into two suites for living quarters for teachers. Total cost was $1,097.56. Rent was
$12.50 each - telephone and hydro extra.
March 1958 - the Sinclair School Board arranged the purchase of the Adams house for
$2,500.00 to be used as a teacherage. It was remodelled to have one suite upstairs and one on the
main floor. Rent was $25.00 per month. The suites
upstairs at the school were rented to outsiders for
$80.00 per month for both.

Pipestone, Reston and Sinclair, together with about a
dozen outlying schools, held an exhibit of work.
Exhibits were from the Garden Club work, also
school work in forms of Compostions, Maps, exercise books and Writing. During this year there were
16 girls and 5 boys in the upper room.
1918 - 90% schools were closed due to the
influenza epidemic.
Bylaw No. 667 - Council received a petition
asking that the N.W. Y4 sec. 5-7-28W be transferred
from the Prairie Rose S.D. #967 to the Sinclair
School Dist. #1051. Passed at Reston March 25th,
1920.
W. H. Donald, Reeve
G. F. Birney, Sec. Treas.
1924-25 - Inspector Beveridge reported that no
new schools were constructed during the year but
"several are in need of better accomodation to meet
the demands of growing expansion."
1926 - A new addition to the Sinclair school
#1051 was erected on the south side of the present
structure and ready for classes in September 1926 at a
cost of $2,500.00 @ 6% interest.
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Sinclair school class early 1900's. Back Row: John Payne, Lorne Milton, ? Bulloch, Stewart Milton. Second Row: Margaret Bulloch,
Minnie Smith, Ethel Payne, Mabel ?, Sarah Donald. Third Row: Clara Trail!, Margaret Milton, unknown, Clara McDougall, Lottie
Smith. Fourth Row: ? Fisette, Jean Traill, Carrie Trail!, Louise Milton. Fifth Row: unknown, unknown, Chrissie Milton. Front Row:
Stewart Traill, Russell Milton, John McDougall, Katherine Milton. Standing on pedestal is Howard Milton, Mr. Ebbern, teacher.
Standing on left: Walter England. Sitting on pedestal is a Bulloch and McKay.

May 1959 - Fort La Bosse Division #41 took
over the Sinclair High School (Grades 9 to 11). The
students remained at Sinclair until June 30, 1963 and
since then Grades 9 to 12 have been bussed to
Reston Collegiate.
June 21, 1965 - The Sinclair School District
#1051 merged by an award of arbitrators with the
S.D. of Diana #1355, Clover Hill #1519 and the
Consolidated S.D. of Bardal $1088 to form the Consolidated S.D. of Sinclair #1051 effective January
1st, 1966. This was altered by Bylaw Nov. 13, 1965 of

the R.M. of Pipestone which dissolved the S.D. of
Ewart # 1287 and transferred the following land to
the Consolidated district of Sinclair #1051, effective
Dec. 31,1965. S Y2 21-7-28W - S Y2 36-7-29W. W
Y2 and NE Y4 6, WY2 of 18-8-28W. SW Y4 12-8-29W.
June 21st, 1965 - formed by an a ward of arbitrators, by merging the School Districts of Sinclair
#1051, Diana #1355, Clover Hill #1519, Consolidated district of Bardal #1088 effective January 1st,
1966. The Consolidated School District of Sinclair
consists of the following land: The W Y2 and NE Y4 of
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Custodians
1929-34 Fred Payne
1934-40 W. R. Sabiston
1940-41 Gordon McDougall
1941-44 Glyn Jones
1944-68 Mrs. Doreen Smith
1968-69 Mr. Laurence Smith
1969-81 Gordon McDougall
Inspectors
1900-05 S. E. Lang
1905-09 C. K. Newcombe
1909-15 A. 1. Hatcher
1915-37 W. R. Beveridge
1937-38 1. A. George
1938-40 H. R. Brown
1940-41 Miss M. M. Brooker
1941-42 George H. Robertson
1942-48 Clarence Moore
1948-61 K. B. Thorkelson
1961-71 C. D. Bollman
1971-72 R. R. Partridge

Sec. 9, Sec. 7, 8,16 to 21,28 to 33 in Township 6,
Range 29W. The NW Y4 of Sec. 5, 6, 7, and NE Y2 of
Sec 8, the W Y2 of Sec. 9 and SE Y4 of 17, Sec. 18, 19
and 30 in Township 7, Range 28W. All Township 7,
Range 29W (except Sec. 36). The S Y2 of Sec. 30,
Township 8, Range 28W. Sections 1 to II, the W Y2
and NE Y4 of Sec. 12, Sec. 13 to 27, S Y2 of Sec. 28,
29 and 30 Township 8, Range 29 W.
May 10th, 1966 - Altered and transferred SW Y2
17, SW Y4 16, S Y2 8, NE Y4 5, S Y2 5, W 1 !2 4,
Township 7, Range 28W, from Consolidated district
of Reston #141 to the Consolidated district of Sinclair #1051, effective January 1, 1967.
Altered by Bylaw No. 960 of the R.M. of Albert,
which dissolved the School District of Crescent
#792 and transferred part of it's land to the Consolidated S.D. of Sinclair #1051 effective August 1st,
1966. Lands transferred are: Section 10, 11, SW Y4
12,14,15,22, N Y2 and SW Y4 23, S Y2 26,27,34,35;
S Y2 and NW Y4 36, Township 6 Range 29W.
Dissolved January 1, 1972 - The Fort La Bosse
School Division No. 41, declared to be a Division
under the meaning of Section 444 of the Public
Schools Act by Order in Council 1114171 dated October 20th, 1971.
1967 - Clover Hill School, being vacant, was
moved to Sinclair and placed beside the Sinclair
School where it housed the Grades three and four
class for two years and then Grades 1 and 2 were
taught there. In 1976 when the old brick school was
demolished, the Clover Hill School was moved to the
west side of the school grounds to be used for storing
surplus school equipment.
In March 1975 the permission to build the present
Sinclair Elementary school was granted by the Department of Education for Manitoba. Excavation and
ground levelling for the building was begun in October 1975. A cement slab was poured and Central
Canadian Structures Ltd., General Contractors,
commenced the erection of the steel structure in
January 1976 and it was completed for the opening of
the fall school term September 1976. The overall area
of the building is 9,666 square feet, there are four
classrooms, a principal's office, staff room and other
storage and mechanical rooms. The building is
heated by electricity. The Contract price for the
school was approximately $250,000.00. The official
opening cermonies took place on November 23rd,
1976. At that time there were 74 pupils in attendance,
with four teachers, a school secretary and a custodian.
Secretary Treasurers over the years were: 1. S.
Campbell, Alex McDougall, George Milliken, 1. S.
Donald, 1. H. Armstrong, A. C. Laughoan, Mrs. P.
B. Craig, and Mrs. Jennie Reid.

NOTE: The first Sinclair School built in 1900, was
purchased by Mr. I. Fisette in 1910, and moved to
NWY4 7-7-28 (presently owned by Brian Campbell).
It remained there till 1979 and as it was no longer
useable it was torn down.
Teachers
1901
Fred G. Leeple
1902
Nellie 1. McLachlan
(1903 and 1904 missing)
1905-06
Annie Morrey (y2 term)
Jean McFetridge (Y2 term)
1906-07
Jean McFetridge
Gertie McDougall
1907-08
Samuel B. Lamont
1908-09
Roxy Bride (y2 term)
Dora Dale (y2 term)
1909- IO
Dora Dale (y2 term)
Mae V. Axford (Y2 term)
19IO
Mae V. Axford.
New School
T. W. Ebbern
Jan. 1911
Mae V. Axford
1911-12
T. W. Ebbern
Luella B. Doig
1912-13
T. W. Ebbern
Luella B. Doig (Y2 term)
Elizabeth Troop (Y2 term)
1913-14
T. W. Ebbern
Olive F. Francis
1914-15
T. W. Ebbern
Olive F. Francis
1915-16
Jas. H. Cameron
Ethel Fairlie
1916-17
Isaiah S. Rudy
Ethel Fairly
1917-18
Isaiah S. Rudy
Ethel Fairlie
1918-19
Davina Guthrie
Sara E. Donald
1919-20
Sara E. Donald
Janet McDonald (1/2 term)
A. Mima McIntyre (Yz term)
1920-21
T. W. Ebbern
A. M. McIntyre
A. Creasy (part time)
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Salary

$850.00
$600.00

1921-22
1922-23
1923-24
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27

1927-28

1928-29

1929-30

1930-31

1931-32

1932-33

1933-34

1934-35

1935-36

1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40
1940-41

1941-42

1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47

1947-48
1948-49

T. W. Ebbern

Dorothy Tod
T. W. Ebbern
Winine M. Sanderson
T. W. Ebbern
Winnie M. Sanderson
T. W. Ebbern
Winnie Sanderson
T. E. Babb
Winnie M. Sanderson
T. E. Babb
Bessie Hyndman
Marjorie Fallis
T. E. Babb
Bessie Hyndman
Marjorie Fallis
T. E. Babb
Bessie Hyndman
Vera Johnston
S. A. Wright
$1800 per yr.
Viola Mark
$900 Yr.
Vera Johnston
$900 Yr.
S. A. Wright
Viola Mark
Very Johnston
1. D. Eveleen - C. E. Heapy (March-June)
Margaret King
Margorie Atkinson
C. E. Heapy
$145 per Month
Margaret King
$72 per Month
Marjorie Atkinson
$72 per Month
1. C. Martin
Miss Greenway (Y2)
H. M. Crowe (y2)
E. Pearl Riddell (Y2)
E. L. Martin (Y2)
D. F. Cameron
$63.70 per Mo.
H. M. Crowe
$37.50 per Mo.
$37.50 per Mo.
E. Lyla Martin
D. F. Cameron
Olive Kristinson
E. Lyla Martin
D. F. Cameron
$750.00
Kay L. Graham
$450.00
D. F. Cameron
Francis Wilman
$850.00
D. F. Cameron
$525.00
Margaret Jasper
John A. Hammond
R. Lloyd Smith
1. A. Hammond (part) left at Easter
R. L. Smith (part)
E. Jean Appleyard (part)
Kqy L. Lewitt and Margaret Jasper (May and June)
$1,080.00
Stan R. Kitchen
E. K. Stevenson (\12)
Ila Cannon (y2)
Ila D. Cannon (Mrs. Rob!. Colquehoun) $864.00
$880.00
Eileen M. Naylen
$852.00
Eileen M. Naylen
$129.24 $1,292.40
Anna B. Fraser
$102.30 $1,023.00
Margaret Taylor
Anna B. Fraser
Margaret Taylor (y2)
1. Langeley ('/2)
Anna B. Fraser
Marguerite Smith
Anna B. Fraser
Mrs. Melanson (y2)

1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56

1956-57
1957-58
1958-59

1959-60

1960-61

1961-62

1962-63

1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

Mrs. R. Makway (y2)
Anna B. Fraser
Doreen Baldwin
Mrs. Fred Hall
Mrs. Elsie Hall
Mr. Fred Hall
Mrs. Elsie Hall
Alma Carnochan
Mrs. Irene Oberlin
Mrs. Kath. Durston
Mrs. Irene Oberlin
B. F. Olson
Mrs. Irene Oberlin
B. F. Olson
Myrtle Rusenel (part)
Steve Gerelus (part)
Ruth Gerelus (part)
Chester Crossman
Mrs. M. Glidden
Chester Crossman
Mrs. M. Glidden.
Laurel Shewchuk
Mrs. Marlene Shewchuk
Mrs. Irene Graham
Mrs. Laurel Shewchuk
Mrs. Marlene Shewchuk
Mrs. Irene Graham
Laurel Shewchuk
Marlene Shewchuk
Darlene Bothe
Laurel Shewchuk
Marlene Shewchuk
Joyce Adair
Laurel Shewchuk
Marlene Shewchuk
Joyce Adair
Mr. Ed Thiessen
Mrs. Joyce Davey (Adair)
Ed Thiessen
Mrs. Alice Reeves
John Wilson
Mrs. Alice Reeves
Mrs. Darlene Henderson
Mrs. Alice Reeves
Mrs. Darlene Henderson
George Reimer
Kailash C. Kapahi (Mr)
Mrs. Iris Cross (P)
Mrs. Ada Josephson
M. Joy Chambers

Sinclair school and church.
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$1,900.00
$1,100.00
$2,100.00
$1,800.00

$2,400.00
$2,300.00
$3,000.00
$3,200
$2,500

$3,600
$2,650

$3,700
$2,800
$2,800

$2,600

$4,000
$4,200
$5,300
$5,300
$5,900
$6,740
$5,950
$5,150

1969-70

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

New School
1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

1979-80

Mr. Terry Law
Mrs. Iris Cross
Mrs. Ada Josephson
Miss Alice Bartel
Joe Poirier
Henry Schulz
Gwen Veitch
Alice Bartel
Joe E. Cop
Henry Schulz
Mrs. Doreen Sharratt (Baldwin)
Alice Bartel
Joe E. Cop
Mrs. Francis Kroeker
Gwen Veitch
Alice Bartel
Joe E. Cop
Mrs. Francis Kroeker
Gwen Veitch
Myrna Brownlee
Joe E. Cop
Mrs. Heather McLachlan
Gwen Veitch
Valerie Wiebe
Joe E. Cop
S. R. Wilcox
Mrs. Carol Tycoles
Ruth Johnson
Joe E. Cop
Audrey Bartel
Dorothy Braun
Janet Fingas
Joe E. Cop
Audrey Bartel
Dorothy Braun
Janet Fingal
Joe E. Cop
Audrey Bartel
Mrs. Laura Jean Campbell
Joe E. Cop
Audrey Bartel
Mrs. Laura Jean Campbell

1980-81

$6,090
$6,950
$5,950
$4,650

Joe E. Cop
Mrs. Audrey Isaac
Mrs. D. LeBarron (part)
Mrs. C. Workman
Mrs. Diana Cruise (part)

Sinclair Public School Concert
1.
2.
3.
4.

$6,969
$5,975
$5,590
$6,020

5.
6.
7.
8.

$9,655
$10,495
$7,880
$7,505
$12,105
$12,170
$9,235
$9,040

9.
10.
11.
12.

$17,110
$9,255
$10,185
$9,965

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Sinclair school, 1976.

Dec. 20, 1911
Chairman's Address.
Chorus - "Happy Christmas", Children.
Recitation - "Best Claus", Donald Stephens.
Reading - "The Christmas Spirit", Louise
Milton.
Song - "Waiting up for Santa", Louise
Milton, Jean Traill, and Thelma Johnston.
Dialogue - "Santa Claus at Home", children.
Recitation - Willie Teeple.
Recitation - "Peace on Earth", Clara
McDougall.
Drill- "Broom", the girls.
Recitation - "The Christmas Spirit", Walter
England.
Musical Selection on Violin - Mabel Shorey.
Duet - "Blue Eyes and Pink Cheeks", Helga
Johnston and Beatrice Clark.
Recitation - "Christmas Presents", Catharine
Milton.
Solo - "Rocking, Rocking", Johanna Cameron.
Recitation - "Hanging up the Stocking", Lottie Smith.
Drill- "Star Drill."
Recitation - Aggie Bulloch.
Song - "Holes in our Stockings", Rita, Clara,
Jean, Lottie, Catharine and Alice.
Recitation - "Christmas Holly", Reta, Clara
and Jean.
Chorus - "Story of Christmas Time", Children.
Recitation - "A Country Justice", John Stephens.
Solo - "Just a Little Baby", Jean Traill.
Dialogue - "Coming of Santa Claus", Children.

Sinclair school, 1981.
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Sinclair school, 1981.

History of the Sinclair Legion and Auxiliary
The Sinclair Legion, Branch #303, and Auxiliary to the Legion, were organized on September 11,
1933. This meeting was held at the home of Mrs.
James Wood in Sinclair. Mrs. L. M. Parsons of
Elkhorn was the guest speaker and gave an interesting talk on the duties of members in such a worthy
organization.
The depression years of the early thirties were
difficult for everyone, but these women had time to
leave their work to help others. The following slate of
officers was elected for the new Auxiliary.
President - Mrs. Tom Nash
Vice-Pres. - Mrs. A. Hewitt
2nd Vice-Pres. - Mrs. D. Traill
Secretary - Mrs. James Wood
Treasurer - Mrs. F. Stevens
Executive Committee of Mrs. Harold Wood,
Mrs. John Hayward, Miss Gwen Josephson
was also appointed.
The Legion and Auxiliary members worked well
together, planning ways and means of making the
organization a success. For a start a Whist-Drive and
Dance was held on October 13th, followed by an
Armistice Service, supper and dance on November
3rd. A Christmas Concert, with a Tree and gifts for
children of returned comrades, was held each year.
The Legion members also sponsored concerts, from
Elkhorn and Virden, which were held in the Memorial Hall in Sinclair. Each year they also put on a
"Sports Day" for the Sinclair community.
The Auxiliary ladies were busy knitting and making quilts for the Red Cross, and helping the Legion
Organization in every way they could. In looking
through the accounts of past years, there is certainly a
vast difference in the amounts of money in the Treasury during these Depression times as compared to
today, however, all were happy and many wonderful
times were enjoyed.
This Auxiliary carried on faithfully until Legion
Branch Membership declined and they were forced

Sinclair Legion receiving Charter, 1959. Mr. Buzz Winram
District Commander and former Hong Kong veteran, (centre)
presenting Charter to Mr. Archie Christianson, President and
Mr. Howard Wilton, Secretary-Treasurer of the Sinclair Legion
Branch #243.

to disband. A new Auxiliary was formed in 1939 as a
unit of the Elizabeth Auxiliary at Reston. Mrs. Jack
Hayward of Sinclair was the first unit President. This
Auxiliary was very active during the World War II,
and in the years following the close of the War.
In 1959 the present Sinclair Branch No. 243 of
the Royal Canadian Legion, and an Auxiliary to this
Branch, were organized and both received their
Charters on March 17th of that year. Present at this
meeting were the District Commander, H. M.
Winram, of Neelin; Mr. Shewfelt of Pilot Mound;
Zone Commander, H. Claus, of Pipestone and Mrs.
L. M. Coutts, Auxiliary District Representative of
Melita.
Mr. Winram called forward the newly elected
president of the Sinclair Branch, Mr. Archie Christianson and the Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Howard
Wilton and made the presentation of the charter for
the newly formed Branch #243. Mrs. Coutts made
the charter presentation to the President of the Auxiliary, Mrs. Vema Wilton.
A complete slate of officers elected for the Sinclair Auxiliary to Branch #243 was as follows:
President - Mrs. Vema Wilton
Vice-President - Mrs. Lorraine Christianson
Secretary - Mrs. Anna Duncan
Treasurer - Mrs. Margaret Hayward
Warden - Mrs. Florence Payne
Succeeding Presidents to date are as follows:
Mrs. Helen Brownlee
Mrs. Eleanor Mayert
Mrs. Alice Code
Mrs. Alice Code
Mrs. Kathryn Mitchell
Lorraine Jackson
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Vema Wilton
Grace McDougall

Doreene Thordarson
Sandra Jackson

The Auxiliary raises funds for the assistance and
care of needy veterans and their families in our district. It also contributes regularly to Deer Lodge
Hospital, Veteterans Housing, Legion Athletic Projects and other worthy charities.
A scholarship is presented annually to a deserving student, who is a child of a veteran in our area.
The present Auxiliary has a membership of and
includes members from the districts of Sinclair;
Antler, Saskatchewan; and Tilston, Manitoba. Since
organization in 1959 this Auxiliary has been fortunate in receiving the "New Membership Shield" for
Zone 3A, three times.
One of the members from our Auxiliary was
elected the District Representative, succeeding Mrs.
Slack, of Melita. Mrs. Alice Code was the District
Representative for Zone 3A for the years 1979-81.
The Sinclair Legion Branch No. 243 have been
artive in the community, taking a great interest in the
care and upkeep of the Memorial Hall at a time when
interest and finances were lacking. Many hours were
spent by the Legion members, in cleaning, painting
and repairing the Hall in readiness for the first Ladies
Auxiliary Rally of Zone 3A to be held in Sinclair in
1965.
Each Remembrance Day the Sinclair Legion hold
a service in the Hall, and poppies are placed on a
white cross in memory of those from this district who
have given their lives in two great wars. After each
service, a poppy is also placed on a white cross at the
graves of those Veterans who have passed away during the intervening years. A banquet is served to the
Legion members and their wives and Auxiliary
members and their husbands each November 11th.
Both groups hold their meeting on the same night and
lunch is served by the Auxiliary. In February, the
Legion men serve a lovely dinner for all the Auxiliary Ladies.
Bill Pearson is the present President of the Sinclair Legion; Howard Wilton, the Secretary-Treasurer and Warren Code is in his second term as Zone
Commander for this area.

Sinclair ball team at Antler sports day, 1929. Back Row: Norman Halstead, Colin Campbell, Pete Halldorson, Erroll Babb,
Norman White. Catcher: Howard Milton. Sitting: Gordon
Mitchell, Russell Milton and Joyce Early.

Sinclair softball team, 1932. Front to Back: Ena Chrisp, Margaret Craig, Chrissie Brownlee, Mary Bodnar, Robena Stewart, Phyllis Craig, Della Hewitt, Clarice Klusendorf, Myra
Hayward, May Jones, Principal C. E. Heapy.

Early, Gordon Mitchell, Norman White, and Bill
Early.
During the early thirties, baseball went into a
holding situation and softball took over for a number
of years.
Baseball again became popular in 1946. One of
the first teams organized after the War had the following players: Dave Armstrong, John Armstrong,
Lloyd Craig, Tom Craig, Gordon Mitchell, Dave
Jones, Cecil Brownlee, Doug Duncan, Howard
Wilton, John Milliken, and coach Peter Halldorson.
The next team saw a few changes in the line-up:
Dave Jones, Bill Mayert, 1. Armstrong, Albert
Glass, Russ Mazur, Dave Armstrong, Tom Craig,
Bev. Gray and Howard Wilton, with Pete Halldorson
again the coach.

Sinclair Sports
Sinclair was noted as a sports town throughout
the years, and a good ball diamond was always part of
the summer work for the community. Players in the
early years were: H. A. Milton, Pete Halldorson,
Welly Smith, Hank Klusendorf, Darcy Reynolds,
Bill Teeple, Russell Milton, Colin Campbell, T. E.
Babb, Rynhold Mayert, and Stan Campbell.
Later teams also had, Norman Halstead, Joyce
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Sinclair hardball team, 1956. Back Row: Rae Josephson,
Elmer Bulloch, Lloyd Craig, Dave Armstrong, Tom Craig, Pete
Halldorson. Front Row: Chub Gray, John Armstrong, Wes.
Rose, Dave Jones, Howard Wilton, Bill Mayert, Clark Mitchell.

Sinclair fourteen and under ball team. Back Row: Maurice
Nolin, Lionel Usiner, Randy Nash, Ward Wilton, Miles Mayert,
Randy Dittmer, Bev Gray. Front Row: Dale Nolin, Paul Belisle,
Larry Mazur, Terry Mayert, Kevin Gray.

In the late 50's, with Pete Halldorson as coach,
the team was John Armstrong, Lloyd Craig, Dave
Armstrong, Elmer Bulloch, Ford Mayert, Bev. Gray,
Rae Josephson, Clark Mitchell and Howard Wilton.
During these years, Sinclair was fortunate to have
an enthusiastic team each year, and these hard working players enjoyed games at many Sports Days and
Fairs in the surrounding area. The Sinclair Ball Club
in the early '60's was: Dave Jones; Howard Wilton,
Elmer Bulloch, Rae Josephson, Murray Williamson,
Jake Sanheim, Glen Curtis, Eugene Bender, Ken
Zelmer, Allan Gilchrist, Richard Sanheim, Alvin
Irwin and Clark Mitchell. Peter Halldorson was
again their faithful coach.
The last Sr. team appears to have been: Bev. Gray,
Howard Wilton, Eugene Bender, Gary Page, Allan
Gulchrist, Laurel Shewchuk, George Jago, Murray
Williamson, Ken Zelmer, Turner Wilton, Glen Curtis
and Jason Jago.
Little League Ball came to Sinclair in 1958. At
that time Doug Duncan and Elmer Bulloch entered
three teams from this area in the newly organized
Southwest Manitoba Minor Baseball League. Sinclair boys, and some from Antler, played on these
teams were: Allan, Terry, Dwight, Donald, Brian
and Greg Campbell; Turner, Mark and Scott Wilton,
Melvin, Allan and Ronnie Bulloch; Rodney
Brownlee; Earl Nash; Brian and Jimmy Duncan;
Murray Dittmer; Kerry Bright; Wayne and Dale
Mayert; Curtis Isaac; Dennis and Wayne Thordarson;
Dennis Belisle; Randy Smith; and Dennis George.
In 1967 Bev. Gray was named coach, and under
his guidance, the 10 and under team won 21 games
without a loss! Members of this team were: Randy
Dittmer; Ward Wilton; Larry Mazur; Rickie Bender;
Miles Mayert Terry Mayert; Terry McConnell;
Gamet Dixon; Dale Nolin; Kevin Gray; Keith Camp-

bell and Randy Nash. In 1968 this team won the Oil
Dome League Championship in the 12 and under,
and in 1971 they won the Harmon Memorial Trophy,
the first year of its presentation.
1968 was also a successful year for an older group
of Sinclair (and Reston) boys. These were: Doug
Bender; Turner Wilton, Mark Wilton, Bob Zam,
Brian Zarn, Norman Gates, Kay Guthrie, Dwight
Campbell, Ian Milliken, Kerry Bright, Lee Reid,
Scott Wilton, and Rodney Brownlee.
Boys from Clover Hill, Diana School District,
Antler, Saskatchewan and Tilston as well as Reston,
played on the Sinclair teams when there were not
enough in any particular age group.
In the early 70's, Howard Wilton coached a team
made up of Sinclair and Antler boys. Doug Reid,
Randy Smith, Brian Duncan, Tommy Halldorson,
Wayne Mayert, Miles Mayert, Garth Harrison, Dale
Mayert, Donald Wolensky and Reg. Borreson.
Little League ball is still being played in Sinclair
with Joe Cop and Bob Zam as coaches, these teams
are carrying on the same tradition of good entertaining ball in this community. Some of these young ball
players are: 12 and under: Scott Westbrook; Blaire
Kabbeke, Jamie Irwin, Ricky Cop, Wade Campbell,
Alan Jackson, Brian Ramsey, Lloyd Hayward, Jim
Zam, Jeff Zarn, Darren Zam, Tim Moir, George
Moir, John Paul Williamson and Ted Moir.
14 and under Team: Kevin Ramsey, Ken Westbrook, Mark Irwin, Michael Bender, Kelly Branigan, Ricky Poirier, Rodger Zelmer, Claude
Martine, Kevin Raymond, Tim Raymond and Hector
Paulhus.
Records and information on the early years of
hockey in Sinclair are very sketchy, but even though
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Larry Mazur goalie for Melville Millionaires.

rink was built. Some of these keen curlers of the early
years and later were: the Brownlees; Fred Craig and
boys; the Miltons; Smiths; Bullochs; and Adams.
Later the Mayerts; McLarens; Mitchells; Zelmers
and Williamsons lead the way to many an Aggregate
win at Bonspiels throughout the Western part of
Manitoba, and Saskatchewan. Every year an enthusiastic group of curlers from Sinclair worked hard to
put on a local Bonspiel to which many surrounding
towns sent their best!
Sr. Curling has become a part of the scene in most
rinks now, and four of these curling enthusiats from
Sinclair were winners of this Zone about four years
ago. They were Oliver Bright, Bill Mayert, Dave
Jones and Cecil Brownlee.

Mark Wilton with the Weyburn Red Wings.

the rink was small- good hockey teams were known
to represent Sinclair throughout the South West Manitoba region in those early years.
In 1958 Doug Duncan gathered together the
young boys of the community and formed three age
groups into hockey teams, and he worked with these
boys for two or three years. Out of these teams two
boys from this community advanced into Junior A
Class Hockey. Mark Wilton joined the Weyburn Red
Wings in 1964 and played with them for four years.
During his years there he was presented with the Ken
Pettit Memorial Trophy, then went on to Des Moines,
Iowa and to Sr. Hockey with the Yorkton Terriers.
Larry Mazur, who began his hockey career in Antler,
Saskatchewan, joined the Sinclair Team and went on
to Junior A. Hockey as a Goal Keeper for the
Melville Millionairies, and the Nelson Maple Leafs
and the Grenfell Spitfires. Larry won the Sullivan
memorial trophy for the most valuable player on the
Millionaire hockey team.
Tennis was also a popular sport in Sinclair in the
early years. A well-kept court was situated on the
CPR property across from the local store and many
took advantage of the facilities.
Curling has been one of the leading sports in and
around Sinclair community since the first temporary

Ashcroft, Tower and Margaret (Gibson)
Mr. Tower Ashcroft was born in Huntington,
England on February 24, 1972 and came to Canada in
1900. His wife was Margaret Gibson who was born in
1874, at Lammermoor near Lanark, Ontario.
The couple were married on March 18th in 1903,
in Pembina, North Dakota. Four children were born
to this union there. They were: William in 1904, now
deceased; Effie in 1905, now Mrs. Robert Drysdale
of Lanark, Ontario; Emily in 1907, now Mrs. John
Matheson of Tilston, Manitoba; Arthur in 1908, now
living in Reston.
Arthur married Kathleen Grace Burrill and they
have two children, Beverly Arlene and Gary. Beverley married Warren Reid.
In February, 1909, Mr. Ashcroft came from Walhalla, North Dakota to Reston to get a place to live,
which was near Reston, in a house owned by Jim
Reid. Mrs. Ashcroft and the four children came later
by train. An Aunt came along to help. The fall of
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He married Edith Clarice Hill in 1946. Children
of this marriage were Carol Louise (Hagen), Julie
Ellen (Friesen), Donna Marlene (Paul), Marvin Albert, Raymond Kenneth and Aileen Joy (twins),
Verna Bell (Zotzman).
III health forced retirement to Makwa, Saskatchewan where he died in 1968.

1909 they moved to Sinclair, where Mr. Ashcroft
bought a quarter section, 17-7-28.
A son Cecil was born in 1913. He now lives at
Virden. He married Jennie Maybelle Burrill, and
they have a family: Anna Mae, Mary Maxine, Margaret Doreen and Linda Jean. A daughter Nellie was
born August 28, 1917 and married James Gall. She
now lives near Glasgow in Scotland.
Mr. Tower Ashcroft died on February 24, 1959,
and his wife on August 20, 1941.
Great-great-grandfather James Gibson and wife
Jane Russell emigrated from Lanarkshire, Scotland
in 1820, with five children.
They sailed from Liverpool, England on Vessel
Man of War called Bella Ruffian which fought at
Aboukir, Egypt, Nelson and Napoleon, with a drunken captain in charge, let his craft drift far to the north
among the icebergs. No one was alarmed until hailed
by a passing vessel. The captain shouting "Where
from and where bound?" "From Liverpool to
Montreal. " The question came back" Have you lost
your reknin?"
Arriving in Montreal eight weeks later, the family
began the trip up the St. Lawrence to the boaty rows
at Brockville and thence to Perth, Ontario in October,
1820. The family stayed in Perth until March 1821.
Meanwhile James Gibson went in search of land,
settled in Salhouse place called Lammermoor. Here
the family grew up, and had families of their own and
lived to a good old age.

Bann, Samuel and Annie (Kinderman)
Mr. Samuel Bann and wife Annie Kinderman left
their home land in Derbyshire, England, in 1906 and
came to Canada as settlers with a family of nine girls
and one boy. My oldest sister Edna who was married,
stayed in England, but came later three years after the
death of her husband Tomas Mouley. My oldest
brother Sam, had come to Canada a year before the
rest of us came. So we were ten girls and two boys.
We sailed from Liverpool to Halifax, N.S.
I remember the voyage was a stormy one and we
were very sea sick. It was coming spring when we
left England and the grass and trees were quite green.
It was the middle of March. We travelled from
Halifax via C.P.R. to Brandon, Manitoba. I remember the day we landed in Brandon. It was very cold
and blowing snow. I recall my father saying they
should have left this country to the Indians. We were
strangers in a strange land. We went to a hotel where
immigrants go until they find a home to live in,
which we did after a few days. We were all home sick
for a long while. The older part of our family soon
found work and the younger went to school. We lived
in Brandon three years and found it very nice in
summer.
My father had been a farmer in England and
wanted to go further west and try farming so we all
came to Sinclair, Manitoba. Father rented a farm a
few miles from Sinclair, a small town. The farm was
known as the Bender farm. Being a stranger, father
found he had made a poor choice, so did not stay long
there. He rented another farm named the Coulter
farm which had nice buildings, a creek and plenty of
pasture for cattle. There was no choice of work but
farming and helping farmer's wives, so we were all
eager to help other folks whose health was not too
good. We found we liked the country life best and
found many nice people. We, as a family, liked to be
together as much as we could.
My sisters names are; Sarah - Mrs. Jim Knihe,
Edna - Mrs. Tomas Mouley, Emma - Mrs. Stanly
Crawford, Nellie - Mrs. Hugh Peters, Janey Mrs. Clay Peters, Alice - Mrs. Harvey Redman,
Annie - Mrs. Ralph Redman, Maggie - Mrs. Joe
Burns, May - Mrs. Jack Bulloch and Ethel- Mrs.
Paul Fraser.

Baird, William Albert
William A. Baird arrived at Reston from Lanark,
Ontario in 1898 or 1899, in Andrew Wilson's car of
Settler's Effects, as someone had to be in the car that
held the stock. He filed a homestead near Sinclair.
In 1900, Mrs. Baird, nee Rintoul, son Tom and
daughter Delle, came out to Reston from Ontario.
The Charlie Stewart's met them and they stayed at
their place a short while, before going to a bachelor's
shack near the homestead. In 1901, a son Bill was
born, and in 1902 Mrs. Baird died. An aunt, Mrs.
Charlie Stewart, visited before Mrs. Baird's death
and took the children home. One son Tom, died a
week later.
Belle remained with the Stewart's until her marriage in 1919 and lives in Milden, Saskatchewan.
Mr. Baird sold his homested in 1913 and went to
Winnipeg and in 1914 enlisted in W. W.I. Following
the war he came back to Winnipeg, where he lived
until his death in 1933.
Bill moved to Saskatchewan, where he married
Edna May Cavanaugh in 1937. Children of this marriage were Elsie May (Seida) and Richard William.
His wife Edna died in 1945.
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Sam, George and Ethel, Edna and Sarah passed
away leaving nine sisters.

laug Einarson. Her father, Gunnar Einarsson, was
one of the earliest of Manitoba Icelandic pioneers in
the Interlaken. He had a general store in Winnipeg in
and around 1900, on Toronto Street and Portage
Avenue. There is a short street in that neighborhood
called Einarsson and I like to think it was named for
this man.
Joe and Lauga had two children, Gunnar Erwin,
was born September, 1906. He became very tall
almost eight feet. When he was eighteen years old,
he left to appear with a circus. At first his headquarters were in Seattle, Washington. After a short time
showing his height, he joined the carnival shows,
travelling the country from one end to the other.
When he retired from this he settled in Orlo Vista,
Florida not far from Orlando, where he had a small
shop and did electrical installation and repair and
also T. V. repair. For years he was chief of a Volunteer
Fire Department, which is close by the little home
where he now lives. He is exceptionally well thought
of in his community and has a host of good friends.
He has heart problems but is managing fairly well
with a pacemaker installed a short time ago.
Erwin's sister Oddney, who was born in February
1910, passed away in Winnipeg in September 1938
after several years at the Ninette Sanitorium. She was
buried at Ebor.
After five years away Erwin returned for a visit in
the fall of 1928. In the winter of 1929 in late February

Bardel, Kristjan and Thorey
Kristjan Jonsson Bardel and his wife Thorey emigrated from the north of Iceland to Ontario, Canada
in 1878 with two little boys, Johann (Joe) about two
years and Sigurgeir (Ed) one year.
They lived in the Muskoka Lake area for some
years, then went by steamship across Lake Huron
and Lake Superior to the Lake Head, now Thunder
Bay, and hence by train to Winnipeg where the family lived for some time, then on to Belmont, Manitoba where a homestead was obtained in 1886.
There was a third little boy Kristjan , born in
Ontario. A little girl Karolina (Carry) was born at
Belmont.
While in the Argyle area, Sigurgeir worked for a
man named Sparrow, herding cattle. Here he got the
name Ed, which stayed with him all his life. These
Icelandic names were often a source of embarrassment and explanation. My Grandfather Kristjan was
the son of Jon so he was Jonsson. When at Belmont
there was another Kristjan Jonsson, so Grandpa
added Bardel to his name, being the name of the
valley he came from in Iceland. In 1969 my husband
and I had the great pleasure of coming to the very
home where my grandfather was born and raised to
18 years of age.
The three sons Joe, Dad and Kris got all mixed up
as to surnames. Joe was Johnson, Dad was Jonsson
and Kris was Kristjansson. Among Icelanders they
were called the Bardel brothers, the name they
should have kept.
From Belmont the promise of homesteads called
again. These were still available in the Sinclair, Manitoba area so here the family moved. Grandfather, Joe
and Dad each obtaining a homestead. Grandfather's
was just south of the G. S. Munro farm. Joe's was
next to it and Dad's was one mile west of Joe's. This
has been in the early 1890's.
Grandfather with two others was instrumental in
getting the Bardel school built and his name was
chosen for the new school. He served the whole area
as Commissioner or Justice of the Peace for several
years. He was a tall and handsome man, very interested in the welfare of his community. He was also a
good farmer, especially fond of livestock. From starting out in a sod house, he built a nice two-story
frame house and a good bam. Buildings were painted
and well kept and he also planted trees for a windbreak. After a short illness he died at home in August
1911, a comparatively young man.
Johann (Joe) took a mechanics course in Winnipeg one winter where he met and married Gunn-

Left: J. B. Townsley. Centre: Erwin Johnson height 8'2". Right:
Billy King.
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his father died. Also, his uncle Kris died a month
earlier. He doesn't have any fond memories of the
prairies.
Erwin's mother and sister stayed together for
several years keeping house for bachelors. Then Oddney went to Winnipeg to work and her mother to
Motzart, Saskatchewan where she looked after children in a family home. Later, she spent some years in
Glenboro and finally Deloraine or Killarney where
she died. She was brought to Sinclair and buried in
the Ebor cemetery where so many of the closest
relatives had been laid to rest.
The youngest son Kristjan never married. After
his father died he and his mother lived together. The
family home was sold. Kris rented various farms in
the Ebor district and later Hillcrest area where he
took very sick and died after a few days in late
January, 1929.
This family were all very musical. All played a
violin, Uncle Kris especially well.
Auntie Carrie at 90 years, was still playing her
precious violin. She married Sam Richardson of
Ebor, Manitoba. They had five children. The oldest a
boy, died in his first year in 1911. Auntie Carrie lives
with her oldest daughter Viola and son-in-law Joe
Gazely in Moosomin, Saskatchewan. Her son
William also lives with them. She will be 93 years
old May 1, 1979. The second daughter is Stella,
(Mrs. Harvey Gazely). They live at Kenosee Lake,
Saskatchewan and had two girls, June (Mrs. Gerald
Martin) and Frances. There are five grandchildren,
all girls but one.
Pearl, the youngest, married Ted Kurlick of
Thunder Bay, Ontario. They have two daughters.
The older now married, has a degree in nursing. The
younger works at Sault St. Marie, Ontario. Pearl is a
graduate nurse from Brandon and Winnipeg. She
still works part time.
After U nc1e Kris died, Grandma went to live with
her daughter. She was a tiny woman, very alert even
at ninety. I always remember her as smiling and
happy, no matter what. She died in February 1939
and was buried at Ebor with all the others.
My uncle Joe and Dad bought a threshing outfit
in the early 1900, the first I believe in that area. They
threshed for farmers from Napinka, Manitoba to
north of Maryfield, Saskatchewan. They sold this
outfit in about 1908.
In the early days all three brothers used to go to
the Moose Mountains for fire wood. I believe they
had horses at this time. So there were three loads of
wood. The trip took three days. One to go - one
there loading up and maybe some time for some
fishing - and one day on the return trip.
Dad told us many interesting stories of the early

days. Once he was taking a load of wheat (all in bags)
to a mill in Virden to be ground into flour. When he
got to Virden, a trip of at least 25 miles, there was no
wallet in his pocket. Imagine the thrill to find it when
the sacks were being unloaded, in amongst the bags.
The wallet had worked its way out of his pocket
during the long haul.
I have very happy memories of my parents and
my grandparents. My Grandpa died when I was only
five years old but I remember him well. We loved
him very dearly.

Belisle, Matt and Agnes (Vaillant)
Matt Belisle, son of August Belisle and Margeurite Cloutier, was born March 29, 1888 at Masham, Quebec, a little town near Wakefield. As a
teenager he worked in bush camps, cutting cordwood
in the winter, and in the spring he was a "river rat"
driving cordwood down stream to the lumber mills.
It was while he was working at a bush camp at Fort
Francis, Ontario, that he met up with Fred Craig,
later a grain buyer at Sinclair. He heard about the
harvest excursions and in the fall of 1913, he ventured
west and helped with the harvest around Lyleton and
Reston. He liked the open fields and the independent
life of a farmer.
On June 29th, 1914 he married Agnes Vaillant,
daughter of Gabriel Vaillant and Azilda Legros at
Murillo, Ontario. She was also born at Masham,
Quebec, on January 6, 1893. He continued to work in
bush camps and by 1917 had saved up enough money
to move his family west. Their eldest son Darcy, was
born at Masham, Quebec in 1915 and Omer at
Murillo, Ontario in 1917. In the spring of 1917 he set
out with his wife and two sons, a carload of household effects, four horses and two cows. He rented his
first land from George Milliken, two miles south of
Ewart. While on this farm Albert, Ernest and Leo
were born. Again Matt worked in bush camps for the
winter, mostly at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan along
with his brother-in-law Theodore Vaillant, returning
in the spring with enough money to sow the crop.
In 1923 he moved to the Munro farm, now owned
by Bob Page in the Sinclair district. Gerald and
Azilda were born there and he was able to spend the
winters with his family, as he drove a school van to
Bardal school. Sons Darcy, Omer, and Albert and
Ernest attended Bardal school.
Tragedy struck the family on December 16, 1924
when an early morning fire completely destroyed the
farm home and the parents were able to get their
seven children out with great difficulty. They escaped in their night clothing and in twenty below
zero weather, took shelter in the barn before kindly
neighbor, Harry Affleck, took them home. Some
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members were severely burned as well as suffering
from frost bite. Dr. Clark from Reston attended the
family and had them taken to Reston where closest
attention could be given them. A temporary hospital
was set up in a vacant Red and White Store. The
second oldest son Omer, was most severely burned
on his face and hands when he rushed back through
the flames to rescue his pet dog. His face was completely bandaged and he was fed with a straw through
a small opening for his mouth. The bandages were
removed from his eyes on the 26th of January so he
could see the candles on his 8th birthday. Both parents suffered severe burns on their hands. Besides the
contents of the house the family lost $800.00 in cash
which he had received the previous day from the sale
of his barley.
The family spent another year at Sinclair, then in
1926 they moved to the La Rogue farm, eight miles
south of Antler. Rita, Arthur and Armand were born
there. In 1933 they moved further south and bought a
farm in the Fertile district where Rose Alma and
Yvonne were born, making the family an even dozen, eight sons and four daughters. Two sons Albert
and Gerald served in the armed forces overseas from
1939 to 1945.
In 1952 they retired from the farm and moved to
Bellegarde, where in 1964, they celebrated their 50th
anniversary with all twelve married children and
forty-seven of their forty-eight grandchildren present.
In 1967 they became residents of the Centennial
Haven, Redvers. Agnes Belisle passed away March
15,1970 at the age of seventy-seven and Matt Belisle
on October 13th, 1974 at age eighty-six. They were
buried at Bellegarde.
Their family: Darcy married Martha Bertrand,
they had seven children; Orville, Owen, Cheryl,
Keith, Baughn, Tammy and Kimberly. Darcy passed
away in 1978 at aged sixty-three. They lived in White
River, Ontario.
Omer married Laurette Jean. They had three
sons, Raymond, Eugene and Noel. They live in
Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Albert married Cecile Henrion. They had five
daughters; Linda, Leona, Theresa, Lorraine and
Monica. They farmed in the Fertile district. Albert
passed away in 1977 at the age of fifty-nine.
Ernest married Madeline Jean. They had eight
children Claude, Richard, Joanne, Connie, Gary,
Louise, Leora and Michelle. They live in Thunder
Bay, Ontario.
Leo married Marie Louise La Pierre. They had
one son Daniel. Leo passed away at Norman Wells
while working on an oil rig in 1966, at the age of
forty-four.

Gerald married Marie Cop. They had five children Dennis, Geraldine, Irene, Lance and Mark.
They live in Redvers and farm south of Antler and in
the Sinclair district.
Azilda married Russell Mazur. They had two
sons, Gregory and Larry. They farm at Sinclair.
Rita married Lorenzo Pereault. They had four
children, twin sons Ronald and Randal, Suzanne and
Dinise. They live in White River.
Arthur married Jeannine Gauthier. They had six
children, Jeffrey, Debbie, Paul, Marty, Joey and Tanya. They live in Antler.
Armand married Jeanne Cruywels. They had six
children; Deanne, twins Gary and Gail, Elaine, Laurie and Paulette. They farm at Wauchope.
Rose Alma married Wilfred Willoughan. They
had five sons; Grant, Murray, Patrick, Lome and
Perry. They live at White River, Ontario. Wilfred
passed away in 1974 at age forty and Rose married
Rodney Ollson later.
Yvonne married Wayne Talbot, they had four
daughters, Carrie, Sheriann, Laureen and Jacqueline. They live in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

Bender, George and Martha
George and Martha Bender moved from Neudorf, Saskatchewan, in October, 1953, to the farm
purchased from Mr. and Mrs. James Smith, the S.E.
20-7-29 WI.
In 1973 they sold their farm to their son and
moved to Virden.
Their family consists of six children.
Eileen married Lawrence Mayert in 1955 and
now resides in Reston. They have one son Terry.
Greta married Bill Page in 1956 and now resides
in Calgary. They have a family of two, Sherry and
Brad.
Eugene married Betty Zelmer in 1964 and purchased a farm from Ed. Wohlgemuth, S.W. 13-8-29.
They have three children, Carla, Michael and Erica.
Ronald married Mildred Borreson in 1960, and
purchased his father's farm in 1973. They have a
family of three, Vaughan, Perry and Lisa.
Douglas married Brenda Grierson in 1970 and
now live in Melita.
Richard now resides in Virden, Manitoba.

Boulanger, John
John Boulanger lived on Section 5-29 just close
to the border of Saskatchewan. His neighbors to the
south were Dan Wonnick, to the west Gordon
Lardner, to the north the Dittmers and to the east,
Jack Hayward.
The land, which was virgin land, was bought for
$700.00. He broke 160 acres of the south quarter. He
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sold the west half in 1937 to O. Poirer for $2,000.00
and in 1942 moved back on the farm place south of
Findlay, where he resided until 1974, at which time
Gaston, his son, took over the farm.
John's parents came from France in 1888 and
homesteaded section 6-7-24 in Sifton Municipality.

Presbyterian Church and supporters, including
William Bright, helped pour cement and hammer
nails. Mary Bright helped with Church events all
through the years, with fowl suppers, etc., to help
payoff the Church mortgage.
William Oliver Bright married Caroline Sutter of
Redvers, Saskatchewan July 14,1938. They have five
children, who grew up in the Sinclair district. They
received their education in Sinclair and Reston Collegiate.
Carman William was born in Sinclair, November
22, 1939. He married Vivian Clelland in Winnipeg
on September 14, 1963. They have two children.
Carman attended the University of Manitoba, graduating with a degree in Electrical Engineering (1961).
He later took his Masters and now works with the
National Defence Board, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
Ray Christian was born in Antler hospital on May
27, 1941. He married Darlene Bothe in Oak Lake on
August 15, 1964. They have three children. Ray
attended Brandon College where he received his
B.Sc. degree, then graduated from the University of
Manitoba with his medical degree in 1965. He has
practiced Medicine in Minnedosa, Manitoba since
1976.
Sharon Louise was born in Antler hospital on
March 14, 1944, and married Nick Hawrysh in Winnipeg on August 16, 1969. Sharon attended Business
College in Winnipeg and worked as a secretary. They
live in Calgary, Alberta and have two children.
Eileen Kay was born in Souis hospital May 7,
1946. She married Allan Gilchrist and still works as a
secretary where they live in Ajax, Ontario.
Kerry Oliver was born in Souris hospital June 24,
1948. He lives with his parents in Brandon and works
as a mechanic.
Emma Mary Bright was born Sinclair, Manitoba
on March 14, 1905. She married Sidney Paler in
Brandon on June 19, 1935. They raised three children. Emma received early education in Sinclair,
followed by going to Business College and working
two years before taking training in Brandon General
Hospital, graduating in 1929.
Ruth Louise Bright born in the farm home June
28, 1926, married Larry F. Cunnington October 28,
1951. They live in Winnipeg and have five children.
Ruth trained as a practical nurse.

Bright, William and Mary (Wilby)
William and Mary (Wilby) Bright settled on the
northwest quarter of 14-7-29 one and a half miles
northwest of Sinclair in the spring of 1906. They were
both born in Ontario (north of Cobourg), of English
extraction. They were married in Colbome, Ontario
Methodist Church on February 28, 1900.
They came to Reston, Manitoba in March, 1904,
to work for Mr. George Fraser. They later worked for
Will Milliken of Hillview and looked after the farm
for George Eisler while he and his wife went on their
honeymoon. They worked for Mr. George Milliken
of Sinclair for at least a year. Emma Mary Bright was
born in the house of George Milliken one and a half
miles north of Sinclair, on March 14, 1905. The
house is still there. Mrs. John Bulloch was the midwife. The name of the doctor cannot be recalled but it
was said he had just one arm.
Three Bright children survived: Emma Mary
born on March 14, 1905; William Oliver, June 27,
1914; Ruth Louise, June 28,1926. Two other children
were born and died in infancy: Edith Margaret, born
March 12, 1907 and a boy born May 15, 1916.
The Bright's pre-empted a homestead two miles
north of Jack Robinson's, but also arranged to buy the
quarter near the railroad at Sinclair. It was referred to
as the "Finnbogason" quarter and the Icelandic Hall
sat on the northeast comer near the road. This was
moved to Sinclair and Church services were held
there. An Anglican minister used to come from Reston.
Later the homestead was sold and they bought the
McCune quarter on the south side of the railroad in
about 1910-12. Later, Oliver added several pieces of
land, after he took over the farm in 1938. He was the
only son and was born in the tiny house on the farm.
He attended school in Sinclair, married and raised a
family of five on the farm place. The senior Brights
moved to Souris in 1938. Oliver farmed the home
farm until he retired to Brandon in 1976.
William Bright died in the Souris hospital on July
28, 1959, at the age of eighty years.
Mary Bright died in Minnedosa Hospital on October 28, 1963, two days less than eighty-three years
of age.
The church and the school were being built in
1909 and 1910. It is understood that Mr. John Milton
was instrumental in getting a Mission grant from the

Brownlee, David and Evelyn (Rankin)
David James Brownlee came to Sinclair on
March 15, 1905 and settled the southwest of 9-7-28.
He built a house that same year, which is part of the
present house to-day. He was born in 1877 and lived
until 1952.
On February 26, 1906, he married Evelyn
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Stewart was born April 5, 1861 and died April 10,
1942. Agnes Ann Rintoul Bulloch was born January
29, 1866 and died on May 29, 1953.
The reason Stewart decided to move west was
because his brothers were already out there, and
having three sons, wanted to get settled on a farm.
George was married in Winnipeg on December
22nd, 1915 to Martha Ellen Horn, born November
13, 1891, from Lanark township, Lanark, Ontario
and they farmed on section 35-7-29 for seven years.
They had three children, two girls and a boy: Dorothy
Evelyn born April 1st, 1917; Wilhemine Frances born
April 9th, 1919 and Melville Clarke born March 13th,
1921.
In December of 1922, Martha and George and
their three children moved east to Appleton, Ontario
in Lanark County where their other two daughters
were born: Georgena Helen born April 13th, 1923
and Isobell Janet, born July 22nd, 1926. George
worked for a few years in the Appleton, Ontario and
Renfrew, Ontario, then moved to Carleton Place,
Ontario where George worked.
Martha died July 2nd, 1963 after a lengthy illness
with Parkinson disease. George sold his house in
Carleton Place four years ago and is now living in
Almonte, Ontario at Fairview Manor. He's happy and
very comfortable and enjoying very good health at
the age of eight-seven. He has sixteen grandchildren,
and nineteen great-grandchildren.
George attended school just outside of Hopetown, Ontario, the school was named "Bulloch's
School". Thomas Bulloch had donated the land to
build the school. The school building is still there and
is owned by members of the Bulloch family. They
have made a very good job of restoring the building
to good repair. The original stove still sits in the same
place near the front door and the original school
record attendance book is used as a guest register for
those that go to visit each summer. They have the old
school pictures up all along the walls. George's
daughters Georgina and Wilhemine and their family
visited the school and really enjoyed it.
Dorothy Evelyn Bulloch married William Worthington New. He died August 27th, 1972. They lived
in Hornepayne, Ontario and have three children;
Barbara Ann, Richard and Ellen.
Wilhemine Francis Bulloch married Mervin
Wiman, and live in Ottawa, Ontario. They have three
sons; Robert, Stephen and Kenneth. Melville Clarke
Bulloch married Anne Reed from Scotland. They
have four children; Douglas, Joyce, Brian and
Eileen. Eileen was a twin but her twin brother Ivan
died at three months.
Georgena Helen Bulloch married William Ed-

Rankin who lived from 1879 until 1955. Mr.
Brownlee was born at McDonald's Corners, Ontario
and his wife in Middleville, Ontario.
Dave Brownlee took an active part in the community affairs of the district, in the church, rink,
Memorial Hall and served as Councillor in the R.M.
of Pipestone for sixteen years (1929-1944). In 1944
Mr. and Mrs. Brownlee retired and moved into Reston.
Mr. Brownlee was secretary for the Linklater
Pool Elevators for twenty years. He was secretary of
the Square Deal Co-op from its beginning at Ewart,
until it moved to Reston. Also, he was on U.H.M.
board, the Sunday School superintendent at Sinclair
and acted as an elder on both Reston and Sinclair
church boards.
The Brownlee family consisted of four girls and
three boys; Anna Mabel, W.M. Rankin, Cecil James,
Margaret Christine, David Ellis, Jean Scott and Beatrice Kathleen.
Anna Mabel graduated from Brandon General
Hospital, and in 1936 she married William Neil
Gilchrist. They have three children, James, Patricia
Ann and Helen Jean.
Beatrice Kathleen a dietician at Univeristy of
Manitoba, passed away in 1958.
W. M. Rankin Brownlee married Ruth Biebe and
they have two daughters, both married. Rankin is
employed with Bruce Robinson Electric of Calgary.
Cecil James, farmed on the home place.
Margaret Christine (Chrissie) a bank teller, married John Bell Lewthwaite of Redvers, Saskatchewan
in 1945. They have three sons, David James, Brian
Ellice and Robert John. Chrissie's husband passed
away in July, 1978.
Archie Brownlee married Sheila Greer and they
have three sons. Archie works for I.N .CO. in Sudbury, Ontario. They live at Livesly, Ontario.
David Ellis was killed in action in August 1942.
Jean Scott passed away in 1917.
Of the Brownlee family, Archie, David, Rankin
and Beatrice all served overseas in the armed forces.

Bulloch, George and Martha (Horn)
In 1904, at the age of thirteen years old, George
left Hopetown, Ontario in Lanark County, to move
west with his parents, Stewart and Agnes Ann Bulloch, (the former Agnes Ann Rintoul) one sister
Elizabeth and three brothers Willard, Melville and
John. They settled in North Sinclair in Manitoba,
where Stewart bought five quarters of land on one
side of the road and a quarter acre of land on the other
side of the road with a house on it. They farmed here
for a number of years. There, three more brothers
Stewart, Ernest and Carman were born.
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1956, married Violet Mae Kidd on December 4,
1924, who died accidentally, December 17, 1963.
They lived at Sinclair where he was a hardware
merchant. Lloyd served overseas with the Queens
Own Cameron Highlanders. In the First World War
he was decorated with the Military Medal for Bravery. They had four children: Orville, Elmer, Marjorie
and Arnold.
Orville William, born December 9, 1925 married
Evelyn Pickett in 1947. They live at Ninette, Manitoba where he works for Manitoba Pool Elevators as
a grain buyer. They have two children, Wayne and
Carolyn. Wayne has four children, and Carolyn has
two.
Elmer John, born June 8, 1927 married Marian
Williamson, and they live at Reston, Manitoba. He is
a Life Underwriter with Monarch Life Assurance.
They have four children - Melvin, Allan, Ronald
and Laurie.
Melvin Douglas born June 1,1949 married Grace
McCormick on July 31, 1971, whose present address
is Reston, Manitoba. Mel is in business with his
brother Ron in Agserv Ltd. He has two sons: Scott
Melvin, born January 3, 1972 and Dwight Mark,
born September 18, 1974.
Allan Murray, born December 23,1950, married
Meredith Mullett, May 6, 1972. They live in Winnipeg, where Allan is a sales trainer with Monarch
Life Assurance. They have two children: Murray
Allan, born November 15, 1974 and Dana Lynn,
born October 13, 1976.
Ronald Craig born June 12, 1952, married Wendy
Milliken, on May 12, 1973. They live in Reston
where Ron is a partner in Agserv Ltd. They have one
child Colin William, born November 17, 1978.
Laurie Dawn, born September 15, 1959, lives in
Brandon.
Marjorie, born November 8, 1928, died November 25,1978. She married William Rose of Winnipeg
and had three children Carol, Brian and David.
Arnold, born July 11, 1930 married Mildred Andrews. They live in Winnipeg and have four children,
Donna, Gary, Todd and Kelly.

mond Coburn. They live in Carleton Place, Ontario
and have three children Linda, Lorraine and John.
Isobel Janet Bulloch married Jack Turk. They live
in The Pas, Manitoba. They have three sons, Wesley
and twin sons John and Richard.

Bulloch, John and Margaret (Rintoul)
Mr. John Bulloch was born in Lanark County,
Ontario, January 12, 1856. His wife Margaret (former Margaret Rintoul) was born January 16, 1863.
They were married October 31st, 1882.
Mr. Bulloch came out to Reston in 1898, working
for Andrew Wilson of Reston. He purchased a homestead at Sinclair in 1904.
His family consisted of Jean, Jessie, Lloyd and
Margaret. Four died in Ontario, twin boys at birth,
also William and Thomas, though no date of death
available.
When John moved to Sinclair, he brought a carload of lumber with him and built the first hotel in
Sinclair. In 1906 he built a house in Sinclair which is
presently occupied by his grandson, Gordon
McDougall.
Mrs. Bulloch did a lot of nursing, and cared for
the sick in her home. In present years her type cannot
be fully appreciated and we pay tribute to her skill,
experiences and to her unfailing attitude to helpfulness to others.
At the time of their 50th Wedding Anniversary it
was stated that she had brought well over one hundred babies into the world.
She died in May of 1933, age seventy. Her husband died in October, 1946, at age ninety.
Jean, born July 31, 1884, died March 28, 1933.
She married William Rintoul, December 5, 1906 and
he died June 1933. There was no family.
Jessie, born July 25, 1887, died April 7, 1923,
married Clyde McDougall, December 23, 1908 and
he died April, 1955. They had three children, Gordon, Elmer and Margaret. Gordon joined the army in
July 1940 with the Lord Strathcona horse regiment,
serving in Sicily, Italy, France and Germany, returning to Canada in February, 1946. He married in
September 1945, wife Grace (English war bride), and
they had no family. They presently live in Sinclair,
Manitoba. Elmer, born on November 15, 1913, died
in 1921, aged eight. Margaret, born May 29, 1921,
married Harold Vaughan on September 1, 1949. They
live in Transcona, Manitoba and have no family.
Margaret, born August 23, 1889, married Percy
H. Armstrong, a bank manager, in 1923. Her husband died in July, 1955. Her present address is Brandon, Manitoba. There were two children: Shirley,
born 1926, and Austin born in April 1930.
Lloyd John, born February 18, 1891, died April,

Bulloch, Stewart and Agnes (Rintoul)
Stewart Bulloch was born on April 5, 1861 in
Lanark, Ontario, son of Thomas and Ellen (Craig),
who came from Glasgow, Scotland. On December 2,
1884, he married Agnes Ann Rintoul, born January
29, 1866, who was the daughter of William and Janet
(Pretly) Rintoul of Glasgow. They were married at
Lanark, Ontario, where they farmed until 1903, then
in March, 1904, boarded a train west, with all their
possessions.
After many stops due to bad blizzards, they ar669

Charles, Jack and Jean (Donald)

rived at Reston and on to Sinclair to the southeast of
22-6-29. They had five sons and one daughter; Elizabeth Jane, Wilbert Thomas (Wilf), William
Melville, George Lewis, John Charles and Robert
Stewart.
In April of 1905, the family moved to north of
Sinclair to the southwest of 36-7-29 and lived there
until they retired and moved to Reston in 1923. Two
more sons were born, Ernest William in 1905 and
Russell Carman in 1907 and who died in infancy.
Stewart Bulloch died on April 10, 1942 and
Agnes on May 29, 1953.
Elizabeth married R. D. Adams of Sinclair. Wilf
never married. Melville died at the age of fifteen.
George married Nellie Hom. John married May
Bann in 1916, in Reston and lived on the farm now
owned by Bill Mayert. Stewart married Violet Dickenson. Ernest married Mona Mangleson.
George farmed west of the home place until he
moved to Carlton Place, Ontario.
Wilf, born July 7, 1887 farmed the southeast of
27-7-29 from 1910 until 1928 until moving to the
southwest of 35-7-29. For years he operated a steam
threshing outfit and did custom work for farmers. He
sold the farm, had a sale in 1955 and retired in
Reston. He passed away on October 30, 1971 and is
interred in the Sinclair cemetery with his parents and
two brothers.
Elizabeth Adams is presently residing in Virden,
Manitoba.
George is in a Senior Citizens home in Almont,
Ontario.
John and his wife celebrated their sixtieth anniversary and reside at Carnrose.
Ernest died in November, 1969, in British Columbia.

Christena Jean Donald was born on the farm in
1924, southwest quarter of 9-7-28 West Pipestone
Municipality, daughter of James Stuart and Christena
Ella Donald.
She married Jack Alexander Charles, born in
1922 on October 5 in St. Thomas, Ontario.
There were two children born, Brenda Jean
Charles born in Weston, Ontario on June 12, 1954
and Stuart John Charles born in Winnipeg October
14, 1959.
Christena Jean Charles, formerly Jean Donald,
attended Sinclair school for eleven years and then
Reston Collegiate for one year. Upon completing
Grade XII she worked in the Bank of Montreal in
Reston until 1946. She was then transferred to the
Bank of Montreal in Brandon and married in November of 1949. Since then they have lived in many
places. These years were spent mainly in Manitoba,
Ontario, Germany and Belgium. The Charles' are
now permanent residents of St. James - Assiniboia,
Winnipeg.

Chrisp, William and Nellie (Dunn)
William Chrisp born 26th of November, 1891 in
New Burton, Bamburgh, Northumberland, England, the third child of James Chrisp and Elizabeth
Gilroy.
William Chrisp immigrated to the Sinclair district in the spring of 1912 and returned to England in
the fall of 1913 to marry Hannah Ellen (Nellie) Dunn.
Hannah Ellen Dunn was born in Windmill Hill,
Beal, Northumberland, England 31st of January,
1888, daughter of John Dunn and Thomasina Cowan.
The couple were married in England on March 26th,
1914. They then came to Pipestone, Manitoba and

W. Bulloch threshing on W. McCurdy farm, 1910.
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worked with 1. G. Lothian where their eldest daughter was born, Elizabeth Thomasina (Ena) Chrisp,
born May 18, 1916, sec. 21-26, Pipestone, Manitoba.
Ena Chrisp married David Thomas Birnie, 30th of
December, 1941, son of William and Mary Birnie.
In the fall of 1916 William Crisp and family
moved to Riverside Farm, two miles north of
Pipestone to begin farming on their own.
James Bartholemew (Jim) Chrisp was born on
June 10th, 1918 at Riverside Farm, Pipestone, Manitoba.
In the fall of 1918 the Chrisp family moved to
Sinclair, Manitoba to the farm now owned by David
Jones.
John William (Jack) Chrisp family moved to Sinclair, Manitoba to the farm now owned by David
Jones.
John William (Jack) Chrisp was born 14th July,
1920 at (David Jones farm) Sinclair, Manitoba. While
on active service in England during the Second
World War he married Catherine (Kay) Wilson. They
lived for a time in Brandon, Manitoba, where their
eldest daughter Karen Sandra Chrisp was born. They
moved to Flin Flon, Manitoba where John Carson
(Jackie) was born. Jackie has three daughters, Rhonda, Tracy and Amber.
Hanna Elizabeth Chrisp (Mrs. Don Westhaven)
was born in Flin Flon. 1. W. (Jack) Chrisp died
November 16, 1977, in St. Boniface Hospital, Winnipeg, Manitoba. He is buried in The Legion Cemetery, Flin Flon, Manitoba.
Margaret Ellen Chrisp, youngest daughter of
William Chrisp, born 17th of May 1922, at Sinclair,
Manitoba married Kenneth Peter Hart, 27th of December, 1945. They have three sons Donald, Jackie
and Gordon all of the Ottawa, Ontario area.
Mr. and Mrs. William Chrisp retired to Sinclair
village in fall of 1941. William Chrisp died in Brandon General Hospital on the 22nd of May, 1942.
Hannah Ellen Chrisp died Reston Hospital on the
15th of October, 1966. They are both buried in Sinclair Cemetery.

the section gang at Sinclair was cut on March 1st,
1960.
In 1961 the family moved to Souris. Two more
children were born at Souris, Ward in 1961, and
Susanne in 1963.
Diane was married in 1970 to Enn Ots and they
now live in Florida and have two sons; Alexy is five
and Karl is three years.
Linda an R.N. and Lieutenant in the armed forces
since 1977, married Capt. Douglas Thompson in
December 1979 and live in Oromocto, near Fredricton, N.B.
David, a Red River College, Business Administration graduate of 1978 is now with Toronto Dominion in Winnipeg.
Ward has started R.O.T.P. with armed forces and
will begin university this fall in engineering at the
University of Manitoba.
Susanne has one more year at Souris Collegiate.
She is an active member of Souris Senior High Band.
The Christiansons moved to Saskatoon in 1967
where Archie was an assistant roadmaster and to
Deloraine in 1973 when he was promoted to roadmaster. 1978 saw them back living in Souris.
Now that the family has grown up, Lorraine is on
the nursing staff in the personal care home.

Eisler, George and Laura (Ayres)
Adam George Eisler born in Mitchel, Ontario in
1875 came west in 1890 and worked in Virden, then
homesteaded with his three brothers at Sinclair. In
those early days prairie fires could be a very real
problem and on a number of occasions in order to
save their buildings, they ploughed fire breaks with
the aid of oxen. To obtain their winter supply of
wood, they drove to the Moose Mountain district
which was in those days a four-day drive.
George later moved to the Hillview district where
he farmed on 7-8-27 by the banks of the Pipestone
Creek. In January, 1906, he married Laura M. Ayres,
daughter of Robert and Mary Ann Ayres from Atwood, Ontario where she was born in 1882. Laura
and George had a family of five: Pearl Minnetta,
Robert George, Eileen Marguerite, Irwin Clarke,
and Gerald Ayres. They received their educations at
the Hillview and Reston schools.
About 1925, in harvest time their barn burnt to
the ground with a loss of four registered horses and a
shetland pony. In June, 1931 George died and in 1933
Laura and the children moved into Reston where she
died in April, 1941. Pearl thereafter resided at the
Tache nursing home in St. Boniface until her death in
January 1971. She was buried in the family plot of the
Reston cemetery.
Robert married Edna Scott in Ewart, July 12th,

Christianson, Archie and Lorraine
Archie and Lorraine Christianson with their two
daughters Diane age five and Linda age four moved
to Sinclair from Elkhorn on October 31st, 1954 into
the C.P.R. section house. Late the next summer
Lorraine became the caretaker agent and the family
moved into the C.P.R. station. A son David was born
on December 28th, 1956. The Christiansons were
active United Church members. Archie was the Sunday School superintendent for a few years and served
on the Church Board.
Archie was the last section foreman at Sinclair, as
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Fefchack, Andrew and Barbara (Zelonkia)

1932. They settled in Flin Flon for a number of years
where he worked for the H.B.M.&S.; but they eventually moved to B.C. Their family numbered five
boys and one girl; Ralph, Vernon, William, Lorraine, Gordon and Glen, all married and living in
B. C. except Gordon and his wife who are in California. Robert's wife Edna died in 1966. Since then he
has married Helen Peters.
Marguerite was on the nursing staff at Ninette for
a few years, then moved into Winnipeg where she
was a first-aid nurse at the airport. She married a
commercial artist, Robert 1. Harris of Winnipeg,
December 12th, 1942.
Irwin went to Dauphin in 1936 where he worked
on a farm. In 1939 he went to Flin Flon, working in
the mines. In 1941 he enlisted in the Queens Own
Cameron Highlanders and saw active overseas in
England, France, Belgium, Holland, Germany and
Czechoslovakia, operating a Bren-gun carrier during
the allied advance from D-Day until hostilities
ceased; demobilized, December 1945. On returning
to civil life he came back again to Flin Flon and the
mines. He married Darlene Gadd of Foxwarren on
June 12th, 1948 and they now live in Elliot Lake,
Ontario. They have two boys; Edward, a heavy
equipment operator residing in Hamilton and
Harvey, a math's teacher married and living in Sault
Ste. Marie, Ontario.
Gerald, on leaving public school in Reston, attended Normal school and then taught near Elkhorn.
He joined the R.C.A.F. during the war years and on
discharge used his D. VA. credits to attend the University of Manitoba. Gerald received a B.A. in agriculture, also a Bachelor of Educaton. He married
Jean Gasyk on August 4th 1951. They eventually
moved to the U.S.A. where they now reside in Grand
Marais, Minnesota. Gerald is the county agent and
also an associate professor at the University of Minnesota. They have two girls, Sharon Lynn and Pamela Dianne both married and residing in the U.S.A.

Andrew Fefchak and Barbara Zelonkia were married January 14th, 1922. I suppose that being Catholic, the only place would be Bellegarde,
Saskatchewan.
They lived in Regina or near there. Joseph was
born in Regina Hospital. I don't know where they
lived from then until they moved back to south of
Redvers on a farm where Michael was born on September 6,1926 and Annie was born November 1928.
They moved to Antler in the thirties. Joe, Mike
and Annie attended Clover Hill school. Annie died
there in 1937 or 1938. John and Dora were born there;
John, September 29, 1934 and Dora, December 16,
1937. Annie died in Antler hospital between 1937
and 1938.
The family moved to the Tom McKay farm, north
of Sinclair in the spring of 1941. Joe joined the army
and married the former Mary Coleman of Redvers.
John and Dora attended Sinclair school. Mike married Doris Johnson in 1943. The family moved to
Virden and farmed there east of Virden in the summer
of 1944.
Mary Fefchak died May, 1956. Andrew Fefchak
died October 1970. Joe remarried and now lives in
Oliver, B.C. John is married and is in the Air Force,
stationed at Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. Mike is living in Virden, working for the Manitoba Highway
Department. Dora is married to R.C.M.P. officer A.
T. Cooper and lives in Ottawa, Ontario. Mrs. Barbara Fefchak lives with Dora and Tony and their two
children.
Joe's two children by his first marriage are married. He also has two children with his second wife.
John has one child. Mike has five children, three of
whom are married and live in the Virden area. The
other two attend school in Virden.

Fissette, Roy and Lizzie (Templeton)
Our father, the late Robert Roy Rintoul was born
April 25, 1889 in Darling Township, Lanark County,
Ontario. His mother was Mary Elizabeth Rintoul and
stepfather Israel Fissette. Roy, along with his parents
and some of his sisters and brothers decided to try
their luck by coming west and homesteading (Roy's
sisters and brothers were Jessie, Belle, Margaret and
Reta, Jack and Tom). The Fissettes left Ontario in
March of 1902, along with some stock and household
furnishings. It took them about a week to make the
journey. The Fissette family stayed with their grandparents "The Rintouls" for some time till they could
get a home built. The Rintouls lived on a farm now
owned and operated by Dave Jones. The Fissette
homestead was made across from the cemetery at
Sinclair at 7-7-28. Their house was built by the late

Eisler, Konrad and Emma (Dittmer)
Konrad Eisler and hs wife, Emma (Dittmer) were
both born in Nontkan, Ontario, in the Stratford area.
Konrad came west in 1892 and went back two
years later to be married. They farmed on or homesteaded on 16-7-29 in the Sinclair District.
They had four of a famly; first Edith Eisler who
died in the year 1918; Laura Eisler, married toJames
Smith from Ireland; Edward Eisler married Alice
Medlock of Altmont, Manitoba, and Norman Eisler
married Regina Stuart of Sinclair.
Konrad Eisler passed away on M'arch 26, 1923.
Emma Eisler died on February 19, 1966.
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They took up farming on the farm (14-7-28) formerly
owned by the late Albert Smith. The farm is now
owned by Gordon Kirkpatrick. Although Roy never
received much education, it didn't hinder him from
making a good living for his family. They were never
hungry nor without necessary clothing. Often their
mother would stay up late at night to make clothes
over from a box of clothing that was handed down,
after she had spent a hard day's work in the field with
a four horse team. Roy and Lizzie's first three children were born at the Abe Smith farm; Elmer on July
29, 1918; Pearl on August 18, 1922 and Dorothy on
December 22, 1924. The house that the three children were born in still remains on the farm. Elmer
started his schooling at the Prairie Rose school. From
there Roy and his family moved to a farm five miles
east of Cromer and the farm is now owned by Elwin
Smeltz. Pearl, the oldest daughter, started school at
the Elm Valley School which was about a mile north.
Some of Roy's neighbours were the Smeltz's,
Gillises, Pearsons, Turners and McLaughlins.
Roy and Lizzie and family moved to Sinclair in
the fall of 1930 to the old Fissette farm. Eleanor, the
youngest daughter was born at Sinclair April 3, 1931.
All of Roy and Lizzie's children went to school at
Sinclair. During the dirty 30's things were really
rough as the crops were very poor, so Roy took an
outfit of horses and went down to Austin and worked
there, harvesting and haying to get some well-needed
money to help keep his family for the winter. Then
when Roy finished harvesting at Austin, he came
home and harvested what crop there was there. One
year the oats that were harvested averaged two bushels to the acre.
Roy moved from the old Fissette farm in 1942 to
the Fred Craig farm (1-7-29) now owned and operated by Grant Jackson. He farmed there till 1945
when Tom Craig came home from serving in the
armed forces to take over the Craig farm. Roy then
bought the farm owned by the McCombs and farmed
by the late Bill Calder, a Scottish pioneer. Roy continued farming until November 1956 when he retired,
selling his farm to Elwyn McConnell, a son-in-law.
Roy and Lizzie moved into Sinclair to the house
owned by Martha and Ned Langstaff beforehand.
Roy and Lizzie enjoyed good health until 1962 when
Lizzie fell and broke her hip and from then on had
poor health. Lizzie passed away on August 17, 1967
and Roy on September 23, 1968.
Elmer farmed with his father except for a couple
of years spent with the Royal Canadian Army. He
farmed his own land until 1961 when he sold his farm
and moved to Winnipeg where he lives now with his
four children, Janet, Reta, Lance and Carey. Shirley,
Elmer's wife is deceased.

Israel Fisette family, 1897.

Joe Williamson and neighbours. Israel Fissette also
homesteaded somewhere near where Ben Jackson
now lives.
Roy, along with his sisters and brothers attended
the old Sinclair school which was later moved out to
the Fissette farm, (now owned by Brian Campbell).
However, Roy being the oldest son in the family and
having to work so hard to help his stepfather make a
home, often missed school and so all through his life
he could only really write his name.
Roy, before he was married, homesteaded just
west of the town of Ebor. He met Mary Elizabeth
Templeton (born at Summerville, Manitoba, June 2,
1898) of Austin, Manitoba, the daughter of Eliza
Anne (Harper) Templeton and John Templeton.
Coming from a family of ten and the death of her
father at the early age of forty-three from heart seizure, caused Lizzie, one of the oldest children, to
come to work for her uncles and aunts on their farms
at Reston. One uncle was Tom Harper who farmed
south of Reston, and Mr. and Mrs. George Harper
who farmed north of Reston were the other relatives,
(the Melvin Watt farm now).
When Mary Elizabeth and family of three girls
and two boys arrived at Reston, they spent the first
night in the Reston Hotel which was operated by
Mathers and Elliot, Ontario folks. From there, they
were picked up by Mary's brothers, who lived at
Sinclair with grandmother Rintoul, who farmed
northeast 20-7-28, having come from Ontario a few
years before.
They were married in Brandon June 20, 1917.
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Pearl left the farm in 1942 and worked in Winnipeg until she met and married Jim McLeod of
Ontario on February 3, 1951. Jim worked as a grain
buyer for United Grain Growers until 1978. They
now reside in Winnipeg. They have one son, Jerry
Roy, born August 11, 1952 who is married to Bonnie
Sample. They have one son Benjamin.
Dorothy married Joe Milliken of Sinclair December 23, 1947 in Winnipeg. They moved to Malakwa,
B. C. by train in January of 1948. I'm sure everybody
well remembers Joe as he took a keen interest in all
sports. Dot and Joe have four children; Sandra,
Helen, Claire and Cheryl. Sandy married Jim Northway, a logger and they have two sons Dale and Darin.
Helen is a school teacher in Chilliwack. Claire is a
school teacher married to Richard Sim, another
teacher and they live and work in the Queen Charlotte
Islands. Cheryl is married to Clarence Erickson and
they have a family of two children.
Eleanor married Elwyn McConnel of Kincardine, Ontario on February 17, 1951. They now reside
in Reston. Eleanor and Elwyn have two children,
Judy and Terry, both married. Judy is married to
Dean Henuset of Pipestone, where they reside and
they have two children, Trevelynn and Coraleigh.
Terry is married to Kim Wilkins and they reside in
Reston.
Roy and Lizzie spent many happy years with
their family through the good times and the bad.
Regardless of all the hardships of Pioneer days, there
are still some happy memories. There were not too
many places of enjoyment but as young children they
all loved to come to the picnic in the Wilson Grove
which was during the holidays. Another time all
enjoyed was going to pick Saskatoons, then again
later, picking plums and chokecherries. They went in
a wagon or what ever there was to go with. Lunches
were packed and they'd be gone for the day. This was
quite a change from now and we were all happy with
what we had.

Buddy Burge. Elburn was born December 27th, 1930
in a house south of Sinclair, owned by Scotty
McLaren. Dr. Clark came to Sinclair on the jigger.
Jim Stewart brought him the rest of the way in the
sleigh box. Emma Bright was the nurse and stayed
with them for three days. Howard was born April
14th, 1935 in Virden hospital. Donald was born September 27, 1939, in Reston at the home of Mrs.
Holten. Norman was born in the Antler hospital,
April 21st, 1942. Violet has seventeen grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren.
Two sons passed away. Jim passed away February
1st, 1968 in Redvers hospital at the age of thirty-nine
years. Elburn passed away February 13th, 1976 in
Alexander Hospital in Edmonton, Alberta at the age
of forty-six years. Elburn worked for the city of
Edmonton for twenty-five years. Jim was a barber in
Lumsden, Saskatchewan. Howard works for
Weyburn Wire and Cable in Weyburn, Saskatchewan.
Sinclair has been the home of the Gates family for
fifty years and they are very proud of it.

Gledhill, James and Ethel (Fry)
James Gledhill left Huddersfield, Yorkshire,
England on May 3, 1904. Upon arriving in Brandon
and not knowing where to go from there, he joined a
lineup at the ticket window at the CPR station. The
man ahead of him asked for a ticket to Killarney and
Jim did likewise. During the next few years, he
worked on farms around Killarney, Ninga, Boissevain and Waskada. Then he accepted employment
with the CPR. He worked on a snow plow and on the
track. Later he was sent to Antler, Saskatchewan as
foreman of the section gang and then transferred to
Sinclair in the same capacity.
In 1910 he left the CPR and worked for Dick
Modzely who farmed approximately one and a half
miles northwest of Sinclair. In 1912 Jim rented the
Perry place (southeast quarter 32-7-29) two miles
north of Clover Hill School. Jim's sister and brotherin-law Ralph and Sarah Dyson, with their two daughters Emmiline (eight) and Eva (six) joined Jim in late
May, 1912, (after being unsuccessful in obtaining
passage on the Titanic because it was booked up)
bringing with them Jim's son Arthur. Arthur had
remained in England with his Grandmother when
Jim came to Canada. In March 1913 they all moved to
the Ramsay farm, about one and a half miles southeast of Antler. Three years later the partnership was
dissolved.
In 1921 Jim married Ethel Fry of Kirkella
Saskatchewan, For a year they farmed near Elkhorn
before moving to Butler where their only child Helen
was born. They moved to Langley, B.C. in 1928

Gates, Stephen and Violet (McNulty)
Stephen Gates and Violet McNulty were married
in Lumsden, Saskatchewan, November 27th, 1926.
Stephen was born in Luro, Nova Scotia, Violet in
Pontadown in Ireland. They came to Reston district
in the spring of 1927 and worked on the farm of Ab
Heathering. In 1928 they moved to the Dawson
place, owned by Billy Chester at that time. After that
they lived in various places around the Sinclair district. In 1961, Violet moved into the house in Sinclair
owned by Elmer Bulloch and is still there. Stephen
passed away in 1957.
They had five sons. Jim Gates was born in Reston, May 24th, 1928 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
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where they had a small acreage with a market garden
and raised chickens. During the war, they moved into
Vancouver where Jim worked in a foundry making
Marine engines. In 1947 he was forced to retire due to
a leg injury resulting from a fall from a roof some
years previous. This led to eventual amputation, and
he passed away in September 1955. He was predeceased by his daughter at the age of twenty-four.
His widow Ethel who is now ninety-one is living in
Burnaby, B.C.

and Gus Kabbeke. In July, 1953 Edwin Wallace, a
son was born which completed the happy family.
Then opportunity knocked, as Bardal school was
requiring a teacher. Irene was accepted as teacher
beginning September 1954, also adding two more
pupils to their present enrollment of sixteen.
Next year, Cloverhill school was in need of more
pupils to keep their school open. Hence, Irene proceeded to teach at Cloverhill for three very good
years. Many memorable events occurred while at
Cloverhill, perhaps one which all students and parents will remember is the practice and taking part in
the last Field Day at Reston, in which Cloverhill
school took the Shield for the Best Country School.
Wally sold his three quarters north of Zelmers to
Gladwin Wohlgemuth, and increased his herd of
cattle and his home farm by buying the quarter across
the road from his buildings. In 1957 he began temporary employment for Interprovincial Pipeline at
Cromer.
In the late fall of 1959 the farm was sold to
Leonard Penner.
Increase in student population required Sinclair
Trustees to meet the need of opening a third room,
hence Mr. 0. Bright offered Irene a position in their
school which would bring Penny and Betty to aid the
enrollment.
Irene accepted the primary classroom, enjoying
every minute of the two years spent there. March of
1960 they moved to Ewart, renting a house from Mr.
Webb Campbell.
When the family decided on the purchase of the
farm east of Virden in the Routledge area, Irene
accepted a position in Elkhorn Collegiate, to where
she drove for three years accompanied by Eddy and
Joyce Milliken of Pipestone who taught in Elkhorn
Collegiate in 1961-62.
In 1960 Wally was put on permanent staff at
I.P.L. at Cromer. They had also continued to raise
Hereford cattle, plus horses which was a hobby.
Penny attended Virden Collegiate completing her
commercial course, then married John Cameron
Manser in the fall of 1965.
Betty attended Goulter school and Virden Collegiate and took her final year at Simon Fraser Collegiate at New Westminster, B.C.
Eddy started school at Sinclair, then to Elkhorn
Elementary, Mary Montgomery, Goulter Junior
High and Virden Collegiate. He married Faye Marie
McNeill of Virden, July 26th, 1976.
Wally transferred to Regina Interprovincial Station in 1968 with Eddy and she was left on the farm.
In 1969 he had been moved to Kerrobert,
Saskatchewan where he worked until he could trans-

Graham, Wally and Irene (Langedahl)
Wally and Irene came to the Sinclair area in
August 1945 from New Westminster, B.C. where he
had worked at Boeing Aircraft after being discharged
from the Army in 1944. Irene had taught a primary
school in Burnaby. They heard of a general store
business at Sinclair. The '37 Ford convertible was
traded off for an army Jeep, which packed most of
their household and personal effects, so off to Manitoba went the Wally Grahams.
Wally, son of James and Myrtle Graham, was
born at Oxbow, Saskatchewan, March 18, 1916.
Irene, daughter of Louis and Mary Langedahl, was
born at Oslo, Minnesota.
Wally and Irene married at the latter's home at
Oungre, Saskatchewan on June 27th, 1941.
They had three children: Penny Dianne, Betty
Maureen, and Edwin Wallace. Penny safely made
her arrival in Brandon General Hospital, December
31st, 1945, thanks to John Williamson, who drove,
Wally, Irene and her mother into Brandon. John often
had said the stork sat on the hood of his car guiding
him through the high snowbanks in -300 weather.
Betty was born in Virden Hospital, November 8th,
1948. Wee Betty and her mom were regally brought
home by John, Ellen and Wally in Williamson's new
car. Edwin (Eddy) was born in Virden Hospital, July
21st, 1953.
When the Grahams came to Sinclair in 1945 they
bought the store business from R. Bayne, which they
operated until November of 1948. They sold the
business then to Gordon and Kathryne Mitchell.
Wally had bought three quarters of land north of
Stewart Zelmer, one quarter was 24-8-29 and two
adjoining, which he broke up, plowing under a five
foot high clover field which in 1950 produced a
bumper oat crop.
The spring of 1950 they bought the three quarter
section farm adjoining the north side of the John
Duncan farm. With the help of neighbors a building
was fixed up to live in. They moved in Saturday,
April 21st, 1950.
September 1951, Penny started school in Sinclair,
her classmates being Heather McKay, Jim Skelton
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fer back to Cromer in the maintenance work which
took him off shift work.
The excitement of the Archer tragedy which happened in January of 1978 will never be forgotten as
they were taken at gun point by Mr. Archer and tied
up, while he made his getaway in their car. Nor will
the tense feeling of getting untied and speeding away
to the R.C.M.P. station in Virden to report what had
happened will ever be forgotten. The two trials were
rather nerve racking on all of the witnesses.
In June of 1976, Irene had made the decision to
retire.
Wally will retire from I.p.L. in January of 1981.
They plan to do some travelling, possibly relaxing a
bit from the severe cold winters.

Gray, Dan and Mabel (Hooper)

Ben Gray with stallion Kernel.

Daniel Clifton Gray, oldest son of Benjamin Gilman Gray and Eliza Ellen Sproule was born July 1st,
1930, on the southwest quarter of section 34-7 -28 in
the Ewart district.
On October 30th, 1952 Dan married the former
Mabel Margaret Elizabeth Hooper, oldest daughter
of George and Elizabeth Hooper, born May 21st,
1931 on the northeast quarter of 27-7-29 (known as
the 1.0. Kirkland farm) and who was raised in the
Sinclair district and attended school in Sinclair. They
were married in the United Church Manse in Reston.
Reverend Colpitts was the minister.
In 1931 they moved to the south half of section
30-8-28 (known then as the Edward Langstaffe
farm). The also rented the northeast quarter of section 24-8-29, southeast quarter of 25-8-29 and the
northeast quarter 26-8-29.
The first threshing outfit Dan worked on was
owned by Jack Robertson. He hauled grain to the
Pool elevator at Ewart. Billy Love was the grain
buyer. This was around 1940. He saw this elevator
moved in July 1966 to Linklater and again when it
was purchased by the Pioneer Grain Co. and moved

to Antler, Saskatchewan, on December 14th, 1978.
He pitched sheaves on the Stewart Zelmer outfit the
fall of 1943.
In June of 1952 Benjamin Gray died.
In 1963 Dan purchased the southeast quarter of
24-7-29 and the northeast quarter of 13-7-29 from his
brother Ben.
On August 19th, 1968 a daughter Helen Laurie
was born at Virden Hospital. She now attends school
in Reston.
In the spring of 1976 Dan and Mabel had a new
home built and moved to the southeast quarter of
24-7-29 where they now reside, farming five and a
half quarter sections of land.

Halldorson, Jon and Sigrun
Jon and Sigrun Halldorson came to Canada from
Iceland in 1886 and took up a homestead in the
Argyle district. Times were very difficult but they
were devout God-fearing people and, despite hardships, they never lost faith in their new country. In
1889 they moved to Sinclair to section 24-7-29, the
present home of Dan Gray.
Jon and Sigrun had eight children, Mrs. Fred
Lusk (Tina) Dauphin, Lally of Winnipeg and Peter of
Sinclair. Konrad was killed overseas in World War I
and four died at Glenboro. They farmed at Sinclair
until 1929 when they retired to the village of Langruth. On August 8th, 1931 they celebrated their 50th
anniversary at the farm home at Sinclair.
Their son Peter Halldorson was born October
16th, 1900 at Glenboro. He married Helga (Violet)
Gudmundson January, 1919. They farmed Jon's farm
for five years and then rented the late George Milliken farm, section 30-7-28. Peter was an avid sportsman, curling and baseball being his first loves. He
was very interested in all activities in the Sinclair area

Dan Gray going to cut hay, 1955.
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and painting the Memorial hall was his last project
before he died June 2nd, 1968.
Helga was a loving mother of generous heart and
worked for the community and church affairs. She
died August 12th, 1941 at the age of forty-two. They
had two children, a daughter Elva who was born
March 27th, 1921 in the house presently owned by
Gordon McDougall. A son John was born on the
farm, January 2nd, 1928. They both received their
education at Sinclair School.
Elva married Ernest Johnson of Domain in
March, 1953. They have one daughter Connie-Lee,
Mrs. Kerry Svenson of Cypress River. They retired
from the farm in 1978 and bought a house in
Treherne, Manitoba.
Jack married Ethel Ormonde and they took over
Peter's farm when he retired in 1966. They had three
children; a daughter Linda, Mrs. Jim Ross; a daughter, Diana of Winnipeg and a son Tom, of Pincher
Creek, Alberta. Jack lives and works in Winnipeg for
Versatile Manufacturing and Ethel works in Lockport, Manitoba.

for a few years. He was a brother of Mr. Peter Milliken.
He afterwards went to his homestead north of
Antler ten miles. He was married to Mrs. Bailey in
1904. They had four children. Mary, Margaret, Caroline (deceased) and William. They lived on the farm
until they moved to Sinclair, where he operated a
small butcher shop, for a while.
They came to Reston in 1929. He was semiretired and did veterinary work for some of the farmers around. He passed away in 1939.
Mary was married to Maurice Ludlam in 1936.
Margaret was married to Rollie Ludlam in 1935.
William was married to Margaret Knowls in 1940.
He farmed south of Maryfield for a while, then
moved to Port Albemi where he worked for a big
store. They moved to Calgary and he worked in a
new store there. He had two children Joe and Lynn.
He died in 1975. His wife and family still live in
Calgary.

Harrison, Harry, and Mary (Reid)
Henry P. Harrison was the youngest son of a
family of three girls and two boys, born to a union of
Luke Harrison and Arabella Lund. Harry, as he was
commonly known, was born at Sackville, New
Brunswick, June 5th, 1889. He moved to Elkhorn,
Manitoba with his family in 1892 and received his
schooling there. He took up farming as an occupation.
In April of 1916, he married Mary Reid, second
youngest child of a family of five boys and five girls
born to a union of Robert Reid and Jessie Roberston.
Mary was born at Lavant Station in Ontario, February 1st, 1893. She attended school in Ontario and
came west to the Bardal district in 1913. Harry and
Mary came from the farm north of Elkhorn to the
southeast quarter of 21-8-29 in 1923. They farmed in
the Bardal district, along with one year at Cromer,
Manitoba, before coming to the Sinclair district in
1934, their last farm home being the northwest quarter of 6-7-29.
They retired to Reston in 1975. Mary passed
away June 22nd, 1977. Harry passed away March
27th, 1978. Both are buried in the cemetery at Sinclair, Manitoba. To this union was born three boys
and one girl, Lester, Inez, Robert and Stanley. Lester
is in the East. Inez, now Mrs. Alex Knox, makes her
home in Vancouver, Robert was killed in action,
April 23rd, 1945 in Holland and is buried there.
Stanley and his wife Ellen are on the farm out of
Sinclair.

Halldorson, Mr. and Mrs. John
John Halldorson married Gudrun Sigrudour Kaprasiusd in Iceland, about 1880. They came to Canada in 1886, when Kristijana was five years old. They
settled in the Brue district south of Glenboro where a
number of Icelandic people lived moving to Sinclair
around 1900 or 1901. A number of children died,
some in Iceland, some at Brue, or wherever they
were stationed. Kristijana married Fred Lusk.
Haldor (or Lally as he was always called) worked
for the telephone company, then moved to Winnipeg
and worked for Hydro. He married Sara. They had
one son Gamer who works for a railway company in
Toronto. Lally died many years ago and is buried in
Winnipeg.
Pete married Violet Gudmanson in 1920 and
when Grandma and Grandpa Halldorson moved to
Langruth he continued to farm there and then moved
to Millikens (Sinclair). He had one daughter, Elva
(Mrs. Ernie Johnson, Treherne) and one son Jack.
Violet died many years ago and Pete also.
Konnie grew up at Sinclair and went to school
there. He learned the tinsmith trade from someone at
the Hardware store which stood on the comer opposite the station. He went from Sinclair to Rosetown, Saskatchewan, enlisted in the 1914 to 1918 war
and was killed in 1917.

Handyside, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Harrison, Stanley and Ellen (Irwin)

Edward Handyside came to Canada from Newcastle, England, in 1900. He worked around Reston

Stanley Harrison was born in the Bardal district
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for his singing. John and Myra were both active in the
Sinclair United Church and in the Reston Anglican
Church.
In 1946 the farm was sold to their son-in-law,
John Bentley Jackson from Hodgson, Manitoba; and
John and Myra moved to Virden, Manitoba. John
died in 1949, Myra in 1957, and both were buried in
Virden.
John, being a coal merchant in England, found it
no easy job. Coal was bagged in one hundred pound
gunny sacks, and sold from door to door, carried
from the horse and cart on the back of the delivery
man. Even today coal is still sold in the same manner,
except the truck has replaced the horse and cart.
While at Tom McKay's John was asked by Tom to
bring the bridle offthe plow. Not knowing which part
of the plow was the bridle, John picked up the whole
walking plow and carried it to Tom. In the winter
time the Haywards fought chimney fires and in the
summer they fought prairie fires.
Stanford Hayward, eldest of the Hayward children worked on the home farm until 1935, when he
bought 4-7-29 from Robert (Bob) B. Irvine. The
farm was rented by Joe Holobowick prior to Stan's
buying same. Stan farmed successfully till 1962
when he move to Brandon and brother Ken rented the
farm. Later the farm was rented to Ken Henderson
from Somerset, Manitoba, (son-in-law of Ken Hayward) and wife Darlene. In 1974 Ken Henderson
bought the farm. In the dirty 30's Stan rode the rails
to Vancouver and back for a holiday.
Ellise Hayward married Harold Peto and went to
live on Harold's homestead at Hodgson, Manitoba,
in 1929. Her husband died in 1970. Ellise then moved
into Winnipeg and lived there till her death in 1978.
There are two children, a daughter Lois (Mrs. Elmer
Loury) is farming at Darlingford and they have three
children; a son, Ellis is married with two children
farming on the original homestead at Hodgson.
Kenneth Hayward worked on the home farm until
1930 when he went to Trail, B.C. and worked in the
mines. Later he went to Sudbury, Ontario and
worked for International Nickel Co. Here, in 1940,
he married Margaret Cooper from Brandon. Ken
returned to Sinclair with wife and family and worked
for Stanford for the summer of 1947. That fall he
rented the Wm. 1. (Bill) Hooper farm, 32-6-29 when
Bill and Myra Jr. moved to Virden. Kenneth bought
the farm at a later date. They had three children,
Darlene (Mrs. Ken Henderson) on 4-7-29 with one
daughter Laurene; Bryan married Edith Gray
(Cromer) and had two children, Lloyd and Corina.
Jacie, who married Larry Skelton from Virden, was
later divorced. They had one child, Connie, living at
home. Kenneth died in 1978.

in 1924 and received his schooling at Bardal and
Sinclair. He took up farming as an occupation and
bought the west half of 5-7-28, formerly owmed by
the late George Chester, in 1953.
In October, 1953 Stanley married Ellen Irwin of
Clover Hill district, who was born at Antler,
Saskatchewan on October 4th, 1935, and attended
school at Clover Hill and High School at Antler,
Saskatchewan. To this union was born one boy and
two girls; Garth, Tannis and Marcia.
Garth was born at Virden on March 31st, 1954.
He received his elementary schooling at Sinclair and
secondary at Reston Collegiate and graduated from
there in 1972. Garth then attended Selkirk College at
Castlegar, B. C. and graduated with a Commercial
Pilot's License in 1974. He now lives at Richmond,
B.C. and is employed with c.P Air.
Tannis was born at Reston, Manitoba, December
21st, 1957. She attended Sinclair Elementary School
and received her secondary schooling at Reston Collegiate, graduating in 1976. Tannis attended Brandon
University one year and transferred to the University
of Manitoba at Winnipeg and is at present in third
year agriculture there.
Marcia was born at Reston, Manitoba, March
16th, 1965 and is at present taking her elementary
schooling at Sinclair. She also takes piano lessons
from Mrs. Kroeker, her piano teacher. She belongs to
4H.

Hayward, John and Myra
In 1912 John and Myra Hayward disembarked at
Montreal from Arlingham, England, with their three
children, Stanford, age five years; Ellise, age three;
and Kenneth, aged five months. They missed a booking on the Titanic and so travelled on the next boat for
Canada.
John, a coal merchant in England, came to Canada to find work and with the hope of buying a farm.
John and Myra worked as a hired couple for Tom
McKay, north of Sinclair, for two years. Here the
only desserts Myra was allowed to serve were prunes
or rice pudding.
Their next employer was Charlie McKinnon in
the Bardal district, where Ken Martin now lives.
While there, John bought a quarter section of land.
Later he traded it on a half section, 1O-7-29-west of
Sinclair, which was Benders homestead, in approximately 1915.
Born on the farm were two daughters Myra
Junior and Lorraine. All the children took their
schooling in Sinclair.
John was instrumental in having the Pool elevator
erected in Sinclair, and was very active on the board
of directors, acting as secretary. He was well known
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Myra Hayward trained at the Brandon Mental
Hospital and earned her Registered Psychiatric
Nurses degree in 1942. Leaving there she worked at
the Antler, Saskatchewan District Hospital until the
fall of 1943, when she married Wm. 1. (Bill) Hooper.
They lived on 32-6-29 in the Diana district, renting
the farm from Theodore (Dorey) Johannson, then of
Blaine, Washington, U.S.A. In 1943 they bought the
farm and resided there till 1947, when they moved to
Virden. Ken Hayward rented the farm, buying it at a
later date. The Hoopers lived in Virden for thirteen
years, Bill worked at several jobs and Myra worked
as a nurse in Virden hospital. In 1962 the Hoopers
moved to Hamiota, where Bill worked at MacLeods.
1965 saw them move to Brandon where they still
reside. Myra up-graded her education in 1971 and
worked for the Brandon General Hospital until 1975 .
Both were active in Square Dancing with clubs at
Virden, Reston, Hamiota and Beulah.
Lorraine Hayward worked at home with the exception of two years when she worked in Brandon. In
1941 she married 1. Bentley Jackson form Hodgson
and lived on the home farm 10-7-29. In 1946 Ben
bought the farm when John and Myra Senior moved
to Virden. Lorraine and Ben had six children. Johnny
bought Frank Stewart's farm and has two children,
Allen and Audrey. Grant married Sandy Thordarson
and purchased Jimmie Wood's farm, south of Sinclair. David and Gerald are working in the oil fields of
Alberta. Lorna married Eldon Hoglander, Brandon
and they have two children, Angela and Ryan. Gloria
married Barry Caldwell and is living in Brandon.
They have one son Bradley Jackson. Tim is farming
on the home farm with his father, 1. B. Jackson.

time between farming and her work with the National
Farmers' Union.
Darlen Henderson, daughter of Ken and Margaret Hayward was born in Sudbury, Ontario.
Darlene received her elementary education at Diana
and Sinclair schools and secondary education at St.
Michael's Academy, followed by teacher training at
Brandon University. On October 6, 1962, Darlene
married Kenneth Henderson of Somerset, Manitoba.
Ken and Darlene farmed at Somerset until 1965.
Daughter Laurene was born on July 26,1963. In 1965
they moved to 4-7-29, Pipestone Municipality,
where they continue to farm.
Bryan Hayward, son of Ken and Margaret Hayward, was born July 8, 1942 at Brandon, Manitoba.
Bryan received his education at Diana School, Sinclair school and Reston Collegiate. He worked three
years with Manitoba Telephone System. He started
farming in 1967 on 33-6-29 in the Albert Municipality, and worked a few winters at Lynn Lake and
Thompson, Manitoba. On September 6, 1969, Bryan
married Edith Gray, daughter of Campbell and
Lillian Gray of Woodnorth. Edith was born in Virden, January 13, 1949 and received her eduction in
Woodnorth and Virden. Bryan and Edith have two
children: Lloyd born February 2, 1970 in Virden; and
Corina born November 26, 1973 in Souris.
Jacie Skelton, the youngest daughter of Ken and
Margaret Hayward, was born at Virden, Manitoba
and received her education at Sinclair and Reston.
During her married life she lived at Thompson and
has one daughter, Connie, born on January 8, 1970 in
Souris. Now divorced, Jacie lives at Sinclair, farms
and works with the National Farmers' Union.

Hayward, Kenneth and Margaret (Cooper)

Heapy, C. E.

Ken Hayward came to the Sinclair district at the
age of three months with his parents, John and Myra
Hayward, living on the home farm in Pipestone Municipality 10-7-29.
He took his schooling in Sinclair School. He
farmed for awhile, leaving later to work at Trail,
B. c., and then to Sudbury, Ontario to work at Frood
Mine. There he met and married Margaret Cooper of
Little Souris, Manitoba on January 26, 1941. They
lived in Sudbury until 1947 when they returned to
farm on 32-6-29 in Albert Municipality.
Ken died, January 1978. Margaret continues to
farm with the family consisting of Darlene and husband Ken Henderson, formerly of Somerset, Manitoba, and daughter Laurene on their farm, 4-7-29
Pipestone Municipality; Bryan and Edith (Gray of
Woodnorth) and children Lloyd and Corina on their
farm 33-6-29 Albert Municipality; and Jacie Skelton
and daughter Connie living nearby and dividing her

In January, 1932, Mr. C. E. Heapy came to Sinclair as principal of the school. Two former principals
held that position in the fall of 1931. Discipline in the
school was soon restored, and he enjoyed the extra
effort every pupil made to pass so well on their
departmental examinations in June, 1932.
Times were difficult and money was scarce. Despite these hardships the Heapy's enjoyed life at
Sinclair. Every two or three weeks in the wintertime,
there were community concerts with local talent.
There were also numerous house parties and keenly
contested bridge games. The curling rink always
drew a large crowd. Sinclair had suffered a great loss
due to a fire; but seldom was that disaster, or the
common word of the time, 'depression', ever mentioned.
Sinclair and the community had enough diverse
characters to supply a modem Charles Dickens with
material for a novel; and Mr. and Mrs. Heapyenjoyed
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farms near Swan River. Edmond is pastoring a
church in B. C. Walter passed away in September
1975.
Although the Hohn family only lived a relatively
short time in the Pipestone Muncipality, they have
many fond memories of living here. They always
enjoy visiting in the area with friends and relatives.

all of them. Several citizens came to aid them, when
they moved in and many more friends came to help
them move to Oak Lake in June, 1933. Mr. Heapy
retired as principal at Oak Lake in 1966.
The three pre-school children had many playmates in Sinclair, and all have happy memories of
their associations there. Lois lives in Winnipeg. She
has her R.N. and works regularly, now that her
famil y of three are on the their own. Margaret Ii ves at
Miniota. She taught Grades three and four at Reston
from September 1949 to June 1951. Gerald (Jerry)
was in the R.C.M.P. from 1951 to 1976. He now
farms at Oak River, where his grandfather, Ned Henry, lived.
At present there are thirteen grandchildren and
five great -grandchildren.

Hooper, George and Elizabeth (Stimpson)
First Margaret Harper came from Lanark, Ontario with her foster Mother, as she was adopted girl,
born in England in 1864, formerly known as Margaret Cox. When her parents died she was transferred
to a home in Ontario from England when she was
adopted by the Harpers. She came west to Reston
with them residing in Reston in the home now owned
by Irene Draper. She saw the railroad laid going west.
When her foster mother died she went to work for
Tom Pierce around 1910. She was a dress-maker
known as a seamstress in those days.
Daniel Benjamin Stimpson came to Canada
about 1910, landed in Reston, Manitoba and also
went to work for Tom Pierce as a hired man. He met
Margaret and they were married November 13, 1912.
They went on their own to a home once owned by
August Pierson, now owned by Gregg Ellis. Here
Catherine Elizabeth was born 1913, August 12th.
After two years they moved to a two room house with
round roof near the gravel pit which wasn't far.
Elizabeth started school in Reston at the age of
seven, attending for less than a year, when her father
decided to move to Sinclair, Manitoba, to a yellow
house a mile southwest of Sinclair. This was in March
around 1919 or 1920. A raging blizzard came up just
after they got the cattle in the barn. He rented the
farm known as the late Fred Craig farm that spring; so
they moved again to a farm now owned by Grant
Jackson, two miles south of Sinclair, Manitoba. In
1921, January 21, Mr. Stimpson died and in March of
1921 Mrs. Stimpson and Elizabeth returned to Reston
where Mrs. Stimpson had to go to work to raise
Catherine Elizabeth. They went to Jack Fraser at
Beulah, Manitoba in 1921, returning to Reston in the
fall of 1921. The summer of 1922 Margaret Stimpson
went to work as a house keeper for George Hooper
Sr. He had come to Canada in 1912, from Cornwall,
England (born 1888) to the Ebor district to work for a
man named George Fraser. He worked the summer,
returning to finish out the year of 1912, working for
Con Eisler, then living at Clover Hill district and
returned to England that fall with George Mare to
bring his family to Canada, who were Eliza Mare,
Jack Whale, Rose Jago, Jim Jago, Bill Hooper and
Hilda Bunt all of England.
When Mrs. Stimpson came to George Hooper, he

Hohn, Ted and Holdine
On August 15th, 1928 Teofil Hohn, his wife
Holdine and their young son Martley arrived in Canada, having immigrated from Europe.
After arriving, the decision had to be finalized as
to where they would settle. Most of the people immigrating at the same time were going to the Swan River
Valley but because Teofil (Ted) had relatives in southwestern Manitoba, the decision was made to go
there. They spent their first winter in Canada living
with their uncle, Frank Zelmer and his family who
were farming in the Reston area. Here on November
10, 1928 their second son Edmond was born. In the
spring of 1929 they moved to the Antler,
Saskatchewan area, where Ted worked for the C.P.R.
and for various farmers.
On April 1st, 1935 Ted moved his family now
consisting of his wife and three sons (Walter was born
at Antler on May 27, 1931) to the Sinclair area. He
had made arrangements to rent the cement house
situated on the southeast of 21-7-29; that was at that
time owned by Mr. Julius Mayert.
After settling the family Ted went to Red Lake,
Ontario to work in the mines. He returned in late
summer and rented the north half of 34-7-29. The
farm had been farmed by Jimmy Woods of Sinclair.
They moved to the farm in the fall of 1935 and
lived and farmed there until the spring of 1940.
Hartley and Edmond started their schooling in
Clover Hill school. After moving to the farm the boys
attended Bordal school.
Farming was difficult in those years. The depression with low prices, the hot dry weather and
grasshoppers resulting in poor crops, made it difficult and discouraging.
In the spring of 1940 the family moved to Swan
River. Ted farmed there until his passing in 1964. His
wife Holdine still lives at Swan River (1978). Hartley
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Saskatchewan and took up farming as an occupation
on the northeast of 20-8-30.
Doug married Clara Christina Opper at Reston on
December 23, 1931. Clara is the daughter of Harry
and Elizabeth (Newhouse) Opper. She was born on
her father's homestead at Sinclair northeast quarter of
22-7-29.
Clara received her schooling at Sinclair and
Clover Hill. Doug and Clara farmed on the northeast
quarter of 20-8-30 in the Coulson school district until
1945 when they purchased the family farm of Clara's
parents Harry and Elizabeth Opper.
The couple had two children, Ellen (Mrs. Stan
Harrison) and Alvin.
Clara suffered a stroke on January 11, 1960 and
now lives at Central Park Lodge, Brandon, Manitoba. Doug retired from the farm to Redvers,
Saskatchewan.

George Hooper and Dan Gray bringing in the wood.

Irwin, Lynn and Gail (Jones)

was living on the farm known as the Brigglan farm
land 21-7-29. He farmed this land and also the half
section in Clover Hill school district for one summer.
He gave up this farm to move to Antler, as there were
no buildings on farm 27-9-27 owned by 1. G. Kirkland of Brandon. He spent one and a half years in
Antler and in the meantime a building was erected on
27 -7 -29. Elizabeth quit school at the age of fourteen
years.
In 1928 George Hooper and Elizabeth Stimpson
were married. They bought the home farm from 1. G.
Kirkland and were blessed with four children: Burton
Hooper, born 1929; Mabel (Gray) born 1931; Beatrice
(Slater) born 1933; George Hooper Jr. born January
28, 1939 in Antler, Saskatchewan.
All were educated at Sinclair. Mr. and Mrs.
Hooper farmed to the year 1967 when they rented
their farm 27 -7 -29 to Mike Thordarson in 1971. They
retired and moved to Reston, now residing on 3rd
Street. Burton Hooper passed away in 1975. He
worked for the Municipality for eighteen years and
two years on Good Roads for Pipestone Municipality
and Hartney for one year. George Hooper Jr. farms
the farm, that Mr. and Mrs. Hooper still own
(27-7-29 north half). Burton Hooper was helping his
brother William George Hooper on the home farm, at
the time of his death.

Lynn Irwin, youngest son of James and Annie
Irwin, was born in Antler, Saskatchewan on February
15, 1949.
Lynn then lived in the Bardal district with his
parents and attended Bardal Elementary School.
Upon completion he attended Reston Collegiate until
1967. After completing his Grade Eleven, Lynn attended Brandon Vocational Centre in 1968 where he
took a pre-employment course. Lynn was then employed at Tweed's Garage in Medora for one year. He
moved to Winipeg where he was employed at Pembina Dodge Chrysler for seven years. While in Winnipeg he apprenticed for and received his journeyman automotive mechanics license.
Lynn married Gail Jones of Reston, Manitoba on
August 24, 1974 in Reston. Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Irwin
resided in Winnipeg after their marriage, while Gail
attended University and Lynn continued to work at
Pembina Dodge. Lynn was later employed at St.
Agathe Service Station as a mechanic, but continued
to live in Winnipeg.
Lynn and Gail's first child Monica Lynn, was
born on August 28, 1975 in Grace General Hospital,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
In April of 1976, Lynn and his family moved
back to Sinclair district where he started his mechanical business under Irwin Automotive in Sinclair,
Manitoba.
On January 12, 1977 Lynn's second daughter
Deanna Gail was born in the Reston District Hospital.
In March of 1977 Lynn Irwin expanded his business to include Texaco Bulk fuel. The bulk plant was
moved from Reston to Sinclair in April of 1978.
Lynn, Gail and girls moved into their new home

Irwin, Doug and Clara (Opper)
Douglas Earnest Irwin is the son of William John
and Julia (McFadden) Irwin both from Tandragee Co.
Aramagh, Ireland.
Doug, as he is commonly known, was born on
the family farm 20-8-30 in the Coulson school district on December 29, 1910. He received his schooling at Coulson school, North of Antler,
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in Sinclair in November of 1977 where they are now
residing.

The Alex Johnson Family
Alex Johnson was born in Iceland, March 18,
1868, coming to this country about 1888. His first
work in this country was building railroads, the
Souris Estevan line, 1892 or thereabout. He filed for
a homestead on northeast of 18-7-28 and land title
records show he obtained patent on above on May 17,
1899.
In 1893 he was married to Sigrun Thorkelson of
Langruth who was born in Iceland on June 22, 1872.
The original house, a sod house, was built in the
extreme northwest corner of the northest of 18-7-28.
A frame house was later built near the east side of the
homestead on a hill. There was also a stone-bank
barn. This house was destroyed by fire in August,
1934. Much of the family records and old furniture
were lost in this fire.
Mrs. Johnson died February 21, 1912. Alex married again in 1914 to Svienborg Floventsdatter, born
in Iceland November 17, 1892. She died January
1934.
A. B. Martin who farmed southwest of 28-7-28,
to the best of my knowledge kept a diary for many
years and this diary may be still among his effects.
According to information available in 1939,
Alex's son, Chris Johnson, father of Hazel Johnson
(Mrs. John Berry) was the first white child born in
what is now Sinclair district. He was born in the sod
house on the northwest corner of 18-7-28.
Alex Johnson died July, 1937. Alex's second wife
died on January 8,1939 in Winnipeg. Chris Johnson,
farmer, was born February 18, 1884 and died in
Sinclair November, 1957. Carter was born February
18, 1888 in Sinclair and died March 4, 1977, at
Lyndell, Manitoba. He is buried at Green Acres
Cemetery, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Another son of
Alex's was born August 11, 1900 at Sinclair. He died
at Rock Island, on February 25, 1969 and is buried at
Rock Island, Illinois, U.S.A. Alex's daughter
Thelma was born April 7, 1902, in Sinclair and died
in Chicago, February 18, 1951. She is buried at Forest
Lawn. Another daughter, a business woman, Helga
was born on May 18, 1905. She died in Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan on May 14, 1924 and is buried at
Sinclair, Manitoba. Alex Jr. was born December 23
1908 at Sinclair, Manitoba. A half-brother Sig, wa~
born on May 27, 1915 at Sinclair, a musician of
Toronto.
All this family went to school in Sinclair.

Mr. E. T. Jones and May at lunch time, 1925.

March, 1911. During the following three years he was
employed with the Canadian National Railway at
Rivers and Transcona and with Mr. Charles Jackson
of the Crescent district and Mr. William Donald at
Linklater.
Late in 1914, he returned to Wales and in January,
1915 married Margaret Jane Hughes at Rhuddlan,
North Wales. They arrived in Reston that spring,
going to the farm of William Donald. For the following six years, they worked for William Donald,
William Duncan of Ebor and E. 1. Langstaffe of the
Bardal district. During this time, their family of three
were born, Mary (May) at Sinclair at the home of Mr.
John Bulloch, Dr. Young in attendance; Edward G.
and David L. at the Langstaffe farm, Dr. Clark of
Reston attending.
By the fall of 1920 the family decided to return
home to Wales to reside, but after a miserable winter
of illnesses and the unemployed situation, a decision
was made to return to Canada to the Bardal district in
1921. It was here that May began her schooling and
can relate attending school with now one of the tallest
men in the world, Irving Johnson. Bardal was consolidated at that time and being first on a long vanroute necessitated being ready to leave for school by
seven a.m.
In April, 1924, they moved to the Sinclair district
and farmed on the S. W. of 24-7 -29 and Ted assisted
on the farm of D. W. Mawdsley on Southeast of
23-7-29 who retired to British Columbia in 1925 and
the Jones family then moved to his farm and remained there until the fall of 1938. During these
years on the Thomas McKay farm, Ted purchased the
land previously farmed by William Chrisp, the northeast of 20-7-28 and resided there until his death in
June, 1971 at the age of eighty-four years. Mrs. Jones
had passed away in October, 1968 at the age of
eighty-two.
Ted Jones was one of the earliest members of the
Wheat Pool and was presented with a gold watch for
twenty-five years of faithful service on the local
board.

Jones, Ted and Margaret (Hughes)
Edward T. (Ted) Jones arrived in Canada with a
group of Welsh immigrants from North Wales in
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by two salesmen, selling plots in a cemetery near
Brandon, he replied, "What in the world would I
want to be buried there for when I have lived here all
my life?" Needless to say there was no sale.

Kabbeke, Remi and Elsie (Verheye)
Remi Kabbeke was born in Denterham,
Belgium, on November 18th, 1891, the son of Victor
and Leonia (Vanlerberghs). In 1926 Remi came to
Canada as a bachelor, working out for a farmer near
Medora for three years; then in 1929 he started to
farm on his own and in 1930 made a trip back to
Belgium.
On February 21st, 1931 he married Elsie Maria
(Verheye) daughter of Camille and Eva Verheye
(Windels), who was born March 25th, 1909, in
Meulebeka.
After the wedding they returned to Canada to the
Medora district and farmed a couple of years before
moving to Tilston, where their daughter Mary was
born March 24th, 1933. That same spring they
moved to Ebor and farmed there for eleven years.
During that time two children were born: Albert,
November 24th, 1934 and Peggy, January 2nd, 1939.
The year 1944, the Kabbeke family moved just
south of Sinclair. On January 13th, 1945 Gus was
born and December 10th, 1949 Anna was born. So,
they farmed in the Sinclair district till Remi passed'
away in February, 1970. Elsie, remained on the farm
for a year till she decided to make her home in
Brandon, where she resides.
On October 17th, 1953 Mary became the bride of
Mr. Andre Mispelon, son of Eugene and Celina Mispelon of Foxwarren. They made their home and
farmed in the Foxwarren district until the spring of
1955 when they moved southeast of Sinclair on a
farm where they still reside, having a family of two
children: Raymond and Bonnie. On August 6th,
1977 Raymond married Shelley Atchison, daughter
of Wilbert and Lillian Atchison from Pipestone, and
are making their home in the Linklater district. Raymond is a Mechanic at Berry Farm Equipment Ltd. in
Reston.
On March 6th, 1960, Albert married Christine
Campbell, daughter of Alex and Maureen Campbell
from Sinclair. They are farming south of Sinclair and
have a family of six children: Tony, Kevin, Carl,
Lisa, Teresa, and Terrina.
On October 4th, 1958, Peggy became the bride of
Mr. Steve Jezowski, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Jezowski from Fertile, and they are farming nine
miles north of Antler, Saskatchewan and have a family of three children: Gregory, Yvonne and Judy.
On October 17th, 1964, Gus married Evelyn
Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Russel Smith from

Sheep shearing on E. T. Jones farm.

Mrs. Jones had been a faithful worker for the
Ladies' Aid, which later became the United Church
Women, and was a soloist for many concerts and
assisted in the Church choir until ill health made it
impossible for her to carryon. She had also been a
member of the Auxiliary of the Canadian Legion.
May was married at Sinclair in November, 1938
to Norman E. Halstead of Myrtle, Manitoba and
moved to the Clear Lake district and later Onanole.
They have one son David, now of Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, who graduated as a teacher and married
Peggy Collins of London, England.
Daughters, Margaret, a teacher, married Dan
Speers of Alexander, Manitoba. Karen married Grant
Pryznyk of Bienfait, Saskatchewan and now lives at
Big River, Saskatchewan. There are now seven
grandchildren.
Edward (Ed) joined the Canadian army in 1941.
He married Edith Hogarth of the Clear Lake district
at Kingston, Ontario in May, 1942 and went overseas
with the Signal Corps, returning to Canada in 1945 to
reside in Toronto where he has been in the employment of the City Hydro. Ed's family consists of four
daughters; Lynn and Kathy who trained as Legal
Secretaries and also Claire and Faye. They have one
grandchild.
David married Mabel Borreson of Antler, Saskatchewan in December, 1945 and resides on the
home farm. Their family are Doris, a graduate nurse,
who married Duane Duncan of Linklater; Linda, also
a graduate nurse, married Norman Dowd of Glenboro, Manitoba and now resides in Brandon. Allan
married Julie Harrison of Maryfield, Saskatchewan
and resides on the home farm. There are four grandchildren.
Mr. Jones will always be remembered for his
typical candid remarks. One time when approached
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Cromer, and also farms just south of Sinclair, having
a family of two children: Sylvia and Blair.
On May 11th, 1968 Anna, the youngest daughter
became the bride of Mr. Doug Rekken, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce Rekken, of Fertile. They own and
operate the Southgate Motor Hotel at Onanole and
have a family of two children: Rachelle and Bruce.

He gave that up, and moved to the Tilston district,
just south and east of the Bill Mare farm. The children finished their schooling at Tilston, going by
van.
He had decided to work on government roads and
went with stone crusher to different parts of Manitoba for a few years. His wife cooked for the crew.
Later he came back and farmed west and north of
Sinclair, just past Bob Adams farm. They stayed
there until grasshoppers moved in and the Kiplings
moved out.
They decided to go north, took a team of horses
and Bennett buggy and drove from Sinclair to Glencairn, Manitoba, nine miles east of Kelwood, Manitoba on the C.N .R. main line, from Winnipeg to
Dauphin, four hundred miles return.
Later Doreen Adams and Mary Ellen drove to a
dance at Bardal school one night with the same team
and buggy. They got lost coming home, smashed the
buggy. That was the end of the Bennett buggy. There
were some wonderful times around Sinclair.
Mr. Kipling loaded cattle, horses, household
items at Cromer, and left for Glencairn, Manitoba.
Mrs. Kipling and Mary Ellen followed him in December, 1935. They farmed at Glencairn until 1943.
Mr. Kipling had a heart attack, so had to quit farmmg.
They bought a house in Glencairn, Mr. Kipling
carried mail until he retired in 1952. Mrs. Kipling
was in poor health by then. She was a diabetic, and
passed away March 20, 1953. Mr. Kipling passed
away on August 20, 1954.
Mary Ellen married Anthony Nadrozny at Kelwood, Manitoba, on January 29, 1941. They farmed
one and a half miles west of Glencairn.
They had three children: Alan Wayne, Ronald
Earl, and Linda Gail Amy. All went to Glencairn
school until 1956. Tony decided to move west. He
left in April. They had a sale in June, left after school
was out and arrived in Enderby, B.C., July, 1956.
They will never forget the first look at those
mountains, after living in Manitoba for forty years.
Tony started work for Riverside Lumber Mill, as a
lumber loader, loading lumber in boxcars by hand.
He stayed with them for twenty years and he retired
in July, 1976.
Their three children finished their schooling in
Enderby.
Wayne the oldest, a meat cutter for Safeway store
in Vernon, B. c., lives in Coldstream with his wife
Yoshkp Tokairin, whom he married on September 3,
1964. They have two boys, Trevor and Brett.
Ronald and partner own their Body Shop in Enderby, B.C. He lives in Ashton Creek, six miles east
of Enderby, with his wife Barbara, married in May

King, Harold
Harold King, a well educated man, came from
London, England to Sinclair in 1903. He arrived with
two chums, Grank Bates and Pat Murphy. Harold
worked for Frank McGuire, who farmed about four
miles north of Sinclair. The Henry Zarn family
homestead joined McGuires, so Harold was a frequent visitor at the Zarn home, as he liked company
and children. Mrs. H. Zarn baked bread for bachelors, so baked for Harold too. He remembered the
big blizzard that took the life of a man and his oxen
near the Pipestone Creek on September llth, 1903.
In 1907 Harold King left Sinclair area and took a
homestead near Kyle, Saskatchewan, and farmed
there until 1934, when he rented his land. In 1950 he
sold his farm and moved to Kyle. He never married.
He remembered hauling grain fifty miles to Swift
Current in 1912 and later twenty-one miles to Penant,
Saskatchewan. Harold died about 1960.

Kipling, William and Amy (Wood)
William George Kipling, was born in 1883, at
Whitby, Yorkshire, England, came to Reston, Manitoba in 1907 and went farming south and west of
Reston.
Amy Wood was born at Virden, Manitoba in
1891. She lived in the Hillview district and took her
schooling there. She married George Kipling at Reston, Manitoba in 1910.
Mr. Kipling farmed most of his life around, Reston, Tilston and Sinclair. Edwin Earl was born in
September, 1911. He lives at Brandon, Manitoba.
William George was born October, 1913, and
lives at CAlgary, Alberta. Mary Ellen was born in
June, 1917.
The Kiplings farmed across from Dave Traill for
many years, until they lost their home by fire. They
then moved into Crescent district, living by Albert
and Mary Butters, a second home as they had no
children.
The children went to Crescent school. Their first
teacher, Mrs. C. McLaren, still lives in Brandon,
Manitoba.
Mr. Kipling owned a steam engine and separator,
and went out threshing every fall. That time you
hired the crew, and when it rained they all came
home.
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in Lake Cowichan, B.C. They have four grandchildren.
Henry (Buster) and wife, Joyce, live in New
Westminster. They have one son, Ted.

16, 1964. They have two children, a boy Ryan and a
girl, Trudy.
Gail's husband, is James Peacher whom she married September 2, 1966. James drives a logging
truck. They have two children, a boy, Douglas and a
girl, Tracy. They also live at Ashton Creek.
Tony and Mary Ellen have our home, four miles
east of Enderby, enjoying retirement.

Martin, Albert and Mary (Stark)
Albert Edward Martin came to Manitoba in 1898
and worked at painting for a farmer, Dick Joint at
Griswold, Manitoba, an occupation which he had
followed as a young man near Wingham, Ontario.
On December 2,1899, he came across the border
to Saskatchewan, then the North West Territories,
and applied for a homestead on the southeast of
36-7-30, which lies on the Manitoba border. In 1901
he went back to Wingham, Ontario, and persuaded
his father Thomas Martin, a widower, to come west
and homestead. They sold their few possessions in
Ontario and came back west where Thomas Martin
homesteaded on the northeast of section 26-7-30
where Murray Ross now lives.
Thomas Martin had been used to Railroad and
bush work all his life before coming west at sixty
years of age. He was good with hand tools so he dug
ditches by shovel and pick, to drain all his homestead. He used the stones for tiling and when he sold
his quarters every acre was tillable.
At this time the railroad just came as far as Reston
so supplies had to be carried from Reston. Albert had
to learn to bake, so that was his job after a day's walk
to Reston and back - he baked bread to have a rest.
Albert first farmed with three oxen and later
purchased a horse so now Thomas and he worked
their two quarters together and used a twelve inch
walking plow to break their land, about ten acres
each year out of raw prairie. There was not any
necessity to cut brush as there were not any trees, due
to the prairie fires.
In 1903 Albert went back to Wingham, Ontario
and married Mary Richmond Stark, and came back
to the homestead where by now he had built a log
house, a stable and granary. Thomas Martin had
buildings on his quarter so went back to batch part
time.
During his homestead days the mosquitoes were
a men~ce. The men wore veils on the hats much like
the bee keepers of our time do. Albert chewed tobacco and forgetting his veil would spit without
lifting it. Immagine the poor veil conditions.
The oxen were driven or guided by a yoke, so
when they got too hot they would head for the nearest
slough and go in, implement, man and all. No
amount of persuasion would move them till they were
ready to come out.
Young brides coming west had their trials. Some
brought hand woven carpets which had to be tacked

Mangelsen, Henry and Nicoline (Grimm)
Nicoline (nee Grimm) and Henry Mangelsen
came out to Winnipeg, Manitoba in 1905 from
Schleswig-Holstein, Germany.
Henry did contracting work in Winnipeg from
1905 until 1913. While in Winnipeg four of their
seven children were born. Anna Louisa in 1906,
Wilhelmina (Mana) in 1908, Hans Peter (Pete) in
1910, and Henrietta (Henry) in 1912.
In 1913 the family moved to Broomhill, Manitoba to take up farming. While in Broomhill Louise
(Lu) was born in 1915 and Oscar in 1918.
In 1925 they moved to Sinclair. Henry (Buster)
was born in 1925. They farmed at Sinclair until 1936.
In the year of 1936 Nicoline and Henry retired to
Nanaimo, B.C. Henry died the following year(1937)
at the age of fifty-six.
Nicoline then moved to Chemainus, B.C., where
she lived for several years, before moving to
Naramata, B.C. She passed away in Naramata in
January, 1978 at the age of ninety-two.
At the present time Mrs. Parkinson (Anne), widowed, is living in Naramata. Her two children Betty
and Johnny are living in Langley Prairie, B.C., and
Vancouver, B.C. She has five grandchildren.
Mrs. Miller (Mana), widowed, also lived in
Naramata. Her son Stanley lives in Kamloops, B.C.
She has one grandchild and one great-grandchild.
Hans Peter (Pete) and his wife Alice (nee Hitchcock) live in Victoria, B.C. They have two children,
Faye (Mrs. Rowley) living in Victoria and Randy also
living in Victoria.
Mrs. Tucker (Henry) passed away in Chemainus
in 1964. She left her husband, Larry, who passed
away in 1978 and three children: Inez, Norman and
Gordon. Gordon died in 1973. Inez and son live in
Chemainus. Norman, his wife, Linda, and four children also reside in Chemainus.
Mrs. Louise Crossan (Lu) lives in Haney, B.C.
She has two daughters: Joan Breed and daughters
living in Haney and Barbara Smith and four children
living in Victoria. Lu has five grandchildren.
Oscar and his wife Norah (nee Woodcock) are
now living on Gabriola Island, B.C. They have two
sons: Gary, his wife Marg and two children live in
Victoria. Dale, his wife, Jeanine, and two sons live
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Donald Merrill born June 3, 1936 at Winnipeg
married Louise Frances Phillips at Calgary, Alberta.
They have four children; John Joseph, Wendy Faye,
James Donald and Kathy Marie.
Annabelle was born June 4, 1907 and on November 25, 1931 married William Opper a farmer in the
Cloverhill district. They have a family of six; Beverley, Clara Jean, Hartley, Helen, Robert and Dennis. Annabelle passed away 1959 and Bill passed
away in 1976.
Beverley married Henry Dittmer of Cloverhill
district on July 14, 1949 where they lived until 1974,
when they moved to Brandon. They have three children Linda, Murray and Randy. Linda married Brian
Winch of Reston on August 3, 1968. They have two
boys Troy and Aaron. They moved to Swift Current
where Brian is employed with Elmwood Chrysler
Dodge. Murray married Patricia Berry daughter of
Burton and Vera Berry of Reston , in November 1973.
They have two children Tanya and Cory. They live in
Brandon where Murray is employed with the Department of Highways. Randy is employed with Beverages Services in Brandon.
Clara Jean married Francis Duncan on November
25, 1953, son of Ken and Retta Duncan of Sinclair,
where they farmed for a number of years. They had a
family of six; Barbara Anne, Brian, James, Robert,
Shirley and Wendy. Barbara Anne married Gary
Johnston on February 9, 1980; they live in Antler,
Saskatchewan and have one daughter Jamie Leigh.
On July 16, 1977 Brian married Beth Curtis, daughter of Donald and Jeannetta Curtis of Reston. Brian is
employed with Hamilton and Allan. Beth teaches
school. James married Joy Ross on August 26, 1978
and they have one son Scott James. James works at
Saskatchewan Pool Elevator in Antler, Saskatchewan. Robert David works at Manitoba Pool Elevator
at Deloriane, Manitoba. Shirley and Wendy are living at home and attending Reston Collegiate. Frances
Duncan died August 19, 1974. Clara Jean married
Francis Cooper Nash on July 19, 1978 and they farm
south of Sinclair.
Hartley farmed in the Lenore district where he
married Eleanor Nolan. They have since retired to
Virden. They have two daughters Laverne and Marty.
Helen married August Dittmer on August 12,
1953. They have seven children David, Brenda,
Blake, Leanne, Alvin, Sherri, and Victoria. David
married Charlene Willis on February 1, 1980 and
works for the United Grain Growers at Swan Lake,
Manitoba. Brenda lives in Calgary and has two boys
Lonnie and Michael. Blake works for Isaac Honey
Farms at Sinclair. Leanne is a Graduate nurse and
works at Brandon Health Centre. Alvin is taking a

to the floor and each housecleaning time taken up and
washed and tacked down again. The children of
Albert and Mary can remember telling how they
robbed wild duck nests and put hens' eggs under to be
hatched. They had to be there a day before the eggs
were to hatch or they couldn't catch the chicks. They
seemed to get the wild instinct from the mother duck.
They had a family of seven; Marion, Tom, Annabelle, Lome, Edna, Wesley and Irene. The children all attended Braeside school which was four and
a half miles north west. Until the children were old
enough the Dad drove them in the winter and mother
drove them in the summer.
Marion, Tom, Annabelle and Lome were all born
in the first sod house. Edna, Wesley and Irene were
born in the new frame house. Dr. Chapman of Reston
was the attending physician for all the family except
Edna and Wesley, making the sixteen mile trip by
horse and buggy. The mother, Mary Richmond,
passed away on January 28, 1930. Albert Martin
passed away on July 28, 1949. Grandfather Thomas
Martin passed away in August, 1932.
Marion, the eldest went to Braeside school and
took high school in Antler, then took a dressmaking
course in Winnipeg. Marion was born on November
6, 1903 and married Athol Davey a farmer, on March
16, 1933. They farmed on the same farm until their
son bought the farm and they retired but still live in
the buildings. They have two children Barbara and
Preston.
In 1953 Barbara married Maurice Nolin of the
Kelvendale district, where they still farm. They have
three children Darlene, Dale and Larry.
Preston married Joyce Adair, formerly of Maryfield, on September 27, 1963, but teaching school at
Sinclair. They bought the Lome Veale farm where
they made their home, and continued to work the
home farm, which they bought later. They have two
children Robyn and Aaron who are in school. The
family have made their home in Winnipeg since
1979.
Tom was born on the home farm at Antler on July
14, 1905, and married Vera Cove on February 19,
1930. They farmed in the Braeside district until 1935 ,
when they moved to Rosser, Manitoba. In 1942 they
moved back to farm in the Braeside district, until
1947 when they moved to Reston, to the 1. I. Bulloch
farm, now farmed by Elwin Martin. Tom passed
away March 24, 1970. At present Vera resides in a
Senior Citizen Apartment at Edson, Alberta. They
had four children; Albert, Don, Diane and Lois.
George Albert Thomas born April 8, 1931 married
Margaret McKim on July 25, 1952. They have five
children, Raymond, Evelyn, Elaine, Rodney and
Elizabeth.
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Motor Mechanic course in Brandon. Sherri and Victoria both at home and attending Reston Collegiate.
Robert married Rose Pickett on April 7th, 1962.
They now live in Redvers where they own a Livestock Trucking business. They have two daughters
Rhonda and Lisa who are presently attending school
in Redvers.
Dennis is unmarried and living in Redvers where
he drives a truck for Robert's Trucking Business.
Lome was born on April 25, 1909, farmed with
his father until March 12, 1936 when he married
Gwen Ross, daughter of Clarence and Bessie Ross of
Antler Saskatchewan. They then moved to the east
half of section 5-8-29 in the Bardal district, formerly
farmed by Chas. McKinnon and Jim Fair. They have
a family of four sons and one daughter; Kenneth,
Gerald, Elwin (Buck), Hal and Lorna. Lome and
Gwen retired to Reston in 1973 when they purchased
the Mrs. Marie Gruber property.
Kenneth Lawrence married Frances Jensen,
daughter of Agnes and Jack Jensen of Maryfield, in
1961. They reside on the home farm at Sinclair,
Manitoba. They have two children; Kevin Lawrence
born at Redvers, attended elementary school at Sinclair and is now attending Reston Collegiate. He's
very active in school sports, hockey and fast ball.
Laurie Lynn was born at Redvers, attended elementary school at Sinclair and is now attending Reston
Collegiate. She is active in school sports, figure
skating and softball.
Gerald Grant married June Gaze1ey, eldest
daughter of Harry and Stella Gazeley of Maryfield,
on June 24, 1963. They farmed at Wood north until
1967 then they moved to Ken Zelmer's farm in the
Bardal district. They have four children; Rhonda
Colleen born at Virden, attended Sinclair Elementary
school and is now· attending Reston Collegiate; Wendy Lou, born at Virden, attends Sinclair elementary
school; Gregory Grant born at Virden, attending
school at Sinclair Elementary school; Lisa Nicole
was born at Melita.
Elwin Harold (Buck) Martin born December 31,
1938 married Gladys May Tribe in 1965, daughter of
Herbert and Kathleen Tribe. They farmed at Reston
on the former Tom Martin's farm. They have three
children; Kathleen Marie, born in Brandon April 10,
1965, attended Reston Elementary school and Reston
Collegiate. She is active in school sports, and very
active in school band. Richard Lome, born August
19, 1966 in Brandon attends elementary school in
Reston and is active in school sports and 4H Beef
Club. He also took part in the school band. Bradley
Elwin born August 19, 1969 attends Reston Elementary school and is active in 4H Beef Club, hockey and
curling.

Clarence Hal married Debra Carol Cochrane,
youngest daughter of Harvey and Ann Cochrane of
Woodnorth on October 22, 1965. They farmed at
Sinclair until December 1968, then moved to the
former Norman Lennon farm in the Hillview district.
They have three children; Corey Hal, born April
24th, 1970 at Virden hospital; Twyla Hope, born
March 8th, 1973 at Virden and Tanya Carol born
April 23rd, 1978, at Virden. Corey and Twyla attend
Reston Elementary school.
Lorna Irene, only daughter of Lome and Gwen,
married Alvin Irwin, son of Doug and Clara Irwin of
Antler, in 1961. They reside on the Irwin home farm
in the Clover Hill district. They have two children:
Carolyn Dawn, born at Redvers, attended elementary school at Sinclair and is now attending Reston
Collegiate. Her interests are singing and music.
Cheryl Arlene, born at Redvers, attended elementary
school at Sinclair and is now attending Reston Collegiate. She is active in school sports, figure skating
and softball.
Edna was born on the home farm on October 26,
1916 and attended Braeside school. She married Albert Adair a farmer north of Antler on January 15,
1937, and lived there until November 20, 1940 when
they moved to a farm three miles north of Antler.
They have four children Joan, Doreen, Keith and
Barry.
Wesley George Martin was born February 10,
1920 and received his education at Braeside school
north of Antler. He worked with his father on the
farm, and served with the Armed Forces during
World War II. After the war he returned to farming.
He married Agnes Bushman of Saskatoon on
November 10, 1948. Wes and Agnes took over the
home farm at this time. They had one daughter Valerie who married Grant Harvey an ad there are three
children, Terry, Treena, and Christina. Wes liked
farming, Angus cattle and grain crops. He was always ready to take part in any community project and
he very much enjoyed the company of his friends and
neighbors. Wesley passed away on December 15,
1979. The farm is now rented. Agnes makes her
home in Saskatoon at present.
Irene Louise Martin, youngest daughter of Albert
and Mary Martin, was born on the family farm January 24, 1925 with attending physician Dr. Chapman.
She received her education at Braeside and Antler
schools. On July 10th, 1950 she married Allan
Willett Kendrick, second son of Nels and Harriett
Kendrick. They live in the house which was the
Kendrick homestead in 1900. Allan was born March
7, 1915 at Reston, received education at Dublin,
south west of Reston. After leaving school he started
farming which he still carries on. In 1977 Irene
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opened a Ceramics business in Reston (Ceramics
Unlimited) selling Ceramics as well as teaching Ceramics during the winter months. Their children are:
Carol Irene Kendrick born May 2,1951, Virden. She
completed her schooling at Dublin and Reston Collegiate. Carol worked in Winnipeg for three years,
then opened a hair dressing shop in Glenboro. She
married Edward Van Damme, son of Maurice and
Sue Van Damme of Belmont. They were married at
Reston United Church on June 5, 1976. They live on
a farm at Belmont. They have one daughter Crystal
Charlene born February 4, 1979 at Fargo, N. D. ,
U.S.A.
Gary Nelson Kendrick, born October 28, 1953 at
Reston, received his education at Dublin and Reston
schools. After leaving school he became a farmer,
and farms in the Dublin district with his father.
Allan Wayne Kendrick, born July 26, 1958 at
Reston, attended Reston School. After graduating
from Reston Collegiate he worked at Lynne Lake for
one year, then took a course in Auto Mechanics at
Keewatin College at The Pas. He enjoys sports, especially hockey.
Lynn Louise Kendrick born in Reston on September 26, 1959 attended school in Reston and completed her grade twelve at Crocus Plains in Brandon.
Lynn has worked at various jobs while studying
towards her B.A. in music. On July 15, 1978 she
married Michael Anthony Walker of Brandon. Mike
completed his education at Brandon.
Ronald Blair Kendrick born February 4, 1964 in
Reston, is presently attending Reston Collegiate.
Ron's interests are sports, hunting and fishing.
Nancy Darlene Kendrick, born at Virden, December 1966, is presently attending Reston Collegiate. Her interests are music, 4H, cooking and reading
and dancing.

When he was nineteen years old he was called in to
the Russian Army. There he learned to play the
cornet when he was serving. After the army he came
to Vulka Volhynia, Russia. There he married his first
wife, she did not live long after marriage. In 1902 he
married Holdiena Yanke. In 1903 there was born a
sister that died as an infant. Then in 1904, Reinhold
was born. Olga, another sister born in 1906. She died
when she was about three years old. Donald a brother
born in 1907. Sister Tillie born in 1908 and sister
Emma in 1909.
In 1910 the 15th of December Julius and Holdiena
decided to move to America, and Canada. Julius
didn't have a pass so the Jews smuggled them across
the German border. It happened that there was a big
snow storm and the sleigh that they were in upset.
Four of the kids got colds. In the mean time the trains
got snow bound and behind time. So they missed the
ship they were supposed to go on. That ship would
have taken them to Montreal, Canada but they
missed it. So they were told that there was a freight
ship going to Philadelphia, U.S.A. Julius had no
choice so he took it. The first day on the ship everybody was fed real good with lots of macaroni. After a
day or so it got pretty rough on the sea and the
macaroni didn't want to stay down too well. From
there on it got worse. Some of the people cried. They
wanted to go back and a lot of them died on the ship.
Little sister Emma died about three days before they
got to Philadephia and she was buried in the sea.
Brother Donald, died two days later. He was buried in
Philadelphia. Julius went to the funeral but Holdiena
was sick most of the way and with two of her children
gone it was hard for her to bear, almost unbearable.
So when they got to Philadelphia they were to get off
there. But Julius did not have enough money to go by
train to Uncle at Lanigan, Saskatchewan so he gave
them his brother's address in Okalhoma, U.S.A.,
only about five hundred miles from the port of Galveston, Texas. They were on the ship another sixteen
days. When they got to Uncle Gustopes Tillie was so
run down she had to learn to walk again. Their uncle
lived at Bessie, Oklahoma. It got very hot down there
by July. Julius got a job there on the farm. Then in
July 1911, they moved to Saskatchewan, where
Julius's Uncle Jacob Mayert lived. He lived fourteen
miles south at Esk, Saskatchewan. Julius got a job
soon after they got there. They moved into an old big
house that was very cold in the winter. When Julius
woke up in the morning he would have frost on his
beard. But that kept Julius from giving up. That
winter Lou was born, February 21, 1912. Reinhold
went to school in the summer, but in winter there was
no school. The next year Bill was born, March 22,
1913. There was a man by the name of John Sailer

Mawdsley, D. W.
Very little is known of his early days except that
D. W. Mawdsley took up a homestead which was the
northeast of 14-7 -29, before the railroad had come to
Sinclair, prior to 1899. He later bought the east half of
23-7 -29 and built a farmstead there surrounded on
three sides by a fine windbreak. His homestead shack
was used as a blacksmith shop for many years.
He had a family of two daughters and retired to
Lulu Island, B.C. in 1925. He once told the story of a
Mr. McMurchy coming to sell him a plow as he was
breaking sod with a walking plow pulled by a horse
and an ox; so, in order to do business, they just kept
walking along behind the plow.

Mayert, Julius and Holdiena (Yanke)
Julius Mayert was born in west Poland in 1871.
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who had a farm with machinery. He left it all and
went blacksmithing so Julius took over his farm and
started farming. Julius bought two Hereford oxen.
When they got tired of work they just lay down and
that was it. One time when Julius had to go to town in
the winter to trade butter for groceries, he took Reinhold along. It was nice when they left home. But the
roads were badly snow packed as there was a lot of
snow that winter. The oxen couldn't walk on that
kind of roads too well so they were a long time getting
to town. But getting back took longer. It started
drifting and got dark and the oxen lay down. Luckily
they could see a house light. They walked to that
place and Julius and the farmer went back for the
oxen with a lantern. They stayed there that night.
Holdiena was glad to see them, with three smal1
children and chores to do and no one around for
miles.
They had a barn made of sods, it was nice and
warm and the chickens even laid an odd egg or two.
In the fall of 1914 Uncle Jacob, his son Charlie,
Rudolph and some other farmers got together to load
a car of wheat at Esk, Saskatchewan. They needed a
lot of teams of horses and wagons, so they got Reinhold to drive one team. It was early in the morning
and quite cool. So Reinhold jumped off and started
walking beside the wagon. The hind wheel caught his
leg and ran over it with the load of wheat, right above
his knee. In Russia when Reinhold was about three
years old and still wearing a dress, some kids and he
were cooking carrots in hot ashes when his dress
caught fire and he was badly burnt. When he was five
years old his cousin B ill Daher chopped off two of his
fingers with an ax in his father's work shop.
In 1914, Donald Zelmer came to visit them from
Sinclair. He was one of Julius's chums and a neighbor
from Russia. He talked Julius into coming to Sinclair. Kon Eisler had a big farm there for them. So in
the spring of 1915 they put in a crop of wheat. It came
up good but they had a hard frost and froze it bad.
Julius wanted to sell the whole crop for three hundred
dollars but no one would buy it. But it turned out not
too bad. The price was around sixty-five cents a
bushel. Marnie was born that spring of 1915. After
they took off that crop they started packing to make
the move to Sinclair, Manitoba. Julius got a freight
car for the machinery, some chickens and whatever
else they had. It was cheaper to move by freight.
Holdiena and the five children went by train. Lou
made sure he would not leave behind his pillow, that
he loved so much. In October, they started to farm on
the Kon Eisler farm 16-7-29. Julius bought ten horses
with harness for $200.00 each. He got twenty head of
cattle on shares and rented the section of land. So
now he was farming in a big way. Reinhold was

eleven years old and had a hard time to get the
harness on the big horses.
Reinhold attended Clover Hill school whenever
he did not have to help his father, until he was fourteen. Elsie was born March 1,1916. In 1917, May 29,
Sara was born. Marnie slipped on a stone and was
killed the year of 1917. In 1918, Lydia was born.
Rachel was born December 3, 1919. July 27, 1921
Edward (Ted) was born. Then in 1923, January 20,
Laurence (Chuck) was born. Farming was coming
along pretty good. They had some good years. In the
fall of 1923, Reinhold went to Michigan, U.S.A. to
find a job. He had a grandfather there and uncles and
aunts, the Yanke's on his mother's side of the family.
He came back in the spring, not much richer. He was
only making thirty-seven cents an hour. In 1924, May
22, Irene was born. In the fall of 1924 Reinhold went
to U. S. A., worked there for thirty-seven cents an
hour, and came back home in spring. In 1925 Evelyn
was born July 22nd. In 1925 Julius bought a Case
threshing machine, brand new for $3000.00. Reinhold threshed with it for nine years. Then in 1927,
May 9th, Henry (Ford) was born. Martha, (Curly)
was born in 1929, August 15th.
In 1929, November 21, Reinhold married Eleanor Titchkosky of Morden, Manitoba. They made
their home with his father and mother for the winter.
Then in the spring 1930, he and his father chased the
sparrows out of the cement house, fixed it up the best
they could and they moved in to start a family of their
own.
Reinhold farmed the east half of section
21-17-29. In 1931 April 13, their first son Clarence
was born. April the 12th, 1932 their second son was
born but only lived a short time after birth. In 1933,
June 19th their daughter Lenore was born. Then in
September 1933, Florence McArthur, a teacher of
Clover Hill school came to board with them. Board
and room was only $15.00 a month but every little bit
helped to keep them going. Her wages were only
$450.00. They sure enjoyed her company. In 1934
they heard that the Eisler Estate was going to be
divided. That did not leave much choice but to move
out of there. Eleanor's father had a farm for them to
rent. They shipped their cattle and horses and machinery to Morden, Manitoba by freight in the fall of
1934. The governent paid the freight.
The Reinhold Mayert family and the teacher
stayed at Sinclair until spring. April the 3rd, 1935
they loaded the truck with the rest of their belongings
and their two children Clarence and Lenora and
started out for their new home and farm at Morden,
Manitoba. Their house and barn were all built together. Seemed strange that summer, but in winter it
was real nice, as they did not have to go outside to do
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chores. Another daughter Shirley was born April,
1938. Then in 1939 Doris was born. In 1941 they
bought the farm from Eleanor's father.
In 1952 Julius passed away at Sinclair. In 1952, on
October 2nd, Reinhold had his third and last son,
Murray. In 1953, Eleanor, Reinhold and Murray, Lou
and Holdiena motored to Michigan, U.S.A. Holdiena caught a cold and was not feeling too good after
they got there. They started for home and rushed their
trip home, but by the time they got to Morden,
Holdiena was pretty sick. They took her right to the
Morden hospital where she passed away the next
evening. She was taken to Sinclair to be buried.
Reinhold and Eleanor bought another lot in town,
built another house and that is where they still live at
present.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell McConnell, who lived on a
farm outside Kincardine, Ontario.
In 1958 Judy started school at Sinclair. Her first
teacher was Mrs. Irene Graham. Terry started school
in 1962 and his first teacher was Miss Joyce Adair
from Maryfield. At that time Sinclair school went
only to Grade Eight so both Judy and Terry continued
on to Reston Collegiate.
In 1967, Canada's Centennial year, the family
was very busy preparing for a newer home to be
moved to the farm. At this time Judy was in a car
accident, ending up in Winnipeg Children's Hospital
with a broken pelvis. This made for a lot of extra
worry for the family. On February 14, 1970 Judy was
married to Dean Henuset (son of Mr. and Mrs. A. O.
Henuset of Pipestone) in Sinclair United Church.
They live in Pipestone.
In the spring of 1974 Elwyn decided to sell the
farm and the lovely herd of Charolais cattle which he
had built up. They sold the farm to Don Paton and
Sons of Tilston. They bought a home in Reston
(formerly owned by Ev. Lockhart) and moved in
September ninth, 1974. Elwyn and Terry started
working at a factory in Virden called Walden Industries, then, along with Ken Campion of Pipestone,
began carpentry work.
Terry and Kim Wilkins (third daughter of Art and
Donna Wilkins) were married on May 20, 1978 in
Reston United Church and they reside in a mobile
home in Reston.
Eleanor and Elwyn have two grandchildren: Trevelynn Dean, born August 21, 1970 and Alma Coraleigh Eleanor, born August 13, 1971 in Souris
Hospital to Judy and Dean.
In spite of much hard work, and many health
problems for Eleanor, including three open-heart operations, they have had a happy and fulfilling life
with their family and friends in this community.

McConnell, Elwyn and Eleanor (Fisette)
Elwyn Donald McConnell (born January 5,1927)
of Kincardine, Ontario met Eleanor Mae Fisette of
Sinclair in December, 1947, when he was acting as
best man for Joe Milliken, who married Dorothy
Fisette, Eleanor's sister. Elwyn and Eleanor were
married February 17, 1951 at Bervie, Ontario. In
September, 1950 they had gone to visit Elwyn's parents. They both obtained employment; Elwyn at Malcom's Furniture Factory and Eleanor at the Botany
Dry Spinners Knitting Mill both in Kincardine, till
May of 1951.
They returned to Sinclair by train. It was a very
wet spring to be starting out farming. Roads were
impassable to cars and they moved what belongings
they had by team and wagon five and one-half miles
south of Sinclair to the farm (2-6-29) known as Chris
Abrahamson farm. It was previously farmed by
Leanard Ardiel who had to retire from farming because of a heart condition. The closest neighbours
were the Jack Halldorsons, Ken Haywards, and the
Armstrongs.
On November 27, 1952 a daughter, Judy Lynn,
was born in Reston Hospital. By then they had a 1929
Model A Ford Car. Money was scarce as they had
been hailed out two years in a row. Entertainment
consisted of visiting neighbours and friends and long
card games. Quite often Grampa Roy Fisette would
take them to Reston or Antler to get the extra shopping done and to go to the picture show, which was a
big thing then.
In the spring of 1956 a son, Terry Elwyn, was
born at Reston Hospital on April seventh. That fall in
November, Eleanor's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Fisette, retired and moved to Sinclair to live. Elwyn
bought their farm (2-7-29) and moved there.
In November, 1957 Elwyn and Eleanor took their
first trip by train to Ontario to visit Elwyn's parents,

McCoy, Abe and Jessie
John and Abe were brothers. Abe and Jessie
farmed in the Sinclair area. They had a family of
three boys and one girl. Anna married Stanley Wale
from Ontario. The family moved to Cabri, Saskatchewan. The boys live in B.C., and Stan and Anna now
live in Hamiota, Manitoba. They also have a son Ray
in Hamiota, and two sons and a daughter in B.C.
Abe passed away in Vancouver in the early 1950's
and Jessie died several years later.

McCoy, John and Elizabeth (Milne)
John McCoy, born May, 1874 in Lanark, Ontario
came to homestead in Tilston (Crescent) area in
1892. Elizabeth Ann Milne, born December 26, 1885
at Airdrie, Scotland, immigrated to Lyleton, Man690

itoba in 1907 where her sister Susan had married
Frederick Rush, a station agent at that time.
John and Elizabeth were married at Pierson,
Manitoba, November 8, 1908. They lived in Sinclair
until 1948. John owned and operated a steam threshing outfit and had a circuit which took him away to
Tilston and Bede areas until after snowfall each year.
He also had a blacksmith shop and then a machinery
business. Later, mixed farming was his main livelihood. Lack of firewood was a grave concern for
many years, making long hauls from Tilston and
Bede areas necessary. Then dry years and grasshoppers added to the burden of providing for a family of
ten. Sometimes the Doctor couldn't get there; then
Mrs. John Bulloch filled in as midwife.
Catherine (Tasse) Valalee arrived in 1910, became a nurse and an artist and in later years earned
her living by painting. She married Charlie Venables
and they had two children: Ann and Arthur.
Catherine passed away in Vancouver, December 10,
1964.
Eleanor Lena was born September II, 19II and
also became a Registered Nurse, married Bob Mathewson of Woodnorth and carried on her nursing
profession in Moline District and wherever she was
needed. Lena and Bob have two children: John in
RCMP in Ottawa, Jean (Carberry) of Kitchener. John
has three girls and Jean three children. Bob worked
for Manitoba Co-op. Lena does volunteer work as a
braillist: teacher of Braille reading for the blind, in
Saskatoon.
Evelyn Mavis, born December 12, 1912, married
Glyn Jones. Gwyneth married Alf Knudsen and resides in Haney, B. c., with a family of four. Lynn
married Ray Needham. Byron married and resides in
Haney, B. C. Phyllis married 1. Staples and resides in
Saskatoon. Bob married and lives in Lethbridge,
Alberta. Mavis passed away May 21, 1974 in Vancouver and following cremation, ashes were scattered at Pauline Johnson's monument, a favorite
poetess and source of comfort to Mavis over the
years.
Glyn had a wonderful voice and could sing for
hours. He passed away three years after Mavis and is
interred in Sinclair Cemetery.
Wes, May 12, 1912 (Wesley John) joined the army
and served in Italy. Later he married Sue Walters and
lived in Arborfield where he was employed as a
carpenter and painter, then at Rapid City and Brandon. Eight children were born of this union.
Bob (1940-1960) was killed in a car accident. Ken
(1941-1978) was an artist and made his living as such.
He married at Galt, Ontario and has three children.
Ken was killed, also, in a car accident in June of this
year. Roy, employed in Winnipeg, is married, with

three children. They reside at Stony Mountain, Manitoba. Barry is married and is a cabinet maker in
Calgary, Alberta. They have one child. Louise resides in Brandon and is employed at a drapery shop.
Mona lives in Toronto and is married, with two
children. Lawrence, born 1956, gained renown as an
air brush painter and many vans are seen in Brandon
area that he has decorated. Lawrence was drowned in
a boating accident at Oak Lake, May, 1976. Bob,
Ken and Lawrence are interred in Rapid City cemetery along with an infant sister. Wes resides in the
International Nursing Home.
Remona Grace was born on December 16. She
graduated in 1942 from Brandon General Hospital as
a Registered nurse. She married Nelson Main and
after the war moved to Souris where she continued
nursing and raised a family of four children. Don
married Lorna Wiley and is employed by C.P.R.
living in Brandon. Fred lives at home and is employed by C.P.R. Glen married and resides in Edmonton, Alberta, employed by an Undertaking firm.
Susan married George Briggs of Hartney. They have
three children and live at Richmond, B.C.
Mona and Nelson moved to Winnipeg where
Nelson is a meat cutter and Mona follows her nursing
profession at Health Sciences Centre.
On July 16, 1918 Wilma Edna arrived. After
leaving school she married Doug Hazelwood of Moline District and they farmed for many years. They
had a family of three sons and one daughter. In an
effort to get better medical care for their daughter,
both deaf and crippled, they moved to Vancouver.
Ivan is married and has three boys, he is a computer
programmer. Shirley is now in a home for the Handicapped. Gary is a bus driver, is married and has two
children. Andy resides in Brandon and is employed
by Burns. Douglas passed away December 21, 1974.
Margaret Ruth was born January 20, 1923. She
was named after Mrs. Bulloch, the midwife. Like the
rest of the family she attended Sinclair school. She
worked as a domestic, tried nursing, went back to
housework and married Roy Tapp of Moline district.
After many years of mixed farming, they now grain
farm. They have three children: Betty McLaren of
Winnipeg. Bob and Betty were blessed with Shelly
and Kelly and twin girls interred in Rivers cemetery.
Betty is a ceramic teacher and artist. Kenneth, a
mechanic, recently moved from Winnipeg to the
town of Moline, and is employed at Rivers. Terry
works at home in summer and has other employment
during winter months.
James Byron, born October 24, 1926 joined 1st
Parachute Battalion and saw action in Europe, mainly
the Rhine Battle and in Belgium. He returned home
and was employed by Manitoba Pool Elevators' Con691

struction gang. He married Isobel Fleming and they
have three children, Douglas, David and Brenda,
residing with grandparents at Dufresne, Manitoba.
Jim lives in Brandon and does casual construction.
William George, born October 24, 1926 worked
on various farms after leaving school. He joined the
army and served in England and France. He married
Marg Johnson and lives in Brandon. Bill is a baker by
trade. They have a family of eight. Ray and Dennis
live at Wetaskawin, Alberta. Gordon is married in
Brandon. He is in the upholstery business and has
three children. Keith and Bob live in Winnipeg.
Keith is married and both boys work for an Insurance
company. Brian resides in Kemnay with his mother
and works in Brandon. Bernice and Bonnie are at
home.
Andrew Jack, born September 28, 1928, completed school and was employed at various farms
before joining the Air Force. He chose ground crew
training as a mechanic. He married Mary in Winnipeg where Mona, Tim and Ann Marie were born.
After serving in Trenton, Ontario and completing his
career in the Air Force he moved to B. C., to a
refrigeration business. III health brought an early
retirement and they now live at Canoe, B.C.
John McCoy went to B.C. in 1948. Elizabeth
followed a few months after. There John passed away
in 1951. Elizabeth made her home later with Wilma
and Doug Hazelwood for a few years, then with
Mavis and Glyn Jones. When Mavis passed away she
came back to Manitoba and resides with Mona in
Winnipeg, she enjoys good health and visits the farm
at Rapid City each summer. Her ready wit and
healthy approach to life are a joy to all.

Sinclair concert, 1959. Bill McCune, Marlene Shewchuck,
George Walker.

three children: namely Leslie, Vema, and Helen.
Leslie is at home and single, Vema married Bill
Payne and lives in Brandon. They have a daughter
Shelly and a son Brent. Helen married Don Westbrook and lives in Sinclair. They have four children,
Wendy, Scott, Ken and Paul.
Bill and Jean bought the farm known as the Joe
Williamson homestead, south of Sinclair in 1940,
southeast quarter of 2-7 -29 and the southwest quarter
of 1-7-29, and farmed there until moving into town in
1956 selling the farm to Murray Williamson in 1965.
Mr. McCune was happiest when playing his violin. He took up fiddling as a small boy, playing for
seventy-two years or more. He was much in demand
for dances and house parties and spoke of playing the
whole night for 50¢ during the "dirty thirties."
He won many prizes at fiddlers' contests down
through the years. Bill played his violin up to the day
of his death October 14,1976 at the age of eighty-four
years.
His son Les works for the municipality of
Pipestone, operating a bulldozer and lives with his
Mother, Mrs. Jean McCune in Sinclair.

McCune, William and Jean (Wray)
William McCune was born in 1892 in Stephenson, Michigan, U.S.A. After his mother, Mary's
death in 1894, Bill and his father, William Senior, and
sister, Gertrude, went back to Orangeville, Ontario.
In 1900 the family accompanied their uncle Tom
McCune, to Reston. Tom McCune homesteaded
south of Reston. This land was later owned by A. B.
Kendrick.
Bill McCune and his father and sister came to
Sinclair in the year 1902 and homesteaded west of
Sinclair.
His sister Gertrude died in 1911 on the homestead
at the age of twenty-one years.
The homestead was sold later to the late William
Bright, the southwest of 14-7-29.
Mr. McCune Senior went to Willow Bunch, Saskatchewan where he died, but his son, Bill, stayed in
the district and worked for several local farmers.
Marrying Jean Wray of Tilston in 1930 they had

McGuffin, John and Catherine (McWain)
Catherine Ida was born March 24, 1877 at Thorndale, Ontario, (near London, Ontario), the daughter
of John McGuffin and Catherine McGuffin (nee McWain). Both her parents and herself were Canadian
born, a nationality mixture of Scottish and Irish
blood. The McGuffins' grandparents were "United
Empire Loyalists" .
The McGuffins came from Ontario to live on a
farm at Virden, Manitoba. They had many friends
from Ontario living at Virden then. They came out by
train in 1883 or 1884.
There were eight children, six boys and two girls.
John McGuffin built a big three-story stone house for
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his new home. The old house still stands in Virden
today. Virden has grown over the many years. The
house now is in the town.
Mrs. McGuffin married a Mr. Perry after the
death of her first husband, and lived in Vancouver.
Catherine Ida and her brother Albert had the misfortune of a relapse from the measles and as a result they
were both deaf. Albert was totally mute, Catherine
Ida could talk some. They both spent a few years at
the Winnipeg School for the Deaf.
Ida was married to Frederick Payne at Virden,
November 28, 1895. The had two children, a son and
a daughter. First born, daughter Ethel Catherine
Payne, on June 23, 1897 on 28-7-28 Pipestone Municipality. Second born was a son John Payne,
November 22, 1899, 28-7-28 Pipestone Municipality.
Mrs. Payne passed away March 18, 1976, just one
week before her ninety-ninth birthday. She is buried
beside her husband in Sinclair cemetery.
Perhaps it might be worthy to mention that the
land of Virden Cemetery was donated jointly by John
McGuffin and Mr. John Bellamy of Virden.

years in the special education area. Frank came to her
"Going Away Party. " He told her that night, "Today
I taught my class two of the songs you taught us in
Sinclair fifty years ago. " That was one of the nicest
compliments she received at that time. Frank is highly regarded in musical circles in Winnipeg. He still
sings in Westminster Church, which is Mirna's
church too. He was kind enough to tell Mirna that it
was she who inspired him to develop his interest in
musIc.
More than half her time at Sinclair was spent at
the Milton house. What friends they were at that
time! Katherine is still one of her best friends.
Mirna McIntyre's career covered a span of fifty
years, the last forty of them in East Kildonan and she
enjoyed every minute of it. One of her greatest pleasures has been following the achievements of so
many of the former pupils.
She has travelled a great deal since retiring and
been most fortunate because of extremely good
health.
She thinks she couldn't have picked a better town
to start out in, than Sinclair, always remembering the
kindness of the friends there.

McIntyre, Mirna

McKay, Alexander and Margaret
(Langstaff)

Mirna McIntyre, arrived in Sinclair in January,
1920 to begin her career as a schoolteacher.
One of the unique things about that career is that
she never taught in the school she applied for. Sinclair was the first of six school districts where coincidence worked in her favor.
Mr. Stewart Donald called his niece in Oak River,
Mirna's home town, to see if she would accept the
position as teacher of Grade I to IV in Sinclair. She
had already agreed to go to Ebor. Nell suggested that
Mr. Donald call Mirna. He did and she agreed to go to
Sinclair.
The principal was Miss Sarah Donald. What a
marvellous lady! She was most helpful in steering
Mirna, a very young teacher, in the way she should
go. Mr. Effern succeeded Miss Donald, the following term. He was a wonderful tutor, also.
Miss McIntyre lived with the Teeples in the hotel.
She remembers that Mrs. Teeple was a marvellous
cook but was that hotel ever cold! She appreciated a
coal oil stove which she hid in one of the rooms that
was seldom used. One night she came in very late and
went to get her stove. She opened the door and was
well into the room when a man's voice shouted,
"What do you want?" That was a traumatic experience for a seventeen year old, in 1920. She never
lived that experience down.
One of her pupils from Sinclair whom she sees
quite often is Frank Tyndall. After retiring from the
Principal's position in 1967 she taught three more

Alexander McKay was born January 6, 1873, in
Lanark County, Ontario. He was the eldest son of
Thomas and Annie McKay. There were four sisters
and five brothers in the family.
Alex first came west in 1896 arriving at Lowe
Farm where he began working as a harvest helper
finishing one harvest job and moving on until he
worked his way west that harvest, as far as Reston,
Manitoba. By the time the harvest was completed it
was very cold weather and he and a friend, with
whom he worked, walked back to Lowe Farm, as this
was the closest to transportation back East.
On July 3, 1900 he married Margaret Langstaff.
Margaret was born in Darling Township, Lanark,
June 14, 1880. That year (1900) they came west to
Minto, Manitoba, staying there approximately two
years. By 1903 they were moved and settled at Sinclair, Manitoba. Here they worked a homestead lot in
the Bardal District, and started mixed farming in the
Sinclair District. They settled in a small shack. They
built a new home, on 15-7-29; a two story house in
1909, the barn in 1914. They raised a family of ten
here, farming until their retirement in 1943.
Allan Thomas was born January 14, 1903.
Mary Anne, born August 31, 1905, is now living
at San Diego, California.
Cecil John, born September 27, 1907, is living at
Sinclair, Manitoba.
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Harvey William, born January 4, 1909, is living
at Rapid City, Manitoba.
Douglas Wellington, born June 12, is residing at
Sinclair, Manitoba and Helen Jean, born March 5,
1921 is living at Seattle, Washington. They were
predeceased by four small daughters: Mabel, in 1910,
Evelyn, in 1918, Olive in 1918 and Vera in 1919.
There are thirteen grandchildren and seventeen
great-grandchildren. Of this generation there is only
one carrying on the McKay name and this is Allistair
McKay of Brandon, Manitoba, son of Douglas and
Isobel McKay.
Alex, affectionately known by young and old
alike as "Pa", was one of the district's first homesteaders, passing away September 27, 1964 in his
ninety-second year. His wife passed away November
29, 1968 in her eighty-ninth year. Burial was in the
family plot at Sinclair. Son Allan, passed away suddenly January 16, 1980 at Vancouver, B. c., and was
laid to rest in the family plot at Sinclair.
Douglas 1. McKay lives at Sinclair, Manitoba and
Isabell McKay (nee Cheyne) lives at Burnaby, B.C.
Their family: Heather married Keith McLean, operator at Amoco gas plant at Slave Lake, Alberta. They
have two children, Vance and Gaylene. Allyson married Everett Kruger, a farmer at Oak Lake, Manitoba.
They have two children, Kevin and Trevor. Allistair
married Laurie Braund. He is an Asphalt Foreman
with the Department of Highways. They have one
child, Jennifer.
Cecil John McKay, second son of Margaret and
Alexander McKay, was born September 27, 1907.
Cecil received his education at Sinclair School.
In his young years he worked at various jobs later
spending several years with the Good Roads and then
as a C.P.R. section man for a number of years,
retiring in 1971. He has lived all his life in the Sinclair
area building a house in the town of Sinclair in 1946
where he still resides.
Cecil married Mary Walker March 6, 1933
(daughter of Ellen and George Walker). Mary received her education at the Sinclair School and went
on to Brandon Normal School. On receiving her
teacher's degree she taught at the Wolverine School.
Cecil and Mary had one daughter, Irene. Wife
Mary unfortunately passed away March 24, 1941.
Irene, on completing high school at Sinclair School,
took a Success Business Course and worked as a
stenographer at Federated Mutual Company in Winnipeg until she married Charles Donald Stewart,
June 23, 1954, and settled on his farm home at
Lilyfield, Manitoba. They have a daughter, Shirley
Mary, a son, Donald John, and a daughter, Lorraine
Evelyn.
Harvey McKay was born at Sinclair, Manitoba on

January 4th, 1909, the third son of Alex and Margaret
McKay. Harvey received his education at Sinclair
public school. He has spent most of his life farming.
He enjoys curling and playing cards. On October 26,
1938 Harvey married Vera Underhill of Moline,
Manitoba. They farmed in the Sinclair district from
October 1938 until April 1950. Their farm home
burnt to the ground on February 17, 1950. The family
then moved to Moline to take over the farm of the late
Peter Dick (Vera's uncle).
The couple have three daughters: Shirley, Mrs.
Steve Tudniski, of Virden, Manitoba. They have a
family of four boys: Wayne, Bruce, Kelly and Kerry.
The family operate the White Owl Service Station at
the junction of highway 83 and P. R. 257.
Sylvia married Jake Dyck and they live at Courtenay, B. C. Jake is a mechanic at the Air Force base at
Comox, B.C. They have three children: Barbara,
Kevin and Andrea. All go to school in Courtenay.
Yvonne (Bonnie) Strachan lives at Kamloops,
B.C. and is a switchboard operator for Wood wards
store there. She has one son, Brian, who attends
school in Kamloops.
In March 1974 Harvey and Vera sold their farm.
Their auction sale followed on April 26 of the same
year. In September 1975 they retired to Rapid City,
Manitoba where they still reside.

The McNeil Family
Isaac and George McNeil set out from Hawsker,
Yorkshire, England in March 1892, in answer to an
advertisement in the Whitby Gazette for hired men in
the Reston district inserted by another Yorkshireman
named Edward Stevenson. He had come out here a
few years earlier. They worked for the Guthrie families when first in the Reston District.
Isaac homesteaded the northeast of 6-7 -28 in
about 1898. His brother, John McNeil, came out
about this time (1897) but returned to England soon
after.
Dixon and Harry McNeil came in 1906. Dick
ended up renting Isaac McNeil's farm when Isaac
returned to England to live in 1922.
Harry worked for T. A. Bulloch, and enlisted
some time in 1915 for World War I. He returned to
Reston after the War with the rank of Sergeant. He
became ill while on the way back to Canada and
passed away shortly after his return to Reston.
Hannah Elizabeth (Lizzie) also came out in 1906
and was a seamstress by trade. She worked at her
trade in various homes in the district, making her
headquarters with the Burges in Reston. Lizzie never
enjoyed good health and died at age thirty-seven in
1912.
Dixon McNeil Senior and Laura came out in the
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Lanark school was built in 1887. George was one of
the first pupils.
At the age of twenty-one, in 1902, he homesteaded a farm one and one half miles north of
Sinclair on the southwest of section 30-7-28. In 1915
he married Mary Hoffman, daughter of Mrs. Alf
Teeple (Mrs. Teeple married twice).
Peter Scott Milliken, first son of George and
Mary was born December 1st, 1916. Jean, the only
daughter was born August 1st, 1918 and Glen the
second son was born August 2nd, 1920. Bruce the
third son was to arrive October 12, 1927.
George retired from the farm, which was called
Pasteurhill, in 1924 and moved to Sinclair and made a
home in what had once been a bank. Later this
building was to be Mitchell's Grocery Store, Post
Office and Telephone Office.
The three oldest children attended Sinclair
School until the 1930's came with drought, depression and no money. The family moved to Lauder
around 1931-1932 as George was to buy grain for the
Ogilvie'S Elevator. No crops meant no grain to buy
and the elevator was closed. The family moved back
to Sinclair two years later and took up residence on
the John Halldorson farm (which George owned) one
half mile north of Sinclair. It is believed one of the
Grays lives there now.
The depression deepened and the family was
forced to sell all and moved to Virden and at that time
shipped the cattle to the stockyards in Winnipeg. One
cow and her calf, after freight charges, returned a
cheque of $1.67. Imagine! Things sure were tough,
George bought a store in Virden but even that failed
to make money and the family was forced to split up.
Peter went to Saskatchewan for a short while. He left
Virden December 1st, 1936 on his bicycle with a box
of school books and his clothes and arrived in Brandon after ten hours of pushing through a fresh fall of
snow and low temperatures. There was no pavement
on #1 highway in those days. Bruce and his mother
now lived in Brandon and Glen joined them and Jean
later.
George in the meantime returned to Sinclair and
worked on a farm until he broke his leg and spent six
weeks in hospital. He returned to Sinclair and
worked in Mitchell's store and telephone office.
Peter was killed on June 23rd, 1944 while serving
with the R.C.A.F. in England. This was a blow to the
family as Peter was very talented, musically.
Glen returned from overseas in 1945, having
served with the R.C.A. and married Margaret Taylor
February 14, 1947. They have two children, Peter
born January 28, 1949 and Laurie born July 31st,
1952.
Laurie married Brian Conart from Elkhorn, June

spring of 1910 to Isaac's farm. Laura worked for her
brother, Isaac, until she married William John Chester in 1914. They had two sons: Dixon McNeil and
Oliver Wilfred, both now living in Reston. Laura's
husband Bill passed away in 1972 and Laura now
aged ninety-eight lives with her younger son and his
wife.
Dixon Senior became ill and passed away in
December 1910, the first offour McNeils to lie at rest
in Reston Cemetery.
George, born in 1873, homesteaded the southwest of 32-6-28 in 1896 after having a prior homestead in the Gainsborough area of Saskatchewan.
George married Martha Farrants of Winnipeg in
1909. Martha had come to Winnipeg in 1904 as one
of the original contingent of T. Eaton girls from
Toronto to open a store in Winnipeg. George was a
member of the 12th Dragoons, Canadian Militia;
afterwards Captain of the Border Horse, he joined
the Canadian Expeditionery Force and reverted in
rank to Lieutenant in the 200th Battalion, 10th Reserve, England. To France, with the 107th Battalion,
October, 1917; Passchendaele, Arras, Amiens,
Cambrai, Canal du Nord, Valenciennes, Mons. He
served with the army of occupation in Germany.
George became quite well-known as a breeder of
purebred Shorthorn Cattle in the 1920's. He also took
interest in community affairs. President of Reston
Agricultural Society; President of Sinclair Local of
U .F.M.; Member of Masonic Fraternity; and Trustee
of the Sinclair Memorial Hall. Martha and George
retired to Winnipeg in 1943 and George passed on in
1967 a day short of being ninety-four years old.
Martha passed on in 1974 aged ninety-five. George
also had the distinction of being the last surviving
adult mentioned in the booklet by Ellen Guthrie
Bulloch "The Pioneers of the Pipestone
(1882-1892). "

Milliken, George and Mary (Hoffman)
George Watson Milliken was born February 4,
1881 and died February 27, 1961 at eighty years of
age.
George W. Milliken was born near Emerson,
Manitoba on the journey out from Scotland, the first
son of Peter Milliken and Margaret Handyside.
The Peter Millikens came to what is now known
as Reston (named by Peter) and homesteaded on the
Pipestone Creek on the northwest quarter of 28-7-27
about two and one half miles north of Reston. There
they raised, George, Mary, Rob, Will, John (died at
age ten) and Alex.
This is the history of George. His schooling was
taken at Lanark School, built east of the homestead
and to get to it he had to cross the creek by walking.
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ship 6, range 29, about 6 miles south of what is now
the village of Sinclair. (Now the site of the John and
Bill Mare farm). Times were hard and difficulty in
acquiring supplies, that could not be produced or
made on the homestead, became a great problem.
However, it is known that John Milton walked to
Brandon for these supplies. Tea was a luxury and one
pound would last a whole year if you were careful.
In the year 1898, when the C.P.R. extended the
railway from Reston to Arcola, and later to Regina,
they moved to the townsite of SINCLAIR. He was
appointed Postmaster in that year and this appointment he held for the rest of his life.
John Milton's home in Sinclair became the focal
point of the surrounding community. Soon after the
Post Office was established in his home he added a
small stock of groceries and quickly became the
"General Information Bureau" for the community.
School classes were first held in the Milton home
until a small school was built in the new town.
John Milton was a man who, throughout the early
years of the settlement in this town, nourished the
dream of establishing a church in the community.
That dream was realized when on December 5, 1909
the newly built Sinclair Presbyterian Church was
opened. The first church board included John
Milton, 1. H. McLandress, John Bulloch and D. 1.
Brownlee.
Mr. Milton was very active in all aspects of community life. Before a permanent rink was built, temporary buildings were put up and then taken down in
the spring. In October 1907 local papers state that ''A
good rink has been erected by John Milton". It
further stated that he was the Vice-President of the
Sinclair Curling Club the winter of 1907-1908, and
also that the "Manager of the rink, John Milton,
installed a gas lighting system."
The first baby born to settlers in the new Sinclair
town was a Milton, two in fact, twins, Margaret and
Christena Milton, born in 1899, after five boys!
The following is the history of the John Milton
family:
John Milton - born in Glasgow, Scotland 1865
- died 1920 in Sinclair.
Christena McTavish - born Ontario 1868 died 1918.

2nd, 1973 and has two children, Julie born June 17,
1976 and Scott born August 28th, 1978 and reside in
Brandon.
Peter married in 1974, is now separated and lives
in Edmonton.
Jean Milliken served in the C.W.A.C. and married Arnold Graham of Hilton, Manitoba, December
31, 1942. They had four children; Beth, born 1944,
David 1945, Carl born 1947 and Gordon 1950. Beth
was killed in a car accident in Ontario 1967, David
lives in Edmonton, Carl in Brandon and Gordon in
Winnipeg.
Bruce Milliken married Mary Reid in 1951 and
moved to Lethbridge and Taber, Alberta and owns a
farm implement business. They have four children,
Barbara born 1956, Scott born 1958, David in 1961
and Nancy 1965.
George Milliken celebrated his eightieth birthday
February 4th, 1961 in good health but fell a few days
later and died on February 27th, 1961, just three
weeks later.
Mary Milliken (wife of George) died October
19th, 1974 after a lengthy illness.
Glen worked for the Manitoba Power Commission before enlisting in 1941, and returned to that
company in 1946 and stayed there until 1966 when he
joined the staff of the Assiniboine Community College as an Instructor. He has been active singing in a
church choir that performed Operettas, and at weddings and concerts. He is active as a curler and has
held many executive positions in organizations in the
city of Brandon.

Milton, John and Christena (McTavish)
John Milton was born in Glasgow, Scotland, December 25th, in the year 1865. When he was 12 years
of age and in the year 1877, he came to Canada to
farm the home of Archie McTavish, near Balderson,
Ontario in the County of Lanark. There he worked
and received his public education. He was later employed as cheesemaker in the Cheese Factory of
Balderson.
His Mother died when he was very young. There
were two other brothers who, with his father and
Grandmother, were still alive when he left. It was his
Grandmother that made provision for his immigration to Canada. Unfortunately, there was no contact
(to this date) ever made with any of these relatives;
therefore we have no records of any kind in this
regard.
On June 25th, 1890 he was married to Christena
McTavish, a niece of the Archie McTavish mentioned
above.
In the year 1892 they moved to Manitoba and
homesteaded on the N .E. quarter of section 10, town-

Donald James - born at Sinclair - 1892 died 1956. Married Wilena Lockhart in 1917. Born to
them were three boys, William Lome, Gerald
McTavish, Kenneth Lockhart and two girls, Phyllis
Jean and Donelda Eileen.
Stewart John - born at Sinclair -1894 - died
1960. Married Winifred Sanderson 1927. Born to
them were John Byron, and Jacquelyn Winnifred.
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Byron McTavish - born at Sinclair 1894 died 1918.
William Lorne - born at Sinclair 1896 Killed in France - 1917.
Howard Alexander - born at Sinclair 1898 died 1956.
Twins: Christena Maude - born at Sinclair
1899 - died 1976. Married Edward Stoppell in
1925. Margaret Ida - born at Sinclair 1899 - died
1979. Married Graham McCamis in 1923.
Louise Helen - born at Sinclair in 1902 - died
1938. Married Jake Josephson in 1929. Born to them
were Rea Milton and Helen Katherine.
Katherine A. - born at Sinclair 1904. Married
Gordon F. Mitchell in 1936. They had one son Gordon Clark living in Ottawa.
Russell H. - born at Sinclair 1906 - died 1961.
Married Marjorie Fallis in 1928. Born to them John Fallis, Gary Douglas, Marlene Louise and Russell Wayne.
On December 12th, 1967 the Calgary Herald
stated the following: "Sinclair, Manitoba (C.P.) The
Milton family of this community 60 miles west of
Brandon has passed on a legacy it had held for 78
years, when Mrs. Gordon Mitchell, the former Katherine Milton, ending nearly eight decades of family
run business when she turned over control of the local
post -office to a newcomer. "

Raymond Stratford in Edmonton, 1973. They have
one daughter Kelly, born May 7, 1968; twins Janet
Danielle and James Bracey born May 5, 1974. Terrance Cecil born June 4, 1944, married Judy Lee
Jurrick in 1971. They have one daughter Dusty Lee,
born July 4, 1972. Terry is a ranch foreman.
Joe, born November 14, 1911, married Dorothy
Fisette, of Sinclair, in 1947. She was born December
22, 1924. They have four daughters: Sandra Anne,
born May 3, 1948 a secretary, married to James
Northway 1965, a logging contractor. They have two
sons, Dale, born July 26, 1965 and Darin, born June
20, 1968; Helen, a school teacher, born June 17,
1949; Claire, born February 5,1953, a school teacher
who married Richard Sim, school teacher, 1974;
Cherryl, born February 13, 1954, married James
Seibel, Malakwa, 1975.
John married Olive Sabiston, in Sinclair 1936.
They have four sons and four daughters: George,
born January, 1937, army, Vancouver; Marlowe, Port
Albemi, born January 1938, married Sheila Dshane,
Ladysmith, July 1960. They have two sons, Brian
and Darrell, Marilyn, a nurse, born at Sinclair,
March 1940, married Mervin Ryce, North Battleford, July 1961, lives at New Westminster, B.C.
They have two sons Darwin and Darcy and one
daughter Danette. Gayle, born December 1941, married Glen Smith, Port Albemi September, 1960 and
has one son, Steven, and one daughter Laurie Rex,
born at Pipestone, May 1944, married Mildred Gong
of Port Albemi. They have one son Calvin, four
daughters, Deanna, Lenore, twins, Kim and Kerry
Kathleen, born at Pipestone, November 1947, married Max Radomski, October 1966, at Campbell
River, B. c., now lives at Port Alberni, B. C. They
have one son Wesley and one daughter Michelle.
Duane, born Pipestone, June 1950, married Eileen
Lerche, Malakwa, B.C., October 1975 and lives at
Malakwa. They have one daughter Jenny Laverne,
born at Pipestone, December 1953, married Rick
Hose of Richmond, June 1972 and have one son
Arron. They now live in Calgary. John Milliken was
born on April 20, 1914.

Milliken, William and Mary (Wood)
William George Milliken was born at Otter Lake,
Quebec, August 6, 1874 and died February 5, 1958.
He homesteaded two miles south of Sinclair in 1898,
on the northwest quarter of 6-7-28.
In 1904 he married Mary Anne Wood, who was
born in Aberdeen, Scotland, April 30, 1884. She
came to Canada with her parents Mr. and Mrs. James
Wood in 1887, to Virden, Manitoba and also lived at
Hillview and Sinclair. She died in September 26,
1922. This couple had four children:
Beatrice, born June 21, 1905 and died June 16,
1971, was married to Wilfred Gemmill, December
24, 1928. He was born July 14, 1901. They had one
son William a school teacher, at Abbotsford, B. C. He
married Marjorie Moyer in 1959 and had two sons,
William, Victoria, B.C. and Robert, Abbotsford and
one daughter Lynne, Abbotsford, B.C.
Cecil, born January 29, 1908, died November 2,
1962. He married May Bennetts, November 25,1940
at Salmon Arm, B.C. They had three children; Sharron Ann, a commercial artist, Prince George, B.C.
born August 29, 1941. She married Peter Luttmer,
Victoria, February 2, 1963 and have two sons, Sean,
born AprilS, 1967 and Darcy, born July 9, 1971.
Maureen Janet, born November 17, 1945, married

Nash, Thomas and Dorothy (Cooper)
Thomas Arthur Nash was born at Derbyshire,
England on May 29, 1889. Dorothy Cooper was born
at Brent Cottage, Alperton, England on March 17,
1895.
Thomas and Dorothy were married at Brandon,
Manitoba on March 9, 1925.
Thomas served in both World War I and World
War II. They farmed on the northeast of 26-6-29 in
Albert Municipality.
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November 22, 1899. They lived on the homestead
until fall of 1905, moving to Sinclair and lived there
until life's end. Fred passed away on April 26, 1941.
Ida lived on in Sinclair for a few more years, until age
forced her to give up the little home, so spent the last
years among the family. She died in March 1976, her
funeral held on March 24, which was on her ninetyninth birthday. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Skelton bought
the property and now live there.
William Duncan was born near Lanark, one of a
family of six, on November 9, 1874. As a young
man, he came to Manitoba in 1900, with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Duncan. They settled on the
southeast of section 25-7-28, now the home of Calvin
Caldwell. While there they saw the building of the
Reston-Wolseley rail line.
Mr. Duncan filed for his homestead on the same
section the northeast of 28-7-28 as Fred Payne and
Arthur Martin. He worked for some of the farmers in
the district, during busy times and broke up some
acres on the homestead, one of the qualifications
which had to be met to receive a patent or deed. Late
in 1902, he returned to Ontario and was married on
January 28, 1903 to Annie Amell at the bride's home
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Amell. They came to Reston
in March 1903.
Not having a house on the homestead made it
necessary for them to live with his parents for a time,
until finally they moved into the little house on the
Fred Payne homestead. Finally a two story house was
built in 1909 on the land it still stands and is occupied
by Donald Zarn. The family, one daughter and three
sons, were all born before they moved into the new
house. Florence was born on December 3, 1903,
Kenneth on May 8, 1905, both born on the southeast
of 25-7-28. Lome came on March 13, 1907 and
Gilbert August 24, 1908, both born on the northeast
of section 28-7-28.
Florence and Kenneth started to school in
Crowell school, which was moved into Ewart in 1911
and renamed Ewart School where all went to during
their school years. They walked to school most of the
time until they were old enough to manage to drive a
quiet faithful pony. The children say they still recall
every tum in the old prairie trail.
When Florence was a small child she caused her
parents and neighbors some anxious hours. When
she decided to go to find her Dad who was working
some miles away helping put in the crop at his father's
place. When her mother realized she was gone she
looked frantically everywhere, so summoned Mr.
Martin working in the field close by. He immediately
alerted the neighbors and as it was coming towards
evening they must hurry. Nineteen people had come
to help by that time it was getting late. Mr. Andrew

To this union was born one son, Francis Cooper
Nash, who farms at Sinclair Manitoba.
Thomas passed away in Deer Lodge Hospital in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, on July 22, 1961.
Mrs. Dorothy Nash passed away in Reston Hospital on August 6, 1976.

Nicol, Rus and Ethel (Reid)
Rus, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Nicol of Arcola,
Saskatchewan married Ethel daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. D. H. Reid of Kisby, Saskatchewan.
They had four children: Andree Elizabeth, Donald Douglas, Brian Ray and Ronald Russell.
Elizabeth Nicol married Douglas Wimble, Winnipeg. They have two boys: Michael and Jeffrey.
Donald Douglas Nicol married Elaine Nott, Poplar Point. They have two girls: Melissa Elaine and
Tara Dawn.
Brian Ray Nicol attended University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario, studying electrical Engineering,
from the University of Manitoba.
Ronald Russell Nicol graduated in Electrical Engineering from the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba. He is presently working for
Canadian National Railways in Systems Design at
Montreal, Quebec.
They bought the business in Sinclair from Mr. A.
Hewitt (possibly 1942) but stayed only one year
because Mr. Bayne the opposition approached them
with the proposition of either buying or selling. They
chose to sell their business to him.
The Nicols bought a business in Oakville, Manitoba in 1944 and have been there ever since. The
Nicols were back to Sinclair on a few occasions,
funerals, centennial, etc., and enjoyed meeting old
friends. They have also had a few of the people from
Sinclair call in to see them. They did appreciate that.

Payne, John and Florence (Duncan)
Frederick Payne was born at Shelford (near
Cambridge), England on July 11, 1861. As a very
young man he came out to join some of his relatives
at Hillsdale, Michigan, U.S.A. On the boat he met a
young man, who knew not exactly what part of Can ada he was headed for, so decided they would stay
together. This man was Mr. Arthur Martin. They
arrived in Reston in the spring of 1893, and took up
homesteads on the same section 28-7-28.
They were not accustomed to all the trials and
tribulations therefore found it a hard and rugged life
at first. On November 26, 1895 Fred was married to
Ida McGuffin of Virden, at the bride's home. Her
parents came from Ontario in early 1883. To this
union two children were born: Ethel, June 23, 1897
(now Mrs. E. Sheehan of Saskatoon) and John, on
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was sold in July 1949 to Chinese people. In the spring
of 1950, they bought a general store in Sinclair and
operated that until October 1960, then sold that business to Dan Toews, coming to Brandon where they
still live.
The Paynes had a busy life which was very hard at
times, but perhaps were privileged to have lived
through the 30's when one recalls all the good neighborliness of those days.
Harvey and his wife Hannah (nee Setter) were
married on May 21,1955 in Portage La Prairie. They
live in Brandon. They have two daughters, Linda,
born May 9, 1956, and Brenda, born April 23, 1959.
Marjorie married John Nicholson (Nick) in Brandon on September 28,1947. They live in Dartmouth,
N.S. and have a son Allan born March 18,1950, at
home and daughter born on October 10, 1951.
William (Bill) and wife Vema, (nee McCune)
were married on October 17, 1953. They are living in
Brandon. Their daughter Shelley was born on January 21, 1955 and was married on December 2, 1978.
Brent was born on June 6, 1957 and lives at home.
John and Florence celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on December 6, 1973 and are now past
their 55th year together. They have lived to see two
world wars fought and won, and it is with pride and
also sadness they remember all those who laid down
their lives for freedom.
They have also lived under many governments,
which over the years have added much for the betterment of the people (even Bennett added the buggy).
They are indeed proud to be born natives of the
Municipality of Pipestone.

Caldwell decided to go to Reston to get more help. As
he was driving along with his fast little team of
broncho's he came to some little bushes around a
slough and upon stopping to take a look found the
little girl asleep at the waters edge. Ducks were all
swimming on the water, which likely attracted her
attention long enough to fall asleep. It was a joyful
time they said when he delivered her into her Mother's arms.
It was a Red Letter day when the Duncans got
their telephone installed in the fall of 1910, which
opened up a new world of communication. From
1910, on the prairie land was fast disappearing under
the plow furrows.
Mr. Duncan bought another quarter of land the
northwest of section 28-7-28 and had to break it up.
The trees began to grow around the sloughs, as the
prairie fires which burned over the land in the early
years no longer ravaged.
Their son Gilbert died on February 20,1925 aged
sixteen years. Mr. Duncan also passed away in prime
of life on July 24, 1930 in his fifty-sixth year. His
wife left the farm in 1933 and lived with the family at
times. She lived in a little house in Ewart during the
1940's and then sold it to Evan Smith, moving to
Reston. She passed away on December 11th, 1951, at
the home of her daughter in Sinclair. The old home
now belongs to Donald Zarn.
John and Florence were married on December
6th, 1923 at the bride's home. They lived in Sinclair
until 1927 during which time John worked in the
garage for William Norton. In March 1927 they
moved to the Jas. R. McLaren farm south of Sinclair.
Late in 1928, they moved again to another farm close
to Sinclair, then discontinued farming in the fall of
1932 at the beginning of the very dry years. It seemed
like they were always on the move and decided to try
something quite different. In March 1933 they
bought out a small grocery store from Wilfred Nolan,
that was situated in the former 1. A. Smith home in
Ewart. Their family of three were all born while they
lived in the Sinclair district: Harvey, on September 5,
1924; Marjorie, March 28, 1926; and William on
May 21, 1932. They all attended school at Ewart and
do have many happy memories of those days.
In 1939 they bought the former 1. A. Smith store
and renovated it into a general store and a dwelling.
John had the Square Deal oil business for a few years
until it was moved to Reston. Florence took the post
office in 1943 and operated it from the store in same
comer it used to be in many years ago. In spring of
1946 they sold out to Alex Watt, and a half section of
land they had, to Jas. Milliken. From there they
moved to Reston and operated the Modem Lunch Bar
which they started and opened in August 1946. This

Pickett, Gordon and Inga (Petersen)
Gordon Alexander Pickett was born in 1913, on
September 6. After leaving school he worked at
home until 1945 when he went to work at McKenzie's
Seed Plant in Brandon.
In the spring of 1946 he went to Tilston to work
for Bus Napper. On October 1st, 1946 he married
Inga Petersen, daughter of the late Petra and Thorvald
Petersen, now of Pierson, Manitoba.
He met Inga when he was working in Brandon,
and after they were married, they moved to Sinclair.
They purchased the blacksmith shop from R. E.
Tindall.
There was no house available in town, so they
lived in the Maudsley house about a mile northwest
of Sinclair. There was no hydro nor water at the house
and many times in the winter the old car wouldn't
start so Gordon had to walk to work unless he was
lucky enough to get a ride, usually with Elgin Gray
when he took his family to school.
In 1947 they had a house built near the shop and
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on November 20, borrowed Wally Graham's jeep and
moved into town.
It was a lot of hard work, but offered a lot of
challenges, making and repairing machinery, laying
plow shares and cultivator shovels. Gordon made
quite a few rolling harrow bars, stone pickers' grain
boxes and swathers from old binders, closed in vans
and a snowplane.
In the fall of 1950 they moved their house to it's
present location on Lot 9 and 10 block 3 on the comer
of Railway and Stewart.
Gordon and Inga have seven daughters the eldest
being Sharon Louise Christina, born at the Maudsley
house, July 25th, 1947 with Dr. 1. Cairns of Pipestone
attending. Mrs. M. Bayliss was the midwife. Sharon
got her schooling at Sinclair and Reston and
Treherne, Manitoba. Sharon also attended Assinboine Community College, taking short hand, etc.
She married, Doug Ross of Shilo. They have two
children Terrance and Deanna. Sharon and Doug
were married August 4th, 1972. They live at Medley,
Alberta.
Marilyn Gail born August 27th at Footes Nursing
Home, Pipestone, was born in 1949. Marilyn got her
schooling in Sinclair and Reston. After graduating
she attended Red River College in Winnipeg, to train
as a Registered Lab. and X-ray Technologist. Marilyn worked at various towns before going to
Dauphin, Manitoba, where she met and married Don
Beltz, September 2nd, 1972. Don is a Social worker.
They have two daughters Tara and Shelley.
Linda Darlene Luella was born February 25th,
1951 at Foote's Nursing Home at Pipestone. Linda
also got her schooling at Sinclair and Reston. Linda
married Reg Campbell, September 9th, 1967. They
have a family of three boys Dean, Scott and Derek
and one daughter Amanda. They live at Taber, Alberta and Reg is a tool push for an oil Company.
Valerie Jean was born July 11, 1953 at Reston
Hospital. Valerie went to Sinclair and Reston
schools. After graduation she took a couple of years
at Brandon University. Valerie is now working as an
accountant in Winnipeg.
Sandra Lynne Roberta was born May 17,1955, at
Reston Hospital. She went to school at Sinclair and
Reston. After graduation she got a job at Canadian
Tire where she is employed. Sandra and Don
Dmyterko were married July 3rd, 1977. Don works
in Canadian Tire garage.
Kimberley Heather was born February 28, 1960
at Reston Hospital. She got her schooling at Sinclair
and Brandon. At present she is taking Cosmetology
at Assiniboine Community College.
Joanne Elizabeth was born April 24th at Reston
Hospital. She also got her schooling at Sinclair, and

Brandon. Joanne marrried Michael Medd, August
26th, 1978. They have a garage and coffee shop north
of Beulah, Manitoba. They have one son Cory.
The old blacksmith shop was built in 1903. It was
owned by a few other people. The shop was cold and
had served its time, so Gordon decided to build a new
one in 1965. It's just on the east side of town. Besides
all the work in the shop they also had a few milk
cows, pigs and chickens and drove a school bus for
Forte La Bosse.
In 1971 they bought brother-in-law (Bern Goodman's) house. Then in 1973, they sold their shop and
house at Sinclair to Mr. and Mrs. Jim Tom and moved
to Brandon.

Poirier, Ovila and Lucienne (Lamieux)
Ovila Poirier was the son of David Poirier, a
carpenter, of St. Victoire, Quebec. His mother died
when he was still a young lad. They left Quebec and
came west to Antler, Saskatchewan arriving in March
1917, a clear cold afternoon. They lived with Father
Napoleon Poirier until they found a home. In spring
they purchased a half section one half mile south of
Bellegarde and bought a house in town.
On January 18, 1927, Ovila and Lucienne Lamieux were married at St. Raphael church at Contal.
He had met her while visiting the parish with his
Uncle Napoleon.
From the marriage of Ovila and Lucienne Poirier
were born the following children: David, Cecile,
John, Stan, Maurice, Therese, Elizabeth, Lucien,
Rita, Bernadette, Adrienne and Antoinette. They
were also responsible for the upbringing of three
orphans, Percy and Jim and also Germain Brisbois.
With such a large family little needs to be said for
reasons concerning expansion. The boys wanted to
hear of nothing but farming.
In the spring of 1943, Ovila Poirier bought a half
section of land five miles east from his farm (the
south half of 5-7-29) in the R.M. of Pipestone. Jean
Boulanger wanted to dispose of this property and
move to Grand Clairiere. The deal was executed by
David Hean and A. E. White in a small old fashioned
law office at Antler. The following year an adjoining
farm the northwest of 31-6-29 in the R.M. of Albert
was bought from Daniel Wanneck. Ovila Poirier also
bought the Purdon farm south of Antler (the north
half of 2-7-29) and the southwest of 11-7-29). This
farm is in the R.M. of Antler and is now occupied by
his son David Poirier.
One year in the late 1940's Mr. Poirier recalls
quite clearly the day he paid taxes due on his land in
the R.M. of Pipestone. The municipal secretary offered him the sale of the southwest of 7-7-29. The
municipality wished to dispose of this property for
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only a few hundred dollars (virgin land). He bought it
on impulse. He also recalls quite clearly his arrival
home. After telling his wife about his deal, her
reaction was that "this was plain mismanagement
and stupidity". He later repeated this at the R.M. of
Albert office and purchased another quarter of virgin
land the southwest of 31-6-29.
In 1962 John and Eveline Poirier relocated their
farmstead where it is presently northwest of 31-6-29.
They have always enjoyed prosperity from the land
they love to live and farm on. They have many fond
memories of the numerous neighbours they enjoyed
through the years many of whom have now moved
away. Other pleasant memories are several visits in
the first year of their marriage from the natives of
Oak Lake Indian Reserve. Many times in the summer
they would politely ask to set up camp overnight on
John's land. There they would benefit from the excellent hunting environment.
Like many other stories the beginning of the
Poirier years in the R. M. of Pipestone began a long
time ago and was caused by numerous events.

oneering again, as the nearest railroad was twentyfive miles away. This was another land of promise,
not a bush or tree in sight except those planted as
shelterbelts, and no stones except 'along an alkali
coulee.
Ellen Rintoul, died in 1902, buried in Sinclair
Cemetery.
William Baird died 1933, buried in a Winnipeg
Cemetery.
Their family: John, settled in Nooksack, Washington, U.S.A. In 1907, he married Gertie Edin;
their family: Laverne, Harold, Isabel and Ralph.
Herbert James, bachelor, homesteaded near Keoma, Alberta, was also in partnership with his uncle
Will Rintoul in Hotel in Rocky Mountain House. He
died in Calgary in 1971.
Belle married H. W. Rouse, (better known as
Dick) in 1919. Their family: Beatrice Jessie,
1920-1925, Charles James, 1922, joined the
R.C.A.F. in 1941 and was killed in action over Chemnitz, Germany in 1945.
Margaret Helen, 1926, married John B. Masear
1945; their children: Margaret Dianne, 1946,
Catherine Mary (Kitty) 1927, Ian Charles, 1955,
Nora Tammie, 1961.
Milton Thomas, 1936, married Helen Doris
Fusee 1956, their family: Kora Kim, 1957, Charles
Darwin 1959, Aaron Russell 1961.
Thomas Howard, bachelor, came to Milden, Saskatchewan in 1922 from Sinclair, Manitoba and died
in 1968.
William Albert, farmer married Edna May Cavanah who died in 1945. Their family: Elsie May,
married Ed Sieda, transport driver; their family:
James Edward, Norman Paul, Edward, Raymond
John, Kelly David and Richard William, married,
had twin girls, one died.
Bill remarried Clarice Hill 1946, a school teacher
and music teacher. Their family: Carol Louise, Julie
Ellen, Donna Marlen, Marvin Albert, Aileen Joy,
and Raymond Kenneth, twins, Verna Bell. Bill died
in 1968.
Margaret and John Masear's family: Dianne married Dennis Clarence Erickson, in 1967. Their family: Carrie Lee, 1967, Gregory Clarence, 1969.
Dennis is a contractor.
Kitty married Neston Bill Paslawski in 1967, a
teacher. Their family: Margaret Ann born 1968, John
Walter Todd born 1970 and Basil Mark born 1972.
Ian married Mairlyn Ferris in 1977. Ian works on
the oil rigs.
Tammy married Marty Heeg, a T. V. sports announcer, in 1977.
Milt and Helen's family: Kora Kim married John
Billett, a carpenter and a farmer in 1977.

Rintoul, John and Isabella (Bulloch)
Isabella was the daughter of Thomas and Ellen
Bulloch. She married John Rintoul who died in Ontario, the other two came to Sinclair where Grandma
filed on the northwest of section 20-8-28, a homestead in 1899. By this time all her family were married but the two boys. William Baird also came at that
time and filed on a homestead the southeast of
20-8-28. His wife came in 1900 but died in 1902.
Herb and John, Tom and Bell attended Prairie Rose
school for awhile. When William's wife died, the
family were taken by relatives. Grandma Rintoul's
sister Kate Stewart took Belle and baby Daniel, but
he just lived a week after his mother. Belle remained
with the Stewarts as one of their family until she
married in 1919. She could not have had a better
home. William died in Winnipeg in 1933. He sold his
homestead in 1913. When W.W.I. broke out, he
enlisted but did not get overseas on account of his
age, so was a cook until the end of the war, then a
cook in a restaurant until he died.
H. W. Rouse, Dick, as he was known, came from
Leicester, England in 1911, returning in 1912, never
to return to this forsaken country. However, he
changed his mind and returned in 1913, worked as a
farm labouror until 1915 when he enlisted. He was in
the scout section of the 46th battalion, winning the
M.M. He married Isabella Rintoul in 1919. They
farmed until death in 1969. The youngest son is
farming it now.
Belle attended Reston school until 1910, when
the Stewarts moved to Milden, Saskatchewan pi701

Charlie is learning carpentry, does upholstery,
and has a farm. Aaron is at home.

B.C. She now lives at Calgary, Alberta and has a son
Aaron.
Roberta passed away at Brandon in 1922.
Leonia married Hank Bressler of Mazenod, Saskatchewan in August 1947. They now live at Burnaby, B.C. and have two adopted daughters Linda
and Susan who married Gordon McGillvery in February 1977. They live at Delta, B.C.
Jean married Bill Warner of Toronto, Ontario
November 1945. They live at San Mateo, California
and have three children: Sylvia married Tony Priola
in 1940 and have two children Cynthia and Christopher: Judy married Ken Lerner of San Fransisco in
1970 and have a son Aaron; Dwight married Wanda
Turner in 1972, and they have one son Billy.
Keith married Emily Keeping of Elkhorn, Manitoba August 1949. They live at Port Alberni, B.C.,
they have two sons Ronnie and David and also a
daughter Cathy who married Al Levesque and have
two sons Gordie and Lennie.
Bernice married John Kingdom at Winnipeg,
Manitoba in October 1951. They have a son Brett and
a daughter Faye.

Rose, Wes and Hazel (Dale)
Wes Rose came to Sinclair in the spring of 1952,
as the c.P. station agent, following Bert Basler and
preceding Bob Rollins. He was married in July to
Hazel Dale of Hamiota, and they lived in the station
for three years.
Karen was born at Reston in July, 1953 with Dr.
Bradley and matron Mrs. Adams attending. The Student Minister at the United Church as Mr. Chandler;
he encouraged parents and child to attend church.
This resulted in activity in the choir and Sunday
School. Being an experienced cook, Mr. Chandler on
his visits to the station kitchen was able to give many
good hints to the "nouveau" cook there.
Wes was interested in various sports, was the
secretary for the baseball club, and active in the game
of curling. Hazel curled when she could, was on one
of the rinks that was invited to the grand opening of
the Reston Rink.
The existence of the c.P. station was very shaky
in 1955 and with this in mind Wes bid on the agency
at Churchbridge, Saskatchewan and the family left
Sinclair in May 1955.

Sanheim, Rudolph and Stephanie
Rudolph Sanheim and his wife Stephanie moved
from Kenda, Saskatchewan to Sinclair (southeast of
23-7-29) in 1953.
Their sons Robert, Jake and Richard moved with
them and helped on the farm. Their seven daughters
were all married and living away from home at that
time.
In 1961 they bought a farm at Manson, Manitoba
and moved there. Rudolph died in December 1965.
Stephanie died in May 1967. Both are buried at
Virden.
Richard married Margaret Joan Smith of Sinclair
in November 1964. They have three children, Kent,
Ronnie and Dana who all reside at Manson.

Sabiston, Robert and Phearl (Philips)
Phearl (Philips) married Robert Sabiston in
November 1916. They have seven children, Marlowe, Olive, Roberta, Leonia, Jean, Keith and Bermce.
Robert Sabiston passed away in Vancouver in
January 1978. Phearllives in Vancouver, B.C.
Olive married John Milliken of Sinclair in June
1936. They had eight children: George, born January
1937 who now lives in Vancouver, B.C.; Marlowe
married Sheila De France at Ladysmith, B. C. in July
1960. They now live at Port Alberni, B.C., and have
two boys, Brian and Darrell; Marilyn married Mervin Ryce at North Battleford, Saskatchewan in July
1961. They live at New Westminster, B.C. and have
two sons Darwin and Darcy also a daughter Dannett;
Gayle married Glen Smith at Port Alberni, B.C. in
September 1960. They have a daughter Lorrie and a
son Steven and live at Port Alberni, B.C.; Rex married Mildred Gong at Port Alberni, B. C. in February
1966. They have five children Deanna, Lenora, Calvin and twin daughters Kim and Kerry. They live at
Port Alberni, B.C.; Kathleen married Max
Radomski at Campbell River, B.C. in October 1966.
They have two children Wesley and Michelle and live
at Port Alberni, B. c.; Duane married Eileen Lerche
of Malakwa, B. C. in October 1975 and have a daughter Jenny; Laverne married Kirk Hosie of Richmond,

Sheehan, David and Ethel (Payne)
Ethel Sheehan (nee Payne) was born on June 23,
1897 on section 28-7-28 Pipestone Municipality.
John and Ethel started school at Sinclair in 1905.
The school was a long white wooden building which
consisted of one room and held classes from grades
one to eight.
Ethel's first teacher was Miss McFedridge. Her
father had taught them to read and write before they
went to school, so the results were that she was put
into Grade three within three weeks. She finished
High School in the new brick two story high school.
Mr. Ebborn was the principal.
Sinclair school was not a consolidated school in
those days so those in higher grades had to spend one
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Mrs. Garth Chisholm. Her son at present is with the
Air Force in Egypt.
The second girl is married and living in Toronto.
She is now Mrs. Sidney Breland.
Their only son and his family live near Ethel on
the same street. He is an electric scale weigh master
for the city of Saskatoon. He married Miss June
Millish from Zelma, Saskatchewan and they have
one daughter.

week in Reston to write off the government exams.
This became an expense for people under difficult
times as wages were poor. Most of the pupils had
friends to stay with. Ethel stayed with Mrs. Laden
who was paid by Mrs. Payne, sending down food, for
they had eggs, butter and chickens to give.
One thing Ethel remembers about the prairie days
was that they had very few neighbors on the farm.
Most were bachelors living on their homesteads.
Mrs. James Forbes was the only lady neighbor her
Mother had.
The Indians from Pipestone reserve always came
and pitched their tents around this place at the farm.
They came for water. Paynes had a good well that
never went dry. They were on their yearly visit to
Indians at Moose Mts. They would return to
Pipestone in early fall. Mrs. Payne always gave them
a pail of fresh milk.
Their Chief was a young man then, his first name
was Charlie. He and Mr. Payne became great friends,
for Charlie appreciated the kindness. After they left
the farm, Charlie found that the Paynes were living at
Sinclair, he came to Mr. Payne and for many years
afterwards Charlie would come and bring a gift to
him for his birthday. The gift was something that he
made or collected. Sometimes it would be wicker
baskets or Saskatoon berries or house slippers. Ethel
still has a basket he made for her. She prizes it as it's a
novelty these days. In return Mr. Payne always had a
new pipe and tin of McDonald cut tobacco for
Charlie. The old Chief died at Pipestone Reserve
about a week before Mr. Payne passed away in 1941. I
wonder if they still walk together in regions unknown.
The results of the departmental exams were never
known until they were put in the Winnipeg Free Press
in August. How the kids waited for reports! If they
passed, they went back to school, if not they had to
find work.
There wasn't much work in those days for girls or
women, only domestic work. In 1914 Ethel went into
Souris, Manitoba to work for Mrs. Stan Crawford,
and there she met her future husband, David Ernest
Sheehen, who was a C.P.R. commercial telegrapher.
Shortly afterwards he was transferred by the company to Saskatchewan division. They were married in
Moose Jaw on May 19, 1918 and went to live in Swift
Current. Ernest worked fifty years for the C.P.R.
company. He passed away in 1966.
The Sheehans had three children, two girls and
one boy. The two girls are both registered nurses and
still active at hospitals.
The eldest girl Verlie, is married to a returned
Airman and now living at Birtle, Manitoba. She is

Smith, Lawrence and Doreen (Adams)
Lawrence Smith and Doreen Adams were married September 4, 1938.
In the late 30's when sleeping sickness was a
problem, Lawrence was bleeding the horses trying to
save them, and got the disease himself. He spent
some time in Winnipeg in hospital. Later on he
worked in Winnipeg for Massey Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith made their home all their
lives in Sinclair. They took care of the Sinclair school
for about twenty-seven years. They raised seven children, four girls and three boys.
Lawrence Barrie was born in Reston and had his
schooling in Sinclair. He worked on road construction and in the winter worked on the cat trains in
the north. In 1960 Barrie married Maxine Ashcroft of
Tilston and they have three daughters, Terry, Dawn
and Connie all at home. Barrie is a partsman in
Belisle Farm Equipment and also farms north of
Sinclair on the south-east.of 15-8-29.
Robert Thomas was born in Reston. He went to
school in Sinclair. He also worked at road construction and up north with Barrie. In 1963 he married Betty Ann Davis of Belleview. They have three
sons Lee, Todd and Richard, all at home. They
moved to Brandon where Bob took his mechanics
course and later they made their home in Minnedosa
where Bob is employed by Wilton Motors.
Margaret Joan was born in Sinclair. She had her
schooling in Sinclair, then went to be a lab Technician
and worked in the Reston Hospital. In 1964 she
married Richard Sanheim of Manson, formerly of
Sinclair. They make their home at Manson and have
three children all at home, Kent, Ronnie and Dana.
Donna Elizabeth was born in Reston and went to
school in Sinclair. She later worked in the bank in
Morden, Winnipeg and Brandon. In 1966 she married Mel Klusendorf of Sinclair. They farmed at
Sinclair for a few years then went on to Brandon
where Mel took an auto-body course. They moved
back to Reston and Mel started his own business.
Donna started the Creamee in Reston and later sold it
to Fred Paul. They have three children Jeff, Dean and
Kristi all at home. They live on the southeast of
8-7-27.
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Patricia Lottie as born in Reston, went to school
in Sinclair and Reston then went to work in Virden.
In 1971 she married Ross Taylor of Reston. They
lived in Melita for a while and Ross was foreman of
the Melita Auction Mart when it started. Later they
moved back to Reston to farm first south of Reston on
Paddy's farm the southeast of 8-7-27, then north of
Reston on the northwest of 12-8-27 the farm formerly
owned by John Kurta.
Randall Keith, born in Reston went to school
both at Sinclair and Reston. He now lives in Brandon
and works in the parts department of Frank Lawsons.
Tamara Joy was born in Reston, went to school in
Sinclair, Brandon and Reston. She makes her hoime
with Donna and Mel in Reston.
In 1968 Doreen passed away on the 12th of October and in 1972 Lawrence passed away on November
12 in a fire in Barrie's home in Sinclair.

buy the most urgent necessities to start farming,
began life on their homestead the southwest quarter
of 32-8-29. There a sod house and barn had been
built with the help of neighbors.
In December 1902 a little boy was born. During
the summer of 1903 Anna was often alone with Oskar
as Sumarlidi worked here and there to have some
cash. They now had cows, maybe two and some
geese and chickens as well as a team of oxen.
On September 12, 1903 Sumarlidi left early to get
firewood along the Pipestone Creek in the neighborhood of the Sanderson School. The sky was overcast
and soon it started to rain. As the day wore on it got
colder and snow began to fall. At four o'clock in the
afternoon he was seen going past Dan McDonald's
home with a load of wood. He was walking and the
oxen going smartly. This grew to the worst storm the
prairie had ever known at this early date. Laura
Johnson then eight years old was with Anna. She was
one of Henrick Johnson's daughters, neighbors two
miles east. When the storm died down Anna sent
Laura to Johannsons the closest neighbor one mile
east. Laura plodded through high drifts to get there
but no news of Sumarlidi. Gottred Johannson got on
horse back and went to spread the word, thinking
maybe Sumarlidi had stopped somewhere to wait out
the storm. Soon there were a number of men searching all over the prairie. In those days there were no
phones, no fences nor roads. Cattle were frozen to
death in drifts all over the prairie. On the third day
Sumarlidi was found. The snow was melting and in a
footprint from the day before a hand was seen. This
was on the edge of a slough not far from Ewart. The
oxen were found nearby frozen in a drift.
An Icelandic couple in Reston, Gunnlangur and
Halldora Olson, offered Anna and Oskar to come and
live with them. A neighbor offered to house and feed
what stock she had. While at Olsons, Anna again
helped out with house work at Brady's.
In the spring of 1904 Kristjan Jonsson, Bardal
came to Reston and offered Anna to come live at his
home in the Bardal district. She would help his wife
with sewing. He would also look after any livestock
she had and besides he had three fine sons and she
could choose anyone of them. This of course was
jokingly said but fate chose to make this come true.
Anna and Kristjan's second son Sigurgeir were
married in Virden in 1905 driving there and back with
a horse and buggy at least twenty-five or thirty miles
each way. They settled on Sigurgeir's homestead in
the same area as his father's where a neat little frame
house had been built.
In the spring of 1906 Astros Sigurlin was born. In
October 1908 a little brother joined them Anton
Sumarlidi Kristjan but when he was three years old

Somudson, Sumerlidi and Anna
Sumerlidi and Anna Somundson emigrated from
Iceland and arrived in the Sinclair area of Manitoba,
Pipestone Municipality in the summer of 1899. They
had come because of letters written by a friend Kristjan Mattiasson who had taken a homestead in the
Bardal area. This gift of one hundred and sixty acres
of land seemed a golden opportunity and the young
couple thought they could quickly become well off
and return to their native land.
Most of the summer was spent at the home of
Johann and Karoline Johannson about twelve miles
north of Sinclair. Anna had been very sick on the
journey from Iceland. She believed she'd had diphtheria when she later understood that illness.
Later that summer she went to Virden where she
did housework for Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy. He did
some kind of office work as there were many white
skirts to starch and iron as well as other laundry.
Johann had secured this job for Anna as she was very
anxious to learn English and it seemed best to go to a
place where she wouldn't hear a word of Icelandic.
She was very happy there as the family were all very
kind to her. She in turn could sew, and had learned
tailoring in Iceland and this came in handy in a large
family. Anna soon learned to speak and read English.
After three weeks Johann came to see how she
was making out. This was a drive of about twentyfive miles by horse and buggy. He knocked on the
door and when Anna opened it she was so surprised
to see him and said "Johann, how did you come?"
He knew he wouldn't have to worry about her any
more. Anna worked there for eight months and then
for some time at Brady's in Reston. Then she and
Sumarlidi who had been doing farm work and perhaps also working on the railroad to raise money to
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trail to meet the train to mail letters. This was in the
fall of 1918 when the Spanish flu struck and the
school was closed. She came home in January 1919 to
Ebor by train, all by herself. Miss Melsted had asked
a couple of men she knew that were going to Winnipeg to see that she got to the Leland Hotel where
she stayed the night. She had spent a week there enroute to Birch River. The trip home is a story by
itself. She went to Bardal school for two months that
winter. Grade VIII at Ebor was the only time there
was a full year in school. Later she was able to take
Grade XI and XII in Winnipeg and one year at the
Provincial Normal School.
Astros met her husband Egili Arvid Nygaard in
1931 at Oakview, Manitoba interlake area where she
was teaching a little country school. They were married April 12th, 1934 in Winnipeg. Their first home
was in Ebor, Manitoba. They have two children Anna
Elaine born February 12, 1938 and Hermann Anton,
born June 21, 1939 both at home in Ebor, Manitoba.
Egil worked as a carpenter in construction. He was
sent to Moncton, N. B. in September 1941 and on to
Halifax, N.S. in April of 1942 where his family and
wife joined him in July. They lived in Nova Scotia
until 1948 when they moved to Vancouver, B.C.
A daughter Anna married James Essex in May
1961. They had three children Brenda Elaine born
February 1962, Darren James, November 1964 and
Beverly Ann, born June 9, 1968.
Darren drowned in May 1967 where Jim was
employed with B.C. Hydro. The family moved back
to Vancouver, B.C. in 1969 February 28, Jim had an
accident at work. He was very badly burned and died
from injuries March 6. Anna married Ronald Ravensborg in June 1970. They have one little girl, Karen
Marie, blue eyed and fair haired. The other two have
brown eyes and dark brown hair, all lovely girls and
much adored by the grandparents. The family lives
on Vancouver Island where Ron is a salesman for
heavy duty equipment in the logging industiry.
Hermann was married in November 1961 but
things went badly so he got a divorce. He has a son
Michael Anton who lives with his mother. Hermann
remarried and has two step children, Allan seventeen
and Tracy fifteen. He built himself a beautiful home
north of Aldergrove, B. C. with his wife's able assistance.
Elsa married Jim Johnson of Maryfield, Saskatchewan in October, 1941. They had three girls
Gayle Margret (Mrs. Glen Lennon) now residing in
Virden, Manitoba with three children David, Aaron
and Charlene.
Sharon Ann R.N. (Mrs. Michael Warnock) Port
Coquitlam, B.C. has two girls Tammy and Renae.
Betty Lou works in an office in Vancouver and

he became sick and died. A doctor from Sinclair
came but it was too late as they believed he had
appendicitis. The little white coffin was in the living
room. It must have been late fall as the ground was
frozen but no snow. Some kind person lent Anna and
Sigurgeir a top buggy for the journey to Ebor where
other relatives were already buried having died the
same summer.
In late 1911 or early 1912 Sigurgeir sold his homestead and in late spring while snow was still on the
ground the little house was moved on sleighs to
Anna's homestead in the Ebor district the southwest
quarter of 32-8-29.
Gudron Elsa Darote was born in January 1913 and
Jorsenn Margaret Thoranna in October 1914. When
Elsa was about one and a half years she was badly
scalded by falling backwards into a pot of very hot
water that Anna poured off vegetables she was boiling. The closest doctor was at Sinclair at least twelve
miles away. Karolina Johannson (neighbor) who was
a midwife trained in Iceland did what she could. In
the early days she was the Doctor, delivering babies
in a wide area, always ready and willing to help, a
truly wonderful woman. When she couldn't cope, a
Doctor Goodwin from Elkhorn was called. He came
in a Ford car. He didn't give much hope but said "If
this child lasts three days she'll likely make it."
Doctor Goodwin came at least once or twice more
and Elsa survived. Anna sat in her rocking chair
holding Elsa for three or four days and nights. With
another baby coming in October, this must have been
exhausting.
On November 9, 1916 Karl Gudmundur was
born. The older ones remember so well coming home
from Bardal school by horse and buggy as they had
five or six miles to go, and finding this brand new
baby brother. It was a Thursday and nice weather.
When Oskar was nine and Astros was five,
Sigurgeir took them to and from Bardal school for
three weeks during the winter of 1912. Then they
moved to the Ebor district and didn't go anywhere to
school for two years and then only off and on. They
usually went up to Bardal on Christmas as the concerts then were always such a joy, but seldom if ever
went in winter.
When Astros was twelve years old she went with
a teacher, Miss Melsted, whose parents then lived on
the Johannson farm, to attend school and be company for her at a school eighty miles east of Winnipeg in
the Birch River area. The name of the school was
Birchville. Their mail came to McMunn P.o. There
was a little cottage close by the school for the teacher.
This was along the Greater Winnipeg Water District
Railway. It took all day to travel eighty miles. She
walked two miles through heavy forest, on a logging
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pair of socks or mitts were knit for sale which came in
handy in the hungry thirties. Also many a pair were
given away where she felt there might be need. May
God bless the memory of these fine people.

has her own apartment. Elsa was divorced, but married again to Hilaire Caouette. Hilaire died December 30, 1978 after a three year battle with lung cancer.
Elsa has a lovely home in Port Coquitlam, B. C. quite
close to Sharon.
Margaret married Ronald Kohls of Two Rivers,
Wisconsin. She met him in Prince Rupert, B.C. in
1945. They have two children Ronete and Gary. Fine
grandchildren.
Karl married Eva Scott R.N. of Maryfield, Saskatchewan. They farmed north of Cromer and in the
Heron district, then moved to Vancouver, B.C. in
1955 or 1956. They had six children: Karol Eva,
R.N. (Mrs. Reg Henratte) Yarroir, B.C. two adopted
boys Steven seven and Danny one year. Verla (Mrs.
Norman Avison) Vanderhoof, B.C. Verla has a T's
and Jeans shop. Norman works for the forestry. Gary
Scott married Ruby, R.N. formerly from Newfoundland. Gary has a quarter section of land and works for
an oil refinery. They have a son Karl Wm., born July,
1978. Shirley Anne divorced, works for Compensation Board in Kamloops, B. c., Colleen (Mrs. Glen
Kirkpatrick) Fort St. John, B.C. has two children,
Holly and Scott. Donna (Mrs. Peter Kettler) Fort St.
John, B.C. Karl's wife Eva had a massive brain
hemorrhage in late June 1975 and died August 18 the
same year. Karl maintains his home in Chilliwack,
B.C. where he lives alone.
Oskar never married. He took over the farm at
Ebor and the parents lived with him. In 1954 he had
an auction sale and he and his parents moved to
Vancouver, B.C. where Oskar had bought a home.
He rented the farm at first then sold it to Frank
Thiessen. The old house is gone but where it stood is
a beautiful flower garden. There are many lovely
memories of happenings there. It was always so nice
coming home.
Anna and Sigurgeir went to live at an Icelandic
senior citizens home in Vancouver in June 1963.
They were happy there. Anna took sick in late fall,
entered hospital around Chirstmas where she died in
January 1964 of a massive brain hemorrhage at the
age of eighty-nine years eight months. Her sight and
her hearing had become very poor so life was becoming a burden.
Sigurgeir couldn't face going back to the home so
went to live with Karl in Vancouver. He kept quite
active and was very alert mentally. He had emphysema, entered hospital in December 1965 where he
felt quite comfortable. He died peacefully in his
sleep December 18, at the age of eighty-eight years
seven months.
Both Anna and Sigurgeir were very fine people,
honest, hard working and kindly. Anna was ever
busy with her wool spinning and knitting. Many a

Stephens, John and Rosa (MacGregor)
At the age of seventeen, John Mortimer Stephens
came to Canada from Newcastle, England in 1889.
He had left school because of poor health; and as he
wished to learn how to farm, he came to James
Lothian's farm (20-7-26) and worked there for
awhile. His daughter remembers that he sold the first
load of grain in Reston. Later he left the farm and
became a merchant in more than one country town,
first in Sinclair, Manitoba, where he was also a member of the school board.
Rosa MacGregor came west from South Gower,
Ontario in 1889 when she was only seventeen years
old. She came to keep house for her two bachelor
brothers, Marsh and Howard MacGregor and her
sister Clem who was teaching at Lanark School.
Marsh and Howard farmed on the northeast quarter
of 10-7-27. Rosa and Clem took part in musical
events.
John and Rosa were married on March 16th, 1899
at the MacGregor homestead the southwest quarter of
2-7-28. They had five children as follows:
Kathleen (Mrs. Shepherd, now living in Victoria, B. C.) became a teacher and secretary or teacher's secretary.
Jack became a professor of psychology in John
Hopkins University, is now living in Victoria, B.C.
Donald became an engineer and eventually chairman of Manitoba Hydro, and died in 1968.
Gordon graduated in medicine and became a
psychiatrist, and now lives in Claresholm, Alberta.
Mildred became a graduate nurse and later married Sam Burris in 1940, and they have been living in
Kenora, Ontario since 1946. They had four children.
William a lawyer in Vancouver, B. c.; Rosemary, a
teacher in Vernon, B.C.; Ruth, (Mrs. P. Horland) in
Kenora, Ontario; and Claire, (Mrs. R. 1. Noseworthy) in Kenora, Ontario.
The Stephens family moved to Winnipeg in 1921;
so that the children could get a better education,
especially a university education.
John, born on December 8th, 1871, died in August 1962. Rosa, born on October 30th, 1871, died in
April, 1952.

Teeple, Alfred and Mary (Gonyea, Huffman)
Isiah Huffman died in 1901. Mrs. Huffman married Alfred Teeple of Selkirk, Michigan, who was
born in Port Huron, Michigan October 16th, 1876
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and died in Brandon May 6th, 1954. Alfred and Mary
Teeple had three children; one son and two daughters.
Their son William Alfred was born in Selkirk,
Michigan September 8th, 1903 and educated at
Antler and Sinclair. He married Jessie Kennedy of
Brandon in April, 1925. He now resides in Winnipeg. Jessie Teeple died in 1978. Born of this union
were one son and two daughters: William of Vancouver, B.C.; Jean, living in Alberta and June resides
in Winnipeg. (Jean Gunning and June Sandberg).
They were all born in Brandon.
Marcile was born at Selkirk, Michigan March
23rd, 1908 and educated at Sinclair. Marcile resides
in Brandon.
Norma died shortly after birth in Antler, Saskatchewan.
Alfred and Mary Teeple farmed at Selkirk, Michigan and in 1909 sold their fann and came to Canada
as settlers. Arriving in Antler, Saskatchewan, March
22nd, 1909 at the home of an Aunt Sarah (Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Dyon). Two years later they sold the
home they had built in Antler, rented the Sinclair
boarding house and bought a small farm on the
outskirts of the village, south. They lived in Sinclair
until moving to Brandon in 1921.
The Teeples enjoyed the years they had lived in
Sinclair, made many good friends, worked in the
community, church and school. They can recall the
house parties, concerts and dances and sleigh rides to
the country to skate on a pond; the lady of the farm
usually serving lunch before they left for home.

Eirikur Thordarson born April 1896 in Iceland, deceased. Single.
Svanbergur Thordarson born October 1898 in
Iceland, single, died March 1970.
Thorstein Sigurdur Thordarson born December
1901 at Sinclair died March 1968, Single.
Gudrun Thordarson, born January, 1905 at Sinclair, moved away from there in 1934 and married
Steindor P. Einarson from Winnipeg and lived in
Langruth, Manitoba. They had six children as follows; Doreen Helen, Verna Margaret, Clarence,
Arthur Brian, John Beverly and Harold Ralph.
Jonina died November 1927 at Sinclair and Einar
passed away in March 1939 at Langruth, Manitoba.
John was a keen curler and curled in Sinclair for a
good many years, also in Tilston. Helga was a good
neighbor and belonged to the Crescent Ladies Aid,
also to the Sinclair Ladies Aid Group. They lived
there until their deaths.
John was an accomplished blacksmith and did a
lot of work in the depression years for most of his
neighbors.

Tiede, Mike and Jessie (Boreski)
Mike Tiede was born in Russia in 1868 and came
to Brandon, Manitoba in 1900. He worked on the
railroad until 1905 when he married Jessie Boreski.
She had come to Brandon, Manitoba from Warsaw,
Poland where she was born in 1887. In 1905 the
couple homesteaded in the Sinclair district on the
southwest quarter of 28-7-29.
Life was hard in the early days and an afternoon
visit to the neighbor's on Sunday was about the only
thing you did. The couple had three children. John,
born 1906, stays with his stepbrother Russell Mazur.
Mary, born 1918, married William Worth and lived in
Vancouver until his death in 1976.
Mike Tiede was stricken with a ruptured appendix and died in the Brandon Hospital in the spring of
1911.

Thordarson, John and Helga (Eirihsdotter)
John Thordarson and his wife Helga Eirihsdotter
came to Canada in August 1900. They emigrated
from Iceland with three boys and an infant girl, who
passed away on their way to Winnipeg. Two more
children were born after they moved to Sinclair.
The Thordarsons came to the Sinclair district in
the fall of 1900 and took a homestead on the northeast
quarter of 18-6-29. John lived there till July 1934,
when he moved to Langruth during the depression in
the 30's.
The names of their children are as follows:
Einar Thordarson, born December, 1892 in Iceland, died January 1966. He married Jonina Gudmundson and they lived in the Sinclair district. They
had five boys: Harold Gunnar, born May, 1919, died
July 1945; Lorus Gudmundur, born August 1921,
married Marjorie Zelmer. They live in the Sinclair
district. John Walter born in 1927 married Eileen
Zelmer and lived in the Sinclair district. Eileen
passed away July, 1976. Clarence Elmer, born January 1930 is deceased.

Tindall, Robert and Elizabeth (Galloway)
Robert Edgar Tindall or "Bob" as he was familiarly known, landed penniless in Canada from his
native Yorkshire, England in 1905. The youngest of a
large family whose father and grandfather were both
blacksmiths; he had served his apprenticeship and
longed to see the world. Never did he return to
England again.
After a brief period in Winnipeg where he was
employed delivering milk by horse drawn cart, he
reverted to his true calling and worked for blacksmiths at Gladstone and Sperling before settling for
sometime at Margaret, Manitoba. Here he met a
Lancashire immigrant lass, Elizabeth Gallowy. They
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children, Bob, Jim and Maureen. In 1957 the family
moved down coast to settle in Port Alberni, B.C.
where they still reside. Nora still enjoys the odd trip
back to visit old prairie friends. She still nurses
occasionally and is an active member of St. Alban's
Anglican church. She has four little granddaughters.
Frank married an Antler teacher, Meta Lenore
Dickson at Virden, October 14, 1937. His teaching
had taken him from Prairie Rose to Kirkella, Lavinia
and Riverton where the couple first established a
home. Moving to Gunton in 1938, he was Principal
of their four room consolidated school till 1940 when
they moved to Well wood for eight years. Here, Meta
was also employed on the teaching staff while Frank
taught the one-room High School.
Moving to Dauphin in 1948, he was employed by
Dauphin Ochre School Area No.1 to carry an audiovisual program to their thirty-nine rural schools plus
the town schools at Ochre River, Makinak and
Sifton. Since few schools had hydro power, a mobile
generator was carried in the car trunk of the faithful
1948 Chevrolet so that films could be shown and
taught. Trips to outlying snow-bound schools were
made on tobaggan, by sleigh boxes or even on foot,
carrying in the heavy equipment. The arrival of the
Picture Man was a great event in those pre T. V. days.
Meta taught a small rural school, Gartmore,
close to Dauphin in 1948 to 1950. However tragedy
struck in July 1950 and after a brave fight against a
lengthy illness, Meta came to an untimely death on
March 16,1951, and is buried at Dauphin's Riverside
Cemetery. Frank carried on his teaching at Dauphin
until 1956 when he took a year off to work for
Manitoba Sugar and Eaton's in Winnipeg and as a
clerk for D.N.D. at Fort Churchill.
Teaching was still his main interest so he taught
two years in B.C. Having been in attendance at
Manitoba University Summer School for several
years. He acquired his B.A. and B.Ed. degrees in
1958.
Sinclair lost its twenty-seven year blacksmith in
1946 when Bob sold his shop to Gordon Pickett of
Tilston. After a brief period working at his trade at
Rapid City, he bought a business at Kelwood, Manitoba, where he continued his good work till 1974
when he retired to gardening, volunteer work and
helping his wife who was not very well.
Tragedy again struck the family in late 1967 when
Art was stricken with a terminal illness that brought
about his death on October 12, 1968 at Vancouver.
Mrs. Tindall's (Sr.) health began to fail while they
were at Kelwood, causing their retirement to
Dauphin in 1963. Bob still enjoyed excellent health
and found time for caring for a fine garden, fruit trees
and helping his neighbors with theirs. Mrs. Tindall

were married in 1910 at Minto, Manitoba. Their first
born died in infancy but two more sons, Frank and
Arthur (Art) were born to them in 1911 and 1913
respectively.
Following brief periods living at Whitewater,
Dunrea and Oxbow, Saskatchewan where their only
daughter Nora was born, the Tindalls settled at
Napinka until May 24, 1919 when their move to
Sinclair took place. Taking over the blacksmith shop
from Mr. 1. Fred Craig, Bob began a long career of
service to the farmers of Sinclair and a large area
extending to Reston, Ewart, Antler and Tilston, due
to his excellent workmanship especially in sharpening and laying plowshares and in horseshoeing.
Many a stallion, heading for Brandon Exhibition,
wore shoes carefully made and nailed by Bob Tindall. He was totally dedicated to his farmer customers and seldom took a much needed holiday. One
exception was his almost annual trip by railway excursion with his kids to the Brandon Exhibition in
midsummer. Rather than spend a July 1st holiday at
Antler sports, Bob often could be heard tripping
plowshares from five A.M. till dark so plowing for
many could go on next day.
The Tindall children completed their public
school education at Sinclair Intermediate School No.
1051, and Frank attended Reston High School where
he completed his Grade XII in June 1929. Choosing
teaching as a career, he attended Winnipeg Provincial
Normal School during 1929 and 1930 and began
teaching at Prairie Rose School at Linklater in August
at a salary of $850.00 per annum, boarding at the
Bob Gemmill home.
Meanwhile Art had finished school at Sinclair
and was employed trucking grain for Mr. Wm. Norton and later worked for him at Moosomin, Saskatchewan. There he obtained work with Fudge's
Snowplane Factory. This was to lead to several years
in Winnipeg with Smith and Short making aeroplane
propellers, then to Mid-West Aircraft and finally to
Canadian Pacific airlines as air-frame mechanic.
Art met and married in 1941, a Winnipeg girl,
Margaret West. While there, Dick their elder son was
born. In 1943 C.P.A. transferred Art and family to
Vancouver where he worked for many years as a
subforeman air frame mechanic. A second son,
Douglas was born to them in 1950. Art was a most
devoted husband and father enjoying camping, gardening and travel. Each summer he made the long
trip back to visit his parents on the prairies.
Meanwhile, Nora had taken her R.N. at St.
Boniface, graduating in 1938. Her career took her to
the West Coast and Ocean Falls, B.C. where she met
and married Mr. E. Frank Scott, a paper maker, on
November 1, 1941. To the Scotts were born three
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died on October 23, 1967 and is buried at Dauphin.
Bob continued to live on alone, enjoying frequent
visits from his son Frank who had returned to Winnipeg to complete his forty-five years of teaching
when he retired in 1976. After a short period of
failing health, Bob Tindall passed away at Dauphin
General Hospital on December 5,1972, ending three
generations of blacksmiths.
Today the original family consists of Nora (Mrs.
E. F. Scott) at Port Alberni and Frank retired in
Winnipeg. There he has become quite involved in
hobbies such as choral singing in Westminister United Church choir, and singing with the Golden
Chordsmen Winnipeg Chapter of SPEBSQSA; playing euphonium with Royal Winnipeg Rifles Reserves' Band; bowling and fishing. His voluntary
work includes meals on wheels, and visits to Senior
Citizens homes and hospitals.
The Tindall name will still be carried on by Art's
two sons Dick and Doug but the blacksmithing association, like the trade, seems gone forever.

teacher. Six of their eight children were born before
they came to Canada in June 1903 and settled on a
farm five miles southeast of Sinclair.
Mr. Traill was a very healthy man and one oddity
about him was that his teeth were all double. He died
at the age of eighty-three on February 12, 1934 and he
had all his teeth but one.
Mrs. Traill was eighty-seven when she passed
away in November, 1956.
Mr. and Mrs. Traill had eight children. Winnifred
was the eldest and she spent a lot of her young life in
St. Paul, Minnesota and Wolf Point, Montana. She
came back to Canada in 1930 and married Clifton
Pettypiece in 1932. They farmed in the Linklater
district until Cliff passed away and Winnied moved to
Reston. She moved to Virden and passed away in
1974 in her eighty-third year.
Stuart and Ralph were the next two boys and they
served in World War I. Ralph was only seventeen
when he enlisted. After the war they went to Crane
Valley west of Moose Jaw to homestead. They lived
there until they retired in Moose Jaw. They were both
married, Stuart had six children and Ralph had two.
Milo was the fourth Traill. He went to Saskatchewan with his brothers for awhile and then he went to
Dawson Creek and lived there until his death. Milo
never married.
Vernon the fifth child also farmed west of Moose
Jaw and later moved to Cold Lake, Alberta and took a
homestead. They lived there until 1942 when they
moved to New Westminster, B.C. and had a chicken
ranch until they retired. Vernon passed away in 1976
and Vema still lives there. They had four children
who all live in the Vancouver district.
Ruth was the sixth child. She married George
Porter of Oxbow and they have lived there ever since.
They are now retired and live in town. They had two
girls.
Jessie was the seventh chid. She died at the age of
seven of diabetes.
Lewellyn (Lou) was the last but not the least. He
stayed at home until his father sold his farm in 1929
and moved to the village of Sinclair. He married
Helen Curtis in 1931 and they lived in Sinclair until
1934 when they moved to B. C. More about Lew with
the Curtis's. Lew passed away on April 21, 1975.

Titchkosky, Elsie (Mayert)
In 1937 Elsie Mayert married Reynold
Titchkosky of Morden. They lived on a farm south of
Morden. The couple had a family of six children
when her husband was killed in an accident in 1950.
Elsie stayed on the farm for ten years and moved into
Morden in 1960.
The children are; Dolores, Archie, Barbara, Beverly, Gary and Sharon.
Dolores married Eugene Ehnes, they have two
children and live in Glenboro.
Archie, married Anna Szepaniak of Germany
and they have five children and live in Sydney, Australia.
Barbara married Colin Chakowski. They have
two children and live in Cranbrook, B.C. Beverly
married Robert Cowan and they have two children
and reside in Morden.
Gary resides in Winnipeg, is area superintendent
of Customs at Winnipeg International Airport.
Sharon married Gerald Ehns, they have three
children in Swift Current, Saskatchewan.

Tram, David and Anna (McCallum)
David Traill was born in Scotland, the eldest of
fourteen children. He came to Ontario as a small boy.
He danced the sword dance for Queen Victoria before he left Scotland.
The family moved to Minnesota when he was
young and he started as a lumber jack at the age of
fourteen and rode the Red River to Winnipeg when
there was nothing there but Old Fort Gary.
He married Anna McCallum who was a school

Tram, Lew and Helen (Curtis)
Lew Traill was born on a farm five and a half
miles southeast of Sinclair in 1907. He was the eighth
child of David and Anna Trail.
In 1931 he married Helen Curtis who was born in
Wisconsin in 1912, and lived only two miles from the
Traill place since 1927.
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Lew and Helen started out their married life in
Sinclair, where Lew was the dray man until 1934.
Ivan was born in Sinclair in 1932.
In 1934 the Traills moved to New Denver, where
Lew had work running a farm and later worked in the
mines. In 1937 the Traills were blessed with twin
girls Feme and Fae. They had lots of company because they were the first pair of twins born there for
eighteen years.
In 1937 Lew and Helen moved to New Westminster, B. C. and Lew worked for Fraser Mills and the
Fletcher Lumber yard until 1945 when they moved
back to Reston and home. Gene was born in New
Westminster in 1942.
(The rest of the Traills' life is with the Curtis's).
Ivan was the oldest Traill and he attended high
school in Reston. After he finished Grade XI he
wanted to teach so went to summer school and then
he taught school at Elm Valley. He was just sixteen
that year.
He finished his Grade XII the next year, went to
normal school and taught school at Churchill,
Melita, Shilo and Neepawa. He finished university
by going to night school, summer school and took
one year off.
He married Patricia Sly of Gladstone in 1956 and
they have three boys Robyn, Sean and Patrick. Ivan
taught school for twenty-five years and in 1978 he
tried a new venture. He now had a meat processing
plant in Neepawa.
Feme and Fae, the twins were born in 1937. They
attended their high school at Reston. They both
taught school and had a double wedding in 1959.
Feme married Murray Grierson of Broomhill and
Fae married Bob Elliott of Pipestone.
Feme and Murray have spent nearly all their
married life in Medora, Manitoba where Murray
buys grain for United Grain Growers and Feme
teaches in Deloraine. They have three children; Guy,
Diana and Tanis.
Fae and Bob have lived in many cities in Saskatchewan. Bob is district superintendent of the Saskatchewan Power and they live in Weyburn. Fae now
sells real estate and they have four children; Vaughn,
Alana, Ted and Lee.
Gene is the youngest Traill. He married Diane
Fairbairn of Pipestone. They now live in Brandon
where Gene owns Traill Meat Processors and Diane
sells Real Estate and helps her husband in the store.
They have two girls, Debra and Shawna.

She started school at Prairie Rose at the age of
five. Her first teacher was Miss Mary Guthrie. Then
she had Miss Jean Farnie, Miss Gertrude Gibson,
Miss Margaret Forbes, Miss Marian Miller and Mr.
William Gilchrist. Mr. Gilchrist was teaching when
she wrote Grade VIII.
The exams were sent out from the Department of
Education. They had to go to Sinclair school to write
their exams. Each exam had a time limit and as soon
as time was up the student had to hand the papers in
finished or not. Dora passed Grade VIII which was
the last grade taught at Prairie Rose. For high school
they had to go to Sinclair where they were taught
nine, ten and eleven. Dora's first teacher at Sinclair
was T. E. Babb and then Mr. Sam Wright.
She belonged to the Sinclair girls softball team
which started playing ball as soon as the snow left in
the spring. The school field day was held at Reston
and they would practise for the parade and all other
athletics. They used to parade out to the cemetery
comer and back to school for practise. Sinclair won
the shield several times for all around athletics. What
became of the shield when the old school was demolished?
Going to school in winter was a real hardship.
Dora drove horse and sleigh to school. She'd have to
drive three and a half miles, put the horse in the livery
bam then walk to the far end of town to the school.
The livery bam at that time was on main street and by
the time she reached school she'd be very cold. At
the age of sixteen she was finished with school. She
stayed home helping on the farm for sometime then
went to Brandon where she kept house for her uncle
and his two school age children. She was there four
years and wages then were ten dollars a month. She
sent money home to help with her youngest brother's
school clothes etc. and always had money in the
bank.
She was married on October 15, 1940 to Lloyd
Kendrick. They spent their first year at Miniota then
went to Winnipeg, where they worked at #5 Air
Observer School. One of Dora's jobs was putting the
aeroplanes in the hanger when they returned from
flight and were gased up. The planes were pushed in
by tractor with a tow bar on front that hooked onto the
plane.
In the spring of 1945 and the war nearly ended #5
was closed down. Dora and Lloyd then returned to
Miniota where they stayed until 1953, then moved to
Brandon.
Dora worked at Larry's photo studio, at the
Prince Edward Hotel and eleven years on the children's ward at Brandon General hospital and was
retired from there on the end of March 1978. They
continued to make their home in Brandon.

Walker, Dora
Dora was born March 29th, 1913, the second
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Walker of Sinclair,
Manitoba.
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Walker, George and Ellen (Wilson)

her. She was with them until February 10th, 1910
when George Walker and Ellen Wilson were married
by Rev. Flock. They came back to Sinclair to live.
George's brother Adam, wife and four year old
girl had come out to Canada and were living with
George so the two families lived together until
George finished breaking his own land and had a
house and bam built on it. The house they were living
in was on Jones's northeast quarter.
Early neighbors were: The Rintouls; The Baumbers and then Chrisps, where Dave Jones now lives;
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Martin, where Ken Zarn now
lives; Mr. and Mrs. James Forbes, where Glen Walker
now lives; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Payne half mile east of
Arthur Martin; the Alex Johnsons along the Stoney
Creek; the Stromes and then the Anguses lived across
from George's east quarter now owned by Cecil
Brownlee; Archie Carr and then Peter and Pearl Bazand lived where Conrad Karpinski is today; Bill
Duncans, where Donald Zarn now lives. On November 23, 1910 their first child Mary was born.
In March 1913 another daughter, Dorothy, was
born and in August 1914 their first son Robert John
(Jack) and in 1917 another son George was born in
August.
Then it became necessary to build an addition to
the house, so in 1918 a dining and sitting room
combined and two bedrooms were started and building went on as time permitted.
In the winter of 1919 the influenza epidemic
struck the country. It was a very severe type and
many died from it. George would be up early in the
morning, get his chores done and then away to help
anyone in need of help as many families would be all
down with flu. He did outside chores, served food or
washed dishes. Ellen used to make pots of soup to
send along, as soup was all the sick were allowed to
eat.
In the early 20's George bought his first car from
Howard Milton. It was a Ford, touring, curtain sides
and the top would fold down if you wished.
Mr. Bill Wilkins in Reston had an organ for sale
so George bought it. Mr. and Mrs. Angus would
come over practically every night. Mrs. Angus
played the organ and Mr. Angus sang a lot of comic
songs. One remembered was "When Father Papered
the Parlor. "
There were no roads opened for cars in winter.
The neighbors used to put on surprise parties and one
never knew when the gang would all come to your
place. They brought sandwiches and cakes and the
lady of the house made the coffee. That was the only
time coffee was served in Walkers' house. Tea was
the beverage other times. The furniture would all be

George Walker was born July 14th, 1884 at Walkerburn, Publeshire, Scotland. Although he won a
scholarship at school he did not continue his education because at that time Canada was greatly publicized throughout the United Kingdom as the land of
great fortune, so he quit school and went to work to
earn money for his fare to Canada.
He was always very fond of horses and drove a
team of Clydesdales always decked with Scotch tops
and ribbons. Each horse weighed a ton. He delivered
freight from the railway to the various business
places. Then he was hired as head groom at the
Murray Estate at Elibank Castle owned by Lady
Murray. When he was ready for the trip to Canada,
Lady Murray presented him with a pure leather
Gladstone travel case which is still with the Walker
family today.
In 1906, he landed in Canada and he worked with
Wm. Watt for a time, then to grading roads. He was
on the gang that filled in the slough where Reston
Station was to be built. His brother Jim, had emigrated to Canada and he and George had a breaking
crew. They broke up land northeast of Hillview and
broke the northeast quarter of where Dave Jones now
lives (at that time the Rintouls lived there). Jim was
kicked in the stomach by a driving pony and died
shorly after. He is buried in the southeast comer of
Sinclair cemetery.
In 1908 George returned to Scotland to visit his
parents and while there learned that a friend, Ellen
Wilson, of his earlier days had emigrated to London,
Ontario. He got her address and on return to Canada,
correspondence began.
George took appendicitis and an operation was
necessary. He was operated on by Dr. Young on the
kitchen table at Mrs. John Bulloch's home (now
Gordon McDougall's) and was with her until he was
able to be up and around again.
In February, 1910 George went down to London,
Ontario and returned with Ellen Wilson as his bride.
Ellen Wilson was born at High Longtown, England at her Grandmother's home but was raised at
Camieston, St. Boswells, Roxburghshire, Scotland.
She was taken out of school at twelve years old and
sent to work. Her wages had to go home for family
expenses. She was allowed to keep one dollar a
month for herself, until she became of age which was
twenty-one years then.
She and a girl friend, Tina Wyatt, decided they
would save up money and come to Canada. So in
1907 they landed in London, Ontario and were able to
get work. The boat ride across the ocean was very
rough and it took twenty-one days. Her work was
with Rev. Flock and wife and they were very kind to
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moved to a corner and the dance, or card games were
on.
In 1923 the third son Norman was born.
The Chautauqua used to come to Prairie Rose
each summer. A big tent was put up in Hunter's
Grove. This event usually lasted three days and some
wonderful programs were enjoyed by all. The last
one at Prairie Rose was the 5th, 6th, 7th of July, 1934.
On July 6th, of that year the garden was frozen.
The 1930's brought the depression. The winds
blew dust and turned daylight into semi-darkness.
The Russian thistle flourished on the field and wind
blew it into the fences. The force of the wind against
the piles of thistles broke off the fence posts and
many fences were buried in soil drift. There was no
crop, no hay, no garden.
The government would supply feed hay for four
head of cattle, the rest had to be sold. On July 21,
1934 George Walker shipped nine head of cattle.
They were loaded on a freight car at Sinclair. There
were fourteen carloads left Sinclair that day. On July
26th, he received the cheque for his nine head of
cattle. The cheque was twenty-four dollars.
George had kept five milk cows as he thought if
he eked the feed he could manage but when deer
shooting season came one of the cows was shot by
hunters.
There was nothing around home for the young
folks so many of them went to Oak River for the
harvest.
The horses were branded and shipped from
Cromer to St. Lazare for the winter and brought back
and unloaded at Cromer in the spring. The Walker
horses needed no herding. They got off the train and
took a bee line for home.
George was always a very cheerful person and
always said "Better luck next year."
He was a trustee of Prairie Rose school for a
number of years. He resigned when his children were
all finished at Prairie Rose. There was no pay for the
job in those days, it was considered an honor. He also
served on the board of U. G .G. and on the Co-op
board and attended several conventions in Winnipeg
and once in Calgary.
In 1936 the dugout machine came to the district
operated by Calvin McIntosh and Wallace Watt.
They put a dugout in Walker's pasture which greatly
helped the water situation.
In 1950 approximately, the oil drillers came to the
district. They struck oil on Walker's land. However,
after a lot of publicity, the well was capped down and
the crew moved on.
In 1952 George and Ellen took a trip to Scotland
after an absence of forty-four years. George was
quite thrilled at the thoughts of seeing his old home

and his favorite fishing spots. However, floods and
war had completely changed the terrain and nothing
looked like he remembered it. However, they enjoyed
the trip very much but when the boat landed and they
landed on Canadian soil George said "Hurrah for
Canada".
On February 10th, 1960 Ellen and George Walker
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. Many
friends came with good wishes.
On December 22, 1960 George passed away in
his sleep. Ellen carried on at home for some time not
in very good health. She passed away March 16th,
1966 in her eighty-second year.

Walker, George Jr. and Kathleen (Skelton)
George Walker's father George Walker Sr. came
from a little village in Scotland by the name of
Walkerburn, in Peebleshire. George Walker Sr. arrived in Canada in 1904. He came to the Reston
district where he worked on the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
William Watt of Reston. After working there for a
while he moved to the Sinclair district where he took
a homestead on the southeast quarter of 29-7-28
breaking the land with horses. This is a part of the
Dave Jones farm now. He returned to Scotland to find
his wife to be had already left Scotland and was
working in London, Ontario. Returning to Canada,
he married Ellen Wilson in London, Ontario and
returned to the Sinclair district where they settled on
the northwest quarter of 21-7 -28 in 1908. The farm is
still in the Walker family and is farmed by Norman
Walker. Mrs. Walker (Ellen) came from a little place
by the name of High Long Town on the border of
England and Scotland. After Ellen and George were
married and living on 21-7-28 they raised a family of
five: Mary (died in 1941); Dora, Jack, George and
Norman.
George Jr. was born in the Sinclair district on
August 26th, 1917 and lived on the family farm,
taking his schooling at Prairie Rose No. 967 until
grade eight. Some of his teachers were: William
Gilchrist, Gertrude Ray, Mary Matthews and Frank
Tindall. After finishing school he worked at home, in
the dirty thirties when things were pretty tough with
not too much money around. In 1934 they never
threshed a bushel of grain and that fall although
George was not very old he worked for a farmer in the
Oak River area by the name of Walter Westbrook. He
can remember quite well after the harvest and the fall
work was finished they dug a round well fifty feet
deep. It was his job to pull all the dirt up on what they
called a windlass. The worst part of it was there
wasn't a drop of water so they had to fill it all in again.
In the winter time there were dances put on by the
district, in Prairie Rose School. Each family put in
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twenty-five cents. This was to buy the sugar and
coffee for the winter and the lunch was brought by
each family. The music was supplied by Perry Pettipiece and wife, Jack Walker and Ethel, George Walker, Arthur and Cecil Ashcroft, and Herb McIntosh.
They also had dances at Sinclair and in the old Ewart
hall where many a good time was had by all. Some
who played at Ewart were Bill Callan, Herb Nolan,
Nelson Love. Edna Dodds and George Walker.
In 1941 George Jr. joined the armed forces and
served in England, Sicily, Italy, France, Belgium,
Holland, and Germany. In 1946 he returned to the
Sinclair district and bought the south half of 28-7-28.
This was the homestead of the late Arthur Martin. He
lived at home with his parents until 1949 and worked
the land from there. On October 1st, 1949 he married
Kathleen Skelton, the daughter of W. 1. Skelton and
Nellie Skelton and they moved on to the Martin farm.
Here they raised three of a family: Douglas James
born June 8, 1952; Garry George born October 12,
1955; and Dianne Marie born July 27, 1961. In 1955
they bought the northwest quarter of 4-8-28 and the
northeast quarter of 5-8-28. On the nnd of December, 1960 George Sr. passed away and was laid to rest
in Sinclair cemetery. They farmed until 1963 when
for health reasons they had to sell the farm, the south
half of 28-7 -28 to Ken Zarn, 5-8-28 to Charlie Zarn,
and 4-8-28 to Don Heiser. On April 26th, 1963 they
bought the Snack Bar in Reston from Lew and Helen
Trail and operated under the name of Walker's Snack
Bar, for eight years. On March 16th, 1966 Mrs.
George Walker Sr. passed away in her eighty-second
year and was laid to rest in Sinclair Cemetery. In 1969
once again George had health problems and had his
left lung removed due to cancer. Not being able to
carryon in the cafe they sold the snack bar to Alvin
and Florence Birnie in April 1971. From there they
moved to Virden and have lived there ever since.
On December 14th, 1974 Garry married Valerie
Williams and they live in Redcliff, Alberta. Garry is
employed with Dresser Tital Industries and Valerie is
employed with Dominion Glass Co. They have two
children, Trish Lee born June 5th, 1975 and Chadwick Ryan born March 19th, 1978. On April 15th,
1975 Douglas married Debra McMurchy and they
live at Brandon, Manitoba where Doug is self-employed in the gravel business. They also have two
children, Shannon Rae born March 27th, 1976 and
Dallas Douglas born December 12, 1978. Dianne
Marie lives at home and is employed with P. 1. Morris
Agencies in Virden, Manitoba.

on December 2, 1950. They lived on the home farm,
which Norman continued to operate after his father's
death, until the fall of 1979 when they retired to
Reston.
Winnie went back teaching in 1967 when she
worked in the special Education area at Reston Elementary school until fall 1978 at which time she
transferred to half-time teaching at the same school
for two years. She discontinued teaching in June
1980.
Norman and Winnie were blessed with three children; Winnifred Merle, Arlene Gay and Melvin
Brent. Merle and Gay began their formal education
at Prairie Rose school and then they all attended
Reston Elementary and High Schools. The girls also
graduated from the one year Business Course at
Virden Collegiate. Merle was employed as secretary
in the R.C.M.P. office at Virden where she is still
working (July, 1980). Gay started as receptionist
secretary at the Virden clinic. She left in July 1976 to
tour Europe, Israel and the Canary Islands for ten
months. On her return she was employed as receptionist-typist at the Bank of Montreal in Brandon.
Brent worked at several welding jobs in Virden and
Winnipeg before settling to farming and trucking.
Brent was married to Debra Lockhart of Reston
on J ul y 9, 1977. In the fall of 1979 they moved to the
farm where Brent took over from his father. They
have two children, Benita Allison and Colin James.
On September 8, 1979, Gay was married to Bill
Mayberry of Brandon, formerly of Pipestone. They
reside in Brandon.
Merle was married to Cons. Lyle Brooks (Kamloops, B.C.) on September 20, 1980 in St. Mary's
Church, Virden. They are residing in Virden.

Whale, John and Fannie (Osler)
In 1914 John Whale, Eliza (Granny) Mare, her
son William George, daughter Rosina, grandson
William John (Bill) Hooper aged six and Bill's Uncle
George Hooper, James Jago (Sr.) and Hilda Bunt
arrived in Halifax, N.S. from St. Neat, Cornwall,
England. This was George Hooper's (Sr.) second trip
to Canada.
They expected to find the "Land of Milk and
Honey" as advertised in England.
John Whale found work as farm laborer at Conrad Eisler, in Clover Hill district then with John Bulloch, Sinclair and with Wm. George Mare, who had
rented land in Crescent district south of Sinclair.
In 1919 he rented the John Bulloch farm north of
Sinclair and started farming on his own. At the same
time he rented a house now occupied by Jean McCune and hired Granny Mare as housekeeper. Her

Walker, Norman and Winnie (Cockbill)
Norman, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Walker, was married to Winnifred Cockbill of Virden
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grandson Bill, went to school in Sinclair. John Whale
eventually bought the house.
In 1925, John Whale rented and moved to
32-6-29 in the Diana District south and west of Sinclair, taking along Granny and Bill. This farm was
the former home of Theodore (Dorey) Johannson.
The house in town was rented to Andy Handyside, Steve Gates and Fannie Osler and others not
known.
In 1945, John married Fannie Osler and went
back to his Sinclair house to live. John deceased in
1953. Fanny Osler Whale deceased (date not known).
Eliza (Granny) Mare (she was always known as
Granny) first settled in what was later the Bob Tyndall house at the rear of the Sinclair blacksmith's shop
run by Bob. Later she went to keep house for her son
William George and George Hooper in the Crescent
district, then moved with William George to the
Charlie Jackson farm, moving later to the G. S.
Monro farm. William George bought the same at a
later date. The same farm is still owned and lived on
by William George's two sons Bill and John Mare in
the Crescent area.
William George married Hilda Bunt in 1918.
Deceased dates not known. Granny went back to
keep house for John Whale, in 1919 on farm 32-6-29.
Deceased in 1943.
James Jago (Sr.) married Rosina Mare their first
year in Canada (1914), buying land in Stonehill district, now occupied by son Laurence. They lived
there until they finally moved into Reston. Rosina
deceased (date not known).
John Thomas Mare, another of Granny's sons
came to John Whale's as a hired hand in 1930. Originally from St. Neat, England in 1911, he first came to
Canada to work as a farm laborer for Bill Donald
(Jimmie's Father) in Linklater area, then on various
other farms.
He served with the Canadian Armed Services in
the First World War and returned to John Whale's as
laborer.
In 1943, he bought and moved to a farm one mile
south of 32-6-29 near Diana school now owned by
James Jago (Jr.). John Mare deceased (date not
known).
William 1. Hooper, grandson to Granny Mare
married Myra Hayward in 1943 and bought farm
32-6-29. They farmed until 1947, when for health
reasons they moved to Virden, Manitoba in 1947.

the family (his wife and three children) Mary, Addie
and Dennwiddie.
Mrs. Williamson often told that the railroad was
no farther west than Reston when she came. They
homesteaded on the south quarter of 2-6-29 in
Pipestone Municipality the first year she and the
family arrived.
They lived for awhile in a home they dug into the
ground. They had a root cellar below the living
quarters so it was like a double level cellar.
Mr. Williamson was a carpenter and worked at
that the first year on arrival in Canada and a good
portion of his time after he started farming.
After a few years they sold the farm and went into
general store business in the town of Sinclair. The
store was located on the site of the present store now
operated by Fred Wiebe.
When the Williamsons terminated their general
store business and went back to farming on the southeast of 34-6-29 the building was built by the Merchants Bank of Canada. The Bank closed and has
been used as telephone central office and store by
various propietors.
There were three children born in Canada. Anna
Myrtle was born in 1904 in the house they built on the
homestead. This house stood till two years ago when
vandals set fire to it. John was born in the store in
Sinclair May 13th, 1906. Lettie Laverna was born
January 27th, 1908.
Mary married Charles York and lived some years
around this district. He had a steam threshing outfit
and threshed grain for many farmers as there were
not too many machines in the area. They later moved
to Saskatchewan near the Unity area and later Mary
went back to the U.S. and lived in Portland, Oregon.
Addie married Edward Molstad and has resided
since in Edmonton. They were in the Real Estate and
Insurance business, their son Howard is still carrying
on the business.
Dinnie married Christina Campbell from Teulon,
Manitoba. She was teaching school at Clover Hill
when he met her. They resided in the Sinclair district
southeast 34-6-29 where five children were born:
Dinnwiddie Jr. (Dinnie Jr.), John Bates and four girls,
Margaret, Olive, Isobell and Mattie.
Anna lived a few years with sister Addie in Edmonton completing her education. She married Edward (Eddie) Mitchell who was a druggist and
located his business in Long Beach, California.
There were no children from Anna's marriage.
Lettie married Kenneth Greene, a chauffeur and
was employed by Warner Bros. studio. Lettie and
Kenneth had one child, a girl, La Verna, who lives in
California.

Williamson, Joseph and Martha (Bates)
Joseph Floyd Williamson was born in Virginia,
U.S.A. April 2nd, 1863. He married Martha Jane
Bates who was born in the State of Kentucky, U.S.A.
Joseph came to Reston one year before the rest of
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John married Helen (Ellen) Morrice on May
14th, 1930. They had eight children.
Donna Marion, born September 23rd, 1931, married Elmer Bulloch of Sinclair (Lloyd Bulloch's son).
He worked and they lived in Winnipeg for a few
years. They came back to Sinclair and then to Reston
where they are now.
Melvin James was born January 18th, 1933. He
married Shirley Gray (Elgin Gray's daughter). He
farmed for a few years south of Sinclair in the Crescent district and later moved to Reston where they
now live.
Eileen Agnes was born May 30th, 1934. She
married Ben Gray of Sinclair. He was in the Royal
Canadian Air Force for twenty-five years and served
some of those years stationed in Germany. They
moved to Edmonton shortly before the years in the
Air Force expired and she is living in Edmonton at
present.
Helen Shirley was born June 8th, 1936. She married Delwyn Bulloch (Elwood Bulloch's son), of
Reston district where they are still farming. Murray
Glen was born July 24th, 1938. He married Wilma
Gray (Elgin Gray's daughter). They farmed south of
Sinclair on the Fred Craig farm where Grant Jackson
is now, for a few years and moved to Reston where
they still reside.
Faye Lorretta was born October 25th, 1939. She
married Earl Jelly who is with the C.P.R. They lived
in Brandon for a few years and later moved to Souris.
He is still employed by C.P.R.
Marlene Carole was born February 8, 1941. She
married Kenneth Zelmer (Stewart Zelmer's son) of
Sinclair. They farmed North of Sinclair in the Bardal
district and later moved to Reston.
Douglas Keith was born August 8th, 1942. He
married Onagh Hay (Frank Hay's daughter) of Findlay. They are farming in the Crescent district south of
Sinclair.

tour of operations in Europe and North Africa. He
returned to Canada in February, 1945.
On June 10, 1945 Howard married Vema Frederickson of Glenboro and upon securing a position
as Grain Buyer with the Manitoba Pool Elevators,
went to live in Sinclair, Manitoba on July 19, 1945.
There were three elevators in the town of Sinclair at
that time. The United Grain Growers with Howard
Milton as Manager and the Ogilvy with Mr. Fred
Craig as Manager.
In Sinclair Howard soon became involved in
baseball, curling etc. and was happy to take advantage of the excellent hunting and shooting in the
Sinclair district. He served on the Rink Committee,
Hall committee, Water Board and has been Secretary-Treasurer of the Sinclair Legion since they received their charter in 1957.
Vema Wilton was born in Winnipeg, but lived in
Glenboro most of her life until, after the completion
of Grade XII, she went to Winnipeg to attend the
Success Business College. After working with the
Selective Service and the Board of Grain Commissioners, she secured a Secretarial position with Mr.
T. 0. Peterson, a former resident of the Fairlight
district, and then General Manager of Investors Syndicate of Canada Ltd. She remained with this firm
until leaving to be married to F. 0. Howard Wilton in
1945. They have five children.
Turner Roderick Gordon was born in Glenboro
on May 24, 1946. He attended Elementary School in
Sinclair and at the Reston Collegiate, graduating in
1965. He then went to Edmonton where he is now
employed with the Danco Equipment Ltd. as Sales
Manager. On September 2,1978 he married Deborah
Hooper, whose parents moved to Edmonton from
Swan River, Manitoba. Turner was active in baseball
and curling and played with the Virden boys base bell
team in 1963 when they were successful in winning
the Manitoba Championship.
Mark Howard was born on July 22,1949. He also
attended school in Sinclair and Reston and while in
High School transferred to the Weyburn Collegiate
when he joined the Weyburn Red Wings Jr. Hockey
team playing with them for three years. During this
time they won the Championship for the Province of
Saskatchewan. He attended the professional hockey
camp at Des Moines, Iowa, returning to play with the
Yorkton Terriers for the next three years. At this time
they won the Western Sr. Championship at the Winnipeg Arena in 1972. Mark married Rhonda Conquergood of Virden on June 26, 1971. Rhonda's
parents moved to Virden from Pine Falls, Manitoba
two years previously. After marriage Mark and Rhonda lived in Yorkton for a year, then moved to Sinclair where Mark had purchased the local store and

Wilton, Howard and Verna (Frederickson)
Howard Wilton was born in Glenboro, Manitoba
in 1917. He spent most of his school years in Glenboro except for one year in Grade six when his family
moved to Winnipeg in 1928. After completing school
in Glenboro he secured employment as a cream
grader at the Glenboro Creamery in 1937 remaining
there for two years. He then moved to Winnipeg and
worked at the Cresent Creamery. In 1939 and 1940 he
played hockey for the Carman Hockey team. He also
worked in creameries in Miniota and Dominion City
before joining the Royal Canadian Air Force in 1940.
He was stationed in Brandon, High river and
Dauphin before going overseas in October 1942. He
attained the rank of Flying Officer after completing a
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Post Office. Two years later he sold the store and
moved to Melita where he is now employed as Loans
Officer for the Virden Credit Union, Melita Branch.
They have three children: Corey, Christy and Marnie.
Frederick Sott was born in Glenboro on February
2, 1951. Scott attended school in Sinclair and Reston
and upon graduation worked for local farmers and
travelled south as far as Texas while doing custom
combining. He then went to the north where he was
employed at the Inco Metals at Thompson. Two years
later he moved to Winnipeg and now worked at the
International Airport for Transair Ltd. Scott married
Duan Sutton on June 17, 1978. Duan's parents live in
Roland, Manitoba.
Rhonda Lee was born in Glenboro on February 9,
1954 and received her school in Sinclair and Reston
Collegiate. After graduation in 1972, she married
Russel Thiessen of Sinclair, and they lived in Sinclair
for two years where Russel owned the one garage in
town. In 1974 they sold the garage and moved to
Salmon Arm, B.C. and in 1976 built a home in
Armstrong, B.C. where they still reside. They have
two sons, Jason and Ryan.
Ward Hunter also was born in Glenboro on April
12,1957. After attending school in Sinclair and Reston, he took a job with the Square Deal Co-op store
in Reston for two years. Furing this time he was
active in local sports and played with the Reston
Rockets Hockey team. On June 26, 1976 Ward married Elaine Lobreau of Findlay, Manitoba. They
make their home in Brandon where Ward is now
employed with the Brandon Consumers Co-op in the
Sports Department. They have two children; Shawna
and Michael.

marriage to Ronald Gunson on August 30, 1947 at
Vancouver, B.C. Two children Joan and Daniel were
born in Vancouver. Linda was born in Prince George.
They lived in Revelstoke for one year where Ronald
started working for C. P. Rail. It is his vocation to this
day.
From 1953 to 1962 Nora and Ronald lived in
Winnipeg. Patricia and Roy were born there. They
have lived at this address since 1962.
After the war ended Arvid worked for C. P. Rail
and from 1947 for T. Eaton Mail Order until they
closed. He is now working for the school board in St.
Vital. He married Margaret (Weiser) in 1954; they
have three children Karen, Ronald and Mark and
reside at 220 Egerton Road in St. Vital.
Elsa married Erdman Reimer in 1947; they have
four children Donald, Lome, Barry and Wendy. Ed
is a carpenter and they reside at 42 Glenviler Avenue
in St. Vital.
Ida married Alfred Thompson in 1951 and they
farm at Morris, Manitoba. They have four children
Kenneth, Brian and Diana and David.
Freda married Adolf Klethe in 1965. They farm at
Rosenfeld, Manitoba. They have two children Chris
and Marcy.
Nora commented that she hasn't seen the homestead since she left in 1945, but imagines a few
changes have been made and many new faces have
come and gone since then.

Zink, William and Catherine (Bender)
William Zink homesteaded on the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border about 1892. After a few years he
gave up farming and moved to Brandon, Manitoba
where he became a permanent resident.
In 1897 at Brandon he married Catherine Bendar,
whose family had settled in the Sinclair area some
years previous. Grandmother Bender is buried in the
Sinclair cemetery. Uncle Joe Bender who died three
years ago at Redvers was well-known throughout the
district. He lived for many years at Wauchope, where
he worked on the maintenance gang of the railroad.
William and Catherine Zink had eight chidlren:
Minnie (deceased); Albert, Brandon; Fred, Brandon;
Hilda Carr, Vancouver, B.C.; Ida Hodgkins, Vancouver; Charles, Winnipeg; Evelyn, Vancouver and
Mary Cook, Brandon.
Catherine Zink died at Brandon in 1951 and
William in 1954.
The Charles Zink spoken of was William's
younger brother. He married a Winnipeg girl named
Bessie Johnston. They had no children. Charlie died
at Davidson, Saskatchewan about 1927.

Wonneck, Daniel and Alvina (Martin)
Daniel Wonneck, his wife Alvina (Martin) and
four children Nora, Arvid, Elsa and Ida, moved to
the Antler area from Steinbach, Manitoba in the
spring of 1931. To the Sinclair area they moved in
1935 and bought the northwest quarter section
31-6-29. That year also their youngest daughter
Frieda was born. The children attended Diana school
and when it closed for shortage of pupils, the
younger ones attended Clover Hill.
In 1941 they moved to what is now Ab Opper's
farm (it was nearer the school). Arvid went into the
Forces.
In 1943 they moved to the Winnipeg area. Mr.
and Mrs. Wonneck continued farming there till the
spring of 1947 when they moved to the Steinbach area
again. Daniel died in april of 1962. Mrs. Wonneck
still resides in Steinbach.
Nora took a job with Eaton's in 1943 until her
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Sinclair, 1940.

Sinclair Main Street looking west, 1981.

Harry Opper's threshing outfit, 1939.

Sinclair park, 1981.

Stacking hay.
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Dan Gray and George Hooper hauling hay, 1955.

J. B. Jackson's $10,000.00 bull.

George Hooper, Sr., stacking sheaves.

J. B. Jackson's $19,000.00 heifer.
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Reminiscing
over the pioneer years it brings to
memory, the part played in those happenings, in the
happiness as well as the sorrow. In England tWO
people by the names of William Treleaven and caroline Clemence, left England by boat for Canada.
When some accident happened to the boat, William
saved caroline's life in the water. Later they were
married. They arrived in Ontario about 1856 and
their first child was born in 1857. They called him
William John. This stor)' starts here, about William
an
John Treleaven, born at port \lope, Ontario.
John as a young man, was at a picniC in BoW -
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pants with straw, put wool on as Santa's whiskers and
sat him in a chair where the stockings were hung,
with a pack at his feet. Dolphus got curious and went
to see if Santa had come, and there he was large as
life. Dolphie was so scared he ran back to bed and for
years after he was sure that he had really seen Santa.
Elizabeth remembers getting a ball for Xmas one
year. There were a lot of children so they only got one
thing each.
When they had Sunday school concerts at Stonehill school, presents were given to the small children.
Little Elizabeth spied this doll right at the top of the
tree and silently wished for it. All the gifts were hung
on the tree unwrapped and really looked nice. She
held her breath as the doll was handed down and was
thrilled with joy when they called her name.
There were a few bad years after moving into the
frame house in 1905. Norman trapped and shot rabbits, skinned them and sold their pelts. A company
would accept the whole frozen rabbits. He would
bale up two or three whole rabbits to be shipped by
train each week. The children used to snare or shoot
gophers. They took their tails over to Mr. Richard
Kendrick who paid 2¢ a tail, which gave them spending money.
Gertrude and Elizabeth got to be able to shoot a
rifle quite well. Once when these two were out hunting, Gertie, on the way home had leaned the gun
against her stomach to open the iron gate, which was
fastened by a chain and bolt. The gun went off,
hitting her in the stomach. When Dr. Clarke examined her, he said the bullet had not entered her body,
but hit her corset stave and shied off. Gertie said she
didn't know whether to fall there or not but found she
could still stay on her feet, and made it the rest of the
way home. She was a good kid, but after that accident
she gave her life to God's keeping, dying at the age of
twenty-two.
In the early years John and his son Dolphie took
wheat to Melita, where it would be ground into flour
and would bring back enough flour to do the winter.
Some wheat was just cracked up for porridge. After
Reston became big enough, they came for supplies
there. Apples were cheap so John used to buy them
by the barrel.
For years they used coal oil lamps, which had to
be cleaned daily if they expected to have a good light.
Later it was followed by gasoline lamps with mantles, which showed a very bright white light. A
lantern was carried at night to do chores and could be
hung up in the barn on a nail to be safe, while hay was
fed to the stock.
Another thing invented was the foot warmer, used
while driving in the cutter or sleigh in winter. Charcoal was heated red hot in the cook stove and slid into

ville, Ontario, where he saved a young girl from a
serious accident on a high swing. They spent the day
together. Later he met her sister, Evelina Gilbank and
fell deeply in love with her. They were married on
January 1, 1887 in the township of Clarke, in Durham
County, Ontario. That same year, the whole Treleaven family moved to Manitoba, taking up homesteads near Hartney, Manitoba.
Free land was given to farmers for working up the
land and building a house in three years time. They
were given the patent to a quarter section, consisting
of one hundred and sixty acres, including oil and
mineral rights. Later they had the chance to take up a
premption quarter for $1.00 per acre, bordering on
the homestead, making the complete section.
When John Treleaven first came to Manitoba in
1891 he and his wife worked for a man by the name of
Tom Gagan at Hartney. Four children were born to
them there; Sophronia, Adolphus, Flora and Austin.
Austin died at six weeks old and was buried on
Grandfather's homestead on 14-6-22. After three
years of work on their homesteads near Hartney, John
and family, along with Uncle Robert, moved their
belongings to their own homesteads on 16-6-28 near
Reston, to start a new life on the prairie. That night
Evelina gave birth to a baby girl called Cora, who
only lived a few hours. They buried her on a corner of
the south east quarter of 14-6-28 marked by a few
stones in 1891.
Since that time there were born to Evelina and
John Treleaven in the sod house on the prairie: Norman, born in 1893, died 1961; Bella (Mrs. Norman
Hurd), born 1895, living in Brandon; Ernest, born
1897, died 1950; Julia (Mrs. Bob Naylor), born 1899,
died 1927; Elizabeth (Mrs. Wm. Birch), born 1900;
Gertrude, born 1903, died 1925; Howard, born 1905,
living in Brandon and Cecilia Pearl (Mrs. Tony Gibson), born 1909, living in Winnipeg.
John Treleaven built a frame house (still standing
but used for a shop) on the farm in 1905, and they
moved in, in the fall of that year.
Sophronia Treleaven was married to Frederick
Haynes in 1912. He was a young Englishman working at Souris. Frederick died in 1937, Sophronia at
age of eighty-four died October 8, 1971. Adolphus
never married. He took up a homestead at Tisdale
along with Clare Kendrick. Later Adolphus came
home to Reston after his father and mother died.
Adolphus died in 1963 and was buried in the Reston
cemetery.
Other neighbors began to move in around that
area. The Sutcliffe family, Boultons, Kendricks,
Chesters, Pierces, Harris, Stonehouses. Soon a
school had to be started.
One Xmas Evelina stuffed her husband's old
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the warmer, it was controlled by a slide on the side to
give it draft.
Some people burned straw and cow chips when
cooking until they could get wood hauled from the
sandhills. Many a long cold trip was made. They
started around three in the morning and would be late
at night when they returned, taking lunch with them.
When it stormed there were times when they almost
didn't make it.
Elizabeth also remembers walking east and south
about one mile over to the homestead of an old man
they just called Smye. His home was a hole dug in the
ground, covered with a peaked roof. He had dug a
well in a low spot, using stones as a crib. This land is
now owned by Ross Gould.
Dublin school was built in 1901. Elizabeth started
school there at an early age and continued there until
1916, when she passed to Grade IX with Myrtle
McArthur as her teacher. She also had Hattie Belle
Willett, Mrs. Nelse Kendrick, Elsie Thomas (Mrs.
Clare Kendrick) and Grace Ritchie the last of her
teachers. They all thought a lot of those teachers.
Sunday school used to be held in the Kinloss
School. It was hard to get a minister to come out there
to preach. Later about 1920 Reverend Harris from the
Baptist church in Reston, came to preach, and for
Sunday school for the district neighbors. Laura
Pierce (Mrs. James Fotheringham) played the organ.
Fowl suppers were held in a large tent, followed
by a program in the school. In practicing for these
programs they would all gather at Ed. Pierce's home.
A social evening was made of it, followed by an hour
of dancing.
It was at one of these evenings that Elizabeth was
first introduced to Bill Birch. They were married in
the Baptist Church at Reston, by Reverend Harris in
1923.

1949. They have two children, Beverly Lynne
Boulton and Gary Halls.
Cecilia married Edward Holditch of Boissevain,
in 1950. They live in Brandon. They had no family.
Alvin married Verla Harden formerly of Reston,
in 1957. They live in Moose Jaw and have two girls,
Janice and Diane.
Ted married Lorna Balding of Reston, in 1959.
They live in Reston and have four children - Barbara, Donald, Lindsey and Judy.
In 1956 Mr. and Mrs. Birch decided to retire to
Reston. They bought a house on the east side of town
from Jack Kirk, and lived there until Bill's passing in
1971. Mrs. Birch then sold the house, and bought a
small house on the corner of 3rd Street and 3rd
Avenue.
Mrs. Birch's comments: ''As I sit here in a nice
warm house, watching "The little house on the
Prairie", it brings back memories of the little sod
house on the prairie where I was born. I wonder if I'll
be around when this book is published?"

Jago, James and Rosina (Mare)
James Jago was born in Bodman, Cornwall, England on November 7, 1894. He went to school until
he was fourteen years old and went out to work for
four years. He was from a family often children. Jim
came to Canada on May 8, 1914 and landed in a real
rainstorm. He went to work for G. S. Munro on the
farm now occupied by Bob and Alma Page of Sinclair.
In June of 1914 he married Rosina Grace Mare
who also came to Canada on the same boat. Jim
worked for the late Charlie Jackson, then to Jack
Armstrong's for a year and a half.
Jim and Rose were blessed with ten children, all
still living: Ernie, Ethel, Bill, Edith, Jim, Lome,
Ken, Cecil, Sid and George.
Jim and Rose started farming in the Stonehill
District on a farm owned by Colin McMurchy, located on section 4-6-28 on March 1, 1918. He farmed
there for twenty-eight years and moved to Section
5-6-28 in 1946 and erected new buildings.
Rose passed away in June of 1970. In October of
1971 Jim and Ethel moved to Reston where they still
reside. The total number in this family is now one
hundred and one.

Bill and Elizabeth farmed in the Reston area for
the first few years. Olive and Evelin were born during
this time. (Evelin passed away at six months). They
then moved to Tilston, where Bill managed a butcher
shop and later a garage. While living in Tilston two
more children were born, Cecelia and Alvin.
These were the drought years. In 1933 they
moved back to the home farm, where their youngest
son, Ted, was born. They left the farm in 1938 and
moved to Roblin, where they bought into another
butcher shop. Bill became quite ill and was forced to
give up the shop, so they came back to Broomhill
where they lived for the next sixteen years.

Jago, Lawrence and Marina (Grant)
Lawrence Albert (Lome) is the sixth child of Mr.
and Mrs. James Jago. Lome took his ten years of
education at the little country school of Stonehill.
After leaving school, he took up farming with his
father. In 1959 he married Marina Grant of Pipestone
and they took up residence in the former George
Fraser house.

During this time their children were growing up.
Olive taught school one and a half miles west of their
home, at the Broomhill School, for two years around
1947. Olive married Garfield Halls of Tilston in
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Thomas Sidney was born April 30, 1930, the
ninth child of James and Rosina Grace Jago. He took
his elementary schooling at Stonehill and grades ten,
eleven and twelve at Reston. Following High School,
Sid worked one year at the Reston Creamery and
returned home to help farm with his dad and brothers.
On July 18, 1959 Sid and Dorothy Elizabeth,
daughter of Rollie and Margaret Ludlam, were married. They settled on the former George Cheyne
farm. They were blessed with three daughters,
Shirley Ann, born September 1, 1960, Brenda Elizabeth, born June 26, 1963, Barbara Lynne born February 15,1966, and one son Glenn Sidney, born April
17, 1968.
In his early years Sid was an ardent baseball
player. Since then he has served on the United
Church boards and helped with the 4-H and minor
hockey.

From there he went to Aldershot, England with
third division workshops. He moved to Charleswood
in Surrey, England where he met and married Joan
Mary Crees. The day he was to go on honeymoon
leave he cut the tendon in the left index finger and
spent thirteen weeks in Horsham military hospital.
After he was sent to Aldershot Holding Unit and then
south to Phillipeville, North Africa. After spending
the winter in Bone Military Workshop he returned to
Phillipeville. He was sent to Hapalg, Italy; then
through a number of holding Units to Ortona where
he first saw action in the winter of 1944.
They regrouped in spring and saw action at the
Hitler Line near Cassina, Italy and moved through
Rome as far north as Florence, then came out of Italy
at Leghorn and arrived at Nice in France. They convoyed to Brussels, Belgium, regrouped and saw action in Appledorn, Holland where he, became a
confirmed Sergeant before the war ended.
Bill was repatriated to Canada in 1945 and his
wife came over in 1946. He bought land under
VL.A. and they lived on the northeast quarter of
29-5-28 for thirty-two years.
Valerie June was born June 18, 1947 and married
Raymond Charles. They have four children; Christina, Jack, Bradley and Kevin.
Sheila May, born in 1950, married Roland Perreault and have two children, Eddie and Michael.
Joan died May 19, 1979 of a cerebral hemorrhage.

Jago, W. H. and Joan (Crees)

Oberlin, William and Lillian (Carter)

Third child or second oldest son of James Jago
and the former Rosina Grace Mare who immigrated
from Cornwall, England in 1914.
Bill was born October II, 1918 at Sinclair, Manitoba. He lived with his parents on section 4-6-28
where he got his education at Stonehill school, three
miles away. Bill worked for James Donald in the
winter of 1937 farming and for Tom Pierce in the year
of 1938.
Bill joined the Canadian Army in April of 1939
and took basic training in Winnipeg, then went to
Barry Camp outside Kingston, Ontario. He trained
as a motor mechanic, traveled to Deburt, Nova Scotia
where he got first-class rating of seventy-five cents
per day trades pay on top of one dollar and twentyfive cents per day basic pay.

William Oberlin was born in the year 1894, in the
Stonehill district, where he lived with his parents,
two brothers and four sisters.
He married Lillian Carter of Arborg, Manitoba,
in 1928. To them were born two daughters, Betty
Strong and Ruth Otte, both now living in Winnipeg,
and a son William who now lives in Killarney.
Lillian and William farmed in the Stonehill district until 1963, when they retired to their newly built
house in Reston. Bill was a member of the Masonic
Lodge for a number of years and enjoyed lending a
willing hand whenever it was needed. Bill passed
away in 1976 at the age of eighty-two. Lillian still
lives in their home in Reston and is a member of St.
John's Anglican Church, Legion Auxiliary and Reston Horticultural Society.

Their family consists of one girl and three boys.
Carol Anne is now part owner of The Hairline Beauty
Salon. James Richard with his wife Connie (Henry)
and their son Lawrence Alexander is presently farming with his father. Grant Lawrence and Scott Russell
attend Elementary School in Reston. In 1971 the
family moved to the home farm, returning to town
for the winter months.

Jago, Sidney and Dorothy (Ludlam)
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Woodnorth
American Elevator Co. built the first grain elevator in
Woodnorth; the same year the elevator was later
struck by lightning, burned down and never rebuilt.
In 1910, Mr. B. M. Hart also acquired a store
building and a post office was opened in the back of
the store. A general store carried on with some hardware items until B. M. Hart enlisted for service
overseas in 1915. Also in 1910 the first school was
opened in the British American coal shed with enrollment of fourteen pupils. The pupils were later moved
to a building rented from W. Cochrane as a temporary school to finish the term. A new school was built
this year, 1910, and carried on until 1919 . Also in 1910
the Methodist Church was built. Opening service
was September 18th, 1910. Special music was supplied by the Virden Choir, assisted by Mrs. Dr. Mains
of Pipestone and a sermon by Rev. S. W. Reid,
President of Saskatchewan Conference of Methodist
Church. On the Monday following the opening, an
entertainment was held at which talent from Virden,
Pipestone and other points assisted. Refreshments
were served to bring to a close a very happy and
memorable occasion.
In 1912 the first hall was built by B. M. Hart
which was later sold as a restaurant to Wm. Brough.
Later this hall was the first high school. Also this year
the first organization to promote Christian and social
life and any work in connection with the Church was
called the Woodnorth Ladies' Aid Society. The first
directors were: Mrs. 1. H. Stephenson, Mrs. R. H.
Mooney, Mrs. George Stevenson and Mrs. Clark
Thompson.
In 1913 Frank Milburn opened a hardware store
which was later sold to Stanley Colter, then to D. A.
Dakin who after some years moved to Halbrite, Saskatchewan and had a hardware store there and after a
few years moved to Grenfell, Saskatchewan.
The first organ and the communion set for the
Woodnorth Church were purchased this year by the
Ladies' Aid Society. A new Community Hall was
started in the fall of 1913, a frame building 24' x 60'.
A company was formed called the Woodnorth Hall

Woodnorth United Church, 1981.

Woodnorth
Before the town was surveyed some settlers had
arrived in this area one being James Brickley two
miles northwest of the proposed townsite of Woodnorth in 1882. The first mail came via Virden and was
looked after by a Mr. Cotton, one and half miles
northeast of the proposed site of Woodnorth. Wm.
Hill took over the mail in 1900 and carried on this
service until the coming of the railroad. Transportation of mail at first was by horseback or by foot.
In 1906, B. M. Hart, who had worked on the
railroad construction, decided Woodnorth would be
a good spot for a store. So on went the beginning of
the village named Woodnorth. Nobody knows how it
was named. One story is a man called "Woodward"
working on a construction gang and in the spelling it
got put down as "Woodnorth". Another story is that
there was no wood or trees on site so it was woods to
the north (Wood-north). The first store was from a
boxcar.
In 1909 the railroad was progressing. Land for
the townsite was purchased from Donald D. Cameron, who had already purchased the NY2 9-9-27
from the Northern Land Company through Harvey
Simpson, land supervisor at Virden. The British
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Co. Shares were sold. B. M. Hart was leader of this
project with help from many in the community. Also
there was a meeting on August 9th, 1913, to see about
land for a cemetery. On March 29th, 1914, they
obtained the land from 1. H. Stephenson- 2 acres on
the N.E.Y4 4-9-27.
Gladys Cameron, five year old daughter of Fred
Cameron, the British American Elevator agent, was
the first person buried in the cemetery in 1916.
In 1915 the Grain Growers Co. built a new elevator which was later known under the name of United
Grain Growers. Later this elevator was taken over by
the Manitoba Pool Co. The C.N.R. Station was also
started in 1915 and completed in 1916. It employed an
agent and night operators until the 1960's. In later
years a caretaker looked after it and finally it was
closed down. Much business was done at the station
- cream and egg shipping and all freight for hardware and store and the mail. At the start there was a
passenger train which took people, cream, etc., and
was known to all as the "Blue Flea". The Section
Foreman lived in the section house with four or six
men on the gang. The Section House has also been
sold and moved away. The first boarding house was
operated by Mrs. Phillips and her daughter in 1915,
Mrs. 1. Niven in 1917, then Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Burton in early 1920's, then Tom and Sadie Dexter,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Priestley and Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Priestley. Today this is the home of Cliff and Alice
Priestley. Also a Lumber Yard and Coal Business
were run by Joe Burton in the early days.
In 1916, 1. P. Richardson, a local farmer, took
over the general store and carried this on until 1945.
The post office was also here in the store. G. A.
Dakin and R. 1. Matthewson were assistants and
others worked through the years. Mr. Richardson
sold the hardware and grocery to the Co-op.
In 1917 the first open air skating rink was built,
one quarter of a mile west of town near the everlasting well. Hockey was played there. Also in this year
the manse was built. Rev. and Mrs. 1. Wilkins were
the first to live there.
In 1919 when the school district became consolidated with Daybreak district and became known as
the Consolidated School District of Woodnorth,
more space was required and a second room was
opened in the old Community Hall. Then the district
became more populated so a third room became
necessary and the teaching of Grade XI. The school
had lots of old-fashioned Christmas concerts which
added to everyone's pleasure. In 1919 a Memorial
Park was fenced and trees were planted after World
War I.
In the 1920's and on until the 1960's successful
Sports Days were held first out west of town and later

First Woodnorth school class, 1910. Lyman Burton, Herbert
Leech, Mary Smith, Gwen Leech, Cora Leech, Lizzie Smith,
George Lyons, Jack Burton, Myrtle Smith, Beatrice Leech,
Rachel Lyons, David Smith, Sam Lyons, Wilfred Leech,
Teacher: H. J. Haw.

in the Memorial Park Grounds. Woodnorth had different ball teams and also football teams and their
field was up west of town, now the farmyard ofK. B.
Cameron.
The United Farm Women and United Farm Men
were also a busy organization in the 1920's and
1930's. Leaders were Mrs. Wm. Leech, Mrs. Wm.
Hill, Mrs. Jas. Niven, Mrs. M. Stewart, Wm. Hill,
Chas. Ritchie, John Shoemaker and John Matthewson. Also in the 1920's the Home Lumber Yard was
run by Bob Pyott and a Mr. Attwell.
In 1925 the Woodnorth Church became part of
the United Church of Canada. The opening services
under the new status were conducted by Rev. M. E.
Graham in early summer. The first Church Board
meeting in union was held on August 9th, 1925, with

Wood north United Church showing Elm Valley school moved
in for Sunday School classes.
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the north side and an addition added to the west end
of the Hall and an oil furnace was installed.
Postmaster in the years 1949-1966 was W. C.
Wilson who operated the post office from his home.
In 1950 the installation of the pews in the Church
was a major achievement of the Ladies' Aid Society.
Also installed was an oil burner a few years later.
In 1956 the skating rink was constructed. Carnivals were held and many hockey games. The
school pupils had the use of the rink for noon hour
skating. The closing of the school in 1968 ended all
this.
In 1960 a new elevator was built and the old
Manitoba Pool elevator was used as an annex. Also in
1960 a service was held celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Woodnorth Church. Rev. 1. Cooper gave
the sermon. Special music and supper was served to
350 people. There was a musical program and
speeches out in the church yard. A delicious buffet
luncheon was served in the Community Rink. After
serving themselves at the buffet, they returned to the
shaded lawn to enjoy their repast.
The present electric organ was dedicated on May
19th, 1964 at the regular service by Rev. Gordon
Taylor and Charles Ritchie.
Sunday School was organized in the early years.
First superintendent was Mr. 1. R. Stephenson. Others contributed greatly to the work.
In 1965 Elm Valley consolidated with the Woodnorth School.
Postmaster from 1966-1969 was Mr. Wilf Forsyth
and the post office was located in the northwest
comer of the general store where the lobby was fixed
up for box holders to get mail after hours. The work
was done by Mr. and Mrs. Wilf Forsyth so that both
the grocery store and post office would be in the same
building and the door opening onto the front street.

resident minister, Rev. A. E. Cook, presiding. The
C. G. I. T. was also organized in 1925. Money donated
by the C. G .I. T. was used to bu y a small oil burner for
the Sunday School room.
In the late 1920's Tennis Courts were made on the
school grounds and carried on into the 1930's.
In 1929, while a new three room school was being
built, the present community hall was divided and
used as a two-room school. Also in 1929 a one sheet
curling rink was built.
In 1930 Elmer and Alma Duncan had a Beauty
Parlour, Barber Shop, Ice Cream Parlour and Confectionery on the comer of Main Street. After the
Duncans left, Art Hanley had a cafe in this place for a
short time. Also in 1930 an open air rink was built on
the school grounds. In 1930 the population of Woodnorth was ninety.
In 1931 the original curling rink was expanded to
two sheets of ice for curling and the small skating
rink was made bigger and was used for curling at
bonspiels. A lunch counter was also made in there.
Large crowds came to the bonspiels.
In 1936 renovations were made in the Community Hall and a new stage was constructed.
The Dexters also had a cafe and home cooking
and fruit and ice cream in the townsite.
In 1944 Cliff Priestley built a garage and repaired
machinery and cars and did trucking and he ran this
business until he sold to Donald Podobni in 1977.
In 1945 the general store was sold to a newly
formed company, Woodnorth Consolidated Co-op,
and a man, Mr. G. A. McLeod, was hired as manager
for one year.
In 1946 Mr. and Mrs. Wilf Forsyth took over this
position for five years and after five years with the
Co-op, they offered the store for sale to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilf Forsyth, who purchased the business in 1952
and carried on this business and lived in the suite
upstairs for thirty-one years until 1970.
Also the last owner of the hardware store was D.
I. Cameron who sold out in 1969 and moved to
Virden.
In 1948 the Community Club was formed and
many of the Hall improvements have been made by
the efforts of these people. Also the financing of a
new Skating Rink. Bingo and dances were a big
source of making money. The Hall has been a busy
place all through the years but in recent years the
population of the village and community has been
very few. The United Church Women use the hall for
the suppers and bazaars and they have been a tower of
strength in helping with the upkeep of the hall.
In 1949 a new hardwood floor was put in the Hall
and in 1950 electric lights were installed and later the
walls were panelled and a new kitchen was added on

Wood north elevators, 1981.
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In 1968 the Woodnorth Consolidated School was
closed and the pupils were bused to Virden and to
Reston.
The C.N.R. station, after it was closed, was sold
to a local farmer, R. C. Scharff, and was taken down
and moved out to the farm.
On August 1st, 1968 there was a train wreck of 27
cars of grain one-quarter mile west of the Village of
Woodnorth. No one was killed or hurt.
For nine years from 1967-1975 the Postmistress
was Mrs. Sarah S. Forsyth until her retirement. The
post office was closed out October 29th, 1975.
In the fall of 1970 Mr. and Mrs. Wilf Forsyth had
an auction sale to sell all the goods in the general
store. On August 2nd, 1970 the 60th Anniversary
was celebrated with a special service.
The 70th anniversary for the Woodnorth United
Church was held on Sunday, July 13th, 1980, at 2:00
PM. Rev. G. Blue conducted the service and Rev.
Gordon Taylor, minister here in the 1960's, was guest
speaker.

Last Woodnorth school class, 1968. Back Row: Johnie Janzen, Jackie MacDonald, Bruce Chambers, Donald Podobni,
Murray Downing, Arnold Spence, Bruce MacDonald. Middle
Row: Linda Stuart, Debbie Irwin, Betty Hammond, Laurie
Caspier, Geo. Kilford, Anne Johnson, Mrs. M. Harkness
(teacher). Front Row: Terrance MacDonald, Rodney Kool,
Brad Gardiner, Debbie Kilford, Wes Chambers, Bob Wilson.

Brickley, James and Mary (O'Conner)
James Brickley came from Peterbourgh, Ontario,
in 1882 to settle on his homestead, the north half of
20-9-27, in the Woodnorth district.
Mary Brickley (O'Conner) his wife, and five
children Bruce, Nelson, Laura, Willington and Eva
came out after.
David was born on June 23, 1884 on the homestead and also Jack, Maude, Winnifred, and Ruby
were born in Manitoba. All went to a school called
Daybreak.
Most of the family farmed in Saskatchewan.
Bruce married Emily Wedow, Eva married Fred
Wedow, Nelson Married Jane Muir, Laura married
David Innes, Jack married Mary Freakley and all
farmed around Kennedy, Saskatchewan. Winnifred
married James Hill and lived at Makwa, Saskatchewan, Ruby married Jack Gobert and lived at Meadow
Lake, Saskatchewan.
Maude married Colin McDougal and lived in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Wellington lived at home and
helped his father. David worked at Two Creeks, Manitoba where he met and married Ethel Freakley on
July 24,1908. In 1921 they moved back to his father's
homestead with their family James, Susan and
George. He worked the farm with his father and
brother.
Wellington passed away in 1932, his father in
1934 and his mother in 1935.
David and Ethel and family took over the homestead. James, Susie and George went to school at
Woodnorth.
In 1937 James left for British Columbia where he

Woodnorth school, 1978.

Last Woodnorth school class, 1968. Back Row: Bradley
Spence, Dale Casson, Peter Janzen, Gerald MacDonald,
Doug Podobni, Ernest Janzen, Wayne Stuart. Middle Row:
Shirley Downing, Cathy Chambers, Brenda Lee Irwin, Carole
Ann Ritchie, Donna Mcintosh, Mona Kotylak, Miss Sylvia
Cuthbert. Front Row: Garth Kilford, Hilton Kilford, Grant Irwin,
Trent Forsyth, Murray Hammond, Ronald MacDonald, Brent
Wilson, Mark Gardiner.
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Cameron, Donald and Isabella (Brownlee)

settled and married Ruth Morris. They have two
children and four grandchildren.
Susie married John Turton in 1938, farmed at
Woodnorth until 1943, then moved to Hargrave.
They now live in Virden, have two daughters and
seven grandchildren.
George was in the Army during World War Two.
He married Penny Meers in England. When he returned he bought the homestead through the V.L.A.
in 1946. They have three children and three grandchildren. They now live in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Kenneth Gray bought the farm and still lives
there. David bought the south half of 20-9-27 where
they farmed until they moved to Virden in 1956.
In 1958 David and Ethel celebrated their wedding
anniversary. They both passed away in 1964.
There are two girls still living, Maude McDougal
in Winnipeg, Manitoba and Winnifred Hill in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Donald D. Cameron, son of John and Mary Cameron of Berwick-on-Tweed, England, was born there
on November 18th, 1878.
He set sail for Canada on March 3rd, 1905,
arriving two weeks later. During the trip they experienced a perilous time, with bad storm and high
winds. Donald stayed in Galt, Ontario for one year
working on a farm there.
Arriving in Manitoba (Virden), in spring of 1906
Donald stayed with the John Matthewson family until
he was able to find land to settled and make a place to
live.
He acquired land from H. C. Simpson, land
dealer in Virden. This half section was fifteen miles
south and west, later known as the Woodnorth district, and the town also was on this property north
half 9-9-27.
A three roomed house was built here, also a small
barn and a granary with living quarters at one end.
They lived in this until the house was ready.
In the summer of June, 1908, Miss Isabella
Brownlee arrived from Cornhill-on-Tweed, England. She and Donald were married in the St. Andrews Church (Daybreak) on June 30th, 1908. Later
this was to be known as the Laggan district.
They moved to the farm and started their home.
In 1909, the railway came through on their land.
Donald and Isabella Cameron lived all their lives on
this farm 9-9-27, until he d'ied suddenly while working in April, 1941, of heart attack. Mrs. Cameron
lived until August, 1958, before passing away in a
nursing home at Souris.
They had a family of five boys and one girl, all
attended school at Woodnorth, walked the half mile.
Duncan F. was a schoolteacher first at Reston four
years. (Grades 7 and 8); then at Sinclair, four years;
Elkhorn four years as principal; then to Winnipeg;
later at San Diego, California, until retirement. He
passed away suddenly in April 1977. He was married
to Mary McKay of Sinclair. He was born June 25,
1909.
Donald Ian, born 1912, was a Grain buyer for
British America Elevator Company in Woodnorth.
He joined the Royal Canadian Navy in 1940, and
spent time at West Coast and East Coast. After the
war he returned to Elevator Company and later
worked and owned the Hardware in Woodnorth until
1969 when he sold out. He married Della Shoemaker
of Woodnorth.
Kenneth B. born September 1914, worked on the
farm all his life. He took over the original farm in
1941, and lived with his mother until his marriage to
Ruth Kirkpatrick of Woodnorth. They lived on the
same farm but the building location was changed to

Brough, William and Rebecca (Butchart)
William and Rebecca Brough (nee Butchart) of
Scotch descendants, he from Scotland and she a
second generation Canadian, came to the Woodnorth
district in 1904 and farmed six miles north on south
west 28-9-27.
They brought with them five children; Sarah Jane
(Sadie), James, Caroline, Wilma and John. Then
came Mary, Elia, Hector, Margaret, Gladys, Ross
and Alex, hardworking successful farmers, respected and loved by family and friends. Their children attended the Daybreak and Woodnorth schools.
William invested in the Village of Woodnorth
and owned the building known as the Brough Hall
where they resided for a short time.
They had come from Wiarton, Ontario by rail to
Edmonton, Alberta and from there by wagon train to
Leduc. "Becky" was an Eastener at heart so settled
for moving east to Virden and the farm. In 1920
William purchased a farm in Orono, Ontario close
enough to see the boats on Lake Ontario, a beautiful
spot with a stone house. We waved goodbye to
Grandma and Grandpa Brough, who with their ten
children head east out of Woodnorth.
Their son James, served in World War One while
they were in Manitoba and came home to a hero's
welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Brough are laid to rest in Orono,
Ontario. Their children, James, Wilma, Caroline,
Mary, John and Hector are deceased. The rest of their
family and descendants are settled mostly in the
Oshawa district. Sadie in Calgary, is the onl y one still
in the west.
The Broughs, pioneers of the west, were truly
pioneers of the Woodnorth district.
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south half (near water supply). His mother moved to
town of Woodnorth.
Leonard A., born January 1917, also worked on
farms then moved (1943) to his own farm 4-9-27. He
married Elizabeth Munro of Woodnorth, farmed for
many years and then retired to live in Reston in 1971.
Sarah S. born October, 1910, worked in the Post
Office and store after leaving school in 1927. She
married Wilfred Forsyth of Bosshill district. He
joined the Lake Superior Regt. in 1940 and they spent
some time in Ontario and the Maritimes and then he
went overseas in 1942. He returned in 1946, was
employed by Co-op Store in Woodnorth, and then
bought the store and lived upstairs thirty-one years.
In 1966 they had the Post Office. They closed the
store in 1970 but still had Post Office only, until 1975,
when it was closed as the Postmaster came to retirement age. They still lived on there. Wilfred Forsyth
passed away October 5, 1977 and Sarah S. moved to
Virden.

They all lived together near Virden. Alfred and Archie came to Canada in 1908. Edith came out to
Canada in 1921. Alfred and Archie farmed. Alfred
and Edith died in the 1950's. Archie died in 1913.
Sam Campbell married Lily Lindsay. They had
four children. The children were: Edith, Margaret,
Jim and Archie. Sam died in 1930. When Sam was
living he and his wife settled near Woodnorth. The
section, township and range are 36-9-28. Sam's children went to Woodnorth school. Sam farmed and
when he died Lily moved to B.C. which was in 1935
or 1936.
Willie married Emma, who came from the Isle of
Man. Their children's names are Willie John, Katie,
Edna, Flora and Mona. Willie first settled seven
miles northwest of Woodnorth. He farmed and his
children went to Woodnorth school.
Later Willie moved to Vernon, B. C.
Andy Campbell, born in 1877 worked in a
clothing store in Ireland. He came out to Canada in
1908. He settled seven miles northwest of Wood north
on 36-9-28, where he farmed. Andy remained a
bachelor. He went back to Ireland in 1961, and died in
1963.
Minnie Campbell came out in 1908 to Canada
from Ireland. She married George Lillico. They set- (
tIed near Routledge and had three children. The
children were Grace, Russel and Gordon. George
and Minnie farmed. The Lillico family later moved
to Cannington, Ontario.
Tom Campbell met Hilda Wright in 1917 while in
hospital after being wounded in World War I. They
were married in 1919 in Ware Herts, England before
coming to Canada. They had one son whom they
named Alfred. Tom and Hilda settled near Virden.
Later they moved to a farm five miles from Woodnorth where Tom farmed. Their son, Alfred, went to
school in Virden. He stayed with his Uncle Alfie.
Matilda Campbell came out to Canada in 1908.
She was born in 1893. When she came to Canada she
married George Gray in 1911. They first settled in the
Cabri, Saskatchewan district, later moving to the
Cromer district. They had four sons. Their names
were Campbell, Herbie, Harry and Ken. The children went to school at Sanderson. Matilda died in
1933. George then moved to the Bosshill district.
George's main occupation was farming. He died in
1961.
Ken Gray born in 1924, married Tena Thiessen in
1944. Ken and Tena settled in the Springdale District.
Later they moved to the Woodnorth district to
20-9-27 where they farmed. They had three daughters Melva, Judy and Lorna. Melva Gray married
Daniel Lizotte. They have one son, Kyle. Judy Gray

Cameron, Murray and Ria (Ray)
Kenneth Murray Cameron, son of Kenneth
Brownlee Cameron and Ruth Margaret Cameron,
was born on February 27, 1948, in Virden District
Hospital. He was raised on the home farm, got his
education Grade 1-8 at Woodnorth and his high
school education in Virden.
On July 31, 1971 he was married to Ria Ray,
daughter of Marcus Kinloch Ray and Adriana G. Ray
of Belleview. Ria was born on January 27, 1949 in
Virden District Hospital. Ria recieved her education
at Belleview, Reston and Virden.
On May 3, 1975 they had a son Christopher Lee
who was stillborn. Then on September 2, 1976 they
had their son, Michael Kenneth, and on April 11,
1978 they had a daughter Tara-Lee.
K. Murray has always farmed and at present still
farms with his father, Kenneth Brownlee Cameron.

Cameron, Robert and Jane (Zarn)
Robert and Jane Cameron reside on 26-9-28.
They have one daughter Shelly D., born in 1964 and a
son Darrell D., born in 1974.
Robert's parents are Kenneth B. and Ruth
(Kirkpatrick) Cameron. Jane is the daughter of Bert
and Molly Zarn of Reston.

Campbell, William and Mary (Campbell)
William Campbell married Mary-Ann Campbell
(maiden name also Campbell). William and MaryAnn lived in Ireland. William farmed. They had six
sons and three daughters who came to Canada. They
were Alfred, Archie, Andy, Tom, Sam, Willie, Minnie, Matilda and Edith.
Alfred, Edith and Archie were never married.
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Dakin, Guy and Elizabeth (Smith)

married Ean Orcutt. They have one daughter,
Chaundna.

Guy Allan Dakin was born on March 27, 1892 at
Centreville, Digby Co. N.S.; son of William Maynard Bickford Dakin and Eleanor Ann (Cornwall)
Dakin.
There were eight children, six boys and two girls.
Guy is the youngest and the only one living. The
history of the others would be of no importance as
they all stayed in Nova Scotia.
Guy came to Hargrave on an harvest excursion in
1908 and stayed until 1910 when he went to Woodnorth. In Winnipeg on August 24th, 1911. Guy married Viola Maud Rawding, daughter of Charles and
Laura (Berry) Rawding of Bear River, Nova Scotia.
One child, Viola Eleanor, was born on March
21st, 1913 and married Fredrick Hubert Gagnon, of
New London, Connecticut, May 14th, 1939. They
later moved to Menlo Park, California. Her husband
died in 1977.
Viola died in March 1917. In October 1918, Guy
married Elsie Eliza Dixon, daughter of Herbert and
Eliza Dixon, Minnedosa, Manitoba, formerly from
England.
Children: Ethel Elsie, born June 18th, 1919, married Lloyd Charles Bannerman of Vancouver, B.C.
on October 6th, 1944; William Herbert Allan, born
November 25th, 1921, married Dorothy Elaine Carr,
Grenfell, Saskatchewan, on November 24th, 1946.
Elsie died in April, 1923. Guy married Elizabeth
Birkett Smith of Wood north, on December 11,1924.
One child Guy LeRoy Dakin, was born on December
9th, 1928. He married Margaret June Reid, Grenfell,
Saskatchewan on August 23, 1952. They have two
sons Guy Andrew and David LeRoy.
In 1930 they left Woodnorth and moved to
Halbuto, Saskatchewan where they lived for ten
years during the dry thirties. They then moved to
Grenfell, Saskatchewan in 1940 but left for Calgary,
Alberta in 1963 where they are now residing.

Campbell, William and Emma (Costain)
William George Campbell with his four brothers
and one sister, came to Canada from Omage County
Tyrone, Ireland in the late 1800's. William George
and two brothers, Samuel and Andrew and a sister
Matilda Maude lived in Pipestone Municipality.
Emma Hall (nee Costain) married William G.
Campbell on December 27, 1914. She was born in the
Isle of Man and moved to England where she married
Charles Geoffery Hall who died December 25,1913.
With a five and a half year old daughter Catherine,
Emma came to Canada, to Manitoba where she met
and married William Campbell. They had three girls
and one boy.
The names of the girls and who they married are
as follows: Edna Marianne married David Tully, Flora Yvonne married Oliver Goodell and Mona Violet
married John Johnson. The son of William John
married Betty an Austrailian.
Catherine Haskett (nee Hall) had three children.
Pauline Kay Godfrey married Mike Popenko, remarried Dexter Harvie. Thomas Philip married Joyce
Lyon and Charles Kenneth married Marylyn Melton.
The Campbell family settled on 31-9-27 and lived
there till 1930 when they moved to B. c., due to
depression days; and lived in Croydon, B.C. till their
later years when they moved to Penticton. The parents are both buried in Penticton. All the rest of the
family except Catherine still live in B.C. The children of W. Campbell attended school in Woodnorth,
Manitoba till 1930, then in Croydon, B.C.
William Campbell and his brothers were all farmers, first working as hired help and soon after having
their own farms, with cattle, pigs, chickens, etc., as
well as grain farming. All had to struggle for a living
and work hard but lived very happily, with always
enough to eat and wear and enjoyed good health
mostly. No one was too wealthy but all socialized and
had the usual good times at picnics, concerts, etc.
As to why our people came to this part of the
world, times were not too good in the Old Country
and maybe a spirit of adventure brought them. All
were well liked and respected and had many good
friends and neighbor.
Catherine, the step daughter of W. Campbell
went to Woodnorth School and in 1925 married
Thomas Godfrey. They moved to B. C. in 1927.
Thomas Godfrey passed away in 1952 and Catherine
re-married, to Gerald Haskett in 1964. They now live
in Wallace Municipality, two and one half miles from
where she grew up and went to school.

Dexter, Tom and Sadie (Brough)
Thomas Dexter came from Nottingham, England, as a young man twenty years of age in 1909. He
came to Canada to work in Eaton's Toronto, but had
the urge to go west. In Winnipeg he was directed to
the farm of James Strachan of the Woodnorth district.
He had never been on a farm and Jimmy was a
bachelor, so many a tale there was to tell.
Tom met Sadie Brough, daughter of William and
Rebecca Brough of the district. They were married
December 23,1912, one of the first marriages in the
Woodnorth Church. Tom built a small house where
the first baby girl, Mary, was born. Gilbert, their
son, was the first baby boy born in the village in 1918.
Tom and Sadie sang in the church choir and were
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very much part of the community until 1948. They
had nine children, three born in the village and six in
the Virden hospital.
Tom worked in many fields. He ran the pool
room, butcher shop, hardware store, confectionary,
worked for the C.N .R. as carpenter, school maintenance, and harvest fields. His being handy, helped
through those lean years of the 30's. He had a hand in
helping build most of the buildings in the village.
Even to his death on December 18, 1978, at Calgary,
age eighty-nine years, he could recall how and where
Woodnorth was brought to being.
Sadie and Tom were married for sixty-six years
less five days. They celebrated their 50th, 60th and
65th anniversaries with parties of friends and relatives. Many well wishers honored them. They have
nine children, twenty-four grandchildren, twenty
great-grandchildren, and one great-great-granddaughter. Their's was a well blessed marriage. Sadie
always a wonderful hard working helpmate, struggling through the years, was well known and well
liked, quiet and unassuming. She worked for twelve
years in University Hospital, Edmonton, after leaving Woodnorth and raising nine children. She resides
now in Calgary, still queen of a large family, loved
and respected by all who know her. Truly, they were
pioneer stock of the Canadian West.
Their children: Mary, born 1913, Woodnorth,
married Bernard Wilkesman in Woodnorth Church.
He served with RCAF overseas. They have one
daughter, Joan A, and son Roy deceased, six grandsons and one great-granddaughter. Mary, a dietitian,
is now retired in Calgary.
Leona, San Diego, married Dan Mac Skimmings, who served in RCAF overseas. One daughter
Sharon deceased: daughter Penny, son Dexter, three
grandchildren.
Leona works in Department store, head of Cosmetics.
Gilbert married Ellen Spence and had one son,
Kenneth. He served in the army and now is retired in
Winnipeg.
Edward, U.S.A, married Olive Stretton, Nottingham, England. He served in Little Black Devils
Regiment and was a prisoner of war. They had one
daughter, Barbara and a son Allan and three grandchildren.
Tom, St. Albert, Alberta married Ann Reimer
and served overseas in the artillery and was wounded
in action. They have three daughters, and three
grandsons. Tom is a real estate agent.
Jean, Ithaca, New York, married John Bowman
of U.S.A. army. Jean also served in the army. They
have three daughters and one grandson. Jean had her
own business in Ithaca.

Greg married Georgina Lobb. They have one
daughter Julie, and a granddaughter. Greg, as manager of Acme Fast freight, was President of Traveler's
Association and President of Elks Lodge in Calgary.
Greg was killed in a truck accident at Muncho Lake,
B.C. on September 15, 1978.
Dorothy married Clayton Franks, a contractor.
They reside in Grande Prairie, Alberta. They have
three sons, Dexter, Kelly and Paul and one daughter
Robin and three grandsons. Dot is a hairdresser.
Danny, Carstairs, Alberta, married Carol Mah
and had two sons, Robin and Brad and one daughter
Kimberly. His present wife is Ileen (nee Pegg). Dan,
after a successful career as a salesman for Simpleec,
had taken on a large hog raising operation.
Thank you Mom and Dad, for giving us a portion
of your wisdom, a measure of your faith and all of
your love.

Forsyth, George and Vera (Earl)
George came from a spot near Huntly, Aberdeenshire, Scotland. His parents Peter and Mary
(Steen) Forsyth had five children John, William,
Alex, George and Margaret.
The four boys all came to Canada. John the oldest
in 1905 and settled at Port Albernie, B.C. and married Elizabeth Davis. They had three boys, two still
living in that city. William came in 1907 directly to
the Pipestone area. He worked for James Milliken
and eventually married Pearl Milliken who died in
1921. They had two children, George married to Ada
McCraig and one daughter (who died in infancy).
Alex came in 1911, went to Calgary and later died
there in 1933. He was never married. Margaret never
left Scotland.
George came in 1912 at the age of twenty-one. He
stayed and worked at Mervin Ayers in the Pipestone
Valley. He went first to Calgary, but soon as his
brother Bill had homesteaded in Eastend district he
drifted to Eastend and homesteaded too in the area.
He went overseas in World War I coming back to the
farm when war ended. He came to Woodnorth district in 1937. The crop conditions and the depression
decided for the two brothers, Bill and George to try
farming in the Woodnorth area.
During his time at Eastend he met Vera Earl who
taught at the local school. They were married and had
five children. Four were born at Eastend the fifth on
the farm at Woodnorth. They all attended the Woodnorth Consolidated school.
George rented a farm known as the Melburn farm
(27-9-27) from 1. P. Richardson, the store owner at
Woodnorth village. He rented it for eight years, then
decided to buy it. He was there until his son-in-law,
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Mark Cassidy purchased the farm in 1960 and still
lives there.
George did not go far as he retired to Virden
where he lived until his death in 1976 at the age of
eighty-five years.
The children did not go far either as Donald Earl,
born December 30, 1925 and married to Audrey
Turnbull has a service station in Virden. They have
four children; Donna (Bajas), Carmen, Manitoba,
David works with his dad, Barry also lives in Virden
and Joan (Brown) lives in Saskatchewan.
Alec Royce (born March 6, 1927) lives in Brandon and works at Shilo. He has never married.
Mary Janet (born June 16, 1930), married to
Winston Parsons lives in Port Albernie, B.C. They
have four children, Sidney, Janice (Bradley), Earla
(Smith) and Ida. They all live in Port Albernie.
Georgina Mae (born November 18, 1934) died
April 26, 1965 at the age of thirty, married to Mark
Cassidy who farmed the home farm. They had three
children; twins, Carson, in airways service in B. c.,
Colin, an accountant in Winnipeg and Georgie who
is still at home. The mother died when she was born.
Mark has since married Bertha Mantyka.
John William Arthur, (born April 23, 1938) married to Lois Carrol Smith, farms in the Woodnorth
district and raises and shows Hackney ponies. They
have two children, Trent and Holly who are at home.
We have been asked why we settled where we
did. Well, it looked like good farming country where
we could do mixed farming. It took a little while to
adjust but I don't think there has ever been any
regrets. It certainly has proved to be a good country
to us.
Mrs. George Forsyth still lives in her home in
Virden.

Woodnorth flood, 1969.

north. This was a worrisone time for all during that
time.
The newly organized Co-op bought the Richardson business but Richardsons retained the Post Office, and moved it to their house. Shortly thereafter
W. C. Wilson bought the house and became Postmaster.
Wilfred returned home from war in 1945 and in
May of 1946 he and Sarah were offered a job and
moved to live above the store. It was a busy place,
with groceries, dry goods and a butcher shop. The
hardware was sold to D. I. Cameron, and the Forsyths continued working with the Co-op until 1952.
That year they bought the store and contents from the
Co-op and it became Forsyth's store until 1970.
In 1966 Mr. Wilson resigned as Postmaster so the
offici~ was moved back and Wilf was postmaster for
three years and Sarah for the next six. In 1975 the
post office was closed, and the store too. Forsyths
holidayed in B. C. for a short while until Major's
health became poorer. He passed away in Virden on
October 5, 1977 and is buried in Virden.
It was a good place out in the country. Besides the
regular customers, there were many visitors. Business began to slow down as people travelled further
away, but there were drinks and treats, and a few
groceries. The store had lasted sixty-five years, having been started by the Harts in 1910.

Forsyth, Wilfred and Sarah (Cameron)
Wilfred Forsyth came from Deloraine to Woodnorth in 1929 to work at Richardson's Hardware. He
carried mail from the train which arrived in the
middle of the night. Other jobs included bringing
freight from the station and moving crates of eggs,
which had been traded for groceries. Machinery repair parts were ordered through the hardware too.
In the mid-thirties Wilfred (also known as Major)
took work with the C. P. Express and Cream truck
business in Virden. Then in 1940 he joined the Lake
Superior Regiment of Fort William.
Wilfred married Sarah Cameron of Woodnorth in
August 1940. Sarah worked as postal clerk at
Richardson's Ltd. in Woodnorth. They lived at various army stations, until in 1942 the L.S. Regiment
was sent to England and Sarah returned to Wood731

Wilfred and Sarah have two daughters. Both attended schools in Woodnorth and Virden. Patricia,
now Mrs. Merv Pilkey, lives in Winnipeg and is a
secretary in the Farm Credit Corporation. Pamela is a
librarian in St. Albert, Alberta.

very few days of his life in hospital before this and
now at ninety years of age, he still shows great
courage and determination and accepts what life has
to offer.

Gertz, Emil and Alvina (Eigler)
Forsyth, William

Emil Gertz was born in Russia in 1910 (April 30).
He landed at Elm Creek, Manitoba, in January 1927
and worked as a hired man in various places. He
married Alvina Eigler of Jansen, Saskatchewan in
April 1938 and three children were born. They
moved from Jansen, Saskatchewan in April 1938 and
three children were born. They moved from Jansen,
Saskatchewan to Woodnorth, Manitoba in October
1945, on to Bill Forsyth's farm section 6-9-27. Two
more children were born. In October, 1962, the Gertz
family moved to Austin, Manitoba.
The first child Fred was married in April 1961 to
Louise Buhnia. He is a gravel truck driver. They have
two girls and one boy and reside in Virden. Their
second child Edith married Bill Hall in December
1959. Bill drives a truck for Paul's Hauling. They
have four sons and they live in Brandon. Arnold
married Thera McLean of Miniota in April, 1969. He
is a carpenter, living in Brandon. They have one girl
and one boy. The fourth child Arthur married Beth
Peers in September 1973. He is also a gravel truck
driver living in Virden with one daughter. Leonard is
not married and the third gravel truck driver in the
family. The three boys formed a company called
"Gertz Trucking".

William Forsyth came to Canada in 1907 at the
age of nineteen years as an immigrant, his ticket
being to Winnipeg, Manitoba.
He left Winnipeg to go farther west as he had a
brother, John, at Port Alberni, B.C. When the train
stopped at Virden, he went out on the platform and
there were some men looking for hired help. One was
Mr. Alec Naughton wanting a man to work on his
road building outfit so William took the job. In 1908
he went at harvest time to work for James Milliken.
When land for farming was opened up in southwest Saskatchewan for homesteading he went west
again as far as Gull Lake, Saskatchewan. At the
lands-title office there he found the homesteads were
all taken for as far as sixty miles south of the rail road
but he took the south-half of 27-5-21 west of the
third, sixty miles from town laying in miles and miles
of virgin prairie. In 1914 the C.P.R. went through
within ten miles of his farm and the town of Eastend
came to life right on the spot where he had worked on
the ranch known as Z - X.
From 1916 to 1921 were hard years. He was married, had a son and a daughter and death claimed his
infant daughter and his wife. His son George was
raised by Mrs. Merv. Ayers and Mrs. W m. Watt of
Reston (Geordie's Aunts) for the next eleven years
while Will batched on his farm.
At Eastend, in the dry thirties times were tough,
the same as elsewhere, but Will had saved a little
money and he heard of land going for taxes in Manitoba and he had fond memories of his life at Reston
so he moved his farming outfit to land purchased at
Woodnorth. A few years later he sold the holdings at
Wood north to purchase the farm of the late Merv.
Ayers, on the Pipestone Creek and his son George
operated the farm at Eastend, increasing it from three
quarters to six.
For twenty-five years Will enjoyed the love of his
life, farming in Manitoba and at the age of seventyeight he had to retire because his strength was giving
out. He sold out at Reston and returned to Eastend to
spend the next seven years with his son, Geordie.
When Geordie retired in 1970, the farm was operated
by Will's granddaughter and her husband. Glen Taylor and four children who increased the holdings to
ten quarters. In 1973 Will went into a Senior Citizens
Lodge at Eastend and in 1978 had to have his left leg
off because of poor blood circulation. He had spent

Gray, Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. William Gray who came from Aberdeen, Scotland, settled on the northeast quarter of
34-9-28 around 1897. They had one adopted son,
George, who in 1910 or 1911 married Matilda Campbell, an Irish girl, who had come to Canada with
some of her brothers. After William died in 1928,
Mrs. Gray moved to the Woodnorth district where
she lived until her death in 1951.
George Gray homesteaded at Cabri, Saskatchewan after his marriage. They had one daughter who
died as an infant and four sons: Campbell, Herbert
and Harry all born at Cabri and Kenneth after they
returned to take over the home farm, when William
suffered a stroke. Matilda died in 1933 and many
years later George married Margaret Grimes, a
widow from Elkhorn and they lived in the Boss Hill
district. George died in 1960.
Herbert Gray bought the Robert Hashett farm
(northeast quarter of 34-9-28) when he returned from
overseas in 1945 and married Iris Odell of Hargrave
in 1946. They have three children: Lynn, Murray and
Colleen.
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In 1974 Herb and Iris moved to Virden where they
still reside.

Gross had made a plum pudding and had left a
chicken ready for Bert to roast as well as vegetables,
so they enjoyed a very good meal all by themselves.
In February, 1914, there came a big thaw. All the
snow melted and the ditches ran full of water so it
really looked like spring. Arthur and Bert decided it
was time to move onto their quarter of land. They had
bought a team of grey Percheron horses, a wagon, a
small cook stove and a few other essentials. They
loaded up their possessions and headed for their new
home near Woodnorth.
On their arrival in late afternoon they found that
someone had taken the door and the window off the
shack. That night the wind changed into the north
and turned bitterly cold. They had stuffed some sacks
into the window opening and hung a horse blanket
over the door opening, but the wind kept blowing it
and the stove smoked. What with the cold and the
smoke it was a night they never forgot. The next day
they got a door from an old building on an abandoned
quarter and a window and some building paper from
the store in Woodnorth. They were able to make the
shack a little more comfortable to live in.
That fall they had a fairly good crop on their
quarter section. They had Mr. Harry MacLaren, who
owned a large steam threshing outfit, to thresh their
crop. That fall Bert and Arthur were both able to get a
job with Harry MacLaren on his threshing outfit. In
1916 they were able to rent four hundred and eighty
acres of land which was near their quarter from Mr.
A. C. Hill of Brandon. After their crop was threshed
in the fall of 1917 Bert Hadland joined the Royal
Flying Corps. He returned to the farm in January,
1919. Arthur carried on with the farm while Bert was
away, with the help of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith
who had been introduced to them by Mr. Joe Chapman of Virden.
During the winter of 1919-20 Arthur Hadland
went back to England and married Beatrice Mary
Gillatt on February 19, 1920. They came back in the
spring and lived on the farm at Woodnorth.
Bert Hadland married Jennie Hallmark, who had
come out from England to Virden on September 26,
1922. They were married on December 6, 1922 at St.
Mary's Anglican Church in Virden, Manitoba.
Arthur and Beatrice had three children born to
them; Austin, born November 22, 1920 at the home
of a friend, Mrs. Wi If Kroft on Section 36-8-27,
Pipestone Municipality; Richard (Dick) born February 22, 1924, and Roger, born April 13, 1927. Both
were born in the Virden Hospital.
Bert and Jennie Hadland had two sons and two
daughters born to them; Spencer born January 4,
1924; Edith born December 17, 1925; Diana born
February 5, 1926 and Philip born March 25, 1928,

Hadland, Bert and Arthur
Bert Hadland and his brother Arthur came to
Canada in 1910; and they were both able to find work
on dairy farms in the province of Quebec. The next
year they went to work in a lumber camp in the State
of Maine, U.S.A.
They were in contact with their cousin, Will
Hadland, who had a farm at Solsgirth, Manitoba; so
in March, 1912, they left the lumber camp and headed west to Solsgirth to help their cousin Will with his
spring work. In June, 1912, after the crop had been
seeded, they left Solsgirth and went to Winnipeg.
From there, they were advised by the immigration
people to go to Virden, Manitoba. The immigration
people told them that it was a good farming area and
that they would have no difficulty in finding employment. After they arrived in Virden, Arthur got a job
with Mr. Milton Gross in the Cromer district. Bert
was able to get a job with a Mr. Armington, whose
farm was just outside the town of Virden. They were
both getting $35.00 a month. Arthur worked in the
fields from 7 a.m. until 6 p.m. with one and one half
hour rest for the horses at noon.
As Mr. Armington was a commercial traveler and
away a great deal of the time, Bert soon found that
most of the planning and the decisions for the farm
work were left for him to make. Bert mentions there
was quite a good crop in the Virden area that year and
that he had to cut and stook by himself. He had never
been on a binder before, so, as you can imagine; he
had all kinds of problems trying to make the binder
work, to tie a good sheaf.
In Arthur's case, Milton Gross did all the cutting
with the binder and Arthur did all the stooking which
of course was the usual procedure.
During the summer of 1913, they became acquainted with a Mr. Robert Best, a man in his late
fifties, who among other things sold real estate. He
showed them a quarter section of comparatively new
land with very few buildings; one was a ten by twelve
shack with a double ship-lap roof, the other a singleboard stabble to hold eight horses. It was situated two
miles east of Woodnorth, Manitoba. They decided to
buy it and agreed to pay $4000.00 for the quarter.
During the winter of 1913-14 Arthur worked for
Milton Gross and Bert worked for Herb Gross. Bert
remembers the Gross families went into Virden to
spend Christmas with their parents who had retired
there, so he and Arthur decided they would spend the
Christmas day to-gether. Bert was to cook the dinner
and Arthur was to ride over on horse back from
Milton Gross's after the chores were done. Mrs. Herb
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who passed away December II, 1938. All were born
in the Virden Hospital.
In the fall of 1927 Arthur and Bert decided to
make a trip into the Peace River Country to see if
there would be any good land suitable for homesteading; as they had read articles that this new land held
great promise for the future. One of the main reasons
they were thinking of moving from the Woodnorth
area, was that the rust had been quite severe on their
last three crops, as there were not at that time any rust
resistant varieties of grain available. In the spring of
1928 they had a sale; then loaded two carloads of
settlers effects, including their threshing outfit; and
they went as far as Grande Prairie, Alberta, which
was then the end of steel on the Northern Alberta
Railroad. They then had to move all their belongings
over a very poor road to north of the Peace River in
the Fort St. John, B.C. area to settle on their homesteads.
This information is from 'A Family History',
which Bert Hadland had written during his retirement years. (Bert) Herbert Gillett Hadland was born
on June 9, 1888 and passed away August 27, 1976.
Jennie Hadland is now living in her own home in Fort
St. John, B.C. Beatrice Mary Hadland passed away
March 4,1944. Arthur Richard Hadland was born in
England, May 9, 1892 and passed away October 12,
1974.

1933 to 1934. They moved to Swan Valley from 1934
to 1935. On their return they farmed 35-8-27 in 1936.
In 1946 the Hagans finally settled on 3-9-27 where
they are still residing.
Six children were born from this marriage. Donna Mildred was born in Virden, July 18, 1934, attended Woodnorth, Mayville and Virden schools.
She went to Normal school, Winnipeg; and became a
teacher and first taught Hillview and then Redvers.
Donna married William Dutton of Virden, July 24,
1954. Will worked on the oil rigs for several years;
and finally settled in Estevan, where he owns his own
oil consulting business. Donna and Bill have four
boys.
Maureen Jane was born in Virden, August 7,
1939, attended Woodnorth, Mayville and Virden
schools and then went to Brandon and took a course
in Home Economics. Maureen married Harvey Chalmers, Pipestone, December 31,1956. Harvey farmed
in Pipestone for several years (where he still owns his
farm) and worked in mines in Bisset and Lynne
Lake. He is presently a plumber in Lynne Lake.
Harvey and Maureen have four daughters and one
son.
James Edward Keith, born in Virden, August 1,
1942, attended Woodnorth and Virden schools. He
married Mary-Anne Colli, a nurse from Misericordia
Hospital, Winnipeg, January 29, 1966. Keith farms
section 2-9-27, Mary-Anne and Keith have two
daughters and one son.

Hagan, Edward and Jane (Watt)
Edward Albert Hugh Hagan and Jane Owen
Hagan (Watt) settled in Woodnorth and Mayville
district from county Antram, Ireland.
Born of this marriage; Edward Albert born in
Belly Claire, Ireland, October 6, 1906; (Jack)
William John born in Virden, Manitoba, March 25,
1910; (Watty) Thomas Watt born on the home farm,
Mayville, January 14, 1916; Eileen Nora born in
Virden, March 25, 1926.
Edward married Christine Edna Jordan of Oak
Lake, August 1, 1933. Jack married Isobele Matthews of Reston, July 23, 1938. Watty married Margarite Cote of Pipestone, June 24, 1941. Eileen Nora
married Stewart Phillips of Vancouver, October 15,
1950.
Edward Albert Sr. worked out at several different
farms on his arrival in Canada in 1906 and continued
to do so till his wife and son's arrival in 1907. They
rented several farms before settling on the Home
Farm 35-8-27 in 1913. The home farm is still being
farmed by their son, Watty Hagan. Mr. and Mrs.
Hagan Sr. retired to Virden in 1949.
Their children attended school at Mayville,
Woodnorth and Virden.
Edward and Christine first farmed 35-8-27 from

Colleen Christine, born in Virden, July 31,1944,
attended Woodnorth and Virden schools and then
went to Brandon University and received her teaching certificate. She first taught at Melita, then Winnipeg, and Brandon. Colleen married John Bucklaschuk of Rossburn July 5, 1968. John taught at
Pierson, Brandon and Killarney. They now live at
Selkirk where John works for the Government. Colleen and John have one boy and a daughter.
Jordan Bradford was born in Virden, May 22,
1953 (stillborn).
Michael Shaune, born in Virden, October 30,
1954, attended Woodnorth and Virden schools. He
married Jocelyn Yates of Virden, November 27,
1976. Shaune farms the home farm section 3-9-27,
where he built his own home across from his Mom's
and Dad's.
Eileen Nora attended Mayville, Woodnorth and
Virden schools. She worked for a time in Virden;
then went to Winnipeg where she worked in the Great
West Life Insurance office for a while, later changing
to the Bank. In 1948 she was transferred out to
Vancouver, working there till her marriage in 1950.
Eileen and Stewart Phillips have two children, Cindy
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and Corby. Cindy is a nurse and Corby is still working for a degree in Engineering in Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hagan (Sr.) first moved to
Canada to seek a new life. They never returned to
their homeland. However they were joined here by
other members of their family who now reside in Fort
St. John, B.C.
Edward Albert Hugh Hagan (Sr.) passed away in
1964. His wife Jane Owen Hagan passed away the
following year, 1965.

The south east quarter of 15-9-27 was purchased
in 1972 by the eldest son of Gordon and Edythe,
Glenn Horn of Cromer, Manitoba.
Gordon Edward Horn was born October 13,1902
in Virden, Manitoba. Edythe Mae (nee Jordan) was
born October 27, 1912 at the stone house (north east
18-lO-24). Glenn Gordon was born February 28,
1934 in Virden, Manitoba. Myrtle Emma Elizabeth
was born January 21, 1936 in Bowsman district of
Swan River Valley. She married Glen Wooldridge of
Cromer October 16, 1954.
Donald Beverley was born January 6, 1938 in
Bowsman village and attended school at Bowsman
and Woodnorth. He has spent most os his adult life in
the Alberta oil fields, mostly in the Medicine Hat
area where he is now living.

Horn, Gordon and Edythe (Jordan)
In 1928, Gordon Edward Horn moved from his parent's home on the south half of 12-lO-27 to batch on
rented land northeast 28-8-27 owned by William
McDonald. Gordon was the fourth child of Kitchingman and Elizabeth Horn (nee Turner), who where
pioneers of the Laggan district. July 12,1932 Gordon
married Edythe Mae Jordan, one of the youngest of
the family of Peter and Emma Jordan (nee Glanville),
pioneers of the Blair district near Oak Lake. The
couple remained on that farmstead for one year then
rented northeast 25-9-28, in partnership with Leslie
McDonald on land owned by James Stinson. In the
fall of 1934 the family (now numbering three) moved
to the Swan River valley. During the depression
years, a large number of families from the south
moved to the Swan River area seeking a fresh start.
Natives of the valley nicknamed these people
"grasshoppers" .
In 1946 the family (now increased to six) returned
to southern Manitoba and purchased the south half of
15-9-27. This farm had formerly been owned and
operated by bachelor brothers of Mrs. Horn, Thomas
and William Jordan, beginning in 1909. In 1917,
Thomas married Elsie Grace Smith of a pioneer
Woodnorth family residing on southwest lO-9-27.
Tom farmed this land (15-9-27) unti11926, also helping in the district as a mechanic. Family born to this
couple while they resided in the district:

Shirley Anne Edith was born October 23, 1940
near Bowsman. She married Eldon KeIrn September
12, 1964. She is a trained practical nurse, a profession she has resumed in the past few years, in addition to her duties as wife and mother.
Sharon Joyce, born September 12, 1946 in Virden, Mariitoba is now living in Brandon.
Kerry Terrence, was born October 23, 1947 in
Virden, Manitoba and received training as an air
radio operator. He has been employed with the Ministry of Transport at various points in the North West
Territories and B.C.
Mary Jordan, an older sister of Mrs. Horn was the
second teacher at Woodnorth School from 1912-14.
Her wages were $30.00 per month, paid each three
months.
Mrs. Peter Jordan (Emma) was widowed in 1925;
and she, son Albert, daughters, Tena and Edythe and
granddaughter Edna (age of six) daughter of Peter
Jordan, Jr. rented a farm southwest 25-9-27, owned
by 1. D. McKenzie in Laggan district. In 1930 this
family moved to northeast 1-9-27 in Mayville district. Edythe married in 1932 and Tena in 1933. From
1934-36 Mrs. Jordan, son Albert and granddaughter
Edna lived in the Swan River valley. Mrs. Jordan
returned south and married James Carleton of
Lenore, who died in 1942. She retired to Virden in
1945 and in later years lived with daughters Edythe
(Mrs. Horn) and Tena (Mrs. Hagen) before her death
November 30, 1971 at the age of one hundred and
two. Albert Jordan died of cancer at Swan River in
1952. In 1938 Edna left the Swan River valley and
moved to Peace River where she married James
Doherty, living in Dawson Creek.
In 1972 members of the Gordon Horn family
gathered to celebrate the fortieth Anniversary of their
parent's wedding. A dinner was held in Virden and a
come-and-go tea in Cromer.

Albert, now of Wanless, Manitoba; Kathleen
Mable (Mamie), Mrs. Arthur Graham of Bowsman,
Manitoba; Grace, Mrs. Grace Graham of Bowsman,
Manitoba.
In 1920 William Jordan married a local girl, Cora
Leech, daughter of William and Susan Leech (nee
Wardle) residing on northwest 34-8-27. The newlyweds lived on northwest 15-9-27 until 1927 when
they left for the Oak Lake district to live in the stone
house on the original Jordan homestead. Family born
while they lived in the Woodnorth district: Gladys,
Mrs. John Cairns of Oak Lake, Manitoba; Muriel
Mrs. Blackstock of the Peace River area. She died in
1975.
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Johnston, Charles and Sister Isabelle

district until 1967 . He drove the school bus and built
a green house near Virden.

Charles Johnston, brother of John Flett Johnston
came from Orkney, Scotland around 1900. He did
farm work in Woodnorth and Scarth district but never
married. He joined the army in the First World War
(1914-1918) and was killed in action, on Active duty
in France at the end of the war.
Isabelle Johnston, sister of John Flett Johnston
came from Orkney with her brothers. She worked for
several years as domestic help for Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Campbell, Reston, the house now owned by Mr. and
Mrs. Sauve. It was one of the nicer houses in Reston
and her Johnston nieces and nephews thought it a real
treat to visit there. She made her brother John's home
and also worked some for her brother David, in the
bakeshop in Reston.
In 1920, she married John Garriock, who was
also from Orkney, working at farms in the Woodno!"th. district. After their marriage they moved to
WIOOlpeg and lived in Maple Leaf apartments owned
by G. S. Munro of Reston. A couple of years later
they bought a house on Warsaw Ave., Winnipeg.
John became a C.N .R. policeman for thirty-five
years. They had twins, John Douglas and Phylis
Alicia. The girl died at a very early age. A year or
two later Bella, as she was best known, died in 1927,
leaving a small boy Douglas and husband John.
Douglas, his wife Doreen and a daughter Valerie and
son David live in Winnipeg. John remarried but
passed away in 1969. His second wife Mary died in
1976.

Mildred (Millie) married James Arthur Potter,
October 6th, 1940. Jim was born November 24th
1906 and died August 15th, 1967. They farmed nea;
Cromer on the northeast quarter of 36-8-28 until ill
health in 1960 moved them to Virden Collegiate.
They had four sons who took their schooling at Elm
Valley, Cromer and three of them finished in Virden.
James Lyle was born July 6th, 1942 and after finishing school at Cromer, went on the C.N.R. at Cromer
then drove oil trucks, freight trucks from Saskatchewan to Ontario and back to oil trucks in 1975. Dale
Henry Arthur was born March 15th, 1947 and after
finishing school worked in the Aluminum mine in
Kitimat, returned to Virden, drove oil trucks and
took a position with Continental, Emsco Company in
Virden, Red Deer and Edmonton, Alberta. He married Evelyne Lydia Dovtjes June 21st, 1969, born
August 15th, 1949. They have one son born September 18th, 1974. The Continental Emsco Company
sent Dale and family over to Tehran, Iran for two
years from March 1975 to March 1977. They moved
back to Edmonton in November 1977 and June 1978
the company sent them overseas again to Singapore.
Roy William, born February 3rd, 1950 finished
school then took a position with the Virden Co-op,
later named Valley view Co-op. On June 21st 1975
he married Donna Typhy, who was born F~bruary
5th, 1952. They live in Virden, have one son Randy
Owen, born May 28th, 1978. Lloyd Alexander, born
October 5th, 1952, got his diploma at Virden Collegiate, and worked at Grant's I.G.A. Virden Locomart
Brandon, drove freight trucks, gravel t~cks and i~
November 1977 he went to Edmonton and is working
on an oil rig.
In 1939 Henry George moved on the northwest
quarter of 26-9-28 and his brother Will farmed on
19-9-27 for a few years before moving to the Wallace
Municipality. He moved to the Gilbert Plains Municipality in 1969 but continued farming at Cromer for
five years before selling.

Kilford, Henry John and Agnes May
(Storey)
I:Ienry John Kilford, born August 22nd, 1884 in
NottIngham, Derbyshire, England came to Canada
in 1907, Uo1arried Agnes May Storey, born January
21st, 1886 In England who died May 8th, 1938. They
came to Woodnorth to 19-9-27 in March 1927. Mr.
Kilford remarried Florence Whittle October 23
1939. They retired to Virden in 1956. Florence died
September 1963. Mrs. Kilford died July 7th, 1972.
Th.e~ had a f~mily of three girls and three boys
who fIOIshed the~r schooling in Woodnorth. Mary
A~nes went teachIng at Elm Valley, in 1934, married
Chfford Whittle, April 12, 1939 who died January
9th, 1970. They farmed in Springvale district. Muriel
~orothy married Edwin Peirs, July 10th, 1938, movIng to Saskatchewan, then back to Virden later. Ed
died Ap~l. 6th, 19~4. Henry George married Shirley
Peel. WIlham RegInald married Doris Walder Octob~r 17th, 1940, then went farming in Springvale
dIstrICt. Henry (Harry) James married Hazel
Williams, July 4th, 1949, farming in the Sanderson

The families at this time, of the town and country
schools gathered at Virden for field day, where all the
schools had their banners, marching in all their color.
This was a special day for all children.
The reason Henry John left Cromer was that he
travelled through Dauphin and Gilbert Plains area in
1949 and decided to farm there some day, as he didn't
like so much hail, sloughs and stones and was afraid
that conditions of the 30's might come back.
He was able to move in 1969. Farming is better up
here and he is still at it.
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Leech, John and Lucy (Careme)

and has four children. He worked on the railroad at
Woodnorth.
Jack married Fennel D. Poole from Neepawa and
has no children. He was a railroad section man.
Bill married Winny Foley from Neepawa and
they have five children. Bill is a labourer.
William Leech left England for America for no
particular reason. He was footloose and young and it
was the thing to do. He worked at High Bluff and
later homesteaded at Woodnorth in 1882 on 34-8-27.
Mr. Leech worked many winters in the bush country
to the north leaving Mrs. Leech to look after the
children.

John W. Leech was born in February 1909 on
34-8-27. He married Lucy Careme (born February
1914) on February 14, 1934. They lived on 3-9-27 for
two years, on 11-10-27 in 1936, then on 36-8-27 in
1944 and moved to Virden in 1962.
John and Lucy had five children: Tom W., June,
1934; Lorraine M., August, 1935; Joe W., May,
1938; Ken W., August, 1939; and John H., August,
1945.
Tom married Kathleen Sherrer, Lacombe, Alberta in 1960 and has three children: Dwayne, October,
1962; Robert, August, 1967; and Barbara, December, 1970. Tom left and worked at Kyle,
Saskatchewan, Swift Current and later in Red Deer,
Alberta. He and his family live now at Blackfalds,
Alberta.
Joe Leech married Joan Masener of Virden. They
have two children and lived for a time at Virden, now
farm northwest of Cromer. Their children are Tracy,
October, 1960 and Colleen, January, 1968.
Ken Leech married Lisa in Alberta and had one
son who passed away at age nine. Ken died accidentally June 1977, on an oil rig in Alberta.
John H. Leech is living and working at Drayton
Valley, Alberta.

Lowden, Lionel and Edna (Shoemaker)
As time goes by our memory fails and events of
the past are shadowed and colored by varying degrees of love and emotion, what we remember may
not always be fact, but the memory has become a part
of our lives to shape the future.
Lionel William Lowden was born in Waskerly
Park, England on July 16, 1892. From the very beginning, he must have been a very determined person,
for at the age of fourteen he was out working on
various farms.
With a spirit of adventure he set sail for Canada in
1913. He stayed only a year before returning to England. However in 1916 he made his way across the
water to stay.
"Go west young man, go west," was the cry of
the time and he travelled as far west as Entwistle,
fifty miles west of Edmonton where he started a
homestead. He often told how he survived on
rhubarb and tomatoes during those years.
As the only land titles office was in Brandon he
had to make the trip to register his claim. Upon
arriving in Brandon, he decided the homestead
wasn't worth the trip back and decided to work in the
Ebor country on the Solley farm near McIvers.
At one point he secured a ploughing contract to
break land near Sperling. The plow was loaded on
the rail at Cromer and away he went.
Finally in 1920, he settled on the farm at Woodnorth 30-9-27 which he purchased from Peter Du
Pris. Through the years of hard work and scheming
his estate grew to encompass five sections of land a
great deal in those days. With it came the title he
loved dearly 'L. W.'
He married Edna Mary Shoemaker, who was
born in the Woodnorth district on June 23, 1913, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Shoemaker. Her
mother Alice who had been born and raised in Toronto found life on the prairie unbearable. There was no
electricity, no running water, and neighbors were few
and far between, a far cry from the bright city lights.

Leech, William and Susan (Wardle)
William Leech was born June 15, 1865 in England. Susan Wardle was born March 31st. They
were married in 1888, at Oak Lake, traveling by
horse and sleigh.
This couple raised twelve children: Fred, Riding
Mountain; Walter, Bowsman; Herb, killed in the first
World War and Wilfred, also killed in the first World
War; Betrice, Winnipeg; Gwen, Carragana; Cora,
Oak Lake; Clint, deceased; Verna, Virden; Jack,
Virden; Esther, Saskatoon; Bill, deceased.
Fred married Hazel Smith of Woodnorth and
raised six children.
Walter married Florence Corby of Woodnorth
(deceased). They raised three children. Walter's second wife was Gladys. Walter was a farmer and a
drayman.
Beatrice married Pete D. Johnson from Scotland,
deceased. They raised four children. He was a blacksmith in Woodnorth until he retired.
Gwen, married Nate Leepart, a farmer at Carragana, Saskatchewan and raised fourteen children.
Cora married Will Jordon, Oak Lake, a farmer.
They had six children.
Clint D. married Thelma Gorhlm and they have
four children. He farms at Watrous, Saskatchewan.
Verna married Johnny D. Smith from Woodnorth
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her children could really appreciate. She had
achieved the ultimate, the discovery of the fountain
of youth, that didn't come from a bottle or jar. It came
from within. She was never too old or too tired to
hold your hand when you were blue or to have a race
to the back door. She had an uncanny knack for
winning when the children were about to race ahead
she would grab a shirt tail and pull them back and
declare herself victorious.
"The Indians are coming," she cried. Quickly
she threw a blanket over the kitchen table and herded
the children under it. Together they huddled watching the Indians peering in at them. Finally the Indians
wandered away and the children were allowed to play
agaIn.
My father also had a mind for inventing. Working
over the hot forge he constructed sharps made of steel
to fit on shoe drills guaranteed to save you money
replacing shoes. An advertisement was placed in the
Farm and Ranch Review and orders came from all
over the country. He also invented a stooker, but
never completed it.
In 1948 they purchased a house in Woodnorth
from Tom Dexter and life became a little essier. Until
the time of her death in 1963 at the age of fifty, Edna
gave her time freely to neighbors and church groups.
Lionel moved to Virden after her death. He returned to England for a few visits but always returned
to the land he had made his home. In 1977 he passed
away in Virden hospital.
The fruit of their marriage produced ten children.
Cliff is presently shop manager for Keen Enterprise
at Souris. He also owns the Jim Shepard quarter. He
married Lila Kaplan of Rivers and share their lives
with their grandchildren, Victor, John and Tammy
Kaplan. Tom is "tool push" for Sarcree Drilling at
Athabasca, Alberta. His daughter Nancy Ann lives at
Moosomin with her mother, Violet. Stuart is employed by Behlen & Wicks in Brandon. He and his
wife Trudy (nee Webster) are blessed with three
children Bruce, Denise and Darryl. Alva, Mrs. Gary
Williams lived in Virden for most of her married life
and is presently living at Routledge. They are the
proud parents of five children born in four years.
Barry who married Sherry Archibald also has the
first great-grandchild from the Lowdon family
(Shannon Lee) Bryan, Marty, Terry Lee and Trudy
Fae twins. Glen, who is farming in the Woodnorth
area, married Georgina Gourond of Rocanville.
They have two girls Marcella and Tara.
David Duncan died January 1937.
Nancy, Mrs. Arnold Scott lives in Oxbow,
Saskatchewan. They have four lovely children
Robin, Lori Lee, Tammy and Stacey.

After giving birth to six children, she could take no
more and returned to the city with her oldest daughter
Alice and the youngest Dorothy. Edna remained with
the boys. Her father did the best he could to provide
for his family but felt that raising his daughter needed
a woman's touch. When she reached nine years old
he sent her to live with his brother's family, the Albert
Shoemakers. After living there for three years she
begged her father to let her return home as she missed
her family dearly.
On July 19, 1928 she married Lionel Lowden.
Life on the prairie was no easy task and together they
endured many hardships. By the time Edna was
sixteen she had given birth to her first son, Cliff.
The depression had begun and times were hard.
One afternoon after putting Cliff to bed in the upstairs bedroom, she was startled by the outside door
opening. Thinking the wind had gotten up, she went
down and closed it. However, no sooner had she
returned upstairs to check on Cliff when the door
opened again. Being more cautious, she slipped back
downstairs, and surprised a tramp who was sneaking
out the door. She tore after him in hot pursuit but he
was too quick for her and fled to the next farm in
search of more food.
Their family increased as the years passed. They
must have eaten their share of dried apples that were
shipped by train all over the country. During the war
Edna would get extra ration coupons that were used
for sugar, tea, coffee, gas and meat from Eugene
Daly who owned the cafe they frequented in Virden
because their family was so large.
It was also the age of carbon monoxide poisoning
from the coal stoves. Lionel nearly lost half his
family to the silent demon when he returned from a
wood cutting expedition to find his wife and half the
children and father-in-law unconsious from the
fumes.· All survived.
Real tragedy struck the farm home when their
two infant sons died. Duncan, their two week old son
died quietly in his sleep one night, for no apparent
reason.
Time had just begun to heal the pain of Duncan's
death when Melvin, a toddler of two, during his daily
exploration spotted the rivets, used for fixing harness, on the window sill. Like most babies everything went into his mouth for a taste and one lodged
in his throat. Alone, without the aid of telephone, or
neighbors, Edna fought in vain to free the rivet, His
sharp teeth closed convulsively on her hand time and
time again until at last he lay still in her arms. Grief
stricken, she wrapped the baby in a blanket and sat
rocking him by the fireside waiting for the doctor.
God gives and He takes away and ours is but to
ask the reason why? It gave Edna a love of life, that
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Melvin Lionel, born August 20, 1940, died May
8, 1943.
Roger, who served in the armed forces, married
Jean Dyer of Oxbow, Saskatchewan. He is employed
by Bowman and Spearing as a diesel mechanic and
shop foreman in Oxbow. They are blessed with two
girls, Lana and Rauna.
Isobel, being such a sickly child and having
enough trials through the years, her parents decided
enough's enough. Isobel was born with rickets and
the ability to keep nothing on her stomach. Through
trial and error her mother discovered that beer was
the only thing that would stay down. So at such a
tender age she developed a taste for beer and managed to survive. She married Henry Zarn of Ewart,
and they are the proud parents of two girls, Tracey
and Jody.

Virden. Janice is in Edmonton, Alberta, and Lorrie
and Michelle at home. Larry is married with one son.
John Russel married Ilene Kruger of Grenfell,
Saskatchewan and has two children: Dawn, born
March, 1958 and Kevin born July, 1960. John was
killed in a car accident in 1967 (August).
George Alexander married Jill Saunders,
Wolseley, Saskatchewan in February, 1968. They
have two children: Janice, born July, 1968 and Trent,
born June, 1970. George lives at Alexander and
works in Brandon at present.

McDonald, William and Margaret (McCrostie)
The ancestors of the McDonald family lived in
the county of Inverness in Scotland. William
McDonald, a forester by profession, was born
November 30, 1831 and his bride, Margaret McCrostie, was born in 1830. They were married at
Blair Atholl, northwest of Dundee in 1855. There
were seven sons and two daughters from this marriage, all born in Scotland. This pioneerfamily came
to Canada in 1873, living for a few years near Lucknow, Ontario. In 1882 they came west and settled
near Virden on the southeast quarter of 36-9-27 in the
Pipestone Municipality naming their homestead
"Laggan Farm" after the parish of Laggan in Scotland. Here they farmed sucessfully adopting the best
methods known at that time. In 1892 wheat from
Laggan Farm took top honors for its milling qualities
at an International Millers Convention in Glasgow,
Scotland. William served for a time as Reeve of
Pipestone Municipality, though his chief interest was
always centered in farming.
School-age children attended classes in
Daybreak School until 1916 when the school burned
down. Classes were continued in Daybreak Church
until the new Laggan School was erected in 1922.
This school served the community until closing in
1964.
Daybreak Presbyterian Church was built in 1901
in the southwest corner of 31-9-26, the land donated
by William MacDonald. This became Daybreak
United Church in 1925 and remained open for some
time. Many people through the years worked very
hard to support and maintain these two institutions.
Margaret (McCrostie) McDonald passed away
February 23, 1906 and William McDonald on September 19, 1909. Their two daughters, Ann and
Catherine, had passed away previously in 1891 and
1898 respectively. Somehow about the turn of the
century the spelling of the name MacDonald was
changed to McDonald.
One of the sons, John, born 1862, homesteaded
on the northeast quarter of 36-9-27 but after a time

MacDonald, Hugh and Myrtle (Bacon)
Hugh John MacDonald married Myrtle Jenny
Bacon and moved to southwest Reston. They moved
to 33-8-27 (Woodnorth district) in 1942 where they
farmed until Hugh's death in March 1954. Their
oldest son, Jim, rented the land and farmed there
until December, 1975. Myrtle MacDonald remarried
John Lansing on October 24. Myrtle passed away in
August, 1966.
The children are: James Arthur, Katherine
Louise, Beverly Roy, John Russel (Deceased),
George Alexander.
James Arthur, born 1927, married Lorraine
Leech on October 16, 1935. They lived on 33-8-27
from 1953 till 1978 (spring) when they moved northeast of Virden. They raised seven children: John
James, born June, 1954; Bruce Walter Hugh, born
June, 1956; Terrance Arthur, born May, 1957; Gerald
Alexander, born August, 1958; Ronald Roy, born
November, 1961; Heather Anne, born January, 1963
and Jaimie Lawrence, born January, 1969. The five
oldest boys are now at Drayton Valley, Alberta. None
are married. Heather and Jaimie are still at home
attending school.
Katherine Louise married Bill McDonald of Laggan District in January, 1960. They have two children: Brian born August, 1960 and Sandy, born
March 1963. They now live in Mission City, B.C.
Beverly Roy was born June, 1933 and married
Marlene Beverly Potter, November 1, 1954. Roy has
worked for Manitoba Telephone system for approximately twenty-eight years. They have five children
and lived in Virden until moving to a farm southeast
of Virden in 1974. The children are: Larry, born
June, 1955; Janice, born December, 1957; Darren,
born October, 1960; Lorrie, born January, 1964;
Michelle, born March, 1969. Larry and Darren are in
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sold this land to his brother, William, and moved to
Abbey, Saskatchewan where he died in 1936. Another son, Charlie, born 1867, taught school for a
time, then became a pharmacist working in Winnipeg, Regina and Prince Albert. He returned to live
with the William McDonald family on the farm and
retired to Virden with them in 1945. He passed away
in 1954.
Peter had a homestead in Wallace but was the first
to settle on 25-9-27 where he lived until his death in
1926. He married Agnes Mundell and they raised
Gladys, Merle, Leslie and Harvey. Gladys married
Jim Odell and they live on a farm at Hargrave. Merle
died in 1950. Leslie farmed in this area for a time,
then moved to Okotoks, Alberta and was an oil
agent. He married and retired there and has no family. Harvey farmed on the home farm, married Beryl
McGinnes and raised one boy Gerald, who owns the
southeast quarter of 25-9-27 and works for Hydro in
Winnipeg. Kathleen married a pilot and lived near
Edmonton. Harvey sold the farm to Peter Sitter in
1974 and retired in Elkhorn.
Archie never lived in this area, but had a Massey
Harris agency in Virden and Hugh had a liquor store
in Winnipeg.
On February 12, 1919, William McDonald,
youngest member of the original family, was married
a second time to Elizabeth Usher, a teacher, at Tantallan, Saskatchewan. They continued to farm until
November 1945 when they retired to Virden. William
passed away March 31, 1946 and Elizabeth died July
17, 1969.
There are two sons in this family, who attended
school in Laggan and Virden. Ewenjoined the army,
then farmed for a short time before starting to work
for Imperial Oil where he has remained. On July 18,
1951 he married Ellen Andrew, a teacher of Virden,
and they have two children, Drew and Lynne. They
are presently living at Swan Hills, Alberta.
Duncan farmed with his father and purchased his
father's farm after his retirement to Virden. On
November 5, 1945 he married Bernice Wiggins, a
teacher, at Arrow River, Manitoba. They continued
farming until 1956 and still live there. At that time,
Duncan started to work for Chevron Standard Oil
Company, and the farm was rented to Chapman
Brothers. There are four children in this family all
born in Virden hospital and educated at Laggan and
Virden Schools. Brent was born May 29,1948, has a
Bachelor of Science degree in Geology, has worked
across Northern Canada, in Asia, and France and is
presently in Winnipeg. Garnet was born February 3,
1950, has a Bachelor of Science degree in Agriculture, worked four years in Calgary for Elanco, a
division of Eli Lilly of Canada, returning home to

farm his father's land and other farms in the area, in
the fall of 1977. He purchased from Mark Cassidy the
northeast quarter of 22-9-27 which was the location
of the old Daybreak School. On December 27, 1973
Garnet married Lynda Gardiner, a registered nurse,
at Virden. They have one son, Mark. Karen was born
November 12, 1952, is a registered nurse and is
married to Bernard Perron of St. Norbert. They live
in Beausejour, Manitoba where Bernard is employed
by the Department of Agriculture and Karen is the
nurse in the Beausejour Clinic.
Janette was born December 20, 1955, is completing her Bachelor of Science degree in Agriculture
this year. She also worked for Elanco between University terms, and is married to Rex Adam of Winnipeg who is completing his Masters degree in
Political Science.
All the members of these families have been
deeply concerned and involved in school, church and
various community activities. Through the years
memorable events have been, Christmas Concerts,
Annual Picnics, Field Days at Woodnorth, Family
reunions including a very happy one in the summer
of 1952, Reunion at Carl Wedows in 1970 and many
others too numerous to mention.
Apparently the reason the MacDonalds came to
Canada in 1873 and to Laggan in 1882, was the belief
and expectation that Canada was a land of hope and
opportunity. It has been said that members of the
MacDonald clan had a fighting, adventuresome spirit which was evidenced by many of the pioneers who
came to the west. The many descendents are still
very proud of their Scottish heritage which has become interwoven with that of other cultures and nationalities to become truly Canadian.

Matthewson, John and Christina (Johnston)
John and Christina Moffat (nee Johnston) Matthewson were born in the Lothians near Edinburgh in
Scotland. Their eldest son, Adam, was born in 1898
at Kidlaw farm in the Lothians.
They sailed for Canada in the early part of 1905,
running into a severe ocean storm. The captain ordered all hatches closed and engines shut down, and
passengers kept below deck for nine days while the
ship drifted back nine hundred miles before the storm
abated enough for the ship to proceed to Halifax.
There they entrained for the west and finally arrived
at Virden, Manitoba.
By horse team and wagon, they left for section
16-9-27 of the municipality of Pipestone. On this site
they built farm buildings and also a farm house called
Kidlaw, where for many years during the winter
months a light was placed in the window, so that
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the southwest quarter had been added to the farm
holdings, making it 240 acres.
Shirley went to school in Woodnorth by horse
drawn van, then by motor vehicle to complete Grade
XI. She took practical nurse training at M. I. T. in
Winnipeg and Neepawa, Manitoba; graduated from
there she married Glenn Balding of Reston, Manitoba in June 1955. They now live at Leduc, Alberta
with their six children.
Their second daughter Loretta May, born January
9, 1939, also attended Woodnorth school and continued with Grade XII in Virden Collegiate, going on
to take Registered Nurses' training at Dauphin General Hospital. She graduated with general proficiency
degree and was class valedictorian. She married Jack
Scott in 1960 and now lives at Bramalea, Ontario
with two sons.
Their third daughter, Beryl Jocelyn, born February 2,1941, took her schooling at Woodnorth consolidated and then took a hairdressing course in
Winnipeg. She married Murray Williams of Oak
Lake in September, 1959 and now lives on a farm
near Oak Lake beach.
Their fourth daughter Dixie Doreen was born
December 12, 1943, (on Cleland and Irene's tenth
wedding anniversary). She attended school at Woodnorth and in Virden Collegiate. She took a psychiatric nurse's training course at Portage La Prairie,
then married Mervyn Morgan, July, 1963 in Portage
La Prairie. They now live in Brandon, Manitoba.
Dixie and her husband (also a Psychiatric nurse) both
work at Brandon Psychiatric Hospital. They have two
children.
Their fifth daughter Irene Adele born September,
1945, attended Woodnorth and Virden Collegiate for
Grade XII studies. She married William Priestley of
Woodnorth, October, 1963. They are now living at
Haney, B.C. with two sons.
Cleland and Irene continued to farm until 1966,
selling out their then acquired four hundred acres, to
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Penner from Oak Lake. During
the last years on the farm there was a wild cat oil well
drilled on their land that was capped without being
brought into production.
Wilmot Wardle moved to that area as he wanted to
build another home; the other two farms he had built
on in Wallace Municipality were now taken over by
his two sons, Howard and Gordon. He found this
quarter section in Pipestone Municipality that had
been farmed many years before but now lay idle and
under ownership of a lawyer in Virden. The only
building, on it was a stationery granary. He was so
pleased with the location and quality of the soil that
he called the farm Eden and went ahead clearing and
breaking the sod till almost every bit was tillable. He

travellers who were tired came to the Matthewson
home and were sheltered and fed. A few years later
the C.N.R. line was constructed from Brandon to
Regina and the town of Wood north was built, named
such, as a C.N. official noticed a wooded area to the
North, so hence the name of Woodnorth. John Matthewson was always interested in improving the
farmers' lot so took a great interest in the Farmers
Union, U.G.G. and Wheat Pools. The farm,
16-9-27, lower part, had a creek which often flooded
in the spring and had oil floating on the water. This
proved later that there were deposits of oil in some
areas.
On May 6, 1908, Robert John was born. He was
educated at Woodnorth School and then went on to
manage the Co-op store at Moline, Manitoba. He
married Lena McCoy of Sinclair and they had two of
a family, John, now R.C.M.P., Ottawa and Jean of
Kitchener, Ontario.
Thomas was born on May 6, 1909, and remained
at home to help on the farm and in 1937 married Mary
Mitchell, a niece of Mrs. M. Niven. They have a
daughter, Sheila, and son, Wayne, who both reside in
Vancouver.
Adam married Helen Potter and resided in and
around Scarth and Virden. Adam passed away March
18, 1978.
This pretty well covers the Matthewson story to
date. On a visit to relatives in Scotland they saw the
Kidlaw Hills and the house still stands.

Mitchell, Cleland and Irene (Wardle)
Cleland Henry Frank Mitchell born February 12,
1905 in Cornwallis Municipality, eldest son of
William Henry Mitchell and wife Jenny Maud (McCarthy) Mitchell, farmed section 9-10-28 from 1906
to 1946.
Cleland attended school at Brandon, Elkhorn,
Arawana, Sanderson and Springvale during winter
months as his summers were spent helping with farm
work. He took a short course in agriculture in Winnipeg during winter months of 1924 and 1925, continued to farm with his father until December 1933,
when he went to Kamsack after a severe hailstorm
destroyed his father's complete crop.
There he married Irene Wardle to whom he had
been engaged for two years. Together they managed
a farm seven miles east of Kamsack for owner, Walter
Setter, grain buyer in town of Kamsack.
Cleland Mitchell came north to Kamsack to operate a farm seven miles out of town and he and Irene
were married December 12, 1933. They came back to
Manitoba in 1935 and moved to Irene's father's farm,
the spring of 1936 with their six month old daughter,
Shirley Adeline. By this time the northwest half of
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Hospital there. It was there she married Cleland
Mitchell.

sold it to Cleland and Irene when his health was
failing and he and his wife (Irene's parents) retired to
Virden where they died; Mrs. Wardle at age seventyfive and Mr. Wardle at age eighty-five years.
While Cleland and Irene lived in Woodnorth
community they were active in community projects
of various kinds. Cleland was on the school board
and church board and co-op and took part in such
sports activities as curling. He did volunteer work on
the Community Hall, Church and school at different
times.
Irene continued to do part-time nursing at Reston
Cottage Hospital. She took a short course in Winnipeg at the University of Manitoba in Pre-natal
training, returned to conduct classes over a period of
five years in Reston to prospective parents. To date
her nursing covers a period of fifty years from 1928 to
1978. She held registered nurse memberships in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia during those years.

Mooney, Albert and Maude (McPhadden)
Edward Albert Mooney was a real pioneer of
Manitoba and Virden district, being born near
Gladstone, Manitoba, October 22nd, 1875. He died
Tuesday, July 31st, 1928.
The family moved to Virden at a very early
period in the settlement of this district. Albert, as
well as other members of the family, received their
education in Virden schools and always looked on
Virden as their hometown. Albert, early in life,
joined with his father in carrying on farm operations
in what is now known as Woodnorth district, and
following the death of his father, Albert continued to
operate the whole farm which had grown to three
sections of land. He was a good farmer, a good
neighbor and a good friend, devoted to his home, his
wife and his family. Right up to the last he was able to
direct the operation of the farm work. He took a keen
interest in educational affairs and 'other public enterprises. He served his school districts as chairman of
the trustee board, was the first president of the Municipality of Pipestone Wheat Pool and was an active
member of the Co-operative Livestock Shipping Association.
Embued with a happy spirit he enjoyed life even
when working most strenuously and it was this spirit
which endeared him to all who associated with him
socially or in business.
In 1904 he married Maude McPhadden who survives, together with three sons and four daughters,
Gordon, Norman and Jack, and Kathleen, Dorothy,
Eileen and Gladys. He is also survived by two brothers John, Elkhorn; Robert, H., M.L.A. Woodnorth;
and two sisters, Mrs. A. C. Shoemaker, Woodnorth;
and Mrs. F. C. Norris, Elkhorn.
Taken from obituary August, 1928.

Having farmed in Pipestone Municipality thirty
years before retiring from farming, they spent six
months (November 1966 to May 1967) travelling in
U .S. A. and Mexico by Airstream trailer. Then, they
lived in Calgary for four years and then went to
White Rock, B.C. to work in Evergreen Baptist
Nursing Home; Cleland on maintenance and Irene as
supervisor of nursing, while living and enjoying life
in Sundial Apartment in White Rock.
Wilmot Wardle and wife Mary F. (Knisely)
bought the northwest quarter of 32-9-27 and in the
spring of 1923 built a four bedroom house (frame) on
this quarter, hauling materials from Virden lumber
yard, eleven miles. The basement was dug with the
use of a road scrapper and horses and then faced up
with split stones and mortar. Their daughters, Myrtle
May and Irene Mary, helped with lathing, shingling
and brick veneering.
Irene, born March 27, 1910 and younger sister,
Ida Maude, started to Woodnorth consolidated
school September, 1923 going by horse drawn van
(seven miles), Irene was in Grade VIII and Ida in
Grade V then. Mrs. W. Lockart was Irene's teacher,
Ida's was Sally Cook.
Myrtle, who joined the Salvation Army training
school, later married Percy Townson in 1931. Irene
went in training September 1928 at Virden General
Hospital for a three years' nursing course, with six
months affiliation at Childrens' and King George
Communicable Diseases Hospital in Winnipeg. She
graduated in 1931, earning and receiving proficiency
award. She continued to nurse in the area, special and
private duty nursing, before going to Kamsack, Saskatchewan September 1933, nursing in the General

Mooney, Alexander and Susan (Orr)
Alexander Mooney was born in County Antrim
in Ireland, on May 6, 1835. He came to Canada in
1855 and settled in Huron County, Ontario. In 1874
with his wife, Susan Orr, and sons John and Robert
and his mother Mrs. Matthew Mooney, he came west
to Portage plains and settled for one year at Woodside. Then they moved to Katrime where he took up a
homestead. He also carried the mail from Gladstone
to Katrime.
In 1882 when his wife died he owed the doctor
$100.00. The doctor had financial difficulties so
Alex backed his note for $1,000.00. The Doctor
disappeared and Alex had to make good the note. In
so doing, he lost his farm and possessions. They had
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also been plagued with a series of excessive flooding.
His wife, Susan, is buried in the Katrime Cemetery.
During these years at Katrime three more children were born; Albert, Carrie and Annie. Alex
helped to organize the Squirrel Creek School and was
one of the first trustees; the first meeting held on
March 24, 1879.
His mother Nancy (Kelly) Mooney died at Katrime August 8, 1878 and is buried in Katrime Cemetery.
In 1882 following his wife's death, he came to
Virden with his five children and homesteaded on the
south west quarter of 34-9-27 and farmed successfully here until 1904, when his son Albert rented
the land.
In 1904 he moved into his home in Virden, accompanied by his daughter Annie. On June 14th,
1911, Annie married F. C. Norris and moved to
Elkhorn. Alex went to Elkhorn and lived with his
daughter until his death in December, 1918. He is
buried in Virden Cemetery.
During his years on the farm Alex helped to
organize the Daybreak School and was one of the
first trustees. He also had the mail contract and
delivered mail from Virden to Pipestone, Reston,
Hillview and Sanderson districts. His son Robert,
did most of the mail carrying, by horse and buggy or
horseback.
The family attended school at Virden until
Daybreak school was organized. In the winter
months the family moved to Virden where they received their high school education. Alex had a stable
at Virden and the livestock was taken to town with
them. Often the cattle would take offfor Virden when
the first snow storm came, before the family were
ready to move. Someone would have to get on horseback and bring them back. In early days they hauled
stove wood from Moose Mountain, as there was no
bush on the prairie due to prairie fires. In 1884 his
wheat crop was destroyed by prairie fire while it was
stacked and waiting for the threshing crew.

She lived with her father and moved to Virden
with him when he retired in 1904. In 1911 she married
Fred C. Norris, an employee of Virden Empire Publishing Co. and later moved to Elkhorn, when Fred
purchased the "Elkhorn Mercury" printing business. She died in 1952 and is buried in Elkhorn
Cemetery.

Mooney, John (Jack) and Jane (Lane)
Jack Mooney is the son of Alexander Mooney and
was born at Belgrave, Ontario in 1871. He came west
with his father and family to the R.M. of Pipestone in
1882 and was educated at Virden school, Brandon
and Winnipeg. He taught school at Daybreak and
later received his degree in pharmacy; then he operated a drug store at Elkhorn from 1899 to 1956 when
the business was sold to his nephew, John Norris.
He married Jane Lane and had two children:
Estelle married Frank Baker; Harold took his degree
as physician and surgeon and practiced at Courtney,
B.C. He married Gladys Carthew and they had two
children, John Harold and Margaret Joan.

Mooney, Katherine (Mrs. James Patterson)
Katherine married James Patterson in Ireland in
1854. They came to Portage La Prairie in 1874.
They had quite a large family, one child buried at
sea. There is no confirmed record of their occupation
or family.
Katherine lived with a granddaughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Chapman, near Brandon, following her
husband's death, also for a short time at the home of a
niece, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Shoemaker of Woodnorth, Manitoba, where she died.
Katherine is buried in Virden Cemetery.

Mooney, Mathew
Mathew Mooney sailed from County Antrim,
Ireland in 1858 with three children and Katherine's
husband James Patterson (Married in Ireland in
1854).
They settled near Wingham, Ontario, Huron
County in Belgrave. All took up farm land in this
area.
Mathew died in February, 1873 at the age of
seventy-five and is buried at Deacon Cemetery near
Belgrave.
All the family moved to Manitoba in 1874.
Nancy Kelly Mooney, died at Katrime near
Gladstone and is buried in Katrime Cemetery.

Mooney, Annie (Mrs. Fred Norris)
Annie Mooney was born at Katrime in 1880. She
was only twenty-three months old when her mother
died in 1882. That year the family moved to 34-9-27
in the R.M. of Pipestone.
She attended Virden school, with later higher
education at Wesley College, Winnipeg, and received her diploma for teaching.
She taught school at Springvale, Daybreak and
Sanderson. While at Sanderson she received one
dollar per day, providing there were any children
attending. Occasionally she would take candy to
school to entice the children to attend.

Mooney, Robert and Margaret (Kirk)
Robert Henry Mooney was born at Wingham,
Ontario, on August 10, 1873. The following year he
came to Manitoba with his family. They lived at
Katrime near Gladstone, until 1883 when they came
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to Virden and took up a homestead in the Woodnorth
district. As a lad, Mr. Mooney attended school in
Virden. Later he took a business course in Brandon.
For a few years Mr. Mooney taught school at Boss
Hill and then for a time he was bookkeeper in the
Wilcox store in Virden. Most of his life, however was
spent on his farm in the Woodnorth district.
Always public spirited, Mr. Mooney was active in
farm organizations including the United Grain
Growers, the United Farmers of Manitoba and the
Manitoba Pool Elevators. He served on the Pipestone
Council from 1911 to 1922. In the latter year he was
elected to the Legislature and, although opposed in a
number of elections since, was always returned by
the electors.
Mr. Mooney was deeply interested in the work of
the United Church. For many years he was a member
of the Board of Stewards of Woodnorth United
Church and served as secretary-treasurer. He was
responsible for the building of the manse at Woodnorth.
On April 9, 1901, he married, at Rat Portage
(Kenora), Margaret Ann Kirk. She made him an
excellent wife and their home became known for its
kindly hospitality. Mrs. Mooney died on July 27,
1952, six months before her husband. They were not
blessed with any family.

live in the village of Woodnorth until they passed
away, James in July 1963, and Margaret passed away
in September 1976.
A friend Jack, farmed with James Shepard and
made his home with them. Jack Forbes was born at
Kincardineshire, and died in 1961. He was a bachelor.

Niven, Mrs. Margaret
Mrs. Niven and her husband came from Aberdeenshire, Scotland and settled on the, west half of
16-9-27, until James Niven passed away. Mrs. Niven
then went to work with the "Scallion" family in
Virden until all passed away, she then returned to
Woodnorth and operated a boarding house until her
death on November 12, 1936. She was a friend to all
and respected to the highest degree in Wood north
and Virden areas.

Parker, John and Caroline (Miller)
John William Parker was born 1874, October 3rd,
in Charney Berkshire, England. Caroline was born
August 5, 1875 at No.8, Hoxton Market place,
London, England. They were married February 15,
1903. Mrs. Parker was Miss Caroline Elizabeth Miller.
They came to Canada, March 27th, 1907 and
resided at Pipestone, Manitoba for a short time as a
farm laborer, before taking up residence on a farm on
section 38-8-27, in the Woodnorth district.
They had four children all born in Canada. Florence married Leonard Balding in 1937 (who is now
deceased). Lillian married Gordon Wilson (now deceased). Marjorie married Clarence Wilson (now
deceased). Jack is married and lives at Chilliwack,
B.C. All had their schooling at Woodnorth.
After a number of years farming, Mr. and Mrs.
Parker retired and moved to Virden. Mr. Parker
passed away October 4, 1968 and Mrs. Parker died
around 1958.
Len, or Bill as he was known, and Florence had
one child, Louise, who was married in 1966 and has
one son, Gordie, age seven.

Naughton, William and Mary (Shepard)
Mrs. Mary Jane Naughton was born April 11th,
1909 at Bogawood, Rafford, Morayshire, Scotland.
A brother, John who died July 29th, 1929, was born at
Morayshire, Scotland in 1910. They came to Canada
with their parents by boat in 1913 and took schooling
at Woodnorth school.
Mary married William A. Naughton of Hillview
district, on October 4th, 1933, in Brandon. They
farmed in Elm Valley district 31-8-27. They had two
sons: William James, born at Virden, November 5th,
1942, and Douglas John born at Virden, October 4th,
1945. The boys took their schooling at Elm Valley,
Woodnorth and Reston.
Mr. Naughton passed away October 6th, 1968 at
Virden. Mrs. Naughton still lives in the village of
Woodnorth.
James Shepard came to this country from Scotland in 1913. He was born at Forres, Morayshire,
Scotland, in 1886. He married Margaret Grant, who
was born at Forres, Morayshire in 1888. They had
two children: Mary born 1909, John in 1910 who later
died in 1929. Both children were born at Forres,
Morayshire, Scotland. James landed at Brandon and
got work on farms at Carroll, Alexander and Kenton.
In 1921 he settled in the Woodnorth district and
farmed on 25-9-28 until 1962 when they retired to

Rattray, Bill and Ruby (Olenick)
Ruby, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Olenick, was born and educated in Reston. She went
to summer school in July, 1946 at Tuxedo, receiving a
Teacher's permit. She taught at Boss Hill S.D., six
miles north of Wood north for the term 1946-1947.
This is where she met her husband, Wm. G. (Bill)
Rattray.
Bill was raised in the Boss Hill district and had
received his education there. He joined the Armed
Forces: The Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders in
June 1940. He was taken Prisoner of War at Dieppe
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worked out as a farm labourer around the Virden
district. In 1899 he married Mary Jane Milburn, who
had arrived with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Milburn from Toronto, Ontario in 1882, one of the
early pioneer families to settle in the Daybreak district.
In 1900 Mr. and Mrs. Wedow rented land south of
Scarth and commenced a farm operation, remaining
there until 1903, at which time they purchased the
west half of 35-9-27 in the Daybreak district, the
same farm Carl now operates and lives on.
Charles and Mary Jane had three children, two
sons and one daughter.
Henry John (called Harry) remained in the district until 1934 when he went west to White Court,
Alberta. He passed away there in December, 1975.
Lillian Sophia married Gordon Baisley, a C.N.R.
station agent, in 1933. They are now retired and are
living at Carman, Manitoba.
Charles Francis (better known as Carl) was born
on the southwest of 35-9-27 the farm he and Mrs.
Wedow now reside on. Carl received his education at
Daybreak, Woodnorth and Virden schools. He had
planned to continue his education further, but this
was interrupted due to his father's illness, requiring
him to assist with the farm operation for a number of
years. He attended Sunday school and church Worship at Daybreak Church.
In 1927 Charles Frances (Carl) Wedow married
Alice Winnifred Misener, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Misener of the Huston district.
In the spring of 1928, the couple rented land in
the Huston district and farmed there until the fall of
1930. At the passing of his father in that year, Carl,
with his wife and family returned to take over and
manage the Charles William Wedow estate, later
purchasing the same from the estate executors.
Carl and Winnie were blessed with three daughters and two sons. All these family members received
their grades one to twelve education by attending
schools at Laggan, Woodnorth and then Virden. Joy
and Maxine took a business course. Donna attended
Normal School to become a teacher.
Helen Joy Lorraine married Glen Smith of Woodnorth, and are living in Virden.
Donna Winnifred married Ronald Wright of Sydney, Manitoba and live in Virden.
Carl Lloyd also lives in Virden.
Maxine married Stanley Blackstock of Calgary,
Alberta, and they are living in Estevan, Saskatchewan.
Donald Edwin married Lorraine McRae of Brandon and they are living in Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Carl and Winnie Wed ow took considerable interest in community affairs and gave of their effort and

August, 1942. He returned home to the Woodnorth
district in 1945 to farm.
Ruby and Bill spent the next twenty years in the
Woodnorth district where they farmed and raised
their family of two children. Son, Jim, was educated
at Woodnorth and Virden schools.
Jim and his wife and two children now live at
Alameda, Saskatchewan. Daughter, Gail, received
her education at Woodnorth, Elkhorn and Virden
Schools. She is now married and lives in Winnipeg.
In 1968 the Rattrays moved to a farm eight miles
south of Elkhorn, retiring to Elkhorn in 1974. Both
keep active in community work, gardening and golf.

Roche, William and Mary (Westlake)
William 1. Roche, born and raised in Winnipeg.
After the war he settled on the farm three miles north
of Woodnorth the southwest of section 4-10-27 in
1918.
Mary Westlake was born in London, England,
came to Canada at an early age, married Nanu Reynolds and settled first in Alberta. In 1920 she came to
Woodnorth to be housekeeper for Mr. Roche along
with her daughter. They can remember how exciting
it was coming to their new home. At that time her
daughter was about seven years old.
In 1921 May Westlake and Roche were married
and had three children: Louise, Lillian and Jack. All
worked very hard and went to school in Woodnorth.
The oldest didn't get much school, doing more farm
work than school.
Mr. Roche had ill health and in time was forced to
give up the farm and move to Virden in 1931. There
they lived until the time of his death which was
March 10, 1939. Mrs. Roche lived on in Virden until
1950. She then went to live with her youngest daughter Lillian, Mrs. H. Rainbird living in Calgary. They
had one son Bradley. Mrs. Roche died August 17,
1964 at age seventy-eight.
Louise married Sam Dickison and they had two
boys. Jack married Margaret Jordon and they had two
boys and one girl. Rose married Roy Hom; they had
two boys. Roy was killed accidentally in 1955. Betty
married George Foster and they had two boys and
two girls. John married Wilma Fraser and they had
five boys and two girls. Clifford married Shirley
Fleming, had one boy and one girl. Isobell married
Leslie Taylor, had three girls. Morris married Jean
Armstrong and had two boys and one girl. Margaret
R. married George Callingridge and had five boys
and two girls.

Wedow, Carl and Winnie (Misener)
Charles William Wedow was born in 1875, in
Walkerton, Ontario. He came west in 1894 and
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time on school, church, recreation, Pool elevator
boards and other projects.
Carl was appointed a councillor of the Rural
Municipality of Pipestone in 1950, serving nine years
as a councillor. He held the position of reeve for
eighteen years, retiring in 1977. During those years
he became involved as a member on many boards
and committees relating to Municipal affairs.
For several years (1960-1967) he was executive
director of the Union of Manitoba Municipalities
board.
He represented the Rural Municipalities of Manitoba on the Manitoba Medical Board from June of
1967 until October, 1970.
Carl received appointment as a member to the
Manitoba Municipal Board in January, 1978 and is
still related with same.

years. The Pool exchanged their elevator to United
Grain Growers, so the next move was back south to
Woodnorth in 1974, where they are still residing.

Williams, Joe and Annie (Ducklow)
Joe Williams was born in Muskoka, Ontario in
1875. In 1892 his father and Mother and most of the
family came to Virden to settle. Joe and his brother
Arthur had land in the Woodnorth district. Joe lived
on section 18-9-27 where Charles Ritchie now lives.
For some years Joe operated a threshing machine in
the fall and in the winter he went to Riding Mountain,
where he had a livery stable and hauled cord wood to
the train to ship to Virden.
It was in the Tobamore district south of Riding
Mountain that he met Annie Ducklow. They were
married January 11th, 1911. At the time of the wedding a big snow storm blocked all the roads. The
minister Reverend Cooke drove from Eden to the
farm home three miles south of Riding Mountain by
horse and cutter. Several of the wedding guests sat on
the train all night and did not arrive until after the
wedding. The bride and groom had to stay in Riding
Mountain until the train got moving.
After a honeymoon in Winnipeg, they went to
Woodnorth to settle on their farm. While living
thery, each spring when the crop was planted and the
garden hoed, they hitched the driving horse to the
rubber tired buggy and drove to Riding Mountain for
a visit home. This trip took two days with a stopover
at Hamiota.
Leona was born on June 9th, 1912 at Woodnorth.
She has memories of Mr. and Mrs. Harte that kept the
store in Woodnorth, and attending Sunday school
and social events in the hall.
In 1916 Joe sold the farm to Charles Ritchie and
moved to the Boss Hill district just north of Neil
Forsythes. There Joe built a house, and a daughter
Thelma was born June 16th, 19l7. Mervyn was born
January 22nd, 1920. It was 40° below and Leona was
taken to Copes to stay for a few days.
Joe still operated his threshing machine. He was
an authority on running and repairing them and many
times he came to his neighbor's assistance to repair
the steam engine and keep the threshing machine
gomg.
In 1922 they left Boss Hill and moved to Riding
Mountain where they farmed until193l. Thelma and
Mervyn attended Norgate school and Leona went to
Normal school in Dauphin. In 1935 Leona taught in
the Alonsa district for three years and then married
Francis Thwaites. They have two girls and farmed in
the Bluff Creek district northeast of Alonsa for thIrty-five years. In 1970 they retired to Neepawa.
Thelma married George Harper and they farm in

Williams, Howard and June
Howard and June Williams were both born and
raised at Deloraine. They were married on November
22, 1945; then worked for Canadian Consolidated
Grain Co. for five years. Howard then decided to
change and work for Manitoba Pool. They sent him
to Broomhill in July, 1951, where the family made
their home for twenty years.
While at Broomhill, Howard learned how to curl
and looked after the curling rink for many years.
Carol was born on August 9, 1946 in Deloraine.
She took all her schooling in Broomhill and Reston,
then took a business course in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. She is now Mrs. Barry Merriman of Springside, Saskatchewan. Barry and Carol have one son,
Michael. Carl is sec-treasurer for the town of Springside, Saskatchewan.
Sharon made her appearance on February 24,
1952 in Deloraine. She also took her schooling in
Broomhill and Reston, then on to nurses training in
Winnipeg at the Victoria School of Nursing. Sharon
nursed for one year in Rivers, Manitoba, then she
and a girl friend took off for Australia, where she
nursed in a hospital in Perth. Here she met her future
husband, Alan Clark. Sharon and Alan came home
and were married in Woodnorth. They have one
daughter Alana. Sharon nurses in the recovery room
in Brandon General Hospital.
Bryan came on the scene one Sunday morning on
September 25, 1955 at Reston Hospital. He took his
schooling at Broomhill, Reston and Rivers. He went
to Red River College and became a butcher. He
worked at Burns in Brandon for two years and then
decided to go out west. He now makes his home
between Brooks, Alberta and Rivers, Manitoba.
The elevator closed at Broomhill in 1971. Howard
and June moved to Oak River, for three and one half
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the Springhill district northwest of Neepawa. They
have two girls.
Mervyn stayed home to help his father and never
married. Joe passed away suddenly in July 1959.
Anne and her son Mervyn continued to farm at Norgate until Mervyn met with a car accident and died
from the result of it in August 1968.
Mrs. Williams is eighty-eight and living 10
Neepawa.

to Sally Isles, residing in Virden; L. H. Shoemaker,
married to Elizabeth McNabb, living in Victoria,
B.C.; Mrs. H. P. Cooke (Vera), living in Kenton;
Mrs. D. I. Cameron (Della), residing in Virden; A.
E. Shoemaker, married to Phyllis Patterson, farming
at the home farm at Woodnorth; G. S Shoemaker,
married to K. Smith, residing in Brandon. There are
fifteen grandchildren of Albert and Carrie.
Grant Shoemaker, son of Elmer and Phyllis Shoemaker is married to Brenda Stevens of Virden and is
farming in the Woodnorth area.
A daughter of Elmer and Phyllis Shoemaker,
Mrs. Ron Hall, (Sandra), resides in Edmonton. They
have t\vD children, Jason and Darcy Hall.

Savitzky, James and Sarah (Dyck)
James D. Davitzky married Sarah Dyck in 1931 at
Winkler, Manitoba. Jim and Sarah moved to 34-8-27
in 1941.
They had four children: Marie, born May, 1932;
Francis, born April, 1943; Diane, born March, 1947
and Richard, born November 1951.
Sarah died June 1953 following a car accident
while on a shopping trip in preparation for her daughter's wedding.
Jim married Anne Dyck in July 1958 (a sister of
Sarah). In 1960 Jim and Anne moved to Austin and
later retired to MacGregor.
Marie married Dwayne Anderson and reside at
Didsbury, Alberta. To this union there are three children, Valerie, Bradley and Marlis and four grandchildren.
Francis or Bunny as she is known to friends,
married Roderick Muir and resides at Thunderbay,
Ontario. They have one daughter, Sally.
Diane married James Blacklock and lives at
Quesnel, B.C. They have two children Shauna and
Matthew.
Richard married Jo-anne Lamb and they reside in
Calgary and have two children, Derek and Devin.
The Savitzky family were fine neighbors. Many
an evening was spent playing cards or listening to Jim
play his accordian at the Savitzky home.

Shoemaker, Louis and Alice (Robinson)
Louis Fredrick Shoemaker was born July 4,1896
and died in 1954. He lived at Woodnorth, as a farmer.
In 1900 he married Alice Robinson who was born in
Bringham, England in 1893. She was working on a
farm before they got married. She died in 1963. They
had six children. They were:
Colin Clifford Shoemaker, born April 1908. He
went to school at Mayville and Woodnorth and died
on April 1, 1925.
Bill Shoemaker, born September 30, 1908 at
Woodnorth. He married Lillian Dearden, born at
Lenore, in November 1935. They lived at Lenore,
then moved to Virden and had eight children. Bill
died on April 1, 1966.
Harold Shoemaker born January 15, 1909 at
Woodnorth, went to school at Mayville and Woodnorth, and became a farmer. He married Otta Irene
Bairball, who was born in United States and later
came to Canada. She was born December 1,1903 and
she died on May 1, 1977. They moved to Virden on
June 9, 1959. They had four children.
Frances Leslie Shoemaker, born in 1910 and died
at nine months of age.
Edna May Shoemaker born at Woodnorth in May
1913, and lived at Woodnorth. She went to school at
Mayville and Woodnorth and later married William
Lowden, a farmer, in 1928. They had eight children.
The Lowdens are both deceased.
Dorothy Dean Shoemaker, born in June 1914 at
Woodnorth. She went to Ontario as a baby, and lived
most of her life there. She moved to Virden for five
years then moved back. She married Rupert Bell and
had five children. She died in Ontario in 1954.

Shoemaker, Albert and Carrie (Mooney)
Albert Charles Shoemaker was born on August
4, 1878 at Walkerton, Ontario. He came to Manitoba
in 1905, settling in the Scarth area with his brother
John, the latter farming in that area until retirement.
Carrie Eleanor Mooney was born on April 4,
1878 at Katrim, Manitoba, the daughter of Alexander
Mooney. Albert Shoemaker married Carrie Eleanor
Mooney on April 3, 1907 at her father's home, the
southwest of section 34-9-27. They farmed in the
R.M. of Pipestone until retirement in 1945, when
they moved to Virden.
Carrie died on June 16, 1962. Albert died on
October 1, 1964, leaving seven surviving family
members. They are: Mrs. M. Smuttell (Myrtle), residing in Brandon; F. A. Shoemaker (Jock), married

Smith, David and Elizabaeth (Birkett)
David Smith of Dundee, Scotland was born on
February 9, 1873 and died on January 19, 1937. His
wife Elizabeth Birkett of Blairgowie, Scotland was
born on December 24, 1873 and died on March 1,
1957.
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den. (A very small village then.) Officials caught on,
as some men were missing, that fall.
Wilson Smith was on such a train planning to
drop off at Virden. However, before reaching Brandon word passed through the car that all train doors
would be locked at Brandon, allowing no one to
leave the train. Wilson Smith, young and ambitious
to homestead, climbed out of the car before the door
was locked, catching hold of a ladder on a freight car.
The iron bars were cold as was the wind and gravel
pounding his face. He used to tell the children how
his hands were so cold he found it hard to get them off
the bars. He got safely off at Virden and went land
hunting with only a few dollars in pocket. He made
his claim on section 10-9-27 here he built a shanty,
then sent for his wife with two small girls.
He worked some land with oxen, later bought a
pony, then a team of small horses, but to get money to
do this he worked for homesteaders who had come
before. Some had built better homes. A few stone
houses stand firm to this day. Also, he work.ed each
summer grading in the many sloughs that dotted the
land, filling in the dirt with a small steel scraper
pulled by the team of horses. He would drive into the
water to where the dirt was needed, bend over to tip
the scraper over, turning the horses around in the
water. He put up many grades alone.
The other eight children were born on that small
farm. In 1913 Wilson built a good house.
Hazel was the fourth child, born in 1901 and
remembers going for the mail when Woodnorth post
office was at the farm of Wm. Hill on the northwest
quarter of the same section. As small children they
carried a flour bag to carry the mail in. Their Mother
helped with the harvest by stacking the sheaves; all
grain was prepared in stacks for threshing. She also
did her part preparing hay for winter stock.
Hazel also recalls frightening prairie fires sometimes getting over the fire guard and burning much
needed feed. The children did their part by herding
the cattle all summer. There was whole sections of
prairie adjoining their land and fences. In late fall the
children would make a cow rise from lying down;
then they stretched out on the warm sod, or to warm
hands they would push their hands up into the cows
pockets between her milk bags and her back leg.
Always warm, usually we went bare-feet. One
time she remembers the carcass of a dead cow left out
on a grass field. While passing in a wagon a mother
fox with her young kept right on feeding. Yes, there
were many wild animals and birds. The white snow
owl was very plentiful, ground Hawks, wild geese
and small fur bearing animals. There were lovely
flowers, one favorite flower the yellow wild sweet
pea which had a sweet aroma.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith and four of their family
arrived in Canada in July, 1905, and for a short period
settled on a farm north of Virden, Manitoba. They
then moved to Woodnorth 18-9-27 where the rest of
the family was born.
The family born in Scotland~ Margaret Murray,
Blairgowie, November 10th, 1894 but died March
12th, 1957; Mary, Blairgowie, February 12, 1898,
married Harry Hoover, Virden, in June 1917 (now
deceased); David, Blairgowie, August 4th, 1900,
died August 1st, 1958; Elizabeth Birkett, Blairgowie,
December 23, 1903.
The family born in Canada: John Low, Woodnorth, Manitoba on December 1st, 1905 and married
Hazel Hayden of Nanton, Alberta; Catharine, Woodnorth, Manitoba on December 17, 1908 and married
Stanley Bridal, Nanton, Alberta in 1930; Helen May,
Woodnorth born April 11, 1911 and died March 24,
1974. She married Rennell Speight, Rocky Mountain
House on November 5, 1942; Alexander Sydney,
Woodnorth, on April 25, 1912; Gertrude Dorothy,
Wood north on August 14, 1914 and she married
Frank Parker, Longview, Alberta, 1935; Harry
Gilbert, Woodnorth, June 10, 1917 and married Lucille Attwood, Nanton, Alberta, August 1954.
David Smith was a successful fruit farmer in
Scotland and was instrumental in introducing the
growing of raspberries there.
In 1928, they moved to Nanton, Alberta and
renewed farming there. Mr. Smith's vocation was
farming and his four sons followed in his footsteps.

Smith, Johnny and Verna (Leech)
1. 1. Smith born 1886 in Saskatchewan started
working on railroad at Woodnorth in the fall of 1927.
He worked on the railroad until he retired in 1951.
Johnny, as he was well known, had a small barber
shop in his own home in Woodnorth for many years.
A wonderful Scotsman, he sang many a Scottish
ballad in his time. Johnny passed away in 1977 in
Virden.
He married Vema Leech on October 22, 1924.
They have four children: Peter, born July 1925, Waraga Beach, Ontario; Kathleen born January 1927,
Fredricton, New Brunswick; Glen born February
1928, Virden and Robert, born March 1930, Virden.
Mrs. Vema Smith lives in Virden.

Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
In 1897 the C.P.R. railway was pushing west
facing the Rocky Mountains. Needing men the company picked up workers in Ontario, giving them free
rides and board. A few men felt this an opportunity to
homestead dropping off the train at Brandon or Vir748

Then came the C.N.R. railway, through the center of Smith's land. Mr. Smith took his children to see
the first passenger train, which the whole district
nick-named "The Blue Flea". They had already
witnessed the building of the railway. Many mules
and small scrapers were used with some horses to
pull larger scrapers. A large camp was located on
what later became the Wood north school ground,
with larage and small tents, very exciting for prairie
children. Mr. and Mrs. Smith worked very hard with
their ten children. Winters were very cold. The inside
of the shanty would frost over, then when the sun
came up warm the frost would melt and drip over
everything. They burned coal in winter but anything
they could find in summer, prairie chips, dry weeds,
even marsh hay knotted in tight wads that was usually
used when baking bread or warming water in winter.
Mrs. Smith would sit in the rocking chair after
supper with baby on her knee and by the light of the
stove they would sing or tell stores, or sometimes
play guess games. They pretended to be going something or hiding while others guessed. They loved
those twilight games. When their Father came in
from doing the night chores it was over. Mother
would light the small coal oil lamp and they would
talk or read while the children played on the floor
around the stove. If the children became noisy they
were sent to bed in a cold fireless bedroom lean-to on
the house. Once the bed got warmed up they felt
comfortable.
Six of the ten are living, including the eldest girl
Eva who returned to Ontario. The family are scattered over Canada and U.S.A.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leech (Hazel Smith) have
been married sixty-two years in July.

married in July 1907 and raised six children, five
boys and one girl, George being, the eldest. Gordon
was born July 29th, 1909, Craig August 7th, 1913,
Raymond December 17th, 1919, David January 24th,
1924, and Ruth, June 4th, 1926. Gordon was a
C.N .R. fireman but was unfortunately killed in a rail
smash near Chapleau, Ontario in January 1942. Craig
eventually became a pilot for C.P. Air, and is now
retired and living in Langley, B. C. Raymond is a
union organizer for the Canadian Labor Congress
and lives in Toronto, Ontario. David is a Doctor of
Soils with the Dominion Department of Agriculture
at Summerland, B.C., but lives in Penticton, B.C.
Ruth lives with her husband, Ross Procknow, outside
Kamloops, B.C. and he is a paving contractor.
After leaving home in November, 1929, Wilf
worked for Safeway Stores Limited, at Carman and
Winnipeg from late in 1930 to 1937; then with International Harvester Co. at Brandon and North Battleford to 1945; with 1. A. Proctor, Marsden,
Saskatchewan one year, 1946; in partnership with 1.
M. McNaughton as I. H. C. Dealer at Radisson,
Saskatchewan from November 1946 to July, 1949; in
business for himself in Newdale as I. H. C. and B. A.
Dealer from then to April 1957; then with the Erickson Consumers Co-op Ltd., until December 31st,
1958.
His final position started in January 1959 when he
became Secretary-Treasurer of the Rural Municipality of Harrison, located in Newdale, Manitoba.
Wilf officially retired July 31st, 1974, aged sixty-six,
and is now enjoying a life of ease except for whatever
community and Church activities he is able to engage
In.

Catherine Gertrude (Rene) Blackwood, of
Basswood, Manitoba and Wilf were married in Brandon in September 1943, and have had four children,
two boys and two girls. David was born October
1944. Hugh was born August, 1947. Patricia (Pat)
was born September 1950 and Lorraine (Lori) was
born January 1962.

Stevenson, George, W. D. and Lena
George Wilfred (Wilf) Stevenson was born May
3rd, 1908, in the Rural Municipality of Pipestone in
his parent's farm home on section 31-8-27. In the
spring of 1928 they moved to section 18-9-27, also in
the R.M. of Pipestone. Wilf left home in the fall of
1929 and has not been back to live in the area so that
his total time in the R.M. was about twenty-one and a
half years. Their Post Office during this time was
Woodnorth but while on the first listed farm, the
school district was Elm Valley, the school being on
section 2-9-28, and Woodnorth became the home
school after moving to the last named farm. He never
attended at Woodnorth, however, as he completed
Grade VIII at Elm Valley and never went further. He
did, however, take some special courses later at the
Manitoba Agricultural College and at the Success
Business College, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
George W. D. and Dolena Clare (Lena), were

Wreck of twenty-seven grain cars on C.N.R. line near Woodnorth,1968.
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School Field Day first prize for marching, 1924. Back Row: Catherine Smith, Glady Denis, Irleen Colter, Willie Leech, Bessie Richie,
Harvey Cockrane, Iva Valliant, Ted White, Easter Leech, Edith Campbell, Leslie Shoemaker, Gertrude Smith, Tom White, Harvey
Cruickshank, Robert Lockie, Mary Dexter, Alice Colter, Marjorie Parker, Dorothy Mooney, Della Shoemaker, John Shepard,
Duncan Cameron, Ella Smith, Robert Matthewson, Bertha Cook, Annie Rattray, Vera Shoemaker, Marjorie Holt, Mr. Lockhart.
Front Row: Kathleen Mooney, lIeen Mooney, Leona Dexter, Edith Birchill, Kenneth Cameron, Stewart Lockie, Florence Buchill,
Donald Waterbury, Alice Barclay, Elmer Shoemaker, Edna Shoemaker, Ian Cameron, Jack Parker, Harold Cook, Sophie Penrose,
Sydney Smith, Sarah Cameron, Arnold Leech, May Wilson, Phyllis Leech, Mable Smith, Katie Campbell, Lettie Richardson, Lillian
Parker, Mary Shephard, Alice Wilson, Elsie Leech, Florence Parker, Miss Turnbull.

Wood north Main Street looking east, 1981.

Prairie winter, 1947.

Frank Milburn's horses in front of store. Doug Birchall, Lloyd
Milburn, Kenneth Richardson, Vernon White.

Coultis Oil Drilling Rig, 1967.
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A. McPhedrans Threshing outfit, 1912.
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Wedding Anniversaries
50 Years

50th Wedding Anniversaries

50 years is a long time to anything, especially
married. Staying together for 50 years is an achievement so it's rightful to have a celebration.
Being married 50 years is a lot of things. . .
It's half a century of nights.
It's 18,250 breakfasts together, now that's a lot of
porridge, coffee and burnt toast.
Being married 50 years is not being able to get
your wedding ring off (even with soap).
It's accepting the fact that - no matter what you
aren't going to change one another.
Being married 50 years means you can have a
blazing battle and still be friends forever.
It's knowing when to be silent.
It means having your own side of the bed so long
that if you change you don't dream right.
Being married 50 years means you can say all
you like about the bald head (and beard) but you
don't let anyone else say it.
Running your fingers through his hair for 50
years is bound to thin it.
It's learning to accept the cold cream and curlers,
then the wrinkles and even arthritis.
Being married 50 years is learning to accept
growing old with each other and gracefully surrendering the things of youth.
It's watching your children and their children
grow.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

and Mrs. William Charles Elliott (1904-1954)
and Mrs. Alex Harbottle (1908-1958)
and Mrs. Angus McKenzie (1901-1951)
and Mrs. Jacob Senkbeil (1908-1958)
and Mrs. Charles 1. Lawrence (1911-1961)
and Mrs. George Dodds (1895-1945)
and Mrs. Robert Tidman Davis (1917-1967)
and Mrs. William Forsyth (1898-1948)
and Mrs. Desire Dogniez (1913-1963)
and Mrs. Leslie Chalmers (1926-1976)
and Mrs. Ernest Tydings Campion (1928-1978)
and Mrs. Paul Podobni (1919-1969)
and Mrs. Eugene Campion (1929-1979)
and Mrs. David Brickley (1908-1958)
and Mrs. R. S. Dodds (1905-1955)
and Mrs. James Forsyth (1916-1966)
and Mrs. Fred Downer (1923-1973)
and Mrs. Jan Halldorson (1871-1931)
and Mrs. Frederick Hayhurst (1926-1976)
and Mrs. William Lau (1882-1932)
and Mrs. Harold Lund (1926-1976)
and Mrs. John Bulloch (1882-1932)
and Mrs. George Davis (1917-1967)
and Mrs. Art Morris (1920-1970)
and Mrs. William Nolan (1891-1941)

60th Wedding Anniversaries
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

It's rightfully the Goden Age.
It's a lot of teaching and a lot of learning.
It's a great deal of love.
It's achievements made and it's fun.
It's teardrops mingled with the sun.
It's contentment when the work's well done.
It's laughter sprinkled with tears.
It's all a Wonder 50 years.
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and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

James Alexander Reid (1896-1956)
George Wilcox (1897-1957)
Charles Robert Cornwall (1912-1972)
William Blackmore (1882-1942)
George Forke (1858-1918)
Stewart Bulloch (1884-1944)
Andy Olenick (1918-1978)
Fred Leech
James Wood Sr. (1882-1942)
Alexander Wyness (1908-1958)

50th Wedding Anniversaries

Mr. and Mrs. J. Thompson, 50th anniversary.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Holten 1901-1951.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Giles, 1927-1977.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Croft 1909-1959.
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Mr. and Mrs. Adam Pringle, 1910-1960.

Mr. and Mrs. Alf Roach, 1930-1950.

Mr. and Mrs. John E. Balding, 1930-1980.

Mr. and Mrs. James Donald, 1926-1976.

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Berry, 1905-1955.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Elliott, 1886-1936.
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Mr. and Mrs. K. Jorgensen, 1927-1977.

Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Paul, 1880-1944.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Grant, 1924-1979.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Craig, 1912-1962.
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Mr. and Mrs. A. Cockrane, 1914-1964.

Mr. and Mrs. James Smith, 1929-1979.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bulloch, 1870-1930.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Zam, 1901-1951.
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Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Jones, 1915-1965.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams, 1906-1956.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wedow, 1927-1977.

Mr. and Mrs. George Hooper, 1928-1978.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wood, 1892-1942.
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Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Watt, 1906-1956.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stonehouse, 1927-1981.

Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Paul, 1884-1934.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Milliken, 1915-1965.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Page, 1926-1976.
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fisette, 1917-1967.

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Caldwell, 1921-1971.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dexter, 1912-1962.

Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Dodds, ;903-1953.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Harper, 1897-1947.

Mr. and Mrs. James Jago, 1914-1969.
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Mr. and Mrs. Herb Koeckeritz, 1919-1969.

Mr. and Mrs. George Schmelz, 1904-1954.

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Bulloch, 1919-1969.
Mr. and Mrs. John Williamson, 1930-1980.

Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Pickett, 1907-1957.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Henuset, 1908-1958.
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Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mazur, 1911-1961.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Skelton, 1929-1979.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Deschamps, 1927-1977.

Mr. and Mrs. Harcourt Berry, 1915-1965.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Ritchie, 1907-1957.

Mr. and Mrs. Hayward Hopkins, 1910-1960.
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Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Patmore, 1905-1955.

Mr. and Mrs. Matt Belisle, 1914-1964.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jezzard, 1908-1958.

Mr. and Mrs. George Walker, 1910-1960.

Mr. and Mrs. Noble McGill, 1930-1980.
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Mr. and Mrs. Reinhold Mayert, 1929-1979.

Mr. and Mrs. Julius Mayert, 1902-1952.

Mr. and Mrs. John Payne, 1923-1973.

Mr. and Mrs. George Chrisp, 1916-1966.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wood, 1921-1971.

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Campion, 1907-1957.
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60th Wedding Anniversaries

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wood, 1919-1979.

Mr. and Mrs. E. Walker.

Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Curtis, 1904-1964.

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bulloch, 1912-1980.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smithson, 1909-1969.
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Mr. and Mrs. George Greig, 1911-1976.

Mr. and Mrs. Perry Pettypiece, 1919-1979.

Mr. and Mrs. S. Heslip, 1918-1978.
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Birthdays

Mr. W. Giles, birthday.

Mrs. E. Adams, 95th birthday.

Stanley Campion, 91st birthday.

George Hooper, 91 st birthday.
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Miss Jessie Jackson 95th
birthday.
'

Fred and Frank Gardiner
twin brothers on their 80th
birthday.
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Farming

McGregor's dairy farm, 1913.

H. McGregor harvesting corn early 1900's.
779

Plowing, 1910.

Hart Parr Tractor at work.
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Boulton's plowing outfit early 1900's.

Harvesting near Reston.
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Mule power on Pierce farm, 1917.

Mayert and Adams harvesting, 1945.

A good crop.

Stacking wolf willow after new breaking.

Harvest time.
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Threshing on the Donald farm, 1928. Note: wagon extension.

Farm scene, 1918.

George Pierce stooking, 1917.

Jas. H. Fraser's threshing outfit, 1911.
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Jas. H. Fraser's threshing outfit, 1908.

Harper-Busby threshing outfit.

Wood for the winter, 1930.

Yes, this is my mother.

Lunchtime on the Smith farm, 1946.

Haying then (1952) and now (1980).
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Donald and Skelton combines, 1942.

Just finishing up on Kool farm, 1948.

The modern way on the Donald farm with 54' cultivator.

Swathing on the Mazur farm, 1975.
Always time for a visitor on the Mazur farm, 1980.

Taking it off in a hurry, 1974.

Swathing on the Donald farm, 1973.
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Pioneer days, Reston.

Straight combining wheat on McLean farm, 1938.

On the way to the elevator, 1939.
Seeding gone modern, 1980.

The modern way on the Donald farm in 1978, 1200 bushels of
wheat.

The modern way on the McLean farm in 1938.
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Agreement to build Daybreak Church.
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~OTE, IF THE

BROTHERHASEVERBEENW.M HEREINSERTOATES.ANOLENGTHOrTERM . .

Orange Lodge certificate.
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Waiting for the mail.

Camping at Fish Lake (Kennosee), 1907.

The long wait ahead.

The Temperance gang.
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Pioneer Days.

Threshing scene, 1913.

Ten maids a milking. (Operetta) 1910.

Unknown school class of 1915.
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Show class, 1882.

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Stewart, 1870.
Supper time.

Wouldn't it make you tired?

Upright gas engine.

Gasoline ration book.

792

Striking it rich!

Oil pumps.

Donations to Red Cross, 1918.

[jJ;a?&l"

=----~~--~-./~~)~~~
Store bill paid in full, 1921.
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No . ....1l~s:CZ __

I

.If/L. .~

Tax Receipt, 1911.

'CARNE'!' DE
RATIONNEMENT 4
RB-300

City

Or'

\v

Town

Ville au V i l l a g e " . '

Province ....................................... NUMB~R
LITTERS.'

Prefix and
Serial Number'

... " ........ "'"''''

TE~~~~ONE(

Province

\

{Nf!Mf:RO DE
....................... TELEPHONE

J.

NUMBERS

.~,-::-r~lll
I v>,·/1,0,rJi?J':"
1'~D!j
LIi:TTRroS

Write Age Jf under 16,...

No de 5erie
(avec lefties)

NUM,EROS

.... ......... ,liidJquez 1'Age 61 moins de 16 ans

Meat rations.
Prefix and Serial Number
No de Sarie (avec lell,es)

..

RATION
BOOK 6

CAR NET DE
RATIONNEMENT .6
CANADA

Homestead receipt.

Ration coupons.
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Charter Members
Mrs. Olga Andrews
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Arndt
Mrs. S. Anderson
Arthur G. Ashcroft
Mr. and Mrs. James Allison
Mrs. Edith L. Allen
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Austin
E. Blanche Armstrong
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ashley
William W. Busby
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Braddell
Boyd H. Berry
Mr. Jim E. Berry
Mr. and Mrs. Al Birnie
Mr. Greg Birnie
Mrs. Annie Florence Bell
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Berry
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brownlee
Mrs. Christine Brinkworth
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Reg Berry
Mrs. Elizabeth Birch
Mrs. Mollie Bendit
Mr. and Mrs. Jack C. Bulloch
Mrs. R. E. Borland
Bank of Montreal, Reston Branch
Vincent Barkmen
Mrs. Margaret Busby
Mrs. Elsie Brown
Mr. and Mrs. David T. Birnie
Mrs. G. S. Belton
Mrs. Mildred M. Burris
Mrs. Marjorie I. Berg
Mrs. Hannah Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Bulloch
Mrs. Irene Cairns
Oliver Chester
Roy Campbell
Mr. Alec Cowan
Mr. Robert W. Cameron
Mr. C. Henry Claussen
Mr. Robert 1. Coates
Mrs. Stanley Campion
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Curtis
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Craig
Mrs. Tilly Chambers
Mr. Colin S. Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cook
Mr. Golding L. Croft
Ceramics Unlimited (Irene Kendrick)
Mr. and Mrs. David E. Chapple
Mrs. Alice N. Campbell

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cappie
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Cruickshank
G. R. Carscadden Funeral Chapels Ltd.
Murray and Rea Cameron
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Charles
Mr. Harvey G. Cochrane
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie M. Chambers
Mr. Ken B. Cameron
Mrs. Jean B. Chrisp
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cappie
Mr. Harry Chapman
W. R. Craig
Chevron Standard Ltd.
Dr. and Mrs. Melville W. Cormack
Mr. Donald Arthur Chennells
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Campbell
Mrs. Bertha E. Cook
Mrs. Winnifred Clark
Mr. Elmer Crump
Mr. and Mrs. F. Arthur Crump
Mrs. Myrtle Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Donald
Mr. Walter G. Dinsdale
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Duncan
Lloyd Drysdale
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Decorte
Mr. and Mrs. George V. Dodds
Mr. and Mrs. 1. Clifford Dodds
Mr. Thomas E. Dodds
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Dalgetty
Mrs. Ileene Ditchburn
Mrs. Irene Draper
Mrs. Rosie M. Donahue
Gilbert and Donna Demerse
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Duncan
Mrs. Effie Drysdale
Mrs. Mary Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Dodds
Mr. and Mrs. Alan O. Durston
Mr. and Mrs. William Albert Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Evans
Mrs. Gudron Einarson
Ernest and Colleen Eisler
Mr. and Mrs. Norman L. Erion
Mr. Irwin Eisler
Ebor Women's Institute
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin 1. Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Forsyth
Sarah S. Forsyth
Gordon W. Forsyth
Mr. and Mrs. G. Cecil Forke
Forrest and Forrest
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Mrs. Ellen Forbes
Mr. James Forsyth
Vera Forsyth
Mr. and Mrs. John Fotheringham
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Foote
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fumerton
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Fotheringham
Mrs. Mary Farmer
Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Forder
Miss Rhea Forder
Mr. Wilbur Giles
Mr. Francis Giles
Mr. and Mrs. Jack R. Guthrie
Mr. and Mrs. James Gloor
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Gould
Mr. Mark Baldwin Gould
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Gould
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Gould
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Grant
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon H. Grose
Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Gatin
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Gray
Mr. and Mrs. William Gilchrist
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gunson
Walley and Irene Graham
Mrs. A. E. Graves
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Douglas Guthrie
Miss Doreen Guthrie
Mrs. Kathleen A. Garvey
Mr. John 1. Gonty
Mr. and Mrs. Bev. A. Gray
Mrs. Laura Horn
Mrs. Mel T. Heritage
Mr. and Mrs. William 1. Hooper
Gordon E. Horn
Mr. B. A. Harder
Catherine Hasket
Mrs. Mary V. Hewitt
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Horn
Austin G. and Evelyn Hadland
Mr. and Mrs. Fergus T. Heywood
Mrs. Alma May Henuset
Mrs. Eunice M. Henry
Mrs. R. 1. Harris
Pearl A. Hillman
Hartley Hohn
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Heywood
Mr. and Mrs. Glen W. Henderson
Norman and May Halstead
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Hopkins
George Jago
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Johnson
R. E. and Myrtle Jones

Ada Josephson
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jorgensen
Mrs. Phyllis Johnston
Mr.and Mrs. Dave Jones
Mrs. Elva Johnson
Charles W. and Grace Johnston
Mr. and Mrs. William Percy Jeffrey
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kroeker and family
Mr. and Mrs. Aire Kool
Mrs. Ann WilJimina Klaas
Mr. Stanley H. Knowles
E. Bernice Klippenstein
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kozak
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kool
Henry George Kilford
Koeckeritz Family
Mrs. Elsie O. Kendrick
Ruth M. Kennedy
Mrs. Metro Kotyk
Mrs. Elsie Kenderdine
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin H. Lazenby
Mr. Leonard L. Ludlam
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lewarne
Mr. Clarence Lennon
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leech
Mr. and Mrs. William Lennon
Mrs. G. H. Light
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Lothian
Mr. and Mrs. William Everette Lockhart
Mr. and Mrs. John Lehman
Mr. and Mrs. G. Les Lazenby
Mr. George Laing
Mrs. Wayne Lambert
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ludlam
Dr. and Mrs. William Lee
Mrs. Catherine Lawrence
Bert McKay
Russell Mazur
Mr. Bill Morris
Mr. F. Russell Manning
Mrs. Margaret E. McLean
Mr. Allan Mazur
Mr. Elwin H. Martin
Mrs. Marjorie Mattucks
Mr. and Mrs. James A. MacDonald
Mr. and Mrs. John Scott Milliken
Mr. and Mrs. William Mayert
Mrs. Inez McMorran
Mr. and Mrs. Ross McDougall
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Mooney
Mr. Alex T. Milliken
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Matthewson
Mrs. Iris McMurchy
Mrs. Isabelle Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Neil McLeish
Mr. Murdoch R. Mciver
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. McLean
Rene McNeil
Mrs. Elizabeth McCoy
Mrs. Olive Milliken
W. G. McCoy
K. W. McDonald
Mr. Fred MacNicol
Mr. and Mrs. Norman A. Mooney
Thomas Matthewson
Mr. and Mrs. Cleland Mitchell
Helen Mann
Michael and Kathleen McGuire
Rose Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Matthews

Mrs. Mona Mikula
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. McGill
Mrs. Jean H. McCune
Mrs. 1. McLeod
Mr. R. Mayert
Mr. and Mrs. 1. Milliken
Mr. and Mrs. Ross McMurchy
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Beverly Milliken
Miss Catherine McArthur
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan McDonald
Miss Roberta Maunders
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mcintyre
Mr. and Mrs. G. Milliken
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Nolan
Mr. and Mrs. C. Stewart Nash
Gertrude Nicholson
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Nielsen
George and Mary Naughton
Mrs. Mary Jane Naughton
Mr. and Mrs. William 1. Naughton and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Naughton and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Egill A. Nygaard
Mrs. Abigail Nolan
Miss Nellie Nolan
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Nicol
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Nadrozny
Mrs. Ruth Naylen
Mr. Nick Olenick
Mr. Onufrin Olenick
Mrs. Irene Oberlin
Mr. and Mrs. Albert 1. Opper
Mrs. S. Oddson
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Pierce
Mr. John G. Pearson
Mr. and Mrs. 1. Burton Pierce
Mr. and Mrs. William Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. George Pengelly
Florence and John Payne
Mrs. Mildred M. Potter
Mr. and Mrs. F. Pennycook
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Paler
Armand Poirier
Mr. and Mrs. Keith C. Pengelly
Mrs. Gladys Sarah Patmore
Mrs. 1. R. Pipes
Richard G. and Doris Pfefferle
Mrs. Greta Patterson
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon A. Pickett
Mr. and Mrs. M. Parry Power
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P'dge
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Peloquin
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Rainnie
Mr. Larry C. Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. William Ritchie
Mr. and Mrs. Reynold Reimer
Mr. Eldon S. Robinson
Reston Association Manitoba Pool Elevators
Riding Mountain Broadcasting Ltd. (CKLQ)
Reston Creemee 1978 (Alice Paul)
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Rock
Mrs. Belle Rouse
Miss Annella G. Rice
Mrs. Doris M. Robinson
Ray Rainey
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Ritscher
Miss June Ross
Miss Bessie Rattray
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Robinson
G. W. Stevenson
Art Smith
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Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Smeltz
Mrs. Bella Sproule
Mr. Sam Smith
Mrs. Emma SI. Pierre
Grant Schiltroth
Dale G. Smeltz
Mr. Keith G. Smeltz
Mr. Dennis Albert Smith
Mr. Mike Sturby
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Sitter
Mrs. Flora Scott
Mrs. Eva L. Shelvey
Mrs. E. F. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Marino Sveinson
Mr. and Mrs. Fred 1. Stonehouse
George W. Stonehouse
Miss Minnie Smith
Mrs. Katherine Shearman
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Smailes
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Smith
Gladys K. Sharratt
Ella Simpson
Mr. Wendell John Skinner
Mrs. Ruth Lena Skinner
Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Stouffer
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin E. Sharrat
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Stendall
Miss Margaret Skelton
Mrs. G. Sutcliffe
Helen E. Traill
Mr. and Mrs. Lorus Thordarson
Mrs. Dorothy Tardiff
Mr. Robert 1. Turnbull
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tapp
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Tomashowski
Mr. Frank l. Tindall
Mrs. Gladys O. Taylor
Mrs. Lena Thorleifson
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Taylor
Margaret C. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd 1. Taylor
Mrs. Agnes Tiede
Mrs. John Veselovsky
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Vaillant
Mr. Eugene Vodon
Mr. and Mrs. lim Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Watt
Mrs. Annabelle Watt
Mrs. Ethel Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd White
Mrs. Effie Woodward
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Wedow
Mrs. Mabel 1. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Lome Williams
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bruce Wilkins
Mrs. Lillian P. Watt
Mr. and Mrs. 1. Douglas Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce White
Mr. and Mrs. William 1. Wood
Mrs. Mary Wilkesman
William Jardine and Carolyn Woodrow
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cecil Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wyness
Mrs. Lillian A. Wilson
Rev. and Mrs. W. Keith Young
Mrs. Alice Zarn
Mr. Charles C. Zarn

Land
In a project of this size, using a number of different people there are bound to be errors or ommisSECTION
1-7-26
NEV.
1885-1892
1893-1900
1905-1908
1914
1916-1919
1924
1929
1932-1953

North West Land Co.
E. Yargeau
H. Nugent
1. Forrisier
1. Forrisier
A. Maire
Winnipeg Trust Co.
La Compagnie Foncier de
Manitoba
1956-1959 M. R. Chacun
1962-1980 H. G. Flannery

SEV.
1885-1892
1893-1900
1905-1914
1916
1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1945
1950-1959
1962-1965
1968-1980

North West Land Co.
R. B. Bruce
D. Stewart
D. Stewart
G. Gattin
Ham Prov Loan
A. St. Pierre
R.M. of Pipestone
E. M. Motz
J. Grant
1. A. Flannery

NWV.

1885-1891 North West Land Co.
1892-1905 R. B. Bruce
1908
G. N. Halls
1914-1916 G. N. Halls
1924-1953 Holland Canada
1956
Credit Foncier
G. H. Flannery
1959
1962-1965 H. M. Austin
1968-1980
SWV4

1885-1891
1892-1905
1908
1914
1916-1919
1924-1953
1956
1959
1962-1965
1968-1980

SECTION
2-7-26
NEV.
1890-1891

North West Land Co.
R. B. Bruce
G. N. Hall
G. N. Hall
G. N. Hall
Holland Canada
Credit Foncier
G. H. Flannery
H. M. Austin
Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Marsh

E. G. Winslow

sions. These are the names of the owner, occupant or
other party responsible for the taxes in the given year.

1892-1905
1908
1914-1919
1924
1929
1932-1953

R. B. Bruce
G. N. Halls
G. N. Halls
H. Wright
H. Newfeld
Holland Canada
Mortgage Co.
1956
Credit Foncier
1959
G. H. Flannery
1962-1965 H. M. Austin
1968-1980 Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Marsh

SEV.
1892-1894
1892-1898
1905-1908
1914
1916
1919-1924
1929-1962
1965-1980
NWV.

1889-1900
1905
1908-1910
1914
1916-1932
1937-1945
1950-1965
1968-1976
1978
1980

SEV4
1887-1888
1889-1905
1908
1924
1929
1932-1953

W. Crothers
D. Cameron
G. N. Halls
H. Wright
H. Newfeld
Holland Canada
Mortgage Co.
1956
Credit Foncier
1959
G. H. Flannery
1962-1965 H. M. Austin
1968-1980 Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Marsh

1891-1941
1945-1950
1953-1965
1968-1976

1. Mitchell
Mun. of Pipestone
D. Fairburn
A. G. and D. E.
Fairbairn
1978-1980 A. G. Fairbairn

1885-1889
1890-1916
1919
1924-1965
1968-1970

G. Forke Jr.
1. Pattray
H. Wright
e. J. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Lawrence
1972
W. R. Lawrence
1976-1980 B. e. Campion
SWv.

SECTION
3-7-26
NEV.
1892-1900
1905-1908
1914
1916
1919
1924-1962
1965-1980

A. Stinson
e. Stewart
G. Clarke
1. Leppard
1. Mitchell
Man. Farm Loans
D. Fairburn (Sr)
A. G. and D. E.Fairbairn
B. e. Campion
1. Blanchard

SWv.

NWV.

1885-1908
1914
1916-1941
1945
1950-1959
1962
1965
1968-1980

A. Stinson (wV,)
W. G. Pattray (eV,)
T. Davis
Davis Bros.
Davis Bros.
A.1. Davis
W. A. Davis
T. F. Davis

G. Forke Jr.
G. Forke
G. Forke
Mun. of Pipestone
E. M. Motz
1. Grant
1. H. Kinnettle
F. H. and L. 1. Davis

W. S. Pattray

SECTION
4-7-26
NEV.
1885-1894
1898-1900
1905-1908
1910-1916
1919
1924-1962
1965
1968-1970
1972-1980

SWV4

1887-1889
1891-1900
1905-1932
1937-1945
1950-1972
1976-1980

T. Paynter
0. Manville
P. Fairlie
Mrs. R. Fairlie
B. M. Fairlie
A. Podobni

SECTION
5-7-26
NEV.
1892-1898 T. Lindsay
1900
W. 1. Pattray
1905-1910 W. Murray
1916-1953 T. Ferguson
1956-1972 E. Ferguson
1976
A. McKenzie
M.A.e.C.
1978
G. McKenzie
1980
SE'14
1892-1894 O. Manieille
1908-1914 W. Murray
1916-1953 T. Ferguson
1956-1972 E. Ferguson
A. McKenzie
1976
1978
M.A.e.e.
G. McKenzie
1980
NWV.

1. Pattray
W. 1. Pattray
T. Davis
Davis Bros.
A.1. Davis
G. H. Davis
A. e. Davis
A. e. Davis
A. e. Davis

SEV.
1885-1914 1. Mitchell
1916-1932 1. Mitchell
1937-1945 Man. Farm Loans
1950-1965 D. Fairbairn
1968-1978 M. and E. Fairbairn
1980
Roger Toews

T. Davis

NWV,

Davis Bros.
Davis Bros.
A. T. Davis
W. A. Davis
T. F. Davis

1885-1888 1. Pattray
1889-1908 A. F. McLashlan
1910-1932 W. Forder
1937
P. Galicz
1941-1945 Mrs. P. Galicz
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1950-1965 Mrs. E. Csati
1968-1972 E. Csati
1976-1980 R. and R. Toews

1908-1914
1916-1929
1924-1929
1932-1950
1932-1950
1953-1970
1953-1970
1972-1976
1972-1976
1978-1980
1980

G. Fairlie
W. Harvey
J. Hutchison
W. Harvey (sV,)
1. Hutchison (nV,)
W. Harvey (sV,)
1. Hutchison (n V,)
D. G. Harvey (sV,)
1. Hutchison (n'/,)
D. G. Harvey (sV,)
R. Wilkinson (nV,)

SWV4

1894-1908 G. Fairlie
1910-1914 G. Fairlie
1916-1970 W. Harvey
1972-1980 D. G. Harvey
SECTION
6-7-26
NEV,
1885-1886 J. H. Skelton
1908-1914 G. Kennedy

1916-1970 W. Harvey
1972-1980 D. G. Harvey
SEV.
1885-1908 G. Fairlie
1910-1914 G. Fairlie
1916-1970 W. Harvey
1972-1980 D. G. Harvey
NWV.
1885-1905
1908-1910
1914
1916
1919
1924-1956
1959-1965
1968-1980

1. H. Skelton
A. R. Baird
Mrs. 1. Jaie
J. Dean
Mrs. 1. Flannery
Credit Foncier
1. Johnston
D. 1. Johnston

SWV.
1885-1908
1910-1916
1919-1945
1950-1959
1962-1980

G. Fairlie
G. Fairlie
1. Fairlie
J. Fairlie
G. Schuetz

SECTION
7-7-26
NEV.
1891-1945 1. Fairlie
1950-1959 J. Fairlie
1962-1972 R. Grant
1976-1980 R. 1. Henuset
SEV.
1908-1945 J. Fairlie
1950-1972 1. Grant
M. S. Hannem
1976
1978
1. A. Perreault
Pipestone Valley Feeders
1980
NWV.
1891-1945 1. Fairlie
1950-1959 1. Fairlie
1962-1972 R. Grant
1976-1980 R. 1. Henuset

SWV.
1893-1905
1908-1910
1914
1916
1919
1924-1956
1959-1965
1968-1980

J. H. Skelton
A. R. Baird
Mrs. 1. Jair
1. Dean
J. Flannery
Credit Foncier
1. C. Johnston
D. 1. Johnston

SECTION
8-7-26
NE';"
1885
1886-1991
1892-1900
1905
1908
1910
1914-1919
1924-1941
1945-1980

R. M. McInnis
H.B. Co.
H. McGregor
1. B. Ireland
Close and Patterson
A. A. Close
W. Forder
W. Forder
H. Forder

SEV4
1885
1886-1891
1892-1900
1905
1908
1914-1941
1945-1980

R. M. McInnis
H.B. Co.
H. McGregor
1. B. Ireland
Close and Patterson
W. Forder
H. Forder

NWV.
1885

R. M. McInnis

1886-1892 H.B. Co.
T. H. White and C. L.
1893
Kirchoffer
M. Kirchoffer
1894
1898-1900 H.E. Co.
1. Pattray
1905
1908-1941 W. Forder
1945-1980 H. Forder
SWV4
1885
1886-1892
1892
1893-1894
1898-1905
1908-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980

R. M. McInnis
H.B. Co.
T. H. White and
Kirchoffer
T. H. White
H.B. Co.
1. Hutchison
Mrs. 1. Hutchison
R. Wilkinson

SECTION
9-7-26
NEV4
1885-1889
1890
1891-1892
1919
1924
1929
1945-1965
1968-1972
1976-1980
1976-1980

N.W. Land Co.
Huber Ten Broke
Wilbur Ten Broke
C.P.R.
Pipestone Townsite
J. E. Crawford
G. Carr (part of)
A. O. Henuset (part of)
A. 0. Henuset (part of)
R.M. of Pipestone

SWV4
1885-1889
1890-1893
1894-1908
1914-1959
1962-1976
1978-1980

N.W. Land Co.
A. Evans
M. Evans
1. Hutcheson
Mrs. 1. Hutcheson
R. Wilkinson

SEV4
1890-1905
1908
1910
1914-1919
1924-1962
1965
1968-1972
1976-1978
1980

H. Dunham
Mrs. M. A. Phillips
G. Kennedy
S. Flannery
Mrs. 1. Flannery
A. Flannery
G. H. Flannery
C. D. Steward
R. R. Usunier
Mrs. B. Mitchell
G. Forke
Mrs. 1. Flannery
G. Carr (part of)
B. Mitchell (part of)
H. Hopkins (part of)
W. G. Carr
A. O. Henuset (part of)
C. A. Hopkins (part of)

SWV4
1885-1908
1914
1916
1919
1924-1965
1968-1970

A. Pattray
J. G. Pattray
1. G. Pattray
H. Wright
C. 1. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Lawrence
1972-1980 W. R. Lawrence

N.W. Land Co.
H. Ten Broke
W. Ten Broke
A. Evans
C.P.R.
Mrs. E. Horton (part of)
R. Cohen (part of)
1. E. Crawford (part of)
E. Ellsworth (part of)
H. Claus (part of)
G. Carr (part of)
A. O. Henuset (part of)
1. C. Dodds (part of)
F. S. Patmore (part of)
H. Claus (part of)
South West Man. Feeder
Assoc.
1972
R. L. Perreault
1976-1980 A. O. Henuset
N.W. Land Co.
A. Evans
Wilbur Ten Broke
M. Evans
1. Hutchison
1. Hutchison
R. Wilkinson

Mrs. 1. Flannery
A. O. Henuset

NWV4
1885-1900
1905-1924
1929-1945
1950-1962
1962
1962
1965
1968-1980
1968-1980

SEV.
1885-1889
1890
1891-1892
1893
1919
1924
1924
1929-1941
1929-1932
1937-1953
1945-1965
1968-1972
1968-1970
1968-1972
1968
1968-1972

NW';"
1885-1889
1890-1892
1893
1894-1908
1910-1959
1962-1976
1978-1980

1929-1956
1959-1980

SECTION
11-7-26
NEV4
1919-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941
1945
1950-1972
1976-1980

School Land
Dom. Gov!. and 1. Gonty
Provo Gov!.
0. Henuset
Provo of Man.
F. 1. Henuset
W. Glick and L.
Luchsinger

SE'!.
1919-1924 School Land
Dom, Gov!. and Mrs. J.
1929
Flannery
1932-1941 Mrs. 1. Flannery
Prov. of Man.
1945
1950-1965 A. Flannery
G. Schuetz
1968
1970-1980 1. A. Flannery
NWV4
1919-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941
1945
1950-1956
1959-1962
1965-1970
1972-1980
SWV4
1919-1924
1929

School Land
Dom, Gov!. and 1. Gonty
Prov. Gov!.
O. Henuset
Prov. of Man.
E. 1. Flannery
W. J. Draper
R. P. Campion
B. C. Campion

School Land
Dom, Gov!. and Mrs. 1.
Flannery
1932-1941 Mrs. 1. Flannery
Prov. of Man.
1945
1950-1965 A. Flannery
1968-1980 Mr. and Mrs. D. W.
Gilliard

SECTION
10-7-26
NEV4
1885-1894 Mrs. B. Mitchell
1894-1900 A. F. Sutherland
1905-1924 G. Forke
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SECTION
12-7-26
NEV.
1885-1905
1908
1910-1924
1929-1937
1941-1945
1950-1953
1956-1959
1962-1980

R. Gray
Nicholson and Todd
G. Nicholson
Ju1, Nevraumont
L. Chacun
Mrs. M. L. Chacun
M. Chacun
H. G. Flannery

SEV4
1886-1891
1892-1905
1908
1910
1914-1916
1919
1924
1929-1945
1950-1953
1956-1959
1962-1980

R. E. Campion
A. M. Gray
1. W. Crawford
Regent
W. 1. Todd
S. M. Todd
W. McFadden
L. Chacun
Mrs. M. L. Chacun
M. Chacun
H. G. Flannery

NWV4
1885-1905
1908
1914-1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1968
1970-1972
1976-1980

R. Gray
Nicholson and Todd
G. Nicholson
Jul, Nevraumont
Mun. of Pipestone
W. A. Davis
E. Davis
W. Glick and L.
Luchsinger

SWV4
1908-1919 1. and R. Forrisier
1924
A. Maire
1929-1953 La Cie Fonciere Ltd.
1956-1959 M. R. Chacun
1962-1980 H. G. Flannery
SECTION
13-7-26
NE';"
1885-1889
1890-1892
1893-1895
1898-1908
1910
1914-1929
1932-1937
1941-1950
1953-1980

N.W. Land Co.
B. Mitchell
W. L. Hatch
A. E. White (Rink)
D. S. Mellish
E. R. Mea
R. Mea
Mun. of Pipestone
G. H. Davis Or)

SEV4
1885-1891
1892-1900
1905
1908-1910
1914-1929
1932
1937-1970
1972-1980

N.W. Land Co.
A. M. Gray
M. Roux
1. Louis
Mrs. A. Louis
Dr. 1. W. Cairns
Mrs. E. Hom
G. H. Chalmers

NWV4
1885-1889
1891-1908
1910
1914-1929
1932-1937
1941-1950
1953-1972
1976-1980

N.W. Land Co.
A. Pattray
D. S. Mellish
E. R. Mea
R. Mea
Mun. of Pipestone
W. 1. Nicholson
D. M. Holm

SWV4
1885-1891 N.W. Land Co.
1892-1893 R. Gray
1894-1900 A. Gray

c·

1905
M. Roux
1908-1910 1. Louis
1914-1929 Mrs. A. Louis
1932
Dr. 1. W. Cairns
1937-1970 Mrs. E. Horan
1972-1980 G. H. Chalmers (part oD
1972-1980 R. J. and D. M.
Anderson (part of)
SECTION
14-7-26
NEY4
1885-1924 W. Willoughby
1929-1945 Mrs. J. Flannery
1950-1980 S. Flannery
SEV4
1885-1889
1890-1893
1894-1895
1898-1900
1905-1941
1945-1959
1962-1980

W. P. Roberts
P. Roberts
W. Harvey
J. W. Griffin
A. Henuset
H. J. Henuset
L. H. Henu,et

NWY4
1885-1924 W. Willoughby
1929-1945 Mrs. J. Flannery
1950-1980 S. Flannery
SWY4
1885-1889
1890-1895
1898-1900
1905-1941
1945-1959
1962
1965-1980
SECTION
15-7-26
NEV4
1885
1885
1886

W. P. Roberts
P. Roberts
A. F. Sheardown
A. Henuset
H. J. Henuset
H. I. Henuset
L. H. Henuset

J. McKinnon (Jr)
N.W. Land Co.

J. McKinnon

G. Davis
1887-1895 J. McKinnon (Jr)
1900-1905 H. Dunham
1908
R. M. Gillisbie
1910-1916 Davis Bros.
1919-1968 W. A. Davis
1970-1980 T. F. Davis
SEV4
1886
1891-1895
1898
1900-1916
1919
1924-1968
1970-1980

G. Davis
W. E. Chilton
R. McTavish
J. R. Anderson
C. J. Lawrence
W. A. Davis
T. F. Davis

NW'14
1885-1887 N.W. Land Co.
1894-1895 Roberts and Sheardown
1900-1945 A. F. McLachlan
1950-1972 D. L. Elliott
1976-1980 N. C. Flannery
SWV4
1885-1887
1892-1945
1950-1976
1978-1980
SECTION
16-7-26
NE'14
1885-1886

1905-1908 T. Davis
1910-1916 Davis Bros.
1919-1962 G. H. Davis
1965-1980 A. C. Davis
SEV4
1887-1891
1892-1900
1905-1908
1910-1916
1919-1962
1965-1980

A. F. Eden
W. G. Pattray
T. Davis
Davis Bros.
G. H. Davis
A. C. Davis

NWV4
1885-1886
1887-1889
1890-1895
1898-1900
1905-1908
1910-1916
1919-1962
1965-1980

W. Tus
W. P. Roberts
P. Roberts
W. J. Pattray
T. Davis
Davis Bros.
G. H. Davis
A. C. Davis

SWY4
1887-1891 A. F. Eden
1892-1900 W. G. Pattray
1905-1908 T. Davis
1910-1916 Davis Bros.
1919-1962 G. H. Davis
1965-1980 A. C. Davis

1976-1980

1. Pattray
W. Forder
H. G. Forder
C. J. Dodds
H. G. Forder (part oD
S. C. Beauchamp (part
oD
G. Baglole (part oD

NWV4
1889-1900 W. Harvey
1905-1916 G. Kennedy
1910
W. Forder
1919
H. M. Agnew
1924-1937 L. P. Ordway
1941-1959 R. Grant
1962-1980 R. C. Elliott

SWY4
1889
1890-1908
1910-1937
1941
1945-1980

N.W. Land Co.
A. F. McLachlan
D. L. Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. R.
Wilkinson

SECTION
18-7-26
NEY4
1886-1900
1905-1916
1919
1924-1937
1941-1950
1953-1962
1965-1980

W. Tus

SEY4
1885-1908
1910-1937
1941-1950

R. Grant
W. J. Grant

NWV4
1887-1900
1905-1916
1919
1924-1937
1941-1945
1950-1980

W. G. Harvey
G. Kennedy
H. M. Agnew
L. P. Ordway
Mun. of Pipestone
H. W. Harvey

SWV4
1885-1908
1914-1937
1941-1945
1950-1980

A. Fairlie
Mrs. A. Fairlie
Mun. of Pipestone
H. W. Harvey

SECTION
19-7-26
NEV4
1892-1895
1905-1908
1910-1919
1924
1929-1962
1965-1972
1976-1980

H. McKinnon
J. Lothian
Mrs. J. Lothian
Mrs. A. Lothian
J. J. Grant
1. R. Grant
W.1. Grant

SEV4
1889-1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1980

SECTION
17-7-26
NEV4
1885-1905 J. Pattray
1908-1941 W. Forder
1945-1980 H. G. Forder
SEV4
1892-1905
1908-1941
1945-1956
1956
1959-1980
1968-1972

1953-1962
1965-1980

W. Lothian

J. G. Lothian
Mun. of Pipestone
W. J. Grant

NWV4
1891-1895 C. Vine
1905-1916 G. Kennedy
H. M. Agnew
1919
1924-1937 L. P. Ordway
1941-1950 Mrs. E. Grant
1953-1972 J. R. Grant
1976-1980 W. Glick and L.
Luchsinger
SWV4
1891-1895 E. Vine
E. Marechaux
1900
1905-1916 G. Kennedy
H. M. Agnew
1919
1924-1937 L. P. Ordway
1941-1950 Mrs. E. Grant
1953-1972 J. R. Grant
1976-1980 W. Glick and L.
Luchsinger
SECTION
20-7-26
NEY4
1885-1919 W. Lothian
1924-1945 J. G. Lothian
1950-1980 R. C. Elliott

A. Pattray
A. Fairlie
Mrs. A. Fairlie
Mun. of Pipestone
H. G. Forder

SEV4
1885-1919 W. Lothian
1924-1945 1. G. Lothian
1950-1980 R. C. Elliott

NWY4
1885
1886-1908
1910-1916
1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1965
1968-1972
1976-1980

W. G. Harvey
G. Kennedy
H. M. Agnew
L. P. Ordway
Mun. of Pipestone
R. Grant
W. 1. Grant

W. Lothian
J. Lothian
Mrs. J. Lothian
T. Lothian
Mrs. A. Lothian
Grant Bros.
J. Grant
E. Grant
W. J. Grant

SWY.
W. Lothian
1885
1886-1908 J. Lothian

A. Fairlie
Mrs. A Fairlie
Mun. of Pipestone
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1914-1916
1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1965
1968-1972
1976-1980
SECTION
21-7-26
NEV4
1885-1895
1898-1905
1914
1908-1919
1924-1959
1962-1980

Mrs. 1. Lothian
T. Lothian

Mrs. A. Lothian
Grant Bros.
J. Grant
E. Grant
W. J. Grant

1. McKinnon
S. Ellsworth
J. S. Ellsworth
Mrs. C. E. Ellsworth
H. J. Henuset
L. H. Henuset

SEV4
1885-1895 J. McKinnon
1898-1900 J. D. Morrison
1905-1945 A. F. McLachlan
1950-1972 D. L. Elliott
1976-1980 N. C. Flannery

NWY4
1885-1895
1898-1910
1914-1919
1924-1932
1937
1941-1980
SWY.
1885-1895
1898-1908
1914-1919
1924-1932
1941-1980

J. McKinnon
O. L. Perlette
J. G. Lothian
W. Lothian
J. G. Lothian
H. G. Davis
J. McKinnon
0. L. Perlette
1. G. Lothian
W. Lothian
H. G. Davis

SECTION
22-7-26
NEV4
1885-1889
1890-1894
1894-1898
1900-1916
1919
1924-1941
1945-1959
1962-1980

D.
A.
H.
A.
H.
L.

SEY4
1885-1888
1889-1892
1893
1894-1895
1898-1900
1905-1916
1919-1962
1965-1980

1. McKinnon (Jr)
W. Legerwood
J. McKinnon
W. Harvey
J. Flannery
H. McLachlan
W. A. Davis
T. F. Davis

NWY.
1885-1891
1892-1894
1895
1900-1916
1919
1924-1941
1945-1959
1962-1980
SWY4
1885-1888
1889-1892
1893
1894-1895
1898-1900
1905-1916

D. McKinnon

J. McKinnon
McKinnon
Henuset
Henuset
Henuset
J. Henuset
H. Henuset

D. McKinnon

J. McKinnon
D.
A.
H.
A.
H.
L.

McKinnon
Henuset
Henuset
Henuset
J. Henuset
H. Henuset

J. McKinnon (Jr)
W. Legerwood

J. McKinnon
W. Harvey
1. Flannery
H. McLachlan

1919-1962 W. A. Davis
1965-1980 T. F. Davis
SECTION
23-7-26
NEV,
1885-1894
1895
1898-1900
1905-1908
1910-1916
1919
1924-1945
1950-1968
1970-1972
1976-1980

A. McKinnon
A. F. Sutherland
1. McKinnon
P. McKinnon
F. Henuset
O. Henuset
Skilding and Davis
W. A. Davis
E. Davis
T. F. Davis

SEv..
1885-1894
1895
1898-1908
1910-1916
1919
1924-1945
1950-1968
1970-1972
1976-1980

A. McKinnon
A. F. Sutherland
P. McKinnon
F. Henuset
O. Henuset
Skilding and Davis
W. A. Davis
E. Davis
T. F. Davis

NWv..
1885-1894
1895
1898-1900
1905-1908
1910-1916
1919
1924-1945
1950-1968
1970-1972
1976-1980

A. McKinnon
A. F. Sutherland
1. McKinnon
P. McKinnon
F. Henuset
O. Henuset
Skilding and Davis
W. A. Davis
E. Davis
T. F. Davis

SW'I4
1885-1894
1895
1898-1908
1910-1916
1919
1924-1945
1950-1968
1970-1980

A. McKinnon
A. F. Sutherland
P. McKinnon
F. Henuset
O. Henuset
Skilding and Davis
W. A. Davis
T. F. Davis

SECTION
24-7-26
NEV,
1885
1886
1887-1889
1890-1895
1898-1900
1905-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1941
1945
1950-1962

D. McKinnon
A. McKinnon
W. P. Roberts
P. Roberts
A. Gray
1. M. Hogg
Mrs. R. Henuset
J. Gonty
O. Henuset
H. Henuset
1., H., A., A., and R.
Henuset
1965-1980 R.1. Henuset

SEV,
1885-1888
1889-1892
1893-1894
1895
1898-1900
1905-1929
1932
1937-1941
1945-1980

A. Godden
A. E. Hatch
H. Hatch
A. F. Sutherland
E. Hunt
G. Campion
E. Campion
E. R. and E. T. Campion
E. T. Campion

NWv..
1885
1886
1887-1889
1890-1895
1898-1900
1905-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1941
1945
1950-1962

1937-1941
1945
1950-1962

D. McKinnon
A. McKinnon
W. P. Roberts
P. Roberts
A. Sheardown
1. M. Hogg
Mrs. R. Henuset
1. Gonty
O. Henuset
H. Henuset
1., H., A., A., and R.
Henuset
1965-1980 R. 1. Henuset

1965-1976
1978-1980

SECTION
26-7-26
NE'I4
1885-1895 W. McKenzie
1898-1900 R. Cowie
1. K. Smith
1905
1908-1916 Davis Bros.
1919-1953 A. T. Davis
1956-1972 F. S. Graves (part of)
1956-1972 R. M. Davis (part of)
1976-1980 D. C. Henuset

SWV,
1885-1888
1889-1892
1893-1894
1895
1898
1900
1905-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1941
1945
1950-1962

A. Godden
A. E. Hatch
H. Hatch
A. F. Sutherland
R. Cowan
E. Hunt
1. M. Hogg
Mrs. R. Henuset
1. Gonty
O. Henuset
H. Henuset
1., H., A .. A., and R.
Henuset
E. T. Campion
1965
1968-1980 R.1. Henuset

SECTION
25-7-26
NEv..
1885-1895
1898-1900
1905
1908
1914-1916
1919
1924-1962
1965
1968-1976
1978-1980
SEV,
1885-1895
1898-1900

NWV,
1885-1898
1900

1905
1908
1910-1916
1919
1924-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980
SWv..
1885-1894
1895
1898-1900
1905-1919
1924-1932

SEv..
1885-1898
1900
1905
1908
1910-1916
1919-1941
1945-1959
1962-1980

W. McKenzie
R. Gray (ir) (1. Van
Dusen)
1. Charles
1. 0. Neal
E. O'Neill
l. Grant
O. Henuset
R. J. Henuset
A. E. Henuset and 1. A.
Fraser
A. E. and R. 1. Henuset

W. McKenzie
R. Gray (ir) (1. Van
Dusen)
1905
1. Charles
J.o. Neal
1908
1910-1914 E. O'Neill
l. Grant
1919
1924-1962 O. Henuset
Henuset and Fraser
1965
1968-1978 A. and H. Henuset
R. 1. Henuset
1980

O. Henuset
H. Henuset
J., H., A., A., and R.
Henuset
A. and H. Henuset
R. J. Henuset

H.B. Co.
A. E. White (Rink)
1. Baker, W. Mills and P.
McKinnon
F. Henuset
A. Henuset
A. Henuset
H. 1. Henuset
D. C. Henuset

NWv..
1885-1886 1. McKinnon (Sr)
1887-1898 H.B. Co.
P. Fairlie
1900
1. K. Smith
1905
1908-1916 Davis Bros.
1919-1953 A. T. Davis
1956-1972 F. S. Graves (part of)
1956-1972 R. M. Davis (part of)
R. C. Henuset
1978
D. C. Henuset
1980
SWV4
1885-1886
1887-1898
1900
1905

A. McKinnon
H.B. Co.
A. E. White
1. Baker, W. Mills and P.
McKinnon
F. Henuset
1908
1910-1916 A. Henuset
1919-1941 A. Henuset
1945-1959 H.1. Henuset
1962-1980 D. C. Henuset

SECTION
27-7-26
NEv..
1885-1889 D. McKinnon
1890-1894 1. McKinnon
1895
1. Leverington
W. Leverington
1898
1. A. Little
1900
1905-1908 A. Henuset
1910-1941 F. Henuset
Davis, Davis and Henuset
1945
1950-1972 Mrs. E., R. and S. 1.
Henuset
19,76-1980 D. L. Henuset

A. McKinnon
A. McKinnon (1. Van
Dusen)
1. Charles
1. 0. Neal
C. O'Neill
l. Grant
O. Henuset
SEv..
A. Henuset and 1. Fraser 1885-1889 D. McKinnon
A. E. and R. 1. Henuset 1890-1894 1. McKinnon
1. Lev;:rington
1895
A. McKinnon
W. Leverington
1898
1. A. Little
1900
A. F. Sutherland
R. Cowie
1905-1908 A. Henuset
1. M. Hogg
1910-1941 F. Henuset
Davis, Davis and Henuset
1. Gonty
1945

800

1950-1972
1976-1980

Mrs. E., R. and S. 1.
Henuset
D. L. Henuset

NWv..
1885-1889 D. McKinnon
1890-1894 1. McKinnon
1895-1898 1. Leverington
1900
1. A. Little
1905-1908 A. Henuset
1910-1941 F. Henuset
1945
Davis, Davis and Henuset
1950-1972 Mrs. E., R. and S. J.
Henuset
1976-1980 D. L. Henuset
SWV..
1885-1889 D. McKinnon
1890-1894 1. McKinnon
1895-1898 1. Leverington
1. A. Little
1900
1905-1908 A. Henuset
1910-1941 F. Henuset
Davis, Davis and Henuset
1945
1950-1972 Mrs. E., R. and S. 1.
Henuset
1976-1980 D. L. Henuset
SECTION
28-7-26
NEv..
1886-1888
1889-1895
1898
1900-1908
1910-1945
1950-1956
1959-1962
1965-1978
1980
SEV4
1885-1895
1898-1905
1908-1932
1937-1956
1959-1962
1968-1978
1980
NW'I4
1886-1900
1905-1910
1914-1932
1937
1941-1956
1959-1962
1965-1978
1980
SWV,
1885-1900
1905-1910
1914-1932
1937-1956
1959-1962
1965-1978
1980

W. A. Piper
O. L. Perlett
Western Canada Loan
G. Kennedy
P. Gonty
1. S. Ellsworth
G. H. Flannery
D. Gilliard
Eden Holding Co.
Clearview Colony
1. McKinnon
S. Ellsworth
Mrs. C. Ellsworth
1. S. Ellsworth
G. H. Flannery
D. Gilliard
Eden Holding Co.
Clearview Colony
1. Flannery
W. Lothian
1. G. Lothian
Mun. of Pipestone
1. S. Ellsworth
G. H. Flannery
D. Gilliard
Eden Holding Co.
Clearview Colony
1. McKinnon
Mrs. B. Baird
Mrs. C. Ellsworth
1. S. Ellsworth
G. H. Flannery
D. Gilliard
Eden Holding Co.
Clearview Colony

SECTION
29-7-26
NEv..
T. Lothian
1914
1908-1919 1. Lothian
1924
Mrs. A. Lothian

1929-1932 Grant Bros.
1937-1956 J. Grant
1959-1972 1. R. Grant
1976-1980 W. Glick and L.
Luchsinger
SEv..
1892-1932 W. Lothian
1937-1941 1. G. Lothian
1945-1972 1. R. Grant
1976-1980 W Glick and L.
Luchsinger
NWV4
1905-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945
1950-1965
1959-1962
1968-1972
1968-1978
1980
SWV4
1888-1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1980

1. D. Morrison
S. L. Platt
S. Jasper
1. Grant
D. L. Pierce (part of)
1. Grant (part of)
W 1. Grant (part of)
1. R. Foubert (part of)
Eden Holding Co.
Clearview Colony
1. Lothian
T. Lothian
Mrs. A. Lothian
Grant Bros.
1. Grant

SECTION
30-7-26
NEv..
1885-1932 R. Forke
1937-1945 Mrs. E. Forke
1950-1953 1. C. Dodds
1956-1970 D. W. Prowse
1972
N. E. Prowse
1976-1980 W. Glick and L.
Luchsinger
SEv..
1885-1893
1894-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1945
1950-1953
1956-1970
1972
1976-1980
NW'I4
1885-1932
1937-1945
1950-1953
1956-1970
1972
1976-1980
SWV.
1885-1924
1929-1932
1937-1945
1950-1953
1956-1970
1972
1976-1980

T. Forke
G. Forke

T. Forke
R. Forke
Mrs. E. Forke
1. C. Dodds
D. W. Prowse
N. E. Prowse
W Glick and L.
Luchsinger
R. Forke
Mrs. E. Forke
J. C. Dodds
D. W. Prowse
N. E. Prowse
W Glick and L.
Luchsinger

T. Forke
R. Forke
Mrs. E. Forke
1. C. Dodds
D. W. Prowse
N. E. Prowse
W Glick and L.
Luchsinger

SECTION
31-7-26
NEV4
1893-1900 N.W Land Co.
1905-1919 1. D. Morrison
S. L. Platt
1924

1929-1941
1945
1950-1965
1968-1978
1980

S. Jasper
1. Grant
D. L. Pierce
1. R. Foubert
Eden Holding Co.
Clearview Colony

SEv..
1893-1900 N.W Land Co.
1905-1932 R. Forke
1937-1945 Mrs. E. Forke
1950-1953 1. C. Dodds
1956-1970 D. W. Prowse
1972
N. E. Prowse
1976-1980 W C. Stewart
NWV4
1892-1919 1. McFarlane
1924
1. Blyth
1929-1932 National Trust Co.
1937-1941 Great West Perm. in
Liquidation
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1970 W Ashley
1972-1980 R. C. Elliott
SWV4
1893-1900
1905-1932
1937-1945
1950-1953
1956-1970
1972
1976-1980

N.W Land Co.
R. Forke
Mrs. E. Forke
1. C. Dodds
D. W Prowse
N. E. Prowse
W C. Stewart

SECTION
32-7-26
NEv..
1885-1892
1893-1895
1898
1900-1916
1919
1924-1937
1941-1945
1950-1962
1965-1980

D. McLean
O. L. Perlett
W. Flannery
E. Flannery
R. Hepburn
A. Potter
Mun. of Pipestone
W. McDonald
Mrs. W. McDonald

SEV4
1885-1888
1890-1891
1892-1932
1937
1941-1945
1950-1980

1. Morrison
1. Ellsworth
R. Forke
Mrs. E. Forke
Mun. of Pipestone
1. Bailey

NWV.
1885-1892
1893
1894-1895
1898-1900
1905-1908
1910
1914-1919
1924-1937
1941-1945
1950-1980

D. McLean
O. L. Perlett
1. McKinnon
W Flannery
Mrs. B. Baird
1. Flannery
W. Flannery
A. Potter
Mun. of Pipestone
R. C. Elliott

SW'/.
1885-1900
1905-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945
1950-1965
1968-1978
1980

J. Morrison
1. D. Morrison
S. L. Platt
S. Jasper
1. Grant
D. L. Pierce
1. R. Foubert
Eden Holding Co.
Clearview Colony

SECTION
33-7-26
NEv..
1885-1891 N.W Land Co.
1908-1910 W. Hodgins
1919-1945 Indian Reserve (part of E)
1950-1980 Crown Land
SEv..
1886-1891
1910-1916
1919

N.W Land Co.
W E. Hodgins
Canadian Mortgage
Assoc. (part of)
1924
Credit Foncier (part of)
1929-1945 S. Jasper (part of)
1950-1956 H. 1. Henuset (part of)
1950-1980 Crown Land (part of)
1965-1980 L. H. Henuset (part of)

NW'/4
1886-1891 Can. N.W
1892-1905 W. Lothian
W E. Hodgins (part)
1908
Indian Reserve
1924
1929-1941 S. Jasper (part)
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1968 D. Van Loo (part of)
1950-1965 Crown Land (part of)
1970-1980 A. 1. Kernal
SWv..
1886-1890
1892-1905
1908
1919

N.W Land Co.
W Lothian
W. E. Hodgins (part of)
Canadian Mortgage Co.
(part of)
1924
Indian Reserve
1929-1941 S. Jasper (part of)
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1968 D. Van Loo
1970-1980 A.1. Kernal
SECTION
34-7-26
NEV4
1919-1941
1945-1980

Indian Reserve
Prov. of Man.

SEv..
1885-1891 B. Arch
1892-1894 1. D. Morrison
1895-1919 C. Morrison (part of)
1908
A. T. and W A. Davis
(part of)
1924-1941 S. L. Platt (part of)
1945-1972 1. Nicholson (part of)
1945-1972 Crown Land (part of)
1976-1980 Indian Reserve (part of)
1976-1980 D. M. Holm (part of)
NWV.
1919-1941 Indian Reserve
1945-1980 Prov. of Man.
SWv.
1885-1891
1892-1894
1895-1910
1924-1941
1945-1972
1950-1972
1976-1980
1976-1980

B. Arch
1. D. Morrison
C. Morrison
S. L. Platt (part of)
1. Nicholson (part of)
Crown Land (part of)
Indian Reserve (part of)
D. M. Holm (part of)

SECTION
35-7-26
NEV.
1885-1886 G. Davis
1887
N.W Land Co.
1893-1895 G. A. Hall
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1898-1905 G. Kennedy
1908-1950 1. Gonty
1953-1980 1. M. Gonty
SEV4
1885-1886
1887
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905
1908-1916
1919-1953
1956-1972
1956-1972
1976-1980

G. Davis
N.W Land Co.
1. Elliott
W 1. Pattray
T. Davis
Davis Bros.
A. T. Davis
F. S. Graves (part of)
R. M. Davis (part of)
D. C. Henuset

NWv..
1894-1895
1919-1978
1908-1950
1953-1980

G. A. Hall
Indian Reserve (part of)
1. Gonty
1. M. Gonty

SWV..
1893-1895
1905
1908
1924-1953
1956-1972
1956-1972
1976-1980

1. Elliott
T. Davis
Davis Bros.
A. T. Davis
F. S. Graves (part of)
R. M. Davis (part of)
D. C. Henuset

SECTION
36-7-26
NEV,
1885-1889
1891-1892
1893-1895
1898
1900
1905-1908
1914-1916
1919
1924-1945
1950-1972
1976

1. McNeil
T. Burgess
G. Burgess
T. H. Phillips
H.1. Phillips
G. Wand H. 1. Phillips
1. Myles
W Miles
R. Campion
F. 1. Henuset
W Glick and L.
Luchsinger
1978-1980 A. & F. Investments

SEv..
1885-1889
1890-1892
1893-1895
1898
1900-1910
1905
1914-1916
1919
1924-1932
1932
1937-1945
1950-1972
1976

1. McNeil

T. Burgess

G. Burgess
T. H. Phillips
H. 1. Phillips
G. Wand H. J. Phillips
1. Myles
W Miles
R. Campion
Miles Estate (part of)
R. P. Campion
F. 1. Henuset
W. Glick and L.
Luchsinger
1978-1980 A. & F. Investments

NWV.
1885-1889
1890-1891
1892-1908
1910-1916
1919-1929
1932-1945
1950-1970
1972-1980

B. Chas
H. M. Carpendale
1. H. Burgess
U.1. Gilliard
1. Deremians
U. Gilliard
M. Gilliard
1. A. E. Gilliard

SWv.
1885-1889
1890
1892-1908
1914-1916

B. Chas
H. M. Carpendale
1. H. Burgess
U.1. Gilliard

1919-1929 1. Dermeins
1932-1945 U. Gilliard
1950-1968 M. Gilliard
1970-1978 1. A. Gilliard
F. M. Gilliard
1980
SECTION
1-8-26
NEV4
1885
1886-1895
1900
1905
1910-1962
1965-1980

E.1. Davis
1. Leverington
E. Leverington
Wm. Leverington
1. Gonty
1. M. Gonty

SE'/4
1885
E. 1. Davis
1886-1895 1. Leverington
1900-1905 Wm. Leverington
1910-1962 1. Gonty
NWV4
1885
1886
1887-1895
1900-1932
1937-1941
1945-1976
1978-1980

E.1. Davis
1. Leverington
E. Leverington
A. Hetherington
Leverington Estate
W. Barre
A. & F. Investments

SWv.
1885
1886-1895
1900-1932
1937-1941
1945-1976
1978-1980

E.1. Davis
E. Leverington
A. Leverington
Leverington Estate
W. Barre
A. & F. Investments

D. Langlois and B.
Bachinski
1974-1980 G. E. Davis

1970-1972

SW'/4
1886-1890
1892-1894
1895-1900
1910-1914
1916-1932
1937-1941

H. Green
E. V2 of W. \/21. Elliott
E. V2 of W. V2 Wm. Taylor
O. Henuset
H. Henuset E.'/2 of W.
E. V. of SW Henuset
Estate
1945-1947 Davis, Davis & Henuset
EV4 of SW
1950
E., R., S. Davis
1953-1968 W. A. Davis
1970-1972 D. Langlois and B.
Bachinski
1974-1980 G. E. Davis

SECTION
3-8-26
NEV4
1919-1980 Indian Reserve
SEV.
1919-1980

NEV.
1919-1980

Indian Reserve

SECTION
2-8-26

SEV4
1919-1980

Indian Reserve

NEV.
1885-1889 D. McLean Jr.
1890-1895 E. Leverington
1900-1916 A. Hetherington
A. Kennedy
1914
Indian Reserve
1919
1924-1932 Mrs. A. Hetherington
1937-1941 Leverington Estate
1945-1976 W. Barre
1978-1980 A. & F. Investments

NWV4
1890-1895
1905-1937
1941-1945

SEV.
1886-1891
1892-1895
1900-1905
1916-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950
1953-1968
1970-1972

D. McLean Jr.
1. M. Elliott
1. G. Burgess
H. Henuset
Henuset Estate
Davis, Davis & Henuset
E., R., S. Davis
W. A. Davis
D. Langlois and B.
Bachinski
1974-1980 G. E. Davis

NW'/4
1886-1891
1895
1905
1919-1924
1924-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950
1953-1968

H. Green
E. part of W. Wm. Taylor
E. part of W. A. Henuset
W. part of NWV4 Indian
Res. (1950)
Part of- F. Henuset
E. V. of NW'/4 Henuset
Estate
Davis, Davis & Henuset
E., R. and S. Davis
W. A. Davis

1950-1956
1956-1959
1962
1965-1980
1974-1980

S. Ellsworth
Mrs. C. Ellsworth
S. pt of NW - Mun. of
Pipestone
W. pt of NWV4 - 1.
Perreaux
E. pt of NWV. - Prov.
ofMB
D. S. Jacks
D. S. Jacks
A. 1. Kernel - Part of
Indian Reserve - Part of

SWV4
1910-1916
1919
1924-1937
1941-1947
1950-1953
1956-1965
1968-1980

Wm. Flannery
R. Hepburn
A. Potter
Mun. of Pipestone
W. McDonald
Mrs. W. McDonald
M. McDonald

SWV4
1905
1910
1916-1974
1976
1978-1980

1. DeShaw
1. 1. Ashley
C. Ashley
C. Lennon
W. C. Stewart

SECTION
8-8-26
NEV4
1887-1900
1905
1910
1914-1916
1919-1929
1932-1941
1945-1962
1968-1974
1976-1980

H.B.C.
Wm. Smith
L. Seaton
A. Cote
A. and 1. Cote
J. Gonty
A.Gonty
L. 1. Yodon
A.1. Kernel

SEV.
1885-1900
1905-1910
1914-1916
1919-1929
1932-1941
1945-1965
1968-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
L. Seaton
A. Cote
A. and 1. Cote
1. Gonty
A.Gonty
L. 1. Yodon
A. J. Kernel

NWV.
1887-1900
1910
1905-1932
1937-1945
1947-1974
1976-1980

H.B.C.
W. E. Hodgins
M. E. Gooderham
Mun. of Pipestone
T. Hellyer
A. P. Stewart and E. Kent

SWv.
1885-1900
1905
1910
1914
1916
1919
1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
R. T. Sibba1d
W. E. Hodgins
M. E. Gooderham
K. R. B. Wodehouse
T. Lothian
Mrs. A. Lothian
1. R. Bell
Mun. of Pipestone
T. Hellyer
A. P. Stewart and E. Kent

SECTION
9-8-26
NE'/4
1885
1885
1886
1887-1889

A. L. Eden
N.W. Land Co.
Pipestone Farming Co.
A. F. Eden

SEV4
1885-1887
1888-1891
1892-1893
1894-1895
1900-1905
1910-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945
1947-1956
1959-1972
1974-1980

J. A. Poole
G. Hartley
C. E. Windove1
G. Hartley
1. DeShaw
1. McFarlane
J. Blyth
National Trust Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
W. Ashley
F. S. Patmore
1. A. McDonald

NWV4
1885-1886 J. A. Poole
1919-1932 H. Henuset
SWv.
1937-1962 University
1890-1910 S. Ellsworth
1965
D. L. Pierce
1919-1924 Indian Reserve E. pt of
1968-1972 1. R. Foubert
SWV4
1924-1937 Mrs. C. Ellsworth - Part 1974-1980 E. H. Martin
of
SW'/4
1941-1945 Mun. of Pipestone - W. 1885-1888 1. A. Poole
pt of SWV4
1889-1891 Wm. Shaw
1953-1962 D. S. Jacks
1892-1919 1. McFarlane
1965-1980 A. 1. Kernel
1. Blyth
1924
1929-1941 National Trust Co.
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
SECTION
1947-1974 W. Ashley
5-8-26
1978-1980 1. A. McDonald
NEV.
1892-1900 S. Ellsworth
SECTION
7-8-26
1905-1937 Mrs. C. Ellsworth
1941-1945 Mun. of Pipestone
NEV.
1905
C. J. Lawrence
1947-1950 1. Perreaux
1953-1965 D. S. Jacks
1. 1. Ashley (1916)
1910
1968-1980 A.1. Kernel
1914
C. Ashley
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SEV4
C.1. Lawrence
1905
1. 1. Ashley
1910
1916-1974 C. Ashley
R. A. Stewart
1976
1978-1980 W. C. Stewart

W. E. Hodgins
M. D. Gooderham
Mun. of Pipestone
W. R. B. Stewart
W. C. Stewart

NEV.
1885-1888 1. A. Poole
1889-1900 F. Elleby
1905
Wm. Sibbald
W. E. Hodgins
1910
1914-1932 M. E. Gooderham
1937-1945 Mun. of Pipestone
1947-1980 W. R. B. Stewart

SECTION
4-8-26

C. Ashley (E. pt of
7-8-26)
R. A. Stewart
1976
1978-1980 R. A. Ashley

NWV4
1887-1895 G. Hartley
1900-1905 1. DeShaw
1910-1914 Mrs. 1. Ashley (w. pt of
7-8-26)
1916-1970 1. Ashley
R. C. Elliott
1972
1974-1980 W. 1. Elliott

F. Elleby

SECTION
6-8-26

SWv.
1919-1980 Indian Reserve

1919-1974

NWV4
1893-1900
1910
1905-1932
1937-1945
1947-1976
1978-1980

Indian Reserve

NWV4
1894
1. M. Elliott
1919-1980 Indian Reserve

1947-1950

SEV4
1887-1890 D. McLean
1891-1895 G. A. Hall
1900-1916 Wm. Flannery
R. Hepburn
1919
1924-1937 A. Potter
1941-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1953 W. McDonald
1956-1965 Mrs. W. McDonald
1968-1980 M. McDonald

1890-1893 H. F. M. Groome
1894-1895 A. F. Eden
1900-1905 C. E. Lawrence
1910
W. Lawrence
1914
G. Menzies
1916-1919 W. Lawrence
1. Roper
1924
1929-1945 W. E. Lawrence
1953-1962 H. Van Loo and L. and
W. Barre
1965-1972 F. 1. Henuset
1974
W. H. Glick and L. C.
Luchsinger
W. Glick and L.
1978
Luchsinger
1976-1980 W. Glick
SEY4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1900
1905-1910
1914-1919
1924-1941
1945
1947-1962

N.W. Land Co.

T. Hollinger
C. S. Birch

W. Taylor
1. Graham
Taylor Estate
Mun. of Pipestone
H. Van Loo and L. and
W. Barre
1965-1972 F. 1. Henuset
1974-1980 W. H. Glick and L. C.
Luchsinger

SWv.

SWv.

1885-1886 G. Elliott
1910-1924 F. Henuset
1929-1941 F. Henuset Estate
1945-1947 Davis, Davis & Henuset
1950
E. and R. and S. Davis
1953-1965 W. A. Barre
1968-1976 W.1. Barre
1979-1980 A & T Investments

1885-1891
1892-1900
1905-1916
1919-1937

SECTION
11-8-26
NEV.
1905-1919·
1924-1941
1945-1974
1976
1978-1980

NWV.

1905-1910
1914-1919
1924-1937
1941
1945-1950
1953-1980

N.W. Land Co.
1. Lothian
Mrs. 1. Lothian
SWv.
T. Lothian
1905-1919
Mrs. A. Lothian
1916
1. R. Bell
1924-1941
Mun. of Pipestone
1945-1974
T. Hellyer
1976
A. P. Stewart and E. Kent 1978-1980

SW II4
1885-1892
1893-1900
1905-1916
1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1956
1945-1974
1976-1980

N.W. Land Co.
1. Lothian
Mrs. 1. Lothian
T. Lothian
Mrs. A. Lothian
1. R. Bell
Mun. of Pipestone
T. Hellyer
A. P. Stewart and E. Kent

SECTION
10-8-26
NEV.
1885-1889
1890
1891-1895
1900-1905
1910
1914-1919
1929-1937
1941
1945-1950
1953-1980

1. S. Roe
M. Fry
1. S. Roe
D. K. Elliott
W. Taylor
1. Graham
Taylor Est.
W. D. Sturgeon
F. Shepherd
W. Van Loo

SEY4
1885-1891
1892-1900
1905-1916
1919-1950
1953-1980

A. E. Birch
C. Birch
R. Roe
H.1. Elleby
W. Van Loo

NWV.

1885-1889 1. S. Roe
M. Fry
1890
1891-1895 1. S. Roe

1. Gonty
Mrs. L. Wiles
W. Glick
A & T Investments

SEV.
T. A. Hetherington
1905
1910-1919 F. Elleby
1924-1941 1. Gonty
1945-1974 Mrs. L. Wiles
W. Glick
1976
1978-1980 A & T Investments

NW II4
1885-1892
1893-1900
1905-1916
1919
1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

('/,)

F. Elleby

SECTION
12-8-26
NEl/4

1885-1892
1893-1895
1900
1905-1916
1919-1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950
1956-1965
1968-1980
SEV.
1885-1888
1889-1900
1905-1947
1953-1974
1976-1980
NWY4

1885-1886
1905-1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950
1953-1965
1968-1980
1978-1980
1900-1905
1916-1919
1924-1941
1945-1950
1953-1980

A. E. Birch
C. Birch
R. C. Roe
H. 1. Elleby N. pt of SW
1941-1947
1950
Mun. of Pipestone
1953-1980 W. Van Loo

SECTION
13-8-26
NEV.
1885-1892 N.W. Land Co.
1894
P. F. Hedgerwood
1905-1916 U. Gilliard
1919-1924 V. Gilliard
1929-1932 A. Nevraumont
1937-1968 D. and A. Van Loo
1970-1980 M. L. Woroniak
SEV.
1885-1892
1905-1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

1947-1962 T. and L. Laurent
W. Van Loo
1965
1968-1980 W. and M. Van Loo
NWV.

1885-1895 H. McKimnon
1900-1916 L. Van Loo
1914
S. Van Loo
1919-1932 Mrs. L. Van Loo
1937-1962 D. Van Loo
1970-1980 M. H. Van Loo
SWv.

1886-1895
1900-1910
1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1945
1947-1962
1965
1968-1980

N.W. Land Co.

SECTION
15-8-26
NEV.
Davis, Davis & Henuset 1885-1889
E. and R. and S. Davis 1890-1892
W. Taylor
W. A. Barre
1894-1895
1. Graham
W. 1. Barre
1900-1919
Taylor Estate
1914
NWV.
W. D. Sturgeon
1924
1885-1892 N.W. Land Co.
F. Shepherd
1929-1941
P. Ahegrard
1893
M. Van Loo
1945-1947
P. F. Ledgerwood
1895
1950-1956
1900-1910 M. Gilliard
F. Elleby
U. Gilliard
1914
1953-1962
1. S. Henderson
1916
L. M. Gilliard
1. Gonty
1919
M. Gilliard
1965-1980
Mrs. L. Wiles
1924
L. Gilliard
W. Glick
Mrs. Simpson
1929 (?)
SEV.
A & T Investments
1932
Nevraumont
1885-1889
1937-1941 Dr. 1. W. Cairns
1890-1892
1945-1968 D. and A. Van Loo
1894-1895
1970-1980 M. L. Woroniak
1900-1919
1914
SWY4
1924
1885-1892 N.W. Land Co.
Carez W. G.
1929-1941
1910-1916 U. Gilliard
F. Vagone
1945-1947
1919-1924 V. Gilliard
T. Caughlin
1950-1956
1929-1932 A. Nevraumont
F. Henuset
1937-1968 D. Van Loo
H. Henuset (W. y, of NE)
1959-1962
1970-1980 M. L. Woroniak
F. Henuset Estate
Davis, Davis & Henuset
1965-1980
SECTION
E. and R. and S. Davis
NWV.
14-8-26
W. A. Barre
1885-1889
NEV.
W. 1. Barre
1890-1892
1885
H. McKimnon
1894-1895
D. McCallum
G. Elliott
1900-1919
1886-1887 R. E. Roe
A. Barre
1914
1888-1891 A. C. Loiselle
L. U. A. Barre
1924
1. B. Lavere
1892
A. M. Barre
1929-1941
1893-1895 R. H. Hockin
M. E. Barre
1945-1947
1900-1916 L. Van Loo
1950-1956
1910-1914 S. Van Loo
1919-1932 Mrs. L. Van Loo
Carez W. G.
1959-1962
1937-1968 D. Van Loo
F. Henuset
1970-1980 M. H. Van Loo
F. Henuset Estate
1965-1980
Davis, Davis & Henuset SEY,
E. and R. and S. Davis
SWv.
1885
B. Alfred
W. A. Barre
1886
1885-1889
D. McCallum
W. 1. Barre
1890-1892
1887
A. Birch
A & T Investments
1894-1895
1888-1895 W. F. M. Groome
D. K. Elliott
1900-1919
1900-1910 Wm. Taylor Jr.
1. Graham
1914
1. Wilcox
1914
1924
Taylor Estate
1916-1919 W. H. Taylor
F. Shepherd
1929-1941
1. Wilcox
1924
1945-1947
W. Van Loo
1929-1945 D. Van Loo
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H. McKimnon
Wm. Taylor Jr.
1. Wilcox
W. H. Taylor
G. Wilcox
D. Van Loo
T. and L. Laurent
W. Van Loo
W. and M. Van Loo

F. Henuset
F. Henuset Estate

C. F. Houghton
H. F. M. Groome
A. F. Eden
Wm. Lawrence
G. Menzies
1. Roper
W. E. Lawrence
H. Van Loo
D. A. Van Loo, L. F.
Barre and W. A. Barre
D. Van Loo and W. A.
Barre
W. C. Van Loo
C. F. Houghton
H. F. M. Groome
A. F. Eden
Wm. Lawrence
G. Menzies
1. Roper
W. E. Lawrence
H. Van Loo
D. Van Loo, L. F. Barre
and W. A. Barre
D. Van Loo and W. A.
Barre
W. C. Van Loo

C. F. Houghton
H. F. M. Groome
A. F. Eden
Wm. Lawrence
G. Menzies
1. Roper
W. E. Lawrence
H. Van Loo
D. Van Loo, L. F. Barre
and W. A. Barre
D. Van Loo and W. A.
Barre
W. C. Van Loo

C. F. Houghton
H. F. M. Groome
A. F. Eden
Wm. Lawrence
G. Menzies
1. Roper
W. E. Lawrence
H. Van Loo

D. Van Loo, L. F. Barre
and W. A. Barre
1959-1962 D. Van Loo and W A.
Barre
1965-1980 W C. Van Loo
1950-1956

SECTION
16-8-26
NE'/4
1885-1886 E. Wright
1887-1894 1. E. Wright
M. Wright
1900
Wm. Smith
1905
L. Seaton
1910
Wm. Leverington
1914
1916-1919 A. Cote
1924-1929 1. Cote
1929-1956 (Pt. NE) U.G.G. Ltd.
Agnew Elevator and
home C.N.R. siding
1932-1941 1. Gonty
1945-1959 Dr. A. Gonty
1947-1972 T. Flannery
1972
W C. and M. H. Van
Loo
1972
M. L. Downing
M. L. Woroniak
1972
1974-1976 T. Flannery
E. A. Flannery
1978
1980
B. L. Hodgins
SEV,
1885
1887
1888-1889
1890-1892
1893-1894
1900-1924
1929
1932-1968
1970-1980

1. S. Roe
A. F. Eden
D. McKimnon
H. F. M. Groome
A. F. Eden
T. Gillrie
T. Gillrie Estate
D. Van Loo
C. J. W Van Loo

NWV,
1885-1886
1887-1894
1900
1905
1910
1914
1916-1919
1924-1929
1932-1941
1945
1956
1947-1976
1978
1980

E. Wright
1. E. Wright
M. Wright
Wm. Smith
L. Seaton
Wm. Leverington
A. Cote
1. Cote
1. Gonty
H. Van Loo
Dr. A. Gonty
T. F. Flannery
E. A. Flannery
B. L. Hodgins

SW'/4
1885
1887
1888-1889
1890-1892
1894
1900-1924
1929
1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1976
1978
1980

1. S. Roe
A. F. Eden
D. McKimnon
H. F. M. Groome
A. F. Eden
Wm. H. Stonehouse
1. Cote
D. Van Loo
J. Cote
Dr. A. Gonty
T. Flannery
E. A. Flannery
B. L. Hodgins

SECTION
17-8-26
NEV,
1885-1889
1886

A. F. Eden
Pipestone Farming Co.

1890-1893
1894-1900
1905-1910
1914
1916-1919
1924-1932
1937-1945
1947-1980

J. E. Wright
A. F. Eden
O. English
Simpson and McDougall
Estate M. H. Simpson
G. English
G. English Estate
1. and M. Cote

SEV,
1885
A. F. Eden
Pipestone Farming Co.
1886
1887-1889 A. F. Eden
1890-1893 1. E. Wright
1894-1900 A. F. Eden
1905-1910 O. English
1914
Simpson and McDougall
1916-1919 Estate M. H. Simpson
1924-1932 G. English
1937-1945 Estate G. English
1947-1980 1. and M. Cote
NWV,
1886-1888 A. Rockwell
1889
Trust Loan of Canada
1890-1893 T. Hollinger
1894-1895 A. M. Patton
1900-1905 1. Smith
1910-1916 0. Smith
1919-1924 Wm. Wyatt
D. H. Couling
1929
1932-1937 Wm. Wyatt
1941
W Wyatt
1945-1947 N. K. Agnew
1950
A. McKenzie
1956-1959 L. Vodon and M.
McKenzie 1953-1962
1965-1980 L. Vodon

A. Henry
M. Gonty
E. and K. Gonty

SECTION
19-8-29
NEV4
1893-1895 N.WL. Co.
1900-1916 Wm. H. Stonehouse
A. Hodgins
1910
1919-1924 Wm. Ashley
1929-1941 1. Gonty
1945-1965 1. Gonty
1968-1980 D. Gonty
SE'/4
1893
1894-1916
1910-1914
1919-1924
1929-1941
1945-1965
1968-1980

N.WL. Co.
W. H. Stonehouse
A. Hodgins
Wm. Ashley
1. Gonty
1. Gonty
D. Gonty

NWV,
1885-1892
1893-1900
1905-1916
1919-1941
1945-1947
1950-1959
1953-1980

Wm. Dunford
N.WL. Co.
W Pigg
Mrs. K. Pigg
C. H. Pigg
S. Lennon
C. Lennon

SWV,
1893-1895 N.WL. Co.
1900-1965 S. Lennon
1968-1980 C. Lennon

SWV,
1885-1888 A. Porknell
1889
Trust Loan of Canada
1890-1893 T. Hollinger
1894-1895 A. M. Patton
1900-1905 J. Smith
1910-1916 O. Smith
1919-1924 Wm. Wyatt
1929
D. H. Couling
1932-1941 Wm. Wyatt
1945-1947 N. K. Agnew
A. McKenzie
1950
1956-1959 L. Vodon and 1953-1962
M. McKenzie
1965-1980 L. Vodon
SECTION
18-8-26
NEV,
1885-1941
1945-1980

1924-1941
1945-1978
1980

G. P. Roe
A. Roe

SEV,
1885-1941 G. P. Roe
1945-1980 A. Roe
NWV4
1885
A. Porknell
1886-1893 Wm. Dunford
1894
1. Evans
1895
Wm. Dunford
1900
1. Evans
1905-1919 Wm. Ashley
1924-1941 A. Henry
1945-1972 M. Gonty
1974-1980 E. M. Gonty

SECTION
20-8-26
NEV4
1885-1889
1890-1893
1894-1895
1900
1905
1910-1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1980

G. A. Hall
G. Kennedy
G. Hall
1. Winters
E. Palmer
1. E. Wright
1. Cheater
1. E. Wright
E. Alder

SEV4
1885-1889
1890-1893
1894-1895
1900
1905
1910-1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1980

G. A. Hall
G. Kennedy
G. Hall
1. Winters
E. Palmer
1. E. Wright
1. Cheater
1. E. Wright
E. Alder

NWV4
1885-1900
1905-1941
1945-1974
1978-1980

A.1. Roe
G. P. Roe
A.1. Roe
S. Roe

SWV4
1885-1900
1905-1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

A.1. Roe
G. P. Roe
A.1. Roe
S. Roe

SECTION
21-8-26
NE'/4
1885-1886 G. A. Hall
1885
1. Wright
1887-1889 G. A. Hall

SWV4
1885-1895 Wm. Dunford
1900
1. Evans
1905-1919 Wm. Ashley
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1890-1893
1895
1900-1910
1914-1924
1929-1980

G. Kennedy
G. A. Hall
1. Wright
1. E. Wright
E. Alder

SEV4
1885-1889 N.WL. Co.
1890-1895 J. E. Wright
1900-1905 M. Wright
1910-1924 1. E. Wright
1929-1980 E. Alder
NWV4
1885-1889 1. Wright
1890-1891 H. M. Hollinger
1892-1900 1. Wright
1905-1924 J. E. Wright
1929-1980 E. Alder
SWV4
1886-1889
lllYU-18Y1
1892-1900
1905-1924
1929-1980

1. Wright
H. M. Hollinger
1. Wright
1. E. Wright
E. Alder

SECTION
22-8-26
NEV4
1910
1914-1929
1932-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

R. Hall and A. Graham
1. E. Wright
1. Gonty
Mrs. M. Parker
1. M. Gonty

SEV4
1885-1889
1890-1895
1900
1905-1916
1919-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

1. H. Smith
A. Stickler
1. Wright
Est. W. 1. Kennedy
1. Gonty
Mrs. M. Parker
J. M. Gonty

NWV,
1890-1900
1905-1929
1932
1937-1945
1947-1965
1968-1980

1. Wright
J. E. Wright
I. Kernel
Man. Farm Loans
I. R. Kernel
A. 1. Kernel

SWV4
1885-1889
1890-1895
1900-1910
1905-1919
1924-1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1950
1953-1980

A. Stickler
1. Watt
Est. 1. Watt
Dom. Government
M.Gonty
P. Cancade
F. Shepherd
W Van Loo

SECTION
23-8-26
NEV4
1892-1895
1905
1910
1914-1953
1956-1972
1974-1978

Wm. G. Ledgerwood
E. Donaldson
N. Cassidy
1. Gonty
1. M. Gonty
T. R. Gonty

SEV,
1892-1895
1900-1905
1910-1914
1916-1932
1937-1968

P. Benoit
L. Van Loo
S. Van Loo
L. Van Loo
D. Van Loo

J. H. Smith

1970-1972 1. M. Gonty
1974-1980 T. R. Gonty
NWV4

1893-1895
1905
1910
1914-1941
1945-1947
1950-1972
1974-1978

W H. Simpson
T. McNicol
N. Cassidy
1. Gonty
Mrs. M. Parker
J. M. Gonty
T. R. Gonty

SWv.

1905
1910
1914-1941
1945-1947
1950-1972
1974-1980
SECTION
24-8-26
NEV4
1890-1891
1892-1945
1947-1968
1970-1976
1978-1980

T. McNicol
N. Cassidy
1. Gonty
Mrs. M. Parker
1. M. Gonty
T. R. Gonty

P. Noone
W Gilliard
M. and M. Gilliard
1. and A. and E. Gilliard
F. M. Gilliard

SEV.
1910
R. Hall and A. Graham
1914-1916 1. E. Wright
1919-1968 D. Van Loo
1970-1980 M. Van Loo
NW';'
1890-1891 P. Noone
1905
H. C. Simpson
1910
Wm. Pines
1892-1929 U. Gilliard
1932-1945 U. Gilliard
1947-1968 M. and M. Gilliard
1970-1976 1. A. E. Gilliard
1978-1980 F. M. Gilliard
SWv.

1910-1914
1916-1924
1929-1932
1937-1965
1968
1970-1972
1974-1980

U. Gilliard
V. Gilliard
A. Nevraumont
D. and A. Van Loo
A. E. Van Loo
M. L. Woroniak
M. H. Van Loo

SECTION
25-8-26
NEV.
1885-1892 N.W. Land Co.
1. Carpenter
1905
1910-1941 L. U. A. Barre
1945-1970 A. M. Barre
1972-1978 M. R. Gabrielle
1980
R. G. M. and U. C. M.
Vuignier
SEV.
1885-1891
1892-1895
1905
1910-1916
1919-1941
1945-1953
1956-1970
1972-1978
1980

N.W Land Co.
1. Ledgerwood
M. Gilliard
U. Gilliard
Mrs. O. Gabrielle
L. Riendeau
A. M. Barre
M. R. Gabrielle
R. G. M. and Y. C. M.
Vuignier

NWV.

1885-1892
1910-1941

N.W Land Co.
L. U. A. Barre

1945-1970 A. M. Barre
1972-1978 M. R. Gabrielle
1980
R. G. M. and Y. C. M.
Vuignier
SWv.

1885-1892
1910
1914-1924
1929
1932-1946
1947-1965
1968-1970
1972-1978
1980

N.W Land Co.
T. Bode
L. Fosty
D. Van Loo
L. Fosty
E. Fosty
A. M. Barre
M. R. Gabrielle
R. G. M. and Y. C. M.
Vuignier

SECTION
26-8-26
NEV.
1887-1888 H.B.C.
1890-1900 T. Fridette
1905-1941 L. U. A. Barre
1945-1970 A. Barre
1972-1980 M. R. Gabrielle
SEV.
1885-1900
1905
1910
1914-1924
1929-1932
1937-1949
1947-1965
1968-1970
1972-1980

Hudson's Bay
R. Giebrere
G. Begin
L. Fosty
D. Van Loo
L. Fosty
E. Fosty
A. M. Barre
M. R. Gabrielle

NWV.

1885-1889
1890-1941
1945-1959
1962-1974
1976-1978
1980
SWv.

1885-1889
1890-1895
1914-1932
1937-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980
SECTION
28-8-26
NEV.
1885-1889
1890-1900
1905-1932
1937-1941
1945-1956
1959-1974
1976-1980
SEV.
1885-1889
1890-1891
1892-1900
1905-1929
1932
1937-1945
1947-1965
1968-1980

NWV.

NWV.

1890-1919 H.B.C.
1924-1962 D. Van Loo
1965-1968 M. H. Van Loo
1970-1980 L. M. 1. C. and L. R.
Fillion

1886-1887
1888
1889-1900
1905-1932
1937-1941

SWv.

1885-1919
1905
1924-1962
1965-1968
1970-1980

SECTION
27-8-26
NEV.
1885-1889
1890-1891
1892-1895
1914-1932
1937-1950
1953-1956
1959-1965

H.B.C.
E. Donaldson
D. Van Loo
M. H. Van Loo
M. 1. Gonty

N.W Land Co.
B. McDonald
Wm. Burge
C. A. Wright
Mrs. E. McEwen
A. W Smith
1. W Leech and L.
Fillion
1968-1980 L. M. 1. C. Fillion

SEV.
1885-1889
1890
1891-1892
1893-1895
1910
1914-1916
1919
,1924
1929-1932
1937
'1945-1947
1950-1980

1941-1945

N.W Land Co.
Wm. McDonald Sr.
D. McDonald
W Riendeau
A. Ballegeer
Angela Farms Ltd.

1945-1956
1959-1974
1976-1980

N.W Land Co.
1. M. McDonald
C. A. Wright
Mrs. E. McEwen
I. R. Kernel
A.1. Kernel

D. B. Gibson
1. Wright
Wm. Hollinger
1. Wright
1. E. Wright
I. Kernel
Man. Farm Loans
I. and R. Kernel
A.1. Kernel
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1888
H. Watts
1905-1924 1. Wright
1929-1937 C. A. Wright
1941-1945 Great West Life
Association Co.
1947-1980 Wm. Fridd

H. Watts
G. Moore
M. Neilan
C. Bell
F. A. Fairchild
1. B. Henuset
A. Critt1e
Can. Guarantee Trust
A. Davis and H. 1.
Henuset
L. Downing
H. C. Watts
A. W Clayton
1. Dickie
Estate of 1. Dickie
Mrs. L. Dickie
Canada Perm. Mtge.
Corp.
I. Kernel
I. R. Kernel
W G. and E. E. Kernel
E. and K. Gonty

H. Watts
A. M. Patton
C. Bell
1. B. Henuset
A. Crittle
Can. Guarantee Trust
A. Davis and H. 1.
Henuset
1953-1980 L. Downing

SWV4

1885-1889
1890-1895
1900
1905-1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1950
1953-1980

H. C. Watts
1. Dickie
C. Bell
1. B. Henuset
A. Crittle
Can. Guarantee
A. and H. 1. Henuset
L. Downing

J. Wright
C. A. Wright
Great West Life
Association Co.
Wm. Fridd

SECTION
31-8-26
NEV.
1885-1888
1889-1895
1900
1905
1910-1914
1916-1919
1924-1945
1950-1959
1962-1972
1974-1980

1. Schultz
A. Gemmill
F. Gordon McLaren
1. Craig
W E. McIntosh
E. McIntosh (S';' of NE)
E. McIntosh
1. E. McIntosh
A. W Downing
1. E. Downing

D. B. Gibson
C. A. Wright

SEV.
1885-1888 T. Croft
1889-1895 A. Gemmill

SECTION
29-8-26
NEV.
1905-1937 C. A. Wright
1941-1945 Great West Life
Association Co.
1947-1976 Wm. Fridd
1978-1980 D. E. Fridd

N.W Land Co.
B. McDonald
W. Burgess
SEV4
A. Brady
1905-1924
R. Hall and A. Graham
1929-1937
F. Crump
1941-1945
1. Wright
1. E. Wright
1947-1980
Mun. of Pipestone
1. Gonty
NWv..
Mrs. M. Parker
1. M. Gonty
1914-1937

SWv.

SECTION
30-8-26
NEV.
1885-1888
1889
1890-1895
1900
1. Wright
1905
C. Wright
1910
C. A. Wright
1914-1919
Canada Life Association
1924
Co.
1929-1950
C. Renard
A. Renard
1953-1980
G. F. Renard
SEV.
1885-1887
C. Wright
1888-1895
Wm. Hollinger
1905-1924
1. Wright
1929-1932
1. E. Wright
1937
I. Kernel
1941
Man. Farm Loans
I. and R. Kernel
1945-1959
A.1. Kernel
1956-1965
1968-1978
D. B. Gibson
1980
D. Gibson
NWV4
C. A. Wright
1885-1893
C. A. Wright
1894-1895
Canada Life Association
1900
Co.
1905
C. Renard
1914-1919
A. Renard
1924
G. F. Renard
1929-1950

SWv.

1885-1888
1889
1890-1891
1892-1900
1905-1929
1932
1937-1945
1959-1965
1968-1980

Great West Life
Association Co.
1947-1976 Wm. Fridd
1978-1980 D. and E. Fridd

1900
1905
1910
1914
1916
1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950-1972
1974-1980

G. Patterson
1. Craig
1. Woodley
1. A. Blakeman
B. Kaye
Long Estate
T. M. Long
A. Bycynski
F. H. Wright
1. E. Downing

NWv..
1885-1888
1889-1892
1893-1895
1905-1924
1929-1932
1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1959
1962-1980

1. Schultz
A. Gemmill
Watts and Lennon
T. Croft
1. Simpson
1. Ludy
Mun. of Pipestone
L. Sojecki
Wm. Fridd
F. H. Wright

SW\/4
1885-1888
1889-1895
1900
1905
1914
1916
1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950-1972
1974-1980

T. Croft
A. Gemmill
G. Patterson
1. Craig
1. A. Blakeman
B. Kaye
Long Estate
T. M. Long
A. Bycynski
F. H. Wright
1. E. Downing

SECTION
32-8-26
NEv..
1886-1889 R. D. Gibson
1890-1894 1. Coughlin
1895-1905 B. Coughlin
E. Coughlin
1910
1914-1919 Wm. Hayhurst
1924
F. Hayhurst
1929-1941 W. T. Hayhurst
1945-1978 J. E. Steele
1980
Trailer P-ark Mobile Villas
Ltd.
SEv..
1885-1889
1890-1895
1900-1905
1914-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945-1959
1965-1978
1980
NWv..
1885-1887
1888-1895
1900-1914
1916-1919
1924-1937
1941-1950
1953-1962
1965-1980
SWv..
1885-1887
1888
1889
1890-1893
1894-1924
1929-1932

1. W. Dickie
1937
R. T. Kenderdine
1941
1945-1962 1. C. Steele
1965-1980 1. E. Steele

1929-1932 1. Clark Estate
1937-1941 R. Gabrielle
1945-1962 1. Debaar
1965-1968 1. Debaar
1970-1980 F. 1. Debaar

SECTION
33-8-26
NEv..
1885
1885-1886
1887-1891
1892-1894
1895
1900
1905
1910-1914
1916
1919-1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1956
1959-1980
SE\/4
1886
1887-1890
1892-1894
1895
1900
1905
1910-1914
1916
1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1956
1959-1974
1976-1980

NWv..
1885-1889
1890-1900
1905-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1950
1959
1953-1962
1965-1968
1970-1980

R. D. Gibson
1. Jackson
Wm. Henry
P. Jackson
Wm. Henry
S. Golding
J. A. Blakeman
Mrs. R. Young
Mrs. W. Young
Estate Wm. Young
P. W. Young
C. E. Manning
C. Renard
R. 1. H. Renard
A.1. Renard

SW\/4
1885-1886 1. A. Johnson
1890-1892 F. C. Cantrill
1924-1980 Prov. Government

SECTION
35-8-26
NE\/4
1885-1889 N.W. Land Co.
1890-1900 G. Cook
1910-1919 Wm. Porteous
1924-1932 Mrs. A. Porteous
Man. Farm Loans
1937
1941
H. Henuset
1945-1950 F. Henuset
1953-1962 P. Bazin
1965-1976 W. 0. Riendeau and L.
Fillion
1976-1980 Fillion and Ballegeer

1. Jackson
Wm. Henry
P. Jackson
Wm. Henry
S. Golding
1. A. Blakeman
Mrs. R. Young
Mrs. W. Young
Estate Wm. Young
A. Young
P. W. Young
C. E. Manning
C. Renard
R. 1. H. Renard
A.1. Renard
G. F. Renard

SEv..
1885-1889
1890-1891
1892-1895
1914
1905-1924

1932-1941
1945-1950
1953-1970
1972-1980

N.W. Land Co.
Wm. McDonald Jr.
P. McDonald
C. Cook (N. of SE 35)
Mrs. G. Cook (S. of SE
35)
C. Cook (W\/2 of SE)
Estate H. Cook (E\/2 of
SE)
Mrs. E. M. Cook
Can. Trust Co. (E\/2 of
SE)
Wm. Will wright (W\/2 of
SE)
Wm. Willoughby
G. Boulanges
A. M. Barre
M. R. Gabrielle

NW\/4
1885-1889
1890-1895
1910
1914-1916
1924-1937
1941
1945-1950
1953-1974
1976-1978
1980

N.W. Land Co.
G. Cook
H. Gilliard
Cowan Contracting Co.
A. Murray
M. R. Cowel
R. Gabrielle
W. Riendeau
A. and L. Ballegeer
Angela Farms Ltd.

SW\/4
1885-1889
1890-1895
1910-1916
1919-1937
1941
1945-1950
1953-1974

N.W. Land Co.
R. Bowes
Cowan Contracting Co.
A. Murray
M. R. Cowel
R. Gabrielle
W. Riendeau

NWv..
1885-1889 R. D. Gibson
1890-1895 1. Coughlin
1900-1905 B. Coughlin
1910-1916 T. Coughlin
1910-1919
1914-1941 W. Hayhurst
1910-1919
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
1945
Co.
1924
1947-1965 1. E. Wright
1929
1968-1980 1. B. Wright
1929
SWv..

R. D. Gibson
1. Coughlin
B. Coughlin
1885-1889
Wm. Hayhurst
1890-1891
F. Hayhurst
1892-1895
W. T. Hayhurst
1900
1. C. Steele
1905-1932
1. E. Steele
1937-1941
Trailer Park Mobile Villas 1945-1956
Ltd.
1959-1974
1976-1980
1. Dickie
SECTION
P. McIntosh
34-8-26
1. Mcintosh
NEv..
E. McIntosh
1889
E. McIntosh
1890-1905
W. E. McIntosh
1910-1937
1. A. E. McIntosh
1941-1950
G. O. Henuset
1953
1956-1962
1. Dickie
1965
D. Matthews
1968-1980
1. Dickie
SEv..
S. Lennon
1890-1892
1. Dickie
1914-1924
Estate 1. Dickie

1. Wright
C. Wright
1. Wright
C. Wright
C. A. Wright
Canada Life Association
C. Renard
A.1. Renard
G. F. Renard

R.1. Hill
1. H. Schultz
W. M. Pineo
M. Kelly
G. Boulanger
1. Desrochers
A. Desroches
F. 1. Debaar
F. C. Cantrill
Wm. Golding

1. A. Johnson
S. Golden
G. Golding
Mrs. A. Porteous
T. H. Constantine
Man. Farm Loans
Mrs. 1. Debaar
1. Debaar
1. Debaar
F. 1. Debaar
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1976-1978
1980

A. and L. Ballegeer
Angela Farms Ltd.

SECTION
36-8-26
NEv..
1888-1914 P. Wardman
1910-1924 Mrs. P. Wardman
1929-1950 E. Snelson
1953-1962 A. W. and H. Snelson
1965-1972 Fosty and Fosty and
Fillion
1968-1974 R. Fosty and L. M. and
L. R. Fillion
1976-1980 M.A.C.C. and \/2 L.
Fillion
SEv..
1888-1895
1900
1905-1910
1914-1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950
1959
1953-1970
1972-1980

P. Wardman
J.1. Wardman
Mrs. M. Frelick
F. Henuset
F. Henuset Estate
Davis, Davis and Henuset
E. and R. and S. Davis
A. M. Barre
W. A. Barre
M. R. Gabrielle

NW\/4
1910-1916 H. W. Dayton
1919-1924 S. Elliot
1929-1941 C. D. Dayton
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
1947-1962 R. T. Kenderdine
1965-1980 L. Fillion
SW\/4
1890-1895
1900-1910
1914-1941
1945-1974
1976-1978
1980

H. Maxfield
T. Coughlan
W. Hayhurst
W. Riendeau
A. and L. Ballegeer
Angela Farms

SECTION
1-9-26
NEv..
1903
1908
1916
1919
1924-1941
1937-1945
1950-1972
1976-1980

Crown
T. Redfern
Cowan Const.
C. G. Wardman
C.P.R.
H. H. Snelson
R. Fosty
M.A.C.C.

SEv..
1890
1910-1916
1919-1937
1923
1941
1945-1953
1956-1972
1976-1978
1980

Northwest Land Co.
Wm. Wardman
A. Murray
C. Cowan
G. F. Glatt
R. Gabrielle
W. G. Riendeau
A. and L. Ballegeer
Angela Farms

NW\/4
1900-1905
1909
1909
1919-1937
1923
1923
1941
1945-1950
1953-1972

C.P.R.
T. Redfern
W. 1. Cowan
A. Murray
A.1. Reid
C. Cowan
G. F. Glatt
R. Gabrielle
W. Riendeau

1976-1978
1980

A. and L. Ballegeer
Angela Farms

SWv.
1893
1900-1910
1914
1916
1919-1937
1923
1923
1941
1945-1953
1956-1972
1976-1978
1980

1. Buck
C.P.R.
1. Buck
Cowan Const.
A. Murray
A. 1. Reid
C. G. Cowan
G. F. Glatt
R. Gabrielle
W. G. Riendeau
A. and L. Ballegeer
Angela Farms

SECTION
2-9-26
NEV.
1889
1893-1900
1908-1916
1924-1937
1941-1945
1947
1950
1953-1959
1962
1965-1974
1976-1980

1. Buck
W. W. Beeley
1. Buck
Mrs. Murick
F. Henuset
R. Fosty
F. Henuset
P. Bazin
R. Fosty
G.1. and S. Sparwood
D. and E. Gibson

SEV.
1885-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945-1956
1959
1962-1968
1970-1980

R. E. Gabrielle
Jos. Debaar
Mrs. 1. Debaar
1. Debaar
F. 1. Debaar

NWV.
1882-1916
1924-1937
1941-1945
1947
1950
1953-1959
1962
1965-1974
1976-1980

1. Buck
Mrs. Murick
F. Henuset
R. Gabrielle
F. Henuset
P. Bazin
W. G. Riendeau
G.1. and S. Sparwood
D. and E. Gibson

SWv.
1885-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945-1956
1959
1962-1968
1970-1980
SECTION
3-9-26
NEV.
1889
1900-1905
1906-1924
1929-1941
1945
1947
1950-1953
1956-1959
1962-1974
1976-1980

T. W. Redfern
I. Steptoe

T. W. Redfern
I. Steptoe
R. E. Gabrielle
Jos. Debaar
Mrs. 1. Debaar
1. Debaar
F. 1. Debaar

Mrs. A. M. Wilson
S. Golding
Wm. Golding
K. Martin
H. Lobel
F. G. Henuset
E. F. Dombrowski
F. G. Henuset
M. Bertholet
M. Piech

SEV.
C.P.R.
1885
1900-1905 S. Golding
1906-1924 Wm. Golding

1929-1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956-1959
1962-1974
1976-1980

K. Martin
H. Lobel
E. F. Dombrowski
F. G. Henuset
M. Bertholet
M. Piech

NWV.
1889
1900-1905
1906-1924
1929-1941
1945
1947
1950-1953
1956-1959
1962-1974
1976-1980

Mrs. A. M. Wilson
S. Golding
Wm. Golding
K. Martin
H. Lobel
F. G. Henuset
E. F. Dombrowski
F. G. Henuset
M. Bertholet
M. Piech

SWv.
1885
1892-1905
1908-1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956-1959
1962-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
S. Golding
Wm. Golding
K. Martin
H. Lobel
E. F. Dombrowski
F. G. Henuset
M. Bertholet
M. Piech

SECTION
4-9-26
NEV4
1882-1884
1889
1894
1905-1919
1924
1929
1937-1950
1953-1956
1959
1962-1968
1970-1980

A. Gibson
A. C. Freeborn
Wm. Hespeler
Wm. Porteous
Mrs. A. Porteous
T. H. Constantine
MB Farm Loans
1. Debaar
Mrs. 1. Debaar
1. Debaar
F. 1. Debaar

SEV.
A. D. Gibson
1888
R. Gibson
1889
1889-1890 1. Caughlin
1895-1905 B. Caughlin
1908-1910 E. Caughlin
1914-1919 W. Hayhurst
1924-1941 W. T. Hayhurst
Law Union & Rock Ins.
1945
Co.
1947-1965 1. E. Wright
1968-1980 1. B. Wright
NWV.
1885
1889
1894
1900-1910
1914
1919
1924-1947
1950-1965
1968-1980

A. Gibson
A. C. Freeborn
Wm. Hespeler
1. Wright
F. Crump
1. Wright
E. Wright
1. E. Wright
1. B. Wright

SWv.
A. D. Gibson
1889
1890-1905 B. Caughlin
1908-1910 E. Caughlin
1914-1919 W. H. Hayhurst
1924-1941 W. T. Hayhurst
Law Union and Rock Ins.
1945
Co.
1947-1965 1. E. Wright
1968-1980 1. B. Wright
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SECTION
5-9-26
NEV.
1889
1891-1910
1914-1916
1919
1924-1965
1968-1978
1980

Mrs. A. M. Wilson
1. Wright
F. Crump
1. Wright
E. Wright
1. B. Wright
G. Ammeter

1895
1906-1910
1914
1916
1919
1924-1929
1937-1945
1947-1950
1953-1956
1959-1980

1. Simpson
Wm. H. Sparrow
1. Stott
Montague
1. Stott
Montague Invest.
Trust & Loan
P. Volk
D. 1. Mcintosh
P. N. Procyk

SEV.
1889-1910
1914-1916
1919
1924
1929-1965
1968-1978
1980

J. Wright
F. Crump
1. Wright
E. Wright
1. E. Wright
1. B. Wright
G. Ammeter

SEV.
1905
1908-1945
1947-1950
1953
1956-1962
1965
1968-1980

J. Withrow
C.N.R.
D.1. Mcintosh
1. B. Somerville
1. B. Meggison
1. G. Meggison
D. 1. Cory

NWV4
1889
1891-1910
1914-1916
1919
1924
1929-1965
1968-1978
1980

Mrs. A. M. Wilson
1. Wright
F. Crump
1. Wright
E. Wright
1. E. Wright
1. B. Wright
G. Ammeter

SWV4
1889-1910
1914-1916
1919
1924
1929-1965
1968-1978
1980

1. Wright
F. Crump
1. Wright
E. Wright
1. E. Wright
J. B. Wright
G. Ammeter

NWV4
1889-1892
1895
1906-1910
1916
1919
1924-1929
1937-1945
1947-1950
1953-1956
1959-1980

H. Simpson
1. Simpson
Wm. H. Sparrow
Montague
1. Stott
Montague Invest.
Trust & Loan
P. Volk
D. 1. Mcintosh
P. N. Procyk

SWv.
1891-1905
1908-1941
1947-1962
1965-1970
1972-1976
1978-1980

1. H. Schultz
F. Wedow
R. Potter
Wm. Kotylak
P. Podobni Jr.
M.A.C.C.

SECTION
8-9-26
NEV.
1891-1892
1893
1900-1923
1905
1924
1929-1941
1945-1956
1959-1980

1. Kennedy
Hudson Bay Land
D. Bald
1. Bald (part of)
O. Hammond
F. Crump
1. D. Mcintosh
P. N. Procyk

SEV.
1890-1895
1905
1905-1923
1924
1929-1941
1945-1950
1953
1956-1962
1968-1980

Hudson Bay Land
1. Bald
D. Bald
O. H. Nanton
F. Crump
1. D. Mcintosh
1. B. Sommerville
1. Meggison
D. J. Cory

NWV4
1890-1892
1893
1900-1905
1906-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950-1956
1959-1980

1. Kennedy
Hudson Bay Land
1. Bald
D. Bald
O. H. Nanton
F. Crump
1. D. Mcintosh
Mrs. 1. D. Mcintosh
P. N. Procyk

SECTION
6-9-26
NEV.
1885-1894
1895
1900-1910
1914
1916
1919-1945
1947-1956
1959
1962-1980

T. Giles
Wm. Harvey
B. Mullins
T. W. Gargon
1. A. Clark
B. Mullins
W. E. Mcintosh
J. E. Mcintosh
G. O. Henuset

SEV.
1885-1889
1900
1905-1910
1924
1929-1956
1959
1962-1980

E. Giles
E. D. Crothers
E. Mcintosh
W. E. Mcintosh
1. E. Mcintosh
G. O. Henuset

NWV4
1889-1905
1908-1924
1929-1941
1945-1962
1965-1968
1970-1980

1. Schultz
F. Wedow
Mrs. F. Wedow
R. Potter
A. Kotylak
E. Pengelly

SWV4
1885
1889-1900
1905-1959
1962-1980

M. Nelan
O. McDonald
1. E. Mcintosh
Wm. A. Downing

T. H. Giles

SECTION
7-9-26
NEll.
1889-1892 H. Simpson

SWv.
1890-1895 Hudson Bay Land
1. Bald
1905
1905-1923 D. Bald
O. Hammond and Nanton
1924

1929-1941
1945-1950
1953
1956-1965
1968-1980

F. Crump
1. D. McIntosh
1. B. Sommerville
1. Meggison
D. J. Cory

SECTION
9-9-26
NEV.
1905-1906
1907-1924
1929-1941
1945
1947-1956
1959
1962-1980

1. Sager
1. Buck
Wm. Jeffrey
Mrs. R. Jeffrey
H. Lobel
E. Lobel
H. Lobel

SEt;,
1905
1908-1924
1929
1937-1950
1953-1968
1953-1972
1970-1980

Wm. Porteous
A. M. Porteous
T. H. Constantine
Trust & Loans
J. Debaar (pt)
E. O. Kenderdine (pt)
F. 1. Debaar

NWV.
1889
1890
1902
1902
1905-1916
1919-1924
1929
1937-1941
1945-1956
1959
1962-1980

G. Rowntree
1. R. Waghorn
G. Rowntree
A. McLeod
w. F. Scarth
F. Crump
W. H. Scarth
Von Rosen
H. Lobel
E. Lobel
H. Lobel

SWv.
1890
1899
1900-1902
1905-1916
1919
1921
1924
1929
1937-1941
1945-1956
1959-1962
1965-1980

1. L. Peters
T. L. Peters
A. G. McLeod
W. F. Scarth
F. Crump
W. B. Scarth
F. Crump
H. W. Scarth Estate
Von Rosen
H. Lobel
E. Lobel
H. Lobel

SECTION
10-9-26
NEil"
1889-1897
1900-1904
1904
1905
1907
1908
1914-1924
1929
1937-1941
1945-1980

1. E. Cartwell
A. A. Nanton
W. Tenther
J. Buck
H. Simpson
W. Wiles
1. Buck
L. Mcfadyen
Mun. of Pipestone
H. Lobel

SEV.
1885
1889
1900
1905-1907
1908-1919
1924-1929
1937-1953
1956-1962
1965-1968

R.1. Hill
S. Golding
Wm. Golding
1. Buck
Mrs. E. Wiles
W. 1. Wiles
G. Boulanger
1. Desrochers
1. K. and A. Kaszuba

1970-1974
1976-1980

P. G. Voden
M. Piech

NWV.
1889-1897 C. Cook
1900-1905 S. Golding Estate
1907
W. Golding
1908-1916 C. Golding
1919-1924 1. Haines
1929-1950 MB Farms Loans
1953-1972 D. N. Johnston
1974
P. G. Voden
1976-1980 M. Piech
SWv.
1885
R. J. Hill
1889
S. Golding
1900
Wm. Bailey
1903
R. N. Matheson
1903-1905 1. Buck
1908-1929 Mrs. E. Wiles
1937-1953 G. Boulanger
1956-1962 J. Desrochers
1965-1968 1. K. and A. Kaszuba
1970-1974 P. G. Voden
1976-1980 M. Piech

SECTION
11-9-26
NEt;,
Up to 1908
1908-1913
1914-1924
1929
1937
1941-1945
1947-1953
1956-1968
1970-1974
1976-1978
1978-1980

Manitoba School Land
Wm. 1. Cowan
G. Golding
Trust & Loan
R. Gabrielle
Trust & Loan
R. Gabrielle
W. Riendeau
A.1. Renard
G. F. Renard
L. 1. and C. M. Voden

Manitoba School Land
Wm. 1. Cowan
Wm. Golding
Landed Banking & Loan
Co.
1941-1953 G. Boulanger
1956-1974 W. Riendeau
1976-1980 D. and E. Gibson

SWv.
1908-1914
1914-1924
1929-1937

1941-1950
1953-1962
1965-1974
1976-1980

1. A. Grantham
Carnegie
1. Simpson
C. Priestley
A. G. Gabrielle

SEV.
1885-1889
1895-1898
1898
1900
1908-1910
1914-1916
1919
1924-1945
1947-1976
1978-1980

P. H. Kelly
Freeman Lansing
H. Goulter
Wm. Lansing
Wm. Golding
H. Gilliard
W. Spront
H. H. Snelson
R. Fosty
M.A.C.C.

NWV.
1889-1905 1. A. G. Grantham
1906
1. Parker
1908
1. A. Grantham
1910-1914 Carnegie
1916-1941 1. Simpson
1945-1950 C. Priestley
1953-1980 A. G. Gabrielle

SEV.
Up to 1908
1908-1910
1914-1924
1929-1937

NWV.
1908-1913
1914-1924
1929
1937
1939-1945
1947-1953
1956-1968
1970-1974
1976-1978
1978-1980

1908
1910-1914
1916-1941
1945-1950
1953-1980

Wm. 1. Cowan
G. Golding
Trust & Loan
R. Gabrielle
Trust & Loan
R. Gabrielle
W. Riendeau
A. 1. Renard
G. F. Renard
L. 1. and C. M. Voden
W. J. Cowan
Wm. Golding
Landed Banking & Loan
Co.
F. Henuset
P. Bazin
G.1. and S. Sparwood
D. and E. Gibson

SECTION
12-9-26
NEV.
1889-1905 1. A. G. Grantham
1906
1. Parker

SWv.
1889
1893-1910
1914-1916
1919
1924-1945
1947-1980

Wm. Downs
Wm. Golding
H. Gilliard
W. Spront
H. H. Snelson
R. Fosty

SECTION
13-9-26
NEV.
Up to 1908
1908
1910-1919
1924-1941
1945-1946
1947-1972
1974-1980

C.P.R.
P. Chennells
A. Cote
C.P.R.
D. Van Loo
D. Janzen
1. D. Janzen

SEt;,
Up to 1893
1893
1900
1908
1914-1919
1924-1937
1941-1945
1947-1972
1974-1980

C.P.R.
A. Crump
Wm. Lansing
P. Chennells
A. Cote
C.P.R.
G. F. C. Wardman
H. H. Sawatsky
D. Harder

NWt;,
Up to 1908
1908-1937
1941
1945-1959
1962-1970
1972-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
A. Crump
A. W. Jeffrey
W. P. Jeffrey
D. P. Wardman
D. J. Judd
1. and L. Ahorner

SWt;,
Up to 1910
1910-1929
1937-1945
1947
1950
1953-1980

C.P.R.
Cote and Pinco
H. Read
A. Smith
0. Gabrielle
A. G. Gabrielle

SECTION
14-9-26
NEt;,
1889
1894
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T. A. Ellis
1. A. Chennells

1894
1895
1905-1921
1924
1929-1941
1945-1950
1953-1968
1962-1980
SEt;,
1889
1894

1. Lorna
North of Scotland Land
Co.
P. Chennells
0. Hammond
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
O. Gabrielle
G. Perrin
O. Perrin

1895
1900
1905-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945-1953
1956-1972
1974-1980

A. E. Greaves
Executors of A. E.
Greaves
F. E. Denver
H. Chennells
P. Chennells
0. Hammond and Nanton
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
O. Gabrielle
G. Perrin
O. Perrin

NWt;,
1889-1900
1901-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945-1953
1956-1972
1974-1980

H. Chennells
P. Chennells
O. Hammond and Nanton
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
O. Gabrielle
G. Perrin
0. Perrin

SWt;,
Up to 1889
1889
1891
1906
1908
1909
1909
1910-1924
1929-1947

1. Boddin
A. G. McDougall
F. Cantrell
Wm. J. Wilcox
R. Wilson
R. Wilton
Wm. J. Cowan
C. Golding
Holland Canada
Mortgage Co.
1950-1953 0. Gabrielle
1956-1972 G. Perrin
1974-1980 O. Perrin

SECTION
15-9-26
NEV.
Up to 1900
1900
1905-1929
1937-1941
1945-1959
1962-1980

C.P.R.
1. Wedow
1. Sager
L. D. Haynes
W. P. Jeffrey
D. P. Wardman

SEV.
A. H. Outram
1890
1905-1924 C. Golding
1929-1945 Holland Canada
Mortgage
1950-1962 O. Gabrielle
1965-1980 W. H. Gabrielle
NWt;,
1889-1894 A. Greaves
1894
Executor of A. Greaves
Estate
1900-1905 S. Golding
1914-1916 C. Golding
1919-1929 1. F. Haynes
1937-1950 MB Farm Loans
1953-1974 D. N. Johnston
1976-1980 A. A. Faucher
SWt;,
1889
G. Cook
1900-1905 S. Golding
1910-1916 C. Golding

1919-1924
1929-1950
1953-1974
1976-1980
SECTION
16-9-26
NEV.
1885
1890-1894
1895
1900
1905
1910-1919
1924-1937
1941-1945
1947
1950
1953-1962
1965-1978
1974-1980
SEV.
1885
1900
1905
1916-1919
1924-1937
1941-1945
1947
1950
1953-1962
1965-1974
1976-1980

1. F. Haynes
MB Farm Loans
D. N. Johnston
A. A. Faucher

H. Maxfield
A. Greaves
F. Danbury
S. Golding
1. La Blanc
G. Golding
Wm. Jeffrey
A. W. Jeffrey
Mrs. R. Jeffrey
Mrs. E. Judd
1. and E. Judd
D. and M. Judd
1. and L. Ahorner
H. Maxfield
S. Golding
1. La Blanc
G. Golding
Wm. Jeffrey
A. W. Jeffrey
Mrs. R. Jeffrey
Mrs. E. Judd
E. and 1. Judd
D. and M. Judd
1. and L. Ahorner

NWY.
1885-1929 T. Maxfield
1937-1947 Mrs. T. Maxfield
1950-1962 M. E. Rainey
1965-1980 R.1. Rainey

SWY.
1885-1916
1889
1900
1905-1908
1919
1924-1929

T. Maxfield

Crown
A. McLeod (part of)
N. E. Scarth (part of)
I. Maxfield
I. Maxfield and W. F.
Scarth
1937-1947 Mrs. T. Maxfield
1950-1956 H. Lobel, Sr.
1950-1965 M. E. Rainey
1968-1980 R. 1. Rainey and H.
Lobel

SECTION
17-9-26
NEV.
Up to 1892
1892
1900
1905-1941
1945-1959
1962-1965
1968-1980
SEV.
1889
1912
1914-1941
1945-1959
1962-1965
1968-1980

C.P.R.
H. Simpson
Wm. Sparrow
D. Giles
M. and 1. Sadja
1. Pic
1. and A. Pic

W. 1. Kennedy
C.P.R.
D. McGiles
M. and 1. Sadja
1. Pic
1. and A. Pic

NWV.
Up to 1889 C.P.R.
1889
H. Simpson
1900
Wm. Sparrow

1905
1908-1910
1914-1919
1924-1929
1937-1941
1945-1959
1962-1965
1968-1980

T. Maxfield

1929-1945

Landed Banking & Loan
Co.
1947
Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1959 1. L Yolk
1962-1980 G. and R. Chapman

D. D. Bald
1. G. Smith
1. 1. Nicol
T. Kenderdine
M. and 1. Sadja
1. Pic
1. and A. Pic

SWv.
1889
W. 1. Kennedy
1903
C.P.R.
1911
Wm. Sparrow
1911
1. Dagg
1922
1. Stott
1916-1924,30 Montague Investment
1929
T. A. Megaffin
1937-1945 Trust & Loan Co.
1947-1959 P. Yolk
1962-1965 1. Pic
1968-1980 1. and A. Pic

SECTION
18-9-26
NEY.
1885-1892 G. H. Healey
1892-1910 Wm. Sparrow
1. Bowes
1910
1913
Landed Banking & Loan
Co.
1916
Montague Estate
1. Scott
1919
1924-1929 Montague Investment
1. Bowes
1942
1945
Landed Banking & Loan
Co.
1937-1945 Trust & Loan Co.
1947-1962 P. Yolk
1965-1976 L. L. Gabrielle
1978-1980 Gabrielle Enterprises
SEV.
1885
1892-1905
1916
1919
1924-1929
1937-1945
1947-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980

G. H. Healey
W. H. Sparrow
Montague Estate
1. Scott
Montague Investment
Trust & Loan Co.
P. Yolk
L. L. Gabrielle
Gabrielle Enterprises

NWV.
1889-1903
1905-1919
1924-1929
1937-1950
1953-1965
1968-1976
1978-1980

Wm. Bowes
1. A. Irving
T. A. Irving
A. W. Smith
H. Garson
L. L. Gabrielle
Gabrielle Enterprises

SWY.
1889
1897
1900-1903
1905-1919
1924-1929
1937-1953
1956-1965
1968-1976
1978-1980

A.1. Palmer
H. Palmer
Wm. Bowes
1. A. Irving
T. A. Irving
A. W. Smith
H. Garson
L. L. Gabrielle
Gabrielle Enterprises

SECTION
19-9-26
NEY.
1889-1919 1. Bowes
1908-1924 R. Bowes

SEV.
1889
1899
1903
1905
1908
1910-1919
1924
1929
1937
1941-47
1950-1962
1965-1980

1. Bowes
R. Bowes
E. Bowes
G. Ferrier
G. Maiden
L. Hardy
National Trust
Mutual Life Co.
W. E. Wilkins
Mun. of Pipestone
1. L. Yolk
G. and R. Chapman

NWV.
1892-1905
1908-1919
1924
1929-1947
1950-1962
1965-1980

1. Bowes
R. Bowes
W. T. Hayhurst
Mun. of Pipestone
1. L. Yolk
G. and R. Chapman

SWv.
1890-1894
1903
1905
1908
1910-1919
1924
1929
1937
1941-1947
1950-1962
1965-1980

1. Bowes
E. Bowes
G. Ferrier
G. Maiden
L. Hardy
National Trust
Mutual Life
W. E. Wilkins
Mun. of Pipestone
1. L. Yolk
G. and R. Chapman

SECTION
20-9-26
NEV.
1885-1916
1919-1924
1929-1945
1947
1950-1953
1956-1980

A. P. Power
G. T. Power
R. P. Green
C. Renard
W. Garbars
E.1. Yodon

SEY.
1885-1916
1919-1924
1929-1945
1947
1950-1953
1956-1980

A. P. Power
G. T. Power
R. P. Green
C. Renard
W. Garbars
E. 1. Yodon

NW'/4
1885-1900
1905
1908
1910-1916
1919-1929
1937-1945
1947-1959
1962-1980

1. Power
W. 1. Wilcox
G. Carson
W. 1. Wilcox
D. Nelson
1. B. Cain
P. V. Starmore
E.1. Yodon

SWY.
1885-1900
1905
1908
1914-1916
1919-1929
1937-1945
1947-1959
1962-1980
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1. Power
W. 1. Wilcox
G. Carson
W. 1. Wilcox
D. Nelson
1. B. Cain
P. Starmore
E. 1. Yodon

SECTION
21-9-26
NEV.
1889-1906
1908-1924
1929-1945
1946-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

G. H. Burge
Wm. H. Burge
D. M. Giles
R. T. Kenderdine
G. T. Nugent
P.1. Galvin

SEV.
1895-1900
1905-1906
1908-1910
1914-1924
1929-1947
1950
1953-1962
1965-1974
1976-1980

C. Cook
1. Merrick
C. Cook
Mrs. M. A. Wilson
A. W. Jeffrey
Mrs. R. Jeffrey
Mrs. E. Judd
D. and M. Judd
1. and L. Ahorner

NWV.
1889
1895
1897
1903
1905-1944
1945-1946
1947-1978
1980

G. Bagley
H. Cook
C.P.R.
H. Simpson
N. Daniel
N. Daniel Estate
W. W. Daniels
Gabrielle Enterprises

SWv.
1892
1903
1905-1945
1947-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980

D. Donnelly
C.P.R.
Nelson Daniel
W. W. Daniels
D. and M. Judd
1. and L. Ahorner

SECTION
22-9-26
NEY.
1899
1885-1905
1900
1905-1929
1937
1941-1945
1946-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

Crown
G. Burge
1. Paul
G. Burge
Mrs. Bagley
G. Burge
R. T. Kenderdine
T. Nugent
P.1. Galvin

SEY.
1886
1886
1892
1895
1900-1905
1908-1937
1941
1945-1962
1965-1970
1972-1974
1976-1980

Crown
C. Q. Brown
G. Storey
H. Grey
H. W. Dayton
A. Crump
A. W. Jeffrey
W. P. Jeffrey
D. P. Wardman
D. 1. Judd
J. and L. Ahorner

NWV.
1885
G. H. Burge
1897
C. Cook
1900
1. Paul
1905
G. H. Burge
1907
Wm. Golding
1908-1929 G. H. Burge
1937
Mrs. Bagely
1941-1945 G. Burge
1946-1950 R. T. Kenderdine
1953-1965 G. Nugent
1968-1980 P.1. Galvin

SWV4
1886
1886
1892
1895
1900-05
1908-1937
1941
1945-1962
1965-1970
1972-1974

Crown
C. Q. Brown
G. Storey
H. Grey
H. W. Dayton
A. Crump
A. W. Jeffrey
W. P. Jeffrey
S. P. Wardman
D. 1. Judd and D. P.
Wardman
1976-1980 1. and L. Ahorner

SECTION
23-9-26
NEV4
1892
1. W. Thomas
1895
W. J. Ashmore
1903
Crown
1905-1919 H. Roddy
1924-1929 Mrs. L. Roddy
1937-1941 1. Grose
1945-1947 G. F. C. Wardman
1950
P. Reid
1953-1962 Wm. B. White
1965-1980 R. R. and G. W.
Chapman
SE'/4
1890
R. Muldrew
1892
1. W. Thomas
1895
W.1. Ashmore
1900
H. Chennells
1903
Crown
1905-1919 H. Roddy
1924-1929 Mrs. L. Roddy
1937-1941 1. Grose
1945-1947 G. F. C. Wardman
1950
P. Reid
1953-1962 Wm. B. White
1965-1980 R. R. and G. W.
Chapman
NWV4
1892
E. Palmer
1903
Crown
1905-1919 H. Roddy
1924-1929 Mrs. L. Roddy
1937-1941 1. Grose
1945-1947 G. F. C. Wardman
1950
P. Reid
1953-1962 Wm. B. White
1965-1980 R. R. and G. W.
Chapman
SW'/4
1889
Wm. R. and D. Muldrew
1894
R. Muldrew'
1900-1919 H. Roddy
1924-1929 Mrs. L. Roddy
1937-1941 1. Grose
1945-1947 G. F. C. Wardman
1950
P. Reid
1953-1962 Wm. B. White
1965-1980 R. R. and G. W.
Chapman
SECTION
24-9-26
NEv..
1885
G. Maxfield
1886
Crown
1889
H. Maxfield
1900
H. Chennelles
1905-1910 Imperial Loan Co.
1914
P. Fontana
1916-1924 1. R. Mullins

1929
1937
1941-1945
1947-1972
1974-1980

London Loan Assets.
Ltd.
L. Johnston
Mun. of Pipestone
D. Janzen
1. D. Janzen

SE'/4
1889-1910 A. Crump
1914-1916 I. Steptoe
1919
W. 1. Donahue
1924
L. Sumlanowski
1929-1941 L. Johnston
1945-1946 D. Van Loo
1947-1972 D. Janzen
1974-1980 1. D. Janzen
NWV4
1889-1902
1902-1905
1908-1910
1914-1916
1919
1924
1929-1941
1945-1946
1947-1972
1974-1980

1. Crump
F. Crump
A. Crump
A. Janeway
W. 1. Donahue
L. Sumlanowski
L. Johnston
D. Van Loo
D. Janzen
J. D. Janzen

SW'/4
1890-1900 1. Crump
1905-1908 A. Crump
1914-1916 S. Steptoe
1919
W. 1. Donahue
1924
L. Sumlanowski
1929
Mrs. L. Johnston
1937-1945 Mun. of Pipestone
1947-1972 D. Janzen
1974-1980 1. D. Janzen

SECTION
25-9-26
NE'/4
1891
P. Montgomery
1891
H. Mullins
1913
H. Mullins
1914-1929 G. Billingsley
1934
R.M. of Pipestone
1941-1947 1. W. Dickie
1950
Mun. of Pipestone
1953-1980 L. Fellion
SEV4
1890
North West Land Co.
1891
P. Montgomery
1914-1929 G. Billingsley
1937
Mun. of Pipestone
1953-1980 L. Fellion
NW'/4
1890
1891
1900-05
1908-1929
1914
1941-1947
1950
1953-1980

North West Land Co.
H. Mullins
A. Wright
1. R. Mullins
Wm. Billingsley
1. W. Dickie
Mun. of Pipestone
L. Fellion

SWv..
1890
1900-1905
1914
1908-1929
1937
1941-1947
1950
1953-1980

North West Land Co.
A. Wright
G. Billingsley
1. R. Mullins
Mun. of Pipestone
1. W. Dickie
Mun. of Pipestone
L. Fellion

SECTION
26-9-26
NE'/4
1889-1900
1905
1908-1919
1924-1950
1953-1965
1968-1974
1976
1978-1980
SEV4
1890-1945
1947-1965
1968-1978
1980

1953-1965 G. T. Nugent
1968-1980 P. 1. Galvin
C. O. Bown
B. C. Parker
C. Cook
W. Muldrew
Wm. T. Manser
Manser Enterprises Ltd.
W. T. Manser
W. and M. Manser
Hudson Bay Co. (R.P.
Act)
C. P. M. Francis
G. P. Francis
W. H. Manser

NW'/4
1890-1908 Hudson Bay Land
1910
D. H. Golding
1914
Gibson
1916-1937 1. Gardiner
1941-1947 E. G. Rainey
1950
M. E. Rainey
1953-1962 W. B. White
1965-1976 R. R. and G. W.
Chapman
1978
W. and M. Manser
1980
R. R. Chapman
SWV4
1890-1908 Hudson Bay Co.
1910
D. H. Golding
1914
1. Gibson
1916-1937 1. Gardiner
1941-1947 E. G. Rainey
1950
M. E. Rainey
1953-1962 W. B. Barnett
1965-1980 R. R. and G. W.
Chapman
SECTION
27-9-26
NEV4
1891
1900
1905
1910
1914-1919
1924
1929
1937
1941
1945-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

Crown (R.P. Act)
1. Wiles
G. Wiles
P. Embury
1. Hutcheson
1. Nurse
H. Gilliard
Mun. of Pipestone
D. Van Loo
1. Van Loo
G. T. Nugent
P. 1. Galvin

SEV4
Up to 1900
1900
1905
1910
1914-1919
1924-1929
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

R.P. Act
J. Wiles
G. Wiles
P. Embury
1. Hutcheson
H. Gilliard
Mun. of Pipestone
R. T. Kenderdine
G. T. Nugent
P. 1. Galvin

NWv..
1889-1897 Wm. P. Sanford
1900-1910 J. Karn
1916-1924 Mrs. M. Karn
1929-1934 1. Reichart
1937-1941 Anderson Estate
1945-1947 H. V. Nicol
1950
1. Gasenark
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SWV4
1889-1910
1916-1924
1929
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

1. Karn
Mrs. M. Karn
1. Reichart
Anderson Estate
H. V. Nichol
1. Gasenark
G. T. Nugent
P.1. Galvin

SECTION
28-9-26
NEV4
1885-1929
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1976
1978-1980

D. Muldrew
MB. Provo Loans
J. F. Farmer
L. L. Gabrielle
Gabrielle Enterprises

SEV4
1885-1919 Wm. Roddy Estate
1924-1945 A. W. Muldrew
1947
1. F. Farmer
1950-1976 L. L. Gabrielle
1978-1980 Gabrielle Enterprises
NWV4
1891
Crown
1893
.1. Ferguson
1895-1897 Wm. C. Caldwell
1900-1907 R. Hamilton
1908-1910 E. B. Ledger
1914-1941 B. Mullins
1945-1962 F. Parson
1965-1980 R. R. and G. W.
Chapman
SWV4
1891
Crown
1889-1893 1. Ferguson
1895-1897 Wm. Caldwell
1900-1905 R. Hamilton
1907
L. Hamilton
1908
E. B. Ledger
1911
E. Lager
1914-1941 B. Mullins
1945-1962 F. Parson
1965-1980 R. R. and G. W.
Chapman
SECTION
29-9-26
NEv..
1889
G. Cook
1892-1910 1. Simpson (school land)
1900-1937 T. H. Clements
1914-1950 K. Cappie
1953-1965 I. Cappie
1968-1980 R. M. Cappie
SEv..
1892
1. Simpson
1900-1937 T. H. Clements
1914-1950 K. Cappie
1953-1965 1. Cappie
1968-1980 R. M. Cappie
NWV4
1889
1905
1908
1910
1914-1937
1941-1945
1947-1959
1962-1976
1978-1980

S. Sparrow
L. Hamilton
E. B. Ledger
1. G. Smith
R. A. Knight
Mun. of Pipestone
Rene Gabrielle
L. Gabrielle
Gabrielle Enterprises

:;~

SWv..

1905-1937 G. Sparrow
1941-1945 Mun. of Pipestone
1947
K. M. Cappie
1950-1980 R. M. Cappie
SECTION
30-9-26
NEv..
Up to 1889
[889-19[4
19[6-[919
[924-[937
[94[-[965
[968-1980

R.P. Act
S. Sparrow
G. Sparrow
Mrs. A. Sparrow
G. E. Colby
1. T. and F. G. Hughes

SBc.
Up to 1889
1889-1908
[916-[919
[924-1937
[94[-[965
1968-1980

R.P. Act
S. Sparrow
G. Sparrow
Mrs. A. Sparrow
G. E. Colby
1. T. and F. G. Hughes

NWv..
[886
[889-[907
[908-[929
[937-[941
1945-1947
[950
[953-[956
1959-[962
1965-[980

Crown
T. Brady
1. W. Todd
Wm. Matheson
Mun. of Pipestone
R.Horn
Mrs. C. E. M. Hom
E. G. Humphreys
1. P. Yolk

SWv..

1888
[889-1907
[905-1929
1937-[941
1945-1947
1950
[953-[ 956
1959-1962
1965-1980

Crown
T. Brady
1. W. Todd
Wm. Matheson
Mun. of Pipestone
R.Horn
Mrs. C. E. M. Hom
E. G. Humphreys
1. P. Yolk

SECTION
3[-9-26
NEv..
1888
1889-1905
[908-1928
1929-1941
[945-1980

Crown
A. Russell
Mrs. A. Russell
A. L. Insley
D. S. McDonald

SEv..
1885
[889-[907
1905-193 [
[937-[941
1945-[947
1950
[953-1956
1959-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980

Crown
T. Brady
1. Wm. Todd
Wm. Matheson
Mun. of Pipestone
R.Horn
Mrs. C. E. M. Hom
E. G. Humphreys
Rene 1. Gabrielle
Gabrielle Enterprises

NWV4

[885-1945 Wm. McDonald
1947-[980 D. S. McDonald
SWV.

[888
Crown
1885-1945 Wm. McDonald
1947-[962 K. W. McDonald
[965-1980 K. W. McDonald (part
of)
[972-1980 E. and M. Peers (part of)
1970-1980 Wm. W. McDonald (part
of)

SECTION
32-9-26
NEv..
1890
1889-1892
1900-1906
1908-1912
[9[4-[937
1937-[94[
[945-1947
[950-[970
[ 972-1980
SEV,
[890
[889-[900
[906
1908-1912
[9[4-1937
[941
1945-[947
[950-1959
1962-[980
NWv..
[888
[889
1893
[900-1905
1906-1908
[ 908-[9[0
[9[4-[937
[94[
1945-[947
1950-[970
[972-[980

1945-1959 R. Gabrielle
1962-1980 L. L. Gabrielle
Crown
H. Simpson
1. Simpson
1. G. Smith
R. A. Knight
Mun. of Pipestone
T. H. Constantine
H. L. and G. Robbins
M. F. Thomas
Enterprises
Crown
H. C. Simpson
1. Simpson
1. G. Smith
R. A. Knight
Mun. of Pipestone
T. H. Constantine
1. 1. Janzen
A. Doerksen
Crown
R. M. Simpson
H. Simpson
1. Simpson
R. Simpson
1. G. Smith
R. A. Knight
Mun. of Pipestone
T. H. Constantine
H. L. and G. Robbins
M. F. Thomas
Enterprises Ltd.

1883
1889-1905
1908
1914-19[9
[924
[929
[937-194[
1945-[959
[962-1980

A. McDonald
G. Cook
H. Cook
Mrs. G. Cook
C. R. Cook
G. McDonald
Mutual Life Assn. Co.
R. Gabrielle
L. L. Gabrielle

SECTION
34-9-26
NEv..
[885
T. White
[889-1905 1. Jos[in
[906
Wm. Cook
W. Wyatt
1908
[914-19[6 W. H. Sanderson
[924
H. C. Simpson
[929-1937 Mrs. E. M. Cook
194[
A. W. Renton
[945-[976 R. Gabrielle
[978-[980 Gabrielle Enterprises
SEv..
[885
P. Noone
[900-[937 A. Noone
19[4
1. G. Nicol
[9[6
Wm. Sanderson
[925
E. and M. Sanderson
[941-[945 Mrs. E. G. Rainey
[947-1974 G. H. Laing
[976-[980 L. L. Gabrielle
NWv..
[887
T. Rowe
1895-[94[ G. P. Pangborn
W. Pangborn
1945
1947-[970 H. L. and G. Robbins
1972-[980 G. W. and R. R.
Chapman

SWV,

[886
1889
[893-1905
[908-[9[0
[9[4-[937
[94[
1945-1947
1950-1959
1962-[980

Crown
R. M. Simpson
H. C. Simpson
1. G. Smith
R. A. Knight
Mun. of Pipestone
T. H. Constantine
1. 1. Janzen
A. Doerksen

SECTION
33-9-26
NEv..
1888
1889-1900
[900-1905
[908
1914-[945
1947-1959
[962-1976
1978-1980

Crown
Wm. Cook
1. Rowe
D. Muldrew
1. Rowe
Rene Gabrielle
L. L. Gabrielle
Gabrielle Enterprises

SEv..
1888
[892
1892
1900-1905
[908
1914-[945
1947-1959
[962-1976
1978-1980

C.P.R.
R. Smith
S. Swanson
1. Rowe
D. Muldrew
1. Rowe
R. Gabrielle
L. L. Gabrielle
Gabrielle Enterprises

SWv..

1885
1900
[905-1937
194[-1945
1947-[974
1976-1980

NWV.

1883
1889-[9[9
1915-[924
1929
1937-194[

SWV,

A. McDonald
G. Cook
C. R. and G. Cook
G. McDonald
Mutual Life Assn. Co.
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P. Noone
A. Noone
Wm. Sanderson Estate
Mrs. E. G. Rainey
G. H. Laing
L. L. Gabrielle

SECTION
35-9-26
NEV,
[889
W. F. Scarth
[902
C.P.R.
[905
1. Karn
1908-1919 Mrs. M. Karn
P. W. Starmore
1924
1929-[946 D. Muldrew
1947-1974 G. H. Laing
[976-[980 South Central
Development
SEI,I.,
G. Bennett
1889
1903
Crown
[905-1929 1. G. Nichol
[937
Can. Perm. Mortgage
Co.
194[-1947 1. W. Dickie
[950
Mun. of Pipestone
[953-1956 L. Plante
[959-1972 1. A. Gabrielle
1974-19RO S. M. Gabrielle

NWv..
R. Gardiner
1892
1903
Crown
1. T. Palmer
1908
1919-1947 R. Barclay
A. Finch
1950
1953
Mrs. M. M. Wasylin
[956-[965 W. T. Manser
[968-[974 Manser Enterprises
1976-[980 W. Manser
SWV,

Up to [89[
[891-[892
[905-[919
[919-[928
[929-[941
[945-[947
1950
[953-[ 965
1968-[980

C.P.R.
1. P'd[mer
1. Karn
Mrs. M. Karn
J. Pollock
H. Y. and 1. Nichol
1. Gasenark
G. T. Nugent
P. 1. Galvin

SECTION
36-9-26
NEv..
1889-[893 F. Chennells
1. Russell
1900
[905
B. C. P'drker
[908
H. Knot
19[4-1916 Chas. E. McKee
[ 9[9-[937 G. Gabrielle
[94[-1945 Mun. of Pipestone
[947
O. Gabrielle
1950-[956 Mrs. M. B. and R. A.
Gardiner
[959-1962 General Trust
[965-[974 1. and G. Gerrand
[978-[980 A.1. Sims
SEv..
[889-1892 A. Chennells
1900
1. Russell
B. C. Parker
1905
[908
H. Knot
19[4-1916 Chas. E. McKee
1919-1937 G. Gabrielle
194[-[945 Mun. of Pipestone
1947
O. Gabrielle
[950-1956 Mrs. M. B. and R. A.
Gardiner
[959-1962 General Trust
[965-1976 J. and G. Gerrand
[978-[980 A. 1. Sims
NWV,

1889-19[0
1914-1947
1950
1953
1956
1959
[962-1974
1978-[980

1. Joslin
R. Barclay
A. Finch
W. T. Manser
Mrs. M. M. Wasylin
E. G. Whittaker
1. C. Gerrand
1. W. Clarke

SWV.

[889
1. Joslin
1900-[910 1. A. Nicol
[9[6-[929 1. G. Nicol
1937
Can. Perm. Mortgage
Co.
[94[-1947 J. W. Dickie
1950
Mun. of Pipestone
1953-1956 L. Plante
[959-1972 1. A. Gabrielle
1974-1980 S. M. Gabrielle

SECTION
1-7-27
NEV4
1885-1891
1892-1894
1895-1932
1919
1937-1953
1956
1959
1962-1980

N.W. L. Co.
1. Skelton
T. Skelton
1. S. Skelton
Skelton Estate
e. B. Busby
S. V. Sprundel
W. A. Morris

SEV4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1900
1908-1924
1929-1941
1945-1965
1968-1980

N.W. L. Co.
1. McGillivary
1. L. Skelton
1. L. Skelton
R. Skelton
G. Skelton
A. G. Senkbeil

NW'14
1885-1891
1893-1937
1941-1953
1956-1974
1978-1980
SWV4
1885-1892
1893-1924
1929-1968
1970-1980

1. W. Baldwin
Stewart Estate
Mrs. M. Mellor
e. e. Campbell
1. D. Watt

SEV4
1885-1892
1893-1919
1924
1929
1932-1941
1945-1965
1950-1965
1968-1980

NWV.
1885-1892
1893-1919
1924
1929
1932-1941
1945-1965
N.W. L. Co.
1950-1965
R. Walker
Man. Farm Loans Assn. 1968-1980
R. 0. Rourke
SWV4
M.A.e.e.
1885-1892

N.W. L. Co.
J. F. Busby
G. Skelton
e. J. Heath

SECTION
2-7-27
NEV4
1885-1910
1892-1924
1924
1932-1941
1945-1950
1953
1956-1980

J. R. Skelton (part of)
J. F. Busby
P. Harper
North American Life
J. Green
S. E. Green
G. Schuetz

SEV4
1885-1893
1894-1924
1929-1968
1970-1980

1. R. Skelton
J. Skelton
G. Skelton
e. J. Heath

NWV,
1885-1886
1893
1894-1919
1910-1914
1924
1929
1932-1941
1945-1947
1950-1965
1968
1970-1980

W. W. Skelton
1. Retell
e. J. Stewart (part of)
Mrs. K. Stewart
T. H. Baldwin
J. W. Baldwin
Stewart Estate
Mrs. M. Mellor
e. C. Campbell
R. A. Donald
G. Schuetz

SWV,
1885-1886
1893-1900
1908-1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950-1965
1968
1970-1980

1929
1932-1941
1945-1965
1950-1965
1968-1980

W. W. Skelton
W. Hewitt
1. F. Busby
H. Harper
Mun. of Pipestone
e. C. Campbell
A: R. Donald
G. Schuetz

SECTION
3-7-27
NEV4
1885-1892 N.W. L. Co.
1893-1919 e. J. Stewart
1924
T. H. Baldwin

1893-1895
1900
1908-1910
1914
1916-1919
1924-1941
1945-1965
1968-1980

N.W. L. Co.
e. 1. Stewart
T. H. Baldwin
1. W. Baldwin
Stewart Estate
Mrs. M. Mellor
e. e. Campbell
1. D. Watt

SECTION
5-7-27
NEV4
1885-1891
1900-1910
1908-1919
1924-1945
1932-1945
1947-1965
1947-1953
1956-1965
1968-1978
1968-1978
1980

N.W. L. Co.
1. Guthrie
1. Guthrie
R. Ludlum (part of)
T. P. Gornick (part of)
R. S. Ludlum
T. Hendy
1. Ashley (part of)
F. W. Ludlum (part of)
S. Redshaw (part of)
R. and L. Bloomer

N.W. L. Co.
e. 1. Stewart
T. H. Baldwin
1. W. Baldwin
Stewart Estate
Mrs. M. Mellor
e. e. Campbell
1. D. Watt

SEV4
1885-1886
1900-1910
1908-1945
1932
1947-1965
1968-1976
1978
1980

N.W. L. Co.
W. A. Brady
W. A. Brady
Estate W. A. Brady
1. F. Draper
Wm. Low Jr.
T. N. Zarn
T. and D. Farm's Ltd.

N.W. L. Co.
e. 1. Stewart
D. McIvor
Mrs. A. E. Ireland
B. Sherrin
Estate B. Sherrin
G. Fraser
W.Low
e. H. Heath

SECTION
4-7-27
NE'14
1886-1895 e. Boorman
1900
J. Bulloch
1908-1910 Mrs. A. E. Ireland
1914-1974 F. Paul
1976-1980 e. H. Heath
SEV4
1885-1886
1893-1894
1895
1900
1908-1910
1914-1974
1976-1980

J. Ardell
J. T. Craig
J. Bulloch
J. Bulloch
Mrs. A. E. Ireland
F. Paul
e. 1. Heath

NWV4
1885-1891
1900-1910
1908-1941
1945-1947
1950-1978
1980
SWV4
1885-1886
1900-1910
1908-1945
1932
1947-1965
1968-1976
1978
1980

N.W. L. Co.
W. A. Brady
W. A. Brady
Estate W. A. Brady
J. F. Draper
Wm. Low Jr.
T. N. Zarn
T. and D. Farm's Ltd.

SECTION
6-7-27
NEV4
1885-1886
1891-1895
1900
1908
1914-1941
1945
1947-1976
1978
1980

J. Lucas
J. Athinson
E. Stevenson
E. Stevenson
A. E. Chester
W. Low
W. Low Jr.
D. V. Zarn
T. and D. Farm's Ltd.

1950-1959
1962-1974
1976-1980

SEV4
1885-1886
1892-1895
1900
W. Ardell
1908-1910
e. Harrison
1914-1941
W. H. McDougall
1945
A. E. Smith (part of)
1947-1976
J. McMurchy (part of)
1978
Mrs. H. E. Ludlum (part
1980
of)
NWV.
A. E. Smith (part of)
Mrs. H. E. Ludlum (part 1892-1910
1914-1941
of)
1945-1947
R. S. Ludlum (part of)
1950-1978
e. w. Paddock
1980
M.A.e.e.

SWV4
1885-1886
1893-1895
1900
1908
1910-1980

Wm. Ardell
J. A. Harper
G. A. Harper
A. W. Harper
R. Ludlum

NWV4
1885-1886
1893-1894
1895-1919
1924-1937
1924
1929-1937
1941-1950
1941-1947

SWV4
1893-1924
1929-1947
1950-1965
1968-1978
1980
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N.W. L. Co.
Wm. Duncan
Wm. Duncan
Mrs. W. Duncan
F. W. Ludlum
R. and L. Bloomer

J. Lucas
J. Atkinson
1. Atkinson
E. Stevenson
A. E. Chester
W. Low
W. Low Jr.
D. V. Zarn
T. and D. Farm's Ltd.

SECTION
7-7-27
NEV4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1900
1908-1941
1945-1956
1959-1965
1968-1978
1980

N.W. L. Co.
A. and H. Cameron
S. Traill
B. Miller
Wm. McKinley Miller
L. Miller
D. A. Bulloch
E. Bulloch and E. Berry

SEV4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1900
1908-1941
1945-1956
1959-1965
1968-1978
1980

N.W. L. Co.
A. and 1. Cameron
A. Traill
B. Miller
Wm. McKinley Miller
L. Miller
D. A. Bulloch
E. Bulloch and E. Berry

NWV4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1900
1908-1919
1924-1941
1945-1956
1959-1965
1968-1978
1980

N.W. L. Co.
A. and H. Cameron
1. Hampton
T. W. Jackson
B. Miller
Wm. McKinley Miller
L. Miller
D. A. Bulloch
E. Bulloch and E. Berry

SWV4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1900
1908-1914
1916-1919
1924-1937
1924-1929
1932-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

N.W. L. Co.
A. and T. Cameron
M. A. Busby
Mrs. M. A. Busby
Wm. Busby
H. McIntosh (part of)
D. McIntosh (part of)
Imperial Life
Imperial Life
L. Curtis
W. A. Elliott

SECTION
8-7-27
NEV,
1885-1900
1908-1929
1932-1941
1932-1941
1945-1947
1947
1950
1953-1968
1965

H.B.e.
T. W. Jackson
E. H. Berry (part of)
J. Pierce (part of)
H. Jackson
Mrs. J. Pierce (estate)
W. e. Pierce
A. E. Wilkins
M. W. McDonald (part
of)
1970-1976 A. Wilkins
1978-1980 I. 1. and M. Milliken

SEV4
1885-1893
1894-1908
1910-1914
1916-1919
1924-1941
1. T. Wilkins
1945-1946
H. McIntosh
1947
L. Curtis
1950-1976
W. A. Elliott
B. and L. Elliott (part of) 1978-1980

1. A. McLean
T. Pierce
L. Pierce
D. and M. Smith
D. Smith

NWV.
1885-1895
1900
1908
1910-1914
1916-1941

H.B.e.
W. Douglas
J. T. Carpenter
A. Carpenter
J. D. Reid (part of)
Imperial Life Assn.
Arthur Poole
e. w. Paddock
M.A.e.e.
H.B.C.
A. Wilson
E. H. Edwardes
T. e. Bulloch
B. Miller

1945-1956
1959-1965
1968-1978
1980

Wm. McKinley Miller
L. Miller
D. A. Bulloch
E. Bulloch and E. Berry

SWv.
1885-1900
1908
1910-1919
1924-1941
1945-1946
1947
1950-1976
1978-1980

H.B.C.
R. W. Douglass
1. T. Carpenter
1. D. Reid
Imperial Life Assn.
Arthur Wm. Poole
C. W. Paddock
M.A.C.C.

SECTION
9-7-27
NEV.
1885-1892
1908-1910
1914-1932
1937-1953
1953
1953
1947-1965
1947-1950

N.W. L. Co.
1. A. Ransford
T. Baldwin (part of)
A. V. Baldwin
Cemetery (part of)
Park (part of)
A. V. Baldwin (part of)
Mrs. K. Harrison (part
of)
1959-1968 R.M. of Pipestone
1968-1980 D. A. Baldwin (part of)

SEV.
1885-1892
1908-1914
1916-1924
1929-1941
1945-1965
1956-1965
1968-1980

N.W. L. Co.
Wm. Busby
1. Busby (part of)
G. Frazer
Wm. Low
M. Campbell (part of)
C. 1. Heath

NWV.
1885-1892 N.W. L. Co.
1924-1965 Reston Townsite
1968-1972 1. C. Dodds
1. Mennie
1974
1976-1980 C. M. Zelmer
SWv.
1885-1892
1908-1932
1937
1941-1956
1956-1968
1965-1968
1965-1968
1968
1974-1976

N.W. L. Co.
A. E. Smith (part of)
A. E. Smith
Mrs. M. Campbell
H. Berry (part of)
C. S. Campbell
A. C. Wilkins
E. P. R. R. Berry
1. E. Walker and E. H.
Martin
1978-1980 A. Wilkins

SECTION
10-7-27
NEV.
1891-1900
1908-1916
1919-1924
1929-1941
1945-1953
1950-1959
1962-1976
1978-1980

D. McGregor
H. B. McGregor
1. E. Harrison
H. B. McGregor
T. E. Walker
T. E. and E. Walker
1. E. and D. M. Walker
Reston Farms Ltd.

SEV.
1885
A. Robinson
1908-1932 T. Baldwin
1937-1965 A. Baldwin
1968-1980 D. A. Baldwin
NWI/4
1886-1900 T. Baldwin

1914-1932 T. Baldwin
1937-1965 A. V. Baldwin
1968-1980 D. A. Baldwin

1956-1980
1962-1980

H. W. Harvey (part of)
W. A. Morris (part of)

SWV.
A. Robinson
1885
1891-1895 W. H. Baldwin
1908-1932 T. Baldwin
1937-1965 A. V. Baldwin
1968-1980 D. A. Baldwin

SECTION
13-7-27
NEV.
1885-1891
1892
1893-1895
1900
1908-1916
1919
1924-1937
1941-1945
1947-1959
1962-1980

N.W. L. Co.
E. Stevenson
G. Maw
0. H. Nanton
G. Kennedy
H. M. Agnew
L. P. Ordway
Mun. of Pipestone
S. Mayberry
S. and 1. Mayberry

SECTION
11-7-27
NEV.
1908-1941 R. Walker
1945-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1953 1. Green
1953
S. E. Green
1956-1980 G. Schuetz
SEV.
1908-1910 1. F. Busby
1914-1937 R. Walker
1941-1953 Man. Farm Loans Assn.
Co.
1956-1974 R. O'Rourke
1976-1980 G. Schuetz
NWV.
1908-1916 Estate M. McGregor
1919-1924 1. E. Harrison
1929-1941 H. B. McGregor
1945-1962 T. E. Walker
1965-1974 1. E. and D. M. Walker
1976
G. Schuetz
1978-1980 Reston Farms
SWV.
1908-1914 A. Wilson
1916-1924 1. F. Busby
1929
P. Harper
1932-1941 North American Life
1947-1950 1. Green
1953
S. E. Green
1956-1980 G. Schuetz

NWV.
1885-1891 N.W. L. Co.
1893-1895 G. Maw
1900
0. H. Nanton
1908-1916 G. Kennedy
1919
H. M. Agnew
1924-1937 L. P. Ordway
1941-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1980 E. M. Berry
SWv.
1885-1924 N.W. L. Co.
1929-1937 R. Walker
1941-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1965 1. and B. Busby (part of)
1950-1965 1. W. Busby (part of)
1950-1965 B. Busby (part of)
1968-1972 1. Busby and C. B.
Busby
1978-1980 1. and E. Busby (part of)
1974-1980 K. Ludlam

SECTION
12-7-27
NBC.
1885
1891-1908
1910-1941
1945-1950
1953
1956
1959-1970
1972-1980

1. T. Skelton
1. Fairlie
1. Fairlie
Fairlie Estate
R. Grant
1. Fairlie
R. Grant
N. G. Kirkpatrick

SEV.
1885-1893
1894-1900
1908-1910
1914-1946
1947-1980

J. L. Skelton
1. Skelton
A. R. Baird
C.P.R. Co. Dept.
H. W. Harvey

NWV.
1893-1937
1941-1953
1956-1974
1976-1980

R. Walker
Man. Farm Loans Assn.
R. O'Rourke
K. Hamel

SWV.
J. Bolton
1889
1891-1916 T. Skelton
1919-1946 T. Skelton
1950-1953 T. Skelton Estate
1947-1953 H. W. Harvey (part of)
C. B. Burton (part of)
1956
V. Sprundel (part of)
1959

SEV.
1885-1893 N.W. L. Co.
1894-1895 1. A. Donaghy
O. H. Nanton
1900
1908-1914 D. B. Sprague
1916
Residential Bldg. Co.
Wpg.
A. McAuley
1919
1924
W. S. Gibson
1929-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1980 H. Harvey

SECTION
14-7-27
NBC.
1885-1889
1891-1900
1908
1910
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929-1937
1941-1962
1965-1968
1970-1972
1974-1980
SEV.
1885
1891-1900
1908-1937
1919-1924
1941
1945-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980
NWV.
1885-1889
1893-1900
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T. 1. Richards
E. Stevenson
1. A. Robinson
A.Henry
A. Cote
1. E. Harrison
Fotheringham
E.H.Berry
D. B. Berry
E. P. R. Berry
C. V. Cook
Wm. Ferguson

T. Bulloch
H. B. McGregor
1. E. Harrison
H. B. McGregor
T. E. Walker
1. E. and D. M. Walker
Reston Farms

T. 1. Richardson
G. Taylor

1908
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929-1937
1941-1953
1956-1965
1968-1976
1978-1980

1. A. Robinson
A. Cote
1. E. Harrison
1. Fotheringham
E. H. Berry
E. S. Berry
F. W. Ludlam
H. C. Martin

SWv.
1885
1891-1929
1919-1924
1932-1941
1945-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980

Wm. Ferguson
H. McGregor
1. E. Harrison
H. B. McGregor
T. E. Walker
J. E. and M. D. Walker
Reston Farms

SECTION
15-7-27
NEV.
1885
1891-1900
1908
1910-1914
1916-1947
1950-1968
1970-1978
1980

R. Miller
A. Wilson
T. B. Wilson
E. and G. Harper
G. A. Harper
L. Dempsey
M. Watt
Reston Farms Ltd.

SEV.
1889
1891-1900
1908-1937
1919-1924
1941
1945-1953
1956-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980

S. McGregor
D. McGregor
H. B. McGregor
1. E. Harrison
H. B. McGregor
T. E. Walker
T. E. Walker
1. E. and D. M. Walker
Reston Farms

NWV.
1891-1900 A. Wilson
1908
T. B. Wilson
1910-1914 E. and G. Harper
1916-1947 G. A. Harper
1950-1968 L. Dempsey
1970-1980 M. Watt
SWV.
1893-1900
1908-1914
1916
1919
1924-1929
1932-1947
1950-1965
1968-1976
1978-1980

R. Bulloch
1. D. Bulloch
R. Bulloch
E.1. Bulloch
N. Bulloch
1. I. Bulloch
T. Martin
E. H. Martin
Reston Farms

SECTION
16-7-27
NEI/4
1885
1886-1908
1910
1910-1924
1929-1950
1953-1978
1972-1976
1978-1980

1. Clegg
E. H. Berry
D. B. Berry
1. E. Walker
Reston Farms

SEV.
1885
1908
1910-1947
1950-1965
1968-1976
1978-1980

Wm.1. Leitch
A. Wilson
1. I. Bulloch
T. Martin
E. H. Martin
Reston Farms

Wm.1. Leitch

J. Clegg
J. I. Bulloch

1895

NWY4
1885-1889 M. C. McGregor
1891-1908 M. McGregor
1910-1947 1. I. Bulloch
1950-1965 T. Martin
1968-1976 E. H. Martin
1978-1980 Reston Farms

SWV4
1885-1908 M. e. McGregor
1914-1947 1. I. Bulloch
1950-1965 T. Martin
1968-1980 E. H. Martin
SECTION
17-7-27
NEY4
1885-1886
1891-1900
1908
1910-1937
1941-1947
1950-1976
1978-1980

N.W. L. Co.
A. Wilson
E. H. Edwards
W. H. Busby
B. I. Busby
B. S. Busby
W. W. Busby

SEV4
1885-1892 N.W. L. Co.
1900
1. Coulter
1908
E. H. Edwards
T. A. Bulloch
1910
1914-1937 W. E. Wilkins
1941-1968 E. A. Wilkins
G. H. Robertson (part of)
1953
1950-1968 Reston Agric. Soc. (part
of)
1970-1976 A. Wilkins
1978-1980 I. J. and M. Milliken
NWV4
1885-1886
1891-1908
1914-1937
1941-1968
1953-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980

N.W. L. Co.
W. Wilkins
W. Wilkins
A. E. Wilkins
Wm. E. Wilkins
A. Wilkins
A. E. Wood

N.W. L. Co.
Wm. H. Busby
B. I. Busby
Reston Agric. Soc. (part
of)
1956-1962 G. H. Robertson
1965-1980 W. M. Nicholson

1885-1892
1908-1937
1941-1953
1953

SEV4
1885
1889-1895
1900
1908-1916
1919
1924-1932
1937-1941
1945-1962
1965-1980

1914-1924 W. C. Bulloch
1929-1937 W. B. Giles
1941-1945 Dr. A. B. Chapman
1947-1965 R. L. Fork
1968-1980 R. A. Donald

SWY4
1. Montgomery
1885
1889-1910 Wm. H. Busby
1914-1932 W. H. Busby
1937-1978 B. I. Busby
1980
B. Busby

SWY4
1885
1893-1895
1900
1908-1916
1919
1924-1932
1937-1941
1945-1962
1965-1980

1. Bennett
Wm. Galloway
1. Reid
J. Reid
D. Reid
A. S. Bulloch
Mrs. E. Bulloch
G. Robertson
W. M. Nicholson

SECTION
21-7-27
NEV4
1885-1886
1893-1908
1910-1914
1916-1947
1950-1968
1970-1980

G. W. Edwards
W. E. Wilkins
W. E. Wilkins
E. A. Wilkins
A. C. Wilkins
G. W. Edwards
Wm. Atkinson
H. Hewit
1. Reid
D. Reid
A. S. Bulloch
Mrs. E. Bulloch
G. Robertson
W. M. Nicholson

NWV4
1885
1. Bennett
1892-1894 1. T. Clegg

1. McKinnon
A. Wilson
E. Harper
G. A. Harper
L. Dempsey
M. Watt

SECTION
19-7-27
NEY4
1893-1895 R.1. Cameron
D. Caldwell
1900
1908-1950 A. S. Bulloch
1953-1980 E. R. Bulloch

SEV4
1885-1886 1. McKinnon
1889-1908 A. Wilson
1916-1947 G. A. Harper
1950-1968 L. Dempsey
1970-1980 M. Watt

SEY4
1893-1895
1900
1908-1965
1953-1980

1. McKinnon
H. Giles
1. McKinnon
A. Wilson
A. E. Smith
Pumpmans House, Wm.
Shoult (part of)
1945
M. Nicholson
1947-1980 A. Wilkins

R.
D.
A.
E.

1. Cameron
Caldwell
S. Bulloch
Bulloch

NWY4
1893-1895
1908-1916
1919
1924-1929
1932-1945
1947-1956
1959-1972
1972-1980

R.1. Cameron
C. H. Geen
S. McKay
e. H. Geen
A. L. Geen
A. C. Caldwell
e. and M. Caldwell
G. Caldwell (part of)

NWV4
1885-1889
1891
1892-1894
1895-1900
1908-1945
1932-1941

SWV4
1885-1889
1891
1892-1894
1895-1908
1910-1947
1950-1968
1970-1980

SWV4

SWY4

SECTION
18-7-27
NEY4
1886
1891-1910
1914-1937
1941-1970
1972-1980

1900
1908-1916
1919
1924-1929
1932-1941
1945-1968
1970
1972-1978
1980

1. T. Clegg and A. W.
Douglas
C. H. Geen
e. H. Geen
S. McKay
e. H. Geen
A. L. Geen
A. Gruber
M. Gruber
A. M. Shank
M.A.e.e.

1891-1908 1. Power
1910-1965 A. S. Bulloch
1953-1980 E. Bulloch

1. McKinnon
1. Napier
1. McKinnon
A. Wilson
G. Harper
L. Dempsey
M. Watt

SECTION
22-7-27
NEV4
1885-1892 1. Mooney
1893-1895 1. Mooney
1900
D. Mooney
A. Bulloch
1908
1910-1914 1. D. Bulloch
1916-1950 W. H. Bulloch
Bulloch Estate
1932
1950
Bulloch Estate
1953-1980 A. W. Wilson

SECTION
20-7-27
NEV4
1885
1886-1895
1900
1908-1941
1932
1945
1947-1965
1968-1980

E. R. Edwards
M. Boyle
Wm. H. Giles
Wm. H. Giles
Giles Estate
Dr. A. B. Chapman
R. L. Fork
R. A. Donald

SEV4
1885
1889-1910
1914-1932
1937-1950
1953-1978
1980

E. R. Edwards
Wm. H. Busby
W. H. Busby
Man. Farm Loans
B. Busby
B. Busby

SEI/4
1891-1910 Wm. Busby
1914-1919 Wm. Busby
1924-1929 McMeal
J. Watkins
1932
1937-1941 1. McMurchy
1945-1965 B. Stratford
1968-1978 A. W. Wilson

1. Montgomery
Wm. Anderson
T. Bulloch
Mrs. Bulloch
T. S. Bulloch
T. Bulloch

NWV4
1885-1891 1. Mooney
1892-1900 R. Bulloch
1908
A. Bulloch
1910-1914 J. D. Bulloch
1916-1950 W. H. Bulloch
1932
Bulloch Estate

NWY4
1885
1889
1891-1894
1895
1900
1908-1910
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1950
Bulloch Estate
1953-1980 A. W. Wilson

SWV4
1886-1908 1. Clegg
1910-1924 1. Clegg
1929-1950 E. H. Berry
1953-1978 D. B. Berry
SECTION
23-7-27
NEY4
1889
Wm. Busby
1891-1908 Wm. Guthrie
1910-1941 F. S. Guthrie
1945-1947 Dr. A. B. Chapman
1950-1962 A. B. Chapman
1965
Mrs. R. K. Chapman
1968-1980 T. N. Zarn
SEY4
1885
1892-1895
1900
1908-1924
1929-1945
1947-1965
1968-1980

R. M. Coombs
E. Stevenson
Wm. E. Chester
A. Henry
1. I. Bulloch
T. Martin
E. H. Martin

NWV4
1891-1908
1914-1919
1924-1929
1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1962
1965
1968-1980

Wm. Busby
Wm. Busby
McMeal
1. Watkins
1. McMurchy
Dr. A. B. Chapman
A. B. Chapman
R. K. Chapman
T. N. Zarn

SWV4
1885
1893-1895
1900
1908-1929
1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980

R. M. Coombs
F. Criddard
D. Mooney
R. Bulloch
1. Watkins
R. Bulloch
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Gruber
M. Gruber
E. H. Martin

SECTION
24-7-27
NEV4
1888-1895 A. Scott
H. Danicourt
1900
Wm. Guthrie
1908
1910-1941 F. S. Guthrie
1945-1959 S. Mayberry
1962-1980 1. Mayberry
SEV4
1885
1908-1932
1932
1937-1941
1945-1980

P. Munn
1. Napier
Napier Estate
Mun. of Pipestone
1. Mayberry

NWV4
1889-1891
1892-1893
1894-1895
1900
1908-1932
1932
1937-1941
1945-1980

1. W. Parsons
H. McKinnon
Wm. Harvey
A. Stinson
1. Napier
Napier Estate
Mun. of Pipestone
S. Mayberry

SWv..
P. Munn
1885
1889-1908 E. Ring
1910-1916 L. Laidlaw
1919
1. W. Guthrie
1924-1929 T. A. Bulloch
1932-1945 Guthrie and Bulloch
1947-1980 S. Mayberry
SECTION
25-7-27
NEv..
1885-1893
1894-1895
1900
1908-1941
1945
1947-1956
1959-1978

H. McKinnon
R. Hooper
G. Bayne
R. Forke
S. Mayberry
S. and R. Mayberry
S. Mayberry

SEV,
1885-1892
1893
1894-1895
1900
1908-1941
1945
1947-1953
1956-1959
1962-1980

H. McKinnon
H. McKinnon
R. Hooper
H. Danicourt
R. Forke
S. Mayberry
S. and R. Mayberry
R. Mayberry
1. Mayberry

NWv..
1885-1893
1894-1895
1900
1908-1941
1945
1947-1956
1959-1980

H. McKinnon
R. Hooper
G. Bayne
R. Forke
S. Mayberry
S. and R. Mayberry
S. Mayberry

SWv..
1885-1892
1893
1894-1895
1900
1908-1941
1945
1947-1953
1956-1959
1962-1980

H. McKinnon
H. McKinnon
R. Hooper
H. Danicourt
R. Forke
S. Mayberry
S. and R. Mayberry
R. Mayberry
1. Mayberry

SECTION
26-7-27
NEv..
1886-1895 1. Napier
1900
A. Napier
1908-1941 Mrs. A. Napier
1945-1950 Napier Estate
1953-1980 I. Morris

SWV,

1885-1910
1914
1916
1919
1924-1941
1945-1950
1953-1962
1965
1968-1980
SECTION
27-7-27
NEv..
1886-1916
1919
1924-1941
1945-1978
1980

Wm. R. Guthrie
Mrs. R. Guthrie
F. S. Guthrie
Mrs. E. Guthrie
F. S. Guthrie
Dr. A. B. Chapman
A. Chapman
R. K. Chapman
T. N. Zam

1914-1945
1947-1980

A. E. Smith
A. C. E. Wilkins

SEv..
1908
1914-1965
1968-1980

P. A. S. Milliken
W. W. Milliken
K. B. Milliken

NWv..
1885
Wm. Bulloch
1892-1908 1. Guthrie
1910
J. Frazer
1914-1945 1. W. Guthrie
1947-1980 C. Caldwell
SWV,

T. Bulloch
1. A. Bulloch
T. A. Bulloch
C. Cook
E. M. Cook

SEv..
1885-1914 R. Bulloch
1916-1950 W. H. Bulloch
1953-1980 A. W. Wilson

1892-1895 Wm. Bulloch
1900
T. S. Bulloch
1908
T. Bulloch
1914-1972 W. C. Bulloch
1974-1980 W. A. Wilson
SECTION
30-7-27
NEV,
1885
1885
1886-1932
1937-1946
1947-1980

1. W. Guthrie
C. Taylor
1. W. Guthrie
1. W. Guthrie
C. Caldwell

SEv..
1885
1908-1937
1941-1965
1968-1970
1972-1974
1976-1980

C. Taylor
Wm. H. Giles
E. A. Wilkins
Wm. E. Wilkins
A. Wilkins
A. E. Hood

SECTION
28-7-27
NEv..
1886
E. Broughton
1889-1891 R. Bulloch
1892-1908 Wm. Bulloch
1910-1914 P. Milliken
1916-1965 W. C. Bulloch
1968-1972 Wm. S. Bulloch
1974-1976 A. Wilson
1978-1980 D. Wilson Farms Ltd.

NWv..
1885
1889-1895
1900
1908-1910
1914-1929
1932-1937
1941
1945-1972
1974-1978
1980

1. M. Reid
1. W. Guthrie
A. Caldwell
1. Harding
1. Johnston
Mrs. 1. H. Johnston
Mrs. 1. Schmidt
1. Johnston
L. and R. Johnston
A. E. Hood

SEv..
1889-1932
1937-1965
1968-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

SWv..
1885
1908-1937
1941
1945-1976
1978-1980

1. M. Reid
Wm. H. Giles
Mun. of Pipestone
1. R. Johnston
L. and R. N. Johnston

NWV,
1886-1916
1919
1924-1941
1945-1978
1980

T. Bulloch
1. A. Bulloch
T. A. Bulloch
C. Cook
E. M. Cook

SWV,

1885-1914 R. Bulloch
1916-1950 W. H. Bulloch
1953-1980 A. W. Wilson

Wm. Bulloch
W. C. Bulloch
Wm. S. Bulloch
A. W. Wilson
D. Wilson Farms Ltd.

NWv..
1885-1891 P. A. S. Milliken
1892-1914 P. A. S. Milliken
1916-1978 W. W. Milliken (part of)
1956-1980 J. S. Milliken (part of)

SEv..
1885-1910
1914
1916
1919
1924-1941
1945-1950
1953-1962
1965
1968-1980

Wm. R. Guthrie
Mrs. W. R. Guthrie
F. S. Guthrie
Mrs. E. Guthrie
F. S. Guthrie
Dr. A. B. Chapman
A. Chapman
R. K. Chapman
T. N. Zam

SWV,

NWV,
1885-1886
1889-1895
1900
1908-1941
1945-1950
1953-1980

H.B.C.
J. Napier
A. Napier
Mrs. A. Napier
Napier Estate
I. Morris

SECTION
29-7-27
NEv..
Wm. Bulloch
1885
1. Frazer
1910
1908-1910 A. E. Smith

1885-1889
1892-1908
1910
1914-1968
1956-1965
1968
1970-1980

P. A. S. Milliken
P. A. Milliken
Wm. Bulloch
W. W. Milliken
C. E. A. Wilkins (part
of)
A. Wilkins
W. W. Milliken

SECTION
31-7-27
NEv..
1885-1910 1. Guthrie
1914-1929 E. 1. Guthrie
1932
Guthrie Estate
1941-1947 Guthrie, Armstrong and
Burnett
1950-1956 E.1. Guthrie
1959-1980 1. R. Guthrie
SEV,
1885-1895
1900
1908-1910
1914-1956
1959-1980

1. W. Guthrie
P. Milliken
P. A. S.Milliken
W. W. Milliken
1. S. Milliken

NWV4
1889-1900 A. Caldwell
1908-1910 1. A. Frazer
1914-1916 E.1. Guthrie
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1919
1924-1929
1932
1937-1947

Estate T. W. Guthrie
1. Guthrie
Guthrie Estate
Guthrie, Armstrong and
Burnett
1950-1956 E. 1. Guthrie
1959-1980 1. R. Guthrie
SWV,

1889
1891-1900
1908-1945
1947-1956
1959
1962-1980

W. Somerville
P. Guthrie
P. Guthrie
Wm. G. Guthrie
1. D. Watt
R. A. Donald

SECTION
32-7-27
NEV,
1885
1885-1886
1886-1900
1908-1910
1914-1941
1945-1980

T. Thompson

1. Milliken
1. Milliken
Wm. Bulloch
T. S. Bulloch
R. V. Campbell

SE);"
1885
1885
1886
1910
1914-1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

1. Milliken
T. Thompson
1. Milliken
W. C. Bulloch
T. S. Bulloch
Mun. of Pipestone
R. V. Campbell

NWv..
1885-1892
1893-1900
1908-1910
1914-1937
1941-1945
1947-1965
1968-1980

G. Forke
1. Milliken
Wm. Bulloch
T. S. Bulloch
Mun. of Pipestone
E. 1. Guthrie
1. R. Guthrie

SWV4

1885-1892
1893-1894
1895
1900
1908-1950
1953-1980

G. Forke
Wm. Lothian
Wm. Walker
D. Caldwell
A. S. Bulloch
E. Bulloch

SECTION
33-7-27
NEV,
1885
1886
1889
1891-1895
1900-1932
1937-1945
1947-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

S. Esson
G. W. Strange
S. Esson
Tees and Persse
Wm. C. Bulloch
W. C. Bulloch
W. S. Bulloch
W. A. Wilson
D. Wilson Farms Ltd.

SEV4
1885
1886
1886-1900
1908-1914
1916-1924
1929-1932
1937-1959
1962-1970
1972-1978
1980

Wm. R. Guthrie
G. W. Strange
Wm. Guthrie
F. 1. Guthrie
F. C. Guthrie
Estate F. C. Guthrie
Miss C. Guthrie
Mrs. C. Brinkworth
C. Cook
E. M. Cook

NWv..
1885

S. Esson

1886
1889
1893-1895
1900-1937
1941-1945
1947-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

G. W. Strange
S. Esson
Tees and Persse
Wm. C. Bulloch
W. e. Bulloch
W. S. Bulloch
W. A. Wilson
D. Wilson Farms Ltd.

SWV4
1885
1886
1886-1900
1908-1914
1916-1924
1929-1932
1937-1962
1965-1970
1972-1978
1980

Wm. R. Guthrie
G. W. Strange
Wm. Guthrie
F. 1. Guthrie
F. e. Guthrie
Estate F. e. Guthrie
Miss e. Guthrie
Mrs. e. Brinkworth
e. Cook
E. M. Cook

SECTION
34-7-27
NEv..
1885-1919
1924-1929
1932-1941
1945
1947-1959
1962-1965
1968-1976
1978
1980

1. Ready
W. Ready
A. B. Chapman
A. and 1. Morris
T. Cuthill
e. E. Cash
N. 1. Jones
G. and D. Gerbrandt
R. M. Morris

SEV4
1885-1919
1929
1932-1941
1945-1959
1962-1965
1968-1976
1978
1980

1. Ready
W. Ready
A. B. Chapman
T. Cuthill
e. E. Cook
N.1. Jones
G. and D. Gerbrandt
R. M. Morris

NW'/4
1889-1893 H. e. Evans
1894
1. Sutton
1895-1914 H. Evans
1916
M. Evans
1919-1941 H. e. Evans
1945
Canada Perm. Mortgage
Co.
1947-1953 1. A. Morris
1956
E. S. Berry
1959-1978 F. S. Berry
1980
L. E. Berry

SWv..
1889-1895
1900
1908
1910-1941
1945-1965
1968-1976
1978
1980

R. W. Mattews
R. Bulloch
T. A. Bulloch
T. A. Bulloch
e. Cook
N. 1. Jones
G. and D. Gerbrandt
R. M. Morris

SECTION
35-7-27
NEv..
1893-1895
1900
1900-1919
1924
1929
1932-1941
1945-1946

Can. North West Co.
1. Ready
Wm. H. Bulloch
T. A. Nash
E. Wilson
A. Wilson
G. L. Wilson

1947-1968 Wm. A. Morris
1970-1980 N. Morris
SE'/4
1893-1895
1900-1919
1924
1929
1932-1941
1945-1946
1947-1968
1970-1980

Can. North West Co.
Wm. H. Bulloch
T. A. Nash
E. Wilson
A. Wilson
G. L. Wilson
W. A. Morris.
N. Morris

NWV4
1885
1900
1908-1919
1924
1929
1932-1945
1947-1956
1959
1962-1968
1970-1980

G. W. Strange
1. Ready
1. Ready
W. Ready
1. Ready
Imperial Life Assn. Co.
T. Cuthill
U.L.A.
Wm. A. Morris
J. Berry

SWv..
1885
1891-1919
1924
1929
1932-1946
1947-1959
1962-1968
1970-1980

G. W. Strange
1. Ready
W. Ready
1. Ready
Imperial Life Assn. Co.
T. Cuthill
W. A. Morris
1. Berry

SECTION
36-7-27
NEv..
1886-1895
1900-1929
1932
1937-1945
1947-1956
1959-1978
1980

C. Ball
Wm. R. Ball
Ball Estate
e. A. Nash
e. v. Nash
O. Nash
e. v. Cook

SEv..
1886-1900
1908-1910
1916
1919
1924-1959
1962-1978
1980

C. Ball
Wm. R. Ball
T. A. Atchison
e. A. Nash
C. A. Nash
e. A. Nash
W. D. Cook

NWv..
1885
1886-1895
1900-1929
1932
1937-1947
1950-1956
1959-1962
1965-1978
1980

e. Johnson
E. Ball
Wm. R. Ball
Ball Estate
e. A. Nash
e. V. Nash
R. M. and C. S. Nash
C. S. Nash
W. D. Cook

SWV4
1885
1886-1900
1908-1914
1916-1919
1924-1947
1950-1956
1959-1978
1980

e. Johnson
E. Ball
Wm. R. Ball
Mrs. W. Ball
e. A. Nash
e. v. Nash
e. S. Nash
W. D. Cook

SECTION
1-8-27
NEv..
1885-1898

N.W.L. Co.

1900-1908
1910-1965
1968-1976
1978-1980

R. 1. Sibba1d
1. Ashley
M. Smith
M.A.e.e.

SEv..
1885-1895
1900-1908
1910-1965
1968-1976
1978-1980

N.W.L. Co.
R. Sibbald
1. Ashley
M. Smith
M.A.e.e.

NWv..
1885-1895
1900
1910
1908-1919
1916-1929
1932-1980

N.W.L. Co.
1. Clark
e. Ashley
1. Ashley
S. Ashley
Mrs. S. Stewart

SWv..
1885-1895
1900-1905
1905-1910
1910
1908-1919
1916-1929
1932-1980

N.W.L. Co.
1. Clark
1. Ashley
e. Ashley
1. Ashley
S. Ashley
Mrs. S. Stewart

SECTION
2-8-27
NEv..
1908-1924
1929-1941
1945-1953
1956-1962
1965
1968-1980

H. e. Evans
Caledonia Ins. Co.
E. P. R. Berry
1. Berry
Caledonia Ins. Co.
1. Berry

SEv..
1. H. Magee
1885
1898-1929 1. Napier
1932
Napier Estate
1937-1941 Mun. of Pipestone
CT4455
1945-1947 e. A. Nash
1950-1962 R. M. Nash
1965
Director VLA
1968-1978 e. A. Nash
1980
Vernon e. Cook
NWV4
1885

1886-1895
1898-1924
1929-1941
1945-1953
1956-1962
1965
1968-1980
SWV4
1885
1893-1898
1900-1910
1914-1929
1932-1950
1953-1962
1965
1968-1976
1978-1980
SECTION
3-8-27
NEv..
1893-1898
1900
1905
1908-1929
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R. B. Matthews and W.
R. Graham
R. Matthews
H. e. Evans
Caledonia Ins. Co.
E. P. R. Berry
1. Berry
Caledonia Ins. Co.
1. Berry
1. H. Magee
P. Donald
1. Bulloch
T. Bulloch
Manitoba F. Loans
S. Taylor
Manitoba F. Loans
S. Taylor
L. Taylor

e.N.W. Co.
1. Craig
e. e. Campbell
T. Bulloch

Hannon, Nanton and
Oster (Law)
1937
Union and Rock (Law)
1941
R.M. of Pipestone
1945-1953 E. P. R. Berry
1956-1980 1. Berry
1932

SEv..
1893-1898
1900-1910
1914-1929
1932-1950
1953-1962
1965- V, '78
1968-1976
V, '78-1980

e.N.W. Co.
1. Bulloch
T. Bulloch
Man. Farm Loans
S. Taylor
Man. Farm Loans
S. Taylor
B. L. Taylor

NWv..
1893-1898 e.N. West Co.
1900
1. Craig
1908-1941 H. Evans
1945
Canadian Perm.
Mortgage Corp.
1947-1953 1. Morris
1956-1974 H.S.Berry
1976-1980 L. E. Berry
SWv..
1893-1900
1905-1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

Can. N. West Co.
Wm. Bulloch
M. Evans
H. e. Evans
W. e. Bulloch
W. A. Wilson
Doug Wilson Farms Ltd.

SECTION
4-8-27
NEv..
1886-1891
1892-1894
1895
1898
1900
1905-1910
1914-1932
1937-1959
1962-1978
1980

A. Matthews
A. L. Matthews
D. Wynn
1. McChire
A. L. Matthews
J. Bingley
A. W. Ellis
Man. Farm Loans
E. W. Ellis
B. G. Cook

SEV4
1886-1898 T. Bulloch
1905
Wm. Bulloch
1908-1941 T. S. Bulloch
1945-1959 R. V. Campbell
1962-1980 L. V. Campbell
NWv..
1885
1886
1889-1900
1905-1932
1937-1968
1970-1980

G. Williamson
1. H. Brandon
1. Leverington
G. Eisler
A. Pringle
G. Pringle

SWv..
1885-1900
1885
1905
1908-1937
1941
1945-1959
1962-1980

T. Bulloch Sr.
1. H. Brandon
Wm. Bulloch
Thos. Bulloch
T. S. Bulloch
R. V. Campbell
L. V. Campbell

SECTION
5-8-27
NEv..
1885-1898 Thos. Bulloch
1885
Geo. W. Strange
1900
E. P. Fergusson

1905
Wm. Bulloch
1908-1941 T. S. Bulloch
1945-1959 R. V. Campbell
1956-1980 L. V. Campbell
SEv..
Thos. Bulloch
1885
1886
Geo. W Strange
1889-1898 Thos. Bulloch
1900
E. P. Fergusson
1908-1941 T. S. Bulloch
1945-1953 R. V. Bulloch
L. V. Campbell
1956
1959-1980 R. V. Campbell
NWv..
1885
Geo. W Strange
1886-1905 R. Bulloch
1908-1937 1. Guthrie
1941-1972 E.1. Guthrie
1974-1980 J. R. Guthrie
SWv..
1885
Geo. W Strange
1905
A. Caldwell
1908-1910 James H. Fraser
1914-1916 T. W Guthrie
1919
E. 1. Guthrie
1924-1932 John Guthrie
1937-1947 Guthrie, Armstrong,
Burnett
1950-1972 E. 1. Guthrie
1974-1980 J. R. Guthrie
SECTION
6-8-27
NEV.
Geo. Smith
1885
1889-1919 John Guthrie
1924-1965 E. 1. Guthrie
1968-1980 John R. Guthrie
SEV4
Geo. Smith
1885
1893-1919 John Guthrie
1924-1965 E. 1. Guthrie
1968-1980 John R. Guthrie
NWV4
1885-1886
1889-1895
1898-1916
1919-1956
1959-1980

John Guthrie
Wm. H. Smith
James Milliken
Geo. Milliken
M. F. R. Milliken

SWV4
1885-1886
1889-1905
1908-1910
1914-1919
1924-1959
1962-1980

Arch. Guthrie
A. Caldwell
1. W. Fraser
1. Guthrie
E. 1. Guthrie
1. R. Guthrie

SECTION
7-8-27
NEv..
1885
1888
1889-1893
1894-1900
1908-1932
1937-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980
SEv..
1885
1888-1919
1924-1953
1956-1980

T. A. Gamble
R. Bailey
T. Dempsey
1. Leverington
Geo. Eisler
A. Pringle
Geo. Pringle
J. A. Pringle
T. A. Gamble
Jas. Milliken
Geo. Milliken
Murielle Milliken

NWv..
1885
1892-1900
1908-1919
1924-1929
1932
1937-1980
1980
SWv..
1885
1892-1900
1914-1919
1924-1929
1932
1937-1980

T. A. Gamble
Wm. Clark
Geo. Campbell
Albert Henry
Geo. Campbell
D. Watt
H. Harvey

T. A. Gamble
E. Webster
Geo. Campbell
A.Henry
Geo. Campbell
D. Watt

SECTION
8-8-27
NEV.
1885-1900
1905-1910
1914-1919
1924-1962
1965-1972

H.B.e.
1. C. White
C. D. White
Wm. Watt
1. D. Watt, A. Watt and
N. Watt
1974-1976 A. Belisle, R. Durand
and B. Smith
1978-1980 East Half: Doug Watt
1978-1980 West Half: Oak Lake
Farms

SEv..
1885-1898
1900
1908-1910
1914-1919
1924-1959
1962-1972
1974-1976

H.B. Co.
Jas. Evans
1. e. White
1. e. White
Wm. Watt
Neil Watt
A. Belisle, R. Durand
and B. Smith
1978-1980 Oak Lake Farms

NWv..
1885-1886
1889-1892
1893-1898
1900-1937
1941-1968
1970-1975
1976
1978-1980

H.B.e.
Thos. Halladay
H.B. Co.
A. Wilson
G. L. Wilson
A. H. Lazenby
Keith Lazenby
B. A. Wilson

SWV4
1885-1886
1889-1892
1893-1895
1889-1900
1905-1932
1937-1968
1970-1980

H.B. Co
Jas. Park
H.B. Co.
Geo. Leverington
Geo. Eisler
A. Pringle
Geo.1. Pringle

SECTION
9-8-27
NEV4
1885
1900
1905-1932
1937-1945
1947-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

N.WL. Co.
David Wynne
Geo. Eisler
A. Pringle
N. Watt
A. Belisle
Oak Lake Farms

SEV4
1885
1905
1908-1910
1914-1941
1945-1950

N.WL. Co.
Sherman and Reynolds
Jas. Bingley
A. W Ellis
R.M. of Pipestone

1953-1978
1980

Evan W Ellis
Brent Gamet Cook

1974-1980

NWV.
1885
1905
1908-1932
1937-1945
1947-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

N.WL. Co.
Sherman and Reynolds
Geo. Eisler
A. Pringle
N. Watt
A. Belisle
Oak Lake Farms

SECTION
12-8-27
NEv..
1885-1900
1905-1910
1914
1916-1970
1972
1974-1980

1. W Evans
1. Ashley
Mrs. 1. 1. Ashley
Jos. Ashley
R. Elliott
Wm.1. Elliott

SEv..
1885-1900
1905-1910
1914
1916-1970
1972
1974-1980

1. W. Evans
1. Ashley
Mrs. 1. 1. Ashley
1. Ashley
R. Elliott
Wm.1. Elliott

NWv..
1885-1908
1910
1914
1916-1929
1932
1937
1941-1945
1949-1978
1980

1. W. Matthews
Skelding and Fairlie
1. Fairlie
C. E. Skelding
H. E. Draper
Skelding and Fairlie
Can. Perm. Mtge. Corp.
1. Kurta
R. S. Taylor

SWv..
1885-1908
1910
1914
1916-1929
1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1978
1980

1. W. Matthews
Skelding and Fairlie
1. Fairlie
e. E. Skelding
H. E. Draper
Skelding and Fairlie
Can. Perm. Mtge. Corp.
1. Kurta
R. S. Taylor

SECTION
13-8-27
NEv..
1885-1898
1905
1908
1910
1914-1916
1919-1950
1953-1959
1962-1980

N.WL. Co.
D. Evans
S. Lennon
J. Watt
G. Lennon
S. Lennon
W. Lennon
e. Lennon

SEV.
1885-1900
1905-1908
1910-1929
1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

N.WL. Co.
1. W Matthews
Skelding and Fairlie
H. E. Draper
Skelding and Fairlie
Can. Perm. Mtge. Corp
1. Kurta

NWV.
1885-1898
1905-1910
1914-1916
1919-1950
1953-1962
1965-1980

N.WL. Co.
1. Watt
G. Lennon
S. Lennon
W. Lennon
e. Lennon

SWv..
1885-1898
1905
1908
1910-1929
1932
1937

N.WL. Co.
D. Evans
1. W. Matthews
Skelding and Fairlie
H. E. Draper
Skelding and Fairlie

SWV.
N.WL. Co.
1885
1900-1910 1. Bigney
1914-1950 A. W Ellis
1953-1978 E. W Ellis
1980
Brent Gamet Cook
SECTION
10-8-27
NEv..
1885
Wm. Crothers
1889-1908 D. Evans
1910
Wm. Naughton
1914-1924 D. H. Evans
1929-1959 Jas. Taylor
1962-1976 S. Taylor
1978-1980 M.A.e.e.
SEv..
1886
Wm. Crothers
1889-1910 C. A. Matthews
1914-1924 E. Matthews
1929-1947 1. W. Bennett
1950-1980 A. Wilson
NWV4
1885-1908 A. Matthews
1910
Y. A. Thompson
1914-1937 McMurchy Bros.
1941-1947 R.M. of Pipestone
1950
W G. Wilson
1953-1980 A. W. Wilson
SWV4
1889-1894 D. Matthews
1895-1924 E. Matthews
F. Matthews
1924
1932-1945 Miss F. Matthews
1947-1953 Matthews Estate
1956-1962 W G. Wilson
1965
Mrs. E. F. Wilson
1968-1980 D. Wilson
SECTION
11-8-27
NEV4
1914-1932 e. A. Wright
1937-1980 Provincial Gov!.
SEV4
1908
W L. Wood
1910-1914 The Hodgins
1916-1932 W T. Wood
1937-1950 R.M. of Pipestone
1953-1972 N. Lennon
1974-1980 L. E. and M. L.
Downing
NWV4
1914-1932 e. A. Wright
1937-1980 Provincial Gov!.
SWV4
1908
1910
1914-1932
1937-1950
1953-1972
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W L. Wood
A. Hodgins
W T. Wood
R.M. of Pipestone
N. Lennon

L. E. and M. L.
Downing

1965-1972 Wm. Matthews
M. G. Milliken
1974
1976-1980 R. and V. Milliken

1941-1945 Can. Penn. Mtge. Corp.
1947-1980 J. Kurta

1908-1924 Geo. Davidson
1929-1968 N. Lennon
1970-1980 C. H. Martin

SECTION
14-8-27
NEV4
1886-1937
1941-1945
1947-1959
1962-1965
1968-1980

SEl4
SEV.
1885-1893 R. Hartley
1885-1937
1941-1968
1894-1895 Wm. Fergusson
1898-1905 Central Loan and Savings 1970-1974
1910-1924 G. Davidson
1976
1929-1968 N. Lennon
1978-1980
1970-1980 e. H. Martin
NW'/.
NWV4
1885
1885-1889 Thos. Halladay
1891-1893
1894-1898
1908-1929 W. D. Matthews
1900-1937
1932-1946 W. D. Matthews Estate
1941-1968
1949-1972 W. A. Matthews
1974
M. G. Milliken
1970-1974
1976-1980 R. and V. Milliken
1976
1978-1980
SWl4
SWl4
1885-1905 Thos. Halladay
1908-1962 Wm. Watt
1885
1889-1910
1965-1980 J. D. Watt
1914
1916-1932
SECTION
1937-1941
17-8-27
1945-1968
NEV4
1970-1974
R. Hartley
1885
1976
1905
Thos. A. Gamble, A.
1978-1980
Knight
1908-1924 A. Wilson
1929-1941 e. Wilson
SECTION
1945-1968 G. L. Wilson
19-8-27
1970-1976 A. I..:azenby
NEl4
1978-1980 Woodnorth Farms
1885
1900-1919
SEV.
1924-1941
1885
Thos. A. Gamble
1945-1970
1900-1908 J. McLure
1972-1980
1910-1924 A. Wilson

A. Bonniman
Bonniman Estate
R. A. Bonniman
A. e. Wilkins
M. Gonty

SEl4
1885-19\0
1914-1937
1941-1950
1953-1959
1962-1965
1968-1970

A. Bonniman
e. Bonniman
C. G. Bonniman
Amy L. Bonniman
Mrs. I. R. Oberlin
J. L. Taylor and I.
Oberlin
1972-1976 S. Taylor
1978-1980 M.A.e.e.

NWl4
1885-1891 D. H. Evans
1924-1959 University
1962
J. A. MacDonald
1965-1980 J. Kernel
SWV.
1885-1891
1892-1908
1910
1914-1924
1929-1970
1972-1976
1978-1980

D. H. Evans
D. Evans
Wm. Naughton
D. Evans
J. L. Taylor
L. Taylor
M.A.e.e.

SECTION
15-8-27
NE'/4
1885
1893-1900
1905-1910
1914-1924
1929-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

A. Bonniman
e.N. West Co.
D. B. Haldeman
e. D. Dayton
J. W. Bennett
A. Bawtinhiemer
G. and E. Kernel

SEv..
1885-1908
1910
1914-1924
1929-1962
1965-1980

A. Matthews
O. McGillvray
D. Fraser
S. Fraser
e. H. Martin

NW'/4
1893-1900
1905-1910
1916-1924
1929-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

Can. North West Co.
D. B. Haldeman
e. D. Dayton
J. W. Bennett
A. Bawtinhiemer
G. and E. Kernel

SWV4
1885-1900
1910
1914-1924
1929-1962
1965-1980

A. Matthews
O. McGillvray
D. Fraser
S. Fraser
e. H. Martin

SECTION
16-8-27
NEv..
1886
1889
1892-1893
1894-1895
1898-1905

R. Hartley
E. Halladay
R. Hartley
Wm. Fergusson
Central Canada Loan and
Savings

1929-1941 e. Wilson
1945-1968 G. L. Wilson
1970-1976 A. Lazenby
1978-1980 Woodnorth Farms
NWv..
1885
1889-1895
1898-1900
1908
1910-1945
1947-1972
1974-1976

Thos. A. Gamble
Jas. Park
J. A. Smith
Chas. Smith
Wm.Watt
N. Watt
A. Belisle, R. Durand,
B. Smith
1978-1980 Oak Lake Farms

SW'/4
1885
1889-1895
1898-1905
1908-1946
1947-1972
1974-1976
1974-1976
1978-1980

Thos. A. Gamble
J. Park
Thos. Halladay
Wm. Watt
N. Watt
L. P. Watt (part of)
A. Belisle (part of)
Oak Lake Rlrms

SECTION
18-8-27
NEv..
1885-1886
1889-1900
1910-1937

SEv..
1885
1886-1892
1893
1894-1916
1919-1929
1932-1947
1950-1974
1976-1978
1976-1980

A.
G.
A.
K.
B.

Wilson
L. Wilson
Lazenby
H. Lazenby
A. Wilson

R. H. Kidd
A. Wilson
A. Lankin
A. Wilson
G. L. Wilson
J. E. Wilson
K. H. Lazenby
J. A. Pringle
A. Wilson

J. A. Smith

Wm. Wyatt
H. H. Ryder
Wm. D. Matthews
Matthews Estate
Wm. A. Matthews
M. G. Milliken
R. and V. Milliken

NWl4
1886-1916 Wm. J. Cooper
1919
E.1. Wilson
1924-1941 J. E. Wilson
1945-1974 G. L. Lazenby
1976-1980 D. L. Lazenby
SWV.
1886-1900
1910-1916
1919
1924-1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

Wm. J. Cooper
W. J. Cooper
E. J. Wilson
J. E. Wilson
G. L. Lazenby
D. L. Lazenby

Wm. Ayers

SECTION
21-8-27
Can. Perm. Mtge. Co.
NEV4
G. L. Wilson
1885-19\0
A. Lazenby
1914
K. Lazenby
1916-1919
B. A. Wilson
1924-1937
1941
1945-1962
1965-1980

J. A. Smith

G. W. Strange
Mrs. E. Matthews
F. Matthews
J. E. Wilson
D. Lazenby
G. W. Strange
Wm. J. Cooper
Wm. O. Neil
Wm. Cooper
J. E. Wilson
E. J. Wilson
G. L. Lazenby
D. L. Lazenby
J. L. and I. Lazenby
(Farmstead)

NWl4
1885
1889-1893
1894-1900
1908-19\0
1914-1937
1941-1976
1978-1980

W. Strange
McCraig
H. McIntyre
W. Matthews
F. Matthews
J. E. Wilson
D. L. Lazenby

SWV.
1885
1905-1916
1919
1924-1932
1941-1974
1976
1978-1980

G. W. Strange
W. J. Cooper
J. E. Wilson
A. Wilson
J. E. Wilson
D. L. and A. Lazenby
D. L. Lazenby

G.
R.
A.
R.

B. Bowlby
R. Matthews
SECTION
M. J. Ayers, W. D.
20-8-27
Matthews
NEv..
1941-1945 M. J. Ayers, W. D.
Matthews (part of)
1885-1889 Wm. G. Wyatt
1892-1929 A. Naughton
1945-1959 Wm. Forsyth (part of)
1947-1959 W. A. Matthews (part of) 1932-1945 W. Naughton
1947-1965 A. S. Naughton
1962
Guthrie, Campbell and
1968-1980 G. Naughton
Smeltz
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SEl4
1886-1889
1892-1894
1895-1929
1932-1946
1947-1972
1974
1976-1980

N.W.L. Co.

J. A. Fraser
W. J. Wilson
W. G. Wilson
Prudential Insurance Co.
Geo. Wilson
Don Wilson

SEl4
1894-1910
1914
1916-1919
1924-1939
1941
1945-1962
1965
1968-1980

Jas. Wilson
W. G. Wilson
Prudential Insurance Co.
Geo. Wilson
Mrs. E. F. Wilson
Don Wilson

NW'/4
1893-1900
1908-1929
1932-1941
1945-1965
1968-1978
1980

N.W.L. Co.
A. Naughton
W. Naughton
A. S. Naughton
Geo. Naughton
D. Naughton

SWV..
1894-19\0
1916-1919
1924-1939
1941
1945-1962
1965
1968-1980

N.W.L. Co.
Jas. Wilson
W. G. Wilson
Prudential Insurance Co.
Geo. Wilson
Mrs. E. F. Wilson
Don Wilson

N.W.L. Co.

J. A. Fraser

SECTION
22-8-27
NEl4
1885
William Anderson
1886-1896 A. Anderson
1898
Trust Co.
1905
Tentler
W. A. Noble
1908
1910-1916 S. Crendy
R. G. Sultare
1919
1932-1937 A. Wilson
1941
J. E. Wilson
1945-1962 R. Shelvey
1965-1980 R. Nash
SEY.
1886
1889-1898

J. Anderson
Marg. Anderson

1900-1908
1910
1914-1924
1929-1965
1968-1976
1978-1980

D. Evans
Wm. Naughton
D. Evans
las. Taylor
S. Taylor
L. B. Taylor

NWVI
1885-1891 W. Anderson
1892-1895 Jas. Anderson
1898-1900 Ogilvie Milling Co.
1905-1916 W. l. Cooper
E. Wilson
1924
1929-1937 A. Wilson
1. E. Wilson
1941
1945-1962 R. Shelvey
1965-1980 R. Nash
SWVI
1886-1895
1898-1900
1905-1908
1910
1914-1916
1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1953
1956-1980

Wm. Anderson
Wm.Hili
las. Cruickshank
Wm. Watt
1. W. Guthrie
T. A. Bulloch
Guthrie and Bulloch
R.M. of Pipestone
Geo. Wilson
D. L. Wilson

SECTION
23-8-27
NE'/4
1905
D. H. Evans
1908-1916 1. e. Bell
1919-1929 W. Croft
1932-1941 W. I. Croft
1945-1974 G. L. Croft
1976-1980 M.A.e.e.
SEVI
1905-1924 W. Baker
1929-1937 H. W. Baker
1941-1950 R.M. of Pipestone
1953-1980 1. 1. Gonty
NWV4
1905
D. H. Evans
1908-1916 1. e. Bell
1919-1929 W. Croft
1932-1941 W. I. Croft
1945-1974 G. L. Croft
1976-1980 M.A.e.e. .
SWV,
1905-1919
1924-1937
1941-1950
1953-1974
1976-1980

W. Baker
H. W. Baker
R.M. of Pipestone
G. L. Croft
M.A.e.e.

SECTION
24-8-27
NEVI
1885-1889 las. Schaenau
1891-1900 1. Long
1905-1916 Wm. Pigg
1919
Mrs. e. Pigg
1924-1941 Mrs. K. Pigg
1945-1947 Chas. H. Pigg
1950-1980 e. Lennon
SEVI
1886
1. Coin
1891-1892 Shennan
1893-1929 S. Lennon
1932-1950 S. Lennon
1953-1980 e. Lennon

NWV,
1885-1891 Jas. Schaenau
1892-1895 R. Sproule
1898-1900 G. A. Muttlebury
1905-1908 e. Bell
1910-1947 e. Bonniman
1950-1980 1. 1. Gonty
SWV,
1885-1889 1. Coin
1891
H. e. Watt
1892-1908 1. Coin
1910-1929 A. Bonniman
1932-1941 Bonniman Estate
1945-1980 1. 1. Gonty
SECTION
25-8-27
NEV,
1885-1900 N.W.L. Co.
1905-1914 W. Croft
1916-1932 E. H. Hagan
1937-1965 Ed. Hagan
1968-1974 T. W. Hagan
1976-1980 B. E. D. Hagan
SEVI
1885-1900
1905-1914
1919-1932
1937-1941
1945-1972
1974-1980

N. W. L. Co.
1. e. Bell
W. Croft
W. T. Croft
G. L. Croft
1. E. Steele

NWVI
1885-1900 N.W.L. Co.
1908-1914 W. Croft
1916-1932 E. H. Hagan
1937-1965 Ed. Hagan
1968-1980 T. W. Hagan
SWV,
1885-1900
1910-1914
1919-1932
1937-1941
1945-1972
1974-1980

N.W.L. Co.
1. e. Bell
W. Croft
W. T. Croft
G. L. Croft
1. E. Steele

SECTION
26-8-27
NE'/4
1886-1889
1891-1892
1893-1900
1905
1908-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1980

Chas. Clayton
Wm. M. Pines
Wm. Croft
Great West Life Co.
Argue Realty Co.
R.M. of Pipestone
S. Jopko

SEVI
1885-1900
1905-1924
1929-1932
1937-1947
1950-1980

Hudson Bay Co.
1. S. Morrison
Imperial Life
R.M. of Pipestone
S. Jopko

NWVI
1885-1900
1905
1908-1910
1914-1919
1924-1937
1941
1945-1946
1947-1980

Hudson Bay Co.
e. E. Skelding
J. D. Morrison
Geo. Holt
1. W. Holt
R.M. of Pipestone
Thos. Workman
S. Jopko

e. Clayton

T. Croft

SWV,
1885-1900
1905-1924
1929-1932
1937-1941
1945-1946
1947-1980

Hudson Bay Co.
1. S. Morrison
Imperial Life
R.M. of Pipestone
Thos. Workman
S. lopko

SECTION
27-8-27
NEVI
1905
D. M. McCanna
1908-1924 Miss. N. Kildahl
1929-1937 N.1. Kildahl
1941-1947 R.M. of Pipestone
1950-1962 A. Cochrane
1965-1980 A. E. Shoemaker
SEVI
1905
D. W. McCanna
1908-1924 Miss N. Kildahl
1929-1937 N. 1. Kildahl
1941-1947 R.M. of Pipestone
1950-1962 A. Cochrane
1965-1980 A. E. Shoemaker
NWV4
1905
1908-1924
1929-1937
1941-1947
1950-1962
1965-1980

D. M. McCanna
Miss N. Kildahl
N.1. Kildahl
R.M. of Pipestone
A. Cochrane
A. E. Shoemaker

SWVI
1905
1908-1924
1929-1937
1941-1947
1950-1962
1965-1980

D. M. McCanna
Miss N. Kildahl
N. l. Kildahl
R.M. of Pipestone
A. Cochrane
A. E. Shoemaker

SECTION
28-8-27
NEVI
1885-1886
1898-1900
1908-1910
1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1945
1947
1950
1953-1972
1974-1980
SEV4
1885-1889
1892-1895
1898-1900

E. Halliday
1. G. Maulson
1. M. Phedran
1. G. Smith
R. and H. Blakeman
M. Maxwell
G. Hoon
Wm. McDonald
1. Perrin
A. Fefchak
W. A. Downing
e. E. Downing

1972-1980

Wm. G. Wyatt
W. H. Anderson
London Ontario
Investment
W. Grose
las. Hagannan
R. H. Blakeman
E. E. Blakeman
1. 1. Nicol
Geo. Schmetz
F. Sojecki
M. Sojecki
M. Sojecki and e.
Downing
C. and A. Downing

NWVI
1885-1893
1894
1895

E. Halliday
E. Halladay
G. 1. Maulson

1905-1910
1914
1916
1919
1924-1929
1932-1941
1945-1956
1959
1962-1970
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1905-1932 H. Leech
1937-1945 Wm. McDonald
1947
1. Perrin
1950
A. Fefchak
1953-1972 W. A. Downing
1974-1980 e. E. Downing
SW'/4
1885-1889
1892-1895
1898-1910
1914
1916
1919
1924-1929
1932-1941
1945-1956
1959
1962-1970

Wm. G. Wyatt
Geo. McLachlan
1. McPhedran
Jas. Hagarman
R. H. Blakeman
E. E. Blakeman
1. 1. Nicol
Geo. Schmetz
F. Sojecki
M. Sojecki
M. Sojecki and e.
Downing
1972-1980 C. and A. Downing

SECTION
29-8-27
NEVI
1908-1910 1. F. Hunter
1914
R. Ayers
1916-1919 T. Phillips
1929-1932 W. T. Cann
1924-1950 Provincial Government
1953-1972 Geo. Naughton
1974-1980 D.1. Naughton
SEVI
1908-1910 1. F. Hunter
1914
Mrs. R. Ayers
1916-1919 T. Phillips
1929-1932 W. T. Cann
1924-1950 Provincial Government
1953-1972 Geo. Naughton
1974-1980 D.1. Naughton
NWVI
1908-1910 1. F. Hunter
1914-1937 H. Lazenby
1941-1947 H. Lazenby
1950-1976 A. H. Lazenby
1978-1980 Wood north Farms
SW'/4
1908-1910 J. F. Hunter
1914-1937 H. Lazenby
1941-1945 H. Lazenby
1947
1. Pearson
1950-1962 E. M. Lazenby
1965-1976 A. H. Lazenby
1978-1980 Wood north Farms
SECTION
30-8-27
NEV4
1885-1886 Jas. Acheson
1888
W. A. Rand
1892
Chas. Johnston
1893
Jas. Acheson
1894-1895 A. M. Patton
1898
Chas. O'Neil
1900-1908 R. B. Matthews
1910-1941 M. 1. Ayers
1945-1965 Wm. Forsyth
1968-1974 R. Milliken
1976-1980 G. D. Smeltz
SEV4
1885-1891 Jas. Acheson
1892
Chas. Johnston
1893
Jas. Acheson
1894-1895 A. M. Patton
1900-1908 R. B. Matthews

1910-1941 M. 1. Ayers
1945-1965 Wm. Forsyth
1968-1974 R. Milliken
1976-1980 G. D. Smeltz
NWv..
1885-1892
1893-1900
1905
1908-1914
1916-1924
1929-1956
1959-1976
1978-1980

G. Almond
Chas. O'Neil
D. Wynne
Geo. Alexander
Wm. Ayers
1. Pearson
A. H. Lazenby
Woodnorth Farms

SWV.
1885-1893
1894-1895
1898-1900
1905
1908-1914
1916-1924
1929-1956
1959-1976
1978-1980

G. Almond
A. M. Patton
Chas. O'Neil
D. Wynne
Geo. Alexander
Wm. Ayers
1. Pearson
A. H. Lazenby
Woodnorth Farms

SECTION
31-8-27
NEv..
1905-1932
1937-1950
1953-1968
1970-1978
1980
SEv..
1905-1932
1937-1950
1953-1968
1970-1978
1980

1945-1946
1947
1950-1976
1978-1980
SWv..
1885
1908-1910
1914-1919
1924-1929
1932-1941
1945-1946
1947
1950-1976
1978-1980
SECTION
33-8-27
NEv..
First Reg.
1905
1908-1932
1937
1941
1945-1953
1956-1965
1968-1974

1976-1980
G. W. Stevenson
Huron & Erie Mtge. Co. SEv..
Wm. A. Naughton
First Reg.
M. 1. Naughton
1905
D.1. Naughton
1908-1932
1937
1941
G. W. Stevenson
1945-1953
Huron & Erie Mtge. Co.
1956-1965
Wm. A. Naughton
1968-1974
M. 1. Naughton
D.1. Naughton
1976-1980

NWv..
1905-1932
1937-1950
1953-1968
1970-1978
1980

NWv..
G. W. Stevenson
First Reg.
Huron & Erie Mtge. Co. 1905
Wm. A. Naughton
1908-1932
1937
M. 1. Naughton
D.1. Naughton
1941-1959

SWV.
1905
1908-1929
1932-1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

A. F. Knight
1. G. Schmeltz
Geo. Schmeltz
G. Schmeltz
G. D. Smeltz

Mrs. 1. Gaulter
1. E. Wilson
A. H. Lazenby Farms
Woodnorth
N. H. Fergusson
M. Knight
1. L. McDougall
A. Naughton
Wm. Naughton
Mrs. 1. Gaulter
1. E. Wilson
A. Lazenby
Woodnorth Farms

NWV4
1885
1886
1889-1937
1941
1945-1959
1962
N.WL. Co.
1965-1980
D. N. McCanna
SWv..
Miss N. Kildahl
1885
N. 1. Kildahl
1889-1894
1895-1900
R.M. of Pipestone
H. McDonald
1905-1937
1941
Nat. Trust Co.
1. A. MacDonald and L. 1945-1959
MacDonald.
1962
Harwood Enterpnses Ltd. 1965-1980

N.WL. Co.
D. W McCanna
Miss N. Kildahl
N.1. Kildahl
R.M. of Pipestone
H. McDonald
Nat. Trust Co.
1. A. MacDonald and L.
MacDonald.
Harwood Enterpnses Ltd.

N.WL. Co.
D. W. McCanna
Miss N. Kildahl
N. 1. Kildahl
H. Wilson
1962-1980 R. Stuart

SECTION
32-8-27
NEV.
1885
1889-1895
1905-1910
1914
1919-1929
1932-1959
1962-1980

C.
A.
B.
A.
C.
H.
R.

Fergusson
Knight
Mullins
Wilson
W Wilson
Wilson
Stuart

SEv..
1885
1910
1914-1916
1919-1959
1962-1980

N.
A.
A.
H.
R.

H. Fergusson
and 1. M. Phedran
Wilson
Wilson
Stuart

NWv..
1885
1889-1910
1914-1919
1924-1929
1932-1941

C. Fergusson
A. Knight
1. L. McDougall
A. Naughton
Wm. Naughton

1. Jagger
1891
1892-1905 A. Jagger
1908-1910 W. L. Waines
1914-1919 T. B. R. Smith
1924-1932 Megaffin Estate
1937-1941 Canadian Bank of
Commerce
1. M. Kemp
1945
1947-1959 H. McDonald
H. McDonald
1962
1965-1980 P. Podobni
Wm. Fergusson
J. Clark
Wm. Leech
Can. Farm Loans Board
1. Savitzky
A. Savitzky
P. Podobni
Wm. Fergusson
A. Ryder
Wm. Harvey
Wm. Leech
Can. Farm Loans Board
1. Savitzky
A. Savitzky
P. Podobni

SECTION
35-8-27
NEV.
1905-1924
1929-1945

Wm. T. Croft
Great West Life Assn.
Co.
1947-1968 R. Liefso
1970-1980 G. C. Hagan
SEV4
1905
1. Gibson
1908-1924 R. B. Chapman
1929-1941 Chapman Estate
1945-1950 R.M. of Pipestone
1953-1965 W. T. Hagan
1968-1980 G. C. Hagan
NWV.
1905-1924
1929-1945

Wm. T. Croft
Great West Life Assn.
N.WL. Co.
Co.
D. W McCanna
1947-1968 R. Liefso
Miss N. Kildahl
1970-1980 G. C. Hagan
N. 1. Kildahl
SWV.
R.M. of Pipestone
1905
1. Gibson
H. McDonald
1908-1924 R. B. Chapman
Nat. Trust Co.
1929-1941 Chapman Estate
1. A. MacDonald and L. 1945-1950
R.M. of Pipestone
MacDonald.
1953-1972
1976-1980 Harwood Enterpnses Ltd. 1974-1980 A. E. Hagan
A. E. and 1. E. K. Hagan

SWV.
First Reg.
1905
1908-1932
1937
1941
1945-1953
1956-1965
1968-1974

SECTION
34-8-27
NEV.
1885
1891-1898
1900-1910
1914-1919
1924-1937
1941

SECTION
36-8-27
1. Hunter
NEv..
Thos. Jagger
1886-1910
Thos. B. Sm.ith
1914-1924
T. B. R. Smith
1929-1941
Megaffin Estate
1945-1962
Law, Union & Rock Ins. 1965-1980
Co.
SEv..
1945-1946 1. M. Kemp
1886-1898
1947-1959 H. McDonald
1900-1924
H. McDonald
1962
1929-1932
1965-1980 P. Podobni
1937
SEV.
1941
1885
1. Hunter
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T. Croft
Thos. Croft
1. P. Richardson
1. Leech
W A. Downing
Thos. Croft
Wm. Croft
1. Simpson
Great West Life Assn.
Co.
R.M. of Pipestone

1945-1962 1. Leech
1965-1980 Wm. A. Downing
NWv..
1885-1894
1894-1898
1900
1908-1914
1916-1919
1924-1965
1968-1980

Geo. Coulson
G. R. Harris
Thos. Croft
W Croft
E. H. Hagan
Ed. Hagan
T. W Hagan

SWv..
1886-1893
1894-1898
1900
1908-1914
1916-1929
1932-1965
1968-1980

Geo. Coulson
G. R. Harris
Thos. Croft
W Croft
E. H. Hagan
Ed. Hagan
Thos. W Hagan

SECTION
1-9-27
NEV4
1891
1886-1900
1905
1908-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1962
1965-1980

C.P.R.
Canadian North West Co.
M. G. Simpson
G. B. Galbraith
A. Galbraith
F. Nelson
W Leifer
P. and 1. Swehla
G. G. Martin

SEV.
1886-1891
1900-1905
1908-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1962
1965-1980

North West Land Co.
M. H. Simpson
G. B. Galbraith
A. Galbraith
F. Nelson
W Leifso
1. A. Swehla
G. G. Martin

NWv..
1891
1886-1910
1914-1924
1929-1950
1953
1956-1970
1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

C.P.R.
Canadian North West Co.
A. R. Hadlend
1. P. Richardson
M. Richardson
R. Liefso
P. and A. Podobini Jr.
P. Podobini Jr.
M.A.C.C.

SWv..
1886-1892 Canadian North West
Land Co.
1900-1905 M. H. Simpson
1908-1910 G. B. Galbraith
1937-1941 F. Nelson
1945-1950 W Leifer
1956-1962 P. and 1. A. Swehla
1965-1980 G. G. Martin
SECTION
2-9-27
NEV4
1885-1888
1889-1900
1905
1908-1914
1916-1929
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1959
1962
1965-1980

P. R. Pickening
Trust Loan Co.
M. H. Simpson
L. M. Champlin
1. Shoemaker
W G. Champion
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Bycznski
C. 1. Neilson
1. E. Hagan

SEv..
1885-1895
1898-1900
1905
1908-1910
1916-1929
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1959
1962
1965-1980

W. Wright
D. McIntosh
M. H. Simpson
L. M. Champlin
1. Shoemaker
W. G. Champion
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Bycznski
C.1. Neilson
1. E. Hagan

NWv..
1885-1891
1892
1893-1900
1905
1908
1910
1914-1929
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1959
1962
1965-1980

D. McIntosh
G. Reid
D. McIntosh
M. H. Simpson
C. C. McDowell
1. B. McDowell
1. Shoemaker
C. McDowell
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Bycznski
C. 1. Neilson
1. E. Hagan

SWv..
1885-1891
1892
1893-1900
1905
1908
1910
1914-1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

W. McIntosh
1. D. Reid
D. McIntosh
M. H. Simpson
1. R. McDowell
1. B. McDowell
1. Shoemaker
C. McDowell
Mun. of Pipestone
A. E. Hagan

SECTION
3-9-27
NEv..
1883
1885
1886-1888
1889-1900
1905-1908
1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1980

C.P.R.
A. B. Bell
1. Clark
A. Bell
H. A. and W. H. Scarth
R. S. Brown
W. Leech
W. H. Scarth
A. E. Hagan

SEV.
1883
1885-1886
1886-1890
1890-1900
1905-1908
1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1976
1978-1980

C.P.R.
A. B. Bell
1. Clark
A. Bell
H. A. and W. H. Scarth
R. S. Brown
W. Leech
W. H. Scarth
A. E. Hagan
M. S. Hagan

NWV.
1883
1885-1893
1894-1914
1916-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

C.P.R.
1. Magee
Mrs. 1. Magee
A. Shoemaker
G. S. Shoemaker
A. E. Shoemaker

SWv..
1885-1890
1891-1892
1893
1894
1895-1919
1924
1929-1937

1941
R. H. Mooney
1945-1947 G. Shoemaker
1950-1980 A. E. Shoemaker
SECTION
4-9-27
NEV.
1885
1886-1892
1893
1894-1895
1889-1900
1905
1908-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956-1959
1953-1959
1962-1970
1972-1978
1980

SEV.
1885-1893
1894-1895
1898
1900
1905
1908-1916
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1970
1972-1978
1980

1. E. Bell
1. E. Bell
1. Boddy
A. M. Patton
Trust & Loan Company
of Canada
Frame and Miller
1. H. Stephenson
Mutual Life Assn. Co.
D. Munroe
L. A. Cameron (part of)
L. A. Cameron (part of)
Municipality of Pipestone
(part of)
L. A. Cameron
G. M. Cameron
M.A.C.C.
D. McIntosh
A. Ryder
Manitoba Trust Co.
Trust & Loan Company
of Canada
Frame and Miller
J. H. Stephenson
Mutual Life Assn. Co.
D. Munroe
L. A. Cameron
G. Cameron
M.A.C.C.

NWv..
1885-1893
1894-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1976
1978
1980

J. Magee
Mrs. 1. Magee
1. H. Stephenson
Mutual Life Assn. Co.
D. Munroe
L. A. Cameron
G. M. Cameron
M.A.C.C.

SWv..
1885-1898
1900
1905
1908-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1976
1978
1980

1. Mcintosh
Manitoba Trust Co.
Frame and Miller
1. H. Stephenson
Mutual Life Assn. Co.
D. Munroe
L. A. Cameron
C. M. Cameron
M.A.C.C.

SECTION
5-9-27
NEv..
C.P.R.
1885
1905
D. W. McCanna
1908-1932 Miss N. 1. Kildahl
1937-1947 E Sojecki
1950-1980 H. Cochrane

SEv..
1885
1908-1919
1. Magee
1919
1. Booth and 1. Boddy
1924-1941
1. D. Booth
1945-1947
1. D. Booth and J. Boddy
1950-1980
1. Anderson
NWv..
1. S. Chishoha
E Shoemaker
1885

1905
1908-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

D. W. McCanna
Miss N. 1. Kildahl
E Sojecki
H. Cochrane

SWV.
1885
1905
1908-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
Miss N. 1. Kildahl
E Sojecki
H. Cochrane

SECTION
6-9-27
NEv..
1885-1891
1892-1900
1905
1908-1916
1919-1924
1929-1941
1945
1947-1962
1965-1972
1974-1980

R. Bell
G. 1. Maulson
R. McKay
C. J. Lord
H. Dingman
R. Drynan
R.M. of Pipestone
E. Gertz
C. M. Hammond
I. Harder

SEV.
1885-1891
1892-1900
1905
1908-1916
1924
1929-1941
1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

R. Bell, Homestead
G. 1. Maulson
R. McKay
C. 1. Lord
H. Dingman
R. Drynan
R.M. of Pipestone
A. Eigler
I. Harder

NWV.
1885
1888-1892
1893-1895
1900-1910
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

SWv..
First Reg.
1886
1886
1887
1908-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1965
1968-1980

W. 1. Lyons, Homestead
C. E Weston
Wm. Craghill
Wm. J. Lyons
R. Bolton
Mrs. R. Bolton
Mrs. R. Bolton Estate
Simpson Estate
W. M. Forsyth
A. Eigler
I. Harder

D. W. McCanna
Miss N. 1. Kildahl
H. Dingman
Miss N. 1. Kildahl
E Sojecki
H. Cochrane
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C.P.R.
W. H. Stonehouse
D. W. McCanna
Mrs. S. E. Gee
1. Radjick
Mrs. S. Koch
E Hammermeister
A. R. Rempel
A. R. Janzen

SWv..
1905
1908-1910
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929-1932
1937-1945
1947-1962
1965-1972
1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
W. 1. Lyons
R. Bolton
Mrs. R. Bolton
R. Bolton Estate
W. Forsyth
E. Gertz
C. M. Hammond
E. Hammond
G. A. Johnson

SECTION
8-9-27
NEv..
1905
1908-1910
1914
1916-1924
1929
1932-1946
1947-1970
1972
1974-1980

Hudson's Bay Company
D. A. Campbell and R.
Langby
M. H. Simpson
W. Leverington
D. Smith
Mutual Life Ass.
G. W. Stevenson
R. Jopko
J and L MacDonald
E and M Barkley

SEV.
Hudson's Bay Company
D. A. Campbell and R.
Langby
1908-1946 1. Cruickshank
1947-1980 M and M Smolensky
1905

C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
Mrs. S. E. Gee
1. Radjick
Mrs. S. Koch
Mary Smolensky and
Anna Stebniski

SWv..

C.P.R.
1905
D. W. McCanna
1908-1910 W. 1. Lyons
1914-1916 R. Bolton

C.P.R.

1886
1905
1908-1919
1924-1932
1937-1959
1962
1965
1968-1980

NWv..

SEv..

Mrs. R. Bolton
R. Bolton Estate
W. Forsyth
E. Gertz
C. M. Hammond
E. Hammond
G. A. Johnson

NWv..

University of Manitoba
R. Bell
W. H. Stonehouse
C. Weston
Wm. Turner
W. 1. Turner
Mrs. M. L. Cann
G. Kilford
G. D. Smeltz

SECTION
7-9-27
NEv..
1905
1908-1919
1924-1932
1937-1947
1950-1980

1919-1924
1929-1932
1937-1945
1947-1962
1965-1972
1974
1976-1980

1905
1908-1910
1914
1916-1924
1929
1932-1946
1947-1970
1972
1974-1980

Hudson's Bay Company
D. A. Campbell and R.
Langby
M. H. Simpson
W. Leverington
D. Smith
Mutual Life Ass.
G. W. Stevenson
R. Jopko
J and L MacDonald
E and M Barkley

Hudson's Bay Company
D. A. Campbell and R.
Langby
1908-1946 1. Cruickshank
1947-1980 M and M Smolensky
(part of)
1965-1970 C. M. Hammond (part
of)
1905

SECTION
9-9-27
NEv..
1886
1905
1908-1940
1941
1941
1945-1959

C.P.R.
1. Gibson
D.D.Cameron
D. D. Cameron (part of)
Mun. of Pipestone
K. B. and L. A.
Cameron
1962-1965 National Trust Co.
1968-1970 K. and L. Cameron
1972-1980 K.B.Cameron

SEv..
1886
1905
1908-1953
1950-1976
1968-1970
1968-1970
1972-1980

NWV4
1886
1905
1908-1937
1941
1945-1980
SWv..
1886
1905
1908-1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1970
1972-1980
SECTION
10-9-27
NEv..
1886
1887
1888
1889-1891
1892
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905-1941
1945-1953
1956
1959-1980

North West Land Co.
1. F. Frame
1. Cochrane
D. D. Cameron (N. part)
L. 1. Cochrane
D.Cameron
E. and M. Careme
North West Land Co.
1. Gibson
D.D.Cameron
Mun. of Pipestone
K. B. and L. A.
Cameron
North West Land Co.
1. F. Frame
Wm. Cochrane
Mrs. A. E. M. Cochrane
1. Cochrane
L. 1. Cochrane
E. and M. Careme

P. Pickering
1. Wardle
W. Wardle
1. Wardle
1. H. House
R. Cooper
1. Russell
Wm. Hill
C. Wilson
A. R. Denolf
G. A. and 0. Johnson

SEv..
1885
1886
1888-1894
1898-1900
1905
1908-1910
1914
1916-1941
1945-1980

W. F. McLaren
S. E. Pickering
W. F. McLaren
Trust & Loan Co.
1. A. Roberts
Mrs. Cross
A. Shoemaker
C. Shoemaker
A. E. Shoemaker

NWv..
1885-1886
1887-1888
1889-1891
1892
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905-1941
1945-1953
1956
1959-1980

1. Pickering
1. Wardle
W. Wardle
1. H. House
R. Cooper
1. Russell
Wm. Hill
C. Wilson
A. R. Deno1f
G. A. Johnson

SWv..
1885

W. Smith

1886
1888
1890-1895
1900-1919
1924-1946
1947-1980
SECTION
11-9-27
NEv..
1908-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

1971-1976 P. Podobni
1978-1980 M.A.C.C.

S. E. Pickering
F. A. McLaren
W. F. McLaren
W. Smith
R. H. Mooney
A. E. Shoemaker

SECTION
13-9-27
NEV4
1886-1900
1905
1908-1919
1924-1941
1945
1947-1980

A. E. Hill
Provincial Gov'!.
G. Robertson
Provincial Gov'!.

SEV4
1886-1900
1905
1908-1919
1924-1941
1945
1947-1980

SEv..
1908-1932 A. E. Hill
1937-1947 Provincial Gov'!.
1950-1980 E. D. McIntosh
NWv..
1908
1910
1914-1947
1924-1950
1956-1956
1956
1959-1965
1968-1980
SWV..
1908-1919
1924-1929
1929
1932
1937-1947
1950-1980

A. E. Hill
W. Hill
A. E. Hill
G. Robertson (part of)
W. C. Wilson (part of)
W. Bruhm (part of)
1. D. Greggor
A. E. Shoemaker
A. Grose
Crown Land
W. E. Priestley (part of)
W. E. Priestley
Provincial Gov'!.
E. D. McIntosh

SECTION
12-9-27
NEv..
1885-1924 H. M. McLaren
1929-1946 H. D. McLaren
1947-1959 C. Potter
1962
P. A. Primeau
1965-1980 H. and M. Moore
SEv..
1885-1919
1924-1946
1947-1959
1962
1965-1980

H. M. McLaren
H. D. McLaren
C. Potter
P. A. Primeau
H. and M. Moore

NWV4
1885-1891
1892-1900
1905-1919
1924-1946
1947-1959
1962
1965-1980

R. Gillon
A.1. Long
H. McLaren
H. D. McLaren
C. Potter
P. A. Primeau
H. and M. Moore

SWv..
1885
1886
1886
1888-1890
1891
1892
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905-1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1945
1947-1962
1965-1970

H. M. McLaren
Wm. Clayton
H. McLaren
Wm. Clayton
G. Cook
H. Cook
1. H. House
G. Cook
Mrs. G. Cook
G. Cook Estate
National Trust
1. A. Holtman
Mun. of Pipestone
R. Potter
A. Koty1ak

Canadian North West Co.
T. G. McLaren
1. B. McDowell
Miss C. McDowell
Municipality of Pipestone
1. K. Lansing
Canadian North West Co.
T. G. McLaren

1. B. McDowell
Miss C. McDowell
Municipality of Pipestone
1. K. Lansing

NW'I4
1886-1900
1905
1908-1919
1924-1941
1945
1947-1980

1. B. McDowell
Miss C. McDowell
Municipality of Pipestone
1. K. Lansing

SWv..
1886-1900
1905
1908-1919
1924-1941
1945
1947-1978
1980

Canadian North West Co.
T. G. McLaren
1. B. McDowell
Miss C. McDowell
Mun. of Pipestone
1. Lansing
G. F. Lansing

SECTION
14-9-27
NEv..
1886-1898

Canadian North West Co.
T. G. McLaren

1905
1908-1914
1916-1919
1924-1932
1937-1947
1950
1953-1962
1965
1968-1980

W. M. Pickering
(Homestead)
Western Can. Loan &
Savings
W. 1. Wilcox
A. E. McKenzie
Swanton
A. E. McKenzie
Mun. of Pipestone
Mrs. A. W. Smith
A. Forsyth
G. Forsyth
1. W. A. Forsyth

SEV4
1885
1886
1887-1900
1905-1919
1924-1950
1953-1956
1959-1965
1968-1978
1980

1. Beech (Homestead)
R. Gillon
1. Beech
H. H. Gou1ter
G. Robertson
W. Bruhm
1. D. Greggor
A. E. Shoemaker
D. G. Shoemaker

NWv..
1885
1886-1900
1905
1908-1914
1916-1919
1924-1932
1937-1947
1950
1953-1962
1965
1968-1980

1. Ho1ditch
1. Cotton
W. 1. Wilcox
A. E. McKenzie
Swanton
A. E. McKenzie
Mun. of Pipestone
Mrs. E. S. Smith
A. Forsyth
G. Forsyth
1. W. A. Forsyth

1900
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SWV4
1885
1886
1886
1887-1894
1895-1900
1905-1919
1924-1950
1953-1956
1959-1965
1968-1978
1980

1. Pierson
H. R. Gillon
N. Sinclair
1. Pierson
G. A. Mutt1ebury
H. H. Gou1ter
G. Robertson
W. Bruhm
1. D. Greggor
A. E. Shoemaker
D. G. Shoemaker

SECTION
15-9-27
NE'I4
Up to 1885
1885-1891
1892-1900
1905
1908
1910-1924
1929-1947
1950-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
R. Gillon
A. M. Nanton
H. C. Simpson
S. S. Lyon
P. Jordan
1. P. Richardson
1. T. Hom
G. D. and K. Hom

SEv..
Up to 1885
1885-1891
1892-1900
1905
1908
1910-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1945
1947-1953
1956
1959-1980

C.P.R.
R. Gillon
A. M. Nanton
H. C. Simpson
S. S. Lyon
P. Jordan
T. Jordan
W. Shoemaker
Mun. of Pipestone
K. T. Hom
E.G.Horn
G.G.Horn

NWv..
Up to 1885
1885-1886
1887-1891
1892-1900
1905
1908
1910-1924
1929-1947
1950-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
A. Gillon
R. Gillon
A. M. Nanton
H. C. Simpson
S. S. Lyon
P. Jordan
1. P. Richardson
1. T. Hom
B. D. and K. Hom

SWv..
Up to 1885
1885-1886
1887-1891
1892-1900
1905
1908
1910-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1945
1947-1953
1956-1980

C.P.R.
H. K. Gillon
R. Gillon
A. M. Nanton
H. C. Simpson
S. S. Lyon
P. Jordan
T. Jordan
W. Shoemaker
Mun. of Pipestone
K. T. Hom
G.E.Horn

SECTION
16-9-27
NEV4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905-1929
1919-1932
1937-1941

Wm.1. Manuel
R. Cooper
1. Russell
J. Matheson
1. Burton
North American Life
Assn.
1945-1968 Wm. Rattray

1970-1972 Wm. Kotylak
1974-1980 M. C. Stuart
SEV4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905-1929
1932-1941
1945-1968
1970-1972
1974-1980

1. W. Manuel
R. Cooper
1. Russell
1. Matheson
North American Life Co.
Wm. Rattray
Wm. Kotylak
M. C. Stuart

NWV4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905
1908-1932
1937-1941
1945-1956
1959-1965
1968-1980

1. W. Manuel
R. Cooper
1. Russell
E. P. Whitaker
1. Burton
B urton Estate
K. L. Cameron
K. and L. Cameron
K.B.Cameron

SWV4
1885-1892
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905
1908-1929
1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1965

J. W. Manuel
R. Cooper
1. Russell
E. P. Whitaker
1. Burton
North American Life Co.
Burton Estate
K. B. Cameron
K. B. and L. A.
Cameron
1968-1980 K.B.Cameron

SECTION
17-9-27
NEV4
First Reg. C.P.R.
1908-1916 S. E. Lang
1919-1932 W. 1. Croft
1937-1941 1. Stinson
Mun. of Pipestone
1945
1947-1962 K. B. and L. A.
Cameron
Can. Perm. Trust Co.
1965
1968-1980 K.B.Cameron
SEV4
First Reg. C.P.R.
1905-1908 G. A. and W. H. Scarth
R. W. Wilson
1910
1914-1919 A. Williams
1924-1941 W. H. Scarth
Mrs. R. Scarth
1945
1947-1950 C. Ritchie
1953-1980 F. A. Ritchie
NWV4
First Reg.
1908-1916
1919-1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1956

C.P.R.
S. E. Lang
W. 1. Croft
1. Stinson
Mun. of Pipestone
K. B. and L. A.
Cameron
1959-1972 L. A. Cameron
1974-1980 D. B. Scharff

SWV4
First Reg.
1905-1908
1910
1914-1919
1924-1941
1945
1947-1950
1953-1980

C.P.R.
G. A. and W. H. Scarth
R. W. Wilson
A. Williams
W. H. Scarth
Mrs. R. Scarth
C. Ritchie
F. A. Ritchie

SECTION
18-9-27
NEV4
1885
1886-1893
1900
1905
1910-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1947
1950
1953-1980

1. Jefferson
A. McPherson
1. Jefferson
F. J. Tyland
D. Smith
Mutual Life Assoc.
G. Stevenson
Mun. of Pipestone
H. R. Lyons
1. N. Casson
G. N. Casson

SEI,I.,
1885
1886-1888
1889-1890
1905-1908
1910-1916
1919-1978

A. H. Williams
1. McPherson
A. M. McPherson
A. H. Williams
1. R. Williams
C. Ritchie

NWV4
1886-1900
1905
1908-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1947
1950
1953-1980

1. Cotton
F. 1. Tyland
D. Smith
Mutual Life Assoc.
G. Stevenson
Mun. of Pipestone
H. R. Lyons
1. N. Casson
G. N. Casson

SWV4
1885
1886-1891
1892-1898
1900-1905
1908
1910-1916
1919-1980

H. Gumawka
A. Cotton
1. Pierson
H. Gumowka
A. Williams
1. R. Williams
C. Ritchie

SECTION
19-9-27
NEV4
First Reg.

1908-1910
1914-1919
1924-1937
1941-1950
1953
1956-1965
1968-1980
SEV4
First Reg.

1908-1919
1924-1941
1945-1950
1953
1956-1965
1968-1980
NWV4
First Reg.

1947-1972 L. W. Lowdon
1974-1980 R. C. Scharff

1947-1968 W. G. Rattray
1970-1980 Wm. Kotylak

SWV.
First Reg.

SEV4
Up to 1908
1908
1910-1945
1947-1968
1970-1980

North West Land Co.
C. K. Newcombe
E. E. Andrus
W. G. Rattray
Wm. Kotylak

NWV4
1886-1888
1886
1889
1890-1910
1914
1916-1937
1941
1945-1962
1965-1980

R. S. Acheson (part of)
W. E. Rand (part of)
C. Johnston
S. Acheson
F. M. Acheson
D. and S. Munro
Mun. of Pipestone
H. W. Golding
W. Kotylak

1905-1908
1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1941
1945
1947-1972
1974-1980

C.P.R.
Canadian North West
Land Co.
H. A. and W. H. Scarth
H. A. Scarth
1. Strachan
T. Campbell
H.1. Kilford
Mutual Life Assurance
L. W. Lowdon
R. C. Scharff

SECTION
20-9-27
NEV4
1886-1893 J. Brickley
1894-1895 A. M. Patton
Trust & Loan Co. of
1898
Canada
1900-1905 1. Brickley
1914
G. Gobert
1916-1932 1. Brickley
Brickley Estate
1937
Mun. of Pipestone
1941
1945
D. H. Brickley
1947-1962 G. Brickley
1965-1980 K. A. Gray
SEV4
First Reg.
1887
1890-1891
1892
1893-1894
1900
1905-1919
1924-1941
1945
1947-1950
1953-1956
1959-1980

W. R. Palmer
1. Brickley
E. E. Blakeman
R. Black
1. Hillman
O. Palmer
W. Palmer
Palmer Estate
Mun. of Pipestone
G. Brickley
D. H. Brickley
I. Harder

NWV4
1886-1900 A. D. Bell
1905
B. C. f"drker
1908-1932 M. Brickley
1937-1941 Brickley Estate
1945-1946 D. H. Brickley
1947-1962 G. Brickley
1965-1978 K. A. Gray
1980
South Central
Developments

C.P.R.
Canadian North West
Land Co.
T. Palmer
W. Palmer
Palmer Estate
Mun. of Pipestone
L. W. Lowdon
C. and T. S. Lowdon
R. C. Scharff
C.P.R.
Canadian North West
Land Co.
W. Palmer
Palmer Estate
Mun. of Pipestone
L. W. Lowdon
C. and T. S. Lowdon
R. C. Scharff

C.P.R.
Canadian North West
Land Co.
1905-1908 H. A. and W. H. Scarth
H. A. Scarth
1910
1914-1919 1. Strachan
A. M. Scarth
1924
1929-1941 H. 1. Ki1ford
Mutual Life Assurance
1945

SWV4
1885
1887-1891
1892
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905
1908-1910
1914-1941
1945-1946
1947
1950-1956
1959-1980

M. Beech
1. 1. Beech
M. and 1. 1. Beech
1. 1. Beech
Massey Harris Co.
W. Tentler
A.1. Mather
W. B. Mather
Mun. of Pipestone
S. Jopko
D. H. Brickley
I. Harder

SECTION
21-9-27
NEV4
North West Land Co.
1886
1908
C. K. Newcombe
1910-1945 E. E. Andrus

p-:-

SWV4
1885
T. B. Acheson
C. Johnson
1889
1890-1910 S. Acheson
F. M. Acheson
1914
1916-1937 D.Munro
1941
Mun. of Pipestone
1945-1962 W. H. Golding
1965-1980 Wm. Kotylak

SECTION
22-9-27
NEV4
1885
1886-1889
1889
1890-1898
1900-1905
1908-1919
1914-1916
1924-1932
1937
1941-1950
1953-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980

B. Grose
A. Fennell
B. Grose
I. Grose
C. Millburn
F. Millburn
F. C. Merrill
F. Millburn
Imperial Life Assn. Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
G. Mooney
M. R. Cassidy
1. G. McDonald

SEV4
1886-1895
1898-1900
1905-1908
1910-1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

A. Fennell
G. A. Muttlebury
H. C. Simpson
Wm. Matthewson
R. A. Simpson
Mun. of Pipestone
P. Boreham
1. W. Forsyth

NWV4
1886-1892
1893-1895
1898-1900
1905-1910
1914-1937
1941
1945-1980

1. Fennell
R. Cooper
1. Russell
1. F. Gorlina
A. E. Mooney
Mrs. S. M. Mooney
N. A. Mooney

SWV4
1885-1892 1. Fennell
1893-1895 R. Cooper
1898-1900 J. Russell
1905-1929 Wm. Matthewson
1932-1945 R. A. Simpson
1947-1962 P. Boreham
1965-1980 1. W. Forsyth
SECTION
23-9-27
NEV4
1894-1900 C.N.W.L. Co.

1905
1908-1914
1916-1924
1929-1932
1937-1945
1947
1950
1953-1968
1970-1980

W. 1. Wilcox
A. E. McKenzie
Swanton
A. E. McKenzie
Municipality of Pipestone
Mrs. E. Lobel
P. Enns
D. E. Forsyth
1. W. Forsyth

SEll.
1905
1908-1914
1916-1924
1929-1932
1937-1945
1947
1950
1953-1968
1970-1980

C.P.R.
W. 1. Wilcox
A. E. McKenzie
Swanton
A. E. McKenzie
Municipality of Pipestone
Mrs. E. Lobel
P. Enns
D. E. Forsyth
1. W. Forsyth

NWlI.
1905
1908-1919
1924-1929
1932-1945
1947-1959
1962-1980

C.P.R.
C. Milburn
Mrs. C. Milburn
F. Milburn
1. P. Richardson
G. Forsyth
M. R. Cassidy

SWv.
1908
1910
1914-1916
1919
1924
1929-1945
1947-1959
1962-1976
1978
1980
SECTION
24-9-27
NEll,
1886
1887-1891
1892-1893
1894
1895
1898
1900
1905
1908-1932
1937-1947
1950
1953-1980

SWlI.
1885-1889
1889-1898
1900-1905
1908-1932
1937-1950
1953-1980

NWlI.
A. Grose
W. Grose
H. C. Simpson
F. Lansing
Manitoba Farm Loans
W. 1. Lansing

1886
1888-1900
1905-1910
1914-1916
1919-1937
1941
1945-1946
1947-1980

SECTION
25-9-27
NEV.
1885-1890
1890-1929
1932-1959
1962-1972
1974-1980

SWv.
C.P.R.
W. McDonald
P. McDonald Estate
Mrs. P. McDonald
1. H. McDonald
P. A. Sitter

SEV.
1887
1888-1895
1898
1900-1916
1919
1924
1929-1945
1947-1959
1962-1980

C.P.R.
D. Bowes
1. Bowes
M. Bowes
R. Bowes
R. Bowes
Mrs. M. D. Mortal
1. Ludy
A. H. Lodder
F. B. Skelton

NWV.
C.P.R.
G. Pringle
F. Milburn
F. C. Merrills
F. Milburn
Hanbury Hardware
1. P. Richardson
G. Forsyth
M. R. Cassidy
K. T. Hom
I. 1. Hom

W. A. Brady (homestead)
A. Brady
1. Allen
A. Brady
A. Brady and 1. Mundell
A. Brady
W. A. Brady
H. C. Simpson
F. Lansing
Manitoba Farm Loans
C. W. Mair
1. Yolk

SEV.
1887-1891
1892-1893
1894
1895
1900
1905
1908-1932
1937-1953
1953-1980

W. A. Brady
A. Brady
1. Allen
A. Brady
A. Brady and 1. Mundell
W. A. Brady
H. C. Simpson
F. Lansing
Manitoba Farm Loans
W. 1. Lansing

NWV.
1885-1898
1900-1905
1908-1932
1937-1947
1950
1953-1980

A. Grose
H. C. Simpson
F. Lansing
Manitoba Farm Loan
C. W. Mair
1. Volk

1885-1890
1890-1929
1932-1959
1962-1972
1974-1980

C.P.R.
W. McDonald
P. McDonald Estate
Mrs. P. McDonald
1. H. McDonald
P. A. Sitter

SWlI,
C.P.R.
1. Bowes
R. Bowes
F. Milburn
K.T.Horn
Landed Banking & Loan
Co.
1947-1959 A. H. Lodder
1962-1980 F. B. Skelton

1886
1887-1919
1919
1924-1929
1932-1945

SECTION
26-9-27
NEV.
1885
1886
1887
1888
1888
1889
1890-1891
1892-1893
1894-1898
1900-1924
1929-1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
1. Bowes
Hudson's Bay Co.
D. Forsyth
D. Forsyth Estate
N. Forsyth
Mun. of Pipestone
N. Forsyth
C. F. Wedow

1889-1890
1891-1898
1900
1905-1932
1937-1945
1947-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
W. D. Bowes
Hudson's Bay Co.
C. Milburn
F. Milburn
1. P. Richardson
C. F. Wedow
C. L. Wedow

SECTION
27-9-27
NEV.
1885-1905
1908-1919
1924
1929
1932-1945
1947-1959
1962-1980

C. Milburn
C. Milburn
National Trust
C. Milburn
1. P. Richardson
G. Forsyth
M. R. Cassidy

SEV.
1885-1905
1908
1910-1929
1924
1932-1945
1947-1959
1962-1980

C. Milburn
C. Milburn
F. Milburn
National Trust
1. P. Richardson
G. Forsyth
M. R. Cassidy

NWV.
1886
1888
1900-1924
1929-1932
1937-1941
1945-1972
1974-1980
SWV.
1886
1889-1890
1908-1914
1916-1950
1953-1980

A. Forke

1. Wardle
A. Park
J. Beech
Hudson's Bay Co.
1. Beech
A. Park
1. R. Pocklington
W. H. Park
R. Bowes
Western Trust Co.
C. F. Wedow
C. F. Wedow

SECTION
28-9-27
NEV.
1886
1886
1889
1890-1892
1893-1895
1898-1924
1929-1945
1947-1980

SEll.
Hudson's Bay Co.
W. D. Bowes
Hudson's Bay Co.
W. D. Bowes
R. Bowes
K. T. Hom
Landed Bank & Loan
Co.
1947-1959 A. H. Lodder
1962-1980 F. B. Skelton

SEll.
1885
1888-1890
1891
1892-1893
1894
1895
1898-1900
1905

1888
1888
1890-1900
1905-1916
1924-1929
1932-1945
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Canadian North West
Land Co.
C. Milburn
A. Mooney
Mrs. Mooney
S. M. Mooney
G. A. Mooney
G. Mooney
North West Land Co.

1. Acheson
1. R. Dawson
R. H. Mooney
N. A. Mooney

1. Acheson
1. Acheson Jr.
M. Acheson
1. Acheson
M. Acheson
A. Mooney
G. Mooney
N. A. Mooney

T. B. Acheson
1. Acheson
1. Acheson
1. Acheson Sr.
1. Acheson Jr.
1. Acheson Sr.
1. A. Kirchoffer
Imperial Loan Co.

1908-1924 A. E. Mooney
1929-1941 G. Mooney
1945-1980 N. Mooney
NWV.
1886
1890-1892
1893-1898
1900
1905-1910
1914-1916
1919-1947
1950-1962
1965
1968-1972
1974
1976-1980

M. Acheson
D. Forsyth
T. F. Forsyth
1. A. Clements
M. A. Mooney
R. Mooney
P. Graham
V. William-Irwin
M. R. Cassidy
Harwood Enterprises

SWv.
1885-1888
1888
1890-1891
1892-1895
1898
1900
1905-1919
1924-1932
1937
1941-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

T. B. Acheson
M. Acheson
1. Acheson
T. D. Acheson
G. F. R. Harris
R. W. Cullum
W. Brough
W. F. Roche
Soldier Settlement Board
R. H. Mooney
G. Mooney
N. A. Mooney

M. Acheson

1. Acheson

SECTION
29-9-27
NEll.
1908-1919 1. F. Hunter
1929-1945 R. H. Mooney
1947-1980 Province of Manitoba
SEll,
1908-1919 1. F. Hunter
1929-1945 R. H. Mooney
1947-1980 Province of Manitoba
NWV.
1908-1910
1929-1945
1947-1980
SWlI,
1908-1916
1929-1945
1947-1980

1. L. McDougall
R. H. Mooney
Province of Manitoba

1. F. Hunter
R. H. Mooney
Province of Manitoba

SECTION
30-9-27
NEV.
First Reg.
1887
1890-1891
1892-1898
1900-1932
1937-1978
1980

A.H.Cameron
A. Cameron
Angus Cameron
H. A. Cameron
E.Cameron
L. W. Lowdon
Chapman Bros. Farms

SEll.
1885
1886
1892-1895
1898-1910
1914
1916-1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1962
1965
1968-1980

T. Palmer
A. Cameron
B. Brickley
T. Palmer
W. Palmer
Mrs. T. Palmer
Palmer Estate
Mrs. C. Heddie
1. Shepherd
R. C. Scharff
C. Lowdon

NWlI.
First Reg.

B. H. Cameron

1887
1889-1890
1891-1914
1916
1924
1929-1968
1970-1978
1980

B.Cameron
1. Wright
P. Dupois
1. Corby
P. Dupois
L. W. Lowdon
G. R. Lowdon
Wm. S. Grant

SWV..
P. Dupois
1885
1886
B. Cameron
North West Land Co.
1890
1891-1914 P. Dupois
1. Corby
1916
J. E. Wright
1919
P. Dupois
1924
1929-1968 L. Lowdon
1970-1978 G. R. Lowdon
1980
Wm. S. Grant
SECTION
31-9-27
NEv..
1885
1886
1905-1908
1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1947
1950-1972
1974-1980

C.P.R.
L. H. Bishop
A. Cameron
W. 1. Christie
J. Reynolds
W. 1. Christie
1. A. McDonald
C. Dure
Mun. of Pipestone
G. Gardiner
A. C. Harvey

SEv..
1905-1908
1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1947
1950-1972
1974-1978
1980

C.P.R.
W. 1. Christie
1. Reynolds
W. 1. Christie
1. A. McDonald
C. Dure
Mun. of Pipestone
G. Gardiner
A. C. Harvey
W. G. Harvey

NWI/4

1886
1900
1905
1908-1910
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929-1937
1941-1950
1953-1980

C.P.R.
L. H. Bishop
B. Cameron
S. H. Bishop
1. L. Reichart
Rev. G. Gehrke
A. 1. Blaquir
W. Campbell
E. 1. Bloquier
Mun. of Pipestone
R. A. Mitchell

SWV.
1900
1905
1908-1910
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929-1937
1941-1950
1953-1980

C.P.R.
S. H. Bishop
1. L. Reichart
Rev. G. Gehrke
A.1. Blaquir
W. Campbell
E. 1. Bloquier
Mun. of Pipestone
R. A. Mitchell

SECTION
32-9-27
NEV.
1886-1924 C. Conn
1929
C. Conn Estate
1932-1937 Trust Co.

1941-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1965 C. H. Mitchell
1968-1974 P. P. Penner
1976-1980 Farm Credit Corp.
SEV4
1886
1887-1888
1893-1898
1900
1905
1908
1914-1924
1929-1941
1945

W. H. Walton
D. Stewart
D. W. McPhaden
1. Hill
T. A. McGaffin
D. T. Hughes
T. A. McGaffin
1. R. Gardiner
Law, Union & Rock
Insurance Co.
1947-1962 1. R. Gardiner
1965-1980 A. R. Gardiner

NWv..
1886-1890
1891
1892-1894
1898-1900
1905-1919
1924-1937
1941-1947
1950-1965
1968-1974
1976-1980
SWV4
1886
1887-1892
1893-1900
1905-1908
1914
1916-1919
1924
1929
1929-1937
1941-1947
1941-1945
1950-1972
1947-1965
1968-1974
1974-1978
1980
1976-1980

C. Conn
J. Tolmie
R. M. Vince
R. Hill
H. H. Goulter
W. Wardle
C. H. Mitchell
1. Mitchell
P. P. Penner
Farm Credit Corp.

W. H. Walton
D. Stewart
A. McPhaden
W. 1. Christie
1. Reynolds
W. 1. Christie
1. A. McDonald
W. Wardle (part of)
C. Dure (part of)
Mun. of Pipestone (part
of)
C. H. F. Mitchell (part
of)
G. Gardiner (part of)
1. M. Mitchell (part of)
P. P. Penner (part of)
A. C. Harvey (part of)
W. Harvey (part of)
Farm Credit Corp. (part
of)

SECTION
33-9-27
NEv..
C.P.R.
N. A. Wollan
C. T. Wollan
1886
North West Land Co.
1890-1937 A. Forsyth
1941
Mun. of Pipestone
1945-1965 N. Forsyth
1976-1980 V. R. Booth
SEv..
C.P.R.
A. Forsyth
1905-1959 R. H. Mooney
1962
1. R. Mooney
P. Graham
1965
1968-1972 N. W. Irwin
1974-1978 M. R. Cassidy
1980
K. T. Horn
NWv..
C.P.R.
N. A. Wollan
C. T. Wollan

North West Land Co.
1. Carter
C. T. and M. A. Wollan
H. Harper
Mrs. H. A. Harper
T. A. McGaffen
1. R. Gardiner
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
Co.
1947-1965 1. R. Gardiner
1968-1980 A. R. Gardiner

1886
1900
1905
1908
1910
1914-1924
1929-1941
1945

1905-1932 C. Wedow
1937-1941 MB Farm Loans
1945-1980 C. F. Wedow
SWV4
1895-1900

Cdn. North West Land
Co.
1905-1932 C. Wed ow
1937-1941 MB Farm Loans
1945-1968 C. Wedow
1968-1980 C. L. Wedow (part of)
1974-1980 C. F. Wedow (part of)

SWV4
C.P.R.
1. Carter
C. T. and M. A. Wollan
D. T. Hughes
T. A. McGaffen
1. R. Gardiner
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
Co.
1947-1965 1. R. Gardiner
1968-1980 A. R. Gardiner

1900
1905
1908
1914-1924
1929-1941
1945

SECTION
34-9-27
NEV.
1885
1886
1887-1910
1914
1916-1924
1929-1941
1945-1968
1972-1980

D. Forsyth
A. Mooney
D. Forsyth
D. Forsyth Estate
E. A. Mooney
Mrs. S. M. Mooney
G. A. Mooney
L. 1. Spence

SEV4
1886-1910
1914
1916-1924
1929-1941
1945-1968
1970-1980

D. Forsyth
D. Forsyth Estate
E. A. Mooney
Mrs. S. M. Mooney
G. A. Mooney
L. 1. Spence

NWv..
R. H. Mooney Estate
1885
1886-1892 A. Mooney
1893-1950 R. Mooney
1953-1968 G. A. Mooney
1970-1980 L. 1. Spence
SWV4
1885-1924 A. Mooney
1929-1941 Mrs. S. M. Mooney
1945-1968 G. A. Mooney
1970-1980 L. 1. Spence
SECTION
35-9-27
NEI/4
1886-1900

Cdn. North West Land
Co.
Simpson and Harkness
1905
1908-1941 Wm. McDonald Jr.
1945-1956 C. E. McDonald
1959-1972 W. W. McDonald
1974-1980 R. K. Slimmon

SEv..
1895-1900

Cdn. North West Land
Co.
1905-1932 P. McDonald Estate
1937-1959 Mrs. P. McDonald
1962
W. L. McDonald
1965-1980 G. H. McDonald

NWv..
1886-1900
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Cdn. North West Land
Co.

SECTION
36-9-27
NEv..
1885-1893
1894-1929
1932
1937-1947
1950-1965
1968-1980

J. McDonald
Wm. McDonald
K. McDonald
Wm. McDonald
Mrs. E. McDonald
D. S. McDonald

SEv..
1885-1908
1910-1929
1932-1980

Wm. McDonald
Wm. McDonald Jr.
K. McDonald

NWv..
1885-1893
1894-1929
1932
1937-1947
1950-1965
1968-1980

1. McDonald
Wm. McDonald
K. McDonald
Wm. McDonald
Mrs. E. McDonald
D. S. McDonald

SWV4
1885-1908
1910-1929
1932-1980

Wm. McDonald
Wm. McDonald Jr.
K. McDonald

SECTION

1-9-28
NEv..
1886-1900
1890
1905
1908-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1962
1965-1980

Canadian North West Co.
C.P.R.
M. G. Simpson
G. B. Galbraith
Mrs. A. Galbraith
F. Nelson
W. Liefso
P. and J Swehla
G. G. Martin

SEv..
First Reg.
1886-1891
1900-1905
1908-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1962
1965-1980

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
M. H. Simpson
G. B. Galbraith
Mrs. A. Galbraith
F. Nelson
W. Liefso
1. A. Swehla
G. G. Martin

NWV.
1886
1890
1895-1910
1914-1924
1929-1950
1953
1956-1970
1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

Canadian North West Co.
C.P.R.
Canadian North West Co.
A. R. Had1and
1. P. Richardson
M. Richardson
R. Liefso
P. and A. Podobni Jr.
P. Podobni Jr.
M.A.C.C.

SWv..
First Reg.

C.P.R.

1886-1891
1900-1905
1908-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1956-1962
1965-1980

Canadian North West
Land Co.
M. H. Simpson
G. B. Galbraith
Mrs. A. Galbraith
F. Nelson
W. Liefso
P. and 1. A. Swehla
G. G. Martin

SECTION
2-9-27
NEv..
1885-1888
1889-1900
1905
1908-1914
1916-1929
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1959
1962
1965-1980

P. R. Pickening
Trust Loan Co.
M. H. Simpson
L. M. Champlin
1. Shoemaker
W. Champion
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Bycznski
C. 1. Neilson
1. E. Hagan

SEv..
1885-1894
1898-1900
1905
1908-1914
1916-1929
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1959
1962
1965-1980

W. Wright
D. McIntosh
M. H. Simpson
L. M. Champlin
1. Shoemaker
W. G. Champion
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Bycznski
C. 1. Neilson
1. E. Hagan

NWv..
1885-1891
1892
1893-1900
1905
1908
1910
1914-1929
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1959
1962
1965-1980

D. McIntosh
G. Reid
D. McIntosh
M. H. Simpson
C. C. McDowell
1. B. McDowell
1. Shoemaker
Miss C. McDowell
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Bycznski
C. 1. Neilson
1. E. Hagan

SWV..
1885-1891
1892
1893-1900
1905
1908
1910
1914-1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

W. McIntosh
1. H. Reid
D. McIntosh
M. H. Simpson
1. R. McDowell
1. B. McDowell
1. Shoemaker
Miss C. McDowell
Mun. of Pipestone
A. E. Hagan

SECTION
3-9-27
NEV4
1885
1886-1888
1889-1900
1905-1908
1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1980
SEv..
1885-1886
1888-1890
1894-1900
1905-1908

A. B. Bell
1. Clark
A. Bell
H. A. and W. H. Scarth
R. S. Brown
W. Leech
W. H. Scarth
A. E. Hagan
A. B. Bell
1. Clark
A. Bell
H. A. and W. H. Scarth

1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1976
1978-1980

R. S. Brown
W. Leech
W. H. Scarth
A. E. Hagan
M. S. Hagan

NWv..
1885-1893
1894-1914
1916-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

1. Magee
1. Magee
A. Shoemaker
G. S. Shoemaker
A. E. Shoemaker

SWV4
1885-1890
1891-1892
1893
1894
1895-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

SECTION
5-9-27
NEv..
1905
1908-1932
1937-1947
1950-1980

1950-1965 G. Kilford
1968-1980 G. D. Smeltz
C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
Miss N. 1. Kildahl
F. Sojecki
H. Cochrane

SEv..
1905
1908-1919
1919
1924-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

Magee
Booth and 1. Boddy
D. Booth
Booth and 1. Boddy
Anderson
S. Chishohe
F. Shoemaker
R. H. Mooney
G. Shoemaker
A. E. Shoemaker

C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
Miss N. 1. Kildahl
H. Dingman
Miss N. J. Kildahl
F. Sojecki
H. Cochrane

NWV4
C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
1905
1908-1941 Miss N. 1. Kildahl
1945-1947 F. Sojecki
1950-1980 H. Cochrane
SWV..

SECTION
4-9-27
NE'/4
1885
1886-1892
1893
1894-1895
1898-1900
1905
1908-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956-1959
1953-1959

1. Bell
1. Bell
1. Boddy
A. M. Patton
Trust Loan Co.
Frame and Miller
J. H. Stephenson
Mutual Life Ins. Co.
D.Munro
L. A. Cameron
L. A. Cameron (part of)
Mun. of Pipestone (part
of)
1962-1970 L. A. Cameron
1972-1978 G. M. Cameron
1980
M.A.C.C.

SEV4
D. McIntosh
1885
1894-1895 A. Ryder
1898
Manitoba Trust Co.
Trust and Loan Co.
1900
Frame and Miller
1905
1908-1932 1. H. Stephenson
1937-1941 Mutual Life Ins. Co.
1945-1947 D.Munro
1950-1970 L. A. Cameron
1972-1978 G. M. Cameron
M.A.C.C.
1980
NWV4
1885-1893
1894-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1976
1978
1980

1. Magee
1. Magee
1. H. Stephenson
Mutual Life Co.
D.Munro
L. A. Cameron
C. M. Cameron
M.A.C.C.

SW'I4
1885-1898
1900
1905
1908-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1976
1978
1980

1. McIntosh
Manitoba Trust Co.
Frame and Miller
1. H. Stephenson
Mutual Life Ins. Co.
D.Munro
L. A. Cameron
G. M. Cameron
M.A.C.C.

1905
1908-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
Miss N. 1. Kildahl
F. Sojecki
H. Cochrane

SECTION
6-9-27
NEv..
1885-1891 R. Bell
1892-1900 G.1. Maulson
R. McKay
1905
1908-1916 C.1. Lord
1919-1924 H. Dingman
1929-1941 R. Dryman
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
1947-1962 E. Gertz
1965-1972 C. M. Hammond
1974-1980 J. Harder
SEV4
1885-1891
1892-1900
1905
1908-1916
1924
1929-1941
1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

R. Bell
G. 1. Maulson
R. McKay
C. 1. Lord
H. Dingman
R. Dryman
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Eigler
J. Harder

NW'I4
1885
1888-1892
1893-1895
1900-1910
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

W.1. Lyons
C. F. Weston
W. Craghill
W. 1. Lyons
R. Bolton
Mrs. R. Bolton
R. Bolton Estate
Simpson Estate
W. M. Forsyth
A. Eigler
I. Harder

SWV4
University of Manitoba
R. Bell (part of)
W. H. Stonehouse (part
of)
C. F. Weston
1887
1908-1932 W. Turner
1937-1941 N. 1. Turner
1945-1947 Mrs. M. L. Cann
1886
1886
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SECTION
7-9-27
NEv..
C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
1905
1908-1919 Mrs. S. E. Gee
1924-1932 J. Radjick
1937-1947 Mrs. S. Koch
1950-1972 M. Smolensky and A.
Stebniski
1962-1980 M. Smolensky and A.
Stebniski
SEv..
?
1905
1908-1910
1914-1916
1919-1932
1929
1937-1945
1947-1962
1965-1972
1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
Wm. 1. Lyons
R. Bolton
Mrs. R. Bolton
Bolton Estate
W. Forsyth
E. Gertz
C. M. Hammond
E. Hammond
G. A. Johnson

NW'I4
?
1886
1905
1908-1919
1924-1932
1937-1959
1962
1965
1968-1980

C.P.R.
W. H. Stonehouse
D. W. McCanna
Mrs. S. E. Gee
1. Radjick
Mrs. S. Koch
F. Hammermeister
A. R. Rempel
A. R. Janzen

SWV..
?
1905
1908-1910
1914-1916
1919-1932
1929
1937-1945
1947-1962
1965-1972
1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
D. W. McCanna
Wm.1. Lyons
R. Bolton
Mrs. R. Bolton
Bolton Estate
W. Forsyth
E. Gertz
C. M. Hammond
E. Hammond
G. A. Johnson

SECTION
8-9-27
NEv..
1905
1908-1910
1914
1916-1924
1929
1932-1946
1947-1970
1972
1974-1980

Hudson Bay
D. A. Campbell and R.
Langley
M. H. Simpson
Wm. Leverington
D. Smith
Mutual Life Ass.
G. W. Stevenson
R. Jopko
1. A. and L. M.
MacDonald
E. and M. Barkley

SEV4
Hudson Bay
D. A. Campbell and R.
Langley
1908-1946 1. Cruickshank
1947-1980 M. and M. Smolensky

1905

NWV4
?

Hudson Bay

1905
1908-1910
1914
1916-1924
1929
1932-1946
1947-1970
1972
1974-1980

D. A. Campbell and R.
Langley
M. H. Simpson
Wm. Leverington
D. Smith
Mutual Life Ass.
G. W. Stevenson
R. Jopko
J. A. and L. M.
MacDonald
E. and M. Barkley

SW'/4
?
1905

Hudson Bay
D. A. Campbell and R.
Langley
1908-1946 J. Cruickshank
1947-1978 M. and M. Smolensky
1965-1970 C. M. Hammond

SECTION
1-7-28
NEV4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1900-1905 J. T. Wilkins
1910
C. W. Busby
1914-1941 H. McIntosh
1945-1947 L. R. Curtis
1950-1980 W. A. Elliott
SEV.
1885-1892
1905
1910-1929
1932-1941
1945-1956
1959-1976
1978-1980
NWV4
1885-1892
1905-1941
1945
1947-1953
1956-1959
1965-1980
SWV.
1885-1892
1893-1895
1905
1910-1929
1932-1941
1945-1956
1959-1974
1976-1980

North West Land Co.

J. D. Reid
D. McIntosh
Imperial Life Co.
R. Pigg
C. W. Paddock
V. R. Anderson
North West Land Co.
J. D. Reid
T. Reid
D. L. Traill
L. R. Curtis
V. Anderson
North West Land Co.
P. A. S. Milliken
M. E. Currie
D. McIntosh
Imperial Life Co.
M. R. Pigg
C. W. Paddock
V. R. Anderson

SECTION
2-7-28
NEV.
1891-1895
1900-1919
1916
1924-1929
1932
1937-1941

J. D. Morrison
D.Munro
W.Munro
D.Munro
R. M. Curtis
Huron & Erie Mortgage
Co.
1945-1962 L. R. Curtis
1965-1980 V. R. Anderson

SEV4
1891-1895
1900-1919
1916
1924-1929
1932
1937-1941

P. A. S. Milliken
D.Munro
W. Munro
D.Munro
R. M. Curtis
Huron & Erie Mortgage
Co.

SWV4
1893-1895
1900-1916
1919-1924
1929-1937
1941-1947
1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

1945-1962 L. R. Curtis
1965-1978 V. R. Anderson
NWV.
1891-1895
1900-1945
1947-1950
1953-1972
1974-1980

1. Stephens
G. C. Pettypiece
W. Pettypiece
G. G. Kirkpatrick
G. D. Donald

SWV.
1891-1900 J. Stephens
1905
H. Stewart
1910
L. Wiltshire
1914-1946 J. Duncan
1947-1980 E. H. Berry
SECTION
3-7-28
NEV4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905-1910 C. 1. Stewart
1914-1924 W. H. Donald
1929-1947 W. Nolan
1950-1968 A. Nolan
1970-1980 W. D. Donald
SEV4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905-1910 C. J. Stewart
1914-1919 W. H. Donald
1924-1947 W. Nolan
1950-1968 A. Nolan
1970-1980 W. D. Donald
NWV.
1885-92
1905-1924
1929-1962
1965-1980

North West Land Co.

W. Donald
J. A. Donald
W. D. Donald

SWV.
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905-1924 W. Donald
1929-1962 J. A. Donald
1965-1980 W. D. Donald
SECTION
4-7-28
NEV4
1885-1886
1893-1895
1900-1905
1910-1916
1919
1924-1947
1950-1956
1959-1965
1968-1980

1. M. Egan
E. Williams
F. B. Hodges
E. N. Nisbet
E. Nisbet
R. Gemmall
J. H. Donald
B. E. Donald
K. B. Milliken

J. Caldwell
J. W. Dawson
L. Williams
J. Williams
T. A. Bulloch
R. Kabbeke
A. and M. Mispelon

North West Land Co.
I. McNeil
D. McNeil
I. McNeil
J. R. Milliken
A. Kabbski
A. and M. Mispelon

SEV4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905
I. McNeil
1910-1972 G. McNeil
1974-1980 D. M. Chester
NWV4
1885-1892
1900-1910
1914-1919
1924-1950
1953
1956-1980

North West Land Co.

T. Caldwell
D. J. Brownlee
G. Chester
K. Chester
S. R. Harrison

SWV4
1885-1892
1905-1910
1914-1924
1929-1950
1953
1956-1980

G. Chester
K. Chester
S. R. Harrison

SECTION
6-7-28
NEV.
1885-1886
1900-1937
1941
1945
1947-1953
1956-1965
1968-1980

O. Peters
I. McNeil
D. McNeil
I. McNeil
J. R. Milliken
E. Kabbeke
A. and M. Mispelon

SE'/4
1905
1910
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929-1965
1968-1980

SEV4
1885-1886 J. M. Egan
1892-1916 M. G. Nisbet
1919
E. Nisbet
1924-1947 R. Gemmell
1950-1956 J. H. Donald
1959-1965 B. E. Donald
1968-1980 K. B. Milliken
NWV4
1893-1895
1900
1905
1910-1916
1919-1941
1945-1956
1959
1962
1965
1968-1980

SECTION
5-7-28
NEV.
1885-1892
1905-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1962
1956-1965
1968-1980

1. H. Exley

North West Land Co.

T. Caldwell
D. J. Brownlee

J.
J.
J.
J.

J. Dawson
H. Walls

1. Dawson

W. Dawson
W. J. Chester
D. M. Chester

NWV4
1885-1886 O. Peters
1900-1945 W. G. Milliken
1947-1980 H. P. Harrison
SWV4
1910
1914-1937
1941
1945-1972
1974-1980

J. Hammond
H. Barley
A. Jones
J. S. Donald
J. S. Donald
C. E. Donald
B. E. Donald
J. H. Donald
B. E. Donald
K. B. Milliken

T. Craig
F. Stewart
R. Stewart
K. D. Duncan
J. Jackson Jr.

SECTION
7-7-28
NEV4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1900-1910 C. Stall wood
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1914-1932 I. Fisette
1937-1945 M. Fisette
1947-1974 D. McKay
1976-1980 B. D. Campbell
SEV4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905-1947 A. Traill
1950-1968 A. Traill
1970-1974 E. McConnell
1976-1980 B. D. Campbell
NWV4
1885-1892
1905-1932
1937-1945
1947-1974
1976-1980

North West Land Co.
I. Fisette
M. Fisette
D. McKay
B. D. Campbell

SWV4
1885-1892
1905-1947
1950-1968
1970-1972
1974-1980

North West Land Co.
A. Traill
A. Traill
M. McConnell
D. Belisle

SECTION
8-7-28
NEV4
1885-1900 Hudson's Bay Co.
1905
J. Newton
1910
W. Pfuff
1914-1919 E. A. Kirtland
W. H. Donald
1924
1929-1965 J. A. Donald
1968-1980 W. D. Donald
SEV4
1885-1900 Hudson's Bay Co.
1905
J. Newton
1910
W. Pfuff
1914-1919 E. A. Kirtland
W. H. Donald
1924
1929-1965 J. A. Donald
1968-1980 D. W. Donald
NWV4
1885-1900
1905
1910-1916
1919-1950
1953-1980
SWV4
1885-1895
1905
1910-1916
1919-1950
1953-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
J. Newton
W. E. Chester
W. J. Chester
D. M. Chester
Hudson's Bay Co.

J. Newton
W. E. Chester
W. J. Chester
D. M. Chester

SECTION
9-7-28
NEV4
1885-1893 North West Land Co.
1905-1950 D. J. Brownlee
1953-1956 E. M. Brownlee
1959-1978 C. J. Brownlee
1980
D. D. Campbell
SEV4
1885-1892
1905-1916
1919-1941
1945-1956
1959-1962
1965
1968-1980
NWV4
1885-1893

North West Land Co.

J. S. Donald
J. S. Donald
C. E. Donald
J. H. Donald
B. C. Donald
K. B. Milliken
North West Land Co.

f,~

1905-1950
1953-1956
1959-1978
1980

D.
E.
e.
D.

1. Brownlee
M. Brownlee
1. Brownlee
D. Campbell

SW'I4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905-1916 J. S. Donald
1919-1941 1. S. Donald
1945-1956 e. E. Donald
1959-1962 1. H. Donald
B. E. Donald
1965
1968-1980 K. B. Milliken

SECTION
10-7-28
NEV4
1910-1914
1916-1919
1924-1929
1929-1956
1932-1959
1962-1965
1968-1980

J. Guthrie
1. D. Reid
A. Carpenter
MB. Pool Elevator
P. e. Pettypiece
1. A. Donald
D. W. Donald

SEV4
1893-1895 W. R. Hall
1900-1924 F. 1. Pettypiece
1929-1946 G. e. Pettypiece
1. A. Donald
1947
1950-1976 E. L. Donald
1978-1980 D. W. Donald
NW!I.
1893-1894 W. Steedsman
1900-1905 J. Pettypiece
1910-1916 Pettypiece Bros.
1919-1959 P. Pettypiece
1962-1965 1. A. Donald
1968-1980 D. W. Donald
SWV4
1910-1914 W. Donald
1916
B. Donald
1919
W H. Donald
1924-1937 B. Donald
1941-1962 1. A. Donald
1965-1980 D. W Donald
SECTION
11-7-28
NEV4
1910-1929
1937
1941
1945-1950
1953-1962
1965-1980

D. e. Munro
Provincial Gov!.
W. Lowe
M. Jezzard
W. A. Nash
F. Jezzard

SEV4
1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1945
1947-1962
1965-1978
1980

W H. Duncan
1. F. Pettypiece
Pettypiece Bros.
G. e. Pettypiece
1. Pettypiece
1. A. Donald
G. D. Donald

NWV4
1910-1924
1924-1929
1929
1929-1947
1932
1937
1941-1950
1953-1980

W. W. Hunter
U.G.G.
W. W Hunter
MB Pool Elevator
W W. Hunter
Provincial Gov!.
W. Jezzard
F. Jezzard

SWV4
1910

W. H. Hunter

1914-1919
1924
1929-1945
1947-1962
1965-1978
1980

F. 1. Pettypiece
Pettypiece Bros.
G. e. Pettypiece
1. Pettypiece
1. A. Donald
G. D. Donald

SECTION
12-7-28
NEV4
1891-1900 W. E. Blackmore
1905-1941 W. E. Blackmore
1945-1962 e. Blackmore
1. W. and M. E. Ashley
1965
1968-1980 W. Ashley
SE'I4
D. Wynn
1910
1914-1937 1. D. Reid
1941-1947 Imperial Life
1950-1965 D. F. Curtis
1968-1978 L. Curtis
L. 1. Donald
1980
NWV4
1891-1892
1893-1900
1905-1941
1945-1956
1953-1965
1968-1980

A. Craig
W.Munro
1. McArther
A. McArthur
e. E. McArthur
W. Ashley

SW'I4
1905-1941 1. D. Reid
1945-1947 Imperial Life
1950-1965 D. F. Curtis
1968-1978 L. Curtis
1980
G. D. Donald

SECTION
13-7-28
NEV4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1893-1895 M. Giles
1900-1905 1. e. Munro
1910
1. F. Watson
1914-1937 1. McArthur
1945-1978 F. Skelton
1980
M.A.e.e.
SEY4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1893-1900 WMunro
1905-1937 1. McArthur
1941-1978 F. Skelton
1980
M.A.e.e.
NWY,
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905-1937 1. McArthur
1941-1972 1. F. Skelton
1974-1978 F. Skelton
1980
M.A.e.e.
SWY,
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1895
1. Reid
1905-1941 1. McArthur
1945-1956 A. McArthur
1953-1965 e. E. McArthur
1968-1978 F. Skelton
1980
M.A.e.e.

SECTION
14-7-28
NE!l4
1891-1892 F. W. Atkey
1893
1. W. Atkey
1895-1905 1. Munro

1910
1. F. Watson
1914-1941 1. McArthur
1950
P. A. Finch
1953-1956 G. H. Robertson
1959-1980 G. G. Kirkpatrick
SE'/4
1892
1. W. Atkey
1893-1905 W. Forbes Sr.
1910-1941 A. E. Smith
1945-1959 G. Kirkpatrick (part of)
1956-1959 A. Kirkpatrick
1962-1980 G. Kirkpatrick

NW!I.
1893-1905
1910-1941
1945-1959
1956-1959
1962-1980

W.
A.
G.
A.
G.

Forbes Jr.
E. Smith
Kirkpatrick (part of)
Y. Kirkpatrick
Kirkpatrick

SW!I.
1893
Dr. Lambkin
1894-1916 W. W. Hunter
1910-1932 W. H. Hunter
1937-1946 MB Farm Loan
1947-1965 W. A. Nash
1968-1980 N. Kirkpatrick
SECTION
15-7-28
NE!l4
1885-1892
1905
1910
1914-1932
1937-1946
1947-1965
1968-1980

North West Land Co.
W. Flynn
W. Renelle
W. W. Hunter
MB Farm Loan
W. A. Nash
F. Jezzard

SEV4
1885-1892
1894
1905-1916
1919-1932
1937-1947
1950-1980

North West Land Co.
W. Thrussell
W. W. Hunter
E. Jezzard
MB Farm Loan
F. A. Jezzard

NWV4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905-1924 1. B. Fair
1929-1941 A. A. Bullock
1945-1980 E. Berry
SW!I,
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1893-1895 W Thrussell
1905-1924 1. B. Fair
1929-1941 A. A. Bulloch
1945-1980 E. Berry
SECTION
16-7-28
NE'I4
1891-1910 K. McAuley
1914-1919 1. R. Strome
1924
National Trust
1929-1950 D. 1. Brownlee
1953-1956 E. M. Brownlee
1959-1980 e. 1. Brownlee
SEV4
1891-1892
1893
1905-1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1950
1959-1978
1980
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H. Jackman
W. Thrussell
K. McAuley
1. R. Strome
National Trust
D. J. Brownlee
C. 1. Brownlee
D. and R. Campbell

NW!l4
1891-1900
1905

K. McAuley
A. Tullock and D.
Findlay
1910-1914 A. Kerr
1916
D. Findlay and A. Kerr
1919-1953 M. Karpinski
1956-1965 S. and e. Karpinski
1968-1980 C. Karpinski

SW!l4
1891-1892
1893
1894-1895
1900-1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1950
1953-1956
1959-1978
1980

J. Northey
A. Sigardson
A. Gudjouson
K. McAuley
1. R. Strome
National Trust
D. 1. Brownlee
E. M. Brownlee
e. 1. Brownlee
D. and R. Campbell

SECTION
17-7-28
NE'I4
1885-1892
1900
1905-1916
1919-1941
1945-1974
1976
1978-1980

North West Land Co.
1. G. Boyd
W. P. Gibson
T. Ashcroft
A. Ashcroft
e. L. Karpinski
D. and R. Campbell

SEV4
1885-1892
1900
1905
1910-1941
1945-1974
1976
1978-1980

North West Land Co.
J. G. Boyd
W. R. Gibson
T. E. Ashcroft
A. Ashcroft
e. L. Karpinski
D. and R. Campbell

NWV4
1885-1892
1910-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956-1962
1965-1980

North West Land Co.
A. Johnson
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Johnson
C. Johnston
H. A. Toews
E. Isaac

SWV4
1885-1892
1914-1941
1945-1947
1950-1962
1965-1980

North West Land Co.
I. Fisette
1. Fisette
1. Fisette
e. T. Isaac

SECTION
18-7-28
NEV4
1893-1900
1905-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1956
1956-1962
1965-1980

A. Jonsson
A. Johnson
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Johnson
e. Johnson
C. and H. Johnson
N. Walker

SEV4
1893-1895
1990-1924
1929-1941
1945-1962
1965-1980

S. Sigardsson
C. Stallwood
F. Fisette
1. Fisette
e. T. Isaac

NWV4
1893-1894 P. Jacobson
1900-1905 1. 1. Boothe

1910-1937
1941-1956
1959-1962
1968-1972
1974-1980

1. Bulloch
L. 1. Bulloch
V. M. Bulloch
D. W. McKay
Durand, Belisle, Smith

SWv..
1905-1941 I. Fisette
1945-1962 1. Fisette
1965-1980 C. T. Isaac
SECTION
19-7-28
NEv..
1885-1892
1919-1924
1929-1953
1956-1965
1968-1980

North West Land Co.
c.P. Railway
M. Karpinski
C. and S. Karpinski
C. Karpinski

SE'I4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905-1947 1. Bulloch
1950-1953 C. Johnson
1956-1959 C. and H. Johnson
1962-1980 L. D. Rhodes
NWv..
1885-1892
1905-1941
1945-1959
1962-1972
1974-1980

North West Land Co.
G. W. Milliken
P. Halldorson
1. Halldorson
A. Belisle

SWv..
1885-1892
1900-1905
1910-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956-1959

North West Land Co.
A. Wilson
A. Johnson
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Johnson
C.Johnson
C. and H. Johnson (part
of)
1956-1959 North Star Oil Ltd. (part
of)
1962-1980 L. D. Rhodes

SECTION
20-7-28
NEv..
1891-1892
1893-1895
1900
1910-1937
1941
1945-1962
1965-1980

M. Matheson
1. E. Barkwell
M. Layden
T. Mutter
Mun. of Pipestone
E. T. Jones
D. Jones

SEv..
1891-1892 M. Matheson
1893-1895 H. D. Guffin
1900
G. A. Carlett
1905-1941 T. Mattir
1945-1953 M. Karpinski
1956-1962 S. and C. Karpinski
1965
M. Karpinski
1968-1980 C. Karpinski
NWv..
1891-1895
1905-1910
1914-1937
1941
1945-1962
1965-1980

E. Lawdon
I. Rintoul
T. Mutter
Mun. of Pipestone
E. T Jones
D. Jones

SWv..
1891-1893
1894-1895

E. Lawdon
C. Still

1900
1905
1910-1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956-1959
1962-1980
SECTION
21-7-28
NEv..
1885-1892
1900-1947
1950-1968
1970-1980
SEv..
1885-1892
1905
1910-1959
1962-1980

1. Laurie
W. H. Burge
C. Stall wood
A. Johnson
Mun. of Pipestone
A. Johnson
C. Johnson
C. and H. Johnson
D. Jones

1950-1956 F. Nash
1959-1972 M. H. Nash
1974-1976 A. E. Hood
1978-1980 G. and H. Walker
SECTION
23-7-28
NEv..
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905-1932 W. Hawkins
1937-1953 MB Farm Loans
1956-1980 M. C. Caldwell

North West Land Co.
A. B. Martin
R. 1. Walker
E. Walker
North West Land Co.
E. H. Molstad
G. Walker
N. Walker

NWv..
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905
E. H. Molstad
1910-1959 G. Walker
1962-1980 N. Walker
SWv..
1885-1892
1905
1910-1959
1962-1980

North West Land Co.
E. H. Molstad
G. Walker
N. Walker

SECTION
22-7-28
NEv..
1889-1892
1893-1905
1910-1924
1929-1947
1950
1953-1970
1972-1974
1976
1978-1980

1. Milne
1. Forbes
1. Forbes
A. Forbes
E. A. Wilkins
W. E. Wilkins
A. Wilkins
A. Hood
G. and H. Walker

SEv..
1889-1900
1905
1910-1947
1950
1953
1956-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980

1. Wood
1. Broatch
1. H. Skelton
F. R. Skelton
1. R. Skelton
1. R. Walker
E. Walker
G. and H. Walker

NWv..
1889-1895
1900
1905
1910-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1947
1950
1953-1970
1972-1974
1976
1978-1980

A. Milne
W. Beard
1. Broatch
1. Forbes
M. Forbes
A. Forbes
M. Forbes
E. A. Wilkins
W. E. Wilkins
A. Wilkins
A. Hood
G. and H. Walker

SWY4
1889-1895
1900
1905
1910
1914-1924
1929-1947

A. Milne
W. Beard
W. Baird
1. Wilson
1. Forbes
A. Forbes
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SEv..
1885-1892
1905-1932
1937-1956
1959-1972
1974-1980

North West Land Co.
W. Hawkins
MB Farm Loans
A. C. Caldwell
C. and M. Caldwell

NWY4
1885-1892
1905-1932
1937-1953
1956-1968
1970-1972
1974-1980

North West Land Co.
W. Hawkins
MB Farm Loans
C. Caldwell
M. C. Caldwell
A. G. Caldwell

SWv..
1885-1892
1905
1910-1947
1950
1953-1968
1970-1980

North West Land Co.
D. Baird
1. Skelton
F. R. Skelton
1. R. Walker
E. Walker

SECTION
24-7-28
NEv..
1889-1924
1929-194I'
1945-1970
1968-1972
1974-1980

1. Power
A. L. Geen
C. A. Caldwell
M. Caldwell
C. and M. Caldwell

SEv..
1891-1895
1900
1905-1916
1919
1924
1929-1941
1945-1968
1970-1980

W. H. Giles
1. Duncan
C. H. Geen
S. McKay
H. Geen
A. L. Geen
A. Gruber
M. C. Caldwell

NWv..
1891-1895
1900-1905
1910-1932
1937-1947
1950-1962
1965-1980

J. Camelon
F. Kelly
M. Reid
Imperial Life Ins. Co.
K. Reid
M. Caldwell

SWV..
1910-1914
1916
1919-1932
1937-1941
1945-1962
1965-1980

1. Reid
F. Kelly
M. Reid
F. Kelly
K. Reid
M. C. Caldwell

SECTION
25-7-28
NEY4
1885-1892
1905
1910
1914-1924
1929-1937

North West Land Co.
Est. A. Caldwell
T.1. Harding
1. Johnston
1. F. Johnston

1941
1. F. Johnston
1945-1976 1. R. Johnston
1978-1980 R. N. Johnston
SEv..
1885-1892
1900-1914
1916
1919-1941
1945-1950
1953-1980

North West Land Co.
W. Duncan
W. 1. Guthrie
Est. W. J. Guthrie
A. C. Caldwell
C. Caldwell

NWY4
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1900-1972 E.1. Suthers
1974-1980 1. Van Workum
SWV,
1885-1892
1900-1914
1916
1919-1941
1945-1972
1974-1980

North West Land Co.
W. Duncan
W. 1. Guthrie
Est. W. 1. Guthrie
A. C. Caldwell
C. and M. Caldwell

SECTION
26-7-28
NEY4
1910-1929 1. Guthrie
1932-1953 F. B. Burnett
1956-1974 1. D. G. Burnett
1976-1980 1. Van Workum
SEY4
1885-1900
1905-1910
1914-1924
1929
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953
1956-1959
1962-1972
1974-1980

Hudson Bay Co.
A. Caldwell
T. A. McGaffin
C. Caldwell
1. A. Megaffin
A. C. Caldwell
M. Caldwell
M. and A. C. Caldwell
M. Caldwell
C. and M. Caldwell

NWv..
1885-1900
1905-1910
1914-1924
1945-1950
1953
1956-1959
1962-1980

Hudson Bay Co.
A. Caldwell
T. A. McGaffin
A. C. Caldwell
M. Caldwell
M. and A. C. Caldwell
M. Caldwell

SWV..
1885-1900
1905-1910
1914-1924
1929
1932-1941
1945-1950
1953
1956-1959
1962-1972
1974-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
A. Caldwell
T. A. Megaffin
C. Caldwell
T. A. Megaffin
A. C. Caldwell
M. Caldwell
M. and A. C. Caldwell
M. Caldwell
A. G. Caldwell

SECTION
27-7-28
NEv..
1885-1892
1905
1910-1919
1924
1929-1947
1950-1962
1965-1980

North West Land Co.
1. W. Yates
E. Caldwell
1. H. Yates
G. Yates
1. D. Yates
D. V. Zarn

SEY4
1885-1892
1905

North West Land Co.
J. W. Yates

1910-1916
1924
1929-1947
1950-1956
1959-1980

E. Caldwell
1. H. Yates
G. Yates
1. D. Yates
C. G. Caldwell

NWv..
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905
1. W. Yates
1910-1919 E. Caldwell
1924
1. H. Yates
1929-1947 G. Yates
1950-1962 1. D. Yates
1965-1980 D. V. Zarn
SW'I,
1885-1892 North West Land Co.
1905
1. Yates
1910-1919 E. Caldwell
1924
1. H. Yates
1929-1947 G. Yates
1950-1959 J. D. Yates
1962-1980 C. C. Caldwell

SECTION
28-7-28
NE'I,
1885-1886
1900
1905-1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1972
1974-1980

G. Picket
T. C. Stinson
W. Duncan Jr.
A. Duncan
E. Zarn
A. Zarn
D. 1. Zarn

SEv..
1891
A. L. Bailey
1892
A. C. Bartley
1893-1900 F. Payne
1905
W. A. Brady
1910-1941 A. B. Martin
1945
P. Dupuis
1947-1962 G. Walker Jr.
1965-1980 K. M. Zarn
NW'I..
1885-1886
1900
1905-1914
1916-1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1972
1974-1980

G. Picket
W. C. Wright
1. McClure
W. Duncan
A. Duncan
E. Zarn
A. Zarn
D. 1. Zarn

SW'I4
1891-1892
1893-1941
1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

E. R. B. Milne
A. B. Martin
P. Dupuis
G. Walker Jr.
K. M. Zarn

SECTION
29-7-28
NEv..
1910-1919
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

T. Mutter
T. Mutter
E. T. Jones
D. L. Jones

1941
1945
1947-1950
1953-1980
SW'I4
1919
1924
1929-1941
1945
1947-1950
1953-1980

H. Zarn

C. Zarn
Crown Land
Crown Land
School Land
T. Mutter
Dom. Gov't
E. T. Jones
Crown Land
Crown Land

1945-1950 E. Zarn
1953-1962 0. Zarn
1965-1980 K. M. Zarn
NWv..
1893-1894
1900
1905
1910-1937
1941-1945
1947-1953
1956
1959-1962
1965-1968
1970
1972-1980

SECTION
30-7-28
NEV.
1919
University of MB
SWv..
1924-1968 W. W. Milliken
1900-1905
1970-1976 1. and K. B. Milliken
1910-1924
1978-1980 I. and M. and 1. Milliken 1929-1932
1937-1941
SE'I4
1945
1919-1962 University of MB
1947-1980
1965-1972 1. A. Halldoroon
1974-1980 T. A. Skelton
SECTION
NW'I4
33-7-28
1919-1974 University of MB
NEv..
1976-1980 1. A. Skelton
1885-1892
SW'I4
1905
1914-1941 G. W. Milliken
1910-1937
1945-1959 P. Halldoroon
1941
1965-1972 1. A. Halldoroon
1974-1980 1. A. Skelton
1945-1976
1978-1980
SECTION
SE'I..
31-7-28
1885-1892
NE'I4
1905-1950
1885-1889 North West Land Co.
1953
1905-1941 T. McKay
1956-1965
1945-1972 1. P. Duncan
1968-1980
1974-1980 R. H. Zarn
NWv..
SEv..
1885-1892
1885-1889 North West Land Co.
1905
1905-1910 A. H. Knott
1910-1937
1914-1932 G. W. Milliken
1941
1937-1941 Imperial Life
1945-1974 W. Skelton
1945-1976
1976-1980 1. A. Skelton
1978-1980
NWv..
SW'I4
1885-1889 North West Land Co.
1885-1892
1905-1941 T. McKay
1905-1965
1945-1972 1. P. Duncan
1968-1980
1974-1980 R. H. Zarn
SW'I..
1885-1889 North West Land Co.
1905-1910 A. H. Knott
1914-1932 G. W. Milliken
1937-1941 Imperial Life
1945-1974 W. Skelton
1976-1980 1. A. Skelton

SEv..
1910-1941 T. Mutter
1945-1947 E. T. Jones
1950-1980 D. L. Jones

SECTION
32-7-28
NEv..
1893-1894
1900-1937
1941-1945
1947-1950
1953-1980

NWv..
1910-1916 Cadewalledar
1919
Est. F. McDougall
1924-1929 Dom. Gov't
1932-1937 W. A. Zarn

SEv..
1893-1894 T. Fredrickson
1900-1905 1. H. Zarn
1910-1937 T. W. Jackson
1941
Mun. of Pipestone

S. Gudmundsson
C. McDowell
Mun. of Pipestone
E. Zarn
B. N. Zarn

SECTION
34-7-28
NEv..
1886
1910
1905-1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1947-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980

G. S igardsson
M. Weldon
F. McDougall
C. McDowell
Mun. of Pipestone
E. Zarn
W. A. Reid
G. T. Penner
C. Toews
G. T. Penner
L. Penner
T. S. Rintoul
G. F. Graham
O. Peterson
O. Pierson
F. Elliott
B. N. Zarn

North West Land Co.
1. A. McMurchy
J. Clarkson
Canada Perm. Mortgage
Co.
B. N. Zarn
B. and 1. Zarn

SW'/4
1885-1886
1905
1910
1914-1947
1950
1953-1972
1974-1980

1. Johnson
T. 1. Ryland
W. Duncan
T. Ryland
E. H. Zarn
O. Zarn
D.1. Zarn

SECTION
35-7-28
NE'I4
1900-05
1910-1932
1937-1945
1947-1962
1970-1976
1978-1980

W. T. Mossop
A. A. Mossop
MB Farm Loans
A. Locke
1. R. Johnston
R. and L. Johnston

SE'I4
1905-1919
1914
1924-1929
1932-1953
1956-1974
1976-1980

1. Guthrie
P. Guthrie
1. Guthrie
F. B. Burnett
1. D. G. Burnett
A. Van Workum

NW'I4
1905-1953 1. Mossop
1956-1976 B. N. Zarn
1978-1980 B. and L. Zarn

North West Land Co.
H. Yates
E. Zarn
O.Zarn
D. 1. Zarn

SWv..
1905-1929
1932-1953
1956-1974
1976-1980

North West Land Co.
1. A. McMurchy
1. Clarkson
Canada Per. Mortgage
Co.
B. N. Zarn
B. and 1. Zarn

SECTION
36-7-28
NEv..
1885-1886
1891-1893
1894-1895
1900-1945
1947-1956
1959
1962-1980

North West Land Co.
H. Yates
D. 1. Zarn

1. Dinond
1. Mossop (part of)
1. Guthrie
L. Armstrong
Mun. of Pipestone
J. R. Yates
B. N. Zarn
B. and 1. Zam

SEv..
1885-1886
1900
1905-1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

1. Johnson
A. Mossop
1. Guthrie
L. Armstrong
Mun. of Pipestone
1. L. Yates
D. V. Zarn

NW'I4
1886

1. Dinond
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1905-1937 1. Clarkson
1941
Canada Perm. Mortgage
Co.
1945-1976 B. N. Zarn
1978-1980 G. and I. Zarn

1. Guthrie
F. B. Burnett
1. D. G. Burnett
A. Van Workum

F. Farnier
I. G. Mossop
1. Mossop
P. Guthrie
W. G. Guthrie
1. R. Watt
P. A. Donald

SEv..
1885
F. Farnier
1891-1945 P. Guthrie
1947-1956 G. W. Guthrie
1959
1. D. Watt
1962-1980 R. A. Donald
NWv..
1889-1892
1893-1905
1910-1959
1962-1972
1974-1980

A. Wilson
W. T. Mossop
1. Mossop
1. Donald
R. A. Donald

SW'I,
1889-1891 R. Bailey
1892-1900 E. 1. Wilkins
1905-1972 E.1. Guthrie
1974-1980 1. Van Workum

SECTION
1-8-28
NEv..
1889-1892 R. Lang
1893
Mrs. Milliken

1894-1916 1. Milliken
1919-1980 R. G. Milliken
SEV.
1890-1892
1893
1894-1916
1919-1980

R. Lang
Mrs. Milliken
1. Milliken
R. G. Milliken

NWV.
1889
1890-1900
1914-1932
1937-1972
1976-1980

R. Lang
A. Machan
Mrs. A. Galbraith
Mrs. M. Clegg
1. Van Workum

SWV.
1890
1891-1900
1914-1932
1937-1972
1976-1980

R. Lang
A. Machan
Mrs. A. Galbraith
Mrs. M. Clegg
1. Van Workum

SECTION
2-8-28
NEV.
1889
1890-1900
1914-1932
1937-1972
1976-1980

H. McGillioray
A. Machan
Mrs. A. Galbraith
Mrs. M. Clegg
1. Van Workum

SEV.
1913
D. McKinnon
1914
1. W. Guthrie
1916-1919 W. Mamie
1941-1947 Prudential Insurance
Company
1950-1959 R. Johnston
1962-1980 G. Henderson
NWV4
1891
1892-1895
1900
1916-1932
1937-1972
1976-1980

SWv.
1913
1914-1916
1919
1924-1937
1941-1947
1950-1959
1962-1980
SECTION
3-8-28
NEV.
1914-1929
1932-1937
1941-1953
1958
1959-1980
SEV.
1914-1924
1932-1945
1947-1968
1970-1980
NWV4
1914-1919
1924
1932-1945
1947-1972
1976-1980

H. McGillioray
W. 1. Matthews
W. 1. Mossop
Mrs. A. Galbraith
Mrs. M. Clegg
1. Van Workum

SWv.

!?14-!n9. P: MjJjjk~n

1932-1945 A. Milliken
1947-1968 D.Zam
1970-1980 R.H.Zam

SECTION
4-8-28
NEV.
1889
1890-1970
1972
1976-1980

S. Marshall
J. McMunn
G. A. Milliken
1. K. Guthrie

SEV.
1889
1890-1970
1972
1976-1980

A. McEwan
1. McMunn
G. A. Milliken
J. K. Guthrie

NWV.
1889
1893-1894
1914-1932
1937-1946
1959-1962
1965-1972
1976-1980

G. Marshall
W. C. Brown
W. Flynn
Manitoba Farm Loans
H. M. Johnson
E. Heiser
B. D. Heiser

SWV.
G. Milliken
1891
1892-1893 A. Lankin
A. Pollard
1914
1916-1932 W. Flynn
1937-1947 Mrs. M. Campbell
1950-1980 E. Heiser
SECTION
5-8-28
NEV.
1924-1932
1937-1947
1950-1953
1959-1962
1965-1980

W. Flynn
Manitoba Farm Loans
M. H. Johnston
G. Walker
C. Zam

1914-1919
NWV.
1914-1945 1. B. Townsley
1924-1941
Law, Union & Rock Ins. 1945
1947
Co.
1957-1980
1950-1959 N. W. Graham
1962-1980 L. Penner
SECTION
9-8-28
SWV.
NEV.
1893-1894 1. Einarson
1885-1892
1914-1945 1. B. Townsley
Law, Union & Rock Ins. 1914-1916
1947
1919-1924
Co.
1932
1950-1959 N. W. Graham
1937
1962-1980 L. Penner
1941-1945
1947-1950
SECTION
1953
7-8-28
1959
NEV.
1962-1972
G. Wilson
1914
1916
C. C. Campbell
1970-1980
1919-1947 Mrs. M. Campbell
SEV.
1950-1972 David and Benjamin
1891-1941
Davidson
1945
1976-1980 M. A. Forsyth
1947-1953
SEV.
1959-1962
1914-1924 J. McMurchy
1965
1932
G. Page
1968-1980
1. McMurchy
1937
1941-1945 Municipality of Pipestone NWV.
C. C. Campbell
1891-1947
1947
1950-1965
1950-1972 David and Benjamin
1968-1980
Davidson
1976-1980 M. A. Forsyth
SWv.
1891-1924
NWV.
1932-1946
1. Wilson
1914
1947
1916
C. C. Campbell
1950-1965
1919-1947 Mrs. M. Campbell
1968-1980
1950-1972 David and Benjamin

Mrs. 1. McCulloch
G. McCulloch
H. W. McCulloch
C. Zam

North West Land Co.
A. D. Chisholm
H. McMunn
E. Mills
Chisholm Estate
Municipality of Pipestone
1. C. Miller
C. C. Campbell
M. Millor
C. Campbell and E.
Chisholm
K. Campbell
North West Land Co.
Municipality of Pipestone
1. Miller
M. Millor
C. C. Campbell
K. Campbell
North West Land Co.
M.1. Mellor
K. Campbell
North West Land Co.
C. C. Campbell
T. Salansky
M.1. Millor
K. Campbell

Davidson
1976-1980 M. A. Forsyth

SWv.
1914-1924
1932
1937
1941-1945
SEV.
1947
1914-1932 W. Flynn
D. McKinnon
1937-1941 York Farmers Colony Co. 1950-1972
1. W. Johnston
1945-1980 C.Zarn
W. Mamie
1976-1980
NWV.
1. W. Guthrie
1914-1932 W. Flynn
Prudential Insurance
Company
1937-1941 York Farmers Colony Co. SECTION
8-8-28
1945-1980 C. Zam
R. Johnston
NEV.
G. Henderson
SWV.
1885-1924
1914-1953 H. Zam
1932
Dave and Chas Zam
1959
1937
1962-1972 D. Zam
1941-1945
1976-1980 R. D. Zam
1947
Canada North West Land
1950-1980
Co.
SECTION
SEV.
1. W. Balding
6-8-28
1891-1900
Municipal of Pipestone
NEV.
1914-1919
M. H. Johnston
1893-1900 A. Gudmunesson
1924-1941
K.Zam
W.
Busby
1914
1945
1. McMurchy
1916
1947-1980
1919-1945 1. B. Townsley
P. Milliken
Law, Union & Rock Ins. NWV4
1947
A. Milliken
1891-1924
Co.
D.Zam
1932
R.H.Zarn
1950-1959 N. W. Graham
1937
1962-1980 L. Penner
1941-1945
SEV.
Miss M. F. Dever
1947
1. A. Light
1893-1895 E. Jonathansson
1950-1980
1916-1950 H. Zam
Dever Estate
SWv.
Dave and Chas Zarn
D. Zarn
1959
1891-1900
1962-1980 H. Zarn
R. D. Zam
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SECTION
10-8-28
NEV.
J. McMurchy
1889
G. Page
1914-1919
1. McMurchy
1924-1932
Municipality of Pipestone 1937
C. C. Campbell
1941
David and Benjamin
1941
Davidson
1947
M. A. Forsyth
1950-1980

1. Park
H. Wedow
Mrs. L. Donaghy
Municipality of Pipestone
A. D. Craig
Municipality of Pipestone
W. C. Campbell
H. Campbell

SEV.
1885-1895
1900
1914-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1972
1976-1980

J. Park
G. A. Muttlebury
G. Eisler
Municipality of Pipestone
1. Payne
1. Milliken
B. 1. Henderson

NWV.
1889
1914-1919
1924-1932
1937
1941
1945
1947
1950-1980

1. Park
H. Wedow
Mrs. L. Donaghy
Municipality of Pipestone
A. D. Craig
Municipality of Pipestone
W. C. Campbell
H. Campbell

SWv.
1885-1892
1893-1895
1900
1937
1941-1945
1947-1972
1976-1980

1. Park
1. Park
G. 1. Maulson
Municipality of Pipestone
G. Eisler
1. Milliken
B. 1. Henderson

Hudson's Bay Co.
W. H. Zam
E. Zam
Hudson's Bay Co.
Mrs. M. Campbell
E. Heiser
Hudson's Bay Co.
Mrs. 1. McCulloch
G. McCulloch
H. W. McCulloch
C. Zam
Hudson's Bay Co.
W. H. Zarn
E.Zarn
Hudson's Bay Co.
Mrs. M. Campbell
E. Heiser
Hudson's Bay Co.

NWV.
1892
1893-1894
1914-1924
1932-1947
1950
1953
1954
1959-1980
SWv.
1913
1914-1919
1924-1941
1945-1947
1950-1976
1978-1980

SECTION
21-8-28
NEV4
1900
1914-1932
1937-1947
1950
1953-1972
1976-1980
SEV4
1900
1914-1932
1937
1941
1945
1947-1980
NWV.
1900

1914-1919
1924-1929
1932
1937-1942
1945
1947-1972
1976-1980
SWv.
1900

1914-1919
1924-1929
1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1972
1976-1980
SECTION
22-8-28
NEV.
1885
1889-1900
1914-1932
1950-1953
1959
1962-1980
SEV.
1885
1889-1900
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929-1932
1937-1947
1950-1962
1965-1980

A. McLeod
T. D. McMullen
1. A. Gaffin
C. S. Campbell
T. Shalanski
M. Shalanski
V. Barkman
E. Thiessen

NWV4
1885
1889-1895
1900
1914
1916-1950
1953
1959-1962
1965-1980

SWv.
A. McLeod
1885
W. G. Fleming
1890-1894
Rev. F. B. Fleming
1895-1950
Municipality of Pipestone 1953-1962
1965-1980
1. Forsyth
G. Forsyth
SECTION
23-8-28
NEV.
1885
Canada North West Land 1914-1932
1937-1950
Co.
W. H. Nolan
1953-1962
1965-1980
K. Coates
Coates Estate
SEV4
M. Sturby
1885
Venturelands
1900
1914-1916
Canada North West Land 1924
Co.
1932
W. H. Nolan
1937-1941
Mrs. A. Nolan
1945-1962
Imperial Life Assn. Co. 1965-1980
Municipality of Pipestone NWV4
M. Sturby
1885

SWV4
1913
1914
1916
1919
1924
1932
1937-1941
1945-1962
1965-1980

E. Matthews
B.1. Smith
W. H. Smith
H. H. Smith
A. E. Smith
Mrs. A. E. Smith
Mrs. E. Smith
W. Chambers
D. Morrison
R. Cleaver
A. E. Smith
Mrs. A. E. Smith
W. Chambers

SECTION
25-8-28
NEV.
1885
1900
1914-1941
1945-1970
1972-1980

1. Lang
SEV.
H. H. Smith
1889
Manitoba Farm Loans
1900
1. Lentsch
George and Robert Toews 1914-1937
1941-1965
1970-1980
1. Lang
NWV.
R. Carscadden
1898
D. Herbert
1900
A. Kay
1914-1937
R. 1. Scott
1941-1965
A. Kay
1968-1980
1. Lentsch
George and Robert Toews SWv.
1913
1914-1937
1. Lang
1941-1965
A. Lang
1968-1980
H. Smith
H. H. Smith
Manitoba Farm Loans
SECTION
1. Lentsch
26-8-28
George and Robert Toews NEV.
1885-1900
1914-1953
1. Lang
1959-1962
1. Callan
W. Callan
1965-1968
Municipality of Pipestone 1970-1980
1. Lentsch
1970-1980
George and Robert Toews
SEV.
1900
1914-1953
1959-1962
1965-1980
T. Dempsey

1889-1895
Canada North West Land 1900
1914-1932
Co.
G. Campbell
1937-1950
A. Henry
1953-1962
Campbell and Sons
1965-1980
W. B. Henry
SWv.
C. S. Campbell
1885
M. Sturby
1914-1932
Venturelands
1937-1941
1945
Canada North West Land 1947-1962
Co.
1965-1980
G. Campbell
A.Henry
SECTION
Campbell and Sons
24-8-28
W. B. Henry
NEV.
C. S. Campbell
1885-1895
M. Sturby
1900
E. Matthews
Venturelands
1914-1919 Mrs. E. Matthews
1924-1932 Miss T. P. Matthews
1937-1962 A. A. Cochrane
1965-1980 C. Downing
E. Matthews
1. Smith
H. H. Smith
Mrs. H. I. Hatch
A. Eigbi
H. Zarn

SEV.
1889
1900
1914-1916
1932
1937-1941
1945-1980

NWV.
1913
Mrs. R. Ayers
1914
Mrs. Ayers Estate
1916
L. W. Donaghy
1919
Municipality of Pipestone 1924-1941
A. E. Smith
1945-1962
W. Chambers
1965-1980

T. Dempsey

R. Ayers
R. R. Ayers
M.1. Ayers
Great West Life
1. E. Balding

D. Morrison

T. Smith

1. Watson
G. Herbert
D. Herbert
A. W. Kriutzeger
A. Kay
1. Lentsch
George and Robert Toews

1937-1965
1. Watson
1968-1980
G. Herbert
SEV4
D. Herbert
1885
A. W. Kriutzeger
1914-1932
A. Kay
1950-1953
R.1. Scott
1959
A. Kay
1962-1980
1. Lentsch
George and Robert Toews NWV.
1885
1914-1919
1924
1929-1945
1947-1965
1968
R. A. Gamble
1970-1980
1. G. Schmeltz
G. Schmeltz
SWv.
G. Schmeltz
1885
G. Smeltz
1914
1916-1950
1953-1962
R. A. Gamble
1965-1980
R. B. Matthews
G. Schmeltz
SECTION
G. Schmeltz
28-8-28
G. Smeltz
NEV4
1885-1919
R. A. Gamble
1924
D. W. Grimmett
1932
G. Schmeltz
1937-1980
G. Schmeltz
SEV4
D. Smeltz
1885-1919
1924
R. A. Gamble
1932
G. Schmeltz
1937-1980
G. Schmeltz
NWV4
D. Smeltz
1885
1889-1914
1916
1919
1924
D. W. Grimmett
1929
A. Gillies
1932-1937
H. Schmeltz and M.
1941
Hatch
1945-1972
D. and E. Smeltz
1976-1980
D. Smeltz
Smeltz Bros.
Hudson's Bay Co.
A. Gillies
M. Hatch
D. Smeltz

NWV.
1891-1900
1914
1916-1941
1945-1962
1965-1970
1972-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
C. F. Johnston
A. E. Smith
H. Schmeltz
E. Smeltz
Smeltz Bros.

SWv.
1900
1914
1916-1941
1945-1962
1965-1970
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
C. F. Johnston
A. E. Smith
H. Schmeltz
M. Smeltz
Smeltz Bros.

SECTION
27-8-28
NEV.
1885
R. Alexander
1914-1932 C. F. Johnston
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Miss Daisy Longman
H. Zam
R. Alexander
H. H. Smith
I. Hatch
A. Eigler
H. Zarn
R. Alexander
1. Coates
1. P. Pilcher
1. Coates
L. W. Coates
M. Macdonald
W. Chambers
R. Alexander
H. H. Smith
A. E. Smith
Mrs. A. E. Smith
W. Chambers

1. Coates
1. P. Pilcher
1. Coates Estate
L. W. Coates
1. Coates
1. P. Pilcher
1. Coates Estate
L. W. Coates
A. McKenzie
T. Turnbull
L. G. Nordstrom
A. Nordstrom
Ontario Interest Co.
1. Rae
E. Campbell
Municipality of Pipestone
A. A. Berry
Venturelands

SWv.
1885
A. McKenzie
1889-1914 T. Turnbull
1916
L. G. Nordstrom
1919
A. Nordstrom
Ontario Interest Co.
1924
1932-1937 E. Campbell
1941
Municipality of Pipestone
1945-1972 A. A. Berry
1976-1980 Venture lands

SECTION
29-8-28
NEV.
1914-1916
1919
1924
1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1980

1. F. Hunter
1. F. Hunter Estate
D. Goot
L. H. Campbell
1. Forsyth
G. Milliken
Manitoba Government

SEV.
1914-1916
1919
1924
1932
1937-1941

1. F. Hunter
1. F. Hunter Estate
D. Goot
G. H. Campbell
C. S. Campbell

SECTION
11-8-28
NE';4
1914-1953
1959-1980

1932
1937-1941
A. M. Campbell
H. Campbell

SEV.
1892-1900 1. H. Webster
1914-1953 A. M. Campbell
1959-1980 H. Campbell
NWV4
1914-1924
1937-1941
1945-1953
1959
1962-1980
SWV4
1914-1924
1932
1937-1941
1945-1953
1959
1962-1980

1. Callan
W. Callan
L. J. Balding
F. Balding
G. Henderson

J. Callan
Mrs. M. A. Callan
W. Callan
L. J. Balding
F. Balding
G. Henderson

SECTION
12-8-28
NEV.
1885-1894 W. Clark
1900
J. Guthrie
1914-1919 G. Campbell
1924
A. Henry
1932
G. Campbell
1937-1980 D. Watt
SEV4
1885
W. Patterson
1889-1900 E. Webster
1914-1919 G. Campbell
1924
A.Henry
1932
G. Campbell
1937-1980 D. Watt
NWV4
1885
D. Clark
[889-[895 R. Ayers
1900
J. H. Webster
1914-[953 A. M. Campbell
1959-1980 H. Campbell
SWV4
1885
W. Patterson
1889-1890 H. J. Webster
1891-1900 J. H. Webster
1914-1953 A. M. Campbell
1959-1980 Campbell
SECTION
13-8-28
NEV4
1885
J. Bell
1900
G. Eis[er
1914
W. Ayers
1916-1941 J. A. Smith
1945-1980 J. E. Balding
SEV.
1885
1889-1895
1900
1914
1916-1941
1945-1978
1980

J. Bell
J. Wells
G. Eisler
W. Ayers
J. A. Smith
J. E. Ba[ding
M. A. Cowan

NWV4
1889
J. Bell
1900
R. Ayers
1914-1916 Mrs. J. Ayers
1919-1924 R. R. Ayers

M.1. Ayers
Great West Life
Insurance Co.
1945-1978 1. Balding
1980
M. A. Cowan

SWV4
1885
1892-1919
1924
1932
1937-1941

J. Bell

R. Ayers
R. Ayers
M.1. Ayers
Great West Life
Insurance Co.
1945-1978 1. E. Balding
1980
M. A. Cowan

SECTION
14-8-28
NEV.
1885
1892-1895
1900
1914-1924
1932
1937-1950
1959
1962-1980

T. J. Fowler

NWV4
1914-1916
1919
1924-1941
1945-1959
1962-1980

SWV4
1914-1941 A. Campbell
1945-1965 W. Campbell
1968-1974 G. Hooper
1976-1980 K. Campbell
SECTION
16-8-28
NEV4
1885
1893-1932
1937
1941

W. Fowler
W. Nolan
Mrs. A. Nolan
Imperial Life Insurance
Co.
Municipality of Pipestone
1945
1947-1980 M. Sturby

R. Bailey
H. C. Simpson
J. Callan
W. J. Callan
SEV4
J. Lentsch
1892
R. Toews
1893-1924
Robert and George Toews 1932
1937
SEV4
1941
1885-1895 R. Bailey
1945
1900
H. C. Simpson
1950
1914-1924 J. Callan
1953
1932
W. J. Callan
1954-1965
1937-1953 J. Lentsch
1968-1974
1959
R. Toews
1962-1978 Robert and George Toews 1976-1980
1980
R. Toews
NW';4
NWV4
1914-1919
1885
J. Fowler
1924
1889-1900 R. Carscaden
1932
1914-1916 D. Herbert
1937-1945
1919
A. W. Kruitziger
1947
A. Kay
1924
1950
1932
R. J. Scott
1953
A. McKay
1937
[959-1978
A. W. McKay
1941
1980
1945-1953 J. Lentsch
SWV4
1959
R. Toews
1962-1978 Robert and George Toews 1914-1919
1924
R. Toews
1980
1937-1945
SWV4
1947-1950
1885
R. A. Jackson
1953
1889-1891 I. Morris
1959-1980
1892-1895 R. J. Callan
1900-1924 J. Callan
SECTION
1932-1941 Mrs. M. A. Callan
17-8-28
1945-1953 L. J. Balding
NEV4
Mrs. F. Ba[ding
1959
1914-1965
1962-1980 G. Henderson
1968-1980
SEV4
1914-1965
1968-1980

SECTION
15-8-28
NEV.
1914-1916
1919
1924-1941
1945-1959
1962-1980

D. Herbert
A. W. Kruitziger
A. Kay
W. C. Campbell
Mrs. M. Sturby

SEV4
1914-1941
1945
1947-1950
1953
1959-1974
1976-1980

U. Jones
Municipa[ity of Pipeston
A. Miller
C. McMurchy
R. J. Milliken
B. J. Henderson

D. Herbert
A. W. Kruitziger
A. Kay
W. C. Campbell
G. Forsyth

D. Munroe
H. J. McMunn
W. Mills
Municipa[ity of Pipestone
J. A. Law
Municipality of Pipestone
T. Sha[anski
M. Shalanski
V. Barkman
G. Hooper
K. Campbell
G. Campbell
A. Henry
Campbell and Sons
W. B. Henry
C. S. Campbell
T. Shalanski
M. Sha[anski
G. Barkman
H. Barkman
G. Campbell
A. Henry
Campbell and Sons
T. Shalanski
M. Shalanski
G. Barkman

C. C. Campbell
G. Forsyth

C. C. Campbell
G. Forsyth

NWV4
1914-1965 C. C. Campbell
1968-1980 A. Forsyth
SWV4
1914-1965 C. C. Campbell
1968-1980 A. Forsyth
SECTION
18-8-28
NEV.
1893-1894 A. Stewart
1914-1947 S. Doolittle
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1950-1972 E. 1. Guthrie
1974-1978 N. E. Forsyth
SEV4
1914-1947 S. Doolittle
1950-1972 E.1. Guthrie
1974-1978 N. E. Forsyth
1980
A. Forsyth
NWV4
1914-1950 J. W. Robertson
1953-1980 H. Barkman
SWV4
1893
J. A. Donaghy
1914-1950 J. W. Robertson
1953
Robertson Estate
1959-1980 H. Barkman

SECTION
19-8-28
NEV4
1914-1932 G. Campbell
1937
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
Co.
1941-1950 Municipality of Pipestone
1953-1980 A. Forsyth
SEV4
1914-1932 G. Campbell
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
1937
Co.
1941-1950 Municipa[ity of Pipestone
1953-1980 A. Forsyth
NWV4
1914-1932 G. Campbell
1937
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
Co.
1941-1950 Municipality of Pipestone
1953-1978 A. G. Isaac
1980
Mrs. E. Isaac

SWV.
1914-1932 G. Campbell
1937
Law, Union & Rock Ins.
Co.
1941-1950 Municipality of Pipestone
1953-[978 A. G. Isaac
Mrs. E. Isaac
1980
SECTION
20-8-28
NEV.
1892
1893-1894
1900
1914
1916
1919-1937
1941-1945
1947
1950
1953
1959-1980

Guthrie and Bulloch
J. A. Bulloch
Municipa[ity of Pipestone
C. C. Campbell
T. Sha[anski
M. Sha[anski
G. Barkman

SEV4
1892
1893-1900
1914-1932
1937
1941
1945
1947
1950
1953
1954
1959
1962-1980

A. McLeod
R. Botterhill
W. H. Nolan
Mrs. A. Nolan
Imperial Life Assn. Co.
Municipa[ity of Pipestone
C. C. Campbell
T. Shalanski
M. Shalanski
V. Barkman
W. Campbell
A. Forsyth

A. McLeod

J. R. McMullen
W. Botterhill
J. W. Guthrie

1945
1947-1980

G. Milliken
Manitoba Government

NWV.
1914-1916
1919
1924
1932
1945
1947-1980

1. F. Hunter
1. F. Hunter Estate
D. Goot
G. H. Campbell
G. Milliken
Manitoba Government

SWV4
1914-1916
1919
1924
1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1980
SECTION
30-8-28
NEV4
1893-1894
1914-1924
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1953
1959-1980
SEV.
1914-1924
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1953
1959-1980
NWV.
1914-1924
1932-1937
1941-1947
1950-1953
1959-1978
1980

1. F. Hunter
1. F. Hunter Estate
D. Goot
J. Burnell
C. S. Campbell
G. Milliken
Manitoba Government

J. Stringer

SE'/4
1. Smith
1913
1. McCulloch
1914
H. Redmond
1916
1919-1945 Mrs. 1. McCulloch
1950-1953 R. L. Pengelly
1959-1980 C. Giesbrecht
NWV.
1914-1937
1941
1945-1953
1959-1980

E. Langstaff
A. Good
Municipality of Pipestone
G. J. Schmeltz
G. Thiessen

SWv.
1913
1914
1916
1919-1947
1950-1953
1959-1980

Dr. C. M. Vanstone
A. Good
Dr. C. M. Vanstone
J. W. Schmeltz
A. Isaac
E. Isaac

G. McCulloch
G. Redmond
Mrs. J. McCulloch
R. L. Pengelly
L. Reimer

SEV.
1914
G. McCulloch
1916
G. Redmond
1919-1947 R. L. Pengelly
1965
Mrs. E. Pengelly
NWV4
1914
1916
1919-1947
1950-1959
1962-1980

SECTION
32-8-28
NEV4
1893-1900 S. Haynes
1914-1937 1. Burnell
Canada Permanent
1941
Mortgage Co.
1945-1946 H. R. Lyons
1947-1959 R. Pengelly
1962-1972 Mrs. H. Pengelly
1976-1980 K. C. Pengelly

Dr. C. M. Vanstone
A. Good
Dr. C. M. Vanstone
J. W. Schmeltz
G. Thiessen

SWv.
1914-1924 E. Langstaff
1932-1937 C. C. Campbell
1941-1950 E. J. Langstaff
1953-1959 J. Kotylak
1962-1980 E. Thiessen
SECTION
31-8-28
NEV.
1914
1916
1919-1947
1950-1959
1962-1980

1968-1972 W. Cann
1976-1980 L. H. Reimer

G. McCulloch
G. Redmond
Mrs. J. McCulloch
R. L. Pengelly
L. Reimer

SWv.
1914
G. McCulloch
1916
G. Redmond
1919-1947 Mrs. J. McCulloch
1950-1953 R. L. Pengelly
1959-1965 Mrs. E. Pengelly

1. Burnell
Municipality of Pipestone
F. Partner
L. Reimer

J. Smith
J. McCulloch
H. Redmond
Mrs. J. McCulloch
R. L. Pengelly
C. Giesbrecht

SECTION
34-8-28
NEV.
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1965
1968
1970-1980

1. Coates
Mrs. F. Whiting
Mrs. F. A. Coates
L. Coates
L. E. Rookes

SEV4
1885
1914-1924
1932-1976
1978-1980

J. A. Andrew
H. H. Smith
G. Smeltz
F. L. Rookes

NWV.
1914
1916-1937
1941
1945-1965
1968
1970-1980

H. Gillespie
1. Coates
Mrs. F. A. Whiting
Mrs. F. A. Coates
L. Coates
L. E. Rookes

SWv.
1885
1914
1916
1919
1924
1932-1953
1959-1962
1965-1968
1972-1980

1. A. Andrew
T. Turnbull
L. G. Nordstrom
P. G. Wright
Ontario Interest Co.
G. Smeltz
H. Schmeltz
M. Smeltz
Smeltz Bros. Ltd.

SECTION
35-8-28
NEV.
1885
1899
1900
1914-1924
1932-1962
1965-1968
1970-1980

SECTION
33-8-28
NEV.
1900
1914-1919
1924-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950
1953
1959-1980

North West Land Co.
Mrs. S. Burnell
J. Coates
Mrs. Whiting
F. A. Coates
Mrs. F. Coates
L. S. Berry
B. Berry

SEV.
1900
1914
1916
1919
1924-1932
1937-1953
1959-1978
1980

North West Land Co.
T. Turnbull
L. G. Nordstrom
P. G. Wright
Ontario Interest Co.
L. Berry
R. G. L. Berry
J. and L. Skelton

NWV4
1885
1899
1900
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1965
1968-1972
1976-1980

North West Land Co.

1950-1953 G. Kilford
1. and M. Potter
1959
1962-1980 D. Wilson

A. L. Parsons
N. L. Grimmett
W. Smith
A. E. Smith
H. Smeltz
E. Smeltz
Smeltz Bros. Ltd.

SEV4
1885
A. L. Parsons
W. H. Smith
1900
1914-1924 A. E. Smith
1932-1965 H. Smeltz
1968-1970 M. Smeltz
1972-1980 Smeltz Bros. Ltd.
A. L. Parsons
N. L. Grimmett
J. Coates
J. Coates
Mrs. Whiting
Mrs. F. A. Coates
L. Coates
L. Rookes

NWV4
1899
1900
1914
1916
1919
1924-1932
1937-1953
1959-1980

L. G. Nordstrom
G. Nordstrom
Ontario Interest Co.
L. Berry
B.Berry

SWV4
A. L. Parsons
1885
W. H. Smith
1900
1914-1924 A. E. Smith
1932-1965 H. Smeltz
1968
M. Smeltz
K. Smeltz
1970
1972-1980 Smeltz Bros. Ltd.

SWv.
1900
1914
1916
1924-1932
1937-1950
1953-1978
1980

North West Land Co.
T. Turnbull
L. G. Nordstrom
Ontario Interest Co.
L. Berry
R. G. L. Berry
J. and L. Skelton

SECTION
36-8-28
NEV4
1885-1895 J. F. Grimmett
1900-1937 W. Turner
Jackson and Cann
1941
1945-1947 Mrs. M. L. Cann

T. Turnbull
T. Turnbull
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SEV4
1885-1893 1. Grimmett
1894-1900 D. W. Grimmett
1914-1945 A. Gillies
E. Hatch
1947
1950-1962 G. Smeltz
1965-1980 D. Smeltz
NWV4
1885
1890-1892
1893-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1959
1962-1980

1. F. Grimmett
C. Schaefer
W. Turner
Jackson and Cann
Mrs. Cann
G. Kilford
1. and M. Potter
D. Wilson

SWV4
1885-1891
1892-1895
1900
1914-1945
1947
1950-1962
1965-1970
1976-1980

1. Grimmett
G.1. Maulson
D. W. Grimmett
A. Gillies
E. Hatch
H. Smeltz
M. Smeltz
Smeltz Bros. Ltd.

SECTION
1-9-28
NEV.
1886
1905
1910
1914-1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

C.P.R.
S. Hutchison
J. Philips
W. S. Rayner
A. Rayner
W. A. Kool

SEV.
1886
1885-1905
1910-1940
1941-1953
1956-1965
1968-1980

C.P.R.
J. F. Duncan
W. S. Rayner
A. Rayner
D. E. Kool
W. A. Kool

NWV4
1886
1905
1910
1914-1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

C.P.R.
S. Hutchison
J. Philips
W. S. Rayner
A. Rayner
W. A. Kool

SE'14
1886
1885-1905
1910-1937
1941-1953
1956-1965
1968-1980

C.P.R.
J. F. Duncan
W. S. Rayner
A. Rayner
D. E. Kool
W. A. Kool

SECTION
2-9-28
NEV.
1886-1892
1893-1895
1898
1905
1910-1919
1919-1937
1941
1945-1950
1953

N. D. Peters
R. Hooper
J. Russell
A. Grose
C. Rowe
C. Lowe
Grose Estate
F. Hayhurst
H. T. Hayhurst

1956
L. and M. Hayhurst
1959-1980 G. F. Hayhurst
SEY4
1886-1889
1890-1892
1893-1937
1941-1950
1953-1956
1953-1956

B. Peters
J. Rowland
W. S. Rayner
A. Rayner
A. Rayner (part of)
Elm Valley S.D. #869
(part of)
1959-1970 D. Kool
1972-1980 W. A. and H. Kool

NWY4
1886-1892
1893-1895
1898
1905
1910-1919
1924-1937
1941
1945-1950
1953
E)56
1959-1980
SWY4
1886-1892
1893-1898
1905-1910
1924-1937
1941-1953
1956-1970
1972-1980
SECTION
3-9-28
NE\/.
First Reg.
1885-1886
1887- 1888
1889-1892
1893-1910
1914-1924
1929-1941

N. D. Peters
R. Hooper
1. Russell
A. Grose
C.Rowe
C. Lowe
Grose Estate
F. Hayhurst
H. T. Hayhurst
L. and M. Hayhurst
G. F. Hayhurst
B.
G.
A.
W.
A.
D.
W.

Peters
Maulson
E. Smith
S. Rayner
Rayner
E. Kool
A. and H. Kool

C.P.R.
T. T. Grimmett (non res)

D. W. Grimmett
T. T. Grimmett
M. A. Grose
N. Grose
A. Grose Estate c/o
Canada Perm. Trust Co.
1945-1956 W. and 1. Katchen
1959
A. Kool
1962
H. Lyons
1965-1980 G. F. and B. E. Hayhurst

SEY4
1886
C.P.R.
1905-1956 A. Rayner
1959-1970 D. E. Kool
1972-1980 W. A. and H. Kool

O. Hammond and Nanton
(part of)
E. Gagnon (part of)
1941
1945-1953 C. Lowe
K. C. Pengelly (part of)
1956
1956-1968 C. Lowe (part of)
1959-1980 K. Pengelly
1941

SEY4
1919-1972 University
1974-1980 L. E. Rookes
NW\/.
1910-1945
1947
1950
1953-1962
1965-1974
1976-1980

E. Turnbull
L. C. Berry
F. T. Hayhurst
D. P. Wardman
G. Janzen
Smeltz Brothers

SW'/4
1887
1888-1889
1890-1898
1905
1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1941
1945-1953
1956-1980

T. T. Greminett
1. Coats
T. T. Greminett
1. C. Miller
1. Burnell
W. Wyse
E. Gagnon
E. Turnbull
E. Gagnon
C. Lowe
K. C. Pengelly

SECTION
5-9-28
NEY4
1898
1905
1910-1919
1924-1959
1962
1965-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
W. H. Menneray
T. Turnbull
W. 1. Turner
G. W. Turner
G. Janzen
Venture Lands Ltd.

SEY4
1898
1905
1910-1919
1924-1950
1953-1962
1965-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
W. H. Menneray
T. Turnbull
W. 1. Turner
G. W. Turner
G. Janzen
Venture Lands Ltd.

SECTION
4-9-28
NEY4
1892-1895 A. Grose
1905-1910 1. C. Miller (south \/,)
1905-1910 H. Grose (north \/,)
1914-1919 W. Wyse (south \/,)
1924
E. Gagnon (south \/2)
1919-1937 Ellen Turnbull (north \/2)

A. F. and N. F. and H.
Penner
1968-1974 G. Janzen
1976-1980 Smeltz Brothers
SE\/.
1893-1894 R. Chamberlain
1905
1. H. Gillespie
1910
1. G. Schmelz
1914-1937 G. Barkley
1941
Nat. Trust
1945-1962 R. A. Barkley
1965
A. F. and N. F. and H.
Penner
1968-1980 G. Penner Thiessen
NWY4
First Reg. Manitoba University
1910
1. G. Schmelz
1914-1937 G. Barkley
1941
Nat. Trust
1945-1962 R. A. Barkley
1965
A. F. and N. F. and H.
Penner
1968-1974 G. Janzen
1976-1980 Smeltz Brothers
SWY4
First Reg. Manitoba University
1914-1937 G. Barkley
1941
Nat. Trust
1945-1962 R. A. Barkley
1965
A. F. and N. F. and H.
Penner
1968-1974 G. Janzen
1976-1980 Smeltz Brothers
SECTION
7-9-28
NE\/.
1898
C.P.R.
1905
F. 1. Elleley
1910
G. Campbell
1914-1937 R. Pengelly
1941
Mun. of Pipestone
1945-1974 M. L. Cann
1976-1980 D. Isaac
SEY4
1898
C.P.R.
1905
W. H. Menneray
1910
1. Campbell
1914-1937 R. Pengelly
1941
Mun. of Pipestone
1945-1974 M. L. Cann
1976-1980 D. Isaac

NW\/4
1898
C.P.R.
W. H. Menneray
1905
1910-1919 T. Turnbull
1924-1962 W. 1. Turner
1965-1974 G. Janzen
1976-1980 Venture Lands Ltd.

NW\/4
1910-1932 C.P.R.
1937-1945 A. Kool
1947-1956 W. and 1. Katchen
SW\/.
1959
A. Kool
1898
1962
H. Lyons
1905
1965-1980 G. F. and B. E. Hayhurst 1910-1919
1924-1953
SWY4
1950-1962
1886-1932 C.P.R.
1965-1974
1937-1980 W. A. Kool
1976-1980

1965

C.P.R.
W. H. Menneray
T. Turnbull
W. 1. Turner
G. W. Turner
G. Janzen
Venture Lands Ltd.

SECTION
6-9-28
NEY4
First Reg. Manitoba University
1910
1. G. Schmelz
1914-1937 G. Barkley
1941
Nat. Trust
1945-1962 R. A. Barkley
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NW\/4
1898
1905
1910
1914
1919-1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1953
1956
1959-1974
1976
1980

C.P.R.
W. H. Menneray
A. L. Young
H. Grose
H. McKenzie
H. E. McKenzie
I. Heywood
G. Heywood
R. Johnson
L. G. Edwards
R. G. Berry
1. Skelton

SWY4
1898
1905
1910
1914
1919
1924-1937
1941-1950

C.P.R.
W. H. Menneray
A. L. Young
H. Grose
W. Eldridge
H. Grose
Mun. of Pipestone

1953
1956
1959-1974
1976
1980

O. Slater
R. Johnson
L. G. Edwards
R. G. Berry
J. Skelton

SECTION
8-9-28
NE\/.
1886-1905
1910
1914

Hudson Bay
McKenzie Mann Co.
Hudson's Bay Co. (west

1914
1919
1924-1929
1924
1932-1937
1941-1968
1941-1968
1945-1953
1950-1976
1980

McKenzie (east \/,)
T. Turnbull
E. Walker (part of)
C.N.1. Co. (part of)
E. Walker
E. Walker (part of)
C.N.R. (part of)
W. H. Roach (part of)
W. T. Cann (part of)
R. Duncan

V2)

SEY4
1886-1898
1905
1910-1914
1919-1924
1929-1945
1947-1959
1953-1959

Hudson Bay
1. A. Sterling
McKenzie Mann Co.
Can. Nor. Town Prop.
Bery Brothers
L. S. Berry (part of)
Methodist Church (part
of)
1953-1959 Cromer S.D. (part of)
1959-1980 R. and A. Berry (parts)
1965-1980 F. R. and B. and A. and
R.Berry

NWY4
1886-1919
1924-1970
1941
1945-1976
1980

Hudson Bay
E. Walker
Hudson's Bay Co.
W. T. Cann
R. Duncan

SW\/.
1886-1898
1905
1910
1914-1946
1947-1965
1968-1980

Hudson Bay
1. A. Sterling
G. H. Chapman
R. Pengelly
L. S. Berry
F. R. Berry

SECTION
9-9-28
NE\/4
1885
1905
1914-1919
1924-1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

C.P.R.
Schmelz
N. Grose
W. 1. Christie
L. and D. Berry
K. C. Pengelly

SEY4
1886
1905
1910
1919
1919
1924
1929-1937
1929-1947
1941-1945
1947-1953
1956-1959

C.P.R.
A. Grose
N. Grose
H. Grose (south \/,)
C.N. Town Prop. (north
\/,)
N. Grose (south \/,)
L. and L. Berry (south
\/,)
F. Berry (part of)
Berry Brothers (part of)
L. S. Berry (south V2)
A. A. Berry (part of)

1953-1956 Can. Nat. Ry. Co. (part
of)
1950-1959 M. R. Berry (part of)
1962-1980 A.A.Berry
NWv..
1885
1905-1919
1924-1941
1945-1959
1962-1980

SWV4
1886
1905
1910-1914
1919-1924
1929-1941
1929-1941
1945-1953
1947-1953
1950-1956
1953-1959

C.P.R.
E. Spence
F. Berry
M. R. Berry
B.Berry

1959
1959
1962-1972
1968-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
A. Grose
McKenzie Mann Co.
C.N. Town Prop. Co.
E. Turnbull (south V2)
F. Berry (north V2)
M. R. Berry
W. Turnbull (part of)
M. R. Berry (part of)
Church of England (part
of)
D. Wardman (part of)
C. Gardiner
Mun. of Pipestone (part
of)
C. Berry (part of)
1. G. Woolridge (part of)
B. Berry (part of)
G. Janzen (part of)
B.Berry

SECTION
10-9-28
NEV4
1885-1898
1905-1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1956
1959-1980

D. A. Best
M. Kellington
M. Grose
H. Simpson
F. Hayhurst
H. T. Hayhurst

1956-1959
1956
1953-1968

SEV4
1885-1893 D. A. Best
1894
W. Harvey
1895
J. Sutton
1898-1910 A. Grose
1914-1919 M. Grose
1924
H. Simpson
1929-1956 F. Hayhurst
1959-1980 H. T. Hayhurst

NWV4
1885-1894
1895
1898-1905
1910
1919
1924-1932
1937
1941
1945-1956
1959
1962-1980

I. Best
E. Milton
A. Grose
H. Grose
N. Grose
A. Grose
Grose Estate
Can. Perm. Mtge. Corp.
W. and 1. Katchen
A. Kool
G. F. Hayhurst

SWv..
1885-1894
1895
1898
1905-1910
1914-1919
1924-1932
1937
1941
1945-1956
1959
1962-1980

I. Best
B. Smith
A. Grose
M. Grose
N. Grose
A. Grose
Grose Estate
Can. Perm. Mtge. Corp.
W. and 1. Katchen
A. Kool
H. T. Hayhurst

SECTION
11-9-28
NEV4
First Reg.
1910-1914
1919-1924
1929-1941
1941-1947
1947-1956
1950-1956
1953-1962
1965
1965
1968-1972
1968-1974
1976-1980
1976-1980

School
1. F. Hunter
C. Lowe
G. Schmelz
S. T. Jopko (part of)
G. H. Schmelz (part of)
W. 1. Lyons (part of)
G. H. Schmelz
E. R. G. Schmelz (part
of)
R. Chapman (part of)
E. R. G. Schmelz (part
of)
M.1. Chambers (part of)
1. Chambers (north Vz)
Smeltz Brothers (south
V2)

SEV4
First Reg.
1910-1914
1919-1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1959
1962-1970
1972-1980

School land
1. F. Hunter
C. Lowe
G. Schmelz
Western Trust
H. Schmelz
E. R. G. Schmelz
Smeltz Brothers Ltd.

NWv..
First Reg.
1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1945
1950-1953
1956
1959
1962-1980

School land
1. F. Hunter
N. Grose
Dominion Government
1. G. Schmelz (part of)
S. T. Jopko
G. T. Lyons
L. G. Lyons
D. T. Studer
F. T. Hayhurst

SWV4
First Reg.
1910
1914-1919
1924-1937
1941
1945-1956
1959
1962-1980

School land
A. Grose
N. Grose
A. Grose
Can. Perm. Mtge. Corp.
W. and 1. Katchen
A. Kool
G. F. Hayhurst

SECTION
12-9-28
NEv..
1885-1894
1905-1910
1914
1919-1932
1937-1959
1962
1965-1980

R. Graham
T. Williams
1. Razzak
1. Radjick
S. Koch
F. Hammermeister
A. R. Janzen

SEV4
1885-1895
1898-1905

R. H. Graham
North British Can.
Investment
1910-1924 1. Lyons
1929-1945 Western Trust Co.
1947-1970 1. D. Lyons
1972-1980 Smeltz Brothers Ltd.

NWV4
1888
1890-1891
1892-1893
1894
1905-1910

W. T. Hayhurst
D. Gremenlt
C. Johnson
F. Slater
1. Razzak
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1919-1932 1. Radjick
1937-1959 S. Koch
1962
F. Hammermeister
1965-1980 A. R. Janzen
SWv..
1889-1890 W. Brooks
1891-1895 R. Graham
1905-1937 1. H. Lyons
1941-1953 1. D. Lyons
1945
Canada Perm. Mtge.
Corp.
1950-1972 1. D. Lyons
1976-1980 Smeltz Brothers
SECTION
13-9-28
NEV4
1885-1886
1905
1910-1924
1929-1945
1947-1959
1962-1968
1970-1980

C.P.R.
1. F. McLaughlin
H. H. Dingman
1. Conroy
1. D. Gregor
A. Gregor
R. W. Cameron

SEV4
1885
1905
1910-1919
1924-1932
1937-1946
1947-1962
1965-1972
1974-1980

C.P.R.
1. F. McLaughlin
H. H. Dingman
1. Radjick
T. Humenink
1. Jopko
R. Morris and N. Jopko
G. Ritchie

NWV4
1885
1905
1910-1924
1929-1945
1947-1962
1962-1968
1970-1980

C.P.R.
1. F. McLaughlin
H. H. Dingman
1. Conroy
1. D. Gregor
A. C. Gregor
R. W. Cameron

SWv..
1885
1905
1910-1919
1924-1932
1937-1946
1947-1965
1968-1970
1972-1980

C.P.R.
1. F. McLaughlin
H. H. Dingman
1. Radjick
T. Humenink
1. Jopko
F. T. Jopko
F. A. Ritchie

SECTION
14-9-28
NEv..
1885-1889
1890-1894
1895
1905-1932
1937-1941
1945-1980

A.D.Cameron
C. Heron
1. Ashton
A. Zylicz
Zylicz Estate
H. and S. Senkiw

SEv..
1885-1889
1890-1895
1905-1932
1937-1947
1950-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980

A. D. Cameron
K. Heron
1. Jopka
S. T. Jopko
A.1. Lyons
R. Chapman
G. Ritchie

NWv..
1892-1893
1894-1895
1898
1905-1932

T. Williams
1. C. Ashton
Mrs. Ashton
1. Zy1icz

1937-1941 Zylicz Estate
1945-1980 H. and S. Senkiw
SWv..
1885-1898
1905-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956
1959-1965
1968-1978
1980

G. W. Grimmett
M. L. Grimmett
F. Hayhurst
S. T. Jopko
F. T. Hayhurst
L. T. Hayhurst
F. T. Hayhurst
F. A. Ritchie
G. Ritchie

SECTION
15-9-28
NEv..
First Reg.
1886-1898

C.P.R.
Netherlands American
Land Co.
1905
H. C. Simpson
1910
M. Kellington
1914-1919 M. Grose
1924
H. C. Simpson
1929-1965 F. Hayhurst
1968-1978 F. A. Ritchie
1980
G. Ritchie

SEv..
First Reg. C.P.R.
1886-1898 Netherlands American
Land Co.
1905
H. C. Simpson
1910
M. Kellington
1914-1919 M. Grose
1924
H. C. Simpson
1929-1965 F. Hayhurst
1968-1978 F. A. Ritchie
1980
G. Ritchie
NWv..
First Reg.
1886-1898
1905
1910-1929
1932
1937-1962
1965-1970
1972-1976
1978-1980

C.P.R.
Netherlands American
Land Co.
H. C. Simpson
Mrs. Mather
H. Goulter
Mrs. Gou1ter
A. Mather
W. Mather
F. A. Ritchie

SWV4
First Reg. C.P.R.
1886-1898 Netherlands American
Land Co.
1905
H. C. Simpson
1910-1929 Mrs. Mather
1932
H. Goulter
1937-1962 Mrs. Goulter
1965-1970 A. Mather
1972-1976 W. Mather
1978-1980 F. A. Ritchie
SECTION
16-9-28
NEv..
1885-1892
1905
1910-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980

R. Best
1. Anderson
A. Mather
W. Mather
G. Ritchie

SEV4
1885-1898
1905
1910-1970
1972-1974
1976-1980

R. Best
T. Harkness
A. Mather
W. Mather
G. Ritchie

NWV4
1885-1893
1894-1898
1910-1932
1937-1950
1953-1980

1. Cameron
G. A. Mutt1ebury
I. Rowley
W. H. Roach
G. W. Roach

SWV4
1885-1893 .T. Cameron
1894-1898 G. A. Mutt1ebury
1905-1932 I. S. Rowley
1937-1950 W. H. Roach
1953-1980 G. W. Roach

SECTION
17-9-28
NEV.
1888-1895 C. A. Park
1905-1919 1. Turnbull
1924-1929 R. Muir
1932-1947 W. T. Cann
1950-1980 Interprov. Pipeline Co.
SEV.
1914
Mrs. Sproule
1905-1919 I. S. Rowley
1924-1932 T. Rowley
1937-1950 W. H. Roach
1953-1980 G. W. Roach
NWV.
1898-1905 C.P.R.
1910-1932 I. Rowley
1937-1953 W. H. Roach
1956-1980 R. G. Smith

SW1f"
1910-1914
1919
1924-1950
1953-1962
1965-1980
SECTION
18-9-28
NEV4
1885
1891-1892
1905
1910-1924
1929-1932
1937-1950
1953
1956
1959-1962
1965-1980

Can. N.W.L.
H. Grose
E. Booker
M. M. Hay
R. G. L. Berry

R. Johnson
C.P.R.
C. W. Granby
R. Sproule
R. A. Knight
E. Booker
M. M. Hay
A.1. Last
M. M. Hay
R. G. L. Berry

SEV4
1885-1894 W. 1. C. Cook
1898
W. Harvey
1905
H. Koester
1910-1919 H. Grose
1924-1947 E. Booker
1950-1962 M. M. Hay
1965-1978 R. G. L. Berry
1980
1. Skelton
NWV.
1885-1898 R. Johnson
1905-1950 A. B. Johnston
1953-1959 A.1. Last
1962-1965 P. Banman
1968-1976 G. M. Sharratt
1978-1980 M.A.C.C.
SWv.
1885-1894
1895-1898
1905
1910-1919

W.
W.
H.
H.

1. Cook
Harvey
Koester
Grose

1937-1953
1950-1962
1956-1965
1956-1962
1968
1970-1980

1924-1947 E. Booker
1950-1962 M. M. Hay
1965-1978 R. G. L. Berry
1. Skelton
1980
SECTION
19-9-28
NEV.
First Reg.
1885-1895
1898
1905-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941
1945
1947-1970
1972
1974-1980

C.P.R.
H. C. Shaw
C. Lennon
W. E. Hulme
H. V. Nickol
1. G. Foote
P. Chapple
Mrs. R. Smith
R. Smith
D. R. Smith
R. Smith

SEV4
First Reg.
1885-1895
1910-1919
1924
1929
1932
1937
1941
1945
1947-1970
1972
1974-1980

C.P.R.
H. C. Shaw
W. E. Hulme
A. E. Hulme
H. V. Nickol
1. A. Foote
1. G. Foote
P. Chapple
Mrs. R. Smith
R. Smith
D. R. Smith
R. Smith

NWV.
1910
1914-1919
1924-1947
1953-1962
1965-1980
1965-1978

S. Jones
E. G. Solly
Mrs. S. E. Jones
R. Cosker
R. Cosker (part of)
A. G. E. Harder (part of)

SWv.
1910-1950
1910-1945
1956-1959
1956-1959
1947-1953
1962-1970
1972-1980
1972-1980

A. B. Johnston (east Vz)
D. McDonald (west Vz)
E. H. Jorgensen (part of)
A. 1. Fast (part of)
S. McDonald
Smith and Jorgensen
R.1. Smith
E. H. Jorgensen

SECTION
20-9-28
NEV4
1885
1887-1889
1893-1895
1898
1905-1919
1924-1929
1932-1974
1976-1980

H. Lyons
F. Shaw
1. Heron
1. Cockriell
1. Turnbull
R. Muir
W. T. Cann
R. L. Duncan

SEV.
1885
1886-1895
1898
1905-1919
1924-1929
1932-1974
1976-1980

H. Lyons
K. Heron
T. Harrison
1. Turnbull
R. Muir
W. T. Cann
R. L. Duncan

NWV.
1885-1889
1890-1905
1910
1914
1919-1932

1. Sanderson
T. Sanderson
W. Haskit
Mrs. H. Kellington
H. E. Thody

Mrs. 1. Thody
H. Ball and C. Evans (%)
H. Thody (519)
H. Forsyth (V9)
1. B. Campbell
V. Campbell

SWv.
1885-1898
1905-1910
1914
1919-1932
1937-1947
1950-1970
1972-1980

1. Sanderson
1. Rowley
Mrs. H. Kellington
H. E. Thody
Mrs. 1. Thody
H. Ball and C. Evans
V. W. Campbell and H.
Ball and C. Evans
1976-1980 H. Ball (part)

SECTION
21-9-28
NEV.
1885
1905-1932
1937-1956
1959-1980

C.P.R.
1. Jackson
1. H. Jackson
N. and O. and W. Glinz

SEV.
1885
1905-1932
1937-1956
1959-1980

C.P.R.
1. Jackson
1. H. Jackson
N. and 0. and W. Glinz

NWV4
1885-1924
1929-1937
1941-1945
1947-1976
1978
1980

C.P.R.
W. Ritchie
Mun. of Pipestone
H.R.Berry
N. and O. and W. Glinz
R. L. Duncan

SWV4
1885
1910-1919
1924-1929
1932-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
J. Turnbull
R. Muir
w. T. Cann
R. L. Duncan

SECTION
22-9-28
NEV4
1885-1893
1894-1898
1905-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1946
1947-1959
1962
1965-1980
SEV.
1885-1886
1905-1919
1919
1924-1937
1941-1946
1947-1959
1962
1965-1980

D.Cameron
G.R.Harris
1. Hoskin
M. Hoskin
1. Hoskin
Mrs. I. Kenderdine
W. H. Bentley
L. C. Hosie
E. H. and M. M.
Jorgensen
J. Leitch
1. Hoskin
A. Ziliex
J. Hoskin
Mrs. 1. R. Kenderdine
W. H. Bentley
L. C. Hosie
E. H. and M. M.
Jorgensen

NWV4
First Reg. Manitoba University
1886-1887 D. Cameron
1919-1945 University
1947-1970 G. F. Allen
1972-1976 W. Mather
1980
E. and M. Jorgensen
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SWv.
1887-1891
1892
1892-1895
1898
1905-1910
1914-1972
1974-1978
1980

1. Grimmette
R. Cleaver
A. M. Patton
Trust & Loan Co.
T. Carbury
A. Mather
W. Mather
E. and M. Jorgensen

SECTION
23-9-28
NE'!4
1905-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1950
1953-1970
1972-1974
1976-1978
1980

S. S. Coulter
L. Coulter
Coulter Estate
Mun. of Pipestone
K. M. Allen
G. F. Allen
1. G. Rempel
R. W. Cameron

SEV4
1905
1910-1932
1937-1941
1945-1980

S. S. Coulter
A. Zylicz
Zylicz Estate
H. and S. Senkiw

NWV4
1905-1910
1914-1932
1937-1947
1950-1959
1962-1980

S. S. Coulter
L. Coulter
Coulter Estate
C. G. King
1. M. Senkiw

SWV4
1905-1914
1924-1932
1937-1947
1950-1959
1962-1980

S. S. Coulter
L. Coulter
Coulter Estate
C. G. King
1. M. Senkiw

SECTION
24-9-28
NEV.
1905-1923
1924
1929-1946
1947-1962
1965-1968
1970-1980

1. Ashton
T. Campbell
1. Jopko
F. T.Jopko
H. G. Kilford
R. C. Scharff

SEV.
1888-1889
1890-1891
1892-1905
1910-1947
1950-1962
1965-1968
1970-1980

F. H. P. McIntosh
T. McIntosh
1. Brickley
1. Jopko
F. T. Jopko
H. G. Kilford
R. C. Scharff

NWV.
1885-1886
1889-1898
1905
1910-1919
1924-1941
1945-1974
1976-1978
1980

T. Leese
H. Littlehales
L. Geriak
A. Fuller
R. H. Mooney
G. F. Allen
1. G. Rempel
R. and A. Cameron

SWV4
1885-1886
1889-1898
1905-1914
1919-1924
1929-1945
1947-1962
1965-1968
1970-1980

T. Leese
H. Littlehales
R. A. Atkins
R. A. Waterbury
1. Shepherd
F. T. Jopko
H. G. Kilford
R. C. Scharff

SECTION
25-9-28
NEV,
1885
1888-1889
1905
1910-1932
1937-1941
1945-1959
1962-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
1. Dundas
D. Murray
S. Coulter
1. Stinson
L. W. Lowdon
S. H. Lowdon
T. F. Lowdon
G. F. Hayhurst

SEv..
1885
1905
1910-1932
1937-1941
1945-1959
1962-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
D. Murray
S. Coulter
1. Stinson
L. W. Lowdon
S. H. Lowdon
T. F. Lowdon
G. F. Hayhurst

NWV4
1885
1888-1889
1905
1910-1932
1937-1941
1945-1959
1962-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
1. Dundas
D. Murray
S. Coulter
J. Stinson
L. W. Lowdon
S. H. Lowdon
T. F. Lowdon
G. F. Hayhurst

SWV4
1885
1905
1910-1932
1937-1941
1945-1959
1962-1968
1970-1974
1976-1980

C.P.R.
D. Murray
S. Coulter
1. Stinson
L. W. Lowdon
S. H. Lowdon
T. F. Lowdon
G. F. Hayhurst

SECTION
26-9-28
NEv..
1886-1905 W. Gray
1910-1914 E. M. Wall bridge
1919
C. T. Willeger
1924-1945 1. Pollard
1947-1974 H. G. Kilford
1976-1980 R. and A. Cameron
SEv..
1885-1924 Hudson's Bay Co.
1929-1941 C. H. Jacobs
1945-1974 G. F. Allen
1976-1980 R. Kellsey
NWV,
1898-1919
1924-1945
1947-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
1. Pollard
H. G. Kilford
R. and A. Cameron

SWV4
1885-1924 Hudson's Bay Co.
1929-1941 C. H. Jacobs
1945-1974 G. F. Allen
1976-1980 R. Kellsey
SECTION
27-9-28
NEv..
1910-1932 W. Gray
1937-1941 Gray Estate
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
1947-1965 C. and T. F. and G. H.
Lowdon

T. F. Lowdon
1968
1970-1974 H.A.Zarn
1976-1978 R. G. Kool
W. Kool
1980

1919
1929
1932
1937-1980

SEV4
1905-1937 A. Rowe
1. and A. Matthewson
1941
1945-1980 D. M. Hogg

NWv..
1914
Pineo and McGaffin
1919
F. E. Hatch
1929
Dom. Government
1932
W. H. Roach
1937-1980 Provincial Government

NWv..
1910-1932 W. Gray
1937-1941 Gray Estate
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
1947-1953 C. and T. F. and G. H.
Lowdon
1956-1959 Lowdon and Stuart
1962-1965 C. and T. and G. Lowdon
T. F. Lowdon
1968
1970-1974 H.A.Zarn
1976-1978 R. G. Kool
1980
W. Kool
SWV,
1905-1937 A. Rowe
1. and A. Matthewson
1941
1945-1980 D. M. Hogg
SECTION
28-9-28
NEv..
1885-1890
1892-1895
1898
1905
1910-1932
1937-1956
1959-1962
1965-1980

1. Jackson
A. B. Johnson
R. Pollock
G. L. Hay
1. Jackson
T. H. Jackson
N. Glinz
N. and A. and W. Glinz

SEv..
1885-1932
1937-1956
1959-1962
1965-1970
1965-1970
1974-1980

1. Jackson
T. H. Jackson
N. E. Glinz
T. H. Jackson (part of)
N. E. Glinz (part of)
N. E. Glinz

NWv..
1885-1886
1889-1895
1898
1905-1910
1914
1919
1924-1941
1945-1980

E. Pitman
C. Heron
G. Burnell
H. H. Goulter
F. Hayward
H. Edwan
H. Barrett
A. A. Roach

SWV4
1885-1886 E. Peters
1889-1898 C. Heron
1905
W. Martin
1910
H. H. Goulter
1914
F. Hayward
1919
H. Edwan
1924-1929 H. Barrett
1932-1941 A. F. Remmant
1945-1980 A. A. Roach

SWV,
1915
1919
1929
1932
1937-1980

SECTION
30-9-28
NEV,
1885-1893
1894-1895
1905-1941
1945
1947
1950-1965
1968-1972
1974-1980
SEV,
1885-1893
1894-1895
1898
1905-1941
1945
1947
1950-1959
1962-1976
1978-1980
NWv..
1885-1887
1888-1898
1905-1947
1950
1953-1972
1974-1980
SWV4
1885-1895
1898
1905-1932
1937-1947
1950-1959
1962-1976
1978-1980

F. E. Hatch
Dom. Government
W. H. Roach
Provincial Government

Pineo and McGaffin
F. E. Hatch
Dom. Government
W. H. Roach
Provincial Government

H. C. Shaw
E. Wayland
W. Roach
Mun. of Pipestone
R. Jones
Mrs. C. T. Cosker
M. Jones
South Central
Development
H. C. Shaw
E. Wayland
A. 1. McGuffin
W. Roach
Mun. of Pipestone
R. Jones
Mrs. C. Cosker
A. G. Harder
R. and E. King
T. W. Hogg

R. H. R. Bloxam
R. E. Roach
D. Sherredd
R. E. Jones
South Central
Development
T. W. Hogg

R. R. Bloxam
E. G. Solly
Mrs. R. Jones
Mrs. C. L. Cosker
A. G. E. Harder
R. and E. King

SECTION
29-9-28
NEv..
1914
1919
1929
1932
1937-1980

Pineo and McGaffin
F. E. Hatch
Dom. Government
W. H. Roach
Provincial Government

SECTION
31-9-28
NEv..
First Reg. C.P.R.
1886-1898 Netherland American
Land Co.
H. C. Simpson
1905
1910-1919 1. Pollard
1924-1953 R. Williams
1956
Nat. Trust Co.
1959-1968 H. G. Kilford
1970-1974 P. Wiebe
1976-1978 M.A.C.C.
1980
D. E. Elliott

SEV.
1914

Pineo and McGaffin

SEv..
First Reg.
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C.P.R.

1886-1898

Netherland American
Land Co.
1905
H. C. Simpson
1910-1941 W. Roach
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
1947
W. Roach
1950-1962 Mrs. H. McDonald
1965-1972 A. D. Podobni
1974-1980 P. Podobni Jr.

NWv..
First Reg.
1886-1898
1905
1910-1919
1924-1953
1956
1959-1968
1970-1974
1976-1978
1980

C.P.R.
Netherland American
Land Co.
H. E. Simpson
1. Pollard
R. Williams
Nat. Trust Co.
H. G. Kilford
P. Wiebe
M.A.C.C.
D. E. Elliott

SWv..
First Reg.
1886-1898

C.P.R.
Netherland American
Land Co.
1905
H. C. Simpson
1910-1941 W. Roach
1945
Mun. of Pipestone
1947
W. Roach
1950-1962 Mrs. H. McDonald
1965-1972 A. D. Podobni
1974-1980 P. Podobni

SECTION
32-9-28
NEv..
1886-1889 1. C. Dobson
1890-1893 E. Shoreland
1894-1898 A. M. Nanton
1905-1919 A. E. Rosenowe
1924-1937 North Can. Trust
1941-1956 A. Thompson
1959-1978 A. Roach
1980
G. Roach
SEll.
1886-1887
1888-1893
1894-1910
1915
1919
1924-1941
1945-1980

1. C. Dobson
E. P. Shortland
H. H. Goulter
F. Hayward
E. Hayward
H. Barrett
A. A. Roach

NWV.
1885-1888
1889-1894
1905
1910-1919
1919
1924-1953
1947-1956
1959-1980
1962-1965
1968-1980

G. H. Coleman
B. Shaw
1. A. Pollard
1. Taylor
D. Greive
A. Grieve (part of)
A. Thompson (part of)
A. Roach (part of)
W. A. Robertson
D. A. Robertson (part of)

SWV.
1885-1888
1889-1895
1905
1910-1914
1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1956
1959-1978
1980

G. H. Coleman
B. Shaw
1. Hays
1. Lewis
A. Ross
Soldier Settlement Bd.
A. Thompson
A. Thompson
A. Roach
G. Roach

SECTION
33-9-28
NEv..
1885
C.P.R.
1910
D. Bethune
T. Harkness
1914
W. Hunter
1919
1924-1941 W A. Clow
1945-1980 W Ritchie
SEV4
1885
1910
1919
1924-1941
1945-1980

C.P.R.
D. Bethune
W. Hunter
W A. C10w
W. Ritchie

NWv..
1885
C.P.R.
1905
M. Emerson
1910
D. Breiggord
1914-1919 1. A. McGaffin
1924-1941 Soldier Settlement Bd.
1945-1976 W Ritchie
1978-1980 R. and L. Ritchie
SW'/4
1885
1905-1910
1919
1924
1929
1932
1937
1941
1945-1976
1980

C.P.R.
1. A. Emerson
J. A. McGaffin
W 1. Roach
A. A. Roach
Megaffin Estate
Miss B. Megaffin
Mun. of Pipestone
W Ritchie
R. and L. Ritchie

SECTION
34-9-28
NEv..
1885-1889 W. Webster
1890-1895 1. C. Ashton
1898-1924 1. Gray
1929-1947 G. Gray
1950-1978 A. H. Gray
1980
O. Gray
SEv..
First Reg. Manitoba University
1914-1932 W Gray
1937-1972 University
1974-1980 R. and D. Scharff
NWv..
First Reg.
1885-1887
1914-1945
1947-1976
1978-1980

Manitoba University
W Webster
R. Haskett
H. A. Gray
M. D. and O. Gray

SWV..
First Reg.
1914-1945
1947-1980

Manitoba University
R. Haskett
H. A. Gray

1894-1895
1898-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1956
1959-1968
1970-1980

S. Baily
R. Ashton
S. Campbell
Mun. of Pipestone
H. Shoemaker
L. Lowdon
G. Lowdon

SECTION
1-7-29
NEV4
1882-1892
1893-1895
1900
1905-1916
1919-1945
1950
1953-1959
1962-1972
1974-1980

N.WL. Co.
1. A. McDonald
J. Calion
1. Wood
F. Craig
T. Craig
1. Williamson
M. Williamson
G. Jackson

SE'/4
1882-1892
1893-1895
1905-1916
1919-1945
1950
1953-1959
1962-1972
1974-1980

N.WL. Co.
1. A. McDonald
1. Wood
F. Craig
T. Craig
1. Williamson
M. Williamson
G. Jackson

NW'/4
1882-1892
1893-1895
1900
1905
1908
1910-1937
1941-1945
1950
1953-1956
1959
1962
1965
1968-1980

N.WL. Co.
1. A. McDonald
1. Calion
H. E. Craig
N. H. Conn
H. M. McEwen
Can. Mtge. Corp.
M. Campbell
A. D. Campbell
C. C. Campbell
Royal Trust Co.
Campbell and Millor
G. Martin

SWV,
1885-1892
1893-1895
1905-1908
1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1962
1968-1972
1974-1980

N.WL. Co.
1. A. McDonald
A. Watchorn
H. B. McGregor
H. M. McEwen
Guthrie and Stephens
Wm. and 1. McCune
M. Williamson
G. Jackson

SEv..
T. Byrne
1905
1910-1919 T. Lillico
1924
W Lillico
1929-1941 Landed Banking & Loan
Co.
1945-1946 Can. Perm. Mortgage
Corp.
1947-1968 L. W Lowdon
1970-1972 R. Lowdon
1974
L. W Lowdon
1976-1980 H. Hayhurst
NWv..
T. Byrne
1905
1910-1919 T. Lillico
W Lillico
1924
1929-1941 Landed Banking & Loan
Co.
1945-1946 Can. Perm. Mortgage
Corp.
1947-1968 L. W. Lowdon
1970-1972 R. Lowdon
L. W Lowdon
1974
1976-1980 H. Hayhurst
SWV..
T. Byrne
1905
1910-1919 T. Lillico
1924
W Lillico
1929-1941 Landed Banking & Loan
Co.
1945-1946 Can. Perm. Mortgage
Corp.
1947-1968 L. W. Lowdon
1970-1972 R. Lowdon
L. W. Lowdon
1974
1976-1980 H. Hayhurst
SECTION
36-9-28
NEV4
1885-1891
1892-1895
1898
1905
1910-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1970
1972-1974
1976-1980
SEv..
1885-1891
1892-1895
1898
1905
1910-1914
1919
1924-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1970
1972-1974
1976-1980

SECTION
35-9-28
NEv..
NWV4
T. Byrne
1905
1885-1892
1910-1919 T. Lillico
1893-1895
W Lillico
1924
1905-1924
1929-1941 Landed Banking & Loan
1929-1941
Co.
1945-1956
1945-1946 Can. Perm. Mortgage
1959-1968
Corp.
1970-1980
1947-1968 L. W Lowdon
1970-1972 R. Lowdon
SWv..
1974
L. W. Lowdon
1885-1890
1976-1980 H. Hayhurst
1891-1893

A. Cameron
E. Wayland
1. N. Karchhoffer
1. Reichart
Mrs. M. Pierson
Mrs. E. Concord
Mun. of Pipestone
C. Gray
1. A. and E. Gray
W S. Grant
A. Cameron
E. Wayland
1. N. Kirchhoffer
1. Reichart
Mrs. M. Pierson
A. Campbell
M. Pierson
Mrs. E. Concord
Mun. of Pipestone
C. Gray
1. A. and E. Gray
W S. Grant
D. M. Cameron
D.E.Cameron
B. Haskett
North American Life
H. Shoemaker
L. Lowdon
G. Lowdon
D. Cameron
D.E.Cameron

SECTION
2-7-29
NEv..
1882
1893-1894
1900-1905
1908-1945
1950-1962
1965-1972
1974-1980
SEv..
1882
1891-1893
1894-1895
1900
1905-1908
1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1962
1956-1965
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1. 1. Hislen
T. Jonsson
1. 1. Hislen
R.1. McComb
R. Fisette
E. D. McConnell
D. M. Paton
1. Williamson
A. McDonald
E. Bass
T. Prittie
A. Watchorn
H. B. McGregor
H. M. McEwen
Guthrie and Stephens
Wm. McCune
Wm. and 1. McCune

1968-1972 M. Williamson
1974-1980 G.1ackson
NWv..
1. Binder
1882
1893-1894 S. Steinsson
C. Ferguson
1905
1. Bender
1908-1945 R.1. McComb
1950-1962 R. Fisette
1965-1972 E. D. McConnell
1974-1980 D. M. Paton
SWV4
1882
A. Sutton
1891-1892 A. McDonald
1893-1895 T. White
1905
A. Sutton
1908-1910 Mrs. M. Williamson
1914-1924 D. Williamson
1929
Imperial Life Assoc. Co.
1932-1956 D. Williamson
1959-1968 M. Williamson
1970-1972 D. 1. Williamson
1974-1980 1. Poirier
SECTION
3-7-29
NE'/4
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1893-1895 A. McDonald
1905-1924 M. Olsen
1929
Mrs. Dwyer
1932-1945 Mrs. L. M. Bill
1950-1959 E. Fisette
1962-1980 1. B. 1ackson
SEV,
1882-1892
1893-1895
1905-1924
1929
1932-1945
1950-1959
1962-1980

N.WL. Co.
A. McDonald
M. Olsen
Mrs. Dwyer
Mrs. L. M. Bill
E. Fisette
1. B. Jackson

NWV4
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1905-1916 L. H. Sherman
1919-1937 O. Pierson
1941-1950 Municipality of Pipestone
1953-1980 1. B. Jackson
SWv..
1882-1892
1905-1916
1919-1937
1941-1950
1953-1959
1962-1980

N.WL. Co.
L. H. Sherman
0. Pierson
Municipality of Pipestone
1. B. Jackson
1. B. 1ackson

SECTION
4-7-29
NEv..
1882-1905
1908-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1972
1974-1980

E. Switzer
1. R. Stone
R. B. Irvine
1. Holubowich
S. Hayward
K & D Henderson

SEv..
1882-1905
1908-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1972
1974-1980

D. Switzer
1. R. Stone
R. B. Irvine
1. Holubowich
S. Hayward
K & D Henderson

NWV4
University of Manitoba
1882
1914-1919 1. R. Stone
R. B. Irvine
1924
1929-1932 1. Holubowich
1937-1972 S. Hayward
1974-1980 K & D Henderson

SWV,
1882
1914-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1972
1974-1980

University of Manitoba
1. R. Stone
R. B. Irvine
1. Ho1ubowich
S. Hayward
K & D Henderson

SECTION
5-7-29
NEV4
1882-1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1972
1974-1980

N.WL. Co.
1. R. Stone
R. B. Irvine
J. Holubowich
S. Hayward
K & D Henderson

SEV4
1882-1932 N.WL. Co.
1937-1945 1. L. Boulanger
1950-1953 O. Poirier
1956-1980 1. Poirier
NWV,
1882-1929
1932-1937

1914-1919 F. Newhouse
1924-1929 A. G. Davey
1932-1953 L. Borreson
1950
B. Borreson
1956-1978 B & C & L Borreson
SEV4
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1908-1945 Miss A. McComb
1950-1965 Wm. Opper
1968-1972 A. Irwin
1974-1980 1. Poirier
NWV4
1882-1910 N.WL. Co.
1914-1919 F. Newhouse
1924-1929 A. G. Davey
1932-1953 L. Borreson
1950
B. Borreson
1956-1980 B & C & L Borreson
SWV4
1882-1929 N.WL. Co.
1932-1937 Western Provincial Land
Co.
1941
Municipality of Pipestone
1945-1980 O. Poirier
SECTION
8-7-29
NEV4
1882-1924 Hudson's Bay Co.
1929-1965 W 1. Dittmer
1968-1974 H. Dittmer
1976-1980 K. B. Borreson

N.WL. Co.
Western Provinces Land
Co.
...
.
SEV4
1941
MUnicIpalIty of PIpestone 1882-1924
1945-1953 1. P. Duncan
1929-1965
1956-1980 1. Poirier
1968-1974
SWV4
1976-1980
1882-1932 N.WL. Co.
NWV.
1937-1945 1. L. Boulanger
1882-1905
1950-1953 O. Poirier
1908-1929
1956-1980 1. Poirier
1932-1941
1945-1965
SECTION
1968-1974
6-7-29
1976-1980
NEV.
SW'/4
1892-1945 W Robinson
1882-1924
1950-1980 P. Poirier
1929-1953
SEV.
1956-1959
1882-1919 F. E. Carroll
1962-1972
S. E. Dean
1924
1974
1929-1945 T. Lardner
1976-1980
1950-1978 A.1. Revet
A. 1. Poirier
1980
SECTION
9-7-29
NWV,
NE'/4
1882
Open
1882-1892
1905-1924 P. C. Warnock
1910-1914
1929-1945 T. Lardner
1916-1919
1950-1962 B. Borreson
1924-1941
1965-1972 L. Borreson
1945-1974
1974-1980 W. Borreson
1976-1980
SWV,
SEV4
F. Newhouse
1882
1882-1910
1905-1919 F. Newhouse
1919-1932
1924-1945 T. Lardner
1937-1941
1950-1956 A. Paulhus
1945-1980
1959-1965 L. Borreson
1968
1. Niessen
1970-1980 K. Borreson
SECTION
7-7-29
NEV,
1882-1910 N.WL. Co.

NWV4
1882-1910
1919-1924
1929-1941
1945-1962
1950-1953
1959-1972

Hudson's Bay Co.
W 1. Dittmer
H. Dittmer
K. B. Borreson
Hudson's Bay Co.
W 1. and R. 1. McComb
R.1. McComb
W 1. Dittmer
H. Dittmer
K. B. Borreson
Hudson's Bay Co.
H. Opper
H. Opper
A. 1. Opper
M. Dixon
G & J Poirier

1974
E. Eisler
1976-1980 M.A.e.e.

1974-1976 O. L. Mayert
1978-1980 T. O. Mayert

SWV.
1882-1910
1898
1916-1941
1945-1980

N.WL. Co.
D. Eisler
F. Knipe
S. Needham

SECTION
10-7-29
NEV,
1882
1908-1910
1914
1916-1932
1937
1941
1945-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

University of Manitoba
Wm. McCune
J. W Guthrie
Guthrie and Bulloch
T. A. Bulloch
Municipality of Pipestone
L. Mayert
O. L. Mayert
M.A.e.e.

SW'/4
1882
N.WL. Co.
1908
F. P. McDougall (Estate)
1910
Miss L. E. Clinebell
1914-1919 W. Dever
1924
1. A. Light
1929-1932 Dever Estate
1937-1945 1. A. Light
1950-1959 E. Fisette
1962-1980 1. B. Jackson

SEV.
1882
1914
1916-1941
1945-1980

University of Manitoba
1. McMurchy
J. Hayward
1. B. Jackson

NWV,
1882
1900
1905-1932
1939-1941
1945
1950-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

K. Eisler
E. Eisler
K. Eisler
A. E. Fiske
1. Mayert
L. Mayert
O. L. Mayert
M.A.e.e.

SWV,
1882
1898
1900-1905
1908
1910
1914
1916-1941
1945-1980

N. Binder
D. Eisler
N. Binder
R.1. McComb
G. W Orser
1. McMurchy
1. Hayward
1. B. Jackson

SECTION
11-7-29
NEV.
1882
1908-1916
1919
1924
1929
1932-1945
1950-1965
1968-1980

N.WL. Co.
1. F. Hunter
1. F. Hunter (Estate)
Dominion Government
1. McCoy
Provincial Government
E. Kabbeke
G. 1. Kabbeke

SEV,
1882
1908-1916
1919-1945
1950
1953-1956
1959
1962
1965
1968
1970-1980

N.WL. Co.
A. Kerr
H. Smykoliski
M. Campbell
A. D Campbell
C. C. Campbell
Royal Trust Co.
C. Campbell and Mellor
C. H. Martin
A & G Kabbeke

N.WL. Co.
S. Crawford
S. Bann Sr.
S. Crawford
E. Eisler
M.A.e.e.
N.WL. Co.
C.P.R. Co.
1. A. Knipe
S. Needham

NWV.
1882
N.WL. Co.
1908-1916 1. F. Hunter
1919
1. F. Hunter (Estate)
1924
Dominion Government
1929-1932 D.1. Milton
1937-1945 Provincial Government
1950-1972 L. Mayert

N.WL. Co.
C.P.R. Co.
S. Crawford
E. Eisler
D. Dittmer
V. Eisler
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SECTION
12-7-29
NEV,
1882
T. Craig
1891-1892 Wm. Corsie
1893-1895 Wm. Thomas
1900-1932 Thos. Craig
1937-1941 P. Benoit
1945-1972 R. Kabbeke
1974-1980 G. 1. Kabbeke
SEV4
1882
1891-1893
1894
1898-1905
1908
1910-1941
1945

N. E. Craig
Wm. Corsie
E. Smith
H. E. Craig
N. H. Conn
H. McEwen
Canadian Permanent
Mortgage
1950
M. Campbell
1953-1956 A. D. Campbell
1959
e. e. Campbell
1962-1970 R. Kabbeke
1972
E. Kabbeke
1974-1980 A & G. Kabbeke

NWV,
1882
1891-1893
1894-1898
1900
1905-1908
1910-1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937-1945

1. 0. Williamson
1. Fraser
1. Gillson
D. W Mawdsley
T. Smith
H. e. Simpson
A. Teeple
1. W Cook
1. Payne
Soldier's Settlement
Board
1950
e. Campbell
1953-1956 A. D. Campbell
1959
C. C. Campbell
1962-1965 R. Kabbeke
1968-1980 G.1. Kabbeke

SWV,
1882
1891-1892
1893-1895
1898-1908
1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1950
1953-1956
1959
1962-1965
1968-1980

Z. Sutton
1. Fraser
e. R. Winder
Z. Sutton
M. F. Dever
A. Trail
Mrs. A. Trail
C. C. Campbell
A. D. Campbell
C. C. Camp. ell
R. Kabbeke
A. C. Kabbeke

SECTION
13-7-29
NEV4
1882-1914 N.WL. Co.
C.P.R. (part of)
1924

1. Whale (part of)
1924
N.WL. Co. (L.S.D.)
1929
1929-1945 G. W Milliken (L.S.D.)
1941-1945 S. Needham (part of)
1950
B. Gray
1953-1962 B. F. Gray (Estate)
1956
A. K. Milton (Estate)
1956-1965 Manitoba Pool Elevators
1965-1980 D. C. Gray
SE'14
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1924-1945 1. McCoy (south half)
1953-1956 E. McCoy
1956-1970 R. Kabbeke, W Reid, G.
Pickett, United Church
1950-1970 R. Kabbeke
1956-1970 R. A. Pickett
1972
G. A. Pickett and F. A.
Josephson
1974-1980 L & H Irwin and A. C.
Kabbeke
NWv..
1882-1924 N.WL. Co.
1929
1. McCoy
1932-1941 Western Provinces Land
Co.
1945-1974 0. Bright
1976-1980 G. Godenir
SWV.

1882-1892
1905
1908
1910
1916-1929
1932-1941
1945-1965
1968-1980

SECTION
14-7-29
NE'14
1882
1891-1892
1893-1895
1900-1932
1937
1941-1974
1976-1980

N.WL. Co.
Wm. H. Donald
Wm. Rentoil
A.1. and C. C. Campbell
Thos. Craig
P. Benoit
R. Kabbeke

D. W Mawdsley
J. Inglis
D. Beatie
D. W Mawdsley
Mrs. D. Mawdsley
O. Bright
G. Godenir

1941-1974 W 0. Bright
1976-1980 L. D. Godenir
SECTION
15-7-29
NE'14
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
F. 1. and W R. Paul
1905
F. 1. Paul
1908
1910-1941 A. McKay
1945-1965 E. M. Rhodes
1968-1980 D. M. Rhodes
SEV.
1882-1892
1905
1908-1914
1916
1919
1924-1962
1965-1968
1970-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

N.WL. Co.
Wm. Brownlee
S. Crawford
S. Bann Jr.
W. Brownlee
D.1. A. Slider
J. A. Slider
L. Mayert
O. L. Mayert
M.A.C.C.

NWv..
1882-1892
1905
1908-1924
1929-1941
1945-1965
1968-1980

A. McKay
E. M. Rhodes
D. M. Rhodes

SWV..
1882-1892
1905
1908-1914
1916
1919
1924-1962
1965-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

N.WL. Co.
Wm. Brownlee
S. Crawford
S. Bann Jr.
W. Brownlee
D.1. A. Slider
1. A. Slider
O. L. Mayert
M.A.C.C.

SECTION
16-7-29
NEv..
1882-1932
1937-1974
1976-1980

K. Eisler
E. Eisler
M.A.C.C.

SEv..
1882-1898
1900
1905-1932
1937-1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

G. Eisler
D. Eisler
K. Eisler
A. E. Fiske
E. Eisler
M.A.C.C.

N.WL. Co.

F. 1. and W R. Paul
F. 1. Paul

1937
N. Eisler and 1. Smith
1941-1956 1. Smith
1956-1972 G. Bender
1974-1980 R. G. Bender
SEv..
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1905
A.1. McComb
1908-1910 McComb Bros.
1914-1941 R.1. McComb
1945-1959 W 1. Dittmer
1962-1974 H. Dittmer
1976-1980 K. B. Borreson
NWv..
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1905-1932 1. McComb
1937
Mrs. A. McComb
1941-1945 Mrs. A. Cumming
1950-1980 A.1. Opper
SWv..
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1905
W 1. and R. 1. McComb
1908-1910 McComb Bros.
1914-1941 R.1. McComb
1945-1959 W.1. Dittmer
1962-1974 H. Dittmer
1976-1980 K. B. Borreson

D. Eisler
1. 1. Berry
D. Eisler
P. Duncan
P. Duncan (Estate)
1. Duncan
D. Irwin
A. D. Irwin

SEV.
1882-1900
1905-1908
1910
1914-1937
1941-1945
1950-1959
1962-1976
1978-1980

A. Plezer
P. Duncan
P. Duncan (Estate)
1. Duncan
Miller and Hawkins
Mrs. E. Hawkins
D. Irwin
A. and L. Irwin

NWV.

SEV.
1882
1891-1892
1893-1894
1900
1905-1910
1914-1929
1932-1941
1945
1950-1974
1976-1980

N. McIvor
1. Inglis
A.1. McGuffin
N. McIvor
G. W Milliken
Thos. Craig
P. Benoit
R. Kabbeke
W 0. Bright
L. D. Godenir

NWv..
1882
1891-1892
1893-1894
1900
1905-1937
1941-1974
1976-1980

S. Finnborgeson
A. Inglis
W A. McGuffin
S. Finnborgeson
Wm. Bright
W O. Bright
G. Godenir

SWv..
1882
N.WL. Co.
1910-1932 C.P.R.
1937-1965 W.1. Dittmer
1968-1980 H. Dittmer

SWv..
1882
1891-1892
1893-1898
1900-1910
1914-1937

W. McCune
A. Inglis
Thos. D. McGuffin
Wm. McCune
Wm. Bright

SECTION
17-7-29
NEv..
1882-1892
1898-1932

1882
1894-1895
1905-1908
1910-1941
1945-1970
1972-1980

NWv..

1882
1910-1919
1924
1929-1950
1953
1956-1976
1978-1980

SECTION
18-7-29
NEv..
1882
1893-1895
1900
1905-1908
1910
1914-1941
1945-1968
1970-1980

A. Newhouse
1. McKay
A. Newhouse
H. Opper
D. Irwin
A. D. Irwin

SWV.

N.WL. Co.
C.P.R.
Wm. Brigden
1. Mayert
H. Mayert
O. L. Mayert
T. 0. Mayert

N.WL. Co.
K. Eisler

1882
1900
1905-1908
1910-1919
1924-1945
1950-1965
1968-1980

F. Newhouse
1. Deatz
F. Neuhane
G. Neuhane
H. Opper
W H. Opper
A. D. Irwin

SECTION
19-7-29
NEv..
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1905-1932 1. McComb
1937-1945 Mrs. A. Cumming
1950-1980 A.1. Opper
SEv..
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1905-1932 1. McComb
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1937-1945 Mrs. A. Cumming
1950-1962 A.1. Opper
1965-1980 M. Opper
NWV.

1882-1892
1905-1924
1929-1956
1959-1980

N.WL. Co.
R. 1. Hodgson
1. Duncan
A. D. Irwin

SWV..
1882-1892
1905-1914
1916-1945
1950-1980

N.WL. Co.
R. McComb
H. Opper
A. 1. Opper

SECTION
20-7-29
NEV.
1882
1900
1905
1908-1916
1919-1932
1937
1941-1956
1956-1972
1974-1980

University of Manitoba
P. Binder
T. Barker
C. Radford
K. Eisler
N. Eisler and 1. Smith
1. Smith
G. Bender
R. G. Bender

SEv..
1882
1900
1905-1908
1910
1914-1932
1937
1941-1953
1956-1972
1974-1980

1. Moulten
Wm. Zinke
1. Moulton
H. C. Simpson
K. Eisler
N. Eisler and 1. Smith
1. Smith
G.1. Bender
R. G. Bender

NWv..
1882
1914-1932
1937
1941-1953
1956-1972
1974-1980

University of Manitoba
K. Eisler
N. Eisler and 1. Smith
1. Smith
G. Bender
R. G. Bender

SWv..
1882
1914-1932
1937
1941-1953
1956-1972
1974-1980

University of Manitoba
K. Eisler
N. Eisler and 1. Smith
1. Smith
G. Bender
R. G. Bender

SECTION
21-7-29
NEv..
1882-1892
1905
1908-1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1945
1950-1962
1965-1978
1980

N.WL. Co.
L. 1. Douglass
W H. Crawford
C. Peters
Wm. Brigden
1. Mayert
H. N. Mayert
Wm. G. Hooper
L. R. Mazur

SEv..
1882-1892
1905
1908-1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1950
1953-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980

N.WL. Co.
L. 1. Douglass
W H. Crawford
C. Peters
Wm. Brigden
J. Mayert
H. N. Mayert
0. L. Mayert
T. O. Mayert

NW'/.
1882-1892
1908-1914
1916-1924
1929-1932
1937-1941
1945-1972
1974-1980

N.W.L. Co.
M. Tiede
D. Mazur
A. E. Steele
Municipality of Pipestone
D.Mazur
H.R.Mazur

SW'I.
1882-1910 N.W.L. Co.
1914-1932 K. Eisler
1937-1968 E. Eisler
1970-1972 Y. Eisler
. E. Eisler
1974
1976-1980 M.A.e.e.
SECTION
22-7-29
NE'I4
1882
1893-1895
1900
1905
1908-1916
1919-1941
1945-1962
1965-1976
1978-1980
SEV4
1882
1893-1895
1900-1919
1924-1932
1937-1941

G. Johanson
1. W. Thornton
Mrs. A. Gudjanson
Johannsson
F. Rush
A. McKay
L. Choquette
W. O. Bright
L. D. Godenir

1945-1965
1968-1980

H. Opper
R. McDonald
H. Opper
K. Mazur
Soldiers' Settlement
Board
E. M. Rhodes
D. M. Rhodes

NWV4
1882
i 914-1 924
1929-1945
1950-1976
1978-1980

University of Manitoba
e. w. Baker
University of Manitoba
E. R. Mayert
W. and M. Mayert

SWV4
1882
1914-1924
1929-1945
1950-1976
1978-1980

University of Manitoba
e. w. Baker
University of Manitoba
E. R. Mayert
W. and M. Mayert

SECTION
23-7-29
NE'I.
1882-1892
1914-1945
1950-1956
1959-1962
1965-1980

N.W.L. Co.
D. W. Mawdsley
D. W. Mawdsley (Estate)
R. Sanheim
L. Rhodes

SEV4
1882-1892
1905-1945
1950-1956
1959-1962
1965-1980

N.W.L. Co.
D. W. Mawdsley
D. W. Mawdsley (Estate)
R. Sanheim
L. Rhodes

NW'I.
1882-1892
1908
1905-1941
1945-1965
1968-1980

N.W.L. Co.
C. McKay
A. McKay
E. M. Rhodes
D. M. Rhodes

SWV4
1882-1892
1908

N.W.L. Co.
C. McKay

1905-1941
1945-1965
1968-1980

A. McKay
E. M. Rhodes
D. M. Rhodes

SEV4
1882-1900
1905-1908
1910-1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

SECTION
24-7-29
NEV4
1882
G. W. Milliken
1893-1895 S. Tait
1900
W. Greer
1905-1941 G. W. Milliken
1945-1950 B. Gray
1953-1980 D. e. Gray
SE'I.
1882
1893-1894
1900-1914
1916-1941
1945-1962
1965-1980
NW'/4
1882
1893-1905
1908-1941
1945-1959
1956-1972
1965-1974

NWV4
1882-1916 Hudson's Bay Co.
1919
S. Bulloch
1924
Hudson's Bay Co.
1929-1932 R. Adams
1937-1962 Mrs. E. Adams
1965
Mrs. E. Adams and S.
Adams
1968-1974 K. L. Martin
1976-1980 L. R. Mazur

1. Halldorson
S. Bjornson
1. Halldorson
G. W. Milliken
B. Gray
D. e. Gray

F. Killranam
F. Abrahamson

G. W. Milliken
B. Gray
Mrs. e. Reid
B. Gray and Mrs. e.
Reid
1976-1980 M. W. Thordarson

SWV4
1893-1894
1900
1905-1908
1910
1914
1916-1932
1937-1959
1962-1980

F. Sigardsson
1. Meekin
e. L. Smith
W. McLandress
B. Goldstein
D. W. Mawdsley
Mawdsley Estate
L. Rhodes

SECTION
25-7-29
NEV4
1882-1892
1905-1941
1945-1950
1953-1980

N.W.L. Co.
S. Campbell
H. McKay
M. W. Thordarson

SEV4
1882-1892
1905-1941
1945-1959
1956-1972
1974
1976-1980

N.W.L. Co.
G. W. Milliken
P. Halldorson
1. A. Halldorson
R. Durand
1. A. Skelton

NWV4
1882-1892 N.W.L. Co.
1905- 1941 S. Campbell
1945-1950 H. McKay
1953-1980 M. W. Thordarson
SWV4
1882-1892
1905-1941
1945-1950
1965-1980
SECTION
26-7-29
NEV4
1882
1892-1895
1900-1908
1910-1941
1945-1950
1953-1980

N.W.L. Co.
S. Campbell
H. McKay
M. W. Thordarson

K. 1. Matthieson
J.1. Shibley
K. 1. Matthieson
S. Campbell
H. McKay
M. W. Thordarson

Hudson's Bay Co.
K. 1. Matthieson
S. Campbell
0. Bright
G. Godenir

SWV4
1882-1908
1910-1916
1919
1924-1950
1962
1953-1959
1965-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
W. T. Bulloch
Mrs. S. Bulloch
A. Bulloch
B. A. Gray
W. T. Bulloch
B. A. Gray

SECTION
27-7-29
NE'I4
1885-1892 N.W.L. Co.
1905
H. Opper
1908-1945 1. G. Kirkland
1950-1980 G. Hooper Sr.
SE'I4
1885-1892
1905
1908-1910
1914-1937
1941-1945
1950-1980

N.W.L. Co.
1. 1. McAdam
Mrs. e. L. McAdam
W. T. Bulloch
Mrs. McAdam
Wm. and M. Mayert

NWV4
1885-1898 N.W.L. Co.
1905
H. Opper
1908-1945 1. G. Kirkland
1950-1980 G. Hooper Sr.
SW'I4
1885-1892 N.W.L. Co.
1905
1. 1. McAdam
1908-1910 Mrs. e. L. McAdam
1914-1937 W. T. Bulloch
1941-1948 Mrs. McAdam
1950-1980 Wm. and M. Mayert
SECTION
28-7-29
NEV4
1882
University of Manitoba
1914-1919 T. M. Jackson
1924-1932 T. W. Jackson
1937-1941 Jackson Estate
1945-1948 H. M. Jackson
1950-1965 S. R. Adams
1967-1980 Wm. and M. Mayert
SE'I4
1882-1905
1908-1910
1914-1919
1924-1932
1937-1945
1950-1953
1956-1980

Jackson Estate
E. Adams
Wm. and M. Mayert

NWV4
1882
1914

University of Manitoba
M. Tiede (Estate)
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K.1. Dalman
T. W. Jackson
T. M. Jackson
T. W. Jackson

1916
1919-1932
1937-1941
1945-1965
1968-1980

Mrs. D. Mazur
D. Mazur
University of Manitoba
D. Mazur
H. R. Mazur

SW'I.
1882
M. Tiede
1893-1894 B. Helgason
1900
N. Binder Jr.
1905-1910 M. Tiede
1914
M. Tiede (Estate)
1916
Mrs. D. Mazur
1919-1924 1. Mazur
1929-1932 A. E. Steel
1937-1956 D. Mazur
1958-1980 H.R.Mazur
SECTION
29-7-29
NEV4
1882
Crown Land
1919-1924 School Land
1929-1932 Duncan
1937-1945 Provincial Government
1950-1965 Mrs. A. Duncan
1968-1972 E. Eisler
1974-1980 H. R. Mazur
SEV4
1882
1919-1924
1929-1932
1937-1953
1956-1980

Crown Land
School Land
D. Mazur
Provincial Government
H. R. Mazur

NWV4
1882
1919-1924
1929-1932
1937-1980

Crown Land
School Land
McKay
Provincial Government

SW'I4
1882
1919-1924
1929-1932
1937-1980

Crown Land
School Land
D.Mazur
Provincial Government

SECTION
30-7-29
NE'I4
1882
1893-1895
1900-1908
1910-1916
1919
1924
1929-1945
1950-1980

A. Roach
1. Campbell
A. Roach
W. 1. McCurdy
N. Zaporozan
T. H. Cairns
A. Martin
W. G. Martin

SEV4
1882
1894-1895
1900-1908
1910-1916
1919
1924
1929-1945
1950-1980

1. Roach
L. A. Arthur
1. Roach
W. 1. McCurdy
N. Zaporozan
T. H. Cairns
A. Martin
W. G. Martin

NWV4
1882-1900
1905-1910
1914
1916-1945
1950
1953-1980

M. A. McGuffin
H. A. Scarth
A. Weale
A. Martin
T. B. and I. Martin
W. G. Martin

SW'I4
1882

G. Newhouse

1894-1895
1900
1905-1908
1910-1929
1932
1937-1945
1950-1965
1968-1972
1974
1976
1978-1980

1. G. Poole
1. Graham
G. Neuhane
1. E. McComb
1. A. Opper
Mrs. A. Cumings
A.1. Opper
M. Dixon
A.1. Opper
M. and L. Dixon
G. and 1. Poirier

1941
1945-1980
NWV.

1882-1910 N.WL. Co.
1914-1937 1. McMurchy
1941
Municipality of Pipestone
1945-1980 A. Dittmer
SWV.

1882-1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1980

SECTION
31-7-29
SECTION
NEV.
34-7-29
1882-1937 N.WL. Co.
1941-1945 Municipality of Pipestone NEV.
1882
1950-1980 C. S. Ross
1892-1895
SEv..
1900-1910
1882-1937 N.W.L. Co.
1914
1941-1945 Municipality of Pipestone
1916
1950-1980 C. S. Ross
1919
1924-1937
NW'/4
1941-1945
1882-1919 N.W.L. Co.
1924-1945 A. Martin
1950-1959
1950
T. B. and I. Martin
1962-1980
1953-1980 W. G. Martin
SWV.

1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1910-1945 A. Martin
1950
T. B. and I. Martin
1953-1980 W. G. Martin
SECTION
32-7-29
NEV.
1882
1891-1892
1893-1900
1905-1932
1937-1945
1950
1953-1976
1978-1980
SEv..
1882
1891-1892
1893-1900
1905-1932
1937-1945
1950
1953-1976
1978-1980

H. E. Perry
G. W Carrick
C. M. Perry
H. H. Goulter
Goulter Estate
1. D. Duncan
D. F. Isaac
J & H Isaac
H. E. Perry
G. W Carrick
H. Perry
H. H. Goulter
Goulter Estate
1. D. Duncan
D. F. Isaac
J & H Isaac

NWV.

1882-1959 University of Manitoba
1962-1974 W O. Bright
1976-1980 R. L. Godenir
SWV.

1882-1959 University of Manitoba
1962-1968 D. Duncan
1970-1976 K. O. Bright
1978-1980 R. L. Godenir

Municipality of Pipestone
A. Dittmer

SEv..
1882-1924
1929-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

N.WL. Co.
D. Mazur
Municipality of Pipestone
A. Dittmer

1. H. Honeyman
1. Rodgers
1. H. Honeyman
Wm. McFadzen
R. L. Ritchie
C. H. McFadyen Co.
1. Wood
Soldiers' Settlement
Board
L. G. Thordarson
F. Bartel

NWV.

1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1905-1914 S. Bulloch
1916-1919 G. L. Bulloch
1924-1953 S. Bulloch
1950
Mrs. A. Bulloch
1956-1959 W T. Bulloch
1962-1980 B. A. Gray
SWv..
1882-1891
1905-1914
1916-1919
1924-1953
1950-1959
1962
1965-1980
SECTION
36-7-29
NEv..
1905
1908-1932
1937-1945
1950
1953-1962
1965-1968
1972
1974-1980

N.WL. Co.
S. Bulloch
G. L. Bulloch
S. Bulloch
W T. Bulloch
B. A. Gray
K. L. Martin

E. Miller
M. Reid
Imperial Life Assoc. Co.
Wm. F. Duncan
J. and Wm. F. Duncan
1. P. Duncan
1. D. Duncan
R. H. Zam

SE'/4
1882-1905 A. Opper
1908-1965 E. H. Berry
1968-1980 E. B. Berry

F. Peters
R. Adams
S. R. Adams
G. G. Martin

NWV.

NWV.

1892-1895 G. Rodgers
1900
R. Honeyman
1905-1908 1. Wood Jr.
1910
H. C. Simpson
1914-1924 F. Peters
1929-1937 1. Woods
1941-1945 Soldiers' Settlement
Board
1950-1959 L. G. Thordarson
1962-1980 F. Bartel

1. I. Clemens
1882
1891-1895 S. Eisler
C. Hing
1905-1908 1. T. Clemens
1910-194-1 T. McKay
1945-1972 1. P. Duncan
1974-1980 R. H. Zam

SWv..
1882
F. Peters
1892-1894 WE. Porter
1900-1910 F. Peters
1914-1919 1. I. Case Mfg. Co.
1924-1932 T. Smith
1937-1941 Huron & Erie Mortgage
Co.
1945
G. Lumb
1950-1965 W 1. Dittmer
1968-1980 A. Dittmer
SECTION
35-7-29
NEV4
1882-1892 N.WL. Co.
1905-1945 S. Bulloch
1950-1962 E. A. Gray
1965-1980 Mrs. S. M. Williamson
Mrs. W L. Williamson
Mrs. D. 1. Jago
(All part owners)

SECTION
33-7-29
NEv..
SEV4
1882-1910 N.WL. Co.
1882-1891
1914-1937 J. Ludy
1941
Municipality of Pipestone
1905-1924
1945-1980 A. Dittmer
1929-1945
SEV.
1950-1965
1882-1910 N.WL. Co.
1968-1972
1914-1937 1. McMurchy
1974-1980

N.W.L. Co.
S. Eisler
S. Bulloch
R. S. Bulloch
E. A. Gray
Mrs. E. M. Gray
B. A. Gray

SWv..
1882-1900 S. Eisler
1905-1914 S. Bulloch
1916-1945 A. Bulloch
1950-1965 E. A. Gray
1968-1980 B. A. Gray
SECTION
1-8-29
NEv..
1919
1914

1. Kristjanson (WV2 of

1914
1916-1924
1929-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1959
1950-1980
1965-1980

NEv..)
D. Gray (EV2 of NEV.)
Can. N.W Land Co.
D. Gray
Mrs. D. Gray
Mrs. E. Gray
E. Gray (WV2) (part of)
D. Gray (EV2) (part of)
B. Gray (WV2) (part of)

SE'/4
1910
1916
1919
1924-1937
1941-1950
1953-1959
1962-1980

P. E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. Chapman
R.1. Page
A. Penner

SWv..
1908
1910
1914
1919-1924
1929-1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

N.W Land Co.
1. W. Guthrie
G. F. Edwards
1. W Guthrie
1. W Guthrie
Chapman and Guthrie
Mtin. of Pipestone
L. Rhodes

SECTION
2-8-29
NEv..
1893-1898
1900-1910
1914
1916-1924
1929-1947
1950
1953-1980

K. Jonson
K. Johnson
C. McMurchy
McMurchy Bros.
McMurchy Bros.
S. Yaskow
A. Penner

SEv..
1893-1916
1919
1924
1929-1946
1947
1950-1956
1950-1959
1950-1959
1959-1978
1962-1980
NWv..
1893-1894
1898-1900
1908-1946
1950-1953
1956-1980
SWv..
1893-1895
1900-1908
1910
1914
1916-1947
1950
1953-1980

1. Kristjanson
1. Jonson
Soldier Settlement Bd.

C. F. Johnson
Mrs. C. Campbell
F. 1. Bartel (part of)
E. B. Isaac (part of)
A. T. Penner
F. Wiebe (part of)
E. Isaac (part of)
H. Olsen
S. Sigurdson
N. Miller
S. K. Miller
F. Bartel

1. Johannsson
S. Kristjanson
S. K. Jonson
A. McMurchy
McMurchy Bros
S. Yaskow
A. Penner

N.W Land Co.

N.W Land Co.
A. B. Chapman
1. W Guthrie
Chapman and Guthrie
Mun. of Pipestone
N. W. Graham
L. Penner

NWv..
N.W Land Co.
C. Schaefer
1891
1914-1919 G. S. Munro
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1929-1932
1937
1941-1946
1947-1959
1965-1980

SECTION
3-8-29
NEV.
N.W Land Co.
1908
1910
1914
1916-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

1. F. Craig
C. C. Campbell
R. Jeffrey

1. Fraser
C. C. Campbell
H. Mangleson

C. C. Campbell
F. Bartel

SEV.
N.W Land Co.
1908
1910
1914
1916-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1946-1980

1. F. Craig
C. C. Campbell
R. Jeffrey

1. Fraser
C. C. Campbell
H. Mangleson
C. C. Campbell
E. B. Isaac

NWv..
1908
1910
1914
1916-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1947-1980

N.w' Land Co.
1. F. Craig
C. C. Campbell
R. Jeffrey
1. Fraser
C. C. Campbell
H. Mang1eson
C. C. Campbell
F. Bartel

NWv..
1914-1932 N.w' Land Co.
1937-1950 Mun. of Pipestone
1953-1974 L. R. Martin
1976-1980 K. L. Martin
SWV.

1910-1932 N. W, Land Co.
1937-1950 Mun. of Pipestone
1953-1974 L. R. Martin
1976-1980 K. L. Martin

SWV.

1908
1910
1914
1916-1924
1929
1932-1937
1941-1945
1946-1980

N.w' Land Co.
1. F. Craig
C. C. Campbell
R. Jeffrey
1. Fraser
C. C. Campbell
H. Mangleson
C. C. Campbell
A. Penner

SECTION
4-8-29
NEV.
1890-1892 G. Edmonds
1908-1916 A. Johnson
1919-1924 F. Josephson
1929-1941 1. Josephson
1945-1959 S. Zelmer
1962-1980 R. Ze1mer
SEv..
1893-1894
1895
1908-1910
1916-1924
1929-1974
1976-1978
1980

H. W, Blizard
A. Park
S. K. Miller
S. K. Miller
S. K. Miller
M. Enge1bretson
K. L. Martin

NWv..
1890-1895 l. Hoffs
1908-1914 S. Peterson
1916-1924 N. E. Miller
1929-1945 N. E. Miller
1947-1974 Miss S. M. Miller
1976-1978 M. Engelbretson
1980
K. L. Martin
SWV..
le91-1894 1. Hoffs
1900
H. Waddop
1908-1910 N. E. Miller
1916-1924 N. E. Miller
1929-1945 N. E. Miller
1947-1974 Miss S. M. Miller
1976-1978 M. Enge1bretson
1980
K. L. Martin
SECTION
5-8-29
NEV.
1908
1910
1914-1916
1919
1929-1945
1947-1974
1976-1980

N.w' Land Co.
L. Laidlaw
C. McKinnon
1. McKinnon
C. McKinnon
A. Martin
L. R. Martin
K. L. Martin

SEv..
N.w' Land Co.
1908
L. Laidlaw
1910-1919 C. McKinnon
1924
H. Laidlaw
1929-1947 A. Martin
1950-1980 L. R. Martin

SECTION
6-8-29
NEv..
w,1. McComb
1910
1914-1924 F. Ze1mer
1929-1937 1. Warobec
1941-1950 A. Keen
1953-1956 Mun. of Pipestone
1959-1976 S. Ze1mer
1978-1980 R & K & G Zelmer
SEV.
1908-1910
1914
1916-1919
1924-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950
1953-1959
1962-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
Josephson Bros.
1. C. Wood
F. Nixon
C & R Isaac

SEV.
1898-1924
1929-1937
1941-1946
1947-1976
1978-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
Josephson Bros.
1. Wood
F. Nixon
C & R Isaac

NWv..
1898-1919
1924-1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Co.
Jos Wood
1. C. Wood
H.1. Ki1ford
L. R. Martin
G. G. Martin

SECTION
11-8-29
NEV.
1908-1937 1. E. Kidd
1941
R. Page
1945-1976 S. Zelmer
1978-1980 R & K & G Ze1mer

Hudson's Bay Co.
A. Martin
L. R. Martin
K. L. Martin

SEV4
1908-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1946
1947-1980

G. S. Munro
W, F. Alton
P. E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. B. Chapman
R.1. Page

NWv..
1908-1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1976
1978-1980

1. E. Kidd
1. E. Kidd
R. Page
S. Ze1mer
R & K & G Ze1mer

SWv..
1908-1919
1924-1937
1941
1945
1947-1976
1978-1980

1. Milton
F. Josephson
Soldier Settlement Board
Mun. of Pipestone
S. Ze1mer
R & K & G Ze1mer

SECTION
12-8-29
NEV.
1908-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1946
1947-1956
1959-1980
1980

G. S. Munro
W, E. Alton
E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. B. Chapman
R.1. Page
F. Isaac (part of)
F. Bartel (part of)

SWV4

w,1. McComb
1. Hayward
1. McMurchy
1. Warobec
A. Keen
L. Martin
S. Maffenbier
A. Bergeron
S & R & G Ze1mer

NWv..
1919-1956 University
1959-1965 A. Irwin
1968-1974 M & H Ross
1976-1980 A. K. Ross

1898-1929
1932-1947
1950-1974
1976-1980
SECTION
9-8-29
NEv..

N.w' Land Co.
1908
F. Lockhart
1910-1914 Mrs. M. H. Lockhart
1916-1924 Jas. Light
1929-1941 1. A. Light
1945-1980 S. Ze1mer
SEV4

SWV.

1919-1924 University
1929-1932 1. Warobec
1936-1956 University
1959-1965 A. Irwin
1968-1974 M & H Ross
1976-1980 A. K. Ross
SECTION
7-8-29
NE'/4
1916-1932
1937
1941-1950
1953
1956-1976
1978-1980

SECTION
8-8-29
NEv..
1898-1924
1929-1937
1941-1946
1947-1976
1978-1980

1908
1910-1914
1916-1924
1929-1941
1945-1959
1962-1980

N.w' Land Co.
F. Lockhart
Mrs. M. A. Lockhart
las Light
l. A. Light
S. Ze1mer
R. Zelmer

NWv..

N.w' Land Co.
1. E. Wood
1. C. Wood
H. 1. Ki1ford
L. R. Martin
G. G. Martin

SEV4
1916-1932
1937
1941-1962
1968
1965-1972
1974-1980

N.w' Land Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
1. Wood
H. Martin (part of)
E. H. Martin
B. Martin

NWV.
1916-1932
1937-1950
1953-1959
1962-1980

N.w' Land Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
G. A. Braun
D. McDermit

SWv..
1916-1932
1937
1941-1962
1968
1965-1972
1964-1980

N.w' Land Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
1. C. Wood
H. Martin
E. Martin
K. Martin

1908
1910-1914
1916-1924
1929-1941
1945-1980
1977-1980

N.w' Land Co.
F. Lockhart
Mrs. M. H. Lockhart
las Light
1. A. Light
S. Zelmer
G. Martin

SWV.

1908
1910-1914
1916-1924
1929-1941
1945-1976
1978-1980

N.w' Land Co.
F. Lockhart
Mrs. M. H. Lockhart
Jas Light
1. A. Light
S. Ze1mer
R & K & G Ze1mer

SECTION
10-8-29
NEv..
1910-1929 L. Simanton
1932-1937 L. Simanton
Mun. of Pipestone
1941
1945-1962 F. A. Josephson
1965-1980 R. Ze1mer
SEv..
1914-1919 1. Milton
1924-1962 F. A. Josephson
1965-1980 R. Zelmer
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NWv..
1892-1894 Mary Ann Lillico
1908-1924 T. H. Josephson
1929-1953 G. B. Josephson
1956-1968 Ada Josephson (adm)
1970-1980 R. Ze1mer
SWv..
1893-1894 A. Rule
1908
I. Jonson
1910-1924 T. H. Josephson
1929-1953 G. B. Josephson
1956-1968 Ada Josephson (adm)
1970-1980 G. Ze1mer

SEV4
1893-1898 1. Olsen
1900
G. Steel
1908-1929 D. Gray
1932-1941 Mrs. D. Gray
1945-1947 Mrs. E. Gray
1950-1959 E. A. Gray (WV, of
SEv..) (part of)
1950-1980 D. C. Gray (EV, of SEv..)
(part of)
1962-1980 B. Gray (WV, of SEV.)
(part of)
NWv..
1908-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1946
1947-1980

G. S. Munro
W, E. Alton
P. E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. B. Chapman
R.1. Page

SWV4
1893-1894
1898
1900
1908-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1946
1947-1980

F. Morris
K. 1. Matthieson
1. Collan
G. S. Munro
W. T. Alton
P. E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. B. Chapman
R.1. Page

SECTION
13-8-29
Nm4
1910-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1947
1950-1953
1956-1980
SEv..
1885
1908-1919
1914
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1947
1950
1953-1980

N.W. Land Co.
G. S. Munro
W. E. AIton
E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. B. Chapman
R. Page
F. Isaac
N.W. Land Co.
G. S. Munro
1. E. Kidd
W. E. Alton
E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. B. Chapman
R. Page
W. Braun
N.W. Land Co.
G. S. Munro
W. E. Alton
E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. B. Chapman
E. C. Page
E. Wohlgemuth
E. H. Bender

SWV..
1908-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1946
1947-1956
1959-1962
1965-1980

SWV4
1892-1895
1898-1900
1908-1914
1916-1919
1924-1947
1950-1972
1974
1976-1980

D. W. Lusk
H. Dendy
1. Doerr
1. Callan
R. Reid
W. A. Reid
C. R. Reid
D. M. Thordarson
A. Belisle; R. Durand; B.
Smith
R. W. Lusk
G. W. Love
1. Callan
R. Reid
W. A. Reid
C. R. Reid (part of)
D. M. Thordarson
A. Belisle; R. Durand; B.
Smith

SECTION
15-8-29
NEv..
1908
1910-1929
1932-1950
1953-1968
1970-1980

N.W. Land Co.
1. Newton Estate
R. Reid
R. Reid
K. L. Reid
A. Penner

SEv..

NWV4
1910-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1946
1947-1956
1959-1962
1965-1980

NWv..
1892-1894
1895-1898
1900
1908-1914
1916-1919
1924-1947
1950-1972
1974
1976-1980

N.W. Land Co.
G. S. Munro
W. E. Alton
E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. B. Chapman
E. C. Page
E. Wohlgemuth
E. H. Bender

SECTION
14-8-29
NEV4
1894
1900-1910
1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1946
1947-1956
1959-1962
1965-1980

A. Stewart
0. Harris
A. McKinley
G. S. Munro
W. E. Alton
E. A. Banbury
Mrs. A. Chapman
Dr. A. B. Chapman
E. C. Page
E. Wohlgemuth
E. H. Bender

SEv..
1893-1894
1900-1916
1919-1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1968
1970-1980

1. Jonson
1. E. Kidd
1. E. Kidd
1. E. Kidd
R. Page
S. Zelmer
G. Zelmer

1908
1910-1924
1929-1941
1945-1947
1950
1953-1972
1974
1976-1980

N.W. Land Co.
1. Newton Estate
V. Scholt
W. A. Reid
Galvin Estate
M. 1. Galvin
C. Reid
D. M. Thordarson
A. Belisle; R. Durand; B.
Smith

NWv..
1908
1910-1924
1929-1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

N.W. Land Co.
1. Newton
V.Scholt
G. B. Josephson
1. Josephson
G. Zelmer

SWV4
1908
1910-1924
1929-1945
1947-1959
1956
1956-1962
1965-1980

SECTION
16-8-29
NEII4
1893-1894
1908-1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1972
1974-1980

N.W. Land Co.
1. Newton Estate
v. Scholt
G. B. Josephson
1. Josephson
1. Josephson (part of)
S. Bardal (part of)
G. Zelmer

1. Michael
G. Pelaquin
Pelaquin Estate
Imperial Life Assn. Corp.
E. Thordarson
L. G. Thordarson

SEV4
1916-1919 R. Reid
1924-1945 H. Snape
1947-1962 W. P. Hitchcock
1965-1980 C. Toews

NWV4
1908
L. A. Craig
1910-1919 H. M. Jackson
1924-1932 G. Pelaquin
1937
Pelaquin Estate
1941-1946 Mun. of Pipestone
1947-1962 W. P. Hitchcock
1965-1980 C. Toews
SWV4
1919-1929
1932-1956
1959-1980

University of Manitoba
University of Manitoba
M. Irwin

SECTION
17-8-29
NEv..
1916-1929
1932-1937
1941-1968
1970-1980

N.W. Land Co.
G. Sadler
Mrs. E. Wood
M. Irwin

SEv..
1916-1929 N.W. Land Co.
1932-1950 1. Wood
1953-1976 F. Nixon
1978-1980 C. and R. Isaac
NWV4
1916-1941
1945-1950
1953
1956-1968
1970-1976
1978-1980

N.W. Land Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
W. P. Hitchcock
R. Reid
C. Toews
D. R. Penner

SWV4
1916-1924
1929-1946
1947-1956
1959-1972
1974-1976
1978-1980

N. W. Land Co.
1. Wood
1. E. Nixon
A. Irwin
A. and M. Irwin
M.1. Irwin

SECTION
18-8-29
NEv..
1893-1895
1900
1908
1910-1919
1924-1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

M. Gudnason
R. Doherty
1. Wood
A. Wood
H. Wood
D. E. Piggott
M.1. Irwin

SEV4
1893-1919
1924-1946
1947-1956
1959-1972
1974-1976
1978
1980

J. Young
J. Wood
1. E. Nixon
Mrs. A. Irwin
A. and M. Irwin
M.1. Irwin
A. Irwin

NWv..
1908-1916
1919-1945
1947-1959
1962-1965
1968-1974
1976-1980

1. Caspar
1. Wood
D. E. Piggott
R. A. Reid
1. Osterbeck
B. D. Sterling

SWv..
1910
E. Begin
1914-1945 H. Wood
1947-1959 D. E. Piggott
1962-1965 R. A. Reid
1968-1974 1. Osterbech
1976-1978 G. T. Phillip
1980
B. Sterling
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SECTION
19-8-29
NEV4
1885-1937
1941-1950
1953-1974
1976-1980

N.W. Land Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
D. E. Piggott
A. K. Ross

SEV4
1900
1908-1919
1924-1937
1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

N.W. Land Co.
R. A. Doherty
T. C. Norris
F. Wood
Soldier Settlement Board
1. Irwin
A. W. Irwin

NWV4
1916-1937
1941-1947
1950-1974
1976-1980

N.W. Land Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
D. E. Piggott
A. K. Ross

SWv..
N.W. Land Co.
1908-1919 T. C. Norris
1924-1937 F. Wood
1941
Soldier Settlement Board
1945-1962 1. Irwin
1965-1974 M.1. Irwin
1976-1980 A. W. Irwin
SECTION
20-8-29
NEv..
1894-1895
1908
1910-1932
1937-1956
1959-1965
1968-1976
1978-1980

A. J. Murray
H. C. Simpson
1. F. Hassard
J. Piggott
I. Piggott
F. and M. Thiessen
P. M. Thiessen

SEV4
1910
1919-1950
1953-1962
1965-1972
1974-1980

N.W. Land Co.
University of Manitoba
R. Josephson
E. K. Zelmer
K. and C. Zelmer

NWII4
1908-1910
1916-1932
1937-1956
1959-1965
1968-1980

H. C. Simpson
1. F. Hassard
1. Piggott
I. Piggott
F. and M. Thiessen

SWV..
1910
1919-1950
1953-1962
1965-1972
1974-1980

N.W. Land Co.
University of Manitoba
R. Josephson
E. K. Zelmer
K. and C. Zelmer

SECTION
21-8-29
NEv..
1898-1908
1910-1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1970
1972
1974-1980

N.W. Land Co.
G. Peloquin
Peloquin Estate
Imperial Life Assn. Co.
E. Thordarson
Mun. of Pipestone
1. W. Thordarson

SEv..
1898-1900
1908-1937
1941
1945

N.W. Land Co.
G. Peloquin
Peloquin Estate
Imperial Life Assn. Co.

1947-1970 E. Thordarson
Mun. of Pipestone
1972
1974-1980 L. G. Thordarson
NWV,
1898-1900
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945
1947-1970
1972
1974-1980

N.W. Land Co.
G. Peloquin
Peloquin Estate
Imperial Life Assn. Co.
E. Thordarson
Mun. of Pipestone
M. W. Thordarson

SWV4
1898-1937 N.W. Land Co.
1941-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1980 1. W. Thordarson

SECTION
22-8-29
NEV,
1908-1910 P. Cassidy
1916-1947 R. Reid
1950-1968 K. L. Reid
1970-1980 A. Penner
SEv..
1892-1900 G. R. Lusk
1908-1950 R. Reid
1953-1968 K. L. Reid
1970-1980 A. Penner
NWV4
1893-1894
1898-1900
1908-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947
1950-1968
1970-1980

P. Johnson
H. Callan
G. E. Proctor
Mrs. 1. King
Mun. of Pipestone
H. D. Piggott
R. A. Reid
1. W. Thordarson

SWV,
1892-1894
1898-1900
1908-1916
1919-1947
1950-1968
1970-1980

W. Swinerton
F. Lusk
G. Proctor
R. Reid
R. A. Reid
1. W. Thordarson

SECTION
23-8-29
NEV4
1908-1924 T. H. Bulloch
1929-1937 R. Reid
1941-1947 Huron & Erie Mortgage
Co.
1950-1953 N. W. Graham
G. Wohlgemuth
1956
1959-1980 H. and A. Toews
SEv..
1908-1924 T. H. Bulloch
1929-1937 R. Reid
1941-1947 Huron & Erie Mortgage
Co.
1950-1953 N. W. Graham
G. Wohlgemuth
1956
1959-1980 H. and A. Toews
NWV4
1908-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1953
1956-1965
1968-1980

1. E. Kidd
E. 1. Langstaff
R. Reid
Dr. D. M. Young
Mun. of Pipestone
M. W. Thordarson
H. Wiebe
H. and A. Toews

SWV,
1916-1919 N.W. Land Co.
E. 1. Langstaff
1924
1929-1947 R. Reid
1950-1953 F. A. Josephson
1956-1970 R. M. Josephson
1972-1980 K. and C. Zelmer

1947-1972
1974-1980

SECTION
26-8-29
NEV4

SECTION
24-8-29
NEV4
1894-1895 H. Lusk
1900-1914 R. M. Faggatter
1916-1924 E. Langstaff
1929-1932 Guthrie and Bulloch
E. Langstaff
1937
1941
Guthrie and Bulloch
1945-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1980 E. B. Isaac
SEv..
1894-1895
1908
1910-1924
1929-1932
1937
1941
1945-1947
1950
1953-1980

1. Bell Sr.
A. R. McKay
E. Langstaff
Guthrie and Bulloch
E. Langstaff
Guthrie and Bulloch
Mun. of Pipestone
A. T. Penner
A. G. Isaac

NWV,
1893-1895 J. Buason
1908-1924 T. H. Bulloch
1929-1937 R. Reid
1941-1947 Huron & Erie Mortgage
Co.
1950-1953 N. W. Graham
1956-1962 C. P. Wohlgemuth
H. and A. Toews
1965
1968-1980 G. and L. Braun
SWv..
1894-1900 1. Bell Sr.
1908-1914 H. Dendy
1916-1953 1. 0. Loughlin
1956-1980 G. Braun
SECTION
25-8-29
NEV4
1914-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1947
1950
1953-1962
1965-1980

N.W. Land Co.
C. A. Neal
Imperial Life Assn. Co.
1. Barkley
Mun. of Pipestone
G. A. Hall
Mun. of Pipestone
J. Kotylak
G. Thiessen

SEV4
N.W. Land Co.
1910-1929 E. Langstaff
1932
E. Langstaff
1937-1950 Mun. of Pipestone
1953-1962 1. Kotylak
1965-1980 E. Thiessen
NWV4
1916-1941
1945
1947-1972
1974-1980

N.W. Land Co.
1. McArthur
Mrs. A. McArhtur
E. H. Liveslay
E. H. Bender

SWV4
1916-1941
1945

N.W. Land Co.
1. McArthur
Mrs. A. McArthur

E. H. Liveslay
E. H. Bender

1908-1914
1916-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947
1950-1953
1956-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Company
(part of)
T. Cassidy
Dr. A. B. Chapman
G. Page
Mun. of Pipestone
W. and T. McIver
A.1. Hall
W. and T. McIver
1. T. Rensch

SEv..
1898-1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947
1950
1953-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Company
G. Page
J. McMurchy
Mun. of Pipestone
W. and T. McIver
A.1. Hall
W. and T. McIver
1. T. Rensch

NWV4
1898-1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Company
G. Page
1. McMurchy
Mun. of Pipestone
W. and T. McIver
1. T. Rensch

SWV4
1898-1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1945
1947-1974
1976-1980

Hudson's Bay Company
G. Page
1. McMurchy
Mun. of Pipestone
W. and T. McIver
1. T. Rensch

SECTION
27-8-29
NEv..
1910-1932 N.W. Land Co.
1937
Western Prov. Land Co.
1941-1950 Mun. of Pipestone
1953-1965 C. Thordarson
1968-1980 1. W. Thordarson
SEV4
1908
1910
1914-1932
1937-1941
1945-1947
1950-1980

P. Cassidy
W. H. McDougall
E. Langstaff
Imperial Life Assn. Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
1. W. Thordarson

NWV4
1908-1916
1919-1932
1937-1947
1950-1962
1965
1968
1970-1980

H. Johnson
H. Johnson
Man. Farm Loans
F. D. Sharratt
L. S. Sharratt
C. 1. Lumb
R. L. Duncan

SWV4
R. Dodds
1910
1914-1924 G. Proctor
1929-1932 Mrs. Astlene
Proctor Estate
1937
1941-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1980 J. W. Thordarson
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SECTION
28-8-29
NEV4
1893-1898
1900-1916
1919-1932
1937-1947
1950-1962
1965
1968
1970-1980

H. Johnson
H. Johnson
H. Johnson
Man. Farm Loans
F. D. Sharratt
L. S. Sharratt
C.1. Lumb
R. Duncan

SEV4
1893-1895
1908
1910-1916
1919-1924
1929-1946
1947-1950
1953-1970
1972-1980

1. S iguardson
A. F. Elliot
C. 1. Craig
Canada Life Assn. Co.
1. Fair
1. W. Thordarson
C. E. Thordarson
N. E. Hislip

NWV4
1893-1898
1900-1916
1919
1924
1929
1932-1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

1. G. Johannson
1. Johannson
1. 1. Melsted
T. A. Bulloch
A. Stanley
T. A. Bulloch
F. H. Johnson
1. Isaac

SW'/4
1908-1910
1914-1916
1919-1924
1929
1932-1945
1947-1962
1965-1980

C. C. Campbell
1. Craig
T. A. Bulloch
A. Stanley
T. A. Bulloch
F. H. Johnson
J. T. Isaac

SECTION
29-8-29
NEV4
1919-1929 Crown
1932-1945 Provo Government
1947-1965 Crown
1968-1980 D. P. Theissen
SEV4
1919-1929 Crown
1932-1945 Prov. Government
1947-1965 Crown
1968-1980 D. P. Thiessen
NWV4
1908-1941 G. S. Munro
1945-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1953 D. Piggott
1956-1962 1. E. Piggott
1965-1980 D. Thiessen
SWV4
1908-1941 G. S. Munro
1945-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1974 D. Piggott
1976-1980 1. T. Isaac

SECTION
30-8-29
NEV4
1919-1974
1976-1980
SEV4
1919-1974
1976

University of Manitoba
D. P. Thiessen
University of Manitoba
D. P. Thiessen
P. M. Thiessen

NWv..
1894-1900 C. Haskill
1908-1914 D. McDougall
1916-1937 1. Reynolds
1941-1962 Reynolds Estate
1965
Can. Permanent Trust
1968-1972 O. Lawless
1974-1980 H. O. Lawless

1908
1910-1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941
1945-1974
1976-1980

SWv..
1895-1937
1941-1962
1965
1968-1972
1974-1980

SWY4

SECTION
31-8-29
NEY4
1916-1932
1937-1945
1947
1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

J. Reynolds
Reynolds Estate
Can. Permanent Trust
O. Lawless
H. Lawless

N.W. Land Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
O. Simundson
Mun. of Pipestone
O. Simundson
F. and M. Thiessen

SEv..
1916-1932 N.W. Land Co.
1937
Mun. of Pipestone
1941
A. W. Irwin
1945-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1965 O. Simundson
1968-1980 F. and M. Thiessen
NWv..
1916-1932 N.W. Land Co.
1937-1950 Mun. of Pipestone
1953-1972 G. Kabekke
1974-1980 A. Kabekke
SWV..
1916-1932 N.W. Land Co.
1937
Mun. of Pipestone
1941
A. W. Irwin
1945-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1965 L. Koeckeritz
1968-1980 E. Bartel
SECTION
32-8-29
NEv..
1885
1908
1900-1914
1916-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1946
1947-1962

I. H. Coslake
C. Garlick
F. R. McLellan
1. Caldwell
A. Patterson
W. Lumb
H. Koeckeritz
H. R. Koeckeritz (part
of)
1947-1962 E. M. Koeckeritz (part
of)
1959-1980 E. Bartel

SEv..
1900
F. R. Lellan
1908
F. Garlick
1914
F. McLellan
1916-1919 1. Caldwell
1924
A. Patterson
1929-1937 W. Lumb
1941-1946 H. Koeckeritz
1947-1962 H. R. Koeckeritz (part
of)
1947-1962 E. M. Koeckeritz (part
of)
1959-1980 E. Bartel
NWv..
1885

I. H. Coslake

1893-1895
1908-1914
1916-1919
1924-1941
1945-1950
1953-1956
1953-1956
1953-1965
1968-1980

W. Garlick
F. R. McLellan
1. Caldwell
A. Patterson
W. Lumb
Mun. of Pipestone
L. S. Sharratt
C. B. Sharratt

Swv..
1893-1894
1908-1910
1916-1919
1924-1937
1941-1947
1950-1968
1970-1980

W. Heath
Mrs. S. K. Jonson
Mrs. S. Krisjonson
A. Johnson
O. Simundson
A. Johnson (part of)
0. Johnson (part of)
O. Simundson
F. and M. Thiessen

SECTION
35-8-29
NE'14
1908-1919
1924-1932
1937

SECTION
33-8-29
NEY4
1898-1908 N.W. Land Co.
1910
Guthrie and Cates
1914-1919 H. Johnson
1924-1950 Man. Farm Loans
1953-1965 L. Sharratt
1968-1980 W. Lumb
SEY4
1898-1900
1908-1910
1916-1924
1929-1941
1945-1972
1974-1980

N.W. Land Co.
1. Johnson
1. Johnson
A. Johnson
0. Simundson
U. M. Lumb

NWv..
1898-1900
1908-1916
1919-1937
1941-1946
1947-1980

N.W. Land Co.
Miss. K. Gahan
W. H. Duncan
W. H. Duncan Estate
W. 1. Duncan

SWv..
1898-1900
1908
1910
1914-1919
1924-1950
1953-1965
1968-1980

N.W. Land Co.
1. W. Guthrie
Guthrie and Chapman
H. Johnson
Man. Farm Loans
L. Sharratt
W. Lumb

SECTION
34-8-29
NEv..
1908-1910
1914-1924
1929-1937
1941-1947
1950-1968
1970-1980

1. Gibson
E. B. Foote
W. Lumb
C. 1. Lumb
L. Schuetz

SEY4
1894-1895
1908-1924
1929-1947
1948-1978
1980

T. A. Smith
W. Bailey
B. B. Foote
1. W. L. G. W. Foote
1. Hunter

F. Slater

NWY4
1893-1895
1908-1910
1914-1924
1929-1937
1941-1947
1950-1968
1970-1980

E. Harrison
1. Robertson
1. Gibson
E. B. Foote
W. Lumb
C. 1. Lumb
L. Schuetz

1941-1947
1950-1980

R. Irwin
1. W. Baker
W. M. Pineo
G. Schmely
Mun. of Pipestone
C. 1. Lumb
L. Schuetz

W. A. Robinson
O. H. Nanton
North of Scotland Mtge.
Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
W. M. Lumb

W. A. Robinson
O. H. Nanton
Hammond and Nanton
North of Scotland Mtge.
Co.
1941-1947 Mun. of Pipestone
1950-1980 W. M. Lumb

NWY4

1941-1947
1950-1980

W. A. Robinson
O. H. Nanton
North of Scotland Mtge.
Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
W. M. Lumb

SWY4
1908-1919
1924-1932
1937
1941-1947
1950-1980

W. A. Robinson
Hammond and Nanton
North of Scotland Mtge.
Co.
Mun. of Pipestone
W. M. Lumb

SECTION
36-8-29
NEY4
1893-1894 A.1. Wright
1908-1910 G. E. Livesly
1914-1929 W. McLellan
1932-1937 S. Livesly
Mun. of Pipestone
1941
1945-1947 Mrs. A. Livesly
1950-1968 A. Livelsy
1968-1980 G. Hall
SEv..
1893-1894
1908-1910
1914-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937
1941-1978
1980

1. R. Ryan
J. McArthur
C. A. Neal
Imperial Life
J. Barkley
Mun. of Pipestone
G. Hall
G. A. Reimer

NWv..
1893-1894
1908
1910
1914-1929
1932-1937
1941
1945-1947
1950-1968
1970-1980

W. 1. Hutchison
H.1. Murray
G. E. Livesly
W. McLellan
S. Livesly
Mun. of Pipestone
Mrs. A. Livesly
A. Livesly
G. Hall

SWv..
1908-1910 1. Turnbull
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Miss M. McLellan
Miss Throop
1. Burnell
Mun. of Pipestone
G. Hall
G. A. Reimer

SECTION
1-9-29
NEY4

SEY4
1908-1919
1924
1929-1932
1937

1908-1919
1924-1932
1937

1914-1919
1924
1929-1937
1941-1947
1950-1978
1980

1904
1924-1937
1950
1956-1962
1965
1968-1974
1976-1978
1979-1980

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1. Ludy
G. Edwards
R. Barkley
A. F. Penner
G. P. Thiessen
R. G. Berry
1. A. and L. 1. Skelton

SEY4
1904-1937
1942
1947-1950
1950
1956-1962
1965
1968-1974
1976-1978
1979-1980

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
Council
Council
G. Edwards
R. Barkley
A. F. Penner
G. P. Thiessen
R. G. Berry
R. A. and L. 1. Skelton

NWv..
1904
1924-1937
1945
1950
1955-1966
1959-1980

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1. Ludy
E. Livesley
S. E. Livesley
S. Livesley
Wm. Lumb

SWv..
1904
1904-1911
1912
1923-1937
1942
1945
1947
1950-1956
1957-1980
1968-1981

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
W. H. Menary
A. Young
1. Ludy
Council
E. Livesley
Council
S. E. Livesley
V. N. Livesley (part of)
L. L. Heslip (part of)

SECTION
2-9-29
NEv..
1947-1973 University Land
1974-1980 Wm. Lumb
SEv..
1898-1973 University Land
1974-1980 Wm. Lumb
NWv..
1889-1895 H. W. Bolton
1903
Mary Knott
1910-1947 B. Foote
1948-1979 1. W. and W. Foot
1980-1981 1. Hunter
SWv..
1889-1891 H. Lippett
1892-1947 B. B. Foote
1948-1979 1. W. and G. Foote
1980-1981 1. Hunter

SECTION
3-9-29
NEY,
C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
G. Fraser
1915
1900-1950 G. A. Mciver
1956-1974 T. and Wm. Mciver
1975-1980 1. T. Rensch
SEv..
C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1915
G. Fraser
1910-1950 G. McIver
1947-1974 T. and Wm. Mciver
1975-1980 1. T. Rensch
NW'/4
C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1910-1947 G. Fraser
1932-1974 T. and W. Mciver
1975-1980 1. R. Rensch

SWY4
C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1910-1924 G. Fraser
1932-1974 T. and Wm. Mciver
1975-1980 1. T. Rensch
SECTION
4-9-29
NEY4
1893-1899 T. H. Harrison
1. C. Simpson
1903
1905-1914 W. D. Wilson
S. C. Acheson
1919
1924-1942 W. H. Duncan
1950-1962 W.1. Duncan
1964-1981 R. L. Duncan
SEv..
1897-1932 B. Heywood
1937-1942 Huron & Erie
1945-1971 G. Kabbeke
1973-1976 G. 1. Kabbeke
S. G. Jezowski
1978
J. A. Skelton
1980
NWv..
1905-1909
1910-1942
1913
1950-1962
1964-1981

1. Fraser
W. H. Duncan
T. Hocknell
W.1. Duncan
R. L. Duncan

SWv..
1896-1903 I. Heywood
1903-1914 K. Galan
1917-1947 W. H. Duncan
1947-1962 W. 1. Duncan Estate
1964-1980 R. Duncan
SECTION
5-9-29
NEv..

1905-1909
1913-1942
1942-1947
1947-1980

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1. Fraser
W. H. Duncan
Duncan Estate
W.1. Duncan

SEY4
C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1914
G. Fraser
1914-1932 T. Stickland

1937-1942 Huron & Erie
1933-1944 R. Kabbeke
1944-1972 G. Kabbeke
1973-1978 S. G. Jezowski
1980
1. G. Kabbeke
NWY,
C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1905-1909 1. Fraser
1913-1942 W. H. Duncan
1942
Duncan Estate
1947-1980 W. 1. Duncan

SWY4
C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1914
G. Fraser
1914-1932 T. Stickland
1937-1942 Huron & Erie
1933-1944 R. Kabbeke
1944-1980 E. Kabbeke
1947-1965 G. Kabbeke

1910-1913
1914-1915
1916-1939
1938-1950
1949-1959
1959-1978
1980

W. Smith and R.
Pengelly
E. Wooldridge
1. R. Blackmore
M. Gibson
I. Munholland
D. Thiessen
D. B. Thiessen

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
F. R. McLellan
1907
A. Jolly
1907
R. A. Knight
1919
1923-1924 L. C. Kenny
A. D. Anderson
1925
L. Sharratt
1932
Investors Syndicate
1939
1942-1950 Council
1951-1977 1. E. Hitchcock
1978-1981 H. Lawless

D. S. Bell
R. Handforth
1. G. Garlick
1. Fraser
Council
L. Sharratt
C. B. Sharratt

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
F. R. McLellan
1907
A. Jolly
1907
R. A. Knight
1919
L. C. Kenny
1923
A. D. Anderson
1925
L. Sharratt
1932
Investors Syndicate
1937
1942-1950 Council
1951-1978 1. E. Hitchcock
1978-1981 H. Lawless

SEv..
1898
University
1901
A. M. LaFontaine
1914
W. H. Duncan
1942-1947 Duncan Estate
W.1. Duncan
1947
1950-1970 L. S. Sharratt
1971-1978 C. Sharratt
1980
R. M. Sharratt

SECTION
8-9-29
NEv..

NWv..

SEY,

Hudson Bay
1901
A. D. Chisham
1911-1937 1. A. C. Fraser
1947-1971 L. Sharratt
1971-1978 C. B. Sharratt
1980
C. G. Sharratt

Hudson Bay
1932-1947 H. W. Duncan
1947-1980 W.1. Duncan

SWY4
1898
1901
1914-1947
1942-1971
1971-1978
1980

University
A. M. LaFontaine
W. H. Duncan
L. Sharratt
C. Sharratt
R. M. Sharratt

SECTION
7-9-29
NEv..

1905
1910-1913
1914-1915
1937
1942-1950
1949-1959
1959-1981

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1. Gibson
W. Smith and R.
Pengelly
E. Wooldridge
Gibson Estate
M. Gibson
I. Munholland
D. Thiessen

Hudson Bay
1947-1974 B. White
1976-1981 D. Thiessen

NWv..
1926
1927-1939
1939-1946
1947-1967
1968-1981

Hudson Bay to Crown
A. Slater
W. Bastin
1. E. Wooldridge
D. Thiessen

SWv..

1927-1945
1945-1978
1979-1981

Hudson Bay, Crown, War
Veterans
G. Wolfe
M. Wolfe
D. Thiessen

SECTION
9-9-29
NEv..
North West Land Co.
1907
D. J. Sharratt
1908
R.1. McCallogh
1912
M. F. Dever
W. Dever
1922
1922-1947 W. H. Duncan
1947-1962 W.1. Duncan
1964-1980 R. L. Duncan

SEv..

SEY4

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1905-1937 1. Gibson

1907
1908
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North West Land Co.
D. J. Sharratt
R.1. McCallogh

M. F. Dever
W. Dever
W. H. Duncan
W. 1. Duncan
R. L. Duncan

NWY4
1912

NWv..

SWY4
SECTION
6-9-29
NEY,
1887-1888
1903-1904
1905-1913
1914-1937
1942
1947-1970
1971-1981

1912
1922
1922-1947
1947-1962
1964-1980

1910-1937
1935-1942
1938-1944
1945-1963
1963-1973
1974-1981

North West Land Co.
R. 1. McCulloch
Wm. C. McCulloch
T. Hocknell
Council
W. Bastin
1. Thornhill
W. and W. Nordel
A. Thornhill

SWV..
1912
1910-1937
1935-1942
1938-1944
1945-1963
1963-1973
1974-1981

North West Land Co.
R.1. McCulloch
Wm. C. McCulloch
T. Hocknell
Council
W. Bastin
1. Thornhill
W. and W. Nordel
A. Thornhill

SECTION
10-9-29
NEv..
1888-1905
1905-1914

R. Sproule
A. A. Mullebury and W.
D. Wilson
1914
B. Kassie
1914
S. C. Acheson
1921
N. Wilson
1926-1932 Wm. H. Duncan
1937-1944 W.1. Duncan
1944-1974 N.McGill
1976-1981 D. M. Duncan

SEv..
1885
G. Roberston
1887-1900 R. Sproule
1903-1907 W. D. Wilson
1914-1932 S. D. Campbell
1925-1937 G. Fraser
1937-1965 Mrs. C Stonehouse
1965-1975 D. Stonehouse
1976-1980 Man. Agricultural Credit
Corp.
NWY4
1885-1889
1890-1892
1893-1894
1904-1907
1908
1909-1910
1911
1922-1932
1937-1944
1944-1974
1976-1981
SWv..
1885
1890-1892
1899-1904
1902
1905-1906
1907-1908
1914
1919
1921-1924
1925-1937
1937-1965

A. Roberston
W. F. Green
1. Robinson
S. Richarson
A. Carrin
C. C. Campbell
M. Dever
W. H. Duncan
W.1. Duncan
M.McGill
D. M. Duncan
A. Roberston

T. Clark
1. Sproule
T. A. McGaffin
E. McGaffin
W. D. Wilson
B. Kassie
W. Newson
W. D. Wilson
G. Fraser
Mrs. C. Stonehouse

1965-1975
1976-1980

K. Stonehouse
M.A.C.C.

SECTION
11-9-29
NEV.
1908-1939 R. S. Dodds
1940-1954 1. Blackmore
1955-1963 E. Blackmore
1964-1981 V. R. White
SEV.
1959-1980

School Land (Crown)

SEV,
1908
1920
1923-1932
1937
1926-1946
1946-1974
1976-1978
1979-1980
1981
NWV.

NWV.

1922-1939 R. S. Dodds
1940-1954 J. Blackmore
1955-1963 E. Blackmore
1964-1981 V. R. White
SWv.

1959-1980

School Land (Crown)

SECTION
12-9-29
NEV.
1889-1891 F. Heywood
1892
G. Cuthherston
J. Kennedy
1898
1905-1937 1. Wright
1910-1916 J. Miller
1916-1929 H. McKenzie
1932-1940 G. Muir
1940-1975 Mrs. M. I. Hayward
1976-1978 E. H. Jorgensen
1980
M. E. Jorgensen
SEV.
1889-1891 F. Heywood
1892-1895 G. Cuthherston
1898-1942 I. Heywood
1910-1916 1. Millar
1918-1929 H. McKenzie
1940-1975 Mrs. M. I. Hayward
1976-1978 E. H. Jorgensen
1980
M. E. Jorgensen
NWV.
1885
1889-1903
1903-1910
1911
1915-1924
1929-1943
1932-1942
1944-1981

D. Adam
1. McGill
I. Fawcett
H. C. Simpson
R. Millar
G. Edward
1. C. Inkster
M. and R. Edwards

SWv.

1889-1903 1. McGill
I. Fawcett
1911
1915-1924 R. Millar
1932-1942 1. C. Inkster
1929-1943 G. Edward
1944-1981 M. and R. Edwards
SECTION
13-9-29
NEV.
1908
1912
1920
1923-1932
1937
1926-1945
1946-1974
1976-1978
1978-1980
1981

C.P.R.
F. R. McLellan
T. Turnbull
1. R. Robinson
T. Smye
Balfours Ltd.
G. Edwards
D. A. Williamson
M.A.C.C.
S. and E. Vandenberghe
H.1. Berry

North West Land Co.
F. R. McLellan
1. R. Robinson
T. Smye
Balfours Ltd.
G. Edwards
D. A. Williamson
M.A.C.C.
S. and E. Vandenberghe
H.1. Berry

1908
1912
1920
1923-1932
1937
1942
1926-1945
1946-1974
1976-1978
1979-1980

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
F. R. McLellan
T. Turnbull
1. R. Robinson
T. Smye
Balfours Ltd.
Council
G. Edwards
D. A. Williamson
M.A.C.C.
S. and E. Vandenberghe

SWV,

North West Land Co.
F. R. McLellan
1908
1923-1932 T. Smye
1942
Council
1942-1971 G. Edwards
1972-1981 M. and R. Edwards

SECTION
14-9-29
NEV.
1887-1891 T. Rundle
1904
A.1. Long
1910-1920 1. Craig
1926-1928 A.1. Long
1928-1947 A. C. Johnson
1947-1981 A. L. White
SEV.
1897-1903
1904-1910
1911-1912
1913
1914-1915
1916-1960
1961-1981

W. E. H. Evans
I. Fawcett
H. Simpson
D.Munro
H. Simpson
R. Dodds
L. and R. White

NWV4

1885-1886
1887-1892
1893-1903
1903-1911
1912-1945
1945-1973
1974-1981

C. Remmer
T. Rumble
F. R. McLellan
1. Hitchcock
W. 1. Hitchcock
P. K. Jorgensen
E. H. Jorgensen

SWv.

1885-1886 C. Remmer
1887-1891 T. Rumble
1892-1911 1. Hitchcock
1945-1973 P. Jorgensen
1974-1981 E. H. Jorgensen

SECTION
15-9-29
NEV4
North West Land Co.
1948-1950 A. Slater
1950-1953 0. Slater
1954-1981 F. and V. Pennycook

SEV,

NWV4

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1947-1950 A. Slater
1950-1953 O. Slater
1954-1981 F. and V. Pennycook

1932-1937
1942-1950
1952-1981
SWv.

1941-1946
1947-1967
1968-1981

North West Land Co.
P. Jorgensen
D. Jorgensen
Council
W. Bastin
F. Wooldridge
D. Thiessen

SECTION
18-9-29
NEV.
1887-1898
1905-1910
1911-1932
1912-1920
1921-1937
19-3-1942
1925-1947
1947-1961
1961-1965
1967-1981

A. Johnson
P. Cassidy
H. Simpson
R. Galbraith
Mrs. F. Edwards
Council
S. Richardson
Mrs. V. Richardson
D. and E. Pletr
P. G. Thiessen

SEV.
1904-1911
1912
1912-1932
1937
1942
1925-1946
1959-1961
1961-1965
1967-1981

Wm. Baker
R. Pengelly
H. Simpson
Mrs. F. Edwards
Council
S. Richardson
Mrs. 1. Gazeley
D. and E. Plett
P. G. Thiessen

NWV.

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1951-1965 L. Sharratt
1966-1980 E. Penner
1981
1. R. Naylins
SWV4

C.P.R.
North West Land Co.
1951-1965 L. Sharratt
1966-1980 E. Penner
1981
T. W. Naylin

SECTION
16-9-29
NEV.
1898
University
1910-1937 Dr. C. E. Brown
1942-1950 Council
1949-1968 C. Lumb
1968-1981 E. Jorgensen
SEV.
University
1907-1910 T. Evans
1911-1914 C. Leech
1915-1918 Wm. D. Matthews
1919-1921 F. C. Downer
1927-1937 E. and e. Wooldridge
1942
Council
1946-1964 G. Stonehouse
1965-1974 K. Stonehouse
1976-1980 M.A.C.C.
NWV.

1898
University
1910-1937 Dr. C. E. Brown
1942-1950 Council
1949-1968 C. Lumb
1968-1981 E. Jorgensen
SWv.

1898
1907-1910
1911-1914
1915-1918
1919-1921
1927-1937
1942
1946-1964
1965-1974
1976-1980

University
T. Evans
C. Leech
Wm. D. Matthews
F. C. Downer
E. and e. Wooldridge
Council
G. Stonehouse
K. Stonehouse
M.A.C.e.

1928
1932-1937

NWI/4
1898-1947 University
1948-1977 1. E. Hitchcock
1978-1981 H. Lawless
SWv.

1898-1947
1944-1978
1979-1981

Western Provinces Land
Co.
1932-1954 K. Jorgensen
1954-1981 K. Jorgensen

SEV.
1931-1932

SWv.

SEV.
1908
1909
1909-1923
1924-1943
1944-1981

1913
1929-1937
1942-1950
1951-1962
1959-1979
1979-1981
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University
J. Hitchcock
H. Lawless

SECTION
19-9-29
NEV4
1931

SECTION
17-9-29
NEV.
1908
1. D. Campbell
C. Campbell
1909
1909-1923 S. Richardson
1923-1944 C. Campbell
1927-1934 K. Jorgensen
1934-1940 G. Pryce
1945-1981 A. Thornhill
J. D. Campbell
C. Campbell
S. Richardson
C. Campbell
A. Thornhill

North West Land Co.
Western Provinces Land
Council
A. Thornhill

1937-1945
1945-1981

Western Provinces Land
Co.
K. Jorgensen
K. Jorgensen

NWV4

1932

Western Provinces Land
Co.
1932-1954 D. Jorgensen
1954-1970 D. Jorgensen
1971-1981 O. Jorgensen
1. Dwire
K. D. Diny
R.M. of Pipestone
L. McArthur
A. Thornhill
K. Jorgensen

SECTION
20-9-29
NEY4
1885-1886
1912-1916
1918
1920
1947
1921-1956
1957-1981

G. Y. Bell
J. G. Schmeltz
J. H. Maxwell
C. Campbell
M. Campbell
W. Wooldridge
K. T. Jorgensen

SEY4
1891-1895 H. Deacon
1901
J. Rimmer
1903-1905 H. Hunt
1908-1948 J. Gibson
1937
Estate
1914-1924 D. Sharratt
1925-1931 H. McDonald
1932-1939 Wm. Bastin
1948-1981 E. H. Jorgensen

SEY4
1898
1921-1950
1948-1951
1952-1962
1964-1974
1976-1981

University
Wm. Wooldridge
P. Wooldridge
C. Hammond
M. Penner
P. G. Thiessen

NWY4
1885-1890 P. Clark
1890-1910 J. A. McDonald
1910-1914 R. Bulloch
1914-1944 J. Smith
1944-1971 J. Smith
1971-1981 E. H. Jorgensen

NWY4
1907
1910-1912
1932-1937
1942-1947
1932-1947
1950-1956
1957-1980

SWV4
1907-1950
1948-1951
1952-1962
1964-1974
1976-1981

J. Sumner
J. Burns
Mrs. C. Guthrie
Council
Wm. Wooldridge
J. B. Wooldridge
D. R. Jorgensen

W. Wooldridge
P. Wooldridge
C. Hammond
M. Penner
P. G. Thiessen

SWV4
1903-1948
1942-1947
1950-1960
1960-1975
1975-1980

C.P.R.
1913-1953 G. Fraser
1916-1928 W. Armstrong
1929-1943 B. White
1944-1948 D. Dennis
1950-1975 K. Stonehouse
1975-1980 M.A.C.C.
SEV4
1912
1913-1953
1916-1928
1929-1943
1944-1948
1950-1975
1975-1980

C.P.R.
H. McKay
G. Fraser
W. Armstrong
B. White
K. Dennis
D. A. Stonehouse
M.A.C.C.

NWY4
1912-1916
1916-1946
1946-1950
1952-1981

J. W. Matthews
G. Matthews
J. Matthews
D. T. Jorgensen

SWY4
C.P.R.
1912-1916 J. W. Matthews
1916-1946 G. Matthews
1946-1950 J. Matthews
1952-1981 K. Jorgensen
SECTION
22-9-29
NEY4
1885
Wm. Routledge
1887-1905 Wm. Sellwood
1908-1937 J. Gibson
1937-1947 M. Gibson
1914-1924 D. Sharratt
1925-1931 H. McDonald
1932-1939 Wm. Bastin
1948-1981 E. H. Jorgensen

A. E. McGill
D. and G. Toews

SWY4
1885-1892
1893-1903
1903-1912
1912-1957
1957-1971
1971-1980
1980-1981

M. M. McKinn
G. E. Muttlebury
J. McGill
D. E. McGill
A. G. McGill
E. K. McGill
D. and G. Toews

SECTION
25-9-29
NEV4
1893-1932
1937-1947

H. A. Solly
Can. Permanent
Mortgage Corp.
E. Nylin
1947
1950-1962 E. W. and T. W. Nylin
1965-1971 South Central
Development
1974-1980 J. Clark

J. King
Council
H. Slater
K. Stonehouse
M.A.C.C.

SEY4
1910-1947 R. E. Roach
1950-1956 D. Sherradd
1959-1962 R. E. Jones
South Central
1965
Development
1968-1980 J. W. Clark

SECTION
23-9-29
NEY4
1908-1914 J. Cavanagh
1914-1930 J. W. Guthrie
1930-1971 N.McGill
1971-1980 E. Jorgensen
SEV4
1908

SECTION
21-9-29
NE'/4

1957-1971
1980-1981

NWY4
1893-1932 H. A. Solly
1937-1947 Can. Permanent
Mortgage Corp.
E. Nylin
1947
1950-1962 E. W. and T. W. Nylin
1968-1971 South Central
Development
1974-1980 J. W. Clark

J. Cavanagh
T. A. Bulloch

1909-1932 S. Williamson
1933-1946 Mrs. E. Williamson
C. J. Williamson
1947
1950-1974 D. A. Williamson
1975-1979 M.A.C.C.
1980-1981 S. and E. Vandenburghe

SWY4
1907-1957
1957-1971
1971-1981

NW'/4
1908-1914 J. Cavanagh
1915-1930 J. W. Guthrie
1931-1971 N. McGill
1972-1981 E. Jorgensen

SWV4
1908

SECTION
26-9-29
NEV4
1885
Wm. Loughland
1893-1899 J. Holmes
1900-1909 H. Hunt
1910-1932 J. Mather
Council
1937-1942 W. R. G. Norsworthy
1947-1965 Mrs. H. B. Norsworthy
1968-1974 G. W. Norsworthy and
A. G. Decorts
1977-1981 G. W. Norsworthy

J. Cavanagh
T. A. Bulloch

1909-1932 S. Williamson
1933-1946 Mrs. E. Williamson
C. J. Williamson
1947
1948-1974 D. A. Williamson
1975-1979 M.A.C.C.
1980-1981 S. and E. Vandenburghe
SECTION
24-9-29
NEY4
1885-1886
1893-1894
1904-1917
1917-1942
1947-1950
1953-1980

SEY4
Hudson Bay
1937-1947 G. McDougall
1950-1976 T. and L. McDougall
1978-1981 M. McDougall

S. B. McKnight
H. L. Lec
A. Purvis
D. McDonald
S. McDonald
E. Jorgensen

NWY4
Hudson Bay
1900-1937 E. Elleby
1933
Council
1942-1947 G. McDougall
1950-1976 T. and L. McDougall
1978-1981 R. McDougall

SEV4
1888-1902 J. Hogg
1902-1942 D. McDonald
1943-1953 L. CalIon
1947-1950 S. McDonald
1953-1981 E. Jorgensen
NWY4
1885-1892
1897-1957

D.McGill
A. McGill
E. McGill

SWV4
1904-1905
1906
1906-1945

M. M. McKinn
D. E. McGill

850

Hudson Bay
G. A. Gorham
E. Elleby
R. C. Bulloch

1937
G. McDougall
1950-1976 T. and L. McDougall
1978-1981 M. McDougall
SECTION
27-9-28
NE'/4
C.P.R.
1908-1924 T. A. and R. Bulloch
1932-1976 T. McDougall
1978-1981 G. R. McDougall
SEY4
1905-1910
1914-1930
1930-1942
1942-1971
1971-1981

E. S. Elleley
R. C. Bulloch
J. Smith
J. Smith
J. C. Thiessen

NWY4
1908-1944 T. A. and R. Bulloch
1932-1976 T. McDougall
1978-1981 G. R. McDougall
SWY4
1904
1912-1942
1942-1971
1971-1981

T. and R. Bulloch
J. Smith
J. Smith
J. C. Thiessen

SECTION
28-9-29
NEY4
1892-1906 J. Wright
1905-1922 J. McKenzie
1924
A. McKenzie
1932
Council
1922-1937 D. Sharratt
1938
H. M. Forbes
1942-1981 R. McDougall
SEY4
1892-1895 W. Thornton
1895-1905 J. Wright
1905-1912 W. E. McKenzie
1924
A. McKenzie
1922-1937 D. Sharratt
1942-1981 R. McDougall

NWV4
1891-1903
1905-1906
1907-1910
1911-1923
1924-1942
1947-1971
1973-1981

A. Wright
A. Moliene
J. L. Reichert
P. McDougall
M. McDougall
L. McDougall
K. R. Jorgensen

SWY4
1892-1901 S. Wright
1901-1903 A. Wright
1905-1906 A. Moline
1907-1910 J. L. Reichert
1911-1923 P. McDougall
1924-1942 Mrs. M. McDougall
1947-1972 L. McDougall
1973-1981 K. T. Jorgensen
SECTION
29-9-29
NE'/4
School Section
1914-1918 J. G. Schmeltz
1919
J. Maxwell
1924
J. Lindsay
1929-1939 Trust Loan
1942-1947 Council
1950
L. Sharratt
1952-1980 C. Sharratt

SEY4
School Section
C.P.R.
1907
1. G. Schmeltz
1914
1918-1919 J. Maxwell
1. Lindsay
1924
1929-1947 Trust & Loan
L. Sharratt
1950
1952-1979 C. Sharratt
K. T. Jorgensen
1980
NWY4
1914-1918
1919
1924
1929-1939
1942-1947
1950
1952-1980

School Section
1. G. Schmeltz
1. Maxwell
1. Lindsay
Trust Loan
Council
L. Sharratt
C. Sharratt

SWY4
School Section
C.P.R.
1907
1. G. Schmeltz
1914
1918-1919 1. Maxwell
1. Lindsay
1924
1929-1947 Trust & Loan
L. Sharratt
1950
1952-1979 C. Sharratt
K. T. Jorgensen
1980
SECTION
30-9-29
NEY4
1903-1936
1937-1942
1945
1947
1950-1959
1962-1970
1971-1972
1973-1981

C. E. Blackmore
Council
B. Sproule
Council
L. Sharratt
Mrs. G. K. Sharratt
G. M. Sharratt
O. and E. Jorgensen

SEY4
1906-1908 L. Baldwin
1912-1936 T. A. McGaffin
1923-1928 E. McGaffin
1928-1947 T. A. McGaffin
1945-1962 B. Sproule
1950-1956 D. Jorgensen
1959-1981 0. Jorgensen
NWY4
1905-1910 H. House
1911-1932 T. H. McGaffin
1937
Bank of Commerce
1929-1936 L. Mitchell
1942
Council
1945-1962 B. Sproule
1962-1981 O. M. Jorgensen
SWY4
1895-1910 G. P. Rosengren
1912-1936 T. A. McGaffin
1923-1928 E. McGaffin
1937
Bank of Commerce
1942
Council
1945-1962 B. Sproule
1962-1981 O. Jorgensen

1942-1950 Council
1956-1959 W. R. Sproule
1962-1981 K. T. Jorgensen

SECTION
3 I -9-29
NEY4
1914
1919
1920
1924
1929-1932
1932-1942
1947
1950-1962
1964-1981

1. R. Blackmore
H. S. Bradley
C. George
H. Webb
Mrs. C. 1. George
General Trust
Mun. of Pipestone
W. 1. Naylin
1. P. Naylin

SEY4
1914-1919
1924
1929-1932
1933-1942
1947
1950-1962
1964-1981

H. S. Bradley
H. S. Webb
Mrs. C. George
General Trust
Mun. of Pipestone
W. 1. Naylin
1. P. Naylin

NWY4
1937-1942

Outlook of Development
Co.
1947-1950 Mun. of Pipestone
1940-1963 C. Stevens
1963-1981 O. Jorgensen

SWY4
1903-1916
1918-1937
1938
1938-1947
1950-1962
1963-1981

1. Blackmore
C. Blackmore
Council
Wm. R. Sproule
C. Stevens
O. M. Jorgensen

SECTION
32-9-29
NEY4
1895-1905 S. Wright
1910-1924 1. Wright
1932-1937 B. Kinsey
1942-1947 Soldier Settlement of
Canada
1947-1978 J. Naylin
1979-1981 R.1. Naylin
1932-1974 W. E. Thwaites (part of)
1977-1981 G. R. and M. G.
McDougall (part of)
SEY4
1895-1919
1924
1932-1937
1942-1947
1950-1974
1976-1981

Wm. Wright
J. Wright
Black and Amlstrong
Council
1. Downer
P. G. Thiessen

NWY4
1894
1905-1937
1942
1947-1970
1971-1974
1976-1981

1. Wright
W. F. Phillips
Council
F. C. Downer
1. T. Downer
P. G. Thiessen

SWY4
1914-1924 D. C. Bradley
1905-1910 L. Phillips
1932-1937 Trust Co.

SECTION
33-9-29
NEY4

1905
1910-1919
1924-1947
1950-1959
1956-1978
1979-1981

Canada North West Land
Co.
D.1. Sharratt
McKenzie Mann Co.
Can. National Realties
Co.
O. E. Sharratt
1. Naylin
R.1. Naylin

SEY4
North West Land Co.
1910-1942 B. W. Sharratt
1947
Mutual Life Insurance
1950-1970 O. E. Sharratt
1971-1981 E. Penner
NWY4
1889

Canada North West Land
Co.
C. A. Gorham
1905
1910-1942 McKenzie Mann Co.
1947-1971 1. Naylin
1979-1981 R. 1. Naylin

SWY4
1905
1910-1942
1947
1950-1970
1971-1978
1980

North West Land Co.
C. A. Gorham
D.1. Sharratt
Mutual Life Insurance
O. E. Sharratt
E. Penner
1. P. Naylin

SECTION
34-9-29
NEY.
1885-1905 1. T. Madge
1910-1942 S. Wright
1947-197 I L. A. Wright
1971-1981 K. E. Elliott

1914-1924 Wm. 1. McKenzie
1947-1970 O. E. Sharratt
1971-1980 E. Penner
1980
1. P. Naylin
SECTION
35-9-29
NEY4
1887-1900
1905-1942
1947-1962
1964-1969
1970-1981

J. G. Morrisson
R.1. Gould
G. Kurtz
L. 1. Spence
T. and A. Decorte

SEY4
1887-1900
1905-1942
1947-1962
1964-1969
1970-1981

J. G. Morrisson
R. Gould
G. Kurtz
1. L. Spence
R. and A. Decorte

NWI/4
1895
1900-1942
1947-1965
1968-1970
1971-1981

1. T. Madge
S. Wright
L. A. Wright
L. T. Wright
K. E. Elliott

SWY4
1891
1. Norsworthy
1895-1942 R.1. Gould
1947-1962 G. Kurtz
1964-1969 1. L. Spence
1970-1981 R. and A. Decorte

SECTION
36-9-29
NEY4
1888
1900-1937
1942-1947
1950-1959
1962-1973
1973-1974
1977-1980

1. T. Norsworthy
M. Halladay
Council
J. Mace
Mrs. A. Todd
1. Brennan
J. K. Martens

SEY4
1885-1905 1. T. Madge
1910-1942 S. Wright
1947-1970 L. A. Wright
1971-1981 K. E. Elliott

SEY4
1885-1887
1888-1889
1891-1947
1950
1956-1971
1973-1981

NWY.
1887-1895
1900-1914
1919-1942
1947-1962
1964-1970
1971-1981
1964-1971
1971-1980
1980

Morris Madge
Wm. McKenzie
S. Wright
L. A. Wright
L. A. Wright (part of)
K. E. Elliott
O. E. Sharratt (part of)
E. Penner
T. W. Naylin

NWY4
1894-1895
1886
1889-1891
1900
1905-1910
1914-1947
1947-1965
1971-1981

Wm. F. Ramsay
1. T. Campbell
1. T. Morrison
1. Finlay
A. Wright
W. S. Norsworthy
Mrs. H. B. Norsworthy
A. M. Decorte

SWY.
1885
1887-1900
1905
1910

W. 1. Madge
M. Madge
M.1. Wright
D. Rickie

SWI/4
1885-1910
1914-1947
1947-1970
1971-1981

J. Norsworthy
W. S. Norsworthy
Mrs. H. B. Norsworthy
A. M. Decorte

1. Norsworthy
1. Dundas
R. E. Roach
D. Sherredd
R. E. Jones
South Central
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Kinloss ............................
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220
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Thiessen, Jacob and Ruby (Braun) ......
Thody, John and Harriet (Kellington) ....
The Thompsons .....................
Thompson, James and Florence (Simpson)
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Walker, Jack and Ethel (Gibbs) .........
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Watson, Thomas and Ella (Norsworthy) ..
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Wedow, Milton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Whale, John and Fannie (Osler) ........
White, Bruce and Doreen (Wolfe) ......
White, Edward and Vera (Hicks) ........
White, Lloyd and Rogene (Blackmore) ..
White, Robert and Mary Jane (Young) ...
Wilkins, Arnold and Edith (Snider) .....
Wilkins, Ernest and Elsie (Stonehouse) ..
Wilkins, Thomas and Emily (Stonehouse)
Wilkins, William E. and Beatrice (Powell)
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Williamson, Melvin and Shirley (Gray)
Williamson, Murray and Wilma (Gray)
Wilson, Alexander and Mary Jane
(Crothers) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Wilson, George and Elsie (Wilkins) .....
Wilson, Gordon and Lillian (Parker) . . . ..
Wilson, Reverend and Mrs. Elmer ......
Wilton, Howard and Vema (Frederickson)
Winch, Harry and Margaret (Walsh) .....
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Wonneck, Daniel and Alvina (Martin) ...
Wood, Frank and Lizzie (Hocknell) .....
Wood. James and Amelia (Milne) . . . . . ..
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(Simons) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
Woodnorth ..........................
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Wooldridge, Henry and Clara (Mounce) ..
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Wooldridge, William and Jessie (Gray) ..
Wright, Adam and Mary (Burgess) . . . . ..
Wright, John and Margaret (Hitchcock) ..
Wright, William and Margaret (McDonald)
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Yates, Delbert and Martha (Cross)
Young, Keith and Marie (Myers) .......
Young, Robert and Wilhelmina . . . . . . . ..
Younge, Joe ........................

221
61 I
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Z
Zarn, Bert and Molly (Halwas) .........
Zarn, Brian and Sharon (Hopkins) ......
Zarn, Charlie and Ethel (Applin) .......
Zarn, David and Alice (Peel) . . . . . . . . . ..
Zarn, Douglas and Ann (Halls) .........
Zarn, Edward and Janet (Thompson) ....
Zarn, Glen and Ida (Taylor) . . . . . . . . . . ..
Zarn, Henry and Ethel (Goring) ........
Zarn. Ken and Helen (Zelmer) .........
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